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Preview of Schlickman. report

Mentally ill find
refuge, help at
Forest Hospital

Reveal strong support
for non-public school al

Des Plaines treatment center
among largest in nation.
By Lois Czubakowski

Tomorrow, or next week, or next month someone in your
family may be the victim of an appendicitis attack...or mental
.

illness.

If the troubles should be the appendex you would probably recognize the symptoms and have the illness treated at once. But
with mental problems the illness itself is the"symptom and both it
and the cause must be.treated.

, Newsstand Price 10 Cents

24 Pages

By Richard Crabb

Of the hundreds of citizens
before , the

appeared
Schlickman State -Legislative
committee studying public aid
who

to non-public schools, the majority favored such assistance.
Contrary to 'what might
have been supposed, some
public school parents and public school administratdrs fa-

vored aid
schools.

to

non-public

On the other hand, some
parents of children attending
non-public schools vigorously
opposed public aid in any form

Could you recognize the
symptoms, of mental illness 'or

emotional disturbance -in'
yourself or your family? Even
if you could, would you know
what to do about it and where
to turn for help?

to private schools.
These are some of the find-

vate schools did so on the available for the 1970' spring

ings which will, be disclosed
when the committee releases

would protect the quality of

being printed.

,

Here in the norhtwest sibbl
urban area we have one of the
largest private psychiatric hospitals with a teaching institute
in the country. It is Forest
Hospital, located at 555 Wil-

"THE REPORT will be
ready in a few days. So that
there' will not be any confusion, I am planning to

son Lane in Des Plaines, Ill.

Springfield

The hospital which recently
added a four:story, $1 million
addition, has 145 beds, and a

able," Schlickman reported.

May

commission on the subject of
public aid
schools.

us of the hospital, including

Pennies, dimes and dollars

Chicago. But the hospital has
served patients from 27 different states and 10 different
countries.
What happens with a teen child who is nervous in -class
and refuses to go to school, a
mother who hasa drinking
problems or a father who flies

child's entire "family life."

young people between the age..

Testing a mountain of sand for texture Wednesday at the Me- Prospect Jaycees. The Jaycees are conducting "Operation Sandyer Material Co. yard, 580 Wolf Rd., Des Plaines, are (from left), box," their annual sand sale and are delivering an industrial Michel Nank, of 1906 Thornwood, and Tim and John Scholten, sized wheelbarrow full for $1.50. Sand is being donated to the
of 1507 Redwood, all in Mount Prospect. The boys were at the Jaycees by Meyer Material Co. To order, call 439-8873 or 392-

yard to "help" their parents, who are members of the Mount

BY Ben Clarke

If awards are being given for
persistence and tenacity in

lursuing a community projct, perhaps the first in Pros-

Bomb scare
Homework undone,
boy empties school
.

Police arrested a juvenile

a "bomb threat" call made on
Elk Grove High
Wednesday morning.

School

The youth, after admitting
that he nide the call, told police he did it because he didn't
have his homework done fora
class, and he thought the call
was the best way to get out of
class.

he recognized the voice because of his several recent interViews with the youth.

The assistant principal of
the school, police, and firemen

searched the craft shops and
found no trace of a koornb. At

10 a.m. the fire alarm was
sounded, and all the students
of *the school were evacuated.
They returned 25 minutes lat-

er when the search of the

The Elk Grove Village fire school building was over.
Police said the phone call
department received a phone,
call around 9 a.m. Wednesday had been made from a pay
morning warning "There's a phone located inside the
bomb planted in the Elk Grove school. When the suspected
High shop area, set to go off at youth was questioned he denied making the call.
10:15 a.m."
Police called the boy's faThe first dept. immediately
ther who listened to the voice
notified the school and police.
The fire dept. had the bomb on tape and said that it was his
threat call down on tape, and son. The boy then admitted he
the voice sounded familiar to had made the call. He will apone of the policeman He said pear -before a juvenile court.
-

'

1941.

lean MarDonald Creek
handles heavy rains easily

of 13 and 17. In this servick
group therapy for parents of, pect Heights should go to
(Continued on page 3)
Richard Schuld, president of

Wednesday in connection with

public hearings _held

throughout the State 'by the
commission. One of these
hearings was held in Arlington

Heights in the northwest sub-

high.

urbs with more than 40 persons giving testimony.

Another section of thete-

commission was established by
the General Assembly in 1969
to conduct the first study of the

port will summarize all of -The
bills before the spring session
of the Legislature having td'ilo

private elementary and secondary school system in Illinois

and to make recommendations
on the question of public aid to
non-public schools. The commission is to have its report
ready in February, 1971.
Sixty days ago Gov. Ogilvie
requested that the Schlickman
commission prepare an inter- ,
ium report based on the work
done during its first year.

in some way With public;assistance to private schools.
There are 20 such bills.

A third section will report
all forms of public aid given or

refused to private 'schools in
the other 49 states.

"There 'is no such report
available," said Schlickman.
"Our commission has &lilting
its first year made contact With

all other states to find out,

Ogilvie proposed that the report be completed as soon as
possible after April I to be

what if any public aid is being
given to private schools.

Skokie Blvd. to Howard St., to

their hike at the Niles North

Niles Center Rd. to Touhy to

early Sunday morning.

Caudwell.

High School, Lawler and Old
Orchard Rds., Skokie.

the

Prospect

Heights

Old

Town Sanitary District
(PHOTSD), and to Jack Gilli-

gan, chairman of theMcDonald-Creek Imrpovement committee of PHOTSD.
Nowhere was the creek over
its banks last evening, from the

point where two of its tributaries join just east of Buffalo
Grove Rd.. (Windsor Dr.),
where the creek passes under
River Rd. 'before entering the

Des Plaines River south of
Kensington
Rd.).

Rd.

(Foundry

"We are very -happy," said
Gilligan last night.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY of this week, work.
men from the Illinois Division of Waterways cleaned
out obstructions at two spots

PJarocsepeesct Hts.

to
sell charcoal
y

With the outdoor barbecue

Sunday.
THIS ESTIMATE was conMembers will sell charcoal
firmed by John Guillou, head on a door-to-door basis and
of the Illinois Division of Wa- will also take phone orders for
terways, last Friday, when he same -day delivery.
met with Gilligan, Schuld and
Prices are $.165 for a 20 others to discuss what work his pound bag, and $3.25 for a 40 crew could do en the creek pound bag. Phone numbers for
cleanup.
orders are 255-5505, or 392Guillou promised to write a 7187.
letter to Soo Line officials noProceeds om the sale will a
tifying them of his View that be 'used to finance the many
the culvert is "inadequate," _projects that the Jaycees spon(Caritinued an page 2)
sor during the year.

Clean MacDonald Creek
called antiflood aid

Jack Gilligan, chairman of
along the creek; one a major the McDonald Creek Imlog jafn just east of Wheeling provement committee of the
Rd., midway between Palatine Prospect Heights Old Town,
and Willow Rds., the other a Sanitary District (PHOTSD)

from causing flooding.
While admitting that building dams with branches in the
creek is fun, Gilligan made a

large log that hed fallen across
the stream just opposite the
east end of Willow Rd:

youngsters to refrain
such, activity..

The pile-up of debris last
evening at the culvert, that is

has asked that residents co:operate in keeping the creek,
which received emergency
clean-up treatment this week,
free of debris,
He said if homeowners
along the creek, and other residents who enjoy its scenic
qualities, would spend 30 min-

build diagonally under the Eudid-Wolf intersection, indicates that if the sharp turn in
Line
the creek near. the
culVert were straightened the utes each week cleaning up '
'increased flow- might prevent' debris that has accumulated
less debris from accumulating, along the creek near their

upstream at the Euclid -Wolf property, it would be a "big
help" in keeping the stream
culvert.

plea to parents to ask their
from

Radiator stolen
Paul A. Evansky, 39, of
1505 Willow Rd., Prospect
Heights, left his car in a Des
Plaines city parking lot for a
couple hours Wednesday, and
when he returned he lifted up
the hood of his car to see why
the car didn't start and found
that the , radiator valued at
$100 was stolen.
(

INDIVIDUALS
AND
groups sponsoring the students
have pledged money for each

east on Dundee to Glencoe

to Ridge, south on Ridge to
Gross Point Rd., to Old Or-

the 30 -mile route.

state

WCFL disc jockey, will ad-

chard Rd.,
West on Old Orchard Rd. to
Niles North High School.

Adlai Stevenson III, Illinois
treasurer, State Rep.
Robert Mann of Chicago (D 24th) and Clark Weber,

cards

caused damage to many areas
in the northwest suburbs with
Arlington Heights suffering
the most.
Lightning struck the home of
S. 0. Thompson, 1111 W. Burgoyne Rd., Arlington Heights.
.

Fire men extinguished a blaze
on the roof.

' There was also a fire at
314 N. Wilshire, Arlington
Heights, but the fire department has not determined if it
was caused by the storm.

At the southeast corner of
Vail and Davis in Arlington
Heights, lightning struck a
building and caused some
damage on top of the building,
according to police.
A POWER line was down at

Mount Prospect,

Des

After the hike, students will
collect their pledges, giving
the funds to the American

Freedom for Hunger Founda-

2 injured
.in car crash
Two persons were injured

according to Charles Ander- Village, was northbound on

son, public relations reptesen- Rt. 83 when an auto driven by
Irving V. Nielsen, 53, of Chitative.,
cago, southbound on Rt. 83
Residents of Prospect crossed in front of Kearns'
Heights were treated to a giant auto and they collided at the S
fireworks display early Thurs- curve on Main St.
Kearns' wife, a passenger in
day morning during the height
of the storm. Jack Gilligan, of his car, and Edwin Klept, 32,
36 Lynnbrook Dr., said that of 20 S. Standish Ln., Schaumlightning struck a power line burg, were taken to Northwest
just west of Schoenbeck Rd. Community Hospital where
they were treated for minor innear Glenbrook Dr.
He said that a high voltage juries and released.

was downed and its
"grounding out" on the wet
wire

turf created a bright shower of

sparks like a "huge Welding
torch."

light, drove by in a steady pa rade of cars.

.

Gripe
Of The

(

Day
When I give my dog food, =

toward which the animal:"
on TV races, he approaches

it as though he's meetini.,
his doom.

C.L.W.

Plaines and other northwest
suburbs experienced power
failures, burglar alarms set off

by the storm and=: false fire
alarms.

"We had scattered

lines

down throughout Park Ridge
to Hoffman Estates and
Schaumburg,"

said

Walter

Lambert, district superintendent of Commonwealth Edison Co.
He said crews worked until
Thursday morning,._ and -_that

and

Wednesday night in a two -car
_most of the repairs were com- accident on Illinois 83 west of
pleted by 8 a.m.
Main St., Mount Prospect.
Police said the auto driven
The heavy rains caused little
more than wet lines to Illinois, by Karen J. Kearns, 29, 208
Bell Telephone Co. circuits, Washington Sq., Elk Grove

Golf and Arlington Heights
the next two hours until
Rd. due to lightning, police -theFor
wire burned back clear of
said. The electrical storm
the ground, Gilligan said, locaused burglar alarms to be set
off at numerous stores in the cal residents awakened by the
storm and seeing the bright
village.

are -registered

stamped at checkpoints along

Storm spreads damage,
Arlington hardest hit
Heavy rainstorms late Wed-

season about to begin, the

North on Caudwell to
Waukegan Rd. to Dundee Rd.,

mile a student walks. Pledge

nesday and early Thursday

The real thorn in PHOTSDs' Prospect Heights Jaycees will
plans is the inadequate size of kick off their second annual
the Soc Line culvert.
charcoal sale tomorrow and

tion, sponsor of the mike.

Rd., to Tower Rd.
East on Tower Rd. to Sheridan Rd., to Lake; west on Lake

School.

.

Adolescent services handle

eight

prod scores of suburban high
school students on a 30 -mile
hike through Niles and Skokie

for the "hunger walk" at 7
a.m. at Niles North High

I

into rages because suddenly

study will be made of the

the testimony taken at the

dress the teen-agers after an 8
a.m. interfaith ceremony.
The young people will begin

More than 15,000 teenagers, including students from
Districts 214, 211 and 207, are
expected to begin registering

his

lem is not organic it may be
parental stress. In this case a

interim report that will be'espezially helpful to memberSbf
the Legislature in the current
session," said Schlickman.One section will summan'te

The route along which the
students will be 'walking is:

pledged to feed the hungry will

mind" with drugs, a small

ceive an encephalograph tes
If his brain waves are found to
be malfunctioning it is possible medication can control
his problem. But if the prob-

meeting of the Legislature.
"There are three parts to the

fot7hungry.Sunday

PATIENTS CfikE from

The small child might' re

action

14;000- teens to hike

most of the surrounding communities within a 20 mile radi-

they come to Forest Hospital for that help.

non-public

vored public assistance to pri-

-

for 1help, an indication that
something is wrong. Often

to

In general those who fa-

'

the pressures of life are just too
much for him7 - _
The erratic behavior is a cry

11

The report gives the first
summary of what the huindreds
of citizens of Illinois said to the

Forest, but only psychiatrists

'tiger who has "blown

in.

after
which the report will be avail-

the clergy can refer a patient to

may treat here.

such

THE SPECIAL legislative

hold a press conference

Almost any qualified persons, including medical doctors, school psychologists or

that

education in public schools. If
students attending private
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman' schools were to have to shift to
(R., Arlington Heights), chair- public schools quickly, public
man of the committee, told schools would be so crowded
The Day yesterday that the in- that the quality of education
terim report,' requested by would decline in many parts of
Gov. Ogilvie and awaited by dr state, especially in the urseveral committees of the Il- ban areas where class sizes in
linois House and Senate, has public schools are already

been completed and is now

psychiatrists, one full time internist and 70 attending psychiatrists.

grounds

its interim report in 10 days.

staff of 210. There are three
full-time and seven part-time

42,

SIMON
gUSU ITS
gAYS
I'd join the hike for the hungry on Sunday but they start
before breakfast.

'

THE DAY
Page 2

Fnday, May I, 1970

Harper concert
set for tonight

,

A

muoily Chamber Orchestra.
under the ihrec.n of Robert
will present a con-

cut tonight at 8 p.m, in the
`g_ -.RI College Center Lounge.

-

Proposed '70-71 village
budget set at $3,191,382
budget for 1970-71. on which
the Brian, comMittee mai

other yin, officials went

The orchestra will perform "eight hours of review last Se,
Symph"My No. s'n B-0.1 by uday. will probabffi b
Frank Schubert. a Zrntem5S191,382 when presented to

by Al

composition

At
w(

MacDonald creek chase S
heavy rai ns with ease
o

fr(1111 Pagel,

On April 10, Emory Kik
*mild the railroad take no n- paid, Guillars chief of opand later remedies to im- mama, met with PHOTSD
.Cyee,,, try, situation become

545ciels,

and opera all
the baks

general's office can take any
action against the goo Line

[ironed to be an auspicious day

lf
-

trouble spots.

gsr PHOTSD for it was that

.

LAST FRIDAY Guillou

gleetinog to make a direct atgra
the McDonald Crack
ft,'.`"Ineeting was attended

dotemergency nature wodl

5...Rep. Eugene

pt

session and seven previous so-

Wire stolen.

front Ill. Bell
hundred nd sixty

t....'

':,-7,:ng,.'"Ip'hplythiris Doll
pot at
NPat,.

Arthor. Mount Pr.-

In frateticity

River

Trails

award the contract

Gilligan was appointed
Ecamon of a newly fanned

$3,151,312 figure.

This will put the

1'97041

items in the new budgetgam-

Oslo chips, chocolate pudding,
pineapple upside down, milk.
To he serred Monday at Arli,ton, Prospect, Wheeling,

the Aare-

Elk Grove, Forest View and

Barnett said that the biggest
ing changes

ore

Hemey high schools in District
won of the Lonnquist Blvd.
244:
ginning May
at a figure(' widening program, wat to
Blain dish (o, choice);
1554434 higher than the one, Meier Rd. for two police and'
the addition of five policemen stuffed mealloaf, loastio or
passed for 1969-70.
taco, wiener in bun. Vegetable
and three firemen to the
THE CI [ANGER made Sut- toes pry
-Woe choiceb whipped co tatoes, tater rounds,
urday have been inoorporated
into the budget and will he re.
HE ADDED TIIAT the pot parrots. Salad (one choi );
tit:amen and firernen will not Tilsit juice, tossed salad, lc ce,
be added until November I, wedge, peach -red gelatin oubc,
1970,
eliminating six molded: raspberry, fruit cocktail. Prune muffin and butter,
months of salaries.
Barnett said that major inmilk.
Available desserts: peat'
creases in this work budget
their first bid of $74.80B.
halve; cherry gelatin, chocoThe second low bidder was' are as fllows. ..
-Genend corporate fund: late cream pie, applesauce
Thorsen md Thorsen. Inc.. at
total 11,522,052, incre.am of cake, chocolate chin =Aka.
577.553. The third lowest bid_der was Cornell and Fermi!. 5241,333.
-Stmets and bridges Well
Inc. at $78.076.

fl

.0 Indian Grove school,.
hi h oth-

(rah

7,",,,,,.,,";;;;,,...,wrd

,,,.

,,

1-01m, Mount Prospect. is one

week by the state crew. and the

cry fraternity

coMractom April 21. although

nuthorired the expenditure of
$105.7ffilfor the addition. It is

the bid had been mised.$2. I 60

to be completed for Mt one,

due to an error inn sulkon-

ing of school in September.

Wayne Erlich/6f the arehiimattral flrm of Berger. Eel-

'.7C11..tr
tat

hid submitted by Conboy

hot week there luta been an er,

To be eligible for membership, a senior must hay,: a cu.

THE BOARD hail eadier

nor in the figure added in for
the plumbing work.

mutative index of 5.0 foot of
The &tent, alley this exOK u lint semester junior a planation. imed .. award
5.kand a second semester ju-

Conti,. Inc. the C0111111.0 at a

afar a 5.2 averages

figure of 477.0411 rather than

A factor in She selection of
Co [bey son Mar they could
meet a Se pt ember completion

deadline, in fact. they promised completion Aug. I. Other
contractors; completion dateslapel
from Sent.

I

to Oct. 15.

The board's authoriration.of
5105.74.9 was 10 include the

construction of the addition,
mammary work at the site, in eluding lira hydrant and newer
lines, and architect, fees.

total 5272,034,
53,760.

iikrease of

-ILLEVOLS MUNICIPAL

Retirement Fluid;

total
542,700. increase of 55.900.

rIte PROMO DAY
Publiehed
daily,
Monday
through Friday, by Day 1,111100.

non, Int.. 117 5. Main, Raw
amuse., Ill 60056, Branch of.
finny, 217
q.nt011 ton.

-Waterworks and sewage
fund, Mal $926,128. increase

and122 Center, on Fie.

of $266.705.

MOM..

The

nnquist project kits-

mst 559,000: limn
untemplate
that financing
would be
unt Prospect
timmed

Perko District, 520,0_50; Vol-_
loge of
Mount
Pdo7pat,
$22,000; and residents along
inc road, $15,000.

Rd Adiegron .m.6,111.60005,

written Gov. Richard .111
Ogilvie about the Soo Line culvert, pointing out its inedeqoacy.

Donald Creek Improvecommittee, to matte
signatures

(ram honkowaers along the
dreek,mallow state equipment
an their property.

praised

Schlickman for hi
personal contact wIth the govemu. endthis promise to see,
whether the Illinois attorney-

.

end claw moors Pnid
Atom Prospect,

1.10w do you say welCome
home to a hero? Sgt. John InMan of Arlington Heights

witch, Joyce Anhalone, Bet-

-Came home the hard way from
Vietnam. He was wounded by

Mensch, Helen Gleixner, Do.

soose.

The husband may hate the

and even

charge Account,. tiny,

i

tn. ot tic vier, no, 112 E. row,

lerch"c("wrSnIZSIKIC:

PSYCHIATRY

used .to
treat only the patient," -Morrie
Squire, administrator of Forest told us, "but now we treat
the entire network of people
around him too."

.

de-

flned as consisting of at least
MO generations, both parents

taxation supported by Blue

to tbeir homes immediately ref-

Cross and Blue Shield.

through Green Tree Industries

vices has been partial hospi.
talization. Through this concent a husband may contiue

Service at Forest is the Martial
department, an outpatient serfor evaluating, preventing
and treating. marital disharmony.

is available. Here patients do
small assembly work and are

going to work each day

.

treat-r

turn. hoThe hospital for tre
ment and to Way at night. A
housewife can continue local,
for her family in the same program, or a young person can
co he to care for her family
younghe same program, or a
u

schooling. The patient

Mot port ot the North Woo ,,,aneraf

'

allIgh._

PREVENTIVE WORK is

MI., at Forest thg law are

also done by members of the

but,/ and filled with therapy,
t re
me n rand inmresting

staff in the community. Dr.
Robert Willford, director of

of eight ht., Forest Hoapital
is the hot private mychlatric

gram, speaks to many club and

community groups about the
importance and methods of
stress
recognizing
within themselves and of overcoming the stress before becomes a serious emotional ill-

part in special classes such as

Scuba diving,tells
diving, typing, art and
clay working. There is a pool

,

ness.

permanent site

dren what to do and when to do
it, the kids with their counselor

sin basis of age and sex. Each

decide their own program."
kdekistraiiong for Camp
Mmently
are
Countryside
being accepted at the YMCA
115

porn,/

310 E. Rand Road

Road 1031.38 fe

Arlington Heights
otonri

tigVa'n7illy
ot lying in Rio
ty, Illinois.

part in cooking class, drama

nne' for firemen, policemen,

oi .b, dance class, gym activity,

clergymffi, educators, and city
officials. Several communities

Doted or

had

special

semi.,

1

Mt. Prospect

paittenwirikonsord.

have

fit

Rand &Central

di, in cook loom

Seminars are run at the Mo-

events class. Or they might
take part in psyc, drama an -

-

.ffielvie

and patients may swim or take
music appreciation or acurrent

program planning.

With Any Purchase - Limit One Per Family
quarter,

he Psycho -Educational pro-.

There are field Hips for the
young adults, which may in
chide baseball games, picnic,
the to the zoo, movies,
with etc. Or
the patient. may
to take

stay in the hospital a minimum

Leadership Center at
Johnson elm Palatine.

hour for their labors.

thi,s to do.

u

gamic for this summer at

s counselor so assist them with

HALFGALLON

paid from 75 cents to $1.25 per

For Mose- who are homi-

person can continue mutt

Can, Director Gary Meier
said, "We do not tell the ail-

&the groups is provided with

reset.d,
atIIneMants

even busier a work program

ANOTHER MUCH Used

W. Johns°, St., Palatine,. has
announced ill plans for a Day

seek, Marge Andrews, Cecelia

ber'shbp and beauty shop are
available.
For those who watt to keep

And a recent addition loser-

Countryside 'Y'
summer day camp plans

ty Lou Wolod, Marilyn Lu-

hospital to he partial hospi-

hospital at specific times for
specific treatment and return
ter those sessions.

Children from eight years old
up participate.
Average stay tithe hospital
is 10 days, althogh some stay

on Buffalo
Hill, near Volo, Illinois.
'The 'youngsters in the Day
'Camp are divided- into,groups

?minor, in

tad Roa

illness
ne

its

i'iron

Many kinds of therapy workshops ore available at Forest Hospithl In Dann...Pictured hens'
kilned area, SMff members Helen Gaon°, art therapist, Edna Kalb, n secretary at thelmsPltek
ar, Jack Frost, activities therapist worker, display the twilities avaable.

r°.allmembers of a 1.0,12

115

el

kllfie

The Family Therapy service
le considered a needed service

n. hospital a member of
the Blue Cross Plan for Hoag,
tal Care.
Forest Hospital melmains
an out -patient service program
in which patients come to the

Be sure to open your Wine

orate

that field to aid Innis recovery.

is

ICE C E M

aPEerpmH

ate

th find ajob in

Countryside YMCA,

Country Club in All Flavors!

Notice 1

work he is doing. Forest personnel may help him find and
Bain for work he likes better

S60.

100 W. NORTHWEST HWY:
MOUNT PROSPECT
CL5-1600

Legal ,

so

her husband and her mothers
In-law will be brought into the
diaCussion. of the problem,
end a
will be sought.
.

MAY 3 ONLY

or educators.

a probleM

hospital, running about $50 to

Gift Wrapping

_By Catherine O'Donnell

housewife may

with her moanerin-law.lf

less than a week. Hospital costs
sow
less per day. than a medical

Free

"Redhead" Figurine from
Germany, $8.50

ican Education,. a textbook

The housewife who drinks
or the husband who can't seem
at tope arny lo,er with his job'
his esponsibilities coma
under the adult' programs, The

e nd one or mdre children.
Orandporeno, in-laws, and
n un -blood relations, such as
fiances, etc. may be Included.

nee,

Calisch, will appear in "Amer-

is

ool.

Fttded Pees' le raw e

second floor gift shop

Welcome home to a hero

re, too, group ther

ant

"So You Want To Be A
Real Teacher," by Richard

anapy

ion

man Wee fors sat

Put a gleam in Mother's Eye

Day by Day

ticle in an education textbook.'

patent. The "family"

a.&eisata&=

.

or under the young adult service, which serves young men
find women between IS
d

Rubicon. rat. ascent.
woik. honer darer. Oa of
wees u.S.,
max Moo e

with a delightful gift from Wille's

In addition. Gilligan
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of HI engineering students at
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in of
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site, mused flooding of the Intersection and a slowdown of rash hour traffic. (Photo by
nen Clarke)
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the village hoard of trustees for
discussion and possible final
approval next Tuesday.
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mdcan composer Chades
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A haven for the mentally ill

Mo. iI121{....Itis

291 E. Dundee Rd.

IsidayolMov, IWO.

Wheeling

recently at the hospital to dis-

sions and even be on ...-

tocuss the drug problem and how

vision. The hospital utilizes a
video-tape camera and rape order so that patients may
see themselves as whin see

deal with it.
"People," said Dr. Will ford, "tend to build walls be -

them.

tlffiniselves and other
people. At Forest We try to
tween

And if they'd like to look es -

Mow them how to tear down

pecially nice for their TV de-

the walls and build bridges in -

'

1

yorsons m.o.. in theabove
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BRAND NAME BUILDING PRODUCTS

SHOP BY PHONE'.

hut, oc for visiting hours a bar -

678-4100:.
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fors Haldeman, Myrtle Jes-

i

SM1II arms fire on March 28. sogne, Shirley McDougall,
la spent stone time in a Viet- Betty Thane, Micky Tolman,;
nam held hospital, in a hospi- Rita Hansen, Erna Schmidt
al in Japan and how he's -al. and Phyllis Bastion. Installing
moat home. He's in the Greet officer will be Blanche AnzaLakes Naval Hospital Ho. 713. lone. Conductress will be
in Ward I South. Postal Zone Marge Heideman.

WE DELIVER

i

Give Mom a

for Mother's Day

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEER,
FREE PARKING

'

DOVER

t

NEW HOOVER

60005.

Some day soon this column WELCOME WALKERS
will be devoted to this 21 -year-

The

Wheeling

Township

old St. Victor graduate. His Republican Women, Club
is an incredible one of has a GOP Hostess group that
Bel courage that will grip walks through neighborhoods
r heart. Meanwhile use all
ra prayers for this galrasa and send him a cud,

H has long road to travel.

GRANDMA GLOW
ben maxi, prico or Re.
rth in Mount Prospect

ni

welcoming newer... and
presenting them with .liter-,
Wurc telling them how to vote,
where to
to and
weeny
and,
where to regisregister.Last wk's

DELUXE BLENDER

comfortable,
professional type

DOES EVERYTHING BUT

HAIR DRYER

TURN ITSELF OFF & ON
spatula for easier mixing

'

plus strainer top. Six speed control
for every blending need. Easy -grip
4B -ounce container has strainer lid
and no.drip spout. Easy to clean
cutting unit. 75ipage recipe booklet

walking welcomers in North gate in Arlington Heights,
chided Beverly Conklin, Lois

{add who w. born in Akron

A swan carved from ice was

City Hospital a couple of days

the decorative centerpiece at

agh. Baby Jeffrey is the second

the

grandchild presented to the

Vinard Prices by their. son,

the

DI; David and Mrs. Price. His

housed the Horseshoe Club on

0146r brother is Michadi David
will be the object of Grandma
(she certainly doesn't look like

top of the Arlington Park Ho lel last night. The reception
was for business execs and

;grandma) Maxines att..
gr

from $5 00

restaurant that formerly

Bon Bon Guest Soaps $1,25

it was an entirely new
crowd to us track 'watchers.
The closest this column writer
got to anyone who might be

home fires burning. Conulations to a lovely family.

cials,

VTITERANS OF FOREIGH
WARS ANNOUNCE

ENJOY THE ADVANTAGES OF COOKING
CONVENIENCE AND EASY CLEANING

Mirror finish Stoinless Steel Irani,

Surface Won't Scratch...Can't
Snag...Resists Marring.
(artlessly over !Markel

$788

Glides eh

noes ordinary top water. getting for all type fabrics. meom
channels for complete fabric my -

641.

Full Year Hoover Guarantee
'

described as a "top executive

'

who doesn't want anyone to
no;ince the new officer roster know he is here." The rowanfolde coming year. The new --zrant is royal blue and crystal
Who Will be jrffialled and the view of the surround-

NEW HOOVER

CUSTOM

TOASTER

4 -SLICE TOASTER

Chrome body with black end panels

Reheats cold toast Without buming Handsome contemporary design Easy -to -empty womb may

.

m oder Wfiliam Reedy, Sunio
Vice -Commander Bruce STEAK FRY WITH MUSIC
Hander
Junior
Vice-ComArlington Heigh. Ameri
der Start Lewandowski. can Legion's Bill Griffiths is ,
Ot er officers are John He
proud indeed to have music
n, John Sunder
Ed- with the usual steak fry dinner
w d Doyle, William Kopp
dance which will be held this
and Lubeck, Thomas Fe- Saturdat, night. The entertainga , George Sutton and Irvin ers will be the Counterpoints,
- M outtalk Roy Buse. Bob- four women who were judged .
George Britten
an William Milligan.
petition held in Hawaii last
iIi
installing officer will be year.
44 District Past Commander.
They are part of the Mount
e
nies will be Iry McDoug- Prospect Country Chords of
all The .Ladies /leathery will Swut Adelines, Inc. They am
al
,install The 'arming of- Eallie Peters. Arlington
fie ts,' President Hilda Bake. .Heights.. Belly Hennessy of
la , Senior - Vice -President Palatine, Jennifer Karbusicky,
M lie Clinton, Junior 'Vied Park Ridge and Lori Tonikins,
P silent Betty Lassen. Other - Mot. PTOWOCI. The affair is
en named to 'posts in- open to the public. Call 2,5cl e Elsie 'Doyle, Marg., 79l4 for information and ma-

Easy to clean Designed for years
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Hooverguanontee
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rte MO SQUARE FEET
,
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acomplete

**Si 788

CEDAR SIDING

-

WARD and
BATTEN
tl

tomelking to behold

-

QUANTITIES LIMITED

"Blumenkinder" porcelain figurines ... from $30.00

Arabesque wall decorations
Clock # 9138 $40.60 Pictures oil paintings $9.00 to $36.00

TWINBROOK
Route 72 and Roselle Road

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

PHONE

894-1966

rom .cc Sp

HARDWARE
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Mon Fri 9109
§olutdoy 9 to 6
Sunday 9 tea

32' tai
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Ring lhn.bamal roogk ten

1,144 shale', jot. mete

great Imo..

Hoffman Estates Plaza Hoffman Estates

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 8TO 8 SATURDAY 8 TO 6, SUNDAY 9:30 TO 1:30

PlYwoad

ED

Come in and view our large selection of

10th in ......a,

eyyntionn

$3299

Forget about repairing. forget oboe, ugly crocking and peeling, Forget about
bumping by ladders and children's toys forget about Neil damage. Call loday
Son our eaty.toiappiy aluminum siding: BUY NOW DURING OUR SPECIAL
SALE. TERMS TO SUIT YOUR BUDGET.

Wraps your Name la artnor-like protection.
Withstands dents and bumps, even from hail,
Ends pales peeling, chipping, cracking problems
Keeps your home cooler in floe summer, warmer in few whder
7.17.7010*.017.017 ItYttni.r.. Mr, LISO ISM

i

Solt-

ALUMINUM SIDING

Full -year Hoover guarantee

0110$988

i

ll deminh,' . Naarrd

insOsting barker
Olinoar
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"PRE -COTE"

'

'

em ------ with

Add lqsting beauty with famous U.S.
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I

ing area is lovely.

Com-

STEAM/DRY IRON

only

erAns

at

AND FORGET IT!

$2 4 88

PRY PAN'

removed.

someone was toe man whowas

tie Arlington Heigh. Vet.
of Foreign Wars an-

INSTALL SIDING...

on ly

ELECTRIC
Die Cast Aluminum for even hoot
distribution.... Removable precision
emperaturdeontrel. High dome lid
gives mom reeking capacity. Cam.
pletely immersible with heat control

newspaper people.
Cafiside of a few oil/age offi-

Blips while her husband, keeps

Store tome Hood With See -Thou
Visor. Raise Or lower Hoods roar
Temperature Settings

mut,

EA*'!if6I'ee

crowded reception than
opened the Top of the Towers,

Franklin Pork, Ill.

DRIES HAIR FASTER THAN EVER

$2 4 88

Glassware by

3800 N. Mannheim Rd.

Portable -Easy To Cony, Benno 'ff.

included.

ks into a room these days Snook, Betty Bunnelle, Shirley
is surrounded by a glow Goodwin and Jean Hanlon.
tint tiltt the wdrld she is hap The reason is Jeffrey Lc. -TOP OF THE TOWNERS
s
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BEVEL SIDING
I...tight knotted sunny.

togerker
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One day at a time
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possible

low -and
housing was

el Black Pant hem moving next

.door to me,"

made by a yet -to -be fornied

beginning of a lengthy pm.
gram to be achieved. Any

Lat whoever theft. going
to build for earn tilde money.
nor at 1 did."

They wont take earn of
their houses end the neighbor-

this thing.It mat strike many people
ai en odd reaction. The probeing prop
for
surplusaland owned by the

hood will run down,"
-They'll have to him more

=them build more schools.
and roc
will go up'
,

"THE CHURCH' shoold

umgea-

involved

nick to religion, and leave xis.
dal prohlems to the people
"WhYmy neighborhood? If

liens from the .clergy, It had
luenssmked on by members of
the ammo ni i). the nbelves inien,ted in human. relstions.
When the renouncement came

'Tm not against minorities.

proclamation
EltWen

port, it could contribute to the
well-being of families tost
good lifc.
People are afraid, though.
so the whole thing may fail
le fact. right now IM say its

Rich Man Coverage
for the

chances don't even stand a
PreYer,

Ban Me. ton been wring

like one.

not -yet -rich

before.

Worker Clicinh in Whseling,

mon,."What The World's Opt

.

The

service

Ins

here

planned by the Wheeling Area
Ministerial Assn., which indudes Protestant and Catholic
clergymen from - Wheeling,

...

Dist. 214 OKs contracts
for seventh high school

33ap Publitation5

Five contracts were hward-

this week for construetion of the seventh District
ed

lbseorthe engine. I dream k vehray.tjraleeslykeeping
the pere....Viredom and intellectual integrity.,

214 high school

in

Rolling

Meadows.
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Plumbing. Ziegler & Sons,

Friday. May 0970

Engleside,
5518,973;
Heating. refrigeration and
temperature control, Haas
Jensen and Son, IZc., Chicago.

John E. Stanton. Editor cm) PublOttec

waist

war

William J. Kiedaisch. Vonaginn EJit,u

nn

R.E. Hutchinson, l'im,President

14. 'rne...1d,, fti.inc Min tor

0119784;
Ventilating, Mellish and
Murray, Chicago, 5659,650;
Electrical site lighting not
included. Skokie ;Valley Elec-

R. N.M., Circedittion 0,, or

Skokie. M., 5748, 840;

I DOCTOR SAYS.

Demountables,
Rattnernn
Ca., Hill:tide.
5194,872.
mane

Removal ofspleen
normal purpura control
-

Q - My oper has idiMatbic
ithrombooytofc nit ourpura.Her
Espies. was removed many
"Theme ago. That helped at first,

4then the trouble came back.
iliNow, after taking .rtisone
for several years, she is the victim of its side effects..What can
Inc done fiithbr'?
,

In this disease trlesdlig

A
rs

drugs

--

the

sulfonamides.

treptomycin, quinacreine,
pyrimethamine. trimethadione.
several of, the tranquilizers,
tripelennamine, potassium

chlorate. digitoxin, gold mlts,
pnenylbutaeone,

colchicine

tilmany.others: The only of
fectivc treatment is. find and
eliminate the drug or other allergen responsible.

under the. skin with

title or no trauma. In most

rnr:i'XdrerZe 'Or.
Moor

apt..

re

;Z.

Q s What now pinpoinf
red spots to appear all over my

A - A few scattered mesa

Prmad Pc'

pile - My Mogilev, 23. gets

health. They are of no significance. You should, however,
have an examination to rule

.essful.

Taus marks on her body ante
slightest knock. This hak hap.
med only in the last yew.
hat could cause it? Is there
y
for it?
Ay.ure
She

AMY have P.P.,
of a different type from

I

I referred to in the preceding query. It may he caused by

A - Muscles Yank

Naperville. Hufschmidt Engi-

Jan Hancock now offers a life insurance package
with. an amount of coverage you' may well need

neering Co., Sussex, Wis., Ins
the pee -cast concrete contr..

today, when you think about what's happened to the
price of the penny postcard.

Orem, Oe/ot and Associate,

the school

Wil-freds.

rejected bids for a grandstand

Wouldn't you he Interested in this kind of coverage

that'll make you feel like a million? Why not call

Have

-

Heights.
According to the aslociation's president, the Rev. Raymond Yadron of St. Joseph the

today.

II I

ix

predicted bat physiotherapy
should he continued. for at
least two years..

:

be do eQ

inational traditions, bat with

ation."

.

1309 Rand Rd.

out a vimmin C deficiency,
men= oLputpura caused by
.teking any of the dr. listed
Q

Has =deal science

found a way to build up moo
oleo that have become otrophied following poliomyelitis?

Mytiton, a defoarolog
agent, reduces the amount of
gas in Me intestines. Char donna, a combination of
phenobarbital, extract of belladonna and activated char-
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congregation to remain for a
brief time of fellowship.

Punishment

SWIMMING
POOLI

assa,..insLitohen, inwIlincee

thin:ult.:Mt:

iread

r

Sixteen
Baptisto,

ther of 'two. He has been a

Church
Palatine Youth
-Choir attended along with

member of the Wheaton College faculty in the department
of history and political science
singe

Adjudication
bone? Judson College, 5/Rio,

and dean of students at Kings
College in -New York. He Co-'

choirs

f..,ormi

aillig.m"H,

hymnlt

of

God."

Choir

One of the religious tenets of
Science stated in j

PH:879

Tentative plans are being
made to conduct a vacation
church school class for the
mentallyhandicapped at The
Lutheran Church of the Good
Shepherd 1111 N. Elmhurst

If

ito 9.11:30

litoxl

tloienn,H40eighNts. E, 'or''1777,'MAardijo"gri-,

Rudy 541-2926 or the church

"IF YOU'RE

During tonight's traditional
services at 8:15 p.m. at Ninth
west Suburban Jewish Congregatron, 7800 W. Lyons, Mow
don Grove;Rabbi Lawrence H.

Charneywilloffidareandcantoi-Gidon A. Lan will chant
rgin"a.teThd asM"veni"'sCbrubb'S.:brbadrti:

The Men's Club will host the

Odcg.,Shabbal following the
service.,

anLI

SPENDING $3.00 TO $6.00 PER WEE
IN A LAUNDROMAT, YOU CAN
OWN THIS WASHER FOR LESS!"

white blouses and

returns
The Big Band Sound returns

punch,

numbers during the afternoon

listen this Sunday i0 the
Christian Science Radio'
Series for some inmr-

coffee

this

estingS'insights on

min.

7,00 Arn. WM.

VO a.m. WAR

SAT*. 1;717,%nible men

Drink In the view
from the Top of the Towers.
Nothing Quite like St anywherh

CL 3-2407
Communion MOO

Phone: 392-17T2.,

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
4319. Arlington H.. Rd.-Adington Heights
Sway Worship:8100, 9.15 & 10:43 A.M.

NurseryCarea,t95
9:::5
Sudsy
A.M. fall aged

10:45 A.M. (ages 3-71

S';

,

BIBLE

SPEAKS

10 YOU

Trinity United Methodist
605 W. Golf Rid. Moo. Prospect
Or. Robert

'

NO PLUMBING NECESSARY

IRON
TOTAL

619.8963
ce 6 Church School 9:30

---

COMPLETELY PORTABLE;
ROLLS ANYWHERE

Nvas
SIDaDISCOUNT

TOWARD MX
COME f
110aVelOSee

.

outdid hliorsolf.

:18244.99:0

TRANSMISSION REPAIRS;

Dan. WAsma

ONLY

$159x95

Council of Teem
In Union With

GIANTS"

The xolram

Rev. Matthews rit.

""sPs°'``''."'
Sovereign Order of

10:00 A.M.
'

SZottn,:r

312-652.0920.

WITH

liZt7tir S

St.3amcs", ',hunch.
-841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.

NO COSTLY

.....-

Mosses:'

Arlington Heights,
Illinois

6.45,84o,
0:30, 11:45, 1:00

BELT DRIVEN
e34.6o70:2

-`
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Top (Nth., 'rowers lo

you'll atoll fOr Oho mono.

Ausl then another resat bogpam

MT. PROSPECT

9

TWINBROOK

HARDWARE

Route 72 and Roselle Road

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza

HOURS:

Sunday 9 to 4
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'

-
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MOUNT
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PROSPECT

Christian Dy ...Ander/A...ten Th. Oth
AimedaToad, Sharing ete Jor,

CL 5.0332

the Gospel with people.

(ORGANIZED 18551

of Arlington Heights

302 st. Ou=amen Heights
.m.& 11:00 An,

..1t1PULSEr

1903 E EUCUD, CL 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Chordte sdaroi and Worship

Saturday 9 e6

PHONE 894-1966

PASTORS
E.

IFirst Presbyterian Church

Mon -Fri 9 to 9

TOP OF THE TOMAS OPENS FRIDAY. MAY Is

CHURCH

First United
Methodist Church

A.30

Hoffman Estates Plaza Hoffman Estates

IRO
SOUTH
SCHOOL

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

CLR

Soon. rke I... Thong lb.

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

Freedom, and Commilmrol of

COUPON

forsat'of oolOr whomever you ltsok.

II:00 AN',

"SLEEPING

OF WATER PER LOAD

SAVE

hes Arlington Park Race Traok,
whore thorornidtbuode Po= oil ulndetar
and crammer

Our deolipler already quits famous

5 14.9}

:

Rev. Xurvey R. Neuman

atonic 'dada

USES ONLY 10 GALLONS

WASHER ...$169.95

Even the Interior to ettanningly rum

TELEPHONE 259-9456

sic e.i.rn.on difts.theieebyele,:

Telephone 253.4839',

Roman Catholic Church
4848 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois

REGULAR PRICE

"

'The Life of Prayer"

Holy Family Mission

VALUABLE COUPON WORTH $24.95

And P.M horGhO

'

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

Poston Albert A. lueehi

1211 W. Campbell-:;
Arlington Heights

8201A

return.

IN 30 MINUTES

of our...meld-green golf °mane.

CI'

Nursery Provided for,
All Services

WASHES 24 LBS. OF CLOTHES

Tonsil enjoy a birdki-eye viers
OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be Soled
In the frame of your choice from our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

rune

Tal.-137-3223

(Dodders Hall)

"Hun's' FE6ailg. entree

Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN S (M D) or

700

THE

rection, was so well received
that they have been asked to

MAY 2ND.

Evening Services:

wed. sir SAG,.
Pastor

11604c
0,01A

a.m. W.

May' Frolic 101 year. The
band, under Ben Miller's di-

A HOOVER FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE
WILL BE IN OUR STORE SATURDAY,

10:50

-New Wet.
9113404,

St. John

bers of the church mended the

WASHER

9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship:

Lutheran:Church

It's on 36 Illinois stations
includinm

and

cakes provided by the Deerfield committee,- directed by
Mrs. Frank Kirby.
Over 200 friends and mem-

SPIN DRYING

Sunday School:

worship service: "Singing for
Jesu," "Rise
0 Men. of
God,s" 0 ThouUp to Whose All
Searching Sight" and "Sing
th' Almighty Power of God."

TO A CHOICE
OF CAREERS" ..

this year to the North Shore
Unitarian Church, 2100 Half
Day Rd., Deerfield, Saturday,
May 16, at 8:30 pm.
special

choir,nwp,

A00-10130

"FACING UP

A 54 admission includes

A - No, to both questions.

'mum K,Sq:lat

attired
trousers

Keathley

Dos Plaines:

the liturgical portion of the se,

throughldbrhIeIdfro

Parents of children age 6
tilrolIgh '14 please call Dot

first?'

arras vac

the

Breath
members,

jumpersalike

Church of Christ Seim-

Men's club
service tonight

Bible school set

irilEF2-

He

ceived his B.A. degree from
Gordon College and an MA,
degree from Boston University. He has done grndeare
study toward a Ph.D. at New
York University and Northern
Illinois University.,
'

a,n,d

of

1963.

rered m professor of history

'phaei lad

attenda.

p10,0

,Christian

THE HOOVER

REGARDLESS

previously

Lombard, Wheeling and downstate Belleville,

body in hell."

' for the eyes.

aggravate psoriasis? ls It ever

block south of Higgins.ld.

Baptist State Assn.

Jams Reynolds

is able to destroy both soul and

June

Q Weald drinking alcohol

l

welcomea, tio
All areur,,

kwi 1 hil [chile

Rd., Prospect Heights. Chines

forming.

that

understanding

stevi auirdtthej

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER 8 SAVEI.,, rmu

coal, hm a similar actionbut, if

o.m. at the Nielsen Balm.

embers of the
clmrth

their

spindle!

ft eaabrl 711

639 MAIN MEV
SAMOA ISMOIS

token regularly, may be habit"

ery Tuesday from noon M. I

The local chapter is one 01650
groups in the United Stares
and around the world. All men
are invited to attend.
Rung is married and the_fa-

e,,,dr 24' sc tfioorng 'yenf,essi oanf dsmthin,.

o"fea not them whichch kill the

ILLf evuutet Poot4 Ifte,

.

.

Northwest CBMC meets v-

e

Bihleeadingon

OPEN WEEKENDS, TOO - SAT. & SUN BOTH!

Whefb,,th6.nriextte11

on Tuesday, May 5. His topic
will be "A Christian and His-

by M.

strce:sei.,,md
in .s,then,,Cohnr,isoti,a:

SWIMMING POOL ACCESSORIES
CHEMICALS. LAWN FURNITURE

MNIIMW

Men's Committw luncheon

choirs from the Elgin chinch,

`Won. and Health with Key
tau,kteher .SudryiPirw" by Mary

of guarding

is

a new restaurant

Northwest Christian Business

'

othioncgsu,

LIFE INSURANCE

and a kitchen.

The Larkin Avenue Baptist
Church
u or cf hthi no EYI ui nthw ma s ot h,
cent
site
Youth
sponsored by the Music
Department of the Illinois

of.i

is lesson -topic

20 YEAR
GUARANTEE!

-Also COmplote Selection of -

259-8080_

possible. The school isolated to
open M September. 1971.

Page 5

the summer.

MAINTENANCE FREE -IN -GROUND or ABOVE -GROUND POOLS

Arlington Heights

thee, parlor, office, cl.

n Mannheim Rd. about ,sine

Coffee will 6.1...41NIN.- ea the/ hip the will ix attending several paeion plays offered fn

ile theServiea to encourage Shc

Enjoy You Own

Bob Arnold

tains an all-purpose room,

Palatine choir
joins song fest

toadied the Rev.Mr.Nolgs 30th anniversary year in theministri.
The congregation presented the couple with a trip through the
countries of the Reformation, priodply Getman and Italy. Der,

-

AT HOME THIS YEARI

0

Contemporary manner, -OP"

Richard C. Rung, assistant
professor of history at Wheaton College. Wheaton, Ill.,
will be the speaker at the

thus tenth anniversary with the convened°. The event also

I

iriellides a feast

Q -Wham.. Mylicon and
Chardon given for?

is cofdially invited to both ser- - the rapidly growing southside
vicm and the open house.
of Arlington Heights, filling a

R .nun, Ren,,,,,,3d wts.dbv,

VACATION

d

58.132,3313. hut were scaled
down to 97,927,344, Richard
Johnson, architect said.
Orput and kaput will
coordinate all work at the con suuction site on Central Rd. in
Rolling Meadows.
Work will begin as coon as

Dine at

widelwhe .renuktsccartnordte

Service which for
that Sunday will replace the

bars of Our Redeemer Lutheran Churety Prospect Heights, on

rnPeoNnee Sot tsur sins of Mist,

Coll Collect
Day or Night

of the disease. Because the ex
tent
of the damage .varies

pointed by the Methodist Con12:30 p.m. and again in the af. ' ference indention, 1966. to ester noon from 2 to 4. The public ... tablish a Methodist Church in

NOM

eel b

sensitivity to any number 0
poliomyelitis rnust be .maintained in as good condition es
possible throughout Me coLira

vice from11:30 am. until

Ground for the new s
tore Was broken in the falrof

Wheaton prof

an to God, through Christ,
and of man A fellow man in
Christian love. We do so with
respect for our varied dean-

How little is the cost? Well, for example, a man 24
years of age could have this S100,000 initial amount
for about $31.00 a month..

and student wardrobes. No
bids were submitted on lock -

1968 and the building has beirn
.;
in see since Nov. 1969.
The new building, styled lea

An open house is scheduled
immediately following the ser-

Bishop Thomas Pryor /will.
officiate at the moMing Con-

.

The District 214 Board ta..
bled action on food service.
and equipment contracts and

in October of that year. The
Rev. Mr. Miller had been op-

-

10 with a special service and an
open house.

.

need that had existed for a4e

OW to hear

body?

may be seen in persons who
ove r 40 and are in good

iption drag.

GENERAL contractor for

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

now afford.

Skokie, are the architects.

The contractors and the es.
Limated cost of their work arc

Marshall Field III

you tlibught only rich folks could afford. you ten

time.

-

don of the reconciliation of

Buffalo Grove and Prospect

Yes, an initial benefit of $100,000 Of life InadranCe

THE COURCH of the incarnation began meeting informolly in June. 1966, and was
officially chartered as a church

regular

The purpose is not to promote
bind tService of United Pro- unity of organiettlion, but rathclamation1 May 3 at 130 pm. -emoshare in a visible way some
at the Lutheran Church of the
basic principles of Christian
Good Shepherd 1111 N. Elm.
belief."
horst Rd., Prospect Heights.
The Rev. Noel Clark Holt of
The thew of the servico is
the Kingswood Church in Buf- found in the proclamation:
lido Grove will deliver the ser- "We meet in united proclarna-

Now...

anxious as theirs to establish o

hors. It seems even more
strange Mat motile who pride
themselves on being Christian
forget the nicaning of the word

area

churches will conduct a mom

Contrary to belief, the pro-

whispers of ill-inforrned neigh-

Wheeling

minhlp coal¢ at

10:30.M. Rev. WIlliam"MBI:
et, pas.. will assist.

The Church of the Incarnation (United Methodist),
330 West Golf Rd., Arlington
Heights, will commute its new
church building Sunday, May

secretion

gram will do none of the things
- the people fear. With their sap-

hen they arc called on to.

struck fear into the beans

It

In addition find Me word I using nil -seven of theca letters

ece to live.

by the planning commission
and the village board. If it involved 'federal money. as it
likely would, still another set
.of
would have to be met.
IT ALWAYS seems 'amusing
at so many people me
Name so worked up over the

they.want this sort of thing. 10
them go somewhere else."

11 churches
plan United

our country a inner,

pilee

plat would have to be approved

to pertrnlet her and investigate

Methodists consecrate new church

Answer on Comic Poor

They are sorely needed to

=frictions of the village. 11m..

..thdr homes, and were going

.

'

ply with the building codes and

(heir h le ravings are tied up in

CLENKAB

n ow I'd just as soon let some One else help his fellow men."
The homes
are
freely
n eeded.
Theou y
are
sorely
needed in
r community.

buildings would have to com-

71 moved out here to get
away Gant the poor and 'hitt-

pose OM .program. After all.

It

made to the Church owners of
the land. Obviously, even if approved by them, and the -land
was sold, it would only be the

.1 don't want a wild bunch

civic assocacon. "We've gm a.
couple hundred families living
right around here who will op-

church.

The tnthal announonnern
was simply a Proposal to be

the reactions:

middlemcome
mad e out our way. The following day an mmumement was

The church says to (bent
Here is your chance to help
your fellow man m an and of
viW concern today." The re- sponse con= as usual and
saYs. 'Thank you, but right

end on

LETS EXAMINE some of -

24 good 12 excellent

Mike as many four letter oidsmore -words out of these letters as you can

And no it goes on and on

know Muer than kJ allow 1110
bappen to them

for

Hideairord

By Ron Swans

of mono people who should

WilOMAIM n mgMfall and
teno.4 as sad I is es cert.= m
tie dawn of new day,
An announcement for a

s...

MINISHIM Paul buffs Simnel D.O.
Men A. florin. James D. Eby

9:00 A.M 10:20 A.M. 11:40 A.M
Hunery Core

Sande.

Horoscope fashio sin club's future

fhe day's prospects

8 a.m. on Busse Av.

en1 Club will be held Tuns
day, May 5, at Itasca Country
Club, beginning wish cocktails-.

al

By Dolores Dough

tout& needed topake hii nest

A morning walkrcwnh
ma

. Thane. the ridec.'s. sure en gel muddy
Mom the- whirling ride Is

home?A

ighbor stnps to ask,
"Do you Want a ride?" "No,'

things.

Small boys an the wry to

Wirth it.

thanks, I just can't miss all thb
activity.", She leaves thinking I

school practice their catehini
skills using a sack lunch for

Dn the lookout for a story.

ew lingers on unopened

A teen-age girl pedals by on

buds of a small maple like dia-

bicycle. The wire lank. ere
and books.
Cu.tumn's

decaying leaves.
Jonquils nod,
reflecting
sunshine in gardens. Small
M1 ands clutch others as gifts for
teacher. A true treasure.

Pe ROBIN halts In cock his

ri n

in his beak. Is this the final -

The'

merry -go -router

that ruins the morning enlitude.

.Gatures Elaine Styles, who hes
been called Chicago's oral

other asphalt parking 101.

But do not be discouraged.

determinedly

between

honor Ms outstanding high
school student in a siX-Stalc
area of the Midwest is Friday.
according to Howard E. Con
ant, contest chairman and.
president of Infra -moo Steel.

Tbe contest is open to high
school sludents from Illinois,
.

.

Wisconsin,

Indian,
Michigan and Minnesota. A
Iowa,

Began[ matron model. She is

panel of five well-known per-

mho the assistant co-ordinator.
The luncheon is headed by
Mrs. William Brekke add

sonalitics from the Midwest
'and six national sports figures

H. Adams. For information, call Mrs. Brekke at CL

Entrants in Me Don annual
prep achievement sward eon-

will Judge the entircs,

R.

A determined dandelion, a
king of the weed world, has
-forced its golden fluffy mane

3-1235 or Mrs. Adams at 2555373.

The

.rvice

achievoment and

to

high school and community.
which may Include athletics.

he Island in the Sun. Green moun-

Conant said.

ins, a folklore, a Calypso treat; straw
market color, free port shopping, warm
and friendly people, crystal-clear waters, bright skies and wide beaches
7 funilleddays,6troPlcalnliligs
that's Jamaica! A place to TRIM a place to rejuvenate, a place to live as you like iv. The.
golfing's great, and so are all the other fun -in -the -sun sporting activities. Perhaps like no
other place you have ever seen, Jamaica calls - and you'll love every golden minute.

A SI AMU savings. band will
be presented to the first place
winner t' -the Interstate Steel

-

Awards banquet May 15 at
Henrici's in the O'Hare Inn,
Mannheim and Higgins, Des
Plaines. Other awards will be

vice vesidt, marketing and

presented to 24 runners-up.

Entry applications

business
Fi,
First Nation33al Bank

are

available from Mrs. Key Seelton, Interstate Steel Co.. 401
Touhy Av., Des Plaines.

orof

,'h°

Des

Shop in Arlington Heights W here It's Easy to Select

joined Me SW( following a orreer In advertising,

Something

.

oeseoroserroseartfre
Page 6

Special

of nature's hope.
Look around.

Itatill is goodspring mornis

ing for a walk.

Onlares11augh.Womons Editor

Janie Jensen of Mount Prow
Deer, JINNI CMistensen of NO.

ridge and Henn Meister of
Chicago MR be part of an eshi-

bides of Danish gymnastics
surd folkdancing Sunday, May
at

Luther High School

Nur., 5700 W nergan ,in
Chicago The Perfernwnee
start at 2 30 p m and 9311 in-

clude particlesnls ranging in
age from 0 to 50 Dinner will

follow al 6 pm The Danish
founded by a group of 1)nnisla
Immigrants an 1922 for adul.,
but now the club s main reason

for ex.ence is the children's
class. Instructors include
Mrs John Jensen of Mount
Prospect and Paul Kjeldhjwg
f Prospect Heights.

I

hav e been converted

The whole darn family

has.

converted. It ail happeriod because of a Cub Mont
been

do-it-yourself bird feeding kit
acquired by young son on his
i
'netebeirfithndiled
it Ming limp
,

was poinwdly ignored by thJ
winter bird population.
But ah. when spring came!
First it was discoyercd by afew

wrree sparrows bouncing from
enineKp branch: then came.
f. the nretrd, stmtting grackle-too large to balance on the
email feeder as he scattered

"

great greedy quantities of seed
, m the ground for all his fellow
club members.

One beedifIll day the birch
clump 'sprang to life with a

end rentipped Wings and yet-

ten.

boor

L consmin A REQUEST FOR
ROBING IATOn ANNEXATION TO BLSSWITN A S'PECIAL USF FOILS. MAORI.
BILE SERVICE STATION OF PROPERTY LOCATED AT THE SOUTHEAST. COWS
MAME/ROAD AND CAMP McDONALD POND MANTON

SP.,

em P.M. 'here will be o pubhc
112 E. nert6

thet.with us!

Ai SA Vcloge of ATTATS.Pra,ct

-Now Offering-

CM NO..)1,91.

with professional instructor - Ten. -

.

Wenn. iwohn 3.0,arfinelon Nelelerner. o;'.4.1147:In ArIlitoon

meembmeer

FREE HAIRCUT
To All Her New
Customers With Each Wash

sgryice .Peron of prose

1111.:IiiltrAVA=17142

h

eautiful

today -a tiny, grey bird, downy V
soft and with a sweet sang,

.

golf course antl Hound HIII

dtg'rees

Winner will fly on Delta Air Lines any con,.

Tcsalp
Lid NUrsb

fashions Where Styling is an Ant 11
aID 1713 E.hair
CENTRAL, ARLINGTON HTS. 439-80701
FA

itself.

BANK Ot
ELMHURST

venom Ma between now and

'1';6'91:elt
°gni, from
might Ilne.

err

.

West hog of ire Northead cps.' el

arab Range II

reencto

Developmws ter
ler Portal A he re-

ony
:.LiSson'ssill

inieneel

sir-'-.4wwwartwarre

neWest 148.90 feet, the foe .0.10 feel of theta...Ed

corm, tree.

rhonly

the abow

:per
nolc.LICE
Mr:Ore/7)=r' "
be Magi

Lost

of the Ihlrel

e of landlorded enhe ash

cr

et sansnon
get ejr.0 feet
ter

:22::;b7n

epP

hccor:r.Eg;

Agunat

.fortTroorrt'o'r''"Contr;M
DAY

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

'rrIOLIMZ1T.

FrIcloWQ.Y

,9°

WILL CONTINUE TO PAY THE HIGHEST
INTEREST RATE PERMITTED BY LAW ...

)eita

26 PRIZES to 26 MOTHERS

i -and
'Dv

Mrs. Stanley L.

xik of Prospect Heights,

Marilyn Johnson

the :kite n....

Mr. and Mrs.Cherles S. John -

son of Mount Prospect an -

formerly of Des Plaines, an- flounce the engagement of
nor ce the engagement of their daughter, .Marilyn Ann.,
thci daughter, Sharon Lynn, to Kevin H. Sarnwick, son of
to 1
. Lee Jackson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sarnwick
Mr.
d Mrs. Victor L. Jack- of Prospect Heights.
so

of Fort Atkinson, Wis.,

ton arty of Park Ridge,
1.96i08 graduate oisf

Mai

now complenng her second
y
at North Eastern State
Coll
n is a graduate. of

La Academy in Wilmette.
li01 graduate in June from
Nwestern University, with
a
or in invntment man-

agent.

e wedding.is planned for
Aug 15, 1970.

IN-SINK-ERATOR
the LEFTOVER lover

through our
GIANT

A 1968 graduate of

Pros-.

TifieitaiiHigaho Scshwooili,aMh_lriiiiilyanriaisai,a

Hosp.' School of Nursing in
Rockford. Her fiance, a gradu-

ate of St. Viator High School,
plans a eareer in law. He is cm -

yed at Harper Junior Colin the Campus Safety Department and also attends
classes at Harper.

cessor to Fang
as the world's
finest garbage
disposer. This
Mother's Day,

.914

Pair of
Arlington Bootery
& Men's Wear
8 N. Dunton Ave.

CENTER.

A FIVE PIECE PLACE

LI1EATEST MOILS,

SETTING DE BEAUTIFULLY

GREENHOUSE -MESH,
A AILING-GletRANTEEDI

,to

Al

DESIGNED STAINLESS

FREE

Take home a hp -smacking Brown's
Fried Chicken Dinner and feed a hungry family of 2 adults and 3 children

s

VIrale "'"'""

SAVINGS INSURED TO $20,000.00

;,,T,6

NEWER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

INOINNERA10{1 DIVISION

BANKING 1.1011,5: Lobby; 'rues:Wed.-Thar...Fri. 9.00

jlErESON CLECMIC CO.

a of -.0

Cote, Mondoy'andlegalliolpdays

.

A wedding date list tel yet

DIVD-1.1

been announced.

Saturday, May 2, St.
s will hold its first ruipsale in the new church on

was recently purchased by the
Wheeling Library.

and Schoenbeck Rdg in

The rummage sate, 9 a,.

I Heigh..
ing,

at 'St. Mark's Church, which

Hilary's serves Wheeluffalo Grove and Prot-

ean Heights and fornteLlymet

Oat 6 p.m., will feature furniture, clothing, dishes, toys,
records, books And white elephants.

PI afg

as amine MEADOWS
Ate.62 sad Wake DC

255-6310

1620 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

259.3205
Open:Man.

WINDOW MUDS: Alma, IUD am..1940 pm

under 12.

Includes,

12 pen. of Chicken,
French Fries,
Codle Slaw
an

Buns

Fri.84

FkOWEIrni9AGGAlareLAGIGAST
_NTERS

CaMera
7 S. Donlon Ave.

GE Portable
Television

-

17 5. Donlon

10 inch Happy
Birthday Cake

Bowen Hardware

Cake Box

121 E. Davis St.

15 W. Camp bell

1,

ii

Cunningham -Reilly

Day Publications

45 S. Dunton

216 S. Ad. Flts. Rd.

Bond

Chest of
Gold
Plated Flatware

Mother -Of -Pearl
Theatre Glasses

1st Arlington
National Bank

Harris Pharmacy

Mignon

20 S. Minton Ct.

(054 chicken.)
Cale Slao.
and Bung

& Son
Algonquin 8 Ad. les. Rd:

2 -pc. Silk
Costume

.ith case

Lorraine Anne

Maison

Sleeveless skimmer dress,

Lisa's Draperies

Shop

Landwehr's TV
& Appliance

Lighted dual
cosmetic mirror

,

.,.

matching coat.

11 S. Dunton

18 W. Campbell

Diamond
Wedding Band
.

-

ONLY S

r

,

in Rolling Meadows
'

ELMHURST

Charles Klehm

De Romayne

Marge's Apparel

43 S. Dunton

10 N. Dunton

wn's Fried Chicken Dinner for 6-8.
Includes:

20 pa. of Chicken
ONLY 84.76

Hopa (flowering)

'$25 Gift
Certificate

Mirror Go Lightly

-woo w. Northwest Hwy.

2'4" Balled
8 Burl.PPRd

$15 Gift
Certificate

Transistor
Radio

Carry home a complete

bag.

He

BANK Ot
EIMHUNST

DAT

ROLLING.M.ECAEOONTWE RS

Teas., wad.1,11wrs.11-5

Sot 9-2

$25 Savings

this Mother's Day - dinner is in

Solorday 8:30 off -1,33

Rummage sale'

Arlington Furniture

1 N. Gunton

.0 MOTHEIll

TWO PATTERNS

modern

FLOWER and
GIFT SHOP

-

Arlington Heights

I

YOUR CHOICE OF

M912 ...

vertised in ME EL LOOK

520 Color Outfit

FIAIWARE WHEN YOU

SAVINGS ACCOUNT.

as a &poser
can be.

Kodak lnstamatic

211 S. Arlington His. Rd.

Slant
Board

NEW (OR EXISTING)

Ad-

$25 Gift
Certificate

Socialite Shoes

FREE

GARDEN

DEPOSIT $25.00 IN A

77. stalnleSs
steel and as
trouble -free

Murphy Carpetin

.

L

AS% OM ALISTOZ,1110.611.5

give the littlo
lady a lot of
help in:Sinh-Erator Model

Area Rug

^:.

In Rolling Meadows

She knows that what most
women want for Mother's
Day iS Something for every
day: In-Sink-Erator,
-

59.95 Decorator
REGISTER OFTEN!

Sponsored by the Retail Committee of Arlington Heights
Chamber of Commerce

71

YOUR ACCOUNT TODAy...

Loa Twiaso

-

Twenty-six mixes will be awarded to 26 other Methen.

©t of

SELECT THE SAVINGS PLAN BEST
SUITED TO YOUR NEEDS. AND OPEN

is ready when YOU are!

Winner will fly on Delta Air Lines any convenient time between now and Dec. 15. 1970.

r

RIME N

Phyllis Diller knows garbage...and how women
hall to handle Wm stuff.

Dnenmlatif

15 1970

etneVesPiar:Nolsllne

"EVERY

Glee her an

miT:c.,,baad

'Wets al Ay
heoslerly dad/

gjg

Pot

MONTEGO HIGHLIGHTS TOUR - a
hour motor tour ojheShon
Shopping his

1

et mo

THIN"

ACCOMMODATIONSwith

MEALS - Modified Amencan Plan

' T"t4Y2h:el V

Tex

Now they have given the 11
trce back to the sparrows led. 5

swinging on the smallest
branch tip. It must have been a
wren -I'm sure it was a wren.

and Hotel
HOT

'''gX''

'critscl Rood. of Me WS, hello,

Thai cobs lying Rost ond

het!.

lowsr" ' '"

ally descrked

-

porariey, and piess whet a saw

Gall at nearby country club - Riding
Fannies - Relaxing
ROUNDTRIP Transfers between Airport

'

NdinHor;7

us

----A

Water Pool - Seaside Terrace Dining Dancing -Water Skung - Scuba Drying

'

I an r :0= V NZ'aCcZy!S t"org: ' 12' T aVP .I.r'C 'or"13,16'1.,,, as

hens'... Heiler Homes anti Ca rilens

Engaged

NOTICE OF PUBLIC NEARING

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
.,,.,
oo,,,,,
,,,

N Ionic, Meet
11
"Ronnie",

base chuckled to myself over low -banded tails decorating
little Jokes about bird watch- the bone -white branches like
era, bird books, bird stations ornaments on a Christmas
'amt the like, all of which infertrue: For the Iwo or three
red: that peolegoniS. of Moe weeks of their temporary stop particular readoor, On pOrn. over on their way to Canada a
tiMeS indoor, sport were same -they visited the tree daily, IP
what sub -normal ("TINY'. a tewittering happily of their fu- 71
weird bunch, Charlie.).
tare plans to all who would lir
Lo,

.

"'"'rls1VSS'I'OrCT " AMMON OWLS PLAN COMM I stqfi wt

We Would Like

d.unnoticed in the beautiful
clump of birches just outsideChildren, run and ger the IN The dletionen says a mien is: ful on elegant agenmentf
our kitchen window. Well encyclopedia, Book IL It will !:a (Do fashionable assemblage of notable, DI a stylish oho, 5
stocked with seed and. suet, it open to the right page all by we knew it all along.

American Athletic Club was

,1

NOTICE Of HEARING

wings, crested heads held high

Register Her Name in any of these Stores
She May Win this orcrung Trip to darnarca
for two) via Delta Air Ones
She II stay at the Color y Hotel at Montego
Bay with its Private Beach plus Salt

Mei Burge
r-moniomw-m

whole. flock of cedar wax-

F e good -many yews 1

3,

.919

B is for Bird
82. !Minor RIVAA

,

for Mother

F idly. Ma I, 1970

24.9h99.099.9.9000 9990. .99

Local residents in Danish gymnastics

an

CA

lest Will he judged on academic

-

seCeesooraserearoso

Day building and its adjoining
Neck topped driveway. A sign

in line foe a turn before the bell

head, a wide piece of twig held

THEWS IS grinding hum

ding trees, making way far an-

erald' green since just yesterdy. it seems.
A little girl happily skip. by,
her hair flying. She wear. 'bon
culottes and a sweaty and carries an umbrella.
The swings are flying high
in the uhoolyard, Othen watt'

a.m.

women of all ages. The twowraman version of the show

adeptly grinding up the bud-

The lawns -have turned em-

A Wry carthwnm slips out
In rest upon one of last

'

It is the man-made machine

monds sparkling in a shady

filled with yellow dogwood

The closing auto for the Interstate Steel Co. contest

followed by
luncheon at 12:30 p.m.
The program will feature
Ethel - Burge's fashionnoten
Woope shew, written by her and
produced originally at the
Palmer House. It appeals to
11:30

AN EXCITING

Page 7

Interstate Steel contest
seeks outstanding student

nip

The annual spring luncheon
of Dee Mount Prospect Worn

THE DA1

Friday May 1 1970

ON KIRCHOM ROAD
INTIM WEST ARCADE!

Phone: (L 5-7310

Aeae asiiimo

PHONE1133.9700

lit FAIN -FRESH FATK

ro It

11

;In. II
ClosedMonders.

to 9 p.m.,

Mitchell's
Jewelers

21 inch
Weekend Case
Muriel Mundy

$20 Worth of

Matching 14K Gold

Dry Cleaning

Cultured Pearl
Pin & Earrings

$25 Gift
Certificate

Persin & Robbin

J. Svoboda Sons

Jewelers

12 S. Gunton

Norge

Colonial Village

28 S. Dunton Ct.

220 N. Gunton

24 S. Ninon Ct.

Schvdnn

to Idio*rro twetre P reor old

Portable
Tape Recorder

up ro 550

WFXI

20 5:Evergreen

$22 Pr. Shoes,
$13 Handbag,
6 Pr. Hose

- has pin, shoes
20 E. Northwest Hwy.

lour choice of paint

Welker

Paint

214 N. Duman

'

'

Ridio 'Station
W. university Drive

Speedometer
& Generator Set
Winkelman's
. 115 E. Davis St.

,, of
,

Finely Matched

Cultured
Pearl Necklace ,a
Paddock

Publications
217 W. Campbell

nr

jj

own

THE DAY
3

Friday May I

1970

711E DAY

`Macbeth' is enviable production

Prospect's 'Bells' gets ringing praise
EF Diagram 0 Daunt

awn from the heat of the sew
son and the -wear and Jeer or
spring damning, the schoON
Lion Theatre n the, nce to
hr.
Director Pat Lenkowier
has done an excellent job of
bringing all the successful in

The party's over of lam bui

the Memory lingers on. The
-Bells Are Ringing"

will be

peated this wocisand

at Prospect High School. and
for anyone who Wants to get

Jewry

grallents of music. clearing,
acting, set designing and fun
into a satisfying production
that melded 22 scenes into an
audience -oriented evening.

honors
'

Israel

There might he two slight
critici,nu, The pace is too

Enceisy,

Folk singer Bonnie Nene,
053 Plum Grove Rd. Rolling
IleadoW,,will be one of the en.

a benefit talent

irie to he held Saturday May
at the University of Illinois
Medical Center Campas. The
I
°reed, will go to buy equip
Mein for the campus -affiliated

daeey Ompust Health um.,
7 Roosevelt Rd.

Waal Jehoshua Bet Alohim
will conduct program cloong

HOW, something the: should
Rot happen with ell of that teen
energy and talent onstage The

and dance honoring Ibrael's
haPP''rlr
0" rcen`
711 year of independence, when the east descends into the

and instead ofO iA
members of the Temple Youth
Group a, well as stinients,fact
coZ,T,,,,EIn°.U.e,arpror
from load
On.rneirml'
son is one of the hest that ProsSabbath evening
'7ry iccr
will precede the program Sat- pee: High School has done.
.

caphorially well written maw
It is difficult to single out
by Beny Comden and Adolph the best. They were all very
Gran, and the music by Riley good, and the direction was
Styne has grown familiar over
yearn.

The lead is played by Tara
Gillock who-. as Ella Petersod.

just right, The sets were espe-

cially fine fora high whoa, or
for anyone else, for that mat,

good singing voice, and she
can act. Playing .opposite her

Mike Wellborn as Jeff, who
helps her make beautiffil music and delightful situations.
Mike, too, is m accomplished
performer.
Bob

1110 VERY
grilse goes,o

higheal

of

seal director

Sterling

or Dan Run and stage

""nsan or

t,ioortc:Hc%mmaci,rtctraiU%aZi,r,laect

nl

ed young Stu E6denberg.

the pa-

outstanding acting,

maimger Dave McNabb. Them

formers at lent deserve to be
mentioned:

Pet Krampert.
'
The choreography, directed

They were Jeff' Cole, Pat
Barber, Gloria Kozlowski,
Dave Deyo, Bob Swanson,
Dave 'McNabb, Bill' Brown,

by David Lindeman, was the
best this reviewer Ito seen on

Jeff Boarini, Bilie Lou Rudely;

Arlington High Schools
314Cobeth" was an exciting;

Rick Dunlop, Don Gardner,

absorbing chunk of theater,
raged along its
turbulent
course at shattering speed, irresistibly drawing its princi-

60t

the place of music in a musical.

The now MILL RUN THEATRE,

22

at Gotland Milwaukee Roads

cal happiness, so well did NMI
his job.
Technical direct. -_Roth

4g.'

HO

Illinois

This Program
is Rated

MISS PEOOY LEE SONNY Rid CHER

Ittingt00

,extre HMO attract.

WILUE TYLER end LESTER

April 28 thru May 3

tag1114

%Iva

Zr MARIO THOMAS

Northwest Suburbs Only

THEATRE

Professional Theatre Presents

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

05.95

S

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW

Vail, AIM. ADA

Saturday:

MOTHER'S DAY

T Hoe,t.fr 6

DINNERS FROM II A. M.

from

9.5°. Wat""°"Y,Pgt

e

ploy won the Pulitzer Prize in 1959. Rain, a freshman majoring In
business administration, Ls a 1969 graduate of St. Victor High
School, where he was a member of the track and cram -country
learns.

SEATS NOW AT BOX OFFICE OH BY MAIL

1!

%;e:et1:=14iiiiir

'''''ineudins
'''....
Irm''''''''''''''It,ritie.
Montoosisir ,Wo. e.,

2:15,4:45,
7:15, 9:45

field 51mn

in t/S Golf Mill EIVROYM H t

763.5590

827.0100

"" AS"/17b; our student and group discount.

A SOMBER mood was set

A DIFFERENT but related

son of evil emanated from
Emery Peek, who as Lady
Macbeth sometimes crooned,
sometimes wailed, often spat
pure gall. Experiencing her vituperative -artistry was some,
thing like sitting atop the Matterhorn, surrounded by a min-

6 -DAY BANKINGm

,

!

EDUCATIONAL

DAILY 9 to 6

CLUB OF CHICAGO

A. FRI. 'RI 8.SAT. `RI 4

PROP

REPAIRS
a REMODELING

art es

1111

.ots.

111111

No Job
Too BIG or small

AR
ON
NATIONAL
BANK,,' aDowntown
Main Office:

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.
345 N. Wolf Rd.

One N. Denton

d;'

Arlington Heights

Wheeling, Ill.

North 0000.10: Arlington Heights Road at Eastman

537.6020

'PHONE, 749.3916

THE VILLAGE INN PIZZA HOUSE
A hearty welcome to the Dining Guide to Mr.
Many, of the Village Inn Pima House on Rand
Road. He makes serving families his spetialtyl
Live entertainment and 21 different kinds of
pizza will make the Village Inn °near your favor.
as. And, a. it that's not enough, Mr. Marty also
has tasty sandwiches, a salad bar, drinks, and a
heart as big as gold, Stop by soon and welcome

him to the ar.lHe'll healed wise youl

TAKE "HER"

day. Lots of parking and lots of room. Yoke Mom
out real soon!

ti

WIN /

MEXICAN:

7.S, A 14a 641 jos
Van en Vatia'a Zay

OUT

ND

Mother's Day

PERFECT

rd°11tOTHERII Dav

TONIGHT

or any day of the year, come to

:ME N(

Al

MARCHETTI'S

MAKE HER DAY SPECIAL

1,

PICKWICK HOUSE

(PaAkuiew (1)02Pa

TO THE

FLAMING TORCH

Catering to families

of

TRY THESE

SPECIAL MOTHER'S DAY HOURS

FINE

i`I''Or',;.rn

WE'LL DO THE COOKING!

Face Reservations Early

3513-1002 5 1003

Rt.12 at Quentin Rd., Barrington
FEATURING

'

NORM J. KING TRIO
MON THRU SAT.

FASHION SHOW TUES. 8 THURS.

For Reservations Call 438 2 88

12 NOON WED. 6 P.M.
Phone

253-3300

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW
EVERY THURSDAY

niuthors

0

253 RAND ROAD

ucrucr
0
FitAek La C 30.

el

by Reservation

el

CALL 35K4148

IaSI

MT. PROSPECT

enR,

4

rt,

Mne

RESTAURANT
o COCKTAIL LOUNGE
dine with us for

NANO-STAGEANDOANCE ROORAVAILABle IF DESIRED
LARGE OR WALL GROUP5-.UP10 300 PEOPLE

ni"Ow.irs"eucOZ"&::

:r41r,Z;n71,7.7"

MOTHER'S DAY DINNER

nPlwn.oa.

MAY 10 - NOON TO 10 P.M.
PR

729-5200
2610 Etalf 111:01envier

Locution: 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows,

01c1

Join
Your Friends
t

_

Orcharcl
COUNTRY CLUB

1719 Rand Rd. No. 01 Dundee (Rt. RS

359-1155

tiJ

Children, Portions Too!

'The Drive -In

with the

Sale Reuse

Exceptional

Menu!"

"STOP"
FOR MY TRAFFIC JAM

Fa!, best service, Phone

1T:11'51:rArAg

for Reservations Now.

RAP.

MOAN SAUSAGE

DINE OUT

10130 RIBS
11010005
ONION RINOs

/ / '

p, ma

'

4

,
114 miles East of
Barrington Rd
Me

PHan5129-

Luncheons and Dinners from

whet

Featuring
Quality food

71
I

for

Salad Bar

1:30 Daily

Mother's Day Dinner

geed.thru May IS, WO
Sry

4

ENTERTAINMENT

M . Bonin Richelieu 5 to 9:00
Ron & John 9:30 to 1:30

537-8866

amate beiknar
ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVIL1E,

For Reservations Phone 312426-3446

Fri. Sat. & Sun.

Wheeling, Ill.

'

perm! Chddren, Awes
12 Noon to 8 AM.

Serving 11(00 0.111. to 7:00 p.m.
Special prices for Children Age 3 to 9

Rand Rd. &
Enclid-Ave.

Bring the Nick -Feeler Mahan;

t

Wednesday; Thursday, Friday, Saturday
/

cool scinausw

PHONE

B. B. O. Spareribs

Swedish Meatballs
Fish & Chips W/Tartar Sauce
Scanda House Chicken
Spaghetti W/Meat Sauce

Carved Steamboat Round
Scanda House Chicken
Roast Loin of Pork W/Apple Sauce
Filet of Sole W/Lemon Butter Sauce
SwedisNMeatballs

Old OE chord C C

l.''ZZuysnnIZ

Saturday May Ind.
Featuring:

Sunday May 3rd.
Featuring:

Join us at
Beautsful

Entertainment

Mout SERVICE TOM

,PriyaN Banquet Rooms for Groups of 10 to 150

Open 7 days a week from 1150 A.M. to 4:00 A.M.

EXCBT SATURDAYS'

Don't Miss Floyd's . . .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food
-

Ope,txlroZaL1

ESTATES

j

99c

-"

Sunday May 10

CRRI

one she deserves!

'LUNCHES MY

ONLY

/t

Mother's Day

rnD

We'll make her
day the special

Mg FIEIOALE RD,
IN HOFFMAN

rairly $134

skssumgr

0.r,,r4t EZ1t.

Jam
ON HER DAY

A Favorite for
Family Dining

IRATWINST

GREEN Martini A Go -Po

DINE AT

For Reservations Phone 259-5000

Sauteguffel

Happy2opplSoys

1

Ibbei

Pala. tno,11.1.

Full Course Dinners sure
to please Mom on her day!

Coach ?Cite inn

ZG:, ILL.....

CATERING

,1

Northwest Hwy. (Rt. 14) and QueOpinntd.lati
PaA
Phone 3513.2600

61 N. BOTHWELL

DISTINCTIVE

FACILITIES

Aztec Room Lounge
'Tony Slott Trio" featuring Johtsny Philips

WE'RE OPEN
24 HOURS EVERY DAY!

woe...sob.

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE

NEW MODERN

ANYTIME!!

PHONE: 437-6526

ONLY

)

the Scot of 3irsurith

Reservations Early

/

Sine:

th Block North of
Railroad Station

Restaurant
Now appearing in the

RESTAURANTS
FOR THE
BEST DINING
IN THE AREA

951

Mon I rues
Private Parties I

IVO W. Northwest tivq.
Atttn0Ha Neyhts

'''s e"I,V77,412,,==""-^'

Make Mother's Day

BRING HER

and Cocktail Lounge
Northwest Hwy. & Palatine Rd.
Palatine

Some

LUNCHEON GROUPS

MON. thru SUN.

07

CUISINE

sk

(Now Appearing...EDDIR FRITZ...in the)

OPEN FOR DINNER

vitotheia

SNACKTIME

ARUChO

Iwo onienoinmont Wednesday through Sou,

FOR ELEGANT DINING ON

394.0765

di,

COMMODITY

CL 5-2441

1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights

cellence, they may moral long
for another as satisfying. 5,

FULL -DAY FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

bah Zilen and Kristine
a Ga,,mly,ageari,

Dining-Dancing-Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

gee Shaw Boy,a the Area

Have you been out to Floyd's Restaurant lately/
11 not, you're missing something special. Pap out
to Camentersville for same of their famous aged
stiolo or seafebd specialties. You will be hoPPilY
surprisse.hy their pleasant decor and
enjoy,.

Dining-Dancing-Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

RESTAURANT &LOUNGE

might

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

FLOYD'S RESTAURANT

cckEnd

DON'T FORGET

experience they've enjoyed.
0111111 other hand, they might
be pit:ed. Having savozed the
heady brew of dramatic n

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Shirley Thompson
t the organ in the
Chevalier Lounge
every Wed. thru Sat.

As Macduff, Fred Morrison
TIRE OTHER roles were,
did not fully project the ex. for the most part, done. expending grief and rage de- tremaiy wet]. rn -Li, of the
manded by the news of the large cast, individual commurder of his family. This Mores on each one would

WeekEnd FlunFare

Weekdays
7.00, 9:30
Set.,11Sun.

Poo

::::::''' :::;;061'

black) stage quickly and quiet -

spell.

people who together
created Macbeth at Helthe
Bristol
Memorial
Theatre

cong

and added yet another dimension to his emerging talent. In their single scene, Eliza -

Experts
in

The

might have added more paint difficult.
and purpose to Ms final scene
The real reward, of
as destroyer of Macbeth. And,
me from the act of pergood as it was, Richard forming well, not fromapRanch's rough and ready por- plause or newspaper reviews.

Mg portrayal contrasted well
with Emery's pyrotechnics

CAI,ll
oa

loyal of Banquo was oyer

GRIT
me

goes SM. May 5

most to weave their arcane

phy moved his actom on and
off a dimly lit (sometimes

tormented MaCbeth,
created by G. Michael Rieder,
raised his voice only when inner anguish split his outer
shell. Rieder's dark and brood -

Pape 9

shadowed by his silent mtmeof
Banquo s ghost.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

AtIclan

larks the Beanstalk

patterns, a variety of mov,

with dim, fluid lighting. At

TRUE

ht. -

'WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

$3.00

Hake It memorable with dinner in
the tame. Allgouer traefillen.

p.m.

intelligibility, but artfully

slowing fop important phrases
and vital confrontations. This
lent pace, focus and structural

picture of mother (Lady Mac
duff) and small son heighten
mg the horror of their murder.

A

words.

Instead the words poured
out in torren., you fast for to-

perspective. Someho, Mur-

phony orchestra giving their
all to Wagnors Ride of the
VeRtynes. It was spine ling
ling

John
WAYNE

.

Box Moe open NonAMISH..-11,0119.m.tn1Hatagn.Sua.-Noart lo,00 p.m

by Neil Simon

shire, Arlington Heights, played Bffdad In the recent CulverStockton College production of the Pulitzer Prize drama, "5.11.,"
by Archibald MacLeish. Based on the Bible's Beak of Job, the

in

Joan Kohler, Pamela Parise
end Barbara McNeal used a
wide range of vocal pitch and

first the shadowed faces were a

May 5 thru 10

Tuesday thin Thursday: &30 p.m. $7.50, $6.50 - Friday and

from

111004S

Ilettn3411.1 3,

AS

DINNER

A

A Groot
Family Show
For All

Kevin Hain, 5011 of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel E. Kaln, 209 S. Wil-

600FREY CAMBRIBIE

This Fri., Sat., & Sun.
May 1st, 2nd 8.3rd

NOW SHOWING

'

uenery was created by the author's worth and rhythms.

"-so whherd and no wild in
their attire that theyYhonked
000400's
like the inhabtants
o' th'

tal

urday morning Patrick KorTHE STORY is the familiar
shill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ar. one about the girl in she an -

Cold Korshak, will observe his ,wering service who becomes
Bar Mitzvah at the 1:15 Sab involved in hcr ,elients' prob.
bath morning service.
lens end lives. It is an ex

ghosts' and images rose and Mter disappeared. The rest of the

tors to savor their juicy lines

SCREEN
IN COLOR

ramps,

ouglas K. Mur-

too long.

ON OUR WIDE
BRI WANT

inclined

phy, heeding the Bard's admonition that "the play's the
thing," never permitted his ac-

Dr.z

Director

STARTS FRIDAY

became an offstage scene. The

and

The first scene was one of
the most effective moment of
the play. Three witches grew
grotesquely out of the ground,

is

In Rllui,

Crooks dietsome vary clever
work with scrim mirror' that

FIn

worked excellently. From 0,

stripped of all the gimmicks
d the pretense acquired in
the
centuries
Nell
since
Glynnilla sold her last orange,

.

'''.set,aseries ofcarving

levels

tragedy.

It was an immensely satis-

US 11111.5 .15

tend awareness of impending
tragedy. And the shadows
shrouding Macbeth's face as
he stood downstage portended
the dire thoughts revealed in
his soliloquies

pals to and over the brink of
fying experience. Shakespeare,

I

"JENNY"

rich and rare, well done. It

Jeff Cole, Dave Stilt, Pete Lar,
son, John Allen, Sue Somme,
feld, Melissa Greenwood, Kevin
Murray and Marvin
McNeill. Special thanks to
publicity gal Cathy Cornell,
who alerted this office.

Mischemu,
Who conducted his excellent group of an amateur stage M a long,Rick Barnes, Gary Chupek,
accompanists with.
long timer
Kevin Murray, Bill Brown,
precision and obsavanee
coof

Never once did he intrude on
the action on stage. Organist

bit of a strain but m the play
there was heigh

progressed

Space prevents lisdng all of

Dann Mein were right on cue.
Student staf5consisted of di-

Kenneth Williams was mai-

Barnes deserves special anon -

By Herb Braden

the wonderful student. who
worked so hard for this pro &CHO, but because of the

Was even. a -Gofer. listed,

dispensesadvice and :mow agement and succeeds in mak.
ing everyone happy in the end.
Tara is a rare talent. She has a

props were auihentic, oral
sound men Gary Gorardi and

Friday May I, 1970

Heeselp

Usl

o sen,

YOA

Mt. Prospect

DINE 114 COMFORT AT

SCANDA HOUSE OF MT. PROSPECT
-

Northwest's Only Profession
4:n1w:09w

-

r

Falcons host 15 -tea
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Offer

Friday, May 1,1970

new
service

Tomorrow
h Today

rt sorne quettton as to whether

BONANZA SIRLOIN PIT

A new free checking Service

is now being offered by First
National Bank of Des Plaines,
Maxwell D. Sawyer, president
MgoiNANcr ass0

"There is no monthly me-

wife. and he told me we wouldmarry soon. That he would tell me
when, I did everything he wanted and gave him everything he
rainnted because I love him. About a' month ago I was with him all
night and on Sunday evening he eloped with another girl. We had
been seeing each other for almost two years. !still love him very
much. Will he ever come back to me? Will I get married?
Miss Broken Heart; Mount Prospect

plained, "m long as the customer maintains a $200 minimum balance in his account.
This Is true no matter how

weLanendwen

of the C=egollinadf,5
publi

many checks are written each
month."

-Dead hthrBroken Head:
I don't see kim canting hack end would. wait around, Even
if he did, why woold you wint him? You could news tract
Marriage is definitely in your Adore, bat next time wait uotil Yon
are husband and wife before you treat each ...that way.Often,
-.en a girl gives everything too,. she loses everything.

hl,

$2.78

only

weby

ONES Vent/AIDES PLAINMONANSAOthy

ends

onfission of
monthly seeder chart..."
Sawyer said.

ww.,1000, ta coca.. ,

.0, Linn

ono Surveyor

Lo

378

ewooLed wo, of

Doi

and

Dear Mr. DeLouiseL

labareio.m

I have been going with man far aver thine' wan now. We

Four

moving?

students

I do see you getting monied, but I am seeing smother mIn
year future. I do fed a move for you, but not thls yew.
Dear Mr. DeLouise,
lost my husband several years ago, and since my children
'were grown 1 decided to ream to work. Shall I continue in my
present field, or do you see some change forme? Will my daughter be happily married? Will either or my sons make a change,
M.G., Mount Prospect
Derr
I fed you will continue in your present field.1 see no change in
the Immediate future. I feel your daughter will eventually leave
rids area. I feel no problems conception a marriage for your
daughter. There will be changes for your sons, but none of them

rezone

ro

nm

They are: Donna Klein, 405
W.

South

St.,-

Arlington
Heights, Ann Gibney, 16 N.
Clark and Mark Hansen, 324

bed Prelk.rk,Bribe

ownshlp s

No

SECTIONIHREE.

and publIshed In pornphle

L a n c as ter Av., Prospect

TC?0,Vcra7,70,......

BONANZA

Nam 4
ABSENTOMuerch

Published in..
DAY.PUBLICATIONS,
TWOINC

SIRLOIN PIT

Friday, May I,

NOCARMOUTS)

which won that New Trier In-

Wolfing MeadOwS

®you.'I g ktio 'Will be a teadter and I RBI feelMg good with

this tor

fed yen tall ....Home very special

coo.

It nrIberg.took

t'din

Wednesday as they beat vislIng
West Leyden, 157-178, at Rob

Our

Roy Country Club.
Mario Vitale led the way for
Coach' Fr. Patrick Durkin's
hoksters with a fine round of

NATIONAL
TAVERN

HAPPY MAT!

!Ken's volleyball tournament to ,morrow at Palatine High

School. The teams are Dm
Plaines,

rE I k

Manrhl So, stop out tonight to

Heights,

:Play will begin at 9:30 a.m.

AN ANNIVERSARY WITH $500
You heard right! Rolling Meadows Market Pima on girchoff
Rd. is celebrating smother big annivenam year ... with
bragalm and $500 in nth certifloalealblake sure to get ever

and enter, themb still tonight and tomortow leftl...so get
your entry blank inl

COMEDY AND MUSIC, TOO!
"Mackie Nelson and the Ponohalities" will eppeor May 5
through May 23 in the Brass Rail of the Sheraton

900 p.m. to 3 a.m. Be prepared for fun because this vermale group does everything from rib -tickling comedy fa
...Rent dance music.

Sops

ear& fiat Equipment

Nome Comfort

Pdnr Dept.

Electrical
d1Lawn

Garden

McDonald and Rick Evansull
had 40's to complete the top
four,
'

Golf Equipment

A lime sera

Bath Numbing 8,Actamadm

ARLINGTON JAYCEES SALE
The Arlington ileighis Jaycees ore at it again. Doing tome.
thing do benefit our community! the group Is holding their
annual sand and charcoal sale with all premeds golog

the Clearbrook Scheel. Call 358-2597 for detail. and to

rem.

Also these services:
Small appliance repair
Carpet shampoo Rental

I.
Seinen & sow thamening
fishinga Hunting License

Window ;swoon repair
Ski rentals

'

Geeslin winner T.V. service
Gift wrapping

MUSICAL THEATRE CAMP
doming, and singing...three lumpy ingredients for

a

summer camp of fun, sports, and theatre talents. It's a
chonatfora thIldb summer of a lifetime. Ages 7.17 ler 4,
7, or e week sessions. lust call Sharon Kassel of Kassel

Cane at ad aft file of mite today jot

yours

Wile du"

Studios of Dance In Rolling Meadows. Toe had I'm too old to
NMI

cal aholicatiox

Granahan,

Howie

Mik e Maday. Pete Blenner,
Mar
Mk Davis, Ralph Puccindli,

Thomas, Bob Hansen, Todd

Mar k Correll, Allen Homer,
Km Kunze and Tim Manchamien

.

'

Scavo, Randy Shen,
Gavin,

Tim

Kowh-

May ki, John Fuel., Rollyn
May
cyan, Ricky Provenzano,

mom enjoyment and satisfaction.

A "Gimme" putt is not the

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

Blietz,. Ken Kurd,

Pete

Bistone, Dave
Glenn Gusthfson,

Lane,
Stan

Carsello and Craig Gustafson.
Frederick Post. Ron Drifke,

Richard Simek, Anthony Cabello, Ralph Sandace, Greg
MacDonald, Mike Cabello,
Bill Kuempel, Dan Domptz,
Gary Hudson, Mike Hamm,

pionship In 1968 and was
fourth in the huge Champaign
Centennial
Invitational in
1970, should also he 'WO as

should Ponape., which has
on the
Sp championship
six stmight years and set a
school record of 149 in a re cent meet against Forest View.
St. Viator, neW entry in the

rule with Viator leading 22.1.
The seine rule ended this game

after five innings.
The Lions started things off

with five runs In the first le-

ning. After

O'Donnell

Rossi. Both scored When Mike

Pettemaso got onka a three
base error by the Knight centerfielder. Then Steve and
Tom Smith singled, and came
home on Mike AbinantiS
grounder.

The Lions got five more in
the second frame. Lindsberg
started things off by walking,
and

he then scored
when
O'Donnell hammed. Foreman

Barak Bill adukaL Bob PaP

Phil

14:23.4) End Prospect's &in
Hanker (4;26.8) in the mile,
where the record is 4:16.1.

Brown and Addison. Tral s
Dean Thorsen andciene Kr

in the ehot pig; and N
North's ConicMke Sachs, Who
NO IIESTS" were Mail- loge
Kirthw!
able in the fleld events, but the
Olen
North. M.
"'R.'''.
th.."9... The pgrni,mri,
in the discus
are Arlington's Fred Huth, Finedor
begin
13.6; Addison Trail,. Paul
4.30.p.m., with the iemi tina s

Prospect, Tom Klinker 1:57
.6, and Fremd's Bill Jarocki
1:58.4. The best times in the

old prg,ingi, Dan pmonger
1939) in the two-mile nm,

Jump, Olenbrook Nodh s B I

Kaezmarek and Conant s Tom
Rambo in doe pole vault. Nick

mat. (50.6) and Bob Goodman (51.0), both ofNilesNorth
andWayneClose(51.0)ofOlem
brook North.

f00

fine s

jon=4,200L7 atb,.t:

far? pen. Admission char
11.25 for adults and 75 ceri

North's John Mae in the high

or '"1"'
I ft

MIKE KLEEN OF Forest
View has the best time in both
the 106and 2.20 -yard dashes.

The Falcon has a 22.0 In the
220, where the record is also

SP RTS

22.0, and n9.95 in the 100,
where the record Is 10.0.
Bath relay marks, 1:31.2 in
the 880 and 3:27.4 in the mile,

'frantournament this year but con.
ca champion last year, has

are In

danger. Forest View
with a 1:30.8 and Niles North
with a 1:30.9 are tops in the
880 and Fremd with a 3:26.7

to be considered a darkhone.
Also Highland Park, another
perennially good outfit from
the Suburban League, could

and Prospect with a 3:27 lead
the mile list.

make some noire.
Individually, besides Walsh
will be Glenbrook Swath's

A pair of Steven's Rom of
Niles North and Peterson of
Conant, are expected to lead

Scott McMillian, who WO the
runner-up in that Champaign
tourney with a 75 on the Uni-

versity of Illinois course will
enter.

"May

,

t, 'a

1970

the way in the hurdles. Rose,
Peterson and Kevin Reilley of
Glenbroo.k South have times
of 20.3 in the 180 -yard lows,
where the record
20.3 on a

Ron Pa

by Tom Smith. Smith scored
when Abinanti got on via an
error. and Abinanti came
across when
Bill Madden
reached first on another error.

The Lions went scoreless for

the next two winnings. but got
their last run in the top of the
fifth. Steve Ostetman, who re placed Ahinanti in center,
reached first on a dropped

third strike. He took third on,
an error. and scored on' a
grounder by Jim Wendell.

Maine -Northfield initiates season
Id a i e.Northfield Little
League's intermediate and nil-

row with Predation Tool'

nor divisiods will open the

Dash's Texaco playing Kim

league, season this year when

the M. meet the Cubs at 11
a.m. tomorrow at the MNLL
field, Glenview Rd. and Milwaukee

The minors will have a twin
opening at 12:30 p.m. tamer-

meeting Shore American and
Drugs.

THE MAJOR leagulfactivi.
will begin. 12:15 Sunday
Johnson Sporting Goods at the
major Weld. Senior division
play begins later in the month.

SHOP BY PHONE'

678.41000
WE DELIVER "'
OPEN 7 DAYS A MET
FREE PARKING

Bob Johnson, Curt Knapp and
Bob Asian.

Parents' night will be held.,,
Tuesday, May 12 at 8 p,m. at

BUILDING CENTER

Chippewa School. Uniforms

3800 N. Mannheim Rd.

ent with him in order to re
hive his uniform.

notches 1st
round win

CL 54600

a

OVER 90 DIFFERENT TYPES OF FIRST QUALITY

'NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

NAtAE BRAND

toot bn the opening of the

are

PLENTY OFPREEPARKINQ

the

"knuckle -whiteners"

which every golfer needs to
fade up to. The result gives a
true and accurate score.

Dos Plaines Map by g get

quainNd - mood family dining,
private pony frabilltise a special
-

Anotherfavortteistheprnelice Of stepping down behind
the ball to improve your Ile.
This is Wesel and is a palely,
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New II

SADDLE WALNUT

000 122

Wmce.S0

-

EQ

CAPEWOootlangets

cAPEWOOP004.

The out of bounds rule.

4 xrVINYL BURMA TEAK

which is the same everywhere,
is one stroke penalty plus loss

....

of distance. When you hit a

..... New

LA BONITA BUENA FEN Was 13.94

again. Thee asiest way to total

your score on this hole is to
add two strokes to the number
of swings you took to complete
the hole.

Was 11.00

Now

107°

Rendell of Palatine
an his fint.round match in

or in front of the ball.

the 70th Annual NoPh-South
Golf Championship by beat-

IF YOU OR someone in -

,

ing Dean Cassel of SeuthDart-

mouth, M.., four.nd.three,
atthe Pinehunt Country Club
in North Carolina,
On the front nine, Rendell
had three birdies, four pars
and two bogies and made the
rum with a three stroke advantage. Re had one birdie, three
pars and two bogies before the
matah ended on the 15th hole.

WALNUT Yr

Now 10"

Notolou
ow
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SPANISH GALL

ball out of boungfrom the tee
or fairway, drop another ball

that playing according -to the
rules would be more sporting
and challenging. Playing the
game mit Is meant to be played
Can bring much peen
faction and -a true store. "

MANNHEIM'S OWN SPECIALS

ASM

,,

EVANS
CANWOOP NEWPORT

-

-

New 611

stroke penalty.

to the carelessness and suggest

monumental,. of this coopen
offer expo. Mm 4, ISlo

Woce.

Ing the club carries a two-

some of the rule infractions
discussed here, call attention

WELM1,000 EVANS Allan
0108013 PACIFIC ANOCELONX

BOURBON HICKORY ...wm NaS

-

while addressing the ball. Serl-

your foresome through habit is
unconsciously
committing

50c OFF
ON EACH PANEL

Contdo, Teek,Walnet, Peron

of the club cannot come in
eontact with the sand or gr.

behind the ball, not on the side

is supposed to be putted into
the hole. Those 18 Mob putts

VINYLOARD

confines of a hazard. The sole

Franklin Park, III.
as

PAWeldwood44'x8'

club in a trap or within the

rect -way is to place the coin

ways tospeed up play. The ball

NEW ST. GEORGE!

SimilarlY there is the practice
of taking swings to knock
down weeds or brushes to
make a difficult shot cosy.
MANY GOLFERS are not
f the rule which prohibits the player from soling his

they give 12 to 18 -inch putts to
'speed up play but this is. non.

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

BRAND
NAME BUILDING PRODUCTS
.
'
t.

Rrndell

manner in which players mark
the ball on the green. The cor-

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOU.S.NEWS

and Jeff Ways.

sary for each boy to have a par-

One more bad habit is the..

CHANNEL 44

with Pellegrini Signs meet.

Optimist: Bob Nelson, Jim
Lofoten,
Glen
Luebking,
Mark Ericksen, Jeoy Solim,
Leonard Herriges, Ricky Bissig, Don Gibson, Willie Asian,

LueMens.

GLEASON'S STAN.

STEVE SMITH then sin.
&ed, but was forced at second

Lindberg snuck out to end the
inning.

Gelder, Tom Koontz,

will be issued and it is neces-

DAM): Roger Murbach, Joey

whiffed, Kit Rossi walked, and
them eathe across on a circuit
clout by Pettenuzzo.

Robert Dorsey, Pat Howery,

Steve Hamm and Dennis

rules of golf. Golfers may say.

sense, there are many other

and twinging muds Lys one of my favorites!

Iftt1:1Demr:te"frlat'

Ryan, Brett

Canillo,

Des Plaines Bonk: Bruce
Boet ter, Paul Meacham.,
'Moe k Krleschen, John Lipp,

THE FOLLOWING re.
minders are for all people who
enjoy the game of golf. By adhering more closely to the
rules the golfer will receive

DON KOMAR AT THE ORGAN
garner it currently wowing Nem on the- Worlaset
on at the Dahl House in Hoffman Estates. Tuesday
hnsugh Satunlay you con mi., fine coatings, welcome

Vanek

pied q$patwrldMyt

this season are as folio.

Except for sanCtioned
teur and professional tournaments, golf is the only competitive game where the rules
' are not always followed. I'm
referring to minor infractions
that arc continuallybeing broken. Most of the players who
bald the rules do so by habit,
not realizing that what they
.ere doing is an infraction.
can't think of another
competitive sport where there
is no judge, referee or umpire
to govern the competitor. Golf
allows the player freedom To
perform unlike any other
spurt. I'm not going to define
rules, but will mention a few
which are continually being
ignored by navy golfers.

Bathroom AM.
.

mt..... hot.

The list of
distance events Is headed by
Prospect's Bill Allen (9:26.6)

(sponsored by the Branigar Organization)

Carpet Deportment

Kitchen I Bathroom
- lochs. Designing, Con -

ranks third ,this year.
In the 880, where the record
is 1:58.1, Prospect's
Keith
Matthews has run 1:57.1,

said,

Tally Ho Country Club

Plumbing

mann

*

urday, A;

Mike

TN.& Radio

H'oirint?iltist.et1

SOUTH,

which won the state chain -

singles.

"Slammin' Steve" Balinski
The 'Knights impry
ledst conhad a 38 and Larry Wittek bed siderably since the
time
0 40 es the Lions won the un- they played the Lions. The last
derclass meet by 57 strokes, ricontest was halted after five in16223,
ngs on the 1HSA slaughter

then y

Unfinished Funthom

Lumber

woolen I Financial Arrange.

as he connected fora pair of

For the Viator fiOsh,oph

rolNorth
Wills and is a member of
the
Suburban Vol-

floor covering &Wall caved,

Household

sportinn Good..

bat work from Mike O'Donnell
and Mike Pettenuzzo, both of
whom honLered. Both roundtrippers came- with one man
on. Steve Smith wen the only
Lion to get more than one hit,

By Howie Robinson

Ilamlware A Tools

1969.

GLENBROOK

grounded out, Denny Fore, man singled and moved to
1115 LIONS got some fine, third on a double by Mark

Rub '0' the. Green
Gift Department

rirsr t

pings he pitched.

'37. Terry McDonald, Mike

years under the direction of
League.

Wobble.

Automotive

af the 15 outs in the five in-

Evers refereeing. The Palatine
BROOKS REALTY: SteVe
team has been playing for five ' God awski., Jay Decker, An-

Let it seive you in all these Wille departments
Ski g Sun Village

plop your ceder. Lend them a hand in helping rem
nity.

Arlington

Grove, Streamwood,'
Schaumburg,
St.
Charles,
Waukegan and Palatine.

more, really makes this
card worth while!

your favorite place and have one
this special time of mod
MAY IMO
e Friendliest Place in Town

balls to account for two-thirds

Northwest , Li

Eight teams will particle
' An a double elimination went.

Wille - - the store that has

MONTH For there of yea mire need an ex.
co
May is National Tavern

1

Charge

"Any boy from our confer-

Teams selected for -MNLL

compete at
6Palatine

With Jim Oerkfitz and Bob

DONNA DAY

the Knights to hit ID ground

ativentagC of

'

.,.._.,p lc..k..31.... up- another

Card

YON

some fine fielding by his teammates as he struck out four and
Walked only one. Lindberg got

Wed nesday.

The St. Viator' golf learn

Wing.

20 to

this year, and New Trier Wmt,

-Vial or Lions beat St. Mel 11-0
at C olumbus Park M Chimp

e Halas

De ar Mr. Delouse:

rt,s, withani boy in the neer future7,

to be New Thier East, which
Sou already won the Maine
South Invitational and placed

third in in own Invitational

get exactly the tar you Iva..

irf

The class of the meet appear

year by only one point. P.M

,

fjho will get your driver, license and a ear, but I'm not sure

1 am going to college next yaw, and I mut to be teaches. Do
you see me being successful M NM Also, do you sea me becam-

year, meet as well.

St. Viator golfers
breeze past Leyden

I have known this goy in the savior Mem lot amts, and

IIllear S.D.
I ant seeing a thiraboy here, on 'l feel you'll still be seeing the
Second boy you mentioned. I don't see any future with the servicentan. I feel you will go to college for at least coo years. I feel

and he will be back for this

South,

Led bye four -hit shut out by'

.ar Mr. DeLouisea

S.D., Hoffman Estates

ban League.

the .tare

Deerfield, Fomst View, beaten New Trier West Its

;janitor Scott Lindberg, the St.

.

all Of the C.,. So.-

at

Chevy Chase in 1969 was Ke.
yin Welsh of New Trier West,

curve, and Peterson and Rose
have elockings of t14.5 In the
120 -yard highs, where the
mark is 14.1.

the best in the state, kllen's

brook ' North, Geed brook. where the record 159.37.2, and
where the record Is 51.0,
South, Niles North and Niles. Al ing,00.0 g00, Buller 440,
belong to outsiders Bob Pow.

was third in last year's meet.

Lake,

By Geo

1249 S. Elmhurst Rd.

(between Algonquin 8,Dernaster

son Trail of the Des Plaines
Valley Conference and Olen-

rmann

Mott of these times are among

St. Mel again shaken by Lions' power

And remember -NO TIPPING & COME AS YOU ARE.

b

outside competition tad Addl.

vhational and placed fifth in

NEW TRIER EAST of the
Suburban League is the defending
champion, having

Crystal

Glenbrook

o line

FOUR: Thls Ordinance shall be in full force and effect hem dand,

provide stiff

of the Mid.Suburban League

The individual winner

the host Wheeling Wildcats.

the host ones M the state. These
are
Arlington, Barrington,

tine in the foreseeable future.

w,e've been dating off and on when he comes home. I like hint
very much. But between leave, I met this other guy 1 em'now
going with. Now the serviceman found out when he name home
and is slowly fading out of Ply life.
I would like to know what my chances are with both boys,
since I like them both. Also, will! go to college after !graduate or
get a job? I have been thinking of haying. car and have decided
on an MG. Also, will 1 get my driver's license?

Chevy Chase Country

24 teams, including some of

BONANZA BUCK

d m M rim d
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Club.
The meemhis year will draw
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Ow/ m passage, approval one ,h,co,ion in pamphlet form., .......
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tine and le.. Labandt, 304
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SIRLOIN STEAK
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ange II east of the ThIrd

oama

weekend.
Expected to

View, Fremd, Haney, Pros-

Grayslake, Hersey, Highland
Park, Lake For., Libertyville, Maine South, Maine
West, Mundelein, New Trier
West, New Trier East, Niles
North, North Chicago, Palatine, Prospect, St. Viator and

School and its coach Jock BeeTi, will be held this Saturday at
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ws being
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among 441 undergraduate students ot the University of Denver named to the dean's honor
Ilse for high scholastic
achievement during the winter
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Miss Mona Prospect

Dear Miss Mount Prospect:

awn NM of the tato,

Forest

View head coach Bill Mohrmoon sold, "We haven't deaided yet when we'll ini.tiedi

ni

The fourth annual Chevy
Chase Invitational golf .mett,
sponsored by Wheeling High
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THIS NOTE

V:111etI.RnITIZP:rolla
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abover bed Territory shall not

Zoning Code. Structures

Honor students

Moe well other oery much: Do you see is getting married in the
future? Also. 1 donot Ilke living in this sea. Do you see we
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to wstoone ft,"

fine, which held its own relays

Invitational'

mice who .corn in this meet
.11 do well In our conference
meet in two weeks," MOh-

in vtte draws twenty-four squads
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There's no doubt about the c eived
yesterday. Still, the
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quality of the competitors- it
ack is in good shape and only
League schools will be vying
heavy downpour at meet' for honors tonight -Arlington,
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Hogan's Hew."

2

5

ll

Phyllis Diller; and
"Love and the Single
Couple."

Be Show

&O.

.BAs 11C456

"Love and the
Phonies" with

Until I cm.
26 Lids Carlo. Ur -

TONIGHT

the Modern Wife,"

planned

son .and Anne Bancroft.

5:45

Odessa, Delaware

ort. Sudden changes are in the
ir.

CANCER Dune 22 - July
33 To neglect your carte.
pondence now May he to for -

'NITA

MORTY MEEKLE

hit a valuable friendship. An another.; :all for advice.
F LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23): If

*RSILES51

THIS 15./15TA PiCtlRE
CFA SREATHIG Fier.

vi -4,111h1

built 1769. Administed by Henry Francis du

Pont Winterthur Alumi-1. The- gift ofillt
Wilson Warner house early this summer

We, PIERCROU.4.
radKv 0.3SOSsuartmes3

°FAB/PAM-1M?

just past, let well enough alone.

:

EEC & MEEK

DID I EVEREHOW
YOU A PICTORE

you ere reasonably happy with
the results of the -work -week

i

;

Ke

N'S

brings to four the number of historic buildings

Tillie AM to turn to other
Nog,.
VIRGO. (Aug.
23h

Put

a

now owned by the museum in this quiet''

111

24 - Sept.
guard on your

Manor. cspeciallyduring morn-

tidewater town on the Apponquinimink Creek.

ing hours. You could easily

-411:14

say something today you would

10"

inn& regret tomorrbw.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 . Oct. 231:

The wise Libra will take his
time. nomatterthe-provoce-

'f

This recent addition is considered one of
5-1

.

to hurry. Don't let younger family members goad you
into error.
SCORPIO (Oct. 20 - Nov.

Duni.

vi

by another to seek a

ch

ge. Take stock of your
nt position
hothseciald in your career.

MARTIAN AND THAT

APRICORN (Dec. 23

FACRIC.71

sx 010214 ITS PAX
ASQUIBI logo AND

ACROSS

1 First president
of Hawaii
5 Hawaiian
garland
8 Less in sin

A SQUIRT 6616,911 -

WHAT IF THE KID
REALLY 15 A

IOW IS A MATH-

Or

Nits, a friendship suf-

fe

ClUARIUS flan. 21 - Feb.

teeth
12 Sheeplike

gel

'

CAPTAIN EASY

ISCES (Feb. 20 - March
A family gathering is deli -

y favored. If you've no
n to celebrate, make up
people reed to get togtik

21
22

Take care not to confuse
mem with sentimentality;
one increases your awar
are

:

Answers to
Hideaword
bleak
bank

bane
neck

cane

black

kale
elan
leak
lack
lace

clan

.

,

.:,

r1 TN"

clan
cake
cable

calk
clank

lean
lane

able
ankle

Hank

lank

9404

beck

Janet

-

SI

;.,
1111

4

A
ga
&login
I

'

Behold!reeting

33 Roman
goddess of

CAMPUS CLATTER

BLACKEN

bdk

11

g
32

bank.

MI

30,Hawiiian

the other is quite apt. to
it.

bake
bale
-beak
beai:

fI'll"Zgl.

1

7

96,),.

NA Al
ii

3*/ Coal scuttle
38 Soft mineral
40 Winged

shoes (myth.)

42 Hawaii.
43

if"

1

harvest
36 Egyptian river

tt

Aphids'

44 Edible tuber.
.45 Mental images
46 Single objects
47 Finale

*City In Italy

-

.6.- anscll

'Y'rYY YU?:I

'

ut

CHECK
THIS SECTION

nub

foe your "Great
American Nome" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

area.

(4)C7RsliASS
f_11114I67

fifa-4M0

r-rlipiAtz1RC.:

MIA

E,d17-ALZ1.

17 r

W'

kiirAmrrHIA

r=m-sri

eel 4erican

ammo

25 Without place
(Latin ab.)
26 99 (Roman)
28 Businessman

RIES (March 22 - April

du

morr.1W
WULSZ
P.HESFA IlararAL=fkiillf4f
i554.F,la.111:1NO r,rf.JCA
UAW MINColZ alPim

11110l"

KDIG9E

13 Axiom
8 Patti la
34 Centre
14 Expression
)
of sorrow
Am
9 Scottish river 23(P
country16 Marrs
10 Medieval
mountain
35 Narrow bars
nickname
eflk Mlle
24 Electric force 37 Serpent sou d
17 Girl's
11 Cartograph
26 Hawaiian tree 39 Labor group
nickname
14 Hawaiian
27 Run into
(ab.)
18 Moslem judge
volcano
each other
41
Peruse
,.19
15
13 as
29 Revolves
42 French
man's title
17 Hawaran
30 Soc al insect
novelist
20 Symbol for
goose
31 State of blbia 44 Small seed
euOfropium ,

Salesmanship is a big part
ay's success. If you can't
your own ideas. try making
th those of another.

9

of

4 Bitter vetch

outflow

with antiques of quality and style, including
Philadelphia pieces and those la& by skillful local cabinetmakers, before the properties
were turned over the the, Museum. Distinguished for its architecture which resembles in many ways the elegaril
pre-Revolutionary homes of the Philadephia

.`1,"

.INS Et/ C

5,1Mallf1A1730

6 Make evident
7 Ancient
Greeks

,.

;1.1?"

ERMNA113175.11AfwILEIr41

DOWN
1 Expand
2 Wild donkeys
3 Learning
5 Mauna Loa

9 Swiss resort
11 Grinding

Rkf OUST,

-

201. You.may find it nee.
ry today to step on anothbut do so lightly.
.toes

architecture. This house was fully restored,
using old records and plans, and furnished

Answer to Previous Puzzle
IPAIYM fag MI -41M 14-1013L1

Hawaiian Variety
I wow R'S owl

la

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LOSER

221: A Saturday for family style pleasure. Let your past
exskrience dictate your activi.
tiet,for the day. Children are
es
daily helpful.
GITTARIUS (Nov. 23
221: You may be ill -ad;

ly

the outstanding examples of colonial Delaware

Ithmsamphand story wormy, of.
Th. Henry Fronds do Font WInterMur Museum

All savin

IN

=NM ME MEM
6111 MEM=
mammam am
W2
ammu
MEM
mm
mum
MEW
MR
MEW
AMMON
mum
ammo
JIM=
AMIN MOM
AMU JO=

by theleth earn from theist
ANNUAL YIELD

ANNUAL RATE

MIN, BALANCE

MIN. TERM

nnn

...
7 7A%

7.50%

6.18%

6.00%

quarter

5.92%

525%

si , 000

006 YEAR

PASSBOK

5.39%

5.2510

sum

3 MONTHS

annum

ONE YEAR

-R,u,uuu
$um

ACCOUNTS

mon

GOMM
MEM

sic
II del

Bell Federal Compounds Interest Daily
can be Increased

during BB '10
days of any
'

ACCOUNTS

5 olio
r

--

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.
In the heart of Ball Town

°P4grtZITrfnigi'aft"?.

can he added

to at any
lime

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new -higher annual rates.These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

5.13%

5 00%
le

MK

*

HONE

Highest savings Interest rates-allowed
Guaranteed Interest. Compounded Daily (chsagdy)

Bell Federal Savings
and Loan Association
Corner of Monrbe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603
ME

13E13 FEDERAL

son. LOAN

BANK

THE DAY
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Frailty May I

6 new modelsto be unveiled
new Elk Gr ve additlon

1970

"We expect to unveil six
new models in May," said
Robert C. Winkle, sales dire,

tor for Elk Grove Villoge. "A
four -bedroom trilevel, a four.
bedroom two-story, a five -bedroom two-story model and
three ranch.. The exteriors

will represent botli
arChitecture and the influence Lhe traditional French
and Spanish styles. The new
models will embody the finest
features of our previous, mat

r

The 15.5" x I d'O" master
bedroom Iva huge closets,
dressing aree erid Li private deluxe vanity bath. The other
three spacious bedrooms share
a second full vanity bath.

phis 472 square
storage,

and

feet

the

of

S39,500 includes large, fully
improved site with underground utilities and twO-Mir

The new addition is hqtYreeo
Devon and Higgins on the Wen

garage.

The sal. Ace is in a tarn -

A fourth bedroom, third full
bath and utility roam is on the
Other model. are hi Ihr
lower level adjoining a 14- $31,000 to $42,000 price
foot.by-27-foot recreation area. map now. These are preThe wernwood offers 2204 opening prima with higher

quer. tont of gracious living

house model .n1 'the present
time, on

Make spring g' rdening
a happy fa ily affair

Arliegtod Heights

Rd. south of Higgins. Ifilopen

'every day Om 10 ain;to 6
prices annual in the not M. P.m

popular

models, .plusL many
n ew detail, of luxury."
One of the new models in
the new addition to the village;
4 -bedroom three -bath tenestory residence, is the Went-

Spring. gardening can become more fun and
La of a ellO(C when everyone pitches in. What's

tered entrance Way leads to the

foyer which distributes traffle
--to the Left, to the 17'ff'

wards as well as work assignments.
Perhaps Dad would like a secluded spot io the

11'10" lieing room with for-

-

few steps down to the lower
teal and up to the quiet wing,
e nd straight ahead. iS the fami.

ly.sim kitchen opening into
the dining area and also,
through insulated sliding glass
walk, to the 18-foot.byL12-

foot patio.

THE KITCHEN Mantra
They MB mlect the color schemes end designs for everything
from light fixtures end floor materiels la kitchen appliances. The

the Fox ,Point Subdivision in Barrington. The Banington High
School students are Manning the interior design of the home.

home should he completed by the end of the school year.

The home planning students
of Barrington High School

and cven kitchen and laundry
appliances.

took time recently from their

NI -Gas home ccorminists
participate in the ...show and
tell" teaching unit by &cornpanying the students on their

busy school schedule to tromp
through the plush $60,000
mddel Opines in the Fox Point
suhdivision
in
Barrington.
They weren't in Me market for

home built by the Kennedy

"spec"

home

tours.

The Barrington students enpect us have their home compined by the end of this school
year. At that time, appropriele

open home festivities will bc
held.

According to Mrs. Bruins,

They -

the borne planning program
provides practical learning
situation which is fun as well

Co.

as a class project, Mey list of what to look for by exwere preparing to do some plaining home planning techhomewerk--decorating one of mlques as well as other interior

the homes in the subdivision.

decorating ideas,

Under the threction of their

$3 million
loan

home economics Leacher. Mrs.
ken Bruins, the Barrington

kt dents wilt actually plaethe.
i tenor design of a ',pee
h me. a house that is con -

ing real

for the week ending
April 25. Price is indicated by
$1 In nambnvenue stamps for
ships

,RepublIc Realty -Mortgage

Minting or careers 'in Interior

dle tool for adding intereSt in
many areas of the home.
Filigree hardboard is the

Bristol

La... Robert
McArthur to Frank W. C
boa 528.50.

ision to view its layout
Onstruction sites The
ras also visit several modes ander, briefed on the

ilding indostry

vron

selection. of custom
tures.
a

0, Mime

thorough briefing
construction and

ing,. they begin their se.

ns of light fixtures, floor
ronals, tiles. cebinets, pante

completed, and apartments are

2561 Church St.; John G. Ca.

'to Jorgen JoHensson,
now available far rental.,
The development was de- - 519.50: 9439 Oak Al,Warten
L. Ratak to Benjamin Goldsigned by Hirschfeld
:any

L

Reinheimer.
General
contractor

win
Robin Construction Co. Leasing and management is handled by Harbor Management
Co.

' Republic Rmhy'S negotiations were handled by Herbor
Management Co.

AVAILABLE FOR

stein, 533.

James' W. Applegate, S10.50.
34g S. Bristol, Droad L.

Sehreiber to Thomas C Nei$ II; Ithro E. Lillian Ls.,
Kathleen V. Mitchell to Leslie

213 Dryden, Thomas p.
Bart to Raymond W. Puszcservice, $32; 314 Valley Ln.,
Howard 1.Super to Ching Y,

OCCUPANCY

Lee, 537t 12,
Waterman,
John C. Pingree to Robert, G.
Browne, 17.50; 640 S. Lincoln

Av., Ralph L-Hana to Elmer
J. Richaedmin, $47; 330 S.

"room-

LI:

%cubtatriLLL'dcaenonii

Applegate to David R. Tan,

'

N.

Wolf Rol.. RonaW St. John to

Arlington Heights: 218 N.
Lincoln, Bonito M. Schiele to
.

O. Marlin, $ I 6; 1110 W, Marion Rff , Peter a 'Peterson to
E. Saunders Reinhard, $73.50.

IhtMEDIATE

Sorensen to Toth R. Schlegel.
525; 208 W. Jeffery. James W.

23

open

sesame

to

charming,

John L. 1611. Srlt 213 N. Leo
Si., Edward H. Van Vooren to
The Catholic .Bishosi of Chi..
eaMl. hath I S. Rads IX.

Richard L Mutts to Roger .1.

AS A ROOM divider,

be removed or relocated.
Room dividers like them are
easy to construct.
Lumber
yards selling the perforated

slimes passage of air and light.
For these reasons, such a

scieest e popular in a race.
don room, living room or bed-

room. It affords prime), with-

12week course
for foremen
Richard Foster, 131.5 Car-

lisle Av., Elk Grove Vidor,
h. completed a 12 -week training course for construction
foremen conducted by the

Builders' A.n. of Chicago. He
wm among 31 Chicago area
foremen in the advanced edu,
cation program.
For 12 weeks, local foremen

have devoted their Saturday
mornings to developing techniques of leadership, comm.
nications, employe motivation. cost conscirosn.s and
blueprint reading, among many
other subjects.

ef. A. Lombard, chairman
of the Builders' Association's

Hedlund to Frank M. Mah.
nich, $30.50; 772 N. Gran
De, Guardian &wimp and

ing methods were created to
acquaint these men with new
coneep, in construction lead-

construction education and
manpower committee, said,
"New and experimental teach-

oph.

ership."
Foster

E. Shelly. 59 SO

marble setter at the Vermont
Marble Co Chicago'

$ 25; 262 E. Wayne,
Thomas P. Bourke to Michael

employed as a

is

hardboard normally have Ma
sonim's pre -grooved moldings
and accessories for assembling
them. The thin, emoothpanels,

%V4
ed Let.
SCARSDALE ESTATES

PRICED TO SELDI

acre lat. large
and c

erg,.

6. Beautiful family

en with wastes,
with sor ond
cmual alr

$31 1900 AND UP

ELEGANT BRICK RANCH
Th spacious, sunny room.. 3 bedroom. Ws

.c

ren

beihs Tater bedroom

0

Paneled family room off MM. Cy0lorke
%need Pani. Central aintonclrng, Excellent
Ilnandepavoilable.

$59,500

Only $37,900

CALL DON BONDY

CALL - MURIEL MAITLAND

elf /sari Wooded and /Impeded Loss

Boy rota Ifonieilte Now -Build haw

CURffIlled

t

Phem
1515)159-2430

Homes"

m

Htlerthiv; is III
Mlorierth mill 21

27

tit 14t

Glitr°

20 E. Northwest Hwy

Arlington
Heights

IAE gg

,EIPBAKER GRILLES

greatest asset, howevef, is their

abdity to give &Bunton to a
IN THE CASE of the folding screen, hinges fasten the
panels together.
The completed ensemble
bc primed and painted to

Med an easement or double
hung wIndoves.

-

mit. the location, using roller,

'AN ATTRACTIVE 510.
sEN fur s hemn9m Makin

brush or spray.

doors with a Filigree pattern.

To cover and illuminate
basement ceilings, which many

consider an ey.ore, Concord
suggmE installation of lighting
between Some of the joists and
'covering the entire ceiling urea
with 16 -inch -by -6 -foot pawls
of Filigree hardboard.
hardboard,
There are various other

ways in which Filigree hard-

board just One eighth inch
thick and smooth on both
sidee-can be used far texture,
design and function in the
home.

well could be a cedes of bifold

Or panels can be used in place
of glass in construction of

kitchen fixtures to cover fluorescent tubes or inCandeseent
bulbs.

Stereo speaker grilles of dis
meterial can improve the ap-

For example, the panels mut

be used in their natural deep
brown or colorfully painted to
spark interest . wall accents
lit any room in the home. Or
they can be used as attractive
inserts for interior shutters

landscaping design.

While they are best suited
for screens and backgrounds,

For a free folder On ideas for

.evergreens arc widely used as a

decorating with Filigree:Write
to Hasonite, Ban tt, Chicago

contrast for deciduous plants.
In general landscaping use,
they shouldn't be used ex.

60695.

Concord h. round. If framed,
the rectangles can be used for

The lake, located on a natu-

pearance of the sound unit.
Simply arranging sevaal

pieces of Filigree hardboard
on a blank wall has merit, too,

mounting small paintings or
other decorative objects, The
frames permit insertion of
place.

The

craftsrnan

working

with filigree may find it e.ier
to prime and paint, or stai ,
the individual pieces before as-

sembling them. This suggeslion extends to the framing,

elusively because of the oppr.sive atmosphere that re.

Leaking lake
gets plug

sults.

-In selecting evergreens for
the home, be sure to learn their
height at maturity bed their

need. for sunlight and moRMOST EVERGREENS are

Plant
seeds now

Berkowitz, general
manager of the Chicago Division of Kaufman and LBroad,
Inc., has been promoted to

vice.preadentDomestic Hrosing Operations, according to
President, Eugene S. Rosenfeld.

seeds for peas, radishes, sweet
pem, larkspur, cornflowers
and annual poppies be planted
as soon as possible. Onion sets

392-11355

BAIRD & WANNER
We mew hOW.

SIMI

us+.

us...1.

roots watered. If they are not
plants for focal points in a in containers or burlap-covyard...backgrounds 6rescreens. erod bellb nt,, them M hubs a
The low growingplants are wqierin a Soot Pike, If tlicreLs
preferable
for
foundation a -delay, of several dupe, cover
plantings because of their lim- the hare roots with material,
mal maintenence require-

. Dig holes for planting that

compost

will

provide good

velopment. He was promoted
to assistant manager in Febryary, 1969.

die -back

of

Overwater

FREE GIVE AWAY!
Desk pen mt
215 gal. gasoline can
4 pee ease of oil
woh each purchase °fellow° no

new

Forest Heights, Apple,Tree
and Barrington Square.
t,

herbicides

should be used for control of

lawns. folk,/ the recoMmendetains for application found
on Me fertilizer bag.

..0a

'

-II

PP

I wit

dotal

The next step is to check your supply of monk,

mist

denims group is going toeajoy his participation a

writs

atill

tools.

When you have decided to make spring garm
&ohm a family affair. developed your plan, PM
answers to whatever questions You may MN.
and make sure you have the proper tools and
equipment to make things easy for yourselves.
you're ready to go to work.

to

1.1 um,

...trot
',mkt
nom

"IT'S

piece of advice to rose fanciers

THE

from the horticultural special.
es at the Ortito Garden Prod.
ems Division of Chevron
Chemical Company. But this
dOesn't mean that rose plant
roots can grove in waterdilled
soil, they war, So if the water
table is particularly high in
your planting area. or if drainage is questionable, plant your
roses in beds raised about two

t'A'kes,

.,fiff
SPRING FEVER DAYS

REAL

ORTHO

McCOY!"

Self-cleaning lines trim

2 for 1 SALE

on one sids far watching
and Stromins roil 'raw to

Ark About Our
Introductory Offer

...dine. atm side rah,
parallel l a gromnd piddema
12,0005q. Ft. Rag' $10.95

HARDI-BRAND

12,000 Sq. Ft. Bag

up later and lilting le,
lying cralnprossrunnra

.01

2 Bags

PECAN

$10.96

gouging new may of

SHELLS

gross seed. Ones esMb-

lished it stays green. Ideal
for seeding a new lawn or
improving the one you already hove.

'""s=7:1,=""

2 cubic foot bog

only

$188

10 booster $16.44 1
EsmIlent ground cover or mulch!

TAXUS YEWS

!Awn nor

trtataut

PERENNIALS

ze

ran

$8995
ZsgVEfo,or

$11995

MI=

59c

".

FLOWERING SHRUBS

15 to 18 inches

"YOU NAME

Your Choice

IT --WE

$799

HAVE IT!"

ANDERSON!,
BROWN!, OR

for use with all gram

olor fertilimn, peak
gide, and wad.

Forget-Me-Nola, annping Phtoa, Par sir,,

FRUIT TREES

. Apple
from
Cherry5695

$329

1/

ORTHO LAWN SPREADER

HICI(51!

English Dalder, and ago Primrese.

Your Choice

A

Reg. $26.95

$1995
1970' LAWN
#7260

gr-,,,QMTHO

BOY MOWERS

BOUM Men. thru Fri. 9 to 6 Sot. 9 to 5 e sun.

#8229

vo'lllTst2erer $12596 Sieleftpalted $17295
with Comber

STOP BY SOON OR CALL) 529-6102

621 N. MAIN ST., MOUNTPROSPECT. CL 3-6833

re25,21.

maw

ry equipment. Every member of the familynar,

Kersting's Garden Center, Inc.

problem, fertilizers with pre
the weeds. When fertilizing the

Of the hedging shoilVs, the yew, holly, pyrecandle and privet do best.Lower WEN almender., rosemary, dwarf boxwood or floribunda

.411x.m.

SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GARDEN BULBS!

entire plant.
bgro is the time to be adding
lawn fertilizers. If weeds are a
weed

SHOPPING CENTER FOR Ail TOM
GARDEN NEEDS INDOORS OR OUTI"

is good. That's an important

plant, and even't he death of the

emergence

,

"HARDI-GARDENS IS YOUR ONE -STOP

99995

buds or other parts of the

-

Japanese cherry; cherry plum; flowering-

rums are usually hearty.

so the diagram will show theein

oeter roses if the drainage

Coffee Will Be Served

L

shoots, t hc death of the flower

has eleven developments underway. They are Brandywim. Brandywine . Villas. Beacon ridge, Ginger: Wood, Sugar brook, Pepper Tred Farms.
Provincetown,
Heatherlea.

dis tances

:70":

that dimases may form and become a serious problem. However. lack of protection during
unfavorable conditions may
result in

nese pagoda tree; flowering dogwood; Washingtomand cockspur thorn, saucer or star magnolia;

ITS A GOOD IDEA to draw a rough but fairty accurate diagram of your yard to assist in the
Jdelming. In fact, this pan of the project Can be.
taken over with great gusto by the youngstaeWhere them are trees and plants which will not
be moved, ha ve theyoung draftsmen pace off the

LAWN BOY DEMONSTRATION

SAT. SUN., MAY 2 & 3rd

it

tree of heaven (Ailanthus); the Russian olive:
weeping willow; thornless honey and yellow.
cusb white mulberry: Chin.e scholar tree; Japa-

great deal more if you have n few really good

nesium decks - hem o'plenty grass bogging
system or add the Lawn -Boy leaf bag end
never pick up a rake again.

BY FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE

r

citreous trees that do well under most city condidons include the annar and ropanese maple; the

charge also available) - lightweight mug-,

Sons, scorching, shriveling of

in July, 1967 as director of de -

are especially good,
ree
which accumulate soot, oil and other particles
from the air until they can no longer thrive, De-

.

(or any landscaping design.

needles and defoliation.
Winter protection should

and Broad's Chicago division

tions

GRASS SEED

models shot start up to 400 times an a single

slowly be removed from perennials and biennials. Uncover the plants in mild weather,
but cover them on cold, windy
days or when the air is excessively dry. If the plants are
left over -protected during the
mild weather, Schuster warns

manure or othesdecayed organic material.
Unle. your sSithsonlight and moisture condi-

pep..

Armes end [moues is desirable

Doesn't your lawn

.

lime per square yard. About ,in Weeks add

offer en such things as drainage and the right
location for morning sunlight. The showplace
prden that motherthas in mind might need to be
moved to another comer of thq yard in order to
nuke room fora badminton cthirt. All of these
factors and more can be easily worked out on

rcdmts-Of 'the
thai 'a
mixture of heights, colors,

feet above grnthalcvel.

toil thoroughly and add two to three ounces of

Baden, but Dad may have some valuable LL-.

There iestech a wide variety
of evergreens available in most

impossible

;

firmideas

growing soil conditions For the
plants. Working the soil other
than to kill germinating weeds
and grass does little pod.

Itk almost

,,thp

your present soil seems adequate, spade the top -

colorful flowers. Sit mar have some very
of what kind of flowers she wants in her

which should be kept moist).

Evergreens, both broadleaf are larger and deeper than the
and narrowleaf,. are seldom present root site, to allow them
sold bare root, because they to spread out as much as posare always in leaf. They are Bible and grow quickly. When
available in either containers you have set them in the hogs,
or balled and covered with and partially filled in the hole,
burlap. Before you buy an cv- "loosen" the burlap and push
ergrcen, however, make sure it down into the sides of the
the ball of earth has not be- hole. It will eventually rut
come broken or dried.
away and do no harm to the
Evergreens should always plant growth.
be planted according to their
For the first two years, waeventual size at maturity, to ter the piants deeply about
ensure adequate room for once a week, particularly due growth. Set them far enough ing dry periods. When they
from the house to allow rain- have begun to grow, feed them
vmter to gel at them, sin. little lightly.
rain will penetrate beyond roof
A good mulch, peat moss, or

1 edt

Add rotted manure, peat moss, commerical
humus or compost to the soil as you work It. If

ing easier - fingertip starting (electric start

look, broken branches
and cracks in the bark. On evergreens, check for discolora-

Kenn.. joined Kaufman

velopment and marketing of
Prior to joining Kaufman
homes for the company's siX0 and Broad, Kenicott was dl North American housing divi-- rector of construction and de &was ill Los Angeles, San selopment for Sunset Inlet Francisco, Chicago, Detroit, national Petroleum in Beverly
New York, and Toronto.
Hills, Calif., and manager of
Although only in operation operations for Macco Realty
for fives years, Kaufman and in Southern California. His
Broad's Chicago division has background also includes 10
beconte the largest housing years as principal in his own
producer in that metropolitan contracting firm
area under Berkowitz's lead.
Kennichtt and his Wife reershlp.- The division has re- side in Kauhmin and Broad's
ceived Kaufman and Broad's 'Pepper Tree Farms comma coveted PrmillentSi Cup for nity in the Paletine area. The
three of the four years it has Chicago Division currently

wind and sun and keep the

have bepn to bud out, it is
very difficult to transplant
bare root plants with much

eled

in Oak Park, Illinois with his
wife, Marion and their Oven

Chicago.

arrive, pal them out of the

Lawn -Boy has all the features to make mow.

success. When buying plants,

William N. Kennicoll, children, Gary 16, Paul 14 rod

Id his new position, beekowitz will be located in the

sunlight, while others, such as
the yew, do best in moist soil.
The taller evesgreens are ideal

Bare root plants should be
planted now, After the plants

whether beee root, potted or
balled and halvah check for
quality. Check the buds and
small twigs for a dry or shriv-

of the six divisions each year.
Berkowitz resides at present

ed to general manager.

IF YOU CANNOT plant
tIF morgreens as soon as they

'time.

presented. The cup is
awarded
for general en..
cellence of operaions to one

Eric
He is a member of the
Home Builders Asiociation

some,

deserve a LAWN -BOY

should be set out at the same

been

.sistant manager of the Chi.go division, has bean promoE

but

overhangs,

James E. Schuster, men-"sion horticulture specialist in
Cook County, suggesE that

sealed the bottom with 18 ems
ob Bentonite, a' natural Miry
that expandsWhen wet.
The lake, fed by a Well, Wm
filled and doubled in size.

adaptable,

such as the juniper, thrive in

-

lure.

re/ drainaggi bed, filled reeh
spring, but then dried up because it couldn't hold' water.
Architects Schofield & Colgan
of New York City and Nyack,
N.Y., drained the lake end

quite

lad growth, longevity and lush as earth, moss or cloth

which mar be gisen
auld
or contrasting finish. -.

Architects of a new headquarters brolding MP the
Union Camp Corp. in Wayne
N.J., have solved the problim
of a 'leaking lake..

hooks to hold these objects in

housing producer's corporate
offices in Los Angeles, He will
-be responsible for long range
planning, over-all produet de-

In

Frain 11 SOO fidwit

dignity, permanence, and richness of color and texture. Perhaps their

Frames are glued and nailed.

Louis

PLUS' LOT
sitmosussinimelsMoratoos s -s.,
sensible.. lea, schep shnicliss
rowd sown

scaping --

Kaufman and Broad names
new Chicago division manager

and

SEE OUR OTHER MODELS

Evergmens ere m impop

tent element in my hind.
seeping plan.
Evergreen trees and shrubs
have niany assets that will en lance any type or size -of land-

axfb

Joy of hearty plants for many seasons.

rest, will be accomplished mom successfully and
with more fun if the family approaches it together m teaM,
Dad may want his outdoor den surrounded by
MR dense shrubbery, but the girls in the Needy
might have some ideas for brightening it tie with

Reliable evergreens belong
in everyone's landscape.

VIMINILA
BUILT IN GRILLES

Simply slip in. 'the 'gnashes'.

Completes

Curtis. 532.
Wheeling, 393 E. Merle
Ln.. Ebvid R. Claypool to
Thanus Hayes, $24; MO Mors
As.. Clifford J. Gershcfske
Lambert J. Jung, $22.50, 1012
Valley Stream Dr, Otis L,

Lean Assn to kiln NI. Chrim.

ratio, for the student, bed -

ROOM DIVIDERS

If plants don't thrive in your soil. the insestment in a few bushels -or even a truckload-of fresh topsoil will be more than repaid by the

first step is to develop the overall plan for the
spring gardening project. This step, like all the

The use of greenery and whir softens the harsh man-made lines of malls and fences, adding depth
to the path) area.

Is recommended by John Com
cord, home improvement cansultant to Masonite Corp°.

form a divider that separates
study from sleeping area, for
example. When the student
leaves home, the divider may

a

.0"

A temporary room divider

room. Seveial 4 -by -8 -foot El theme panels, framed with pre grooved 1 -by -2 -inch lumber,

THE SUCCESS of plants in a city garden de -

pends on fertile soil, which is often a difficult
commodity to find in the city.

sowing grass seed something. get out of the wag
first before the fun part begins. And when these
shores are dividedamongeveryone in the family,
they can be finished and forgotten in practiCally
n o time at all.
The American Assn. of Nurserymen has angL gested some steps which should be observed by
the family that decides to garden together. The

MOM.

warm and inviting spots in the
home that need something to
give them life and inter.t.

gam hardboard shields as it

BUFFALO GROVE: 4
Stoner.: Rd., Robert R. Sin.
dolor to Richard T. Lapharp.

mon, S7.50.
Prospect Heights:

versatile tool which holds at

folding screen made with Film-

,

$16.30: 1006 Cambridge Dr..
ti ipating L in, a deique ham. CorpenattOrf het-Mfg/4 a 53 .each 51,000 in nearkat 0trlucl.
Des Plainest 1157 W.Crrant
Con Allcinpach to Robert L.
acnnine program, co-spo. million, 25 SS -year loan on the
s red by Northern Illinois Gas Twelve .0aks Apartments a Dr, Edward G. Hahcl to Campbell.
Marini Prose., 1103 klub.
Co, and the Kennedy Co. of the southwmt corner of Cen- JOIneS C. Spivey Jr., S21.50,
N rthbrook. The other par- tral and New Wilke Rds. in A, -81-83 N. Broadway, Nicholas. berry la., Robert G. Sutherin
-1. Kouracos
Elda George,
talons, R. Berry, $41, 9 Rod.
nts- are Emnston Town lington H.eights.
'547; 1040 Wolf Rd., Joseph.C.
Wood Tr.. William N. Turoczy
High Schorr] and Mame
High School of Fmk Mem buildings contain 234' Ammann Sr. to Dennis M. 10 James A. Westhoff 52,
120
Elmhuqt Rd. Harold
units. There is a recreational Schramm. $27; 1360 Oakwood Av.. Paul K, blaskomp M.Grov, to Emil M. Wlodyga,
area with the project,
to George- Wade Jr.. ULM: 574; 80 E Jeffery, Robert k.
F, FIRST sessions of the
' The buildings have been
include bus tours of the

Hardboard panels are versatile
tools for the home decorator

design.

Wine and Wheeling tuwm

arranged

n noted for iminedime posses')sigh. The Barrineton group ia
o e of threeschoororoups pap.

CStala transfers in

The Wentwood In Elk Grove Village

as Interesting, It also provides
knowledge about later home -

County recorder lists
real estate transfers
Cot LoonnilIcl:cgdgo.Lid:

joining is the dining aree.

effects you wish for: the proper method of plastid, certain items you have in mind: questions
like these may send you to your nearby nurseryman for the right answers, The point is lo make
he plans and solve the problems on paper before your outside activity begins.

IT IS IMPORTANT to have such mngible rewards held out as incentives. While a great number of people find pleasure in the various chores
which go to make up the gardening hubby. some
members Webs family may consider such mundane activities as -raking, weeding, pruning and

double oven, dishwasher, dis-

tion.
Wrap these three decorating
elements into a thme-lroone
package and you have a versa-

compliment the builder's story
was well as the teacher'scheek-

Tappan gas or electric mum
pond, ample breakfast area
and a popular pmtry, too. Ad-

Barrington High home planning students
plan decoration for Fox Point home

can make your glans final. The right kind of
plants for the various soil conditions in your
yard; the right way to achieve some 'special

backyard where he can get away from it all to'
telex, a kind of outdoor den. Mom might want to
Wert an old-fashioned rock garden like her maltcr used to have. The teen -aged athlete might
-yearn for a badminton or volleyball court.
The young deb might Iiite her own flower gar den to provide colorful cut flowers for her room
ellsummer long. The little members of the family
may get a kick out of quick -growing vegetable
gardens, and they are sure to enjoy helping to
create their own placebo play.

mal dining area to the right, a

Illinois Gas Co. home economist Nancy Johannsen
tfgensses the layout of a Kennedy Co. model home to he built In

right place. If the ground slop.Lsubstantially this
should be indicated on the drawing.
Now you're ready to spend an evening draw ins in the changes and additions you'll want to
make this spring. You May discover a number of
questions which have to he answered before you

more, almost every member of the family can
find unexpected pleasure in the gardening projcol if the planning includes incentives 'and re-

wood..M this home, a shel-

A

S

Garden

distal 'future

garage,

price

TEE DAY

Friday, May I IS 70

26 W. GOLF RD. SCHAUMBURG, ILL.
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Keep quality plants iritop
shape until safely planted

New roses tempt gardeners
Why the demand for new
row nannies each year? Arm
cording to Jackson & Perkins
Co., each of their new roses for
1970 will appeal to gardeners
for a, different reason.

A rose bearing

..

comtdo-coast in consumer
publications as well as gardening magazinm. Jackson & Perkins report that its name -was
chosen to mean just that. Fins

who have wen it in bloom,
Jackson & Perkins' new by.

J&P m being an "unbelie-

Jackson & Perkins points

Prize is expected to be the
queen of many a rose show.

mtge. color -- deep, smoky

out that there are sound mob-

ratirlberry,- with ad overall ef-

nological reasons for replac-

feet of dusky plum. It has been
Del led everything froze
"muted plum velvet"
to
"taupe." There's n
another
like it --- and ids row

mg old rose varieties with new.

AllAmerica Rose Selection tag

SHARING TOP 19701on-

e. with First Prize is "Irk.
Gold," the Jackson & Perkins.
1970 Hose of the Year. Irish

before it is introduced
d is the biggest garden status

anen

:.symbol of all. According to

-

rose to win the AARS tag the

endorsement of experts

throughout the country - is
"First Prim," introduced by
Jackson & Perkins.
First Prize, a huge, pink

blend hybrid tea, has already
won a widespread reputation.
as one of the fraest roses am created. Is has been featured

rarerareot

-

in Ireland and joins a long lilt

For red rose traditionalists,

of roses titled for foreign coun-

the new Jackson & Parkins
Imes for 1970 include "Red
Devil," a red hybrid tea with

tries or colorful cities around
the world. Irish Gold has a
unique starburst bloom form.'
and the clear yellow blooms
become edged with delicate
pink in cool weather.

who seek a rose which is really

different. According M those

the pelab are slightly rolled

usual new rose of the Season

-

-

This is the universal instruc.
purchased. The sooner it is in
the ground the more quickly it
will take, hold and start to
mow.

greater disease resistance, be-

unforeseen

Mr foliage and better keeping

The most basic mason for.
buying new roses is simply that
they're balm-for the soul,

Replacing old rose with new.
7 is a natural cycle, which neithen hybridizer nor gardener
would change for anything in
'

the world. Says Jackson & Per,
kiss, world's largest Mite
growers, "... it is a pan of the

'

n* first austere Thanksgiving
lied passed. when the fields

wereclwred

the

and

first

Souses built, America's early
lionsewMen filled their homes
With fresh flowers in colorful
profusion. The stark challenge
ofsurvival had not passed. But

stinclimly knew

mat confidence is strengthened and
spirits relax when there arc
flowers in a house.

eyed Smans. These were gmhreed and arranged in loom, inforrnN bouquets that were

. perfect rose:7

America's pioneer women
had no problem finding fresh

three in one room -throughout
the entirehouse.
The flowers, incidentally,
were prized as much for their

greenery and

blossoms.

In

even in a wildern.s.-or per-

spring, summer and early fall,
field and forest were filled with
wild roses. asters, honeysuckle, sunflowers, phlox, the

fragrance -believed to he
protection against infection
and illness -as for their gay and

Naps specially so4wornert in-

evening primrose and Neck-

colorful beauty.

If you have beets thinking
about home swimming pool,

sync natural gas hasten ex-

now is the time to take the

three or four months even In
the coldest climates.
"These heaters also extend

stitute.

the pool day," claims Floyd.
"By that I mean that with a

the buyer of a residential pool.

Most people start thinking
about -buying when the warm
weather arriva and eventually
-

late May or
lune," says Los Floyd; the

Swimming can be made
year-round by the addition of
swimming plibrassociadonIS -anwioinflated or. rigid frame,

I'll'. problem is that only
in a given period of time. So
the longer you wait to order,
the longer the line is. And the
longer the wait before your
pool is in operation."
NSPI
STATISTICS indicate that the pool industry is
moving away from the seasonal mature and becoming more
of a year mound businesaio all
parts of the country.
Even swimming in the 'pool

No sense

FIRST PRIZE (Plant Patent Na, 27741 Is the only 1970 All-Anserlea Rase
Selection, and was awarded the Silver CertiflcaM of the Row City d Portland,

organic ma.
!oriels, such as compost, saw.
dust, peat moss, ground bark,
etc. Adding organic matter
changes thestmcture of probhumus -making

WHEN THElirne Intern/
will be longer than several

American Rental Assn.,apokes-

gypsy, can be a trickster. It can

mimic other Dowers --the carnotion and the, chrysanthemum. /Snd it is restfully at
home in either rustic or formal

mte marigold.

gyps./ ieth
dlnlicentiesirllei

musiciad, wanderer,
story -teller, and --from time to
time -one given to trickery

rotting,

and. deceit. The gypsy's true
home is rut -of -doors-.[ moning caravan by day, and quiet

self magnificently
massed bouquets.

dancer,

THE MARIGOLD lends itto

great

Certainly

fuis, finoo,vt:trheiww,bo.drd afnodn

tem soils. It mak. heavy soils
Mellowestfutd sa-si. to work ...of night.Yet. if asked to enter.
with and improves wal.r. lain in the city,- he will
ke
drainage.
helps sandy soils guitar in hand and hasten

of nature, make

a natural center of interest to
the eye.

and hasten there.

-

it is with the beautiful

The Society of American

matgold. This, of all blooms,
is an earth flower. Its perfume
is
ungent, not sweet. In txture and in size, it, like the

Florists suggeSts a variety of
ways rearrange marigold bow.
qua, this fall. For massed ef-

Sio

Ohriaonng,e..coMan-aitd-gmoaldthe

fec.,the big, buxom Dowers

marigolds, snapdragoim,.
hardy chrysanthemums, rude -

=Dm, calendulm, and orange or yellow cosmos, all
readily available at the florid
shop.

Large -flowered

the

mad -

gold make bold compositions.
Some species are an exuberant
15 inches high.

priced from $2!

And now rose
care is easier
than ever

Andlials livOLdst Mlle growing season and are killed with
the first heavy frost. They may,
soilhowever, drop seeds witch
te 11 coMc np again the followng yeatS

Biennials appear one War,
live through the winmr, &WM

with ORTHO
3 -way Rose

and Flower

Fat pnwaey.. beauty sai,ety..
MSc ...Mt

-wad. II

golden
flowers

$5.98

makes every rose gardener a pro.

ity and graceful eye appeal, according to Weber Stephen
Products.
Co.,
Arlington

equipment is available in antique white. The barbecue ket-

your.

home

the

lYalY

1166

"i

a

9

$11'

Give your family
extra Eying space with
a Western Wood deck!

'95

'

eery to add o %dem Wood deck to your home. Tall us how big you went
your new desk and where you want to build It. Well pus together eveiythiun
yes need
wits, trainIng, decking, rolling. Pm...Md. Ymh era hale ifs
easier Mon you think. Come in and rew,freit Plans for building Me 3 decks
slumWs

Thrips area hard -to -control
pest on roses. They come into
the garden in flights whose

HELLER Lumber Co.

cming vari. from locale to lo-

ale and from year to

A 24 N. Hickory

year.

Close inspection of your plants

Arlington Heights

1 Mod; 14.ot tensineion,lblenkW.th Solington Marko

will real the

of
thrills overother insects
insects such as
aphids, Mita, etc.

Mon. ern Fri. 7,30-5; Saturday 7:30-130

392.4224

er'ketle,featuret a hillo2244
Inch' grill diameter. The'unit
has a suggested remit of

capelts-And don% spayi rose

rINUAL BuX SAM

spray during the heat of the
day, wain Ortho horticultural

to spray is in the early morn -

with any kind of chemkal 'plant what it is dry. Ben time

SUPPLY LIMITED - FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!

ing.

LAWN BOY

MURPHY'S
May 1-x-3.4

ET

ken
k haw
1271w

PUSH MODEL

$ 8 99

BYMI)11

SELF-PROPELLED

$ 1 1 9 90

Lawn Boy virtually mows tor OW
Starts quick, mows quiet. Adjustable
.Hi -Lo savety handle and light; NMtree magnesium alloy deck. FingaNip
handling for an "easy" summer!

Both prices include "Catcher"

4 BLADE ROTARY

'OM Deep Green

JACOBSEN.
21 inch

VIGORO

PUSH MODEL

$8 9 95
"Corr:tee Ontional

$14495
'Torch,' Optional

/

B&B

11141

21 Inch

Simplicity

21 inch

MANUAL START

$9495
with "Catcher.'

1

NURSERY

HOURS:
Daily 8-8
Saturday 8.6

Powerful
Briggs & Stratton
Engine...
Staggered wheels

quick
height adjustment...
Briggs& Stratton engine..,

FEED ROSES

Let us show you a complete selection of fence designs planned
to harmonize with today's modem homes. These, economical

MADE ESPECIALLY
for EVERGREENS

fences are -easy to build. They are expertly designed for

beauty as well as durable service ... to look better
longer.

WITH
CIIELATan

last

per foot 30c
perfoot 14a

reversible, replaceable,
retractable blades!

summer breeze."

CASH & CARRY SAVINGS NOW

JOHN F. GARLISCH &SONS

IRON

CEDAR FENCING LUMBER

4x4 Posh
1x6 boards
2x4 boards -

10 prevent
Scalping.
Designed 10 make
lawn care a

engine...

YIGORO EVIAGXEN

1200 E. Higgins Rd. (Rte. 72) Elk Grove Village Ph; HE 7-2220

per Mat 1111c

20 lb. Bag Reg. $2.95
SALE

HELLER Limber Co.
24
'

with

ean-out

Come n a d see design

tastefully frame your home?

KNUPPER

41 4"Catcher"
795

handle...

If you have a beautiful yard, small children, a garderi
have you considered the importance of selecting the right
fence design to provide privacy and' protection . . . and to

Limit 10
per customer
ten for year

KEY ELECTRIC START

Snap oil

for 20 modern le car ..They are easy to build

Sunday 9-5

HOURS: Dollyi 8-8, Sun,: 9:30-4

cL

by 2244 inches high. The Web--

Don't spray nee feline

359-1080
ArgancwAindinRogutoten6H2e)igotensh,
dAig.in.g4to3n7.H2e8itiohts Roads

The unit is shipped ftilly assembled. The table and barbecue unit are merely pulled

Cool it

p

,

tG

Stretch;!!

SELF-PROPELLED

1801 RAND RD.
PALATINE

41"11;k

dis-

A

-arsaMSBOMf I 1561/2.

can,$3.49

11 lb, can

the

for

Fall

initiative and 'the speeipaim
equipment to do thejohnjght.

Patios

What are
thrips?

every
'spring

kills sucking
insects, (2)
kills weeds,

51/2 lb.

Aram

criminating buyer. Webersmany
proven features of out- out of the carton, the BBQ
standing flavor -in cooking, kettle cover put in position and
maximum charcoal economy you're ready to start cooking.
and lifetime finish are exFor complete details on this
pected to make the units large thing among barbecue units,
scale crowd plemers.The table contact Weber Stephen Prodimensions of the new unit, ducts Co., 1011N. Hickory St.,
called the Seville, are 251/4
Arlington Heights.
inches wide by 42 inches long

non serving can for the max,'
imum and functional durabil-

guarantee against the elements. The nagged yet graceful

to

Beni

Hickory, Arlington Heights

1 block N. al Keniingten, I block W 01 Arlington Market

Mathew Fri.7130 5; Sabseduy MO -MO

391.4224

RAND & CENTRAL
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

HOU HOWESt /Ma. ohm Psi. 910 a.m, le pm.
Sor.9130 a.m. a 510 p.m.
Sun. 11 to 5130 pan.

$2.(10

Us Our
µyam,. MIDWEST
IAT-AWAY BANK
PLAN

CAIDSACC

Hours: Weekdays 8:00 to 5:30, Saturday 'til 4:30
Monday nites 'til 9 p.m. Parts Dept. closed daily at 5:00,
Saturdays at 12:00 noon

7,

.

according to the Ansica
Rental Assn. All it takes an the

Timed release lawn food

.

Care. it (1)

and (3)
fertilizes.

signed

built into a mobile wrought

Sale Dates:

build a
fence

vrought Mon grillwork is de-

barbecue kettle hot been

the various terms which ap- fles themselves are available in
pear on seed packages and
black, red, copper mist and
on., aV/rdhdolplallts,telling Lim 'fifd
,o L
certain plants?
nee
both
afcr a lifetini'

agyiii Me second year and then
die. They too can reseed them-

Enjoy

lardy

l

Heights: The wrought iron

reed with

MUfihl'S

nja

roots.

Read packages
Are you ever

cabin

orange blossoms are mpecially

striking in rooms decorated in
earth ton., or in pristine

around

% OFF ON
Reg. $5.50

Weber introduces new
wrought iron kettle -cart
The Weber 700 series de-

packing

75.=

Ye,

a healthier lawn and garde

LANDSCAPE YOUR YARD WITH WESTERN WOOD

"Every local rental store has a
lawn and garden department
in which homeowners will find
all the various pieces of power
equipment to do the job right.
The average person can rent
die equipment he needs, at a
retisonable rental rate, use it
and return it with no storage or
maintenance problem or
idol cash outlay," states the of -

Wrought iron is now being combined with outdoor cookers in an anractive addl.

water.

nurserymen , 7bareroor
which means terms no soil or

trimmers, wheelbar rws

power mks (pictured), npi'

name a few,
Every homeowner can

in order to have the proper
equipmentat their disposal.

tion to patios or screened parches.

, ii4Find from time CO time add,

selves.

Beautiful bushy 5' hall pinch

aiffarineeera

IffiVriF'4=

Check the
moistness of WW1:nicking Mate-'

mums, dahlias, oriental pop,
pies, zinnias, Milendulas and
china asters. These circulao
forms, found so frequently
throughout

v*

,le.1111.111.

1

sunlight.

SOME PLANTS are sold

ters, aerators, spreaders, Mowers,

equipment await the selection

that homeowners need not
spend large sums of money

,±6

in package.

by

Nationally known Man. of

num for that industry, states

layed, keep the plant in the
package in a cool spot out of

may be featured alone or corni
bined with other round flowers
such m 'large chrysanthe- '

cacao -min lonely field by dark

FORSYTHIA

AN OFFICIAL of.

possible. If planting is to be de-

Gypsy beauty is the special

demonstrate the proper use of
the equipment and give expert
advice on the proper care and
building of lawns and gardens,

kers, edgers, melon.. Ben to

=rk is;ust like any other job.
Using he proper equipment'

plant intWthe soil mon as

characteristic of the IMAM,-

of the homeowner, according
to the official. The vast array
of equipment is constantly
maintained and includes such
items as lawn rollers, sod cut-

ers, these homeowners try to
do the impossible without con-

mkes the job go easier and the
reaula much more satisfac.

direct

The A.R.A. official also
Motes that each rental store will

equipment that have been designed to do the specific job.
American
manufacturers
point out that lawn and garden

with peatmoss, emelsior or
other moisture holding material around the roots instead of
soil. The term nurserymen me
for these is "packaged" plants.
Again, it is best to get the

The Marigold is a gypsy

...mien dream of

sidering the various typo of

Many roses and flowering

Masterpiece. Available at Knoppers Nursery; Charles Klehm Nursery.

Max

manly called
called Sselled end, bur-

shrubs are sold

outer perils a silvery light pink, with a coostantlywhanghsg bicolor effect. The
blooms are carried on thick tuning stems up to lb inches long, and have a light
'Old ROW" fragrance. First Prim was a 1960 seedling, hybridized by Gene Boerner of Jackson & Perkins Company. Is ancestors include Fashion and Golden

SAVE $2.75

patented and
Ion -patented.
,.They're potted
itior extra
hardiness

r

plant.

Oregon. The deep rose pink bud of First Prize is urn -shaped, and averages 3 loch.
kt length. It dowly opens inn spiral motion unit it is 6 or more Inches in diameter.
The color is a unique pink blend, with inner.petals deep rose pink to light red and

of humus t":' 'Vv'
When gardeners talk about

is becoming more of a year - hold water and plant foods
around activity. Pool and "longer.

::than ever this
year. We have

"heeled in" by digging a sisal.
'low trench in a shady garden
location placing the zone in
die trench end covering with

dust, straw ':or (dose soil until
the planting location is readY.
This is called "heeling in the

plastic enclosure.

so Many pools can be installed

Afehm's
mous roses
are better

heated pool, Dad can take sn
early morning swim before going to work and the family can
enjoy -a late evening swim together after dinner...

order around
presidem.

be

days, place the plant in a shady
location and cover the root
ball with moist peatmoss, saw:

tin

tend the swimming season by

plunge, according to the National Swimming Port InActually, both early spring
and autumn are ideal time for

should

sold in this Manner -

Have pool installed
before rush begins

place d -sometimes two or

circumstances.

they

yea

.

grown plants are available for
planting throughout the entire
year from most nurseries and

ground. Generally, large trees
and
evergreen plants like
rhododendroos and yews, are

Take cue from pioneers
'Take your cue straight from
America's early settlers. When

haying a (hick, luxurious carpet of green surrounding their
Many people oil? be paw
chasing plants 'this year that
home. This not only adds to
one's pride in his home, but
are actually growing in con- garden centers.
it also increases the value of
tainers filled with a specific ally prepared growing meany the Morten),
Homeowners
Before
purchasing
dium. These containers can be
shnib or nee, note the condi- . throughout the country have
metal, plastic, waterproof ft - tion of the root ball on balled jOtheth in this great exodus to
ben or heavy paper.
and burlapped plants. The hall outdoor work, and it 1s cur PLANTS IN containers.n should be firm, moist and the rend), at iu peak.
be kept the
Armed with myriads of soil
longest beforb
burlap intact,
conditioners, fertilizers, mut,,,,a;q
the and all the new weed killter heavily after °heeling Ind.

Mauling, just m long al theta
in the container Is watered
regularly. In fact, container-

moist until the plant is in the

neveoending search for the

..

tiareroot.

mediately,

Following are some suggesions offered by the American
Assn. of Nurserymen to help
keep quality plants in the hest
condition until they are safely
set in the ground.
If the plant has a I* of SOH
around the roots covered with
burlap, make sure that Meson
and bdrlap are kept constandy

v qualities as cut flowers.

soil. Benue mopen the bundle
end spread the plains so that all
the roots are well covered. Wee-

THEISM(

Friday, May I, 1970

Rental equipment will save the gardener money

Hedge plasm, which coo LoinMonty sold in bundles of 10 or
25 plants, are very 'often sold

To prevent the roots from
drying out, keep them protected with moist burlap or
other covering while planting
If they cannot be planted im-

But there are timer when it.
is impossible to plant immediately because of weather or

wives are improved varieties.
They are scientifically bred for

-

.

tion when a tree or shrub is

that each year the roses them -

the favorite red rose -- good

"Smoky" is the most up,

"Plant immediately!"

formal rose garden.

Horticultural research shOws

eU the classic characteristic d.
bud and bloom form, long cutdog sterns, old-fashioned fastance -- but with an unustml
i!very reverse. Red DeviN
high staredblooms are sexy
double, and open slowly and!

and will appeal to gardener

.

-

you'll either love or hate on
fit. sight!

_Gold, named by J&P for its romantic appeal, was hybridized

AARS, "All -America winners
comprise over 40 per cent of
all roses sold in the United
States." This year the only

fibbing a "new look" to the

brid Ma Smoky will lead this
class. Smoky is described by

the

has on established reputation

hack. They'll be enjoyed as
"classic red roses" while fur.

Sharp shopping

FACTORY TRAINED SERVICE SALES PARTS

TIIEDAY.

Personal finance

Spray early
to catch pests napping

THE DAY

Fnday May 1,1970

ease 18

Healthy lawns don't just happen

Spring and save headaches lat-

A heathy lawn is more thane thing of beauty. Nothing else
decks° fine a job of carpeting soil while still allowing water and
merients to reach Dee roots and shrub roots in the Sod beim',
',And a well established lawn is easier than ever to maintain.
Peniger-driven mowers and trimmers have taken the backache out
of?Mooming. Selective weed -killers have eliminated hours ofmil
onhands-and-knees. The application of modern fungicides and
inieeticides can prevent or cure lawn diseases and infestations
that
mystified lawn -lovers for years.
'

"Abtomatic sprinkling systems -- some incorporating maisluleIsensing devices --- remember to irrigate when you maim
vatation, or when you get
busy to maintain a watering sched-

ule. Application of scientifically balanced outdone b fast and
easye with a large choice of plant foods available especially fee
turkgrassm.

been evenly pleated with muses suited to the dim= and soil
conditions in your area, visually all lawn Wobkairste be mead
to me ern combination of the following for factory

course nmerintendents and other IsWo experts agree dmt a pro

IMPROPER WATERING -When gross isn't getting enough
-war-it-goes-through a recognizable seriesof changes. MMt the
nirfteloses its springiness. (As a general rule, if you cm see footprints after you walk across the lawn, it needs watery Secondly.
the grass turns a bluish, lusterless green that eventually turns to

WEED INVASION -Weed control M the, biggest single probkm facing lawn -lovers. In genteel, weeds or other unwanted
plant growth in your lawn fall into two categories: grasses and
broad-leaved weeds. Fortunately, them am excellent chemical
controls for both types.

olor.
A good soaking will revive a lawn that has lost its sprialdnem
or turned bluish, but estsue that has taken on a strarycolor and
be saved. However, th roots of yellow turf may still be alive, and
thorough watering may bring forth new blade growth.
Given time, additional care, and more conscientious teetering,
such a lawn may revive completely.

For grass -type weeds, including the notorious crabgrass, use
an agent such as Ortho Liquid Crabgrass Killer. You can also
help keep crabgrass front getting started in your lawn to begin
with if you use a erabgrass.control product early to stop those
pesky seeds befom they germinatee spring.

straw

;PUT EVEN with allot them aids, some lawns arc thin, spotty

ochrown when others in the same neighborhood are joy to
Gem

Why? Lack oflawn vigor docen't just happen. A lawn is,
rpliek IG tell you when it lack, water, is being attacked by insects
orweeds, or is becoming diseased.
A lawn is equally quick to respond to proper or curative care.
Alllhat is needed is your recognition that
is wrong,
proper diagnosis of the problem, and immediate action.
If the Mbardi has ban propedy prepared and the lawn.,) M
'

STARVATION -Lawns show their need for nutrients by
growing more slowly and by losing some of their color. As turf
thins out, weeds gain a foothold. There is no such thing -as a
healthy lawn that continually feeds itself from soil alone Without
fertilizing. Remember every time you cot a lawn you are her waling a crop and removing nutrients.
To keep a lawn healthy and area& Red it regularly widra

beleneal minima nth/ such as Orthuoro Lawn Food. OMR

ir if you spray your woody
plants before hew growth
Marts. Insects such as aphids.

wring lawn should be fed every four to six weeks during the
growing season.

mat asset in helping you Mae
more beautiful and bountifUl
yard and garden.

HOURS:

sued

BUILDING CENTER

be done before the leaves ap-

ing not only doctor bills,' but

degrees and the air calm when
.he spray is applied.

Effective dormant spraYing
depends upon thorough coverage of trees and plants. According to the National Sprayer and Duster Association.,

as it is important in lawn culture, because of the variety of insects
that attack lawns and the agents available to fight them.
Among the more important pests that you should watch for are
snails. chinch bugs, cutworms andleothoppers. Among the products available for control of these and other pests are some that

r

spray applicators. These applicators range from hand op mated sprayers to the larger

packets of almost -white mari-

gold seeds will he packed in

ranges from one to tive Ink

510,00010 soma lucky gardener this year.

specially marked bowel of puffed wheat and puffed rie.e.
Instructions on the packets
will tell how.to plant the seeds
and 'will provide details on
earning $10,000 for producing
the first pure ivhite.marigold.

Ions, enough for most jobs.
'
The association also recommends the use of a slide sprayer

panics

have

been

ex-

perimenting for more than 16
mars to develop a snowy white

marigold. They beg. with a
pale yellow variety and beet
progressed to an almost white
M
with a creamy center. It
is so close to perfect white that
the scientists feel the Mark through will come soon,

-

To speed that day, the seed
company hos joined forces

with a cereal manufacturer to
enlist the aid of home gardenacross the continent. Free

ABOUT BUYING

.....

the use of a power sprayer.
With this type of sprayer en-

eral years to have it named the

natioaal floral emblem of the
United States. The usual color-

gine power develops even
higher pressures. and since

ing of marigolds ranges from
pale yellow to deep oranges

there is no hand pumping, the
job is easier. A power sprayer

and reds.

also hese greater tank capacity
Get a head start on napping insects by spraying the woody parts

of the trees. Effective dormant spraying depends upon thorough
coverage.

been recommended for vege-

three basic chemicals for the
homeowner to use: MalathIon,
Sevin (cm -beryl) and Spectra.
cide (diazinon).
Malathion conOols a wide
range of sucking insects such
as aphids, while Sevin does en

PAINT?

--- usually from ten to 50 gallons --which means 1.s refilling on the larger jobs. Models
are available powered by ei-

ther &nape amines or elec-

DDT no loss

able garden use for many
wars in Illinois. The Oliverthy of Illinois recommends

-

the bones tell how fo phod the heeds.

areas the association suggests

When a white variety is pertested, who knows what other
colors might he produced?

atEsterat,..

tric motors.

excellent job on the chewing for control of Wirewornm and
insects such as the beetles.
other oil bleeds.
They can be used in courbination or separately. Mats. 4 It is important to follow di
thion will last on the -area .41retrioria i on. the,. pesticide

general all-around insecticide,
is primarily recommended for
soil treatment prior to planting

'

FRAMING LUMBER

'eror

1' 3'

tion of whether or not the girl

1.1 Foram Strips

1.

5'

was a "workman" became one

".
.27,1

IL JIG SAW

`:10'

..L ......t 22'
28'
.'BITS'

-

Expansive Bits
Hatchets
Hammers
Hand Saws

13

sr

ploys

Arlington Nhights

For effective control it It

BEST

important to cover Mt surfaces

ILLIAMS
LIQUOR PRICES!

in the day after blossoms have
closed to avoid bee kill.

THIS SALE!

24

Budweiser

1C2A°NzS.

i

CIGARETTES
$329100's

[Togs

$319

Ring

radon

1 49

mostirei

Introducing
the worksaver
It's sunlit Tune BUILDER, the Moaning new

Scotts fertilizer for lawnowners who want
extra greening power. Actually =Rains 5-5
more greening power than Scotts famous
Turf Builder (in the same size bag). Scotts
makes it white too, so you can see it more
easily when you spread it - to help avoid
missed streaks and wasteful overlapping.

Basketball Backboard
of Weldwood. DURAPLY
ONLY

Wear, aard & watch re.

rwtes

WROUGHT IRON
FURNITURE

TRA,IgIENG

1po $850
Wors miulooldos
Went split or auk
Weatherproof

Homecrest
1.coxt

painting

WRIIHROd OntanlY Backboard ismadeof strung,

AAN,444A0,46.444,44.42.thOoTkvoocolwitheoodal
ther-proof surface. Tam paint perfectly -bolds
t longer. Gives years of carefree btu. Never bamboo
backyard byesoni. Withstands yea -round -weather.,

$298

Kentucky Straight

$298

98C

Sunset

FIFTH

PEPSI

COLA

CANADA DRY
Assorted Flavors
12 On. Cans

10

for

Immediate delivery on most items from oar'

Wrought Iron Garden 'fables & Chairs Sets
starting or $10e.00 - delivered and set up on
your patio.See our display room for many

NkAhrouf

klakdoaf

Fleischmonn's
Preferred
BLENDED

%do

413 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 3-1905
Open daily 9 to 9, Sat. +. Sun. to 5

Northwest Hwy Rt. #14
Palatine, Illinois
Phone

358-1440 -

Glenview, from 7 to 10 p m.,
April 27, 30. May 4 and 7, and
at John Marshall Law School,

Chicago, from 6 to 9

FIFTH

p.m.,

April 20 and 30, May S and ].

the

P

This year, the bar getup
says, more contractors then
ever may be looking for home.
improvement business be
of the slump in the new home

.d_.7 ha I...

WHILE STRESSING that
the -Oast majority of home improvemcm
it
are
perfectly reliable, the bar association recommended the fol-

lowing precautions to myonc
plans to contract far
home improvements or repair

5. Makesumthe convector

txdn

ity insurance to

Mark Currant, Chary, Klan term, Strawberry, Apple &

Illorkb:97 $ 49

chic,* am.

injury

6. Obtain any necessary per-

mit. from the village or madeipal authorities. Generally,

permit is required to build a s
garage, make an addition m
the house or alter or expont/
plumbing or el.trical work.
7. Demand a written conwork should start, price to be
paid, materials to be used and

I. Ask relatives or friend. to
7n:commend contractors with
whom they hone
Maketory experience.
2. Call the Better Business
Bureau to determine whether
any

complain.

have

been

made against the contractor.

3. Ask the contractor for
references, including names of

The date of completion. If a
substantial amount of money'
is involved, have the contract
examined by an attorney.
Also, avoid using a con-

tactor's form contract nolms
you have the fine print memined by a lawyer before you
sign.

customers who hired him for
work similar to sours.y Look at
photographs of
o
and,
if possible, visit one or more of
them to examine the work for
yourself.

S. MAKE A down payment
tb

isat no larger than is neces-

sary to show good faith. Generally, 5 to 10 per cent is adequote.

Raythend E. Goebel!, 119N. Donald, Arlington Heights,
hos been promoted from Me
position of marketing manager

for petroleum and potroledm
products at Chicago ;rid
North Western Railway Co:to
Me position of general mar6'et

ing manager. In his new OSt
he will be concerned with %he
marketing of coal, coke, pelgolam, chemicals, 110180m
and primary metals.
V

I

Auxiliary, Fire Station 2, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY

Mount Mmpect Art Lenge, Mount Prove I
Community Center. 8 p.m,

River Trails Chapter, Women% American
D.O.T. board meeting, 8/15 p.m: For inform
lion, call 297-5040.
Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelina. I
ternational, St. John's United Church of Christ
8.15 p.m.

Camp Fire GM; Fether-tlaughter brunch.
Des Plaines, 730 p.M.

POLISH WINES

WOOF

Towel Co. In the meiroPol

on the work site.

work:

Fifth Wheelem, Trinity Lutheran Church.

IMPORTED

conm

general manager of CM

tract that includes deteited
specifications, the date the

call Mrs. Helen 'Becker. CL 3-7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week.

NEW STOCK

divisions of F. W. Means

Co.

who

the Mount Prospect Chamber of Co
Any organimtion wishing to contribute sbculd

$3.00

as=

has been promoted to reel
manager for the combined
cal operations of the Chic
Towel Co. and Chicago]
oko
of ,o,r000

building. This could make it

Miscall:Maris prepared as a public service by

Chianti

Roy W. Builarean, 7 W.
shmegate, Prospect IldgiM

man in the commdniM.

more difficult to detect then

may 3 - 8)

Rheinskeller

ins

4. CHECK ME contrachbr's business addrem to be

Calendar of events

Decanters
Vin Rose

f.

operators,

ten leave the work undone and
cannot- be located.

Lake Avenue Woods East, noon -2 p.m.

-$699

99c

ITg2.

4/.4

gottlee

IMPORTED
FRENCH

plus deposit

BRANDY

$298

WEDNESDAY

1

116

Mourn Prospect Federated WomambRepubli

mn Club, Mount Prospect Community Center
ID a.m.
Buffalo Grove Over SO, Drop in Center, Kings -

MONDAY
Mount Prospect Wonunis Clok Ad Dapaa.
melt. Mount Prospect Community Center, 930
Mount Prospect, Rotary Chtb, Old 01813.8
Country Club, 12)15 p.m.
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Coinmunity CenI p.m.
Mount Prospect Toastmasters, Mount Prat peat Community Center. 7545 p.m.
ArlinMon Heights Chapter, SPEISQSA.

GIN

TUESDAY

$598'
Verdi an

1'

. ,

Knights of Columbus Hall. Arlington Heti.. 8

VODKA

FIFTH

12", 1811,24"

Parisi% Garden Center

6440475 and ask for Rusty.
Other classes will be held at
Glenbrook South High School,

1/2.0allondecanten

% gallon

6 loz

12 x 12

Round Blocks

tion Corp., 500 N. Dearborn
St., Chicago 00610, or phone

$2.98

Cinder Blocks 8 x 16
Patio Blocks 2 x2,18 x 18, 12 x24,

ideas.

HELLE4 Lumber Co.

99c

salesmen for Ow Honeywell
Electronic Dela Processhit
Division. A asks repo:sent:a-,
tire in the company's Chi,'
cegmNortheast branch, Wella8
man was rMendy Med by Men

wood Methodist Church, Buffet° Grove, 10:303 p.m.

Prospect Heights Woman's Club, Old Orchard

Country Club, 11 dm.
Woman's American Fm Acres, O.R.T., Jack
London Junior High Library, Wheeling. 7:30

Robert L. Johnson, 1633
Banbury Rd., Palatine, am

recently promoted to com.
mercial manager of the Clam

mom/milli Edison Co. Ms,
ern division at the Glenhird
headquarters near Lonsbati.

.

$7.95 hag now $5.30
$14.95 boa now $9.95
Can be used Effectively thru late May.

Umbrellas by California Umbrella, Finkel

MIST

2

WHISKEY

Prevents Crabgrass Fertilizes Lawn

local warehouse.

CANADIAN

COLONY

'195

gyp

'

Those wishingto enroll may
write the Real Estate Educa-

SWISS

12 n. CANS

6 PItCl. CANS

FIFTH

$ 198

13, 20 and 27 from 9 a.m. to
noon. The option to attend a
Saturday all -day review session prior to the mate examination is also included in the

ITALIAN

or
GIN

Blue Ribbon Beer

Assorted
Flavors

Howard Johnson Old Orchard
Motel, 9333 Skokie, Skokie.
Clmses will be held May 6,

$369

PABST

BOURBON

CORDIALS

gin Wednesday, MaY6..the

course.

VODKA

Scotts Halts Plus

'or deservea MO beet! Stop in today and that him
a Weldwood Data* Baaketball Backboard.

I Meek Ref holm I Meek W NABiplee Make.
740- Man km Irk 7404de Saturday
102450e

London Dry

CLOSE OUT SALE
1/3 OFF

Easy to handle and Install

.54 N.)11skory, Nilogtoo Helgibt

COLONEL LEE

5,000 sq It bag 7.95
10,000 sq ft bag 14.95

by

Arlington House
Carolina Forge
Woodard

Prime Wad far

Learns love new Super Turf Builder too -and
they show it, as grass grows greener, [bicker,
sturdier. It's clean, lightweight, odorless too.
So if you'd like super greening power for your
lawn, get Super Turf Builder thV weekend.

THE AL. WEATHER GROUP

FIFTH

licensing examinations will be-

NO LIMIT

FULL QUART.

-

Classes to prepare men and

women for Illinois real estate

tole ends midnight Stall

sus

The

1SBA warns, do shoddy mad,
use inferior materials and of -

tindi.puloos dealer, the ISBA

$396

ALL BRANDS

at the official

Real estate

SINCE YOU.LIKE US SO MUCH
WE ARE REPEATING

Only apply insecticide late

10 thot time of year again.

With the coming of spring,
ham owners will be anxious
to have repairs and improvemerits made on their properties, and, according to the IIlinois State Bar Assn.. many
will fall prey to unscrupulous
home improvement peddlers.

For Your Continued Patronage

of the plant or tree. A sprayer

named °neat the top first yeato:

mon's compensafion law,

Warning: look out
for home repair gyps

household

ample have a ?numerital
°cumin
Tido- workinen
compensation law, don t op
ply to employer, of 010 work

219 N. Denton

'

/

occasional

protection is needed.
About half then ates, for ex-

SHOP BY PHONE -4714100-M DELIVER

Pod, Ridge 1123-3621

ex -

posurc to liability, or need for
sPeeial coverage, gel the .saw from the agency that ad,
Ministers your states Work -

The law serves you

posure to liability is and what

MANNHEIM
BUILDING CENTER
3800 N. MANNHEIM RD., FRANKLIN PARK, ILL.

aim ot...135 Vine Sr.

your mind about your

assessed

help - adults or minors -

NO LIMIT

iuiLl

may be

you

nia couple, home, resulted in
a court
that the girl
"wruling
orkman.? Laws vary
elyfrom one state to another, and every family that em-

4'28

SHOP AT
FOR THE

Lester R. Wellman III, P
resident of Des Plaines, wag,

If there's any qu.tion in

nem, computer systems

should know what the ex-

CL 3,5338

-

honor leadlnBA

wida

'

you may be risking a whopping
judgment
cases of Mimed

gives you adequate protection.

salesmen of 110 Stele, ZOO legion

A similar case, involving a

M. MAO

No Coupon Needed

11h

ing woman who works for you

from time to time on a "re

sonal liability policy probably

that state, law she. was. She
should have been covered by
workmen's compensation inmrance but wasn't
an so her
employers were perionally
liable for the benefits she was
entitled to.

fall by a babysitter in a Califor-

CHARGE ACCOUNTS WELCOME AT

FOR 45 YE ARM

a "casual" worker. Your babriner. lawn tender or clean-

is "power -driven machinery?
might be something you'd find
a judge ruling on.
EVEN THOUGH you have
personal liability insurance.

a separate eornprchensive per -

heavy penalty payments in addition.

4(

SERVING THE COMMUNITY

tinguish an "occasional" from

power -driven machinery. That
probably includes power mowtry whether a vacuum cleaner

Paceselters Club, organised by

laws,

S34111

s

how themerm is defined.
The tendency is to dim

negligence on your part could
?
Another potential trap the void your regular insurance.
hate law that specifically exAny competent imitranee
mots minors under a certain man should be able to tell you
oat -- 14 or IS, perhaps ---what the rules em in your state
doing babwitting, yard work, concerning household or oc.
painting or household chores. easioval employes. If you're
In at least one staid you're in certain they aren't ',work trouble it such exempted mimen," the liability coverage in
pore arc injured while using a goodhomeowner's policy or
crage required.

Y., the court ruled, under

Sill power saw kit.

.

of your state, don't rely on
your i Murii ty until you know

and

dollars. And under some state

vas rte lob dose, Tod!

.14

they're exempted by the laws

coverage

you failed to provide it, such

COSTS IN such one can
easily run into thousands of

Stlient ALB annum
STEP LADDER

Saw Horse Brackets

your pew

eitcmpled :LS ?casual employes? in states where workmen's
compensation doesn't cover
workers in this category. If

compensation

co..

10'
.

NOT SO easy is.determining whether babysillas. boys
who mow /awns and such arc

emPloyes, If the motor was
legally entitled to workmen's

to be answered, finally, by a

16'

$839

latt44-wmt,
!moo mlls.
help you

S.

plied for workmen's compensation benefits, the ques-

ler Forcing snipe

1988

sells Tool

Instant Heat
Soldering Kit

.

a

jured in a fall. When she ap-

$23.

sprayed for about three or four . -co at al lie cfoi emiliehtion
days. Sevin willlast between ream
,.. 7

:10 and 12 days. Diazinon,

MANNHEIM'S

masterly Sea.S0 NUJ

For small orchards and the
more extensively Imdscaped

Dirksen campaigned for sev-

drill

'26"

spraying up to 25 feet or more.
.

=tot

WORK BENCH

weekly cash benefits arid legal
penalities besides.
In the home of a New Jersey
couple, a babysitter was in-

$11811

=71

for dormant applications, This
type Of unit develops high
pressure and is capable of

America. The late Sen. Everett

In mother week or three

Does the loss of DDT mean
that insects will be taking over
your vegetable garden this
year? Heavens no! DDT hasn't

.

Often called the friendship
flower, matigolds arc native to

many homeowners will be out
woryiog in their gardens planting early crops like rhubarb,
spinach, early turnips, radishes etc
,

Free packets of the seeds will be packed in specially -marked
boxes of polled wheat and puffed rice during May. Instructions on

Early birds

Si a Vt
IJ

there is a wide' selection of

combine their insecticides with a fertilizer, such {If Orlho-Gho
Lawn Food with a beilt-in insecticide.

to man&

well be Had the employer -

mall ler

'fated you

hew nothing further to worry

and you may find yourself pay-

ger of a killing frost. The temperature should be above 40

and wham
about.

cure the lawn.
Who pays the bill when such
household helpers are injured
on the lob? The answer may

RING Filt-UP SALE!

your states law on this point,

not regularly, may tootled an
accasional" employe. with
workmen's compensation coy-

in the casual practice of paying
Bain to babysit for the evening
services of a

Dormant spraying should
pear and when there is no dan-

currier basis, even .though

the financial hazards that lurk

7-irei;htotreg orlhrlyoy

start

Tile fiat white marigold
ever grown court be worth

com-

In u

c/3 or three or Meer. ws a

ple
simtter
to determine

Few families am aware of

fore their reproductive cycle

A COMPRESSED air sprayer can reach and thoroughly
over heights up to 12 or more
het and hos enough pressure
to force the spray into hard to
reach areas. The tank capacity
of a compression sprayer

the world'S largest

By Cad. Smith and
Richard prinern Prot(

FREE PARKING

capacity power sprayers.

Horticulturists witdh
with one of

' OPEN I DAYS A WEEK

to meet your needs nn. be

shrubs, fruit and shade trees.
Br
By applying dormant sprays
in the spring you can effectively stop these pests be-

INSECT INFESTATION -Insect control is a subeet as broad

Gardeners hunt
for white marigold

,rtsiT>'

hat has the pressure end rouge

mites and j.scale over -winter in
the bark of rose bushes,

For broad-leaved weeds, such as dandelions, Wild onions, and
plantains, use a mixture that contains herbicides, such as Onto
1-,0011 Groom.

Men on
the move

If baby-sitter injured, who's liable?
BRAND NAME BUILDING PRODUCTS

You can get a hlul start on
insect-Pd
at -disease control this

Nitta

Friday May 1 1970

Mount Prospect Wotan'. Club, wing brach.

eon, Itasca Country Club, =RI hour. 11:30
dm., lunch, 12:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Boys Basebalk bow, meeting, Mount Prospect Community Center. 7:30
Prospeetive Wain: Away, FdedriCles Funeral
Home, 7:36 p.m.
TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Mead-

ows, 7:30 ply

:

Mount Prospect Village Board, Village -I111.17

I

' VFW Prospect Past 1337, board meeting,
B

Cl. e

.

a

VFW, 8 p.m.
River Trails School District 26, boarded Edu-

mtion, Park View School, 8 p.m.0p
Mount P moat Fire Department, W;arnettb

Prospect Moose Lodge 660, VFW HalL11 P.m

THURSDAY

Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, Drop in
Center and bake sale, Community Presbyterian
Church, 10.30 p.m.
Arrington Heights Over to Club, Drop inCeM
ter, Pioneer Park, 10:30-3 pm.

Northwest Suburban "0" Auxiliary, spring
luncheon, Holiday Inn, Rolling Meadows. social
hour, 11:30 a.m.. luncheon 17:30.speaker Katherine de Jersey.

moms prospect Lions nub, Board Meeting,
Village Hall, S p.m.

FRIDAY
Suburban Sing/es, Peace Refonned Church,
7:30 p.m. call 253-24 1 *after 630 p.m.

VFW Prospect Post 1339, ladies auxiliary.
board meeting, VFW, 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect

-SA
W. rrioi000r,

602,.E

Park A, Arlington He

in,

was recently promoted to

but to vice resident in
m.
Community Center, 8 p.m. N .A I M (Catholic .moowealth Edison Co s gem
Society for the widowed), Retsina of Columbus ern offices in the Fine Nation
Hall, Arlington Hehts.111:30 p.m.
al Bank Plasm in Chlogo

'

Fria

P

MY 1 197(

vhe

0

WVJ

(YAW@

7AndcncnULets
Memo, Gorden Cerne,0

CLASSIFIED

24 Help liatctlI1en

14 IleIp IlantenIen

Expellenced,ordnor port lyno

er BE

Lost Su

24 Help &famed Den

INDEX

g Mon: Port time eve..

ELECTROMC DraoTSEUIEJ

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY;
CALL

electrical circuitry and SCHEME...II law gra*. MOPtal
Instrument manuf odium Wined In
..... n area.

C0117124118
md6I for slson

word CI '9.d399Solier

255-7200 as 296-6640

1

PJA.

rolow

For A

Carpentry -Remodeling

C°^1,0000

ON ell C,SNENTS. 2 Go,
leg 5.11

J., Inge

Pall In

FULL BASEMENT
awaited I Yu Cwl Span
HOUSES RAISED

feted.

INCE 19.

LA.9 6050

Locally Grown

RUSSELL

TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

DECORATING

Fie7"..

Electrical Work

6

'

910.5440

19 50

0
0

FOR YOUR HOUSE

MACHINE OPERATOR

0040S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HES., ILL
439.0923

42,500
Lawn Care

DEPENDABLE

RUSTIC FENCING

DECORATING

COMPLETE

112,7456

IsrEdge.131,606

n.

RdEiiiirt60GE

.

.11

70=8'.1'10NR=E0

washing.
or

Catering
Baby Shoes

283. KirchollYd Palatine

Fertilizer Service

p dect adt lor MOTHERS
878 2,5 lar trey

lin CI 3

353.

Floor Re

4.91.01.110

General Hauling

Zs'fs
so e ns
,ose shro

66 1943;

22,10,,,,ng. No i 6 2 30'yea
OA1019 ain051715536 NanaEl

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

OrWes

Pree Es...
Bey ball,
392-9351
l..24.14cPhand

Posh,

OUR POD, IS OUALITY
UPHOLSTERY. CUSTOM

BOAT

CANVAS COVERS AND TOPS.
CANVAS REPAIRED. COWER,

All tose96 Fireplaces
CL 3.564

Home Improvement

C

303 ONO

t X019 SARPENTER
102 AITER P41

Careens, by Harold Swenson
Work
bosh Iso Mod oT
202.84114

Capabloyeeng inan .11 do CAst.

MIRY

Solislassion

wed:Coll 43,4344

gea.

Home Maintenance

CUSTOM CONCRETE WORK.
PATIOS
DRIVEWAYS

APOLLO CONSTRUCTIONCO.
SCHAUMBURG, ILL

PAINTER OR FIX El MAN

1000 12n027

SIS. up Coll

Mee &ervice

Piano Tuning Services

McKAY TREE SERVICE

I

In,janc

floors Int Ow
e hove She ski,/

Arl. His

Ti,.7.,'Rar,:g

Upholstering

HAVE YOUR PIANO IUNED

People
its

eau

'

CALL BUD 25,4016

dex 637,682

Euclid

Dog Training

PUBLICATIONS

s 221

CALL ALLEN 392-9351

SAND

HUMUS
,

SIGHS

GRAVEL'
FILL
DECORATIVE STONE SOB

Roofing

GO, PROBLEM DOGS

Obechenalscl Guaronnd

B 6 0 eD'ECO'BIA'T18.1G7

Paws, Bold, Trimming A Oran.
CHUCK IONES LANDSCAPING
S374.111

Early Bird Price
goo ya dd Pe

259.2331

BOBJAACKS LANDSCAPING

Ole vilwookes Ave., Nam

Lauritz Jensen

I. KOTTKE 8 SONS
LANDSCAPING

Decorators

ol on p? 01 k d'rt9
Crob gross killer, Bushe
a? Po
raking, see

Waltman Corm!. Co
OS

Dresses

ing. Hemming. Minor Ages.
Phone 25,7077
CALICZA 0460

Day Wont Ads

DO YOU SEW???

ND

Conlra

r''lDV6)Mi

rreocnIng.

or

MOSKALA
DECORATING

GIRL $530
in

Conuneuisl or Resides,.

BUSINESSMAN

""'"

'CCO"N'TVZSr
33533,0

ill?'

R & M DECORATING

:rsirloar =t.sh,

PHONE MRS. JOHNSON

4-8585;

E0,,,,

289-1088

,,A=!....005.2500

%.1.1.44.2bittthd,L. . -

Rpm., sae interested bs elbsilled work In o las?

CHARGE NURSES

ITY. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING AS Ai

it]

Ben Fronklin Stores

DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

FLOATING

Wolf

Attention Ladle

t-1

Wor for right gal

Sinne-Ahrtf

Stan

5585 - go lo 8600 in

one

Excellent rippers, 10 ror personable young woman with goo° slx.rdond ond typing skills. Must
heavers, expervei ...
Inlay variety of work.

d Oi

day, Tuesday
from Y30 am to 2:30 pm for 10
W

P

r

Contact our em,..

PI

wdl

DAY

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

0

singe

EL

RIGHT HAND
GAL

- KID YOU?

NO

-

S66-5400

3520

or send resume to Director of
Personnel

Get smart!
Start a Day
Want Ad
working

HOUSEWIFE,

Phone

DAY

GET RESULTS,

EASIER!

Executive
Secretary

"rGytel:

AMERICAN

FOOD STORES
1955 W. NORTH AVE.
MELROSE PARK

CALL 1,9-71,1

Ken Larson 8, Associates

INTERSTATE CORP

DAY
2411eIp Wanted Met

ORDER PROCESSORS

TIRED OF BEING

Good opperronily for women with I igure oplitudei
must operate 10 key adding inaChine or calculator. Full rinse, Perrnonenu 1 Week Vocation after
I
year, Paid Holidays, Free Hospitalization, and
Life Insurance. Immediate discount privileges.
Convenient to all transportation.

LAID OFF?

CALL MISS MESS

HIGHLAND PARK STORE

275-8353
GOOD HOURS
EXCEPTIONAL BENEFITS

FOR

COMMUNITY DISCOUNT WORLD

297-2400

Immediate openings exist in our modern regional Sales Office for secre-

BU
Ave.'2Des

Plainer,

NO&N'Ti:s1/4
,

Join Your Future With Ours
And Lets Go!!

2411e1p Wanted Men

o know Ape o

d FREE bus howl..

or

296-6640

ENGINE LATHE HANDS BORING -MILL OPERATORS
MILLING MACHINE HANDS ASSEMBLERS
50 HOUR WORK WEEK DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT

Tor 1 urlber information come in area '
DorolhySissoe a 299.226I, ext. Ell.

Ben Franklin Stores
DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

ess on.. se,

NA enalOppartunity employer

We have immediate
openings ill our

Chicago, IN.

MEN - WOMEN
PART TIME OR FULL TIME

ORDER FILLERS

255-7200

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

JOIN US TODAY

227 W. Madison

501 East Lange St Mundelein

611E©BlERIL=K7P PCIGIVE
NORTHWEST

MR. F. J. GANDER
PERSONNEL

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DEPARTMENT

asoufild ono toweled ssb.

JE

PLEASE [ALL OBCOME IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

2000 N. Wolf Rd.
Des P/oines
An Equal Opportunity EinpIoyer

Equal OpperlunitYbp/alb

Of Arlington Heights

EXP.PlieNCe Necessary

Office Pent nnel
345-0500, Ext. 594

5

255-7900
The Bank & Trust Co.

3rd Shift

C. August

WIRING& SOLDERING

CALL MRS. a:WEED

Excellent Fringe Benefits
371/2 Hour Week

'*E'LIZZ.INIICIVELS

200 ENG Golf Roast Palatine, Malaise -0W
Yeiephone W21529-7700

tra,

ASSEMBLER
CABINET ASSEMBLER

ITT

Uoion MOWN= Eastern Region
UniorrOil Compenyof California

PROOF POSITION

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

PHONE 297-5320

I

OPEN

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

CALL FOR APPT.

Ix Ant for details.

call Miss Bell at 77Z-8155

TAB OPERATOR

de.

Oakton St,

'

I, Dew, 9 seNene

511,000 FEE PAID

DAY

.

Davoilw Sisal. or 29,2261...21 T.

oilers:1ml sight scAsof

TAX MANAGER

DALLAS; TEXAS 75218

owing business - Cheek Theo 2p.I

-.

SECRETARIES

for you!

QUICKER,
Sod

!smirking soseral gals for light Wee sena.

DUE TO CONTINUED EXPANSION, WE HAVE IM
MEDIATE OPENINGS AT OAR DES PLAINES PACK

3 WEEKS FREE
TRIP EVERY YEAR!

,

MRS. H.L. HUNT
4009 Lowther Dr.

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

DAY

AND FOR THE

WANT ADS

#1 GRADE, PRIME

358-3172

PROBLEM

Sewing Machine Repair

Jahn, Sheet Metal, Mr condi-

CALLING ALL GIRLS!!!

kids.

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR.

ASSISTANT

looking the lake. Write giving reference

CHICAGO 346.5040

BABY DOCTOR'S

IS A REAL

FOR THE

Siding

Merion Blue Sod
Seeding E. grading
Sming cleanup

"THE DAY

SOLVER"

la

deign.

1.

13::c Pattern Cul to your
1999

384-3598

Sheet Metal Work

2540502

428-5901,

253 IO5B Arl H,s Recoonoble
REASONABLE

Any Noe of sewer work. Cotch
basins cleaned 65. We do elec.

CL 9-0495

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

.c.n

Sewer & Sep. Work

e

82.7.7456

Oressmalcing-Sewing

'''CALL NOW FOR
FREE ESTIMATES 29,163B

`==

ed.

Installation avilable.

937.201.1

waren, way eide

392-2700

.8.11c:dcol,E7In%

ARLINGTON

excellent wages. WOULD ALSO CONSID
ER 2 SINGLE INOMEN. Excellent workmg
conditions in a beautiful home over

ha

DIVISION OF PMZ CHAINBELT

AND COOKING (we have other help)
vale living quarters, permanent position,

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE INC

holmes & assoc.

BUSINESS MENU
CLEARING HOUSE

DRIVE

LYNN DAVIS

1

,,

Cell or Apply at ,

Who are dependal;le, ncoture,-and hon

259.7010

,pe for bills 6 things. Thal,

P.°I;v4.1:Erc.,,Pd19,7i=on

sire%

DES PLAINES

V,TOMBERFUL COUPE

MAN FOR GARDENING, LANDSCAPING
AND CARE OF OUTSIDE PREMISES Ps

CALL 593-5950

297-2400

Mon! Collobakee

PROSPECT

estImates. Call 1.97-9635.

PAPER HANGING

MER ION BLUE SOD

Drapery Repairs

8890, SM.

FeciiLzing. All phans of yord

Se

1.

0 0115IRE o IMAGINATION

CA111,111115 BISMOP

r- EXCELLENT BENEFI7 ,7-1

634 GLENN AVE. WHEELING

R AND R ROOFING

SPRING CLEANUP

Profs.,.

by

ISPLIGUP DECOIMAITIG

227 2,15, Alin OAM

29.736,

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

Free esiinLe'"flEc37.92IA

11-14elp Illantedlen & 474410.

ws orlwfullifsersporifitsle=congeVoloinsocAors.
essnrs

GIRL FRIDAY

WO FEE PAID

0
G
0

autedNen & VIometi

est WOMAN FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK

Room S3

MECHANICAL
TECHNICIAN

to

buy, rent a, trade,

he Dayl

gl-'10J9

Semis Enterprises

06.11

3.12

sell,

cenO'ff'i'4,&iiiT:rs'jnAvTdrita

TOP SOIL

.

0

23-Fn5laymeut Agencies -Kea

you net fast results from

POLAND E. JOHNSON

299-1695

rooms

-

HONING MACHINE OPERS.

537-8100

Results?

EXTERIOR-INVRIOR

011,0'1'8%

p

CLASSIFIED

1",r744l=

Whate.r you wont

nBol. 43,880

25,2570

8085 HOME ANAOSTMENTE
AND STOM XISTRES.

LAPPING MACHINE °PERS.

ON THE

Your Day Wont Ad works!

utOnx

OIDD465,4,114:11IMR

itil

TROSEAL
t3

Popo Pidp6

"DAY"

EINE INTERIOR PAINTING

190.0042

LIKE WORKING WITH PEOPLE???

ANY STENO?

S QUALITY PAIIT SFR
891-6736

inu

Dog Service

t1Q

394-2000

PAGES

c&

Franhlin Park

p

MACHINE OPERATORS

TOWERS HOTEL

Ads...5 days a week,

Wig

Wheeling,

AN 'EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

WE ARE LOCUMS FOR A

2030 Culben

0

NARDINGE CHUCIIERS

ABIlitirGjWARX

OF

;;;)vit';''"

THE IAWNMAK lS

155.7335

JUNE GRADS

CONTA6T4IIINECHT

0

AUDITOR

255 3822

HIS DAY CARE CENTER

Dor or Hgla 3S4 PPM

MR. JOHNSON
394-5911

read
Wont

Smoll lobs My Special,.
creaks

POP Sting & Decorating

Commission'

0

7510

.ar=enS;'OB5
Day [amps

0
0
0

J,

"certvt`re'frk-T7

CALL 997-125

trio1or Sboule

travel. Prospects coMe to
our offices. No lead

OVERTIME AVAILABLE

Wonled ler

Plastering

1721 Glenview PM 724-7676

Good opponuni, in extended

'mimes 8, assoc.

limas INAnusfouso

O

eNtP10'1IGAZ11'1ECRn.A°

211.5102W REPAIRS

0

not lost in o mountain of

Day and

Osco/Turn-Style

392-2700

you,

Landscaping
eller 2 o.nl.

0

company now stoffing 3
new piush offices. No

DAY SHIFT 0

errs., (4

37-094 or FL YOB,

hild Core

notional development

You get a high readership
because, your want ad is

the

777 Wheeling Rd.,

Como in or Call Bev Ehlebracht 455-8300

ALLSHIFTS

o

...:170E1.,18R
REE

Et

Nights

Ceromin By CHICK A CHUCK
ee
(s.

Experienced or Inexperienced
We have interesting Work just for youl

APPLY NOW

525,000 minimum for the
right salesmen. /riff,

ski pi
newsprint.

PRODUCTS INC

Adept at figures,

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRL%

plus. Call after.1 PM.

SPRING SPRAYING

Pets

Des Marne, BO7-3535.

0

R der_ KEEP YOUR

593-5071

Touhy, SP A85E1511496 Mln-

P'Out7Vrio''CO:

Motivated?

chasing.

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOR

GLENVIEW OFFICE EQUIPMENT

LIrISN'SPTAT56I

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE
2

Permanent Waves

EKCO

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS

onager. eplit Anise

glioney

255 04B9 o 296 A4511

943 N. Haddow
2594620

New 6 used wood 6 steel office

%77,13,11"

Og:T6n97.nTB8=71)

3Sg Is.

.27EEZ.

o Renr, scare,, Offices.

BIG DISCOUNT SALE

CAMP MCDONALD RD PP MTS.

Can

Ca11827.13283

VIDKIVEt'ALVIS CO.
437.91.

BY RAY PETERSON

APOLLO

PICT HIS. UPHOISTERY 9 23

WILL TOW CARS

iiANY CONDITION

PEA, PSON.

wall washing. pope,

Roneing.

zB

COLOR TV REPAIR

395 on

Office Equipment

OLE TOPS. CALL 392.3229 PROS.

Corpentry.Remodeling

I

537-1100, Ext. 234

002 -0500

GOOD STARTING SALARY
VERY PLEASANT WORKING CONDITLONS

An Equal 01IP.11911, 58,91.

834-7764

,g0NEXSVAS=174C.
I

Stole licensed, Fully insured

WORTHMORE of fice cleaning and

'Z'.RaseraT

RollIng Meadows

lacing lady .9..dted

1969.

17Business Services

CALLED 35,5359

Lly:,1941f1,11LTER 2705 N.

Office Cleaning

PIT:erLrInn

Iles

wenna.

wDv

"Hot Water Heating

lieSieloolieConsTarciol
Sgg.6227

ao,

Heating
REDI HEATING

Wolk
lounelogan

Briefing

2

2"2°M,Nig^ITCHBOARDRECEPTION

SONY SUPERSCOPE

RON FOSTER TV, Inc

Et" tP 51155' .27003>

b

C011 392 4750

.

ios
vs

E 0 A 10

Hearing Aids

gfEREIE CONCFETE

Hnxrc YE')U

0
0

Chimneys Renaired, ne8e1I

Si..

s

bs

Vdrs

TV SERVICES REPAIR

537.12.

ALLEN CONCRETE
al

22TiN2,1;ii

X=S'ITEE7ZTES

CAll US NOT

BLOOMINGDALE gIKETOP

t

96 Trumpet lessons Moen by High

98

32015,g wolf reot
Meoslows. III.

Masonry

t:

1700S H.0,1.

Call MrcCepp a for hnmediote consideration
and a special appointment.

15-leshuction

80

TV Service

Oahu ve IMPOI

MAGIC BY "DENY THE MAGIC

bob

lacktopping

send

437 4093

WALLiEF,OORS

392 01E8

CAL >ensre6

WINKELMAN'S

CORP.

RN's & LPN's

4

FREE ESTIMATES

Magic
es

Z7trfC:(1,1=4.1

IV

au.

OUR SPECIALTY

Inds/oriel 6 Residarllipl

CL 3-9861
se

AUTOMATIC RADIO

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERKS

(Across ff e weer frorn ihe Milwou kee-rd. Depot)

SHIPPING MAN.

o"na'S4 nano au

KAHELET 2 SON

v

households in 17 commie

BATHROOM walls 6 floors ti/ed.

Bicycles X Repairs

:LIXrett

NO NILES! NO SATS1 NO UPI

540-0501

suburbs to over 64,000

RETIRING, MUS

alment

reach

throughout the Northwest

ESTIMATES

DECORATORS

Coll

Ads

nities1

Machinery

BABY SHOES ETPONZED

Went

Day

DICK'S TIE SERVICE

CREATIVE

358.0845

PATCH'S PANTRY

cLevolMO

Su'lrb'On'=Z:ne

FREE ESTIMATSV,1. 296=.8155

2450 W. HUBBARD

Inc.

to We -

I'm looking fora coupes
of frame homes in your
orea fo display our new
Vinyl Aluminum Insubted Siding. If interested
Call Mr Moore.

cecho

t'dt'd

sFree estir=y Insured

719=TrAE.

PrPr.Sere Pe 2325

208 W Coll Rd

Northwest Firestone,
Adopt. noialits

Tile

RL

99111

ourcompany.

Applicants should bee 1.5 MS
socretadai eitivd.61,
including pood therilwand and 1..2 AWL

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

efi" r95-19F;Ir

as

630W. noonwesi

Tailoring-

Vinyl 6 C/1=21,1,7E09,

URN. sha

2

FT

couples lo travel

ON, FROM WU LEGIT.,

Loco,

NEB lAing Pad..

Low

0.0311222.

EXPERT BODY WORK

PAINI111t7OgRATING

(2) SECRETARIES

ocor

for a

666-3443

EST GARDEN CENTER

110131AACK5 FENCING

xoo,

wood Da, 111.20141
312-766-28O6

lawn Mower Repairs

Installallon .Salet
re,

Sob.

en.

LIZB'ERATIVE ENTERPRISES
2130352 if no on. 392-8763

Fenn,

VIVI
Bar

to

25 -Employment Agencies -Blow

Baseball School -4 dox 181
a11:
Schools for
y 659.00.

alion Wa ITE OR CALI No

6 DESIGNING

alE- MCA, work 8,4,10

d

GENERAL OFFICE

PART TIME'FIAL NME

METHODE MFG.

959-3247 or 253-2479

TRUSTY WAR

PROCAVTI=tHERE

seriFRed sok Tss

ELE210-tlIVIITER

Ek Grove Village

2V2B9 '0'892t3'97MY

1

School Bus, Inc:

BOOM ADDITIONS. KITCHENS

- Auto Body Repair

BOO Biestedield Rd.

OPERATOR

RUE PRINTING

ACCOUNTANT

la wonted moo

I Freese,

"-"

sNIss.

re. 9-41 pm.

686-77d0

P.M. ROUTES

An Equal Opportunw Employer

Cook County

Po

.729-7150
Corers [leonine

o panies 439.0137

D5

"POWER.FIN, PUMP AND A

RICH FERTILIZED MAOISM

411.1V COAXED S1EEL SIDING
MAINTENANCE FRZE. 30 YEAR
GUARANTEE. BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE MONEY SPECIAIIZING IN

GOnsee,

43

ms. accepted. 3591293

IT'S NEW

`A,To7.7.tV,RT:=1R

6:30-8:30 a.m.

b ay. eff..11...maivre wilh pleasant mend, to
ten,* beeline Oak...thew eon wrapestosion e

Able la work day

3924344

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

lqaO

EMERGENCY SIBMP PUMPS
SALES and SERVICE
CL 5-2B42

posoBoo,
B60

5'

AA. ROUTES

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL
91-IARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Arkraff7 9cieffs

2:30-5 p.m.

824.5461

wallwa

DRIVERS
11-11211 Meted Women

2BI:71411e-1d le a

Day or Evening Hours

'Oountryside RostaarZint
& Lounge
w. Corse,.

Earn Extra.Cash

3,3269

am-

ne,weP
A

1675 Delaney Road

Sump Pump
['ft Tl7Nr'S

SCHOOL BOS;.

DYNAPAR CORPORATION

Sod
EIVIONILL

WoRpooming

va

";c4A7'V=r

V

Painting & Decorating

andscoping

Dressmaking -Sewing

WAOTRESSES

.MAtE

paid Trainrsg

2611elplian14411arren

ilme day posi

ge

Call Bruce Fulkermn
662-2666
Or Apply At

loose call 437-9194

Alterotions
',RATIONS 6 HI,

De4sdir Nososos ond seid

Pnac 21

Zatr'6

.

-

gag

terrier

6

7sT...- Beagle

Good stool
benefil

,

Excellent full

1970

WOMAN WANTED TO DO IRON

NCR OPERATOR

CALL 593-5950
CABDRIVER

V OMEI 61
375 ThottsOnd
Horne Addrcsono Typed Long

OS

1,11mull

pref d S50- C.21 aft 6 P

necessary

your community... CALL ONE NOW!

Friday May I

26114 Wanted Women

bd:rn'

irry

Learn Sales
Profe-s/on
No experience

(Consult this daily guide of reliable services,

13 Lost and Feud

11 Ilelp I/anted N11,6
9

rFreo COI

YOUNG MAN WANTED

'11.tna'o'clt:enClotr Etl"'17i

offered by reputable business people in

25-BnpInKnnt Agencies timu

BOY WANTED to cui loAns

Apply ia Person or Phane 3944453 For Appointment
Soturday..interviewiarranged for your convenience
316 W.BNVOTSOYDrive (ArlIngIon

NNE)

Arlingwn Heights

Des Plaines

-65,1©11ERRITIK)nvE

taries with good shorthond and typing skills.
Become part of one of
the world's fastest growing Computor Manufacturing companies.

Daa,

STRIKE IT RICH
reMOV2e0o60000000.9000.00124,000000g

IN THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS!
WITH A TEMPORARY JOB

SALES
CASHIERS
STOCK CLERKS

FROM

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

All Office Skills
NOFFE

BRUSIIUP PRACTICE,

TOP RATES

LOCAL OR LOOP

Apply in Person to Store Manager
or Call for Appointment

831-4430

XEROX
Data Systems

White Collar 6irls
'scTkri=s1".

EARN AS YOU LEARN!
WE WILL TRAIN YOU

...1

'L

I
.°R-Az;i;2;,7230;',7,pOSPECT

TOPPS
Interstate Dept. Stores
1603 OLD DEERFIELD ROAD
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL
(Between Ridge Rd. and Route 41)

Feld3

Ma

1970

1

17111¢DION ItTcrclardice
dre les sr

Lad es

IS

mIsc

4141eine1urn196e309 macre

rs's

Rout

a

,t7:"

094

& Pets

=err"

394 4164
MOUNT PROSPECT

HELP

ya

ai

IN THE PLUM GROVE
ROLLING MEADOWS
RESIDENTIAL AREA

.furnure
,amp, Ty,

fraradob2P"'

AL,

GAR.

Northbrook, 1

IfiTHERAN HOME

1895 Penfold

CIsfIaines, 10 PI 4,
PI.

rocker 420,11p coz.

Om

!FOR THE AGED

8,1"oey'r8r:,1114'-';1,M.Zm
American Legion
all. 128

N.

i.w.1 2.'

RECEPTION

,nclode light ,RiEn
dlirtibution Good

ALL

so

solo,. MTh free 1.1n9e

-Move righr inl

o bvemadN landscaped
ed. InelMelual patios

bik

Nordw

,,",=r,'',;

use Day Wont Ads
PALATINE RESALE SHOP.

SERVICE PLASTICS

LANDSCAPING
Finest Marion Blue Sod
851 PER YD. INSTALLED

or

110

Sarno avollable Immediately

Phono 394.2577

1300 and two bodrooms from
4255. All

...no.

NEW SURPLUS
TOOL STORE.

Waling, air condi-

corp..

droops

indoor

under podEina

Included in p.n.

-Open Daily: II At.. 6PM

PORSCHE

BUICK

AUDI

ARLINGTON
TOYOTA

at O'HARE

MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDSMOBILE

GLENBROOK

ROTO
MERCURY

BENDER REIGER

SCUDDER
BUICK

FORD

Desirable Location
on Noiseguin Rood Irk mile
wowNi QM 3 land Noohwes.
Tolle, interchange. 30 mins

CASHIER

DOANE SURPLUS SUPPLY CO.

Pn

downtown

saes teCiNare.

uzywa,IV
Williarns Liquors

7041coms-Roard-Housekeeping

By Installer

BEAp/ SHOP

GENE CZARNIK

DICK WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

1910 Rent BesortPropertms

Fumished Models

Her, SHAG CARPET 4495
Ot NYLON KUSH 43,5 ict. yd.
yd.

71-Apts.and Rooms to Slate

or call for appointment
(312)255-1995

OP RATOR

WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS

FORD
(Barrington)

17=,

76To Bent Apartments

724-6006

IMPORTS

JIM AIKEY
fl"'APrl',11'1'N'OPS

FORD

34 -Arts and Antiques

lender

woll

LADENDORF
OLDSMOBILE

BONUS
MOTORS

ROSELLE

HEJHAL

DODGE

OLDS

HOSKINS
CHEVROLET

CALL 439-8020
ue

SEETHE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE_11 YEAR CAR!

LZ!"

SASE.1065

FOR

Vs8

H/T p

DifT

67 Concord 1260.2 Wan ow,

rigrrryly PIO,

MOLDr"'NWP=P9g9028'76"

NE EX=IVF DEALER

Ma f 0,4,3009

101 -Automobiles Planted

20,6127

Says,

Z;;;P1111c,°.ci'i;i.2

014T.40

Call logrgitrent

con

Ti°"i

sseciPii7ideT-=Ld'

Molt. sick lep Health and lif

v`

,

WANT 10 BUY - GO KAR

RUG,

CASHTOR ORI

Mr,

cull kai; ilia' 817"°1

OR PART TIME

Model.Open Daily 10.6
SOOD owodlane, Mt. Pro.p.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

2121'vrirg/22'nPne'arg7cit

CENTER

home CL 9-3031

$3495
1969 IMPALA

290,4157

A

vi7

Condition ,,e,ades 415.00

QQ

NOT A COMPLEX
TYPE BUILDING.

WANTED.

Check this

couple

Young

or

ge

Ka,done,.blk.

259 3128

DICI! wicasamm

Must sell 1963 Poraa Gra

882,3072,1 5.30 pm

555 Irving Park Rood

Auto., /25.906-6612

1960

Chevrol1960

'68 FORD
GALAXIE 500

le, mil sa7lo80.

ft

3 prn.

Xines'

Selo

that will give

$995

.$795

ELEVATOR BUILDING

Golden Rorriever Spaniel Hums

o

'63 OLDS. STARFIRE
th, ptt, Come in o,

-600

1969 FORD MUSTANG

1968 PLYMOUTH FLIRT NI

MACH 1

tntrislonwerser=

Phone: 253-6300

d'17

20(0 N. Wesgate, Mt. Prospect

""t1

Iwo bib N. of Centro,/

r

brakes am condition/no radio Heal

or o, deck

heater wh towolls
Con Nag horn now amore the block

$2545

Australian terrier pupplessAKC.

whitewall.

ells:Ivo

with

raundtbs Oluak anos

Balance df

r,rwrarsraa.",

$1995

r

196B FONDMUSTANO

-15Ausammum . a*
17= 1:1C%,r7/1.7i
sm

'69 ELECTRA 225

1969 OLDS CUTLASS

...on
lol.

Gillitering Gold .1 door hardmp Ve aolomo.

full pover
1,a1.
r og poir er brakes Cars?

$2045

"'"''''"4'

wry

4t's°.T,31g4BI"

09."
31

6 2,1.

ItIrT:nTalt'375

'67 GRAND PRIX

R

10307itraFAUNT'

"°.

59and N.
ise,foil(

EIREPROOF

1969 PONTIAC CATAUNA
WAGON

/7th
pp

harm

ALF Apr. 30.61, I, 9

cl mane

flawless

blueywhile

sehtaire.

Appraised

$800,0111 or 1305.059.007C

cloches. misc. 1651N.

,Arl Nis

od Gar Sale April 30
9 till dark...14E9 S.
ME Prospect

3,

Sh

ertEsaPw/TIZ

%Eanon)

Wedding Ores, size 10 6 Veil.

47511 ofig.tio

world chomp line, parents ewe
ed, noined. 550ro 6125.39.1M
si

i

Royal atelie,.

writer.

Bought

portable

type.

Npo MA.

rhos,. Neve 480.C,1 397.7200

Deluxe Baby briggy 6 mattress,

"S. C'.2irlrar.%.14.

re., black,

1

e

6120 for/ pair. Firs

g will

pay for dogs plus bona, Coll

hoot* whitewall. roam for the
FurnIshed moriela opeE

dots

11:17e64°. 0,7'.17
swowebwo Rd. 111
South of
894.8.160

Golf

Rd.

416com fumIshingsiurratere

mord raw cdroea onn rrmodel .e4r Eg,

whole., mt.. beauty

$2995

TOWN SQUARE
APARTMENTS
Built by M01.1Ne11

'1250

1969 PONTIAC LEMANS
Coupe 350 V-0 turbo bydramat
cc, olreondritanIng power veer
ewer brakes whilewall. Very
ten sharp
sharp Me now New car war

=PP

4

$2895

1967 CHEVY CAMARO

0006*

coupe

B

autenatc

1967 MGR ROADSTER

Te'rlsoh"''
forma.* conoriplo7
Ikelpd

brakes ...rho hooter wham.. La
ad owner melon Porlect s rend
car eporbecongoon

$1495

air

*

'67 MUSTANG
stiZ,, radio, healer,

392-66671
Closed Sundays

NEW BUCKS
All Models

ear

, soin, myth,

radio,

wanks's.

$2295

wffel

WO.

'66 SKYLARK

DOD tows

'67 DODGE 440
/no power brakes
walls Meroon

To Choose Nora

*'66 PONT. CM. 2 -DR. HDTP.

0

'

I

2 -DOOR HDTP.
io. #171,A. Fact. oir
power

eneleeusele.

$1795
'66 MUSTANG
2 -DOOR HDTP.

1967 OLDS DELTA CUSTOM 4 OR, H.T., Deluxe 5trato
Intorlw. roll Pew, Power VAnelow, faciory Air
Conditioning. Radio, Wk. Wolls. fawn Beeee MIX A Block'.
vinyl bcol,Perlon foellyCar.

$1695
repro s,

To FIND
US AND.-

*'65 PONT. CAT. WAGON
* 9 PASSENGER. Radio, heat-

*

vinyl

roof,

SI

ganc*

1973*

*

Special of the Week

*

'61 Ford Ranch Wagon 1 :
tl:(17e'r.:17:relar.

'

1966 BUICK WILOCAT CONV.,
Power .5tee,/9
Brakes, Pawnee, Pedro. Whiewells. While winh Blue Interior end Malchinp.Teux One of de Nine
Ore, Aroma Oran Seal

'1495

$895 :

** BUDGET SPECIALS $455 ,*

*
*
*

'64 FORD STATION WAGON
'66 FORD 4 DOOR

X-

'65 FORD 2 DOOR

'64 CHEVY CORVAIR AU.. roan..

**
*

*

1966 CHEVY IMPALA SUPER SPORT CONV., eSY
ye. Paver Snoring Automatic solds Floor oee6e Bucked
Mos, Sado. Whitewall, Dungen* with a Block Tap. Cam
smibloWelehor is Here

"'

Visit our Mustang
Corral - Your

*

.,*

*

Mustang Headquarters :

tINIE

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

IKEY

FORD

HEANUARTE

IN PARK RINE

' Phones:825-8871
Chimeo774.11177

*

$8,5 ,*

*,

tillarele's---

53.4011111WEVIIIINIWA1
Corner Northwest Highway
Greenwood and eww

Bench

9895.-

,== * r
2

CLOSED SUNDAY

$9 9 tar

2 DR. Hardtop. Vinyl top,

'67 MUSTANG

Saturday 0,S

4

$1095,1

* Factory mr, Pewer HFF,,9

I
I

9995

* '67 CHEVY WAGON

SI 395

Ili

Air Condilsoning. Factory Stereo Tope System, Crulse Conhal
Reclining Passenger Sear Brand PIM 4 Ply W,lossroll Tires,

4395 :

r

l'

1966 T -BIRD LANDAU This One Hes Pray Ogren
Imaryaoble Ori It Gowen. Reel loather Bethel teals, MD,

wiwev,no Rea

* 68 GALA/CIE

THE TRIP

$1845

Many Mose of These $1495

F

xuye 8!0000 83.47353Tr:

4495

'68 "98"
CONVERTIBLE,

including factory Air Dendrhowno

OUTSTANDING VALUES

9111=1111.-

VIBCIDIRIM SICRIBODS1

$1195 ,1

Show Car

)0,144,5.

ni,rndy Only

All Eqempment
Ready To Got

666 E Northwest Hwy
Arlington Heights

$895

Color

9395 *

33295

IT'S WORTH

2 door hardtop v astosnalsc po ger steer
Ina power brakes radials heater Beausful

231

$1595

'65 CHEVY BEL AIRE

'67 ELECTRA 225

$1595

0.0,

miles
111-10NE

'512-13797

3174/'11=gr.ge"nd''
,;,/;,,7is!;19"111t1,1g,t:

group itirbo hydremake NoWs
es steer no power brakes power
iceloate factory oir condemning

DIG IC.

$1150

$1895

weeb, M.6 F5

ay 1st

Mir wit

'66 OLDS 98

'67 ELECTRA 225

:8OIoges1=904rnr

NEW LUXURY APARTMENTS.
arbor alter 355-05]0

$3695
Red convertible Ole rerlemeric power steer

SCHAUMBURG

1020769

$1295

10 WAGONS TO
CHOOSE FROM
EXAMPLE
'67 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN
795

100, arnfortr...:;,:ir..Canns.dItlan...1.9,.C:114,,C,

9595 :

*'69 DUNE BUGGY

$595

Two door,like now,.Parpo sir, The rrit,

Weare of stud car

$2650

'66 GTO
'68 OPEL

lrarl max sa the s aQuassi tha
IsIzak nslo

shots, Call evenings
08

Fact

* Factory air,

CARPETING

"1°'

rD";

,s 1096-A

'65 FORD LTD

AIR CONDITIONING

0

"w"

'7W

* Radio, heater, auto. trans.

$895

PA

LUXURY SEDAN

aering.

New I & 2 Bedroom Apts.

riA90,0Z/81V':J.g.'

'69

ttltrt''s

'66 FORD GALAXIE
500 COUPE

1957 OLDS DELTX 811 2 DR, H.T., Full Pam, Au.

row? Black

MiU,S4y,A,,,1110.:,k I i

SHOWCASE OF FINE USED CARS

mr. PROSPECT

8,

**

'66 ceevy

Rosalie, !Halals

cR

$1,95,

New 70,07.2 aeotal Does. toe, wto- 9995

'66 OLDS DELTA '88'

MALIBU COUPE

*

.

n.ggidn,d b mhos,

9595 1,4.4

$1595

3TRignmage & Garage Sale

red 'Zarr

111iteryr s.te,

Stir

529-70711

ek

For

H195 ;tr

'67 CHRYSLER NEW TOMER

$1695

'66 LTD 4 DOOR

394-4379

0

2

'67 OLDS CUTLASS

$1095

1.989 2I'Vritrlarakes.

A Blade,. Originol 10,000
o

'6D7.0NIRERATTRYp.fAinyPi

it front '4:1'a;20, COO- .4

P

brakes

factory Warranty. Who.
Miles, A Real Doll of

1795

** ,F.6,11y.lioraded, indoding Cot-

Stock # 1565

$1295
El 895

tzes

1970 LEMANS H T 350 V 8 turbo
hydromaln tronsnussion ratho heater
whitewalls power steering power

ALL MODELS

X"h31Rn'cl58°P6'"'11";'''':;:

TV"

RALLY! 350 -tr

* 4 DR. HARDTOP. Facto, air,

glid
169dOpel

1968 RAMBLER REBEL SST CONVERT Fam.5.nua
L
CAM, A111011,11, fceneng V 6, Paths, Rocket Sew,

*'69 MERC. MARQUISE BROUGHAM*
-Ix

11-* '67 BUICK LE SABRE

ran

-

nterview3 welcomed
weekends

94995,1

'''

$1795

wally inyl roof.

$2295

:

*'69 CADILLAC CONVERT.

CONVERTIBLE

s ynt.1 dump body. 1-1eok

'63 Triumph T 120, rebuilt engine
IdIsmontledl 537.5 or hest offer.
37.7378

AIR CONDITIONING
AVAILABLE ON

brim bath apth
lndisatloolNcoroolled
Feat 6 air condlekning.

715 W. Centro] Rd.

Irrendewing !leers
9 one 3pm

'68 fORIYGALAXIE

ve.,=";',d 10" 014

POMO
Priced To Sell!

gronlo
359 135

ea.

AMERICANA NURSING

Seeing is

eellent condflan Coll

5530

BEM NE

lK blk W. of Wheeling Rd.

111

o

1968 IMPALA

SWIMMING POOL

a9asi]Or1i

SPEClAl.

'1-1

1969 2 TON CHEVY'

Xen.troVeifierdiign

OR emotion provided

CUM c0
$1390 * =owUSED
CARS

0

ine'rdrag

'67 Mustang 2 dr. vinyl hdlp dk.

_

- WIN MB filEV

Me BOSS

Randwood Apartments

'FDPUTCADR;E'2N0'

Apply in Person

oin

We've
also got

Odra, Apra in Elevator Oldg.

44 -Dogs, Pets & Equipment

Cal/ after 6 P.81.392-5214

-

MT. PROSPECT

LP'""'rn21.74...

ald

01

BUSTERS

2. Law mi. 61575. Call

loo

/Masa Wrster Soficoet
25,1107
9.39O0

$2995

OVE R

0 '69 GALAXIE °

0,97

1114,9olorcycles and Scooters

Timberlone

603 F. PROSPECT AYE

R.N. or L.P.N.

0.10.

WV PROSPECT

3244 iscellaneous Merchamlise

1,0r faeloty Air Cooddions00 Deluxe Interior Pronouns
Vague 5res Radio fleleo
o Sable Voll Roof fact
Worhats

Believing

1/760 etWenrr';9225;'"

rentals include appllances,
cooking di heating gos, and

-'1).
1969 OLDS DELTA CUSTOM 2 DR HT Ve

SAUE

THIS WEEK
ONLY

110-SportsCars

to 1 OR Aprs - Reason°.

42 -Wanted To Buy

HOSPITAL

-

$ 995

161F1A71011

68 Olds

II

PAY $5167

000000000

m

0

LIST $6558 76

PAMMICC3

8 %MSS

1117-Autoliarts and Access.

Roof fan Warr Immaculate

OF A

'68 SIFURY CAMPER

MORTON PONTIAC

OWAF'OEVRgAi 6 CO:

I

'4 BRAND \IEVI
INPI'i

Sable

PURCHASE

The 1©ss

103 Auto Trailers &Campers

wodevn Whitewalls Galleon Gold with a $,,,5

.69A/

EVERY

8000SF fait uP

PTJVCAPS

BON. mviORS

IMMIX! mar',

wen .ff awn,

TNEFINEET eRVICE

DICK WICKSTROM

ezpogoxiD pooDgricoo
'

'GENERAL HELP -

I,4N R

381 0099

axe,.

31 -Boats anil Marine SuppDes

HOLY FAMILY

BARRINGTON

Ind

aloe

PAIATINo1ilniuNGME7OWS
One 'g rriTADrn--rE,;

PERSONNEL DEPT.

126N C001( ST

BD.L3574

ANTIQUES

APPLY IN PERSON

16i7orti ragrons

Mustang

full Power hr Condit. sy
re holm W,tereolls Dele.e Straio 13..8 Intemor Power 1
1969 OLDS TORONADO H T

OBOAKB

RADIO WITH

IT

torioimen

AIM

PRNIE

SEE ANITA TEST ATDTRIVE

911 -Mobile Homes

'61 Ford

AWAY A

,t0mo

FefeP?1:17er.,1E.'ig:Fn7.1

358-1800

5%1"

Elk Grove \aloof,
I black north of Higgins
new Toll Way interchange

AT PLUM GROVE

Special price ever 100 yrads

PHILIPPE BROS.

DILL COOK
BUICK

Of ficepace Avallable.

THREE FOUNTAINS

0109

q>-

WE'RE GIVING

it OR THE WEER

MORTON
PONTIAC

BARRINGTON

4D-T7Elent Office Space

RAY
OLDSMOBILE

PONTIAC

open diallyin. 6
Sunday II to 6

CARPET CLOSEOUT

-

21,.137741

3 acres with lake and Trees.
10,500 and op.

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

610 sa. ft. o Tice

brae a

1, ulrimate Fromm/es 2 0

all!

JOHN MUFICH

ro,rect Palatine Rd.
Rand'PRdo 1471'n=

Gov't. B. Factory Surplus

vouR0

Rood

65,000

jI

.

friday 10.°

515,000

have
them

b d.

Daily 6 Sot. 10

96)

cond.

LONG GROVE

RENTALS START AT $205

-

Lem/ Suitos

F18.5151

holm.,"

Air

MT.sOO

Ude

no end gas

price.

R,

Ford

BARRINGTON.
Build your Own

king incl. Fr.olda,1z.rfrIg.

Unddligroond Porking
Elevator
Healed Pool

-

Salesperson

Day

3=

URGE OR ShIfial...

ea,
kit

m odern

Coll 286-0262 8,537,7062

21-1Ielp Planted Men & Women

ed ouZ

o wadvertiseAds.

wItirha

BUSTER

VACANT
PMATINE AREA:

REAL ESTATE

ir'scr

oh.

100,/alal

"a=

524g00

KEMMERLY

439-1100

completely equIpped with evo-

1EANCY LANDSCAPE SERVICE

1E50 W. Touhy
211. Grove Village
439-S500

)70 E kEggms. Elk Cro,e
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With every Bargain look at the BONUSES you receive. 2,000 S&H GREEN STAMPS with any tar over

$495.00 (or a Full Tank of Gas), with your New Car you get a FREE OIL CHANGE at 2,000 miles
AND a FREE OIL & FILTER at 6,000 miles, bring.your car in for service and pick it up between 7:30

Pro, wne

cc

AM and 9:00 PM and GET A FREE LOANER, FREE LOANERS by Appointment, YOU and YOUR car will
receive PERSONAL ATTENTION from your Salesman.

1968 MERCURY MONTEREY

1967 CHEVY CAPRICE

4 door sedan, factory air conditioning,

9 passenger wagon, factory air condi.
Coning, power steering, power brakes,

automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, radio, heater,

automatic transmission, radio,
whitewalls.

$1695

Mark HI
and
CONTINENTALS

THREE SPEED FLOOR SHIFT
BUCKET SEATS

$1995

1967 CHEVROLET
MALIBU COUPE

1967 FORD COUNTRY
SEDAN

V.8, power steering, power broket2butomatk transmission, vinyl roof, whitewalls, radio.

6 passenger wagon, V-8, power steering,
automatic transmission, radio, heater,.
roof rack.

.

Included is TRANSPORTATION and
NEW CAR GET READY.

The Brand New Sports Car From
DODGE (taxes and license are addi-

tional)

$1695

$1595

1969 MARK HI

AUTO

Factory air conditioning, power windows,
power seats, power steering, power disc
brakes, full leather interior, vinyl roof,
radio, heater, whitewalls, burgundy in
color, matching interior with block roof.

HAPPINESS

$AVE$$$$

['ERE
I N ?NF

1966 DODGE CHARGER
FASTBACK

$2

1965 OLDSMOBILE
9 passenger, scenic cruiser wagon, V-8
automatic tronsmission, power steering

V.8, 383, automatic transmission, power
steering, fold down rear seat, radio, heat-

power brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls.

$1095

er, whitewalls.

295

Challenger Depiity

1969 MARK III
Factory air conditioning, power windows,
power seats, power steering, power disc
brakes, radio, heater. whitewalls, white

exterior, saddle colored leather interior
with white vinyl roof.

Dap

$AVE$$$$

1965 GTO
4

dutomatic transmission,
whitewalls.

radio,

heater,

'68 PONTIAC

$995.00

2-dr. hdtp., v-8 auto., pwr. stg., AIR, 1 owner.

$2295

'69 POLARA

$60-

Automatic
Transrnission,Heater,
green in color, like New.

er brakes, automatic transmission, V-8,
radio, heater.

.

'67 BARRACUDA

$695.00

$1795

$$$$

/295

'66 OLDS LUXURY SEDAN

1295

'65 CORONET WAGON

$1995-

'65 CORONET

9 passenger, v-8 auto., pwr. sig., Fact. warranty

Fern

'-

.4495

V-8 auto., Fastback, Factory Warranty

'67 CAPRICE

9,00

CARS

'66 OLDSMOBILE

'67 MONACO WAGON

1964 COMET 202

9 passenger wagon, power steering, pow-

$1995

V-8 auto., pwr. stg., 1 owner, Fact. warranty.

Spd. Whitewalls, Candy Apple Red,

White bucket seat interior.

1967 DODGE MONACO

brakes. 6 way seats, radio, heater.

WE SPECIALIZE IN

1968 PONTIAC CATALINA
9 passenger wagon, factory air conditioning, power steering, power brakes,

'68 CORONET 500 WAGON

4-dr. Sedan, v-8 auto., power steering

1967 LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL

4 door sedan, factory air conditioning,
power windows, power steering, power

,

BIG SIX ENGINE

heater,

.IMCMWEINE1111M=M

Pre -Owned

QUALITY SECOND

AND I KNOW A SPORTS CAR, TOO...

UNDER $1,000

4 dr., black top, Air Conditioning..

$995

V-8 automatic, Air ConditioningA,,

.

4 dr. Sedan, v-8 automatic .....

,$395

'62 PONTIAC TEMPEST

/95

'67 DART

'66 FORD CAMPER
,

POP -TOP, Auto.matic transmission.

$1195

2 dr., 6 cylinder standard transmission

4 lbw,

8495

6erni.

TO T CD

'64 PLYMOUTH

1.110 VI
ROTO

wens&

Roselle Doi

LINCOLN MEICU

AlUNGTON

vow, 4 door,

8395

14510 H15

'63 CHEVY
2 am Wok
Brea, 6 ens.

BEST BUY

8395

'62,FORD

208 W. Golf Rd. in Schaumburg

CHIVY WO&

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON HTS., ILL.

4 door, V-8 ado,

?err stewing.

8195

3 blocks west of Roselle Rd.

0495

BONUS MOTORS

CL 5-5700

(CHICAGO) SP 4-2121

So much car...
So small a price!

itEM_

GOLF RD
/cc/4(s,

529-9871

296-6127

TOYOTA the

Li-

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 9,
Sat. 9 to 6, Sun. 12 to 5

.600E. NW Hwy., Des Plaines

t

Wow
1970 COROLLA SEDAN Includes:
FRESH AIR HEATER AND DEFROSTERS
WHITE SIDEWALL TIRES
TINTED GLASS
WHEEL COVERS
WINDOW WASHERS AND 2 SPEED WIPERS
PRICES SHOWN DO NOT INCLUDE
SALES TAX AND INLAND FREIGHT

$

11111111.0111181ORMIlomme,.._

1970 MARK II

6.0

1070 CORONA

I

I
le

LOW SELLING PRICE!
PLUS

LOW INSURANCE COST!

'

if

PLUS

LOW'GAS EXPENSE!
PLUS

LOW MAINTENANCE COST!
ADDS UP TO
I1

1970 COROLLA
-

h

Phone

II -394-51 20

-

1020W."NORTHVIESTHIGH.WAY-

2 -Blocks Northwest of Euclid Ave,
AHinOton

.4495

.

2 door hardtop, automatic.

$1695

V-8 auto., power steering, vinyl roof.

63 FAIRLANE

.$1495

4 dr. hdtp., v-8 auto., power steering, 1 -owner

HOURS

Mon. thru Fri. 9:00.to 9:00
Sat. 9:00 til 5:00
Never on Sunday

$495

MOUNT PROSOE CT

puBuc
WEATHER

LIBRARY

Telephone

Tonight: Fair, low middle
40s. Tomorrow:
Mostly

, 2554400_

sunny, high upper 60s.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 5, Number 1

'Monday, May 4, 1970

Newsstand Price It) t.

16 Pages

Cambodia move 'error': Pere
Percy tells views on war,
youth, economy and space
By Richard Crabb

be revoked by the Senate. If the

For the first time since he
became U. S. senator from Illinois, Sen. Charles Percy
spent a day in the Northwest
suburbs Friday and gave residents a chance to see how he
works.

Percy arrived in Arlington
Heights before 8 for a breakfast, although he did not get to

bed until 3 a.m. He was in
Wheeling until after 10 p.m.
In the hours in between Percy twice met the press, delivthree addresses,

ered

issued

two press releases that were
written and distrjbuted during
the day, took breakfast, lunch
and dinner with Wheeling
Township people and still
managed to be at O'Hare Airport to gree the Apollo 13 astronauts and ride with them in
their parade through Chi-

House should take similar action, it could be very serious."

WAR IN THE NEAR

from without. I'm against wage
and price cohtrols because
they don't work. I have a great

belief in the strength of the
country's economy."

EAST "Our interest is much
more deeply involved in the
I think, we have to see that a
balance is maintained there.
We simply cannot permit the
Arabs to push Israel into the
sea."

'

aches and the pains could keep

more than 375 marchers from
Arlington High School, St. Viator High School, Sacred Heart

of the support of the Cook

ACCOUNT- Meadows and Arlington
ING "I've never been in an or- Heights was one of many
ganiiation in my life that marches in the Chicago area
didn't know where it was going and the nation. Money from
in a fiscal sense except the this hike will go to the Northwest Opportunity Center. At
United State government."
right, Liz Williams, 1006 TalSPACE
EXPLORATION bot, Arlington Heights, plays
"All of a -sudden a few days guitar and sings with' nn Wilago the banded together to son, 736 N:.prOgukA40.0e9.?
save just three nrien...Let -115 Heights, as they marched Sun'.
share information and assign' day. (Photos by Dan Batas)
in space
countries as we

least hurried and least fatigued

ward."

ments

The reception was.at times
reserved when he came, but at

the end he got standing ovations everywhere.
Here are a few observations

mitment and involvement in

"I THINK it's a tragic mistake to be militarily involved

Southeast Asia.

to the extent we have and in the
way we have," he said.

halt at the earliest possible mo-

Recommending that an increased burden of conducting

the invasion of Cambodia con-

tons pollutants were poured
into the air in this country,
more than half of them from

sistent with the safety of our

cars, trucks and buses.

the war should fall on the

own forces," he said.

The U.S. generates 35 billion tons of refuse annually,

"I just happen to beliqve
that we're not going to get cut
of that quicksand by taking another step into it," Percy said
in response to one of seveaI
, students who posed questions

he made during his day in

YOUTH REVOLT

ir

County assessor's
unit to make visit
The mobile office of the

units will be parked in the

Cook County Assessor will be

parking lot of Mount Prospect
Plaza, Rand and Central Rds.,
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. both
days. Wheeling Township resi-

Tapes, player
taken from ear
A tape player and nine tapes
valued at $140 were stolen Sat-

Clubs stolen
A' woman's golf clubs and
bag valued at $66 were stolen

Saturday from the home belonging to John Gorman, of
1407 Circle Dr., Mount Prospect. Police said the golf clubs

and bag were kept in the garage of the home, and there
was no sign of forced entry.
jf

"I believe the best way to get
out is to get out."
He said he supports whatever methods are needed to
withdraw U.S. troops "as soon
as possible consistent with the
safety of our men."
Percy was presented with a
petition signed by some of the
students objecting to the
movement of U.S. fighting
men into Cambodia and ask-

ident's power to Wage a war
that has not been declared by
Congress,

AT AN afternoon

press

conference Friday, Percy expanded his comments on the
Cambodian situation.
"Since entering public life I
have vigorously opposed the
process of U.S. military intervention in South Vietnam," he
told newsman at the Arlington
Towers Hotel.
"I believe that events have
shown clearly that this inter-

-

The proposed enlarged re-

No funds, but townships
Still aiding needy families
levy the new taxes to continue
township operations.
There was one major stumbling block; the funds from the

(township also handles welfare

ship.

assist needy families within

newly voted taxes will not be
available -until real estate tax

their boundaries with food and
medicines although their exist-

collections begin in 1971 more
than a year from now.

ing funds are frozen under

GROVE,
Wheeling Palatine, Schaumburg, Maine and other townships in the northwest suburbs
are borrowing funds by issuing
anticipation warrants which

Elk Grove Township and
west suburbs are continuing to

court order since April 9.'
"Needy families in Elk
Grove Township are not going
hungry even though the township is without funds," Supervisor William Rohlwing of
Mount Prospect told The Day
yesterday.

plicated that some needy families cannot at present get help.

urge a

ment to U.S. participation in

Any decision of the President involves risks, he said,
"but any course of action that
does not shift the burden to the
Southeast Asian governments
themselves is unrealistic and

therefore futile."
AT HIS morning speech at
Arlington High, Percy said the

guidelines of the law are the
source of American freedoms.
Telling the students that it is
important for them to learn the

responsibilities of citizenship,
Percy called the United States

"the most revolutionary government in history" and the
second oldest government in
the world, younger only than
Great,Britain.
Through its laws, he said,
the United States has done
more to bring about social and
economic changes that affect
people than any other country.

"Laws are not intended to
restrict our freedom," he said.
"Laws are to ensure uniform
freedom for each of us to do

Klehm, there is also a manhole

for .Weller Creek Drainage
Mount Prospect Village Board
approved last week are view-

other townships in the north-

I

NOW ELK

cannot be repaid for more than
a year in order to provide food
and medicines for families
who can secure these necessities in no other way.

Percy said, including 400,000
tons
butts.

of discarded

cigarette

TO END THE problem of
autos abandoned on highways
and streets, Percy suggested a
$50 tax on all cars that would"
pay for a license each successive owner of a car would sell
to the next buyer..
When the car finally

reached the end of its life, he
said, the owner -could take it to'

a government licensed auto
disposal dealer, who would
give him the $50 back and destroy the car.

He- asked Detroit automakers to declare a moratorium
on expensive annual styling
changes and spend the savings
to develop a pollution -free
auto engine.
Percy also talked about

people pollution, saying the
world population will double
in the next 30 years.
(Continued on page 2)

Weller Creek Dist. -head
avors retention: basin plans

ti

tention basin plans that the

By Richard Crabb

"For this reason

in the towns within its limits)
and six living in the unincorporated areas of the town-

ed with favor by the chairman of the Weller Creek
Drainage District in Arlington
Heights.

He believes that flow of his
district's storm water into the
new pipe leading to the basin
will alleviate flooding in south
Arlington Heights.'
The chairman, Harvey G.
Klehm told The Day last week

"I think this will help a great
deal."

District, and he said that there
is a I5 -inch sewer line from the
Weller Creek district that ,runs
diagonally (northwest -southeast) at this point, from about
1,000 feet northivest, southeast under Golf to the southeast following a horseshOeshaped route.

Klehm said that the total

length of the Weller Creek
Drainage District sewer line is
about 19,000 feet, starting in
the vicinity of Council Tr.,
northwest of Golf Rd., then

flowing southeast to pass under Golf Rd. near Belmont.

.ing
-hapori ty.

qsouuistthwest of Busse andersity
ed is a

It is here that excwe ecothe retention basin to a five acre size for a recreational lake
with flood control advantages,
and additional grading is to be
done by Rock Road Construction Co., under the agreement
that was approved by the

Mount Prospect Village board
Tuesday night

THAT ENLARGED basin
is planned to hold 100 acrefeet of water during storm periods, to be slowly released
into Weller Creek when rainfall has ceased, thereby serving

as -part of a flood control program.

"THESE PEOPLE need to be

WORKMEN- FROM the

HE SAID THAT in follow-

The agreement with Rock

taken care of. The stores know

Rock Road Construction Co.,

ing a horseshoe -shaped path

that the township is good for
the money and are accepting
the food orders. We will pay
these bills as soon as our tax
anticipation
warrants
are
sold," Rohlwing explained.
"These needy families have

who are installing a 48 -inch

south of Golf, the sewer line
goes through the Forest View

Road provides that work shall
be completed within two years
of signing, and until that work
is done, a bulkhead with a 15 inch opening to restrict flow is
to be installed in the 48 -inch
sewer where the two 48 -inch
sewer lines were scheduled to
be joined this.morning.

(Continued on page 2)

sewer line along the north side
of Golf Rd., expected to make
a connection this morning
near Belmont, between the
new line and another 48 -inch
line now in place.
At that juncture, said

High School property, to
eventually end in 'a 22 -inch
line at the base of the present
two -acre retention basin on
the Mount Prospect Park District site (23 acres in size),

r.

'Despite this, Klehm says
that he still believes the new
sewe&will proVide relief, 2N en
before the
moved.

There was a period of five

bulkhead

re-

is

order and the April 14 town

HE
EXPLAINED
when storm waters are heavy,

meetings when

he believes the 15 -inch system

that

days between the April 9 court
it

was

not

knowp whether there would
ever be

funds to continue

township welfare services:

It

known that in some in-

is

15,

A

-401044Stk,

of the Weller Creek Drainage
District will become sur-

scuhraergt df rnede car

stances, township officials personally guaranteed air to particularly desperate and heart-

of Water into the new 48 -inch

IN SUCH CASES, the government of the township or

dents, Theroux said, should

charity from private sources

rending cases of need.

removed he sees a great advan-

phone his office, 259-9090 by
II a.m., the day before they in-

are the only rpeans- of warding

off hunger and hardship in

number from their real estate
tax bills.

there are a few such families.
Generally, ths townships have
provided aid on only,tr relative-

tend to visit the mobile unit destitute families.
In Elk Grove Township
and provide him with the tax

Steal player

ly short-range basis until the

A tape player valued at $85

was stolen Friday night from
in auto belonging to Raymond
Berniccha, 1308 Ironwood,

urday morning from an auto
belonging to Wayne. Fuhl- Mount Prospect. Police said
brugge, of 428 Vassar, Des several tapes were on -the front
Plaines. Fuhlbrugge told po- -seat, but were not taken.
lice the burglars also took' 2
pairs of sunglasses from his
auto.

South Vietnamese, Percy said,

By Ben Clarke

This is the situation: even
though Cook County and the
State maintain extensive welfare programs through which
millions of dollars are spent to
care for the needy, the regulations are so rigid and the
recor d -keeping so com-

6264ff

ship Assessor Marshall The roux.
Thcroux said the mobile

said. "I think the Vietnam -

"Let's not have the junk mail
subsidized by the first class
mail that is already paying its

If a woman's true age is subject to question just ask her sisterin-law.

residents with questions about
assessment of their property
can get on -the -spot answers,
according to Wheeling Town-

dent for 16 months now," he

POSTAL PROBLEMS

"Where the dissenting youths
are concerned, I believe we
WAR IN ASIA "There is must keep our communication
no one who wants to get our . channels open."
men out of Vietnam more than
U. S. ECONOMY "They
President Nixon. I've supported him for 16 'months. shamed the bankers into lowNow I am afraid the de-escala- ering the prime interest rate. I
fear more the threats from
tion is being reversed. The
Tonkin Resolution will, I feel, within our country than I do

in the Northwest suburbs tomorrow and Wedneiday so

"I have supported the Presi-

C4

Wheeling Township.
'

is a tragic mistake.

for-

way."

.

and the Congress."

individual in the Northwest
suburbs.

framework of the rules."
Percy then turned to pollution, giving the students some
frightening statistics. n 1969,
he said, a total of 142 million

tension of the antiballistic missile system, told the students in
the crowded high school gym
that the war in Southeast Asia

with other
press

our own thing within the

ranged from pollution to ex-

FEDERAL

the impression of being the

port by the American people

vention was a tragic error," he
said. "No we must run the risk
of further military com-

dent Nixon's decision to send
troops into Cambodia.

the Hungry yesterday. The 15 mile hike through Rolling

SEN. PERCY demonstrated that he has a lot going for
him, including a charm that
seems to say, "Let's talk this

it did not even pause a ripple in
Percy's manner.
Until the last hand had been
shaken Friday night, Percy left

remarks

and a few grammar schools,
from marching in the Hike for

County Hospital."

of hands on a key issue. Although "the other side" won,

whose

Not even the sore feet, the

bathrootn,, I know that someernments provide 70 per cent

Percy,

ization and withdrawal program has been worthy of sup-

ing Percy to question the Pres-

patients all being served by one

thing has to be done, and it will
be. The federal and state gov-

after a 29 -minute talk by the
Illinois senior senator.

day took exception to Pre+

rj

COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL "The Cook County Hospital is a sort of a 'poor farm'
Approach to medical service.
When I walk through one
ward with 65 men and women

Seri...,

Sore foot serenade

Middle East than it is in Southeast Asia. In the case of Israel,

cago's Loop.

thing over, and even if we can't
agree, let's be friends." On one
occasion he asked how a show

In a Law 13151 speech at Ar-

lington High School,
Charles H. Percy (R -III.)

Gripe
Of The

d

4

Day
To have my only black
pen rim dry in the middle of
a composition. S.H.

families could proVe need and

qualify for assistance under
county or state Welfare.
A Supreme Court supported

court order in- Cook County
Circuit Court issued ,Apeil 10
froze all
funds.

existing

township

tage to his district in the new

ALL OF THE townships in

sewer line.

northwest suburbs instituted borrowing programs
the morning following the

The Weller Cr6ek Drainage
District sewer system, he said,
drains an area from Algonquin
Rd. to the south. (along Arlington Heights 'Rd:) from Council

April 14 town meetings which
generally were held during the

evenings in order to provide
their needy families life's ne-

Tr. and Pickwick Dr. from the

north (via Arlington Height

cessities.

Rd.); from Surrey Ridge on

Rohlwing explained it this way: "It was the
Supervisor

only, humane thing we cotild
do. We have currently four
needy families living in
vaillges within our township

Shoplifter

to
determine
opportunity
whether to vote new taxes to
continue the services of township government, including

A Carson Pirie, Scott & Co.
security agent caught an 18 year -old girl Friday night who
allegedly tried to steal clothing
valu80 at $55 _by concealing
the clothes under her coat and
in her purse.
Police said Kathleen Hick-

At the town meetings, citizens of all townships in' the
northwest suburbs, including
Elk Grove Township, voted to

And, after the bulkhead is

the

ON APRIL 14 the annual
town meetings were held in
which the citizens had the

ftinds to provide food and
medicine for families who
could get help in no other way.

sewer line.

ey of Lake Zurich, was arrested and charged with shoplifting. '

west (along Golf Rd.); nd
from Busse Rd.' to Weller
Creek on the east.
el3111L

Apollo 13 Astronauts John L. Swigert, Jr. (left), and James A. Lovell Jr., wave to the crowd at
O'Hare Airport Friday morning. The astronauts were greeted by the marching bands from Wheeling High School, Arlington High School, Forest View High School, and Maine West High School.
Because of the illness, the third astronaut, Fred W. Haise Jr., was not on the trip.

Man hurt in 2 -car crash
A Mount Prospect man was

Arlington
northbound on
Heights Rd., was struck by an

Hill wasrtaken to Northwest
Community Hospital where he

was treated for minor injuries

lington Heights.
Police said. -the auto driven
by Stephen J. Mykytiuk, 20, of

auto driven by Brian P. Hill,
23, of 1430 S. Busse, Mount
Prospect, which was southbound on Arlington Heights
Rd. attempting to turn east

42 E. Hintz Rd., Wheeling,

onto Algonquin Rd.

injured Friday. in a two -car
smash-up at Algonquin and
Arlington Heights Rds., Ar-

VAC

and released.

Hill was charged with failure to yield right-of-way, and
is to appear in Arlington
Heights Court May 27.

Meetings
Mount Prospect Youth
Commission, Village Hall;
8 p.m.

School District

57

Board, Lincoln Jr. High,
W. Lincoln Av.,
Mount Prospect; 8 p.m.
School District 23 Committee Meeting, MacArthur
Junior High, 700 N. Schoenbeck Rd., Prospect Heights;
700

7:30 p.m.

14

'

T111 OAS

one-monthon loan basis

Cambodia move
"This is a subject no polici-

tin ever menkons." he mid,

big nankin is. what
are we going to do aboutscon-

rolling the number-of-MMIde

in this country'r he- diid. Ile
urged those xhn
lantiliet to limit thenrsolos
dm children and then adopt

"but I've proved and. said
mum times that I'm not a polltidian."

.

Themebodi his sin -eh.
Percy asked for voice votes
from the students to indicate

two or three more,

"I think wo lode to tenon

their stand on nuijor issues,
rennin. from can. goal, to
new constitution to gun control to dm vote for 18 -years

the religious taboos and bars
rirs., Ito
notion commit.he said. The overnonlation is.

olds to defeated U.S. Supreme

sue must be Ia.! squirely, hi

Court nominee G. Harrold

said.

Carswell.

0 iiitnaries
Mary Pttela

Jessie Renner

Mary Miele. 70. of till
Services for Jessie Renner,
Drake Ter.. Prospect Heights, . 78, of 1802 Surrey Ridge Dr..
died yesterday in Holy Family Arlington Heights, wen, held
timbal in Des Plaines.
this morning at Lautcrburg
Survivors are has- hushond. and Oehler Funeral Hon
Frank 1- and a brother. An= Mrs, Renner. whodied Friday
at
Northwest Communici
drew 'Kroner &Canada.

Visitation will he until Ill

tonight at Friedrichs Funeral
Home In attune Promed. Fu.
neral moss will be said loam.
row at 10 am. ai St. Alphansus

Churn. Burial
Joseph

he in Si.

(

in

c

River

Hospital. was buried

in

All

S a i na s Cemetery in Des
Plitines.
Suridvors arc three sons,

William M. and George B. of
Prospect Heights and Fronk J.
of Arlington Heights. ninc

litrallistic
missile
system.
which he called Wasteful and
ineffective.

3 injured
in 3 -car
&Ors.

Sun.-imm

ant.,

yesterday

reads.

"With replicas of he liberty
Bell. placards. and flags Aut.
ter.
and and old gather on
the Civic Center P11141 for it
Lomb,. Day prayer tor via
Soltirdhy. Story on Page NC
'There am Linve who arc still
'today reading their way
th',nob to,pme aight-oh.

Sta. Percy qualities Larry Cartoon Oral of Prospect Menges and Ronald Willmeyer of
Arlington Heights during Ole seir51.56 whit to Wheeling Township. Percy constantly asked goes Mow during his day in die Northwest Suburbs, at lime, inking his audience for slow of finds on
kev questions.

No funds, but townships
still aiding needy families

en to Northwest Community
they

were

io reduce speed. and he
appear in Arlington

DON'T BELIEVE
belies:

Donn

the stories

airverni
rasa
chuck -holes
from of Tope: Discount Shot
in the Rolling Iloidows Shopping Center.

'

It um rely' a

Volkswagen. These holes have
got to he driven
believed.

ARIJNGION

CHAMBER

OF (1/313IF.RCE SAYS
Aeon -ding

of ton llll

to.

Department
ligiires pub.

he modeller of the
Arlinmon Heights Chandler
of' Commerce la publication

:My wthten by list:mice Dirisme Harold 110111 the

-

candle outlook hat
'The amble gives the retail
growth figure. in ammonia.
the

area

which vitrwd

theof Arlington Heights in

the four years
IMO to
1967. Arlington retail trade in-

creased ill per one. Mount
Plaines
Pnopeet. 69 per am: Des
Rh per cell. Palatine
48 per cent, Rolling Meadows
92 per am
Eik Grove Vil-

That National Food Store
rein Wheeling must have
ally sold Lynne Heidi a bud
oyster. Lynne bends the load
Consumers' Union. She sent
this column copies of her
Unior newsletter. The villains
to

belong

the

I soar. Thai's the number
number of
items a grocery store stocks.

woman

called or ask why Arlington
Heights is so filled with di.
count department'stores." she

said. "Ma we kap getting

his him will

they orbited for mote estended

cor lduok

these

families

tote.)payck

r

in
1p. for in -

iimone who
lo the area

ey Until his
are alwayi
io the own tedium needs.

11'5 unfu
the- ate

nalistel) 18.14 all township
funds without considering the

The library is open Monday

through Friday 9 om. to 9
and Sunday 2 le 5 p.m.

Schooi e us
s

to do whatever we can fer
the needy until we gel funds
to, rrsinstaie normal astir-

rus antra, ran
Iftetlay
dolly.
n. by nor Posen
117 S.
wn moors

Published

ti"octin
'kink

District 23.

burger in bon, wiener in bun.
Vegetable (one choice): sculpal potatoes, Littered was,
Salad (one choice): fruit judo,

Itel,fingion Heights. IL 60005,

towed salad coleslaw, molded)

bmolivered. Out 0'1
mod mesa, 61500 o

To served Tursday al Arlington.

Prospect. Wheeling,

.trawberry,

H alsey high schools in District

I mon, apricot, cherry. Hard

214:

roll and butter, milk. Avail-.

sliced

7/i E. 5M10 -Bun
has

Congress

ecutive dimmer of the Illinois
Association,
as-

His current office in in Chi-

County and the State legislm
Imo

ailed custard, carry rhubarb
munch, Boston crcam pie, gin, gershm, cookies.

PRIME INTEREST

hoard of Me Aish-

diocese uf.Chicam has sched-

ukd a poblic iscoidg for Ibis
he Ndrihocot sub.

1101 be held in
the SI. Janie, Parish Center en
N. Arlington Heights Rd.
11

Tuesday, May 12. cal 8 p.m.
This is one of a series of meetings held M bring closer ctot.
munication bemoan Parish
Advisory Councils and Parish
Boards of Education.

Three item on the agenda,
include (II possible structures
for intersparish planning and
co -operations. 121 current pol-

Sorry about that. Lynne. I
fixed up the posters like you
said. I worked the High Low
and the Jewel in the Arlingion
Markel. I also wore out my
tennis shoes running back and

forth. Lettuce was cheaper at

the Jewel, and on it went and
en intent. I kept switching the
signs and winking both store
fronts: but I didn't start a

Prk.suar.
The

mangers' are
friendlier. than ever. They've.
an me in common.
iwo

icies on tuition. (3) current

.,

VAN ORIELS WE LOVE.
YOU

English. good lay yea.

cooking

ing fashion chow.
The show will he held May 9

River Trails. Junior High
Schad, 1000 Wolf Rd.. prospeel Heights. 0 will feature
fashiona from member Ethel
at

.Through innumerable volunteer hours the library haa
been established in a store and
Mointained. It novv boasts

6,000 children's books, oser
9,000 adult books plus Ida=
mice books and magazine...

daughter Cindy, Mrs. Edward
Sakach, MM, Donald Schmidt.

Glaser's Golden Thimble Fab ne Shop.
Modeling in the "Caine -

er, Mrs. Robert Wroble and

Federation of Women's
Clubs' "America Cooks."
Numerous awards bale

claimed by the dub.

been

Contest in 1960,
1969.

1965.

and.

There has becii vital Mann'

in community activities, including donations to schools.
starting aew projects such as
the summer story hour, anmtal

sUrvey, adopting lom-

at platoons in Vietnam,
bat
ing a lubeteldosis mobild unit,
flag snle and pro4chool vision

staff-

screening.

If you Live in Pron.
Heights and want to belong to
a really working, furslovin.,

group, contact a member of
the Prospect Heights Womank Club. Here is a number to
call for o dub membership
that is sum to ring your
chimes: 537-1209.

rnrcenoa6dTT eee66eae6TTnlnaala66666,nna0000

At the 14th annual meeting
of the Pioneer Illomarlul
Foundation of Illinois, Inc..
members voted to present D.

Mtelley Pierce, daughter of

Award.
Selection was made lonely
upon the Day Publications ars

Mr. and Mrs. Arlie J. Pierce
Jr., 812 W. Busse Av.. Shunt
Prospect, has pledged Sigma
Kappa Sotority or Illinois

000006s" 60006
Page 3

intim, cal,

interest in membership in the woman's elub. RSVP 259-7317, (Photo by Eleanor Rives)

me of Prospect High School, is
nisi

Coeds on the go
Dolores Hai

Mend, May 4, 1970

'TIL

HI FASHION WIGS

do

Om Plaines

298-2299

2 Necks East of Nenhwestern Station

The May 5 meting of the

More weeently he los taintfor puNication, and his

Mpunt Prospect Art lOngnri-

ed

will feature a membes c
tic* by Alex F. Vaworski al

Calmed prints map he P.
hased in mires throughout

iliCenter at 8 pm. All membds are ineited to bring a
painting to the mating.
Itaworski has exhibited and
wqn top prizes in many shots

Satiety and Who's Who in
the Midwest.' He was born in
Odessa, Russia, in1907 and

-we

American Watercolor Social,
in 1953, a Fellow of The !niers
national Institute or Arls and
Leiters in 1958 and a member
of the Society of Painters in
Casein in 1962. He is a long Mee coUncil member of the
Artists Guild of Chicago.
He hus had several onc-man

1(elblem Meyers

Mn, and Mrs. William F.
Meyers of Mount Preened
have announded the engageihen.tiorndzinghlamn,,rrai6gieeed,f

Frances, to Richard R. Scale
Jr., S011 of Mr. nil Mrs. Rich-

ahem of his watercolors end, ard R. Scala of Des Plaines,

11110.Ho is a graduate fand a
former instructor at the Amer -

caseins and has done many
painting denmnstrations for
an groups and clubs. He is nne

a the featured ;ohm in the

Watson.Gumill hoo

"Land-

scapes and Seascapes in Water-

color" and has appeared on

Mr. and Mrs. Alex Pads Ink

Miss Meyersna great.: of
School, Rolling. Mead.; and
Roo attending Harper hinior College with her fume.
The vmedleg
Pbutad for
June 20.'

a Muskegon, Mich.. anhec

engagement . of

Mr. and Mrs: Ray E. Friar
of Mount Prospect ham anuouncedIThe engagement of

their daughter Karen to Mi- their daughter, Arlene June, to
chael Wilk, soh of Mr. sad J. Stephen Brophy, son of Mn.
Mrs. Ralph Willa of Mount and Mn. James BrOphy
Prospect.

-

Mks Pasvistak i
sophomore in physical oduation at
tha UnlvcoitY of Tulsa
Tulsa, where he 15 a member of
gring'1Winl'aljo'or0Il'a2ta:1hierJ1.1:67trvace'''isItHy.2oth

Pi Kappa Alpha.
Aug. l4 Ns been set for the
wedding.

Franklin Square, Long Wand,

to teach in Dayton, Ohio, mu
fall.
Brophy, an alumnus of Valpr a is° University Law
School, was affiliated with

Mrs. Frank Krempel,

chairman for the 711' District

Delta Theta Phi fraternity. He
is now a civilian trial attOrney

of the Illinois Federmion of
led a group of
volunteer workers to serve as
WOHICIeS

U.S. Air Force working in contract litigation for
Miss Fria, a Forest View the staff judge advocate's of.
High School graduate, and her rico- Wright Patterson Air
for Its

anrtce are graduates of VaipE
o
Valparaiso,
,
A cLn-111.temr Gamma Phi

mlan4m,
Magary education and plans

of

Prospect Heights, health

hostenes

el the 10Ib annuli! Health;
mama. The health fair will be
held in Chicago's Civic Center

Force Base, Dayton, Ohio
The couple plan to he married in July in 51. Paul Evengelical Lutheran Church in
Mount Pros
t

through 'May 8.

&althorns

Chicago's
laggestTree health fair. Nearly

. volunter

is

official

and

115 -or 208/230 Dual Voltage

When Sharon M. Woks be-

bridesmaids' in gold. The girls

4oxlinski last November. Mrs. 'of Yellow, gold and bronze

Mors Kolar of Berwyn was the mums
bride's natural choice for or- grans.

ganist. M, Kolar hat 110W

511( YeoR MCNEP:

40

HOT YOU'RE NOT.

PRE -SEASON

Count on Carrier Quay

SPECIAL

room Gondol contort Cenier

5,000 BTU

WiTtl a

saNK Le*

Only

.110.4.EVenTe,Thern1011at

Predicting how the centerpieces will look for the Mount

yt

Prospect Woman's Club Horoscope Luncheon are co -chair Mrs. William Brekke and
Mn, Raymond Adams. The affair will beheld May 5 at Ibsen

Model 5 11(805
gam depositor i sur cl to $20,000 by the Federal Deposit 1 eser5nce Corporation

777

CJOild UDG k
HOME APPLIANCES
10110 W. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights, Ill.
255-0700

A FULL
SERVICE

BANK
OPEN MON., TUES.,1HURS., A FR1.14109151

feature Ethel Rime in a Zodiac
inspired fashion show. Tickets

rJ

Call CL 3-1235 or CL 5.5373.
Proceeds from the luncheon

will benefit the clubs' future
scholarships.

THE BANK

in the Arlington Markel Shopping Center
Ing) EAST KENSINGTON ROAD a TE EPHONE 256-7900

4.441

the bride's brother, and Tim othy Eshelman of Elgin wad

parents

the ushers,

and

and

Following the wedding. din iser was served for 230 guests

Mr. and Mrs, Robert J. Wokas
a Prospect Heights. Her

grooM is the .1 of Mr, and
Mrs. Joseph Bozlinski of Prospeel Heights. They were mar-.
ried Nov. 15 at St. Alphonius
Catholic Church with the Rev.
Richard Feller officiating.
Mrs. Mildred Leff, the
bride's

aunt,

Marie"

and

Bri

sang

explaining their activities
and service. The 1FWC 7th
District volunteers will guide
visitors through Me displays,
its

answer

questions

Enid

dis-

tribute Uec hock!, literature.
This event ic sponsorial
jointly by the Illinois Fedor ation or Women's Clubs and

The Tuberculosis Nahum of
Chicago and Cock County in
cooperation with the Chicago
B ar I
H.. lth

'Mother

poniment of Mrs Kobe.

CARRYING A presenim
bride

wen:

a

floorsIdngth

white satin gown embellished
with lace mat Min at the neck,
on the long slaves and front of
the dress and on the long attached iv:Li. Sequins and
pads further adorned the
nebkline. Her threc-tier veil
was elbow -length.

lens for a 10.day honeymoon
in Hawaii. They new reside in

Attending the bride m maid
of honor was Cheryl] L-eff of
Berwyn, her cousin. Bridesmaids were Lyn Ittorhardt of

Ewe Beach, Hawaii. where the

The bride is a 1966 graduate

of Sacred Heart of Mary High
School. The groom was gradufrom Prospect High
School in 1965.

.ated

Be-

loved" to be own acme--

at Indian Portage VFW Hall
in Chicago. The newlyweds

groom is serving in the U. S.
Navy.

"Ave

Arlington Heigh. and Billk
Eshelman or

The -attendants' gowns were fashioned with Empire waists and sat-

in rbbon trim. the maid of
honork,rin yellow men. mho

e Marathon

The Mount Prospect Ccnter
of Infant Welton axill have its
sixth annual bridge marathon
gday-off Thursday, May 14, in
the Mount Prospect Community Center.
The playoff will begin at 8
p.m. Coffee and amen will be
served al the winners arc anand

cash

On beard of
'

Andrew J. Kemp, 500 N.

W heeling itd.,

Prospect

Heights. has been dotted to
the board of trustees of Hull
House Assn. far three-year

prises

presented.

-mrs, Rot...Moguts. h in
chant? of the evening% activi1

GarY.

S. wpm' as

hat man. Th mu W. Wolus.

nounced

Wk.

with

alien, She Was flower girl for
.the bride's mammal
real grand-

are 160 available but hurry.

es' Trust Company of Arl ngton Heights

heath agencies sponsor abib-

don bouquet of red roses, the

groomilwi.....

of Rolling Me.

wadding,
Sharon is the daughter of

Country Club, beginning A
11:31 a.m. The program will

Special Pre-Seasraprices in Effect Now!

The

interspersed

participated in weddings in the
bride's
(Lc, Inner-

soloist for the bride's parents'

ComE SEE QIIR .1kRDgN
`DISPLAY FON 15ERST/t(R5

$134"

a

Grandma's flower girl
is wedding organist
.he kid. of Thom. J, carried'natural wicker baskets

12 Slyles 32 Models
5,000 to 34,000 Btu's

in Oxford. Ohio. Miss Rued is

Ilealthoranta volunteers
led by local resident

Arlene June Frits

YoU

to

Judy Reed, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Reed of 803.

alt of he work in fine art,

TuT We CaN Hee

Cettedbr5P56,131515Oadegf
Models lorSpedal windows

203.000 students are particiPalen.

lancing fort ver 20 yeim. As

There's a luncheon in their future

ert,

Gamma Delta. asocial sorori-

m many as possible io he junior nsforing. in home ecoclaims of Christ. Next mark tunics.

the annoy. He has been free-

diyiding his commercial lime the Watercolor page of
with fine an efforts.
Artist Magazine.

LOW, PRESEASON PRICES ON
ROOM AIR
CONDITIONERS

She is also a member of Alpha
ty.

the students 010 and to expene

came to the United pales in

imposters and humorous Wealthier and since dim) has been

speech and education mak,

and over 120 college campuses
participating. An estimated

he was made a member of the

.

Barbera is cdumkinig her
sophomore year and is

Droner Dr., Mount Prospect,
Roger Vann, who directed has be. 0r II as recording this year's "OPerntion Sun. secret:, of Beta Delta Chapshine," said that the Campus ter of Zeta )1m Alpha sorority.
Crusade strategy is to go whale A student at Miami University

1593 Ellinwoml Sr.
sudond

Sponsored by Campus Cru-

ode tor Christ, "Operation

Sashine" concluded its sixth
ainsecutive year at "The
World's Most Famous Beach"
with students from 35 states

Art League
holds critique

DAILY

Lebnhardt of Mount Prospect.
hos been pledged to the honorary theacal
tri fraternity, Dure
Da, at De Pauw UMversity, Greencastle, Ind.

.

-

OPEN

60016.

Barbara Lehnhardt, Singh-

ha Kuck. at Trinity Cottage,

Local beauties engaged

meat Commit..

is al-

.= of Mr. and Mn,, H.R.

shine' at Daytona Beach, Fla.,
during spring vacation. Nancy

, The sward will be presented
in May,

end 722 Conte, des Moines,

"Operation Sunshine"
Indy being planned

Mr. and Mrs. Michael gusof 1,400 college etude. per&inmate in "Operation Sow.

The Elgin Centennial Monti-

-e in drama at 1WU.

miss. wench rs
Mau SO 5. Arlington Xig5t5

.

Nancy Russo, daughter of
so of Mount Prospect, was one

sired in 1930, an outgrowth of

lean Academy of Art M
He started in the commercial art field, specializing

Extra Large:W.5.51e HUH

Pattern 8607). Al radii°. will be by Ethers Golden Thimble. The show h given to .caiinge

The foundation cvai ago-

Miss Pima. a 1968 gado-

AHEAD AND

Two or Three Speed 000,n5
Flexible Air Flow Controls

Some of the best things in life are free. The Prospect Heights Womou's pub Courtesy Fadden
Show far Prospect Heights women Slay 9 is one of them. Among the models will be Wheeling High
Freshman Cindy, daughter of Mr. and Wrs. Robert Wroble. Cindy is wearing a preview fashion, an
orange beret (Simplicity Pattern 7872) which matches her ,rsirt and tunic ensemble (Simplicity

Jicles regarding sculptor Try gm A. Rovelstad, designer of
Me Pioneer Memorial desdad to be erected in Elgin.

Wesleyan University in Bloom-

isles on the Ripon College
Campus, Ripon, Wis.

dodig those deecdaldates,'

though. If you can gat dales,
nd weights Inundated into

good

Dr.; Mrs. Robert Houston and
' Mrs. George Schmidt. 23 W.

editor of The 'Prospect Day,
with the Pioneer' Medal

rmh
Delia, one of four social soror.

blocks wait of Euclid. Plenty of FREE perkrsg.
I

the

al

the Mount Prospect Common-

ions were cheaper at the Jewel.

Linv, but butter was cheaper at

milted

members, and hundreds of
beautifully decorated petit
fours and cookies are being
made to serve at the culminah

Newman, Mrs. William Hunt -

Joins sorority

hTo1- dread
Alpha Xi

the High Low, but green onHuh we cheaper at the High

Mrs. Robert Wroble has F.

district, state and national philanthropies.
The organization instigated
plans for a public fibre)), and
gosentcd a check for $15.000
to assist in establishment of a
permenent building.

bra Haugh, wornant page

*THINK-

to

unyone intersled in education
is the announcement that the

string ia open. Just drop in.

THIS ORGANIZATIONmmuni is

onc of servi. to coty,

'sr show will be Mrs. lames

trli. His ability hoc placed him
an the American Watercolor

rusonable proximity.
Prepare posters or pickets

to buy their food at the ether
store. This will eventually lead
to a price war between the

807 Elmhurst Rd. The 'etch.

Editor wins
Pioneer award

sociation both nationally and

sago niche his worked with
the stale Mental Health Departmant. the Office of Ernnomic Opportunity
Cask

Philips

on

Ptedrecu

peaches;

ble desserts: apricot halms,

Debbie Zwickl, daughter of
Mr, and Mrs. Joseph

States

tedilour topio mid participated in writing legislation fur social
wonky and medicare.
Also active
college
%amasses, Cain wattle as an
advisor and representative For
students in colleges of phannrs
cy throughout Illinois.

OSU is currently serving Ice ex-

Ohio,

IPS Brook Rd.,

Mr, Nichol.

He has lesiiticd before the
United

Cain. a 1957 graduate of

He hos worked

.

end

where they are affected.

Columbus. Ohio.

Pharmaceutical
OPAL

McGowan,

There have been certificates of

merit and special awards
eluding recognition in the
Shell Oil Award of Excellence

areas

1

Elk Grave, Forest Mew and

R
Rush
chairman'

for pharmacists in

Before his association with
IPA. Cain operated a community 'pharmacy in Dayton,

Super-Amor Rohlwing.
"We are determined. though,

Slain dish (one choice): baked horn, bear liver, cheese-

salad, cookie, milk.

was among the II ne1500
awarded Dititinguished Alumni Awanls. by the College
ol Pharnincy al Ohio Slate
University IOSUt April 22, in

locally since 1963.

To be served Tooday at
MacArthur Junior Dinh in
Hamburger, French fries.

Briefly describing his job,

'Mrs. John Lake and Mrs. A.
G. Krier.

Mts. William Williams, 112
N. Maple, Me. Can oil Hurdcheck. 2119 E Marion; Mrs.'
Curl Huhn, 1205 Highland

coffees. toe. Hostesses will be

Cain acts as a representative

Stonegale; MM. Arthur Lang doh, 506 Hillaest Dr.: Mn, 2,

A cookbook by the group
entitled .001- Best to You"
was compiled and 12 of the
=ices appeared in the Gene,

and museums across the coum

within

and stand outside the more expensiye ,1070 asking shoppers

doors and personally inviting
them to join.

p.m. Saturday 9 oirt to 5 pm.

Roper W.- Cain, 119 Dog-

the ova end the' needy." said

to int-

"Start a price war. Compare
prim loot the advertised ones)

showing the price difference

This week many mini*dn
will he contacting new red
dents by knocking on their

Degas.

maul Is., Akan Prospect

sufferingthis could bring so

thai

logna. He doesn't haw a speck
of pity in his makeup.

affluent reputation." (That's where we save it
our

heading the "friend" drive.

at. Van Gogh. Da Vinci and

C01116 .1hrough

with a raise out of pity." It
won't work, Lynne. I'm 'been

by. Discount srm
to hardly en

policies 1311 admission.

dopierof PM Sigma
Kappa fraternity at the Universify of Illinois.

-M1111.teen SanddeOMOSpear-

able include the favorites Mo-

lunch. He may start something
with his colleagues. or perhaps

of two grhotery chain stores

ur bah area.

jgcc,,i.,1010,1 pledged to the Alpha

.

Others of the artists avail-

'Men. says the notes.
Nend your husband to work
with an Otemilive !down bag

mre. his too had that the rah.
or department stores tire gang
into other communities nom

teX11011 or

k

ship fb,

Rd., north: Wolf Rd., went

Mrs. Hugh K. Porter, 1001
Greenfield kn. Mount Pros-

tones.

with any norm de -

they'd be involved.

wich with me. He in. snarled

School

hat

first
heen,able

with
food, clothing and en while

mined

g

lack Porter, son of Mr. and

Members arc not sitting idly
by andjust worrying. As usual,
They are working

blue. yellow. orange or Mown

Golly. Lynne. if they come
go my house for ...coffee" and
ot a glass of water. you het

plan in downtown Arling10117

Of prime importance

Ince fund

Mandel 1.n.
The association, which was
formed about two and one-half
years ago. is hounded by Camp
McDonald, south;
Willow

-

cent. Now will you iry the

hence

The township general Innis-

tary; and Mr. Pat Hanis, 104

It also says a lot of other interesting things. For instance.
she wonts to start a coma luer
thick, How? "Have a coffee
without coifs: and get the
neighbors involved."

:Mout no maw on the bo-

-

and b. no

are.

Amociation of Prospect

Fraternity boy

of work or
has j5161 1110ved

and Mandel In., MM.

RAD OYSTER

FAMILIES

'A 1.90.

can get on CookTounly

Recently elected officers of

well m joyously thankful to
In.. re -elated Resident;
Van Driers Drug Store: The
Carl W. Hargrove. 15 N.
clock on the corner id fixed
and belling out the correct Wolf. vicepresident; Mrs. E.
B. Willie, 11 N. Wolf. secretime. II is cosy to become a

carrying my lunch down to Me
Mice in a brieds paper bag
and the bone splits the sand.

lage showal a healthy 302 per

Incidentally.

sleds, n father immomdly

the Wolf -Mandel Homo.rs

way. -

pkmunted bat by a room of

the letter says,

Artery an

in

need of short -tern

"11 often lakes as long as eight

beholden and very grateful us

now he's so glad.

you hmr elan the Oldamohile
a compleie ktmilr
nipp
eared in one of Ow
lb:Ind

ICON ;owed Jima 1,, 1
no place to turn other then the
township." saki Rohlwing.

months afore an applicant

Wolf -Mandel

homeowners
elect officers

com.

OS IT Alumni Award

vey, 43:of 29117 N. Windsor.
Arlington Heights.
All 3 of the drivers mire takwhere

be

area, so a six -sank "friend
miaing" drive is now under-

Mt. Prospect man gets

Lake Vila. Pollee said Mrs.
West's auto Men struck nn
auto driven by Petty P. Har-

to

road running tints with 1/an
Driers clock. He was so sad;

N els"d would

The Prapcbt Heights Wois in need of

THERE WILL be special

Evans was chars. with

the hubilasts checking the rail-

in green . and gold. "AIN%

available from the library for a
nominal Ice of SI a month. All
are has
ly framed in p va-

may can still he seen at the
library. It will he necesrary 10
mime them like the more
popular hooks. since they be
out fore month al a time.

25. from Elgin struck an auto
driven by Alma Wett, 50. from

released.

erean're of habit. and for one
Mount Prospect commuter.

ty inspired (imam an prints

The prints started gobs out
lest week he the tirst time. and

ton Heights Rd. when an auto
driven by Lawrence W. Evans.

treated for minor injuries and

The clockwatehers pf am
muting Mount Prospect are

IARICh of Flowers" is
good picture fora room done

colors In

Po southbound on Arling-

Sunday search

.1,11311, on

one month.
"These prints are 3,4'18 new.

members. Some of the former members have left the

rietyof dfereni
gut
materials and

Heighti.Court lune 3.

apt
Mr
rsigt, tws , how n

T's Club

'

grandchildren and one great-

By Catherine (!'Donnell'

ide, 1894" M their home for

Police ,nid all the .111156

Hospital

framed in

brass and black,
'The Sweep" by Wyeth with a
light wood.

morning at Arlington Heights
Rd. and Miner St.. Arlington

grandchild.

Day by Ihty

Down" by Kke. Buffet's "Anodic:a and Delphiniums. is

or Renoirk -Girls by the Seas-

Three persons wore injured
in a 3 -car accident Saturday
1

ears decide to choose "Lying

rands -Bridge at Maincy":
Picansok "Boy With Caul.'

collision

,

a modern diving room, you

Public Library. cardholders
can have a framed print &CO.

He seemed to go along with
just about all of their votes
eluding their apparent opposi.
lion to the extension of the an-

Ring in on a Friend Raising Drive

If you want to complement

With a new service just be-

gun at the Mount rodrteel

'error': Percy
ICnorintwilintel Page f

The day's prospects

Libran ottets art prints

Monday h1r141970

Hull House
Center Institut,. mho Coma
mul Brass WInt. Assn and*,

Aluminum Assn of Amen,

"."ll Houx,

laedads

in 1889 by Natal Palace Pita

winner Jane Addams todm

Kemp is vice-president and
treasurer of A. M. Castle add
Co., -Franklin Park,. and a

....Va&
.

member of the Steel Service

Summit.

20
.,,Ighberheosi
centers and ottim
Out

Chic n,la

and

THE DM(

Club seeks

One day at a time
Perhaps isomessre Poor driv-

Pedge ei mad signs and
placement of traffic lights. Or
the lack of such .placement. if

era Perham some arc drunk.
Perhaps some are speeding.
For many &mums. too many
'people are tieing killed in ears
on our highways today.
ont lilt has always had
a concern about' the lovr of

you prefer.

'

'

finally reach. them. A should
make life easier and safer to
rise tuber placas. Matt of
youts and my driving is done

CIVIC GROUPS or home-

That's whore the help is need-

ear's assoinalions who have

Nand where little is happen-

them dot same conmrn rot

tried to gm resells. know how
fruitless it can he. A stop sign
traffic light needed at a.
strategic corner.

Ike lom of nil,oes in :env redDeno that d he prevented.

say the village fathers.i

then honest. though. it I didn't

the problem. and in moo in'

stances. Me solutions. Getting
through
the problems
the [panty and state iw something else again. Excuses and
delay seem to,go oil liwever.

ing.

mould he saymany
..d by a program sorely needed

-

county. problem or a state
pniblem.
The county says they can't

survey. 'There's too.little help
to do it now. Maybe later. And
so the danger continues to ex-

ind state road prognmn.

The StateHighway De(ktrtmem is building some beautiful new espresswayhrough.
out the central and southern
part Or
tram. II you can

the roads. That includes

m my of memo- that are newly
built. If you drive out our way.
sou know about the hodp:-

AT YOUR NEARBY OSCO DRUG STORE ...
1 PM to 5 PM - LOok for the Date for the
Store Nearest You!

traffic light.
I wish they could. Maybe
-something would got done.

Tuesday May 5TH - Osco Drug,

ti

Thursday May 7TH - Oseo Drug,
Palatine

Poet a

John E.Stanton, !Silo rAPnhlohey
William J. Kiedal.seb,hhoisiging EilSor

R. E. Ilutchinstim Vice-Pnetide- or

R. N. Parts, Clow/mina Ilinrnh

C.F. Nau,..1.1rera.ine Dinn s3o.

"New You!"

Letters to the Editor
outstanding

State hospital visit shocking
Editor:

Editor:
We were greatly dismayed
to rend of the censure of Sen.

but cannot be put to use due to

Recently, per psyehology
Muss visited Elgin State Mental Hospital. We were appalled
by the poor condition of the facilities available to dm residents. Sonss of the buildings
being used are over 90 years
old. Paint al plaste r are
cracking off h walls and ceil-

pbuildings ere needed.

e irony of it all is that al-

and the overall imumssion giv-

though more funds are nmded
each year, this year the appro.
priations will be cut. Evidently
the governor does not ice the
need as we .w it after only one
visit. We urge you to join us in
our & rimaign to aid the mentally ill. Show your support by

en is depressing.

writing KO your Illinois gov-

Hos can me be expxted to
improve Ms mental condition

ernment orncials.
Miss Kresten's
Psychology Clam
Comet
School

ings. The halls arc dimly lit.

M an atmosphere like this?
New buildings have Imn bulk

Percy by the Wheeling Imashlp GOP as mentioned in
your paper on April 17. Nei
only is Percy a conscientiom.
intelligent. hardworking and
dedicated pawn. hot he is al,

a lack of funds, and still more

.

one of the outstanding men in
the

U.S.

Senate.

Vat ions

prominent editorialists
to this position. Sen.
uses hia
intelligehee.
science and knowledp:

P.

min-

skier the issues.

Amording. to some of the
top legal people in the countri
and various univernities. Ca.-

well was no sufficiently qidHILL' to he a U. S. Supreme
Court Justice. What this GUM",
try needs is not just a preside,

HIDEAWORD

- 'lie favorite. but the hest the
nation has to offer.

Others named are. lolu A.
Koepke, 4116 Criaawi.,1
and George L. Wich.'r. MO S.
LOlat. Mount Prospect:3,11es
R. Tookey, 4002 Joy 1 B. Itolling Meadows. and Gary I.. Ve.
sey. 129 Wildwood. Elk Glare

C al OUR
PLUMBING PRO.
Experts
o REPAIRS.

REMODELING

No Job
Too BIG or small

Wheeling
Plumbing La.
- 345 N. Welt Rd.

"Seen a ho.

using all seven Of these letters.

named Robin

$995

$1795

age
Iii

coo.

riJ

Mt

V) 9 P AA'
PPERSON?A. ,,,as,..

taGiA,

ot

010G:a gel Zat)

AG

RANDHURST

.

392-4975
Results

leheeHIPIrayn
a

-

0.

21,7 pm Mon.-Fd.

RADIO 670

have announced plans to build

near the &it.

7

youths

arrested on
liquor charge

VILLAGE

ho caught them wits oleom,.

Details on the program will
be further developed in July.

,Fro,

'MAYTAG

'

built in

Dishwasher

heverages.

Polio: charged Robert E.
McReynolda 18. of 538 S.

SCHAUER SAID the first

CALL 392-2800
IN SCHAUMBURG

24 WEST GOLF ROAD
CALL 894-1900

-

McReynolds and Sheets are
scheduled to appear in Arling
to Heights Court May 29.

HERE
Was

we live (bisshpere) is an interdependent system whose elemcn Is (ecosystems) have a predictable structure and func-

THE

MAN
TO CALL ,FOR THE BEST
BUY OM YOUR INSURANCE

HAROLD E. NEBEL

DRYER CO.

e

Life's Worth a laugh on the vinviAQ

212 E. NORTHWEST HWY

Mark Edwards Show

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

2

to 7pm

Mon. -Fri.

RADIO 670

Ii

Galley said,

VISITORS for the dedicatiOn of the recently completed
carman
Palatine
218.acre
the Illinois jazz band cernposcd for the ceremonies
Harper College President
rmyo.bert Lahti introduced Gol-

Other goods were the Mum

Harper Mimes; Donald Duffy, president of thc Harper Student Senate; and Paul Harper,

.cszfcithe

ton
William0

ipaeirel

The sunny

but

windy Sun-

day prpitted outdoor"

tion, said Golley, a native Chi-

monies viarrned by the nude
of the Prospect High School

cagoan.

k.bandbyandcw,ocrdasriozf ipmrany.er.r

He is presently executive director for the lamitute of

Ecology et the University of

St. John United Church of
Christ, Palatine.
Aceentuating the cicological
spirit, the Harpers. planted
oak Ore in the College Center

pinta

Utilities to test phone
system which may
replace meter men
By Mary Lind

telphone compamy natal

.tin and in the utility com

PH: 22'3..56713

0

STATE FARM

pinks' data centers.

When Mantled. the ale -

.phone lines will can a ediity company computer with

the Mar. Them eter's read -

that allows gas, water and elec.

ings will be minverted into
electrical impulses. ThemiA
puha will transmit through

tric utility companies to read

telephone company eo

The iystem was develimed
by

Hell

e.,

log

ting &aliment back to Inc
computer for record -

Telephone Lobo.

One hUndred fifty homes in

[he tooth suburban community...will participate in the
by
the
trial. 'Coordinated
American Telephone Co., the
test will include four utilities Edison
Commonwealth
People's Gas, Northern IIlinois Gas and the Summit muear dePartteM.

DURING THE

test.

g-

lin.i"k" win

mmmunis-ations facilities that in-

and billing.

READINGS WILL, be taken continually, usually lath at
night or early in the morning.
During the reading, which will

tilkea.

`nand'' the sub-

scriti& will be unaware of the
process. No calls irt moment
will be intentpted during the
hatding. and nu chew will he
made to homes for meter reading culls.
The purpose or the units will
be to determine economic and

clude experimental equipment

technical feasibility of wading
meters through the me of telephone lines rather than meter.

in the home, involved, in the

own.

Thomas forms
second Dist. 59
'support' group
By Mary Schutt

The foundation was to provide a means for teachers to do

His that plans for an educational foundation gone afoul,

consulting. sell [caching ma.
dais and teaching aids, and

former Elk Grove Dist. 59

truttble-shont in school dis-

tricts with curriculum prob.
lens.

Thomas and 12 other educa-

The

School

alannimment

tor, among them Active Obi.
594Supt. Al Waltman and former Evanston Supt. Gregory

Study Group will have much
the same mimosa. Waltman

Coffin. met last weekend in the
Elk Grove Village Holiday

goal to -provide amport to

Inn to form the School Man-

WASHER

ciples of living ecosystems- before they learn the sriechil

M.D., and Mrs. George (liar-

The finite world in Which

gain.

9

hd

aet7yOnu7g clh"urasst' limbs."

environment.

Supt. Donald Thomas is trying

ACE

1;

heard jam music which two
members of the University of

Lincoln, Arlington Heighu,
and William Sheetn, 17, Cary,
with contributing to the delinquency of minors. The five Arlington Heights juveniles were
released to their parole after

for Playboy"

CURTIS BROS.

spiesm

hint of designs for ecological
course work came at last
rnonth's meeting of the American Assn. of Community and
Junior colleges in Sr. Louis,
Mo.
Golley, the day's keynote
speaker, using terms like
"biosphere"
nd"ecosystem!' to talk about relations
between all living things, discussed four principlss of the

My were questioned by po-

EASY TO INSTALL!
LARGEST CAPACITY!
WASHES DISHES

of 400 perSOns we

should "avoid extinction of

and social science.s, he said.

lice.

(U.S. 12)

Mark Edwards Show

1,500 feet west of the park.
Three restaurant and a bank

MOTHER'S DAY SALE!

1615 NORTH RAND ROAD

Life's worth a laugh on the wMAQ

new Northwest Tollway

xit is under construction at

dRINGINE

0

physical

Cleat -brook tenants include
That Meter num Who cornea
Amersham,Scarle, ..irt your door may moment a
API Instruments, Micro.Plas- "eying breed. Metens may soon
tion Corp., School District 59. he read over telephone Ems.
In Summit, 111., a six-month
Acme Hamilton Corp. and
trial will begin in September to
Right -Mold.
test Wcommunicwion system

11;n1Lo:5*TIVERYBOD

IN ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

.P

health science,

.

220 N. Bunton Sr. Arlington Heights, Ill.

WASHERS DRYERS DISHWASHERS DISPOSERS

ALSO;

the

science, arts and humanities'

Arlington Hag!. Rd., about 'meters over telephone lines.

"She was 900 years
too soon

Urging retention of diecrGolley told to his 'au-

skills which they will employ
managing and obtaining a
living from the hiculmere,"

A T& T ,

420 W. Northwest Hwy. Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Air Conditioned for Your Comfort

DISIMAHER

disturb the biosphere,"
coney said.

The new course approach
will require cooperation from

a

said.

OUR 2ND LOCATION
B -W Branch

t

biosphere or . how math ha

ly understand the basic prin-

available for sale or lea., Levy

Seven youths. five Of that
j,,anee, were erree,ed wed_
nesday night at Deer Grove
Forest Preserve, Arlington
Heights, by a forest _ranger

°qe

"There is a limit to how
echone can derive from' the

2 0, 0 0 0 -square -feet is also.

2101111P/10

DEMONSTRATIONS! SAVE!

Removal.

Road. Another sttord. of

NORGE COLONIAL

4431).i's

REMOVED FOREVER

WE PIERCE EARS,

tko building on Algonquin

-

&orig,/
.-

say about Permanent Hair,

Presently available for lease
Is a new 31,000 -square -foot of-

DECORATOR FOLDING

. SEE ACE...FACTORY

;

,

I even Mough they appear to re -

program
which will strengthen citizens.
mological understanding.

'for

The property is adjacent to Georgia.
and immediately south of the
COMPOSED OF producperk's present limiss and frond
832 feet
the Northwest ers, consumers and decompo..Tollway.
Ckarbrook, under demi,
°potent for tWo years, has.
about 18 acres dill to be devel-

CLEANING AND

Answer an Comic Page

Cool Pore Air Process

Monday by Gottlieb Beale and Co., developer and
agent for the pass. Lawrence
P. Levy of the realty firm was
sole broker in the transaction.

Mrs. AS., Mount P.p.!

OTHERS CAN'T!

Before you start treatrrients:M
Ask Mrs. Chapman what the,
Medical Profession ihar to,

rimed a six -acre site, it was an-

CHECK OUR PRICES ON

e

3.

°

UNWANTED HAIR

Clearbrook Industrial Park,
Arlington Heights, has pup

SPREAD CLEANING

I3 good. I? excellent

wine

site bought

Dear Mr. DeLaussei
Could you tell me if my husband will stay with his presMil job,
dwill he have an opportunity to change jobs? Should he change
ine opportunity presents hull? Will we leave the Mate? Do you
theca marriage for our daughter in the mar future?

GIVE MOTHER THE BEST!
MAYTAG

I

around here?"

GEORGIANN CHAPMAN
Registhred Nurse

little longer than two years Maybe duce.

ALL COLORS! BUILT-INS AND PORTABLES

Make as many four letter or more words out of

warm in amenisairmi

'

' /6.

537-6020

these letters as you Can. In additiOn, find the word

Industrial

DRAPERY &

Wheeling, Id.

sin.

HECDDOR

td

.

Mr. and Mn. John D. Dassi-

Entries must ho poetmarked
no later than May 9.

May Special

Oi

on

fill.

or three years. But I don't see a change in location. I feel your
daughter will be getting married within the next la months.

James Pcsatto. 204IA Ph, St.

Call Percy

his initials? Will I find joIr

I am feeling your husband will change jobs within the nest hey

$29"

Fall

James ltd.: Frank
km.
1691 Pained!: John F. Nelson, 1688 Irmo St.
aid

Letters should he addressed

Dear Mrs. A.A.:

Wiglette,

From Des Plaines am: Hob-

ert R. blelone. 570 S. I,.

A Mailman of the Year, Mall
Advertising Club of Chimp,
20D E. Ontario, Chicago 60

the name and address of the
w ate.

Do you sec a boyfriend for me this summer? Could you tell me

-

Full Stretch Wig

ry A. Sygnator. 22 S. Ridge

Dear Mr. DeLouisei

well as name and address and

oped, Levy said.

Visit the Beauty Corner at Osco Dmg and let us help you select
your Nature Blend Hair Fashion. You'll find our Osco stylists welltrained by Helene Curtis to help match your own hair or 'suggest an

exciting new color or style. It could mean a "New Look" for a

mhthl. 120 S. Evanston, W II ham D. Stockdale. toll) S. Ar.,
Hugon Heights Rd.. and I len.

a letter giving reasons why that
particular penson should be selected as Mailman of the Year.

I do feel you will !me the weight you wish, but I feel this wDllse

hair. Beware of the envious glances!

-

underway

his mail carrier by submitting

sera, Golley said the different
interacting species of the biosselfrePairing in their minute cheeses,

dience

ties in Illinois or in Lake or

The letter should include the
postman's badge number as

I definitrly see you retiring to Arinata, boll ran &dialect

Schauer, said the community
college will move' quickly, to
develop course work on envi-

Porter counties M Indiana.

ANYONE may nominate

Tcontinuing problem for you in the future. Lfeel Mere will be a
hule time involved, yet, before you meet Menton you will marry,
but that doesn't mean you won't be dating.] feel very good with a
career in some type of teaching for you.

ied

Clarence

Making the announcement
during a noon luncheon honoring Georgia ecologist Frank
Golley, Schauer said plans are

I do feel the divorce will muse some reaction, but I feel he'll
overcome it. I feel he will be re -married within the next two
years. I am feeling the problem concerning your husband's position h just a misinterpretation on hh part. I feel your Maines
venture will get underway within two yea..

Dear Mr. DeLoussei
We have a dream of retiring in two years CO kixona. Is it just a
dream or will it come to pass? The winters ere getting too much
for us.
Mr. and Mn,. RE., Mount Prospect
Dear Mr. and Mrs.:

affairs,

ronment probems.

Any mail carrier is eligible
who serves in Cook, Will,
Kane, Lake or DuPagc coun-

Dear L.H.:

They look & feel like human hair - but require less care! Soft
curls last through the most humid weather - shampoo like your own

tired) who have developed innovative products for the coingany's tool and machine,
paelmaing and electronic di, doM.
From Arlington Heights
arc: lamm B. Rome. 933 N.
Mitchell: Guenter K. Base-

at the Conrad Hilton Hotel by
the Mail Advertising Club..

LB., Rolling Meadows

rn

Real Hair or
/off egiaOreeee

turing and management no.
cannel (both active and re.

Monday. May 4. IWO

honor at a luncheon to be held

the att. of career and romance?

Elk Grove Village

Patent Smiely. The moup
consists at engineers. 'sales.
men. production, manufac-

- Marshall Pahl III

never been in troubk bcfom. Do you feel he haliveYShould I go
there in search for him?

I have been trying to lose weight fm almost a year now. Do you
see me leaching my goal soon? Also, what do you see Sor me in

122 Vail, Down Town Arlington Heights

Sat, May 9TH - At Jewel,

employes named to Fry,: Ito,

rhepaprr',tfreedniuhnd intellectual integrity..

academic.

Dear Mr. DeLouisci

Friday May 8TH - Osco Drug,

Several area residents
am g73 Illinois Tool Work,

li;mor the originahlream by id... jet flow," opine

dollars and will ho a guest of

I feel you will have a boyfriend this summer. I am getting the
Initials.' ore1 do see you getting a job this summer, clerking inn
store of som

50 Golf Road, Arlington Heights

arc

Map Pubtication5

nia. I fear amnesia, drags mm anethIng.more desperate as he has

S P*,

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
We have just been informed that our son is missing in Califor-

Dear MD.:

Wednesday, May 6TH - Osco Drug,
,Save!!

Named
to Patent
Society

"George is a kind of middle-of-the-road militant!"

The winner will receive
pins worth several hundred

The environment was beaulifutSunday when Hgrper College officials :tamped nn the
ecology bandwagon during
formal dedication ceremanies.
Harper's viewpresident of

M.G., Des Plaines

Hoffman Estates

Chica go' arem madman
be selected from n

nations submitted by thepublidibn,the basis of exceptional

Dear MR,

or set up A sensible system of

Sun'day is Family Day - Closed --Please ShopUlih Us Weekdays And

.A
wilt

a chance they may be letting him go within a few months, or is
this just his reaction Do you feel I will be in business soon?
MB., Mount Prospect

these problems.
They min't build roads.
though. In most instances.
they cans place vital slop signs

13/K.C. Radthe

Mailman of the Year con set.

again soon? I am confused about my hushand's position. Is there

drive. speed. Those are prohkno rind must be solved individually. The police play vi,
tel part in helping CO solve

Locally. the police departerits in the various commit.
Mlles know where the nudhnd
sign problems are. They know
which comers have 'the most
hutment accidents. and why.
They know which inter -

ist.

Anyone who drives out our
iy knows the and condition

arc drunk drive.. iind some

but not in this no of axes.

of Chicago isconducting a

Dear Mr. DeLouisei
My son is not M the best of health. Will dm divorce Ida wife is
getting react and muss a serious health -problem? Will he marry

ON HAND

Some are poor driven, some

should have been built with
a long time
am tax reve
ago? Tulls win hare made
sense in Ben Ermklitis day.

tki :toping a ithout king n

in Illinois.
tic limo to take politics and
burenuentcy out of the county

these days.

aunt the little guy a fortune in
tolls:Who needs toll roods that

7, the Mail_ Advertising Club

EXPERT WILL BE

hear holl,much too often,

More unneeded highways that
benefit the bondholders but

ecology plans

In conjunction with Chicago Direct Mail Day, May

Dear Mn,. A.:
Don't go in search fee him. 1 do feel you Mg bear from Ida,
I'm getting the arts of New Mexico.

CURTIS WIG FASHION

metal are not pleasant soonda Wc

Tomorrow
Is Today

M.. A., Des Plaines

A TRAINED HELENE

The whine of an it
siren or the crunch of

THE .fOLLWAY commis is busy trying to child

"We can't du anything."

Despite the !minim factor. a
Iron,

ot

sections are confusing to mo.
[Mists, and why, The know

right around home. though.

lives in Vietnam. I., he less

Mg Fashion
emonstratton

By Ron Swans

Harper tells

outstanding
mailman

asaah,

Page

Monday May 4 197G

agement Study Group.
It will have mUch rho same

IoM The Day, with its for
disiriets that are commi tted to
innovation and change and get
in trouble I
fit."

goals as the Elk Grove Town,
ship Educational Foutahnion,

law Elk Grove Township
foundation has not' been disbanded currently; but is not

formed a few years ago by

operational.

Thomas arid other educators.

It had a director. Dr. 'Witham Rogge. unly.briefly. He
deft the ,tail or federally-fetid-

Elk Grove adds
5 policemen
The Elk Grove Village police department

has 'added

ed education tl labor Masi to
join the found hem n but soon

took a peation alth the. Um
veiistry oi

three new officers to its Dna, staff. Joseph Tortorici,
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CEMENT WORK

DRIVERS

MU 1-4340

`JUS1rxt, J....,211$1.'1`,'11°Jr1J4

ALL TVRES.FREF ESTIMATES

255-3200

21

Earn ExtrarCash
Paid Training

SONY SUPERSCOPE

Woofing. FILM= Coll

E771'.
Baby Shoes

kodorakedkalgenNI

.

eMsarina, mature wills abeam. prima.* m
mkt, Muss Vase own Irenspenollon 6 in

11';',?G'EL' 1441,27 I' @

0tFo'c'4.99.

BILLER -TYPIST

of ral

,isht gal Bids or

' CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIeS.

95s0479

liw, HOUSEWIVES

dt

2

'

30

'a

WryT1.61:.3 ;30.". ' ' "'

GIRL FRIDAY

"" 2

SCHOOL BUS

Tudrpointing

PM

MAGIC BY 'DENY TIRE MAGIC

(.,..,

' NATIONAL CAR RENTAL
O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

lers.Alshelos. RM.
OiremfarolNursing

.

coo:, e,e4e....ci GM Fed,

,s,3

,

gt. s oeng nny

"--rnm-1.

District Secretary

RECEPTIONIST
0550

-

FLOATING

0,

''.......'"'..'"''
Y

Chicago Display

EDMOND

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

K:30-0:30 a.m.

Magic

A

shipping Nonage, Ugh. NM.

RETIRING, MUST SEW

'WESTGATE TOOL
CL 3 9961
/daub

392-2700

ion

An equol Oporto, employer

Will void Young mon Nor

259-3247 or 253-2479

25,06213

NUM MI,

CALL N.S0114

SHIPPING MAN.

834-7764

CALL 297-2266
Ferti- lizer Service

Nee Inimaree
I ,,,, sloB Banded

We

PRIVAC

0TSTECFNVI.ANPCEM00

Prumoi Ware

ROSELLE DODGE

°COLOR

STEEL

=s7=7.
Bounden,

EXPERT BODY WORK

CHAIN LINK FENCE
O ALUMINUM

AN2LER1 SON

errimoi. FL* Insured

Polio Blocks

FREE ESA9ATES. 296-8205.

ao,

Cement

283 Orcholl Rd. Palatine
.0-0E145

le yrs. apnea.
McKAY TREE SERVICE

TFITC110'jr 'ZILAj000

.,..

01

593 6939

Machinery

0,:no.Ca11662.0422.

272-1000

Northbroolc, III.

dandling lorge

Assembly Set -Up
Men

sues sates& rayinsurert.

IndOco

9116 Milwaukee Aw.Nilei

ALL SUMO CO

[WINN&

bridge 82,6140

RUSTIC FENCING
Insiallaron 1. Solos

CALI all Qv/

Hiss Puke

io Arliaman Haig.,
2 s. Down
394.0380

Erargrevos.14mmin. feeding,

ifw2, M4<

nang

An Conditioning

'

SPRING SPRAYING

79

peiced Der PI

4.1. 3532

.

TAKING ORDERS NOW FOP

AL MRAlioNS

mOAIAiNC..

ED SUREK

CULLIGAN, INC.
1657 &Shearer Rd.

ACCOUNTANT

Tree Service

CI O.351/

for

.

n

CHARGE NI ',VS

" "' K. K .'°;"";,,,. .a

82

21-1Ieln ilnnteil We

820

29

R.N. - L.P.N.

Ms Prospect 253 0600

Painting & Decorating

MECHANICAL ENGINES

C

G.., 29210SE.

..s7.7:=. ft"' !rn"

An

IKE PEOPLE?

,

S' ....S, 1'.., .inr, Rco

mressonormanme. wag,

CALL DR VISIT

ARLINGTON RAMC

Sol

':,C070l=':,20',,S'Ut'S

.

2. Coll flor-

CALL 593-5950

a

- GA .'",.. 2all13N.G.W.

allein Wailed Wan

row

or

0.1

r

%Ai. uod . pohlic cooAcr.

NotthWast suburban

/001

g WPM

"

OWITcHoOASORECEPTIOR

$550 MO

no ml osm, yoo Komplelely if
re ooloy children, con do lite

drafting bockgrotind
for full Rm. work

EX -GI

-

'

'"""ll,' 1.'7 0. '''.

1&11218WantEd l'Ioimil

l

PAM LIMEiLAILL,61121,

'

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS!

DRAVNAIK]

DOCTOR

6-1Ielp Wailed Wow

i.

.

f

2J22cho co..,

For big developer of shopping

- FOR BABY

Learn Soles
Profession
No experience
necessary.
CAU 593-5950

SECY. Soon

'

21-11111 Wanted Women

EiEmployment Agencies. Women

00 ro b.°

'YOUNG MAN WANTED

255-7200 on 296-6640
Engineering

25-beplopent 419611.170mm 1

n"ii(2',0,?1,,1';,,.',3Z;',-7,,

CALL

Building &u, F1,:zde11
1:, g

25.Emplopeent kende WHIM!

.

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

Alteration

warm Mel

-

JEREMY'S.

112 Oakl3rook Center Mal
Oak Brook, III.

To Apply)

Contact Mrs. Coppa.
537-1100
Or visri us between
8:30 arn & 5 pm any weekday
.

(.411. "

-

.EKCO

NO. PRODUCTS INC.-777 Wheehng Rd.,

Wheeling, 111,

an WUAlOPPOPIUNIT( EMPLOYER

R. e8

t Monday, May4, 1970
26414 Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wonted Women

!
1

WOMAN WANTED TO DO 1RON

3.1. earn a 3 3. demonstrating

31 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Voce.

SUMMER COTTAGES,

Bangs

Poa'atner=o;"'"

576'76T616?D;;92'.

Kenn/tiro gas dryer good running

't

BO -To Rent Office Space

SECRETARY

irAM!!°:.:1;:":

Excellent opportunity for personable young woman with goad shorthand and typing skills. Must
have prior experience and enjoy variety of work.

m

47 -Home Fernishingsfumbre

fetir
edttnrele4;7:mores .8-.62

1

SO

dio. Runs good. MO. Call of,' 5

II W

Pah

h

=sit-

°

117/Litgoobilos for Sale

WI 00000010 IN
01/01111

"Tr.e.'"efainch,rrenr"o1r'

It Wanted to Rent

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

5adimlo

marvel..

S., 9

.e 491,11?

10 beige rug 310; ty

NMI

130,

.

WE'RE GIVING

AWAY A

41H44,49909.

325,

FREE

'62 FORD .'395

;93'67UV 'aIrcelest 1,10.
2633316

CASHIER

RADIO WITH
.335

CARPETING

Ugywt r714:sON'

Will

BUSTER

'63 MERCar
Pa Minim 6 eito

Walnut chest 375; booMase toe

956-1111

INFLATION

.595

'64 BUICK

2585,`

Bt-Healistatedionses

"Unr,f2.;-"n"

Salesperson

,

UNDER $1900

ri4rWatge;DO.926D6"nd.

area 363 6708

Ch
std

15',40

ie.-

'65 CHEVROLET
d,

27-lielp Wanted -Men & Women

MID

CAS S

wsw. Coll 13,4632

Carpeting,. sq. yds. Off whtte,
-la meg year od. Oust of.

394-5660

A n Eq.. OPPoduniN roaloyi9

Gold

DM, NT,

NSIND, 43,0122

Elk Gime Village
block north al Higgins

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

,

h
V

SOO.

waded! Ww1 mr.

CALL 439-8020

elVe246'515"re'

p

1,67 Sonia -200 CC, V, good
eondision 3300. Coll
CS 54342

Sale

225N Arl Hts Rood

T

Union 76 Divlaion Eastern Region
Umon Oil CeMPetty ot California
200 East G lR tl Palatine. Illidois60067
Telephone 0121529-7700

cond. Low mi. 3415. After
P.M. "MINOS

POI

Goluele

Ti9y9dte9tealliVo%;

11T

Contact our employment department for details.

.

,66 ford
EA.C.

seop,,t,for S395.059,0'78

unitn

111-Autanekles

(111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

.:esort Properties

448ogs, Pets & Equipment

Your Family Needs

Liquors

- 60%
40%OFF

600 E. NW NON., Bee Plaines

296.6127

-

op

BEAUTY SHOP

EVERY

PURCHASE
OF A

BONUS MOTORS

MAVERICK

9942'

2

OPERATOR

$1995
MO0E15 ON DISPLAY.
THE II YEAR CART

'"'"27a.°E''.;ve

F/SHING3 OTHER SPORT EQUIP-

P.NT, NEWALARFAIL

Edna those an action job

SEE ANTg_DTISjfT DRIVE
IT

55-Musicattosturttots

,

Mena gal! She knew a good deal when she
saw brie, and that, why Edna Molted a job
as an Illinois so operator -Her lines keep
buzzing with business and personal calls
Porn across the nation.

BARRINGTON
BLUE SPRUCE, 4 yrs. old. 10 for
H.,
1.00. SHADE TREED
10

HOLY FAMILY

:Vaitt

R pl
acellent,

p,

LW, Nis.

HOSPITAL

If you like people and want a fun Hob

U.S. Gov't Owned Homes

KM says well, slop in and sae us shalt
basoming a telephone operator. HY whore
the action Is, and where you should b...

All Suburban Areas OWES3
DOWN PAYMENT.. Types of
R
h
3 ti'l
30 000

NEW SURPLUS
TOOL STORE.

11 -Rue mage&GarageSale

We are an equal oppodunitY employer.

Yet to those who love her, mother is ageless. Poems and songs have
been written about her; paintings, glorify her and monuments celebrate

**SPECIAL*.

her. Yet, one silent moment is what she longs for, all her own.
To that one moment we dedicate SHE, the few minutes in which mother

OF THE WEEK II

can escape into a filly part of another world and read something just for

G.A.& Factory Surplus

507N. EiZo91/,':20,..s.

DOANE SURPLUSSUPPLY CO

Vdt1,j°11,'

6,0'51'

n'07537'sl'r;)

Aeon. 9a

'69 GALAXIE
Lto.,.'12r-,0a

'

RAPORT MOTORS

el;.178.

111D=IVE DEALER

her.

trances altman, editor

steering, whitewall iires,

126 N. C001( ST.,
BARRINGTON
GI31-0099

Z:a.e;,=,

.0
9

I

!: $$$$$$$
yrra

69S-7835

II.Apts. and Rooms to Share

NEIGHBORX000 GARAGE SALE

DEIHSItoi tit,IltsfRd...,,Elk Or

calll free 656.9922

d

,

TIM FINEST SERVICE"

G961r8,11rariVilsr''''".

OPENINGStN WHEEUNG
To start
application by phone

d by C

.0.000 NO DISCRIMINATION_
ANYONEMAY BUY

Neilawhood Goo Sole, Moy

©Illinois Bell

charwoman.

SEE THE 1970

41 -Sporting Goods

heights of a Queen but just as frequently demoted to the ranks of the

THIS WEEK
ONLY

824-2175
GENERAL HELP

"-0 the happy life of a mother! From dawn to dusk her tasks seem never
'done. Hour after hour the marching feet cross her realm 'leaving in their
path the sand, the mud, grass, grubs and jars of ladybugs.
Mother is many things to many people - maid, butler, chauffeur;
beautician, seamstress, cook. The doctor, the nurse, the mechanic;
butcher, baker, candlestick Maker. At times she is exalted to the lofty

The Boss
Says,

74 -To Rent Apartments

TV417il,rn'7'

9411411,6011111111

INFLATION
BUSTERS
ci

'68 FORD GALAXIE
CONVERTIBLE

sitilic'Zi;t'ons',LoTer
CARPET CLOSEOUT
27.11elp WantonMen & Women

27 Help Wanted Men& Womee

,n<

A.au. Mar 1sI297.aan

$1795

9131Aohile Homes

Hemy SHAG CARPET 34.75 so -

4 Door,

toTiZ!";t:_g'

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A
WONDERFUL COUPLE

401-Automohiles4anted

724-6006

6, 9 to 5, 20S W. Dulles Rd. Des

Sp

Ip

WE POMICIP .3
2

Who ore dependable, mature, and hon-

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

7"1

ruVo.,'".5

34 -Arts and Antiques
a 103 -Auto Trailers &Campers

est. WOMAN FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK
AND COOKING (we have other help).

MAN FOR GARDENING, LANDSCAPING,
AND CARE OF OUTSIDE PREMISES. Pri-

31 -Boats andMarineSupplies

vate living quarters, permanent position

d'

Moy

3 10,

tVaTcrG'It'ol"i

looking the lake. Write giving references

t

0-4. At

H OW D. f219.694981

52

111:.

:93500998241B6

"9 9"'

to,
42 -Wanted To Buy

UC1163T679;1:111

3 CO

35'9657r47"

101.AotoParls and Access.

1969 2 TON CHEVY

GOCIO RUNNER

Mle2r6.7=9".

WS PROSPECT

5 yord dump bads, Heavy

CASH

1969 IMPALA

Iso=t1.7.:27

FOR ORIENT/A RUGS

ea Olds 442. Lew re.. asrs.Can
.

3,249eo

44 -Togs, Pets & Equipment

opal Rally? xaaer. tew mi.

IL

sa

$1700P7Oblerd3941539

litMoloittolos andS000terS

Good clothn

LAID OFF?

Ca

We have immediate
openings in our

299(3,....p

"dY

, 53,2370

2318.6,611 day wends.

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

Miscellaneous Merchandise

Poo e6

FOR

7.1^9:902B:=1'
2551/07
FL 9.0200

MEN - WOMEN

Encyclopedias

20

vol.,

EARN AS YOU LEARN!
WE WILL TRAIN YOU

57e's'rt°343R:Ot GNang
oll n1,1.69;4392.5216

IN THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS!

831-4430

HIGHLANI3PARKiLL

Timberlake Village

all!

teased with children, needs geed
Hohe-Limle

JOHN MUFICH

a2p,e,e.,

cal
552'

"

X"Sdn'n7S1 AV8"-OS'pit
New GE 16 lb. wash,
year

Mn,
or

56

x 60 well mirror. Nylon gold

httle.6,4" w. Misc. 06.1-1§9ntlow
A

MTB:tm99'".1buggy

solu

255-7637

..s4i.ZZo'n.

a $7.'

r.

German Shepherds, 6
00. 111 dots, raised

10 fr. Cost $125, cantor 1155.

es,

GROWING
SMONNINSPOOL
RM. ROOM
EK490449 you need plus-

Reasenc3449441

Phono: 253-6300
280 N. Westgate, Mt. Prospect

SCUDDER
BUICK

MINUTES AWAY

JUST

AUDI
GLENBROOK

NORWOOD

FORD

ROTO
MERCURY

BENDER REIGER

DICK WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

GENE CZARNIK

BARRINGTON

MORTON
PONTIAC

PONTIAC

RAY
OLDSMOBILE

Monday, May 4, 1970

OFY

NOI1W000 boo

sA4ins Chicago's NorGui. s.E.04

Dsip

NO140.311

swo Wks N. of Centro!)

s.. mInIalure poodles Wad
th:
Past

s

I

ui

ot. do,a plus

IMPORTS

FORD
(Barrington)

W1GGLESWORTH
IMPORTS
BILL COOK
BUICK

DAY PUBLICATIONS

FORDING

bonne Calll
531.07W., .

JIM AIKEY
FORD

LADENDORF
OLDSMOBILE

BONUS
MOTORS

6333 N. HARLE
Ft0 - 3-1 500

ROSELLE

HEJHAL

DODGE

OLDS

SATO 61,30' no F
hU NOP,
-6

17 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

my sq. n. orrice m aownmwn.
Ad. Hr.. avail. Irnmedl, pews.
Pm Coll a.5 pm, 25,101.

HOSKINS
CHEVROLET

.

Drawing by Richard Wesygard,Art Director

tb

I

-

DIESLAINMIA, NORTHWEST OnV

NORWOOD

.His.

. 104 re 1155.050.1100

Custom BelaeMoyl Folding Arm
LI

795
EASY TO FIND

FORD

..CLONING

v;..An9.5 yr. old

NP -257 rider mower, lorl

r1Vorot9r=909"ke

CHOOSE FROM
EXAMPLE
'67 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN

ARLINGTON
TOYOTA

.

New 6 2 Bedreem Apr..

10 WAGONS TO

ELEVATOR RUINING

tee to good homes. Mole oats. 1

et

PROSPICL

COuve,ent re Mooning
n_delomWestoote no,

Bos trained IMIens.

N. Saws Et..., tr.. fr.,

"7.

e, 312

be...255-0530whit

C.7.:17..M.V4r 7
a

IM, tho

,

MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDSMOBILE

CI3367

Boner. mule, 9 mos.

PORSCHE
an O'HARE

Sot 53aooc/ ors a°r°
ee.Clre Tabbydi/mm.6 weeks

Poo/oil ' diame

1603 OLD DEERFIELD ROAD
(Between Ridge Rd. and Ratite 41)

them

MOUNT PROSPECT

°Id "urrerrba 4374v15

BUICK

"ati:Vanri

TOPPS
Interstate Dept. Stores

haver,

394-4379

$795
'63 OLDS, SIARFIRE

0595

We

Dishing.

Site
'31'gZ'71769W93dr:'ud
"".

Model aeroplane radio,

or Call for Appointment

LARGE OR SMALL...
laundry I coil.,

wk,.

CL, 331.
Germ.

99.7

SALES
CASHIERS
STOCK CLERKS
Apply in Person to Store Manager

JVDAITYVIer

Noe.

3200 value. Socrilite .5. Car,
sLelko. 5,4 toe

PART TIME OR FULL TIME

cob

$895
Door, hardtop, This is

555 living NA, Rod

Vunenti.,t1!in=75.009c71

HIGHLAND PARK STORE

ate"

'65 FORD LTD

.4-11.!'"z/4`;',TV.VigN,T

GAR

"rur,t1'7
$995
''';3ZZILL

1CK WICKSTROM

ks old. dAr"/"99''

$1095

'66 LTD 4 DOOR

$1895

sed77-

TIRED OF BEING

$2295

1968 IMPALA

hkusbong 2 dr. vinyl harp.

118Sports Cars
392-9780

'66 CHEVY
MALIBU COUPE

'66 FORD GALAXIE
500 COUPE

CALL:392.mm

6.03 P. PROSPECT PM,

276.5000

JOIN US TODAY

$1595

$3495

41.71:0"-

Call 627,780

DALLAS, TEXAS 75218

y

$1295

33!0'"' 9'"'9"P'I'li117736

good mortar.,
Gar

'68 FORD

GALAXIE 500

98"45?

'6a ST.., CAMPER

Timberlane

MRS. H.L. HUNT
4009 Lowther Dr.

$1695

66 OLDS DELTA '88'

v°/498 the awagw

ly A
161

9n,

Seeing Is

Believing
gn'e'Vrt.949?rtngC9'

31.

excellent wages, WOULD ALSO CONS! D
ER 2 SINGLE WOMEN. Excellent working
conditions in a beautiful home over

-

'67 OLDS CUTLASS

yd. NYLON MUSH 33 95 sq yd.

I

E.
1

THE DAY

Monday May 4 1970

THE DA1Monday

Page 10

This spring the leg is .00n in

porcelain colors. niatims. yel-

low. Rea, 'optima and in the
Aeon colors: purple.' warn,
brown. bittersomet. The kg i,
dressed

in

pantyhose

sheer

with sandal rem sheer to the
waist or with bikini panties.

Hoiiery

with faint, shadowy pattern,

SPOrISVel.11- 1, on Oa now,
'change will2 the de=

mod, innovations.th looks up pear and everything miens up

lightweight opaque or sheer,
with emphasis on new cuff designs,

Spring

also

the

is

body

stockinp in new yarn mixes,
hew styles. new colors, new

BELLS, WITH or without

gently shaped and soft -edged,

mute places. Of course, the

cuffs, in navy cotton denim are

don toblepm and ladylike designs. In fact, the choice is

says the
Nallonal COU031
'Council. Soft of skirt and long

newest of detailing.
Continuing in ',Polarity

tank tops in lohger 10110110 am

accepted fashions going their
own way, With matching vests

10010010.

minis, and as swimwear over

of jacket, the're most often

wide open.
Dress and jacket costumes

interpreted

l

they 1,1,11 appear newsier

In the stretchiest knits and the

er shaping. easy belting and
contour seaming of spring

Wramdress look of the411s. are

milts. And they do their fasly

Short -sleeved. long-sleeved or
elceyelcas, they givocooling er-

Shirldresses. some with the

high on the most wanted lisld

bra -lops and

white. Dramatic combinations

3309 Dempster Skokie 111

Sportto

1

It's Roy's 1st Anniversary!
Celebrate with Savings!
iPECIAL ANNIVERSARY OFFER
FOR MONTH OF MAY ONLY
All For

Ilge=ur lst year Anivemyt $ 15

jacket with self belt goes over a
short flip -pleated skirt.

0

pen jackets for stun some
short and cropped off at the
waist --- the battle jacket is
long and belted at the waist
with square flap bteast-ond

0

hip -pockets.

ed, the cardigan jacket goes su-

per long and soft --- both over

r. .y number of kinds of pleated
ct
bias cutskirt, to create a
hemise silhouette.

Suit Moue:, coordinate io
Matching tones of soft and

BEAUTY SALON
-.

1520 W. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights
Ample Parking in Book

259-5020

watonslitaiwSWKIIRMOW311.27117.310311013.3nonstanIMMAIM33Wcwoclwoow9

alteer fabrics. Look for the tuffled jabot. floppy necktie and
peasant blouse.

woven cotton. The ballitrobe tie jacket, stretched

to the hip, Bows over a long-sleeved shirt and
skinny A-syirt.

looks, too.

Simplicity marks siring
fathions. The lack -of obvious
buttons, zippers and hard tat-.

toting leaves clothes cannily

Belts are back and this season, leather has them. Yords of
good-looking leather belts and

Potpourri

sashes.

Wider leather belts:buckled
in brass or leather, sport such

Separates. pants outfin and
long ken dresses allot!! for thc

hbrdware
nailheads. hinges.
rings, coins. etc. For Home
spony types, the tektures used

smart look that a katherbelt

most are waxy. smooth and

nes Leather Industries
of America.
Add the right belt In the

harness leathers.

1011,111.

The wider leather mash is a
spring to
to wardrobc5. in
app suede, finegraincd and
crushed patent leathers. These
may he trimmed with beading.
eMbroidery. fringe or v assets.

right kather in a bedy.shin

worn with 0 nuni-skirt. a midi

tunic Over pants or a "little
nothing" thess. and it is in-

they

embossed

leathers;

American with their hardworking. strait-laced Wokground of Penton ethics.

legs

to

the paper.
cards.

harness

Society of American Florists.

leathers. and real patent leather. both clear and crushed.

toferent plants requim differ-

bed or when your motheoinlaw

visits and you'd like to

light intensities. Consult .keep her in bed until you've
your florist for the exact needs coped -With the children in the
or yeur
kitchen. Or 10 Might be toed

.For the hostess who is on the
130 lat_5kes to prepare festive
hors d'ocilvms; take a tip from
the 0000 000s. Use tacos fun-

SOFT LEATHER sashes in
he same widths have !Mined
nds. A dark leather belt overlaid with narrow white leather

-.bought by the package), spread

bands hooked together with

American or Cheddar cheese

saltaTrinu-that Can now be

from ITALY

in a napkin, and a small slag.

run of jolly on the side. A

stein in it.

fart and convenience of our Drive -In Banking
service. If you don't have one, or wish to tied.

either or both types of =aunt well be glad
to open an to you. Use the coon. below.

Country Set creates the perfect outfit %swimmer travel In tths

tImee-weight double breasted jacket of easycare cotton. Royal - fr.'
blue and white dots and circles are paired with a swishy pleated
shirt of the same fabric. Under it an, a short sleeve Banton top in
White with royal blue stitching at neck and cuffs. Ids being shown
ht Carson Pirie Scot A Co., Randhurst,

ill\
=

ear, at low rates and with favorable terms of
repayment. The coupon below will bring you

0 WNW Account

U Checking Account

"tai

Arlington Heights
' CI 3-4690

I

IMseleSelf3=5:11211f

Lean. inwe

ia';

EvmiahtMA ,,,,,,,

...pi..

,, FURNITURE,CUI

el_

eteif
- BEAUTY SALON
Ma Algonquin
kcal, ANestarn

259.9214 or
2534162
Eadoily

',soh

+--

DINES. BROWSE

Homed the

OUR 1.0.1.AREA,

II

=

Pine Furniture

t7e.pra''."

ARREL O'BYGONES

mteOPJA.
1003 E. McDonald Rd.
Prospect Height.

ANTIQUES
4113,Milvoukee Me

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

'

BUSSE'S FLOWERS 8 GIFTs

An

509 Dundee Elgi n

WEXI

.1'.111,. ,11,

n54 Aide g

Elm old

.

OW 5-171I1
wee,. not othome

Saturday

11

ONF al

ANTIQUES

Vow Fowrito
Antique
gmatitelly Accented
Florid
Arrangement
Mahe

Flea Market Sale
ath Sunday of each Month
Town Hall, lower level
of Rendhent
Rh 12 & 83, Mt. Prospect

I
Csi

I

1632

ow.0000 Ow Plow.

/

Mon. thro Sat. 9.5
Fri.

til 9 pm.

296-5110

Ti)ii)

E '''' pr

c

tr,
,

1

'

,

SUN, BY APPT.

"MAPLE MANOR"

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

3$250383«'

In Chicagoland

(A NSW SNOP IN

owl Mos; eptt.00Sseps,Clcritthe

-v

Radio

Only WEXI Is STEREO!

FM

Stereo

OPEN DAILY It to 930

'ME HOUSE

Phone 537-1000

,

REST. MG I

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS

253-4601

.1.

/92.7

MANOR BLDG, LONG GROVE)

WS Hardware

wheehne

SHOPPE
0,1 THE PEPPERMINT STICK

Mu. St. Ow Plomes
tat-Seto

1 IAMZVD., VI,

9-5:30M, T, TH, Sot.
9-9:00 Fri.
9-12:00 Wed.

,,,,.

Tows. Iso.13.5

DECORATORS ANTIQUES
Prospect

l

OPEN:

Via guy and Sall

Esww Wad. Eve 7.30

=4!

FLAHERTY.JEWELERS

Cl3.3164

AUCTIONS

Your Name

2 N. Dunton Ave

Mood.

r

'I

,

OPEN SAT.SUN. OW
12 NOON to SPA.

CID -3 m11.1.11/211 el Lem Oms

OvAk\

utensils. such as a Yew
whip, wooden kpoonS.
tiMer or ongs.
Happy Mother's Day!

See this exquisite
collection now
at

THE RED GAVEL

,. _
..owow,,,__owl, ....own
Parlor

COUNTRY HERITAGE
.
ANTIQUES

"S'-'''

en

Address

There AreForty
1:

YE 011) CHINA &GLASS

,

expensive mationeny,

Automobile Financing

pmts

4

CNERISNEOGIVIS

child that you enjoy reading.
too., Other suggestions eom
be small jam of spices,
Please send me forms and informal on on the following

Ivi

a

,11.

Paperback books make a wefcome gift and they show yosgr

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

gill in as
vest

bags and belie.

AlinQUFS AU

item yeti wld like or ilea:

information about our Bank Auto Loan Service.

77on.jackets,

',_`_t

INTIQIIES 6112

sources are usually small thdy
do like to offer you something.
To make it easier for th.em,
why not drooup a hint of a soda

that two can use to advantage: AUTO LOANS.
Well lend you the money you need to buy the

StrOn9 neutrals for spring.

I.

PO

not complete without --It
present. Although their bib
is

Filter with beigeand grey.

fl

it

bed jacket On hand for won*
guests and perhaps eve n a

front their children, the 41dr. often think a sett:kali/5h

up to a better car, we have another setvhe

a

treatment have an. attract&

homemade

DIAMOND WEDDING BAND

1,\

TOi. PROTECT aping,
spills. make a special clothlth
an absorbent material to plus
under the tray. For the doll

and perhaps

and whte.
Brown, in shades of ginger
and cinnamon is imporant, to -

Fringe
flies again

y bed throw or special pillow
sever. You mighmt even aden
bed rest with ars.
While most mothers
content with ea hug and auks

Especially chosen Ly
the Flehertys on
their travels to Europe

REGISTER NOW FOR FREE

black a. white and brown

eviSPRINGS 'freshneas
1 dent when pastels are worn,
baby Nues, yellow,

placed buttered toast. wrappliF

napkin.

at-

1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Daily 8 to 6
CL 5-4680

Vklwiotjn-

,

plate to keep the food Warn'.
o smaller plate could be

complemens tary plocemit 911

JEWELRY TREASURES,

and checks feel tfie impoct of

nDences.

COMO. the tray with It

ALL YOU NEED IS

White tan look waived for

and they could be us delicaO.
beautiful and expensive as he,
ish Bellook or as praciical
colorful as gaily flowered plea

If your tray is large .0950
.ht l'ke t odd small
coffee or tea pot, surgar and
on them and toast in the men MT,
foe a few.minines. When the creamer. A glass btain owl would
thanes i melted, remove Bunt
fruit. Don't forgets bud bagg
Place a slice of' hot green for sheer, preferably wadi
pepper or pimiento olive on 1001 pow, on a green-lege'
top and serve:

Arlington Heights
." Charge it Midwest Bank Card

the fashions with

Try it favor saver

ing east -west. and often
rassatudded,
cal -out
or
.thehed.

EVERGREEN SHOPPING CENTER
20 S. Evergreen

Sylvia's Flowers

few pieces would ben ecessaig

stemmed wine glass for juice
'would be an elegant touch. at
large cup and saucer are also

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

fects, is truly a new trend.

ing

You may prefer to have one
large plate for bacon and
Over 0 turn a glass or metal'

tith

stream of color from burgundys, golds, and black.
This season's geometries

poppy tints for more dar-

to war,

?(

Oriental rug looks in mune
id fashion get their main-

Red, in overtones of -cooend

practice only on special ndealions --- honeymoons. Jawdote, Mother's and Father's
Day, birthdays and sometimes

If a house plant is of neconiTo make your breakfast in
Op, Placed far from Mildew>. bed
pleasurable, ham are
lights can be recessed .}omc ideas you might try,
into a ceiling or vvall to keep They also can be used when a
plants in good growth, says the child is sick and maw cat in

Well enough together, the
trio can go separate ways and
look great alone. Blue wets to
peacock, royal, navy and mid ninth.

side baskets rat
mail or s

KOOS

just for eating in bed. CMIYA

forspeciol pans.

hie creates smart effects.

table. There are come wicket

aires and libertines enjoying its

pleasure, We indulge in the

Trimming and
berthing on borders with this

make .0 litgg

andpearls, jet beads

Bright idea

Neat and narrow belts. arc
vailable in just about every
kind of leather, cinched up
with attractive buckles not-

G44O? -6 at 5,twk.

the height or sinful luxury to

raised

suits, separates and

accessdries..

convenient when a pmcdeol
tray is available. ono rrati

gain in luster front slim hefts in
rich leathers. set off with
and other gems.

inChcs. with most in the one to
onc-and.a-half inch category.
TTexturally, American hell
leathers feature a full range of

to be
or breakfast in bed seems to be

Red, white and blue and
other tricolors look dashing,in

EATING IN bed is nitre

We like to imagine million-

from the

string belt to three and four

or ordeal --or

bristkfust in bed. The

novations.

cos rime

As Mother's Day nears,
some of us will be discovering

the pleusure

new,. and so spring utilizes
Gaelic hues and the latest in-

jun for pampering your ht.

/

apricots, celery and lavenders,
all see adpated for sunshine
looks in solids and prints.
Flowered prints on the softest chiffons, crepes and linens
arc designed for simplicity. yet
with plenty 01 impact. Daisies
am still a popular blossom
here: in soft pastels.
More daring colon are
promised for summer in gypsy
arrays, and peasant looks how
Swiss cohnotations.

"Something old, something

It might be fun to collect
tome special china to be

The glow of evenings will

run

ray Amy Free,eu

^IGIVE OUR BEST TO/ 777671/e4

Hail the tricolors

Serve mother
breakfast in bed

brass bits is another bright new

finishes: grained and smooth
leathers, antiqued and waxy
leathers; snide. brushed and

Rrturally you need a car to enjoy the can.

The bolder the better is the theme of Simplicity's Milk mini drew featuring "angel" sleeve,. Options are the above the knee
and,ankle length pants. Simplicity No. 8783 now availatde on the

dielinetive. Pinch pockets. des,
eoft stitching all add up to easy

pattern counters.

Belts are back

widths,

BANKING IS

ear depositors. When you have a checking in
sio;pgs account with us, you can save time
end steps by using the Oriveln window. Corm
as pat are. Ming the children and pets. Just
Wive so realm your deposits Or withdrawals,
and ddve on in comfort. If you don't have

mpeated on pant leg or lace
tie over tongue -type closing,

Tom Nosarre forJunior Sophisticates borrows

'MOST BELTS are now
hack It the waist, with few
just riding the hip, Checking

DRIVE-IN

Drivels Banking is a service we onside 303

make

from the 30's for this soft soft look of double

tant coordination.

THAT'S WHAT

)64(4 a

Little additives that

this season in,
for
sporty clothe!. influenced by horse racing and
golf. Jockey stripes and body
stripes are not alone in this
Stripe story. Regimen.' grjpes
in knit tops are part of apnea

spinin

dulge

dup

and interpreted in suits wilka
Jivily flair. The long Norfolk

'i9.

look.

prin.! skirt.

the

Blazers go long and tailor-

Roy's Americana
1

J

ind scarves are part of this

shirts and ribbed tops.
Waists are cinching the
fashion situation. High, low,
anything goes!

and ink drawing in this fine -ribbed cotton tees.
lame by'Llimilca. The simple body -sloped jacket
conceals a slip of a dress with white bodice and

SIVtalerti,

9.....19911191wacarawalicarIalSallnatatilsorWo17.9.31311rOW.36311311tonoiroW

dresses as well as art deco suits

be allowed to shoover body

Black and white flowers have die look of a pen

amod (moo, 10101
riding habits and hunting gur,
front the colkse campus of the
Sth and its blazers end letter

Osmond by Shalimar Fret Minch:see

This wet look can take the rain'
or fool the sun.
'GEOMETRIC prints arc
used for many sportswear fashions. Asymmetrical skirls and

come punts unique arc pockets

with wide -legged penis.

spring front evcry corner 43
1624W Northwest Hwy Arlington Haight,

-

bf voile make swingy entertaining outfits when teamed

with trheolor interpretations
in dusky hum like mauve trot
beige with white.
Soil jackets ploy it long or
ploy it short
no inhetween.
Inspirations fits jacket
and

-Straight leg panes may use
yoke to give special detailing.

Sheer blouses in soft shades

of black or brown with white.
a
mutt in evideoce. along

NMI men, wear

Ito,
Cite is again on the scene.

what wide -bottom elastic waist
pants are. The elastic is not to
be hid with tunic towps, but is to

tnit, maxis, -some with pocks
1Tbm crocheting, look right
with body stockings.
.

alpers favor true red, elegy.
leaf green or lilac mixed with

long, and as part Ot rain suits,

or bell? All

Flared with a difference is

: SEPARATES in knitted
linens and other knits am
'pring
news. Jackets
and
Mired punts, jumg,

battle jacket is in facer

again, with shop fleev.th py_

throe will do:

too.

python.

In long and short lengths,

straight, flared

4ion,

Waal with the softer lines. [Sc-

0

straplca

pants and robes amessorind with cobra belts, shoes
and bag? The look is new yet campy, giving you the
chance to look wild as a rattlesnake or seductive as a

fabrics such
es embossed cotton in navy
and white.

. PANIS _PONDER .. wbalroad to, take. Shell it be

Take on new diniensie, with

Snakeskin, any way its worn, is now the rage in
Paris, so what other excuse do you need? Why not slink
around in ankle -length dresses, T-shirts, shirldresseS,.

direction in

the

-

prints in mysterious shades of brown, gray and purple
on firnicotton, sleek heavy satin, fluid jerseys and chiffon are skins you should be baring.

.

zer has taken stenewps in rileright

poses,

tell,. for spring in airy prints.
Jumpsuits. printed in jersey
Jr ji rise lleLst knitted linens.

are the lateg wind in fashion.. Simulated snakeskin

end short jackets.
The toppers are back, come
rain or shine. The classical bla-

Tennis? How the little skirts
have changed. Tennis outfits
am now go out after the
little dress and. tunic' type
versions that serve dual pur-

latest, styles.

ALSO ,communicating this
di reCtion are bright
dam and trios of color to cOn-

0

also ready to wear ialms,

pan, old lank loos. This sow

w./Co.

vest cottons.
111030 mnbtle, drapable fabrics lend themselves to Mg:soft-

spring

I

5111111111,,,,

$,(0

son's suit shops -up,

Xmas lemon Wove plus
a Fermadyle Conditioner

Snakes, the slitheryMembers of nature's kingdom,

crepes to lake the tank top look

their pretty twos in this sea-

ti

soft

Snake is in!

buetaiis

the clus.ical themes with the

Of jacquard. 010500 and dobby
constructions.
Free -form designs, precise
gcometiics. modern plaids and
intricate novelty weavcs show

®

rezof rippers,

translated

50 -wall m twoiR000 suits are

ion thing in an endless variety

salon arm or

Tani tom 000

Mtn casual dreams.
lengths horse utilized

Spring suits and ensembles
follow the new fashion dime -

0'S

I

-

Styles

The leg seen in the knee high,

constructions.

is decorated with

Soft -edged look returns

delicate side -stripes or covered

Toby says

Sportswear goes all the way

May 4 1970

Stockings spring with color

Page III

ti\

I

04*, tflt
ti ei

S

N

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS COLUMN

CALL 255-7200

el

kik

',

ALL NIGHT CONCERT

9 P.M. to 6 A.M.

.

Tr ICI CS

Kr,

"

Terri:1AI

Mond ,t, Maya 1970
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A Delta ®keacl Uacattion

Antique world

G lie made glassmaking'
a unique firrt form

Y44

V.,

sA

he Island in the Sun Green momitales a folklore a Calypso' treat straw

I

;17,11
'VI

Ph

FE)

S peci

"F..;

used

a[

of hia stork 0, p irtuuhr
owl lou in octopus Ind mu at

pl int, u

at 10m ana hie, it

hues follow Ink du_ outlims of the grams and hems

MEALS - Modified American Mart

MONTEGO HIGHLIGHTS TOUR - a

Montego

3 hour motor tour of the Shopping Dm tact a Sugar Mill Tryall Country ChM and
golf course and Round Hill
Winner will fly on Delta Air Lines any can -

mint time between now and DeceMber
15 1970

"1

Kres,:o;-

I

Bay
",1

ma overlaid on e carved
sign lenving portions of the

Emile Celle was more than
an artist he was a very clever
merchandiser. 0 n well known
that he dehherately held back
his new designs for four years

clear glass visible.

before the Paris eihibition of
1889.

panded

ee

beatititSal
planted

his

viduality wit, evident in the

to landscape an industrial es-

fine pieces he designed al lids
time. His style was inspired hy
Japanem and Chinese art, yet
iL bad a unique tind 'different
flak. Cr continued ming

tuNislarnent.

II was about this time that
the elearic light placed now
demands on Emile. Though
moat of his lamps were com-

Enamels, but with a different
effect. He no longer tamed to

doubt that he designed most of
the pieces that have his signature. hut almost all of his origi-

Many people way picture
Gallo its creating away in a stu-

laboriomly making one
piano at a time. There is no

nals we, reproduced in his
workshops anywhere from W
to 390 times. AL.. Mom is en
doubt that he kept the quality
standard.

The production of individ-

Delta is ready when YOU are!

-

8fga
REGISTER OFTEN!

Twenty-six prises will be awarded to 26 ether Mothers,

Sponsored by the Retail Committee of Arlington Heights
Chamber of Commerce
Socialite Shoes

Certificate

Arlington Bootery
& Men's Wear

Arlington Furniture
211 S. Arlington Hts, Rd.

8 N. Dunton Ave.

Kodak instamatic
S20 Color Outfit
Arlington Heights
Camera
7 S. Dunton Ave.

GE Portable
Television

59 95 Decorator
Area Rug

flOWS

Murphy Carpeting

Bond
Day Publications

Cunningham -Reilly

216 S. Ad. Hts. Rd,

45 S. Denton

Chest of
Gold
Plated . Flatware
1st Arlington

10 inch Happy
Birthday Cake

Bowen Hardware

Cake Box

121 E. Davis St.

15 W. Campbell

Mignon

2 Ye " Balled

Mother -Of -Pearl

& BmI.PPecl

Hope(flowering)
Theatre GlassesCrab

N. Denton

$15 Gift

Harris Pharmacy
20 S. Dunton Ct.

Certificate

Landwehr's TV
& Appliance

Lighted dual
cosmetic mirror
with case

$25 Gift
Certificate

Lorraine -Anne

Maigon

Lisa's Draperies

1000 W. Northwest Hwy.

Shop

11 S. Dutton

De Romayne

18 W. Campbell

43 S. Dunton

Transistor
Radio

Mirror Go Lightly

Diamond
Wedding Band

21 inch
Weekend Case
Muriel Mundy

Mitchell's

Son

Algonquin & Arl. Hts. Rd.

2 -pc. Silk
Costume
Sleeveless skimmer dress,

matching coat.

$20 Worth of '
Dry Cleaning
Norge

28 S. Denton Ct.
20 S. Evergreen

'-',.-

Charles Klehm

220 N. Dunton

Mange's Apparel
'

10 N. Denton

Matching 14 K Gold

Cultured Pearl
Pin & Earrings
g

$25 Gift
Certificate

Persia 8 Robbie

J. Svoboda Sons

Jewelers
24 S. Dunton Cr,

.12 S. Denton

ARILS (Manch 21 - April MR During week ahead. Ad, you
may have to do some 'letting go." It will not he a happy

experience. You will perbaps have pangs of regret. But don't
think for one minute that yoit are being punished. Events are
simply taking a natural course. Smile if it kills you. And it won't.
facT.you cannot see at this point. but your life will be better for
having taken this action.
TAURUS (APril 20 - May 20): Vibes will be unusually strong

in week ahead. Taurus. It will be The Old Spring Thing again.
Don't fight it. In fact, swim, paddle, row or sail but GET to that
had
II, y
f 0.1 Th
0
tt y
If Al
I, ky

t

.

GEMINI (May 21 - Jame 20). Ritzy Oat may call you in week

ahead, Gem. Dove best duds ready. just in case. Mom with
alacrity if occasion so demands. Worry about tomorrow, tomer-

CANCER (June 21 - July 12): If you have been trying to
contact a certain person in past few weeks and the reseaponse has

been a crash of silence,don't get too uptight. Big brkthrough
about to take place. After all, May IS the maddest, merriest
month of the year.
LEO (July 23 Aug, 221: New chapter begins. And several new
d. Keels your ems open for the dlh4r.ietab will It 'nand
d. Remorseless, treacherous and
lain/villainess. The or.

Your choice of paint

$13 Handbag,

ednet::101P,;rr ream'

6 Pr. Hose

up to sot

Todd's Plaza Shoes-.
20 E. Northwest Hwy.

Webber Paint
,

214 N. Dunton

Emile Gage was destined to

Portable
Tape Recorder

Schwinn
Speedometer

WEXI
Radio Station,

& Generator Set

120 W. University Odes

115 E. Davis St.

Winkelman's

Finely Matched

Cultured
Pearl Necklace
Paddock

Publications
217 W. Campbell

Miss Rim Wells

-

Apjlon Pantyhoae Fit Clio

Belle

Shimmer. Kayser,
Round.the-Clock
amp hose.
Hours of the clinks arm to
Hanes end

ed uniqu, position in the glass

hes will he held at Carson Piric
Scott &Co. today through FOday 01 Randhowt. Miss Rita

world. Ho had given it a new
style and proved it could he
m art form,

Wells and Miss Chris Emery,
wprmentatives of DeeringMilliken, maker of Agilop

day, until 830 p.m, Tuesday

underfashions, a generation
removed frodi the hras and

bra with

because they are minimum In
coverage as well as construction. They're soft. nipple.
smooth --and they havelots or
stretch.

stretch yarn, will assist cds.
homers on the proper fit of

often are darted or horizontally seamed for a natural look.
Some bras have triangular
cups, caught in front by a ring
and with a mere band in bdck,
are

side -angled

all -in -ones

Inc. sheer cuph spandex bod-

and some form of hose- mmaker and shirt. There even
holder within the leg -band.
.

The trend to innewouters

These hip-huggers,of
the youthful figure(
and the underworld is not vrith-

am for

out girdles and pantie girdle.
to Miert true control. It's in
the chalk though, not in boning or stiff nomstretch panels,
pooch.

way -- some looking like
and there are
plenty of hra-slips as another
means of 'producing the one line effect.
A new idea in hodysuits is
the combination of bra and bikini joined by a stretch of net,
swimsuits ---

to

undergone

has

rectionof Boy KIMP.

The two living rooms

priceless anti. com-

tuns

jUrt a it:cyric)

the small barroom, en Aron
chandelier with 12 lig. em.
tends over the entire length of
the bar acting as a cornice. lbe
handmade rug
the dining

roorn is an exclusive parqhcl
design from Puerto Rico.

guest

The

cottael

Walk id fireplice
will be completely filled with

enormous

tropical plants and ceramic a.
imals. Upstairs a palchwaik
DISI covers the bedroom flpor
under the canopy hod,

THE SANDBOX in

French Earthen Wore
Flan Pans
Au Gratin PansCast Iron Casseroles
French Copper

Pompano Beach sand
ported especially for the Decorators' Shot/Mouse. Anothlr

out and crown the Queen of the May. In any event. have a fling a -ding -ding.

sale

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 -Nov.21): Whatever you do in week ahead
has to be honest and true, Score. It cannot be bent. You will feel

Decorators' Showhouse wheD
they wilt sell their overstock Of
furniture, accessories and dab`:
ries. These offer excellent bal.-

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oet. 22)5 If you laid low last week Libra,:
then this coming week will find you fall of pep. You'll went to go

extremely vulnerable (and for you Scorp, a most unusual situation). Stand straight and till and take your medicine. And for
pity's sake, refuse a blindfold if one is offered. Out of character,
you know.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Energy should mom In
week ahead, Saj. Use it productively,
ward io shiny -shay
the days away on fun and games.

CAPRICORN (Dee. 22 Jan. 19): Bang out important letters
before third day. Cap. They could result in cash. As week proall.w ...Tim.. get yoll MIStrung. On kat
..c.cs'
day of week you may hear from new friend. Perhaps one who is

Feb. 18): Beastly week facing you
Aquarius. Odds and ends, bits and pieces, nothing will seem lo

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20

in

to the
Sh0Whouse.

visitors of the

Allimbers of the Mai
of the Perk R
School for Girls are also war ing day and night on the sh -

Mrs.

live bait which will dangle before you, it will mean out of The
ammo and into the frying pan. 155 spring. And you're hungry.

Showhouse will be open to tile

'

1425 E. PALATINE RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PHONE,

620 E. CENTRAL RO.

255-2800

296-6360

DES NAMES
PHONE:

\

1070 Mt. Prosped Nom mr.Ponms

#141
aOCO"11-telittO1306

9tu"

FEDDERS
GENITAL ant CONDInatiftau

o-ertelstr".=

1970

ROI n LOOK

Pluntbiltg
Open, Mon. & Fri. 8-8 Tues., Wed. & Thurs, 8.5 Sat, 5-2

1620 W. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights, Ill.
Telephone 259-3205

Golden
53/47.

Passbook

36,000 BTU's
JUST

Full Course Dinners sure
to please Mom on her day!
Children: Portions Toot

Wansostem

low

$55995*
installation Extra

esits nrrn

For best service, Phone

for Reservations Nov,

nvy Ions.
smt

FREE Survey-,
Financing (Weaned'

Our "Saving-For-A-Purpose-Aceount".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.
Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

/

HEELING

TRUST En SAVINGS

BANK

Deeoralo4.

public daily from II a.m. to14
pan. Mayo through

®an

Advertised in.

RIGHT NOw-you

Donald Haggerty of Bannockburn and Mrs. Edward Froblp
of Glenview.

The

SOUTH
255-0212
EVERGREEN
PLAZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SINNERAOOR DIVIRIOry
.....ENIERSONI ELECTRIC CO.

omens:Wm was's.,

Edward.

ha. of Lake Forest, Km

Stemware, Brimless
Serving Accessories
Gourmet Gadgetry
Picture homes

Practically mantenancefrao.

TO YOUR DRAPERIES

Mosher of Park Ridge. Assisting them. are Mrs. Jose
Burns and Mrs. Harold Gr

quite fin; Just remember that in today's world it requires a certain
madness to remain rational.
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Last week, Pisces, you were
able no doubt to get out of the mud puddle into the cool, clean'
stream. Goody for you. Now in week ahead if you swa/lowatbac-

Olpst understands, but will partner?

COOnliatlatest

rear

house under Ito direction 4f
Mrs. Thomas Gleed of LaV
and

4s,

°On's, ErtCS

boards

Forest

741

with garbage. And that's an In.Sink-Erater.
successor to Fang as the world's finest
garbage disposer. See In
Model 77. It's stbinlesS steal and Is

17.747,1:??

259-2261Cnmpliw ,,,,,,,,,,,,,

connection with ID

gains

She doesn't
want all
that
garbage
for
Mother's

MERLE flOR1111111
Plittne

bedroom features a Kirchlsleek campaign folding c
which can be an ottainal,
chair or bed.
The AID will have a garage

4-

-444-44 +4.-44-4--N.

4-

odors, the time and the trouble that "go"

STONEWARE
PLACE SETTING
IMPORTED CRYSTAL

Chum

Open 7 days a week from 11:00 A.M. to esie A.M.

MERLON CO., INC.

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

1550 Rand Rd. Palatine, Ill.

1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394.0765

PHONE: 359-4868

*

illf

Phyllis Diner knows garbage,
And she knows how women hate to handle
the stuff. She says Mt. most women went
for Mother's Day Is something for every day something to end the muss, the mess, the

OF FRESH AIR

the

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Contradictory forces at work in
your nature, Virg. Why deny It ltls entirely possible for you,,

CL 3-1839
Acros. from Bonk Open Fri. In 830

the LEFTOVER lover

GOURMET COOKWARE

BUTCHER BLOCK

f

41.

Arlinoten Heights

IN -SINK-ERATOR'

IMPORTED FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

0

PRIM

hand carved

the

wementing
walls
and beamed cei hugs.: In

master bedroom It Idled

ben person of honor and a bit of louse at one and the same time.
The important thing is to press on. Or, as the British would say,
..muddle through."

Portrait of Loveliness

complete

a

transformation under the di-

13 E. Campbell
.

take just a second
to remember Mother

TOV(rtia.);agte

BRING A BREATH

MUELLER'S STATIONERY

Day!

SAVE 30% to 50% OFF ON SECONDS

RODYSUFIS sculptuie the
torso in the lightest possible

end Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.; Thursday..1):30 a.m. to
8:30 p.m., and Friday, 10 a.m.
to 4 psn.

Bea

are stretch briefs with shirt atl
melted, as chic and colorful
to todurs instant dressing.

stretch bikini or

12

ni

continues, with many a tank
lop functioning as both she

with, tiny girdle Mat hashed
hint of rear or tummy control.

Others have cups and stram
mrditvone as a camisole, and
many

a

*4.
4
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room or den.

in the kitchen, a child

frequently pair

Match -ups

4

4
t.

-co

t

whew you might not'.rdiarily have flowers -

but most of the

deskaccessorie,

album, etc.

*
+

two or three flowers left, or even just one, add
MIX greenery and enjoy the extra arrangement

opens today.

lecherous.

In communications media.

$22 Pr. Shoes,

oral's a range of totally new

ell. Cups that aren't molded

Shaped caps,

During the past month, the
1970 Decorators' Showhonse

National Bank&
1

high. Its three varied
length stalks led to mushroom feet

*
+
*
*

the

Don't crowd Rowers into an arrangement merely
for the sake of using all the flowers. If you have

The .ultimate in brevity is

and a gift from our selection
of lovely stationery,

4.

One mistake that's all too common with the
do-it-yourself Pond desigmer is over -doing.

plunge without underwiring.
the bra that shaom with re onderbust band, baring there! of
the bosom.

What makes the body beaus

NO -SEAM bras, like wpm en, come in all shapes and
slam. Occasio.11y one aim fits

ed iron base, two and one half

Decorator

Your Weekly HorosCope

17 S. Dunton

th

$25 Savings

This 0-0quisite piece hada forg-

kn 1904 when only 59 of leuemia, His family continued
the business until 1935, but
somehow the Odle tough win

The spring Thing in fashion
is the ding thing, its basis the
natural body.

girdles that appeared on Me

;t

*
4.

' endued especial daintinem to die over-all effect.

shauth.ouse

'

Slant
Board

mercially produced, a few
i5svc outstanding. sly favorite
the ''Mushroom

4

Cling's the thing in under styles

spring scene only last year.
The new styles arc different

Yet Emile (Wile had reaft-

Winner will fly on Delta Air Linos any can Valliant time between now and Dec 15 1970

$25 Gift

11177,

of the work at a very high produce no more on. He died

-'

Pair of

ing. It was during this period
that hc produced many of hie
mauve pieces.

the

Hosiery clinics

than 300 skilled prattsmen and
doing great deal of acid etch-

flowers he loved evcrywhem

verrovlouNe an glass. Vern double means that one design
in a very dark brown or black

26 PRIZES to 26 MINERS

1900, Galle was a very lama
industrialist
more

One might say he was the first

flowers mid insects.
It was at this same exhibition that he inuoduced his

dark green foliage ran be oniony arronged vath sample tub. Use
h sharp knife total the stemsand either feamereneedlehOlder
secure the stems in place. 1 ullps, with their exotic centers, em
excellent flowers to float in water km

Aro

4-

will till in ay open spaces in the arrangement

Wow rho tulip blossoms and soda - you've

4

love her
th o cor d

wiyou

IP

4.

bedroom. An mall amount of white baby's bwath .

loads in a brandy snifter.

her that

*4,

table in the living room or a night table in the

lino nu the (mkt with water to point just

1 he greatest triumph of all
came to Galle when he calplrbed
the International Exhi-

an exceptional artist. His indi.

history for inspiration as he
laid in the pest, but to wild
Tic

and

used Es a centerpiece and Inter moved to

halt ths trims unit moor thr, slender branch
floatan to emphasize height and add gram of

pinta But ths poi foot Ili

workshop ,d

THE FLEUR DL LIS thIps of the iris and
the Wimp, Irk,. daffodil tan he used to add

sangnments to hese, below cye level.
Very often a rounded arrangement of mixed
tulips. irises, hyacinths and daffodils is the most
versatile for the home floral designer. It can be

vary mg h0ghts above the edge of the snifter.

dal promos with many bra*
males tad thontore tem MS

li wax this exhibition that
brought EmileGaleforih as

Es, opened tuliphassuch
quire short sterns.
nlovely center, they are uniquely suited for nr-

Ilan choose three tail hires which udl extend to

Saecooled

Ntion in Paris: By this time

EMILE OPENED a shop in
Frankfurt. Germany. and was
ivited to exhibit in nutny othforeign capitals. He ex-

design

Tell

P

*4

especially iittractive as centerpieces which re-

the tulips ind also to keep the holder out of sight.

A colorful cluster of tubas a few sprigs of brother and lease

glkiAb vote Bath

1111

do

ishad product am Imo!,

By nip Drop

Never be reknit:, to ctit tbe stems of flowory
drastically short. If you hesimic, you may miss
son,
delightful effects. Tulips, for example, are

Farm cut Mr, inch stems on a pair of tulips
and mssrt them in a needle hold, placed in the
boo of the mitt, Llst, dart !saves as a frank for

The was a vers wasS
The cater case ts Is pant of Emile GALT s dewy mewed TM
delnote pink elenthd (,tass TM smaller 0 finch &tolled In purple

TOPOT. Then build height and drama by adding
three of the stateliest flowers plus a pair of tall
tulip in a pyramid shape above the cluster. Tropica! foliage .n be used as accent.

a Emmen( An es,ually chirrnink slender ar-

up or mom., of sonu molten
glow provnd into the mrtap.

Ivwi 44 HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS with Prt

D irect
Daily
Service
to

magma roe

4
4

ing just below the rim of the vase as a PIPAI

groscry Itst, The next

rangsment san

Phone 359-1064

*4'4444****044444444444?

droonerti. Arrange a cluster of tulips and either
affodils or irises inane inverted Usti:tee extend-

haight to arcane...nous of rnixsd blooms. They
ire parttsularly kilsstist. Is bouquets for small
end I Mks or for porno w hen surface space is at

i

s1 he &mop was made

and Hotel

with

11-7.,

od.relod

Water Pool - Seaside Terrace Dining Dancing - Water Skiing - Scuba Diving
With professional instructor - Tennis Golf at nearby country club- Riding
Paddies - Relaxing
ROUNDTRIP Transfers between Airport

DELTA

!meat:Mon

the Lrcon
st.1 somforts our toll
lust v tun sysnons thought
Funk h id A. lid Ill he scald
ha Introductal a nia, qchniqm
rt. alum

NOR AN -alternative space -saving *Sign,
choose a tall container Herb either rectkigur

flsu d done with thraa blooms of four different
owers. fora Fran rhAs Ipproash to your floral

Ennio lie. Mu topsoil poetry
and sombinul 1h a me in some

Palatine Nero Shopping Center

anpant

TOOL you Mentor Gower, why not makt, up your

man) divsrst, itsms q

ind

stir

OPEN DAILY a A.M. -6 P.M. RPM p P.M.

vuslew,
lei for flowsrs may contain as
a

Inhd sta

MARINI I II E. inure tad

Register Her Name in any of these Stores
She May Win this exciting Trip to Jamaica
(for two) via ODD Air Lines
She II stay at the Colony Hotel at Montego
Bay with its Private Beach plus Salt

on

snamssawa

wad

fix° Mother
You'll
Enjoy
Your
Flight

'Riot acrd Sone ous
r

Something

otti

n

GLIDDEN PAINT
AND WALLPAPER

with maximum uppelo

ng
firta medinumuam

urinal signals art tho tulips hysoinths,daffodils
tad mm that u, on ths wens tight now.
Esti, as a chill continues flowers can create
ntrtshm, preview of springtims for your home.
TM. flown r arrangsments you design else can
h no o winsorns Old World alarm if you look
%ma tht, seas for inspiration
Europsan mutors to this sountry often oh.
sort o that Aresraans tend to purchask nommen
ol ons kind for irrana.nent, III Europe.Kow-

h id not bus,, plroduwd Be.
mono.
o
+sow mina
gooi
tr0a1
ut

4 Shop in Arlington Heights Where It's Easy to Select

I eit-te

Add old wild charm
with spring bloss ms

to

ual moms Ise a Pam shop ia
yen Louis fin Lm d of 1,1ms
nmdt. b1 Gallo would base

bum Dumon idoinuso

SCREEN & GLASS
REPLACEMENT
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Monday. May 4, 167(1

Signs of spring Las many for., end the

market color, free port shopping, warm
Dl and friendly people crystal clear watars bright skies and wide beaches that s Jamalcal A place to relax a place to rejuvenate, a place to him as you like it' The
golfing s great and so are all the other fun in -the -sun sporting activities Your
arrival in the eaily afternoon will give you a head start on the sun

7 ggnaged gam gram ohm

-

I

TWO

THE DAY

Creative corner

Milwaukee Avenue at DundeeRoad
Wheeling, III. Phone:537-0020
Member F.D.I.C.

Tile DA1
P ire 14

Moral, May 4 1970

Ron Bryant runs for fun: in track, politics

MWM/Pne ewe

MOM

Ron Bryant i0 19 and likes

al CAME TO Harper lac
use of its modern facilities
and fantakic teachers. Also

00 RIP.

A Harper College toph.
omore majoring in biology.
Bryant is Harper% No.

1

lance runner in the onomile
He's also the team's No. 2
man in the two-mile run, oncording to Harper track coach
Robert Nolan.

working two jobs,

"

-It sounds funny, I know,
but I distance run fora hob.
by." Ron said.

el

:4r.

now door goo proporO .00
lead his team of 20 Senators
end an ever -mowing enroll-

Ron is studying at Harper
on a sovernmem pant which

ment of 5,300 students?

pays half his costa He works in
the biology laboratory as a lab

COMMUNICATION b the

photo copy firm to cover the
remainder of his college ex-

get the student involved in the
Student Senate. We have to alleviate the communications'

pones.
Lest week Ron did a differ -

gap. We especially have to

rolled. al Harper on the
.charge -back" system. Ron is

one of five Negroes on Um
comps.

reach the perwitne 'student:.

again oink, out on top.
RUT THIS time his team is
much larger.

Ron explained.

Harper has more part-time
Mtn full -lime students.

Running against Rick Bten of Arlington Heights, end
write-in eendidate Sean Ryan

"1 HOPETO exphasize better conmtunications from the

The Veterans Administration No reported a brighter
outlook in the immediate
months ahead in its role as
guarantor of home loans for
veterans.

Donald E. Johnson idminboater of Veterans sAffairs,
said that housing starts under

IM VA program in February
climbed to
annual

Nodyeleeled honer College Student Sonde president, Ron Bryant of gmestoh
interroPts
card Rem: in Met:nem Center !e get signatures far a friend why will
In the Stedeol Senate chetIont Nho 12.13. Shone with Bryant are Glenn Sleeks (WU, campaign
Morten Gram 105,010,50
mejnring In electronic, and Ilkheel Rey, 916 E. Old Willow Rd., Wheeling,
a freshman studying

rate

hightst

the past

13

Charles

Klehm

dt

Sons

Nursery, Arlington Heights,
gram on the 218 -acre Palatine
campus.

A concert at N n.m.Monday.

week Ihr youth, at St. Violin

High

Adington

School.

yet, but hopes to view the Chi-

cago production. "Maybe it'll
alter some of my views of the

The chorus from St Via.

tors sister school. Soared
Hoot of Mary High School in

lywood. His name is Dennis
Cole. Right now, he, starring

theater.-

Coles tough-minded con-

in a nese comedy at Pheasant

Rolling Meadows, will give the
-early bird.' colleen.

fidence in his career is kicked

Run. And Virginia. she boy is

will he having. a traditional

'When I'm not working I take
more
ling lessons. IN been
doingdt for seven years."
Arid he believe, in wishing..
"If you want something. make
no J you REALLY want h. bemuse you'll probably get jtd.
The theatrical career of

Oast having Much with him lb
u bit oft lam -on. He eats Rime
lightweight boxer, has no

posupnim vacation that day.
Two other concerts are truck with hoof, or tobacco,
'schialukd to the Catholic drinks huge quantities of water
nerd radiates energy and charm
boys' high school Friday.
all over the dining roam.
At
ne menace, to be a gena.m. Friday the 54.
piem Griffin High School uiy nice guy, too. When a
kind from Springfield will little girl haltingly asked for
give 0 cotton, Roth the stage his autograph. he gave her the
end concert bands will he fea full Dennis Cole Treatment. He
lured in the perform.: di- filled the entire me with an
Inscription meant only for her
rected In Josephind Kohlrus.

will Ise given by the St. ViVinton

Hand. which nnnlly nniverl
s;lperiur rating in ('hieapo

turned the book to a little girl
who probably didn't conk
Cool
MEd down to canh until some time
Ward. oinebr op",rhVc.",,,,,,,, after Apollo 13.
Calholie VotIM Organisation.
COL.,
He will lead the NT: hand in.,achildren's
the real thing. His
Pinging srlecti1ms fmm .1-19-

-Bugler's Holiday- will be
played by a trumpet trio that

Includo Frank Del Guidice.
23115 Grouse, Rolling Mead.

ors. Thomas McMahon. 706
N

9 -year -old son Joey spendsevMY weekend with his dad,
Wok's len-a marriage ssolved severgeal years adigo.)

The kid is molly guns ho about
it. He scares me a little. We go

Douglas. Arlington surfing, too, and talk. and or-

Heights. and Raymond Re-

pale, - 12 S, I Ifmots. Arlington
Heights.

gne.

I

Ihten, Thm1 impor-

tont.

Dennis Cole

Squad." and most. recently.
"Bracken', World... from

lion for' the Cancer Cnnade

which he's requested a release.
Chapter a may be titled
"Broadway.- Producer Carl

and

speaks

before

many

:don't listen. You have neaten
to communicate...
Dennis's younger brother
was -recently stabbed by a total

stranger in Detroit. "Them are
some had things happening in

the world. Some result from
the violent hyneureaamof
day% movers. people mac%..

allied nudity. 91 think it's

opens in Nmv York nest season. The other contender is
"an older actor" who will play

2 pm. Fridsiy. June 6, on the
campus at Algonquin and

Klehm submitted the lowest
of three bids.

f electrical engineering and
'

PhYaka

Miss Connelly, of Carpenis an instructor in

lawille.

The nursery will Nepali: the
)rolotill), fertilize awl

NCMCE OF NEARING

PUBLIC NOTICE

.

Public

ng1:4.

9FUoy'"' "P'm s'oe'Cr.

According to specifications,
turf areas will be seeded with

This mixture: POA pratensis
(Delta), (Kentucky Bluegrass)

up

from

annual

193,000

unary. Johnson said.

aeons for existing

purity. 00 per cent germination. Agresti, Alba, Nakao 20

reached

an

annual

double -winners in Inc meet.
adding a first -place in Me like
too
ens with a
0(.144-5. alike

in

co,V=4."?

PPM Hr,WDO

Mgr

homes
rate of

Fw0101Hl9MSi fD

PICOSPECL ILLINOIS

XouNrwunF

... or 1,000 over January's

MOUNT

THE POLL s nth osont vs ,
IFILLILLI on both the tmite

lad bosh soph kraut Foul

\et

eti tell Bill Alolum on
esplanted the It a dm. to the

I el ol ig,ht m the F drons

Ddium and used that It
meld be impossible to btther
di the pole haulers at a I ter
date

10

1

I

tilting toward Den-

nis," Ise said.

1

tek

10 s

bonnornim NN 111, 4
DeVrics AI 1017 5 LI m
H 11 0
DO 1 1RD RUN
AI at
I 19 4 2 laroeki F
1 597 I klinker P 2 02 2 4
I

%pint

1. 202 7 5 2029

1011
%len

f 52 2' 2 Mel Mdl P

180.1 ARD LON
CUR
DIM. I Rost. NN 2118 2
Peterson f 21
1
Roth

Mews P

MILT RESULT

1

I

Ind Knoell %V 921 4 1111,1
Epstein NN Ind Pones Ink
NN s2 4

K.Loll

2 Hann saN

Niles
Hemet

4

, Provut
44N1ARD D1511

154 4 Guenther NW I, 5
5
Herbord AI 157 100

1 ARD DASH

I 11 0

GS 21 9 4 Km %I 221
1

per

East.

and

the

Legal
Notice

Tot, paced by the individsecs
medalist

aid

aid Me
Fgal

1%9;0 Prospect, CI CLeariPook 9-9000

RANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS!

Tint

Murray.

finisher.
Schreyer, collected a

of .13es
Plaines stepped out of a reserve role on lho Illinois. Slaw.
University tennis scam and
the limelight against Cmteal Michigan University lust
Scott

coo

$ BONANZA SIRLOIN PIT

$

My body, your holy am very
personal. I think people pay to
sec talent, not bodies."

sioo Off
MAY 4, 5, 6, 7

SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

WITH COUPON

5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

Schloscr

SChIClicur, who had played

OMR VALID AZ DES PLAINES BO AKA ONLY

COUPON 0000 ON, MAN DINNERS

unit es the Redbirds gained a
6-5 victory. Schlosser, Maine
West graduate, look the place
of: two Redbird relation: who
were unable to make the trip

OW

in Ile 440 yard dash

left

telark Chidley of Arlington
wil5 1110 only

thn Ing III.", In

ran rods, night at the
Flown

on the frosh-soph leVel. The

,gat

ti a

Cundimd sophomore threw the
shot 49.7 to break the previous

Porter
,.aced

Frond

helped

Plav, Rosh m

Ihmked snoond in the nu,

the {undo...en, kurth
Wanda, Arlington s

Arlington's Tont Jarm

wen: the only other Mid,Suburhan league entries to finish

Buller km

0.10

Trouped by five strokes. Mor-

Chase a and

PROSPECTS 326 was
through almost un-

!mined

believabIC Mona, with Art
Ilagg ;rod Kim Walter shoot -

Gary AM:ammo, Forest View
and Bob Edwards of Maine
hodiVidttally, the third place West, each with 80's Edwards
medalists were Phil Kenny of won the coin flip for Mc meal.
New Trier West and Brian al. but Wheeling coach Jack
Liddy of Deerfield, who had Berry asserts 1111 another one
identical scores of 79.
will he awarded to Abramson
- There was also a tic for the at a later date. Edwards was
OIIh medalist spot between also fifth in the links spades..
respeetaNc 83,

_

ins 81, and Curt Manning

and Al Marchetti picking up
82's. 7
fifth Knight. who

-

PP.." -191

didn.pbTant in the scoring syslam based on the top fon, was

and Gary Nawatil both had

kw two years ago.

89% for the Warriors. with Ed

TIED WITH Walter and

Duchid shooting a 91 and Russ

Hogg at RI in a group shot just
missed one of the five medals

Smith contributing a 92Fremd was 12th with a 350

was Terry Nied of the host
Wheeling Wildcats.
Finishing
third
behind
Prospect was New Trier West

with a total score of 131, fol.
lowed by Glenbrook South

with 333. Only gem strokes hehaul the Dian, %ow. lifth-place
paced
d by Abram
Abram-

RR Wayne Meier's 82
Pahil

Haus-

Other Falcon finishers were
John Auer with a 90 and Tom
Schmidt with a 96.

sixth with a 337 and Deerfield was seventh with 342.
In eighth place was SL Vi-

378 - I = 278

And remember -NO TIPPING &COME AS YOU ARE.

BON.A.NZA

SIRLOIN PIT

(between Algonquin &Dempster

1 249 S. Elmhurst Rd.

- NO CARRVOWS)

with Terry McDonald getting
an 86, Mario Vitale and Mike
Locascio coating in 01 87 and
Mike McDonald adding on Mk
Highland Rack followed ale

to place. terming in 1011t with a

Ir Ihecker earvis
r:No ly status

Hersey.

For the

Vikings. Craig Kroll and 1c1f
Oakley lid the way with 85%.
Robb Mienio had an 89, Alike
Strauss +hot a 91 and Mint
Sena added a99.
Murk Boyett and Mike Set ton were the Hersey leaders.

Mike Straws of Fremd carefully laps this putt into the cup in
Saturday's Chevy Chose invitalional colt tournament sponsored
by Wheeling High School. Strauss shot a 91 on the rang and
challenging course.

Jaen hoth had 1011%.

TRAILING THE field we,

The :minimums to the 1970
IHSA D bold Tennis Tourna.
men. have bent ennounced,
with me majority Of the arm
teams going to the Arlington
High School Diatrict.
Arlington will play -hat to
Forest View, Hersey. St. Via.
tor. Prspect. Frenal and Pala-.
tine.... Maine Wont it will he
Megn1 school and Elk (drove.
and also Addison Trail, Fenton, Glenhard East. Montini
and Willowbrook.

CONANT. WILL go to the
Wheaton North District eking
Wheeling's

Terry

Nied

m dRld 05 MTH with tids
chip
the

ns

his

school

bastal

Pourth Amnon Ciiivy
Chase
InvIndienul Mum
day.

(Photos
Privrataky)

by

Bob

with Glenbard North, Glov
hard Mot. Lake Pork. Whcaton Central"end Wheaton St
-

Allaytrt tourneys will he
held M
9. with each school
pc...Milled Iwo 0100101 .0 two
doublm teams.

2 Min

an

ZathMed
BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT
1000 lusse Rd. Elk Grove Wiese
AkeltaISLIA.

near -

wins or the al -tampon. Brice
Stare( and Cl,
eWilerter
took the Cougar first doubles
duo of Dale Fenwiek and Jim
Michael. &O. 641: and Scott
McK, and Rahn Konen, gave
up just one priest to Conant's
John Endrikat and Mark

Course ran 'influence your career ...
if you dtlet
take thc Course right may. You'll see things happen to
people -to yourself. You'll begin to realize abilities end

EAT, $2 25

Cloth Drive -In: Arlington Heights Rood at Eastman

the

Two thought -packed hours at a.
view session of the Dale Carnegie

ALL YOU CAN

ghts

completed

perfect sep, positing the
fourth and fifth ,roight scl

your me.

Wed. Nights

Atlingtontein
DentonV D'w

Rick

RML

that COIN
Change

414

Sto830pm

One N.

worm. over Conant's

let's build one

SPAGHETTI
DINNER

AR IN

for Tom Pitchford's deter.
mined Birds with 6.0. 6-1

'Hey, Wilbur,

with hostesses!"

Happy

oleo 1ddine mother
C mkt tl
Rob Rao, who postal
scores owl- Martin ONE Jim
MxTkci muds Et dtree 0 a row

Cards, West
host tennis
districts

with

sienutes Mike. Long and Al

roe,Hurh

Cornett, 0-11.

362, North Chimgo totalol

?weal

ON
"NATIONAL.
WANK
Main Office:

s;Tir

Feral placed 1711h with a 359.

hats.

DAI LI 9 to 6

4,

a 357, Crystal lake was one
stroke behind in Ifith, Lake

IMP g011'arb. had to settle tin
23rd with a total score 01385.
Toni Enda. shot Sitt and soh-

ter ably for the Knights last

FRI '61 8 OAT Iltl 4

.4A

came in with a 94. Wheeling's
total more non 354.
Maine South mo 15th with

an 88. Rich Armour Carded all
n89 d Jack VanVeen kid

%Amgen.

units

with n 104.

Rom shot a 93 and Sim Carhon

Monne with two sukti-

s Uthul ail ol(un ant

THE ARLINGTON doubles

a 103 and Owen Sch.:or:man

Kennedy and Bob Winters
bud 90's for' the 'Cola, Don

up :i..2001.

he Cards we; Maine West. led
by Edwards' 80. Randy Getsla

School

RANKING

with a acme of MB Beading
for Roe c000,o0
gri,o,
Rucks with an 89, Ron Oinwerth with a 94. Chris Pilger
with a 102, Rick Walter with

by far of 111e Wildcnts. Jack

fort with 07's. Jeff Hain: shot

ONLY ONE stroke behind

klike Welbecker, a 1969
graduate of Prospect High

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

Conant, the 24th -place team

PLACING 14'1'11 von the
Wheeling outfit. with Sled's
One round of 81 the best

348. Gordon Ka,er and Chris

t

week t nit

strnlit set

year.

Mame:disk led the Cardinal el-

1 art

Mese

last

10th

sountst Mid %Mantis ut

mib tool
simles nah
60 6 1 tMors mei. Com ir

Fosseltnan completed the Fos selrnan completed the 1:luskie

Litwnyviite was

tonne.

km salon

yeti was right behind with an
88. Another stroke buck was
Dean Taggart at 05. and Rich

third in teem

inn,

bro.

third 0

each with 87%. and Lance Bo-

364 to finish 191h. Niles Willy',
cure.in 20th with 045. bluer.
delein was 2Ist with 351 and
Crayslake carded 384 to end

90.

NIV Missouri

MAY 4, 5,6, 7 1970
P.M. to 9 P.M.

Airmakigiffdx

were dose together, as usual,

Redbird reconl is now 6-7.

Wulbecker is a right-han,

'luso-arc played in the non-

411

ONLY

St. Viator's other linkmen

,lute has fallen to 4-11. The

BONANZA ONLY

Special Bch.

82.

Lions in ninth 0th 0247.
Arlington was the third
Mid Suburban League school

year while hitting .268 Mn 41 at-

OF TWO (2)
SIRLOIN STEAK
DINNERS AT THE
DES PLANES

ALL INCLUSIVE
RATES FROM

ator. a new etary in the affair.
with a score of 343. The lead'lug shooter for the Lions was
Joe Doughcny, who carded nn

one doubles matches for ISO
hut he has run into stiff cum- petition so far and hie

team.

One Stroke ahead of

131h -place

known,.

emu err nted to lo 27th eon

list with a 91. Fremdplaced
than
BARRINGTON FINISHED

Or, one sleeks und number

from Arlingto
Heights, is listed a5 a member
of the Northwest Missem i
Mute College vaMi15 benehnil

COUIII.

teams to ton

and
Oars

r us (Photo IN nob poorest

Tom Nauman. %Mille shot a

4r luigtoii gams

Troek 2 7.1/, off aigiff

linitetronol

the efirniplition while Pius
Pius
peels Ron Henkel

ton's Paul Tollefson in 1967.
Conant's George Sweat.
and

Chuok Port

1 remd

muleek

recordasnotker

Forest View product Jim

wain PURCHASE

$

49 I It

1

130-111/2.

Od outfielder who roamed wit -

1.

THIS NOTE
IS GOOD ONLY

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS
WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

II'.

SI/

Frank leopard° the discus in

Vgrrior, was his fire singles
n doubles victory of the year
dainst one individual los.

378 - 1 = 278

666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Aron, Al

Prospects ULM &ala plus b, as err lobetsrstrangfiansh, ho
fimsluen, kick Ind FremdMde Mona has the tape le him tit

week.

PON THE 10 -handed es-

-

$2.78

ONLY

nri

larChildion

1

4 Stem NB 5111 5 G on.

won the mile in 4:45.4 and

s

PRICE OF TWO

only

$193

ON 74 7 2 flaimn 3T s

cher won two of them. the 180.

It
aln'proinTe'd'il'
of: the wining No. 3 doubles

REGULAR,PRICE $3.78
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.

1 riplei

yard hue hurdles in 23.0 and
the 1211.yard high hurdles in
1611. and amnion Areidbald

otily one match all year, won
for
No.ai

DOLLAR DAYS!

HIS HASPIT wen "Hue

4

NT 4 34 6
hank NN
05 9 SHOE Pt I I Brown

'huh -styli meet, Frank Tom-

Reserve Schiesser
wins for NU
tennis team.

Mount Prospect State Bank

fad, one that's starting to fade.

Butler A 4,21

ELK GROVE took four

HMO

a

I

firsts on the way to winning the

Monday
Hey 4

[HY eueuconOKti. inc.

61ILF RUN
Pork,
4 +1 4 2 II tnkel P 4 t2

x511 -yard relay (1131.61.

Page 15

oro-

_16 3 Hume L.N 239
buttre di NV, 240 5
Pow roank NN 241

4

Addison Trail's Steve

man% ST.

,,,,,,

IN

Verden in the broadjump (2171/21 and Forest Vices'n the

Ind sophomore
Mid

Busse and Emerson

1 341
ton
Wheelie,
1 96 9 228 %MID DASH I
Keen FY 23 I
Ball I V

73

f Mkt 1T 224 MII F RI
Lk,/
Uremd 9 102 2

411.0

,

Prospect%

ray carded a fantastic 75 on the
Chevy
and
Schreyer lidded a 77.

Knights had III settle for sec.
ond place behind the Indians
Salurday at the founh annual
Chevy Chase Invitational golf
mho slionsored by MibbliRJ
High School.

Con or Stop In PROSPECT

259-6030

were

enough to offset suer-

FULL -DAY

in June'

meet

'team smite of 321 to whip

New Ttia

leave it to Beavers, they think of everything!

'Special Roles Prevail

tither
firm -plum
finishes.
Chuck Porter grahbed first in
the mile with a time of 4,31.4.
%like Menick took the top spot
in the 4411.nm! dash m 52.2
and the mile -relay team was
No. I with a 3:35.2 clocking.
Other first -place winners ill

A balanced auerk on the
part of five Prospect golfers

ling none-two performance by.

a

Includes round trip by ale, three mealt.cleily horse.
hock riding & all facilities of the ranch.

to Pittenger.

West
33 4

I

1 11 4

brook South 31 9 4 Arlin

brook North 1924 I

s

Peterson L 147 2
DLIS
Rex NN 144 3 kiss %I

2 04 h Mocking

Prospect

I

11 b 2 talon

Prospect laces second in Chevy Chas race

Monday, May a, !MO

Seeds will he drilled into the

Winter Park, Colorado

great family vacation!

In addition

Eremd ma away with three

4 Teak,
HIGH HUR

1

sknl

per cent germination. 40 per animal rate.
cent park mixture.

soil, 80 pounds of seed

14.7

Boom in I
Al
Rome

FonAt 9 HA

ruhrk of 49-3 'set by Arling-

Brown was one of the two

233K).0 in Febrile, an in re

first

in the 1110 -yard luvn M 20.N.

16-21.

while Niles West and filenbrook North had 30 mice,
Addison Trail 20. Wheeling

Chandler in

cupped

BOB LARD REL1

I

Nick Jaremus in the high jump

el with 35 points. Arline.
tiles with 33 tallies.

apiece. Niles North and Prsato 4 apiece and Frond and
Hersey 2 oPiem
Pittemas covered the .twomile run in 9:36.9 to wipe out
the old meet mcord of 937.2
set by Conant% Dick Lotion!
in 1967. Rill Brown of Glenbrook North was the only ohcr nvonl-setter. throwing the

I trm won the Sh0 s rrd run

RUN
Plat.
1390 5111
ngor 1- 9 169 2 Allen P1

Keith' Matthews in the telf)toot run 11:59:4. Niles West's

the

25. Conant 12. Forest View
and Olcnbrook
South
III

Peterson

and Rose grabbed the top spot

Me

1968.

Hc added that loan open -

(Delta) 40 per cent. 85 per cent

,Niles West's 15. Conant% 10.
Wheeling's 915. Arlieglon's
9,' Hersey and Glenbrook
North's 6 apiece and Elk

Arlington's

cations was 190,000 in Fake-. ry,

Amok North's 30 union was
good for third plum. l'ollowed
by Prtopeas 25!",. Iorest
View's 22, Nilm North's to.

Onwes 5.

off.

al the I-0.yard highs in

Addison Trail piled up 35

shot 54-7 to better the old meet
murk of 53-11/2 established by

nee

requests in January, 1970. and
32,000 in February last year.
The seasonally mljusted newt? rate for home an appli-

soil

High

'ELK GROVE, though last

Legal
Noticecj

Vietnam era and°.

achlIsteLincrcl

View

varsity competition.
mink first in the fnolhaoph lea-

Notice

In making that forecast, of
bath then expressed the view
that housing demands would
increase. They also needs
youngerh
the full needs of

Forest

HIE DIG11LY4outed show down between Conant's Slew

Peterson and Niles North's
Steve Rose in the hurdk
held `.events wound up in a stand.

points in the meet to twat mu
Frond by two marker,. Glen.

in

Legal ,

197l.

at

School Friday night

dental hygiene.

mte to 142,000 in February.
This compares with 141,000

AT BEAUTIFUL

c.

resident, is assistant professor

with.capacity of 1,800 will be

by loan guammy officials. in
VA% budget and appropria
lions request. for fiscal year

ca115111111y

GUEST RANCH

for

Berstein. a Buffalo Grove

Roselle Ron., Palatino
If the weather is bad a tent

1970 and 1971.

eaVers

fre° 6'9'hvre

Patricia

even though VA loan activity
would increme in fiscal years

the lead in East Coast sommer,
scosioNwencaore=rst
stock. According 1oStohn, the
Ovotaasina meadows. USN*
choice Is not so muds between mush
actors as between two ways of
glaribotiNHooldsworth
doing the shew. Right noW, the
.
see -sow

He takes p dim view of the.

Cole is chairmen of educe-

Hit the trail for

exaches will be held outdoors at

er post -Korean veterans probably would not be satisfied.

groups of Ming people. He Slohn revealed that Dennis as
Km a healthy respect for ru .being considered for the lead
day's youth. "The parents am
In "And All the Girls Came
the problem. They lecture and Out to Play" if and when it

-Right now a friend of mine is

teaching Joey scuba diving.

Richard Bertilein and Nina
Connally. Harper
teachers, am co-chairmen or
the groduation megrim

commencement

vitally.' Track and

in fresh toph steels
Swekles wan the 221/ t int
d
nab 1 LIM ot 24 6 ind

with

seven nets of a Hooldo Alger
novel.
Sideline Slosicium
(2) glom man, pH Doable:141
Eat= (5) Stand -1m fig Dancer:0) ACTOR tat last) in TV's
-Puradise
Bay,"
"Felony

eyes. then stopped. -Do you
your name with an.Por a
he ()shed. Inscription and
name correct,
the on.
of the page with a string of romantic -looking X, and re-

College

champion Addison Trail in the
Fifth Annual Falcon InN lena

Harper 2d graduation set
The amoral annual Harper

second -place finish hehind

lint

Dennis Cole mods like the firm

11

Al 1 'p.m. mid',y in the
school auditorium a contort

After getting his associate of jot.

up by 0 belief in hard work.

-. in spaceuge terms -- all
000000.

Only freshmen. sophomore
and juniors will Mend. Seniors

.

Northbrook, an education ma -

yard Josh in 23.1 UM! the 100.
yard dash in 10.4.

a

mile run to pace the Vikings to

speak.

Johnson also reported that
requests for appralsob of newly built homes
aced on a

Frond's Dan Pittenger MA

college Arlington Heights music ma to open in September Ion BYE Davis, a nursing stk.
would be closer to home for dent from Roning Meadows:
Ron, he has no plans to trans. and' Jennifer Edwards of

Niles community.

elated

able outlook and ,vas foresee

young

per cent. 9)1 per cent purity 85

Yes. Virginia. there IS an
all-American boy out there in
decadent, vim -ridden old Hol-

Heights.

mends of this group of octet.own contributed to the favor-

plant seed for $27,245.

Meet Dennis Cole,
all-American boy

May 4, will sant off e musical

post -Korean veterans.
11,111) that housing de-

began working the

Harper College soil no plant

plans week
of music

ahem January and LI per cent
above February a year ago.
Johnson said nearly 12.000
applications for 0.1. loans
teen: receivol in February, almost 90 per eent of them from

Klehin nursery begins
planting grass at Hal per
recently

St.

months. This seosonally adAnted figure was 7 per cent

Keen of Forest View also won
Iwo events taking the 220-

.

nem meet record in the Iwo.

Nickles Holt, director of the
Urban Fellowship program at
the University of Chicago. will

VA home loan applications up

By mike Mania

Although the nos Maine. aro Christopher Raines. no

for (919-1 Harper.

-TIM major problem is to

Pittenger sets mark; Frem 2d

Other elected meMben of
Ronk Student Senate hest

cM1111tunitY college district .

key, he said.

time work for an Evanston

ent type of -running" and he

An Evanston resident en-

Evanston. does not have a

ing Meadows.

amistaht and does sonw part-

when boa not studying or

student to the Senate and from science degree. Ron would like
IM Senate to the student to apply for entrance to the Air
Force Acedemy. '

Harper for 1970-71. He will
succeed Don. Duffy of Roll -

the college has an athletic pr.
gram.' Ron said in his dintint, mint and confident

dis-

IIE EVEN runs for fon-

of Les Plaines, Ron ,vas elm eel Student Senate piesident at

956-1170

Life's worth a laugh on the

Mark Edwards Show
2 In 7 pm Mon. -Fri.

MW At
RADIO 670<

opportunities You never thought you had. IVs like a top
into your own future. Will you be there?
/Mood a free ormimo
MARRIOTT - Marriott MemvHotel
- 0035 W. Higgins Rood
Wednesday, May 6 - 7:30
For reservatiOs o r intOrmation call;

HAn-7- 5916
DALE CARNEGIE COURSE

PLosenton by mismosonsmoo 28 E. Jackson

Chicaao

I.

I

-1-

SHORT. RIBS
Page lb

TONIGHT

Monday, May 4, 1970
WHAT 15 tUR DESIRE,G.112E?

OUT OUR WAY

EVEN THE

IN -1HE HO3PITAL! SHE JAN LET YOLI OFF .t..r.:OT-FREE
ASHEN SHE
L:HIEF COOK ANC SOT 1LE wASHER iF
WANTS 10. tzLiT WHILE 1AT HEAP
riERE
1%%.0 ARE

)0LI MUST BE SLIPPIN;
JAKE! "'OLIVE BEEN
HERE 'TWO WEEKS
WITHOUT. OFFERAN'

35E AND HINE.AtEN"
FULL'

H

_

.

DRAW TO AN

STRAtGI-I'r

US P. FIVE -BUCK.
REMBRANDT.'

THE

BEST OF 'EM
HAVE 'TO FADE
AWAY... HE DIDN'T

ALL NIGHT AT
THE OWLS;

7

9

Mike Douglai

5

1 VW
i _gto

HAW-HAVJJ Yoll

---v

moms

GUYS 15 SURE
KIDDERS! BUT

---.

IN ACTUAL FACT,

THE MILMATER.
FOUNDATION-.

Astros at Houston.

FOLLUTIONLy

Jerusalem," is guest.

32 Men in Crisis
44 Continuous

Movie

26 Quiz
6:30
2 Gunsmoke
Rerun.
"Devil's

Welcome to It.
Rerun. "Seal in
the Bedroom."
7 It Takes a Thief

Who Came in From

CAN I MAKE `IOU HAPPY?

26 Today's Racing

ITS A GIRL, LILY...IN
TROUBLE...14AVE HERMAN
BRING HER UP TO TI-IE

HER

HOUSE!

ACCIDENT,
CHERRY

I'D GO SLOW
ABOUT TAKING
IN A STRANGER,
MRS.
WILLINGNANIf.

WHY, LILY,

14.

I'LL TAKE CARE

THE POOR
CHILD
MAY NEED.
SOME

An Eskimo whale
hunt is featured in a

his friends go to Palm

film trip to the Arc-

Springs for a vaca-

TAURUS (April 21 - May
2211: lie reasonable in your de-

mands today. 1 he more you
ask of another. the more you

SUCCESS!)
HERE HE

THAT'S A CATCHY
HOW ABOUT
PLAYIN' ANOTHER

NOW:

11 NET Journal

2

"The Conservative Viewpoint."

Show

News,

BEANERY

your voice.

Sports

GEMINI (May 22 - June
211: Listen to what others are
saying

on

which

you

a

subject

know

9

fair

a

before

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
"lake care that you don't exaggerate your importance to the
present project. You may find

12:40
News

7

1:00
Perspectives

9

Editorial

The Honey-

32

mooners
10:30

Mery Griffin

1:10

Tonight Show
Gu es t s include
Charlie Callas and
Tony Randall.
5

a panel discussion examining the view-

Dick

7

1:15

9 "Movie
"Pirate

Cavett

32 Big Valley

combat rebellion
aboard ship.

Jonathan Miller.
9 Movie
"A Slight Case of
Murder." Comedy
with Edward G. Robinson as a gangster
trying to go straight
and discovering a

8:25

20 TV College
Biology.
8:30
Doris Day Shoal
Rerun. Billy de
Wolfe guest stars.
2

1:25
2

Late Report

2

Meditation
Reflections

1:30
7

corpse in his home.

2:30

11 Up Against the

9:00

Ship."

Jon Hall and mates

Show
Guests include Sarah Vaughan and

Five Minutes to
Live By'
9

Wall

EEK & MEEK
A GOOD LEADER
NOTHILIG VJaHOUT THE

MORTY

I -MINK I'LL BE A

EVERY TIMEJ air GOWN

OF COLPSE,TH ERE MAY
NOT 13 a ANY TRE....)LEFr

A -1-1-EE,

WHEN I GPOW L1F.'

tion.

VIRGO .(Aug. 24

PLANTA NEW ONE.

70 CUT- INN BY THEN

231: Choose your companions

0a

ti

with care. A day when another's evil intention could rub
off on you if you're not care-

CROS WORD PUZZLE

ful.
1.113RA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
It is essential

cAVV.-t-1
JO

that you gain

control of another's actions
for a little while. Otherwise,
you may find yourself contributing to harm.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-- Nov:

....."

6.9

Sept.

-

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

1 "-, the

python"
4 "Rikki Tikki
8 "The White
12 Before
13 Oxhide thong
(S. Afr.)
14 Set of three
15 Continent

may well make this day less
than good for you. Make an ef-

fort to respond to another's ill
will with grace.
23

-

Jan. 2(11: Accept no evidence
but that which is perfectly
clear. If you condemn another
on shaky gronnds,
regret it.
A QI A R I US (Jan. 21 - Feb.

19): Take care that you don't
overboard something,

von will he needing later 'on.
Ilaste makes waste.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): This could he a positively

CAPTAIN EASY
MAKIN'
THAT'S RIGHT,TIM AND Z
STEAK AN'
HAVE AN ENGLISH VISITOR'
KIDNEY PIE'
WHO PROPPED IN SORT
Eth AGGIE?
OF UNEXPECTEDLY;

'I' DON'T SAY! TWO MUM
WERE JUST HERE LOOKIN'
FOR SOME ENGLISHMAN..
LITTLE BALDHEADED
GENT WITH A BIG NOSE;

-

sonal life.

ochre cord
odder core

coed
code

chord
horde
herd'
hero

0AHILE AT
THEIR
NEW YORK
HOTEL:,,,

THE A6ENCYS

LETS HOPE

OPEN-SUT MARDEN
HE'LL HAVE
DOESN'T COME IN SOME CLUE ON
TILL 10130!
WOr HAPPENED
TO DR.DIMBLE:

35 Arikaran

1"4

character

S

R

S

A
Li

CA01
ENAL

NN

0
ER
A L_ 0 H
L0 0Ps
N I L 1H O 0
A L. C

DOWN
1 Retain
2 African wild

7-ALAR
H I VESI A P LO ANA
-r
0
I DEAS
-r-

sheep (vat'.)
3 Of aircraft
4 Cornered

N

(coll.)

CAMPUS CLATTER
LTHIS IS A VERY GOOD
EXAM YOU HANDED IN,
MISTER SHARKEY'

HOWEVER. AN ANALYSIS OF THE

HANDWRITING TELLS ME YOU
ARE UNDERHANDED, SNEAKY,
EVASIVE, UNFAIR. -

WOW CAN YOU TELL

ALL THAT JUST FROM

THE HANDWRITINGS

12

13

15

16

18

. Indian

plex than you might imagine.

dred
decor
doer
chore

M0ANI N

G

59 Prophet
60 Ibsen

23 Javanese
40 Staggered
5 Was sick
-poisonous tree 43 Cookstove
6 Swerve
24 Grape residue 44 Come in
(ab.)
7 Little devil
25
Mineral tar
45 Money (slang)
16 "Toornai of
8 Surveyor's
26 Jar
1
46 King of Israel
station
27 Pointed metal 47 Extent
18 Early settler
9 Sea bird
object
between limits
20 That is
10 River islets
28
Utah lily
48 Father (Fr.)
(2 words)
11 Misplaced
29 Saxon slave
49 Hawaiian
21 Unusual
17 Depressed
31 Arched way
dance
22 Bee (comb.
(coll.)
between shops 50 Biblical
form)
19 Angular space 36 Al*ays
patriarch
23 Shield boss
22 Cutting tool
(contr.)
51 Fury
26 Wide extent
(var.)
38 Direction
53 Mouse genus
of space
30 Alaskan outer
i4 5 6 7
8
9
10 11
garment
32 Tiny
33 Roman bronze
34 Exist

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): fake care that you don't
make the mistake of oversimplifying your present situ-.
;Mon. 'Filings are more com-

CHORDED

I

1"-r-=

most particularly in your per-

Answers to
Hideaword

00 E
NOR 0 A V 0
0 LARS
0V NE
M

the -"

brilliant day for you. Use it to
get ahead on several levels

Answer to Previous Puzzle

'Jungle Book'

22): Read something of signifiCalle.: today. You will need to
know a, great deal more than
you do now hefore striking out
On )'our own.
SAG1TTAR IUS (Nov. 23 lice. 22): Streks mechanisms

CAPRICORN (Dec.

Mar LE An -r

(

3'
PMEEKLE

CONSERVATION 1S'

MORAL
Ft -talc -At
5UrfrCf1; AMP CALV.i; Pill

aostE

.svProRt or

yotirself in an awkward posi-

hoer
echo
rode
redo

9

1-)on't

ternoon errors even
they happen.

throw

Flash Gordon
12:30

of the News

First of four parts of

Leadoff Man

9

Some of My Best
Friends

26 A Black's View

7:10

about

try to dispute
another's view of filings.
CANCER (June 22 - July
23):A little goes a long way.
Mottling hours can he used
successfully to counteract afaffi01.1111.

Weather,

Chicago Show

N.H.

point of the American
conservative.

44 Continuous

Midnight Report

7

5

House in Portsmouth.

Show

CHORUS ?

may frighten him MI. Save

Movie

5

12:10

PREMIERE:
Antiques VII
George Michael
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52 families routed

$500,000 fire hits apartments
By Rick Goncher
The largest apartment corn. plex at Three Fountain Apartments at 5200 Carriage Way,
Rolling Meadows, was destroyed by fire last night. The

git

blaze left 52 families homeless,
three persons injured and

caused an estimated $500,000
damage to the building alone.
The residents lost almost all
of their belongings because of
the quick spreading of the fire

and the task of rescuing persons trapped on the second and
third floors.
The destroyed building was

one of eight occupied on the
complex. Three more are under construction.
Rolling Meadows Police
Chief Lewis Case who lived on
.1

the third floor of the burning
complex, lost everything he

.

1.

Fire last night destroyed this apartment complex at Three Fountains Apartments, 5200 Carriage Way, Rolling Meadows, causing an estimated $500,000
damage to the building, leaving 52 families homeless and injuring 3 persons. Fire-

fought the blaze for two hours before bringing it under control. A fire at 5001
Carriage Way caused $700,000 damage to an unoccupied apartment building at
Three Fountains on Feb. 21, 1969. (Photo by Dan Bolas)

men from Rolling Meadows, Palatine; Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights

lucky we escaped with our
lives," said Case.

Dist. 59 building referenchim seen
Elk Grdive Dist. 59 will
PritPably need a construction
rpferaicdtini next year to reli6fe overcrowding in its jun-

-

ior high schools

'Acting Supt. Al Waltnian
made that point Monday at a

tion after hearing considerable
criticism of. the move, end
Waltman's rasons for it, from
Robert Frost parents.
- Waltman
acknowledged
that the shift of students would

both junior highs to about

not solve the district's junior

Holmes at capacity next year.
However, the report said the

meeting where board members
again delayed approval of
boundary changes for Demps-

high overcrowding.
"This plan is predicated on

ter and Holmes Junior High

Holmes by 1972-73," Waltman asserted. "This will have

School, Mount Prospect.
Waltman
recommended
that 'Mount Prospect children
living west of Linneman Rd. in

the Robert Frost attendance
area be shifted from Dempster
to Holmes to relieve overcrowding at Dempster.

putting on an addition on
to go before the voters."

THE SCHOOL .official explained that District 59's longterm plans call for constructing additions to both Holmes
and Tom Lively Junior High,

Elk Grove Village. The step
THE BOARD deferred ac-

would raise student capacity at

Albert Volz 99
next Tuesday
Albert Volz of Arlington Heights, life-long resident of
the northwest suburbs, will be 99 next Tuesday.

Volz was born in what was then the town of Dunton
May 12, 1871, in a house that no longer exists at 17 E.
Campbell. The name of Dunton was changed to Arlington
Heights when Volz was 5 years old.

Beginning in 1917 Volz served three terms in the Illinois General Assembly. His district included the northwest suburbs as well as parts of Lake and DuPage Counties.

It has become a tradition on his birthdays for friends to
call during the day. Next Tuesday, as in many years past,
they will be served cake and coffee.

1,000 students.
A report seen by the §chpol

board for the first time Monday evening, showed Walt man's transfer plan would put

District 57 School
Board last night commented

district Atudents and faculty
njemberFwho participated in
various pollution projects on
Eirth Day.

- :Both teacher and student
representatives from five of
the eight district schools were

present at the School Board

meeting and gave a report on
the activities
each school.

conducted

in

-AT BUSSE SCHOOL the

'

5th grade science classes distrlbuted anti -pollution matetial throughout the school and
held sessions on pollution con-

trol.
'

community cleanup was
conducted

qn

the

school

grounds and in the surrounding neighborhood that resulted in a collection of trash
that filled eight 50 -gallon
drums..
cG

The representatives told the
Board that the schools consid-

CENTRAL SCHOOL students held a contest and award
a $25 savings bond to winners
in each of three categories.

Participants were allowed
to enter a science project dealing with pollution, or a poster
or essay on the same topic.
Films on pollution were

shown in some classes and a
spontaneous cleanup got underway after school.

View, Mount Prospect, and
lage.

Dempster, according to the

John Jay, Mount Prospect;

comfortably blow recommend-

ed enrollment size the next

$627,661, went to W.F. Fitz-

Brentwood, Des Plaines, and

simmons Co., Hoffman Estates; James W. Hardy, Elk

Arlington

three years.

through 40 minutes of ques-

tioning by citizens and then
adjourned for a closed session
where they said personnel matters would be discussed.
As soon as the meeting began again, the board voted 4-2
without discussion to postpone
action on the transfer propos-

By Maureen McNassar
Members of the Mount
Prospect Educational Assn,

(MPEA).last night voiced an
objection to a recommendation by the Salary Committee

al.

of the District

57 School
summer school
teacher's salaries of $475.

Board
tt,

for

Mount Prospect Village

Junior High of Dist. 59 students living in trailer courts.
south of the tollwot. That

Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
River Trails School Dis-

ROLLING

MEADOWS

Fire Chief Thomas Fogerty

said that they rescued about a
half dozen persons who were
in danger. Three were taken to
Northwest Community Hospital, two residents of the aparthalation and one Rolling
Meadows Civil Defense volun-

teer who caught two fingers
between the ladder and the
building.

The two residents of the

that although representatives
from Fairview, Gregory and
Sunset Park schools were not
present he "had received previous reports on activities at
the schwls.

them that it is important to

for 2 hours betore bringing it
under control. Two snorkels
were pumping at full pressure
for an hour and a half.

CIVIL DEFENSE workers

from Rolling Meadows and
Hoffman Estates and the
ing 'Meadows Civil Air Patrol
were at the scene assisting fire-

men and helping control the
massive crowd that gathered.
Rolling Meadows Civil Defense Director Carmen/ Vinezeano said that they were having a Tornado Alert meeting
with the Hoffman Estates Civil Defense group at the Rolling
Meadows police station when
they heard the call for help.
The Rolling Meadows Dis-

aster Rescue Crew and the
American Red Cross were also
at (the fire assisting firemen
and the routed residents.
Chief Case said that the fire
set off 1,000 rounds of ammuhis

apart-

ment, but no one was injured
when the ammunition exploded.

Firemen almost had the fire
under control when a gas line

an one end of the building
broke

and

into

exploded

flames. The fire was under
control about two hours after
it started, and then the all-

receiving a $25 increase they

He added that with the in-

would actually be taking home
$3.54 less.

crease of $6.25'and the deduc-

closed session should be kept
confidential.

tion of state taxes at an approximate rate of $9.25 for

In the summer of 1969 the

summer school

teachers
worked 24 days. With a salary
of $450 the teachers received
an average pay of $18.75 per
day.,

one deduction, the teachers

of checking
complex began.
night -task

AT THAT point Ronchetto
terminated the discussion.

Metzler said that MPEA's

would receive $3.54 less.

purpose last night was to bring

WITH THE recommended

Board member Jack Ronchetttl who heads the salary

the board's attention to the
matter and consider the facts

committee attempted to comment on the. proposal following Metzler's -presentation but
was reminded by Metzler that

before taking a vote.

all previous negotiations in

closed sessions.

Other teacher salaries for
the 1970-71 school year are
currently being negotiated in

the

The Rolling Meadows fire
chief was going to, check the
building for the possibility of
any persons still in the building, but he was "pretty sure"
that all were out. Police said
firemen were going
through the structure a section
at a time, but the main section
was too hot to enter as of 2 a.m.
thc

Rolling

Meadows

police

said they received reports of
looters

but no one was ar-

rested. A Red Cross worker
said that they will help find
motels and hotels for the
AT ONE TIME, there was
an alarm that the water presin Rolling Meadows
might drop to zero, but the Arlington Heights fire depart-

sure

C4
rrrai

ment began pumping water
from their main line to supplement any loss of water pressure
Rolling Meadows might have.

CL4
-7.11re -

On Feb. 21, 1969 another
16-14T-

aca

4:i1E7

that he didn't think so. and
that the cause would be any

Vandals broke 70 small win-

dow panes and spread paint
over the kitchen cabinets of
a home under construction at
Suffield. and Canterbury Rds.,
Arlington d Heights, causing.
$1,000 damage.
Police said there is a strong
indication that the damage was
done by youths.

Yes,ilersey was there - Apollo 13 astronauts, Jaines A. Lovell and John L. Swigert, were greeted
at O'Hare Airport Friday by the Hersey High School. Band, pictured above, and four other area high
school bands. The astronauts were guests of Chicago and were In a parade downtown. By an error of
omission, a caption on a photo in The Day yesterday listed the four other bands but failed to mention
Hersey.

Dist. 2 3 to consider early close of school

Board Member Jack Ronchetto said that a sign of the
Board's recognition and ap-

long Memorial Day holiday

preciation would be presented
to each of the schools.

day.

weekend,

that

wduld make

Friday, May 29, a school holi-

At the boaid's committee

't

a newly constructed but
unoccupied apartment. complex at Three
Fountains
caused
$700,000 damage.

fire at

There was some speculation
of arson, but Chief Case said

Vandals strike

continue such action.

ty on their efforts and told

Mount Prospect, and Arling-

nition he kept' in

Aiphonsus School, 411 N.
Wheeling;7:30 p.m.

dow.

.

old building code which didn't
require the building to have a
fire wall installed all the way
up to the roof as it does now."

Heights.

p.m.
Prospect Heights Old
Town Sanitary District, St.

trict 23 -is -scheduled to vote at
next Monday's board meeting
on a possible early termination
of the school calendar, and a

Lions Park School had a

building." Meyer said "This
Complex was built under the

11141

trict 26, 1800 E. Kensington Rd., Mount Prospect; 8

mended the students and faCul-

included a clean up and a film

then shot straight up and clear
across the entire length of the

Meetings

Lincoln 'school showed their
concern for pollution by planting a tree outside their win-

on pollution of the Great
Lakes.

ton Heights, fought the fire

homeless victims.

posed transfer to Tom Lively

Wrote to their Congressmen on
the problems.
Supt. Eric Sahlberg said

fire departments,
Meadows, Palatine,

the end of the complex and

affects a pro-

AT WESTBROOK School
the 5th grade held a teach -in
and circulated anti -pollution
material. Some of the students

Four

Rolling

If you planted seeds of indifference and laziness all school year,
don't be surprised if you burst into a bloomin idiot this spring.

Metzler representing work 25 days this summer, will
MPEA told the board that al- average $19 per day, said Metthough the teachers would be zler.

ahead with next year's student

speaker on Earth Day and held
a school clean up.

leased.

Roland Meyer said "The fire
started on the first floor near

SAYS

David

The Board of Education of
Prospect Heights School Dis-

Other activities at Lincoln

Marion, Palatine, was treated
for two broken fingers and re-

both the woman and Mrs. Case
down a ladder.
Rolling Meadows Mayor

SUBURB

District 57 Band director increase teachers, who will

SCHOOL BOARD President Harrison Hanson com-

A HISTORY CLASS -at

woman escape. Case assisted

Teachers hit summer salaries

BOARD MEMBERS sat

alsO

Juliette Low,

thur O'Hara were admitted to
the hospital and reported in
good condition. O'Hara is 72
and his wife is 63.

The Civil Defense worker,
Michael Bull, 24, of 254 N.

WON:

Dist 59's other schools are
Grove Junior High and elementary schools Byrd, Clearmont, Cook, Hopkins, Ridge,
Rupley, Salt Creek and Grant
Wood,- Elk Grove Village;

totalling

contracts,

The

same report, would remain

told The Day she voted "no"
because she thought junior
high schools needed to move

"r-

contracts for additions to five

Mark Hopkins, Elk Gibve Vil-

Mrs.- Sharrie -Hildebrzndt,
beard member from Elk
Grove Village, opposed the delay, as did Mrs. Judith Zanca
of Des Plaines.
M R S . HILDEBRANDT

door of my apartment a suddent rush of heat flashed onto
my face." Case said he went
Grove Village; A. Stomout onto the balcony and saw
panato, Hoffman Estates, and people running out of the first

apartment Mr. and Mrs. Ar-

next apartment to help the

ments because of smoke in-

"WHEN I OPENED the

...Sklena Corp., Des- Plaines.
'
MEMBEItS
'1301:12.
All four firms were low bidday approved construction
ders.

over "advised capacity'; by
1972-73.

ered Earth Day a day for action and participation.

drew next to no crit-

icism from the attdienCe..

school would be 240 students

Dist. 57 commends student,
teachers for Earth day work
' The

transfer

elementary schools Devonshire, Einstein and High Ridge
Knolls, Des Plaines; Forest

scheduling.
The delay

owned while saving a 72 -year old woman who was trapped in
the apartment next to his. "Everything I got went - we're

floor room where the fire started and they were carrying their
personnal belongings away
from the blaze.
Case notified his own police
of the fire, and then ran to the

are now two available far the

meeting Monday night board
member John Stull suggested
that the scheduled last day of
school, Monday, June 15, be
eliminated and changed to

balance of the school year.

June 12.

Because only one of the
emergency days provided by the school calendar
was used, 'on March 26, there
three

.

said that he believed that many

businesses were making that
After the board was polled day a holiday also.
for opinions, Supt. EdwardGrodsky was asked for his recGrodsky said that he recomommendation.
mended as a holiday, May 29,
Grodsky said that the Pros- with Thursday; June 11, the
pect Heights EduCation Assn., last day of school, arid Friday,
the teachers association, had the 12th, a record day for
asked that May 29 be a holi- teachers. Graduation ,is to be
day, and one board member June 10.

number of things.
The cause of the last fire was
blamed on a faulty furnace, according to Chief Deputy State
Fire Marshal Stanley Morton.
Morton pinpointed a gas fueled second floor furnace
"which was completely melt-

ed," as the apparent point of
that fire's origin.

Gripe
Of The
Day
Continued petty thievery from boys' gym lockers.
J.C.

THE 095
001.0

,Status of women
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Mt. Prospect may get first traffic funds
Rs

Bon Tittle

II mitten that Mount P.
pea will lit thy lust Chit.uo
and community to haw, a
compohensive triffic plan
tor hinds from thi.
fi nd nod TOPICS ffral

gu

that'

den Inc yarn in ISCie le intim

prannuve traffic plan ready tam and as Donned 10 (Cook

olli

Two neon aubmtud
this pm and ma. nth rc

Marl

ty Connhission Chairman Al
Finch, all of the 21 intersections memilly treatol in a
recently completed traffic sur-

the intersections singled out in

vey and report were discussed,

centfk of 0 fatal accident.

Ile board for work at one of
report -Central Rd. and

the

North,. Hwy, the

scene

with particular emphasis on

FINCH SAID that Moak:
ty commission intends to put
together a report including all
of the iMeneetions mentioned
in the Crawford report and to
present it with a "ball -park"
estimate of costs to the village
hart at its May 19 meeting.
"Hopefully our plan can be
introduced into the TOPICS
program," said Donald Furst,

calve 511 per me of the cot
of highway projects.

ILLINOIS' allocation tinder the program is 525 million.
To qualify, communities must
submit comprehensive general
traffic plans for the entire

7.

ik Illinois Dom. of Hhh

nom

FURST SAID shot he on program for been funded for
duNtood the plan to he sub almost two soars rd nRch
Mad to ths Mount Prosecid fi,w apphmums ter TOPICS
Villagt. Board Roy IP will m funds ham bun made
cluck
ost itomont of rho
Humidhaaoestdofnite. ad

Soma 18.000 ter 1.0,mi...ring planning was approved by

which intersections should
have priority treatment.
TOPICS is 0 program under
which communities can re.

a

urowth

lags

cialsSamMay. headed by Safe-

hose

to submit Lo me if 11 qualifim
thdr comments for funds

rimed by spode! commun..
has km acivetsd by tht

Op.-mon f rm., to Ire

will

study of traffic Imams and
to ohm sugp.mons for hap
tog pax with population
In

pro. C op hits and Sofids I

M nmung ol

tom of Cr thford 01,010 Ro

village trustee who acts es liai-

community. from Which District I() (Cook County) officials of the Illinois Division of

son between the safety ann.
mini a. the veiling,: hoard.

Highways can determine

last

whew particular projects will
fit in with the TOPICS con emit
Mourn Prospect hired the

Board of 'Frusta/es approved

Alon village board meeting
week,

the

Schaurnbarb

application to TOPICS for
funds for certain projects. with
an estimated six weeks before

Northwest Hwy. and Minds
list

031

the a'rt
n'rr sleet Snral o °sr
those roads.
i

He nod that maps will he
prepared showing locations of

County 1 to implement tht. pro
gram
Barnett Ynid that thouali

Pros,. SO

pr

se

presented to the District 10 of-

and
ingneenng
ems
beta., the vdlagc
board hod Ms tor/dist/I to he
gin thou ,21311, for t tom

roval.
'Village

Manager

Vire

hoard
of education
MrnidaY night,
The bureau. whigh has provided northwest suburban area

. . drill meet

d"'"'"-1°-'civic
"

clations have been notified of
the 000's need for funds.

The Navy Junior ROTC AT

The District 23 board will

Wheeling High School will
host the Chicago Suburban 's.-

-

vote next Monday on in eontribution.

nior ROTC Drill Learn Meet
'

Rear Adm. Leslie T. Men
represent

By Catherine O'Donnell
The Still Run Theatre box

"A war would be a military
action that involved esmyone
and not lust a segment of our

office is answering all calls regarding oho appmrance of

no NW Obedience Club
mats every Wednesday night
to leach proper manners to
their dogs under the guidance
of head trainer Barbara Good.
man. They meet in the base-

Sonny and Cher tonight as, society as this one does in this
'Cancelled for this evening .instence our young men
only due to the illness of only." was the answer. Son.,
If you have tickets for
Percy said that this onmuy
ment of the old Jewel Tel
tonight, check before sou go. bed not declared a war in 25 Company.
The bomber is 298-2170..
Yews and that none of the
THE NUMBERS GAME
countries involved in wars"
Mrs. Ruth Mitchell, third
ONE MORE WORD
Sen. Charles Percy said on Fri-

day that this country is the
only o ne that doesn't know
where it is going. He said that
Russia plans ahead and that
our country should.o.

Republic. Convention. If be

grude

ANOTHER QUESTION FR asked if "Congress no

Churchill Elementary School

longer ties to declare war."
It was an interesting day.,

rnetical wi7ards. Her elan no,

When Tony and Mickey Tomase sent out invitations to a
coffee for Se, Percy at their
home. they hoped that at loot

sounded to this /calloused
ear as if he, too, were planning

ahead, right through the 1972

had declared war.

.50 would respond. The house

teacher

at

Winston

in Palatine is developing maththine other Sasses in the
school have been collecting
boule caps.

They'll collect Mel until
they have one million Meuse

Mrs. Mitchell would like dic

doesn't shrove his hat into that

packed with people
th.at someone lost count at 170

,ing, this column writer owes a
very expensive luncheon to a

youngsters to see what a million f anything, 1.ks like.

and at loot one gal raised kw

So far, according to Jan

W as so

coffee cup and couldn't pet her

very special Republican.
From his speech at the
luncheon in the Arlington
Park Hotel Too of the Towers.
didn't appear that President

arm dan.
Committeeman 0,0k Cowan gave all the credit to Cone
nildnewornan Vera Meyer for
the success of the day. Top of
the Towers manager Arta
Seidler rushed around getting

P
Perc

would do if he were in

the same spot. It is always in-

lets/Mg to read the political
writers m the morning after.
They take care of tin big
things. However, there were
sonic

interesting

statements

mail, that did not appear in
print.

SEN. PERCY said that
12,000 American troops are
reamed to this country each
month in the Vietimmiaation
policy of the administration.
During the press conference
that Er/Bowed the luncheon, he
said that 35,000 American
trogps go to Vietnam each

clearance for the Percy helicopter to land on thc howl
grounds, after the Chicago astronaut parade. It was an am -

bus day all around.
ARE ARE ARE
"Keep your paws crossed,"
will be the command that dog

tor. their Lm Vegas festivities
which will be held at the Veter-

47,000 come
month, he said.

8 p.m.

He also mid that Vietnam
wM celled a "war" although it
as never been declared a war.

'What would Y. say e"we'
as?" Inc asked the questioner.

emerge on May 14.
The parents who have been invited for Me schoors Open

of the birds home with the kids

ans

each

egg stage but the chicks arc ex-

pect.

for an evening of fun and

The Northwest 'Obedience
Club. Inc. will vvitch from
trainers to dealers that eight

of Poregin Wars Hall.

2067 Miner St Des Plaine at

representing

Homy,

compete. Each team performs
a 5- to 8 -minute exhibition drill

909001 Spurett., the Gary,
Roosevelt High School Girls'

(restaurant) type liquor license

Board is expected to continue
discussion, May 18 at B p.m.
on a request for o liquor li-

limy and Air Force not
hi which they are judged on
precision, difficulty and originality. The Wheeling High

milted a request for an -12"

cense for the former Fernier
Cooper's restaurant at 303 E.
Kensington, Mount Prospect.
James A. Christie, owner of
the Bondon Poultry Co., sub-

Drill Team and the Recruit
Training Command, Great
Lakes Drum and Bugle Corps,
will perform.

be Pls...
Ts9Phim
by Rear Adm. EINman to winteams,

teain commander and to individuals who are exceptionally
roficient
drill.
P Tickets raremiry
mailable from
all Navy Junior ROTC caeets,.
the Randhurst Mall and at

the 19°,

'or adu'n

Childrc

rancrundwkrndwilr bc'
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building in Mount Prospect.
Police said the vandals used
rocks to break the windows.
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Christie to be

Angular May meeting.
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fruit cocktail. Cornbread and
butter, milk. Available de.

gelatin,

lemon

mange
cream fee,

c hoc olme brownie, rolled

the Bence committee Christr
ie said he w. plamIng to offer

PIANS FOR remodeling of

menu restricted to six or scyat special items in the moden.
ate price range.
Describing the properly. he

the restaurant were. presented
to the committee members by
Christie :done with an explanation of his purpose in requesting the license.

said, it is va ticautiftil build ing" located at "an ideal loealion" for a mstaumnt.

Christie said he had putchased the propertY us an

Steven Krueger. son of.Mr.

E. Council Tr., Mount Pros.
peel has been named to the
thmn1 list at Northwood Institute in Wm Baden, Indiana
1969.70 academic year.

on Plasma DAY

that each day h the beginning
of new Time.
A faint ticking may he heard
from a pea-green "egg" clock.

daily,

thmvsk taw. h./ Derionic,

onewer. III. tient Oranth .
Ilepst 217 S. Aellneran Held.
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He has been in the poultry
business

for -mom than

20

wars, hc said.
He is 111so an investor age

St. George and 1he Dragon
Restaurant, recently opened in

Palatine. Christie vdd that al-

MacArthur, Muir, Row and

he concluded that a liquor

ter making a survey of the area

cense was necmsary for

oper-

ating a restauplot at that boa.
non.

can moiety or the individual

apectrum 01 00000 to he met

tolerate and survive?"

will call for a coordinated effort by both paid and unpaid
workers of ell ages. prof.sravel an. non-preMional.

".THE INESCAPABLE
conclusion in discussing ammo:My Mvolvement is that

in Rut Troy. Wis. Zt.logist
William Ring of Dm Moines
will make a presentation ei the

nature and the need for Mol0-

constant dine.

sier.'

Ironing dal' seems eul$Prod
in a timeless span by Belly Edwards' pop art assembly of

emphasize ecology from a runal viewpoint.

Guist artist Ralph Arnold
of Chicago presents his idca of
time in collugh and acrylic

restaurant

Fen His "Clock at Matured
Feldman"

is

good.natured

n

lab at a well knowo Chicago

unlike
any (
other. 4

coned. The demon

and mechanisms to keep the
correct hour on its top face. A
sipper around its middle lets
the [Mi.t change the batteries
to keep it running.

Nola by Peg Tooted. keeps

landmark.
The cusent show is hanging
now through May. The gallerY

is op. daily. except Moray.1
p.m. m5 p.m.

-(Iil slow is a Mack nod

Vocal music festival

May, a member or the Open
lambs Conservation Project.

first session on the Wince of

batteries.

First all district

session. will he devoted to a
field lip around the camp with
John Plunks. Wisconsin nomrat msourras officer. who will

ban viewpoint with Mrs.

e the gm.

J.

170.11101.

Scout leaders will participate
a the afternoon session in a

group dimmsion about the
role Girl Sum/ tr., can play
in the problems of pollution.
waste and the balance of no'e bin. Ray 'Blakeman,

council commotion siskialM. will be the moderator for
the workshop.

Jrthemod-

bf

mothers

event.

(Lincoln Junior High.
Mount Prospect. will he held
in the
Fordt View High

The guest eanductor of the
combined choruses will he
Vince Ahnquis. director of
student affairs at Arlimpon

High School.
School gymnasium.
Sterling Misch, director of
' MuticRro
from all ele- choral activities at Prospect
mentary wheals and both jun- High School. will be the se -

ior high chools will partici- curl gun. al honor Wong with
Each of the schools hm an

TTlse.a. as oo

(lean eat

the Boys' Churns.
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or the Miami
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dot Slother and Daughter Fash
ion show.
Th. hooray w
semble,
will include many a mother.

The Ibbhion shooing will ha
held testaitb in the church

Yates. District 57 vocal music
coordina
and vocal instruc-

sing several selmtlons ranging
from Bach to spirituals.

Scout office. 1124.21.14.

Mons

mad United booty Mohr.

program. conceived
and organized by Miss Beverly
The

aler school hours. Each will
prinent an individual mind...
and then all will combine to

mac.

eta

wiN Resemble km

announced
Over 500 student, will participate in the first all.nistriet
meal music festival Friday.
May N. at 8 em.

If you are interested in at wilding. please call the Girt

Positions for
mother -daughter
On my 5 at 7 p.m.

computer. The

the symposium. The panel din
cussion will be discussed in a
later article.

Mating powerful
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in

Council or Nonhwest Cook

verson.

it contains

have become enamored of big
Theand
efficiency.

The second session will be
spent on ecology from the um

County to °Riven ecology and
outdoor skills workshop Slay 7
and 8 of Canto Happy Hollow

a

academic and praimional dl.
clelincs."
A' continued discussion on
volunteerism was held during

Leividoal responsibility. We

boon

by

man -and women, and of mang-

each one of its most take more

Thcerisis of pollution in urban and rural setting. has
prompted 1114 Girl Scour

ft: main
a
plastic backdrop.
Even
butts
of cigarettes
stubbed
in an ash tray are
These three monde bunk sprayed silver.
,

A new
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Ecology workshop for
Girl &out leaders

ironing beard hangars. mike
cup and iron all sproyen artier
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er experienced financial
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ual, for social needs cannot he
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mean.
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Maus quo or to bring about

place where
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of

white in -Oh clack."
A whimsical
elm of
stitchery entitled "Sun" was
created by l'inn Krythe in early morning coleirs of oranges
and yellows. II reminds us

for the winter quaver of the

vestment when he heard it was
Reside after the previous own-

wheat prune cookies.
..
To be served Wednesday in

Sullivan schools in DistriCt 23:
SPINIsetti. sensdned Mrod.
sunshine salad, fruit cup, milk.
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Search for 1970
mini -queen begins

bite lament in Medal..

"To fight mosquito,"
corrected her third grader. It is
the busy season ot old Chucch-

Save on basic els et Towle Sterling for
4, 0, or 12 people. The mote you buy. the

more you sm. Choose from

cpmehan

selection of Towle patterns. Take your
entire set horns with the first payment,
STARTS FRIDAY

up to $26 on four

ONOUR WIDE

4 -Piece ekes
No Mown payment.

SCREEN

IN COLOR

This Program
is Rated

A Great
Family Show
For All

SAVE

.10 $72 on eight

SAVE

90 down owitient
up to 6100 on twelve
d.phee plane settings.

SAVE

John
WAYNE

Register Here for Mother's Amigo. Trip

GRIT
Weekdays

No don payMant.

Use our Silver Club Plan

Na Inbred or
carrying chews.

Perlin and RObilai

You'll enjoy a bird's eye dew of our

golf course, and beyond it
Arlington Park Raoe Track.
where thoroughbreds run all
spring and summer.
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1 p.m.. follow-

ed by a short program. Mn.
!humid Shaky is serving as

Si Eta Eta Cimpter men,
the Mine of
hers Will meet
Mrs. Gordon Tierney. /00 St.
klury's Pkwy.. Buffalo Grove.
at lbI5 pm. Wednesday. Ala)
6. Mn, Carl Rehm. OW Oillg
president. will oft.:cin
11,
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William Fallon, president:
Mrs. George Morrison, vicepresident, alm. David Petersee. sigma, and mos. peter
Jobe( treasurer.' Champagne
and canapes will be served.
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OF FINE HANDBAGS
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Spend an evening at
Top ot the Towers. There's

nothing quite like it anywhere,

Hem Sigma Phis who are cli-

gible to progress

emplar 0011*, of area memAws-m-large tube um Wm.

,Wngyca

Phone CL 9-1450

Bait Shaw Buy. to Me Or

Sorority news

Nothing quite like it anywhere.

Your gene will take in a stunning
baterior.ss feast of color wherever
you look.
Them when you oall for the menu,
another least begins. Entrees from
around the world, with the accent
always on fine dining.
During dinner The Notablea play old
and new tunes for dancing. Later in the
evening they blend music,
song and comedy and turn
Top of the Towers
into a supper club.
In the Towers Lounge, Gees Smart
plays guitar and sings in seven languages.
A Most entertaining
background for cooktailis.

In dhada your myrnent

TRUE

Arlington liaises'

Ihis first

resent al the

moy. go to whim! or go to

us is called upon to decide for
himself 11) whether or not to
be inVoived in a community of
his choosing, 12(m protect the

is

"To fight pollution," said

Mother's Day card that will bring her
special joy because it seems created
just for her.

20 S. Met. Ct.

tempted to obtain a liquor
them but was turned down by
thenllage.

the conflict between the two
remains unresolved. Each us

COMMUNITY involvement
provedjua sit difficult to pu-

time and timepiece,
Peg Tootclian hos created
three ceranOc bmkoin replica
of Baby Ben almm clocks.
Virginia Alviris Moe..
creation wt's it all in black and

andMm. Robert Krueger. 5113

IteLLeted

concepts

artists'

several

Top
of the
Towers.

G

ent with all the special traits that
make her so dear to you. And no
matter what type of Mother you're
blessed with, there's a Hallmark

to Christie several months ago..
Howard Cooper had al -1

mun of the eummillee,said that
Christie was told to return in
April but did not appear.
Kilroy said preent expects

Mpiece pima seffinp.

Mother is a golden word that defies
definition. For overy Mother is differ-

needed to get a liquor license
for the restaurant..
Before selling the property

To Inn served Wednesday in

Grove, Forest View, Haney

about social good without considering I/idly:dun;

?Cool committee, are discussion center, and edcative
committee work will require
addition al time of individual
for prk,entation. There is no
mbstitute for talk."
Mrs. Flanders concluded by
stating "lo the '700 we can en
longer continue to dri thh..
Society will require a greater
involvement by every individ-

Jan.

BRILLIANT

dot da Beat Meal

THE PREVIOUS owner
obtained a B-3 (b.ineml moing on the properly which is

ot a finance committee med.
ing Feb. 16 and appeared he.
fore the committee again in

that, her class has ordered 200
praying mantis cocoons.

,

-for the

Teams

The Finance committee of

Inc Mount Prosfied Vifge

to- complete their upbringing
(both, of causal. Resides all

"Bring your friends and
leave the dogs at home," is the
enter of Chairmen Sally Sehinberg and Cheryl' Sandersfeld.
For tickets or information,
call Sally at 825-2179 or
Cheryl) al 392-9360.

CARDS

Ninth Naval District and serve
as reviewing officer,
Ten Junior ROTC Drill

Break windows

leeaturday, May 9, as they
I

ill

Commandant,

school janitor, Mn. Cook, fig- Jae.
ured Mat an empty gallon milk
wiil hold one thousand
caps. He is busy building a bin
to hold the bottle caps.
Two wire glass windows ml.
Besides the caps, Mrs. Mit- Led at 1150 were broken duichell has the thiss raision 17 ing the weekend on the west
pheasants. They ore
in the side of the Westbrook School

House an Wednesday, May
will h$j
one day too early Mn it doeust
s. matter.
Mrs. Mitchell is sending all

owners will give their poaches

month on the regular notion
basis. That woukl mean that
home

Bone, her son reports that
they've got
327,000. The

the

.007irs'0100of"17.intv'el'Can"'ht't7lk

rite? We commonly think Of

munities overlap intricinely.7

Countryside -Gallery's prent shove at 407 N. Vail,
Arlington Heights.. presents

'

propriately have been assigned
10 a single individual.

or 'being involved' or 'being

community?
"Clearly each ad us likes in
'several communities simultaneously. These several com-

by LeRM Mersel

Finance cbmmittee will meet
again -on liquor license request

gym, 9005. Elmhurst Rd.

man, LIS. Naval Roerve,

Ralph 0.1bege, retiring neistant The chief and Richard Watson, newel fireman on the Prospect
Heir). Fire Department, examine model snorkel muck Placer) in front orb cake made in theshape
of the Prospect tidalts fire house. 'faeae w.as guest of honor An dim, attended by all mambo, of
the department. lege joined the department in 1950, became assistant nice,. 1967 and is retiring
now Nemo of ill health. The dinner wasn't allowed to hamper the department's ability to mower
a fire cull. A fire plume was set up at the head table and all the fire trucks were parked outside. The
fetdivilies stopped temponwily when the phone rang, hat resumed when the caller Mina up. (Photo

On dean's list

Saturday, May 9. Opening ceycolonies will begin at p.m. in
thou
Wheeling High School
I

Hardly advance notice

possibility. adding

that

[kook- en community.

"I, my chi my community?
Is my community the thlte in
which I live? Is my coontry my
community? Is the worths/1y

year from the United Fund.

hility
Ihspine discuosi
on do, sad. 12) mehly robber
stamping o pootabramcd dockion or (31 where the committee's task might
ore ap-

she continued. "The most int,
ponant point that emerims is
that 'community development'

peone ple work, play. spend their

Board member John Stull
questioned whether the VSB
might not receive funds next

few at the top

Con mute. work is In &reps. Oho .n0 It mit by
Rutted tor
numb, of re t
who it is nothing but
amblingm chum hecausy th
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abdicates rem.,

mai in. ere insole/lents
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what and where is my tommu-
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volunteers, and by Supt.
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was felt that Me
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than 5100,
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moils
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111011111y work SDS
BonAonfrontalsons and rtony other

to Moine involved in their
communities," she sea. inn

United Heepltal Fond PIN.. York; and Mrs. Hibbard
Kline Jr director a continuing attention for Mennen. University of Pittsburgh,

231 representative in charge

Mrs. Sarnosaid that there

the more rdiana. wy put on
Imre, decision making over

wriung membership on the
N mod Board of Cori Scouts
m tryhink in mice demonstra

community as neiabborhoods.
Yet another concept of Won.
munity is people having common interests and cbared

of administering the burlaps
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will host

711E PROGRAM comes
under the federal DePat.
of Transportation (DOT), with
Bureau of Roads,
which in turn depend. 917.

it's Advisory Council on the Stale of Welk, US. Depart-.
mutt of Labor, Caroline Flanders, dirtylor, Wonun's Activity
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trict's

can by

Undid Hospital Fend of Nyw
York. nirectul 'her speech at
the symposium theme. -A
Nov look et Woman."
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her Mrs. Lori Seiner, District

mundtd optimistic aehools with unpaid vol.last night ,o he explained that teem to supplement the regular
stare officials were most any
and
encouraging LC
Mount Prospect officials to get
involved in the program,

Carol Tramteher 110111 dined. of Northern Illinois Univer',Igen Malys of Women Symposium. lead, the three keynote
speakers to He buffet daMe In the Univenity Cenkr Skyroom at
the opening hinged of the iwn-ay conference. From left are
Dr. Troesche, Mrs.
End. executive secretary. Chi -

school curriculum, in a num
her of dila:rent fields. has an
office budget of 17.800
Although Me bureau was

Barnett
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non.,

Volunteer bureau asks
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Banquet of the. Northwest
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which- 'officially
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Mack fox Restautant
VtdInnt Stendovamoli

Cocktail, will be served at
630 p.m. with dinner immediately followiqg. Old and mw
officers and committee chairnwn will perform a small cerenum after, dinner. For tickets,

estab -

studded collection of leathern, smooth and

grinned, patens, Winkle ainy4 sir... and burlap
in trowel ages, mashing unseals. bold daytime's
mid awning extravaganzas.

lished in Illinois.
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floor burst into flames and the fire spread ognards and

and shorn 200 people hung in the 52 apartment building

four commun.cs worked to bring the blaze under control
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watched all their po5/5mons go up on flames as firemen front

(Photos Sm Dan Batas, I CR., Mcmr5 and Bob Priseettbloi I

ourhinueo,

Apartment fire routs 200,injures 3

aloe, 0,4

Enjoying poetry
War Sir. DalumPe:
Mn einem have ham separa.1 door East fall. Before they
were manned they ahem, toed to get into fights. incan, it was
really terrible for the kids in our family. My mother is living with
a man in Chicago now. I hew to do all the housework. My older
Mother had to quit school b.uuse of Mew:welkin.

Talk with a teacher

I

Do von hue my parents coming towhee again? Do you so: my
hrother going back to school? Do you twe a move for us in the
future?
My cousin fikee, to tell no. lies. She has hurt telling roe about a
certain by, who likes me a lot. She says he has ESP. She Med to
tell me loll summer that he was going to meet us in town, and we
went them but hd never came. Is there a real boy like this, and
dom he have ESP? Do you think it is worth it for me to try to beta
connive writer?
S.S.. Bensenville

Dear SS.,

dot. feel your tootle° will return very son. Continue le he
your father's helper. I Ted ,our brother should and will return to

e.t.d. do feel a move for your family, within the next year and

a half. I'm feeling Southwest. feel there is really melt a hay as
your cousin tell, you about, though r don't vouch for Ms ESP.
Your cousin has an active imIaginatitin. I definitely feel your
lege° shows you love creative writing talent. Follow h through.
Dew Mr. CS:Louise;
For three years I waited for my hoyinend while he was in the
service. After he came home we started making wedding plans.
He stoned going to college and meta girl there. Las, month he

ears and got his rise. his tape-sc.:order. his awl and a let of
oda, hinm of his that I had Cu, you see a fowl, for .me with
hint?! min also going out with u'leacher who is very kind. Watley
future lie with one of these men? Also. if I marry. how mane
child,ue will I haw?
1E13, Bensenville

Dear JEN:

lam feeling good with the tardier, baled with the other num.
I feet you will have a family of three.
Deur Mr. DeLouism
I haw three lowly little girls and have been separated from my
husbond. who has u serious mental illness. for the last six wars.
The church granted me an annulment almost two years ago. DO
you think I will ever be happily married again. or might I own be
tempted to go hack with my husband?'

By Esther Calton

understand and such fun. I
even felt the urge to try writing

Dear Mm. Calton.

In your column about 'A
Treasure

in Books." You
tallied about the book -Poems

Children W.II Sit Still For?'
I didn't think that my children Would sit still far any

reading of poetry, but
wrong.

I

was

believe now don my
children don't enjoy poetry be
have stated too
ny
limes that didn't enjoy and-'
mg poetry and just didn't unI

I

1

derstand it when

some or my own.

Could you wte more in
your column

abourit

missing

a

chance

with my children really
hit home. I don't want them
growing up and ignoring every

book of pacts they see. I did
this, and I mum have missed so
much.

Mre. MAR.

went to
school. Afoul my only Memo-

Arlington Hoene

ry of poetry was when I was.in
high school. I certainly didn't
understand much of the poetry

DEAR HRS.
After reading 'Tomos Children Will Sit Still For" and af-

1

the teachers gave to to read,
and I learned to hate "poetry
reading" time..
I

maned raising o family

soon after leaving high school

and didn't even dream there
were the kind of poems for
children that I found M Minds
lightful book. Oh yes, I read
nursery rhymes to my little
ones. but thin was it, After
reading and terffiding this de.
lightful book you recommended 1 wanted to find and read
more. and more. The poems

ter reading the biographical

index in the back of this hook,
you probably now realiee the
tremendous amount and variety of poetry that is available for
children today.
Also, if you have never been

0 reader of poetry tailored to
Cho special needs and intertsts
of children, 1 am sure that this

book slid mean much to you
and your family. The poems
you found in ids book were
written by master artists.
poems that haw lasted
through time.

were so easy for the children in

volumes.

helping my

older children to contintie to
egjoy poetry?What you said
about

the field of books for children,
there is it multitude of poetry

The music of words! As in

TO HELP your child burn
to pike poetry, the bat poems
after nursery rhymes should
deal with familiar experiences

of your own child. The ones
you select to mad should con-

tain a vocabulary which can
ee.linderstood by them. It is
sometimes necessary and all

one or several words but lo
have

a

vocabulary

lesson

while reathng will destroy any

love the child might have for
woe. The meaning of a
member little expianati on,
on and

children don't want poetry explained word for word. phrase
for phrase.

Your dislike for poetry to
could have been due to the

approach to its study. Teachers have been known to in-

-

troduce, analyze .and assign

01/4,6041

poems to be studied for a few

a school year and
then not talk about or enjOy
reading poetry until another
weeks in

"We'll know who's REALLY in power in Crimbodia, as
soon as we find out what they rename 'Sihanoukville'."

year. The next year vocabulary

and understanding level vele
probably much more difficult
to grasp and as a result of lack

of understanding you learned
all times not to have the level
of undordtanding too difficult
for your child.

Mrs. H.. Adingron Heigh,

Beginning with the hind
fourth grade child we

Enjoy
Mother's Day
at

and

could

introduce free

Hideaword

Yaffe.

The Haiku is one fine form of
free verse. Carl Sandburgh
"Fog" and Lillian Moore's
"Rain, Rain" ere excellent ex-

Dear Mr. Del.ouiset
The past Iwo and a half years have prewnted many prohlene
and L./inflicts in my way of 010.1 am dimply concerned about my
daughter and her future. Do you sec her returning to schdol or
finding sell' -.satisfaction job -wise? She seems to he in a rude of
turmoil and does not know \ vhat she tame. Will the move I am
contemplating he successful. both roreer.wise and Mr emotional
stability for all coneerndd?
H.T.. Mount Prospect
Dear

DRENDUH

amples of free verse to tee with
children.

rative verse and ballads should
be gradually introduced
you children, along with

I reel your daughter will make nu stijsalment, and I hot the

exci

ehy Mag
iisa

hemmer. is within younelf. Time Mil be on your side.

to

po-

Ma nyd osdes

cluldten enjoy Longfellow's
"Hiawatha," "Paul Revere's

Deur Mr. DeLouiset

Arlington Park Towers
Civd Del enst vol.14,1, put Mc,. Arthur° tiara, 63, oneof three casualties of
the tire. on a stretcher lost night to be taken to Northwest Community Hospital,

Makes. mony Pour letter
out of
these letters as you etin

or more words

min; all sewn of these

Poems should be shared for

move?

D.A.. Rolling McAdoo.

tional response a child feels as
you read or he reads. Make p0-

I feel if not this summer you will deflellely head West within

etry reading time a fun dam

Adults-$3.75 Children under 12-$2.50
(including tax and tip)

8 good. 10 excellent

Served (mom 10100 a.m. to 1:30 p.m:

Answer on Comic Page

and a good feeling time in your

We nest year.

MOTHER'S DAY
DINNER

home.

JOSEPH DE LOUSE. nationally known psychk. WI( al:s-

YOUR SIMONIZ

50c OFF

SPAGHETTI

CAR WASH

A la carte dinners from $4.00
Served from 1:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

OF GASOLINE PURCHASED!
only at the
DES PLAINES

ALL YOU CAN

EAT! $2.25

'

I
aba

DENNIS
THE MENACE
SPECIAL

FREE SIMONIZ CAR WASH WITH 18 GAL. GAS PURCHASE

Wed Nights
Stott 30p m

CAR WASH

for Children -92 .75

SIMONIZ

0111111

CAR WASH

SIMONIZ°

at the corner of

10111.

ALGONQUIN RDe &
ELMHURST RD.

CAR WASH.

439-8660

AiOZSAT, a .a
SUN, g.5

tee

in the
Carousel Restaurant

WITH EVERY 4 GALLONS
7261Ottil

Three residents beadle on lawn ehatni us Day belplordy watch Their
fire last night et Three Founielns

in the
Jimmy Durante Room

letters.

their rhythm and for the emo-

when, al..0 Dora mid her husband were heeled for amok° inhalation rnd report.
ed to be in good condition,
,

BUFFET BRUNCH

In addition, End the need

Ride," Browning's "Pied Piper of Hamlin," Kipling's
"lib and Poc's "Annabel

We haw contemplated a mow to California for some year.
now. We have hesinned because the promise aleph in my hoshand's field could not Inc made mikes we packed tip and moved
and settled there firm. We are now at a crossroads with the children at school. and it seems that it will be now or never. Will we

floppy ZappL

/

IN THE upper grades nar-

move you speak otrelB be port of the comedian. The real answer.

ire, the queHinna pf Day readers in this column. Letters ahould
be signed. but runner 411 be unlined (1. the wirer mamas, P.
Write rat DeLoolue in care of Day PethikatIons, 722 Canter SI.,
On Plaines PnOlb.

7

to dish!. poetry. Because of
this you should remember at

Dear Moo. Da
I am feeling your lualiand will be coming hack Into your life.
.Actually, I me feeling he has never been out of IL

Darr D.A.:

L.

right to explain the meaning of

For reservations, call
Miss Day at 394-2000

arlingtrk
on \a towers
1124(

Chicago's now subuthan hotel
Euclid Avenue and Hohlwing Hoed
Arlington Heights, Illinois

\ I/1

t
' The Anwrican'Red Cram sot da dinater headquarters in an empty apartment in another buildeat complex last night, to aid the 52 families made hornet°. by
ing ante Three Fountains
the lire. Residents arriving Irma ,ma were united with their families and temporary lodgings in
motels and hotels were found for

Civil Defense workers help with high.pressent hate on beltway atone of the 62

apunpen. dwatroyed byRre.

mouse chstroyed try

Fridge, Hansen to take p rt in Co Con

rxr 031

Pa ot 6

Fursday blot 7 1970

By Rachard Cough

Suburb in Rt.publio in

ho

conferences

on

SL James Catholic parish in

Arlington Heights will spoilsor one of six public hearings
being thnducted May 12 and
14 by the School Board of the

Catholic Arehdioethe of Chicago. All hearings will begin
at 8 p.m., and spokesmen for
perish school boards or sehool
advisory committees of the
Catholic schools throughout
Cook and
counties may

meadows wt

board win he present at each of
the hearings. with one member
conducting the activities.

and

milliner whool
program. pits nil by James
gremmina.

Summer school class. will
he held at South. :diner and
'rhoillas junior high schools
and m Olive. Park end Wind.
will he accepted by nail up to
Sim' 12 and in person maliner
)
Junior High May In.
each

of

above

the

schools. the !elbowing rem

gong. grades

five

Ian -

through

eight.

chorus. amass: &ean. Wein! WWII..

THESE CLASSES will he

un cancelat

students

been named Employe of the
Year at Holy Family Hospital.
Earl Peterson of Chicago.

HE GRADUATED from
the bloody Bible Institute in Program. 301. W. .South Si.

witient

Public Schools for the tuition.
Mail the form to James
khontgomery. Summer School

Arlington Heights. For additional information call C'13234.

6100. extension

2 named
winners of
Elks honors

Peterson. who was u misPeterson returned to Chisionary in China from 1930 to cago in 1949. working as a
1949, started working al Holy home builder carpenter until
Family six days beton: the has.. joining the Holy Family staff.
pita! opened June 12. 1961.
He will be honored at a haA father of three married pill employe recognition din.

'1970

Calendar

date.

"Sin.

'STUDENT. council takes

io,o,..no

the presidency

governor.

him
and
Im
ability to lead." said Martin.
"He
n for all
k

"
the state association
County. On our committee areto ...1.;vant
he ..inooso,..d.,,nto.

independents, Democrats And..

-viau
nuking an in..

Republicans. Dunne will act

nem, killer and the professions
arc sponsors of the committee.
Headquarters arc toee opened

for Me0M1 rs of all Parties and
of no party among the aix million who live in the 960 square

adults as well as students,

miles of Cook County and all

age and have adults Maine dal
students do huve a soy, they.:

S.

Stat

in Chi-

cago.

1 hope to improve our im-

tiorne,..1.26..c..ities and villages it

Dunne

is

opposed for the

intelligent and

each won 3100 scholarships in
the contest.

0.? T

87.9,Assee

ir

1

London School
musicians get
high ratings

Earns Knight
of St. Patrick
degree
James Watkins, 105 S. Drury Win.. Arlington Heights. re-

He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles, H, Watkins.
Watkins. a senior in me.

R.Ese
1.2.°

Aga. Hersey was there"Apollo 13 astronauts, James A. Lovell end John I.. Surged, were greeted

at O'Hare Airport Friday by the Hersey High SCI2001 Band, picture/1'000w, and four other era
high school bends. The astronauts were guesgeofChithgo and were hit parade downtown. By an
error of omission. a caption on a photos in The Coy yesterday listed the four other bad but failed
to mention Homey.

Dennis Flynn wins state honor
petition held in Peoria al the

Clubs of thinois.
Flynn.
senior at Maine

Lou,,. teacher co-ordinator of
Maine East's DE program.

Top, High School East. May
now represent Illinois at the

competition brought together

The
70

Rpm Maly was m the bob

a line drive base hit up the tees box when Cunlinall broke

middle, Olson s upping at se. for third. Prospect catcher Stu
pmd.. The third consecutive White,. dingy eluded third
lop
and
looked
into
cony
high.
el
'safety. of the ans. a bunt basemen Tens Stren. enthe Promised Land yesterday
single by Pete Covenant. abling Confine!! tu hook slide.
afternoon. coming within two
FALCONS, cur- loaded the bases: Olson raced jump up and sprint hone with
outs of an ma victory over only ranked 14th in the state, across with the ping mm when the eventual winning run.
firm -plum Forest View Witte weren't ahout to roll over and
Bob Kasper left d a fly hull to
succumbing by a 3-2 margin.
play deed. With one amok Cu- deep left. Cardi ell held at secTHE KNIGHTS failed in
Naga entered the sev- bine Galindo reached first on
enth inning with a 241 lead, a throwing error and advanced
countay of Greg Sumner's to second on Rich Olson's
fourth.inning home run with. single to left.
I
m
peon

Prospect hopes were monad.

.

surras

hi h .h h "
Brian is cnneinad students
ncan and
and should be -actively
po n s tit for curriculum
changes. school calendars. student eicha nem among schools
and discipline.

"Ille'student should be pa
of anything that directly affects the schools." Brian said.

BRIAN WILL will visiting
many high schools throughout
the state next year. He will
meet student government repnmentatives from the 50 states

and seven threign lands at a
conference in

Williamsburg.
W. Va.. next Pebruary.
honor Showea. Forest

anekliocese.

Harper College put on a

.defensivegame" of the mason

to soundly whip Amundsen.
5-0, yesterday 1n
game.

league

a

Amundson's

was

HARPER PUT everything
together to take the victory
home. including its beit pitching of the year and clutch hit -

committee that would help finance the education of Maryville Academy student*,

Steve Bohn wont the distance for the shut out. pjving
up just thrth sthttered singles
while striking out ID. Hahn
was hacked up by nine
hoodHaw

safeties and was pjvan the

d

Some from the start of the ball -

game

Kevin Freund Id off with a
single and stole second. Gary

Cartel n

behind

singled

Stamhorski each (Chrod. 511111 ['corgi riding Steve Hearn's
double
dtc way home.

Ma..
He was chairman of the

Southern

plastered the third straight hit.

Although Curtain wth put out
on a pickoff, Freund and

That was all for the hot but
while Bohn was busy mowing
Harp the apposing batters.
Harper added another run th
the third. Again it was the
speedy little Starnhorski.croth

sales

demonstration

from
throughout the state. Flynn re business

students

Conference attic DE Clubs of
America in Minneapolis April

&ME a medal sad Maine.East

25-30. according to Charles Pm

received a -trophy

.

chmical and aerospace angling, will graduate in June.
Hess vice-president of the Engineering Student Council and

!Methodist

The annual honor list cit.
students with high grade point
ayeruges at Shill. Thc honorees are being cited this month
at
an
all -University con -

a member of the. American
Society of Mechanical Engi-

District 20 Superintendent

neers and the Engineer's Club.

The senior also belongs to
the St. and

Board and was co.

chairman

the Engineering

Recognn Ceremony.

rnatUthlyikirCornphu'noMcr eihni'ldrea'n

viewed and copied at the Chisago office or the Illinois mini sion of highways. 300 N. State
st. Chicago until June 8.
Cellini said the public is in oiled 10 participate in the hear-

Civic- Dr.

ing. Written and orW

stone.

'

cies

Public Works Director William F. Cellini said mapsand
drawings showing the pm.
posed improvement will be on
display at Schaumburg Village

Wkitten

11 the state.

ME

we bb

proved last ythr when the %rate

fl'et'o'r

short and a walk to John Nemmich were the big mistakes
by AMundsen, but Ron Kande
loaded the noses with another
nes with his second single of
the duo. forcing the second
pitching change of the inning
for Amundsen.

Harp, was finally figured
out in 'the we Brig innings of
the

contest,

and

although

More
sports

e

Til'I'dt h':'.nt

'prn'rovnid'ddes

yearhdrdur,r,in.g.w,hit.cohr tficmiy.shoutit.

Formerly the money was
pad in March and August in.
stallmcnts during the year fol.
lowing the calendar year that
requests were made.
.Wednesdity's
education
committee 1010 Wan 18-6
.

statement.

nosy also de mailed after the
hearing to the Illinois division
of highways' Chicago office
not later !Winne B.

)

Turning in a masterful per-

Winston Harwood who arrived

in
Springfield 1.1
Wednesday said thg he would
decide during the weekena
whether he would appear al

another teams on the hill he.
fore the education committee.

matins! moving the bill out of
coonnoth,mifittoceor othrr,waHmostrution.

'in:Wu. k'd

for '''''''''' mon'

He said thin he understood
one 'reason the bill tinted to
g a i n committee approval
Wednisday VVil, 11,...IN, it
eluded an amendnmnt to'Ar-

fide 35'of the Illinois school
code. which would have exempted District 26 from the
schnodoTgolisit'r?c7. r

1 i n*

ho t

This limit is 5 per cent of
p"Ire"pleir7ydi'n't'tscddist"richl.'''''

"
o'r

Hot -Loom! said doff it Main

doe wiser to wait ettili next ...lehn:i.slu:aLl'urre7asndsi°.npriesffenhto

'In':

written bill en she blaryville

Cardinell. rf

was on yesterday, he was over-

Covenant. c
Kosper.,2b
Maly. lb
Koentopp.'11

powering. whiffing nine and
Igiving up only two hits

By J. Alai. Cook
Awe Speris FA.
three

set-

suit was Main. West's fifth

..

Z

ears, 5,0 es

3.2, yesterday. The win left
Fremd with a 4-4 record .and
planted the Huskic marked at

24.
Tim Simpson led off the
Viking wood by reading on a

ova n a Onop sacrifice fly to

of 21 and was never in serious

beli and deceptive curve con:
tinually kept the Vikes pound:

ing the ball into the ground.
and white Olsen really didn't
have his strikeout pitch. the
fact that he walked only one

left

nvo-base

error,

then

rode

11,11 double. Larry

InHank was

right behind Simpson n the

mooring coluing but Loughlin's double wee only enough
"to send Hanks to third.

yielding
Kei th

hit.

Batterymatc
Moran, however,

a

month age n their Oat conMemnon. Olsen almost turn
ed the trick main, but the
Vikings broke the icc for two

coaxed an opening pass from

lats,

force play.
Jim Hamelmann, boating in
the third slot, followed with an

stoner and loser Neil Geldstein and then beat the throw

to second on an attempted

RBI single to right. and Joe
Jung sent

the

second

run

single that drew in the only

By Jim Shun '

non of the game.

Major league scouts were in
abundance at Wheeling's base.
ball diamond yesterday to get u
look at Palatine's talented
pitcher Dave
right -banded

Speedy Weisen and pinch
hitter Tony Friceno struck out

to open the lint franc. but

John Dyson kept things going
with an infield single.

Day helped himself with a

sta.

it pair in the child whcn Bill
Besenhofer and Hanselmann
combined back -to -hack saferunt
ties to right. Jung milmted
his sccond and third
Lad-

the Vikings had a rine chance
break a I-1 deadlock. Rich
Peekel grounded out and noDave
hut
b o d y moved,
Hauswirth squeezed Hanks in

sacrificed to second on a bunt
by Olsen and scored on Kulik's

11

0

I

1/

11

outfielder Casey
Rush. He was laid -low by an

Tab*

0

27

3

5

2

'

View 9: !IR-Stunner.
Muni!.
S B-Cardinell
12k

Koehler: SI,Kasper.

PITCHING SUMMARY

0

0

11

0

ip h rver bb so

Pitcher
Johnson
Berdell

7 0 2-7 7. 7,
7 5 3-1 5 9

PROSPE0121
Winnerdohnson,
Emden,
ab

Player
White. c

3

Streng. 311

action tomorrow. The

Musial. rf

-

3
2

r h
0 0
0 O.
0
I

Loser -

PE-

WP-Johnsum

hl

Cavullano: Balk-Johmonk

0
0
0

Form't View4OIX1

PLATF.R

A PAIR Of Viking relive -

Both moundsmen struck
out 13 in the seven innings. but

ens held Maine scoreless the
wstof the day, hut u barrage of
has with
eeks left the Warriors
five men stranded on
over

the fiat two frames.
With West sitting on their
5-0 udvantage, Carstens tried o
suicide squeeze but with the
bans loaded and none down.
Keehn huntal through he

Mn. Clutch. who had struck

ball grate:

show. Day spun a two -hitter as
the bewildered Pirates. and his

out three nines M his three pre -

performance plus the continued great late -toning hitting of
Dean Sheridan enabled The

haul with a solid single to cen-

WHOSE
SHERIDAN,
home fun had sent hat
Wednesdayi Glenbard North
game into exam innings, cap-

to

trips, broke big Dav,
ended

the

tense

THE WIN would haw to be

the

11111)

5-0

PnIspein NM 200 0-2-3.4

filled the bases with two down.
Bon Hasbwh reared back and
fanned Clary Schweitur to end
that threat.

HASBACH HAD to pimh

ever, because he definitely outs
'Buried the Palatine nov. He

in every inning 'with art least
one Wildeat as far as second
base. It was his only great
strike -out ability that saved

ped a dramatic two -out rally in

gave up only two hits. both in
the second inning, to nine for
Hasbach and he put down the
last nine Palatine hitters th

the last of the seventh with a

der.

limiting the

frame. Lanky George Solo -

Fremd

mon received a free pass and
turned it into a score with help
from Ken Kenneep and Koch.
who each singled.

host club to M g two hits in the

HERSEY PROVIDED a
than

Frond in the latter half of the
game, but the Vikings hung on
ror the win. Bill budwincien

walked and Solomon got on
with an [l r. But Frond
lief.. Mark' Wickland slruck
out the meat of the Hersey

batting order. to gel out of

-attire game. Spunky little Bob
Moloanik greeted Eliseo with
a lettdolf single in the first inning. but Loughlin 's double in
the second was the last hit the

Mid.Suhurban League record
to 6-2 with the welcome win.

whole game. Their next MSL
encounter will he tomorrow
afternoon at Conant.

WHEELING ID
PLAYER
AB
Schweitzer. lb
2

Erica.. Oh

him time after time from a

Dyson. ss

much worse loss, because the
Wheeling Nommen were am-

Sheridan. e

f hits.
In the bottom of Ow:sixth. it
really looked like the 'Cals

were going to break the me
open.
Pin ch
hitter Kith
Keith

1

4
4
4

Day. p

Groot. If
Lundquist.
Weisen. cl

1b

McGowan. another hero of TOTALS

R H BI
0
0

U

0
7

1

0
0

2

0

0

1

U

I

2
2

0
II
II

3

0

Jarzemhowski. rf 2
McChavan. If
Richter. 2b
3

21I

I

I

0
1

off with a groundrule double
the

right -center

Rob Richter bid a perfect
bunt down the line
In
move McGowan to third, end

3

0

O

Garonne.

2

D

O

0
0

Mike Keith in the third, the

Lovecchio, If

2-

O

0

last earned base ror Fremd.

nobody nap.

Hasbach,p

3

Kolze reached base in the sixth

.

(tni

Ib

sawnrf

BUT MIKE Groot was not
so fertunme with his bunt at.

Feekin. mi
Eberle.

play seconds later.

Cong. and it ended in a double
play when Palatine third baseman John Compton caught the
ball on the Ill and nailed Richter at first with a perfect throw.

TOTALS

'ferry 1.indquist followed with
grminti out to short. and the

Sec-Lovecchio

in the infield. then made it all
the way home to give Horsey
them omentary lead.
Ken Morales singled behind

brought Koch act= with the
Into the
A walk sly
second Hersey ruh in the third

20

O

0
0
0

2

O

0

2

0

1

22

0

2 B-Ziemen.

McGowan;

SB-Dyson. Day, Grout

12/1

big weapon was oho the strikeout.
was Hasbach who reachPalaed Scott for the

-

.

Rakich

79

Winner-Dayt
bath

1-1

12

3

Loser-Hai-

3.11

Hollywood. p

0
35

Clues: 2h

TOTALS

6

GLF.NBARIk NORTH (11

3

0
0
0
0
0

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

0
1

0
0

2

2

when Glen's:nal wcond baseman Bill Zeman bobbled Luke
Wolanski's goundcr for an error, Claes then walked to load
the bares
Dec struck out Dane !Oman
for the second out only to turn
around and force in a run with
a free piss to Browning. Mike
Leech Vol the fronting on the
cake with a single which
cleaned the lases when Panther left -folder Joe
let
it go through him.

HOLLYWOOD.

E-Hanselmann. D. Cooper:
LOB -Maine West 111. Niles

hurled

North 21 SH-Kulik. Moran..

Glenbard North last

a

one -hitter

WHO

Pauline.,
Horan. lb
Wringer. lb
Lindell. pr-rf

gave unjust Iwo blunt, singles

Bunt -Olsen.

and threw only 70 pitches in
he first seven frames. One of

RI

R

4
4

Dowd. Le

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

4

0

.1

3

0

0

2

I

0

Canal. el

2

0

Sons, If
Damon. ph -If

Zemin. 2h

3

Dec. p

2

Hoth. ph

0
0
II
I

0
26

10TAIS

0

D

0

D

11

D

2

I

SCORE BY INNINGS
Elk breve
0D0 000
Illenbard North

II 15.4

000D00U

against
season.

Arnswald; Sac. fly -Jung, Sac

All

PLAYER
Krajecki. rf

1,-1

1

Dowd. Zeman.

E --Horan.

PITCHING SUMMARY

the hits was a Tam Leaguer to

Barn as. sb-Chcsncy. sac,
-Gamete. Berms, 2b-Clin-

left-center by Tom Punting.

um.

ip rmr
7 0.0

whin also broke up Gordy's no.
hit hid with en identical hit last

latrine
Olsen

w so
2

3

I

PITCHING SUMMARY

Goldstein

4R1 5-5 7 2 2

year.

Rosengard

7;5 0-0

Elk Grove gm to Dee for the
first run of the game on a want

PLAYER
ip
ter so
Hollywood 71/2 21.1

100 0

eighth -inning play. With runnem on foss and third and one
out. Grenadier Steve Scholl.
hit a routine grounder to short.
Glenba hull Jeff Dowd never

I.osch

W. Cooper

7

I

0

I

stein; WP-Rosengard 141.

Dec

leave the bat. how.

saw the

D

at the
CHICAGO

Marriott

kin us in our Founders Month relebra
non lust seine into our showman% and
regale. for o FREE weekend 01 the Mar
runt for 2 One free weekend a week le he
gam away Watch our and nem week be

the winner, name first drawing will he
May 12th Remember you re always
winner when you buyot todendort Olds
- The World. Largest Oldsmobile peal
orshm

I0

Rand & Central Roads
Des Plaines, Illinois
Ham, Mon thro Friday 9:00 to 9:00
Sat. 9:00 to 5,00 Closed Sundays

Phone: 827-3111

w

.

PO 0 DO
9 7 n-1

Winner-Losch

Nothing to Buy

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pirates somehow had escaped
the inning wishout a run.
Day had very few sthh close
tin h r-er so bb
odder He retired thb Pirates in ' Pitcher
order in every inning hot the Day
7 2 0-0 13

the runner. setting uo Rich
Gnnsmacher. A
hall shy
Grutsmacher to second base.' second and the fourth, and his

game's lint run.

0

2

on an error, but lie was the
front end of a Huskie double

strikeouts in the seventh. But
then Bruce Erase unloaded a
double after two were out to

Hoge, c

BI

km:running R;chter
kloto
at first to put two men on with

Koch reached base on art error

Mitsuoka. If

there

slanted

NEAL YOGA popped out
for the first out, but Clinton
scored the liebraiking run

I

AB R

PLAYER

I

wCioinki:n.k.

out of Dec

IAA

fence.

0

1

Scholten, lb
Adams, rf

while Mitsooka coaxed a walk

0
0
0
'II

with the help of some nifty Andriano. cf

the sixth, but had two more

on a balk and

PALATINE 00

field

0

2

I/

Losch. ss.p

the Glentrard North game led
over

111

0

field line. Ho advanced to thinl

0

I

4
0
0

Browning. cf

Q

1

11

KM SIEVE Chernicky's

Clinton gM things rolling by
leading nit with on oppositefield double down the right-

2

Cherneff. lb

II

in

I

3

Eliseo gave up one walk to

figured prominently in the big

AB R H 131

3

RD

Chesney. of
Proehl. pr

0
0
0
0

b

viito, were log,

-,

I

Winner -Olsen, Lour -Gold-

D

Wickland gave up a walk in

it. Kenneth) added a single to
with .a bunt. Loughlin steamthrowing error left, but Erase couldn't sthre
tolled in
as he had a collision nesir third
. fouled up the Hersey strategy
base with a Fremd man the
on the play al first.
was tagged 001311ff tripping 111
P1101 '
Except for that one innng
'
his homy tog. up, thusending
of trouble, Hoak Marter
the game.
through' the
Eliseo

PUSHED 110

3

Huskies, rho scoring al. alma
enough to
only but it
carry them was
through. Steve

almost makes new hangman Of

IrnWHNLLING

2

Smetana. c

Schirmer. m
TOTALS

tine safety in the second ar-

ments, and Doug Mitsuoka.
stating only because Glenherd threw a lell.hander.

25

Column. 2b
Welded. if
Golddein. p. lh

.for Elk

late -inning defensive reelect,
2

RPLiffuE2Rb-r:

Mangeing

ninth -inning outNuns Scott Clinton. Tom
Clans and Bill 13rowning

NILES NOR,. 101
PLAYER

ELK GROVE 'fat

Graves

Olsen. p

TOTALS

in easy fashion. The Gram:
diers finally
across a

the

I

then squeezed home' the ton
off Lurch. who moved in front
shortstop to take ovor the
mound chores.

thcTirhahialLc;f

3

ever. and it rolled right post his
foot for a single.
In the bottom Of the eighth.
Hollywood twisted his knee
and had to leave the game with.
the tying run on third. Barnes

knocked their opponents down

run in the top of the eighth, but
the Panthers matched it in

Hansclmann, 26 3
Jung, ef
Dom, ss
Morank,e
Arnsivald. 3b
Keehn, rf
4

Gilbert...

In the smond, two walks but the 'Cuts one still tridling
and an infield hit by Weisen limos-plom POMO View by a

called justified for Dny. hw-

lineup.

seven innings es Elk Groves
Gordy Hollywood and Glen Dec
b a rd North's Tint

diem.

Rosengard. p
2
D. Cooper, 36 '
0
Cone. If
W. Cooper. If. p 2

a Inc were out. His single
Oily walked only one com- to right was folitawd by' a
ground rule double by Rick
pared to three for Ha
And while the Pirates mount- 4iemun. but Day put down
ed only, one serious threat. John Feekin on Written and Pithe With... constantly kept rate buts were completely

right. Dyson
stopping at second. and them

ter that
struggle.

,..T1d1.11,GduArMingkthweas.gauscaore-n

AB R H 111

Ralik. If
Bmenhofer, lb

liebefor

Husbach gave them their
muncy's worth. but Wheeling
hurler Sc011 Day stole the

line single

1-5-1 in league 9ompetition.

five -ran

am man as fer4....ecaid
MAINE WF-ST 15)

pitch :mot baserunner Dopp
was an thsy out at the plate..
led in on a single up the
After a single in the third by
middle.
Monies Wayne Cooper. Olsen
West tallied Ms final meteor set. down 11 straight
the contest ledhe fourth. Doug yielding his only puss of e
Keehn singl
to right, was game. The Vikings get only

pressure on the visitors
and had quite o few opportunities to score earlier in the

Hasbach.

excitement

l/

2

II

in a row for the G

sms

more

3

3

North
rt,,,c`ri,k!hon1$
field yesterday.
The victory was the second

eelin 90 Tay' pAs
cduan ,Husbis eh, 1= 0

theram.

WITH RUNNERS on secouta.
ond and !bird and

"*.

find of two his to left.

MEANWIIII.E,
bream! through the first six
Vikinm he faced. although

The Warriors added moth.

THE
HARD-TIIROWING
rightliander faced only two
batters over the minimum

se i er ear 4a

OLSEN,

on with a pair of rum in the
initial inning. Jim Kulik

bit

0

Johnson. p

re k.,.. blanks Nort

Vikes trip Huskies
Fremd bunched three runs
dothe second inning to set
wn Hersey' baseball team,

0

0
0

first start of these sson. fon

ninth inning. and the Canna6.1 extrainning victory over Mid.Sub-

thospeers Mike Mordent got stolen base on this ma he needy took Fake. Kamer out of the
gm. Kasper couldn't hang unto the boll when Inc
snme hello to earth, but Forest View
squeezed in two
runt In heat Prospect, 3-2 yesterday. (Photo by Linda Haninton)

was

the classic pitchers' duel.
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1

3

3

fielding strength.
Beth clubs return tb confer-

Niles North, 5-0. cc team pitch.
er Ken Hopp no hit less thane

against

victim

1

Kratke. If
Bonfield, Sb

provide the Knights' with additional pitching depth and

quickly shot down the runner
at second on an attempted

yesterday',

est

I

and April but his retum should

tells the story of his congal.
HM teammates, meanwhile,
gave Olsen a cushion me work

victory

salt: LOP -Prospect 3. For -

0

diers struggled to

trouble. A geed sinking %o-

backs, head coach Al Content
finally got a distance pitching
job from BM Olsen,and the reconference
four losses.

II

1

I

0

0

I

0
0
0

illness during most of March

Le, ....hi

-

straight

4

2

.1)

11

-

I

4

Arlington last week. When Ith

Elk GnrolveMigok*tia7mbiglift from

West @naps
Alter

3

Olson..

r

It

oh

Galindo. cf

Wheeling lie

stints agaitht
-

Player

0

0
0
0

1

0
3.
Rush. of
I
0 I
2
Berdell.p
14 2 3 2'
Tends
F.-Streng 121. White. Lund.

FOREST VIEW 131

formunce on the hill for Forest
View was senior seas
BucaJolonon. tie wasn't quite

0

Fritschc. lb

Berdell really didn't &nave
to lase, but he suffered from
the late -inning loss of control
That plagued him in mound

its bench during a

Park

rats to win a 1-0 victory M

haute easily on Bob Lough-

reimbursement for the educe.
tian of children in orphanages.
llic amendment accelerated
the Intymord of MOO, to the
districts. They now remive
peyment in the aame calendar

ments may be presented during the hearing by interested

Die ceremony. is the oldest

of the engineering activities.
Traditionally, St. Patrick arrives in a cloud of steam and
dubs his faitisful subjects with
his cane as they kiss the Nam
ere

from broken homes, rotated
to the institution rrom agen.

stator

19000. ph

who hold a 5-2 record in MSL

for a double header at Pioneer

THE HAWKS got two
more in the sixth as an error at

1"

added financial burden.

Heil for L ospection hy the pub tic.
The displays may also be

Jackson. If

romans is 4:30 p.m.

play. Glenbard North fell to

hosting Malcolm X College

double which brought him in
This time big Frank May was
the men rbsponsible for thc
power hitting.

0

THE PROPOSED legislaUntil the fall of PHA, the
which since September. 19611. Catholic Archdiocese of Chi- don, House Bill 3445. would
provide an appropriation of
has had the responsibility of cam provided far the alma- ,3685.1100
to the Illinois School
educating the 250 hleryville ... lion of Moryvilk children, but
Building Conunis..ion cISBCI.
children, lies neon trying since 'at that lime it decided that it
the 196A-69 school year to
could no longer afford this f1o(7- t'hethlZre;iv
Maryville lchildren.u'ch'''
min mom funds to relieve the
cost.

A public hearing to raidr reconstruction plans for 11inois 72 (Higgins Rd.) Tram
Meacham Rd.
Illinois 59
d Illinois 5810011RM) from
Meacham Rd to the Kane
County lin. will be held May
21. at 10 a.m. sit the Schou.
burg Village Hall, 217 South

theist Starling time for both

.

ing the plate and again it WM 4

pass. Freund drove in both mi-

University, Dallas, Tex.

vocation.

Ill. 72, 58 to be
hearing topic

did go the distance, fanning
seven and surrendering only
three his.

II

3i

kfki Gren,adiers explode, 64

The Hewks embarked this
afternoon on a grueling 13

ring when it was needed.

when needed.
Brian't. election

Bill to help MEN, ryville students
fails to clear Illinois House
Illinois House voted a.'
mind getting a bill out of

Sumner.

lti

games in -14 days schedule by

firs,
loop low egaitnt threc wins
and droppal the Falcons to 106 forthe season.

It

Freund, and Jim Stamborski

Ron et

Monsignor Vincent W. Cooke, (right), administrator of the Catholic Chula. of the Arch
diocese of Chimgo, holds one of the many children helped through the archdiocese. showing
a
eampsign poster for the 1970 drive, is the exeentive director, Donald W. Kent, deft). Catholic
Churches throughout Like and Cook grunge, svill take up
special collection May 10 for the
appeal. The Catholic Charities provides 91 vital services for men, woolen and children
in the

The education committee of

min the Glenhard North Pan

Harper Hawks shut
out Amundsen, 5-0

View High dirchter of student
activities. will be Brian's man.
behind the scenes, boding
Drat support and. counsel

Barbara Anne 'tonsil', 811
S. Briston. Arlington. Heights.
has been named to the Honor

the

with -their seventh Mid -Suburban League win M eight tries.
Prospect remains in the lower
echelons of the MSL writhe 2-6
conference shag.,

Framd thme weeks ago, but he

ence

second safety, that was all as
sem Harper men went down

On honor roll

The River Trails School
District 26
administratioa

illont.h!..,..rd,O.1,

Prospect

rum and added what couch
Clete Hinton called its "best

hand in 1960. advisormlame for huh years and nempaper editor advisor.

By Rea Clarke

1 ikons lest tho and 51k
logs while the knights

Page 7

1970

t

as OEM', as ho 11 in hit.
epening.day no.Intler saws

l'HE GAME marked the

Tuesday.
May 5,

oirL-

[kir h ilf of tho awing dims
mg the Falcons ro go home

through the first six innings:

7oo''jet:tonni,.01i.

sian and Latin American history. has been on the association's executive board for six

62706.

contributions to the Engineer's Club and the College of
Engineering al the University
of Missouri, Columbia.

annual leadership conference
of Distributive Education

get things

nomic Development, 222 S.
College Si. Springfield. III.,

ceived the Knight of St. Patrick degree for outstanding

Student Leadership

in dill be blowing Wang go.
mg into the final frame, and

and

oainlY picking up they share

C:4

Notional

'The second -division Pros Knights went to the

Rotor
trd nail brought
the speedy Galindo home with

Bardoll appatred

Starnberski added his third
single of the day and May got a

association's northeustenr.dis.
trim.
Shower. who teaches Rus-

eighth grade chorus, under the
direction of Joan King, received a first place rating in the

Dan hot.hicr the trd knikhl
slat kr

good offensive show with live

dent
council work.' said
Showers, coordinator of the

The Jack London 70 -voice

It, Jim 0 Llonnoll

he taken from his capsule con.
Mon on student participation..

It's my 20th yaw in du.

Crystal Lake.

Plaines.

toot..

.autematicelly put Showers on
the council's advisory hmrd.

State Music Contest April 25,

1m

re-

to the
state's highest Audent office

at Lundhul Junior High in

IDEI

can

partment of Business and Ea..

Assn. state contest April 25.

hegin

hitious upperclassman who
volvement he uggests. is for
has attended seven student. - mhurban youth councils .to
council conventions in three work through various student

Eighty-tive leaders of bush

soon It Kr

plans to

One W, to get better in.

Miller. senior so Forest View,

dried the service:counter in the.

Dendik Flynn. son or Mr, and
bIn. Fnmcis 1.. Flynn of 8722
W. Church. Des
received top honors al the state
Sales
Demonstration com-

iryon Jail

the Division of Tourism De-

R. Hageman, and the band,
under the direction of George
Galva, placed floss in the IIlinois Grade School Music

employe of the year1 who will
be selected from 91 member

,ni , corn,. items.

Woods. the Republican mndi-

the brochures should be sent to

Gary Wenzel, 305 E.-Har-

wnsive Care Unit and rano-

III. for the association's state
withering to Camp Cheley.
Estes Park. Colo., for the no -

Board by Sheriff Joseph

Ellsworth said InqUentS for

vard. Arlington Hts., hes been
declared a winner this year s
Elks Scholarship Contest.
Wen/el. a senior at St. Vie-

and desk space he the new In-

.

He will tnwel than Alton.

Dunne is a Democrat. He

of the hoard by fellow -board
members after his prink:non
Richard Ogilvie, was elected

Falk has beef, a member of the
Cook County Board for six
years. Hansen hu been the Itcpublican cotrimittee a
of
Elk Grove Townshi eve

HIS SLOGAN might well

begin making the convention
I. August.

was elated be the
other members of the County
Cook County Board of Com. , Board more than a year ago 40
missioners.
fillxnm
a vacancy. Dunne has denswas elected

nixed authnritim in the conduct of aunty and township
government in Cook Coim,

High School student leader

stiow

schedules for several Illinois

p.m.. during national hospital

t& High School, and Gail

Committee to Retain Gang
W. Dunne os PrentInnt of

before completing its Local
Government Article to he rec.
commended to the full con.
vetition.
Falk and Hansen arc ram-

be

con,mioneering will
s000nd nature

throughout the state jhis year.

net ThIrsday, May 14. at 6

taxon in competition forthe
Chianti Hospital Councirs

this week was named chairman
of a non-partisan Citizens

whom the confront.: coml.

Brian

presidency of the Cook Camty

within
thrt.o
Folk and El colon may
be the last arm witnessm with

construable
'the
image'
through better muting partici-

,

Even." provides a daily account of even. taking place

misst.d only twit days work and
has never been Me.

The hospital will enter Pe.

C Virgil Martin chairman

his9 32 foio 7th

RR

and undk d load

atm..' 10 explained.

By K.C. Radtke

King
Or.. Chicago, Queen of Angels
School 4532 N. Western, Chi-

wino. and St Joseph School.
121
E. M.N. Av.. Libel"

IF Ile©

Student council assn.
head believes
`students have a say'
next ymtr.

of Carson Pirie Scott & Co..

gnu ninon

Ion

The Con -Con 'Committee
on Local GOvernment is tom longer.

of

daughters. Peterson has

He has designed and built
bookcases for the doctors' liNary. custom-made clarinets

Con -Con cmmittee meeting
with Italian told Hansen to-

ties.

The Jack London School in
Wheeling recently received
lint place honors in music
conthetition.
The lack London orchestra,
under the direction of Thomas

weak,

ing that 6:Inherit of the Con.
Con committee will question

Church hall 11316

hackers ® Georcre Dunne

also gives campers

colleges and universities.

in

Those who wish to register
by mail shoukl fill out a form
for each dew include a cheek
payaNe to Arlington Heights

northwest China.

stns.

he
Rosary

ati 'Holy

cn,,oo.ponoo.,_

Brien Gillespie. newly clod,

brief rundown of Illinois laws
pertaining to outdoor activi-

compkted for mch class
school.

nary in Kenai Province Of

ing state parks, conservation

county fairs end home football

which a stbdent enrolls. Forms
am availuble at any District 25

Chicago in 1929 and mrged as
an Evangelical Animas? Mix -

includ-

from schools. he said. Separate
registration form must be

social

X-ray Department
waiting room.

won the honor in a recent elecher einem the hospital's 5115
ariployes.

state,

It also lists the dates mf all

carpentermaiintenance
man who is also a minista has
A

the

ponation of students to and

mouses as industrial arts. a

cho:log), deka. an.

in

The

PARENTS WILL be re s po n s b le for the trahs-

such

key to virtually all camping

vote campgrounds, Ellsworth

he node in cases where classes

grade

The "Camping Guide" is

3211 for each class

Printing -print
drawing.

and

tourism.

areas. /oatmeal forests and ors -

students will be able to attend

creative

ic Development's division of

Tuition for the chums will be

another school. Refunds will

eighth

ment of Business and Econom-

areas

'writing, critical reading and
making

of Events" are ignitable to the
public, according to Rotten
Ellsworth, thier of the Oman-

scheduled from /1:300.0. to 10
a.m. and 11h10 ant. to noon.
W4h6re I hoe is not sufficient

Holy Family elects
Employe of the Year

-

Glide and 1970 Callender

enn mem, aid Niontgemery.

Tlionws and Olive Schools
will offer fourth through

scheduled each day at the following tinumit:311e.m. to 9:30
,con.
a.m..
1035 a.m.

.stock' market.

routine..
Classes will meet for one
and one-half hours mob day
for HI sessions and will be

Al Miner and Windsor
schools students in grades four
through eight can enroll in
lull.

A limited number of =pies
of the new Illinois "Camping

offer to kindergarten students
the amuse called tirsi grade

cal moding.

mith.scienta,

nastics and introduction to the

ALL THE SCHOOLS will

enroll in such cloaks
sow-.
ing. creative drematim. an.
mailmcience lab. social studies. acidly,: writing and criii-

metic,

ihrmigh eight. raiding. grades

one through vigil, and

remedial clam,
Al South end Park Schools.
grades four through eight can

tawing.

dial chums will he otTered:
inahmatios.
wades
two

writing. critiail reading gym-

May 14 hearings will
conducted

Ill oach hung oh nit dolt nod
polio and Hansen will make
a formal statement before the

Carson's chairman heads 72r..-0171zrt.,j":11

I. Possible forms of inter-

creative drmatics.
math.seience
!eh.
creative

Tuition is 532.50 for each

present their *ad."

will bat

meta..,

mowions.

31ontgoinery. director of pm.

Registration

a.m. to noon. Each

I

clam will have a nutriment of
live students and meet for Is

the

schools.

I

I_ lark,saut.

-We have asked parish Words
sod advisory masoning:as to
dimes. the three issues among
themselves in advance, so their
spokesmen will be umpired to

Minor topics of dbansion

State offers
camp guide

Robert

Rev.

James

parish center. 810 N. Arling.
ton Heights Rd., Arlington
Heights, St. Bamako Church
hall, 10Ist and Longwood Dr..
Park.

arch-

how.

%thud, in Cook

morrow.

My.

oomploto

pate 10 the constitutional convention. is a member of the

.1033 Columbian Av., Oak

THE CATHOLIC
the

Si.

lot

non um

John 0. WOMIS of Arnim.
. ton Heights. 3d District dole-

Locations for the May 12
are:

on

Ilk

nix,

He said, -Thy archdiocemn
hoard is anxious to make poticy dedision in the light of the
needs and desires of our local
school hoards."
hearings

III

them and discuss their moms-

Chicago, and St. Giles School,

3. Current admission policy
diocese school superintendent,

MEMBERS OF the school

Dist. 25 m kes pit ns
for summer school
The District 25 lloard of
Education Tuesday night up-

unable Oct pay.

The representatives will be
given an opportunity to express the 'opinions of their

choosing.

Utile:001mM nea.

Parish planning end momenttion in school affairs.
3. Cutrent Milian policygoverning Catholic elementry schools, including froxiorn
for parish boards to lix mition.l.
the nevessity Mr obtaining approveI of the rates from a ma.
jowly of rho school's parents
and provision for students
for these schools.

school board or of their own

her hadand. Randolph. 25, as they enjoy the Indoor-outilinir swimming pool at the

ChIcuthi Mar ion Melia Hind. Mos. Brill won ling prke, on 'Twang) Weekend" for two et the
Meet in a re Itell .diontored h, the Chime 10ental Awn. and Colombia Pictures, in connection
with the Salt ra, movie -facto. Illinsw," messing May 1 at Cheater. and drive tit. all over the

.

ber of the board, are to meet

mom,

groups on Catin. topics designated' by
archdionne

llusagaleodN.Mut Attractive Dental Amis..... Mont. Belli. 26, 4700 Arbor Dr.; Rolling

At

em and Carl R. Hansen of
Mount Prove...Ilse a mem-

St. James parish will sponsor
Catholic school board hearin

tf

sor

01

thousands of names front all
311 Cook County townships.
urging that township. niunici.
ml and county government be

County Board of Commission.

township and county governwent in Cook County is !Wake
place in Springfield tomorrow.

maned

or Fannon, kart, tons

tol !Mod

I nun. edit ilk Lona 11 dale.

I all and H imon ill thin

Orhinit mon at Cook Counts
And a momhor el
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Monday Ma, 4 ITS

mono 6lloog gh,ree triplleo; crisis
tory. he whiffed 'Mx Mauer

By George Halos

Frew SnMer's six -bit pitch in was Nicked up by I
lion
a as Su Vialor beat visiting
Ideasoland Prep League op )011011 Dcl :Ignite. 7-1, to re.
main in contention for the
1.1. title yesterday.
Snyder pitched shutout ball
tar six innings until he allowed
one in he deed in the seventh
inning. (2n the way to the vic1

battersand hatted a run in with
a single., help hie own cause.
THE V1ATOR stickmen
bad a Odd day. pounding DLS

pitcher Mike Modell for

Also getting

hits for the

Lions was right fielder Bill
Madden. whowcnt two for two
and scored a run.

base.hits. itOrreling triples by

Denny Foremen. Mike AN,

hits. hitting one in and scoring

nanti aheade Smith.
Smith l
the lairram with
three hits. He had two senates
to go along with hb triple, and
he knocked a mir of runs

um himself, Ahinanti Kok.

1

crss.

a

walk. then Smith singled Foreman home.
Snyder. who threw only six

two runs in with his triple and
scored two himself.

Foreman started the Lion
in the first inning
when he IriMed with two out.
scoring

At leasz live

Maine .WeSI

tance workout Sunday as head
mach Jaw Jobst's boys joined

many. many others in ne of
six "Hikes
for
Flange,"
around the Chicagoland area.

Junior two -miler Ken Koor joined milers Steve Johnson. Stevc Melling and haw
dleni Kevin Terry and Mike
Pruitt in the 30 -mile jaunt. Ro-

ver was arang Inc first finishers in themwalk which drew a

umat of abc. Millet march-

From there. it picked tip to
EACH OF THE boys had
Pleasant Ridge to Sins. and
sponsors
that
contributed
Kennilworth.
be
Muriliae
money for each mile the hon.. School. to Northbrook Junior
covered. The marchers. or in
High. to Shermer Rd and
this caw. joggers, began at Old
Dundee and to Glencoe Wen
Orchard

Shppping

Center

across from Nilo North High
School. remind to Fairview
School. Laramie and Howard.
to the Leaning Tower YMCA.
to the Dorninick's Food Store
on Dempster and to the Mac-

Teammates award player
most valuable prescription
The best medicine doesn't
always come in a sugar-coated
Pill.

For Ronnie Torkilscn, 2915

Curtiss, Des Plaines, a sur-

Donidds on Waukegan Rd.

grammar school at Forest Way
aid Dundee.

The marchers then made

Moir way to Jefferson and
Glencoe. un

younger

brother

MT.& sindlorly honored with
a most valuable player citation
from thejunior league team.

S. Smith, 3h

3

T. Smith. If

3

leg to stretch the double ir
triple. Rossi saved another hit

Rossi. 2b

Toads

THE LIONS picked tip another run in the second when
biter
fielder nom Smith led off

Abinanti. cf

with.a

Mark

Rossi

With two on. Alin:mil his n
long triple to right which
brought both runners home.
Thy Lion center fielder scored
moments later when Mike
later.

Pone -

norm kept the inning going

preparation for today's COM
fronlation with Niles %lit:hi:Uhl
Glenbrook South.

After practicing on cinders

with 0 bniken but single midi.
He segued when Smith lined a
long triple to center.
Viator got mic more run in
b

since the outdoor season began

the sixth inning when Abi-

in April. most complaints were
for stiffness steniming from
running on the morement doring the march.

nand led off with a walk. then
look second on a poNSLI
Iwo outs later. Pettenimm singled him home.

Estimates on the Mug ac.
cumulated during the march

DcLaSalle got its only run
in the seventh inning when it
pat a leadoff smell and a
double together for a um. A

over

the

$1.5110.111111 mark.

Radokovits. rf

White. If

2

0
0
0

II

7

3
I

1

dill
0

0
1
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DELASALLE111

Plane

1M1

r

4

Foreman. ss
Pe ttennzxo.c

3

0
I

d

'

R

I

Phelan - 1h

M1

I

0
II

1

II

0
0

0

0,

Mnelkir, 011

II
I

I

Glinvacki.cf
Pinowar. lb

2

(Mona. IS

All

PLAYER
Vacco, s.

VIA1OR 171

1

Slaa.

bell teammates at Resurrection

Lutheran Church, 9920 Grand
Av.. F ran klin Park.
Confined to Resurrection

hospital. Chicago, with an in.
rate
ion on his c hi a. Ronnie
ants surprised when Will Mason. executive director of the
Ehnharst YMCA. and his pastor. the Rev. Kenneth Stem,
presented him with a certifiate naming him the mokt valuable player on his senior team.

The church team is one of six
basketball teams in the com-

Learn to swim
al Northwest
Northwest

The

Suburban

YMCA. :WO E North...
Highway in Dcs PMInes, will

conduct its annual 'team to
Swint in Slur campaign for
adults over lb May 4-27.
Classes will be held on Monday and Wednesday evenings
from 9.9,45 p.m. for four
weeks. and crosses Mr women

will be held on Monday and
from
10:15.11 a.m. The prognim is
free to IA. -Mors and cans
08.50 for non-members.
Wednesday

mornings

CONTACT NICKI Dock per. Aquatic direct., for further details at 2963376.

Golf districts
at Barrington,
Highland Park
T. IHSA golf tournament
will begin May 8-9 with the
cent

Each school may enter a max of

seven player, with

the winning Icsam and the Iwo

best individuals from each di.
Rim advancing to the state finals.

Highland Park High School
will hoer kt tournament at the
Sunset Valley Golf Course and

will draw most of this area's
teams. They ate Arlington.
Forest View, Hersey, St. Vinton, Maine West, Prospect and

Whaling.
FREMD, PALATINE and
Conant were all assigned.

The

Barrington District at the Biltmore Country Club.

Scuba
meeting
Tonight

I

7.7

26)
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nil.,a)nDonLinthi pi ah-..iwA,14irt
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Player
Snyder

11

Alehich

7

5

II

6

7-7

Rd. and finally back to Old
oldie 30 -mile mite.

aid held the powerful Cardineh to a meager three safeties.
'McCaig:irk posted their third
Mid -Sulu -lam
League
umph. 7-1. II was the second

r

when tokelmann Issued a pair

Player

of free passes to Hanel and Bill

Lopesilvero. 2b

5

1

2

Arkus. Wiener brought one of
them home wiM a line shot to
center field.
The surging Cougars con-

Hanel, If
Arkus; rf
Wiener. cf
Relict-mem, c

2

2

fl

0
fl

I

1

I

ab

2
3

I

4

11

3

2

3

0
0
0

filmed their scoring drive in
the third when leadoff Mull
Mike Arkus laced out a line'

Ark., M.

MacDonald. p

3

triple to the alley in right can terfield. He was later admitted

Ruin. ss

4

to the Plate on aro... N.rt by

rtraight 7-I victory for Con-

Card

3.11L.

chess.

catcher

Chuck

Celtsee, 36

Penna. es
Totals

IS

29

AI

h

I

I

0
II
fl

0
7

I

I

IU

0
0

Pitcher
gokelmann
Moffo
Moore
MacDonald

MEER VAUD AT DES PLAINES BONANZA ONLY
COUPON GOOD ON
STEAK DINNERS ONLY

COMPLETE

WP-MucDo
lo:Nunn:

Id:

52-2.

Auto Service

MAY 4, 5,6, 7 1970
5 P.M. to 9P.M.

Baby Shoes

LP-Bo-

emu. A Wed nift lot MOTHERS

And remember -NO TIPPING & COME AS YOU ARE.

(between Algonquin 8 Oakton - NO CARRYOUTsi

4

push their Ione run acne. in

future. the Carats will have to
sharpen up their pitching and

Redbirds, Terry Foy was given
second Muse thanks to a two-

unleash their hitting if they
still have hopes of staying in

base Conant throwing emir.
Pinch hitter Bien Abel kept
things alive with a hit to left.
followed by Chuck Dillon's

lirodnan;ss
2
I
Kaykendall, cf. c 3 n 0
Moffo. !Eger
3
0 11
Keller. lb
3
U
I
0
Fey. rf
3
Donchas. c
I
0 0
I./
MacDonakl. ph I 0 0 0
Moore. p
0
0 0 B
I
_II
I
I
Abel. ph

bares and finally crossed home
plate for Arlington's only

I miler,

I

Schoen. pr
Totaki

0

0

39

I

0
3
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of Me cuddle
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Call AFTER CAM
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Now $,795*
only Ail
Buy before bute30th-save up to 38".''

ment.

and save!

so flattering it Os everybody in a mood for

For months you've been waiting for the outdoor living season. Now make the most of it
with aibcautiful new gaslight for your patio --

'

What's so great about gaslight? For one

Palmer

thing, it thicapit just shine, it glowa...so festive,

fun. Gives you extra hours to enjoy your evenings, too.
Choose yours now, while our special low
prices are in effect. Get one for the front lawn,
too...for beauty and protection.
Easy terms are available. But the sale ends
June 30th, so see your dealer or call us today.
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HOUSES RAISED
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Dave Pate Construction Co.
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dune reasonable. Call 392-197S
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pm. in the field house of Pioneer Park. 500 S. Fernandez,
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end a diuussion will be held
about diving sites and equip-

,
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Des Plaines, III.
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their pinductive lion frame
with lend -off man Gil Lopesil-

the nightmares began for Itokelmann. who threw four consecutive halls to Mike Honel to
give the Cougars their first
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6"176oa'bg167"6:561Le's6at:

els.

299-0111

Arlington Heighss

and

CALE PERSONNEL

door. No travel expense. Only aggressive indied
mils need apply.

Apds, prn 1.6 pm

319amage &GarageSale

6717MP'1V1P P'A'ae".%

EARN HIGHER PAY

Division of IlSnois Tool Works,les.

"vgnmger.

doses will include Soh, NP,ng

DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.
Wolf 0,ton 5,

3 9,5,50

Nee. TOP SEC. $650

fires. Vace

t

Ben -Franklin Stores

SERVICE

ASST TO PRESIDENT

MEN

pp

NEIGHBORHOOD GARAGE SALE

Densihy Sisson ni 2904101. ext. 21 I.

EMPLOYMENT

CONEX

p

reechoTelse=vebP6osywall

OPEROOR

Per 'Whop inbromiien come incr.!!

S,s,nronge ot company howl. am Included with th,s

296-2266

k

WIZILD7Z-Ifo'06ro.'e:

& SERVICE
FOR THE AGED

Mehe="i=n&

Alr":.0'52

SE

,

jr.Avseeem mith shorshond - BuOno neer.

NO MITES! NO SALM NO EMI

Elderly M., middle aged son

Contact arum Dodds

LUTHERAN HOME

CALLING ALL GIRLS!!!

Ai) MOTOROLA

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

NEU PURIEN

pl on

A

non
dam PI ...... orreosphere
Kis5hen

t:1711TIgni="
moZel=r!"lat V.:4747*"

51290 537 9677,1 6 p ns

VETERINARIAN

rdnuebenvflisavonolin

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

eel

Golasie sedan wr, PM. Pit

543,500.392-51 19

HELP

hied...we. eels tor Hein

SECY $675

Reploced by Co car, '67
132-1Manted to Rent

80,000 BTU per hr. 10,000 BTU
input per mr. 525.537-0392

,

es 2 in, tires 1145.16,,slot,ss

ha*" '"tr"p"'"r171's' -

686-7740

teel';.n.''''YZ floincs

It pays to advertise
with Day Wont Ads.

0611e4lEst4te-llouses

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER

1.7,11.1m* Mike sc.,. C,

OEN FRANKLIN STORES
.

630 W Northwest Ne,

394-5660

COOK & KITCHEN

...pron.x..

LABORER

.563VIerrg6O6O6f=e6s1'"1.16066a

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

298-2770
LeSalk Personnel

Co11199-71.1

small

325.

Night sables

520,

First ArGigton
Notional Bonk

$135 WEEK -FREE

255-7900
The Boni, & Trost Co.
Of Arlington Heights

able to work day or owning shifts. It qualified. cell Pk.

$3,0

hb10. rag 51, 12
5
Antelue whee Giro SOD
Walnut ,est 575, bookcase bed

Bangs

rabtUol'enra5r'SVS3=3'3.

trans, rad, w/w

AM of 2 PM end 5 PM.

17102 PARKER PERSONNEL

"'.1'1.7sZ7Pirgir%

94o

...",...1.4'
...MO Clerk

use Day Want Ads

4 PM to 10 PM for busy coffee shop. Meals and
uniform furnishod..Esoillent salary and company
benefits. Apply in person between 9 AM and I

COTTAGES,

1966 Ford Golome WO. Gold

259-7000

255-3200

CASHIER

.`ordsci'c'd esONNVirs'

II2-210meIRIes for Sale

76To Rent Resort Prepertres

'6"6

rrIft',56°1775/wWq!'"
9

439 9906
I'AS Inn

OPEN

CAL.113.CORNELL

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

sTO:17T,III72.:

rToz

846$ Elmhurst Rd

THE SINGER CC)PAPA'NY

.11

24 Help Wanted Men

ATTENDENT

NOME

go d rien'

Kenmore gas dry

6SNI617:;6o6PC;.656:513t." 6":

JEREMY'S

cloy week Ineludlop, Sat

966-0700

TucsdaY.MoY 5.19/0

47.1105eFurnisl)025f40it51e

SLIMM,ER

WO, sell for $39, 35,3078

OPERATOR

PROOF POSITION

District Secretary

File Clerks

Ken LamOn

WASH ROOM

BEAUTY SHOP

ASSIST

Miss Page
lielebto
9 S. otpari
164.0880

WELL?

Gurnee, III.

GUARDS

$2,000 PER MONTH

VIVIAN

to

ono. on.

FORPBRSOIVAINITMCAILMO.R. MHO.

dos. Free.

Omcms

2120 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

4135 MI 1,1111.

Wolf

TRUST & SAVINGS

open.

U

111274'372,71VZiC!

No==atd,

them

rOMpaPrrh:ZitTrn'eeln't,

on

OPP 10., WO,

COMMUNICATE

ENGINEERING AGENCY

593-5953

Mh

6Raly

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

DYNAPAR CORPORATION

834-7764

296-1043

Orchid Cleaners
. Inreressine position

deal oboe? stack moray, acti,.

soon lake OM. OS ch.',
ENGINEERING AGENCY

introdHce

R762:921APZ6'

PosPion

Put Day Want Ads

SHIPPING MAN.

of drafting -design and

FULL TIME

PERSONNEL

High School Girl

ELECTRONIC DRAFTSMEN
2 Years Minimurn Experience Required

furl, Learn all pte,.

LA,trr:

SECRagilt

314Incellaneous Merchandise

11-11elp Wanted Men & Women

1.4 ,110 le dresser .1/01 ,0,.

so.1.4 axe, in hands,. o he.

5800-5825-- FR EE

derstudy top Design Ere.
glneer and get ad winced /reining. Prepare
projegh for mOn

BOOKKEEPING
BALANCING CLERK

216
'''359.4200
for lurshe'r details.

ellenl

your opportunity to un-

16 Belo Wonterl Women

baro Slevern.on,p..6787

please.: waning

30.29,00,

Ookten Sts

259-3247 or 253-2479

Junior draftsman' here's

116s6k"

NORTHWEST

$600 MO.
be hi sec

SMALL DEPT

20 -Help Wonted Women
PARS LIMEMUES LIME

A1TENDENT

noir, /ehh plenty of public
Mips,

SWITCHBOARD -RECEPTION

16,1Ielp Wonted Women

WASH ROOM

COLLEGE Goad Menu skin re-

VERY HIGH SAW, Fruu IVY,

NorthwestlegtOne,
25 99k

26 Help Wanted Women

missions Tv,

lifacincr*

'

-

wrt Vptrri,e7.

ORDER FILLERS
We am set

e'''."C'erta.Fureenit

FIGURE WORM

16 Help Wanted Women

16 Help Waled Woman

dy I day o

200 po.h, axe N,

1800 West Central Road

Mt. Prospect

200 panels,

'

x7 3116'4110 eo.
Slighily irresaloaszen Mem.

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture
slse

bed

complete,

'CHEVROLET.

nite

555 Irving Pork Road
Branenca carpeting mode to,
sneelel ham._ Heavy nrIon pile.
Huse clispenus. 004-7355

Ct5cc0=:u' o506

529-7070
Roselle, ffikkois

SHORT RIBS

a
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OUT OUR
'47 77.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

a."

MS.
-

NNE,. 7,

ALL / ThE
CV.A6GIV
I TAKE
"-E STACK OF
uNGER-

AND I

nAl..a1SY

.dF`SF

TAKE LIP

nzi'

(0., SOME!

FAZi",.*:00
AN'
LETIES'tAEAD!

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 Mike Douglas
11 Italian
.Pan-

'

SOMEBODY

VOLIGIAT
THE /NETS AND KANSAS

WWiT -TNE

TONIGHT

NOME, HOME
ON IRE RANGE-

OUGHTA BLOW

CITY WERE LONG SHOTS!
THIS LISTS ,TACOS HOOPLE
AS EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
OF AN OUTFIT CALLED
PURE! SWAT STANDS

FOR PUSH URBAN
RESEARCH!

SCIENTIFIC!

WRERE IRE DEER AND
114E ANTELOPE PLAY-

1

6:15
11 TV College
Psychology.
26 Spanish Sports

Astros at Houston.

'''(.

ruthless landgrabber.
5 Once Before I
Die

Rerun. "A Tale of
Two Sitters."
7 Movie
"The Young Law-

32 Of Lands and

and inhabits a very

7 Mod Squad
Rerun.
Poor Boy."

TO THE MAINLAND AS
FAST AS `,IDU CAN,

26 Today's Racing

HERMAN!

LAST LINE
PAI-11
WAS OBVIOUSDI WRITTEN

VE5 MERMAN,
PLEASE DO...
BRING HER

HERE!

T
.C

BUGS BUNNY
NICE TO
YOU:

YA

S

look at the Canadian
via pack

AND I'VE GOT
SOMETHING
F.OR

THIS IS GONNA BE
ONE 0' 71-10SE

COOKIES FOR OUR
CHARITY BAZAAR!
THEY'RE ONLY A
DOLLAR AND IT'S

FOR A GOOD

YOU:

MORTY MEEKLE

11:00

32 The Baron

'-Rire plays title role as

tough Indian. With
Susan Ball and Ray

Vanales

Danton.
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

Band."

26 Oscar

Comments

9:30

CBS News Spe-

2

12:05

cial

32 100

Paintings,
Great Music

Im-

"California

32 Honolulu

California and how it
represents American

7:40
11 TV College
Literature.

life.

12:10

32 News

Show

movies is discussed
by Sun -Times movie

9

Tenth Inning

2
5
7
9

10:00
News
News
News
News

Ortega
Pan -Am Show

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.
Cleveland

the

ing to a heart attack.

26 A Black's View

In-

Editorial

7
9

1:00
Perspectives
Movie

native girl arc stalked
by killers. Johnny
Sheffield,
Allene
Robert.
1:50
2 Late Report
1:55
2 Meditation
2:00
7 Reflections
2:30
9 Five Minutes to

11 Consultation
Dr. Robert Miller,
professor of pediatric
cardiology, discusses
the risk factors lead-

26 Victor

critic Roger Ebert;

9

"Bomba on Pan-

5

70."

12:30
Everyman

ther Island:" Bomba
the jungle boy and a

9:45

of

5

12:55

11 French Chef
20 TV High School
26 Bin
Anderson

8:00
First Tuesday
11 NET Festival
Roberta
Peters
performs some of her
favorite selections at
a concert in Hershey,
Pa., before 1,000
young men.

Paul Harvey

32

Show

er

7:00
News

''Chief Crazy

Horse." Victor Ma-

of Illinois Jazz

7:45
32 On Deck Circle

12:00
Movie

2

University

grapher's works are
used in an essay on

Pauline Kael, movie
critic for the New
Yorker, and John

231: If citIV'rttcfhod of meeting
the problem doesn't work,

"The

obsessive compulsive
reaction.

The current state of

Continue. however, to suggest
alternatises.
CANCER (June 22 - July

11 Chicago Festival

44 Continuous
News, Time, Weath-

11 University

4

Hooks."

Cartier - Bresson."
Well-known photo-

table.
"Cinema

11 Forsyte Saga
'3 2 The Honeymooners

Threads and Silver

order known as an

Chicago Rotund -

as you had hoped.

Gwenn, Joan Wel-

pressions by Henri

9

CAUSE!

don.

a psychOneurotic dis-

DAYS

ning wild in Los Angeles. James Whit-

9:00
2 Opportunity
Line
Bill Lowry is host
with jobs available to
youths during the
summer.
7 Marcus Welby,
M.D.
"Silken
Rerun.

world resulting from

26. Famous Artists;
Famous Writers

ant mutations run-

more, Edmund

joyless

and

Good

clan.

Rockies
train.

6:55

I GOT A FEELIN'

I'M SELLING

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): Proposals for the coming
days ma not be quite as well
receised

clean

6:45
`2 6 Bob' Philbin
Sports

April 21 - May
all the alternates
before making up your mind.
Other-A:se. you may miss out
on sofnethint: important.
21

Rockies" features a

Cavett

sci-fi story of giant

daughter of house -keeper Sara, proves
embarrassing to the
Drinkwater
entire

small, dreadfully

"Springtime in the

13Y A BACHELPFZ./

FOR NEDNESDAY

"Willie

Dick

Show
9 Movie
"Them."

Rerun. A protest
song by the grand-

yers." Two Boston

Seas

ghanistan.
GET DIE GIRL IN THE
BOAT AND GET HER BACK

Mery Griffin

7

T h 3 Governor
and J.J.

g a r Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy.
5 Julia

attorneys take on the
defense of two men
accused of robbing a
cab . driver. Jason
Evers, Tom Fielding
and Judy Pace.
11 The Quiet Furies
"Neatness
Counts." A 38 -year old housewife, mother and fastidious
homemaker creates

Af-

2

Show
5 Tonight Show

2

7:30
R e d Skelton
2
Show
Rerun. Guests are
Meadows,
Audrey
the Three Dog Night

rock group and Ed -

Kush range in

10:25
Editorial
10:30

8:30

threatened when
she announces her
intention of marrying Buck Addison, a

2 0, 0 0 0 -foot KohI-Tundy in the Indu

2

8:25

7:25
Baseball

Documentary adventure story of sev-

er

20 TV College
Social science.

The Cubs vs. the

".ART

I GOT A WHOLE
NEW LINE 0'
BRUSHES Ti SHOW

Sports

9

amateur mountain climbers who
struggle to scale the

WHY, BUGS, HOW

the Week

Guide

bn

) our
Horoscope

44 Continuous
News, Time, Weath-

26 Goya Theater of

44 Continuous
News, Weather,

44 Entertainment

DICE, JAKE
ISN'T THE
LEAST err

WNERE SELDOM IS UAW
A DISCOURAGING WORD -

rNIZ.L4.

C.

OraMa

THE WHISTLE,
OUTSIDE
0' 'THFzokIJIN'

1;

.SEE 4.2.-01.1T THE
N:-.11t4t. -LC"
TIE BEACH

of the News

Park.

7:10
Leadoff Man

is

19, L. t!

dians at White Sox

English at the U. of

9

6:30
2 Lancer
Attractive widow

"4;

Cawelti, professor of

Live By

EEK & MEEK

don't hesitate to use another.
into

family members
your confidence.
"Fake

LEO (July 24

CAN I HAVE AN

IM GOING To

Aug. 23):

IM LEAVING

MAKE MY

HOME SO

OWN WAY I N

I CAN FE

You would Be wise now to take

this time. Otherwise. you may
find yourself in financial diffi.culties very soon.
23): Self-control: this is your'
hest measure for the day's behavior. Don't he too sure
there's .nothing you can do
about the present situation.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
A day when numbers definitely count. Take your time firm-

ing up your relationships on

'

.

gr

tteemip.-;

Abwrs.

CAVALL.-1

mai=

-

51-5'

HE/, Plj55YCAT, WIN CONT iF (AS A

\

""

I.

......___),

86

6

e

ii-----------

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

notion
15 Invoke (to)

be-

for support

4 Pastry
5 Irish sainte
6 Rents anew
7 Precious metal
8 Loafer
9 Educational
group (ab.)
10 Appellation
11 And others
(ab.)
12 Lectern, for

43 Conger
28 Ireland
fisherman
instance
29 Box
44 Crafts
30 Vend
17 Manuscripts 19 Route (ab.)
45 Demigod
21 Mental state, 32 Symbol for
(ab.)
.46 Asseverate
as of an army
tin
18 Pluck
33 Georgia (ab.) 48 Epochs
22 Plays on a
20 Wapiti
ukulele
37 Thoroughfare 49 Moral fault
21 Is of
23 Brain passage 38 Tahitian god, 50 Maple genus
importance
52 Chemical
39 East Indian
24 Roman
23 Preposition
suffix
herb
emperor
26 Indian weight
54 Collection of
42 Arboreal
27 Hardy heroine 25 Caudal
sayings
homes
appendage
31 Drops of eye
fluid
10 11 12
7
8
9
1112 3 4 5 6
33 Pinch
34 Pertaining to 13
14
Lake Erie

16 Andean

ruminants

CAPTAIN EASY

tage of the cultural side of life.

THE GROCER SAYS TWO MEN
INDEED?
WERE IN TOWN LOOKING FOR AHIVJELLI
YOU! ETHELI5ERT,..MOST BE I DARE SAY
YOUR FRIENDS:
THEY'LL.

unusual in-

spiration in books and music.

PISCES IFeb. 20 - March

FIND ME

21): Don't take every rhetorical question too much to heart.

500N:

BY JOVE' IES: MY
HOPE YOU'LL HAVE TIME
FOR SOME STEAK AND KIDNEY. FAVORITE DISH:
USED TO
.MAI
PIE BEFORE YOU GO:
DO ME A SPLENDID

LAST NIGHT I $0..yqc: MY CHEMICAL,
FRO6LEM,,,IN A FI.A9H OF INSPIRATION'
,,.TESTING THE NEW LUBRICANT WILL,

BE MERE ROUTINE!

PIE -.FORTUNATELY

I'M N NO RUSH:

This is a day when you may
ef-

ARIES' (March 22 - April

'

35 Otic
36 Revolve
37 Distress signal
40 European

20): The Aries who goes out of
his way to demonstrate his au-

thority may be in for a rude

awakening. Not everyone
thinks you're boss.

16

15

18

17

blackbird
I

CAMPUS CLATTER

HUNDRED

hered
hued
udder
dune
dude'

4

v._

13 Live
14 Form a

19): A day for taking advan-

nude
rend
rude
rune

4--

..\---

ACROSS
.1 Dealer in dry
goods
7 Violated a
divine law

YOU''SE WOW, LIKE TAKE

A arru OF piAPPt.e!

forming tendencies too seriously. If you do, you may
make attractive precisely what
you would outlaw.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

Answers to
Hideaword

\

Scrambler

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20(: Don't take your re-

knowledge

,.k..1::. :::pfllei1J.D
,

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

'

gain new
fortlessly.

l

.

-- ......_

0a

-4.t

ing area and you can halt an

You may find

FWD L/141-1.")
/0..IYMORE

4,:e1!

F.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
221: Be sure that the facilities
you will need for the suggested'
project are available. You may
he in for disappointment.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221: Keep yourself aware
of the changes in the surroundit

(KACK

TO FAWNIrL

,

the employment scene. A good
day for Libra.

inconvenience before
gins.

1,10114. PUG IS

--, CL ITIAK. VEri

Tii t

.t

Sept.

-

i

Orlea0V,

se

ALLOWANCE?.

THE WORLD.

INDEPENDENT,

some economy measures at

VIRGO (Aug. 24

I

1,If FICULT

ADVANCE ON
MY NEXT" WEES<

7.

41 Dinner
courses
44 Exclamation
of triumph
47 Eaten away
48 Girl's name
51 Emend
53 Visigoth king
55.30 (Fr.)
56 Threaten
57 Most painful
58 Expunger
DOWN
1 Small drink
2 Corded fabrics
3 Vipers.

23

24

4

20

19

4

3233

31

36

37
I-41

51

28

29

MIL

49

27

1

35

34

44

1

45

42.

38

g

47

46

52

40

39

43
53

55

56

57

58

50

54
,

a

ti

e islature,
By Richard Crabb

Efforts to sustain township
government and even give it a
stronger role in Cook County'
took place in Con -Con and the

Illinois House of Representatives in Springfield today.

on- on consi er

restore to township collectors
the right to collect real estate

cago. Fulle and Hansen have

and

property taxes
and retain a 11/2 per cent commission. The bill is sponsored
by Rep. Robert Jucket (R -4th

proposals for the future role of
loca government in Cook
County.

District) of. Park Ridge with
Rep. David J. Regner (R -3d
District) of Mount Prospect

Speaker Jack' Walker to place
the bill before the House Tuesday afternoon, Minority Leader John P. Touhy (D -Chicago)
objected to the bill being heard

A circuit court order early

even though it had been passed

in April took away the tax col-

Floyd Fulle of Des Plaines
and Carl R.' Hansen of Mount

and Rep. Arthur Simmons (R-

lection powers of township
collectors, holding that the

4th District) of Skokie as co-

Prospect, both -members of the

sponsors,

manner in which collectors

Cook County Board of Commissioners and both township
in Springfield for a meeting
with the Con -Con Comniittee

Immediately Rep. Juckett
began developing a bill to restore the township collector's
responsibility in focal tax col-

write into the Illinois new constitution a place for township

on :Local Government.
2 Before the Illinos HouSe ad-

government.

The

petitions

were signed by several thousuburban resident of
Cook County who are served
by 30 townships outside Chi-

journs for the week this eve;
reading to a bill which would

lection provided

lections, The bill was approved
last week by the Illinois House
Committee on County and

tiiind

ning; it may have given a first

Township Affairs.

Tonight: Fair, cool, low
37-42. Tomorrow: Partly
sunny, high in the 60s.

ment -was declared unconstitutional by Circuit Court

"The people all over Cook
County showed on April 14

County's commissiOn system
intact.

but one town meeting.

that they want township government; tax levies were approved by town voters in all

Judge Donald O'Brien," he
continued, "the judge left the

"These bills are to assist in
the survival of township government as a sovereign entity,
not subject to the whims and
political enmity of the County

"On that precedent, I see no

constitutionality problem with

"I

no difference

see

these bills.

be-

tween this commission system

"FOR

of Cook County.

that

and

THAT

matter,"

Board," Juckett said.

Proigna ;Dap

e

WEATHER

was a political decision designed to accomplish what
Judge O'Brien failed to do in
repeated attempts during his
tenure as a legislator --abolish
township government.

commission financed the entire operation of town govern-

used for collection expenses
would be distributed proportionately among the taxing
bodies within the township.

for in the

Juckett bill is much different
than the system declared unconstitutional' last month.

the former commission system
was unconstitutional. I think it

"When the former town-

"ANY' FUNDS obtained
by the commission and not

The procedure for tax col-

Juckett said. "I don't believe

((-

ship collector's commission
system --by which a 2 per cent

the expenses of the collector's
office, his budget having\ first
been approved by the elected
town hoard."

mcnt."

receives

Chicago taxes," Juckett stated. "Even the rate is the same.

collected in their local offices.

destroy township govern-,

collector

e

commission for collection of

The commission would pay

government is a political.issue
rather than a legal matter,"
said Juckett. "The Democrats
in Chicago are determined to

its

whose

per cent comission on all taxes

"This further affirms that
the future role of township

to the township general fund
was unconstitutional.

FULLE, AND Hansen

Juckett told The Day,
"House Bills 3636 and 3637
provide that elected township
collectors shall receive a 11/2

out of committee.

turned over their commissions

brought to Springfield petitions which ask that Con -Con

Republican committemen, are

WHEN JUCKETI' asked

been invited to discuss their

personal

er t

i

Telephone

2554400
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2 trustees vote 'no'

Board OKs $3,191,382 budget
By Ben Clarke.
Despite the "nay" votes of
two of the village trustees, the
Mount Prospect village budget
for the 1970-71 fiscal year that
began May 1 was passed last

night by a 4 -to -2 vote, the
$3,191,382 program representing a $554,634 increase
over the 1969-70 budget.
Trustees George Reiter and

Lloyd Norris cast their votes
against the budget after expressing their dismay against
the increase in salaries of vil-

L

from 10 to 17 per cent, and
for 1970-71, from 15 to 28
per cent.

Norris also said he thought
the estimates of revenue for
new budget "are exceptionally high," as he noted
that his check with retailers in
the first four months of 1970,
the

indicated sales were
form 10 to 15 per cent.

down

Norris addpd that with the
Illinois legislative proposal
that food and drugs be removed from subjection to the
sales tax, he felt that the increase in revenue for the vil-

lage personnel, which finance
committee chairman Jack Kilroy placed at $260,680 more lage of some 35 per cent in octhan last year.
cupational retail tax collecReiter said, "1 think the tions was estimated far too
country' is in an inflationary high.
state right now...I think what I
Trustee Robert Soderman
object to most strongly is the said, "The salary increases are
increases in salaries, particu-. "the biggest item. But if you
larly in the department head
want good people, you have
areas."
to pay for good people."

NORRIS SAID that

the

salary increases for department heads for 1969-70 ranged

DONALD FURST, who
with Kilroy and Soderman had

labored long over the budget,
item -by -item, said, "I think we
should...be thankful for the

good years (good people

at

lower salaries)," as he gave his
approval to the salary increases.

When the vote was taken,
Mayor Teichert asked that his
vote favoring the budget also
be noted.

The 1969-70 budget figures,
those for 1970-71, and the increase or decrease that this

represents are shown following:

-- General corporate fund;
$1,281,519,
will be
$1,522,852, an increase of
was

$241,333.

-- Garbage collection ser-

vice; was $187,000, will be
$192,000, an increase of
$5,000.

I.

1

'00*

.1,111,-Voot.2-

A Civil Defense worker looks over the damage to an apart- the one where the fire started. Deputy State Fire Marshal Harold
ment complex at Three Fountains Apartments in Rolling Mead- Schaefer said "Theinvestigation is still underway in determining
ows after a fire destroyed 52 apartments Monday night and left the causes ofthe fire." (Photo by Dan Batas)
200 persons homeless. Firemen believe that this apartment was

Cause of Three Fountains Gripe
Apartments fire unknown O!)The
D

An investigation

under
way by Deputy State Fire Marshal Harold Schaefer and RollFire Chief
ing Meadows
is

Thomas Fogerty to learn the
cause of the fire -that destroyed
a

huge

apartment complex

Monday night at Three Foun- munity Hospital and reported
wash and have to wash my
tains Apartments, 5200 Car- in good condition yesterday.
car at home.
riage Way, Rolling Meadows.
Firemen reported no other inD.B.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur juries except for a Civil DeO'Hara who suffered smoke fense worker who was treated
inhalation because of the fire for two broken fingers and rewere taken to Northwest Corn - leased from the hospitai.
Of the 200 people that were
left homeless because of the
fire, American Red Cross Supervisor Gordon Gunderson
State Rep. Eugene Schlicksaid that the Red Cross made man (R -Arlington Heights)
arrangements for 17 families Tuesday night commended by
to stay at the Holiday Inn in letter the Mount Prospect vilfamily therapists,1 community
Rolling Meadows, and the oth- lage board of trustees for the
and
organizers, psychiatrists
er victims of the disaster made approval of a resolution to
ex -drug addicts.
their own arrangements.
make any necessary moves to
anti
For pre -registration
Firemen estimated the
further information, contact amount of water used at the halt the expansion of O'Hare
Airport.
Lake Forest Drug Alert Comfire as more than 500,000 galThe resolution passed at the
inttee (234-7618) or Robert lons.
last board meeting mentioned
WI If ord, Forest Hospital,

Schlickman
commends
Village board

Workshop on drug
use, abuse. slated
Northwest

suburban

resi-

dents are invited to attend a
workshop on the uses and
abuses of drugs Saturday, at
Forest Hospital, Des Plaines.
The program was designed
especially for Lake Forest citi-

zens who are extending the
registration to other families.
"We highly recommend
that entire families take advantage of this invaluable, ex-

(827-8811).

Home

perience to gain insight into
possible ways of preventing

damaged

the drug problem from becom-

A mailbox and wrought iron railing at the home of

mg a personal .family tragedy," Morris Squire, administrator said.
Workshop experiences -will
include audience participaBon, lectures by drug experts,

Clothing, $10
taken from car.

Clothing valued at $60 was

stolen from an auto

in the

lution, the danger of collisions
from overcrowding should

further expansion take place
and the danger to the mental
health of northwest suburban
residents from the noise, and

Ronald Hildebrand of 103 W.
Berkshire, Mount Prospect,
were blown apart Monday
night by vandals using fire -

also got his bank book and $10.

crackers.

from his car.

MoUnt Prospect, owner of the

car, told police the burglars

way that would triple air traffic.
Schlickman pledged that he

would work with the village

stations; community antenna
system and personnel for the
building department in light of
the expected heavy press of
work with new building proj-

lighting, curbing); parking, to

to

ing apart the manager's proposed budget, analysis of all

include commuter parking;
mass transportation; and an en-

give his specific charges to the
standing committees of the vil-

revenue sources; land acquisition and personnel.

vironmental program that includes such items as tree removal and noise and air pollu-

chert said that it was "certain
(be

proceeded

lage board, whose chairmanships and memberships he had
just re -arranged, noting projects that each should give attention to in the coming year.

BUILDING COMMrrrEF,

tion.

Public works committee

Municipal facilities. noting the possible l'utue
need of multiple tire and police
-

Teichert announces
committee members
Before giving his specific

Building --Kilroy, Lloyd Nor-

for committee projects in the coming
year, Mount Prospect's mayor, Robert Teichert, made new
committee assignments of village board members for the
next year last night,' First

ris and Soderman.
Judiciary --Daniel
Ahern,
George Reiter and Soderman.

recommendations

trustee named is chairman.
Finance --Robert Soderman,

Donald Furst and Jack Kilroy.

SUBURB \
SAYS
Has anybody considered what the drop in auto production is
doing to the windshield sticker market?

-- FIREMEN'S PENSION
fund; was $37,000, will be
$ 4 2,, 0 0 0 , an increase of
$5,000.

Parking system revenue

fund; was $10.565, will be
$ 2 5 , 6 8 5 , an increase of

-get for a senior citizens program. He had served as spokes-

man for a senior citizens group

in presenting a request for a
$53,000 program including a
sizable leased quarters for a
meeting place.

Mayor Teichert replied that
no provision had been made in
the budget, but added the appropriations ordinance, not

scheduled to be passed until
July, could make provision for
a senior citizens program.

Woman hurt
in 2 -car
collision
One person was injured last
night in a two -car accident on

According to police an auto
driven by Regina L. Schopen,
67,
from Northfield, was
southbound on 83 turning left
onto Euclid when her auto col-

Hwy., Arlington Heights, to
discuss a referendum to be
held later thiS year on the es-,
tablishment of a township
mental health tax.

According to Dwight Walton,

board

chairman,

the

hoard will consider petting a
date for the referendum. and
will discuss the formation of a
proposed four -township men-

board -in their fight against the

tal

expansion.

mittee.

Prospect.

lided with an auto driven by
Gary W. Kohn, 16, of Round

The Wheeling Township
Community Mental- Health
Board will meet tonight at the
town hall, 1818 E. Northwest

°

increase of $7,000.

gram; personnel in the public
works department; and wells

Board to meet
on mental
health tax

Fire and Police-- Norris,
Ahern and Reiter.

-- Police pension fund; was
$42,000, will be $49,000, an

Eyelid and Illinois 83, Mount

provements; and personnel.

Public Health and Safety--.

increase $3,682.

Water resources management
plan; capital improvement pro-

Fire and police committee Communications; capital im-

Reiter, Furst and Soderman.
Public Works --Furst, Ahern
and Norris.

SIMON

-

and reservoirst

the aspects of noise and air pol-

parking lot of the Red Balloon
Restaukant at 55 E. Rand Rd.,' cited expansion already under-

Des Plaines. Todd M. Gibbons, 18, of 707 'Lams Ct.,

also

-- General obligation bond
interest
fund; was
$67,554, will be $71,236, an
and

Former trustee Joseph Grittani asked whether any money
had been provided in the bud-

nance committee or board tear-

met by present tax levies, Tei-

HE THEN

./:

the plan commission
working on this project.
Finance committee - A new .
philosophy of budgeting, to
avoid the village hoard versus
the manager's (budget) plan.
is

-- Public benefit fund; was
$32,823, will be $31,527, a decrease of $1,296.

$266,705.

This would not have the fi-

present budgetary needs can be

future needs can't
met)."

To pay $1.50 for a car

the downtown plan, noting that

be $42,700, an increase of
$5,900.

Street and bridge fund $15,120.
-- Waterworks and sewerage
$268.274,
will
be
$272,034, an increase of fund; was $659,423, will be
$926,128, an increase of
$3,760.

ects being completed.
Public health and safety
committee - Comprehensive
traffic plan, items in addition to
the professional study just completed (for example, street

that

( ,

Judiciary committee - Village growth patterns to 1980;
an amended village plan; and

- Illinois Municipal retirement fund; was $36,800, will

--

deficit financing: Teichert
Mount Prospect's Mayor
Robert Teichert last night
called for long range planning
to overcome the present "deficit financing" now being used
to implement village programs.
Noting that it was doubtful if

an increase of $2,430.

was

Must overcome village's
4,1yr
A,r

- CIVIL DEFENSE fund;
was $13,790, will be $16,220,

health coordinating com-

Lake, which was northbound
on Illinois 83.
Mrs. Schopen was taken to
Holy Family Hospital where
she was treated for minor injuries and released.
Mrs. Schopen was charged

with failure to yield -the -right
of way, and is appear in Mount
Prospect Court June 17!

Meetings
Mount Prospect Plan
Commission study meet-

ing, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Wheeling
Township
Community Mental Helath
Board, Wheeling Town-

ship Hall, 1818 E. North -

e s t Hwy., Arlington
Heights; 9 p.m.

Rifle nearby

THEISM

Charge pool hall operat

Wudnegdag. May 6 1970

District 23 life safety
code problems to be aired

J Dab roses

By Ben Clarke

develogments.

or an extension of the quali- building activity resumes.
fication time fdr the Illinois Grothicy noted that there are
Life Sale:: Lode provisions huldtng projects within the
May be di,cumed before next district. that appatr "ready to
fen by the board of education' go" again. and this weld ttl,
of Pmspect Heights School pmembly increase the do cadet zd.
vices school population. parChews are now being held 'latterly at Eisenhower.
in' Anne Sullivan school. oldIt has been proposed and
est of the three-schodl. cone hoped that Sullivan School

All such work wm to be
completed by Jima 30. hot
war -to -year

extensions,

(i.e.

one your at a time, arc allowed
under special circunntances.

Sullivan are its narrow corridors. Some involvement in its
electrical system have been
made. BaSement rooms. used

until recently. are no longer
used.

Al lam night's hoard committee meeting. Supt. Edtwinl
Grodsky said that he would
like to apply 10 Robert G.
Hayes. assistant county super.

imendent of schools and the
county's school building coen.
sultant. has one year's extension to use Sullivan School .
without further life safety
work being done.

Grodsky would thereby be
asking to ,fie Sullivan and Ei
mentally for TNIH (Trainable
Mentally . Handicapped, stu
&Ms for the 1970-71 school
Year.

PRESENTLY THERE arc
four classrooms. with between

90 and HMI TMH students.
said Grodrky. et Eisenhower
School.

lb has been proposed. hut
not pal definitely decided. to
hold a construction bonds rag

$1,000 bond after being arraigned on the charges before

:Meanwhile.

both

bmird

the safety harem! involved.

work extension of Sullivan's
use for classes amid possibly
mean the defeat of a bond issue
by referendum.

Cori Hansen of Mount Prospect, Elk Grove Township Republican Committeeman, adjusts the
crown fur Linda Hall of Des Plaines otter she mammal Mk Cook CounlyYoung Republican of
197n al the annual VP convention on Seturdity. Miss NWI has held many oRkes with the Elk Grove

Glowacki.
Hoggeys brother. Miehaek

Township Teen -Age Republicans and the township {Ks.

Heights. was also released on
$1,000 bond eller Cilowucki is-

Des laines girl named 1970
Miss County Young Republican

sued a warrant charging him
with keeping a gambling

Miss Linda Hall. 176 W.
Rd., Des
Main..

Regner
to attend
banquet

Duller

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Richard Hall. is Miss Cook
County YOLliks Republican of
1970,

A member of the Young Republicans of Elk Grove Township. she nos named the queen

Rep. David J. Keener IR-3d

at the annual Cook County

(Emden GI Mount Prospect

'Would you join a woman's

Her rmponsibilities as the

liberation movement?'
Her answer .was. "I would

Young Republicans queen will
include intending party dinner-dances.,,meding with various party organizations in
Cook County, representing

haw to look further into the

particular organization

I

would be joining. I could not
say whether or not I would be

the Cdok County Young Re-

interested until I had an opportunity to study and investigate

publicans -Organization and to

take part in the special netiviths of the fall election.

the nutter."

conventitmof Young Republi-

will attend the banquet noting

cans

the 15th annivilhary of Rolling Menthe.. Saturday eve-

held

Saturday dl the

Knickerbocker Hotel .in

Chi-

cugo.

ning.

THERE WERE 13 con-

Regmr will present Mayor
Roland Meyers a resolution

lesza.. The contest ran from
9:30 a.m. to III p.m. Judges
cere
CAP candidates for

passed this week by the Illinois
legislature commending the

City of Rolling Mellows on its

ook

County

offices

in-

cluding Robert O. Maher of

15th aguivefiery. Rep. Regner
introduced the resolution at
the legislature.
The resolution notes the dy-

Scheumhurg

Preliminary

com.ition look place during

'

the day. during which the field
was narmwed to lave gtds.
Each of the live contestants
was given a question on which

namic growth and the effons
of Mo. citizens of Rolling
Meadmys to build a dein.
healthy and properous envi-

they spoke without prepare-

ronment.

don. Miss Hall's question onus

LINDA HAS BEEN

vin-

prosident and president of the
Teen -Ago Republican, of Elk
Grove Township. She also
served us program chairman.
She is now special activities

Joins fraternity

hmver.

Joy Richard Crain,

that now haw 35 students.

An unwrtain fuelor is that
of population growth. The dis-

rria's comprehensive gels.
eport released lost fall. pre-

dicted a growth rale that lots

not mtunrhnd

thrt

appirtml, too mu- Ill
Lars
buthJena.
irkd mond,
hood hl marten NO Mb -0A
n. 11,
deerw

Rep. David J. Regner OR -3d

DMA of Mount Prospect. who

handling law onfortsment
for the. administration in the Illinois House. is
meeting with Gov. Ogilvie today to discuss pay raises for
is

legislation

state highway police.

`Higher mimics are Mini

pond,' for m no, Mthw..
onplustd
thud

slid th 00

le huhu,.

upon thu Iwt months

Mt It ite.

Ind

1

ts mu- us I ell at bat
uot ol
ononcn.

Ilk
ml In,

101

Bo trd number tone Mon

the Illinois House wowed its
niece of mujor legisla-

Rudad

11111.

Into in the spring session. The
don

gun referendum Nil passed.
eating exactly the' required
KV

17;f-itdc'orunt'y'rnw'aul:.11
have the oppOrtunity to hold
referendum and determine
whether Mere would be a reg.
istration of guns.
tae

Cook Count, v. not expasted 10 vamp to tdmin a,
ion n -sear mon cow if tha bdl

twilit 1 awna.tl on Thu,- to
downkm sauna I uml{

uhch Ilurt is strum.

d
t

NAMPA{ AITERNOON

nom t mono. bolo

Telling of the arrest by him-

self and Lt. George Ekblad,
Da. Gene Reck yesterckty said

started to put up a light." Deck
said. When shown a badge by
Le. Elsblad. Took said, Homey

knocked the badge Com Ekbladk hand, and Men kicked

Ekbled in the groin and hit
Deck in the side with a pool

neman,

2007

Av..

Bonita

alounl larospace has pkdgal
Sigma
hi Epsilon fraternity

'

She was a fashion model Mr
the annual fashion show of the

Elk Grow Republtain Worn, Can
enk Oradea ion April 29. She
is chairman of the float com-

Coilege,

Ivey -Stockton

at

Mn.

Kinneman. a graduate of
Forest View High School in
Arlington Heights, is a' fresh.

Mow for the nods to Me
placed in the Memorial Day

man and o member of thyjum

Parade. Poona Parade and 4th
of July parade.

vanity basketball team.

ior

An interim progress report
of the District 57 Citizens Advisory Council (CACI was
summed to the school hoard
lam night by CAC Chairman

Tramiel said that the cnc
steering committee does
the board authorize them
The CAC fi as formed effectlobar. I 969 to study the effects
0111110 Lincoln School curricu-

Mint and facilitiesalte.district's
change from two junior high
schools to one.

TRANDEL mid the, the
five sue committees studying

the eider high program haw

!!!wush twee

Moy

Legal
Notice

Nbl

Napes, 111. 60056. grance aTRoses 011 5. Azlinoton Neigho

Rd.. ...inn Nelds. III 60005.

No action is to be taken this
week on the public aid to pd -

on the eation's stock mad .t
and in. ammo. program. Tn..
progrxm is wen cads ert,

with the suspect,
chasing him between the pool
tables. Deck add.

After amend
sponded to

a

squads

re-

cull for help,

Profits." Ilw book was published March 18 by Winnow.

Dark said. officers
Hoggay and took him to the

with 15 yews of expericru

police stution.
Police said

Mount Prospect last Deal

Emil Harpy

only scratched the surfaco and
nwd more time for tosearch.

her from Detroit.

5. A committee report that

CHAIRMEN of the Aye

vide:
I.

Communication amt.
school board. staff and citi

sub -committees.

Legal
Notice

general

chairman. the Public relations
coordinator and the principals.
of Lincoln and Central

I'Ll=7Z: LI 173
SO00

o

tatoes, Harvard beet, .Salad
two choice): fruit juice, tossed

new agency

slice,

conirallIce.
Superintem

!

Assistant

Legal
Notice
Scimel

Winn

Sullivan seized, in District 23:
Open face sandwich or submarine sandwich, finger
fords, fruit of the day, cookies,

rafe:/,:t;

.

Arc cent note sitted

bY

Mount Prospect chided this
columnist. "We tried singing
'HigRAbove Cuyahoga's Waters' but it kept coming mit,
'Sons of Carroll,'" they write.
.

Also we heard Carroll went
but with Ursoliner
They were referring to an item
about John Carroll University
in Cleveland.

re-

were born. About 10 Mrs.,. Si Ignatius College loft ilS
humble beginntrigs on Cleveland's Wed Side and Wilt one
mrghty fine big structure in
thgwrsity Heights. Ursolipe
College for Women and Notre
Oahe College for Women (the

mily two in town) were nallipid with Camoll."
7.Affiliated" meant that the

A

NCIPAISILLI 10 *cum for tin

Aline ladies could wave at the
kcis of Carroll (we never
celled them that, as they drove

nta.k Mae th. u.smon Inds,

femide students were
aBo allowed to buy tickas,10
di Carroll football games and
wee betide the young lady who

gilovith Co,as or Reserve, or
stint, preserve us, Bald nag -Wallace.

SAVE $1420 TO $2260 ON A SET

sonic

sons. It appeared ongmally in
Me Onlooker of Phoenix,
Ariz.. titled. 'The works
Meanest Mother."

IT READS,

'I

had

the

meanest mother in the world.
While other kids ale candy for
bostkfilst I had to stan the day
off with
md1.001.
When other kids drank coke
for lunch. I had peanut butter and jelly sandwich and a

glass of milk. Vou can gum

-'4oindines, those big seenErs from Carroll would invite

for me than the rest of the kids.
"MY M00110O INSISTRD on knowing Where We were

at all times. You'd think it wag

Village. a secret, with thr'

attending

and friends come to the door
and my old fashioned mother
refused to let me date until 1

home had burned down, wee a

whose Mick
became stuck several blocks
from the Inn, offered his ser-

Wheeling
Plumbing Co

in the kitchen. and
McCormick served as a wok.

345N Wolf Rd

vices

h

to.

to cook and all sorts of cruel
jobs. She would he awake. I
dank up
Qught, trying
mean things for us. do.

Tfiyeks for the nowit really
is

another

tran,

REGULAR 587'0A SET
NOW ONLY

Tougherar
Sim Hop am u, thee

Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

FOR

od

Discassbnuetl or :ea
ALL

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.

Ind long mile+ge

SUP ON

SALE

and-surc.

1w01
SIRLOIN STEAK
DINNERS AT THE

we hos.

anybody. EssA or

ORS PLAINES

served his am in
the Armed For,
'And whom
wnoouwe have to
my

bin , this

seed nut. YouYc

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Milwaukee Avenue ai Dundee Rood
Wheeling, III. Photon $37-0020
Member F.D.I.C.

ld

aUSING THIS AS a back 6' 99 nd Lan trying to mist my
children. I stand a little taller
sea
Hai with Pride ',Men
my chtldren mil/ me mean.
You mei Hank God. He gave

A Gift
that

Butt

ping.

And remember-NO TIPPING & COME AS YOU ARE.

S

BONANZA

I

BB'

SIRLOIN PIT.
1249 S. Elmhurst Rd.

(between Algonquin iflokton - No CA8127005),

them all

71"REFai2"

L_\

Moth
months
ahead!

asp

And if that isn't a hint to the

then there just isn't any other
way of telling you to go shop -

MAY d, 5, 6, 7 1970
5 P.M. to 9 P.M.
ONLY

For Wigs, Wiglets
and Falls,

rien.,70;

mean. old mother
mother. Look
Look at all

SALON DE COS F

ULM.

PALATINE PLAZA /

Palatine, III.

110

358-5550

Time to store

assevere.euseirmcomosuemasuumulmennumsweci

LII

CUSTOM BUILT

those winter
garments at

SHELL

ROOMS

ROOMS, DESIGNED

I'll

FOR YOUR

L-Nors

Let SPACE

Special Offer:

olve your problems

NEEDS

CROWDED
LIVING

dypn sugar bee aits and come

Sit on your lawnand well go
Ai- the new Rocky River

CLEAN YOUR WINTER
CLOTHING AND GET

MOTH PROOFING

Budge. or the nese High Level
iCyou like.

AT NO EXTRA COST!

I'M a. William Koplin of
Wing St. in Arlington Heights

One low price will include:

ends along a treaured clip.
ping given to herby one of her

Cleaning Safe sure mothproofing summer storage

Dos Plaines theatre Goad
Presents

SALE ENDS MAY 16th
Save, Offer Ends Saturday Night
Buy Now -Pay Later on our easy rens
=

G WW1:REAR

',Jones

BUSCH AUTO

SCEERNM

137 SO. NORTHWEST HWY. PALATINE

PHONE: 358-1234

MAY 8-9, 15.16, 22-23
curtain time 8:30 p.m.
$2.50
:TT1.25 Tor students an Pedal,

Phone 2e6,1211
for ticket reservations

(Noon to 8 pm/

::GUILD PLAYHOUSE
-:620 tee St. Des Plaines

; KITCHENS

FIREPLACES

SIDING

JALOUSIE ROOMS
DORMERS

BATHROOMS

FRIDAY &SATURDAY

BANK

BONANZA ONLT

OUR SPECIALTY

itng the jelly doughnuts or

0

Riii,E255E'"-'41741
TRUST & SAVINGS

THIS NOTE

kiR MOTHERS. DAY
OMR MOO WIMPY NIGHT

USE OUR RAIN CHECK PROGRAM

HEELING

378 - I = 278
IS GOOD ONLY

tfy on Lake Erk. She offers
gantkesation

Ion dinners

has ever ben unwed m have

8 1

Lehnhardt of Mount

per,

WITH PUR2CH1 ASE

ciused a chuckle.

paned Buckeye from the big

Ira

-Fl-ilow. of,sone coupon

..aly mother was a complete
RA a maim, None have

re noted for being Cm free

'

COUPON GOODON, STEAK DINNERS ONLY

del.MilLOMTMIMIMOTIO=COOMMUlasnarammomewsensvoleata

male IMPuidiOn Ow. who.
day is rapidly approaching,

were teen-agers she was much
wiser ana our life beatme even
more unbearable.
NONE OF THIS tooting 11

$2.78COUPON
OFFER VALID AT HS PLAINES BONANZA ONLY

nqp

537-6020

Strom were given the title a
Honorary Inn Keepers, while

Inn the matnest mother in the
whole were world:"

-She always intisred on us
Idling the truth, the complete
Imo and never gay anything
hut' the truth. By the time we

ONLY

Wheeling III

McCormick, who was not
mment 01 the luncheon, and

it , fi educated and honest adults
but she actually had the nerve
Wive

REGULAR PRICE 1.78
WITH
5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

MAY 4, 5, 6, 7
only

o admo

to break the child labor law.

SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.

am ashamed t

q,

"MARATHON" TIRE 4 -PLY NYLON CORD CONTOUR TREAD

e REMODELING

PRICE OF TWO

was 16.

Otte to a dance but they were

PPjdaaspct

spo Off

o REPAIRS

No Job
Too BIG or small

Phone 255.7010

DOLLAR DAYS!

Experts

Ampex
Video Institute Seminal.
The three were hondred at a
luncheon at the Inn last Sander
for Weir help during the storm
an

INC.

$ BONANZA SIRLOIN PIT $

"

McCormick of Virginia, who

car horn for us to come run ning out. She embarrassed us
to no end by making our dates

problem at that in-

!Nits Wellman was murded
title of Honorary Senior

Sums, Chicago, a Burn Bros.
delivery driver, and Royce

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL
AV,;:t7=.7 woos

urned the system
stellation
to normal operation by 8 p.m.

the

Georgia Pacific Co.; Chuck

. Transfers. Sightseeing. In Hight Meal Servire

According to a company
remedying of the

Missludy `Kenyan, Elk Grow h. H...

things We missed. We never
Me chain gang. She had to
know who our friends were Bello lake part in a not. burn
and whm we were doing. She draft nude or do a million end
insisted gonehh
we said we one other things. that our
would be
tor au hour we friends dhl. She made us grow
Would be home on time.
op to low
and um like

with a buck. Sons of Carroll?
never called them that.
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unexpected help

from son,medgoeam-

when Mitt Wellman, who was
staying at the Inn because her

By Catherine O'Donnell

ferred happened before you

lb. %NCI, Crock bill woo
abs mud to third radmb

-

Associated with the new of- beta, hen he sane, "I get by
little help from my
fice. James J. Griffin and A, with
soda. Agency, are three di - friends?'
During the Feb. 25 snowour agers. 18 special
agents anil five administrative storm, the Elk Grove
Holiday Inn, 1000 Boma Rd.,
staff member,

hod

hostess: Sfioss,

Aw. come on new guys. the

Second class passage
aid DT
arouse psaspacs, IL 60055p

Ringo Sear, of rieg Books
could not have expressed it any

Park.

Buckeye notes

period in lime to which I

is

Center.

St., Schiller

that dinner, too, was difkrent

sa

Tumd, It wdl son. up for
find par ty net stud

Aerospace

4849 N. Soot,

6

boaster pumps were put into
operation at the Euclid Av. IT

Some good samaritans

agency of the Prudential Insurance Co. in the Chicago

about

I' dents had water service
again within an hour, after two

"It probably needs enable more mit," says Elk Grove Village Holiday Inn executive chef gill Lung
(rightl, to Burnt' Bras. Delivery driver Cheek Stross (in white hat) of Chicago, as Judy {Veltman, Elk
Case Village, serves Edward S. liellenbrond, inn keeper, some appetisers. Strass, Miss Wellman,
and Boyce McCormick (not pictured) were honored at a luncheon Sunday for their help at the Ion
during the Feb. 22 snowstorm. (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)
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I

moods.

Nor...lend prick 10 coins

in Pr.,.

Utilities system
Heights, yesterday

as masse MdMw

Honolulu - Princess Kaiukins
Kauai - Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn

of the area serviced by Citizens

James J. Griffin. 213 S.
Lancaster. Mount Pimped. is
supervising s recently opened
O'Hare

cake,

banafie

coconut oatmeal coies.
To be served Thursday M
MacArthur, Ntuir, Hummed

Schools make. up the CAC
at

MugniOux

Supervising

CPbAns

,n

Deluxe Holels:

station, caused water pressure

is married
and has two children.

salad, relish dish, molded: tropica! fruit, sliced teethes.
lime, grapefruit grape. School made roll and butter, milk.
Available desserts:
fruit
cocktail, raspberry gelatin,

VIT,aaaaa.haa.

An electrical malfunction Mg at its 00000 Av. pumping
to drop off completely in part

:Rsrop.m.:,.,..cb:kidigow,,:rs
i

10,-11.

awnmeal miss. 317.03 a

thamended Tuesday. and
emNils require that al lent

The anal! Assdnbl,

the

o

schools

wiener
a bun. Vegetable
lone choin ice), whipped po-

Richard Percy serves as ail.
wiser to de committee.
zees:
Na wtion was taken by the
2.. Council. and service. to -sohool . board on the mcomin:
staff and
mendatiore. The CAC mod,
Cbmmon link for the en- bers were advised that the
tire community:
board members will manioc
4. Guidelines and welding thc mpoa and vote sit their
of diffemnt points of view into
next meeting on whether CAC
working grout.
will contihue their activities..

23 Gna w, Des Plaines. IL

veer,

EForestt,r,,, V!zah,

in

$49
9

power loss

rented car puked on the site
of Me rti:kti if, the forest pm
serve about 150 feet .from

fish

concerned with study and semvice progmms.
Five groups Marc -been

formed to investigek facilities.
staff, humanities curriculum
math and science studies
nractiad arts programs.
CAC ohjectives are 10 pro -

Mgr
and

''''

Mr. end Mrs. Paris moved

will be valuable as an aid to the
School Board.

sub

''''

Only

of electric

Detectives .arid they found a

served Thursday

Pierce,

Shelly

Find cause

tal. The body wtw taken to
Look County morgue, where
Winner's inquest will be held
al later date.

District 214:

achnittees am

The

Rolfewak pronounced dead at
Northwest Community Hospi-

-

Pads is author of the new
book on market investme
"Complete Guide mm Trod....
Publishing Co.
The author is a stockhrol,

wouDebs. twives,slit.M.irs. Rwttf.e.

-... School

.

struggled

pokteal:

:LAN yesterday rimming, ahem

noon from 2:40 to 2:55.

The Iwo detectives

ich
twifihc.no'onwomld
help prove iden -

Rolfes wife had reported her
:LAN
missing around 1(1

appearing

510
sv

..1.106.1310AoRc,t.dillollin.,

are:

daughter of Mr. and Mn, Arlie Pierce Jr., 812 W Buse, a
sophomore majoring in drama; and lasqueline Ratchke
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Munk, 912 S. Elmhurst, a junior majoring in

believe

Rolfe had served in the army

et isvt.i:

ALL ABOARD
FOR OUR

enes.

They

tim as John Rolfe, 43. of 4411

Channel 2{ this week and

BID NOTICE

Me schools hills. Nor will
them be any consideration of
the bill to literalize abortions.
BOTH THE AID to private
schools and the abortion hills
ime day elapse heMeen L110
lime the bill is amended and it
is vonwlered tor Itnalpsvw66

Is

Detectives said

Robert Valentine of offman
Estates and Robert Calmed, or

Monday

dads,

that their report is cont.
and they nicrimmend

to aintinue their work.

WHOM. oar
. Published

Prospect

awaiting 00 results on a posifive identification.

found a .300 caliher high -pow-

PPP

tan Univervitt School of Dmma's production of the Greek
oncomedy Lyestreta by Aristo-

Detectives have sent Rolfe's
fingerprints to the FBI and arc

tentatively identified the vic-

Almander Paris of Mot:

Advisory council asks time
to study Dist. 57 junior high

Michael Kinneman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard R. Kin-

and

GRODSKY SAID that Eis-

house, police said.

feel
feel

chairman of the Young Repuhlicans.

W 24 S. Chestnut, Arlington

Eugene Trandch

Regner, Ogilvie discuss
state police pay hike

necessary to mow the
students at Sullivan to Eisen-

as polka officers.end Homey

THE DAY
Wednesday, Moy 6, 1970

Two stud,. from Mount
Prowslet tn. phy. support
th,
Wok.
rolss

10 minute, after the /mast
rang,- found MM. body.

Dee{ Grow Forest Preserve
oda!: Palatine: The
,ergo

''''''a.C.00rikfi' CountyLYiMn'atir

Author talks
on. Channel 26

announced ourselves

Court Magistrate . Francis

members Bruce Wallace and
president Melvin lace =Premed their disapproval of
any move to ow any Sullivan
moms for dames because of

Irthem is nu referendum, or
-referendum fails to return
fivorable vote, it would be

there um some clusws them

front of his apron."

N. Vail, Arlington Heights.
Police said Emil 1. Hoggey,
206 S. Vail, pareowner of !be
pool ball, was released on

istnition building in 1571.72.

menden) next 1911.

enhower cooM now =cam,
mod. shut 1511 mom mu.
dents it nem:miry. although

charges of gambling and Ag-

session M The 'Turf pool hall. I

Lace said that he thought 0

rile CHIEF DEIECT at

said.

with gambling .lips in his pos-

will he used solely as an qmin-

qualify under life safety pool.
sions.

slips by stuffing them down the

gravated assault against police
officers after Itc was found

,

plea et Palatine and Schoenbeck Rds.. although it fails to

hall operator was arrested early yesterda
morning on

resisting arrest. He was foot
guilty end placed under moor
months supervision, pdfi

wind. we went OAT to the
An Arlington Heights pool

I F MORE NORMAL

may be solved by referendum

through information we re-

A man non bound Mint to

tie ult yestt.rdey nag ni. by a
'lluekt tenger, 150 feet into the

wa{ artastad m 1965 in Art.
tan Heights for gambling a,

pool hall and saw Emil Hog gay trying to hide- gambling

this situation

imProw.

A perennial problem ten

Find man shot to death
in IEleer Grove preserves

with gambling, assaults
lanky Bus manna, ado%

O

Mt. Prospect
students in
IWU drama
2

1
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Prompt

Sal

Ow -Trucks Are

4Aleve, CLEANERS

iss

Your Area

PROSPECT HEIGHTS CL 5-6174

BASEMENT RECREATION ROOMS
110 Month Bank and 06 *nib PHAFInancing Available

SPACE HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OrRCES,

Arlington Iteiams
1806 E. Northwes.111014ay

IldInsan Biases

9 Audubon

PHONE SPACE for FREE ESTIMATE

392.9200

TORES
TO
SERVE

YOU!

N..EIrrthuret

Rel.

MT. PROSPECT

Ott. 03 &McDonald Ram.

o

CL 5-4600

662 E. Northwest tiwy.

On"A

One day at a time

The days prospects

Hideaword

By Ron Swans

Juniors are the going thing

GORNWIN
Want to mad some dirty
stuff. for free? If, you awn

Have you been to a school
board meeting lately? MOTO-

tell you where you

close,

says It doesn't want anything
connected with Communists

REDE representatives stud

can golf.

being presented In the schooft.

up and say, ?We'll tench we at
home. We're not sure tesehers

You already know that sex
education is one of the hot
items 0 the neighborhood

higi14010Aing 11/Inc M
REDE says les still sex Wm.
tibiL

=dents. and
M0TOREDE says that -after a class on reproduction,
they discovered that, somewhere in this country, some
=odd graders practiced With
tech other. Boys with girls.

are qualified to teach such a
sensitive subjecn Even if they
s none of their bonne..
arc,

bridge 1ab0 right now. On the
notional .level,
group
against croup, and that means

A baffle between MOTOREDE and the believers of
SIECUS could be a lulu. In

Well do the birds and bass

fact, it is.

MOTOREDE Cdoveinent to

Restore Decency) against
Unl. Or, as some pcopk rev,
the John Birchen against the

Still. some people mart th.
family

living,

reproduction.

The members of the Mount
Prospect
Junior Woman's
Club, including dresident Mrs.

-

'

Moo nt

-

With the mother club until
January of 1953. Then it bc;
came the Mount Prosy= hi-

rowan not only regarding
Moir contributions in Minn Leer SAW, but also in Mae
and national philanthropies
Mts. Howard Wilson, then

is

ther, affiliated with the 7th

t.../ NEI Woman's Club,. Mc( in
1955 with a small group of
via men. They discussed their

Take all precautions
against x-ray radiation

thin°. tee ne-cinat dream by Muni, feehnirlytecconte
ins

Q-Ilam an X-ray technician

am five months preg-

and

Field 111

Q

Could an overdose of

nray eats< thinning of the

nant.] am net directly miposed

bones and damage the white
blood cells?
ation emitted into the room oh
A - An overdose of radiation
fcct my unborn baby? What will not thin your bones butte
precautions should I take?
could lower your white blood
A It is the responsibility of cell count. This would occur,
the. i'atiologist in charge to however, only m a reson of a
protect his technicians. You massive dose far greater than
should wear a radiation film any you are likely to encounter
budge, When it n developed at in a hospital or X-ray !Mora-

to X-rays but could the radi-

Wednesday, May 6, 1970

John E. Stanton. Editor rind FORM,

William J. Kledolech thniticino &inn-

RE. Hutchinson. Tice.Pretident

R. N. Welt. einnIntion Itintetn

"Let's house"
lmv-income

-overcrowded shimmy city. etc.. are mere emus. with no
substantial foundation to !nick

families"
Editor,
This is a rebuke to your recent

letter.

from

a

?man-

mrncd" female suburbanite in

mgard to a low cost housing
development or, if you prefor. "ghetto:' on St. Glenn's
property.

Unfortunately she

has an affliction all too tommon nowadays. She is so -con-

cerned" about her ran "cyst-

than up except for
fact that
she obviously has an immunity
to ac skin.

evidently read the same antdes as she about the proposed

housing I don't myself recall
any references to it '-ghetto'
or

-skin

pigmentation.'

us

such.

Her ridieggius diabribe for
example that ?their children
will he further behind in
school." a -propt.ed gbeith."

a bt of money to 'be" where

many of us take for granted.
How fortunate we are to haves
choice. As for increased

as fortunate? Lees open our

OVLSO

mu to the scanty of lik in-

If this female hod the mi.
fortune to live in dcplorabk.
conditions with her children
crying from rat bites and bunger while her hushthinvorked.
fmany of them do, you know)
to keep them in this style 'of

?living" in which they are in
many 'cases forced to ?exist"
most likely her statements
World differ somewhat.
Shc

having

they've.worked hard and spent

thm ore is more relevant. I did
the abOve also but if the mine
of my home deteriorates it will
be dm to my own apathy and
n 01
rny
low.cost-housing
neighbors. Especially if I ?tun
scared:. This is what deterioram a neighborhood!
I hope we see low cost hum.
ins hcre and soon and more in
the lunge. That it is needed
desperately goes without saying. For most of us our
?needs" are met and token for
Bowled, even sonic of Our lux erica Can't we squeeze a few
OLLI
for our fellow human

ion! self."

Oddly enough

rights to Mitch he is entitled':
Evidently to some the fact.that

mentions

?whites"

commuting to the city from
the suburbs. This is a privilege

se hooftaxes and

beings who didn't happen to be

crowding. this is a fact drub.
urban life whether ors not can

sicad.pf Wing blinded by our
own ignorance of it!
A Female 'Concerned?

have low income housing.
Who, ix more important

Suburbanite

than a human being and 010.

Mrs Kenneth Udine

the cnd of each day it indicates
the amount of radiation reIththis approach. a
dangerous level, you should bc

show patients Mc nooks of

removed from the area for n
few days. An even better pre-

X-ray examinadons of their inernal organs?

caution, especially far grognem women, is the wearing of
a Iced -lined apron.

pen.. ha a gasVoieteitinal x-ray ono, h it
to have another four
months later? Is it safe b have
safe

A - Great advances have
been made in the safe use of
diagnostk X-rays and the
length of time required for
such exposures has been greatly reduced.
Your doctor
weighs the known hazards

spin, the benefits of ari early
and accurate diagnosis. Although unnecessary exposure
should never be nude, the exposures you mention ern considered safe.

/

..,

-

or

'

IP'

offers soft water benefits to you, your
fqmily and your water -using appliances

.

LUXURIOUS, EXTRA -CLEAN BATHING AND SHOWERING
LUSTROUS SHAMPOOS, LEAVES HAIR SOFT
AND MANAGEABLE
SHAVING IS QUICKER, CLOSER

,

, ,,,

'-rag
. 4a

e LAUNDRY IS CLEANER, BRIGHTER, CLOTHES LAST LONGER
DISHES AND GLASSWARE DRY SPARILLE.CLEAN

Orlif

s

Ai,

.

,

I or a new, tot y price,

SAVE
$41.001
WAS
f239

'FREE WEBER GRILL!
with the purchase of 011y

$198

Plus Installation

iimited Time Only:

5
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New activities lode& the
uscd book sale for the Mount

Her winning essay written
an Me subject "What Pnec
En:adorn" appears separately.
The Juniors also sell American flags on the Fourth of

duly. In general, they arc active women always =tidy to try

OTHER 'departments of the
Mount Prospect Junior Wom-

"new ideas.

an's Club have worked with
die children at Maryville end
limn in bleed Sias.

who find lime to do a linle

They ore patriotic women

The latest service added to
the long list is participation in
educational Channel
Auc-

something to perpetuate Me
prtneipies upon which Mc

tion.

The comrnunity should indeed be proud of the Mount

Drub year the Juniors 'poll.
nor an essay contum for youngsters in local school.. This year
Gail Linskey, bigot] grader

fritters south of Mount Provptet The

1FWC was founded.

By Gail Linskey

Prospect

Junior
Woman's
Club end all others within the
district, state and nation.

A price
on freedom?
Putting a price on freedom is !sittings price on
dreams, memories, hopes. People need Bottom.
they need hopes to live. Hope is life. Life is free.
dom. Freedom is hope, Life without freedom and
boys is death, though the heart may still haat and
the blood may still flow.

Tree' tame taken Prow a Cud Scout song was nth,

prated in decorations 0.0112,, chonts of
92 Brovonts on the bi Paul school gymnasium ,loge
sang The Brownie think Sung North Mount Prospect will hold
taithemdaugher bang. May
21 in the same place

Q- What are the ride affects
of Ornade?
A - This drug, given for hay
fever and allergic shinitis,
Should not be taken by anyone
Who has high blood pressure,

The only way to live is to hope and denim.
regardless ofwhether your hopes become facts
and your dreams come true.
Putting a price on freedom 0 putting a priccon

an overactive thyroid or corOnary heart disease. It may

life. People can take your fife, but never your
freedom. Only you can deny yourself that, by
closing your eyes, closing your mind, closing
your heart, to your worldwide family. And if you
do, you might as well be dead. In fact. you art

cause drowsiness, dry mouth,
nervous tension or nsomnia.,

Q - Is it possible to have a
Menstrual period and still be

CHANNEL

pregnant?
A - rare instances, a scan-

ty menstrual period may occur

once after the onset of pregnancy. Any further blending
should be .regardcd as a compneaticsn ragiring prompt
treatment.

44

dead in Me saddest meaning of the word. Phyd-

col death is merely a change of location. But

c

when you die to others, the blood ofjoy ruts cold
and the pallor of emptiness sets in.
Freedom is laughing, loving,. crying, hating,
caring, sharing and more.
Can a price be placed on the happy sound of
laughter?
Cana price be placed on the over-whelming

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

I you know your parents hoc Mr you?
Can a price be placed on finedom?
How can you Parr ask?

Luncheon and plant
sale for garden club

A Passbook

The Garden ChM of Mount

hove. will hold its

that Pays..

CAL

12 10 p m

WATER CONDITIONERSCO. 1.
3 W. Central Rd: Mt. Prospect
M

trammaramrisriognierAirmioriiirmorultrAiesiorivisrAia

Sfak

at

13

ths

Mount Pros.. Commumtv
Centur A plant s ile and
..Jfk9r

11101100
Mthibt.
will

null

con

ho Se°

be tentacled
Amin snails and a, asked to

At%

Turner In. thothl end tours
hIrs

lib.,

Ronald Farina

m swum, and Goal Mill Mr.
E H
hfixon murnkrship
Mrs

no1 Williamnut,Bala.
guild

plant

mrs

Aimed Alisehmsk grog,
Mrs Ras Lohse pubthhurAml

hong plants and containers be

editor M. Emmth °mks

tosen 9 SO and 11 a m that

Mw
Clair, ways and mums, Mrs.

Mrs. Adhur Jachnke, ',mi.

Bernard Hulsebergi yearbook,

dent, has announced the chair-

Mrs, Emil Fick; flower show,
Mr...Emmen Boyles, and bok

de).

mcn of standing committees
Teethe 197011 ycan

Civics

P91710111

outs (prospective member con-

tacts) Mrs. G. A. lulin and
and co:nervation,

Mrs. kens Romag; horticub
ter, Mrs. Jerome Thclandc.
hispitallty.
Mrs.
William

Mrs. Herbert Lamm.
Guest fee is SI. Far mom informotion, call Mm. Beim.
253-6235.

Nursery school
names officers

New auultary
tor Jaycees
Thu NOP., Nutbltm
t.cus minouna. thu formation
ot than Wumun
Auxilmy

hiuLbs

thun primich

I has will also 6ponsor
Pron., oat their own
011iteN of tho group are
Carol Williams, president, Kathy Huber, internal vice-presi.

dent; John Talbot, Wtternal
vica-presithinti Nancy Hooke,
secretary; Gloria Jaworski.

ensurer.
'Me next meeting will

be

h old May 13 al 8 p.m. Anyone
interested may call Kathy Hta
bet, 392-3911. All wives of

Another reason it Pays To

PASSBOOK, It will pay you
to put your savings in this, the
HigheM Earning Passbook Accoun.

will be presented by members

of the Sunset School chorea
and bond, as well as en acro:

at

the District 57 School Road
offending.

bade ilernonstration.

Mrs. Howard K01.11. past
[inside. of Sunset Park PTA,
will install new oftioTTS for
1970-9 I

aglioseeposo

Mrs. Robert Reheck,

president; Mrs. Nornian SabYe.
Mrs.
Thomas Uddenberg, second
id...president; Mr, George
Schaller, secretary, and Mrs.
Harold KraUSC, treasurer.

n.

ANYWHERE HAS IT!
ASK FOR THE'PREMIUM GOLDEN PASSBOOK AT 5% %a

The children at the school

other successful year end announces Inc Following officen
for the coming year: Mrs.
hlary Rethk, president of the
board; Barbara Bergen, vice.
president; hiss. Mosine Sand-

have recently enjoyed two theater parties, at which they saw
?Pinocchio"
and
"Peter
Pan
They also visited

i, recording ssretary; Mrs.

being made for several nwi

Charlotte Broths, corresponding secretary; hIrs. Mary

hatchery. A new indoor

rides for their outdoor playgaited.

For information about the
school, call Mrs. Leslie Galley. 299-1274.

soossood% ea

NOW OPEN!

tickets which must be reserved

&Mires 1 laugh-Wenians Editor

in advance. The luncheon will
he held Tuesday, May 12, at
the new Fritzers restaurant in

onettetteLessoosseseeSeetleSomesSO

Wide ,day, M

6,1970

SMUT

Arlington Heights, heniming
with cocktails at 11:10 follow ed by luncheon al 12:30 p.m. A
short meeting will be held for

COMPLETE BEAUTY SALON, WIG SERVICE

eleetim of officera

Call now for tickets front
Mrs. H.
MacDonald, CL
34723, or Mrs. RbYmoull

BOUTIQUE.

FEATURING

SPECIAL
SAVINGS

Johnston, 392-3650.

MR. RICHARD

ON EXQUISITE
TEL SETS

Zqt)Ottre

DAILY 9 to 6 FRIDAY 'til 8

by vs/ALLA,. w
IELII_LJErusesoOri..

WITH COUPON

o100030)

FREE

fly

SATURDAY '004

FULL DAY - FULL SERVICE

1 Helps You On Your

AT OUR TWO OFFICES

°a WITH COUPON

-

20%
OFF

HAIR
CONDITIONING

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANTS

ON SPECIAL
PERMANENTS

With Shampoo 8 Set

sv

Offer good to May 15
I

-I

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

WE'RE ALSO PROUD TO PRESENT

er for the Chicago Bulls, wdl
the

Bunt PTA

,Thursdav, M m 7, at 8 p m

BANK

Liu...mi.

at the school Weiss, who con

du.

a basketball clinic dor

Skirtine, Snow Cundslubm
%., Illowsrs lor the Main Table a Condlos

, foolnbis

nicer slimmer prognm, IA
North Drive -In: Adingtan Heights Rood al gostmcin

riles now youth lo accompanY
their parents to the meeting A
graduate of Penn State

Member Federal Doped, Insurance Corporation

versity, Wehs played for the

.

Seattle

Sonfts,

the

Phila-

delphia ?gets and the
ia_

waukee Bucks before joining
the &dB in 1968. Coffee and
conveisation will follow the

Complims.nury

a.*

L

iv. oho do compleo wedding party encconmuou 110w.
lonehoons, rehearsal dmnerajomily colobraff ons.
FOR

901,100

I

Had Sults-othe ,,i

bonus.

"LA REINE" 4 PIECE SILVERPLATED TEA SET

i

Iiiidol

ingMount Prospect s Park Do -

Main Met One N. Denton Downtown Arlington Heights

I

' rPackage Wedding Plan" )

Bob Wens, basketball playaddress

,
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The spring luncheon given
by the Sn John's Episcopol
Church Women will require

=Mils

tea set of regal beauty! Set
of

coffee,

les szcs

patching chased 22 inch oval
'

956-1170

1000 Boos Rd.. Elk Grove Village

Regular Price $179.50

F'er'siri arid Robbin
ekery..,
24 South Denton Court

MISS SUSAN DONNA of Arlington -Hi -Style Specialist
MISS PAM-Hpir Stylist

907 W. RAND ROAD

4s $14250

SlIblOCHO change wIlnout non.

mil INFORMATION, .11 OR WRITE

iiCAtiast .bwA.

and

Arlington Heights

GLearlimook 3.7900
Open Thursday
Friday M 9 p.m.

aide

has Men added, awl plans are

Krystyn, treasurer; Mr, Alta

Malan publicity chairman;
Mrs. Leslie Gellity, registralien chairm., mil Mrs. Mari -

Busse PTA
hosts Weiss

'461461filikihANK

IIII

our New Addition and Offi.
cc's? will be the theme of thc
first evening program of Sun-

A mccial dedicotion of the
nevi addition is planned. with
Dr. Eric Sahlberg and Dr.
Richard Percy of the admini.
Callon office and members of

this PREMIUM GOLDEN

deposit.

...

An' "all children'. progam

new multi -purpose room
7:30 p.m May 7.

Save at First Arlington Regulations now permit SW to offer

for at least two years.
Start with $1000 and Add $100 or

6 -Day
Banking

?Let's Gut Athuaintcd with

set Perk School PTA in the

tet

Providing inspiration and entertainment for the Brownies at the annual father-daughtw-banduet were Cindy Scholia, senior Girl Scout of Mount Prospect Troop 499, mist, of ceremonies,
Mary Henning, of Troop 499, piano accompanist, and Lori Dick, president of the Cam, Gold
Gid Scouts at Northwestern University. Miss Dick gave a slide presentation Ober trip to Italy ova
Gid Scout Council representative to the Experiment
Wort
in International Living in I 968. Her hip was
financed by the ninths wide Juliette Low
Fund, to which loal Brownie Troops
contribute by pooling members' peonies and presenting thcm at the banquet each year.

Reservations
open

PTA dedicates new addition

lyre Smith, supply chairmen.

sery School hes completed an-

tive Jaycees arc eligible.

P.TA. doings
This Premium Golden
Passbook Pays .
53/4% Per Year

The Prospect Heights Nur-

lb- Fn., Wives It will moat

current Jaycees md prospec-

',

CL 3-1040 1

innual

Spring Salad Bar luncheon

And Lets You Deposit $100 Or More To Accumulate
At The Same High Rate.
No Need To Choose A 6 - 8 - 10 Year Savings Program.

amaggill

44 4

:.

scholarships plus netivithis and
outstanding interest in local
school district's.

doctor means leather.

more at intervals after the initial

Attractive appliance styling with finest
Culligan quality and perform onte ... all

et Ci
a 4,.. ,,

oft its participation in educe,"
non. advancement tluough

ducted with special accents on
Holloween and Christmas.

School, was'the winner.

oft Laurie thow Carotin, I teen and Carol lialiscn of Broome troop 504 are all githlts n4
tbcy shoo Carols' dud Robs. Hansen Moir troops 011,1011 of The Crowing Hp 1 roe
sit the
recent annual father daughter Ishaquel attinded by Moot 200 Broome, father and adult troop

13

001"
.....0011

GREEN WITH BEIGE TOP
ft

Its thholarship fund has ow
slued many area high whool
graduates through four years
of education in colleges and in
nursing. 6r0gram
'Os club won second place
die Shell Oil Award of Es.

your films and explain the im
portant findings in,simple Ian
game. After all, the word

I

Aa

ATTRACTIVE UNITS ARE IN SMART AVOCADO
T

school was established.

from St. Raymond% Catholic

the GI series?

Save $411 Buy Now!
'
tzu--\\INIII 1 I fit
,

A -There li no set polky on
this. Some dodo. are too btlity
to try to explain to a layman
what takes years of study to
learn but there are many thhcm who we glad to how you

port Clearbrook School for
Retarded Children and have
continued to do so since the

Prospect Public Library, Furnishing librery service to elderly reside. at %mous
Farm. Libra. stork' boor ftem
grams also have been con-

a Mat X-ray two weeks after

!Culligan Special Deal

-

Q Why do doctor. refuse to

.

Dads, daughters enjoy annual Brownie banquet

W C. BRANDSTeT,M.D.

th,..aper ./ntiainrn and inonTirrol integrity"

TH
JUNIORS were
among the firSt groups to sup..

cellcnce for the 1FWC because

district Juniors of the IFWC.
'
1960 the members organixed the Senior Citizen.. furnishing a monthly evening of
entertainment and refresh memo for any area senior who
wanted to join the .fitn.

paesnient of the Mount PlOS-

DOCTOR SAY S

Evening

The group stayed affiliated

niors

They Id/ it like they think it

Prospect

Woman's Club at the Village
Hall. The following momh
there' Wert 50 charter mem-

the Diamond Jubilee of the 114
linois Federation of Women's
Clubs this week in Chicago.

The Mount Prospect Juhaw m outstanding:

Village 60007.

ROLATOOTIOLOgOLO

/Dap Pubticatiot%

Moire for an evening woman's
club.
This quiet evening instigated the first meeting of the

Jack Piper, will he attending

Answer on Combo Page

437 Cedar Lane Elk Grove

MOTOREDE says that if
scx is taught in shoot, all the
kids will graduate believing in
free love. SIECUS says that's

learning about people, physiology and sociology and other

By Dolores Haugh

I I good, 14 excellent.

Oh, yes, about that dirty
stuff. Don't write to SIECUS.
Their stuff m too academic.
Wrhe to Northmest Hare
MOTOREDE
Committee.

schools to teach sat education.

SIECUS is a Communist. Ur,
derstandably,
MOTOREDE

Communists.

teacher! are

dont like to be in the middle.

SIECUS says that, ridiCilionS.

They know the schools call it

everyone connected with

these letters as you can. In addition, find the Word
°sing nil Won ThOuSnICLTerd.

caught in the middle. They

end girls with boys, dun is.

NOME WILT. say it's guilt
by emaciation. but MOTOREDE says it can prove that

SIECUS (Sex Infotmation and
Education Council of the

The bank raw back and
forth. School boards, ouperin,

Surprisingly. SIECUS says if
doesn't either.

Maki as many four letter Or more words out of

not so either.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL

PH:392-9400

LI

IR tAl

t -1 A.13Ll tista

kl
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Give gloves:

Last minute reminder
For the. mother that has
everything, athoughtful Moth-

they're always welcome

in bridge snacks or prizes for
Another byuberres
year.

er Day gift could come in

treat could be olive or party

eases. A case of cashew nuts or

pickles.

party peanuts would kcephelir
By
.

....or Lualliestr

knuckles at the base of the tin).)

A gift that Mother wouN

a pair of, fine
gloves. If you warn the Odes

appreciate ,js

to try on gloves before pur-

Make the fingers lugh mom tapered. MI four seams of 'each
finger are pique on full piquepiques gloves. On

chasing them.

sewn gloves these seams are on

gets. The number of Indies is
your approximatesfm, Be sure

the hack of the fingers only.

to Weer well and your gift to he
appreciated, you should know

eornothing about materials, fit
sad construction.
Leather gloves range from
stonly pigskin and deerskin to
lighter weight, more pliable

flowering crabapples
for every landscapping use

Think appliances
garden -ready
azaleas in bloom

kid. Linings .may be of silk,
wool or acrylic knit, acrylic
pile or fur. Most linings add

Relieve dishwashing drudgery

GLOYFS SHOULD be nei-

Because pique seams arc the

tight nor too lame.

most difficult to make. they
gre found on higher -quality

titer to

Fingertips should reach to the
end of glove fingers. The glove

crotch should fit down to the
finger base. Leather gloves.fit
very snugly at first, but will
stretch with wearing.'
One iikfication of quality is
the construction of the glove.
Thumb construction affect,

warmth, though the chief Mason for a silk lining is to aid in
getting gloves on and off.
the fit and flexibility of the
Wool or acrylic knits are glove. The English or Bolton
cut in one
popular in the casual line. thumb, which
Also, knit gloves with leather piece with a triangular projecpalms or finger grips are pop.. r non into the palm toward the
fingers, is very strong and fits
lees driving gloves.
well. It allows more movement
IN LIGHTER weight with less strain and bulk than
gloves, you will find women's the set-in thumb, which has k
nylon knit, which wash clean circular seam around the base.
'

Husbands everydihere --. if
.you haven't already had R hint

is finished in the kitchen lots
sooner,

Whether you're buying

or two tossed your coy what
more appropriate for
alom, special day than a dish-

could -he

or built-in model,
youill want one that's nay to
portable

washer that will relic,: ber of load and has a large capacity.
the drudgery of washing dish- the, most or all, wall wed
ea Juy
dishwasher that you can dedishwasheray
nda ?osn:' a just a
ol'neurYnnd'mevasaryyornboerebenc- 'finie..

itchrn

ram

"Thmd i'e'ks

trees

'kr:Maytag

worth, ifs nIfeepi.ge,,

o

or" 'ill

-it sass. .ltcuu

and that amounts to
aboui an hour day. Timm
days a week and 52
weeks a year. these lot of extre hours for Mote.
DAD BENEFIT'S too. Oki
half

rose free

7b.

cb'chn7h vim: r

dy

Small, scientifically dame
hoMo

Mesh
fki.

rn

.ainices

filter,
hoe
r,

tie,

provide an

ac ofseven

gentle

This Illtle girl has cooked ilia delectable Mother's Day surprise for her mom - n jumhewhie
deck or French Recipe Cards. The se of 52 seems b published by Golden Press, costs $3.50 and la
available In hook departments. Also et Canon Plrie Scan & Co., Randhurst.

A backwashing action con tinuously flushes any food par -

dinner and evening is more re.
lasing --- tine no mow fusshag of the kids over whose turn

ticks trapped by the filter end
forms them down the drain so
dun no
eon he redeposited

it ia to do the dbl.. end Mom

on the dishes.

very

You must know the person's
siee when you buy gloves, but
proper size does not really assure proper fit because menufacturer's sizes may vary.
Also, people with long fingers

aloft: from a store that allows
exchanges.

When buying

Jumbo recipes, books
ideal little gifts

gloves

for

yooeig check your globe size
by measuring around your

sets

-

The daily monotony of doing the dtslies ends hepplly for the
homemaker with the addition of a dishwasher such as this builtin nmdel by Maytag. To
cleaning obi'lygets daho spar-

many of Mother's Day in

kling clean without pre -rinsing. Choice of six froth panels includes a decorator trim kit.

Vacation time

is

coming,

and *fiat could he a happier
camping mother than the one
who receives a portable washing machine? Better still, a
companion dryer.

Thards a pair of compact
laundry appliancesthat oper-

fragrant
spice bush

the distress is because needy
everyone has problems deciding what to get her.

huge geraniums
from 89c

little space. The appliances ,an
be parked side by side, or the

The washer is a spinaer-type
has exclusive reversing

twin impellers mounted on the
back oinhe washtub, for quick

and efficient hut quiet wash-

greenhouse gift
plants from 39c

ng.

°minion presenb.

oth

problem -- they take up very

and

cies. Because of their price. the
hooks arc equally good as all -

45 minutes.

nstallation.

The Maytag Porta-Washer
hooks up to any sink for doing
the laundry. It matches in siva
and style a portable dryer that
doesn't require venting,

Golden Press offers these
ideas to help Five books.
priced faorn $1 to $3.50.. are
Weld Mr the most romantic to
the Most practical of the spe-

P000 -Dryer in approziniately

r. und don't require special

dryer can be will hung or set
on a counter above the washer.

Serve Ow problem of vacation laundry nicely for Mom with a
eplanethype washer that hooks up to any sink. The Porta.Wash.

better than ever
For the careful shopper. today's new lightweight uprights
offer a whole new world of let-

ter performance mil modern
features.

Performance is improved by stators of up to 450
watts and brushes that adjust
to three positions, one for bore
floors, one for normal carpeting, and a Third for shag or

MOTHER'S DAY

deep pile carpeting or dhrow
rugs.

DINNER

Large dust bate, reduce rro.
nuency ofemplying.
One new model even has
headlight to help you sec

FEATURING:
saw9rU7'er"

where you're .vacuuming.

ar

labeller it's under furniture or

54.5

:pound the base of kitchen
cabinets. Some lie Hat so you

aRi

Sans.

aVM

The growing popularity of
gourmet cooking fns made the
Selection of the right gift for
Mother's Day a whole lot eto.

New vacs are

The Mumnavers arc avail-

Zappi 91tode4 gab 0-

Make mom
a gourmet cook

er matches compact dryer that operates from any adequately
wired 115-voII outlet and doesn't require venting. Porto -Dryer
win he wall.thrig or filled with

Or the dryer coo he fitted with
casters like the washer and
kith rolled into a closet when
not in use.

able in white or in shaded avocado or copper.

Cards by Albert Haman Ill

4 cause everyone loves Mot*:

Porta-Washer will dry in the

ate on 115 -volt household Car-

jumbo -sized

ebration by wearing a earn..
and a distress. The joy is 1.-

Capacity of each unit is
about half that of standard sill
laundry appliances. Full loads
of mixed fabrics washed M the

Storing the Porta-Pair is no

West Virginian started the cel-

May, the event has then a joy

duo boon to Mom

bushes

could be nicer than a deck of

Maon the second Sunday in

Portable laundry

lilac

andvacuum under heavy beds

chWrs without
enk

moving

If you have a linCled budget,

The new lines of brightly

of these features but not
all of them. Sunbeaas Every-

you want.

terned alter court -neat

Sunhcanis "Playdar vac-

power,

The Sunbeam Luckiday°
vacuum cleaner has these
tures plus a toe start switch and
three position nuzzle for here
floors. carpeting, and shag and
throw rugs. The sunbeam

lSunniday" vacuum cleaner
has in addition to all these fen-lures. two speeds and a headlight.

Roberta

Wolfe

can also he used as playing
prof are coated to be waterproof and splaerproof. They
contain everyttthing from up
patiurs and light luncheon
dishes to main dishes, vege-

lunches -for -six
many
about $1?

of love and gratitude by Louis
Untermeyer,
illustrated by

Joan B ERG, OAT "Roses"
flowery poems selected by Untermeyer and ilcontains

they have the stamp of style
that makes eating a delight,

Dowd. (12). It

and they are so clearly written
and
charmingly illustrated
that they can be understood by
the newest Man.

cost

The romantic Mom vrill go
misty over "Thank,. a poem

tables and salads and desserts.
Whether the dishes are simple
and inexpensive or elegant,

lustrated

by

Anne Ophelia

rick's "Gather ye
while ye may...

Herrosebuds

the

fingers. A

seams will not fitwell.

of seam is the pique. It is made
by lapping one edge of the ma.

rind over the other and top stitching, Waving only one raw
edge on the outside. They are
flatter than other kinds and

outside unless they are for dec-

oration. Check for reinforcements around buttonholes, un-

der snaps knd buttons and at
wrist opening. One hand
stitch at top of fingers on ma-

-the

glthea holds
ends together and gives -a fin.
ished look.

chine -stitched

Mom will produce a aucceas
with these cords where some
other books might mum date
her to failure. (Many of the
recipes are followed by notes
on how to serve them, or what
to serve them with). The
Cheese Souffle is a am In
point. The dish ism delicious

Klein with pictures by Harry

620 E. CENTIME°.

255-2800

296-6360

OES PLAINES

PHONE:

),.

fresh to give Mother?
just whistle!

...

Let us prepare a bouquet
of fresh flowers to express your
feelings this mother's day . .
we deliver anywhere, wherever
mom lives

FLOWERS and GIFTS

Elm St. & Evergreen Ave. Mt, Prospect
Hours: Wed., Thurs., Fri., & Sat. til 9 p.m.

.4

A,

PHONE

259-2210

c

Plus all the other goodies, from appetizer to
dessert, that you* come to expect from the
fine restaurant et INDIAN LAKES
edam ass

Give The Gift
That Lasts All Year!

ChildrEn 515 50.15

Children leder 5 Irs

FOUR WASH CYCLES

Treat Morn to Lunch at Dinner at
West Suburbia's Most Enjoyable Surroundings The Elegant, Yet Rustic Atmoaphere of
INDIAN LAKES
IN

1.

DAILY LOADS

2. POTS AND PANS

LAKES

3. RINSE AND HOLD
Schick G Bloomingdle Rd,

utoominadele. In

'llttr,

.

Carter, $1.25, each. These give
riotous as well as tender defini-

425 E PALATINE R0.
IRDNGTON HEIGHTS
PRONG

Sunday til 3 p.m.
4

Pepe Desk

THE GOOD sport Mom
7 and "A Wife is Someone
Who.
." written by Lois T.

&taw

Want something

pan.

YOUR CHOICE OF ENTREES Leg of lamb
Steamship rennet of beet
Baked ham
Roast chitken
Sea load Newburg

will giggle appreciatively at
..A Mother is Someone Who.

The more advanced recipes
are not designated asauch, so

wife and the bride-to-be
With this in mind. The West
send Co. created a prod=
line uniquely designed yet pat-

models so you can choose a
model with just the features

to ensure maximum suction

Kixis
($3.50)^ The 52 cards, which
and

PRIM

should not be visible on tne

man... egg

4. CHINA CRYSTAL

for
1190SM

tions of their titled duties.
Golden Press is a division of
Western Publishing Co., Inc.,

'

General Electric
Mobile Maid' Dishwasher

of Racine, Wis., one of the
country, largest producers of
children's books and ponies.

Top Load Paitoble Model SM300E

spE199

both with Me seasoned house-

three

uum cleaner has so extra long'
21 foot cord, hangs on he wall
for convenient storage, and the
large dual hag fills from the top

Recipe

it sound so simple that you'd
never guess how many cooks
contemplate its construction
with dread. And, today, how

TO YOUR DRAPERIES

.

ma

in

French

es it is impressive looking and
sounding. The directions make

OF FRESH AIR

eight stitches per inch
for adequate strength. The
stitches of hand -sewn

colored. gourmet cookware
are finding wide acceptance

you may want a unit don has

day Vac available

dreds of melts a year. So, what

America. Ever fince the first

between

glove with only two finger

Served all day, 11.0 a.m. te

EVERY MOM :oohs hun-

BRING A BREATH

least

SPECIAL MOTHER'S DAY
BUFFET AT INDIAN LAKES

potted
everblooming roses
May 10 is the 110th

Gloves should be sewn with

firm and even stitching, with
no loose ends. Hand stitches
should be small and regularly
spaced. There should be at

and appearance of gloves. Fin-

gers and thumbs are full-fashioned and gathered at the top
in good quality knit gloves.
Less expensive knit'. glifines
have seams at the fingertips.
Most leather and fabric gloves
have four finger seams with in-

Seams on gloves may be
may nwd a larger size or a stitched either on the inside or
glove that is cut with ware - outside. The most durable type
long fingers. Be sure to boy gift

of China

red bud
trees

is

THE TYPE of finger con affects both the fit

ore

gloves.

les in both upper and lower

ust

these

helpful if you are not sure
sizes.
Many warm
shoot
Weather gloves arc cotton.
popular fabric for colornal and
of ten inexpensive novelly

ter action.

her kitchen cleanup time inash

hardy
rhododendrons

s

Usually,

stretch knits, which

dishwashers, far

eras

xn

h

is he ti

quickly.

soy
ai

y'eacwYh'ha

h

pond upon to get dishes really'

a

magnolia

with mild detergent and dry

/

loves.

She'll love stripes.

FREE

;Lt.... ,an.

541R-42

Another best hen a pair of python -primed cotton
pants at about $14. They come re brown shade with

cook -

from around the world.
The firm calls its line Chef

flared legs that are slightly shaped in at the kneel and a

Ware.
.

ToMotherWitt Love

great off-white web belt. If you can't track down this
pair of pants, watch for the ncw 'Vied jeans in snake
printed corduroy end denim.

One of lire most interesting
items in the line is a pored.
Winked French -style skillet
with Teflon II interior seduce.
available in eight -HI -and LIMO sizes. The homemaker
will find it Meal Mr sauteing

Front Load Portable
DISHWASHER

vegetables, meals and no, and
for preparing delicate omelets.

AUTOMATIC EASY
LOADING, BUILT-IN

-4zzr

The Chef Ware line makes
an attractive addition to the
kitchen since it comes in three
decorator colors: pimiento,
honey and blue.

Anothe distinctive tten, in
the Chet -Ware line is a tw

$G1VE OUR

TrblallelloS

&VSBEST/2i:

and -one -half -quart tea kettle
also available in decorator col-

ors und design. Low and angular. the kettle's sides are
spanned by a perfectly hal...need handle of stay -cool pia,

$ 1 9995
NOM rates

ONLY

Specializing in

Magic for Mothers

:1-

Theoetts shape permits

safes yard

greenhouse

water

AND FINISH WITH:

gift shop

VON from

deo,. of Wm*, chiffon vie, old Fashioned Paoli.

Algonquin (Route 62) At Arlington Hts. Roads
Arlington Heights, Ill.
437-2880
Open evenings now for your convenience
Mon. -Fri. 8-8 Sat. 8.6 Sun. 9:30-5

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT
1000 Busse Rd Elk Grove Village
gis

4oeksilcw,

956-1170

-

-

REGISTER HERE FOR MOTHER'S IAMACIAN 7RIP

and for free portable radial

- Spirited gift

Zppoo,

& SON

her work day shorter and better.

spout.

the tine.

CHILDREHLINDER12-SPECIAL MENU!

KLEHM

at Landweltt's! We've everything to make

flow, rather then

Casserole levers in twocompleD
and...half-quart

r:Otg'n'ogertitrthakr=s;Trit''
CHARLES

t

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

coat to capture the spirit of

Sylvia's Flowers

every woman alive.

1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

ft
of soft. easy -winging fairies
und ligreeonstruction styling.

sotitt,

Arlington Heigitts

Suits are porky with clean
lines and fluid silhouettes. Fit
of prime impedance to ef-

the close-to-the-hody reel

CL 5-4680

anilwehr9s.

-

EVERGREEN SHOPPING CENTER
20 S. Evergreen

This spritig the chafe?
wide open --- therel it suit or

CL 3-1218,-r
107 S. Main St. Rt. 83, Mt. Prospect
'st

Charge it Midwest Bank Card

1000 W. Northwest Hwy.

REGISTER NOW FOR FREE

DIAMOND WEDDING BAND

HOME. APPLIANCES

ED LAURIER

255-0700

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
'

Open Monday, Tuesday, Thursday S Friday nights

'Plenty of free harking

THE 051
Papa S

admsdat ht ay h

THE D 15

19711

Gadgets

Star a sapphire
Since limo immsmOrid th
gloom of luscious toisIM has
nt. sr IRMA to ULM.- i I alt
f
151111aser Is she nim,
cmn tteadm e, two. this% she

Inn is a prvoom presant to
bins indo-d hu Mod. s Do

nevsr wen snouch ol

hghls from an mitansns col

c

1 or gilt 61: tor

buthd0s emdowtons and of

knots of put,

this, s a dclighttull, Isminint
group_of Idnde Star acwelm

slips sonmed with man msde
sapphires sappbm. LoLkted
Ong tEl
seem nugget( 1481 &Old
and surrounded with pads

v

laadim tewolois or°, Mo
country are -lir of daisy ear

is101,1

gold

1461

ati.rul

with SWF and topped with A
round diamond and a sta.ond
jewelled ring, this one of polished 14kt gold Si].'
r

STIFFEL

Coiffures

of the past with Ekco's new Jar

Wrench. The scientifisolly

design of the lumly

kitchen gadgets combine dura-

gauge steel wrench applies extreme. pressure at the point of

bility and good looks with

cng.. with the bottle

practicality.

making removing a lid a snap.
Designed to retail at 59 cents.

Anthony

seed: would he
suring cup. When rho egg is pouring through
tor is placed on a glass or mea-

separator,

white Bows
through the pierced arca while

/1 r

the

the yolk remains in the center
section. unbroken. The bright
yellow Egg Separator will re.

Ckez 3exOtique Coiffures

tail x139 cents.

A tightly closed jar or bottle
covo can la
g. R ning bottles ender water. tap-

1417 E. Palatine Road, Arlington Heights

ping them on the side or asking
1191(1,4 to use his strength M

259-9446

by

removed

strainer.
new Ekco Juicer Shreiner

broken and MIMI into Ihg

of

now to serve you

cap.

Elcco now Egg Seintrator
wives the messy problem of
CITRUS FRUIT squeezing
sepnotting the yolk from its used to he a two-step
white. Made of unbreakable Pint the fruit wouprocess.
ld 10
polypropylene. 110 egg separa- queered. Next the. pulp and

presents

a

solvm the two-step probkm by
doing twojobs al um:es-juicing
the fruit and straining it into a.
cup or glmg all at the same

time. The bright yellow milygropylenc gadget is durable
and dishwasherafe. Retail

pes

the

luicer-Stainer

will he 59 synts.
A new polystyrene

and

nickel ('here Slicer makm

Granny's bakeware
no longer a secret

choir her 11011' Mlleh vou core with ..

One of
people
ny. is her

the

things

most

about Granddicious home baked goods. One of Granny's

MOTHERS MY

,.

,i1 xdl Is Hump

ho tk

If you n. 1014.106 fora mu ill

gift, think kitchen gadiarts.
They make meal preparation
easter and Mother job Ito
tiring. Ekco HousewarCs new

For
Mother

Chez gehohique

Glenview
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The perfect lamp to create
a mood of elegance in your
favorite room, finished in
antique ivory and gold.
Shade is bemoifully mode

PHONE FOR DELIVERY

of o stretched oft -white me-
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d fabric. 3-wely light. .311
in. high.
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through long years of me. She
used to say that a ran baked
better if she could get the metal
browned before she used it.
Cleo Housewares has borrowed nome of Granny's magic in its new G6inny Bakcvare
line. The new line features the
quality and effectiveness of
Granny's pans with the advantages of maggot menufer.
owing technology.

Ekco has taken heavy tin

notk 01 Ira Ink) shout

s

slicing problem. Ekco research hot developed this gad
gel

that slices cooked vege-

tables. eggs and butter us well

Flowering Plants Meer., ere $8
Spring Flowers Arrsm frAr $10
Corso, deDwed Paw $6
wide selection of "Take -with"

Cheese Slicer is a must for
every kitchen.

H 'eh.

gt

largim knife producer. has de-

veloped a. new Knife Sharpener that takes dullness out of

he mounted on a table ormall.

The proud Browning Emit. surrounds Mark, II (center), Spector Freight System's thirteenth
annual scholarship winner. Meralmrs of the Browning family are (from lift, seated): Ann, 7, John
Repeting, Spector'.s manager of Line Baal Operations al the general iiMee in Chicago, Mrs. Browning, Catherine, 12; (standing) Timothy, IS, John, 20, M1lark, Mary, 17, and Loretta, 14.

Simply pulling 0 knife Made
thrive, rho' sharpener camss
eight steel wheels to revolve

St. Viator senior wins $5,000

your knives with ease. hlade of
durable tool steel end polypropylene, the sharpener can

and shomen both sides of the
blade at once. 0060111 'Mow hi instructions accompany
each

sharpener.

The

cents.

Steaming eaves
pule down the endn
sty of the nutritional values
of food when you boil iL say

then innm.....1 them in nonstick GE Si'o

recommend

The rem". -.11ware line
10100.. nd peoditroassaell

vegetables,

Gramm's old tavcrites and
cleans with twice the ease. Per-

fect browning, time after time,

with no me09 scouring afterwards, sorely should please
both the modern housewife

mufti:it amemr baker.
Granny Bakovare Mangfaaured in sizes and shapes
most wanted by good bakers.
Open stock retell !wises will
range from 79 cents 1°11.49.

frankfurters

and

the like
give your family's
food full value.
For easy
steaming
this
company mikes a four -quart
multi -purpose cooker
with
cover complete with a compartmented, elevated inncr
tray with handles to hold food
to be steamed. You can use it

us u slew pot, um in addition
to white. these steamers are
available in gleaming avocado.
blue, orange or yellow.

';

155-6.311

If am speed cleanup if the
homemaker puts food wastes
in the sink as she maxims the
meal. Then, when the meal's
reedy. cold water cleans the

steak bones. Impeller cushions

sink.

of thick polyurethane ah0rb

aced (Or Worry about drain
steppe,: if the dispafer has

fihmus waste cutters below the

grinding chamber. These will

by an internal automaganic

Open 'till 10:00 P.M. PHONE 255-7100

switch that is activated by hiselling the lid.
Disposers from
Maytag.
pioneer laundry specialists

PAL GROVE PE7GE

have a positivo-pressure water
seal designed to prevent water

DRUGS & LIQUO-R7 EMEErzs.

leaks M the motor, the major
cause of ilisposer failure.

Sweeten Up Mom For Mother's Day!
SPECIAL

so

Madame Rochas

CHANEL No. 5

Eau de Cologne

$350

Remember Mother with flowers. Keep arrangements nut defiler, stmllen. They v(1111mIlonger
in emit, sunless location. Fresh, lukewarm water should he added every two or fluor days. Tulips,
affodils, and iris should he kepi in at least three inches of water.

Cologne

sq 50

Spray Perfume '6.00

and op

LADY SUNBEAM PORTABLE

HAIR DRYER

9 894

GIFTS FOR MOTHER
She doesn't
want all
that
garbage
for

SUNDAY MAY 10th

with kwees of ,,C11;iillt,

rich. limplading

Give Mom

FANNIE MAY CANDY
115..sorte11 $3..90

itc cr...41/097/00(

MOTHER'S DAY

JAMAICA
TRIP!

the LEFTOVER lover

*aster.

THE NEWEST IN SPRING AND SUMMER FASHIONS DESIGN.
FO WITH MOTHER
MIND .
TO PLEASE HER...WITH
MARGE'S FINE QUALITY 8, LATEST IN STYLES
AND WIDE
VARIETY AT FAMOUS LOW, LOW SAMPLE PRICES.

SCARFS LINGERIE SUPS PEIGNOIR SETS

DUSTERS (bees I0-44) SPORTSWEAR SUITS
DRESSES RAINWEAR SWIMWEAR PANTSUITS

THE INCOMPARABLE
LIGHTERS

odor. the time and the trouble that 'KW'

10 N. Dunton Arlington Heights
392.2063
Monday Moo Saturday 10-5:3001hurs. nit,: 619 p.m.
Midwest Bank Cardsaccepted

Get our Prices See our Stock
Before you Buy

tO

it .18

EVERGREEN NURSER

1.15 ...roe
WOODSTOCK, ILUNOIS

Area

high back vendTrimwings

sad ssns. on. S20 $199

COLONIAL

COMBINATION

AMANDA FEMNICK
claic 115' fully upholstered

.styling. ma. S229$199

36"
SPECIAL -

$2995
7

Limited Quantity

With summer just around
the comer, slacks am being
shed' in favor of bermuda

SPECIAL this week only

shorts and bathing suits. Leg

PANELING

Dell...1

U.S. WEIDW000'S

'VENETIAN OAK

Color cookware

PICKEDUP

Plain
White

Pinhole
Accoustical

$1139

14c

16c

.ugh hack senumusched
pillow arm styling. mg. Soon

$199

NELIE McFADDEN
06 four passenger sista

Ves1,7'

con arm styling.

PREFINISHED PANELING

are

ELIZA MONROE

CEILING TILE

9209

0 & E WALNUT

concern with most womn.
What could be u more tMicly and appropritoe gift than an
electric shaver to keep lir
imooth and Frelly define the

a
gin that makes personal
grooming such a pleasure

rtittr:

MADGE TALMADGE

..1115-330-510IES

ver.

cordon.
What wdman wouldn't bole

0000111PW

WESTMAN'S

ma. sag $199

WELDWOOD

BACK
BOARD

PICK UP YOURSELF &SAVE

4' x 7' Mahogany $3.10 PION YP

OPEN, SUNDAY, FOR
MOTHER'S DAY, FOR FAMILY
BROWSING TIME!

SET

4' x 8' Mahogany $3.40 PIONLY

4' x 7' D & E Antique Birch $um

all.woather Damply Board
36 thread hourglass net

Easy to Handle & Install!

PICK UP

.

4' x 8' D & E Antique Birch $7.78
10.01 Delivered

PICK UP

11,1 Soiega 71ow 91c Oust Colonial Shope

$ 1 232

SLEEPERS, SOFAS, END AND COFFEE TABLES, STAND AND TAME
LAMPS, CHAIRS, ROCKERS, DINING ROOM SETS, PICTURES, WALL
HANGINGS, AND ACCESSORIES.

Include: Rim. Net

We sell a Complete Line of Anderson Windows
R.O.W. Wood Sliding Patio Doors

those homanakem Who has
been unwilling to sacrifice the
Pocket Lighters
Small Size

_

Advertised in,

LOOK

An sic. _

:MARGE'S APPAREL

wings. rem 0090199

If loin mother one of

with garbage. And teat's an lagink.Emtor.
successor to Fang as the world's feast
garbage disposer. See In -Sink -EMT.
Model 77, It's StainlesS steel and is
practically. maintenance -free.

DOLLY MADISON `7..71__u_
seid dark pine arm, and

6 FOR $10

ALL
PRICES!

swer to all your gift Problena
for the feminine half at least.
could 10 a ladies electric sha-

ma 111 models. without Ions of

Phyllis Diller knoWs garbage.
And she knows how women hate to handle
the stuff. She says what most women want
for Mother's Day is something for every daYSomething to end the muss, the mess. Na

Container
Grown Plants

rfectiift.
Look no further. The an-

cent doter then older ani-

IN-SINK-ERATOR'

1970 Specials!

STYLES!

Sunbean 1.S8 even has 0 builtin light to spotlight trouble
spots often missed. This newest
model has a specially designed
cutting head that shaves 30 per

She Wants an

REGISTER
HERE FOR
THE

come at once and you. of
thecourse. will be warching for

MANY MODELS

of gnome:lay amyl,

Day!

RASPBERRIES, ETC.

ALL

dings and showers all 'nem to

availahle in cord or cordless.
single or double edge combs.
and with an fion-offl switch.
One such shaver, the Lady

14111.Griklasvrlay.
Fano our seleellun

e GRAPES. ASPARAGUS,

DOOR

ers Day. graduations. wed-

scrupm a thing of the past.

jade- in wIlint of

tgf

o ROSES

M MLA

iest gift time of the Year. MMh-

e year too. Any woman will
lese the case and comfort of
shoeing with in electric shaver
shut melon cuts nicks. and

Hand tarsal Cantina.

ORNAMENTAL TREES
FRUIT TREES
FLOWERING SHRUBS

ALL
SIZES!

LEA

Coming is the second lim-

'

wood frame arms

mow and hark, sm. MO $199

WE HAVE SCORES OF DOORS

Immo- months and the tom of

Mother's
SPECIAL:

An exclusive polyurethane
grinding datinber
.0110450
noi and cots :town on vihratimese to the sink. '170 polyurethane. designed to withstand
the strong dolotgeols used in

wit

o SHADE TREES

school, student council and

.

byon external switch mounted

ABIGAIL ADAMS

EVERGREENS

The St. Viator student is i he
second of seven children in the
Browning family.
At St. Viator he played both
offensive guard and defensive
aid for St. Viator's 1960 foot.
ball to
served on Iris

Personal gifts
mean a lot

on the wall and the hatch -feed

to Go

bination of challenge yet re.
spd and onavity toward our

al by forcing them toward the
shredder ring:

otrus.feal model.:re activaled

prints, even quilts,many Zepela protected. the fabric floridizer that
resists spills and stains. Choice of Maple or Pine finishes
and authentic hue pleat sklils
for the final touch.

COMPLETE LINE:

faculty anti his fellow cm

bounce mound inside the
grinding chamber. arc no
longer a problems with a rind

feud waste disposers that may
be installed. enotinuoufeed
and Ivetch-feed The contin-

cm in college

'VfN ae3fkica.

interests and abilities.
his alms well respected and
popular. His attitude is a cons

grapefruit halves that mai to

chamber aids their fast remov-

.

Varied

shock and noise.
Symmetrical items. such -as

ticles_

plans to study physical mien

20,000 Plants
Dug 8 Ready

Vila, graduating

sold' announcing Mg award.
9Isfirk display,
excellent
balance between academic and
sodal meas. Ho is able to
bridge the gap with students of

from food wastes that could0111.
jamming, such as large

prank:Incr. 'rids projection in
the bottom of the grinding

an Illinois State Scholar. He

National
meoMer of the
0

STOCK

haul operations.
The SO Vidor principal.
Rev. James Mich:del; C.S.V..

impelkr arms th91 swing away,

cut the waste into tiny par-

111015 ARE two types of

1.64005
74.12O0

111113 UNITS are intalcjammsistant with swivel -mounted

has
mina peels or celery. there's no

966.121.

AT CARTONS. L.P...., P...

kitchen.

fibrous max. such as

C19-1150

303101

Meted by a stainless Med liner.

National Honor Society and

each

Since people who love thewarmth and charm of Colonial Furniture don't always agree .ott the same
styling, we've chosen our 6 most popular styles and reduced them to one special sale price.. And
you can he sure or quality construction throughout because each piece is made with kiln.
dried hardwood frames. bouncy spring bases and self covered platforms. Choose
from hundreds of decorator coordinated fabrics including homespuns,

-

BrowMng, who Ionia third
St.

trea-

Sak

NURSERY

Heights. The elder Browning
is SpeMoes 1180101 of line

Help make racelsinau propos

If the food waste includes

Rd.

NI

class of 258, is the son of hl r.
and Mrs. lsslin Browning. 319
Euclid CL Eon. Pnueea

Make mealtimes
a cleanup snap
ration a snap by installing o
food waste disposer in your

,

in his

that you atom

211.13 S. Arlington Mts. Rd.

NefOlville. Opdeo Washing.

,

is

;

a

The award was announced
WSpector Freight Ss. tem,
which gives schOluratnis
nuttily to one of its employes'
collegwbound children,

nutrients

ItIvas

t.:

arm el Lis einiOr C44,4

then ix employed.

onmase mom with a patio skirt mid lace shin-Jogs the tight
wny le look for at-home Mei-Mining this simmer, Indoors or
home economists of United so. The patio shirt is screen minted in 14 warm, Amid adore
States Stamping Co., it diviskin. on imparted cotton. From Mc "Calypso Boni' colleelion et Cerof Lisk-Savory Corp. They am Pirie Setilt & Co., Randliterst.

pans. pre -baked them to no quire the dark finish that took
Granny years 10 acquire. and

yamher I

Browning of Prospect Heights
by the company whom his fa-.

Knife Sharpener will retail ut

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ROLLING MEADOWS. Rie. ea A Wilke Rd.

A 0.000 scholarship hos
been awarded to St. Vidor
High School senior Mark

Elton

flower and plant specials
of oll shops

SAVE 190 TO (70 ON QUALITY COLONIAL AND WE'LL CUSTOM COVER IT TO YOUR CHOICE!

Using a dull knife is one of
the mat upsetting of kitchen
problems. Eck°. the nation's

FURNITURE
A

Colonial Sofa Scoop!

chm-se. to any thickness.
while maintaining its sharp and ease of claming. Set
10 retail al 39 only, the Elton

ARLINGTON

"Sweetheart" ROSES
$8.95 doe.

1 am

Little gifts mean a lot

eremite Valdron mndam of

(ho nmalia1 8167.

find

9111

tor dm brick.

coupe.

Vikdoesd If 510 6 1970

$5.95 to $8.95
also many other
fine gilts availably at

P1441/
Crum Mon. & Fri. 8.8 Tues., Wed. & Thurs. 8-S Sot. 9.2

1628 W. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights, III.
Telephone 259-3205

PALATINE PLAZA PH: 358.6588

easy cam and

hating
qualities of her stainless steel.
cookware for something
little more colorful, hem's the
perfect gift for her at Mother's

!TING

long

Day.

It's .cookware set 00 tea, for the first time, e Dambifiation of stainless steel and
colorful porcelain.
The new cookware, Town
House by West Bald,
trodaces decorator cobit tO
the previousl y colorless world
of stainlms. steel.
-

of erase.

DUFFY-EVANS
LUMBER & PLYWOOD
514 E. NW. HWY. MT. PROSPECT CL5-7141

ALL SIZES
:non or

$2100

Hours:

Mon. Thurs. and Fri. 9:30.9:30
Tues., Wed., and Sat. 9:30-6:00
Sundays 11:00-5,00

L

A Small Deposit Will Hold Your

Perthoso Far Future Deli.,

WU

PH: 259-5660

Ponha,eio, tee:

BUDGET TERMS

lust 10.

FREE DEUVERY

LYNELL'S BUDGET TERMS

AS USUAL OR USE YOUR
MIDWEST BANK CARD.

LAY-kWAY

WITHIN 50 MILE

0

RADIUS OF
'ROLLING MEADOWS

Grens r
Be Jim Sheirt

Hersey mooted the b Home

like a u. im that we trod at

Elk Grove plat, Due lour% dose tome. George

Rtwm gne Honey

ems but then Lela bon. down W 1 inskt lb

ning, then righted himself and

and

threw shutout ball the rest of

when

Elk Grom third

Doug Mitsuoka hit the drive
with the wind, and only a cit.
cus cinch by Bill Ludwigsen

the way as his Grenadier team-

baseman couldn't. handle Ken

mate rallied to heat the Husk-

prevented it from clearing the

Kennepp's blue dart

PLAYER
Solomon, rf

fence for a three -run homer.

ies, 4-3. yesterday at home.

ball.

Kennepp, 2b

scored imm diately

the

groundiess,

outs. tad a II,

the
MidSuburban League
standings, bath clubs owning

Steve Koch on a pop-up, but
two more errors, three walks

6-2 records. Hersey is now 2-5
in the MST..

and a passed ball enabled two

In the bottom of the fifth,

more runs to cross the plate.
Nine Hemey players hit in the
inning, and the baseswere left
loaded when Leh; Med out 0
right to end the productive rai-

Elk Grove got to I-Moog/tin for

ly.

Wolanski to reach second base

Rut the Grenadiers got two
of the rum back right away in

with nobody out.

their hell of the first. Risme

ond on a fielder's choim, Keene, to Erase, and another
fielder's choice involving Rislau put 'a runner on first in the

ning trouble, but he was hurt
by some'nough fielding ohmces behind him and gave up
three unearned runs out of the
four.
Lcja gave up only four him,
two of them in the first inning,

opened with a single, went to
second when Kevin Chesney
walked and scored on an in.
and he struck out three while field error.
was
m many. But Riklan.
Cleanup hitter Steve Scholwasjust a little better, stopping the followed with a base
up
the Huskies on only two safe- the mkIdle to bring in Chesney
tics.
with the second run of the in

Hersey's de th wins Irian
jump (21-0). Kevin Barthule in
the discus (155.01 and the 0=

and

yard 0ash1111.71. Greg Gawlik

Wheeling evenly divided the

in the mile run 14(38.4). Don

15 first -places in thdr triangu.

Spry in the high jump (64/1. relay team 13:33.01.
Gary Swanson in the pole.

Grove

Elk

lar meet at Elk Grose jmum.
day. hut Ihe Huskies had
enough of an edge in the depth

department to take the num
with 65 pints.
The Huskies 65 points gave
14 -point margin over
them
runncrop Elk Grove. while

Weling limped home third
milk
43 points. Hersey wise
won the froshaoph =I with
59 pine to 57 for Elk Grove

vault HI -61 and the 880 -yard
relay team 11:35.91.

Elk Grove got its first -place

efforts out of Pat Dunning in
Fr two-mile run (9(5901
Frank Toucher in the 120-

FIRST.PLACE winners for

Wn Reefs winning
1(0 Cho+ Owe in the MO-

mill had two of the top perMrmancm in the meet. Barthug's discus throw of 15541
on a new record md PitEs

yard high hurelles 015.5k John
Flesch
the 880 -yard run
1.11/3.21. Bill Teen in the shot
put 145-1th and Mike Michela

long jump ma his hest leap of

in the 221)-vard dash prim

the

Wheeling's five top finishors were Gary Kawell in the

and 43 for Wheeling.

WHILE THE 'Wildcats
...tad up INN in the meet. they

440-wril.dash. to Olsen in

varsity

low hurdles
Pitt in the long

1110-yard
121.41.

the scamn.

Though Elk Grove posted
five first.plmes. it was a secwintecr Mal pleased
tie:Grenade:re the most. DamLan Archibald, Freshman who

won the nosh -mph two-mile
in the Falcon Invitational Friday, was elevated lot. varsity

yesterday and responded with
a 10:03.6 docking.
'

10,304. 120 -YARD
HIGH HURDLES: I. Tauscher, EG. 15.5; 2. Kieffer, H.
16.3; 4.
16.2; 3. Crabb,
Eichler, EG, 16.4. 100 -YARD

of 50.9 in the 440, however,
bettered the district standard

of 5IA.
In the final tunwp for the

state diarist

competition.
which lies only two shorts days

may, the Mane West trackslers added a triangular victory
over Niles West and Glen -

atoned.
though. it was the important

fourth and fifth
eteor that also helped tarry
Maine to victory.
_
MEET RESULTS

conftdence.

The Warriors relied on mv.

winning total of 94 points to
leave Niles Mint (791 and
Glenbrook (491in theinnteks.

WHILE THE cold
.

wiedy
hampered any
net

conditions
record.sating

head coach Joe Joist

bids,

spent

the

afternoon

injuries

uncepected

18-111/2 3. Conti, NW, 18-11;
4. Lcsaar, CBS, 18-91/2, 5.

JUMP: 1. _reran., NW. 60;
2. Pick, MW. 5-8; 3. [Unstuck

NW, 5-6; 4. Willie°, MN,.
5.6; 5. Lucas; CBS. 5-2;

ex-

perimenting in several mots
in case

LONG JUMP: I. Haltierin,
NW, 19-51/2 ; 2. Siska, MW.

Miley. OBS, 18-6, HIGH
and

sideline his regulars.

Yesterday's lineup was elready thinned out by the ab.
sence of Tim WatkIns and Tim
Fisher. who are both vying to
shake the 110 bug, and Mark
Henkes who is suffering from
a low injury. Henkes had precautionary X-rays taken, but

111661/e;

DISCUS:

ASIDE FROM the winners,

brook South to their surging
en blue ribbons in posting their

Tenglia
055, 44-3; 4, Horn. MW, 44 (015. Mayer. MW. 41.6;
OBS.

POLE VAULT: I. Flood,

3.

81/2

3. Horn, it1W. 114.9; 4.

Holmes, NIW, 112-11; 5. &m-

ick, OBS. 108-1; T -MILE: I.
St.
M10 9,50.0; 2. Kotae, MW, 1019.8; 3. Fred ricksun, GIBS, 10:36.0: 4.
Gregory, CMS. lff 48.7; 5.
Hirschtick, NW, ITS: 00.5;
HIGH I Ili URIM
I. Hansen, 161W,

.2;

NW, 152,

3. Glines, NW,
16.0; 4. Pruitt, MW. l6.3: 5.

Smith, GBS, 16.8; 100 -DASH:
I. Krainik, MW, 10.2; 2,

Stark. GBS, 10.4; 3. t.

NW, 10.4, 4. Watkins, MW.
10.7; 5. Gray. OBS, 10.7;
880.RUN: I. Anderson,

NW, 11-6; 2. Jaremus, NW,
11-6; 3. Pruitt, MW. 11-6; 4.
lager, CBS. II -0; 5. Burchard,

MW, 2:080; 2. Mammon,

MW, 106: SHOT PUT: I.
Stein. NW, 51406; 2, Behn.

2110.1; 5. Lamar,

MW, 208.8; 3. Szubala, NW,
Eischen,
NW.
2:09.9; 4.

4.

EG,

Ni:

H. 10.9-: 4. Kuwell, W, 11.0.

.4:44.2,3. Cyrier. EG. 4:47.3;
4. JOhnson, W. 4:58.7 220

0-Y A R D RUN:

I.

75032, 2. Savage,

H. 4138.4:

011inger. EG.

2.

YARD DASH:

Michela,

I.

EG. 24.2: 2. Kelsey. H, 24.4:
3. Idstein. EG. 24.6; 4. Davis.

MILE RELAY: I. Wheel
ins. 3:33.0; 2. Elk
3:44.0; 3. Hersey.

2.151W, 1:35.0;

Grove.
4:04.7.

440 -RUN( 1. Krainik, MW,

HIGH JUMP: I. Spry. H. 60;

50.9; 2. Hendee, GBS, 53.8; 3.

2. Johnson, H,5-10:3. Heuer,

NW. 55.0; 5. Berg, IOW, 55.9;

LOW HURDLES( 1. Reilley,
CBS, 20.3; 2. Weimer, NW,
20.9; 3. Guenther, 14W, 20.9;
4. Hansen, MW, 21.2; 5. Aubler, GBS, 22.1;
MILE: I. Johnson, MW.
142.6; 2. Gyssler, MW, 4:48.2;
3. Weil, NW, 4:51.114. Laird,
GBS.

4:58.7;

5.

Buwzard,

GBS, 500.1; 220 -DASH: 1.
Krainik, MW, 22.8; 2. Gray,
CBS, 23.6;3. Duff, MW, 23.8;
4,

Stark,

GBS,

23.9;

5.

H, 5-8; 4. Pitt, W. 21-0: 2.
Michela. EG, 19-11; 3. Russel, W. 18-1114. Crabh. H. 18-

windy

MIKE (ASCII walked to
put the tying run in scoring position and the lead run on base,
and again it was Soho!tcn who
came through with the big hit.
Both runners came streaking

left side of the Hersey infield
on the rehty to third. and suddenly the Grens had the lead

Fr= se

3

Adams grounded oul to Prose

I

1

Lialwigeen, If
Hart, c
2
Grutanacher, 3b 2
Lein, p
2

0
0
0

Leja

Celan

1

'Smith, who was a second

I

0

0
0
0

I

team

Winne r-Ristau;

ducats went down the drain.

LUDWIGSEN GOT to second in the sixth 01110 one out
on a two -base error and took
third on a passed ball, but a
ground out to first and an in-

him right

field pop-up left
there.

In the seventh a leadoff walk
pinch -hitter Mike Ryder

and another two -out walk to
From gave Hersey another
good chance, Koch Mika.=
with one of the hardest hit balls

of the after noom a line drive

tow= right center, but Scott
Clinton intercepted II on the
run to put an end to the game.

him eight safeties in his last 10
Pain 10
May 6.
rl

1970

Diamondmen
earn 9-5 triumph

H. 44.574. DISCUS: I. Bar Ihulc, W, 150-0; 2. Spry. H.

's

3

O

2

Adana, 2b
Mitsuoka, If
Clinton, rf
Noga, c
Aiello. 3h

O

3

O
1

O

0

j

one game.

THE SURGING

Hawks

now need just two more vim
lodes to end up in first place in
the conference, thanks to yesten/ay's victory which left
them 3-1-2 in the loop.

Leadoff man Kevin Freund
crossed the plate three times
yesterday as the parade =f-

atal for the Hawk, He had
three hits including a (=thI

&When, lb

hitting barrage lo wipe tatt

O

contributed a triple and Tom
Trunda had a double and
single, Gary Curtin scored
twice, getting a first -inning

O

double and then walking in the

2
0
0
0
0

fourth, and Jim Stamborski.

0

Hearn,

Ron' Kunde

and

Trade all scored once.
Cretin's run in the first
didn't appear to be much as the
Hawks had given up three runs

.

SV cr win 2 track chainps
By George Halm

once by Steve Schlickrnan, the

Lod bye fantastic perforceI

St. Vidor finished fourth with
27 points in the Chieagoland
Prep League conference track

56.1 Terry McCue wee fourth
in the mile with 5:03.0 lima

mile relay of

Pat Walker placed in the finals in two field events, placing third in the shot put with a
37-21/2 num, and he was fifth

The

Victor

the

Schlickman, Alike Line, John
Flynn and 'fin Gillespie took

Ahead of the Lions were St.'

a third place with a time of

meet

in

Chicago

over

weekend.
.

heave of 45-1, and teammate
John Vanclerbergh was fourth
with a 43-41/2 tots.

Saturday, however, accenting
lo lobst.
The Warriom got firsts from
Jack SL John in the two-mile

margin of two points, 69-67.
Also ahead of the Vicar cim
=men wem the Shamrocks
from St. Patrick, who had 38

UNS AND Gillespie both
took fourths in their events
Lim planed there with time
of 53.5 in the 440, and Gil-

the mile. Only Krainik's time

splendid 2:07B. This lime pots
his second in the area behind

Right -Maine Wmt wm well
880 -yard

Keith Matthews of Prospect

run yesterday with Don An-

and sixth in the state so far this

derson (left) end Steve Dante -

sethon.

Another .Lion junior, Al-

man pacing the field. The initial running foretold the con.
elmion as Anderson went on
to nhs the event in 2(08 flat.
His teammate wee right he.
Wnd, however, in 2:08.8 to
give Me Windom a. lOspeint

lespie had a 10,6 in the 100 -

Coowreels.
k)

they

and

34,

.

arm football player Eddie
Klingberg, won the discus
with a throw of 133-1, whidl iS
sub -par for him. Kling/rag

11:56. and Ed Condon was
flfth, two seconds behind

as fifth in the state'n the discs lam year.

GENE O'SUWVAN was

Jeff Scott of St. Vim. was
second in the shot put with a

Alan

lumen to put the finishing

as only 23 men faced Gnroutte
in the seven innings played.
The
he
first tally came

latches on ac lassy 5-0 victory.
The loss marks the third
COnsecutive defeat for the

slipping Cardinals and drops
their Mid lowly
League
record to a lowly 4-5. The Piratos' triumph sets their league
slate at 2-5-1.

THE CONTEST WAS e

got a substantial drive going,

home in the third inning when

leadoff man Chris Andriano
drew a base on halls off Ailing -

starting pitcher Gene Elsberg. John Feeklin followed
up perfectly, =tin, a line
double to leftootter, sending

in the speedster Andriano to
notch the first run of the bell-

sixth inning in which the eager

Wm.

began peacefully with Ebberg
lone hit
frame

when cleamp hitter Glen Abel
drilled the ball unshodn
over the outstretched glove of

second baseman John Dun,
Fran Boaters' batmen remained silent the remainder of

the match with only two more
Redbirds reaching first Wise
via errors.

T HE

FRIGHTENING

fieWer Tom Smith

the game off with a single. He
moved to second when AM nanti bounced to second, and

Klein.

age alone. although he is not

slouch in the hitting depart .rend. He Wane of the premier

handlers of pitchers in the
league. and he A not above
chewing out one of his hurlers
when he isn't performing up to
par.

Little leaguerk,Their parents
mei any otheninterbsted Hondy fans

things alive by singling into

PLAYER

right.
Andriano

Doi 2b

3

Compton, 3b

3

cue wee costly to the ailing

scoring a pair of more runs to

Redbirds as the next four men
singled to account for the runs.

close out the tallying for the

Dave Hasbach started the
fireworks, sending out oae
into left field placing two Pi rates on the basepado. Ga-

a

off the
successful final frame by lining

a

shot into right -center

happy Pirates in the
The Pirates will

host.
host

Baugh Elk Grove outfit this
Mrening while the CM* will
ay their Wok amino a you,

it a

red Friday at the Ace Washer
nd Dryer stores,

Smith walked, as did Foreman.

Smith moved to third on and
Smith's sacrifice fly. and
scored on an error.
The ,harbors got two mns
back in
ottom of the sec-

ond (rime, and pushed mentor tigress in the fourth. However, the Lions get three runs
in the top of the fifth.
With two outs, Steve Smith
started thing51off with a single.

followed with a
Tom Smith sent the other Smith home and Foreman
and

Knights bounce
Viking netmen
by 3-2 margin
The Prayed Kniclus

d by injuries this seaon.
Mu with a sprained thumb
und now with a bad kn.. and
his absents has indeed been
felt by the Cubs during! their

orient mud trip.

Martin was pitching more

119110M17.2.0, a

4

2

I

I

short, busT,om Smith walked.
Madden came up again, and

S. Smith, 3b
Foreman, ss

3
2

2

2

I

0

Scrpicc, an

2

1

I

he hit a long double to left,
scoring Foreman and sending
Smith to third. O'Donnell got
a single, sareing Smith end

T. Smith, If
Madden, rf

2
3

2
2

I

He was helped out by a fine

1

2

Cram. p

2

0

1

0
0
3

4

2
0

7

Marta, p

0

Rossi -Foreman -O'Donnell.

double play in the sixth. The
Lions padded his lead in the
top of the seventh with tour

PALATINE (51

Notice
doofMay. IWO at 11, hour
112

E.

0
0

Lovecchio,

0
1

O

'Habash, rf
Garonne, p.
Zianan,
Andriano,.cf

0
0

0
O

O
3
I

Feekin, ss
Eberle, e

3

0

2

TOTALS

25

0
5

.1

0
7

I
I
2
0
4

3

Bradawl, ss

3

ecred in the oho.
be heard.

h

rbi

Fitzgerald. If

do.

b
0
0

2

3

Rossi -Foreman -O'Donnell

It

0

(Creed;

Arlington netters bla k Pir tes
The Arlington tennis learn
kept its undefeated Midauburban League slate unblem-

Benheim, 6.3. 6-0.
Number three singles went
to Contra freshman Jim

afternoon,

Merkel who slumped Pula-

Monday

ished

Wanking the visiting Palatine
Pirate, 5-0.
The victory boosts the unbeaten string to 28, as the

three yeas ago.

flawless

tennis

played

etTrItng7I'leh second'wnecAk

in downing

man Paul Moms, 6-0,

del

s

ing no problems in upsetting
the Palatine nelmen.

i is signup

also involve "low organized"
competition.
INTERESTED BOYS should
register for one of the locations

Lions Park
Mon. & Wed.
10 an. -12 p.m
Mon.& wed.
Westbrook
I p.m. -3 p.m.

:2

listed below at the Park [Bs.
trim office, 600 SeeGvath Av-

in Au,

enue, Mount Prospect. Cost of

Hii. gh Ridge Knolls

the program is 51_50. A I,

Fr
10 a.m.-12p.m.
Devonshire Tues.& Fd.

cord T-shirt will be given Mall
participants when they registred.
Lomtiom and schedules are
as follows:

Emphasis of the program
will be on teaching skills of

Teammate Rob Baer followed
Harris's footsteps and easily
clobbered his opponent Dave

Curl McWherter and Scdt
McKay and John Koriath hav-

6-2. 1.0.

the victorious Redbirds with
the duos of Bruce Starck and

Ha st.

Palatine's mmbcr one singles

C111.73.

Both doubles matches went to

The Boys' Baseball Skills
program for all 1st through Mk
graders in the Mount Prospect
Park District will be an
eight -week pr.o.gir,am hair

since the birth of the' MSL

GREG HARRIS

tine's perry

MPP it baseb

Cards have held their supreme
reign over other
he'leagu hee

throwing, fielding and hatfing.
A port of the eight weeks will

Mon.& Wed.

Fairview
3 p.m . -5 p.m.

3

.

CELEBRA TA

p.m. -3

.m.

Robert Frost
p.m.-5 p.m.

Tues. & Fri.

SAT. MAY 9

use.

1r

, Model
T -G7

4.

EE1
SENSATION 14°°

s

R11,1/*
TR

FREE!

mower

112r.,E4`,ZrollecZ7.17

purchased

NO RAKING

iting Fremd Vikings yesterday
afternoon, 3-2.
The Vikings Steve Callihan

Model

"SENSATION"

196B

'MOW - BLO - 19"

boosted his club to an der!), 1-0

PROSPECT
NUMBER
two was Rob Zirnmanck
evened things
with a 6-3,

Retail= 5795

Mows WET or DRY grass, easily
Four clogging Ideal for rye
dicondro, clover. One of the most
populor of the MOW -111.0 models
with AU the exclusive features of
the line. long engine life...simple,
ft:ruble-free operotion...ideol for

THINKvAHEAD AND

singles, 6-3,2-6.6-1.

14GP

with any SENSATION

LESS WORK..,

72:2'4`,VITSWZrz,n

a.

lead by topping the Knights'
Steve Collins at number one

Model

"WEED & FEED"

.1211'etyol

Mr, piNuGrchM0 roEfR

SENSATION

NUT (>

RIDING
R - 26

home or commercial use.

'1 1 T5
CV
,O:11t7!'
$137.90

THE MOST FABULOUS
MOW-BLO DEAL!

LOW, PRESEASON PRICES ON
ROOM AIR
CONDITIONERS

"SENSATION" MOW-BLO 21"
Eximast valve rotator

Roam baffleance wheel

Ant; -bend magic Cone crank-

shaft protector
Highstrength aluminum alloy
castings
Heavy stool tube swing -aver
locking handle

Furrultr,33

doublesteam,

Jim Witt and 'Kevin
McIntosh, iced the victory for
their squad by stopping

Sensation grassmalcher

An amazingly simple, eosy-tmonorate, rem.
towable mower that does a suporior job, wan

Russ Kelleyand
Fremd's
Larry Funk, 6-3, 6-4.
The Knights' return to M Id Suburban League play on

32 Models
5,000 to 34,000 Btu'
115 -or 208/230 Dual Voltage
12 Styles

Thursday when theyjravel to
the courts of the Conant Cougars. Friday and Saturday they
are entered in district com-

on rough terrain. Less scalping...closer trimm-

30

ing. Strong, simple mechanical construction

ith Grass Catcher,. .$147.90

HOT YOU'RE NOT.
Count on Carrier Quality

SPECIAL

Touch Conlrol comma Center
Two or Three Speed Conl/n9

5,000 BTU

MexhIc A.r Flow Conlrols

Puler., Evenremp Ttionaostel

Extra Lal,C. wasn.erilter
Corroillion.Resislani cuing.
models for Spac,ai Window.

3.5moothest [oho.
in mowig...svperier Warman.

WHY SHOULD YOU

Only

$13488

BUY

Model 510105

A SENSATION?

Spada/ Pre -Season Price in Effect Nair!

ra.parked,

WE'RE PROUD

to rental

PRE -SEASON
teisgrass plow

la. 15/16" 16-gnugo,

,gross...withovt clogging
ice. On m all in second, front m rear, inn.. 'NM. No
Twrogn., Magie' hog,
I. Vacuum cleans as is mows...picks up grass capping,
Twigs, Norm,and other debris, wet or
vacuum sweeper
eedle,
9. augoriorengines, wiih ammmashlang.1161.1uns
rookshaft.protecling Magic
against bent shafts

Cone,

ea *Nemen/

OF OUR

handle -strong and trouble -free

5. Over.oll salmy...360.1dade enclosure

TO.

See why the Somnolent...26
M so popular with homeowners tend nreressiona-

assures years oftrouble-free operation.
11. Tm '61

2B--Feekin,
S--Andriano;
E --Compton, Brodnam

0
0

Pitcher

5454-3

7

w so

I

6

Motto

1

2

h

Ebbing

3
3

ip r.er

Garautte

3
7

I -I

1

0
.22

4

CHaCEIGkA3
HOME APPLIANCES

to

vnlncl

handle
I.ngs in either di

cIPO=cdorgr:4!

17. un °nide ai mowerTays than

'4,Et:Ztt'utitny .not pgro

20. 1,wIn your lawnwith EMOW.131.0 ran he a new

1000 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
255-0700
OPEN MON., TOES., THURS., 8, FRI. NIGHTS!,

Charles. B. ray

on. Wed. Thurs. g Fri.
0.30 to 9P.M.
Tues. til 6 P.M.
.

blocks west of Euclid. Plumps/FREE perking.

2,er/E HBP.aKellest

Tues. &

.

Yu

01

I,n+lll

W P-Garoutte(
TOTALS

r

4
3

tilS

ClosedSunday

Wei will heal any deal
y1111

can gal on Sun.

day,. glandey...

0

Ragman; 3B.Smilh, Medd=
Crag, &Smith,
Foreman, EAMON (31; DP -

H

Dillon, Mr
KuykendelL of
Abel, c
Bokelmann, rf
Moffo, lf-p
Keller, lb
Geyer, 36
Pollard, p
Pollard, If

ab

"SE

An Ea,,To.use Edger -Trimmer, auth Far Low
Maintenance And bang life. Sall -joint precision
angle positioning, with no fixed notches,
mons you put it where you need itl Automatic
belt tension. Easy, no-lood stoning. Adjustable
bled. guard...slip blade clutch. Clean...a joy to

St

thislrel4ori= rgr"'

PITCHING SUMMARY

AB R H 111

Player

r

ab

.

0

0

Sac -Smith,

EDGE & TRIM

4, and !agony

All

ment at Prospect.

AB

Ways
.
Schumin, of

RT. YibToR 1110

I

0
3110

28 3
Tends
2B -Rossi, Madden.

3

ST. JOSEPH GI

0000 (11115.

2- I
4 0

SENSATION

die 2801

orinn at the Village Hall.

P.Ion

petition of the state tourna-

PLAYER

1

35 II 12 10

Totals

Madden.

initiated
the inning by getting on via an

1

0

I

ANOTHER

-SPECIAL!

0

effectively nos pond the Chargers were being held in check.

C -B G

Legal ,

'

Legal
Notice

Jay Buehler.

page 11

I

.1

0

REBEL'S WORTH can,
be measured by batting aver

the Vikings' Rich Hume and

More
sports

0

0

5

1

'

bounded from last Friday's

Prospect's second

0

Rani, 212

Coe

re-

4
4

0

5 000 sq. ft. Ba1 of

sath a 6-2, 6-3 decision over

ARLINGTON (01

with no problems.
Palatine's Phil Lovecchio
sent a slow roller to Card
shortstop John Brodnan who
threw wildly to first. This mis-

topped

make

should

pant ur, met tin . thic borrow
yea and gentleman tomorrow

PETIENUBBD
SENT
mRossi scampering home moments later with a single.

Matayski lb
Had. a
Fugman, lb
O'Leary, rf
Tyril, 2b

2

5

in.

and Chris Sales , remained undefeated in conference play

dinseco the 440 with a

was

bled Hersey nine.

getting the first two men .t

he scored when Rossi doubled.

2

1

Abmanti. of

PETTENUZZO

The Lions jumpbd off to
4-0 lead in the lop of the first
inning as O'Donnell started

l

°Donnell lb

Ind be wored when

error

then

Single

Sleet. Snuth, tripled to rosin
Smith; was nailed al 'the plain
when 'Foreman grounded to

6.1 win over Chuck Weber.
in the discus with a have of Fred Chin put Fremd back on

fifth in the 100.yard dash with
a 12.0, and Dennis Scranton

routte
his own cause
with a smash
brlped of his our, driving in Lovecchio from MOW.
after which Rick Zieman kept

Pirates marked up four runs

batted'

across two nine while going
one for three. Shortstop Den.

got him outof jams.

t

Madden elearcd the bans with
o long triple to right.

Another walk forced the run

Pirates breeze, 5-0, as Garoutte one -hits Cards
second

since.

well in
mots, but was erratic and not
as sharp on he has looked in
merinos parings. He only
whiffed three batters, far helow his usual total, and had to

rely on some fine fielding to

Me third time. Ow:Ise:nth-this
time as Freund singled and a
pair af walks loaded the basin.

placed third in the frosh-soph
meet. Sam Gahoto led the way
with a first place finish in the
mile. Galioto's time was a
11.104,50.3.
The Lions did guile well in
the two-mile run, gleans three
men in the finals. Greg Fran rat was second with a 10:57
time, Bob Klein was fourth in

the

Not quite

1960.

blow in the eighth when
Freund crossed
plate for

880 -yard run. The blond hair-

ed junior turned in one of the
best times M the state m he
bland across the finish Nne a

Cardinals.

in

stay close with
stub, but the Hawks hung on
stubbornly, adding the final

880 relay Was fifth,

in

Gianks

bed a double.
Martin pitched

The entire Lion lino-up.cxopt pitcher Ken Martin got at
least one hit. Leadoff man
Mike O'Donnel got two' hits
and hatted a pair across, left

tded to.
run in ton

varsity with

The

triple.s

to third wah

933A.

The Viator fresh-soph leant

came

hitting pew as he Went two for
three and batted three rum
acros with a double end a

Hall, PP E

scored more points then the

pushing four rum across to M sure the win. The Cards never

Right fielder Bill
Madden continual his torrid,
however.

nr Forem in sewed lola and
=sled once. Make Abinanti
and Mike Patenumo singled
once each, and Mark Rossi

HUN OLEV HAS beevespla-

in Curtin.

SCHLICKMAIg paced the
Rimer effort with win in the

open in the sixth frame by

with ace pitcher Bill Hands in
a trade with the San lot

the

at

of the MnMg. Freund tripled
und
Curtin walked with
Freund" scoring on an error
and
Hearn's sacrifice fly

nik in the 1130 -yard dash. y20.
runtdash 'and the 440 -yard
run. Don Andisson in
880 yard run and Steve Johnson in

Palatine's sophomore pitchtog ace Steve Garoutte fired a
One bit shut out against the Arlinglon Cardinals ymterday sf-

A deeply religious Wide

coincidentally. the sudden
seems of the team started the
season and his continued eve

The visitors name buck with
a run in the fourth, but Harper
doubled that in the bottom half

yard dash.

'

high-tension pitcher's duel undi the Pirates broke the game

in person.
he is affec-

rads totnorrow from 7 to 9

double t,. fireworks.

points.

-

adgmirers

man.

yet. Handley came to the Cub

hit. Trunda added a wasted

run. Del Hansen in the 120y= high hurdles. Jerry Krai-

By 'Tom Rowe

and

a

6.5

top with a 6-3, 6-3 victory over
Charlie Vandenbosch at the
Also scoring for Victor third singles slot. Yesterday's
Schwan, whams fourth meet was Vandenbosch's first
in the discus with a 9N-2 tom, of the season,
The Knights clinched the
Jergembski. who was fourth in
the high jump, and Cash, who meet by sweeping the doublet
was fifth in the pole vault. The action. The hosts' number one
mile relay was fourth and the doubles team Jeff Moradian

J.

that hind 01

'Rebel," ee
tionately known to his many
fans, will he et Mc Schaumburg store at Golf and Roselle

lead. Stemborski singled and scored on
Hearn's triple, and Hearn
crossed
Kunde's sacrifice

bringing

Randy the happiest of ballpla.
yaw lately, bill area youngsters
can count on finding him
cheerful simply because be A

Arlington
Road.
1615 N. Rand
Road. firiday at the sometime,

THE HIGH -flying Hawks
added o pair of tallies in the
a

,

SMITH WAS not- along

loss to Hervey to defeat the vis-

m= Wolfpack won by ,slim

by

string of lc= haven't made

and

to Malcolm X in the top of the
frame, but Harper tune back
to tie and then go ahead in the
second with three scores of its

third for

The injuries plus the team's

cago Cubs' great catcher who
is rumored to evl ten -penny,
nails for breakfast, will appear
at the Ace Washer and Dryer
Co. stores to
and Fro to meet young s

neer Park. Harper tam on
The Hawks used anTher

Randy Handley, the Chi-

i

over Malcolm X
Harper College rolled to another easy win.on,the baseball
fields yesterday as the Hawks
belted Malcolm X, 9-5 al Pio-

le dab hitter nith

Hundley in town tomorrow

sgleesday,

inning triple. Steve Hearn also

AB

two singles and a trick in three
official times at bat. He. cored
twice, batted a run across and
made some sparkling plays in

-Leja

the field. His thme hits gave

Malcolm X, sending Me visk
tors home with only one eons:dation-the fact that they
wore lucky in only having to
play Harper once yesterday.
The contest was slined an a
double header, bul the Mak
colm X team arrived late and
te. competition shortened to

mails proved negative.

(Photo

a11 -area performer at
third base last season, whacked

Loser -

Randy Handley

seventh off Ristm, but both

All should he ready to go on

the

a dozen hits and the Lions beat
the Charger 11-3 at Westchester yesterday,

h our so bb
6 4 4-1 3 3
7 2 3-0
7

Reiter
0
0

0

Thornton away this aftentoon.

3:37.0.

represented in

Led by Steve Smith's three
hits, the Lion hit parade con.
fluted
s.
Viator batters
shelled St. Joseph pitching for

0

for the third out.
.The Huskies had oppodunitim to score in the sixth and

Chesney, cf
Latch. ss

dun to the pi s0. m d orb him
an average whit over .400.

PITCHING SUMMARY

Morales, cif

but he was stranded when Nick

Ignatius and Maris, who battled for the Bad spot. The :g-

the

ith'E three higs pares Lion win

0

20 -Solomon, Clinton; Sae -Morales

3

3
3

Koch, lb

Scholton came all the way
around to third
the error,

3. Romano. W, 44-91/2;4. Lee.

Abrams, NW, 24.2;

0
2

norm Hat ts

HERSEY(3)

for keeps.

PLAYER
Ristau, p

POLE VAULT: I. Swanson.
H, 11-6; 2. Zatadny. H. I 1-0;
3. Dads, H. 8.014. Dean, H.

0

person of Chesney with two

SHOT PUT: I. Tows.

3. Hollakoff, W. 125White, H. 122-11.

..-

Wolanski was erased of sec.

ELK GROVE (41

127-716
HEM ; 4.

2

0
23

game.' The door was opened
for the Grens when another infield error permitted LOW

E0;

45-10; 2. Muccian. H.45-01/2;

4

Ryder ph
IOTA LS

the two runs that wan the

to

2:22.7;

880 -RELAY: I. NW. 1134.2:

21.8:

22.9: MILE RUN: I. Gawlik,

Levin, NW Gray, OBS, 53.8; 4. GUMS.

I.

126-3; 2. Schaffner, GBS, 121 -

180 -YARD LOW -HURDEES: I. Olsen. W. 21.4; 2,
EG,
Kffer. H. 21.5; 3. Tauscher.

DASH: I. Kelsey. H. 10.7; 2,
Michela. EG. 10.9: 3. Caster,
II

chilly,

when there was a mixup in the

W. 2:05.2; 3. Rimer. H.
2:05.6; 4. Frystak, W. 2:07.0.

¢f. H.

Fiesch,

despite
the
weether.

across the ghee on the play

IRIONARD RELAY: I. Her MEET RESULTS
'my. 1:30B; 2 Wheeling.
1:37.6 3. Elk Grove. 1:41.0.
TWO-MILE RUN: I. Dun- 440 -YARD 04611: I. Rowell
ning. Ea 9:59.0: 2. Arohi- W. 52.012. Michela. EG. 52.8;
bald, EG. 10;03.6: 3. Wats- 3. Sanders. W. 53.5: 4. Gehr,
H. 55.6
worth. H. 10:16.4;

Krainik wins three events
By J. Alan Cook
Asst. Spurts Ed.

if

0

the I ions

BOl'il PITCHERS soiled
RISTAU RETIRED Bruce down and hurled some great
Erase on a ground out and ' ball from the second inning on

Leja
likewise did an excellentjob on
the mound after some font -in.

4

0

to ILtt,

and -place fie with Wheeling in

SOUTHPAW BOB

Hersey.

24

unearned runs in the first in,

he

3

t, and

Solomon led off w oh shunt,
double down the left I1 Id line,

three

moved Elk Grove into a sec-

Chnton's mtempt to score en the =mei end ore double steal. The Grenndieni soil managed to win
the game, 4-3. (Photo by Mike Imrem)

TOTALS

d.uld, gob ,0101a.110nentt trin, es.

The come -from -behind win

Hee, catcher Tom Ilml pub the tog on the sliding Soon Clinton of Elk Grove, rolling

to ni H skies

lilly

"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BETTER SERVICE"
110 E. Rand Rd. (nett to the Holiday Inn) Mn, Prospect CL 3-2831
COMMERCIAL CREDIT

Complete Sales & Service of

JACOBSON AIRENS TORO
LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

SERVICE

*?ECORD!

For Mother's Day

1

A

Cookies give them
a gentle reminder

.

'

My Mom makes
the best cookies in the
world'
Mothers always seem to Childhood memories never

fail to include the delicious spicy fragrance

wafting from

61

some-

thing good in the oven

Home baked

cookies and brownies
ai tree

I

110-4---1r-Aa

always responds with
plenty of them ready

en ine

for after school snacks
4111111111110,; the lunch box or dinner
dessert
As Mother s

Day
approaches bake your
family a gentle reminder They II surprise

tune-up
Any

6 cyl U S auto
8 cyl U S 00500

everyone'smoref mavoonir-

What's

you too with something really special -

includes all labor and
e parts listed below. Only

like a bouquet of tulips
picked from your own
back yard or a plate of

You get ne v apatk plug, points rotor & condenser

$1699 Add $2 for Plus our specialists will clean fuel bowl air filter &
h diary and check- ignition wires d
butor cap
cur condition
sorter regulator beneudor fin belt cylinder cam
presmn & battery

scrambled eggs accom-

t;

panied by a slice of
their favorite treat

peanut butter and telly

Left - Brownies are
another family favorite
and Princess Brownies
will be no exception,
highlighted by thick
svorls of Philadelphia

Save Now on Blackwalls or Whitewalls

re

E and

417..

fi 15x 14

$1145

$ 44 35

$5555

$10755

Ith ME HEE

5194

7.614

TV 45

$5165

$3105

0111 15

CI TIRE FIE

5204

$217

7 15

14

$3460

$14150

$3915

$11745

40 T1004504

20

14

$37545

$11340

54255

$14585

ItitTERE FIa

8 41

14

14145

5124 35

$4703

$14115

417110E REF

g 55y15

$4145

$12451

$4105

$14115

4011111 lull

5051

8 81 x 14

$4100

$14100

$9,35

$10005

/t1 /16E Fan

52.54

15

$4700

$14100

$,335

$150.05

4111158 FIEF

5234

41/8 TIRE 11111

$287

114

004 14

$04.10

.

lignment

Trained experts will adjust brake, on all tour

Wrap around treed for proper cornering control

Smooth, n thump We

wheels add brike fluid if needed end test Clean,
inspect and repack front wheel beanngs Align

TiEtnkagamui

chrome -reverse type

FOOD

CAR

\\NA

Rotate all four wheels

Cream Cheese treats

RETREAD
TIRES
(Applied to either convenbonni or wade

$1999

Futter, twit. ,nnorin.

PRINCESS BROWNIES

Lir nu/ tell tither tube

1 package family size brownie mix
1

Va cup sugar

Is teaspoon vanilla

or.

Reg 2 for $34 98
775014775x 75

WHITEWALLS OR BLACKWALLS

470 x 14 470 x 15

96

2$

2

2

.......
lip§ Grpve. Mall

(In 1 e

a

It

a,

.

593-6730

Wheeling

Des Plaines
.297.-5360

Open Mon. thru Fri. 'tit 9 p.m.

.-

Open Mon. thru Fri. 'til 9 'p.m.

9503 'N. Milwaukee

102 E. Rand Rd.
(Across from Randhurst)

',

Niles
967-9550
Open Mon. thru Fri. 'til 9 p.m.

softened

well blended. Stir in vanilla and egg.
Spread half of brownie batter into
a greased I3 -by 9 -inch baking pan

cover with cream cheese mixture
and, spoon on remaining brownie

I egg

batter.

Prepare brownie mix as directed

Bake at 350 degrees for 35 to 40
minutes. Makes 4 dozen.

Heat oven to 450 degrees. Prepare pie crust mix as directed on

cherry jam. For a decorative effect,
cut out the center of the remaining

package for Two -crust Pie except,
after rolling out pastry, cut into
21/2 -inch circles or desired shapes.
Cut two of the same shape for each
cookie.

circles with a small cutter; place

On half of the circles spread about'

12 minutes; makes about 11/2 dozen
filled cookies.

I

teaspoon apricot, raspberry or

Orange blossoms may never bloom in Illinois but there is no reason why
Orange Blossom Bars can't, particularly on Mother's Day.

Orange slices add touch

each on a jam covered circle. Seal
edges securely with a fork.

of spring to these bars

Place on ungreased baking sheet
and sprinkle with sugar. Bake 10 to

ME Prospect
,

.

392-8181

Open Mon. then Fri. 'til 9 p.m.

ORANGE BLOSSOM BARS
WITH HONEY -ORANGE ICING

Crispy after school snacks

255-3600

Open Mon. thru Fri. 'til 9 p.m.

(Across from Golf Mill Shopping Center)

tuzaw,

Rolling Meadows

WI
(Corner Lee & Oakton)

Combine

(Across from Rolling Meadows Shopping Center)

541-2122

Open Mon. thru Fri. 'til 9 p.m.

1180 Oakton St.

$3596 GOODA'EAR

3007 Kirchoff Rd.

(1 block E. of Rt. 83)

Elk Grove Village

package

Jam makes these special

itfire1436:
PBATTERY

For$3146

For

12 -Volt Size

ask about our any pay plan
free installation!

723 W. Dundee Rd.

rove S ,Aping Center)

NEW

"WI SIZF59B

FOR

8 -ounce package Philadelphia

Brand Cream Cheese

BROAD, BOLD & SMART'

kkhuriget ripe bras

on

cream cheLse and sugar mix until

teen d carcasses)

nun tor 1,41 4Ircrtatb Ma

0 Oc 39

Take your car
where the experts are!

lzushvgvn

GOOD,YEAR

Reg ,25,0

lib et

its DAY

front end correct camber caster sod toe 10

.811\irIGOODOVEAR

_

U.S.

ll

Smooth 21 e of rayon-strong ne nylon

Cragar Steel Wheel

.

ANY

.

46 tire free offer on other sizes tool

sniitiVirisr Pan

Brand Cream Cheese

Spring is tulip time and also a time when young
appetites will qppreciate such felled surprises as
Filled 'N Fancy Cookies

e.

Prepare pie crust mix as directed
on package for Two -crust
cent -roll dough into rectangle 3
ush
by 8 inches and 1/4 inch thick.
with 1 tablespoon melted butter and

sprinkle with mixture of 2 table-

Heat oven to 425 degrees. Cut
roll into 1/2 -inch slices. On sugared

Vi cup butter

2-1/4 cups sifted all-purpose flour
I teaspoon baking powder

1-1/2 cups confectioners' sugar, sif-

1/2

into a 31/2 -inch circle. Bake on light-

1/2 cup honey

Vs teaspoon vanilla
I tablespoon grated orange peel
ted

1 tablespoon milk

teaspoon cinnamon

1/2 teaspoon allspice
1/2 cup chopped pecans
1/2 cup raisins

ly greased baking sheet 6 to S minutes. Makes about 2 dozen crisps.

spoons sugar and 1/4 teaspoon cinna.

-

1/2 cup honey
1/2 cup sugar
2 eggs
1/2 cup orange juice

('a teaspoon soda

surface, roll and flatten each slice

mon. Roll up from long side as for
Note: If pieces of dough begin to
jelly roll; refrigerate several hours
unroll while being flattened, pinch
or overnight.
end to rest of circle.

HONEY -ORANGE ICING

-

Beat honey and sugar together;
add eggs and orange juice. Sift dry
ingredients together and add to first

'mixture; mix well. Stir in the
chopped nuts and raisins. Pour into
a greased 15-1/2 by 10-1/2 I -inch pan.

Bake in a 350 degree oven for 20
minutes.

Cool and frost with Honey -Orange Icing. Cream together
butter, honey, vanilla and grated orpeel. Blend in silted con

ange

fectioners' sugar and milk Spread
over cookies. Decorate with orange
candy, if desired Cut into bars
Makes about 32 bars

THE DA)

Pepper Pot
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Cold, Cool World

FEAST YOUR EYES ON THESE ATTRACTIVE PRICES .

Jewel's Shelves

Asparagus -- the versatile vegetable
By Charlotte liricluen
Now is the time. toenjoy to
fresh asparagus. It is in

ample Mealy and econOmically priced. A versatile vegetable due no y be preaprepared
in innumerable ways. it can he
served either homw cold.

ri,p, tender. young
stalks. Wash asparagus thorSelec

oughly in cold water. break off

lair part CI stalk as far down

as they will snap without tearing. Save tough ends. which

utes. bloke certain that the as.

can be cooked and used for
soups and creamed dishy.
Your blender will work wry
nicely for this..

and. not twererkited. Drain
and serve hninediately With

toTie bundles of
gether with string either in individual portions or one large
bundle. Oct upright in a saucepan. Add 1 woof water and Vs
totspoon Of salt. Cover and
roe nt for ahead 15 to 20 nil II -

with melted butter. Slide platter under the broiler for about

props In still crispy tender

his responsiNfily to make ev-

two manta before serving.
For variation grated Swiss or
cheddar cheese may le sulati-

butter or sat..
For variety. here's another
quick way of preparing asp.

can

MARINATED ASPARAGUS

Arrange drained milted as.

Cook

pound mparagus as

1

directed above. Tom goner-

minima on a buttered oveproof planer. Sprinkle with
Parmesan cheese and Made

part of the stem that is normal.

wry nourishing.

ly thrown away. If you don't

chap from Relgiuro. Such

penises

preparation
food for flights
their
the

24i -ounce en deviled

13 -

ing" prom..
Although winter is past,
Chef Dckeyser's menu can

pineapple.

three aspaMous Spears on each

Sine salt and egg whites, heat-

D ula oven or large pan for
five minutes. Add all other is
Steam for about 20
to 25 minutes until rice is de-

sauce an dratstard. healing
until .11 blended. Beat egg
yolks and fold into egg white

ra iBank

meek and a special chicken
with rice.

Now Odd cheese and.devi led

2 pounds Dank steak

mixed. top each sandwich with

3 leblepoons cornstarch
Two-thirds tap ,enter
395 ea. water (again)
I cop soy

ofproxine

Slice

ASPARAGUS SOUP
With the cost of living index
rising almost every month,
perhaps we ean learn some
thing front our counterpart in

place on a baking pan: het in
375 -degree oven Qs 10 min-

ute.

M111011 menus aboard Me Idfllatemrrier.

breddel coconut. Fry to a

Potato Puffs
Vegetable Jubilee

chicken Moth to

Pl°k;

20oa

alt°n'

BBQ Beef

Ct.

BIRDSEYE

4% as

Cool Whip

Pkg.

BLADE CUT

BETTER BEER BUYS
$249
PFIEFFER BEER

We curry 000E 3000 items for your selection

OPEN
DAILY
B....

OPEN
PANTRY
DAILYTIL MID111611T

MILLER HIGH LIFE

$369

THRU

MAY 10th

WANZER

OSCAR MAYER

n,,
GT'

Sliced Bacon
lb. Pkge.

Smoked Link Sausage
12 or, Pkge,

69°

- COLA

99`

Rossi 12"

o

Case 24 - 12 oe. Bottles
Plus Deposit
6-12 oz. cans

SALE DATES:

16 oz.
Bottles

Plus Deposit

FOOD MART

tit Midnight

1

Case of 24 - 12 oz. Bottles

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

5 -STAR

GIN or
VODKA

22 tug

4

Pints

95Cm

$319
nos

Case 24 - 12 no. Bottles

evosit

99°

Fresh Grade A

PHILADELPHIA BLENDED

LARGE EGGS

8 year old Whisky

49c....
Pizza

$119

SAUSAGE & CHEESE

0

ioit000r; .$359

K

paw

400 W. CENTRAL RD.

BOURBON

MOUNT PROSPECT:.. 253-9590

WHISKY

OPEN DAILY % A.M. lit MIDNIGHT

includin SUNDAYS& HOU tAYS

1035 50. ARL. HGTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ... 437-9508
retenethe auh °league No and.... Is tan

Grape 4uice
0
:WAGNER
Grapefruit Drink
STOKELY
.Gatorade

FULL

$309

89.

LB

LEAN 'N MEATY

LB

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

33c

Sirloin Steak

9- c

QUART

Cm
22c
Coffee Rich
Chocolate Cake 134776c
Banana Cake
14w 76c
CAMPBELL S SOUP
Chicken and Stars l'ar 17c
CAMPBELL S
Vegetable Soup
HILTON'S
Oyster Stew
CHERRY VALLEY
Pork And Beans
CHINA BEAUTY
Bean Sprouts

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
a

SAT

JEWEL - ALL WHITE

Large Eggs

LB.

%,
3,17

31c

Round Stea

tta;
Eggs

36

28c
32c

1 -AMERICAN BEAUTY

Blackeye Peas
- CUT
Beans
EGreen
CHERRY VALLEY - CUT

CUCAMONGA WINE
FROM CALIFORNIA

$219

'&°.;

ETWax Beans

ETC.

16 as.

:Beets

Purveyor of the finest
natural beverages in
the suburbs

::::BUTTERFIELD

Shop our Wine Dept.
0

19c

Sliced Potatoes
;Potato Pancake

25
1.0 46 c
c..

4

,

FOR

EACH 1 OC

\'.) FLORIDA - VALENCIA

GREEN

Onions

COLD BEER - NO EXTRA COST!

Oranges

10'

EACH

$11°0:
e3sP!S.
S
Rit:ERCImRTIsh

I

100
SIZE

11
74 ax 15c

r

10
FOR

39`

DEL MONTE

Cab

pan
60
Can
1

lb. 23`

Con

.1/4-22c
Can
Peaches25c

V;
c..

CRYSTAL

JuiceNecta

36c

11 Ls. (

GOOD THRU
MAY 13TH

KRAFT

Swiss Cheese

iT

il.onz

76...

Can

46c
39c

3c

14 C

39c

30

1:mocAhLEerNry Drink

46 oz.
Can

Cocktail Mix

24os,
59c
Btl.

8" DECORATED

PASTRY SHOPSLY

BUTTER
RING

28c
33c

-.26c

Crushed Pineapple V.;
Rpy pD l

15 C

a 24c

DOLE - IN JUICE

ApricotmAA

Pastry Shop

11/4

Mother's
Day Cakes

GOOD THRU
MAY 13TH

'62
REG. $1.98

8

$159

79`

- FRESH

5 39c
CucumberusHc,,

Crabapples
Fruit Cocktail
Fruit for Salad
YELLOW CLING HALVES
Del Monte
DEL MONTE
Spiced Peaces
HUNT'S - HALVES
Bartlett Pears
CHERRY VALLEY

Sweet Corn

t:

f4.

Dessert Cherries
THANK YOU - SPICED

TE-NDER

FRESH

rbr;

MARY DUNBAR - PITTED

lit

lit

111

AVi.NLAt

ST. BONNET

ICI

L

1111111111111111

GROWN & BOTTLED

VERMOUTH

Imo'..

0

:FRENCH'S -MIX

WINE of the WEEK CHATEAU

2

Iii

INRI

Produce Market!

c

Jar

.Niblets
Corn
REEN GIANT - WHOLE
-GREEN
EMushrooms
:CHERRY VALLEY
:Early June Peas

®I mil

10`
1

,`..-:AUNT NELLIE - SLICED

GALLONS

LB.

IMF

11c

:CHERRY VALLEY

CHERRY VALLEY

$129

Porterhouse
Steak

. 20 c

Can
Can

Applesauce
Cranberry Sauce
MARY DUNBAR - PEELED
Whole Apricots

U.S.D.A. CHOICE- TAILESS

Bfl

Orange. Drink
'lic

FULL QUART

Sweet or Dry
Large Bottle
Reg. $1.09

$359

RICH'S

TOURS, FRI
ONLy

M.;',

°

'Lemon Juice

CHATEAU LA FUIE

5 year Old Straight

CELESTE

Here's Your Chalice
To Save Big OnJeicel Eggs!

:WELCH'S

"MEDOC"

Ample FREE Parking

Pkg.

SARA LEE

owl

I

M&M

I

4- 3c

48c
Corn Souffle
Broccoli Au Gratin '4,7 45c
Cheese Ravioli
14765c

Lef The Chef Do

:GREEN GIANT

OLD -MILWAUKEE

ICE CREAM

vu

0..

1

$149

-Asparagus Spears l'cn 21

BURGUNDY
CHIANTI

-0-98c

3

SARA LEE

A5c Beef Stew

Pkg.

Snack Tray

JENO S

Pkg.

BANQUET - BEEF

Pot Pie

-1/4-64c
Pkg.

Pkg.

STOUFFER "S

Pkg.

GAUCHO - REG. OR

... 38c

Dinner
SWANSON
Beef Dinner
RICH'S
Coffee Rich
STOUFFER'S

Potato Salad

8 - 9th

California

FIFTH

8

of Mount Prospect

T.7

BANQUET

kLUEBROOK
7

$289

FIFTH

strained

i(442alk &VOA.

,84,

48c
25c
38c

10' 259:
2

OIALEMON

/99

cover in pot
Simmer chicken and all in.
gredients until done. Remove
from broth and keep worm.
Sweet
I cup while wine
th
en chicken broth,

IN THE

WHY PAY MORE?

be assured that each is U.S.D.A.

The (Tiers Kitchen Today!

BRANDY

100 PROOF LIQUEUR

I teaspoon sall

mama, nigh and gdually
ra

"Miracle Prices" Jewel offers on
the foods your family likes best.

Pot Roast

,Bow

minutes. Remove and spread them over the 'shortcake' in the pie

lin.

low

'4736 c

BIRDS EYE

Strawberries
LIBBY - FOR SOUP
Vegetables.

of

everyday

PRONE 255.7000

COMFORT

MOTHER'S DAY

PEPSI

Maas.= reandhann
25541E100

and then peel them end slice fairly thinly. Melt the butte over
medium to kw heat and saute these slices therein for about five

thousands

pot roast - or perhaps a juicy
steak - whichever you choose

Ste 83 N. Elmhurst Rd, 0 Camp McDonald Ran

SOUTHERN

I anion, sliced

Your good. homemade bring hock to boil, Inn do not
breads. thawed and reheated. cook any more. Thicken with
will make grand aceoi. cornstarch diluted with water.
paniments to the family's 7)1)06
cereal and milk breakfasts In Garnish with watercress, serve
with 0Ce.
the weeks ahead.

200 E. Rand Road

Make sure as yo can the onions ant of the mild, sweet variety

SALE DATES May 6

Trace of gar.
F4.1111gill

in and pick up several to stock
your freezer. Choose a tender

Pkg.

3 or 4 grinds youppe

Stop in today - and while

you're there - take a look at the

USDA CHOICE

32

CHERRY VALLEY

45 teaspoon salt'
I large egg

your family.

favorite cutsOf fine, U.S.D.A.
Choice Beef! At savings like
this - you'll want to hurry right

55`

your assurance of
good -tasting meats to

ip1734c

BIRDS EVE

NOW, TO the filling:
2 large onies
1/2 cup sour crow
IA cup butter

32c
35c
27c

-

WE RESERVE THE RINIKETO LIMIT NUANTITIES AND CORRECT PRINTERS ERRORS

3 tablespoons [einemd red
On one of your relatively ginger (Beni shown
quiet mornings, bake and
I teaspoon tomer. powder
freers hatch or your favorite
2 cum fresh frozen COCONIN
muMns or coffee cakes. Add milk
important nutrients to the
elate
2 lablespoWasWatrlare
quick breads by adding wheat
4 tablepoom
gene to your recipes this east
Nall anti white pepper to
way. Use M cup wheal germ hate
and 'A cop flour for each cup
Het wine and broth togethof flour called for in 'he recipe.
Siwith lumeric and ginger.
Wheat germ hoc -a wealth of mmer for 10 minutes. add
vitamins and minerals.

Sweet Potatoes
GREEN GIANT
Spanish Rice

Tater Tots

About Wa cup of rich milk
Sift and mix the dry ingredients a couple of times end then

prices on many of your family's

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER

Case usen will he especially hem t. know
hey right Imelly Came in lowl

breasts

a

hornernade bread

29

CHICKEN REA

place on a baking Meek bake
i475 -degree oven for 10 min-

germ to

ONLY 2 MINUTES. NORTH OF SANDHURST

her.

3 broiler. quartered or 6

gree for about Iwo minutes.
When shrimp are browned.

Add wheat

Serve

Po2Py Wog

Choice
serving

MRS. PAUL'S

HEIGHTS,LIQUORS

Sauce: blip cornstarch with
two -think cup water:set aside.
Place all other ingredients in to
saucepan, bring to a boil.
When boiling. add cornstarch
and water mixture. Simmer fix
10 minutes.

golden brown in oil al 375 de-

her.

a

meow.

Dip shrimp in cream. then
lightly dust in a =parate mixture of Vs Sour end th

serving or chafing dish: serve

in

Makes approximately

raw
the

in

place

Noteif 'deired.

salt and pepper.

place

FamuSiliflower

COLD BEER- NO EXTRA COSIContinental Airlines emotive dtefLodeoDekeyser nas sweet.
Raw exotic Polynesian dishes for the enjoyment of Day reader .
Dekeyser created the array of Polynesian cuisine to brighten

Remove,

9..
Pkg.

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

"Miracle Price["

!

Some Qf The Work -

chilled melt length-

Serving dish, add additional

shrimp in flour seasoned with

Remove.

1/2 teaspoon salt

Beat soureg slightly omu may use two if re eggs are small).
add the sou cream, saltond pepper. mM 'mop o HUM. and then
pour over the anion slices Bake
n pre-hcalt51 350.375 dolor
s
oven for 25 to 30 minutes, or, until Me custard has 'set:
Lehoven. when
specific place in the refrigYou may, if you wish, add a few dashes of Lawry's Seasoned
Salt Orrosnghe top, or SITVITNII dashes of a good Hungarian
erator, NWT more likely to he
paprika, just before baking.
uscd. Place them in glass conFOr onion lovers this is a darned good dish and it makes
tainers or plwtic hags be visual
reminI ers of good UMW to he excellent accompaniment to prime ribs of beef, rottedroost of
used, thus saving the eost of ' been or plain or steak. 0, more vegetable, 0 crisp, green salad,
lona coffee and
it.
buying other foods.

browned.

Green Beans

ORE IDA

Right place

baking sheet for skew 15 min -

wise To tk -inch thicknesses.
Accortlion-pleat atoll slice
and place on a wooden
skewered meat into sauce.

for this recipe, selecting a sufficient portion Pm your tinnily.

utes.

2 cups sifted flour
4 tablespoons shortening
3 teaspoons baking powder

Poly Bog

MARY DUNBAR - ITALIAN

Wes, remove and chill.

COCONUT SHRIMP
mPPFTIZER
Use
dium.sised shrimp

shrimp.

one-third cup

7; ma or until souffle is lightly

steak; seasnmwith salt, pepper

Netherlands, and the Belle
Meonlore In Liebe, France.

devein ' the
Lightly dust

Serve with buttered cnnuons

350.degme oven on a large

Preparation of moot) Completely trim and de -fat flank

duction chef at the Century
Hotel in Antwerp. Belgium.
Tavern, Royale in Brussels.
.the Monopole in Scheingue,

and

and half and stir with a wire
whisk until it is well blonde!.

of souffle IIIIXINEN. Bake in a

thee dish. Before joining and Accent to taste. Bake in
Confine.' he ,owed SS pro- 975 -degree oven for 12 mi.

Peel

solved. Add sour cram or half

ham. Whon mixture is well

err)

perience in European hotels
and restaurants M creating

and

immer ul'n'illik'compl'eb'tely

mixture ently.

PA cnps oyr name (from
Oriental foo. d section of gr.

Chef Dekeyser draws upon
d background of 30 yeurss ex-

Worcestershire

do with a IPIPCIONS. relipTINN slrewherry now, or at any time. Les
cook an onion shortcake and see whet happens.

Put the entre mixture into
your blender and twirl. 11,00
put mixture through a Mar.

and worked
Through
'through n food mill. Mix soft
particles with broth.

ing until stiff but not dry. Add

"A dessert. consisting of a cake
By definition a mhormakd
made with rich biscuit dough kit would be)a split and filled with
strawberries, or other fruit and Mtn tapped with 00102' !would
warrant the lexicographer slipped a nog here, because of the
omission of the word -whipped' in front of that cream. But, gene
ping to tamper with that definition. more than soinewhal, sine,
this recipe is definitely not a dessert and would hme nothing to

it has lidten on ihu conststency and app,rance of x coarse w.le
meal. Add thjIllilk and start the making of a smooth dough. Turn
out onto a lightly floured board, knead for about hallo minutet
and then roll to tfie thickness of a little under half an inch. Pet
this biscuit dough into
wellwell-ed,
-mused. ninc-inch pie tin.

straining out all the
I, II hers. Mr the
asparagus endd can he dridned

2.0.

Broccoli

in the shortening with a pastry blender ore, couple of knives.

tough hg,

in a large mixing howl con,

tins
2 ounces embed pineapple
Santee onions in butter M a

seasonings.

Wall Newton

done either of two ways:

sieve.

slice of hied.

HOY NGOW

paler. curried rie with
and

under your broiler. Remove
from oven and spread butler
Al an the aptoested side. Place

sired firmnera.

cenainly be spring -oriented.
His selection or reeims in.
eludes a
on
shrimp p

Preheat oven to 350 degrecs. Arrange Mead on a
large baking dish or cookie
sheet. Toast bread on one side

2 Mtn. white seeellem rah

aline system. Recently he so.
pervised the initiation of Con.
linentaes "Exotic Polynesian
Cuisine Brightens Winter Din-

sins

I

on curry powder

I

of

Put washed stems in urge
ketth and cover with 2 cue of
water. Bring to a boil and sin,
ter gently until the stalks are
tender. The net step can be

ham

M tables.. Area

chef with
Continental Airlines. who su.

45 cop sum cream or half
and half

.harp cheddar cheese

1St co,ps chicken broth

Continent

4 beef bouillon cubes

in cup shredded or grated

I brides. diced onion

is

pounds asparagus

3 em yolks

,

the nary of Chef Ionia, D.

Ends from approximately

tard

I M pounds raw white rice
2 Mblepoons Muter

sian cuisine is really a pleasant

Yield: apnrositetely 3 cup.

-".." teaspoon prepared mus-

RAISINS AND PINE -

Its intriguing to leant theta
gourmet specialist in Polyne-

asparagus in sufficient quantity for the following recipe.

Pkg.

DEWKIST - CUT

cumulatii the rough ends of the

,4e, teaspoon Worcestershire

I

Raspberries

to

Place them in your freer,. Ac-

1/2 teaspoon salt
3 egg Whites
dash PoPPor
1/2 temnotat peprilm

CURRIED RICE unftti

immediately

Just look at the attractive

-MARY DUNBAR - RED

mike tip this soup. put the
pieces in a plastic bag and

Yields da sandwiches
6 slices enriched bread
ttt spears asparagus; cooked

exotic cuisine to
brighten menus

time

have

U.S.D.A.thoice Beef Sale

Like These!

dish.

m.
beamemade
This asparagus soup
mit of the Iowa.

Z.rir,I..g

.

ously with 1/2 cup Italian aalad
Messing. Refrigerate amoral

Pur-

chase into a delectable part of

This is en ideal entree for a

Lewd.

ons.

particle of food

er,

ASPARAGUS

SOUFFLE SANDWICHFS

Chef chooses,

By Frances Altman

the chef. He radii. that it t-

serve.

.

Jewel's illving A

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"

Shortcake
as main

restaurant field. namcly

the

hours or overnight. Grain and

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

FIFTH

EACH

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Ben

111F DAN

P igs I b

Wedmsd ty May 6 1970

ookbooks offer good reading too
th

epee,

"'
Ail,

weenie Murphy

the Loot book do
partmcnt el one of the nations
foremost booksellers certainly

confirmed my suspicion that
culinary writing is a t on alltime peak. From the humble

elm-privileged children.
Cherry Parker is described
by her family as a veool. cook
and has degrees from be Uni-

CHITLINS
It is important to prepare
chitlins properly. CL sm the

Style al the authors makes for
delightful reading. I shall see
Ihat fitittle 'nori hem Nehrdriliir
bode quiets her culinary war.
ries by surprising her Southern

book shop to Loop up with

omt.",

Our hbrinos aro
nobly stocked. and room for
-Coquilles St. Jacques Mornay" to "Rowe Petal Jelly" Mc
easily found.

300

lins from water. drain and

Bette Elliott. she has naleemed

dinner. too. along with roast

The firm Italian restaurants
opened during the 15004 in
cities with large immigrant
populations but did not beome generally popular until
tbe
1920s. Since then, they

cool. Store in nifrigemtor until

their reputation. Below is her

turkey."

A wok THAT

have

versity of North Carolina in

found unfolds the mysteris of
Southerneookingis" rhcHandhic-Down Cookbook,. co -au thored by Cherry Parker and
Frances Brudsher, a motherdaughter team. Kentucky tom
hut now living in Tennessee
and North Carolina.
Ma. Bradsber is a preach-

sociology and journalisol. She
devotes her Saturdays to The
Country Peddler, her antique
shop. The hook is published by

daughter

cris

I

whose

ea-

poience include. restaurant.
camp and lane management
Her. most satisfying pis was in

ham. N. C.
The authors

in America Wide Revolt.

has

.

j-

ferson gars the credit for popularizing this style of cookery
by serving smighetti at Monti.

tahle piping hot from the oven. Cubed cooked hum is combined
with lamer. green pepper, onion mindenscd cnrum of chicken

soup and milk for a lively taste treat. And those polden.gmid
Ilisynick Parsley Pinwheels are the perfect lopping to this
elegantly easy dish.

PLANTATION HAM 'N' CHICKEN PIE

dissolving

yams!

in

warm water. Instead, undis10:01

is simply add4

with dry Mgredients: sugar

I medium 011i1,11. sliced

2 min 1111. r month each, condensed cram of ehicken soup

I cup milk
B.mick Parsley Pinwheels (Mow).
I leot own to 425 degrees. Melt hotter in large skillet. Cook
md stir ham. mem pepper and onion in butter until ham is
golden and onion is tender.

part of 100 flour,
Heated liquids are added all at
once and initial beating is done
With an electric mixer.

salt and

Sesame Bread Sticks kccp
well stored in a covered con.

minercool, dry place.

Stir'n soup and milk. Hoot. stirring framently. just to boiling.
Pour mixture into square lading dish. plaor in oven'. keep Inn.
Prcpure Ilismick Parsley Pinwheels end place: cut side up on hot
mister. Bake 20 .25 eninutes. Makes six to nine servings.
gimmick Parsley Pinwheeke
Prepare hisenit dough as directed on Ilisquick package except

- roll into rectamle. 12 by 7 inches. Sprinkle 1/2 cup chopped
parsley over dough. Beginning at wide oe roll
Seal
hy pinching edge of &nigh into v.11. Cut ontoightly
nine equal
slices.

Covered with Mmtio

and

tied with heed, whiteand green
they

are

much mond:tied

Crisp,, sesame seed touted bread abet seethe favorite Italian
amompeniment for stiacheaL Sesame breed SMcks can be prepared

malty at hum by the Rapldmis Method.

make a thick batter. Beat at
high speed two minutes, scrap-

tog bowl. occasionally. Stir in
flour to
make a soft dough (dough will
be sticky). Place in greased

mouth additional

bowl, turning to grease too
Cover, let rise in warm place.
from from draft, until doubled
in bulk, about one hour.

Punch down dough; turn
at onto lightly Poured boardl
Divide dough into four equal
nces. Form each piece into a

ma, IR

inches long; out

FULL -DAY

Breakfast eating habits began to change during the early
decades of the 2I1h Century.
1)cm:torment, in SCICTIC

chi,.
na and

transportation

protein needs for mom people.

So many older persons today might well have a better
appetite:0nd more vigor if they
were nutritionally aware of

bring about
er melte:lion of proMods. Notable among

this sound and easily prepared

Mods

adapted to the needs in each

gaanbined

thssed
e
new

pace -setting

were the
an and hot

of ready -m-

basic breakfast. The quantity

of each food may easily

be

3 -Lagged or 2 -Breasted

Lb,

Dubuque Cornea Beef

the kitchen,
glamorize she

BRISKET

" ANNED HAM 5 g; 54"
C

each

roll into 18 equal piedw.Shape
each piece into roll, about six
indica long) place on greased
baking sheets. Cover) let rise in

warm place, free from draft,
until double in bulk, about 30
minutes. Combine egg whits,
and cold (vamp brush rolls.
Sprinkle with sesame seed.

Bake in hot oven MOO de grecs) about 20minutes, or
ill done. Remove front baking
sheets md place on wire racks
to cool. Makes six Wizen bread

Particularly effectivc, thcy
is decorated ware which
repousthe design on utensils.
bottoms. Two longtime favorium with decbrated bottoms
arc Fiesta and Blue Meissen.
One is gaily patterned in red
and brown

s on a gleaming

white background, while the
other features the traditional

SOVJ

New telephone directory
goesoto press soon

BOLOGNA

Sliced BACON

Lb

99 ,

Mrs

25

Paul's Party Pak

FILLETS

;

4;.' 79c

47... 69c.

$1 "

>iROggiL

Of

121jua.

felt OA

&sone wed
Ina large bowl thoroughly

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

gauge gcel and sheathed In
sat i n -smooth ceramic for
durability, superior heat transference and ease of cleaning

Snell Petersen Smelied

HAM .SLitE

SAUSAGE

37c

Tom Seem

BOLOGNA

69c

.

undissolved"yeast. Add soft-

FREE
ONE

5"x 7"
artatns PICTURE

;,i 1_

eau,. ,,,r1 ism

as 4

299-6651

FRESH
EGG$

EW
'1BORN

ra'

.:;.;

central telephone company of illInoie

lin
roe

MEDIDM

-

WALL DECOR
g.

0 OFF BONUS COUPCII4I>
`v"":4;A:=7;::= or coo Nnaw.

-'' KROGER1.11.11
"''''''""'"","`'"'"
OM COUPON PR P.M.,

ORIMMETEMERMSSCIMA

3

got ma

out of
the kite

Zir

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

mix 241 am flour, salt and

A

BANK

ened margarine.

Main Office:
One N. Duman

LEI

Downtown
Arlington Heights

SUNRISE FRESH PRODUCE ONLY AT KROGERE77.4r701..

Krogh lead or Rag
/3

North Drive -In: Arlington Heights Rood of Eastman

VINE
RIPE SALAD
TOMATOES

,

e qb'

Raisin Bread

.

a

a

Sesame, Sandwich or

.4

11.00.

$1

A 8-ct. $
Pk
aLl.

Wiener Buns

a
110 Oil Label Oressels Strawberry

t

02 p1 S

Shortcake
AT THE

44

MOTHER'S DAY DINNER

1 his breakfast provides one-

NOON TO 10 PM

ill

Sonic like ii hot. But any
claim you just haven't enjoyed
wife= to the fullest until
misty mmpled wed coffee.
In making iced .11W. however. don, Mink just aio leftdo. Home econ-

o
at 161 West Bend Co,
leading manufacturer of all
Myles of coffee makers, suggest

using double strength coffee.
be iced should be
Coffee

ON HER SPECIAL DAY
LET US HELP YOU TREAT

HER LIKE A "QUEEN,"

'1

MOT 11: S DAT

. . ON

* BAKED VIRGINIA HAM

under 12.

t ROAST TOM TURKEY
* ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF
* SHRIMP DE JONGHE EN CASSEROLE
.* QUEEN SIZE FILET

12 pm. of Chicken,

.

French Fries,
Cole Slaw
and Buns

ONLY

I

tielax this Mother's Day - dinner is in
:he bag.
Carry home a complete
Brown's Fried Chicken Dinner for EIR.
Includes:
20 pcs. of Chiadten
(2% chickens)
Cole Slaw
and Buns

$4.71
-

/0

CARROTS
Fresh

BANANAS
matte Landscape

CHIPS

JUICE
ONLY $73'

ONIONS

POTATOES

IN THE WEST ARCADE,

Phone: CL 5-7310
9
'82

144,D

a

11.1
8C
Pkg

88'
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

33't

Mother, q)(1t,

2 Lbr 29°

10 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

Besulltul

GERANIUMS

4 Z1'5
o 79°

Pol

Mother, Dey Mixed

32t1

PLANTER
e

r

2Ranexea 29°

69'

Ornamental Leaved

CALADIUMS

Pot

024h

Multi Bloom

MUMS

20 aLe'r 99°

CALIFORNIA

JUICE ORANGES

STRAWBERRIES

II p.m.; Sot. 11 a.m. to 11

p.m.; Sun. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
Closed Mondays.

Ole

ITS FARM FRESH EATIN

rrommAnumonno.

For
sies Priori geed We Words, May Ph lObO, Copyright

8. Central
Mt Prospect

Rand

291 E Dundee Rd
Wheeling

II

HOURS: Tues. thru Fri. 4 p.m. to

a4406

310E Rand Road
Arlington Heights

SP'

FLORIDA

- ON KIRCHWF ROAD

1(0141144

2

Rowell

ROLLING MEADOWS
SHOPPING CENTER

in Rolling Meadows

3105 Algonquin Road
Rolling Meadow, III
.PH 259 5000

.

Lb.

Fried chicken Dinner and feed a hunCry family of 2 adults and 3 children

With All the Trimmings

n

Buttermilk Bread 4.0."

Take home a liprsmacking Brown's

Featuring -

e

NM 0 Soft

Vibkelar

et,

fourth of the daily calorie and

fee

3.0,.

KROGER GRADE A

0

sticks.

III

Milk to drink

For the are devotee,
free, special coffee cubes --ice 0001,1 madd of frozen cof-

WaThthim""

-4 ii=6,41M.....a..41.=

now. We can help if you act promptly.

Bread and Spread

with ice. Have extra ice cubes
at hand to refill glasses as nem

Ciller gut,

119t

0

kenok KM,

directory listing, please call our business office

Both are cored of heavy

FRI 'MI 8 SAT 'DI 4

mexcellent contribution of aied every deential nutriem.

elways pour hot coffee hue
glasses you have first tilled

99c

If you want additions or changes in your telephone

blue design.

margarine,

hreafam pattern which mak.s

To prevent glass breakage,

Sliced BACON

Ossar Mayer Keg. sr gem

I

say,

DAILY 9 to 6

atahuriti. fummlatml a basic

freshly prepared as well.

g Pinto. -.Liver-Cheese

39c

opal. Italica! and nutrition

omists
ver brew w

Pickle

89C

space

11DAY BANKING

of life became the custom Me
lighter. le, caloric yet equally
nutritious breakfast was devel.

(fP01

-

ter Melee Neg. or sect eelMMmin seism Lumxan

liver Sausage -Sena.. Spread -

PORK LINKS

brvariety
eak fmt cereals.
Asa 111011, sedentary way

A BASIC BREAKFAST
Fmk or Juice
Cereal and Milk

Te

WIENERS

an he dipped

...

I Inblespoun fedi

Gradually add very hot utp
water
dry ingredients and
heat two !ninnies at medium
speed of electric mixer, scraping bowl ocemionally. Add I
'cup flour. or entomth flour to

a
FRESH FRYERS

' Lunchmeat

Oscar Mayer

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

mflened
2m cum very hot tap water
I egg white
I InNespoon cold Mater

basic breakfast

Lb.

11 to

to get any desired piece.

ne

packages active dry ye.1

Awake to a

roe

pegboard hung. Not only will
it add a decorative note to the.
room, but it eliminates stooping and pawing through cabi.

SESAME BREAD STICKS
fi45 to '145 cups ungifted
flour
tablespoon

Oscar Mayer

Meat et. All Reef

mend that cookware be wall or

hostess gifts.

1

Centers

.

Omar Mayer

home economists 0 United
Stales Stamping Co. mom -

colon of Italy),

ribbon (th

"Dip out chitlins, put into a
big iron pot outdoors. Ill with
clean water, add a pod of hot
pepper, a handful of .all. and
boil until tender. A half-hour

end

ing the strands on year fork.
.-Scsamc Bread .Sticks can bc
prepared at home from a

sop dr

2 Inbleoporms butter or morgarine
3 cups cubed cooked ham
cup chopped green proms

has been added.

Ribs B'

CHOPS Lb.

.

complement ho spaghetti, but
serve us a -pusher for gather-

Elesichminn's Yeast. Also
called the vno-dissolve. method. Rapidrnix eliminates the

process of scraping anwash.
ing Soak 12 hount in cold water to which a cup of vinegar

To conserve

They are nm only a hunch,

pidmix Method deeclopid by

been added. Let Mem 8tand in
Ibis water 12 hours, ard repeal

M(

adds glamor

arc the favorite Italian accompaniment for pasta meals.

simple yeast dough.
The:
redpe for Sesame
Bread Sticks featurom the Rae

which a handful of all

BEEF

AICUT

Wall -hung ware
saves space,

stickscoated with sesanic seeds

Planation Ham hit Chicken He is a deliciously hearty
dish with traditional Souhern flavor that arrives at the dinner

When they are clean, drop to
soak into clear cold water tto

or small squares

'

grand idea!

them., Wash :is you serape.
changing water several times.

SHANK PORTION

FRYERS 611P59th

"Chitterlings can, be cut
into small pieces and slowed.

have flourished, and Indium

are

board and scrape inside
d out. tieing sure to remove
ana

cornmeal) to souse (cleaned
hug head end hog feet). HOY,.

disho have become standard
home Roe. Today. in fact,
more spaghetti is sold in New
York City Man in Rome.
Crispy rod -shaped bread

a pleasant surprise when traveling throughout End and Eu.
rope II, elisemer that pies there
primarily mainglan
dishes. And
when you Ally no think alunn pies for dinner. they're a truly

Cu! the empty intestines into
10.ineh lengths. slit open, lay

include instructiona from how to make
locusibeet (from locust beans.
baked sweet potatoes, persimmons and a sprinkle of

lion, imes To Thontas

For America. accustomed to thinking of pies us dessorts. it's

with water pressure if possible.

all fat particles that cling to

Italian bread sticks

Italian food has been popu-

large intestines from a young
hog, washing out all Me mate

Moo. Publishing Co.. Dur-

Make your own

Pies can
be a main
dish, too

of cooking country ham ahatt I
hg's. -found to be laughably
do not do esoteric
simple.

cello.

day's society will hrosh off on
you
well.
All in all. cookbook liter.
ature _is enterminine hm
rn:queenly impractical end we
pensive. Fortunately the average housewife does not hove iii

with a traditional Southern Player.

THE CHATTY, intimate 'pbemous, herewith a method
.

CHOPS

or MIXED

COUNTRY STYLI. HAM
At du nek al bong blas

before they are done. add 1 cup
vinegar to water. Remove chit-

Hunras and sophisticates in to.

Change pier thinking about pies, they're out all swell Plan tenon Hale'., Chicken Me mekek lovely erode dish when Ironed

-

PORK Ground

WHOLE

leo p

things to my country ham like
wrap it
m old Army blanket
husband with Riad just like._ or soak it in some sort of drug
mother used to make.' This is store solution Oscrub it until
my arm aches. Inuit stick a in
a fascinating book. I can wan
for the dandelion shoots to ap- cold water, covering it completely the sink does nicely)
peer on my lawn!
for 24 hours. Then I put it in
The other book. ..The
cover with
Cookbook." my aiming he
Cheeky/Mehl:es
published by the same con, water. bring the water to oboe,
pony. is a humorous hook by then lower the heat and let the
WRAL's TV personality Belle memosm, covered. for 30
Elliott. Her book holds the minutes. pound. The highs.
aronst of old recipes as well us should be sticking out and s.
new 'Vickie,. (She also has of loos, Then I take the ham
bee credit a GE -Pillsbury ma of the water, slice offing
skin, cut the excess fat. looting
TV Bake-011Awan1.1 Many
tin. when I've mused by enough to score with a knife
stratil-umn Kentucky grocers into diamond shapes. I then
I wondered about the muddy stick a few cloves about. brush
looking. unattractive hams on Ye cup strained honey. 81,
strung from Me outside win. it in the oven for 30 minblec
deco ledge. Could thaw ugly and then pin it M the 'strip pieces of meat hanging there gars or chill. cot it as thin as
so dusty and naked he the fa. gauge, serve it with hot, Min,
MO. C0i1111, Hams my bud- clap cunt cakes and hot mu,
bard raves abouvf Thanks to nod at Libation parties. For

cheese. from
champignon . to champugne,
almost every major tread has a
specialty cook book. Orcours.

a smatterhig of sociology and
history about the primitive

',

and tied in loop
tato but
IIt blow drippings pro
hand

tho Doproween in tho

sod m stinky

pal

hon rho w is diroolor of Ile.
Todd County
loy
school
lunchroom program tor. un-

kikr lye romp, dl tinnkmd
mt. is the following now pm
soul
en popularity in the
load reeteurann up Plawth .

lure ikanew rotsh roamer ma

5.1 Lb. Pkg.

Quarter Perk Lein Diced Into

1
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HE, A

1 ennuis Vinton

:Hilt"

experience. Robert
Wagner, Ilioderick

II The Co.

Hen -Haw

sions

Rerun. Giihstiare
Jerry Lao Lewis and
',edit] Husky.

regarding the

Per-

who has the amel

TAURUS (April 21

-

010

rIA

ISN'

IT'S
MOSTLY

WATCH THIS'

MYTH%

REAL SMART!

STOREROOM,

OSGOOD:

,VR i

tined.

nmsin.m.

26 Today's Racing

proud man spends a
a small town jail.

and

Reron...The Run-

Perry Mond
II World Pima
26 Arturo Mend
9:10

20 FonylcSage
16000

7:40

20 TV College

America are featured

inn film journey.

Geography,

32 On Deck Circle

Weather,

2
5
7
9

Berm

News
News

Movie

Imbue." A company
executive's life is
threatened and he
suspects his mu part-

ners. Bork ICarloR,
Grant Withers.

16 Bob Phalan
Spirts

al

may say no.

GEMINI (May 22 - Jun

6.55

211:11ke care that in attempt

20 TV Coll*

ing to hive the present situ

Humanities

. anon you do dot destroy what

2

MedlealCenter
Renm, Lee Gram

26 A Black's View

iron M.

10(39

al era Griffin

Show

wealthy widow,with-

5
7

IMO
2

Tonight Show
Dick Cavell

Show

Late Report
1:45

2

Meditation

cou too much.

Aug, 230

ohm qs

ther aLhome or on the employe. Easy does it.

In

Sept.

230 Donh he persuaded by another that rules were made for

place Cookul drool Inuts 0111
bc plump, and MOIL 0.00501

breaking. Stick to the rules of
the gum until they are
donned.
LIBRA (Sept. 7A - Oct. 23):
YOu may have to work out a
schedule of activities us suit.able to another as to yourself.
foes without any delay.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
221: Decisions made during

hours

ningented
beton ',using

ACROSS
1 Moslem holy

city
Nasser's

knowledge.

Lind Fold m poach slims and lemon once heat

Arringc devil roll sloes on .avant dories Pour
slightly v. trmed brandy or cognac over peach
muss mnits ond allow flame to die befog
spooning onto cake sines NI Jkos sio son top

pnlirrul br Inds or cop to m n be omilkd
ind i s la opoon mars tmon idled M comstuch
111111111.

drink for spring tonic

54 Hereditary
quelitY

55 Odor
56 Abounds

DOWN
11 Senile old ratan
1
Changeable
32 One who
2 Greek letter
concoil
3 Walking stick
2Itscapitalm

Dec. 221: Make your approach
to the present project an objective one. If you become overly

subjective the quality of your

Beirut

work may suffer.

14 Enraged
15 Kimono sash
16 Agreement of

-

whatever

changes must be made today
gradually. Don't try to get ev.
erything done at once Explain

lunar to solar
calendar
18 Of that man

things.

19 Roofing

material

Mk0¢
=====zn
cAPPPP.1 EASY

21 Child
22 Month (ab.)
23 Stalk
24 Chromosome
factor
25 Beverage
26 Chernical
C suffix
28 Wading birds
30 Madhouse
33 Employ
34 Primate
35 Row

monied with others.
PISCES (Fah. 20 - March
210 If you are wise_ you Will
not make too much of an effort
to enforce new house rule, Let
changes come gradually.

ARIES (March 22 - April
201: Look into the matter of
housing Your MT attempt at
change where the present situation is concerned should he al
home.

5 Grown
together
ww,77:i",.
Man 't rom
one
9 Lines in
7
g

optical
eyepiece
10 Son of
Agamemnon

Poonstloam I

Thor

Dutch

own this 045 WL WON 100
.0011 old 100 Ilse Won trt
Wall lortunalLly n s lama too

capital'

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

km an honest stand against hypocrisy. Stand sip and be

Lonntanh
lulls ton, In or clef
Ens dish pan Stir in liquid and nook owe low
hell stirrint, west villa Until als tr end dusk

Whip up a new juice

the font part of the day may
prove to have been anode
haste. Don't fight against new
hate.

AQUARIUS One. 21 - Feh.
191: There is no time like the
present when it comes to talc -

aisle l to make ono sup of Mmid Combine Wt,dr

idditton to hang

To momenn best quality
Nom dried hum m s cool dry

Make

I Moil full cut into 6 sines
Lap branch or cogmn ophonal
Drain prarh dm, .nos, run
add saler is
.

Mahe. and cal bs Lators right
tram Iha boa

upon laying down the law ei-

204

Water
2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons corrolareh
Dash of salt
tonspoun lemon nom

surch Council

lighlaukht this par/ well for

You would be wise not to leant

Sin.

thawed

non Bo and of Ohs Mound Rs

foods

DEN IL ROLL PEACH EL MORE
package (12 ounce) frozen peach slices

1

consukr Sou pH on], for the
fruit not water Dried franc
also ran hitA as conssnict.

desireou s of your
mon. Sat istying yrself may

mind :MOM

23

ms

mme good buys whin you

om before waking up your

CAPRICORN :Dec.

Last in Mt 141.IM GILL rolls 11110 4 glamorous
and dchkhtful ending to Ohs most makmlicent

com...mul about thoumount
of iron tn ticir Juts In last
Ilk minimum dads Iron re,
quirumno wean in. -n eed Int
par by du. Food and Nulls

burn mud a kood buy nulls
tan My But all driLd fruto bit

.231: Consider the wants of Wh-

-

oddment! 50nrican dowsrt, A seem
ash as br indad pc mks cin turn a clod roll

nogg Homo Mar

RAISINS HAIL

vonibilitMs.
CANCER (lune 22 - July

VIRGO (Aug. 24

Whoaot then the sante :um magi on a fa
vorm.

much

heat wealth booot. mon.

;might have been good future

LEO Ouly 24

whoa s borMlose or asp tbnols saucs Ia added
And think w hat hull Ind we or mon mayonnans
doLs lor thouoo common kardm hrgetabki

aprnot hahu or one Munk
sup ot r uss rOntain

2

hem, in hutch auggls tas ravels' huuld sot
sorting, tar toad s, Nan perk", SOMI.Wi
standard cut of moat taboo on s kora. quality

mount of iron in vonr duly
dot L drad fruits

11 Vognfor Ileadth

guestmars.ma
drawn since bur husband's death.

If route looking fm non
rind Milstein w ns to boost the

Mrs -E. figs oc d rtes too
poach halos, boa prunes OR

41800

6045

one then appeals most. Oda

flambe for
glamour dish

'Mr. Wong, De -

44 Coolinuous

News,

Treat your guests to a traddoonal Amman dessert topped moth a magoc
brandy sauce

9

of the News

another if you would find th

only one alternative and

Paintings;

Groat NI usie

Devil roll,

people end

Sports

.211: Try several ideas out et

12:05

32 100

Room 222

customs of Central

1,1, HE'D EAT
A LOT:

News

Theo Come

Sam

Horoscope

12:2U

Bronson

nightmarish night in

GO FETCH

Patti Harvey

Date."

Maryland isfea-

RESIDES, HE'S

32

Comments

Rerun. "triple

ney: U.S.A.
A film tnp

050000

fflidniglat Repeat
Chicago Show

7

9

Rerun. The Clam -

7

Virginia Mm-

taking a bribe from
narcotics &elm.

Milk

pats encounter a
New York con man
who tries to all them
Central Park.

II Wonderful Jour-

/ WANT A PET,
BUT HE LOOKS

ton,
kelt.

Howell Plve.0
Rerun.. Chin Ho

b011es

fessor.

Your

formula to combat
plague. Tony Brit-

5

2

Beverly

2

Movie
"The Risk." Spies

chase after a scientin

Kelly is maned of

Nanny and the
Profeam
Rentn.' Nanny arrives from England
to work for the pro-

The

2

ROO

7030

7

Lands

in

625
20 TV College
Biology.

ibe

The VImInhui
Rerun. 'It Toth
for Thee."

32 Of

II Interface
32 lioneyrntionns

Brenda

Park.

rights of criminals.
26 Loh C10103

5

USED!

and

dians at Whim Sox

Court, its power, its
justices'and its deci-

6030

THERE MUST RE SOMEONE
ON THIS ISLAND.., HERE'S A
TRAIL AND IT LOOKS WELL -

Paget.

32 Balaban
The White Sox vs.
the Cleveland In-

cusslim the Supreme

WOODS AND
DISAPPEAR.'

period of 14 hours.
Grace Kelly, Jeffrey

speedve

Crawford.

Pastore -

"Late and Order"
features a pond dis-

LEAD INTO TIE

Hunter and Debra

II News

servadve Viewpoint

.AND HER TRACKS

7
JohnnyCash
Show

tures tkung Army

ma

2

snil, to jump tor

Pride
Lee.

pet along with share.
croppers and ma-

6010

20 TV Collette
Social Wien.=

halm hotel threat

RON Clark to0001,

Guests arc Merle
Charlie
Haggard.

and Hell?' A young
Southerner kerns to

COUNT:

II

Movie
"Between Heaven

9

Movie
roursAn
Mentally
Holm
dotortAti man
on
!Wee of a Man
9

Phil

Hero
Pi-Ls...Its Bobbo.
indults
GUM',
13smadstk
NAN
tohn Halliard meal

I tidos I ittur

6 On

Nons

2

Musk Hall

9

the Courtship of

7

1 its to Is on a ftw sm

1 Charge

32 Tooth material
3 Building s'les 3G Join the Army
7 Agree
38 F agrant
20 Boys name
re ins
4 Castor and
39 Number
.Pollux
40 Leaping
27titizen
amphibian
290f planes
46 Grafted (her.)
30 Trees
47 Venture
31 Witty
50 Be sick
expression
52 Male sheep

sun th tl m aka anal ...nun
1.1.4Lr
tsputallt bre arm
MOri, tug MO!,
Eon it your bons mornink

unfurl, µanon to work on
11011.

100 s n provide your

1.111111, with

Gomm

Bn.A1 im

t wl ream rich ay.
Mart Instant
I In Ira
Drink

loth

mat prams

11 nor

inst tut

Ore Stool drink hn mon. Vit t

mm C ind Vitamin 3than or
Flown is
inks or tom ito ,u
Aw onnelnd with anon so lh ot
four -ounce serving provides
100 per cent of an aclultS minimum daily requirement.

-

A rarretton on ths

mge flavor instant breakfaer

in

bn. tkf at drink If Fruit 1111u.
SIX%141
shish combat, it
nab pummels tuna
a nal
tnat for s vs.! sprint,

hrunth To win ,our Man

day briakfmn or for amkend
bre AGMs and b. -11110m

stnits,

i

try

moist Frumd Brtin

Bread and ...Let Mum.
Thisns try the w
is

Pen, 1, mia

man

Answers to
Hideaword

PO 1(11110,10

,.

A morning or
midstkrnoon mask. DI honk
nude,
hrsol
and
%surd
of hi:61,11111v

hour stub
sprsadtp,
.
spple ally or qualm honey
ash:onus! any visitors that
sins by the hours
FRUIT JUICE SPECIAL
6 tablespoons tan -sweet or.

v-1,7

trver4,,

INGROWN

HE TRIED TO PICK UP
1155 TO KNOW

WON

(gm 5

5144.1115111.1

WW1"
MEET 001

THE 1.1.1EA6 LI854400,l1

=T:=7"'

Makm Mout no and two
thirds cups or 6 comings

rang

s

toot ant breakf at drink corer
to,Mly with aluminum foilsh
and with a robins band
FRUITED BRAN BREAD
2 La cups mflcii all purpose
dour
1 cup sugar

2, teaspoons double act
mg baking pow the
1 teaspoon salt
1 con bran and prune flakes

cup chopped uncooked
plied prunes
1 cup milk
Was

'

One-third am shortening,

8.41

melted
IA cup molasses

1 egg, slightly bootee

Sift flour with summ baking
powder and salt in bowl. Stir in

cereal
prunes;

and the
set aside.

chopped

Combine

milk, shortening, molasses nod

41 Cease (dial.)
42 Hostelry

1140 SE

BIROS" HARK:

6 cups putrapph aria
Omaha, instant bra Mat
drinkin w dar Add mewspple
juice stirring to blend Chill

Non To
th.

37 Pause

CAMPUS CLATTER

drink
6 Whlemoons veal"

the slightly beaten egg in another bowl. Add to flour mixture, stirring just until all dour
is moistened. Grease a 9 -by 5 -inch loaf pan; then line on
paper.
bottom with wax
Grease wax papdr. Pour tatter
into pan and bake at 350 deISees for about one hour and

43 Buttei
substitute.
44 Noncom

officer (ab.)
45 Lubricated
48 Ferninine
appellation
49 Pertaining to
an early
heresy
51 Surrounded

minutes, or until cake tester
inserted into center comes out
clean. Cool in pan 10 minaret.

Remove from pan and' cool

53 Madness Fruit juice special, made with pineapple juice and tar -sweet
orange flavor instant breakfast drink green early birds to this
,Pennsylvania-Dutcb breakfast treat of Fruited Bran Braid. Fancy
molds of butter are parr Of the traditiOn.',

thoroughly on rack.
Nom: For easier slicing and
mellowing of flavors, stare

broad overnight wrapped in
plank. wnpp, rte
aluminum toll.

1111,1 and 11111

THE RAY

Pape 20

Wednesday, May 6, 1970

0

iConsult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable busine.ss people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

Judy

mom No bailer eon
DADKIRPRPSNIXEL

II/S. (Terme
P.SP.T.251-6600

131 Coll 226-1.508

Barber, hi,

YOUR
W ANT AD
IN THE

51 4,000, Cori- Expenses

Alterations

leo

1,9-19

Building 8 Remodeling

Any LHEMS

ON AL GMTS 1. COAT

Mn, G., Hoffman Estates

°O'ZIERATIVE

Dear Mn. G.:
I am felling DM your marriage doesn't have to end. Don't
keep your feeling. inside. Tat Dings out honestly with your
husband. Try wile,

3 o352

Carpet Cleaning
CARPET

593.6770
.132 3532

sO;uri

soon? Do you see our son changing colleges? Do you Me my
husband's parents contacting him?
Mrs. M.1.1., Elk Grove

!amt.:L.8.301es
clew ed

Rugg Or Pei,

11001,

J.K., Arlington Heights
Deur
You are sdrady a poet.) do feel the ereedve tots will ploy a

dien.eL ;:rmeis. cacktair

0
0

Work hy Rho Peaf10.

era zoos

=,,s,V1i,T=Yg
ALL SEASONS

Inr

967-9742

Bicycles & Repairs

Group set up
to control waste

sihility.'
mid. It will offer all elements
of complete waste control operation

WINKELMAN'S
Hit

Evan, laseallatipa

B94 2685 298 349I 382.3279
AVON° CONSTRUCTIONCO.

Upholitery Cam.

Admission is 25 cents for
and 75 cants for

1721 Glenview Rd 724-7670

gore you rhe herr

...CALL,Sr

89,6736

787.6183

InstructNns

R ANIT R ROOFING

Sewing Machine Repair
os O DECORATING

Soca Enterprises

BMUS HOME REPAIRS

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

RIO1ReAccEFFnuf

Lauritz Jensen

Ne'Sfitsse,onse

VOVA
Dog TN,

All phew of yard

Peri

Drapery Repoirs

CARPENTER

ALI DRAPERY REPAIRS

ref;;Ire"'"'"

R & M DECORATING

5271411

-

50

358.2172 moi 289.1088
ASONABIE COST. Drettrilv

GENERAL
AvallABLE IMMEDIATE,.
HOMES. OFFICE. ROOM
ADDITIONS. GARAGES, KIT
GHENS, BATHROOMS. FIR,
PLACES 6 GENERAL REPAIR

PI on"e7;7'37'"'
DO YOU SEW???

R116

Sump Purr,

I. KOTTKE & SONS

IANDSCAPING

'7ZE'.3'CancrS'E':V7E"'

Wo.Popen,

Merlon Blue Sod
ELECTRIC

bg

CO us

CAM 02,0/00

0) IV

FULL BASEMENT
intiosed In Yonrcrral Spec
NOUSES RAISED

4, 0

.0 0

unitaH

111Tz0'=gt

Dave Pato antina.
NCR 1946

obIdriersloEnieng-Wncow

e reomnoble. Coll 322.1275
Quoblied Nocirlcio will ' g
837.2617

o.

useseMq

Seeding 6 grans,

ROCH LANDSCAPE
CONTRACTOR

0

g

Tailoring

DECORATORS
CL 9.0049

Tile
OUR SPECIALTY.

Indaudol a Roidential

5DAYS

DICK, TILE SERVICE

only

13.90
Mal a Day
Want Ad Today,

255-7200

FREE ESTIMATES
B.197';':17L'c2.425.00

2920244

lood415.00
PROMPT DTLIVRY ANYWHERE

827-75.0

2007 QgwoliSinet

RAI. Mead* NI

6:30-8:30 a.m.

$550 8 CAR

NATIONAL concern (Neds2rinqnro intetteitIcIn per.

=1,'F,Tr F!Ms,,f, ErO

door. No travel expense. Only aggressive indivir

ranfag-IIROMrlea.

It pays
to =irk
at Bak,

o'driann;

uals need apply.

P.M. ROUTES

2:30-5 p.m.
Cook County

CALL MR. BROWN FOR INTERVIEW

School Bus, Inc.

593-5953

3000 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HTS., ILL

t room could you Ask foiRl

An inlervia,

03,0023

BE ON THE

TO TRAVEL NATIONALLY

loco. r

RECEIVING END

Maxis Bets

port 'offices

nhoor re

,s people with a 144
Gnaw their lechnIcal

restart snort/10NT., by plume

V°":7,1.,1

call free 656-9922,

(0.

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

359-5020
COMPUTER CENTRE
7449 10

THE BEGINNING
TO A GREAT END

[011.90n
2.61071

CALL BUD NAGLE
FOR APPOINTMENT

255-1100

Natchez Ave.Niles, 01.606411

MEN!

GET

A Div. of Jewel
Company, Inc.

THE PHUT

444 E. Rand Rd.

,nT

Adingten Hts.,

toldProlif Shad,. Modem air candilianed pine w0lintedato

WITH A JOB

caleteriand Redd. an premium

25.Employment Agencies. Women
4.20 PM

B.30 AM

USE

AT UNION 76

SWITCHCRAFT, INC.

2720 Des Pia Ines Ave.
Des PloineetIII.

774.1515

DRAFTSMAN

MAIL CLERK

$800 -0025 ---FREE

GUARDS

ohm. draftsman here's
your opportunity to understudy top Design Engineer and get ad 00 naecl training. Prepare
projects For tranufaca

ring. Learn all phases
of droning -design cod
loon take over as Chief.

ndwousdhason&I but ler memory
Ins

Join our busy moil room Hoff and enjoy a lob with t variety of duties.

STOREROOM CLERK
Individual will fill stationery requisitions and assist in receiving and shinning

Ord
19

CREW LEADER JANITOR
voca

and much more.

S,,ugervise and Mork RAN

small group of janitors. Evenings hours 5 P.M.to I &O

ENGINEERING AGENCY

29617.
C
0 43
ENGINEERING AGENCY

23.Empl1yment emencies.Olen

IONNIRCNAw0. ILECTRICI

235 3343

RICH PRIIII7F0 BLACK SOIL

A.M. ROUTES

2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

1A4 MOTOROLA& I AA

JANITORS
Evening hours 5 P M. In 1 ;BO A.M No prior experience

1301 E Algonquin Road - Schaumburg

358 7900

CONTACT OUR EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

3 LINES
12.766.28,0

CREATIVE

PMclTfolning

yOur

RIAU need e.,s

DAY

PUMP ANO

Nt'd Ot111'191.

mines Iondscape desk.
AARON

0) in

CL

DRIVERS
Earn Extra -Cash

SALESMAN INSIDE

ONIARF

walliras

trIgjab'E'crtotl

Electrical' Work

SCHOOL BUS

POY.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

avoid flooding TRUSTY WARNS
ITINTWER.NUT

TW WAY PAINTING

one. Co

Olen Re*.

010

439.3269

I'Irlc're'eFr3;."75'9"7"24n

Tam, Tirn

students

02,5440

297 3126

by

Board II6clucceie

RS

GOOD WORKMANSHIP

W01,41011

OtinPA.Bufloletto, SKIN,

13.

RUSSELL

DECORATING

"'

.

ION BLUE
HOL

3-3842

Milw,a;laNiw

t

Ben Franklin Stores
DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

PARKER PERSONNEL.

the NorthWest suburbs
better than
any other
publication
Monday thru
Friday

elivered.

86333

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

MSMwliWaur0

'011ifluetion guaranteed

,

014

Reaching

24.5464

MERLON BLUE SOD

MALE

veteran Craftsmen 4311 train yon

vellhIn. you'll be 41010 climb ee

Ck 3.2004

Sod

259.052

CHUCK TONES LANDSCAPINS

537-2200

Ao equal apporruniw employer

Pro

ADS

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

SPRING CNANUP

Lao s. mere...Merl

SMALL DEPT
Siding

Decorators

CL 9-0495

Matthews Paint Co.

simoiffiliqt. where yonti

... 4111 Ben policy of prorno.p from

CIFM

FREE ESTIMATE, ,Y6.1638

puddlol

67

ADS

132,5434

Sheet Metal Work

!..L7I64

MANNT

inEr

"CVIU1Ijeky'FOR

'SOD DEPOT

wi,==r121;
nen communlemlons

ORDER FILLERS

22.Situations Wanted-01meg

friendly
team of
want ad
girls are
trained'
especially
to help

AM

Dog !seining

9

Reliable. 54-

eeelly P.

I ,lenview

nnaran &Heater

Weal.

.

.y1140.55E6

:=PNIVESIONE

3700 West Lake Street

rams*. Win iron Nr P.Notietv Pos., at
h Ahem.. e..., %pm Senellie include: Campo,

437.9214
KRUG!. DECORATING

B27 7925. Alter

Seam,. Geed,

you

384-3528

CORATING

Inc

uSESa0E3

Ja penis,

Pe -05e CPO

g'259 311

23 Employment Agencies Men

Free eLtimate:

STONE

POODLE. SCHNAUZER
GROOMING
255-2570

Ge7 PRIIIR

our

Landscaping

Dog Service

ELECTRICAL PLUMBING

1:04,138BT

OFTNE

-4194 or FIM-0.217

I0

s

PULL A

erg Septic Wont

59c a spuore

;q171'

eta esT7`5'0°P1c.

359-4113

SIIIE7RS/VS7ONO".16T6D7I'C=
ESTIMATES'CALL 394 3477

oN

G

SWIMMING POOL SEAS°

Sr., Licensed 255.7U35

Room

OECORAT

toNY

soli

k

ers7c=i 7hrl= u.

Coll 2961.1646 or 027 04009

IC

Pools

PAINTER OR FIX 11. MAN
REASONABLE REFERENCES
INSVREle CALL 562 1975

eHTov

296.1043
'ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

AMY.
Northwest Firestone,

inter.. end ability merits.

D& 1 CONTRACTORS

Dm Corny,

fire

Northwerrt,-,FiresNne,

CALL 259-4999

AN UPHOLSTERING

RO-5 QUA:17411;N SER.

wientol. 43,070

"''CT47'1'2"IWO

MATH AND KARATE

Wallpapering

5.9.4010

urea,. Child Core

toed Co1143292

Top wage.

Please Contact Don Morchini
724-6100
Or Apply in Person At

EXPERIENCED

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

We

2,4716 bit S.

.lot s$r0n

quol

CO

Horne Imposvement

PAINTIN%

CONTRACTORS

lanstond

NUR A PLUMBER, AI 'emcee

and Wall Woe.°
George Mew 3.2 0803

WE OFFER:

.700

3930.

NeEM MOM. ROMMITI

Our

'Fiat Water Heating"

RUBBER CO.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Billie,

CAM

MU 1-4340
FIRESTONE TIRE

DRIVER

ROLAND E. JOHNSON r

OR,

1,PRIS

.137-9144

120I Armilage

m Operaiers
001Pren Operarars
gnu 'Venter Ord AIM

TUTOR

0'

Chicago Display

17 -Business Services

-it, NEM

Painting & Decorating

vrzarm

Sde

Procon

Tickets arc now on sale et
the school music office and by
phone !Mrs. Klocke 537-

AIDS TORRENT

we, nurser office

5

I

Nzwiliiug OpparhpridNes

6045 12,6 15

5.15-0S0/

7L'ENjl'EVOWC'E'E'Pl'ANTNi

096

NEAT CARPENTER WORT.

.=VIDE

PLUMBING HEATING...Eng.

4.437 6B2

nem We have the NEL

wort.

124.7.510

Irs'fe"'ar'
=Tr.'"
SNeel, Elk Gr. Ville., ,Maw 0.

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

"""T,'"en''"

255 382

Plumbing
II

SCHAUMBURG

Building & Remodeling

iirbe'IVVw

ok. Bid

e

Siding. If Mier csind
Coll Mr. Moore.
ed

or Kay

COLOR 70

PLE

TO'R'F'FLEftSTIMATF71.1.'

Cook Ounry

005tofd3

lelevilion perform, Will be
slap bands and the pit ruchestm will play light popular mu -

Hoonng Aids

8

beer

VArgr""`,T=lg.
NIONY.

!CRUSH

ICIE ORTMAN

BIG DISCOUNTS..
d

Vinyl Aliiminum 100101

smT

Office Equipment

V lue. let

construction

o.

5,11 kohl My Somany

Home Main enance

gaoling

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

rlingZ

"S1,31:'"

EXPERT PLASTERING
6
Ill L1NG

9.- Dressmaking -Sewing

Sa0eT

11eNeTmeneVARTrueel

Car;9615613.

Tr

field .pervision will be ob-

Thu ward of Edu

BRICK. MASONRY
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Wheeling High
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pop concert
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Legal
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pollution control ,k ills to each
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General Hauling

looking Tot o <Cm,
of frame homes
year

Linda,
Gladys,
Lettie,

Piano Tuning Services

Floor Refinishing

ALLEN CONCRETE

lam feeling tour husband will redress about age 64. doolsec o
big change for you areawise. for another four years yet, but
definitely feel the more hi Wisconsiti.1 am Nang one child hem to
your daughter otereas.
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Masonry
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Jan,
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CEMENT WORK
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Auto Service
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Mn. A.B.. Mount Prospect

Dear Mn. /Lai

clutirman and chief
exeentive officer of 1'116011.

CALL 297-2266

Dawn,

392-8040

5500.40

N c hupectal

area 1. display our new

TOOL
After 61A.o.

$550-75d
3500.650
1005.000

6 * Farman
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mach Tech.
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MAGIC FY 'IX NY PIE MAGIC

Fertiliser Service

FOUNDATIONS FREE EST

children while her husbund is in the service?

christ,

Sal t
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COME IN OR CAI)

Rallef.PATIOIROCKS
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THE LOWNATAKERS MSS.

our plans or stay where oic arc? Will my daughter hove any

mod!, I,, Malcolm D. gil.!

CL 3,46I

IblUiartre5=7

rrmy.e.

BABY SHOE, BROWER

he retire at that time. or when do you feel he will do so? Also, we
are planning to move to northern Wisconsin permanently somelimeafter my son-in.low is out of the Air Force. Will we carry out

plea pollution probtenta." ac.-

CHAIN LINK FENCE

CNaNCNTINNT.

Baby Shoes

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
Inaaw months my husband will reach his 62d birthday. Will

I'm better engineering
solutions for ineieasinely com,

moAor p,ZSTGAIS

AIV582'75E'

Deur Mr. DeLouise:
We lived out West during the Oral rumor our married life. De
you see us ever moving buck for good? Also we ben one child
Will we hove more? What sex?
Mrs. B., Mount Prospect
ihaw Mrs. Fla
I do see you moving Nut Wart within the next HIT jrean. I am
Reline too more children, both girls.

theeaneed

ST

An Ha

5O 062B

Polio Mocks

w°

ROSZEIraGE

Ano n:inn :n Der

"The primary reason for
crting the new department is

but N. Haddaw

al

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
Do you give lectures or programs for groups? If so, how could
I arrange one or get more information?
EL.. Palatine
ITeirr EL.:
I do many programs fora moiety of Ovate and club groups
here N the northwest suburbs. nor 11)04 Information you may
call my Odense office,!Yr 13950.

sodid industrial moms.

MU

TIBEFINXESM',15

!CARRIER t SON

EXPERT BODY WORK

Dear Mr. DcLouise:
Should 1 brook up a friendship of long wending for the sake of
my son? Do you see me having odor friends in this neighborhood? Will weever add on to our home?
Wondering
Dear Wondering:
I feel you oun't hem to brad up your Mendship. And I feel
there will be other friends for yenta your neighborhood. L am not
feeling an addition to this home

extend the company, activiOm in cimrolling liquid and

Por

RETIRING"

S

19 yrs. earn

McKAY TREE SERVICE
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COMPLETE

ddinIte purl in your roan,

procon Inc. of 1111 Mount
Prospect Rd.. Des Plaines. 0
stehtidiiiry of !Miscued Oil
Produels Co.. hex crested a
waste management group to

COLORS PORTABLE OR
PrERMANENT DOG RUNS.

PATCH'S PANTRY

Auto Body Repair

Sane served Fully.ured.

011.301.

Machine,

GNAW HIM 7ENGES VINYL

Catering

I

Love is everything. u kiss on the check, holding a hand.
Love k for everyone. you. he or she
Love is for everyone. Love is for me

e9. C011662.04

All

Erg
Took
Electronic
Tech

Dees

.1327 7,56
'AP

Fro inruTFIros.ftspls.
baerpreenLi::::=9. feeding
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Dear Mrs. MIL

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
I um 12 years old and interested in ESP. I am wondering if
will ever become a poet. Here is we of my poems:
Love For Everyone
Love is for everyone, the old anti the young

writ

too

rear Mare forma.

bridge. 82441 de

RUSTIC FENCING

SCHOOL
CUSTODIAN

WE CURRENTLY SEEK:

nor old me impudent a

SPRING SPRAYING

EucleULahr .e. new in .1

25903247 or 253-2479

ATTENDENT
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Tree Sendce
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ee Are.

.

Fentir21_

Air Condshemng

I do feel your Mobandlt perms will get In touch with him, not
not immediately. I don't me your husband selling the business
right now, hot he will within the next live years. I am feeling a
mum for you in about a year, and lam feeling Iwo colleges for
your son.

9, DESIGNING

WASH ROOM

comg©MON

091e 'vmslmalesn-

DECORATING

EST GARDEN CORER

IMMING ALTERPIION4

Dear Mr. Dcluuise:
Can you tell me if my husbands new business venom looks
successful and if he'll sell it in the near futon? Will . be moving

-DEPENDABLE

vas. 3,241763

town Mower Repairs

TURN shampoo..

4.
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-14e.yl_Haqor,

lime bre lust a fpw of Ow
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a
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aiming & DerorMing

Lawn Care
Vnes. all imam

CL

CL 3.6100, Exi 227

Ii ECHNnANS

My husband and I bow had.marital diMcultics and are n w
separated. Can you tell me whht you sec in the future for our
marriage, and if it is ending, the futon: for myself and our dough,

'177

21 Help Wonted Olen

COMPUTER CENTRE

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Dan Mr. Deludise:

ACCOUNTANT

SALES MANAGER

359-5020

you...

o rr

ASSISTANT t

"HELLO,ISA1lit

help
CALL

r

1Sµ21

Wsdnesif ty Mat 1 1970

24 Help Wanted Men
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can't

10 ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

6574

BOP VrAIIND

COMPUTER
OPERATOR
$650 FREE

INDEX

Is Today

Lor plant

21 Help Wonted Den

CLASSIFIED

Tomorrow
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newl.

21 Employment 4111111110

21E01110mM Simms Men

TE'StrAWIrPg3
WALLS7NEOOR5

OR

296-6640

Phone

2557200
or

2966640

CONTROLLER TREASURER

$18,000 to $24,000
NorthWeSt Company looking for the otro, mod
realistic mon to take the reigns of the finances of
Ibis growing company. Background in all moos of

BLUE PRINTING

MACHINE OPERATOR

,:7F",j174,EFiniF,"rilieir",a,52.,i'r"

accounting.'
CALL BOB VAN
296-107?

' Business Mens Clearing House
O'Hare
2720 Des Haloes Ave
Dee Plaines, Ill.

'LINDBERG- NEVI -DUTY

2450W. HUBBARD
(Across the street from the Milwaukee -ad. Depot.)

6664443
aataiiioai.n.iotaajaiet

GALS',
JUNE GRADUATES

Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067

l'e7c78:=-Vern"Co'S
ha

I

le

CCle

Telephone (312) 529-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

IN

6170

798 0770
La Salle Personnel
Lee SI
E

Het Plaint.
be Apo,

$I, 6 1970

trinksd 1}

D155 22
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26 Help 1331ted

IS 1(11 Woe,
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26 Help 1111011 Women

211111$ Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

5 051-1,A713 RILIPTI RH

21 Employment Agencies Women

25 Employment Agree, lumen

26111 Wanted Women

27 Help Wanted Men & Women
PART TIME FULL LIME

LUMS

7030tARD 06'0E0: C001'IVBT

ac00070'E'fr'In'irar:'0rna

Career Oppon un

PROOF POSITION

RECEPTION

COMMUNICATE

OPEN

FOR BABY

WELL?

!FE ei:egrast7i4

Amp

Ken Larson& Associates

typing and Ilka Rehire ....no

255-7900
The Bonk & Trust Co

.n'O'c7ern.d't
keeping appointments weigh!.

Of Arlington heights

6020 Derneller

"le'117002340'
'7'flo'37e76.70476=y717s

ht,adpuarlers.

(GIRL FRIENDS O.K.

HOLY FAMILY

Tara Applicants should have necessary training
and possess at least 6 months experience. Ex.
ceder.. benefits, 35 hour week ond good Pons.

a COPY TYPISTS
e BILLER TYPISTS

ASS'T TO PRESIDENT

Lunch Room Hintess

Needs TOP EC. 36SO

;Torsrsterter. Youll mum

Fin'tsF::#1'75r

d

len rob wth no Lee. lee Rah

complete company
benefit pros roc,
For
more information
coetoct Ed Surek
A

-7,17:,fCAVRER PERSONN,
117 5 Emenern

Md.°

291-2770

Chicago,

Northbrook, Ill.

Executive

Plaines

JEREMY'S

A

a
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r

el

Mr Gold

me. and Female

jract gDnsOs

Willioms Liquors

or

FULL & PART TIME

SEER'S. , TYPISTS,

/6"Siso.'42'4=irrre evate.'"

0 DISHWASHERS

ANY STENO?

Oliore Feld.
GOOD HOURS
EXCEPTIONAL BENEFITS,

FOREIGN
AIRLINES
RECEPTION
RESERVATION

;10%1E WILIG

455. ELMHURST RD.

mail dimiboslan. Good

ASSIST
2,;"X,,

14

start.
ge

plus

Newel
I

Tree

F

1850 W. Tau by

9 S. Minion

394.0880

6028 Dumpier

mrdets

AO

a6M1-0700

'Ve"7"'""r

ATTORNEYS

CHICAGO ALMOND
Olen

PRODUCTS
296-11 02

just
is feamic r..

7ner171t

CLERK
LADY PARKER PERSONNEL
Mr

eleaurey Lae mid

WASH ROOM

EKG TRAINEE

-R=mggzr,r"
CALL BUD NAGLE

255-1100

PePelar

P. groups.

An

Mice managers

SECRETARY

bookkeepers

6301 Lincoln Avo

SEEN A MOVIE STAR
LATELY?

Morton Grove, III.

267-6900

265.4700,

as Equal OpportuniGErnp1over

dubs.
437 6621
w;11

maged bye..

MISCO-SHAWNEE
INC.

'ongsn;ree'sr:'

TLIT GROVE VILLAGE

secretaries, inc

WAITRESSES

5722 W. DEMPSTER

(Mree blocks west of

INVESTOR'S

WANTED

Edens)

SECRETARY
LITE STENO

Day or Evening Hours

main fluor
phone 96&1920

FULL TIME

STRIKE IT RICK

nr,o,roninvco.vn,

WITH A TEMPORARY JOB

Countryside Restaurant

3,2.9344

OFFICE GIRO.

FILE & MAIL

Work in busy rmiou rant

26 Help Wanted Women

wM be his eecretasy. Posi0en
includes much public orb

HOUSEWIVES
AR'ANOV

WO Pain
Geed sypIng

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

Inkling/on Neigh,

Et MT,

394 OBEID

Four hours per
Meals fernIthed.

cf0

D'ero°'

Miss Polon

CLERKS

EARN AS YOU LEARN!
WE WILL TRAIN YOU

P t pc

10 Paid Hohdoys
Opportunity For Advancement Modern Offices
MM. Medlcall, Life I nsurance Company Cafeteria
2 Weeks Paid Vacations After

Excellent Starting Salaries

Our positions offer a variety of duties In a con-

297-2400

394 5660

Apply in Person to:
112 Oak Brook Cenler
Mall

COOK & KITCHEN

BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL $530

LOCAL OR LOOP

PRODUCTS INC.
777 Wheeling Rd.

Professional Building
Oak Brook

HELP

Wheeling, W.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

nd

01

o

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

LUTHERAN HOME
& SERVICE
FOR THE AGED

-

25 -Employment Agencies- Women

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

25 Employment Agencies- Rome

to

JeFlOrl

Take your pick 01 007 jobs

White Collar Girls
RANDHURST CENTER

.

Bookkeeper
Acc'tg. Clerk
Drs. Reception
Switched. Oper.
Correspondent

Key Punch Opera.
Bkpg. Mac/lines

Mail/File Clerk
Biller Typist
Order Clerk

SALES

ARC 10 rtr,I=, blk.

is swelsIng several gals for liggi dace soola.

°" "t ,

-7.6

e

THE WORKSHOP
827-5563

Ramona Newton

01 00T7,. h7,1,91,

7(0,

0 steering, volliter,oly101,

0 rret 4060r0ovr.'"n=

I/ loth

1.1

L1000

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
F. L45

01,41r0ed 0000a '1'25 394.1115

BUSTERS

LARGE OR SMALL.

We
have

""'"'

0olndign13:117

5307905
camming narklo for

'68 FORD GALAXIE
CONVERTIBLE

the

all!
ARLINGTON
TOYOTA

Deerlaines. 10 ti14.
SEILING OUT FURNITURE in

PORSCHE

JOHN MUNCH

d

C

T

at O'HARE

5

537.1930

2.

a STOCK CLERKS

MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDSMOBILE

GLENBROOK

ROTO
MERCURY

BENDER REIGER

DICK WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

GENE CZARNIK

WIGGLESWORTH

FORD

IMPORTS

BARRINGTON

MORTON
PONTIAC

BILL COOK
BUICK

LADENDORF
OLDSMOBILE

BONUS
MOTORS

ROSELLE

HEJH AL
OLDS

Calm TV ConsolAgood

LVE0c7do'n"1co02u50;2'"'`

Apply in Person to Store Manager
or Call for Appointment

253.9416

CARPETING

..13.;33et";;Jkr$,Iin$-II

OFF

TOPPS
Interstate Dept. Stores

00 pare,

016. SUR oa.

RAY
OLDSMOBILE

(conineton)

JIM AIKEY
FORD

$1695
'68 FORD
GALAXIE 500

FORD.

PONTIAC

IMPORTS

nay,$11-,ana"-,.a11-3

NORWOOD

FORD

40% - 60%

831-4430

SCUDDER
BUICK

AUDI

BUICK

'66 CHEVY
MALIBU COUPE

Cl. 5.710

824-2175

1603 OLD DEERFIELD ROAD
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL,

1Torb=,r

Moe
Asse

HOSKINS
CHEVROLET

DODGE

a .n.r,Z2113,1n,St,'

,,r2rnrno,..
=CI1-rnttt=tAd.W.

'69 ELECTRA 225

walls

Shift
Openings

.hsel

$3695
'67 ELECTRA 225
Red cone... v aut...

Gov't. Si Factory Surplus

oke

Edna chose an action job
as. Illinois Bell operator. Her lines keep
boase with business and personal calls
from across the nation.

255-1900

MUST HAVE SOLDERING EXPERIENCE

If you like people and want a km lob
thist pays well, stop in and see us about
becoming a telephone operator. It's where
Ili. action Is, and where you should be.
We are an equal opportunity employe,

@Minds gen

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Free Oils Insurance

Free Pension Plan

OR MALE

281501d ..1.15 Rd Elk Or

To Part your upplicatien by phone

call free 6569922

CARPET CLOSEOUT

$1295

'68 OPEL

TZ4"?.,,,Y6 MAZ.r

$1250

pope,

ltigo

teer

'67 GRAND PRIX

$1595

795

'65 CHEVY BEL AIRE

895

'67 ELECTRA 225

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

TO WAGONS TO
CHOOSE FROM
EXAMPLE
'67 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN

whim, Factory as Condthomni

$1845

'66 SKYLARK

10 Paid Holidays
74 -To Rent AparMents,

Credit Union

231

ovy or Wism

724-6006

.1 Paid Vacation 09000 0(0 months

Now Interviewing Doily
7:45 AM 4:15 PM 6 Saturday 9 AAR Noon

Sp

1p

100 y

All Models &
All Equipment

1373111 10=r02'111 T000".

Typewriler 1917, Co-

An Equal Opponunily Employer OW

NEW BUICKS

d

34.A0s and Antiques

CALL CL5-1900

4",%dorr.t,'',7gTgr.

297 Me

Ready To Got

PROSPKT

Randwoad Apartments
NE Ronan's, Elegant I

CBRUNING

FULLY CARPETED

SWIMMING POOL

Models Goan Daily 10.6
500 Dogwood Lone, M. Prose.
blkw. orvikeeling Rd.

.

Mt. Prospect

211 Seoll./1 Hyde In,,,,

'67 DODGE 440

$1395

Many More of These $1495
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From.

dr 2

'37Boats and Marine Supplies

1800 West Central Road

$595

'66 OLDS 98

$1895

By Installer

&MIRIAM WHEELING

Ben Franklin Store.

63 OLDS STARFIRE

DOANE SURPLUS SUPPLY CO.

3906313

Whatta gal, She knew a good deal when she
saw one, a. that's why Edna picked a job

$795

66 GTO

co et. EXECUTIVE DRIVE0

55 Musical Instruments

First

OPERATOR

Vi

31!,,r47,1a$'1.141.

NEW SURPLUS
TOOL STORE.

For further Information came in &col
floralby Sisson at 2902261, .0 .200.

wel160ektonsts.
Des Noines
mistquoloRpo,ni, employer

0r00703OLir'

359 2029

A

mating bush,. - Chad Thom Spolel

DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORD.

08.000 00

ng:;e:2r;

w000
d

1'0'0=71507

REV PUNCH

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

MerchOnCelleedIst?nrl!""""'"" greenle.nrZwirhin.

Personalized Employment Service
570 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

disi ma, cmigi do.pcy, bum.,

Yo'd1'd 'at

a CASHIERS

392-5230
000000000000000000008LO.OL,0000000000

CALLING ALL GIRLS!!!

1{ yau eta imereelnd In diversified week In ales.

ALL JOBS FREE TO YOU

Walt Newton

Phone: 253-6300

"'Lt676P

OF THE WEEK

8069 GALAXIE
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

REC. ROOM

'''"'720?L'aVFM'

;94 10'92d

IN THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS!

AM. PROSPECT

45 dap

BEFORE the rush of new college gracheitee -

5'd0r rg"c0rO

21 Help WantedMen & Women

retrrcl.trrte
arl map, work =ex

686.7740

-

'040U0'0'S'ETV0',00 Nr0T001hBet0d

nun

hl

AVOID COMPETITION

POOL

0'00mnr0d°137if

=Ir... emelt.e..rem., plowenr earmark!, te
DeSonne,5 pm.

Clerk Typist
Customer Service
Receptionist

j0

47 -Home Fronishingsf unitise

CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

Dictaphone Secy

6'de 64 ''06

o

Fringe benefits available

Secretaries

AIR CONDITIONING

48 -Snorting Cods
K

8

11151402118

(Between Ridge Rd. and Route 41)

day.

JEREMY'S

PHONE MRS. JOHNSON

r

TOP RATES

0 OSPECIA0.0(9

Delux7 NItgate Apts.

196B

,7,u,isC,IiI5rA011

RCA 21

EKCO

11111.1511.1.11FRACTICk

doing light office work.

CLERK
nieFessing paselon wed err
leme a goad
PlooduniN
deal about stack maker acTer
es.Fme.

PART TIME OR FULL TIME

All Office Skills

NOM

Le

FOR

SECRETARIES

To Apply:
Contact Mrs. Cappo
537-1100
Or visit us between
8:30 um & 5 pre any weekday

FROM

old

pEs PLAINES- BEAUTIFUL - Sp

Irostles'5700'5'41'.10021

We have immediate
openings in our

MEN - WOMEN

8, Lounge

ALL POSITIONS FREE!

future 10, 900.

genial atmosphere with f riendly people. We hove
several kecent hith school graduates now working
in our of flees. Why natio, them?

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

394-5660

BANK
394-1800

j

$600 MO.

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

NORTHWEST
TRUST 8, SAVINGS

THIS WEEK
ONLY

.

ELEVATOR BUILDING

510[P'35B10094rn*

10 Months Service

0014100008000000010000-0 OOOOOOOOOOOO POPO

BOOKKEEPING
BALANCING CLERK

o.

'007M '010frOqoA"k

HIGHLAND PARR STORE

TYPISTS
At Ekco you'll find:

employer

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Roll course.

men,

Arlington FM.,II.
equal opportunity

t 517

00

Schnovie

,

299 031

We hove irnmediote openings fon

Ekco Products, Inc. has

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.

I

rir7d11 SL'IrOV'E'c0ikerw/Tria's:

Cornpon, Inc.
444 E. Rood Rd.

MT. PROSPECT

2 6100 BTU wisdcw oft ark

27He1p Wanted Men & Women

Start your new career right!

A Div. of Jewel

receplioniels
secretaries

soll995

TO
p
/
"'irll7rt61 101 5

abrad

Call 43,4100

e'OarAID'7"..000oEn77.0790''

& JUNE GRADUATES

Mary Derderlan. Ea. 067E

103AutoTraners &Compels
I

WVS0C0'0410r797=""

sI,tIna7j!sm,I$14..

LAID OFF?

WORKING GIRLS

oder Hausenal epparanc7=1
work ea° a.m. ea 3100 pm. Mon
friday,okesecall,

secretaries, inc.

clerks
typIsle

W0I1 Ingle Ine1002710on'Y

JOIN US Ts PAY

central telephone company of illinois

0Z n'anY66100

Ap d

13c0

PURCHASE
OF A

'0090153, 39,3064

104-Recreational Velicles

25,7000

CENTEL
SYSTEM
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EVERY

01010,2011

101(0

5L0'0,'oric001rce13'5,10001elran't"
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TIRED OF BEING

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

Z'e7::TerrpTe XerinZt=r7c011

ATTENDENT

NO NITESI NO SABI NO EXPr

827-9919

ORDER CONTROL

the FOURTH

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

Service is ow role
not an exception.

RUE

FtEnCF0'0UG'04TNAI
259.2077

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
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arrived!

In Arlington Heights
304.0880
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SERVICE ASSISTANTS

WE'RE GIVING
AWAY A
RADIO WITH

RECREATION ROOM
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HORSEHEAD IRON POST
DOlool

BONT/g0rDr0'""'2'01'.6,27
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We have OPENINGS FOR CAREER MINDED WOMEN

BILLER -TYPIST

Miss Paige

OF YOUNG

a

°O0M".`k7

Ek Grove Village

ti

In Nieman Neigh,

q

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER

992-3820

a SECRETARY a

JEREfill'S

SERVICE PLASTICS

439.5500

FOR A GROUP

yG

Comcce Brace Dodds

RECEPTION

0,

thru Friday. Dinner only 4:30 PM to 10 PM. We
guarantee your lips. Excellent salary and cont.
puny benefits. Meals and uniforms Furnished ne
llonal choirs Apply in person between 9 AM and

II AMor Mend 5 PM.

$135 WEEK -FREE

to
plied

Pk

First Arlington
National Bank

CODS DAN DON0HuE

Days 10 AM to 5 PIP or 10:30 AM lo 3 PM. mood,.

WE PAY TOP 53,

Timberlake Village
0

0.60'00LOMFe'r'C'allY0VV'd

AMES.

ro''',!7AvV

MOUNT PROSPECT

Tr'04700eLko '0n7""bl'

LENT BENEFIT PACKAGES FOR

VETERINARIAN

02,_s.E=r,"".:7;17.1.,'
no 10 55110

C/AREER?

VI ADTRESSES

5" 7"

593-6969

YOUR SKILLS AND PERSON-

IIII.Automobiles 111,116

39,4-4379

.61

110L'U'X'Polt.'5/.L''"

FOR FURTKR.INFORMATION

27,7-Irri,===

297-2400

CLERK
TYPIST

SWITCHBOARD

;old 035: 39'261d5iYoar

gOtreMmlird,a'idE00:01'."'

MR. STEAK
RESTAURANT

BUSTER

Id 3

y

rvet.rvit conWelne.

;54dia"7"''

frIty

pr:'L

ALL AND MORE 7,1.117,E

AH by

102.frocks,Trallers

o COOKS

TO OFFER

r3r0i'37g4"4"''

60

O BUS BOYS

RicER., GIRLS FRIDAY
BKPRS., CLERKS....

INFLATION

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NOT A COMPLEX
TYPE BUILDING.

FoRPro7ni,;10 Elect Roane,.

MUSH OFFICES AND EXCEM

3 WEEKS FREE
TRIP EVERY YEAR!

"r

98-Mohile Homes

Fz10:Brae,'0..:Forik,ty=i

HOWARD SPROAT 000.

t'croLlfr'01.141s.

0 HOSTESSES
O WAITRESSES

OUTSTANDING SALARIES,

RECEPTION

Hoydn. 1077roke'Vr-odfa

869ealEstatellouses

I- 0013 GARAGE SALE

507 N

A NAME AND A SERVICE
ROLLED INTO ONE .

27,5300

Imnnediame,ly,A=ble Con

tgrersts3t'oaerViM"`'
NE G

100. FREE PAPLOWDENTSER
VIM.° PRIVATE INDUSTRY.

Secretary

Ittr-Ift-N`U".

;09'-'7'525"'

*Dogs, Pets & Equipment

31 -Rummage & GarageSale

HELP WANTED

& ASSOC., INC.

JO

PALATINE/ROLLING 0000001

FOR ORIENTAL RTIGS.

PART TIME

ROBERT D. HUGHES

Y

02 -Wanted to Rent

d

CASH

FL 9-3200

HOSPITAL

DIVISION OF

58E1..7100

III.

255-1107

Coll ]92.11'e2?)

.11116 RATIOR.:

11-1ese4 Properties For Sale

L160

AM or 2 PM and 5 PM.

PLAYSKOOL, INC.

1657 Shermer Rd

RJ,t

benefils. Apply in person belvieen 9 AM and II

--nrut'5,err-

CULLIGAN, INC.

La Salle Personnel

4 PM to 10 PM for busy coffee shop. Meals and
uniform furnished. Excellent salary and company

272-1000

CALL 5396474

FREE TO YOUICall

portation.

paid

Mr

area.

We hove an immediate need for an Individual
copoble of oPorating 029.059 Alpho-Ne.eric
keypunch machine to record or vedfy 0001101$ of
stotiulcol data front rvgulor sources on tabu Meng

RECEIVABLE
Co CLERK TYPISTS

297-2400

NOSVESS

OPERATOR
cue

e

=spry

PHONE MRS. JOHNSON

KEYPUNCH
10

kalikvY of positions
a ACCOUNTS

To Work For Yea

Portable dish...rusher, etet. RCA

Arl 1p
6
tion.392 9814

SridlTrOnVale7SM'Ir:0'

ANYONE MA0BUY

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

"''39:273'6°0"r5100:7;'
22{Iscellane0us Merchandise

;007000'. L'00'EfleSCeR1MNATION:

CALL 439-8020

I

now 252144 olds for

care

9,soed-se
WANT TO BUY

Clarms ad

aV

With Me mese June

RECEPTIONISTS

;i°41Jeja's Tiirt".'62C7kr"E.

10(V11 PrA°006ENTAII Tc,foof

Elk Gr.° Villoge
I block nor, 0 Higgins
now loll Woy imerckongn

po L.000.,195.2590315

HOPWOOD,.
VOID

"1"0/737

10'5 01'.'rr17'14:1707f;

41 110,206 To Toy
v`t's

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT

GIRLS

FRONT DESK

Put Day Want Ads

Des

GENERAL HELP

'4:F7010.FTOS0r:

RN's & LPN's

940 Lee St.

WORTH

COLLEGE GRADS

v

83 5147

Tap

Office Space Ayailoble.
Occesra'Oesi$5000.3926;701

Otchid Cleaners

TTePeen
966 0700

Duelan

A

05 -Real Estate limees

sii;e'151'nis's7s:5

701'01100=0.V5"041''

Acct's. Payable Clerk

In Arington Neigh,
5,

O'in '0 '010 Morin 0ur'rec7V0rde0e0
Plomes 29B 5870

Nish School Girl

aline,

phones.

a

,,F11!,11170N1$,,

THINK

Cell MRS CORNELL

26 Help Wanted Women

He 011 train you coeede0IT T

Ca1119941,1

Flush allcer, CP

1110 Rent Office Space

7.561.L0'5nA7kVAI

DOCTOR - 0550 MO

Pax, 21

Wodnesd ty 60,05 1970

74 To Rent Apartment,

37-EloatundManne 10111112

21.0,11 Wanterl-Men & Women

Sole Correspobden1.5600

inPOTtoet

31 Rummage & Garage Sale

.125W.'GRAND AT YORK
BENSENVILLE -- ELMHURST

595-P250
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112 Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'66 Ford custom 500, W/W V8,
A/T, radio $800 or best offer
529 9821

pm

1966 FORD MUSTANG, 6 cyl
speed transmission 5995
392 0056

1964 Ford custom 4 dr sedan
V-8, stick, good condition 5350
259 8741

3

541 2882

'61 FORD WAGON, 6 cylinder,
power brakes, stick. $100 or best
offer. 824-3574,

'69 Super Bee 383 w/Ram
asp, 391 Posi, stereo tape unit

Rear damage $150 Call

'67 Mustang 2 dr. vinyl hdtp. dk.

top. 1511 Camp McD. Rd. P. Hts.

air-cond., 2 snow
$1700 or offer 394.2539
blue,

luxe, clean, nine pass., like new
tires, tuned, Asking $975.00 call

WAGON,

259 0893 after 6 P M

P.M. 439-1282.

11

253.5430

tires

Super clean '6/ Ford convertible,
full power, factory air, stereo
tape 827 7571

392 6689

lots of extras Please call
299 6455
'66 Plymouth Valiant, 6 cylinder,
2
door, stick 128H 824 4371,
after 4 pm

dio. Runs good. $200. Call after 5

Bird convert., good tires,
T
brakes, battery, needs paint
'63

1962 Ford Falcon 2 door, Good

CHRYSLER

'68 FIREBIRD "400"

1965

'63 Chevrolet. 4 door. 6 cyl. Ra-

'65 Olds Vista Cruiser Wagon de-

1966

'62 Ford Cony A/T, 390 New
trans plus battery Needs muffler $225 296 7548

(fact. inst) $2400 824 6623

1964 Buick Electra convertible.
5495 or best offer.
Coll 437.0981

aft. 6.

condition. $150. Call 4,".6124
after 6 P.M.

1965 Electra convert factory air,
full power, original owner

Chev '64 Impala 2 dr H T V8
P/S, clean, one owner
$495

1969 Pontiac GTO 4 soeed low
mileage Call after 5

1960 DODGE 1960 FALCON
$150 each excellent trans
portation 358 6892

'66 Olds Cutlass 2 dr., A/T, P/5,
P/B, P/W, air, sharp. 392.2876

1963 T Bird, P/S, P/B. A/T, runs
excellent, 5375 593 7384 after 6

112 Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 Automobiles For Sale

1966 Ford Galozie 500 Gold
w/block vinyl top P/S, P/B, A/T,
A/C $1002 439 4226

Mercury V8

Auto

GOOD RUNNER

1959 Rambler Power brakes

Auto $125 296 6912

1968 Chevrolet, "307', 9 pass

537-3854

CALL. 392-4251

1965 VW, excellent condition,

'65 VW Sedan, low mileage, excellent condition. Call

low miles $845 or offer. Call Dennis 729-1800

Ford .Air

Cody. Bucket seats, console. P/S,
P/B, W/W. 394-0548 aft. 5 P.M.

Wagon. 6 pass. P/S, stick, 8 cyl.

cond.

1967

Delliveryll

298-4157
1961

'67 Camaro SS 350. Hurst, mags,
poly glass, posi., $1450. Drofted.
392-9101 or 253-4556

T -Bird,

full power, excel.

Station Wagons

running' cond., good body cond.
5425. Call 437-7495.

* Mavericks

64 Merc. Comet 6 cyl, stick, low
mile. Very gd. cond. $550. 8942318 aft 6, all day wknds.

Ranch

Priv. party. $1300. CL 5-2499

Galaxies

6

pass., A/T, P15, P/B, very clean.

Mustangs
Falcons

'64 Chevy Impala convert. V.8,
A/T, P/S, good cond. orig. owner.
$650 or bst offer. 824.3013

oil

Owners Of Dodge,
Chrysler and Plymouth Cars:

$0,tk

CARS

--,

UNDER $1,000

F

'65 CHEVROLET
2 dr., oguo, Indio L we,
1,595
Mast cm

'64 BUICK

ROSELLE

Sbylork, powder blue, blue

lekt. int., auto. full power.

'645
Caret 4 dr. Sedan, 6 auto,

'62 FORD

BEST BUY

'395

'65

Cnty. Squire,9 pass. wagon,

'585

BONUS MOTORS
600 E. NW Hwy., Des Plaines

296-6127

* FREE LOANERS

.after

ROW

'1845

Many in the 395.00 to
895 00 Price range.

DGE

'67 Mustangs 2+2 coupes

'67 Ford Galaxie "500"

2 to choose from, one standard trans,

4 Door hardtop, V-8, auto trans, full

one auto. trans V-8, etc very desir-

power Deep blue finish, Sharp!

able

$1495

$1595
NW,

* 10 Factory Trained Mechanics *
* Express Service on Small Jobs *
* Service & Parts Dept. Open Sat. til Noon *

si.8 auto, Folipower beauty.

Tires, wheel covers accent group and morel

Select from over 60 used cars

* New Facilities *

PLYMOUTH

'335

ROW

Offers You:

'6. 3 MERCURY
white -beige int. Very clean.

veva
Our pre -owned beauty has a radio WW

Etc. Etc.

60300

QUALITY SECOND

7

LTD's

.51190. 537-5784

WE SPECIALIZE IN

CLOSED
MOTHERS
DAY!

mme o

'65 Plymouth Sport Fury
Convertible Best Offer

P/S

'65 Chevy Impala Super Sport

The New Ford Dealer in Barrington

station wagon, P/8, P/S, A/T,
CALL 392 8065

SPECIAL

'68 Ford Custom "500" 4 Door,
V-8,standard trans , see it and
buy it

I

.

..

:

$1295

FREE LOANERS *
by appointment

'68 Plymouth

WE WELCOME WARRANTY WORK ON ALL CHRYSLER CORP. CARS

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

OLD

RECHARGE

FASHIONED

& LEAK TEST

GREASE

Air Condition

i

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

8 front suspension

$

3

a

with this coupon - no time limit

low miles, Balance of new car war-

$1295

'66 GTO
2 Door hardtop, 4 speed, power steering, Like New!

$10.50

00

these beauties to choose from.

$2195

system

only

Complete lube of entire car

'66 Pontiac convertible
with everything on, we have two of

ranty

s

-4

9 pass station wagon, custom suburban series, equipped with V-8, power
steering, power brakes, deluxe rack,

$1695

II

+ Freon

Good NI June 1st, 1970

BARRINGTON

a

IMPORT MOTORS

III

ROSELLE

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

Ii

,381-0899

208 W. Golf Rd. Schaumburg, Ill.
PHONE 529-9871

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

(Ask for Dave or Tom) "

ADD
.:rxs. -

TTYITY.77.472.Y7-.

orr. er-vire

NEW 1970
CUTLASS HOLIDAY

Full power, air conditioning, like new.

interior.

$2050

$1750
1967 MERCURY

1968 JAVELIN SST

1969 OLDS 98

,

power steering, red, With black top and

brakes, V.8, vinyl roof.

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING

COUPE

2 door hardtop, V-8, automatic transmission,

2 door hardtop, power steering,' power

$4090

Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

1967 CHEVELLE MALIBU

1968 CUTLASS

1969 TORONADO

NEW 1970
"88" HOLIDAY COUPE

ra

Luxury sedan, full power, air conditioning, split bench seat.

$3950

6 cylinder, bucket seats, automatic trans-

mission.
$1750

Convertible, V-8, power steering, power
brakes.

$1050

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING
Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

1967 OLDS "88"

1969 CUTLASS

/J 4 door hardtop, power steering, power
brakes, factory air conditioning.

IS itit,\

2 door hardtop, 6 cylinder, automatic trans-

steering, power brakes, factory air condi-

mission, like new.

tioning, vinyl roof, factory warranty.

$2590
1968 BUICK SPECIAL
V-8, automatic transmission,
power steering, maroon with black inte-

1967 OLDSMOBILE

Convertible, 6 cylinder, automatic trans-

$2250

mission, maroon, vinyl interior. The perfect

$1990
1969 OLDS DELTA "88"
V-8, automatic trcinsmission, power steering,

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING

power brakes, air conditioning, power win-

Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

$2190

dows.

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING

trans-

up_ runr

$1350
1965 MERCURY

1967 OLDSMOBILE

Colonial Park station wagon, V.8, automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes,
air conditioning.

$1780

$1150

1967 CADILLAC

1965 CHEVROLET

Sedan DeVille, full power, factory air conditioning, vinyl roof.

Impala, 4 door, V.8, automatic transmission, power steering, air conditioning.

$3290

$980

$1320

Aeogy

2nd car.

Cutlass Supreme, V-8, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
vinyl roof.

1967 PONTIAC TEMPEST
Coupe, 6 cylinder, automatic
mission, buckets.

Full Factory Equipment Including Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

1966 TEMPEST

"98" luxury, full power, air conditioning.

rior.

NEW 1970
"98" HOLIDAY COUPE

$1550

$1950

Coupe,

NEW 1970
TORONADO

1967 MUSTANG

Coupe, V-8, automatic transmission, power

rmr eC r S

eci

I

4 speeds, many equipment packages to choose from.

1969

1969

CUTLASS "5"

1968 GTO

PONTIAC JUDGE

Coupe, automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, wide ovals.

Coupe, V.8, 4 speed, buckets.

Ram air, mags, like new.

1969 CAMARO
Coupe, Z-28, 4 speed, campletely set up, 11 second ma
chine.

x:

1969 GTO
'

Coupe, yellow with black in tenor, 4 speed, power steering, power brakes.

'

-

1968 OLDS
442 COUPE'

1968 CHEVELLE
SS 396

Automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
like new.

speed, buckets, power
steering, power brakes, vinyl
roof.
4

1968 PLYMOUTH

1968

1968 CORVETTE

SPORT SATELITE

GTO COUPE

Coupe, 4 speed, AM -FM, mint
condition.

V8, 4 speed, power steering,
a real sleeper.

4 speed transmission, power
steering, buckets, ready to
go.

1516 W. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights 392-1100
9 to 5:30 Saturday

Automatic transmission, power

steering, power brakes,

vinyl roof.

1965 MUSTANG
Hardtop, V-8, 4 speed, trans-,

mission. Must see to pp
aro..
date.

.

-1.s..".,ie,

Open .9 to 9 Daily

1966 OLDS
442 COUPE

Closed Sunday

e ipro5i) et. xo a

&4

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, warmer,
low upper 40s. Tomorrow:

Partly sunny, high in the

Telephone

2554400

70s.
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a
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Appeal to Con -Con

Urge county government change
HANSEN AND Fulle
made five major proposals:
(1) Enlarge the Cook County Board of Commissioners

By Richard Crabb
from Springfield
Con -Con is expected to ap-

«Trove much of a

proposal

.tor sweeping reorganization of
Cook ,'4County government,
-,"PfesenteclWednesday by Cook

Commissioners Carl
R. Hansen of Mount Prospect
and Floyd Fulle of Des
Plaines, according to delegate
John Woods (3rd District).
,The commissioners recommended the most drastic
reorganiFation of county govcitsterety

ernment since 1870.

Speaking for the five subur-

ban Cook County commissioners, Fulle and Hansen rec-

ommended that Cook County
be assigned major govern-.
mental areas for both Chicago
and the suburbs, including air
and water pollution, flooding,
mass transit systems, water
procurement and the disposal
(not collection) of abandoned
cars and garbage.
Fulle is a member of the
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission.

and giving it complete legisla-

tive powers for county matters. The number of commissioners would increase from
the present 15 to Al.
(2) Establish of president of
the board as a top-level execu-

tive with vast responsibilities
for appointments and the operation of the Cook County gov-

ernment. The new president
would be elected at large in
Chicago and the suburbs.

(3) Vest the work of the
county government in a series
of new,departments managed
by directors reporting directly
to the president.

(4) Abolish four time-hon-

THE CHANGES would be
made beginning in 1976.

governments and home rule

The county commissioners

dication that basic agreement
has already been reached with
Chicago and downstate dele-

made the proposals before the
Con -Con Committee on Local
Government of which John G.
Woods of Arlington Heights is

a member. Fulle and Hansen
spoke for an hour before the
group, beginning at 11 a.m.
The Con -Con committee gave
the commissioners close attention, asked numerous ques-

Woods,

that the 1970 census would re -

Chicago and eight from the

several of the Hansen-Fulle

suburbs.

proposals, told The Day that a
large part of the commission-

Regarding the proposal to
abolish four elective offices,
Comr. Hansen said, "The

Wednesday

sult in 13 commissioners from

ored elective Cook County of- ers' recommendations would
fices would be abolished. Of- probably be written into the
clerk of the Circuit Court
fices being dropped include Local Government Article for
would under our proposal be
the Cook County yerk, circuit the new constitution. There is
appointed by the chief justice
clerk, county recorder- and no local government article in
of the Circuit Court of Cook
county coroner.
the present constitution.
County. That officer is at
(5) Elective offices which
present Judge Boyle.
would be filled in the odd years
T H E APPRAISAL by
"The coroner's office,Would
would be state's attorney, Woods, who is probably 11be abolished completely and
Sheriff, treasurer, assessor and linois' leading authority in co-zx replaced by an appointed medisuperintendent of schools.
operative efforts between local
(Continued on page 2)

r-*

"

District 26 members will
attend hearing on Kenroy
By Maureen McNassar

from such a development, but

the Superintendent said that

Members of the River Trails the
district would need apDistrict 26 School Board, last
proximately $500,000 for a
night, agreed to attend the
new school.
May 15th hearing of the
explained that the buildMount Prospect Plan Com- ersHehad
offered to contribute
mission on an annexation
toward construction of a
request from Kenroy Builders school
but that no builder
Inc.
could afford that cost.
Kenroy Builders have re-

.

If the property value from

the development were includ-

ed in the school districts asvaluation during the
first year, possibly they would
sessed

have the bonding power to
fund a school, Harwood explained. But it is not likely the

board could get the voters
backing on the issue, he said.

HE SAID THAT with that
kind of financial situation the
district would have to use trailer units for school facilities to

e:
Presenting Cook County reorganization proposal yesterday to area of the county. Listening to proposal are (left to right), John
Con -Con Committee on Local Government in Springfield are Parkhurst, committee chairman; John Nimrod, Republican comCook County Commissioners Carl R. Hansen (left) of Mount mifteeman of Niles Twp. and John Woods, Con -Con delegate
Prospect and Floyd Fulle of Des Plaines. Map was used to illus- from the 3d District.
Irate that the City of Chicago makes up only 25 per cent of the

Addresses Hl. Senate unit

PTA official oppose's state
aid for private schools

After the May 15th hearing
the Kenroy request is scheduled to go before the Mount
Prospect Village Board for a
final decision.

of land north of Euclid Av.

By Rich Crabb
'From Springfield

children of Catholic parents in

IsMrs. Joseph Meyer of Roll-

Catholic schools," she said.
"One school that a few years

and east of Wheeling Rd. in
Prospect Heights, that is curRange.

ing

School Board members said
that they are opposed to the an-

who says she is speaking as a

s st!sel

,t

11M-

-

for private schools by the General Assembly.

s

"I, as well as my husband,
have been a Roman Catholic
all of my life," she said. "It has
been years since I've had to de-

opment.

He said that included in the

development would be three
10 -story apartment buildings,
with 160 units each, eight,
4 -flat townhouse units, 150
cluster type homes and 2 office
buildings.
Harwood told the Board

that although the School District now owns property in that
area, if the development was

built in the near future they
would not have funds to build
a school.

NO ESTIMATE was given
on the number of students that
could be expected to come

Sandra Niemiec, 20, of Wauconda smiles with delight at the billboard which her fiance, a Des
Plaines soldier in Vietnam, arranged to have posted Monday. The sign on Rand Rd. near Dundee Rd.
near Palatine will remain up for about one week.

Vietnam soldier expresses
his love in a big way
Army

Howard
Grossman, 21, of Des Plaines,
Spec.

4

who is stationed in Vietnam,

nance clerk with the 101st Airborne Division at Phu Bai.

AFTER CONTACTING

School

tell his fiancee "in a big way"

newspaper in Chicago, Miss

furnace
vandalized
Vandals climbed onto the

that he loved her, and so he ar-

ranged ,to have his personal

Niemiec said, she was directed
to the billboard company. The

message of love Monday printed on a 270 -square -foot bill-

idea was formulated and the

er from the furnace and bent
some pipes, causing $40 damage.

The custodian of the school

told police he discovered the
damage to the furnace when he

made a routine check yesterday.

board on Rand Road near
Dundee Road near Palatine.

The message intended for
Sandra Niemiec, 20, of Wauconda, a licensed practical
nurse at Holy Family Hospital
in Des Plaines, reads in colorful letters, "Sandy, I love you"
and is signed "Howard."

Mount Prospect Public
Av.; 7:30 p.m.

plans for about three weeks.

On Monday, the pretty brunette said, the family was con-

tacted and told that the sign
was ready to be viewed. Still in

the dark, Miss Niemeic was
told by her fatties. that the
whole family would go down-

cago free. Grossman had to

- Library Board, 14 E. Busse

she knew nothing about the
sign until Monday afternoon
although her father, Richard
Niemeic, a mailman in Wauconda had known about the

is

The billboard generally

Foster and Kleiser Co. of Chi-

sign was put up early Monday.
According to Miss Niemiec,

rented for $300 per month but

was donated for the sign by

Meeting

a

pay $100 to get the sign painted.

Miss

Niemiec

said

that

Grossman, son of Mr. and

town

to Chicago. Niemidc
used the pretext that they

would check out caterers -for
the upcoming wedding.

AS THE FAMILY

ap-,

the original idea for the sign

proached 'the location of the
sign, Niemiec "pretended that
his car had gotten a flat tire,"

--while he was stationed as a II--

he steered it over to the side of

Mrs. Edward Grossman of 929
Timothy Ln., Des Plaines, had

the road and it was then that
the sign was brought to her attention, she said.

Her first reaction was of
"I
explained.
she
couldn't believe it." She
shock,

added, "Who else but Howard
would think of something like
that."
Miss Niemiec said that she
met Grossman on her graduation night from nursing

school at Holy Family Hospital in June last year. The soldier's father was an instructor
of hers, she said.

THE COUPLE were engaged on Christmas Eve last
year and the Howard left the

country in March to go to
Vietnam. Miss Niemiec said

he will prob. bly be over in
Vietnam for a year and they
plan. to get married on May 22,
'1971 after he returns.

The sign will be up about a

week, the nurse said. In the
time the sign has been up many
of her friends have seen it, and

they all have said that they
think it is "somthinpA wild
-and wonderful," she sat,.

our area are now attending
ago enrolled 160 children, this
year has only 40 registered.
"Three hundred children

another school while
1,400 other Catholic children

attend

attend

public

schools,"

she

said.

"This is a community where

99 per cent of the Catholic
families could afford to send
their children to Catholic
schools," she said. "The over-

whelm ing abandoning of

fend my religion, but since this
state .aid question has become
such a hot issue, old prejudices
are coming up.
:People are questioning the
fact that church properties

Catholic schools by Catholics
is for other than financial rea-sons. It is a different kind of
education that most Catholics

don't pay taxes," she said. "I

Gripe
Of The

hear unreasonable cries about
the Pope running education in

American and Catholics running politics."
reported
enrollment in catholic
schools in the Northwest Sub-

,(

Day
Prices go up faster than
wages.

J.C.

urbs is declining rapidly. She
said that costs have little to'do
with decline.

"Less than one-third of the

Dist. 26 head proposes
busing for 2 schools
School

District 26 Supt.

ville be sent to Euclid to allow

Winston Harwood proposed a
1970-71 kindergarten schedule, last night that would result'
in busing of students from Feehanville and Parkview

He explained that with this
change one session would be
held at Feehanville that would
have 29 students rather than

sc hools

two small classes.

use of larger classroom spaces.

WITH THE 22

School 47 students have registered while 76 have registered
at Parkview School.

being sent to Euclid, three ses,
sions would be conducted that

HE SUGGESTED that 16
students from Parkview, living

would have class sizes comparable in size to the other

in the Forest View area be bused to Bond school to allow two
sessions with a. total 9f 63 kindergarten students.

schools.

students at Euclid School and
51 at Feehanville, he proposed
that 22 students from Feehan-

their school is already too secularized.
"STATE AID would mean
state rules, and the meeting of

state demands," Mrs. Meyer
said. "The private schools
would need to ask for more
funds. When funds are given,
more controls would come. It

close in three to five years,"
said Mrs. Meyer, "Not for financial reasons but because
Catholic parents no longer
found them necessary."
Mrs. Meyer, president of the
Northwest Suburban
PTA
Council with 5,000 members,
told the Senate Education
Committee that many Catholics fear state aid.

is a never ending, ever -creeping defect."
In her summary Mrs. Meyer

told the state senators, "Not
all Catholics want state aid.
Those who do believe it is the
only way to educate their chil-

"Many Catholics fear state
aid," she said. "They fear that
by accepting aid, they will
have to forfeit their freedom to
require prayers and other wor-

dren, they are fighting for it.
People that want something
fight harder.

"The rest of us are frightened by the implications of
such legislation on our lives

"They realize it would not
be fair for non public schools
to be tax financed and privately
controlled," she said.

and the lives of our children,"
she said. "Please don't let leg-

"These

Senate."

feel

islation to pour public funds
to non-public schools pass the

that

2 hurt in 4 -car
chain reaction crash
Two persons were injured
yesterday morning in a four car chain reaction smash-up

Prospect Heights, Gail A. Bar-

taletti, 25, of 294 N. 6th Av.,
Wheeling, and Jesse I. Hight,
51, of 220 N. Park Dr., Pros-

on River Rd. north of Golf,
Des Plaines.

pect Heights,

Police said the auto driven
by Rolland H. Raymer, 17, of
Round Lake, southbound on
River Rd. plowed into the rear,

-

Hansen and Miss Bartaletti

were taken to Holy Family
Hospital

where

they

were

treated for minor injuries and

of another auto setting off a
chain reaction collision with

released.

two.other autos.
Police said the drivers of the

Rayrner was charged with
speeding, too fast for condi-

other cars were Richard T.

tions, and is to appear in Des
Plaines Court June I.

students

Harwood said that one of

SIMON

SUBURB

his main purposes' for proposing the changes was to put a
check on the amount of teach-

ers needed for kindergarten,
because of ,the educational
budget.

Catholics

Hansen, 37, of 203 N. Pine St.,

Harwood said that at Bond

With a registration of 62

want for their children today.
"ONE OF THE priests with
whom I talked recently told me
that he felt nearly all Catholic
elementary schools
would

ship services.

MRS. MEYER

that

about a month ago decided to

roof of John Jay School, 1835
Pheasant Rd., Mount Prospect
recently and removed the cov-

Meadows, PTA official

private citizen, appeared before the Illinois Senate Education Committee in Springfield
Wednesday afternoon to urge
that no public funds be voted

large student increase for the
district.
SUPT. WINSTON Harwood said that Kenroy has
proposed a $29 million devel-

.'

-

..,m.

serve the development.

rently the Rob Roy Driving

-

-.4sesst.,

quested annexation of 37 acres

nexation to Mount Prospect
because it would lead to a
housing development on the
property that would include
672 living units, and cause a

3.

ally proposed that the mem-

who in January made a delegate proposal that included

Late

1:01.445

and Cook County in particular
in the constitution..
Regarding the larger Cook
County Board, Fulle specific -

to continue the discussion at a special luncheon
at the Leland Hotel.

them

-

gates on the extent of home
rule for counties in general

bers be elected at large in Chicago and the suburbs area as
they are now, but on the basis
of population of the two areas
in the county. Fulle estimated

tions and at the close invited

rr.lt

for those governments, is an in -

SAVE
The
you.

neighbors are probably saying the same thing about

THE
Page 2

Th

ty hlm 7

Plans move ahead Con -Con urged to change
for art festival
Cook County° government

19711

By BA Casey
After an curly fianncial set-

cessions.

-

Heights Cultural Commis.
don 'n June 7 art festival am

port from community, school

the money Will have to he

be transferred to a new cgun.

and art groups.

made up out 'of commission

ty department that would al-

The Lethal. which is being
canaged by Countryside Art
enter. 407 N. Vail. may draw
up to 1211m-tisk from all oven

funds.

so supervise building and zon-

"We decided not to ap.
['roach business for funds on

ing operations and would absorb the functions of.the present County Mapping Depart-

the Chicago arca. accordion to

work through the chamber of
commerce," he said. "Even
though we were disappointed
in their (the chamber's hoard

an

In addition to the ortists,
who will sell their works and
omete. for 61,000 in prizes.
the testi& will include huge.

posmrs and art

televn set.

INC RFCENT interview,
id

commission

are

ig for

long festival will be provided
by the Arlington., a lead

i. hem billed as a

local
orofe ad cultural cn.

art

tacky with administrators
per
in
hopes of netting

plained.

to

Ily the school's American flag
hilisstaff for week.
.11 will he an expression of
syntrathy for the four slain
Kent Universitr students."

said Don Duffy. president of
the Student Senate.

A group of six student; low-

crud Me Wig in the Coll,
Comer plaza wszerday morn.
ing.

It remained at half staff

DUFFY AND lams Ha rvey, vice-president of student
mums. Mckenal will& the students hefore convincing then]
us return the flag to its full
height_

According to Duffy. the Mu.
Jens agreed to raise the ono

lima! Mondani only alter ho

nadir

'" hew' the Sag

lowered for a period.
students returned
the flag to normal when
vey threatened to L.11 Palatine
polka. Duffy said_id,

-The student body Ines,
rem Duffyl CMMD to Inc ear-

dents would hold a prayer ser-

if Me student goof:mm.411nd
not a group of request%)wantcilia formally r
it, they
should Wing their request Ro-

vice at noon tomurnov in the
the

ward.
%Yhile Duffy was discussing

the request with Harvey. one
of the sivstudents lowered the
Rag.

giants to gal the Mx students'
identification curds. He later
returned the cards to their
owners. but would not release

District 214 will compete for
550 in prizes donated by the

thal we can make h."

in

Prospect,
Elk
Grove. Wheeling. Hersey and
Artluggsm,

Forms View High schook in

'Aura

if administrators

the flag lowering.
Rev. Ruppert Lowly, of the
Palatine Unitarian Church
has been invited to wok at the
services. Student leaders will
also speali.Sklenear said
"We will than have an open

As for voluntary contrib.

Arlington Heights Junior
Women's Club. Beacham said,
and will be judged by the same
paione1, ..thaL,italges the prates -

About 20 Harper College
students will pay the Si entry
fee and compete with other
artists in the judging. he said.

MEANWHILE
DUEEN
organized concerned studonts.
to circulate petitions that the
flag he
at half stilff Rem

a.m. today to dark next

Thursday, May la.
"The signatures are conning
in pretty fan." munosented

Ray Sklencur. an Arlington
Heighta sophomore Sociology
student.

Duffy said he was told by
Harvey 111111 M majority of 011 -

Club,

dm

fn.

dish

er a hoed." Refrring
en
to the

at the festival.

food con-

the Family

cheroot,
hollered

peas. Salad (ono choicck fruit
juice. losFed salad. coleslaw,
molded: raspberry. Anal pear,
orange. pineapple crape. Bin.
cubs and butte, milk.
Available dessetts: peach
halves. tapioca pudding. :took
pie, cherry cake. safari
okie&
To he served Friday in Moo-

Arlin.. Mule, Rocs and SOF

Its& Asssams usiofiss at 60005.

I

AVAILABLE

Subscript.. Foto: 35
own
two
MPS

%

OA ram ma
SVISI . cob

ADDISON

GLENVIEW

Highway Sales

Admiral Lawnmower
Bogen Stores

weenie

BARRINGTON
Lawn L. Garden Spot
Lawn Equipment Distributors

Zimmer Hardware
ROSELLE
Ace Hardware

dents were among 298 Velma-

SCHAUMBURG

Hustings Gorden Center

Piker. Mower

April 15. Students receiving

They are: Lee Edward She.

Dear Mr. DeLouism
Can you
me where I can find the warranty dad to my

h ome 1 cent find

ognized for academic achievement at a spacial honors dinner

change will spark a new cycle and a new

it archer.

a

grade

ler, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Weal Sheeler, 704 S. Williams
St., and Richard Louis GMvan oni, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robs

a L. Giovanoni, 1E05 My Lit
B oth are freshman in the cel-

iac of arts and scion,.

I am seeing II In a hos. You are Waring R berme It Is with
Dear Mr. DeLnuise:
Isom to tie married soon end now find myself in Sammie'
trouble. Is there any relief in sight? Will I Mart a better life cycle

after marriage? Can our plans of moving to California reap
financial stability? Also, I =confined Raton career orjust a job
that could It.

ma.

W., Arlington Heights

MAKE MOTHER'S DAY COMPLETE WITH LOVELY

Dear W.:
I feel marriage will start n whole new cycle for you, and I do
feel a move, though not at once, to California and this will prove
beneficial,' do feel other will be
to you right now, but
I feel a change to another profession later.

2;74iRe:..

Daily Deliverfto Chicago and
Suburbs Phone 299.5531

Des Plaines

CarOuTj
55e6.-0SKs

Skimmer and Yadon helped

ALL COLORS

TABLE

CASH & CARRY

WHITE ORCHID
CORSAGES

$298

town,

MOTHERS & DAUGHTERS CORSAGES

"FOR HER FLOWER GARDEN"

Garden

ROSE K.SWEEL ALLVSUM SALVIA
GIANT SwiSS PANSIES

Named to
honor society
Cymhia KarkuLa, 521 S.
Reuter Dr., Arlington
Heights, is among 27 junior
women natned to membership
in Mortar Board, national senior women's, scholsstic and

ctivity honorary &Lady, M
the University of Illinois at
Champaign -Urbana.

YOUR SIMONIZ

CAR WASH

WITH EVERY 4 GALLONS

OF GASOLINE PURCHASED!
FREE SIMONIZ CAR WASH WITH 18 GAL. GAS PURCHASE

SIMONIZ

ELMHURST RD.

PHONE 299 -5531
PESCHE'S GARDEN CENTER

'''ISTA"RD'is'AcO'NS
"

2,000,000 FLOWER
& VEGETABLE PLANTS

-Blooming
AZALEAS

OPEN:

MON.SAT, 0.8
SUN, 8-5

LARGE SELECTION OF

MUMS

tor: has a head snot because he

tad to round up 150 names for

a petition to get his name on
the ballot. Gene has boo a
member of the parish fur 16
years.

Only one running who has

lived in the parish longer is
Norbert Gresey. Circuit Court
Judge Robert Buckley is also

OUTH

announcement

CONVENTIONudwCamnL

ion

The

be

Day Parade sceduied

annual

for May 23, on State SL

It

They will commence wash -

ins the dirty road birds at 9
a.m. and continue until 3.30
pm. 'Ray will be A business

es.

for two Saturdays, May 9 and
Mop

wow sem: will he at
Mn,r 76 Union Gas Sultion in

dm Arlington Market at Dryand Kensington. The
charge for a really
car will be I .50.
Tho new adviser for the
den

TARS is Roland Wilkie who is
Radio Station WOODS Stan
Senn, President of theTARS is
Tom Perry. If it rain it
wouldn't dam.

Arlington Heights Jaycees Pal McDaniel fief% Teen Car Rally
chairman, and Howard Rost, fright), president, presents trophies
to Teen Car Rally first place winners Cary Meyers (second from

K), 1805 W. Wilshire, Arlington Heights, driver: and Brendan
O'Connell, 1206 Westgate La., Mount Prospect. The second annual
Spring Teen Car Rally, which tests driving ability, was held Sunday

at Hersey High School. Awards were also given to second place
winners.

cagy,
du:cc;:agisdeAlpra, noGtaRGi :e0°rCi

Ash
al

aEdn Y00eH:w'rohatgcichat hh'

op Timotheos and Mayor
Nicholas Blase of Niles, will be
in the reviewing stands.

INFLATION

p see, os,,,maLe the

woman anon, gtoom pao,poo,
a oho,

pair shop charged me SI fora
shoe shine. I brought the shoes

into the shop because there
was gum stuck to the leather

cai

held69'Convention

Sunday,

in

0,nei

is

monnom

Parade

egnhly°L,.

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive
Be Sure

Hundreds of young people

from Me District will peoplepate, Diligently working on
preparations are Carl Bloom,
Tony Tonssso and Chet Smith.
The parade will asse able at
South Junior High at noon and

99" "'Psi..." Sour 4.9F.
COME CLEAN

Anonnc who doesn't get his
mr washed and cleaned over

want to scrape

weekendnigm,00,o

off. Onc dollar for a shoo

-

4167

Joseph Corona, 61sr,

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

Om heating aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way to find cut what kind of help a hearing
aid eon give you-sithont major espenditore! Wear a new MAICO aid for 30 days
at a nusderatd
rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS AP-.
PLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, your only investment is the rental charge, and
there is m fieTherobliention. Call Way for full information.
ROBERT 0. STENSLAND AND

aFoxpslo,yesr

whoig

WELL, LEO
Griffith, father of
American Legion
Bill, is recovering from sm.

,gory at Sherman Hospital in
Elgin. Les is one of the founders of the Arlington Legion. If
you haven't done so. drop him
a card. There aren't that many

and good time piano
players like him around. He

out

Simoncob

Episcopal Church, 717 Kkchuff Rd, will be in the
churchyard Saturday, from 10
am. until 3,30 p.m.
For one dollar they promisd
a completely clean car. Wally

PrOspett 392-4750

LOCATION IN, OAK PAIIK AllIZORA HINSDALE
Special Service ForShut4ns - Home Hearing Test & Demonstration

Swierce., who, the man in
you

said

should know that his old gang

around and give orders. The
Explorers will buy equipment

has been singing everything
off key while they visit his re-

with the money emned.
On Me other side of Arling-

can

Oven

stand

. ton Heights, the TARS. the

-

109 S. main (Rt. 83).0 Mt.

charge of the young washmen,

great

'ELECTION
St. lames Parish In Arling-

MAICO HEARING AIDASSOCIATES CENTER

teen Republicans will also be.
washing cars. The junior

got ino

out of
the kite

you will lase the

d ekexele

go info his own

FANCY

49c , 3 101 $1.39

GERANIUMS

Extra Fancy'
GERANIUMS

CLEMATIS
PLANTS
RE, rust.. MC, PURPLE

POT

EA.

79cEAcH

SUNDAY MAY 10th

Dear Mr. OcLouise:
Do you see my son gelling married? If so, do I know the girl?
Will I receive thetaoy promised me? I am pest 65. Can you tell
me how many yea more I will work? My health is very good.
.

Mrs. G. S., Des Plaines

Dear M.. GS.:
I feel you will he feel
will beyond retirement age .., up to
seven years more. I feel you will want to. feel your son will be
getting Married Within the next Iwo years. feel Moll have met
her. And 1 feel you'll net part of thomoney promised to you.

save s10.00 on

AMERICAN TOURISTER'S
"GET ACQUAINTED SPECIAL"

IDSU'il DE LOUISE. nationally known psychic. will 000,11,1.1hr 4neuwuxr rJ Day masts in this column. Letters should

be signed, but num,' will be omitted if the writer requests it.
Write to DeLonise fn rare nf Day Pablkations, 722 C
So.

each case reg. $45 00

Des Plaines, 0000g.

Now $35.00

George Poole Ford Inc. at
Eastman old Ridge Av.. Ar-

Police said that all 4 tires
and wheels woe taken from

Renton Heights, reported
oI
to
yesterday Mat burglars
atole tires. wheels and hubcaps
pa
at 5240 from their sew
vice Int.

or,/ trunks

of the car. To-

-ON MOTI-311'S

Ford Co. said they didn't nodee the they until they mole
their monthly inventory.

sr OFF

$ / 98

STRAWBERRY
AND RHUBARB
PLANTS

LIMITED TIME OFFER
wIII

aVO

on Mim10.1910

No 1022M
MEN S CARRY 014 SUITER

up to

our number 4
chicken dinner
with this coupon.
'AV/ 1 i'V/0

25%

on these 3
Lunt Sterling Patterns

Nana.,

nee

,2

POTTED SHRUBS AND

PERENNIALS

ROSE BUSHES

EVERGREENS

FERTILIZERS

POTTED HYBRID

ROSE
BUSHES

LADIES' PULLMAN

Save LIP

EVERBLOOMING
2 YEAR OLD

No, 1024

MADRIGAL
COUNTERPOINT
BELLE MEADE
a.1(6
on Open

20%
Stockan

Serving Pieces

to SMS.00

Mien purchased
In sets
of 4, 8 ar12.
NEMe is ImM,

chancel° Mart
that Wenrsse al
Swann Service or

Mln your present

FEATURES
Na. IRIS ... Ms under a plane seat Packs
O

sack

OFFER GOOD AT DES PLAINES STORE ONLY.

suit plus additional garments Removable
converts case to an extra large corked

Na I0E4

. styled for packing lot longer
Man For the women mba Ilke to BM sobs

CALL AHEAD - YOUR ORDER
WILL BE WAITING -

.

.clothing. Tie.tapes and removable zippered
pockets.

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

HOME OF 'BIG BOY' TOMATOES
JOHN BAER MARGLOBE PONDEROSA BIG

BOY

ALL OTHER VEGETABLE PLANTS NOW READY
PEPPERS - PARSLEY

MOO North Harlem
at Northwest Highwoyi
631-2800 Suburbs 8254131

Store
Hours

Phone 299.13011

Daily 9 to 9'
Sat. 9 to 6

Flower. Shop
Phone 299.5531

FINER FOODS am, FLOWERS
yn PIVFO Pc

820 S. Elmhurst Rd.

Silver, China & Crystal

CABBAGE - ETC.

Garden Banter

CAR WASH

le of mail

Gene Dougherty of N. Dun-

Mrs, P.R., Rolling Meadows

unicsawitaal ea...

411111.1%

Pete Nicholas of Walgreenb
moans
o your happiness";
Charlie. (Dont' forget to roll

with fines of people and judges.

Thla. Ism

GLADIOLAS
DAISIES

at the corner of
ALGONQUIN RD. &

'

"Flowers By Wire .
Around The World"

LILACs ,

DES PLAINES

SIMONIZ
CAR WASH

Northwestern University.
Stee-harrmsas,
which to
Greeks like you and me and

joufstIfik's'a'rre0gutTeleIbrici111

to lose? Will my husband go into his own business?

Auto agency burglarized

vERRENA

AND MANY, MANY, OTHERS

Plants

50c OFF

UP

29AN5D

ALL COLO. PETUNIAS e AGERATUM 0 MOSS

ROSES

1-

Yesterday, the happy an:
nouncemeut of the coming
wedding of former Day reports
e& Charles
Mouratides in
Salonika, Gletet was nccived. Charles worked for
The Day while Ii: attended

p.m. mass and on Sunday, after
all

Will our next child ben boy? Will I lose the weight ITm trying

Sunday, May 10

Idakel your neat eltlid will bee
you wish m. 1 feel your

Flowers

-7
*

ions.

branch of the Wheeling Township Republican Organization
bre out washing to help pay the
campaign debts of State Rcp,
Eugene Schlickman,

Deer Mn. Plia

CARNATIONS
'

1225 S. Elmhurst Rd.

piled mail to Day Public.-

their
Parish Advisory Council clecdons on Saturday after the 5
Heights will hold

ton

Dear Mr. Del -anise:

.

Ili: op Los/ and Friendly Semis.

skuic two letters in the high

Les

Mrs. Hai., Arlington Heights

atlur irises

MT. PROSPECT

ELMHURST
Ace Hardwore

Cut

Beer from Around the World

ow president, who is out win

439-8660

ITASCA
Lake Pork Gorden Center

HALLMARK CARDS

o Not Dogs Steamed In Beer

Wenag Question todo in the

CAR WASH

Two Mount Prospect stub

F.H., Buffalo Grove

One Mn.

PALATINE

Planters

Fish -N -Chips
Roast Beef Sandwich

HARVEY SAID .inachin.

err

NORTHFIELD
Bess Hardware 6Spoas

1n -

Something for Everyone!

cry wouldhc set up" TO mottle

a

at

AT THE FOLLOWING DEALERS:

MADE TO ORDER

I

By Catherine O'Donnell
It seemed like more than
coincidence to rewire the

Dinner honors
2 scholars

this recognition have earned a
int
2,5
points orpo betteraverage
under a 3)3
system during the fall Semester, 1969.

do go back with him, will it work out this time? He's tempting me
with a California move. What shooM I do?
Took dos

French

Bring the Family - There's

hoard

smelL Wass dab*. Our of

Pm living with him. I don't like the idea of another divorce (it
would ben -y second), but I'm afraid to try it again with him. ill

MOE S LAWN EQUIPS INC
NORTH AURORA ILL.

Mixed

moveminn. vocalized bitterly
against the administration hot
month.
They complained atier a

SIMONIZ

I fed thereB be some trouble In both departments, but I don't
Clank they'll he msjor problems.

DISTRIBUTED IN
CHIGAGOLANO AREA BY

Garden

only at the
.11ralpiM, itt 60016. tiro., .1.
Rt., RI% S. Arlington Hein.;

Dear KM.:

am separated from my husband for the third time.
happy
when I'm away from him (but I do miss him) but miserable when

1 Mothers

laigatZ_

Yadon. a business sophomore

111NormA

participation In the nadonal

Page 3

Independence day

reiso University students rec-

CENTERPIECES

0.1110. /A.

from Arlington Heights. dmi
supporting the flag lowering

ey Dr Pbnssy.

Dear Mr. Debouise:
Our plans are all made to move to warmer climate men. Can
you see us having any trouble selling our house by our moving
date?Will we have any trouble getting our furniture moved?
M.M., Mount Prospect

Dear Mr. DeLouiso

THE PROSPECT DAV

&mW,w
g

.

lar $199.95. NOW 5174.95

Yft27

inn bun. wiener in a bun.
Memo..

nr501'

Resmamant

ovenuMed chicken. harlssene

whipped

.

SKLENCAH ANI) Robert

six candidates.

ardent COUSICil districts and

business.

emu choice,

Vegetable tone

just turn the
Key electric starting
key. Great for the gals. RHSE1121 regu-

ACCORDING TO Lor-

he added.

campaigning on campus.
Skimmer and adon helped
SLI up campaign booths in the

.

Senior

expected profits

Ire
code
what uur next mow will
regarding the student, position on the KM. slayings."

of trust., meting
ohen the chair failed to hem
their side in the election con
trove], on trustee candidates

.

and Village Theater.

District 214i

nun

BAG
INCLUDED

25% easier
Pull -IN -Go starting .
then most recoil starters. RHS-121 regular $169.95, NOW $144.95

Women, Club, the 4-FI Club

%mien for about an hour to sk.

College Canter for two of the

piin schools inDistriel 23:
Hot dog or meniloaf rand wich. buttered beans, chilled
stiiwherry shortcake.

Sv`

GRASS

j

helping with the festival.

Women,

Brian's dudes will include
avel around dm mate's four
student council.

Beacham said, are the Ion*

raine Seidel., co-chairman of
the festival from Countryside
An Center, more than 100 artists from all over the Chicago
area will show their creation,

Beacham said "We're
really not asking for much.
We'd be delighted with a dot-

feel you win move to a different area sometime in the next tea

outlook for troth of you. You've been offered another chance.
Take it. alloyThe AR be some problems in this new life, too, but
don't run
y from IlkeDt. Next time, stay and solve them.

the Mudents' names.

School Menus
To be served Friday

SKLENCAR SAID the stu-

"MY FEELING WAS that

Ha rvey asked security

for nearly three Imam.

would consider the ram..

HAHN-ECLIPSE
21" SELF-PROPELLED POW -R -PRO

I hate to dbppeint year husband, but I'M feeling it will be
another ghi Dkr time. I lowerer, I do feel n boy in your future. I

es well as Harper Collage.

High wheel wad., from

AFTER THE ARLING-

were scheduled to stmt early

'

AVE$25.00

One FM,

donated by Sandhurst Corp..
District 25 student, will show
painting: and other art works
they have prepared in class.

food will h consumed and
juss crossing om fin-

.111. of art. pasta food and
uher concession.
Ilueleun said the coinmis. ion could Make up seVeral
hundred dollars selling post-re. which kin been obtained
dents MUM favor the flag hov- from a firm in Chicago's Old
ering before administrators

Fide

THE DAY

Thursday May 7 1970

A For. View High School
Junior was recently deuce
president of the Illinois Ann.

Dow Mr. Del -poise;
My husband and I at expecting our third child. We have two
His election makes Burton
lovely daughters, but my husband would be thrilled if we had a
Showers, For. %/ice: director
son. Do you see this thud child era boy, or is Were a boy In the
'of student activities, a member
future? Also, my husband stoats to mover a new home. Do you
of the council's advisory
see Uin a different area, and when?
board. Showers is a ?Maine
1.S., Arlington Heighta resident.
Dear LS,:

couruged by the participation
of school distric,s 25 and 214

ON DISPLAY BOARDS

this in itself (the weather)
may be the saving grace for
financially," he said. "Marc

profits that walla.st from

where major municipal proo
Ions exist and where 40 per.
cent of the slates people re -

The Village of Palatine Ws

held on the proposed cultural
center she, the black hounded
by Fremont, Dunion,St. James
and Vail.

TON Heichts Chandler of
Commerce turned down its
renuMt for 52.100 to help fiGail Whiteside, Harper freshman from Arlington Heights, van among hrieraded observers
ance the art fair, the commisyesterday who watched Ilarmr college Mudents demonslmle beneath a lowered American Ban. . ioners decided to put their
Stade,. are seeking to hove the flag flown at half stall' fora week terror. heirs ympathy for fuor
Imes on voluntary contribuY ouths slain at Kent University.
itms from fair -goers and from

in Cook County

said.

they

i

donated a portable sound stage
fur the event, he said.
The cultural cormnission
chairman said he has been en-

of the festival. which will he

hers
gers

Hansen recommended that
important election and
election -related duties of the
county clerk. such n keeping
voting records and sane (t :int;
turshirs
the SUbtirldin

clerk's

(

ides. This k particularly true,

tine Village Band and a small

going to here'a whale of good.
turnout hee. Beacham mid

more

ries is as great as for municipal;
the

student heads
state group
of Student Councils,
Brian Gillespie,
17,
of
Mount Prospect, took the gavel for the 1970471 hest.
He was Forest View High^s
delegate to the state council.

Folic and Hansen said the
need for home rule for cour4

combo. Beacham said.

"Wss have the feeling that
if W" have
nice day we're

sold,

marriages. would he trans fared to the ePp.rePtiMe mumty departknents.

ment.

PINE COUNTY

commission.

Tomorrow
Is Today

so

diction of a raw bi-partisan

group, he Prospect HghSehaol
i
concert jar, band, he Pala-

o demon inethe level of
!ere, in centerh
ats and the

he

to

MUSIC FOR THE day-

is

m,. of on ID ,.000 or 8.000
...urbanites. The

northis

an will

not

to

the festival."
eould be u financially
damaging decision as farm the
festival is concerned." said
Beacham. shut I think g is the
better move for the tutored'

mil a drawing for a par-

hem
bers

but

cry, he placed under the jerk

its various timelier, such as
recording births. dentin and

idea of a cultural center but
did not wont to participate in

d hands, concession stands

II,

basis,

office would be abolished and

provide funds, they did in their
motion sny they endorsed the

I

'

individual

of directoN decision

brightly...Lured red and while
striped lents, music from ae

lior. He sMd he thou ht 5ome
student wanted to lower the
nag to half staff." Harvey ex -

of corn-

assisted by a

out in the red, Beacham said,

corniniailon chairman.

students

(Confirmed Prom Pape
who would he
cal murmur, who

petent physician&
"The recorder s dunes would

George C. Ikucham. cultural

Coll.:so

..We're

IF THE FESTIVAL comes

moving ahead, buoyed by sup-

Harper

added

g,"

back. plain for the Arlington

Harper students to seek OK
to fly flag at half staff

Ito

Forest View
I

hhping everybody will be hun-

Day by Day

I.O. OIVEL ewe suossms egte OS Pmess

Sun. 10 tot -5

in

Downtown
Des Plaines

Mon. giro

WecTIrMaXMothens Day)

Thur., Fri.. SerSto 9. Sun May 10th 9 to 1

Phone 824.6164

1467 EgINWOOD STREET

Wishieg Well Plaza
phone:

437-4567

-a

Uniginality keynotes
hospital f shion show

a

aa

One day at a time

Dap Publication

By Dolores Hough

-Haw,

Anving
iulcurity."

.1),imul dreg.
the 'wpm', firechun

You knew, Jun by watching

idea, orgunizol the proernal. planned the now and
ruised the money. They con-

few had taken off their shoes

Meted th e pale
W for permits
OM help. they arranged for
net slops at churches and

the

were jag gravel pi. Quite a
Thursday. May 7. 1970

and socks early in the hike and

way walking barefoot. Than

John F:.StentoeM/i,8 om/Pehh,/ne
Wellam.l. Meade:h. Matimine Editor

Dila, rsr

d

I

it.E.Ilutelilumin.

were a great many feel covered
with blisters when the hike was

e-ISmaident

11.5. Putt. Ginn/titian Dir.-it

.

Their

faces

were

faun though. and they still
laughed and chattered.
The hike began. even before
schedule, on a beautiful, beau-

Letters to the Editor

gan after the usual instructions

The kids came in all shop.
and size,. Some were very
young, but most seams] . be
juniors and seniors May boys
heal their shirts off tu get an
on their summer

Ia

an orderly manneC and

"behave as ladies and garde.

me:' So, amidst great hilarEditor:
With all the interest and efforts being currently spent on
our engironmemal problem.r.

CM9111 overpopulation. Could it

and after all aanalfaaniaadu.
cute ourselves on these topics

family size is an easier, less demending. less expensive semi-

Americans

that they are readily willing to

we need couram to rise above
our love of matcrielistic
things. It is here we need a kat

pollution as readily as they will

give up future children to for-

Junket
eitiOyed
Editor:
The

first

from. Sr.

grade

children

-

that our Creator
should be relied upon a little
l'arf,apaat,rannloan.
more. perhaps
problems

might

be

our own intellects. but also ad -

mated our inademacies and
asked Almighty God tar Oh
help and guidance in solving
these current 'problems. God

Answer on Comic Pry.,

up

'707 these idr'bIRPkt.
of all wave studied

Completion requires about

being gmen far anyone who
has not yet taken it.
Students planning an attend

HAVING DINNER
WITH MOTHER
ON HER DAY

be withheld woo mom. Letters shot& be as brie as
possible,

met 114

typewritten. V possible. and should amain an

address or plume member so their midweek,* CM be check-

Thank you for ugain consideying our views and giving us
this opportunity to express

Tbe Oetp

Dory Wednesday,
Special Dinner for T o
& Free Split of

Clammier,

$825

FARMERS NEW

AUTO INSURANCE
PACKAGE
Statistics prove you are super

preferred risks and entitled
to bin one savings plea new
and breadercoverones.

Before you renew rail ra us
first

girls program director of Inc
Northwest Sdhurban YMCA,
"I
Pr'c'n"
ccivcd notion that it would be a
glorified bahysittins service or
would duplicate program we

The Saving Is Yours,

al"a4 r'"'". How.

e""'
en"
with hire,

IMPORTED

Haben Rosen,
teacher and guiding light of

SCOTCH

merit..

--I COUPON I-

BRANDYWINE

LOUNGE
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL
Village,Minois 60007

4.368MT PROSPECTPLAZA

"It.7 keep your cool or drop
lau

Restaurant has become
Brandywine
of Zappone's
in your "Day" papers.
ZapPi, th \e mascotthanks
to his advertising
quite a figure ....
his
asking about Zappi and
alike,
are
build,
our
ads
and new
to
Many old customers,encouraging to see the response
friends. Because of
specials. It is
to
our
weekly
"Zappi's Cove" .
become a familiar face
and for our mascot to renamed our cocktail lounge
his success, we havespecial headquarters...
now he has his own
the Week" in
"Restaurant of
featured
as
services
in your
being
mentions of ourintroduce our cusWe also appreciate
the
many
helped to
your Dining Guide and
..
Day" column. It has
Donna
offered.
"Swing With
service and menu
tomers to the fine
look forward
Restaurant & Lounge
Brandywine
Zappi and ZapPone's with the "Day"!
Sincerely,
to continued success

-

s.4

PEPSI -COLA

86 Proof

CREEK
Blended Whiskey

Mrs, Robert Vivian. the "All
Purpose Mont"

Wagner.

Dombrowski of Des Plaines
was ticket chairman. Judges
included representatives from
the Flamm Assn.. the Northwest Hospital AbS9. mid Norma Smith, executive seacutry
at Holy Family Hospital.
Mrs. Reese concluded by
saying. "This wan such a sw-

the Arlington Heights Junior Woman's
Club: Mrs. Robert Warnecke
from Arlington Heights 'Elks

Amiliury 'was

Club model Jenice Jenkins

informed us of her dug en-

was 'Ohm

try."

Mom." while Mn. Herman

Ladies

the

269

3

fifth

an

I llinois

University. Mrs.

SY. VIATORS Mothers'

East is the excuctiv ,ccretury
the Citizeni
Advisory
Council on the Status of Wom-

"Southern

Belie

petual

Help Catholic Wom-

an,. Club. Situ rocketed BIOS
into her club tranury.
Mrs. Grace Rosen of tinily

am that we arc planning to
make it an annual event."

Mrt. William Choronmk of Des Plaines won third place far
her most original ensemble, The fluor -length pale green and guild
brocade evening coal is lined in heavy mow green Hipper satin.

entire ensemble was made from the leftoverjardage of Max.
Choronoak's living room drapes.

prohibitinn employers from
employing women more La

State On account of sex."

eight hours a day. These judg
.

"In general this ame
ant
would guarantee lo wo
Iho
basic legal rights that
roes
and other class of citizens have
gainod under the 5th and 14th
amendments," she said.

Right Amendment which has
bent introduced in Congress
me,

the law shall not be abridged
by the United States Inky any

she said.

Mom

pannle
understand

.ercept lawyers
eon. the basic purpose of thc
ammdmenL Many 'assume it is
much
ore Ihr-re.hing than

nu: SUPREME COURT
has not declared any law or oft -mini practice discriminating

mums have been made con
trmy to the fact that the 1411
Amendernent guarantees tha
no State shall "deprive an
pawn of life, liberty or prop
snap, without due proems
law; nor deny to any per
son...the equal protection o
the lews." The Fifth Amend
ment has been interpreted us
placing the ,ma restriction ir
the federal government.
"Based on these precedent

of the Supreme Court, Iowa
federal and state courts hey
uphdd many laws and pram
tines distinguishing on lb
basis of sex," Mrs East said
One such case was a recent decision by die Fifth Citcui

Court of Appeals, which ailed

on the has,, of ses It hes up.

reed.:

held laws prohibiting women
from being bartenders and

Equality of rights under

First PR Dinner
for Women Accountants
Suburban
The
Chicago
Chapter of the American
Society of Warn. Accoun-

that women would have Co
serve, in combat er that they
would be drafted," She add.
New York. a public school of "As a practical matter there
glIneLzst uhrouth. Nronfof would probably be more giris
volunteering for military serin Pennsylvania. Until

age

children

using the rings, ropes, h
beam and other equip
- tat helps to develop I

OLD

vice than the military woo.

made precedent decision.

want

SIIE ALSO maintained that
schools. of higher education
appfy higher standards to aids'
than boys "For example." she

to accept. The Equal
Rights Amendernt would 'require acceptance of volunteers
who met the standards applied
to men."

eve

25%

Applications for next Sep-

m.Z.

G',.

)A.% OFF

CASH Ohio CARRY

CHICAGO

AMMON

CiCEOG

Prices of Our Entire Stock.
Chandeliers, Table lamps, Floor Lamps, Wall Lamps,

Swag Lamps, Clocks, Wall Decor, Wall Sconces,
Glass Cocktail Tables and End Tables, Crystal Gift.
wore, Original European Oil Paintings.

EDWARD

MELROSE PARK

7ka

restaurant

unlike (--------...

any
other.

IP

Top
of the

lowers.

around the world, with the accent
always on fine dining.

During dinner This Notables 'play old
and new tunes for dancing. Later in the
evening they blend rousio.

CHANDELIER

V =$2677

song e.nd ooruedy Bud turn
Top Of the Towers

into a supper club.

;11',IL

who ins a child who will he

ANNIVERSARY? HOUSEWARMING?

hict claim manager for the
Mirth Diatrict in chic:Igo.'

A. new

Vase haiRM S inch

BIRTHDAY? WEDDING?

Molar
Tonll.a is the assistant din'

Cos

Then, when you cell for the ME11111,

YMCA now. arid any mother

nirub-AA
C
withA'ha

New Dimensions of Accoun-

Lois Kimball, Kilian, ft Do.
Valk, CPAs, 122 N. York St.,
Elmhurst. M.

Your game will sake in a stunning
interior, a feast of color wherever
you look.

INTERIOR LIGHTING/

VIM us for advice on all your gllt shopping problems.
We highly recommend the complete selection at Mout,
NI "Royal Rose", each pliwe In the Wawa tradition
al Me quality. Shop novo-this Is a limited special sale

367 Georgetown Square Wood Dale,
In Georgetown Shopping Center

while stocks last.

ante( Wevalt:50ZogrAng Pork Rd

Perlin er,d Bobbin

NOUS.. Mum MI 10.1DPIS
lues Wed Sal 10 Pr.Mb6PM
SUN TOPM1ePM

eiel-44,`

Chicago
t

at

another fosse begins, Entrees from

Ronald Tovella, 340 BerkPlaine.
Des
shire Ln.,
recently marked 20 years ser-

MADERA.,

professor of accountancy

De Pool University In Chicago. Her wine will be 'The

The public is cordially invited and those wishing more
information should contact

You'll enjoy a bird's eye view of 'our
golf oouras, and beyond it
Arlington PEIrk Race Track,
when. thoroughbreds run all
spring and mummer.

1

1307 RAND ROAD

Ramanauskai. CPA, It

Nothing quite like it anywhere.

Our Regularly Marked

four year: old before Dec.
further information
Cam get
about registration by calling

ARLINGTON HIS.

'HIelene

MA., al.ftA. and PhD. de grew

nb

I5-Lite Imported Bronze

tember's school nre being taken et the Northwest Suburben

speaker will be Dr.

attended numerous colleges
and universities and holds

SALELIGHTS FOR EVERY ROOM

1

large muscles."

RUM

.,,The

ness Economist Assn. Shalom

1969

s.ve

spend time emh day in the

ST. CROIX

tuils will be at 6 pm. Dinner at
7 p.m.

females were barred from
Suryveseent
High School,

SPECIAL

1 ST ANNIVERSARY

Forest Country ChM. Cock-

Dr. Ramanauskm is a mem-

ber of the Budget Executives
Institute, the American An,
counting Assn, and the Busi-

would not necessarily mean

than men for the same offenses

in favor of an employer's re
fusal to hire women with preschool

tants Will hold its first annual
Public Relations Dinner
Wednesday, May 13,01 River

though they hired men with said, "41 per cent of the girls
pre-school children. This rul- admitted to public four -yea
ire will be reviewed by the Su- colleges in the fall of 1968 had
mama Court in the fall.
average grades in high school
Airs. East cited recent mom of 13 plus or better. whereas
sals of state laws which have only 17.8 per cent of boys had
discriminated against women. Etch grades. "Women would he subject
Until 166 tloam states prohibRed women from sitting on to the draft if the Equal Rights
juries, Until 1968 women re- Amendment were ratified.
ceived longer prison terms
Being subject to the draft

GIFT SHOPPERS'

added attrmtion. the tots
The Saying Is Yours!

2 99Filth

1307 RAND ROAD

Manager

John

rs. D. J.

chain, the earrings drapery rings that dangle on chains, 00.4 11,,

for example, except when the
govemment is the employe,"

of

20 years

ike.agialk

Mrs.

chreslin of the Our Lady of Per-

not affect relationships between employer and employag

ml talents. Songs and rhythms
are also a very popular activity
and. of course, stories. As an

Per Person

Filth

ARLINGTON HIS.

WA.

Mrs. Eugene Votes

WALKING OFF amid
lively living sparks and flashing light, flat "Robot Mother

pf Tomorrow.7

"Futuristic Sports Mama."

relationship between goCemment--federal, state and local and the eitizens subject mails
laws and ordinances: It would

ta

schedule all,,, play.
"They also act out dramatizations which stimulate the
innigiontion and mlarge natu-

Imported'
mc

the hopsital gin shop.

Chnirim the event welt
Mrs. Edward Villagonga end

due to illness or deaths in the
family. Then there were 12 until a little grandmother flitted
backstage at the last minute,
not knowing she was to hum

"The equal rights amendments would affect only the

cort'm riv;hirs since AbiAdnms wrote to her husband, John Adams.. the Con -

ing

although they only go half day
they haw a real learning experience. Each youngster has
his own cloakroom space
where he keeps his outer clothing in neat array. Then ilk fun
[arming to play with other
children and sharing all kinds
of interesting alucatimiul 'toys
during a carefully plmnal

Limit
One Coupon

COBBS

mac

were

The Grandmother's Club of
Mai. Township sent their
model grandmother, Mn. Ann

special schooling."

Hall Quarts

The Saving Is Yours!

en mogul -

as and SiSlert go to school, and

StraightBourbon

bottles

t

'The children come to heir
stow !kennel ir school each
day.jusl like their older broth -

The Saving Is Yoursl

8 11767c

Decorations

from flower kiln available at

Prospect Heights.

lour yam of use, began their

Kentucky

Dear Donna,

Catholic Women's Club of

of each child, and so on Sept.
15 twenty-four girls and boys,

BROOKS

May 1, 1970

Farmers
Insurance Group

392-1250

med up her position by saying,

ner receiving 325.

mini -skit. Bath
Alphonsus

St.

"hint Rosen's whole con-

EZRA

Grove

By Dorothy Oliver

296-3376:

JOHN LABIAK

Mother Would Like to Look.''
Mn. John Reese served es
the commentator. She su

presented a
represented

olusize the social development

Zapplvted

located In the

den Club model Mrs. M. B.

ccpt of this pre -kindergarten
school was- to offer a structured prognim mewed to am-

299
fifth

"

was sold on its

this program,

Distilled & Blended
in Scotland

Each

17904

I was k." then

300 E. Northwest Hwy. in Dm

"Serving the Northwest Suburbs of Chicago"

High or appear :elk school

learn the louts about

Y

enthusiastic about h." said
Helen NI. Coryull. women and

259

BRANDY WINE. RESTAURANT

mom drapery fabric, wearing
drapery rings for earrings and
necklace. Originality wee the
basis for this third prize win-

Mrs. G. Rcynoldsound Mrs.
Pat Thomas, described by Pat-

TIN dress has the Empire line and was made from a Christian

began Cathefine Ehast,in.17

kindergarten whoa] program

12 oz. Dep. Bottle,

249

ensemble made from her living

ew legislation may provide equal rights

,, 74-- =

ran

Case of 24

Holds 10 Cordes
Walnut Finish. Lum Wood

mond Cutholic Woman's Club,

ty as "clever, clever Indies"
The Arlington Heights Gar-

01

by NorthwestIP rnta1a12"r"Ti20:7:,

Premium Beer

EXTRA SPECIAL!

4111E. ext. 521 at Elk' Grove

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS

school offered

BURGEMEISTER

WINE RACK

Des Plaines rmident. Mrs

MrIs

representec
"Moran in Slink" was xiwoly Weis
Hrs. LEM Lubeck of Mount Si. Zachary Agar and Rosary
Prospect, from the St. Ray- ' Shc modeled a coat and doss

Status of women

immediate

Prekindergarten

ANOTHER SATISFIED

NIGH I 011r

at

portation. hotel, tea and tips.
Call Mrs. almer at 255possible.
3169 as smn

Portable

Mother."

"Gay

tiful

Thu s py. M y 7.1970

which will i.lude bus trans -

I

and Wines

CUSTOMEWFROM

moored the S50 award.

Brow as the glamortrusly beau-

eititette 0#01112t1009aPEPERearee0099 Dice I caRYLIL,

reservations.
The twoday tnp
cost VW.

189

298 Roses

0MuN"

Park Ridge Manor Woman's Club sent Ws. damns

Mrs. Walter Meyer is tak-

hero

Zappe Has

17

Stoughton, Wis.

and NECTAROSE

the

Saturday morning.

ferred to Chevy Chase Country Club) was beautiful." she

itty

Festiml May 16 and

The Saving Is Your,

lecke ginner bring a

picted mother to daughter,
mother tn. herself and mother
to husband associations. II

time, and the place (she re-

Good represented Mom as the
"Easy Rider", Mrs. Elaine
Pritchard of the Arlington
Heights Newcomers "Mom,
Han Friends and Fantasy":

planned

M11r and him. Joseph Taylor

1,0,0°04 u

"Everyone was happy too,
for we all were served at one

local

Ion Heights won second place

Dior pattern. The necklace is made of two kinHs id' drapery

take a trip to the Scandinavian

FRESH ROSES
or

Saturday ,ssion should
call Mrs. Nktry Barber 1439-

Instead

woo over metallic sliver stockings with

High We Beer

Nor
o

.411 lettere to the mine ousel be steed, but names will

America is trisly a aggro "under God. we say elan should

Zappones

tained.

shops.

page 5

Area anion up invited to

7.1ette'r=tnlit

V,

supplied by local or non -local

Five were unable to attend

MILLER

DEPOSIT

Mum Oigt,. of Apollo 13? If

and

Over 350 women were enter-

for it all went as smooth as silk.'

We began with 17 models.

doing. us the case may leak

ing

al 8 a.m. Saturday. May 9.

four hours.
The test is specifically for
Rodenur who will 'enter ninth
grade next September. It is

what you uns doing la not

Case of 12-

plus lox a tip

Gram High School cafeteria

ture of our nation. Worry. in.
stead, about the present and

ha

the high school placement

loa will Im given hi the Elk

may were all wonderful.
Power to ibur kids. (Nit worrying about the kids and the fu-

-do

can ALWAYS help us and ma
reel dial 111091 Americans belie. this. Why else the national Moss to the Lord during the

-

One." Her quick changes de-

panade of members in fashions

Seniors trip

using all seven of these letters.

processes to purify our waters,

tribution of food. em We mill
penalize monetarily those industries that over -pollute and
reward mondani,' merlin,
thraigh tax rates) thus)) inMonies vho spend theirtime
and Money to etketively.corb

from carpel. entitled "Safety
on by Streets."

Them was no bitterness in
Patty's voie. just happiness,

realm of the subject "How

laugh.

skIn al midi length

MAIM as many four kli.ar or more worth out of
these letters as. you can. In addition. fled the word

solved more readily if we not
only put our elforts and faith
into science. technology. and

and oil; develop new methods
of won disposal., concentrate
an
better growth and dis-

with her 'Three Mothers in

'Velar Car." "Weed Vord, "Baby Sir. "Dust." Her

might amid

mental

eling'an outfit made entirely

live lines on it. Tint was it. The
show began."

EACH DURST club model
wore a costume and wrote its
description, giving It a title
That would fall within the

One other thing. 'Ile kids

are very tolerant. They let this
old man tag along for the last
five mom, and ilia didn't men

row,. he( antenna sparkling with spadders, her red and green
lights flmhing and her back key constantly turning stalked off
'MIL the SIMI first prize. 'the silvered robot costume was created
and worn by Mm. John Breslin. It was labeled with buttons,

ly that SI. Raymond's wishes
lo extend a sincere thank you

Elk Grove
high sets
tests May 9

Troy saw e sizeable part of Arlington Heights and Rolling
kleadows. They row the homes

seemed to walk with groups of
friends. A few walked alone.

Nary and flume iFlorists. Leach
class was received se gracious,

Mall the people involved in the
trip.
Sr. Joan. R.S.kl.
Principal
V. Raymond School

job for a long time to come.

dignity. And we

and

loam

search for new kinds of coal

Raymond's School RINI., we

,.00paron,, ariim Dew,
went. the Rot OM. the 8 -

shout when they gal banns

TONE MODEL was late in

envelope with three Jenne.

groups were invited to enter a
model. Thus it gained ire name
"Friends in Fantasy."

from the kid, itr,ill,lOiIlnIlOr

cakes. cookies and soft drinks.
'Me line was long at the pub tic telephone as they called
parents to come and get them.
The would b eironh to talk

lair, Though there ISOM a few
Paha! ulf, must
umPice

Northwest Church in Arline.

Family Hospital Amodliary vat
something else
First, it was more than just a

dress

TEAHLER

30 good, 38 excellent

a

The children visited the Fire

nintion that always scenwd lo
no from one tin:Ind:it crisis to
another. Among other. Ilihrgs
it feeds the hungry and helm
dm minorities. With this help

't

early startm

Mount Prospect
represcaed the AAUW, mod-

slIver slippers.

our Creator as having final
power over human lite. Deo

other avenues of solution be
fore we become so willing todeny life to future generations.
We will put our efforts and our
mmey to work on better technology: try to develop new
chemicals, attempt to had new.

very enjoynble and Mme of our own personal luxalucalional trip in their "own °ries and spend a little of our
own lime and money to help
town" last week.
had

Rolling Meadows.

putting Me state in the place of

maintain this courage and selfisop
will try many

',mammy,

right II, drive an auto or me,.
ate a IV. V el we wonder how
many crusaders lor limited
families would foricit their
right to drive in order In 'mon

mhedule

in
9111orgu-

HIDEAWORD

which we foal could lead to

of self-disemline to harp our
priorities in perspective. If we

that our rights and duties must
he pm into their proper line-up

science dictates is much more
sacred and important than our

wmt Opportunity Corder

Amidst a clatter of .111p.ter sounds emitted from a lisle
recorder labeled "Mom' Repair Kit," the ',Dither of Tomor-

of overpopulation. To us. it Is
anything but a SNIAI.L
Ewa. It is the saerificing of a
right highly connected with
Me freedoms America has dnvays s.od for. It is a sacrifice

order to protect the hOal:lyal
their own living. Ira here that

he light order and

dren as God wills and con-

to keep the hike moving on

first group broke into a run for
the finish. a police siren wailed
ongratulations," The first
arrivals had their.choice of the

'

Trappe

arriving. She handed Me Co

The one given by the Holy

claim That limiting our Duni,

deny life to those yet unborn in

or the non mottve,Nba reel

duce and rake as many chil-

0.1-.

peas of the hike wee that the

They marched to aid NORWhSCO. 'That's the North-

worried about the quality of lies is a sine!! sacrifice to make
thdr future life ....a worried wirm considering the problem

aulion to Mom who advocate
limilad births was primary solution. To rescue our mviron.
ment and solve our problems.
We must mak, many efforts
sled many sacrifices We only
urge that thew diem, and sac-

We feel that our right to pro.

awfully

seem

ONE OF the unusual

bed family sizes before other
avenues such as these have
been fully explored.
Advocates of limited births

n. in the any rim? -.

and moral duty to take ex-

a

good ...kn." esquire !bo-

otee, and therclere limiting

informed,. we feel it our.civil

rifices he a

learned thus far. we don't hr.
hove that America car "in.

In that the task of raising childrat maina mere difficult than

(we shun comm.. become

ity, big smiles and many greet has. they gm underway.

general did what was ncommry

airy re,t stops. Mars moving
quickly km 15 miles. As the

skirts, but mostly it was jeans
and tee shirts.

to "keep off the lawns," "walk

Reconsideration of birth limits urged

shirts. 'f hells were bell butlone. pant suits. slacks.
blouses, Malls. shins and

tiful Sunday afternoon. It be-

from a bottle and a can.

finish fine earikr. but nem
took from live and a halite six
, hours for the hike. ['amid -

The uniforms of the day
woe basically jeans and Ira
.

live yearsAd. drinking beer

St/gth XRRIVEI2 a the

date their hiking rmord Camel
Mops. but that's all.

nappy

they now two link girls. tinder

necessary Band.Aids and in

Nits, they deli, the marchers
together. 1114 let adults cull-

There am literally hundreds
of fashion show luncheons given every spring.
.
Each does its own "thing."

effluent. On one front lawn

a

"That nude Lid models.

of Inc uffloart and some not sac

In organizing. they lapped a
number of niarchers . be matshags. The marshalls kept the
ensue together. helped the pu!MOW
MM
lice at ill9CCDOrim

kids did it all. They osnceived

loony of them, that their feet
hurt. During the lest soma
miles they walked as if they

.- Marshall Field HI

C. F. Na,..

By Ron Swans

c.)

6

'ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
OPEN THURSDAY AND FRIDAY TO 9 P.M.

PR SOUTH DUNTON COURT

hr.

CL 3.7900

In the Towers Lounge, Gees Beaart
plays guitar and singe in seven language..
A most entertaining
background for cocktails.
Spend an evening at
Top of the Towers. There's
OP

nothing quitelike it anywhere.

WEISArliDortonnekttste,Mhatalek
tr=tr"irg
rrrierto

For rerseavatIons.oall.3042000.

'

THE DOS

P tsc6

Thuod, NI 0 7 IUD

Make Osco Your Mother's Day One -Stop Shop!

AA.U.W. recirgantzes

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
on ALL Salo Items.

A new computerized tester.
of AAUW members qualified
for public office is being processed by the State Status of
Women Committee. headed

I

Thanks to Mrs Charles Tont eurrenth selling up a new corn

puterized roster for the Mils American ASsu of Unnersity

II

I

II

Vt omen fetus, chairmen will not have to bother with filing rain

by Mrs. Charles Toot of Ar-

Six Assorted Styles

Tic idea of placing the re-

PLUS EXTRA

mised roster on tape originated

STEAK LOIN

ith Mrs. Toot. who inherited
number of hoses and metal
chests used as tiling cabinets
by her prolece,00 la many
the

tiles were not

59,

The newly revised informs.
lion sheen really ask lust the

tuts" in concise information
that can he placed on comput..1 numy peoplv
now
to corrontlers.

er rank

present a problem

IN ILLINOIS there are 250
AAUW bran, ,es, about nom

_
coast roster of qu.thtiLd ttom

tem is but one of .everel in-

Mrs. Tom is also Lb tom in
of the State Resolutions Cum

novations which AA LIW is us.

mince. which mantis cam

ing in their ellorts to achieve

bled

II

the Illinois State Division.

the accomplishments of

'these re.olutions pertained to

Mrs. lent and her committee
h ave. RAMO the attention of
national officers who realiee

reviewing studem um, and

the value of having e coust-to-

r imu

pollution mcnt It
di.s,loprrnnt

thh
of Lhrld

rah chill
ern d tod

ItiOn ol Lrumn
tnd

I 1111 111

The Illinois Nurses Assn.,

newspapers and is a member of

the Chicago Pros Club, the
National Federation of Press

Seven Eagles Pestaurarit..11150

Women

OUANTITIES

BENSENVILLE

FREEZER

Mrs. Flughcs has uppenreLl

be. made with Jeanette
Halle. 1629 Brophy St.. Park
Ridge. before Slay I. Refer to
the District 18 Newsletter for

on numerous radio and teleon programs and has made

many accurate predictions of

the future. as Inc muter snow details of the dinner end a map
moon for January of 1967.
for dirtctidon
At the meeting she will demMrs. Hustles. mother of onstrute her ESP and psychic
four. writes a column for 23 abilities.

#

furniture Is the finest value we

have ever offered - available
to you at warehouse prices the Corvair way! Pick up your

777 KircholT Rd.. Arlington
Heights.11

A round dance workshop

purchase or we will arrange far

K-5 CLAIROLasscriedwims

POLAROID
COLOR
FILM

Special

/

$599

INGS EITHER WAY!

111

FAMOUS BRAND FURNITURE IN ORIGINAL

Decorator -styled Princess bench, 22 x
24
12, with bright brews -framed has
white cord upholstered cushion.

FACTORY CARTONS! PICK UP OR CORVAIR

1111
will be conducted by Edna and

Dazey Model # 441.

.1=1

Arpege

Chanel

Lanvin

Coty

Waring Model # CC -8

St
ITALIAN 6 -PIECE
DINING ROOM GROUP
on this graceful

BEDROOM GROUF'

A

o

CX620, CXI 20

ONLY

89C

Web Lawn Chair
ow._ NOW

CASH -SAVING COUPON

2 $5
for

Italian dining
see it to believe
d finished to a light, mellow ill Carefully crafted
fruitwood
'nudes 6, interior
lighted china 82 x 62 x 80

$319

table and 4 site chairs.

oval

,c
ON

COMAI

AV

Fon ON

SS 1 9

$Zt NOW

reg.

At A Low,
Low Price:

Children under 12-$2.50
(including tax And tip)
Served from 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

GROUP
.FOX 6 -PC. SPANISH OAK ROOM
and
Includes 81" sofa. rocker, armchair, 2 end tables
rever46" cocktail table. Featuring solid oak frames, side
sible zip -oaf covers, one side Toiletry), the other
Matching tables have high
durable decorator fabric.
es

o

$399

Handsome
This, 4-pc

modern design

in nut brown watnudfinish.
MU-

i=ef. . Wan

-

/49

OMPARE. 5,1.

95 COI SALE

40c
CASH
VALUE

Without Coupon 99c

D

n,;n2.20,5). SO W,Gell Rd.

GOOD ONLY

OSCO

coupon expires May 10

<raki,

CASH -SAVING COUPON

for children-$2.75

holstered in red and black print
and vinyl combination.

For reservations, call
Miss Day at 394-2000

compstwaressomonsaLt

929

Italian

Provincial in either
geld leaf or fruitWood finish
with Iv" square tops.

top

record

cabinet.

CASH,SAVI NG COUPON
lift -

30x16x20.

Black vinyl upholstered top. Also
may be used as a bench. A tabulous R -C value!

529

COMPAREsseeSON SALE

COMPARE smISONSAte

BLACK VINYL SPANISH
STYLED MONKS CHAIRS
Elegant carved wood frame

$39

in classic
'

stytitig
Castillian

Spanish'

Upholsteredin

Brass -Framed
SERVING CARTS
Smart decorator -styled
hostess carts. 27 high and
19" wide.

GOOD FOR ANY FAMILY'

Black.
COMeME OossoNSALE

$49

['NAAR.. n of. sLE

GOOD ONLY
4

5E/

EdOge51

D

AIR. SHOWROOM 2670 GOLF RD. GLENVIEW, ILL.

4.?
s----.
'

729-6030

OPEN EVERY WELD. 10PM SATURDAY & SUNDAY
TIL 6PM

-

OSCI--))

CASH -SAVING COUPON

1 MILE WEST OF HARLEM AVE. IN TALISMAN SHOPPING CENTER

!

OSCO
211

VALUE

coupon expires May 10

OSCO

GOOD ONLY AT: 122 Vail St. so W. Golf Rd.

CASH -SAVING COUPON

COSTUME JEWELRY
Save 50c on the
Item Of Your Choice
coupon expires May 10
Lima ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

CASHSAVING COUPON
CASH -SAVING COUPON

LADIES'RAZORS

CASH -SAVING COUPON

50c
CASH
VALUE

rt.,
1

OSCO

coupon expires May 10

CASH -SAVING COUPON

819 S. Elmhurst Rd.

Des Plaines -439-4230

CASH -SAVING COUPON

OSCO

5

_J

CASH -SAVING COUPON

$2 00
CASH
VALUE

GOOD ONIY AT: 122 Vai151.50 W. Golf Rd.

Limit ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

&fug

featuring a selection of Brand Names

coupon expires May 10

VALUE

20 Ounce Size reg. $1.12

ELECTRIC.oodonYouroiceof

Lima ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

45c
CASH

CEPACOL
Mouthwash

Good on any

L.P. ALBLUM
of your choice

50c
CASH

VALUE
D

GOOD ONLY AT:122 Vail St. 00 W. Golf Rd.
0 81, Elmhurst Rd. OSCOs

W

ow ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

50`
CASH

Good on ANY Bottle of

2.??4,82:,,.tri,lde.ug5t.50 Golf Rd.

coupon expires May 10

arlington ark towers

CASH SAVING COUPON

Until ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

G

Of Your Choice

$32

25c
CASH
VALUE

-SIZED TOOTHPASTE

.

L

YOUR 66c

8 919 Elmhurst Rd. OSCOs

Limit ONE COUPON PER' CUSTOMER

DECORATOR STYLED
LANE WALNUT
RECORD CABINETS
Smart contemporary styled

.,&tf

CASH -SAVING COUPON

CASH -SAVING COUPON

FLASH CUBES

THECORVAIS WAY

OSCO

omit ONE COUPON PER CuSTOmER

CHOICE

,Q7

.'CASH' -SAVING COUPON

Ala carte dinners f rem 04.00
Served from 1:00 pal. to 8:00 p.m.

Charming Spanish styled settee,
with antique Spanish finish. Up-

D

of Your Choice

.3 ci

Norelco

.

IMPORTED ITALIAN
MARBLE TOP
BUNCHING TABLES

$1.19100's
GOOD ONLY AT:122 Vail St. SO W. Golf Rd.
St 9 Elmhurst Rd. OSCOs

FOR ANY 12 EXPOSURE
COLOR ROLL!

r --

SET

BEDROOM
MODERN 4 -PIECE WALNUT

pOMPAepTaec OpSALETHECORVAIRWAY

SPANISH STYLED PRINT
& VINYL FOX SETTEES

VALUE

CHAMPAGNE

thing of the past. Now as part of our regular everyday
service, you get large 4" X 4" prints!

Adults $3.75

DENNIS
THE MENACE
SPECIAL

Garden Tools

Have you heard? There's been a big blowup at Osco's
Camera Department! At OSCO, 31/2" X 31/2" prints are a

in the
Jimmy Durante Room

in the
Carousel Restaurant

$777

Assorted Hand

2 Good Reasons To Bring Your Next Roll of Film To

BUFFET BRUNCH

MOTHER'S DAY
DINNER

40c
CASH

EXCEDRIN

Web, Chaise Lounge

OSLO!

Arlington Heights, Whets

Tter.12

00 26-12, CXI 27,

JUMBO 4" X 4" PRINTS

A spectacular saving
ro om] You must

bed.

WAY

COLOR
FILM

coupon expires May 10

---...,.

tic.= ge,IX,°!d,trrddOeThnes7rOnd
MON SALE 'MOONAIR

KODAK

$158$

it.41N

Arlington Park Towers

,:r7,::::=Zeoi.d

Special

Your Choice

Available for All
Mothers' Day Gifts!

44119.

$369

I° I .. 9$ 44

...

Blender

Free Gift Wrapping

For informatbn about the
club. cell Rill Webber at 437-

C
COMPARE ATSTISS

only

reg. $3.99

CAN OPENER... :II $588

Thompson.

MEDITERRANEAN

# 108

Surprise Mother With A Gift
From our Cosmetic Department.

WILL ARRANGE FOR PROMPT DELIVERY!
COMAID WM'

Hairsetter.

9

Complete Selection of
Assorted Jewelry

lir prompt delivery ... HUGE SAV-

41110s

Enjoy
Mother's Day
at

1

Specials:

ONLY

-31:6-MDz-egfii3e:-441

theme of
the
Arlington . Gene Arnfipld. Music will be
Squares' spring dunce party provided by Paul "Foggy"
to be held tonight at N al
St. Simons Episcopal Church.

439-8892

$199

11

meet May 9
the

392-7500

Percolator $P- $788

BRASS FRAMED
PRINCESS BENCHES

This georgeous name brand

1
di

reg. $8.99

Famous brand

Squares and rounds
is

Value

Instamatic
Camera: # 44

INC

19

rINFIOCIN

phenomena.

Flowers"

$3.99

Kodak

.41101::

WE LIMIT

8 PM

SAT 9 to s CLOSED SUN

200E Rand Road

and
the Spiritual
Frontiers FelIonuhip 'Organi.
MOOD. The latter ban err...1ition interested in psychic

Reservations foe the dinner

-Stay

439-4230

Red Tag

ptioNs

*766-6750

255-8800

the freedom and righIS of both
teacher, and modal's: greater
involvement in funded pro -

D istrict IN. will hold its annual
J inner rreeting Nley 14 at the

can

766-6750
CREW DAILY 9 Am to

of Mount Prospect

pl umind

MEM AlEA1 SPECIALISTS

mom

ikoaChilk &INA.

Nurses to meet May :14

Chalon Stu Des Plaines. Mrs.
Irene Hushes will speak el
7:30 p.m.. the dinner to follow.

50 W. Golf Rd.,
Arlington Heights

Special

Pocket Radio

proposed rdsolulluns

ual status for women, end al re

Arlington Heights

,

represented

hove her name included.
The new computerized sys-

ROSS 6 TRANSISTOR

'Nlarlz "(Bowler

IN THE

122 Vail St,

819 S. Elmhurst Rd.,
Des Plaines

West Bend 5 - 9 Cup

Tly

future processing should not

now in the emnuleted form,
However, a wmnan qualified
for poblit otiwe Otto not have
to be a member of AAUW to

Special $ 888

'XL.

BEEF HALF

J

fords were quite lengthy and

them

VALUES TO

I

of an may mare.

of

17-21 JEWEL WATCHES
$29.95

complete. even though the old

thirds

These prices good only
at these Osco Stores:

Ladies Clinton Watches

'

nets and boxes stored to thew closely

lington Heights.

instances

SALE: THURSDAY, MAY 7 through SUNDAY MAY 10.

SALE RUNS Thurs. Moy 7 'bre Sun. May 10.

coupon expires May 10

OSCO)

llmiT ONE. COUPON PER CUSTOMER

ag

122Vail St.
Arlhegton Hts - 392-7500

CASH -SAVING COUPON

OSCO

co

ZS,

__J

-59 W. Golf

Arlington Hts - 439-889a

THE DAY

Is we 8

Thursday May 7 /970

GOP leaders `Schlickman Salute' chairrien

/AC.-the swinging thing

Ity Richard Ural.

Talk with a teacher
By Esther F. Cult.

organ i

The following via written
by Mrs. Elaine Sharp. Form)
Seised librarian:
Ohe of the most exci ling and

challenging ncw concepts of
cducation
Des Haines is

that of the INIC, or Instruc-

e

and

maintain.

be seen in the IMC either with

Equipping each school with their classes, or browsing or
Instructional 'Materials Cai- working individually in study
ten with a full time librarian. carrels or in groups at the con and Cork has mole it di pos- ferenee listening table. The
siblc along with the selection Des Plaines schools' Instrucof quality matcriah and equip- dotal Materials Centers are
mat.
swinging into the future kw
Careful

future citizens.
our
Thane you Mm.Sherp.1 ap-

planning enables

tional Materials Center. More
than central libraries, the Insloctional Materials Callers

several activities to go on simultaneously. During one pe-

in Des Plaines elementary and

Ind teachers and students May

junior high schools attempt to
be the center of the school's
leaning activity, dispersing
not only hooks, but films, film grips. records and recording

predate your contribution to

Roland Ley, General Charmaine Township wen
m.. Of the May 15 benefit for
ita:man and member of the
Rep. Eugene E. Schlickman Cook County Board of COM(R-Jd Dist.) -of Arlington
miffsioners, Richard A. Cow
Heights announced Tuesday of Arlington Heights, tom
that all eight of the Republican mitteoman of Wheeling Towndownship
not committeemen in ship.
die
suburbs will'
Also Donald L. Totten o
orve
co-chairm n for the Hoffman Estata, commille
event.
of Schaumburg Township
The
co-chairm n are Bernard Pederson of Petrillo.

R. Hanson of Mount
committeemen of

Carl

Prospect.

Elk Greve Township mad
member of the Cook County

cod,

read a select!n from the
book hey choose to make sure
lies right for thorn as reading
picture enjoyment material.

by Cindy Carver

Boys and girls come during the

school day, individually or in

the most notural looking wig far the young as heart.
long :ides with o built in dome. A most fabulous wig
mode of 100% ganekalon..Pso is on and wear it out

groups or classes as the need

aims. Class instruction in li-

and

Ida taught. along with critical

Center.

OBVIOUSLY these activiWs require no small effort to

The Salute to Schlickman
.Committee ha, been formed.
Ley says. to "honor SchlIck-

lents of Mount Prospect,
township supervisor.

man for his many years of pub tic service to the northwest
suburbao arca and to help de -

Third District political chair-

fey his substantial campaign
expenses

chairman.

servini in public amen:"

in

'Tun
fond -I ia Las Vegas Night n
illay15 in theSt.lemesflec c-

committee's

other

Among

ship Republica n Com-

SpS
FREE

$71.

rtal

ph... 298-2299

9 P.M.
DAILY

The Knights will he playing
host to all of the Mid -Suburban League Schools, at. Vie -

tor, Maine West and Maine
East omong others.

The Prospect Distric
of 17 district sites aro Scholl.
t
The top two in each event plus
any man or learn which equals

or betters the state qualifying
standard in thc finals of each
event will go to the state finals

May9
- Limited Supply Ono -

The Hersey Huskies ralltd
for one run in the bottom of
the sixth Inning yesterday afternoon to hand the hapless
Arlington nine its fourth consecutive
Huskie hurler
Terry Smith went the distance
in shutting out the Redbirds,
1-0, to boost his sum's slate to
a 3-5 nwrk.

May10

-

meager four safeties in the
contest with the Huskies get-

.

ting the breaks in their produc-

beef, stacked high one toasted
Sesame Bun ...Testae

'

ROAST BEEF

tivc sixth, lacing out a pair to
account for the tally.

STARTING CARDINAL
pitcher Ron Doubck threw
five innings of excellent lose Ha yielding only two hits and
one walk while fanning three.

....- Ham & Swiss -Baked Hem,
topped with Melted Swiss
Cheese on aMasted

It was after Doufiek strained

Sesame Rye Bun.'

Ranch DOE -Pure Beef Hot
pegs,

The Cards presented the
first threm in the bongo= in
the top of the second when

Sun.thruilsurs.11A111.10114Pri.6ot.11.1011PIA
LEE & 00009, DES PLAINES

Mike Motto blasted a line
single down Sct third has e ling
to give the ailing Redbirds

PH, 827-5246

(2 block: E. of Northwestern Stith

shoulder while

hat that
the
Hersey hitters finally
togged the senior hurler for the
lone run in the sixth ironic.

-hie

CL 5-6400

their first base runner of the
Big John
Keller
ruched on a fielder's choice,
Smith bore down on the
next Ariington batsmen to recontest.

(i4nie

CarIsSo

e
Josh

and Fret. look like the prob.
able high -point teams, but the

woe drawn with the other

Arlington is in lane one, Palait has lane two, Wheeling H

Individual marks are the only
ones that am important tom..
row night.

races and events going by the

third with

ceding method.

four, Fremd H in lane five with
Maine West drawing lane: six-

IN THE preliminary races
tornornaw afternoon:Jim 01son of Nlaine Eas) draws the

and Maine South in lane seven.

pole position in thedust heat of

boo, Maine South in lane
three, Maine East in four,

finals for total of

contestitnts

'

THE QUARTER,

hard

Al the

seeding

in

Prospect in

lane

The 880 relay finds Herseonn
lane one, Forest View

at his specialty. There
preliminaries in the pole

limed Fond contributes Bill

call and Arlington eighth in

Jarocki in fourth position, St.

the fastest heat of the event.

vault,, with competition going
v
straight through until the last

man in lane five, Palatine has

THE HIGH jump ha; 28

man wretches.

Reed Jacobsen in lane six, end

Mike Splitt of Arlington is in

hopefuh entering the Mid
with the host school's Jeff

finals, where

than

second

the

emh man will get three more

and

points to Steve Schlick-

PACING THE warms
were An Hagg and Al Marchetti. who deadlocked for med-

alist honors with 311%. Kim
Welter shot a 40 for the

left fielder Mike Moffo caught
Morales trying to score on the
smash.

a Mac hn. Mike Ryder flied

the top of the aeventh fizzled
out alter hey placed two men
on via a hit ba
and a hit
by Gene Elsberg, but Bred 'c grounder to the second
baseman forced the streaking
Moberg at second to earl the
hall game and send home the
dejected Cardinal fans without
a win again.

out to center held for the first
out, but seconds heel teammate Rich Grotsmacher executed a sacrifice bunt perfectly
Input the runner in scoring position with two gone.

PITCHER SMITH ww at
the plate, hut he didn't get a
chance to hit, as with a 2-2
count on the batter, Morales
broke for third and was cut
down by a fine throw from
Curd catcher Glen Abel for
the third and final out.
The deadly sixth inning began for the Cards when Huskie

lead off man Bill Ludwigsen

way.

Keller. lb

Player
Ludwigsen, If
ICennepp, 2b
Intse, ss
Morales, ef

Quade. c

low Huskies on the bags with a.
fielder's choice after which
Ryder forced Ludwimen at the
plate with a roller to shortstop Player

the sacks still filled. Grutemecher calmly singledsto left to

Brodnan, as

r

h

to -off time is 8 a.m.

23

0

4

0

S

U

0

U

Smith,
Abel.

Smith
Doubek

ip

now

7
6

hw

0-0

4
4

1-1

2

Winner -Smith; Loner-Dou-

2

0
0
0

the

discus,

demIer with Wheeling's Kevin
Barthule in second. Fourth belongs to

Eddie

St.

Rlibgberg.

THE GRUELING twomile should see a real battle
state contenders . last fall's

right on

The 220 again finds Keene(
Forest View the top man in the
first heat. Joseph of Maine
Frig leads heat three and Gary
Wegner of Arlington is tops in
heat four. Sophdmore Pati.
Pro

first in heat five.

meet.- is also seeded third in
'this race with Maine West's

THE LOW hurdles finch
Steve Peterson of -Conant In
the top lane in heat two. Del
He
Maine East is tops
in heat three with Mark Kurt.
halts of Maine East in lane
four of heat four. Jan Files,

Duff in the second seed. Maine
Bob Trantin in third,

raid of Palatine is top -seeded
in heat six.
The high hurdles belong to
Kurt Kieffer of Hersey, say the
statistics. Kevin Terry of
Maine West is top-secded in

Prospect's
Prospect's Jim Butz in fifth

heai three with Dan Wendoll

adlon Pin of Wheaiag and

of Conant tops in heat four and

all-

THE SHOT put will 500
Gore of Fremd in the

weather track A ideal for most

.secod
Ran seed

ith Arlington's
Mark Chidley oeded third.

had meets on it, and with the

Fifth .goes to Elk Grove's Bill
dews with Schneipp of Feb.a-

of the district track meet could

I

mat being held under Pros.
aces lights, the 1970 version

produce one of the

The mile run shows Arlington's, healthy Scott Butler

crowds in recent years as well
some of the better perform -

fade. Prospect's Ron Henkel is
seeded third in the fast heat.
The state's leading pole
vaulter, Palatine's Guy &loe, brings his 14-3 creden-

won the contest anyway, 1-0 behind a fine pitching pertormance by Terry Smith. (Photo by Torn

tials into the meet tornorrmv
and. easiH takes the number
one med. Fred .Thirth of Arlington is scrod with a 13-8

Rowe)

leap and Column's Tom Ram -

Hersey's K. Morales didn't guile make it at the plate us a fine throw from left fielder Mike
Math to Arlington catcher Glen Abel snuffed out the Huskies bid for another tally. The Huskies

runners, say coaches who have

tine listed seventh.
-

largest

races.

More
sports

page 10

Thurnhoffer paces 3-1 Knight triumph
fly Linda Hamilton

foible and a long home run of
his own, scoring Iwo of Prospeas three runs himself.

Sports Editor

sued Rick Krojecki the only
free pass of the game for Glen bard.

A fielder's choice brought

THIJRNIIOITER,

Big Bill ThurnhetTer cow

not

a

regular on the mound staff but
a utility man
occasionally

minty made things go his own
any yestenley as he led Prospect to a eome-frombehind
3-1 victory over Gleobard
North.
Prospect picked up its third
win of the season against Six
Iona os Thurnholier pitched

called on for relief throwing,
pitched the distance in allow
ing Glenbard jug one walk
while striking out seven.
The first mon to

face

"Nate: as his teammates call
him screed as Thurnhoffer is-

Isvo-hit hansom: and had a

run

but

Dave
Lundstedt made. easily the
the

across,

LUNDSTEDT STOPPED
dm balk which wan all that
could he expected in the situ-

but Mike Musial made a good,
running, dipped glove catch to
surprise the runner, already to

then rolled over and
threw home, just missing the

mond hoe. Musial had only
to throw to lack Fritsehe et

111111er.

first for the double play.
Prospect's offensive display
was less than powerful except

ation,

.

.

most outstanding 'day of the
game in trying to stop the
scoM -the Amgy Knight shortstop, pulled in to the grass on
the passible play at the plate.
had lo go back and dive for a
sharply hit grounder by Terry

Lundgedt and catcher Stu
White engineered the second
out, cutting oft a run on a delayed double stool with White
thnoving to the cutoff men

Horan.

committed himself.

ballgorne. A solid single with
one away looked like trouble,
especially when the neat bower
aah,

A

N

noon if a faster man was run -

sent a fly ball down the line in
right.
It didn't look like he'd get it,

41
e f t-mProdects
ImuL sled)
the play
ame

yesterday

Dne

daw

against

shortstop nearly threw out
Glenbard's Rick
Krajaki
from n prone position. Lendss--

tan was laying in on the grass

in hopes of slopping a run in
the

first

inning.

A sharp

ground ball nearly went rob
hut Lundstedt made a dive,
came up with the ball, rolled
over and fired, just missing an
OW by an eyelash, (Photo by
Linda Hamilton)

'

bleacher area,

Prospect% not ballgame
tomorrow at Frond.

PROSPECT 131
Mayer
Perkins, 3h
Streng, 3b
Sumner, I,

Musial, rf

WITH PROSPECT down.
1-0, in the third, Big Nate

good defense in the seventh
when a double play ended the

to

for Thurnhoffer's
wood bins% one
of which
have been -

and Lundstedt returning the
throw when the runncr had

Glenhard North as the rangy

Smashed the ball into dap
right center and held upst second, playing it safe withart one

out: Then another mnot
regularly in the starting lineup, little Jim Perkins. lofted a
fly ball into shorter right center. The Panther fielders lost
the ball in the sun, and Perkins

White, c
Lundstedt,
Rush, of
Fritsche. lb
Harbach. 2b
Thurnhoffer. p

Talus
23 3 4 3
GLENBARD NORTH 111
Player

Krajecki. rf

wouId up on mond base.

Dowd. ss

Menne:11M had to hold

Peeling, c
Horan, 3b

at

third.
Then Greg Sumner got hold

of a pitch and sent it into left

Genskc. If

Ganda, cf

gem,

gas, If

Pedlar scoredthe second

dufor Prospect in hefts inning with his second straight
his setting up the score. Sumner sacrificed Perkins loses:ond, 'an error by Dowd sem
thin to third, and White bud a
sacrifice fly to center for the
RBI.

T'HE THIRD Knight run

the eusiest, Thurnhoffer
parking the hail in the left field

w

3

litainger, Its

field for a sacrifice fly to tic the

Prospect underclassmen shoot for invite crown

.

Maine West is thps in heat

sthirdin the state cross-country

saded first with Rick Randall
of,Alaine East in the second

I

te
ee

named a radio, station

For the speedsters, the 100-:
yard dash finds Forest VIM'S
Mike Keen in thc top -seeded
lane four of heat one. Menick
tops in heat four
of Fremd
while Falcon Terry Shakon is
best in heat five according to
pot performances. Krainik of

n

PROSPECTS NEW

If)
S

eight.

Henry
Schngipp of Palatine is the
I

Joseph of Maine

Sam Wit of Arling1011 in sixth ' sophomore Frank Tauscher of
Elk Grove tops in heat six.
.d seventh slots.

1'1141.1"NA/1P

M 8 50 E,Yr"
who else has

Terry Rohe is 10th.

the

J....44
0
4

Wildcat Gary Kawell in lane'
three. Maine West's Jen,"
Krainik is insane EastEawith La

eighth and ninth. Prospect's

sixth with Maine West's Gram
Pick ,and Dennis Willison in

Irls1=features
tale:
T

JA

0

or Scott Sae is in lane one.

Lane two belongs to Arlan,
ton's Gary Raddeman with

in lane
six, Mike Menick of Frond in.
lane seven and Gary Hitdebrandt of Wheeling in lane

liO.Heuer of Hersey stands

leek St. Jbhn seeded fourth.
'Behind Keane in Alley I is
Paul Davenport of Palatine
with Arlington's Scott WellyTeu

PROSPECT GOT mom

I

Don Spry of Hersey holding th
thirdbest leap in the field.
Blithe Potcnza of Maine
Eng number four according
to the pre -meet statistics with
IMJ:Brandt of Palatine in fifth.

POSITIONS FOR the 440

were drawn, and Prospgct 111 -

SD. Pittenger of Fremd,

3

hi

9

of Maine East with

his heed's Bill Allen
in second.
his

PITCHING SUMMARY

Pilaff

lle.sery

ally
behind Allen in Alley 2.
p:,!=
chins arf. Fremd is in Alley

Cougars with a 39.

TheKnights travel to Sunset Volley Country Club tomorrow for District he in the
mate tournament. The hog
school is Highland Park and

0

SAC-Kuykendall, Hubei,
Grutxmacher; PB-

Schoen, pr
Doubek, p

Brian Rucks hit a 41 and Chris
for the fourth spot with 46%.

I

and Seventh with Chuck.
McGuinn and Steve Bruce.

3

holtendell, of

Jim Schmidt

Dilger a 45 for Conant. Stew
Leggett and 0th Shoeuski tied

a

ARLINGTON

D tiles, 2b
Elsberg, lb

foe the

3

bob third. Fraud claims fifth

the 28 entrants, 20 hail from
!Thijrarea ohools. Number two
Seed in the high jump is Don

3

20

John Brodnan who fired the
ball to Abel for the out. With

swingers.

Mt

Ryder, rf
Soloman. rf
0
Grutunecher, 342
Smith, p
0
Koch, lb
2

Morales then joined his fel-

pect

Geyer. lb
Tenth

Meissner Wading the pack. Of

aoss-country standouts battle
it out again. Maine East's junear Johnny Kcanc draws the
numher one pole position with

HERSEY IQ

Mash

rounded out the top four Pros-

O

Moffo, If

THE CARDINAL rally in

singled sharply to center to get
things off In a good start. Ken
Kennepp fanned, but powerful
Bruce Erase was 'intentionally

walked to place men on first
and 'second with only one

Abel, c
Bokelmann, rf

score Erase. A line throw from

dust in then half or t he second
alter leadoff man Ken Morales
beat out an inlield dribbler for

mcords.

/Greg Sh erlock,

(after all)

beaches'

tite 880 with Prospect's Keith
Matthews and Tom
in

Brady

Harry Kelly11

poitions ha, no specific
bearing on the team's ability.

third -seeded

the

was fifth man with a 43.
Ron Ortworth was low man

along with the Adington Cardinals. BMh squads have 6-1

Mother's Day on

\

The mile relay is one of the
"drawn.' evens 'where post

Maine West in the fifth, Fuss
pect in the sixth, Palatine fey-

Modes to

golf ranks yesterday with a
The victor y left the Knights
along top of the MSL golf heap

"Every day is
A

nominations for the mat amt
decided on seeding, going by

lane WWII.

setnisfinals,advancingtwoeuch

In the field events, the shot,
discus and long jump will advance hoops x in the prelim-

Knights and Tim Quill% 43

win over the host
Conant Cougars.

Jo Bellairs

their

past performances. The relays
and the 440 lane positions

mile and two-mile events will

The Prospect Knights nor 'metal down Sct first-place tic
in the Mid -Suburban League
159-171

)

city coaches presented

The three Maine Township
ohools, Prospect, Palatine

ISO feet: pole vault, 12-8; high

jump, 4-1; long jump, 21-9:
Morale run, 9:47.0,

meeting last night. all 23 or-

There will be four hats of
to the

Knights triumph;
share golf lead

WIVS LOVES YOU, MOM!

Bollairs

four in each heat of the prelimMaria to the semdfinals.

880 relay, 122.0;
mile 'relay, 3:29.0; 120 high
hurdles.'15; 180 Mso hurdles.
20.4r shot ptit, 53 feet, discus,

Both quads nipped out a

Roast Beef -RADA. choice

Savings and Loan
Association

standards are; 100 -yard dash,
10.1;220 dahs, 22.6; 440 dais,
510 880 run, 1;59.0; mile

The Huskies stilled a little

FAMILY Ogling ROOM OR CARRY OUT

..

qualifSrihg

tire the side and gel out of the
join.

Friday ...Saturday...Sunday
May8

advance runners who have the
fastest times, no matter which
heat they arc

Hersey outduels Cards in 1-0 thriller

tastee, served on a tonged
Sesame Rye Bun.

15 E. Prospect Axe.

7593-Ellinwood St.

ginning with the trials at 4 p.m.
end the finals about 7 p.m.

your favorite gal -"MOM".

Federal.

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

'\

Keep your MOM out of the kitchen
on Ar Special Holiday. Give hei a
realWat ... plan to -stop -in at Cars
fora hearty sandwich, bring your family
... and ... Cal's will present a Rose to

MfMBFR

OPEN HI -FASHION WIGS

the state meet tomorrow be-

Thc hurdles and sprints,
where the hest man is in lane

0113 STATE

Prospect High School hogs
the 23 -school sack district of

failOa "Gar... MOM!!

Corned Beef- Lean and

=1:vnhy,',1;'::270.th

May 22 in Champaign.

J. Alan Cnok

Our "Favorite Gal" Roses - FREE
On Mother's Day Week -end

Mount Prospect

tianril

and

Male, with 599 high chools
fielding teams for the mcms.

H04,,,*

JUST

whims the townghip.'

By Linda

Pit CAR 04t YOVA,

we'll explain.

00

committee

chairman Frond H. Yonkers
of Arlington Heights will he'n
Charge of political contemS

wake's arc Whaling Town-

4 GREAT SANDWICHES

PL

MRS. MEYER will serge at

and

seeking

Prospect hosts state districts tomorrow

Heights;.and Mrs. Ethel Ko.

mun for the Salute to Schlickman committee, while Wheel.
ing Township Republican vice

In charge of planning the

listening and viewinworg habits.

Learning how to
k indeanciently. as well
in small
commiithes is also important
in on Instructional Materials

Haenisch of Mount Prospect.

1

ton Heights Rd., Arlington
Heights, will be fireman

Charles Trautner of Arlington
Heights a advance donations

Stop in today and

no thanse forstylino Baby Poll.

is

equipment is

Schlick man, has named

to fit your safe,
high return future.

Baby Doll

,

materials

general

of the salute to

savings plans tailored

reading, there arc many other
typos of activities in
uctional Materials Center -

The wise use of audio- and

ROLAND LEY,
chairman

N. Arlin,

mittcernan Richard Cowen of
Arlington Heights; Republican Commiteewoman Mrs.
Vela Meyer of Arlington

ation Center, H I

We have many

Although our most importmt job is to instill a love of

have investigated.

ship.

at Mount Prospect Federal
Savings & Loan Association

hill al Forest we listen to all

graphies of the sources they

old B. Smith Jr. of Barrington,
committeeman. of Barrington
Township; and Jerome F.
Mann of Hanover Park. warmammon of Hanover Town-

6%

STUDIENIS ore encouragto select their own

coordinated with classroom
activities tonse encyclopedias
mid other reference books c
ically, to take intelligent notes
and to write papers with biblio-

Township; Richard E Wiley
of Glenview, committeemen
of Northfield Township; Har

When your savings can earn
up to

dren to read.

boy and reference skills

Palatin

UNFAMILIAR SHORT-TERM
INVESTMENTS?

ing sessions, book talks. dn.
plays and especially prepared
materials to enrich the curriculum and to motivate chil-

ed

of

OR

S -T -R -E -T -C -H

reading is our prime goal filth!:
Instructional Slaterials Kenter.1Thre are many story tell-

committeeman

WHY GAMBLE WITH STOCKS

no, column.

"NEW"

tapes to teachers and students.
.Successful
and enjoyable

II oard of Commissionms
Floyd Fnlle of Des Plaines

Coaches annou1nce seedings for track hopefuls

Allen, ph

Iona, 2h
Guinn. ph
Thomas. p
Barnes. ph

Trade

2

U

11

0

I

25

E-Dowdijk

teinger.Sum-

nor, Harbach, HR-Thurnhoffer; 213 -Perkins, Thurnhoffer;
SB--Musial; SAC -Sumner Lol,
Whiter1113P-GaudatOP-Musial to Fritsche.

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher

ip

M1

r-er W so

.

Thurnhoffer

after you?
slue
,

When you've woo 46 conscutive dual meets, as Pros-

Invitational Golf Tournament
at Buffalo Grove Country

:pent golf coach Mike Nian
has on the frosh-soph level

Club.

ever the past seven season, you

begain

.

Thc tournament, which will
at

noon,

was

the

begin to look for other fields to

brainchild of hoes and will

conquer. And Nisen will be
trying for one of those con-

The octet includes the host

have eight schools competing.

Glen:gumts on Saturday when he Knights, Deerfield,
brook North, Glanbrook
and the Knights hog the First
- Adinaid-PixistiEct .Fiesh-Seph" 'Seutb; Lake POLOGNMTrier

Bast, New frier West and Joliet Catholic,

get a chance to ploy. ..dor

"THE PURPOSE of the

Risen added,
"To . my
knowledge,
the, it's the first of be

is
meet," according to Nisen, rho
to give the freshmen and
sophomores some tournament
to
before they.get up
to the varsity level. The under-

classmen aro usually by-passed

for one reason or another, but

now they're 'finally gobtgto

and can he kind of erratic. Pee

tournament will become an

seen a few of those schools play

annuaI

anti most of the others, like the

on the availability of a coma.
If we can get a course next

area. There may be

been the lack of availability of
a golf course. "The people out.
at Buffett, Grove were very cooperative about this.' Niscn
commended. -I was fairly .the

some like of in -other parts of

prised that we could get the

the state, but I haven't heard of

courie on a weekend in May."
ON THIS year's competing

want the boys to be playing
against top-flight competition
and I think we have that this
year. "I expect to sec some

toutiament conditions."

kind in

than."
The biggest obstacle stied-

tams, Nisen said 'It's tough

kig hissawry.h o
ournament
macaw on the frosh-sophlevel
of 't
sort in paslyenrs has - because result rare hard to gm

Glenbrook schools, are perenially good. I will say that I

good scores.

CoachNisenitoperthat the

t, but it MI depends

7 2.1-0 17
Thonus

6 4 3-1 2.6

"Winer-Thurnhoffer;

year, we may expand the tournament to include 12 or even
15 teams. Some other coaches

er -Thomas;

have called me asking iconic
could get in, so it we do conic
up with course, this may turn

Glenbard North100 Wo 0 -

los-

HB-Thurnhof-

(cr.

Prospect' " "00

-

,

arriors scalp Indians; eye CSL title.
!Jet

float

The win .TheLeftydidnIstop
there, however, en he connect-

Sports

and third to drive in Keehn.

Dopp committed himself
early in Culton's windup.ebut
with Ilesenhnfer bearing down
at the plate. Dopp still caught

Maine made it 3.0 in the
ed al thrm of four trips to fourth when an error opened

With their backs agahist the the plate and figured in two
wall. the gambling Maine of the Warriors' scoring frame
Oat haw: hall squad took ad. frames.
vantage of sonic miscues and
nonstop Ken Dom must

the mdes. Dope led oil with a
single to loft and hustled to

pulled a few surprises to trip
conference contending Niles
Wed. 5.2.

scored Dope and sent blorene
to second while grounding out
to short.

also be given due credit for
laying down a perfect suicide
squeeze bunt that ended upon
base hit and accounted for um
Blaine rum.

After dapping it protested
3-2 decision to the Indians on
their home field earlier. the
venlual decWon Isltll pond.
cal could determine the Cen-

donned the hentom yesterday.
Inn southpaw Bill Besenhofer
must Ito singled out for keep-

ere Maine in the ram for the

CU. crown.

to short, Inn an errant throw to

third hit the Warrior catcher

Both of the Inians' runs

frame.
The hosts picked up another

out and runners on first and

pa:h.

most etching play of the name.
With Besenhofer and Joe Jung

at third has, that he twat out

'I he picture book hurler sty-

for a be. Besenhofer then
wind potent Niles on just dim came through with his second
brae (Hs in going the route far hit of the game between short

..gill" from Jung. With two
second Niles' Ken Dolim sent
a sky.high fly hall to center.
The bright sun and sometlina

pair in the fifth in perhaps the
on second tied third via

gusty

single and a fielder's dhoice
bead

coach AI
Carstens
flashed the hunt sign to Dope

from his third base coache's

tut Wind

Breed

gave

Jung a hard

a

ball II.
natty hitting the heel of his

I

I

1

contest.

that may be for the champion -

klorane;c
Are:meld, 3b
Nelson. lb
Keehn, rf
Totals

2

3
1

0

25' 5 S

S

NILES WEST (2)

AB K

PLAYER
ICulik, If

II

0

3

0

AB R H RI

PLAYER

ey mew Imes

Safer go. Johnson.Thafsthe
same Bumlohnson who threw

Fremd stole Forest View's

a no -hiller at the Vikings in

lute -inning lightning yesterday

their league opener exactly

and threw the Mid.Suburban

three weeks ago.

League title chase up for grabs
with a fi-0 victory over the Falcons on the losers' home held.

FREMD GOT what proved
to be the winning nob of the

Funnt View went into the
game leading the leapt but
the loss dropped the Falcons

game in the top of the fifth.
Dave haus:Myth walked and
Bob Loughlin singled 10 man
the rally with nobody oat. but

with
Wheeling and Elk Grove et
7-2. Frond kept alive what-

Forest

ever title hopes it hatlby hooding its reconl to 5.4.

nvo men to ease the crisis.
O'Keefe walked

into

a

three-way

On

THE VIKINGS. who
scored all six of their urns with
two -out hits, took a page out of
Feted View's script by scor-

View

starter

Denny

O'Keefe struck out 'the next
Wledormyk. to load the hues,
however.

and

that

brought

Mike Kolse to the plate. Koine
is an old Forest View nenwaLs.
having scored a last -second

basket to beat the Falcons in
basketball last Februery, and
he hurt the Falcons again with
a bloop single to short left that

And the victory too espe-

fifth when Loughlin stolid

Ian three runs came' off the
servings of Forest View re -

side it 3-1.
Fremd made it

4-1

in the

off Johnson .1.0 knock in Tint
Simpson, but Forest View got

that run back in 'the bottom

P

Behind the three -hit pitchRig of Dam Hilderhnind. Elk

Wove hear Palatine. 1. at
1Iaple Park ,esterday to move
in

the

Alid-Suberlum

Lague.
The win moved Me Croon

the top of the second. when

pitch. He struck out five and

scored a run for EG.

Forem View. They had been

was effective in till but one
ning, the third. when Elk

ord.

Palatine went three up and
three down in the second. hut
the Grew got four runs innhe
hottoin or the inning.

had a pair of safeties and

Pirate pitcher Kim Bum

grenal f ...annoy pim :111 dem
Maim itt the lead with 7-1

Adams and took third 011 a
grounder by Scott Pruitt. A
strikeout ended the inn*.

their only two canted net
with a single. Kevin Chesney

Ouo the tie with Wheeling and

dal for sweat with the wild m.. unit lived View's Ims to

Steve Schniten walked. moved
to second on u
crifice by

walked only one.
Nick Admits was the hieing

star for the Grans. drivtng

into a tinveAvay tie fie fina
Olam

was unearned. came On a wild

Neil Nona started

Grove got all their runs. He
and the contest try getting
Dan Risme to anneal to first

11ELD
Ints all sin

driano in center. but Hildabrund got on and took sead
h, an error by lobn Erekin.

th.t

and Mike Latch. Hilderhrand
then sent the Moms deiwn

ho

ter`

one-mo three

with a sharp single to

RIS I AU

Itnik

seo.nd

Player

to right. Ristau
rounded third and headed for
home white Dave Hashach
fumked the hell, and the Gen

moved to third an a two -base

error by Lomb on noose's
grounder. He scored when

Busse

singled

speedster heat the throw to the

Hilderbrend bounced one of
his curves past toga into the

plate.

screen.

drimm,ann Losehraole second

the in-

Ristau sem hint scampering

moved to third when Loch

single, milted while Bruce
Eberle flied out and then

With runners on first and
third. Scholl. flied out to An-

ning off by flying to Chris A n-

and then striking out Chesney

1111.1/ERMI 5ND

when Chesney walked, and he

in the process. then he end
Chesney cam flying home as
Adams mingled. Pruitt ended

the inning hy becoming the
third Chen m By' la Andriano
in the harm.
The Pirates got one of the

runs Mick in their half
the
Ibird beckin led off wiofth a

Mid -Suburban League race
in shambles as Wheeling
also makes bid for title
lo Jim Stuart

Whecting's mighty Wild cots launched a 12.1fit attack
yesterday to roll to a 10-2 duel don over Conant. and the

Cats acre monied with a
share of first Mew in the tight-

en* xl idathurban League
at

That happy situation for
Run Dellon's club came about

whs. Forest View was upset
he Freed or the Eakins: we
conference

CONANT FINALLY

Wildcats broke dm game open

an the fifth with
00000
run up an insurmountable 7-0

Millie a dent on tat

in their half of the fifth with
two rum. but it might ham

lead.

Rob Richter and John Dysonvn the toneof the gameby
singling in the top of the first
with nobody out, and eller a
fielder's choice and a milk to
Dein Sheridan to load the
bases, Keith McGowan drew
another walk to force in the

been a lot more had it not been

fora truly great catch by Mike
Groot,

With two on and one out.
Bill Arkus stroked a high foul
fly down the left field line.
Groot never gave up an the

first dm of the game.

gik Grove an own 7.2 MSI.
monk: with five games left to

13 1: WIN at Conant Was
guly a memorable ate for
Wheeling haste. it marked
t4e first time in what probablY

seems like an age tb °Oink
llgat the Wildcats didn't have
to pull it nut M the late innings.

Tkiic 10 runs and 12 hits
Went a welcotne sight Minder

righlkmder Dwayne Nelson,
v/ho pitched quite a game and

4

Bencriscuti, 2b

I

Dyson, ss
Day.
SheGo

4

0
0

0
I

0

31

ID

I2

10

r

ah

4

1

Third on a passed ball and came,

forts of the wow,

3

M. Arkm, lb

0

at

3

0

3

Kellermeyer. e
Gawron, 3b
Weiner, el

3

0

2

11

0
0

Dyson walked to gel things going, but he was caught stealing
for the first out.

Day came through with his
second straight hit, a single to

-

with the fifth sad lot
the frees.

tin by an
infield error, sod the tmly hits
the Cougars were

were vingt, hy Bah

and

Mike Arkuv.

IN THE seventh the Wildeats put the finishing to
on the onslaught with three
mom runs on five hits, Sherh

den gm into the .1 with a
Single, Groot got another hit.
Lundquist doubtful end Fri.
cona and Nelson firllowint
with singles to keep the laugh.

Soloch cf-lf.2b
Lopesilvero.
lb
no

Bain.
Celsele. ph

O

I0

I

3
2

Beheld. p
Jolla. p

2

Payson. ph

for a rematch of the Wildcats'
earlier win tomorrow after.

2

3

0
0

0
0
0

20

Pruitt. rf
Walanski. lb

2

Naga.

3

1

I

Nelson

down.with Forest

Jones

7

5

2.0

4

5

7

74 4

2

5

3-3

I

0
5

Sabstick.

AB

BI

02

Anderson, lb
Colton, p
TOTALS

3

24

3

2

atop end two state repre.

,

1p rwr h w
7 2-0 3
3
6 5-2 It 3 6.

Pitcher

'koshers.

000

2

sentatives, Mended the

formal dedication of
Harper College. Sen.

I

Colton

John Graham tveps. En.
gene Schliclunan and
David Renner, third Oiltrict Republicans, joined

2

0t
Arnswald;

WinnerResenhofer; Loser Colton; Balk-Besenhofeer.

E -Doha, Jakubilt, Arnmald.

lisback.rf

Garonne. lb
Andriano. cf

7 3 1-0
7 6 4-2

- the seven trustees and
guests on Me speaker's

3

Sac -Adams;

3

DP-Hasbach-

tte (Losch). Leach-

iFeekin);

B-Hasbach, Compton. Lurch.
Wolanaki,

PITCHING SUMMARY

View, golf team

est View team on a per 35
Murse, though it did have a
!ewer total on an easier come.
The old school record was 152,
set by the 1965 team.

WAYNE MEIER led the
.

Vikings.

probably

cid. to mac things a little

tates Boy Seim of
Troop 198 raised the flag
before the ceremonies

open..

I

FrankCelley, (motet/
of Georgia
and keynote
speaker of the formal deUniversity
ecologist

28

dication of Harper College, autographed hardbound copies of the col.
lege's first catalog, for

FOREST VIEW (2)

mom comformble with two
runs i n the seventh that made it
Two-owl
single - by

PLAYER
Galiddo. cf

Wlodarczyk :Ind 1,012C, a wild

Olson. ss

pitch by Johnson. and Tom
Beam' two.rrn single up the

Cordite:11 rf
Cavalier°. c

3

middle accounted for the tal-

Kasper, Oh

2

lies.

Maly. lb

AB

chairman of the Harper
board of trustees, anti,
Robert E. Lahti, Harper

3
3

O'KMR. P

Rich Olson. who won his 22.
game hitting streak come to a

Johnsen. p

I

TOTALS

28

halt. Rich Flied out three limes,
ohce to each 'Tema outfielder.
and reached on an error in his
four trips to the plate.
The nmn responsible for

E -Kasper. Olson. Hanks.
sb.-Oloon.Kaaper.Kols.Simpson. Hauswtmh, Laughtia..66,-

stopping 01:on's streak ma

Hanka.

Frenal, huge right-hander.
Murk Wichlund The bean. tailed Viking, No. ',airier on
the 5540 behind Brun, Sat

Fremd

0 10 0 2 2-6
Forest View 0 I 0 00 1 0-2
1

I

5 3-4-3

93

4 2-2

20

Winner-WIckitmd.

0

Simpson. rf
Honk's. lb

4
4
3
2

I

2

2

at

I

2
0

0
0

2
0
0

-

Laser-

ti

and he has driven height urns.

Viking cindermen take

points to 53 for Arlington and
35 for Forest View. The home
Man also took the froshAoph
meet with 71 PAW. while
Cardinals had 5111/2 and the

(16.51, Rill larould in the MO
yard run 11:57.10, Mike Men-

d

v-

A month s dedication observance (at is 3 to Irma 51 biota for

the Harper t °Kee ninth recent!, who. Mn Gtori,, Harps Overton had I tines 11.=111 elm.] to oak Int in the Colltat
Ctn. im Mrs Overton sanded the economics with Pout
two ire ikseendana of Wilburn Ran, Hu
Montt At la

trusts,

ink in the 440 -yard dash 15161
and the mile relay team
I3,03.5).

180.YARD LOW HUR-

OLEO: I. Ohnum, A. 22.2; 2.
Arlington, first -place 'winGralvm. A. 22.3t 3. Hodge. F.
nets were John Olunan in the 23.2; 4. Balton, FV' 23.7.
Ilithyard low hurdles (22.21. MILE RUN: I. Porter.
F.
Mike DeZonna in the discus 9732.0; 0. Werking. A. 4:4611;
(13241/21 and Gary thatko in 3. Dunphy, FV. 4:47.1. 4.
the
11 9-7 W 1.
McGovney, FV, Keen4:.
ron. View got its sin -point YARD DASH: I. Ke. FV.
performances from thepleal 22.6; 2. dell. FV, Foreman.agsource,sprinter
Mike Keen
net. A. 23.5; 4. Fineman, A,

wile Dan Pittenger (9,33.64

in 10.0 and the 220 -yard dash

Wally Spiniolas (9:34.71 and

in 22.6 and the Falcon halfmile ming combination won in
1:31.9.

MEET RESULTS

success in the field events. miring three of five first places.

TWO-MILE. I. Pittenger.

Meet tomorrow is the sat
text for both t arra

.

equipment. is relocating itself
with an 10000 sq. ft.. 55 mil-

lion facility in Elk Grove Villoge,

Their

spec e-agc photographm
techniques are helping la keep

homes end apartments amm
crenforiabte and towering fast
bills. Russets -3i and demi-

manures,

clement engineers at Owens -

wring will consist of a fully

Corning Fiberglas Corp. arc

automated material handling
vyslem winch moves pmlaeo

using an infrared television
camera to develop ways to prey

fromthe injection

von ken gain and loss in mi-

plastics

molding
nim to finish and assembly Stag
tions.
shining
Calton began

equipment to the neat plant in

mid -April and will confine.
the move over a two month po

riod. avoiding any distention
of production.

dentist!. construCtiOn,

The infrared system. whieh
converts heel energy into insible patterns, actually shows
heal escaping around doota.
windows and other poorly insulated parts of the house.

A. 19-71/2; 2, DeWitt, A. IN 10: 3. Mire, F, 57-1116, 4.
Wickum, F, 17-7. HIGH

Phillips, FV. 0-8; 3.
A, 5-6; 4. Donisch.

1.0.DeWt

F.

.

nac.ki. E. 1.3"1.8; 2. Pitchell, F.

Bruce. F. 11-6; 4. Gros. FV.

F. 12.0, 2. Mudge. A. 11-6: 3.

Arlington
ProsPecl
Forest Mew
Hersey
Conant

6
6
..

5

1

I
-

4

2

4.

4

for

a

program.

`Ile

young

must

A Ntarriott

thor-

hen us in our founder' Month rolehro
tton Just come into our showroom end
register tor a FREE weekend et the Mgr

principles of living ecosystems

'There is emit to how

before they learn Me special
skills which they will employ
lymanaging and obtaining a

much one can derive Owl the
biesPhere or how much one

from the biosphere.."
Galley said,

rsettiotg One free weekend n week to be

1960

and 'Mal sciences, he said.
Details on the prisson

M71.:=111:

Iw

May 12th Remember your. always
wawa when you buy et tdasdmeonbdirlet
Worlds lorgoo Ol
e

ing

-

0s
O55ld1The

orship

Serving Chicago's

Nothing to Buy

ENTER

Northwest Suburbs

NOW AT

Monday Thro Friday

be further developed in July.

ne:Pay.

SCHAUER SAID the first
hint of designs lot CCOlogical

coat= work

came

at

It N

AA SP

last

Rand & Central Roads

month's meeting of the Ameri-

Des Plaines, Illinois
Hours: Mon thru Friday 4:00 .9:00
San 9:00 to 5:00 Closed Sundays

Mo,
Golley, the day's keynote
speaker, using terms like
osphere'.

and

ARLINGTON DAY
PROSPECT DAY

veoosys-

tem.' to talk about relations
between all living things, discussed four principles of the
environment.

The finite world in which

NORTHWEST DAY

For A Biggar Shore Of The News And The Market

we live (biosphere) is an interdependent system whose elements (ecosystems) have a predietsble structure and func-

Phone: 827-3111

DES PLAINES DAY

CoIl

'At=

A7.55 7200 The Day

tion. said Colley, a native Chi-

Ask your brother.in.law
for a $5,(101nan.

$ BONANZA SIRLOIN PIT $
DOLLAR DAYS!

S 00 Off

PRICE OF TWO

SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

1970

REGULAR PRICE $3.78
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thors.

MAY 4, 5, 6, 7
only

5 P.M. to 9 P.M.
ONLY

WITH COUPON -

2.78

°HER vAlln AT ors .1.S =NAN= ONSS

=WON.= ON pt STEAK DINNERS ONLY

WItS NOTE

711
W'Sle-rE:TOVCHA'SS

Nothing grows so fast

as a home grown phone

MAY 4, 5,6, 7 1970JBI
JF
5 RM. to 9 P.M.

fig°472

And remember -NO TIPPING 8 COME AS YOU ARE.

Wheeling

Elk Greve
Fremd
Palatine
Glenbard North

378 1= 278

CENTEL
SYSTEM
11

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL,

299-6651

6

central telephone company of Oriole

.BONANZA

SIRLOIN PIT
1249 S. Elmhurst Rd.

He'll tell you
his troubles.
Guys like this must be good for someti-.i.,g.
Think hard Harder yeL Like maybe holding

SIRLOIN STEAK
DINNERS AT THE
DES PLAINES

Add one more business telephone line and you
have more than just two telephones. you've deo
bled your ability to handle more .busness
And you've reduced the chance of bungbusiness
to a you signal.

M1D.SUBURBAN
LEAGUE
GOLF STANDINGS

WL

oughly understand the bask

VV

putation of our limbs."

eting

JUMP: I. Wickurn. F. 3-111:1.

FLY VAULT: L mcOninn.

Scheel

ing in their minute changes.
even though they appear to.
n
remaistable.

CHICAGO

LONG JUMP I. Bunko.

F, 10.1,4. Mock. EV, 10.4.
880 -YARD RUNt I, 13.15-

2:01.0; 3. Split, A, 2:02.0; 4.

1950

01/2 ,DISCUS: I. DaZonna, A.
132-11/21 2. Schneider. F;
Jankowski, FV, 123-11: 4.

YARD HIGH HURDLES, I.

D AM I. Kee, FV, 10.0; 2.
Shakon. EV, al; Menick,

'

The Highland Park Diatrico

of

Forest View. 3:51 A. SUITT
PUT:
Gam. F, 53-4; 2.
Chidley. A,.4
; 3. Tucrk.
F. 47-5,4 4 McGrath. A. 47-

Wojiowic, FV, I IRO.

16.6; 3. Ballo, EV,
Hodge. FL, 17.2. 100 -YARD

college will move quiddy to

3:03.5:2. Arlington. 3:33.3; 3.

Soiniolus. F.
9:34.715. Butler, A. 9:36.9; 4.
Bowman, E. 9:433. 01.0-

home with totals of 38.
Hersey's Lance Boyett was
the meet medalist, weaving a
fine round of 35. The Huskies

and Dean .Taggart 45.

MILE RELAY: I. Fremd.

F. R33,6;

Carlson, F, 16.5; 2. Ohman, A.

didn't support him with equal
excellence,
however,
with
Mike Sutton scoring 38, Rich
Fosselman 42, Mark Boyer 44

I mewl uturer
plastic parts Ito Llatrical

t. -no division

Keen took the 100.yard dash

with a 4:32.5 clocking.
The winners also had great

with a 37. but the Falcons' per-

ed photo
finds heat loss
'

rig to
Elh 6Jo1 e

A.53.1: 4. Redden., A,53A,

should avoid extinction of species as much as we areal am-

can Assn. of Cermet*, and
junior colleges in St. Louis,

CUM= tm par don (he

and the 1.10 -yard relay learn.24.1.

Chuck McGuinn took the pole
vault at 12-0, Dave Wickum
grabbed high jump honors at
5-10 and Kick Game was tops

Ins 1 sRos Nissen,
Vlinto,

1110t I

was most evident in the -distance events. The Vikings
went I-2-4 in the two-mile run
Rich Bowman 19,43.31, Chuck

and ink, of iln
Lone. II 'null is diatom of tin Ildour boanl

fez lion 110 to

Jarocki, F. 52.5; 3. Cleveland,

COMPOSED of producers,
consumers and decomposers.
Colley said the different inter ac
species of the N o-,
sphere ar generally sclf-repaio

frt the health science, physical
I dr science. ZS, and. humanities

minor volt

131.9, 2, Arlington, 1:35.0;
romp were Steve Carlson in '3. Fremd. 1:373. 440.YARD
the 120 -yard high hurdles
DASH: I, Mcnick. F. 51.6; 2.

Georgia.

Thc new course approach
will require cooperation from

Mir armlike. or the Chino -My ofC hie

Jarm. A, 2O36.9. 8110 -YARD
RELAY: I. Forest View.

Schauer, said the community

at the

Urging retention of diver sity. GolleY told
diens of 400 persons
person we

etude

triangular; prepare
in the shot put at 53-4.
Other limt-place finishers
contributing to the Vikings'

bandwagon

during

w.hoth,L1

Or for S. Violet's baseball
team. is non playing for Il-

ting .333 including ...MI.

Ecology at the University of

underway

le

linois Steno University. Rooney is an outfielder who is hit-

loge officials jumped on the

develop course work on environment problems.
Making the announcement
during a noon luncheon honoring Georgia ecologist Fmnk
Galley, Schauer said plans arc

Brian Rooney. who used to

0

Galley said.

limper's vice-president of
academicaffairs, Clarence

-O'Keefe.

AB R H RI

can

He is presently executive director fat- the Institute of

formal dedication cereinonia

e'er so w
7 5 2-1 13

disturb'Inc biosphere,"

cagoan.

The environment was beautiful Sunday when Harper Co4
ecology

PITCHING' SUMMARY

for 111. State

0

Harper ecology courses
announced at dedication

SCORE BY INNINGS

damn the hard-hitting Falcons
oh five hits while going the din.
tame.
Forest View got its lirm run
of the game in the second after

4

Hamill (WO,

James

It

president.

Koentopp. If
Bansfield. lb

THE GAME was a total loss
fee Forest View shorotop

Bins, If

FREMD'S DOMINANCE

3
2

25

The

2

platform. Hoffman Es-

aware of Forest Viewb pre.
vim late -inning rallies. de.

yk,ssll le
Rake. c

I

291/2.

3
2

TOTALS

Loughlin. 2h
Wickland. p
TOTALS

drive in Ryan Maly.

PLAYER
Molcanik, cf

ter h mer

Hilderbmd

Neuwirth. lb

half of the inning When Ed
Bonfield singled M left to

FREMD (61

Falconshe

Compton lb
Levecchio. If

.welt
pore record trek
.
v-arawv-v

00

Rooney fields

6

0

Winne 'Nelson; Loser-

1/

loaded, but Wicklund struck
out O'Keefe and On Gubino
Galindo on a fielderk choice
to Ft out without further dam-

Frond Merida,

The 151 was the Iowa
score crier registered by 5 For-

PITCHING SUMMARY
Maher 1p h Per so bb

Wand

Will he

0

I

Club.

Meow

3

single which also left the buses

Fremdk track team proved
its fine second -place showing
in Friday's Falcon Invitation el was no fluke by easily winning a triangular meet against
Mid -Suburban League rivals
Arlington and Foiled View at

2

211.Day,Lundquith311-1.4ln

Suitt: SB-DaY: SKSItiertla

Dohm. as

Al least 400 persons,
Minding an Minois Sen-

PITCHING SUMMARY

1970

forMance was a learn effort.
day in a 151-159 Mid
Her-The next three players;Phil
ban League victory over Her- Hausman. Gary Abramson
come
say Itt the Mount. Prospect and Tom Schmidt -all

1

211

noon. The Cats big show.

:of., Oat Friday at the falcons

0

4

I

broke the school record Mon-

t

Wheeling travel, to Hersey

2

Forest

1

0
0

EVIGsfe
Johnson

Falcon teemen win
with record score

3

0

I

1

Schollen. lb

Sehollen

h

Homer, rf

came up with the kind of rally
that would please any mock.

4
3

Ga r

CONANT 121

0

May 7,

Porter then won the mile in

B. Arkus. 11-31,

Both Nth were wiesitted,.

AB R H

Chesney. cf
Lose!, ss

Busse. p
3

the ball back to the infield in

IN THE fifth, the Wildcats

Skis If

Eberle. c

one of the finest individual ef-

Sheridan.

PLAYER

Rain. at

rf

3

1
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for state districts

ELK GROVE (4)

PLAYER
0
0

down the loft field line, took

in un a long sacrifice fly by

under control. Each squad had
double -play in the last inning
no hold the other seamless.

Nelson. p

Player

double

both pitchers keeping things

PALATINE (1)

hi

I

WickIllnd

The Vikings compiled 71

I

Freon 3h

Slanted, but he managed to get

picture -book

ened the rest of the way. with

Hilderbrand p 3
TOTALS
26 4

I

Lunt urn lb

HI the third, when Scott Day
gral

NEITHER 'TEAM threat-

Adams, 2b

c.

Mcrdcaf
Lunde,

The Cat hats were silent um

.

t and the RIAL and the

WHEELING OW
rib r h

Richter. 2b

Tams

isms 3-0 in the conference.
center. and an error and a walk
: Nelson scattered five hits. promptly loaded the sacks.
aft singles. and he struck out
But the fireworks were nisi
fear while walking one. Only beginnifig. Mike Groot came
ovice did he permit a Conant 2 up with his second of three sinrunner to get :is far as second ' glen to drive in two runs, and
bilge. in the first inning and in then Terry Lundquist brought
Ike lifth when the Cougars
in two more with a booming
triple to right center. Tony
stored their only two runs.
WHEELING MEAN- Fricona socked a sacrifice fly
WHILE mite,' Conant eighty - to right to drive in Lund uist
Royijohnick forAngle runs In

Player

ball. and he finally gig to it got
before he crashed inlo the
knee. lie was momenterily

Now

Wheel*. Fowl View end

orebari

0

3

of the second. The Falcons
=mad on another nonskid

langue contest yesterday, 6-2. IPlintn by Mihe Lure./

THE GRESS threatened in

I

3

Klipowics, 3h
Guenther. If

Flan. a 1.0 lead in the top half

SPIRTS
Grens grab share of league lead, 4-1
be rhP
wild throw from third. The Vikings tree the Mid -Suburban

glen, ad the only run.which

0

/Mobil% lb

2

I

HOW/Inds RBI single mime

10

TharkLay,

By Gears Hulas

0

0
I

0

Ed

ing fine times in the final three
innings to break ope a I -I
hallgame. The Falconsn had a,
quired a reputation for coming
from behind le the latter stages
of many of their MSL goons.
dully sweet for Fremd since its

mist Breit t Binh Olson takes Mel last lug stride Inward first
us Fran., Inive 11.,NiT11, makes a frantic dive to em down a

Nelson, Jung; DP -Maine
West; L00 -Maine
Noes West -4,

2

111

1

0

Madden. cf
Nelson. c
Shapiro, rf

Vikings k ek F.1eu s ut
of sole ssessi n of 1st

and falling to the
ground. It wasonly the top col-

lege prospect's mod error of

0

MAINE WEST (5)

glove

the season.

eif

3

makeup

throw to the Mate byR whisker.

While Niles stilt had not ad *need a runner past second.
the Warriors took to the war Doug Keehn coaxed a one -

Dopes m

rained -out

ship.

came in the seventh mil were a

out pass and raced to second
when Jim Kolik lashed a shot

3

was waved safe at hest.

in the helmet allowing him to
rally for the second run of the

monship

DIE WARRIORS had se,

Nelson followed with a roller

I

Jung, cf

Tomorrow they'll visit Glen brook North in an encounter

Bmx let ware on the throw
first. and the swift Warrior
center fielder beta rho return

4

when they host Decrliled in

got the green light lion Car-

MORANZ MADE a brink

Remade, p

Hamden.. lb 3

Nitta sleeping. Betsy waste be,
fore the Indians fielded the
ball and an instant later. Dopp

SUNG, NIFAN)VIIILIL

for third when teammate Dave

THE VICTORS waited until
the third inning to ignite their
scoring
Indian southpaw Stu Colton.

Ind Sublet.. League than.

cool players who might have

third on Keith Morena' base
bit to right. Dave Arnsweld

The Waniors continue their

bid for all the narbta today

ME DAY
Thursday Mayo 1970

a board while you do the hammering. And
providing the wife place PO visit. Andthere must he something else. How obotit
when you need help? Its like talking to

yourself out in the middle of the woods.
Come where you'll be listened to. At
our place. With mom than 500 offiCes
coast to coast we do o lac of listening.
And a lot of helping. Need money?
That's what we're here for.

See Commercial Credit fi
loans up to $5,000

11 N. Arlington Hgts. Road

Phone: CL 9-3151

Coat bus se dnludatty in.Ill'ance /WO., to Mita. Sorrows.

sicasmersla Rao, lases, tea

(between Algonquin g Oaktan. NO CARRYOUTS)
HOMEOWNERS: 2ND MORTGAGES AVAILABLE

Remeteues & tots

Wheeling names honor students
The third varier honor stuWheeling High
School were recently named.
dents

at

Junior honor roll students
arc
SENIORS: .

Linda Mar. Anne Bakke.
Kevin Barthule. Diana Behrens,
Linda Masser. Ann
Bohumil.

Kathleen Donn.. Dianne
Niire

Caldwell.

Cerebella.

Claudia Clacys, William
Craighead, Kim Donohue.
Barham

Ronald

Evans.

Fedyski. Kenneth Fielder, Mi-

Fischer. Wayne Fish.

chael

Jane Fonacchio.
Kathleen

Foran.

Karen

Fraser. William

Frodilo,
Cynthia Futrell. Laura Gel.
mar. Loren Gunnison.
David Hales, Margaret

Hamilton, Sanas Hand,

Rhonda Hansa". Donna Nerve'. Gary Hildebrandt.'
SUSAN IIILLE. Gerald
Hinckley. Patrice Hockstra,

Theresa Hatcher. Holly

Ja-

cobs. Donna Jensen.
Michael Johnson.

Kathy
Kamins, Alan Kaminski. Barbara Macros Rosanne Kearns.

Charlotte Killian, Lois King.
Beverly

Kocppen.

Bruce

Krawcrak. Vicki Kreis. Lubber! Lambert, Carmen Lau -

'eye. Sharon Lindquist.

Anse Lischen: Janet Lueders. Jenne. Maczko, Ronald

Mak syn. Daniel

Mathis,
Stuan Meier.
Diane
Miller, Margaret
Molloy.
Richard Morgan;

Moriarity. Jeanne

Barbara

Olcsky. Kathleen Olson.

C IIRI STINE Palmer.
Porn Reimann, Diane Rhein,
Nancy Sample.

Frank

Savag,

Linda

Schuh,
Christine
Stanley, Alfred
Sawa, Mary Stewart.

Dante

'Fierney,

Tiskus, Done Tucker, Jo Ellen -TWOC2y, Karen" Vanherwyncn. Valerie Vanyek.

Gail Wagner, Janice Wag.
Kimberly Wambach,
Debra Welton. Thomas Whsc-

Day Want Ads

Stew Wiesen, Wanda WiGrace

ley,

Mehlberg, Monica
Meinke. francs Meyer.
Karen
Meyer.
Kathryn

Beard,

edict.

Barbara

Black, Carol

Carol Brawn. ken Burns,
Mitch

house of treasure

Carlander.

Deborah

Carbon. Laura Craig. Julie
Cummings.

Consul=

Day Want Ads will reach 60,000
families in the northwest area, families that are willing to pay for your
no longer used items. So why not un-

your "Treasure House' with a

Day Want Ad.

Dubois, Terri
Fiedler, Jackie Gabala, David

Gannon, Robert Gaffe, Gloria
Gergcr.
Erich Goeppner, Katherine

Gasser, Mike Groot, Thomas
Hal:kap!, Janus Jensen. Kenneth Johnson.

MARIE KLEIN, Marylou
Koeppen, Wesley Kopf, Karen
Kazick. Ellen Krueger.

Scores jessays

for national

Becker.

Rosemary Chudde,

ti

3 LINES 5 DAYS

Paul

sth

set up by the Measurement Research Center, Iowa City.
Iowa.

Many of the reading samples won, free response essays.
The national rumpling in -

dyed Americans egos 9.
17,1d 20 to 35 years old.

13,

AirCanditioning

rEw1n, Robert Fabuh.
'Rodnon,
Ficldcc, Murk
Frystak,

LINE I
raINT VOUS

I=

LINE 2

AO ON MBE

LINE,

PERUSE

Please start my Day Want Ad on

fOos s. Month)

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

0 Pewee. Is Enclosed

30.60 YEARS
learn the fads about '

FARMERS NEW

Baby Shoes

PHONE

0 Please Bill Me

3 LINES, 5 DAYS, ONLY $3.90

Judith Loveta, Foy Magne-

Myeia.

William McCann., William Navigato, Dwain Nelson,

BERT NEWMAN, John

Rodney Ponta, Marc

Paddock,

kowiR,
Graham

Blaine Palmer, hlichael Pavlick, David Poole,
Vicki

L_

_

Use Handy Order Blank
or

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

ORDER FILLERS

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

IV/OTT

RICAN UPHOISTERING
PEUMBING HEATING. Rodddg.
remodeling. ref..- 3,6,86 CUSTOM UPHOTOTTGE.Pree o

Excellent employee benefit/
EiGeRlional working candliAnsi
Merchandise

Painting

Demcating

-'1'4',3'Irn'on'R'11:1Ti:;t111e711t"
392.18113

2O2 +MO

or urtber information forms, or call
IleredwSissen at 299.2201,ext. 211.

Wallpapering

Ben Franklin Stores
DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

Heating
REDI HEATING

Wons

DRAFTSMAN
SMALL DEPT.'

"Hot Water licoting"

and sus. Ws. MaanslAgdale
Modstagmag...1 . 30 yours.
Bonded and licensed.
SMI.2232 rsnd 2.7.5936. No jub

Residengulananereial
Humps IngulNrion

S263137"'"'''''3241240

BUD 25,1010

MEN
5800 -$825 ---FREE

787.8183

Bunting
SIDEWALKS

29T4n9V3'stlIOrsg10

KA, INSURED

Building 8. Remodeling

yom opportunity
understudy an Der19. E.-

rligintrc=rcieV'sWenire'ct:t."..=t1';
1,and fr. company benefit program

get ad.
oomed SE olning. Pwore
projects for . manniacs

PHONE 543-4450

, Me er

Home Maintenance

.

Sam,

'IZERR'N'U'RS
CALL ERA TWO

weekends

234.80S2

Instructions

pull A
RABBIT

of dmiting.dosign

den 417.7602

(NNE

Wu

NOLAN

and

soon takeover aschick

Div. of Ohio Brass Co.
531 Winthrope Am.

ENGiNEER1NG AGENCY

OUT

kalhe cow,

and

roil, Loam all phases

296-1963
ENGINEERING AGENCY

2720DES PLAINES

Wary by Harald Sw

O'HARE

SET-UP MAN
laming up grog/m.6re and singles

.s

PEW, SusislooMn
leml

0m,=1:4114..111110

oaron! Child Care

MA93ss

RL. HIS DAY CARL

Day Camps

Sewing Machine Repair

:=011.

peg= ApscilLant

a.m. F....a Fashion War growth pommel
,enme mem min.

TECHNICIANS

COM

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

George McFarlin,
Frank McNelis, Paul Moors,
Donna Roller.
Michael Obuchowski.

Addison, Illinois

CALI.

.

EXPII.CARPENOR
GAIL PM
5 PEA
hiho

START $3.50 per hour

Junior draftsman -her,

APOLLO

nus mom. tol
YOLI

GAI.L

Home Improvement

IZ7n tag

0111.6.1

'ANT

455-3601)

McCall,

'N"WODTT'CCE-R7e
MAZS'C'AT39,1 3A27

Michael Daugherty, Bruce
Beehartibre, Michael Dietzen,
Lorelei
Donnelly, Marsha
Douglas, Steven Drake.
Doris Drakeley, Heidi

Mark Tabac.
Michael Torchalski, Cheryl

True, lane Wachter!, David
Warr, Kay Williams, Bonnie
Wilson, Linda Yeller.

Dressner, David Evans, James

Patna, Annette Felice, Karen

MICHAEL Fletcher, Kirk

on. 359 273, before
of

Curtis Carver..
Cavimagh,
David

Karen Higgins, Sidney

Brian

id, Kimberly Hall.

preferred risks and welled
to hip rale savinnyplus new

Lange, Jill Lumkull, Mary Le.
vernier, Tim Lew.

THOMAS Hyndtk Nancy
Jac kson, Wendy Kearns,

Cr hen, Susan Dewar, Patrick

Dowd, Constake
'

rinArcsEcri

aro

Laurtlensen

Nientssost.,,

Decorators

Dog Training

POOEAS

CL 9-0495

FEKERIGAL MEAD!.

c,

CARPENTER

ALL °RAMO( REPAIRS

CONTRACTORS

-0011.og. repleo.o. EohoOE.O

p

der.

2801

Debbie Raupp, Donna Raupp,
Martha Reilly, Beth Reiland.
Robert Roman, Darlene
Ruckman, Deborah Rude,
Karen
Schneider, Thomas
Sheffield.,

Larry Slad, Denise Slove,
Donna Starke, Philip Tofilon,
Pawn Wale, Carol Wilke.

reck

Med,

fel,.

ESS0.220
'SOO 650
S609-800
3302 050

COMEINOR CALL

296-1043

'

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PlAINES
O'HARE

PIASTERS

439.326,
822-5/64

'DAY SHIFT

Sump Pomp
EMERGENCY SUMEvPUMPS

3.5891180.L.0

0..726 A333

aos'JVCIC'railt'scc'x'rtno

DECORATING
Phone 25,077

DO YOU SEW???

I

KOTTKE 8, SONS

LANDSCAPING

wAIw.liott

ESKER
E /mina Dads Rd.

ONLY rROAA W

a5

bY
Marion glue Sad
Seeding grading

Wolt0,04 Gonne. C.
Kitchen RernadelMg

CREATIVE

ReSserMae Reams

now

Tailoring

DECORATORS
'CCO'N LEAR

CAW 024 MO
FULL BASEMENT
Inslolled In Your Cr.,' SP,
HOUSES RAISED

dif ersMectranic air
alms testa, ed. Elec. work
done Among.. colt SW -1275
e o
Qualified eleoricion
es, additions,
mpposts, 220 V cults
c. Co11832.261

RICH rERTILIM MACK SOIL

Ideal for new lawn, flower bed

:i'ae=-525.ao

Mg 4 MS D.MUS.°

1PROM9T DELIVER,' ANYWHERE
022,2E88

Tile
OUR SPECIALTY

ladullrial 6 Residential

FREE ESTIMATES
TO 0244
2807 SigwalT
Rolling Meade,. 01

DIGGS IRE SERVICE
WANE ?Ad Flows.

Rernodetog
FREE ESTWAT ES

3 LINES
5 DAYS

LAPPING MACHINE OPERS.

SCHOOL BUS

HONING MACHINE OPERS.

DRIVERS..
Paid Training

t3.90

A.M. ROUTES

255-7200

EXCELLENT BENEFITS
.

00-8:30 a.m.
P.M. ROUTES

2,30-5 p.m.

Can or Apply at

CARTRISEAL
WAWA 0,

RI:EZ CNAINBELT INC.'

Cook County

School Bus, Inc,

296-6640

MACHINE OPERATORS

MALE

only

WS..

392-4623

pisme ampl,erson

Earn Extra -Cosh

437 .1093

TILE MAN
WALLS AND FLOORS

HARDINGE CHUCKERS
CI. 11905

Dial a Day
Want Ad Today!

SC2 r

255-3343

fU

ono,r1 flooding. TRUSTY svARNS
EPOWER.EULL? PUMP AND ne
To ri.P.
TARSI SYSTEM. Pen,
collo

rt.T.

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

OVERTIME AVAILABLE

24 Help Walled Mao

RUSSELL

9116 Milvses,st07022. mm,

Gordian, Faulbaber,

Mary Lockefeer, Sue Ma
lar, Edward Moeller, Jon
Naglich, David Neukockatz,
Michael O'Neill.
Karen Perley, Lois Pierce,

.

'921'101TAII"

MERION BLUE SOD

L

0 C. Insane.
,S550-200
AIM 1011,04.
SSSM25.0
EALSIL
lechnIclun SS00.200

25,0552

it

Drake,

Janet Lichtenberger.

Sod

CHUCK 10;.10E,SZOSCAPING

Dressmaking -Sewing

Maribeth Ellis.
Annette Fairchild, Barbara

Mark Lane, Denise Lacarski,

OS...

losoio

Drapery Repairs

etc

II1APPINET

Siding

MOSICALA
DECORATING

mg 72,7367

co.

Thomas Brenton, Michael
Brine, Robin BMWS, Cheryl
Caldwell, Beverly Carrick,

Hayes.

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

ROOM ADDITIONS RUMPUS.

Ronville, Therese 13onvoski,
William Brendel.

liam Harper, Pamela Heather,
Marlene Hawkinson, Richard

t

'C'EILVSn9rfl'x'11TEr'
gs,

Anderson, Barbara
Behar, Jeanne Bom:son, Bess

KNOVVLES ELECTRONICS

SOD DEPOT
255 2570

FIND

A

B9f 5.194

Sheet Metal Work

Seteo Enterprises
PEE EO25 AA. V.,

a.m. as

d 9 m.
ODDS WPM REPAIRS

Susan

en Grabowie, Ratan Guido., Walter Haas.
Timothy Halvorsen. Wil-

=l'ILATIVESIONE S
Dog Service

Poisler, Cynthia Ragas,
Michelle Straikcr,
Rodger
Stringham, Mark Stcyalka,

vid La,.
Margaret Lang, Betty

i. -

Upholstering

PM,

DAVID McAlister, Mary

Statistics prove you Presager

,IRON MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

%atom%

ISSOOMINGDAU BLACKTOP

Plonlbir19

anted Men

814,000 F Cory. Expense

OR taxi

GEARING AIDS

SEILLIF CONCREIE

cy Longa,.

Chlebek.

()h
Gary Pagano.
Maureen Pattenton, David
Petars011, Greg Plaid,. Linda

.10f °LEMAN
3.261500

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

B la ck topping

Sandra Holtman, Deborah
Howard, Kathleen Kahila, Patricia Knepp, John Kyle, Nan-

Burke, Mary Burke. Lana Grids, Kelly Chindberg, William

Gail Nelson, Alison Newman, Karen Norlic, Michael

No tob Too small.
82e 7510

CUSIOMMO.Seaml

14Hilp

24-HeO Wanted Men

SALES MANAGER

4229114

kins.

Janet Ferguson, Carol 'Grill -

.392-1250

FE. [grimy..

,%reTs

wood, David Helmer, Jeffrey
Hill, Gail Hocck, Mark Hop-

Joseph lacart, Donna

McGregor, David. Mehlherg,
Linda Meyer, Michael Milky,
Annabelle Miller, Steven M ill -

Gutters

Mims

VIDEO SPECIALISTS CO

WERT PLASTERING
6 REMODELING

Hearing Aids

Mops

Patrice BMW, mike

Cheryl

o

CALLUS FIRST

WINKELMAN'S

Swan Claeys, Debra Dalf
h Orty, Bryce Deter, Maryleah
B elk, lay Darius, V ern Fish.
K evin Flannery, Gale Har-

Cheryl Wimer, Patricia
Wolthausen, Chrisiy Yoram
Debra Zdunek.

O'Hare
2700 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plainee

Sr..ki.kkocksnouar

Lisa Berg, Sue Boneek.

Gisela Sorensen, Run Sor-

Business Mons Clearing House

DI.

See is rep000

her, Beth Beni -win, Bart Bell,

Falk,

JOHN LABIAK,

STRSOS,
CONSTRUCTION
967.2722
522.720a

SOPHOMORE.%
James Alexander, Linda Be -

ensen, Peter Varga, Jane

McCracken.
Patrick McGinn,

Woo

soLDMATIONS. 9EE EDT.

ronan:7..;;;.`-"

dall Wroble, Melissa Wyse,
Michael Yew:,

Krysinski, Mark Labric, Da-

Ferman inserunte Group

PORIVI=IXPWS'

ems.

Kevin
Kastens, Elena Radio. Linda

tolk m usfIrst

S MASONRY

AAA/ SW re SOS

Mc.

1121 S. Ornursi RM
Sting your mi

MEYERS

General Hauling

'pr/In'/*ir nrErNis

CALL ED 214143S9

HAVE YOUR PIANO 111.460

RONSOSSER

ALLEN CONCRETE

Rocklcy, . Robert

AUTO INSURANCE

Before yea renew

537-1244

Floor Refinishing

CALL BOB VAN
296-1071

REPAIR

ReasAmble

ASSISTANT.

BABY SHOES BROX/ED

Pt000PE .hoP OEM..

Schell -al, Jennifer Silo, Alan
Syfert Gary Vsnyek.
Wynnvan Williams, Ran-

Prindle.
Michael Racinskl, Janne
Kockley, Denise Rudman.
Pamela Rudy, Jay Rusek, Karen Sarnwick.
William Sehlinkert, Tony
Scheid, Richard C. Schultz,
Sharon Schultz, Ronald Shea,
Jeffrey Smith.

TERRY Livermore, James
Madsen,
Marla
Mardnee.
Thomas
Marano,
Michele
Maws, Paige McCabe, Mark

it

CEMENT WORK

les

Per-

30/60

end brooder coverages

j

Bicycles & Repairs

Laurette Kearns, Katherine
Koster, Michael Kwic6inski,

Holt, Robert Hopkins, Laura
Huehl, Robert knee, Leslie

PACKAGE
ZIP

by Ws Wm..

SW 681

PAIIGARE

accounting.

$550 8. CAR

TVSERVICE

Ned
0

529,1211

Ruth

Michael Mills, Robert Moran,
Mary Mykyduk, !Cathleen

Jorgensen,

Forlilio

THE EAW

Plcntering

Wornnop

DRIVER

Pane Tuning Services
Lowos

tc.

Northwest Comp..),
far the ...9 eed
realistic man to take the reigns of the finances of
this mowing company. Background in all areas of

Teen 253 6600

TV Sorvice

cher.

Diane Miller, Lori Miller,

John.
Steven

Pages. Sislasmags..

Auto Service

lp Wonted

LICKO01

OL

0

CALL NOW0.1

Kay
n, Philip Hight, Patty Hop
Hieas
Geske,

ALICLPTION

$18,000 to $24,000

PARRER PERSONNEL

'P'A'ANRiA'AL POILTEEInIrj.

Cumenstammeluss

;7; ER'

Vicki Darnbyough,

Thane infing
FOR

234MlopIdel knits -Men

CONTROLLER TREASURER

EffElL `RRIGTE,-

ROMUGE

JUNIORS.
April Ainlay,aValcric Bane
C.arsello,

oon 24c- Calms.

PETS

SeDll IhWiriognstFAndstaer

rs47',Ar

Egos rmio NOON

NICE

52241171

23Ernplopent AgociesMen

EX -GI

SAWN EGN

AM far Rod

H

250 06.211

Patio Blocks

RETIRING? MUST SELO

Ca

EXPIRT BODY WORK

289-4300

22,Sttualions Wanthd-Women

McKAY TREE SERVICE

Pets

COMPLETE

SIATOMA1

CALL 259'4999

Sion, Neared. reay Pawed.

YASCHIPANTIM

Auto Body Repair

Wolter. Pamela &dd.
Wolter.

Formella, Mary Gannon, Hel-

between

Machine,

NIATH MO KARATE

wweameTriciiiingLaNixa

'9,13N.Haddaw
GNAW MK FENCES PPM,
COLORS PORTARE OR

MELROSE PARR

nr TolTrPiViTogn.ri::

Ws's. experitme

593,5934

wousrnetl.

1955 W. NORTH AVE.

EXPERIENCED

TUTOR

ecczzoiccoinn.

Ram

Catering

FRESHMEN;

1

door..

All SERVICE CO

n661MAR,;216°...

EuclidAuSe Am nerd la Tell
Midge. 32443146

RUSTIC FENCING

BBBE.KPEPos
Teruldweli PAEPoel.

ASST. MANAGER

WRING ORDERS HOW ;OR

593-6279

Fencing

A
71

FOOD STORES

3.6100 EnT 227

SPRING SPRAYING

ST GAPE/ENGEM/1i

omoraer Awned

JEWEL

WOODPLACtUrS.

n112

Lawn Mower RePairs

.

Dogs, Poth .nd Equipment ad

Tile

DE2RATING

EN1ERPRISES

Office Personnel
345-0500, Ext. 594

Tree Service

mINIMSNI9 6

INDEX

CALL FOR APR.

DEPENDABLE

Carpet Cleaning
CAW 6 SURA 'Mamboing

c.

sik, Lois Bertocchio, David

Call 593-5950

Paintertg & Decorating

'70V4RATIVE

rom

Felske.

Married men

Lawn Care

392 6.0

'CLASSIFIED

Douglas Sanders.
Daniel Sta,wski, Lynne
Steinman, Darlene Sterner,
D eborah Wilkins, .David
William

Linda Taster, 'Thomas Jo dome Jim Kass, Dale Kiffel,
Joyc Klwhak.
Sydney Klockc, Karla Kop.
pa, Kathy Kreger, Chris Krolack. Jeff Teen, Edwin Lind puler.

Borst, Catherine Boyd. Michelle Bradley.

of educational progress

veto 3872.1.5

James Inman..

year -old youngsters.

Remodeling

sanne Rank, Peggy Rowland,

Hoffman, Harold Holm,

Olesk y, Marie

Building

IIRADONSS tilmE
off All IssARMINIS t. WM,

ing Meadows. MUST ham omri
matarcycle Please, call W143S

Experience Necessary
Excellent Fringe Benefits
37Vr Hour Week

INSIDE SALES

SCHOU.
CUSTODIAN

Alterations
EC

Roger Othinan,
Partial
Plum, Marilyn Remick Su-

GAIL REESE, Cheryl Hoyden. B. David Hie n, Rick

3rd Shift

255-7200 oR 296-6640

Kay

Kopper, Kenneth Koster. Judi
la Nan.
Nancy Lindsay, Robert
Lard. Roberta Lundgren,
Fred Meyer,
Meyer, lad.

TAB OPERATOR

ECHO HILL RANCH OAT CAM

CALL

'PLi'irg7k4'grar
Sent, otanax.°T.T.

Arnold,

Gmenblatt,

use Day Want Ads

17 Dosiooss Services

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

Hearn, Steve Klopf, Randall

Bruce Frystak, Pamela Fella,
Diane Gill.
Cynthia Gruhlka, Elaine
Guido.; Donald Hall, Joanne
Hamilton, Dristmellans,Sharon Hardin.

well,

samples for a national mama.mein

or...ea peg

ch. Fricke, Michael Gill, Co rime Coltman.

Durband,
Christine
Elias.
Donna Engle, Ronald Ensmin-

evaluating or writine by 13 Donald M. Fyfc. a Palaine
writing

twiny,
.

lira;

259-32,17 or 253-2479

BOYS A GIRLS: Keep yam e
.

CPA

anmer work load. Cho.,
a0 gam., ammw,

Call Mr. Moore.

.14 Personals

Marlene Dellsy, Koran
Dowd. Linda Fader. Crot-

Calvin Chany. Cady Dar.
err, G. Kevin Dowd, Kathy

em looking for a comic
of home homes in yam
urea to display our new
Vi,1 Aluminum Insular-,

your -community... CALL ONE NOW!

392.803.1

Bruning. Janis Calek, Janice
Carlson, Cynthia Carpenter,

Mary Carlson,

An ua istant principal for
instruction cc Elk Grove High
School recently partichated in

moident, scored the

on, 3,.4174

Gregory Brosliam. David

Brown, Deborah Burke, Ruth
Carlberg, Margaret Carlson,

FRESHMEN:
Claudia Abraham, Marsha
Adkisson, Daniel Adomitis,
Jeffrey Andresen, Judy Bank,
Donald Below.
David Berry, Edwin Black-

evaluation

SIO re.

HeIghls

needs hes in handling' large

'Consult this daily guide' of reliable ser'yices,
offered by reputable business people in

ScIminn yr.
blue

Daniel Beard, Smart

Biliack.

Peter Loughlin, James Luc -

Blosser, Jack Baskin.

Jeri

SOPHOMORES
Bruce Anclado, Candy As n, Mike Beard, Craig
Behan, William Beck. Gail

der, Britt Magneson, Joseph
Majkoski, Glenn Meier, Mi.
clue! Mlles

JUNIORS:
Barbara Armstrong, Carlene Aronson, Valerie Ben-

ACCOUNTANT
PrlingIon

Randal Asa, Barbara

Elia abet h Brol, Debm

2iiiiipwauedilin

24 Help Wanted men

I.051 and Fond

sinski. Rosemarie Schrdeder,
Deborah Schwind, Claudia
ShislIcross, Christine Shana-

SENIORS:

strum,

Jeffrie

11PeponaR

Jules Rods. Deborah R.

D EBORAH Smart, Patrick
Morita. Mary klorgat, Shar- Smith, David Sown, David
ron Nagel, Lynn Niciscnc'' Sproul', Carol Sterner. Mt
Charlene Olson.
William Stewart, James
LINDA Pecan, Wayne Pe- Stalk, Pamela Stonebrook.
tersen. Cynthia Prokof, Susan Ste ph anie .Styles. John
Rees, Janet Reis, Susan Rich,
Theriault. Glen Thorne.
Robert Richter, Louis Roy Linda Towery, Beth Traw,
ran°.
Jeffrey Turkk, James Wasilo,
Cynthia Rogers, Deborah Carl Wagner, Leslie Wagner.
Rohrer. Allen Rosen. Jeffrey
Ruth Weidlich,
Wanda
Ruth. Nancy Schmidt. Andrea Weier, Roxanne WeinesSee,
Siakcl.
Randall Welton, John WiedeSteven Simans,
Phillip mann, Paul Wieland.
Stamm. Mary Steam, Theresa
Robert Wilbat, Pat WinkelSapniewski. John Sternberg. man; Bari Wood.
Chris Starter.
Mic hacl Vodka Rory
Senior honor roll students
Warlield, Fredrick Waters,

Kathy Wells, Karen Wexler.
Ian Wison, Michael Wing -

1

Robin.

han.

'

unlock your

ONLY

MI a r y

7-durnik.

Yang,

Young. Patricia

Diane Zelinske. Dale Zuelke.

lock

Debra McGuire, Michele
McCabe, Sharon McCarthy.

Kathleen

Robert

Let

goon.

GEMPTERY

GRAVE PEGT01=BEgE OFFER

Piga, Sherry Popp, Mary

John 1-ackefeer, Patrick Ma-

Bruce Fink, Macy Finder,

Mark Paley. Carol Plough.

Sclera,

David Lark,Wayne Lade),
Lee Leiding, Charlene Lemke.

RIDGEWOOD

3090S. Bt:sse Rd.
AR4N,G,I(419I;IT,S , ILL.

634 GLENN AVE. WHEEUNG

537-8100

14,,,Mar Feassm

2441e1p Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Wm

LABORER,

50T5 19 r

1=adig

14 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

26 Employment Agencies Women

So

Cn7'8'7'5*;

1599550

DISHWASHERS

""'

ALSO, DELIVERY MAN.

TONELln

des HECH.

90,35.MercongleCr.

DOCTOR

- $550 MO

Mks Paige
In ArMolee Neighls

HELP

1"°""

PHONE MRS. JOHNSON

297-2400

Ben Franklin Stores

OROW 0

KEYPUNCH

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY

Inc.

t,44:+zzst

Shield

b. CALL

NO NITESI NO SATS, NO WI
Th

Please Contact Don Marchini
724.6100
Or Apply in Person At

El

NYZIFifE[ESSB

ieria

539.6474

OPERATOR

RECEPTIONISTS

We hove an immediate need for on Individual
capable of operating 022.052 Alpha -Numeric

Doys 10AM to 5 PM or 10:30 ANI to 3 PM. Monoloy

High School Girl

Oyu Friday. Dinner only 4:30 PM to 10 M. We
guarantee your tips. Excellent salary and care-

Is

,. pony banefos. Meals and uniforms furnished no.
tional chain. Apply in person between 9 AM and

BE ON ME
RECEIVING END

II APAor 2 PM and 5 PM.

Orchid Cleaners

Mg:Merl-7

3700 West Lake Street

JEERMS

Glenview

An Fwd ono run rEmp r

CALL BUD NAGLE
FOR APPOINTMENT

255.1100
ng. comer as an Illinois

wen"

Boll communications
specialist. where youll

A Div of Jewel

teselki

uS your modlenical and
siolitleOto the

the
Veluran
al 41 owCraftsmen

SECRETARY

298-2770

Me

rte?suburb

near

interint end ability mornde.

will train you re ho.le calk on
modern pushbutton phone. A

Plaines

LAWMAKER MMONTM,

n,'
mann,.
HA. In

III.

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

All Office Skills
NOME

11111.101.UP PPACTIC

TOP RATES

LOCAL OR LOOP

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

k of

PROOF POSITION

BOOKKEEPING
BALANCING CLERK

It pays

FULL TIME

CALL PARS.CORNEX

We 44,e OPENINGS FOR CAREER MINDED WOMEN

to vuoak

=1,:gt:

Ps'al''.PROR'111,717A2'1'5'W'

wopa

loT your
at Bell.,.chlhetep
ragcaim:411y.

9. so

ALITIFS

PHONE MRS. JOHNSON

297-2400

Of Arlington Heights

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

White Collar Girls

-

394-1800

.......

FANDH u RST CENTER

NOM CCU

992-3820

827-9919

Service is our rale

©

English, Spanish speaking.

OF YOUNG
ATTORNEYS

Illinois

ell
call free 656.9922,

:c'7:o7VIE''ArtsrgMit's.'" r".

4°''CmrV
1601 Nicholas Blvd
Elk Grove

Phone 439-0600

pheahe

7haroo="Zo'o's!

e It aynlc and;xcting,r

"'"""'94

.01380

96,0700

7ATIV

WAITRESSES
ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

WANTED

BILLER TYPIST

Good Going Millis and figure aptitede.wili

Countryside Restaurant
& lounge

officeg work. Should
hove an aptitude for

3737 Industrial Ave
Rolling Meadows

Position open in Ocoee. Receivable De-

ASSIST

Go k & Factory Surplus
PATIO

SALE-Antrgue0

.callee-

tyq,9711'175'g1Rrt:
n5

b

An

MAIL CLERK

ywNFwe been kr

Join our boo mad room staff and enjoy 0106 with a variety of dunes.

DRIVERS
COMMUNICATE

8s.

10-4, At

Sole Cortggpandont.5600

BABY DOCTOR'S

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines
392-00

A*"..*'.0***

Co11590.11,1

Ken Larson & AsFociotes

Evening hours 5 P.M. to 1190 A.M. He prior experience necessary.

Mid'Southem
Toyota Distributors

.,GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!

IsFOM,sMg2es

0 SECRETARIES
SECRETARY-RECEPTIONIST-ADV. DEPT.
PAYROLL CLERK
0 ACCOUNTING CLERKS
KEYPUNCH -029-059 EXPERIENCE
0 PASTE-UP - LAYOUT
COPY COMPILERS - TYPING

Etr t: CZ'
TAME PARKER pERSONNTL

un

_O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
MST TO PRESIDENT
Need. TOP SEC. $650

CURRENTLY MIRING YOUNG LADIES

Merchandise Discount
Promotion from Within
Free bus from downtown Des Plaines

Top Intl Co F

TO 01)! Coll

298-2770
to Salle Personnel

94D MLeST.wIt'Plaines
es
Mr bytAppr.

FOREIGN
AIRLINES
RECEPTION
RESERVATION

owl h. nootroppearina mown with *mom

ORDER CONTROL
CLERK

I

DM"

Z'''°"`"X:f°41'"°7013
Tree IVY, 721SW. Todhy,
SP 441585, 1196 Miner, Dos
.

An Equal Opportunity Employed:

C A,L

,,

39 -Arts and Antiques

S43,00, 392-5119

9"P. d
'Z'";.,

1 block south of Loko'ut.'

TaL"'7"?7t
poA.Cmid.S195.9.93.15

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

'n; lo'UY'Zna
nul,wer. Must sell, 296-63S6

er 5500. 8240666

rune Chow InonMo rawyd. V.
git

52,9821

caw

1964 rf

351036O1

686-7740

13EN FRANKLIN'

hours

per

sy:70

Mack furnished.

WOLF AND OAKTON

Apply in Person tat
112 Oak Brook Center
Mall
Professional Building

DES PLAINES

Oak Brook

966 07081

BY OWNER 624086

179-5300

440050, Pets & Equipment

PAT,HEdg202NG MEADOWS

Black Sits Delivered
en,

USG

Cg5,522

VIII70.1::E:;O'0T570:

NOW.A=A I PeCU.

capable individual for our
modern medical (milky in our beautifuL new

66 Realfslate.Houses
hot

County LI ne ead Wilmot Roads.

Block M

o77:.'4:5"61

HOSTESSES
0 WAITRESSES
COOKS
0 BUS BOYS
DISHWASHERS

M.'HlgIrdelor7 1171:

11455. ELMHURST RD.

593-6969

If you are o registered nurse preferably Without
prior industrial esperiente and woold like to work
0:000.m. to 5:00 p.m, Monday thro Friday, plea,.

crtIrbl

965-4700

dl'"

9Dv71K417:AK'

SSG9991

Long blonde lumen hoir loll_ 6

t

M 8 wks

CL

SCARSDALE ESTATES

nt"rh'LleVe*s
CALL 1.92-414

ELEGANT 3 bedroom homy re Arlington Heights
finest residential communiry. RA acre. Offered by
ner In low 60s. If this Is in your price range, one

198-057

lookwill

First Arlington
National Bank

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER

Toppon AO" Elam Rork, A,

253 3497

259,1077

tuuarry MONO

hedrms, via boa. tga oar
a

SID 299.6804 art

lb
101%99-1191

LAKE. BARRINGTON

-

,r3"O'scrl'S'I;,"'1100
L.C. NEVVTON CO.

riven BtEHLFR 51.1,

to

Beautiful

"""

8200022

267,6900

290630
5,50

899 1623

rtair.74e:1;

vve.

595

'64 BUICK

314 Touhy, Pork Ridge

305

S1 -Resort Properties For Sale
For

Solo by 0

'63 MERCURTS
ImerSATaimEnk
MimMITHAMA dm.

grCrigreRar'd "," c".

'62 FORD '395
Ole kW., wows..

lislWere 15

360. 6 low Ideal for

Nr,Irs,r

'335

d

4s"h" 52,
=ni5r7wa Ran..

WE PAY TOP 555

,,,,LM,(1,,USED CARS

1111121

'1E1'5135

BONUS MOTORS

101 -Automobiles Wanted

AN KLUALOPPORTUNITy EMPLOYER

ff.

'65 CHEVROLET

n Estates,

P.

Contoci Bruce Dodds
259-7000

08160

etkl

CARS

UNDER $1,080

66 -Real Estate -Vacant

gluse, baby ,liuggy.

ott

WE SPECIALIZE

M bed complete $55 Regal folk

tiZrilF1774"71:1

'Ma

'59Tao'1117*7'.49'5d

MAMMOTH PORAPPOINTmENT

FlaTtOS'll=hn'E.

P.7949

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
Marton Grove, Ill.

c'EL:IFE4'""'

Zt'se'874TeS*4.fevtg101e7'd

FULL & PART TIME

MR. STEAK
RESTAURANT

Deerfield alike building, locoed ar the corner of

6301 Lincoln Ave:

dH

DOWN PAYMENTSAll Typos of
530,000. NO DISCRIMINATION.
ANYONE MAY BUY

550 Coll 4301431

do,.

en01,T,4%.1:;zi

CASH
FOR ORIENTIGRUGS

6800, sell for 5395 5503078

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

Four

VA:g

DES PLAINES - ISEWITIFUL

Must be 11 or Older

Mary Derderion, Ext. 3678,

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

gZraTEM4'.'''

Williams Liquors

Conic., Inc

doing light office work.

..

CL 19660

HELP WANTED

ADA of Jcwri

Work in busy realakrunt

FALCON,

1960

.61 FOIM.WAGON. 6 rylinde

PART TIME

'"TelPrre7ttV9VPn°

OFFICE GIRL

DeSarnAMS pm.

"S'Y

250B741
DODGE,

mnion. ssorocc

MB,/ for

CFPFIANOSIN WHEELING

444E Road Rd
Arrington
equal
Daemon
An

.1gor3aT'h'fitial

ajt

35011 V-1

1960

STUDENTS

We ore seeking

/ewe hew own honsportelkin 6 he
able re'vosk dey et.aysnIne Oleo
caralieel,
mr,

lepes. For more Information
came in ore..

'Sirs Pelts

86RealEstate-Houses

27 Help Wanted Men & Women

@Illinois Bell

iron, _plus free travel mit,-

In Arington Neigh..
5,4 -0

734,.Caal

g

t

74 -To Rent Apartments

Mole and Female

13,L DD0A8 LE

JEREMY'S

95. Duni.
6020 Demo.,

loose.

32.65scellaneous Merchandise

DOROTHY STaiT92261, Ext. 211

SECY $660

Telephone (312) 529-7700

color

T 11W y

CALL 439-8020

73-T0 Rent Furnished Apartments

0.12 ecloWc tools; adult b .1

439-0600

Nang with business and personal cells

rOg FURTHER iNFORMAT1011

PERSONNEL

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067

sew one, and that's why Edna picked a job
es en Illinois Bell operator. Her lines keep

from across Me nation.
II you Me people and want a Ian lob
WM pays no Mop in and see us about
becoming a telephone operator. Ws where
the action is, and where you should he.
We are on equal oPpOTIUMIL employer.

service Trove09

SECRETARY

Union 76 Division: Eastern Reg ion

Edna chose an action job
Melte galiShe knew a good deal when she

eds

7toporto

M:1'21;1.59.9'

1601 Nicholas
Blvd.
Elk Grove

tZ,"..75...17c00

IN ADDITION TO OUR ow, BENEFIT PROGR. WE

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL
CONTACT OUR EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

2500

Um, SHAG CARPET $4.9S so,
yrk NyLory PLUSH 53
able

sues?

167 Cutlass S. PFS, PM, A/I

Elk Grow Village
1 block nor, of Higgins

model

By Install,

Vtorkela (*ray

c,Z=3.3as,".M.1,Y,M,'23,13°...

PAID TRAINING

GIRL $530

Rd

1

VM/401.,R

Summer Work If Desired.

SAlemise and work with a small group of janitors. Evenings hours 6 P.M. to 1.30

5. El

r2

km for.

n'Ut81

SCHOOL BUS

CREW LEADER JANITOR

hy A

",'M°:'Irat°77'°*4

in

appoint

ro

Work?

WELL?

fro.

T

pleosant work
conditionf for individoak who seek a com-

TESTER
5600 MONTHFREE

Franklin Park, Illinois

goods.

80 -To Rent Office Space

TaTodli!ig.=1IX

CL 00931

All Positions offer fine
career opportunitieings

PERSONNEL

Ms,

10750 W. Grand Ave

Individual will fill stationery requisitions and assist In receking and shipping

7140 Rent, Stores, 011ices

Oswald'

lo

STOREROOM CLERK

2'"Ll';;'il,'"I''114P.°

55 -Musical Instruments

SALE: Sot ahly , 9 'Ft 2, So,F4sts

neral

figures.

$135 WEEK -FREE

Going Back to

AT UNION 76

(one b1, F. X o,;nd Rd. -

392.6.526

portment for NCR op -

Divorced?

5LCl,"

and

MOLON MOTOR
& COIL CORP.

SECRETARIES

Married?

Ka,

WILSON PaGIODEL GOLF

Campbell

VETERINARIAN

NM,

2702319

NEW SURPLUS
TOOL STORE.

"*r*

open including light
I ypin

SOPACIA

WITH A JOB

;1Z74

oincond.,

blue,

Phone: 253-6300

ANTIMWERN

Ook Sole. Moy 6 9, 9 re X Peby

Several positions

FILE CLERK

25.Employment Agencies Women

GET THE SPIRIT

Everything yea need Pim
Reasonable Rental

A

Day or Evening Hours

.Paige
nineDenswitor

JANITORS

POSITIONS

PRODUCTS

296-1102

6525 ma to alort. Freak

'',9ZITATIg POOL
REC ROOM

414Sporling Cools

CARPET CLOSEOUT

OFFICE

7.7,2;

Wit AtiftaR

024:2175

V -M Hi Fidel, Stereophonic Con-

724-6006

central telephone company of Illinois

CHICAGO ALMOND

Review in 3Oda rs

AIR CONOITIONING

Lo,b

TOYOTA

FOR A GROUP

cnre!e'gn'tiOrs=lro
-ELEVATOR BUILDING

93740001

GA, SALE: May 7

CENTEL
SYSTEM

Wri

Deluxe Westgate Apts.

Free nwtollotien

tTE,:2',V2ItV",',5%

no one xception.

Accounts
Receivable

11.0

MT. PROSPECT

2 Hen, duty auk.%

CALL EON DONOHUE

MT. PROSPECT

.0000a000ow4p0000000op000000000410

RECEPTION

YOU Ask fuel

OFF

FAITH NURSER'.',

392-5230

An interwm

N!',174";4E.1".,'°'

FOR FURTHERIIIRORMATION

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

or

r,", 40% - 60%

,blew.

tb'eS:V2CItIStr'

tons AM

SECRETARY

wooly

112-Autemohiles For Sale

CARPETING

Ggantic. 16 neighbor Corea

IZSTI"O'F'FrES"A'XIE'RCEL
YOUR SKILLS AND PERS°.

Young

3. Dee

WillLenrs7IVI:71r17:

StIMETRgaTIZIgRY'R.

LENT BENEFIT PACKAGES FOR

o SERVICE ASSISTANTS

NORTHWEST

255-7900.
The Bank & Trust Co.

Zar=ry.

Geroge Sole SW.

A NAME AND A SERVICE
ROLLED INTO ONE

Lc% MIT.T..2T,"

ml.

n.

& ASSOC., INC.

ALL AND MORE ARE NEEDED

OPEN

oid

eras.

NEIGHBORHOOD GARAGSSMS

SECT'S., TYPISTS,
RECEP., GIRLS FRIDAY

Low

o. Lessoing lono 6 loinRellinF

!tHL'i*elLirSS7O'"

ROBERT D. HUGHES

CAREER?

,11141otarcycles and Scooters

Aleodeves. MUST

Plaru

9.0700

n

394-4379

ode, ocrio1-

DIVISION OF

Apply. Mr.w.G.Woll

e1itilloe:M

latfol27.4

a

or

104 -Recreational Veltles

Leonel,

d

5813-7100

Jo

for installing me
a7ism71,r".11

deal about sMch

6520 Dempster

PLAYSKOOL, INC.
Chicago,

815,305-6333

WANTED:

opportunity no loom

BKPRS., CLERKS....

Acct's. Payable Clerk

1r1"Isn'e

Sin" r1

Ile

?Fi°122,:t

Individually controlled
Feud,. oir conditioning.

?r71"os7ess:01'912.1g1

Cu:rnd.$19n5"Gelrb7IS rP'1U1

297-2400

MISCO-SHAWNEE
INC.
ANY STENO?

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
603 S. McKinley

FROM

GOOD HOURS

Coll ts,s.141mIslo

POOL IR' Ma

25,12.50

NOT A COMPLEX
TYPE BUILDING.

"'"17,77''X't",

FAWN°, CAMPERS, INC
ms 5
701 W R9120,

MIN, Euclid r. MmHg'.

220,20

299

Miss hips
In Moran Heighri
9S. Ount.
39.1.0000

fun ok wish no fee. Mr gals
who njoy working yogi.
maple. Colli

WITH A TEMPORARY JOB

EXCEPTIONAL BENEFITS.

3 WEEKS FREE
TRIP EVERY YEAR!

grraZne your

fraltkin ;ont

ether

MOXITOrn PO'Ns1;10-6

NEIGHBORHOOD GARAGE SALE

os. Woo.

STRIKE IT RICH

LaSedle Panama(

WORKING
SUPERVISOR

atgcrosae

6411

Leelr" "0'4'

poriadon.

3

MO
5370
5390

940

and
..... or least 6 months espodence. ExcHlent
. 35 hour week and good tram-

Ls 2

500 owodione,Alt.Prosp.

keypunch machine to record m verify a variety of
statistical data I rom regular sources on tabulating
card. Applicants should hove necessary training

000000000000000000000000000000000000

PA to 430PM

ropes.

mit train yo

Executive

Secretary

DeMonDr. Trainee.

004 E. Rand Rd.

Arlington Hts., 00

You will grew ond dire. vis.
limrwr alikekliroy

Nr. Pandhern. Vegan, I

Ws LOW. of Whoeling Rd.

163Rd era

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

Company, Inc.

you

sem ...mance Is

"°-3"=.`,Nrm°"
:Ogre! ratIlk

A rewarding. Mos pay

Me us to find ma young girls
who con wadi we inueMer. A

gandwood Apartments

FULLY CARPETED

T.. man ow. his own marl..

t'"

;

Mi. PROSPECT

$600 MO.

FRONT DESK

(GIRL FRIENDS O.K.)

III Soto Tra dors &Campers

559.2019

INVESTOR'S
SECRETARY
LITE STENO

,A

Is

I

1-,12nonst eloctoo clother dryer

1L5'..7527

"oErz:evr,tr

& SERVICE
FOR THE AGED

DIVISION OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

or'392-3261

SntrISZHC2r5327t.SV

31 -Rummage &SarageSale

507 Isktre=r1.1-114.

ATTENDANT

oak

towt.',7E,"

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

JEREMY'S

LUTHERAN HOME

Oorwhy Simonet 299.2201...211

WASH ROOM

It pays to advertise
mith Day Want Ads.

i'vi aaz5a

sOT911dcoLn,_Ts'irev.,F411

AM or 2 PM and 5 PM.

Fereaks. Wenn.= cameo areal

blocks estal
950

,rep

VIZOiVu'aitgine

for busy coffee shop Meals and

...MOHR skills

522.1985

.

1029i6ch Tailel,

MOUNT PROSPECT

bred

olli"sf

funM
shed. Excellent solar/ and company

Lunch Room Hostess

Northwest Firestone,

WE OFFER:

MONMS
4 PM to
uniform

74 To Rent Apartments

"

GUMS

benefits. Apply in person between 9 AM and 11

Nogg m

New Iscater1. MOO

Fc 9.3200

Merell=gint'a"..nd 'n1=einnttogiin,

259.3310
moping Clerk
lop imam FullCo.beriefiii

COOK & KITCHEN

nict7b7srnens7771tdTbtlgrr''''

RUBBER CO.

AM. Opetiksikra

LeclitOn. sum.

2,8 78

.1.4=ond - MdsmContral Dem.

47 Home furreshrngs Furniture

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

u Fss,

ll ry with shorthand -

mYCbtl

NuorsOloS.

26 Ilelp Wanted Woman

FIRESTONE TIRE a

. On1Press Coercion

.14w'Gori

al.

CLERK

Career Opportunity

WE CURRENTLY SEEK:

27 Help Wanted Men & Women

PART TIME-FULL4 TIME

Is nuking severol gals *light office silHs

.W.growing CAN
Harthwew8olsoli.

FOR BABY

Matthews Point CO.

SilekODE

26 Help Wanted Woman

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

FILES MAIL

RECEPTION

RESTAURANT

NaCoNnillRg OADOMORMOS

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

woman prelea.39z 93,7

To Work For You

Good salaries

537-9100

26 Help Wan1111 Women

CALLING ALL GIRLSIII

ti7P"a'at ITN"'

P

11,41,4* May 7 1570

ALL SHIFTS

Factory Nola

Northbrook

Prµ Is

Put Day Want Ads

RN's & LPN's

GUM UP MAN

272-4731 al ter

26 Help Wanted Romeo

26 Help Wanted 810Mell
SCANDA H0175E

B92-8040

Poke 14

26 Help Planted Women

15

sel ool

Meg 7 1970

I hurkd

25 -Employment Agenoles Man

.

500 L 1101wy.,Des Pld

2964127

Abe Pap
Page 16

Thursday, May 7, 1970

TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY
BE le, ITM tOLJ

A MINUTE...

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

HOW LAZY CAN YOU
.3E7 WOULDN'T YOU

imA,:,INE NED THINK
TO TAKE THE MILK
IN AS A FAVOR TO
HIS MOTHER

fl

-t

6:00
News
News
News
Mike Douglas

2

HE IS THINKING! TAKE .Nsi
'EM IN ONCE AND NEXT,
TIME SHE'LL HINT-AFTER
THAT SHE'LL ASK --A4
ALLY IT'LL BE AN ORDER!
AIOSENSE CzAMBLIM'ON

...dINCIDENTAL,

I MAY HIRE
A FEW

I HEARD sibLl STOOD
UP FOR ME AGAINST
THOSE WEIRDO BOAROERS,

LETTIN'A ONE-TIME

AMOS! A GUY NEEDS To

FAOR BECOME AN

KNOW HIS FAMILY IS WITH
HIM WHEN HE TAKE5 ON

ALL -THE -TIME HABIT!

-LA... BG Vaal

UWE, I'LL BE
GLAD To

SCIENCE

CONSULTANTS
To HELP (Dui*!

IS THERE

ANY GOOD

9

HELP ',IOU
PERSONALLY

11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

WrrH 'IbUR
SciENTiFic.

PROBLEMS!

PH.D.S IN

.,

5
7

MY WORD,

7:30
5 Ironside
Rerun. "Poole's
Paradise."
7 Bewitched

'TOWN'?

:3ROTHEIZS

AT LAST

'

ESCALATION

cc, I RAJ

5-7

4

4,,

VI Pa 00

window

/1

in

THERE'S A
BUILDING THROUGH
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TAURUS (April 21 - May

21): take care to exert just
enough resistance to a new

26 Famous Artists;

C'N CHECK ON THAT

2

thE

reach.

GEMINI (May '22 - June
21): Though your changes for
career advancement at present
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her children on her
second honeymoon.
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Colbert
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News
News
News

and Fred MacMurray.
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of the News
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Movie
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James Dean gives a
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may be diminishing before
your eyes, your chances for

9:30
HitchAlfred

26 A Black's View

20 TV College
Social Science.

7:00
Jim Nabors Hour
Bobbie Gentry is

11:50

11
T h e Creative
Person
Bernice Abbott,
and
photographer
protege of Eugene
Atget, reveals and
analyzes many of her
classic photographs.

8:25

idea to get your point across.

32 News Final

9

Famous Writers

NEW JOINT THAT
OPENED NEXT

Don't place yourself out of

Philbin

6:55

I'LL SWEEP UP

FOR FRIDAY

Show
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Rerun. Guests are
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News, Weather,
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Weather,
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Movie
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News,

Henry Mancini and
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Spice Islands.

Larry Semon and
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ny Cash, Peggy Lee.
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7

duction,features

songs.
ing
include
Nominees
5th Dimension, John1969

9

bumbling

" T h e Perfect
Clown," a 1925 pro-

create the outstand-

7:40

fers from puppy love
when he falls for the
daughter of a woodcarver.
7 Animal World
Part 2 of "The
Great Red Apes,"
filmed in Borneo,
showing the world of
the Orangutan.

Grew Up
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top performers

sequences

A film trip to the
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adaptations of the
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Israel Boone suf-
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How to
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and is suspended.
5 Daniel Boone
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Rerun. "Sa-
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cused of breaking a
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The winner of the
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ticket. With Julie
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6:30
2 Family Affair
Rerun. Jody is ac-
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6:25
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Record: The Gram-

gangster -ridden

26 Quiz

mance with strange
local girl (Julie Har-

The Best on

5

terson cleans up a

6:15
11 TV College
Literature.

disapproves of his ro-

9:00

'

3:00
9 Five Minutes to
Live By

personal gain are great.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): Matters of a legal nature
could slow you up today. Take
care not to carry the worries of
this last workday home with

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

CYRANO. HOW DO i
MAKE MYSELF EXOTI1J6
TO A LUOMAAJ ?

you.

LET (July 24 - Aug. 23):

WAKE

You may have to redistribute
your energies before you will
be successful at anything you

( WAKE UP./COME
UP./
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who blows both hot and cold
may run out of steam.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

Another country should

be

'heard from this afternoon.

Keep your mind open to new
ideas which could bring about
;an important change.
'
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
221: Take care that your objec-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

II
THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Nature Study

tions don't turn from vocal
protest to physical violence.

601 9.`/

DON'T OIT HINT AROUND!

61 Tuft of hairs
on milkweed
(bot.)
9 Cocoon, for
DOWN
instance
1 Paroxysms
12 False god
2 Notion
13 Pace
3 Register
14 Greek letter
15 Final stage of 4 Sailing vessel
mitosis (biol.) 5 Tough wooded tree
17 Chest bone:
18 Beauty - 6 Discolorations
7 Nuisance
19 Style of type
8 Lance
(PI.)
9 Feature of a
21 Mexican

temper could bring you into
difficulties.

clear of those who

Keep
are not

calm.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

Ian.

20):

-

What you aren't able

to change, you will have to
learn to live with --- and espeWally so if the trouble is a mat-

ter of nature.
:AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
:19): Keep your decision to

L 'at L. TM. .N 11t S. 01

CAPTAIN EASY

Ourself for the time being.

Those who would direct your
,activities need not know your
independence.
',.:.:PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
7,1): Take care that another's
Nonsupport does not put you
out of the running in the

JUST THOUGHT rr, SEEN
THAT GUY SOMEWHERE.,

BUT, G051-1, I. CAN'T
PLACE HIM:

laborer
FROM McKEE INDUSTRIES;
THAT'S OUR
NICE TO SEE YOU, GENTLE- PROBLEM: HE

MEW...I 'TRUST DR. D1MBLE DIDN'T: THE
-CtRRIVED SAFELY;
AIRLINE SAYS

HE NEVER EVEN
BOARDED 1-115

GOOD HEAVENS: THAT'S RATHER

D15TURBING, OTHER COMPANIES WERE
HOT AFTER DIMBLE,,,I'D BETTER CHECK
WITH OUR LONDON OFFICE:

LIGHT:

;"'ARIES (March 22 - April
201: Protect your own belongings today. You could be persuaded out of your own intersts unless you close your ears
to rumor.
1179 br
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on -Con unit backs
township government
By Richard Crabb
from Springfield

a proposal from any of its
standing task force
mittees on new articles.

Township governinent will
be retained in the draft of the
1970 constitution.

Delegate John G. Woods
(3d District) of Arlington
Heights, member of Con -

com-

"SOME
PEOPLE
have
suggested that the language of
the new -constitution expand

the role of township govern-

Con's Local Government Committee said yesterday in Spring-

ment, but our committee feels
that this is a task for which the
legislature is better suited,"
Woods said.

field than the committee has
to recommend that
the new constitution include
for township government essentially the same functions
found in the present constiution. The committee is ready-

"I think that the new role of
township government might
be expanded to perform addi.
tional services, especially in
townships of high population
such as we have in the North-

ing a_local government "pack-

west suburbs," he said.

decided

"In rural areas of the state
full convention later this month. where township populations

age" to be presented to the

The Constitutional Convention has yet to turn down or

even make a major rewriting of

'"Bonnie' "

six -week-old German Shepherd seems to be getting loving care from Kathy Prescher of

109$. Edward, Mount Prospect during the 56th National Be Kind To Animals Week.

Harper, students compromise
fon f lying -of flag at hall -staff
By K. C. Radtke

The American flag now flying at half-staff in the plaza of

Harper College will

be

re-

turned to its full height at dusk

tomorrow in accordance with
a compromise reached by administrators and student' leaders.

A small group of students
lowered the flag for several
hotirs Wednesday, but hoisted
it to the top of the flag pole on
the advice of other students
and administrators.
DON DUFFY, president of
the Student Senate, then joined

campus organizers in circulating petitions to -have the flag
flown at half-staff fora week.
Yesterday he presented administrators with 1,800 signatures supporting the flag lowering --an expression of sympa-

thy to four collegians slain at
Kent State University Monday.

The request to lower the flag

was granted after Duffy and
other student representatives
negotiated the length of time
the flag would fly at half-staff.

SHORTLY BEFORE the

*NE

...............

was under debate.
between
stu-

administrators,

dents and faculty members,
James Harvey, vice-president
of student affairs, issued a
statement limiting the half-

staff flying of the flag from a
week to less than 72 hours.

THE STATEMENT

'had

been drafted earlier by Robert
Lahti, Harper president, Clarence Schauer, vice-president
of academic affairs, and Harvey, a spokesman said.

SIMON

The administration decided
to confine campus mourning
activities to the balance of the
week in keeping with a period

$USURS

of sympathy established by the

SAYS

National Student Association.
The Association requested a

three-day mourning period.

"SHOULD THE President
of the United States or the

Kent U. slayings

uniting Harper
z.,

By K. C. Radtke

unified spirit consolidtted Harper College Students
yesterday, perhaps for the first
time since the community in:

sfibrion opened its doors in
1947,

.--lhestudents--at least 1,800
ottlitif;300-acted as a body to

gr-r;:tteir college's American
ioWered to half-staff.
4ttOok the slaying of four of

tar : contemporaries , on

a

maeh1arger campus two states

ctgriot to gtt the Harper stu(leafs interested in a common

A LITTLE BETTER

than

MP 'Harper students voted in
student senate
p'res`idential election.

vie -Wed by the Day even suggested that yesterday's appeal
was an attempt by the students

to be heard by the administration.

"There's no student body
around here,"
freshman complained.
a

Palatine

"It's just a few who are con-

cerned. It's a bad thing. The
students dm -0 do anything,
"The faculty complains because the students don't go to
classes," he said.

DRESSED IN jeans and an
Army khaki shirt, the blond haired teen told how his peers
said they didn't want to get involved when he asked them to
(Continued on page 2)

110-.', month's

:41thly a:handful of the book -

caving youths really, know
wttat'S

happening on

their

Caf

Student leaders and those
Who..Cotnplain about lack of a
Wuxi' College spirit
1:tftfily admit that only a few:
sitikriti care:.

Governor of Illinois proclaim
a longer period of mourning,
we will certainly comply,"
Harvey 'read.

The flag lowering was supported by both the faculty and
student senates.
Duffy said 15 of his 25 sena-

tors voted to lower the flag for

.

lic Works Dept. told police
they had installed the meters
recently and set the value at
$28.

yesterday.

After nearly an hour of negotiation with faculty, student
and administrative representatives, James Harvey, the Harper vice-president of student
affairs issued a statement.

This is a partial text of the
administrations' reasoning behind the compromise of limitties.

PERMISSION WAS given
for half-staff flying of the flag
from 11:40 a.m. Thursday to
dusk Saturday and a brief memorial service and open forum
at noon today.
"One point needs to be
clearly understood," Harvey
began.

"The lowering of the flag is

15 abstained from voting during yesterday's special senate
meeting.

dents.

"IT IS IN NO way intended

THIRTEEN OF 16 faculty

to the
President of the United States,
or disagreement with American

them in a telephone vote, according to Martin Ryan, pres-

policies in the Far East," Harvey continued.

the

ident of the faculty senate.

tine, was requested to give a

munity are united in our feeling of grief over the deaths of
the students, we have divided
opinions over who and what
caused the eventswhich led to

five-minute nonsectarian prayer. Speakers were being contacted for a 15 -minute session

their deaths.
Reading further Harvey
said, "we- appreciate the order-

followed by an open student

ly process ollpetition followed

at

noon today.
Rev. Ruppert Lovely, Pala-

forum.

DUFFY SAID

maintenance

unincorporated roads, handling of elec-

their exact future role.
On Wednesday Cook County Commissioners Carl Han-

even the issuing of small build-

"This would include such
items as immediate welfare,
of

tion machinery and perhaps
ing permits."

COMMITTEE

Chairman
Parkhurst of Peoria
Thursday appointed Woods to

sen of Mount Prospect and
Floyd FuUe of Des Plaines John
proposed to Con -Con a sweeping reorganization of Cook

a special three-man subcom-

County government. They referred to new township responl
sibilities as follows:

mittee that will make a first
draft of the section dealing

"The county must develop a
special relationship with town-

complete its report within 10

ships. As much as possible,
townships should be local selfgoverning units, handling categories of problems defined by
either total area requirements
or where municipalities or the

with counties in general and

Cook County in particular.
days.

In a second development,
the Local Government Committee voted to abolish the 5

per cent debt limitation imposed on government units by
the present 1870 constitution.

than 50,000 deaths and deform-

May, local and county healthofficials will bring their guns,

ities in unborn children durin'g its last' outbreak in 1964

jet injector guns that Is, to bear
on rubella, a highly contagious

and 1965.

disease responsible for more

A newly -perfected vaccine
against rubella, which is also

president of the Student Senate, petitions are being circulated among the students opposing President Nixon's action in Cambodia.
"We feel the implementation of your present Cambodian policy was a primary
factor in the deaths of these
students," the petitions read.

r DUFFY SAID THE signed
petitions will eventually be
mailed to Nixon.
Duffy himself wired a telegram to the students of Kent
State Tuesday.

Writing as student body
president, Duffy's telegram
expressed "the deepest sympathy (of Harper students) concerning the senseless deaths of

four of your fellow students."
"We at Harper further hope
that

there will be no more

'known as German measles and

three-day measles, will be administered by volunteer teams

of nurses and doctors under
the direction of the Cook
County Department of Public
Health.

School children up to and
including the third grade level
will get the vaccine at school
during the week of May 18-23.
Inoculation teams will visit
both public and parochial
schools during the week and
have

arranged specfal

sites

where parents can bring preschool children over one year
of age for immunization.

ACCORDING TO Dr.
John B. Hall, director of the
county health department,
vaccination of children keeps
the desease from growing to
epidemic proportions and infecting pregnant women.
Rubella, Hall said, is a mild
desease when caught by children, but when contracted by a

woman in early months of
pregnancy, it can cause birth
defects such as congenitally
damaged hearts, mental retardation and seriously impaired
sight and hearing.

bloodshed at Kent but more
Nationally, more than three
importantly that the lives of million children have been
these four students shall not vaccinated so far in the "stop
have been given in vain," Duffy wrote.

rubella" campaign, according
to the National Commu-

nicable Disease Center in Atlanta, Georgia.
Dr. DaVid J. Seneer, director of the center, which is part

students

might possibly talk about
strike petitions and signed pro-

v

7

Day
To apply for a summer
job at the post office in Feb-

ruary and be told I'm too
late.

3.4.

IONE STUDENT ___inter__

custodian will be around to and sincerely hope the stutake the flag down so it can be

dents will do the same," Har-

raised normally on Monday

vey ended.

morning.

According to Don Duffy,

In another important devel!

opment Thursday, with respect to tax

collections by
townships, a bill of which Senator John Graham (R -3d Dist.)

of Barrington is one of the
sponsors, was given Senate
committee approval. The bill
would make township tax collectors deputy collectors for
the county treasurer.

There is similar bill in the
House, sponsored

Rep.

Senate bills are passed, a conference committee will be nec-

essary to work out the differences before the final bill goes
to Gov. Ogilvie.

nounced the dates and locapect Heights.

the ages of one year and puber-

ty will get the rubella vaccination.

More than $70 million has
been awarded to state and local
health departments for the
vaccine, Sencer said.

111

The coordinating -committee
for the county rubella immunization VrOgrarri this week an-

A

to Mount Prospect and, Pros-

For pre-school children, inoculations will be held at a cen-

tral location for each school
district. Parents of those children can obtain permission
slips from the school in their
area or use a slip that will be
printed in The Day next week.

"WE FEEL IT'S certainly
a safer instrument to use than a

BEFORE THE VACCINE needle and syringe," Donahue
was developed, he said, 80 to
90 per cent of Americans con-

said4,

tracted the disease by early

zations have been made using
(Continued on page 2)

childhood.

About f6ur million immuni-

Rubella inoculation
locations, dates listed
THE PRE-SCHOOL ino-

dren up to and including the

culations will be held Sat., May third grade level will be held at
23.at the following locationsl.k:P-the times and school locations

DISTRICT 26 - l&ker Trails
Junior High, 10000Nolf Rd.,

listed below. Permission slips
will be provided to the children

Prospect Heights, 12 - 3 p.m.

at school.

DISTRICT 23 - Ann Sullivan School, 700 N. Schoenbeck Rd., Prospect Heights, I2
- 3 p.m.
DISTRICT 57 - Gregory
School, 400 E. Gregory,
Mount Prospect, 12 - 3 p.m.

DISTRICT 59 - Elk Grove
High School, Arlington Heights
Rd.

and

Elk Grove Blvd.,

Elk Grove Village, 12-3 p.m.
Inoculations for school chil-

.. .....
...A

... ..

It

DISTRICT 59
Wednesday May 20

Robert Frost, 1308 S. Cypress, John Jay, 1835 W. Phea-

sant Train Forest View, 1901
Estates Dr., all in Mount Prospect.

DISTRICT 57
Friday, May 22
Gregory, 400 E. Gregory. 9 9:15 a.m.
Busse, 101 N. Owen, 9:30 10:15 a.m.
St. Paul, 18 South School.
10:30 - 10:50 a..n.

St. Raymond, 300 S. Elmhurst Road, I I-11:45.
Westbrook, 105 S. Busse, I
1:30 p.m.

-

Fairview, 300 N. Fairview,
1:40 -2:10 p.m.

Sunset, 601 W. Lonnquist,

.

2:20 - 2:35 p.m.

Lions Park, 300 E. Council,
2:45 - 3:15 p.m. All in Mount
Prospect.

DISTRICT 26
Monday, May.18

At Bond, Euclid, Feehanville, Indian Grove, Park View.
and St. Emily's.

All immunizations' will be
done Monday. May 18th at
River

Trails

Junior

High'

School.

DISTRICT 23
Friday, May 22

John Muir, Oak & Drake
terrace, Prospect Heights, 8 -9

Mr. And Mrs. William Hellyer of 1500 Ironwood Dr., Mount Prospect, accept prizes theywon at

the Church of the Master Art Fair. From Mrs. Robert Novak (right) of 1306 E. Clarendon,

Arlington Heights. The prizes were two pieces of welded steel artwork created by Joseph A. Burlinl
of 714 E. Burr Oak, Arlington Heights. Burlinl is currently holding a one-man show at the Welna
Gallery in ChiCago. The Church of the Master is at Central and Rand Rds., Des Plaines.

Eisenhower, Schoenbeck &
McDonald Road, Prospect
Heights, 9 - 10 a.m.
Ross. 700 N. Schoenbeck.
Prospect Heights. 10 - I I a.ni.
1

'

by

Robert Juckett (R -4th District) of Park Ridge. Rep. David J. Regner (R -3d District)
of Mount Prospect is a cosponsor. If both House and

tions of visits by medical teams

test papers they hope to send to

Gripe.
Of The

veloped.

Health, Education and Welfare, said eventually 40 to 60
million youngsters between

by the students. As long as
lines of communication and
action remain open between
students, administrators, fac-

ulty, and board, and as long as
a feeling of mutual respect and
President Nixon condemning concern exists between these
his Cambodia policy as a' groups, the events
at Kent
prime factor in the death of the State could not possibly repeat
Kent students.
themselves here or on any othWhen the forum ends and er college campus.
the campus is cleared after late
" W E PLEDGE OURFriday and, early Saturday
classes the word is that only the SELVES to work to this end

A new, more realistic formula
for debt limitation is being de-

of the U.S. Department of

"While we as a college com-

The students also asked to

have a memorial service

During the third week of

to signify disrespect

student's wishes and two opposed

senators approved

THE ACTION of Woods'
committee leaves it up to Illinois townships to work out

task.

Volunteer teams to use jet
injector guns in Rubella fight

activities told
Harper College students
were granted permission to fly
the American flag at half-staff

county are ill-suited to the

Third week of May

Harper statement
on mourning

ONLY an expression of the
grief the college community
feels over the deaths of the
Kent State University stu-

a week. Only one senator of the

sIudents

were smashed beyond repair

ing student mourning activi-

,What's more fun than getting to work 10 minutes early and
meeting the boss in the hall?

store in the Westgate Shopping
Center, Arlington Heights,

The Arlington Heights Pub-

the flag, then raised it when
they were told a time period

several

Two new water meters located in the rear of the A & P

Wednesday, night..

negotiations began, however,
some students again lowered.

After discussion

Water meters
smashed

small, consolidation of
townships may be needed. Our
committee on local government believes that there needs
are

to be a minimum population of
10,000 to, make such a unit of
local government useful."

yat

%11.
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Rubella inoculation

Many Northwest suburb
firms feel truck strike
Br Ben Clark,

Com,ons m the North

business stowed clown, and in
some
instances layoffs of
weaken huva been necessary.
The consumers' products
division of Islotorola. Inc..
which ended a four Beek shot.

not hem "as weighty,"
wild Gerald Orloff, heed of
public relations for that division.

at 2101 Onkton, Elk
Omen Village, has felt the i no pact of the trucking strike.
The Oakton St. facility is the
central warehouse for the

township of Wheeling. Elk

linonPark, that "they in'orkeris)

to -I3 weeks up to six months to

tween 180 and 200 persons

workers to their jolts, decided
yesterday that they expected to
ISMS1 to in operation next week.
Ralph Jones, erector of

been out of work for

build

three
Art weeks. and they need the

the

weeks ago.

Another company in the
Centex Industrial Park. a sheet

Yes, he said, the focmhat Me

Solo Electric Co.. at 1717
Busse Rd.. in Elk Grove VIIloge, has Olt some effects as
cording to Jack Allen. director
of industrial relation,
'Tomorrow (Friday) we
got of take 0 hard look at the
situation," he said. "We're
got a lack of finished steel
coming in." Ito explained that
the company does its own

company's consumers' prod-

stampings for some pan of the

oats division trucks sub-assemblies between its various lie

manufuturing that it does.

ventories."

He explained that vbalancnecessary because

of business exmmed by the electronics indescry In the sale of color tolevision sets. was down 26 per
the high role

cent for Me industry. 12 per
. cent for Motorola.

nos hod not yet been affected.
The pinch appears to be get.
associations

and

represents.-

lives for the drivers continue
to negotiate many businewer
move nearer and nearer to a
crisis situation.

2 pledge
sororities
Ellen and Carol Colwell,
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Roy

THE COMPANY manefactures commercial voltage
regulators. Allen said that
some customer deliveries have

Mount Prospect, have pledged

been mined to such firms as
IBM, Zeros and Westent.E1.

Adolphus Capp, St. Perm,'
Minn. Both girls are mph -

Colwell. Ill W. Milburn
Sigma Delta sorority, one of
six

Iris

'

sororities

at

(Continued from Puee

sign petitions for the nag lowering.
"So 1 talked to them and
convinced them." he said
manfully pointing out that

more communication would
immensely help to dispel the

Franklin Park and Quincy. has

people need money."

Harper students

ring sharper, and as trucking

linois plants, such as Elgin.
as a result of the truck strike,
hart the division's inventories,
Mt the division intends to rec
mein
open
"because our

Kent U. slayings uniting

metal shop that does custom
work, reported that their bog-

persons.

%eddy. and to "balance in-

was

of dr Anti, wore laid off mm

edits, employs at least 4,000

gle. thet arc needed for asus

int

representing about dO per cent

close -down next week.
He said the Schaumburg fa-

Gustavus

spiritless campus atmosphere.
"There always scents tO be
polarization." explained anther fellow in talking about to
Proud or violence on college campuses.

THE STUDENTS disliked

Day by Day

The Northwest Suburban
Peace Chalition INSPC) will
hold's peace rally and ms

Happy Mothers' Day, mothers

the fact Mantic administration
had Ladled local police maid in

any confrontation Wednesday
and Thursday.
"Like Moon they get the authorities out here. everyone
takes sides," another Palatine
freshman said

'When the administration
bring in 011101,1 fomn they
should talk to
youth said.

THE STUDENTS talked
through e honed^ Walt Pmtcal

01111 newspaper clippings

p.m. train to Chicago where
they will join protesters at the
federal building, said Mete*.

By Catherine O'Donnell
the Sunday known m blollicr's
Day will spend a most unman!
blather's Day. The man of our

but she is caring far on invalid

b. biking me to Reno to
labmoc

arc going to

sister. Oh, yes. and were is one
other thing she wants everyone

to know :Moto thts boy. He's
'black. Somehow that doesnl
seem loo important -and= ill

CLEAN AIR CORRDINATiNG UNIT
Mrs. Clayton W. Brown is

Marin County just outside San
Francisco to the wedding of

Jimmy Hartigan of N. Drury
Arlington Heights and
Maureen h lu valley of Califrimio. The happy young
couple no, cau sing plenty of
imitansen. among the senior
J im Hartigans and the klolve-

eheinnae of PEP and she
'wino a PrellY POPPY lener. "A
splash of visual optics will
dominate the uesday, May 12

in

neYs.

And we happy wavelets art
delighted. l he Reno excursion

will be an nvernight in that
town just forFun.
Fun. While I'm
away have a wonderful day. all
you mothers.

meeting conclave of Pollution
and Enviommental Problems.
as PEP present, its "EemCalsalroppbc Filno Festival.' at 8
in Fermi View High
School Little Theatre. 2121 S.
P.m.

Goebbert Rd., Arlington
Heigh.:

HELP IVANTED

Shp says the proganswill be
mosN ..stimulating, most di -

There is a freshman at Hai.
per Junior College who needs

rect. most action -oriented to
date." The PEP people will get

a little help. He is a good so.
dent. who 0 studying commaen, He attended a high school
in Chicago and lived in the
Harper area during the pow
year while he went to school

down to the "nitty-gritty by
Mmentieg a compact ball of
was fool just PoYin mantas)
nmardine

what

the

home -

owner can do to repel hap In
the Burden" plus a Deck of
other fascinating things like
there,
Now for the summer .he.. fertilizing the lawn without
needs a room with local Iamb PeeSieidea ohsamictieg more
ly so that he can continue his birds.
There'll be a "think -tonic
schooling. He has a job and
will be able to gay sonscibing which she calls the meat and
each week.
potatoes of the conclave
But being on honew the "You should be there," she
Its the bolter. The
to call
demands, 'If you care about
if there is anyone with who the flame. You're the solution
would
MissGer- to pollution." Well anyone
y at 358.0559.
hl iss Cosby who live, in

aldine

EVERYBODY'S TALKING
AT ME
Jim McCabe, Wheeling
Township Democrat committemoun has added more

Organiation
Dinner Dance which will be
the

to

held of the Arlington Park Ho-

tel next Folio, May 15.
Newly announced gusts
are Slates Attorney Edward
Hanrahan, Michael
State Senate minority

ally,Bek

d,

Alm Nixon. County Board
Harry Sernrow who is a condi-

vacancy on the
Board of Tax Apeals.
It should be pretty obvious
for

a

to even the most skeptical that

McCabe is a hard man tore
tent of the group is to prove for
all Arne that Democrats do
have more
.,
are. $25 ...Pm
nck., co,

An Arlington Heights swaman complained because she

lem our sheets. two Pillow
OM and IE shirts too laundry,

The bill was $6.42.
cents

shirt,

that

"Atant

me

34
that

tive of Mc EX Public Heolth

late Mike, sugar cookies.

skid marks of Ogilvie auto and
determined his rate of speed at
53 latish.

lotion now. Nol Everyone gets
bullets with revolution...

"Om dismayed, I'm mbarnosed as an American... said
one student in conversation
about this week's national
campus new, events.

THE STUDENTS talked

casually resting in the bright colored tulip chairs: sitting on
the concrete ledges in the plaza:

having a coke at the white tables in the College Cenom.
The students talked to other
visiting students from other

Car- accident on Rand Road.
Arlington Heights.
Police said the auto driven
by Joseph J. Ogilvie, 51). Le-

en by Shirley M. Futterman,
35, of 708 Si. Mary Pkwy.,

registered
treated.

Buffalo Grove, hooded nonh.
t on Rand.
Ogilvie told police he
auto in front of him which sud-

side of the road. Maas wos

denly chmgal Imes. Police

chatted with failure to signal a

identified the driver as Joseph
F. Maas. 39, of Wisconsin. Police said they measured the

lag: change. Both are to ap-

school students from the Ds-piim 1000 imi.,

Slate University.

trict 214 schools.

He said that the memorial
will continue until about noon
when the mourners will moan
to the railroad station in downtown Arlington Heights.
They plan to take the 12)33

Nickolaus Kemper
Nickolaus Kemper, 76, of
100 W. Berkshire Ln., Mount

Northwest Community Hospimi.

gm,o

his

wale,

Agnes, two children, Susan
Kinn of Mount Premed and
John ofShicago; two grand doo,,Ero Clod

Funeral ms will be said to.
mm
morrow
Stephens Church in Mount
Prospect. Burial will be in St.
Joseph Cemetery in River
Grove.

sional growth, to provide an

Yearbook editor
ley A. Needleman, son of
Mr. and Mn, Everett NeedlelingMn

Heights, has been
associate editor of
Techmila, the yearbook at
named

in Arlington
Court lune 30.
pear

Rochester Institude of Technology, New York.
Needleman, a 1968 gradu-

student campus weekly

newspaper, and is a member of

the Institute Communications
Council.

Linda Springs, 707 N. Russell, Mount Prospect has been
named to the dean's Est at
North Park College, Chicago,
for the winter term

doing-it-thcmselves.

The Haeger Potteries, Inc.

A Treat for her on Mother's Day

Silhouettes, Among the
models will be Mn. Jack A.
Spurlock, modeling the mint -

COUPON SPECIAL - Friday film Sunday, May 8 thru 10

7IJ

I

FREE! Home Made

I

FRUIT PIE

090000004.100

0#4,1 .,Cti -ROIL&
PLUS, PAIS STYLES, WIG SAPOPL6 DHSS BOUTIQUE

CARRY OUT
SERVICE

394-2728

Barney's

chicken

" aTitMkgig=igh'

2322 East Rand Road in .Liellthr
Arlington Heights
looted m the arms. bees, Pori, East Shopping
Center Wu to fro. of the aportmot Orrlp
corner el Pond

aml Comp McColl. good,'

PH: 394-5333

announce rho

birth of their

Community Hospital. He

third child and first tougher:
Stacy Suzanne, born April I I

weighed 8 pounds 21/2 ounces.

at Lutheran Genetal' Hospital

Peter has a sister, Julie Lynn,
21/2. Grandparents of the chitdrew are Mr. and Mn. William
Kleppinger of Chicago and

weighing

Mrs. Thomas A. Grams of

grandmother.

Mount Prospect.

Andrea Virginia Skowron is
the name of the 4pound-SH-

9

pounds. Stacy's

brothers 01, Paul, 6, and Andrew, 3, Mrs. P. G. Hama of
St. Joseph, Mich., is their

gown is of heavy black site
sleeves.

newborn baby sister. Mary Sue
weighing
Hospital,
weighing 5 pounds 6 ounces.
The girls' grandparents ore
Mr. and Mrs. QuinterStitsel of
Lanark,
of Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Wickens of Diann, W.

The high necklines

dress, needless to explain, has
hustle. The evening's enter

AHEAD AND

tainment will also imlude se
leetions sung by the Fares

sister, Jennifer Anne: 2nd
Grandparents are Mr. and

Mm Edward L Skowron and
Mr. and Mrs. Francis T. Wet
pole Sr., all of Chicago. A set
of greet -grandparents also PI: side. in Chicago. Mr. and Mrs.

Peter Skeane..

View High School Vocales
der the direction of
ret
Schimmelman. Tickets for 111,

annual

I like 'em

Mother-Daughte

Banquet ere on sale at lb
elnurch, on a first come, firs
served ts.is.

LOW,PRESEASON PRICES ON

1 ant mother.
fun geared for work.

CDROOM AIR

marl,.

I get up early.
I make meals.

CONDITIONERS

1 make hundreds of peanut

32 Models
5,000 to 34,000 Btu's
115 -or 208/230 Dual Voltage

wee

HOT YOU'RE NOT.

PRE -SEASON

Count on Carrier Quality

SPECIAL

Touch ControiConlon Center
Two orrhreeSpeee cooling
MA, 49 Flow Controls
Automatic EvenTarap Therrnestat

Idoeuls Mr Special Windows

Special Pre -Season Prk

5,000 BTU

Only

$13488
Model 511(1105

In Effecl Noel

conduag'bffitt
1000 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
255.0700
Mach wart of Euclid. Plenty of FREE parking.

OPEN MON., TUES., THURSa FRI. NIGHTS!

I am geared far telephone

I scrub the Tom,.
I buy the groceries.

nI

I dust and sweep.

I am a dog feeder.
I am a pet keeper.
arn programmed fee mod
work.
I rake leaves.

Pull up your pants.
Be careful.
Be quiet.
Clean up your room.

Wheeling women

I drive my daughter lodes.

Members and guests of the
1., Wheeling Township Women's

mendations. She asked if the
legislature was outdistancing

to Republican Ebb at their April

the commission.

Il, Meeting questioned guest

Mrs. Eugene --Schlickman,
wife of the commission chair man, told. the women that the
Members of the commission
have other duties in then own
communities, such as working
at their professions or bositresses, Part of the reason for
the slow start was the long distones some members had to

Iss Speaker Hershel Rader, a research cmordinMor for the 11.
ElemeMaty.and Seemve. dory Non-public Schools Corn-

mission, on the workings of
t the commission.
B Rader spoke to the women

about the origin of the car.
S.:mission and its prim..
A woman member of an ad-

travel to attend meetings. Des-

hoc citizen's group in favor of
the Parental Voucher system
[,:wondered if the commission

pile such difficulties, the cam
mission has held more public
hearings than any other. com-

PA'," was wasting the tax dollars of
ff the citizens. She gave as an ex-

mission, she said.

ample' Sen. Robert Cherry 03h
Chicago), a commission themsponsoring a bill on school

1 drive my son to Scouts
I em wound up.

and in the Senate before the
commission had concluded its
laiSpese poOmadd its ream-

commission and

added

cc-.

ipenditure of tax money. She

asked why An School Prob.
per Ions commie:don,

1

plant flower..

1 paint.
1 am happy.
I am happy.

I am sure there is button
miming.
fi

mane.

commlmlon established in 1949, Fouldtet have
Minded .the work of investigating the question of aid
to nonpublic schools.
commissMn

newer

handles anything that is controversialO Rader said.
The commission will pooh ably have preliminary reports

in by some time in May,
said. The legislative session
ho
will be over before the final
recommendations of the Commission are given to the legislature. The commission was al toted $50,000 for its expenses
and has requested further ap-

propriatims of 540,000.

Mrs. Thom. Hanlon qua
gnawtioned the creation of a

Dist( a bird watcher.

I am happy.

Mg lessons.

hear Hershel Rader

ss1;

HOME APPLIANCES

I know the Easter Bunny,
Santa Claus and the Tooth
Fairy.

I give orders:
Pick up your socks.

12 Styles

'

barter sandwiches.
I bake birthday cakes.

wash the dishes.

p
Famaua COLE SLAW

Mr. and MA, Edmund H.
Spletzer of Mount Prospect

4

*THINK-

Extra largo,Washable Filler
CorrostonPeststanICasings

or -I Is, of Barney's

ay, M: y 8, 1970

Wither was born April 9 at

Second dot. novo, noid or

emulated.

i

Clarence Bydal. The two-piece

with hand beading on the oaf

=PP.

It's curly and mre.free ... the Iciest in sin
ohmicma. of Konekalool Donn ems he

F

0 0 0 II 11 0 USSPPSSUPOSS 0(010rouser

7;

Malian belonging to Mn,

,

0

. wet/.

nee fashion of the evening, on
1865
Mioolength Parisian

426-3441

Newsstand iaos. 10 sena a

A regular $25.00 Value

of her children but for herself

There are now two babies in
ounce daughter of Dr. and
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mk Mn, Ernest L. Skowron. born
E. Wicherm of Mount Pros, April 16 at Nor Andre Compact; Amy, 15 months, has a munIty Hospital. Andrea has i

Wipe 1P00.....

$1

the educational advancement.

ion

Seven Maiden Lane, Dundee, 10. 60118

weakhome claioarnoL
of
Wan
a
aw. SILOS o

SYNTHETIC WIG

pert of any ad-

re-eotered or begun by a moth-

May 19. Mrs. Ronald Scherer
has written and will direct the
prmentetion entitled "Fash.

By Dolores Haugh

ora*****cool,(0)**(mzc

hoportant

Yana. edumtional program

South Church at 6:30 p.m.

0100010 one dollar for each one

coal -burning

Her interest In poiltios is not
strange to her. Her husband,
Donald, Is associated with the

houettes will be featured at the

and 72P
e0016

Mx

The world today can be a
place for mothers who think
and plan ahead, not only for

and family on an even keel,
She concluded that the most

Old f.hioned mamas In sil-

4.56. enenc, ol

for

order to keep the household

Graves of Mount Prospect.
w. born April 3 at Northwest

Pubs.,

n coma o

m's Club recently awarded the
NM of such scholarship
since 1969.

mire, but you must also budget
precious minutes and hours in

Beloved Robot

the sheet cost one dollar or

can resist that appeal is a dirty -

Wisconsin when the family

The Mount Prospect Huai nem and Professional Wom-

According to Maryaruse
you have to have a strong dis-

Peter Jason Graves, infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. James A.

Lob PIE s. asoos. lloteht.
ad,Arriawan vonPlaines,
IL SPOOL

revsSP.00

aion while living in West Bend.
She entered the University of.

modern

Bassinet set

SS:

Pnorteo, SO

in-law Donald in Mount Prospect several years ago. It was during this timetlmt she devoted her full
time to raising her seven children. Catherine was jest a baby; Annette is on her left. Front tow
includes Helen, Suzanne, Diane, Mary Carol and Tom.

Here's how Mamma used to look

Mood,

dory.
ihnougb Lidos, hy

aehoo1?

then) will be able to teke on a
public office."

a

Page 3

INF PaOSPECTOAT

SoloLdpsinn ramp

On dean's list

'

;

photography for The Reporter,
the

Herbert Van Driel proudly posed for this family picture with his daughter Maryanne and son-

s.:

Publsewel.

WHAT DOES it take fore

She said, "I hope that by

is

have set continued education al aims and through state and
federal
legislation scholar Mips am available.

wife and mother to go beck to

Mon. thee Sat, a am to 4:30 pm

ate of Prospect High School. is

majoring in art and design at
RIT,
He has served as editor of

Helen, 10, a fourth grsider and
Catherine, 7, a second grader.

get my master's degree."

In -

Heights

fession and to render service at
a professional level.
Aurora is an accredited

the Advent Christian Church
lingo it was founded by
denomination in 1803.

Diane, 15, is a sophomore. St.

"I'M NOW taking graduate
work," she said, "anti hope to

She began taking courses
drench the University Exton-

in

Maryanne

awn, 13, is an eighth grader,

vanity, but she declined as it
would take too much of her

was

he

as

mother who is looking to the
Nalre and bringing credit to
her family.
There are others too who

high school, while her sitter

ALL LAMPS
1/2 PRICE!

aibilitics of the taching pro-

four-year senior college of liberal arts located 40 miles west
of Chicago, The coeducational
college h. been affiliateh with

engineering at the university.
Mary Carol, 17, is a junior in

er society Pi Sigma Alpha.
Maryanne was also offered
a hatching position at the md-

druggist,

Stromental in the founding of
Many local civic orgentsto
dons, including the Mount
Prospect Lions Dub.

don at the university. Thomas,
19, is a sophomore in chemical

SPECIAL SALE

opportunity to explore the pos-

. 422 S Gibbons Av., Ar-

Obituartes

TheSEAnames is

crumple

SO 0 0 OJ

Treasurer

Prospect High School.

valved in education.

inated fora Woodrow Wilson
Award and invited to join the
national political science hon-

retired

a

taught his daughter the art of
organization. He did this by

Dolores Itaugh.Womens Editor

linois. where campus secoritY
is tight and students am dismissed from or cutting classes,

will be for the four students
killed last Monday at Kent

three semesters,
Because of her high scholas.
de achievements she was nom-

Drill,

Ogilvie was charged with
or fast for condi-

6 FREE CONDUCTED TOURS DAILY
MONDAYS THROUGH FRIDAYS

Harper College students.
NSSP is comprised of high

Maryanne.
Maryanne is now Mrs. Donald Ripple and has seven children. She has just received her
bachelor's degree from the

Daughter, Annette, 20, is a
junior in elementary. educe-

of Wiser sin government to
mpecially those hz-

speeding

Park. including members of Se Student
At Education, Noon.
the Northwest Suburban St. (SEA) at
College, mill
dents for Peace tNSSPI endPdwprds ja 0,, grad., of

Cambodia. and the memorial

te

of the two being

ions and driving on the wrong

camp u se s -the homeward
bound from Southern Illinois
University and Northern Il-

b,, ..er ,

became older she was able to
carry 11 credits during the last

journalism.

of 405 BobOlink,

avoid hitting an

swerved to

-

Northwest Community Hapitul where them was no report

Rd. collided with an autadriv.

One such modern mother is
Herbert Van Driers deughter,

During her first two seros

time.

Motel Prospect, were taken to

mont.headedsoutheasionRand

groups,

mothers.

ters she took only three credits,
thus freeing herself for her
borne duties. As the chitchatms

THE TALL, slender beauty
interrupted her college education at Marquette University
in 1958 to marry and hrve a
family. She had been studying

Mrs. Futterman and James
Fay. 28,

and has the ambition and fore.

nition from the university for
her "distinguished scholastic

2 injured in 3 -car collision

who heads NSPC
said lid the rally will be to
protest U.S. involvement in
Prospect

The public k invited. Delivery
service is free. Just cell Lonna
Stevens. 392-5837 or Gene
GriMn. 255-4208 or the bendV isi tation wilt be after 2 thin
quarters. 259-952/ Any cur- afternmn at Friedrichs Poserious Republicans are welcome.
al Home M Mount Prospect.

MORE INFLATION

ding. apple puff pastry, Moen-

er is nag family cooperation,
especkhy from hubby."
Her father, Herbert Van

In this position his
duties include the explanation
fiance.

wee in school.

University of Wisconsin.
She received her degree in
political science and last Febrm,y along with special Tows-

Buil moments, vanilla RM.

James Donahue, a memento-

Sundays & Holidays 10. to 5:30 pm

fuse. The joint will be jumping ',mg, died ymn.rooy at

with Political talent. Ths in'

AT A RECENF organizeliana! meeting of doctors.
volunteer,
nurses anb

Richard Mat* of Mount

Heights,

member George Keane and
date

portment.

Moteja estimated that any-.
Mary Edwards. daiighter of
where from 200 lo 1,0110 pa.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Edwards, 407
rod am expected 1° P.ff.c.7
N. Fairview, Mount Prospect,
pate in the rally at Memorial

Please come.

laundered," Looks like both
gals will have to go back to

locomotive,

coed at Chestnut Av. mid Frem ont Sr, in Arlington

tage cheese, molded: cherry,
apricot halves. Italian breed
and butter, milk,
Available desserts: pap,

Two ,C1,0. LW: injured

on she Kent State slayings.
Penciled graffiti read: "Rao.

maim at Memorial Park. Is has been scheduled m'''''"
for I p.m.

INIatine would be happy to
take him into her own home

table (one choice): hash brovoi
potatoes, green bl4ms. Salad
(one choice), fruit juice, tossed
salad, coleslaw, peat' with cot-

Wednesday night in a thee,

us," another no, ihimmete, yejtoragy-

Peace rally Saturday
in Memorial Park

omdres.

This column writer who is
alto a dedicated celebrant of

bun, wiener In a bun. Vege-

IM Des Pial. Health De-

W isca nein Temperas Al-

The modern mother of today is as wise as her mother
Oof her pioneer grand-

Alain dish (one choice): bad
ion spaghetti, hamburger In a

efforts me being headed by

Budris, 304 E. Evergreen, foe best exhibit; Steve GilLon, 307 S. George, for NM speech; Melodic
Van Dyke, 22 S. Edward, for best poster. Alt are from Mount Prospect.

.

219:

moved to Madison In 1967. Au

Ibis dote her youngest child

!futon, Prospect, Elk Grove,
Wheeling, Ilersey and Forest
View high schools in District

Grove, Palatine and Schauerburg, the county's wweination
drive is being coordinated by
Norihsves1 Community Hos,
MI in Arlington Heights. In
Maine,Township. inoculation

Bruce MeNe, 405 MacArthur, 0ower left), president of Central Junior High School Student
Council, presents savings bonds to Earth Day contest rimer,. From top left, winners are John

By Dolores Haupt

To be served Monday M Ar-

In the northwest suburban

Ise-

wombats, sod the night shift,

"OR 1NVENTORIRS are

Menus

Alen. Jean Branding, head of

were normally employed at the

ample at present." he added.
'There definitely will not be a

down was partly as u result of
reduced raw materials needed
far manufacturing. lack of
at

police comm.

nications systems).

IIE ADDED that the shut.

components

(pg.

bright future

rt

Mutt

Bcaused thousands of ab-

lion. said Allen Rude*, most ant gmonocl director.

RUDOW SAID that

to Inoculate up to law
dr, pon hovo

111°

normal pregnancies, malformations and stillbirths throughaLL the United States," Dr.
Seater said.

public relations Mr that divb
si. told The Day front Frank,

Monday and returned 3.000

APP.!. m m's

In additioo, be said, we are
having trouble in receiving
materials and shipping out the
finished products.
Lift Part, Manufacturing,

Company's national Mauls,

down of its Illinois eta. Iasi

seal
wid medical leaL 10111
guns unable,

new 511.11110 will preclude I Ca
ps11110n 01 the
toidumis

"We have no distributor orgoniration, and are a 'factoryto -end -user' type of ohmtitian;' said Orloff.
He explained that the products which his division monofactures are more or ins cuso
tom made, and such systems
may take anywhere from 12-

.2-,.,11., 10,11. se°11`.".;:,nitmll

21G1

not neunme matert d in the
proms Poem, to maks h En

Mtn prude,

fins

"Arn.,"'d

xtw suburb in met youngster,

pens (IMMO) m that n to

factored. the effect of the strike

the rubella Inoculations will be

Mon then 500101 north
willsuburb
men tj IS end

Modern Mom looks to a

Pubho Health um, mind hiut

s tof

lb_ old Mu Mx Malmo

on the piddle Blois held and
dosed canon OIL, neon and
signalling products ere mane

current's
working
pith tho III mom Department of
Service

the guns during Mu,
st,un
)ears in the United St Ms he

woke hen h imputed the can

n

ndim Ind ts o nes r ithos used

full the porch of the Irmktex
mike, now are finding their

.

Musson

Suit motors when port ible

went suburbs who ntawneeka
Ago card that thus het not let
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(Contemn (I from Pak, II

The day's prospects

Some women in the

au-

dience thought this was an ex-

cessive amount of money for
14 months work. The deadline
set for the work of the contras-

sion is Jimmy, 1971.

Maine choir sings at
Indian Grove PTA
Indian Grove PTA will hold
its annual installation meeting
at B p.m. May 13 at the school
in Prospect Heights. Officers
to be installed are Mrs. Mark
O'Hara, president; Mrs. Ernest Santi, first vice-president;
Mrs. Louis Gartner, second
vice-president; Mrs. Jerome

Hume, secretary, and Mrs.
Paul Geallis, treasure, Mrs.
Lyle Jacobs, president of the
Randhurst PTA Council, will
serve us installation offimr-

Mrs. Movie Bruning said
Ilan an outmoding progrim

of choral male will be
presented by the Maine South

Talent festival

at St. Paul

'

High School Concert Choi,
directed by ,Irwin Bell.
The choir, which has toured

II European countries and
recently appeared on TV's
Channel II, will include can
temporary "pop" hits as well.

A talent festival will be held
et St. Paul Lutheran School's
gym tonight.

An. maommipts,

laddng

aM handicrafts will be exhibs

ited from 6030 p.m. to 7:30.
as music performed on its European tour in its 45-minnte PM.
presentation. Indian Grove
A variety ahow will begin at
sixth grade classes have been 7130 p.m. Victor Row.hke will
invited to attend.
,act as master of ceremonies.
Refreshments following- the
meedng will be provided by
mothers of first graders.

There 'is no charm fm the
open -to -the -public event.

--

-

Mothers and daughters can have fun Mrs J W Stocker said

about her children, "I not onl, love em I lake cm Joanne
made and modeled her "just like moms pantstut at the recent

Robert Frost Fashion Show Both outfits are of double kmt act

wile which is wash -dry -sod wear able Omen.. pattern Is a Butter
lek1680; Joanne's is Shout./ 11022.

THE DAY

One day at a time

Zap Pubtication5

Tut

h I ronrir rhoorginul deearn ohnoss jeuloorLe keeping
rho prose freedom and isuLleerrool isregIAY:.
Marshall '11101 111

Pa, 4

Frish_wMay X. 1970

written them Ohms letters and
haven't had any risponse. So I

sNo,
don't think irs that,
at ell. Bull do wish thee was

for a checkup, they sell her a
'terrific bill of goods. She

gum III just have to forget
Mint h "

some way to get people to start

Editor:

Your preview of

the

Schlickman report revealing
that a majority svish aid to pri-

This letter is in answer to
Ron Swans editorial Tuesday.

vete lob::!:,: disheartening to
those who believe on con.
stitutional government. The

April 20. 19711. in the Prospect

only way to pass the proposed
Iowa. which are in violation of

So you think if the Men in
the legislature were women.
the hill would pass? Think

be spirit of our present conWeldon, would be to change
the constitution by a referee-

main!

Any woman who would
murder en unborn child at any
into of its existence would do
far more physiologimbdamage
to herself for the resrof her life

than if she kept her so.calkd
undesirable pregnancy which.
by the way. she freely conperform this act except under
rare rape circumstances.

Them

majority only hccause of the

node disclosure and is realnation?

people oppose aid to parochial
sew* aad der, 'hie per

media

rarely commend or admire

centime

someone who iiscs restraint,
common sense end decency.

of theCon-Con was two to one

has

risen

in recent

years. Furthermore. the vote

ing iron, :light is supposed to
go on when you turn the ftoo
on. It doesn't work."

"Hi. What 00, you up to?"

"That's no worse than dl
that pretty packages et die
grocery store. They lohk no

"I'm just digging up these
mail order plants that didn't
grow Ism year. I'm already

pretty on top, and what a surprise underneath. Nothing like
the tepee all."

see

Examination time is u time
of lammed tension fou nIl
school children. This tension
is normal and in 90 per and of
the pupils it helps 1500 10 do

fens of maintaining the American principle uf seperalion of the church and mate

instincts.

:1010 prohihiting state aid to
church. or their schools. This

and get their foot in the door.
RE .I.-

Help for POWs
is sought

Einstein once commented
that human beings only use

Editor:

0asking you to advise
your readers list all letters

half of their brain capmity.

1

Let us use more of our Dadaism capacitim.

sent to WHAT ABOUT THE
P.O.W.'S, cart of Look. P.O.
Moines.

If Binding the population is
the ultimate good of the abor-

Box
50301

don hill which. I presume. is
Mc main reason. then we'd
better sten thinking again --

North Vietnam at Hanoi.

Des

Iowa

will ho fonvarded to

Pharr Van Dona premier of
every
sincerely
(ml
American who proms the
cruel and inhuman treatment
I

because a wrong never begets a

right.

of our Americcn servicemen
held captive in North Vietnam should take a few min.
utes
leg thou know we are

PS. In our democracy we
view both sides of a problem.
now let us see our side in print.

plans
Gregory Chapter of
Naim. an organization for

your concern.
Mrs. Glade A. Evans

Catholic widows and widow as. will hold its onnual Spring Into Summer dance
tonight at 9 p.m. I he 1(n ights

families recently .cnjoyed

du... or bovning

may noun accentuate the jitters.

but

an

do neighborhood.
Lersgo over to tny house and

in India, Europe, finglandand
South America. He has written

compree a letter to start a new

two books, "Discover Your
Destiny" and "Finding Your
Own Thing." In addition he

here

in

Religion

group. insist on having quality Mines made."
Id type up the envelopnn.
Ina my typewriter's broken."
Id go to the post office for
stamp, but they re on strike."

NEWS

"Anyore cote for a cup of

& VIEWS

coffee instead?"

exposure and modern
equipment. them would be no
hazard to your baby from
X-rays directed solely at your

has written many magazite articles, pamphlets, radio scrips
and specialized study cone-

THIS SUNDAY a special collection for the Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Chicago

will be received in dl Catholic chuich.. Catholic Charities provides 91 vital wrvicm to men,
women and children, many of whom are from this area. Monsignor Vimmt W. Cooke (right),

His pamphlet 'Christianity and The Modem
Mind r has been distributed

rials.

administrator of Catholic Charities, holds one of the homeless children provided for through IhIn
fund, as Donald W. Kent, executive director, shows one of their I970 appeal posters.

widely on university mmpu,

line thing that ho added
strength to the Western World
has been historic Christianity.

and Cr, John Hanson of Prospect Heights, will be the lead -

believe that the record will
show that the Western World
enjoys the blessings and the
prosperity that it has because
of the effect of the Gospel of

a

15 good, IS excellent.

information
call Guy
Diem chairman of the Christian Education committee.
821-7077, or the church. 824-

pencnced by some golfers.
This is accentuated when
the outcome is critical and fear
of failure grips the student. Of ton the worry preceding the examination is far worse don the

only :a brief ond relaxed period
of review. which he should accomplish in less than two
hours. A good night's sleep be-

Northwest CBMC invites

summer

ham cancer? No lead apron
was used to shield my pelvis.

pose often cause drowsinos or

cancer in the belly. With the

.

Living Sound visits
Meadows Baptist
he 1.iving Sound. a mixed
mhk from the Moody
le Institute of Chicago, will
VIII a spteial musical pro n this Sunday et 7 p.m. at
the Meadows Baptist chumh.
Rev. Hubert Mitchell. rounder

PHONE 255-7100

FANNIE MAY

Madame Roches

SPECIAL

EAU DE

$350

COLOGNE

sand director of 1 ntei-church
Ministries, Will speak at the
10:45 am. and: p.m. Sunday
services. The . Rev. Mr. Mit-

and 0P

CANDY $300

cologr.
Spray Perfume

2 lb. Assorted

...

.

Bible school

$6.00
The Prospect Heights Bap.

srthearre

Lady Sunbeam Portable

HAIR DRYER

18

chatl has served in Indonesia
and nmently returned from a

minemontli tour of the mission field.

The Living Sound is cumprisMI of six young singes.
Rodney Carver. Earl Fredricks, Rita Ford, Ruth Landreth. Kathy Lindstrom and
Mary Alice leickel. 'Ilscy feature a variety of ensemble
number, vocal solos and duets
and instrumental pieces.

CHANEL NO. 5' $350

fist

Church. Wheeling and

Prospect
McDonald Rds.,
Heights, n featuring a special
Bible school for pre-school
children, ages 3 through 5.
May 18 through Nlay 22. Each
day will have a two-hour session from 9.0000 11:30 a.ms
filled with a variety of lemons,
crafts and general Bible school
activities.
Parents who are interested

-

94 11

previous singing experience with a gospel team.
had

of n summer egram to be
held July 27 t rough Aug. 7
at St. Joseph Roman Catholic
Church, Wheeling, and the
Shepherd
.Lutheran
Good
Church. Prospect Heights.
The two churches will combine their resources to provide
an educational, spiritual and
fun experience for yoUth, preschool to junior high level.

Also invited to participate
through the cooperation of the

Northwest Opportunity Center will be the Spanish-Americen children of the area. These

chiklren may also participate
in a day camp program sponsored by the youth of both congregations..

'RegisSation

information

can be obtained from either
church.

Childrm and adults into,
cued In making their first

this tuition.free school should
the director of the
school. Mrs. Yvonne Kline. at

i.

sacrament of Con-

followed by the Holy Saultiee

firm:Dion may receive instatelon in the Baltimore Catechism at 9 a.m. Sundays et the
Holy Family Mission, 1848
Central, Chicago. The Mission

a.m. under the direction and
projection of the Sovereign
Order of &John ofJenendem,
Knights of Malta.

the

The London Fog® Colt

Aarriott

537-6020

Join us in our Founder's Month calebra
non Jost coma into our showroom and
register for o FREE weekend et the Mar
nen ter 2 One bee weekend. week te he

given may Watch tar ad next week for

the menet, name Foot draw, will be
May 11th Remember you re always
winner when ye,, boy It lesions's. Olds
- The Worlds bargee Oldsmobile Deal
estop

Nothing to Buy

Downtown
Arlington Heighis

North Drive -In: Arlington Heights Road at Eels..

will sing
Mother's

8

The Chanters of Mcdinah
'remote, a 55-mcmbo mole'
singing (roup, will sisal at

Mother's Day celebrations at
the First United Methodist

Church of Arlington Heighs,

1903 E Euclid, Arlington
Heights, at the 10:20
a.m. services.

and

uso

'

Des Plaines, Illinois

Hours: Mon thru Friday 9:00 to 9:00
Sat. 9:00 to 5:00 Closed Sundays

Phone: 827-3111

$t.

.

colors.

129, BUNTON ARLINGTON HTS. CL 5-2595 OPEN MON.

THURS. EVES.

L...

w'r"r:srg i=grOift "'

10t30, 11:45, 1:00,
fto.e..,1

oric:

k r .- .

'

'

.

10:45 A.M. (ages 3.71

Pastors:

Vernon R. Schrieher
C. David Smetana"... 7

11,00 osn.

ans

Telephone 2 53.4 8

ElethtVhDaod's
Baptism. Inform
km A. liming, tem. D. Eby

Holy Family Mission

umamitthailiokuumutiviummuitimuniukuni

Roman Catholic Church
48411 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois

MINISTERS: Pool tools Stoned

Trinity United Methodist

reflection of. Godand the spiritual actuality of man, as given

in the first chapter of Gen services starting at

II

605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prosper.

S.

Evergreen,

Arlington Heights, and First
Church- of Christ,. Scientist,
1175 Marion. Des Plaines.

Gtatat tau

Dr. RobgrAtrthews

Re, Harvey R. Neumou
lute -noel
L 11:00 AM

Council of Trent
In
The Holy nes.

We.

10:00 A.M.
3 I 2-652.092 0

.44.ter 86rnoionor
Soto-len Order of
S0

"Tomorrow Is
MaderAI Hume"

Ingeont.

X.011$7157M57.
T

vgir

=0

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Heights

300 N. ELMHURST MT. PROSPECT
JEROME MOSS, PASTOR 255.71
Sunday Schsol VAS A.
Morning Worship . 11,00 A.

"A Symbol Of
New Birth"

a.m. at First Church of Christ,
Scientist, 401

HMIS

1-

sac._

Worship Service L

,

Sunday Worship: 6:00,0:1311 1045 A.M.
Nursery Crc t 915 S 10 45A. M.

(ORGANIZED 1855)

churches

ed, serrns to suggest the proper

11 .. iW.....- ,....-1

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

302 N. nuirsx,,tgarn Heights

spiriinte6

flection of being, rightly view-

MOUNT
PROSPECT

6:45, 13:00, 9:15,

First Presbyterian Church

end die Chancel Choir of the
will sing. Sunday
achool is held at 9 and 10:20

named a sinful mortal. This de-

STREET

43 I S. Arlingtoe Hte,Rd..Arlinaton Heights

Mulch

Sdience

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL

PASTORS

Sunday Mowoewo

of the untrue image of Cod,

Lass, Mike Willy, Pat Volume, Marie Jelie and Vince Hailing.

N

immsannerammwermui

am., Dr, Jarvis mill preach.

tend

J. SVOBODA SONS

ci

r

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

L.A. Zeite

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

c7V:310.5

given over to o concert by the
Cheaters under the direction
Arthur Strobeck.
At the earlier service at 9

"Spiritually followed., ,1,7
book of Genesis is the history

captured first and second place In the mothemanm and spelling
St. Emily Catholic School
competed with 24
contest In Council 3, one of 24 participating. Alan Varga, pictuted with plaque,
Sister Fabiola
There
were
420
schools
in
the
competition.
finalists of the Archdiocese of Chicago.
Caroline
is shown with Diane Schultz, Michael Dried), Mary Dalton, Veep, Jerry Smedinghoff,

SPEAKS

Pastor: Albert A, Lachi
Cl 3-2407

CHURCH

amc,s Church
Parish Center

this Sunday.

19.95

N u rseVeroz-,d,e,d for

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

9381

841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd,
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

part of the 11:40 service will be

Christian

.

2

YO YOU

I

mous than Cobb:,."The main

The public is welcome to at-

Rand & Central Roads

sawn Set 741:1111,

mosin
os i$2, children SI.

Mn. Norm. Dukes,

i

104.3nw

BIBLE

Irk D7-3223 itggioilts

DayTed Dukas, son of Mr. and

Fallen Man," to be mad in

the London Fog two -button convertible collar to the shirred elastic waistband and zip front closure. Par for 'the
course is the double -yoke lining, inverted slash pockets
and action -packed raglan sleeves. Playing nine or nineteen the exclusive London Fog wash -wear Calibre®
Cloth (65% Dacron -polyester -35% cotton) improves your
even if it doesn't eliminate strokes from your
form

IlgOW
BlOW

ervalions are required. Adult

pretations of creation in 'the
Bible are brought out in the
loson-scrmon on "Adam and

The indispensable jacket - the Golf - a free -swinging
winner on the fairway - and off. Stays in top form - from

9:30 wm WAIT

he et it: community. No re-

Differences between
tual and material

oW

11601.

10:30 use. W110

N

7:011'

rhos

Pastor

munch will be held in the au&
orium Sunday at 10:30 am. A
full buffet luncheon will be
served. This affair 11 open to

Chanters

inter -

on

7:oo oce. mutt

Re, We,slernor 0. Simla..

The annual Mother's Day

insights

It's on 36 !tenets station,,
including,

Lutheran Church

ligious school students.

Fallen man is
lesson -sermon

tor where the action is

.

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

Mrs Paul Cramer.

choir. Jerusalem of
old will be performed by the

for 30ne

Oiling

4

Evening Services:

Moue..

St. John

ague

Series

i

111:50

Mu, Women whe
Gave swr air

Listen Al, Sunday to the
Christian Science Radio

services.

At,

Wheeling

be the Bar Mitzvah of Alan
Cramer, the son of Mr. and

tional Shalosh Seudot Meal,

8800

.m. Rabbi Jay Karon will °I-

service provided at each of the

CHICAGO

3.N Wolf Rd

.., osisted by the syna-

amity Service tonight 10 0030

Congregation,

9:45 AM.
Morning Worship:

Indifference".

Hamlin, Des Plaines, will cele-

alboold Ed 0* Plaines; with
porn' prayers at the Sabbath

ewish

Sunday School:

Up To

brate his Bar Mitzvah tomorrow morning at 9:30 am. Late
afternoon Mineha-Maariv ser
vices will he recited at 7:30
p.m. and will include the tradi

esn. for all ages. There is
maple parking end nursery

at the

Wheeling
Plumbing Co

Ills am. by Rabbi Shapiro
assisted by Cantor Freeman.
The morning observance will

nod to: olI:rtory.
don" by Richter. Dr. Charles
S. Jervis, the senior °lino.
will preach on "More Pro-

ms. in the Northwest Buildens Hall St this address.
The Otl0001,'OO polled

Israd Independence Day
(Y. 14a-A11maut) will be lb
rood at Maine Township

CHURCH

"Facing

Israel's Day

Rabbi Mark S. Shapiro will
perform services this evening
et 8:30 p.m. for COngreptine
lehoshua Beth Elohirn,
Harold
Glenview. Cantor
Freeman will assist.
Saturday morning worship
services will be performed at

Al the 107.0 service, the
Chanters will sing the anthem
"Influminatus" by Rossini
with Janet Buerger us sokiht,

Baltimore Catechism
ing

pro-

"Sharing a Summar Rope,
ierfid with God" is the theme

Classes to teach

Holy Communion :old receiv-

537-8964. Th. will be 110
So

One member of the group.
Miss Landreth, is from Rolling
MeadoWs, A Christian education major and a junior at
Moody Bible Institute. she has

in enrolling their children In

-transportation .servict
vided by the school.

Saturday

program

The Living Sound

public is cordially invited to the service and open lame.

MTJC observes

Bar Mitzvah

BAPTIST ;

assisted by Rev. William Miller, p.m An open house will be
held from 11:30 to 12:30 and loam afternoon from 2 to 4. The

The Church of the Incarnation ( United Methodist), 331W,
Golf Rd., Arlington Heights, will consecrate it, new building
Ale Sunday al 10:30 a.m. Bishop Thomas Pryor win officiate

Share

FIRST

'AA

block south of Higgins Rd.

Q - Would dental X-mys

over. Drugs taken fa this pn--

ssolvandSismonoo.

I

on Mannheim Rd. about one

taken when 1 was three moothn.
pregnant cause my child to

A. The limeade from X.rays
are deformities rather then

7408.

p.m, at
the Nielsen Restaurant Wooled

fore the examination bans all
the cmmming in the world,

reservations,

and

Christ."

held from noon until

further

For

luncheon. llse meeting am

teeth.

With bre

laymen of the congregation.
Richard Morstad of Wilmette

tigue of cramming and needs

that

The theme for by lama.
"Strengthening Family Relationships." will help families
dheover their strength. and
build upon them.

ties and discussions. and close
with campfire at 8 p.m. Two

game.

Main Off ice:

Prmpeet

Heights, will hold a err -day
tinnily retreat at Camp Angeleno. Lake Geneva. Wis.. tMs

Beginning

ex-

to

NOW

One N. Donlon MU=

The Grace Evangelical Lu-

theran Church,

the retreat will include a worship experience, family aelivi-

Word similar

ENTER

BANK
SEM.

planned

rice's nortgency ministries in
Al parts of the world by providing food, clothing, medical
aid and shelter for multitudes
of suffering people. Church
World Service also coordinate, a Leftism resettlement

Church of Incarnation dedication Sun.

day is spared the frustrating fa-

Sweetep Votx jot
.14tIteia Zaft

MiESOCIM

Family
retreat

I

Stay on lad tones of Polo.. Rd.

DAILI 9 to 6
FRI. 'tit 8 SAT. '614

Service.

This project constitute
part of Church World San

thought nod crone a mental

Pol Greve Shopping Center costal Rand Rd.
on Windsor (formerly Bard. Drove Rd.)

6 -DAY BANKING

to thumb World

at banned

Eighth World Festival
Youth and Students Sr Pea
Ind Friendship I0hOhm.w
sponsored by the comment

Liking all seven of these letters.

DRUGS & LIQUOR

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

Presbyterian Church it the
United States of America
in 1968, about oneoixth was

ing May. I: addition, 10 cents
per. pound is needed to cover
the eon of proceming.

dl mm to attend their Tuesday

No Job
Too BIG or small

esiring further information
019 0.011 965-1730.

of Sharing by the Commit.
on World Relief and Entergency Service of the United

in Helsinki and has studied
widely in this field. In one of
his writings, Dr. Breese said,

REPAIRS
REMOOELING

is planned ter June. Anyone

ed from the One Great Hour

church, 302 N. 000t., dar-

Communism He covered t

GARNOIC

Experts

SP1k-

and

DURING 20 trips overseas,

HIDEAWORD

short

words of encour-

agement will bolster the self-

Cemplowo.Yotenics.l.neemess

Des
ing Bowling Tarok
Wines. A roller skating party

FULL -DAY

Met'

Ily known author. lecradio broadowler and

contact

Paint members and their

9,...
,

program Of 52,952,00 Neely-

the First Presbyterian Church
of Arlington Heights Will con-duct its annual clothing
lit,: for quIrch World Service. Ar19. individuals who
would like to contribute usable
clothing, shoes and blankets
are asked to bring those items
to the gymnasium of the

prO inaor

Breese addressed large groups

dancing.

will be a moth bar. All Catholic
widowsl are invited to attend.

rt

P Y'
Christianity throughehchurchltbdl000phy,
church
and. citywide meetings and clmrch history and has lector.
through the use of radio. tele- cd not debated at major unichitin and literature mediu,
versifies on subjects centering
Dr. Breese is an alumnus of on the confrontation of Chrietielnity and modern thong!.

be able to exert plenty of in-

The Blue Salons will play lot
No mervetions are needed.
Admission is 51.50 and their

pm

Dave Breese is regarded is
an authority on the subject

-

of Columbus Hall. 15 N. 11 ick ory En.. Arlington Heights.

he advancem

The student who does his
work conscientiously day by

Your lelter need not he a formal. typewritten one,but show

SE

to tent

good as well as poor students.
the tension
may paralyze

Please write now. It may not

help, but we will have tried.

mined

fluence. We Woo start right

very

Naim

mitten Tuesday. May 12.
c Bice
in an

"If women make up over

L GROVE

tinned in our concern
tiv the welfare of our men.

NortwhWat

has served as

half the population, we should

man's report.

The baby somasne doesn't
want could have hem your favorite grandchild.

aniatien

he

The Board of Deacons of

It

their hat. For the remaining
10 percent. which includes

as headmhe, nausea or severe
depression. Parents should ho
watchful for these symptoms.
There is no drug that shookl
he given to lick the student

basic

pronenl 01,10 consibmionoi op

i.

ern Seminary in Oakbrook, III.

Cltri"inn mWdliaaticin .nnf b

A

confidence of the student. The
best Imutrnent, however. is the
proverbial
ounce of prevention.

ceam icelf and ii may be responsible for such symptoms

nO million expenditure. once

In

gum It secnOi people expect
to be cheated,. they are."
have to start
'Guess
an organisation:.

s) tri

Judson College and holds a
seminary. degrce from North-

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you coo. in addition, find the word

think of the state supporting

they break down our

I

ministcr. Christian
Destiny. Ire.. in a national

tf Inc.. will be the speaker at the
Meeting

HAT'S THE thing.

Christi.

Dr. David W. Prose, mob
of Christian Dastiny.

dent

al clothing
collection set

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

all the Mons of present private
education and the many more
that this law would foster. Furthermnre, the demands of
these people in home years
will far exceed the proposed

Life is advertised today as if we

num life.

looked at it before she
Rind it on. The seam was busted. Ern bought a new solderhome,

Bone marrow takes over
removed spleen's tasks

it is a well established prioelple that parents may elect to
send their children to any privale school, bin this is at their
own expense It is ridiculous to

were just compmed of animal
It is not normal. humane
nor right to take another's h.

floor. The edam
didn't fit tight. and they eurkd
up. It took her alinost a year to
have the job corrected. They
had at least 50 memd why
they couldn't do it."

DOCTOR SAYS

for complete financial
disclose, e indicating financial

organized effort of the Romeo

The Gallup polb indicate
thet about two.thirds croon

forth: little on:. When 1 got it

I
finish
Al. job. .1 bought a new dress

small

these

need. How can the mailbox of
this committee think they have
completed their work without

our sUite coast itution.

lurements of sex. not the ro-

h unworthy of

stead of a single piece to cover

to the store to exchange two

monk. Before we can consider

analyeed, for those appearing
before the committee were in

They should he protectors of

sponsihilitics.

sure

work .y more."
.Oh, loot give you lots of
ample, as soon as

"There's Betty. Let's
what she's planting...

being honest with each other

"WE WERE just talking

outfit lay neve linoleum in her
kitchen. They used leftover
pieces from another order inthe

1

Page 5

Sunday.

dal problems. so this could not
happen all at once.
This threat of closing
schools as it retaliatory Mea-

need

one out of three girls are preg-

hill hoard, adverloc the al-

Otemples. In fac 1, I'm heading

They all have different finan.

such an argument. there h

fom discounted it. Why should
they bend to a special interest?

Bemuse press. TV. magazine,

"A friend of mine had an

boon to go back to school end
ham how to tie things. Everything you buy seems to fall
apart these days Doesn't seem
0 Muller if you're buying
something as big as a car or as
small as a coffee pot. When I
had the dishwesher fixed ion
week, it was the third lime this

The argument of supporting
this illegal aid. based on the
threat to the quality of educe lion as a result of the closing of
private schools. is ridiculous.

ofthe oral:
The implication that a majority supports ebb must be

Why de naiades show that
nant at the time of marriage?

part and S15.50 for the service

"THE ONES I feel sorry
for are the women who live

dam submitted to all the voters

Catholic Church. The memeoserniswo Inc
hors of
enough to has, remg.
nixed this and to have there-

sented to. No one forces you to

about how nothing seems to

-Guess your husband will

Asks referendum
on State aid to
private schools

Editor:

showed ma the lest bin. $109.
They milled it a tune-up. Some
tune, eh?"

RE. Hutchinson, Vice -Meriden,

Letters to the Editor

alone. When my sister takes

The did. After a few days
without a TV. everyone gels
grumpy. He'll hit the ceiling.
though. It was 83.75 for the
the house 20 minutes:.

RN. Poo s, CIrrulors or Irinerrs

Objects
to column
on abortion

thought your hus-

call. The guy wasn't even in

Slits E. Stanton. Ediros,c,Pobbs/i,
William J. Kiedidsch. Varouring ?USN,

I

band told you to 001 ,1 fixed."

By Ron Swans

her car inco the service station

"Veit until my husband
gets home and I tell him."

Dr. David Breese will
address CBMC Tues.

"1:Pengerwr'sw49,17o7A.

-.tax

Fnday May 8, 1970

19038, EUCLID, CL 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

Eve,n.ing,Semnzice

9:00 A.M. 15:20 AM. 11:4 0 A.M.
Nen, Con ot all Saaiws
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KING
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CAMPO.raw

CID(
PARKING
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Meet the

FREE!

WEYERHAEUSER

PANELING

Ladies!

Experts at
HILL-BEHAN in

viir

',-

j

Carnation for the

and
OZITE CARPET TILE
1=1

Sf

r--=- 1

411W-WLI-

Soreiday
Sunday

Arlington
Heights

-

zi e ar e i e

around the

all
Upstairs downstairs
house prefinished wood panels offer the

ideal way to home improvement and modernization You can do it better with Weyerhaeuser Paneling and for less at Hill -Behan

PRIDE 'N JOY

$12,000 STOCK ALL FIRST QUALITY
FAMILY ROOMS
..wwnma.....Lwen.

size

reg

CARPET
TILES

eZaritre,

now
only

1.111101.15 wall to wall carpet you
you install yourself
buy in a box
no waste
no installation cost

Aftu
911.11111

Fon yes Wwil.mming

niunCea

genuine hardwood
Forestgio offers all the design and performance
advantages that only genuine wood can provide,
such as beauty and low maintenance
Special polysynthetic finish will not crack craze
or yellow with age enhances grain end color
resists Or grease alcohol inks and household
chemical. cleans esally with damp cloth
V grooves every 16 facilitate nail concealment
-a
intermediate grooves lag on veneer
true mark of quality paneling Panel edges are
beveled to form a V groove when installed

Select Knot free veneers

eyerlioeuseF

4' x 8'

$10.89

4' x 8'

14 99

4' x 8'

12 89

$9491

mils good adhesion and inhibits moisture penetration

Nantucket Birch
Saratoga Birch
Monticello Elm
Concord Oak
Cumberland Hickory
Charleston Walnut

I

r

11369;

Carpet tile is for your den

Al
171ifia4._

Ozite Klean N' Kling Carpet Tiles

oodglo P eels

Beal hardwood veneers contains knotty cheroot
er markings Easy installation with nails or con
tact cement Special sealer en panel backs per

CHILDREN S ROOMS

Sun Valley Birch
Capri Elm
Orleans Oak

install

HUGE SELECTION

$30,000 STOCK

Weyerhaeuser Forestglo P f neis

Playrooms, kitchen and den - they all look
beautiful with Ozite Carpet Tile Easy to

4' x 8'

8 79

4' x 8'

8 79

4' x 8'

9 89

4' x 8'

9.79

4' x 8'

11.89

4,58,

15.89

Clean white high density foam rubber back
Bonding System by (3M) on en Ire beck - no narrow strips
No paper to peel nom say ad seine
Seine Klea N Kling Carpet Tiles
Most important
mo e thorn from room to room
are truly mobile
time and time again!
bemoan home

799
799

I

919
899

12" x 12"

12" x 12"

FABULANT

CRAFTIQUE
PATTERN

PATTERN
7 beautiful decorator colors
to, select from

10"
1399'

^Or, 51C

lir K 18"

multi -colored patterns, especially designed to coordin-

REG 69c ea,

17,

57C

...

Carpet tile is for your bedroom

Pnde NJoyShegCsrpsrl'iles

5

ate with kitchen appliances

ris/P

k

BuM-In, high -density, foam.
rubber cushion.
Exclusive Klean 'N Kling self
adhesive bonding system.

100% Caprolan nylon lace.
Eight decorator colors

or

$895

SPECIAL ALLOWANCE
FOR QUANTITY PURCHASE

SQ. YO

Weyerhaeuser Vinylhue Ponds
A fine quality woodgroined panel, vinyl on
flakeboord.

Full Va" thick. V-grOoved to simulate real

FIREPLACE WALLS...

wood paneling.

sammis.reli dwinilmilm1.11.1114.111.1.1.16

Avocado Persimmon. este(VXW
4' x 8'
Spanish Oak

5 99
5 99

.\

r g,i
48911t
:C,

..,

.-r.

Butternut
A tine, low cost hardboard interior paneling re
fleeting current trends in color, finish, grain pat
terns, home furnishings and architecture

Highly resistant to the toughest kind of punish
, crayon and scrubbing Muralwood
went, e
can be

FORMAL LIVING ROOMS.,.r,

darim.
ri to sun vatoUrn tv,1110 gat. g,

la know ositnere up.W.

a or

quirkyand easily Installed

Sensational
Value

your

"

r:1
r7=

irges
Install Crr
T'rdPlg

Weyerhaeuser Muralwood

11.1111mr........_

Ozite Carpet Tiles
I

Po

i

MyyousulVi7en

:o'fg:au'rna
4' x-8'

6.99

639

l'fPerd

up, wash Ott,

EASY TO

Kn.

Carpet tile is for your living room

27c
x9

44

9"

L

Silver Teak
Avocado Oak
English Oak

Walnut

4' x 8'

6 99

4' x 8'

6.99

4` x 8'

4' x 8'

6.99
6 99

639
639-4E;

12" x 12"

12" x 12"

FASHIONAIRE

TOWNAIRE

12 colors to select from. Our

The original heavy commercial
weight carpet hie.

meet popularcarpet tile.

Now 38c

NOW
ONLY

.

54`
Carpet tile goes anywhere,

THE DAS

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS
ASSISTANT

TO TRAVEL NATIONALLY

SALES MANAGER
si4..0+ Cord-

1Consult' this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

'OTELV1139=

43971597

SCHOOL
CUSTODIAN
GLk
°Reaper -Lloyd Neilsen

IS

Dcenl'eines

Friday Noon to Monday Noon
70 Mayerick,Fairlone, Mustang, Galade

9'41'1727%

D

25 301 W 5 th St
a 5.6100, FA 227
t

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

FIRST 50 MILES FREE!

3r4 Shift Experience Necessary
Excellent Fringe Benefits

-7.

37822 Hour Week

MEN

CALL FOR APPT.

CL 3-5000

i'4OenVircs'eMtgreeteerreo*r

259.7550

see e, now for inn oreuue

S4 AN HOUR
RUES, A NIGHT.
4 NIGHTS A WEEK

Zaps Jades you to -

FOOD STORES

MOTHER'S DAV

ON ALL GARMENTS CADA

1955 W. NORTH AVE.

HORAN

MELROSE PARIS

ed Sidi,. If interested

AL:SNOW.

Addison, Illinois

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

NALIge

Please Contact Don Morchini
724-6100
Or Apply in Person Ar

o

ooneneer nem. e,
Experience net renened.
Switch kijuster. Excellent Frespe Bane. include: Cowpony
PoldPrefis Shorewmodem air condign.* Oen. wIth rwedesn

8 20 AM to

serene OzmacceEarec

COMPLETE

MIVEM,A,MAIMUt

MAGIC BY POLAR tHE MAGIC

FOR

PETS

ADOPTION

OLSEN TUCKPOINTING

and OEM lie!,

ITX''S'ANVAL TELTETMS'ANV,

.1.106

CALL 297-2266

EXPERT BODY WORK

,,,,,,icanSmolorel

Ned

-ALL

203 W Gel' Rd

5.37 1241

774-1515

CALL 259-4999

COLLEGE STUDENTS

WIN ELMAN'S

E01;,1117:,7,72":0,;1=:;7"'4 'echnid°'

f

'

ge benefits.
For Appointment Coll

PAUL TOBIN

BLOOMINGDALE BLACKTOP

662-2666

DYNAPAR CORPORATION

\ Key to Summer Comfort --

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

:
d

SINN

Slobs

PrNes.

Free hilmorey

Suy Lally

Poses

C

GLENVIEW OFFICE EQUIPMENT

II

1 PRI Glenview Rd 724 7676

MECHANICAL DRAFTSMAN

DAY SHIFT 0

I

dls eld

OVERTIME AVAILABLE

"Vol Water Heating"

HARDINGE CHUCKERS

MACHINE OPERATORS

Phone Today!

MONO

%RSV

LAPPING MACHINE OPERS.

r__

P.11."=;con,LP.La gr'

REASONABLE REFERENCES

CALL 562 19.

STOREROOM CLERK

R AND R ROOFING

Individual will fill stationery reonnilions and asset In receiving and shipping

DRIVER

CREW LEADER JANITOR
pervise on d work with a small group of janitors. Evenings hours 5 P.M to 130

- ITC

PART TIME

COMMUNICATE

Olgeee endGemee

swa.,

95, M W

CHAINS.; INC

32.34?,LP;'m Dors
692-2378

ocri Yes,

JANITORS

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

FIRESTONE TIRE
RUBBER CO.

PAINTING & DECORATING

Evening hours 5 P.M. to 1:30 AM. No prior experience necessary:
P

ARL. HTS. DAY CARE CENTER

437,214

t

KRUGLER DECORATING

Full del" RR'''.

TRO womm..Co. bend..

STAIRS, WINDOWS. PORCH.

AWN,

. STONE
FILL

i!:reo,fterz,cr

SOD DEPOT
HOME REPAIRS

Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

Only three flexing
parts in the cycle

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067

Callail SW at

455-3600

NO FRICTION
NO WEAR

Telephone (312) 529-7700

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

men'NEEETIFtiku
ifainilweAee 444.

bottle of Me piddle

MERtNgUarIUSOCL

KiljNENS, BATHS'

Repairs
CHUCK LOAFS LANDSCAPING

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

"so

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

CARPENTER

296.2340

THE SODIAAN

SPRING CLEANUP

ELECTRICAL PLUMBING
Can OFFER 417S8

R & M DECORATING

637:Sei

42,2269

MRS

024 5440

drafting background
for I Lill limo work
Northwest suburban
location.

CALL OR VISIT

824 5464

.7.2884

IVEW''ELTEVD'Ei'f4 713'tp.

358.3172

289-1088

RUSSELL

''''''1711TOWN.SOLOME

DECORATING

GENERAL

ameld flooding. TRUSTY WARNS
RAOLVER-PAL" PUMP AND P..

RECEIVING END

Buy
Locally

an=tizgaory and

CALL NOW FOR

MORE INFORMATION

all

CALL FWD NAGLE
FOR APPOINTMENT

255-1100

Join Your Future With Ours
And Lets OUT

ENGINE LATHE HANDS a BORING -MILL OPERATORS
MILLING MACHINE HANDS 0 ASSEMBLERS
50 HOUR WORK WEEK

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

A Div. °Timm!
,Compony, Inc

and AIR CONDITIONING

lawrencium./ Sleopping

Niled.

692,429Z

444E Rand Rd.
Arlington
III.

Sewing. TM.

Com= =TANI

DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT

m:

eon:duel, employer

eleaners

Elec.

work

done reesonable.Call3,2.1,75

Pulverized

weed free

Earn Extro.Cosh
Paid Training

2MPHLWPD RPM.
Wood Dole 111.20151

WELDER

WIRERS & SOLDERERS
We of f er you lob security olus these benefits

o HOURS: 700 A.M - 3:30 P.M.

DECORATORS

P.M. ROUTES

2:30-5 p.m.

392 02.

B.I'D=TH:325.00
eg7210.8

Resanal
FREE ESTIMATES
DaLly

-

cmmo

pm

Cook County

DICK, TIIP SERVICE
Walls ERA Floers
FREE ESTIMATES

PAID VACATION
o PAID SICK LEAVE

PAID HOSPITALIZATION

A.M. ROUTES

6:30-8:30 a.m.

,o1

Neel ler new lomn, flower bock

Big 4 ...Rd -515.00
LAP -6050,

DRIVERS

LON, FROM W ELECTRIC,

CREATIVE

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

PROMPT OFLIVERYANYWHFRF

SINCE 1946

WRITE OR CAL

,..,0

255-3343

11,7,3:,, 0005

i

312,76e.seve

r oho Remodeling

igilMORIEGNVO PCM241E

392 3450

CL 5

Woltman Const. Co

SIMY.Unneniry OrNeMlInnion industrial Pen)

SCHOOL BUS

NEW WAY PAINTING.

P:r;str0g's177MtL3Z.

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

PAIL .4.0460

MACHINISTS

OS PAID HOLIDAYS

.0.a

FULL BASEMENT
Involled In Your CrOW,SP.
HOUSES RAISED

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS

ED SUREK

MALE

um 'o':cepted 35R:12T3'

o

EN cd

BORUCKI HEATING

MAINTENANCE MEN

272-1000
CULLIGAN, INC.
1657 S. Shermer Rd.
Northbrook, III.

297 2195

PLA.S. A GENERAL REPAIR
GOOD VdORKMANSIIIP
LS 'PPS EXPERIENCE INSURED
227.002n

Apply in Parson or Phone 3944450 for Appointment
Saturday intemiews arranged for your convenience

MILLING MACHINE SET-UP

o AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES

ADDITIONS a..P.GES, KIT
CND.. BATHROOMS, EIRE

BE ON THE

.

$

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
HOMES. PHA ICE.ROOM

ALL PARTS

r.exrpoof

$
For Beginning Position
Should have some

LR,Win.

ROOM esE9DIJI,IN,S RUMPUS

clein,az,6

ANY STENO?
3 WEEKS FREE
TRIP EVERY YEARS

fziddly.,1 the following positions must be

1 Dog Training
the

Call2ge.>11
Ken Larson 8, Ageociesits

FACTORY EMPLOYMENT

WITH NO LAYOFFS AND
AN EXCELLENT CHANCE
FOR ADVANCEMENT

"°n=ligLr'

327,25. Al ter 9113

System of

-;

Inc.

Selco Enterprrses

awned.. Addisiens

8

J12,T,TSVP2,..

Northwest Firesteine,

. 1 DECOWIVE STOWE SOUR

ESTIMATES GALE 394.3427

BIN

eii,71:41;

e tZreTtneneen

NI.TALLIS

o TOP SOIL
o SAND
a GRAVEL

!AC RMIS ROOM ADP FTC FREE

AIR

537-8100

Shipping Cl'ork

WATT:138,0a WORK

-.,5,

8,

ClG7191,0470000134.7191,01319231

Coll elter PPM 5920892.

583-3838

WELL?
tt:11

634 GLENN AVE. WHEELING

'ixc;

seed Cell 459 9344

0

Janitorial Work

den 437.76132

Cr7=LTI7R"Ms

CONTACT OUR EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

I

Call or Apply at

risk Negnonzing Lean. Enn

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

CONDITIONING

EXCELLENT BENEFITS ---1

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

PAINTER OR NY IT MAN

WAHLQUIST

00'

p

HONING MACHINE OPERS.

Mt, Pros, t, 753.6600

ACE
FASTENER CO.

0

d

Resk=Commereiel
Nap, inuallallon

goods.

$5500 CAR

" '00TRVX0'47e7P9970r41

358.6Z1V5tVfe'd Est.

MALY INSURED

-

NEED A PLUMBER, Alf Lermees

3.

REDI HEATING

Join our busy mail zoom'staff and ninny° job with o variety of done.

EX -GI

FRICAN UPDOL3TERING

eo

CUSTOM. SMNOLSTERY-Fme emk

N.RING AGO TOR RENT

WAIN
Faundafier,s

Pmes

Al

FM

k

MAIL CLERK

InslIRMICS - SONU4 PROGRAM

.01 'ER TV REPAIR

PAM, and 001,936. No jab
or too largo. Rang
no

Gurnee, III

1675 Delaney Road

Mohawk Don Sciences Can.

RIO DISCOUNT SALE

nonagon

Ewes
Walks

as Coll row for la enemies

ILI 30 non

600111.141, 312/2,11.4141

rePOT .8 .52

CUSIOMPIO.Seemleas
,

MEM CONCRETE

or apply in person

Homeowners Here is your

ALL SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION
9674742
593.7200

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

Good sinning salons mere increases and good

Pla.1200 tan Pan. Rollo 3S6. Ras Plan. IL

ROMP:DS-HP TV, In.

FOUNDATIONS FREE E.

rolls

Pequiremeets: Electronic background, technical or
service school graduate.

hawk One Sciences Carp., 011are lake Olke

NAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

Service Call WO

ALLEN CONCRETE

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
SUMMER JOBS

CALL ED 5584359

VIDEO'i.:11TS CO

CALL LIMIEST

EJsiNt

111.111H

Sound like a good dea121141

3R2-01117

war snOrs 3P081114
lor MOTHERS
ens sgle, ler low

TUTOR

Williams

8RICITAVONRY

Call B77 DEED

row A serfeg

company gat Inszo.ced
ewhmew.rnopneee

ewe dere en, un,l. Be* ale left/

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Prezio, :Way EreIew

she

DaNNReporders, we're nwe median,. wiser Ininn

CEMENT WORK

3700 West Lake Street

is

0100s5pmer4er

255-1B1O

ROSELLE DODGE

-

EXPERIENCED

e**°

NICE

Expermuninn

MATH AND KARATE

eTnEnZeg oM'ss 'eTy

Sven Plough you may have plenty of solid RA

Tuclipointing

0 COLORS
0 PRIVACY

BY RAY PETERSON

30 PM

SWITCHCRAFT, INC.

ALL LABOR

414 E

col.. and oar"0 on prenskys

w00e HAWES

AVOID THE
THE SUMMER HEAT
COOL
WITH
04
oe,,,
IT
GAS!

IngL13.91Lo con woM coMpoLLIaly with SOP an,

Ark Nis

Fertiliser Service

TREED MORE ROOMP

AIR CONDIT:11M

experienced enough to slaw. aurlwdeplit

WEA.16 PATIO BLOC.

CHAIN LINK FENCE
STEEL
O ALUMINUM

Cement

:rati=rnalizz:
Aare Nenciadlales

We one priori, mon'. tueernne seryless
Guam*, Engineers 1110e4aer ore e1 prime Inner
lo us.

FREE ESTIMATES.296.3EM.

to,

mos CL .1.0.1S3

&PALED & FINISHED 319.95
766.5571

PARKER PERSONNEL

le,operiene.
McKAY TREE SERVICE

0dV.70
Oil,. leeking for men III .20
mann and Alone. 0,menvent: (SI who ore

ETTLAt A?,2117;!.

PATCITANTRY

:mange °premier

Warne.,

20. 10.0.4,0:0 °palings in 0. 004 West
areadiheinenser mensal.. U.

027,56

00

Drill Pros...Opal.

Cora.
We

gotennewn Folly l0.o,.S

BOBJAACKS FENCING

CALL RN 4347
All SERVICE CO

WE OFFER:

°j

Comsv&ageORO

593-6934

Hear Treater Ord shift

PROSIEVE

yeses* bed peed NM sewn. *Wee... le

61A6

RUSTIC FENCING.

Ming Operators

666-3443

Eafarau

elecironla or dole proceulng Sagan. Wn an,
men. ahead es a Canon Engineer AST MOS

MAR-GLO

WE CURRENTLY SEEK:

11.01Mness Services

GAS p

SPRING SPRAYING

MMST GARDEN CENTER

ALTERAIIONS

HPAPPAIND

EFFR:

...tgineers
do better with MDS Corp.

TAPING ORDERS NOW TOR

'"Eg="Z2-1'!,''g,"

Call Mr. Moore.
545-150/

PRE-San. 1 SAIIIP

Nneenu..4BLE
DECORATING

ENTERPRISES

TeZPIEiLl.:Ap'L'oCr'

lL

Vinyl Aluminum Insulat-

CHILDREN UNDER 12 SPECIAL MENUI

'700.'4RATIVE

S fibers rico.

PAINTING 6 DECORATING

area to .splay our new

is so dependable that
Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
prOVide 2 full years of
F., eService on

729-2060 before 4 APII.

. WPRY all bacon

JILOGANACES,
ADDliluNS, BASEMENT REC.

OM ETC CALL 255-1067

54,0

Div. of Ohio Brass Co.
531 Winthrope Ave,

I'm looking los o coupic
of frame homes in your

MUM

INATIONS6 N

PHONE 543-4450

Call 593-5950

GAS AIR CONDITIONING

Northbrook

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY

modeling

zgntraf

INSIDE SALES

Any Other

25ia7t7f,`,74;Z:

255-7200 OR 296-6640

START $3.50 per hour

JEWEL

SCANDA HOUSE

=n,...=,e,===ese=5,==eoesri,otl

The Operating Cost of

Good salaries
TONELLKS
RESTAURANT

345-0500, Ext. 594

GEORGE POOLE FORD =`;;:;,`0°,'

APPROXIMATELY

ALSO, DELIVERY MAN.

CALL

Office Personnel

Special Rates Doily, Weekly, Monthly

At

TAB OPERATOR

COMPUTOR
OPERAVON

W7 4093

TILP MAN

WALIAMOORS

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON
ILL

9-

439.0923

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY
NO NIMBI MO BARBI NOUN

stop in or call:

this is eide Business So, boss

Personnel Department 296-4488

Ipa Litton Medical Products
Indundes Group, Profewerblvision

515 E Touhy Ave.

Des Plaines, III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

a pegulo. golf course.
You'll set up outings ler Reny
14.

Loam

discuss menus, Type

confirm/ions. When progrop
pet* busy, give fellowL

Fond.

An113'::rrurslr=
W. lovhy, SP AMON 146 Min.
wIleaMoines,297.3335.

wf.

Page 10

Friday. May S. 1970
2111e1 Wanted Women

26-11111 Wanted Women

25,Employrnent AgencleA Women

tton,A0pe,r,,M1ors if desired>

High School Girl
259-3310

FILE CLERK

rd"rrs"'

I

Nero to keep aa Janata, of

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

wa, experience

0HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

medical supplies en, reorder

ORDER FILLER
CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

..122

PARKER PERSONNEt

trrazz "c"-

Put Day Want Ads
To Work to. You

Lien Uniform Inc.

Work in busy restaurant

'LT:1:WAN-

doing light office work.

LUNIS

Is'at ICAILIrraa: lirerrrm= Z4117.

RECEPTIONIST

COME INOR CAN.

50.5oeoL.00E500oIuO04.tOrJ

KEYPUNCH

225 213132

We hove an immediate need for an Individual
capable of operat,g 029 059 Alpha.Norneric

'-"
enjoy

2,ho

working

will,

car, Applicants should have necessary training
and po
or least 6 months experience. Excellent benefits, 35 hour week and good trans.

LADY PARKER PERSONNEL,

porration.

rer.XI:enrooll

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Mid.Soulteria
Toyota Distributors

keypunch machine to record or verify 0 sfairiety of
statistical data from regular sources on tabulating

fun ,olt NI. no fee. lor gals

RN's &LPN's

eeded. rim]

'0""s'

BILLER -TYPIST

II

Days 1DEMO 5 a/94er 10:30 MI to 3 PM. Monday

aim Friday. Dinner only 4130 PM to 10 PM. We
guarantee your Cps. Excellent salary and com
pany benefits. Meals and uniforms famished national chain. Apply in person between 9 AM and

"Z`cZ LV4

'n"rjrs

Yon,AAR,12,2.,IlLING TO OPFER
PLUSH

OFFIceESTRAIrEsdCEL

11 Wei 2 OM and .5 PM.

°T<Ial'ZgINgr.

lip t,10llI,41m.

PERSONNEL

CHICAGO ALMOND

f

fent Apartments

74 -To

CALL DAN DONOHUE

TESTER

PRODUCTS

992-3820

5600 MONTH...

Appl. Nr.Sheng. 5750. 439.8113

von w!ll

Teridl'o

PHONE MRS. JOHNSON

OFFICE

LADv P,1,1111.71,1S?.NNEI

POSITIONS

doy shift 7 an7 in

REGISTERED

counts Receivable De.
pm -intent for NCR operator.

255-7900
The Bank & Trust Co.
nun

in

pedence would

KEYPUNCH
SUPERVISOR

brcelrent working onnenans

Mo conventloo canter of

CorpoZ,'4utre'a

APPLY IN PERSON

cond.

IRRealEstateliouses

arlington \ark towers

829,900 - Well

No Randhurtt, Elegant 1 6 2

'''Z'RACT)=21V1".

"otTroit

Elk Grove

439-0600

3,4,5730

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

HOSTESSES

sonsinctota

sssossn

"

oer

Deerfield office building, located at the corner of
County Line and Wi,xot Roads.

PhilippeBECZ1.

Gov't Owned Horne,
'Cot"rM=E'N'TTAI:

6301 Lincoln Ave.

SCHOOL BUS

SCHOOL -

DRIVERS

COLLEGE

PAID TRAINING
Summer Work If Des aed.

GIRLS
Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

eers

1" 16'0.
For Interview Coll
Mr. Lawrence

297-8760

Coll 439.4100

INVESTMENTS
Ideal franchise comer Manion

1968 MERCURY MONTEREY

69 COLONY PARK WAGON

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

WITH A TEMPORARY JOB

NO FEE

WAITRESSES

BRUSH.UP PRACTICE

TOP RATES

LOCAL OR 1.00P

.10

00,01.61004,

e mortgage money?
1965 OTO

3"

1960 COMET F32

on 82

RE ovarliwioroll lake.

0

- d""
r":
$1295 L0==.40.°,`..T1,1,1=.'
1967 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

free moral healing onO° gat
cooking, xall-to.wall carper.

COCKTAIL WAITRESS
0l00,

0,4

14110 00

01,165.,

Mg.
halconlos
patios, omolo parkIne

Tio.I 0111, IWO boll,

APPLY IN PERSON

it
sting on ark towers

11_,!)

RENTALS START AT $205
Soma owNhie immediately

!White Collar Girls
RANDHURST CENTER
teEMINMelle

392.5230

or

MT. PROSPECT

"Mule Onlyanoilding

Phone 394.2577
opon

SPM

Easy to reach. Palarrne Rd. ro
.,RancldR. to Wrndsor Or., right

.447 ar,
mr.

$1795

1969
CHEVY NOVA

1968 PLYMOUTH

1968
FORD MUSTANG

FURY III

2 herdtop coupe. VG, outotnotie Irons -

milkswhirownhe bore wrth mond Ore

rIghlonelMost see

$2045

$2145

66 FORD RANCH WAGON

$1995

do tin
COMPUTER

PHILIPPE BROS.
35E-1800
434 E. NW Ns, Palatine

ML

1967

1965

CHEVY CAMARO

Momb. MARIA,. List. Serv.

OOfdtoO 00001 VA 000000 lb009e1
power Nearing, power brakes radio

11114) Estate -Vacant

sur.

$2695

tin

Maw rIght Inl Eoenerhing
from Memos on the windows
swimming Pool, pro
vote clubhouse, play area, ton
courts, modern kitchens
completely equipped with nee.

;ow. ITII7mTa'WZri:Zater"..orleVIliatit71 roerV"'

Contact Him Today

lonercoord'v°A `.m7""
everireons

$2545

so wErowonoraindy6.111.4.whkebudeits.'"WM5

PALATINE

yAorg

Maki. Wins.

1967 DODGE MONACO

1966 130DOECHAEGER FASTBACK

o investments?

Now! 1, 2,3 bedroom
Loony Rental Apts.
Right , the Village
of Arlington Heights

OF FINE
USED CARS

1969
PONTIAC LEMANS

I

n116.95

e a new hamsp

invites you 10 join'

the Country Club tel

All Office Skills

$1595

con solve your

ptalZmcPc.;;.=

Woods

1969 FORD
MUSTANG MACH

1967 CHEVY CAPRICE

REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS

PLUM GROVE
COUNTRYSIDE

STRIKE IT RICH

WHITE COLLAR GIRLS

Sim

$1695

tr67=111,112g=

t

2!14

$2795

456.6916

Vito

BRAND NEW

OlE 005 0111051004

STATION WAGONS

REALTOR

1102 LI r 094 of
Pd000slom? 011000

Windsor
01

Arlington Neigh,

summer. $2 per hour to

Pleasant

Model at

mtleW. of Rte 53
Between Dempster 6 Golf,

267.6900

FROM

Wart. No experience neg.

Professional

TENNIL COURT

An Equal Opportune, Employer

part time now - full time

WAN
quality eonatruclIon

'Sr/VIEM1'ITNT'PrOr

Morton Grove, Ill.

965-4700

rob Fait Davis

Your

50

Priced To Sell!

The Best in the Northwest for Pre -owned cars.

.

HIGH

turbo
00

PONTIACS

',soma Sun, May jo

DM, Facilities Include,

-

eEr

439-1100

Executive Home

!Available Reasonable Rental

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.

We've
also got

Priced under $2300

Gladstone Realty
200 E. Higgins, Elk Grove

Timberlake Village

Mary Derderion, Ext. 367B

JEREMY'S

34,900 - 3 Bedroom 2
both home with f (re,
lace, bulltins, and on

"Ar.FOEsABFC?":

MOUNT PROSPECI

call:

AM ,o2 PM and 5 PM.

LEMANS

009

1st In the LW. Suburbs
Mercury's New Mini -Car with 4 -Speed

Mount Prospect
open house

prior Industrial experience and would Eke to work
DOO 00. to &OD oW, Mondaythro Friday, please

4 !MA lo 10 PM for boy coffee shop, Meals and
uniform furnished. Excellent salary and company
benefit.. Apply in person between 9 AM and.11

this.

3501f8

!P2..AillE,D2

'71"

CAPO

orge lot.

3 BEDROOM rolled rarrch, I,.

We ore seeking a capable individual for our
modem medical facility In our beautiful, new

kept

older 4 Bedroom home
with large formal dining
oon, full basement. On

SWIMMING POOL

1601 Nicholas

-10MCILIRCIRI GIOCIO0013

AT THE ME

e9a.

Randwood Apartments

Models Opon Doily 10.6
500 Dogwood Lane, Mt. Pros,

FOR THE AGED

essary.

820,900 - All Beck 3
Bedroom home with
basement and 2 car go.

11ya ore a registered nurse preferably wEhoul

5 girls needed to work

Check

ri=a'.7=7:a

MT. PROSPECT

.

Delwn. Euclid

Blvd.

SERVOCE

awn

TIEUEE

CALL791,5914

UNIVERSAL

LUTHERAN HOME

73Omosp.-ry-v

CALL 439-8020

PRZ/-6°060147
OIL PRODUCTS

teem

DAY PUBLICATIONS

'"

en r

0

CCME

FULLY CARPETED

1950 N. Mannhlem Rd.
Melrose Pork, Ill.

dining

I'll

Sligheveriniar

FL 9 3200

2S9-1107

7, krill, 2Ve car

724-6006

00 y,10100.lIfIR $0.10 00
ntrZerSOfrtnen'tP

'nd'I"L'a'ret'oreri

build 0111410.

Looking for someone
with excellent keypunch
background to supervise

onel

By Insialler
Heavy SHAG CARPET 1495 sq.
ydr. NYLON PLUSH 31, sq. Yd.

MOUNT PROSPECT

the NorillwasISotwin..

pleasant working

condit,lf for individ

tials who seek a company where they can

t7,:=1.08nt.'"r".

`'"

roTCNT4r"d "`k

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

289-7000

aar o

""75tTlqr''

IR oricknghtM8 aro harrow reventremearls

All positions offer Pim
career opportunities

Of Arlington Heights

HELP

CARPET CLOSEOUT

2n7rrofdry`. rier'r:In771'ct:

89,1 1025

HOW.ARVSFVAT 6,CO.

0 ROOM & TAX

Position open in Ac.

COOK & KITCHEN

358.3661

d'oroVahhrrla,41

ROA Rent Office Space

9150

figures.

214.5300

100 ft.S.W. from
Toohy Ave.& Elmhurst

o'ulbtotTI mr, 'ro'cinr6*".ZI

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER

74nd'[.11SA11,nes

o DESK CLERK

have an aptitude for

CALI NIRS.CORNFLL

STINEWAY FORD
HOPKINS

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS

Llat'olr'XoTriN'Aj's

PALATINE/ROU.ING MEADOWS

itm welled dull..

CASH

Govt. Bi Factory Surplus

77.11 Rent, Stores, Offices

o CASHIER

incr Ain
ght
and generol
office work. Should

doy week including Sao

1001360 -5700

3, tune On,

ing. turn; hsIdd

Phone: 253-6300

la '2 0P Ants - Reasonable

o BOOKKEEPER

100,9

NURSE

girls on IBM 0290595
day week, 7:30 ern to 4

==rd

ttM?'/rit "113'6171eSn''''

nay, 2 fondly ram, WIII consider

Titnloerlane

"o SECRETARY

0004

Indus.

bedrtes

WANT TO BUY

3g2.0360 . days only

OnnYil. 91'3 Zthire orir,/e.WF'C'el!

17°071'''Lot'd'al'An't'P'ttd9n 9 '"

First Arlington
National Bonk

I

00400, oe01 l0RL

-1/O1327.37811

E"rayet:XhIL:Z='"'

02/.8603

Several posttions

and

10'

NEW SURPLUS
TOOL STORE.

ELEVATOR BUILDING

Renetol ledger one purnallsoperimmo.

OPEN

ti':.7=1I'172120°:2-421"
ttO

66RealEstate Houses

°

Y

New GE 101,,Aese

PERMANENT POSITION AVAILABLE

Proosect;576600

PROOF POSITION

044 to o4t11 010

11. troller.

42-411816 10 Buy

`crrrM1,7'n!ill?igErage'er''

1'05 S'LaMer,M': =1;

AIR CONDMONING

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

:111x a org ran

297-2400

Deluxe Westgate Apts.

MT PROSPECT

17Cr'd'reTre'reflreen

nC

incamterznius

9250'358 3061

Cane'ni'en=ping

DES PLAINES

Service is our rule
net an exception.

O'VnieV°47:11

r'rZt'7. rr`r.7e'rrV=rr'-'

And,

In

VB°037011 flit'd%59`1'0°7r"d

255 8339

MT PROSPE,

I 12 Oak Brook Center Moll
Ook Brook, II

296-1102

It

A

w/brakes 11300. CL 3.1796

15 ft outboard ski boot

0 DISHWASHERS

ea's_

Wheeling. Corpeted. appliances:

JEREMY'S

OR FURTHER INFORMATION

rr'e

now. tremendous

D

wraIl aas4s,Va 365

ae skates. dent

Good eIothrna

Contact Bruce Dodds
k

ts

roll lOLA,omlobm0J..T

onVNV;V°P

BUS BOYS

Pets.358.2390

ALM..

"'-

BRRealEstateHouses

Now Rockwell Oelto tools from

Machinery

rr7Inftt.loPay:14179r

sni,T""%:'Togt

a COOKS

Vacant

73.To Bent Fundshed Apartments

374100ts and Marin Supplies

Wh

It
Pon ' Si k
1.z.S;,11,y,Fts Jg1 Co , Elk Grove

1411 Rent Apartments

WAITRESSES

SECR'S., TYPISTS,
RECEP., GIRLS FRIDAY
BKPRS., CLERKS

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

.Commercial

N .A

G ryA

D'

FULL & PART TIME

SSFIED

CL

ft..

10

TREES,

FAITH NURSERY. , mi. west or

rTer'"'" "7.,.111t7Ow°1=

1-1,amilies Spring Clf red

299-4243

MR. STEAK
RESTAURANT

Re!

SHADE

33,8. Lgr.

lilatoorrn alectrIc clothes do/.

Wh.'Wast'Satr ahASS,,

wea.

CALL 509.6974

i

Residentia

100, FREE EMPLOYMENT SER
viCE TO PrOVATE INDUSTRY.

:7= "
net* 8enon
MOLON MOTOR
& COIL CORP.

Real Es

A MAME ANO A SERVICE
ROLLED INTO ONE .

Involves

Lunch Room -Hostess

588-7100

III.

ROBERT D HUGHES
8, ASSOC., INC.

'''CONTA.CASAHECHT
sition

PLAYSKOOL, INC.
Chicago,

DIVISION OF

Accounts
Receivable

BLUE SPRUCE. 4 yrs. ale. 10 for

59,6969

jusT giDOs

Acct's. Payable Clerk

314u00age &GarageSale

34 -Arts and Antiques

'51 ir7,7n e .e`1715gin

weiESS-DENTAI. STUDIO

WOLF AND OAKTON
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNGY EMPLOYER

00'

0.

InVerg,cZrmotdtrAz

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

Franklin Perk, Illinois

Blot. 5e6

,0II0,ro,,10I

7erd. trant-Oceond Portable

11 00.

o HOSTESSES
o WAITRESSES

DES PLAINTS

5170..°27,1gcrittca 6/0.

,plus AC. adaptor card & oorrY-

Gold 6 Acry5c work Full time.

equal opportunity
employer

.

10750 W. Grand Ave.

stred foolures.3.98-9292
,301., May ath. Lge. oval mode

FW;oljr`r7.M.AR°65t)

Wiiliams liquors

11458. ELMHURST RD.

58

,Einarr,5

HELP WANTED
Must be 21 or Oldor

DENTAL TECHNICIAN

Suburbon

o

Kilehen

An

Gas Stove, hke new, I, yrs old.

NrilrciocorpiOT

to 4.eaw How.

M. Woosor.

359.30RO

BEN FRANKLIN'

OPERATOR

PART TIME

f;00111701:d,

Oak Brook

corner cob.; "tare tow,
sonde, Fib; bosinene:

!gret. ZIOInTnTte'tr'usrtal

Vrt0O5TiTZ112112

WISHING WELL
BEAUTY SHOP

A Div. of Jewel
Company, Inc..
4440. Rand Rd.
Arlington Hts.,

01

Cost

Beauty Operator

DOROTHY SISSON,299.226I, Ext. 211

ml

et'

elec.

Mole and Female

Apply in P00004 0,
11 2 Ook Brook Center
Moll
Prof esonal BHIcling

Merchandise Discount
Promotion from Within
Free bus from downtown Des Plaines

a, 9 to 4. Baby

Gor. Sale, May

MOVING!

day.

31ERENV'S

Black D47?glivered

pt'.'orn'n',70t.e.=,7122's'Perat

for

THINK YOU AREWORTH

OPectersrskrot

ei

RECEPTIONISTS
(GIRL FRIENDS O.K.)

hours par
Meals furnished.

PASTF-UP - LAYOUT
COPY COMPILERS -TYPING

cmonew Worm, mon. Good shoal* and INollig

686-7740

FRONT DESK

26910 Wanted Women

°pee,.

392.8029

27 Help Wanted/den & Women

CLERK

0SECRETARIES
SECRETARY-RECEPTIONIST-ADV. DEPT.
PAYROLL.CLERK
o ACCOUNTING CLERKS
0 KEYPUNCH- 029-059 EXPERIENCE

IN ADDITION TO OUR EXZEr DORN! PROGRAM SyE

SECRETARIES
nur wets departmenr Is,

°VIVIAN
II

Four

324Aiscellane00s MEM1121138e

32M10ellamous Merchandite

STUDENTS

OFFICE GIRL

Good wing.. and Bova aptitude WII Installs' prairies.

sam. isx nue now.mino, maw. rem pismant owswonly to
Musr kow own nommen
=min. enwEnu
Eh, ro work day or evening shifts. II qualified. call Mr

EU( GROVE VILLAGE

Pbno 76.4222

PirrdT"

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

St Rummage & CarageSaie

16

cH=V;81"A'ffu=14610'..

BILLER TYPIST

MISCO-SHAWNEE
INC.

ORDER CONTROL

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!

TOYOTA

SECRETARY

Orchid Cleaners
schedule, and make GOT

21110)1 Wantedllen & Women

26-1111p Wanted flames

PARTTIME-FLUTING

CAL'S ROUST BEEF
RESTAURANT
Lee 6 Ookton
Des PIM..

CONTAIM,R6S4ARSEN

$135 WEEK -FREE

.26 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

rrr:freetfarXE

CASHIER

3 FOURS, Awitl 5 DAYS A

NURSES AIDES

ASSIST

VETERINARIAN

Friday, May 8, 1970

21111111 hVauteu Women

21 -Rep 14111191 Women

NOME TYPISTS. Mort have ow;

Career Opportunity

P

26 -Help Wanted Women

21 Help Wanted Women

2611111 Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

beroM a

kARSDALE ESTATES

look willed.
KEAN NIONEPOn APPOINTMENT

253-3497

,

ler
C NEWTON C

ELEGANT 3 bedroom home in Arlinotion Heigh.'
finest residential community...A acre, Offered by
owner In low 60,1f this le In your price range, one

SW saw, sao

WS.6022

91 -Resort Properties FINS*

ner trade.ir; P

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY. ARLINGTON FITS., ILL.

CL 5-5700

(CHICAGO) SP 4-2121

rf

heater

" '""

e

$1495

666 E Northwest Hwy
Arlington Heights
392-6660
Closed Sundays

BUICK SKYLARK
Madre, came 9.8. oolomoric vansmrstian full

965 FORD COUNTRY
SQUIRE STATION WAGON

'"'

$995

$1195

.
GICIDEIBOG

Frida, May 8,1070

Page 12

7

OPEN SATURDAYS

9 AM 'til 6 PM

98fitiebm

444ogs Pets 50990e5l

OPEN SUNDAYS

0

'On250.1)=IRS" "'d "d

'

FORD

4

VILLA PARIL

INFLATION

e

102 Trucks Colas

Vg°

LAS

-

Our shops are set up to take care of your car
needs now with factory trained personnel

1410

0, ,Oap Ma 0810

t

001
kr.471`d,

HUNK HEJHAL
HAS Bean Appointed
Ha LiquIdato

rt'hde'arl;he'llIf

Will Pell romper scoo.

619;6
aan.'...027 0696

"d"gdjOr THE rT"E
"19V-gYr5""

,47.7.4taarg.

SURPLUS

FACTORY AIR

',°:°,,tt7,ter.`"'
lisi price 35152
253.517,1

t

PI
255 1435 o
3372 all 5'30 po,
II

SPY

telescope seg. whl mny1mY

n'e*e'r s'e2kor,Vn

637-1930

5MrEV:g.vrrsti,ct

12

3,15

lot price 66484
625;

$1429

enroll

73'5'.dIrrr; a*Ircet'sk.
451.9416

USED CARS

;'-i-

SENNA OUT FURNITURE in

(),FIT
LIST

_

Pay $30 per month on

Miss Hoydee and SAVE.

*
1195

CARPETING

$942OFF

259-0073

z,°.:re4y,24

9695 *

Speed. Clean War

* '68 MUSTANG
'70 CUTLASS

OFF

HOLIDAY COUPE

2.11tow duly rodeorAD

&Fen minim,.

FACTORY AIR
11rOIM, nr.2dg.' frOdird"

82472175

:

4;4: Zir,Zra
;IT

'eLvz.e.z°',p.1R.vA:

OFF

A- ,LE

LIST

648

Sole Price SUP,

PLUS TRANSPOPTATION
ANEW CAR GET READY .

169 010551/PREME...52595

wood', la veer 4,9492
50 -landscaping

heater,

* bucket seas.
t

1195

B5c PER YD. INSTALLED

GTVIVAIZ "'d OcOc

,* Un..1,11,71,'A.,=0,14,
.,- mission, radio, heater, Extra
* Clean.
* '67 CHEVY WAGON

$3395 :

FACT. AIR CON, Loaded.

* Falfr, air, power steering

SI , a , *
1117j

* '68 GALAXIE

'4' VI """ ""ri" ""

Co11266.0262 or 537.7662

S1895

* '65

PONT. CAT. WAGON

* 0 PASSENGER. Radio, heat-

$5,Mosisallostruments

$1895

'678 FORD OD

.top.

olfor.

'670105
Olhppp

* 2 OR. Hardtop. Vinyl top,

$1895

8

* er, auto. trans., factory air.

'40 IMPALA

** loaded'.
Factorroof
'
vin

* '69 MACH I

=81128d"'

71-895

68 PONT. P1000100 .01090

'67 01.05 Cutlass ..... 51595

IMilesreational Valdes

,1='0wgm.7;!'11..,Pr

6413=8"

PV595

rerETECili s 2 2 5

$1 59 5

'Ltd
Gtiv. VISTA Cli1115611.9,
L.
'66 CHRYSLER LE

"r

FP 35C V-13, Indian Fire, auto.
* medic transmission, radio,
side
all
"I tires, Priced Ready to Go

heater, whitew

** '68 CORVETTE

*'65 CHEVY VAN
* White, 6 cylInder, Clean.

WWIVIAr$

$1095
Comfino, 2 door hardtop, full
$1095

'DOOLOSO,,.

'

51095

*
**

All Exprnsways LOP ID

AXhdriii
595-0200
Hr. Dolly 10 to 9, Sat &Son. 10 to 5

$1795:

*
*
-IX

1014Iinutes trom.
DownrovenArlingMnUOte
ON NORTH AVE
%Rae West of M.111
IN VILLA PARK
PHONE 8334100.

-

'64 CHEVY CORVAIR 4,10, 11,44.

'65 FORD 2 DOOR

*
**
*

Visit our Mustang
Corral -Your
Mustang Headquarters

-

rAcri!,==T3r.

PONTIAC

'66 LTD 4 DOOR

25(1c°AsH

439-0900

,

When other Dealers Can't Hoskin!
WE HAVE DAILY RENTALS AVAILARLE
AT A DISCOUNT, WHILE YOUR CAR IS IN FOR SERVICE
-

BARRINGTON
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Hours, Mon. MR, Fri.

Auto Shopping Center

ro 9,

1

THE FINEST SERVICE."

Loaded with All The Woos, Factori. Air Conditioning,
AM/FM Radio, Factory Stereo Tope Systorn, Bucket Soots,

$2195

Zvi Zacc:,:1°,4;'"''"

529-9871

j

HOS INS CHEVROLET CAMPER CARNIVAL!!
large show tent.

1967 PONTIAC TEMPEST 2 -DR. H.T.
utornatic, Power Steering, Radio, Delo., Chrome Wheels,
Interior, Tinted Gloss, Ivory With Black Vinyl -

ustorn

L'Y'r%""." "'" "" """

$895

:'r4:2;r4";7444

1,0,,,ML. "*"'

175 N. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

00.'91°
*78.6014

Ipoits

$1795

.1-410/

_

`$,":93per,:PiAocla

11-01-1

CAMP4;11

05000

Super Sport For the let Sot

'65 FORD

1966 BUICK LESABRE 4 -DR.!

$695

Doch 210, ouromatic trans-

rpnr=rorrrradinV

,3t woorina

Poop,

Brakes,

4

'62 PLYMOUTH 2 DR. OF MI e Lei. In I. Silver BIUT Gre0e010 ea110,1

$295

$1495

10 WAGONS TO

SE YTO FIND

CHOOSE FROM
'EXAMPLE
'67 FORD
1COUNTRY SEDAN

0.

"ri

Radio,

$1295

itet

,

SPECIAL
SHOW PRICE

$295
msg.

EXHIBITORS AR E

.1

aazza.

INSURANCE AND
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

"'Ar

1966 FORD CUSTOM 500 4 -DR,.
MOTOR HOME

Foctory Air Con Nice Family Car

"

c"'n''. $1295
iNle#NO;RS

/

(Av.
440

and
Village Sports

VI ON

ali
Man., Fri.9-9

Saturday 95.
11Phonen 8259871

Chicago 7749177'
CLOSED SUNDAY

.

TRAVELER

pi

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

NORWOOD

530 ROMNEY/ MORNAY
corner Northwea Highway
Orcenwood and Uwe

(bateau

ree

A

M0 HEADQUARTER
IN PARK RIDGE

()o

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

COMPLETE

II

_

"WHEN OTHER
DEALERS CAN'T"

Groh Awning cA,;i'R r-NHOSKIN
and Camping Inc.

9095

,

REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE SERVED

JOHPER.

$795

66 CUTLASS
HOLIDAY
COUPE

*

CAMP4FOUR

MAY 8th, 9th & 10th

IV= Warranty, Newest One Around. $1695

-'64 CHEVY
MALIBU

I

ra'Z',°,m,

'473,TiZO, f"2

'Ur; ;,4t4dtte424::

I

175 N. Arlington Heights Road, Elk Grove Vil., III,

1

,HE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

'66 FORD GALAXIE
500 COUPE

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

I '

OFFER!
PRESENT THIS COUPON ONLY AFTER
WE HAVE MADE OUR DEAL
IT'S WORTH $25

'66 CHEVY
MALIBU COUPE

$995

)4-

$825

Hosl-ins Chevroiet Inc.

MUST RE PRESENTED AT TIME OF SALE

381-0899

$1595

******************

ALIgIVRIATEMRPT"

maw. Wing Park it.d (Just West of Yod9
Bensenville, Illinois

,*

VI6'i.

Cou,an

mi,MS4.11I.g.M.2691148,,nwerevorcilgligilirmera..

SOS W. 0,11 04. in Schaumburg

tith.wrZ,

'67

$2095i

'64 FORD STATION WAGON
'66 FORD 4 DOOR

81095

steoring,radle.

OPEN ROAD USA

*

Yob.

Coupon expires June 20, PM

SAVE

SAVE

$12.A0

1967 PONTIAC GRAN PRIX 2pOR. H.T.

crnie,

$2995

*******************
*
*

'Pa BADGe COARGOR.0l195

IOOMFACU.

1895

!I)

$1095

*'67 VOLKSWAGEN VAN $1395*

m:inims

r67FORD

$i

* BUDGET SPECIALS 8455
51295

'67 COCA

'

*Convertible, Blue, 4 Speed,
* tachometer.

)4.

In MO

I

SAVE

$475-

l

And All Other Vital Pons.

IMPORT MOTORS,

112:2.7,
GALAXIE 500

CUSTOM DELTA

195**

pr000r
.

$1595

'69

1595**

**

* '67 T -BIRD
pin,

041.114

*
**

Complete Front End Inspection

THIS IS A LIMITED

"=41%2MIRI,"

Coupon Good From Moy 6 Th.ru Moy 11 CM1Y

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

°

$3795

*

,0..I

OpP.lOA,nLAG

,

fie745

to"Alat OZ.=

$1095 *

**'66 PONT. CAT. 2 -DR. HDTP.

PANGS' LAND5CAPE SERVICE

1968 PONTIAC FIREBIRD H.S.
Power Brakes, Automatic with Floor
Console, Brand New Set of Premium Radial Ply White.

$1695

'68 FORD
91.0

TA

5995

'64 CHEVY II NOVA

r3'''`ovittilitulfr

CONVERTIBLE

LUXURY SEDAN

*

* '68 SHELBY

y"' " " $795

POCKET MONEY
SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

"68 FORD GALAXIE

'69

SPRING BRAKE INSPECTION

$1495

'64 BONNEVILLE CONVERT:

'66 DODGE MONACO WAGON

VOLVO

V.B, Power Shiering

USED CARS

1495

168 CORONADO. ....62595

Speed,. Pri41000

VOLKSWAGEN

-

66 OWN LUXURY SEDAN

ISAVE
PLUS Includmg Ball Joinn, Tie Rods

-44

'69

3807

$1195

ower, Factory Air Conditioning, AMornotic with FlOor

'67 OLDS CUTLASS

* '69 DUNE BUGGY

LANDSCAPING
Finest Merlon Blue Sod

°"' "'4(
4'$31

II

'67 DART

SPECIAL

296-6127

BUSTERS

r

9495

'585

BONUS MOTORS
1967 OLDS 442 HOLIDAY COUPE

9695

R,orrwpwA,o,og

INFLATION

'Vag READY

'67 MUSTANG
* V-8, stick, radio,

* Volkswagen power. Shorn!

't67A5',ft)

41!Za1dod'e

67 BARRACUDA

"C=

Coupon Expo...lune 30, MO

'oTILL'17nt'ekdll'o's's'WaCc7ry%trTr'E7n4C$n" $2195

c000e*Geo

s7Zrin '77 S'

9995

'XX

PWS roWsritr4=71

00,990

-ix

1595 * **44444**

* 4 Speed, 1/43, fastback.

=,

31 RALLYE 350 ix

* '66 CORVETTE
**

ja

'67 MONACO WAGON
9 ...per, V-8 outo,, power ewrlw ..

$7490

Reg.

'67 CAPRICE

SAVE

7.1!

a".

P.

Included is TRANSPORTATION
and NEW CAR GEE READY.

9995

'68 FORD CORTINA

600 E. NW lbw., Dos Plaines

°steed, white7lyir, xur

*

Stock # 1565

*

'335

g '69 GALAXIE °

C

'3K

'595

'64 BUICK

SPRING BRAKE SPECIAL

'2370

1295

'62 FORD '1'5
elp
immasin

0
0
0 OF THE WEEK

4' BRAND NEW 4'

'70

.".

or, and MORE.

'68 CORONET 500 WAGON

'65 CHEVROLET

'645

GOSPECHAL00

ix OF THE WEEK 4t

:

1595:

* =,1,, ttgd % ' ' o " " '

list pric 34317

253.9416

WILSON Flarr1FL GOLF

*-,-,

* '67 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER

trade back for new
when you move. Ask for

To Sea This One, Limo Gold, $2495
Car, You'll
Block Vinyl Roof

p.66,1onvor ...

Pdr hato.,v4 ono ,

'ke

'63 MERCURY

4' SPECIAL

$2795: *

* Fully loaded, including far-

'70 DELTA 88

applies to purchase, or

48 -Scoring Goods

**
$5495 *
* Fully equipped, leather in*
* '69 MERC. MARQUISE BROUGHAM*
* 2 DOOR HARDTOP. Vinyl

Lend -Lease plan. Rental

40% - 60%

**'69 CADILLAC CONVERT.,

* '67 MERCURY CAPRI

A ROWASOF TURMILIRE

Power, Automatic, Factory Air Conditioning, Radii,
Deluxe Custom Interior, WW's, Extremely Sharp Family
Full

This week Only

$1390

FACTORY AIR

cushions, sxa 39,1,5

1968 BUICK CUSTOM LESABRE 4 -DR.

'68 PONTIAC CATALINA

OP

CARS

RNIIIR $1,000

kRE111TATOBIREA

'70 TORONADO

y0V

11191.110 SECOND

$

OVER

rC7120'0"
worhe'rd32Z567.6Y78

Big 225 CID 6 eyl. engine, automatic transmission, custom vinyl mob whitewalls, body
side moldings, carpeting, deluxe vinyl interi-

1295

01

WE SPECIALIZE

MAVERICK

SAUE

E

VilIF 61

good condition. 666

nlem rabies

WITH EVERY s
PURCHASE OF A

PAY $5167

10 beige rug 610,

'69 POLARA

stereo,

LIST $6558.76

JOBS

inib 9

AM/FM

4 Door Town Sedan

47.11eme Fornishimsfurnilure

FREE LOANERS BY APPOINTMENT

1000's of 50H STAMPS

whitewall tiros.

$$$$$$

FREE- automatic transmission

vio95
Jo

dclete'Vtlar%
defroVer,

'70 OLDS 98

ill -Motorcycles and Scooters

oboded with All The Extras, 70,1019 Air Conditioning, Ra

fly

Wreli ROTIMMtealgerefle

SAVE

BODGE RINGER

Genuine leother Interior, Automatic with Floor Console,
ull Power including Power Windows, WW's, European
Instrumentation, Closest Thing to A New One
Viking Blue, White Vinyl Roof, Fact Warranty.

A CAR

Stock # 1657

AT

1970 MERCURY COUGAR XR7

BUSTER

TORONADO

INVENTORY

BRAND mEn 1970

INFLATION

BRAND NEW '70

FACTORY
INVOICE

IPI

..6

Poodles

103-Aulo Trades &Campers

ING MONEY
SAVING COUPON
S

v59 11741

1C.

wk. old Idler
Trained MoV4,F73;lo
n

AutoShoppingCenter

6

C'""

F#I %'sr' a,"$000,71creler

FREE KITTENS

Dlack

Cale

YAWN

° FIGHTS

001 4,1t.

;,..

1011160511$181 Mated

NORWOOD

OLDSMOBILE

uce Day Want Ads

CHRYSLER

rI90 'S7 '5VO4"

I1A M 4116P R2.

tr'"d

112 Autontleq For

.1966

175 NORTH
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

R.

439-0900

bateau
TR

eg beg -{14-,- A131NITS MWlOY

MOUNT MacPECT
PUBLIC LIBRARY

They Say You Can't Go Wrong With:
FANTASTIC

BUYS

CAR

Cs`,

DA1 PUBLICATIONS
Reaching more families

WE ARE NOT EFFECTED BY THE TRUCK STRIKE
267 NEW CARS READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
144 USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM, SEE THEM TODAY!

a
69

2 DR. HDTP.

Automatic Power Steering Paddsd
, Roof,

'69 GAL 500 4 DR. HDTP. -

'66 CHEVY IMPALA 2 DRADTP.-

THE

Fall

'66 LTD 4 DR. HDTP. Pawerpwkar

'69GAL 500, 2 DR. HDTP.-

'66 LTD COUPE-

Full Power, Facto

..$1790

'69 CHEVY NOVA CO UPE-

full rower, FocTorp,e, Podded Real ..

'68 THUNDERBIRD '68 CHEVELLE 4 DR. SEDAN'68 BUICK LE SABRE 4 DR. HDTP.-

full roWer

'65 FORD CUSTOM 2 DR.-

1890

'65 BUICK STATION WAGON-

4490

'65 COMET 2 DR. HDTP.-

V.e,Autornalic. Power SteeHnp, Power Tap

'

$890Ye,

.IanDR.-

'65 PONTIAC 2 DR.

cylinder, Automatic tronsmtsslon

,

'67 FAIRLANE-

$1090
1590
51490

'67 GALAXIE 500 2 DR. HDTP. vat
-

Ve,Auto. Trans

'65 LTO 4 DR HDTP

'65 MERCURY 4 DR. V-13, Standard rronmissfon, Power weft.

...$1590

Mlle lop ow, Meditermnion eln Body.

'67 GMAXIE 500 4 DR.-

NEW -EXECUTIVE -PRE DRIVEN

yinder, Standard

FORD

DR. --

V-8 AuTemolic .

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE-

'64 CORVAIR-

$1690

Ve,Amomolic Transmistion, Power Steed.

,.

'66 CHEVROLET IMPALAnelervene imnsmilsion, rower Steads...

l',

333.E.RYING PARK ROAD, ROSELLE, ILL. 529-5551

Full Power, At .

.

'66 CHEVROLET CAPRICE 2 DR. MDT!.

OPEN SUNDAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

i011itar

'66 PONTIAC 2 DR. HDTP.-

ney pots, rescued from the wrecker's
hammer while Hubbard toured Europe
in 1927. From a small Abbey in Wales
comes the stone urn that sits on the

$690

garden wall in the courtyard.
The fireplace in the guest cottage is a

Putomoi, l'rommission,Sbere

$190

6 cylinder Standard

'62 FLACON SQUIRE STATION WAGON

.1390
51390

cylinder.
ik

'62 PLYMOUTH -

Standard lr

far your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors andBuilders

$190

'63 FORD SEDAN-

$1490
$1390

CHECK
THIS SECTION

reproduction of one in the Lygon Arms
Inn, Broadway, England. To maintain

$690
$690

'63 BUICK SPECIAL-

FORD GALAXIE 500 -

Nuremburg Museum, in Germany. Other unique features of the Borne are the.
Ronde) windows and the English chim-

$690

.

Automatic TranY

ELLE

Brand New FORD LTD

'64 FALCON STATION WAGON-

V.S, Standard TronsmIssion, rawer Steel...Power Nukes... $790

'67 FORD 4 DR- SEDAN DELUXE-

Rental

V.8,utornatie Tansrnitsion, PowetSteering

from photographs of the doors at the

$790
$990
$690

d.w'64

'67 BUICK SPECIAL -

Daily 8 Weekly

'64 FAIRLANE STATION WAGON -

tham.

black oak doors were carved in Venice

'64 PONTIAC TEMPEST 4 DR. SEDAN-

$1190

V.e, Aolomolic, Power Steering

.

'65 FORD CUSTOM 2 DR. SEDAN -

were sketched from the originals by
Hubbard, including the Cross of Wal-

structed of weathered Lannon stone
from southern Wisconsin. Three large

$490

'65 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN-

'67 FIREBIRD Power.CONVERTIBLE

Decorators' Show House, open through
May 24 to benefit the Park Ridge School
for Girls.
The English Norman style home and
attached guest cottage, below, are con-

690$

'65 RAMBLEITSTATION WAGON-

$1190

architect, Ralph Varney, is this year's

$790
$890
$790

$690

Fors Power. ttotornallo

$990

'67 GALAXIE 500 2 DR. HDTP.-

18, 1969 FORDS
READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

!, cylinder, Automatic Traission, Podia

:1690

cylinder,Automotictransenission.

'67 GAfallLAXIE 4 OR.4.8,

'65 COMET 4 DR.-

6 Cylinder, Stdndoed AT

'67 CHEVROLET 2 DR.SEDAN-

ULL FACTORY EQUIPMENT

-

the integrity of the materials used in the
home's construction, three barns in the
area were purchased so that hand-hewn
timbers could be used extensively.
Other imported attractions include the
bullet and bottle -glass windows, hand
carved panels, sculptured ceilings and
frescoes. Several of the carved- panels

was constructed in 1929 by the late Clarence Hubbard from a design by Chicago

SPe.,

'65 COMET 4 DR. SEDANS cylinder,SIonclonl 'Mon, mCwAtbeve..
1,5 CHEVY IMPALA 4

'65 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE -

'67 LTD 2 DR. HDTP.
fan Power, Fodor,. candiMnIns, roclhd Roar.

The 11 -room Hubbard House which

$890

, Passenger, V-B,Autotnalic 'from, Poona...SI Metes

51390

MP.

.$690

6 cylinder, Automatic, Power Steering

'68 THUNDERBIRD raer, Foci°, Alr Conditioning. FverAing ImmagIncele ...$2890
'68 CHEVROLET COUPE$1690WS,1speed, Immaculate cond..

Ready to Go!

cy

335 PONTIAC STAR CHIEF 4 BR. -

.$2290

The Hubbard House
Lake Forest, III.

$690
$690
$990

POStertger, NI Power, Very Sharp

'66linder,Standord
RAMBLERDR4.-

$1990
$1890

'65 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE-

'68 RAMBLER ROGUE 2 DR.

and Mustangs.
Air Conditioned.

'66 CHEVROLET WAGON-,

$1490

'68 LTD 4 DR. HDTP.-

$890
$790

ower.

Full Power ..

9890

'68 VOLKSWAGEN BUG-

ull

5990

'66 FORD 4 DR. SEDAN-

..$2790

full Power, Podded Roof

AND
ROSELLE FORD

V,e,

/790

',Padded Peel

.69 GAL 500", 2 DR. HDTP.-

'

cylinder,Atttornolic Transmission

'69 GAL. 500, 2 DR. HDTP.-

'69 GAL 500 2 DR. HDTP.,

$1090
$990

FullSect, I...tided Roof .,..

..$2790

full Power, Factory Alt conditioning, Paeknal Rae.

other publicatign.

auszumaamEnz

'66 DODGE MARA-

1390

suburbs than any

FRIDAY, MAY 8,1970

'66 GAIAXIE 500-4 DR. HDTP -

$2490

onsole-'69 MUSTANG 2 DR. HDTP.Power Buckets

Home Buyer's Glide

1

in the greater tuirthwesl.

ten . 1.

,

Al Poor Hardtop Fult Power, Take a took .

$390
$190

$290

Great
American
Homes

OLDS ANNUAL

In the spring of 1930 upon completion
of the house. Hubbard moved his entire

nursery stock of peonies, iris, French

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

lilacs and Malus to a section of the
75 -acre

estate. The gallery was then

used as a display area for his flowers and
the guest cottage as his office.
The home, located at 1725 Waukegan

Rd., Lake Forest, will be open to the
public daily from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Photo -story by Frances Altman

P;unders

Month
Special!

1970 F-85
Sports Coupe
Fp, bowerful performance, Mores an Old s 20
5 cube
Action -Line -5M Mot flys on regular fuel. For comfort,
cruet full-size Oldsmobile stretch -out room front 6 roar.
For looks, scan Olde sculptured styling, tri-stickle plated

1926

1970

44 Years Of Famous Service!
Now is the time to join the growing number of satisfied
customers that Lodendorf Olds has served since 1926.
When the savings are great and the selection is even
greater! Plus you can be confident that your new Oldsmobile will be backed by LadendorPs famous "Custom
Servicing Department."

bumpers, Magic -mirror ccrylic lacquer finish. And for
Escape

200

Oldsmobiles
Ready For

ANNUAL YIELD

CERTIFICATE

in Stock,
Immediate

L123

Delivery!

ANNUAL RATE

MIN. BALANCE

BIN. TERM

inflation! Get over to todendorl Olds today!

Choose from a Full Line of
1970

All savings in by the1Oth earn from theist
I

ety's sake, check the body sideguord beam, windshield
washers, back-up lights and more.

un s Interest Daily

ell Federal Com
7.50010

$1001000

ONE'YEAR

6.18%

6.00%

$5I 000

TWO YEARS

5.92%

5.75%

$1'000

5.25%

'500.

ACCOUNTS

AN ESCAPE WEEKEND

can be increased

FOR TWO AT THE

days of any

during first 16
quarter

"The World's Largest Oldsmobile Dealership"

7390/

Marriott CHICAGO

ONE YEAR
.

Join us in our Founder's Month celebration.

Just come into our showroom and regietor fora
FREE weekend at the Marion for 2. One free
weekend a week to be given away. Watch our

tet
Rand & Central Road
Hours: Monday thru Friday 9:00 to 9:00

ad next week for the winner's name. First
drawing will be May 12th. Remember, you're
always a. winner when 'you buy at Wended

Olds - "The World's Lamest Oldsmobile
Dealership."

Des Plaines, Illinois
Saturday 9:00 to 5:00 chipedButtelnoys

Nothing To Buy!

PASSBOOK
ACCOUNTS

can hi added
to at any

time

.' i

5139%

0'

5137

I

5.00%

.

NONE

The chart atlhe left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates.These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask abOut our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

Backed by over a halt billion in assetg.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federa Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.

3 MONTHS

In the been of BIS 'TOW
Open Irons 8:45 A.M. to 8;00 P.M.
Monday Ora Friday F16.1000

NONE

Highest savings interest rates allowed bylaw
Guaranteed Interest. Compounded Daily(aggdy)

Bell Federal Savings
°

and Loan Association

Corner -of -Monroe and Clark. Chicago, Illinms 60603
MEMBER FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK

-
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Building industry looks to 'systems'
A Ng mach is letting on
&m ay in that buddtm,

dustd from

70 the lint inn-1111ton rl In

pick up sucks'4111111114

fro
Reason is that "slick build jar the traditional board -

ville. The conclave will draw
international bedding authorRies to thscuas technologies.
design, materials. production,
financing and marketing of

by -board .and. -Mack -by -block
method - cannot hope ta k eels
pace with accelerating housing

ro

needs.

Sudden, Dt.ugn 8. Constma
lion Betide% Supply Nat,
and maven othar C shins Pub

damn tithad Building Nato
tion and Cowes, to ha held
Not 3 to 6 it the Kanturly
Exposition Canter in Louise

Industry consensus is
-systems building'
-

industrialized building sys.
building s,tems. It it spon-

that
quick, on -site assembly of pre -

Corp. of Chicago, in cooper.hon with Professional Builder,

both factory units - will take its
place.

hallow Co m lg um, atm mg
tha

induairy.

ing Industry.

-

The solutions offered by
systems budding to the build-

ing crisis much many hum.
Marsh P. Trimble, publisher
of Professional Builder holes,
for instance. Mat -construe,
lion cost reductions possible
with indtntria/thed building

sTatana arc smdltng

stable costs."
At the exposition,

Garden,

400 000 sguars feet of indoor
sp we will be devalad to
Mar of total sir...hurts such is
boa housing housing corn

ECONOMIES h.oa
newly bats cravats ugh meth
Olin in use far several years.he notes, Land the systems
building re be allownht iBBC1
70. phi, the impetus it will give
to industrialized building tech niques, will further contribute
to the production of housing
and Other structures al more

ponents, special products and
equipment used in producing,
wanspoiting and erecting lactory.produced housing. Coin.
initmems far exhibit space
have already been recoiyed,
"Live" demonstrations: - of
equipment use and systems
b

rim exposition center.

According to George Romtary of the U.S. Dertment
Housing and Urban Development, the national housing deficit has skyrocketed to more than 2.5 mil-

payeof

Units. Anstimatwill
eed 30

lion

From Coast to coast, bona:omen have an weed the challenge to help make ours the most
beautiful land in the world. Never before in the
history of our country has so much effort been
made towards beautification. Federal and slate'
govcrnmeno arc expending millions of dollars to
improve landscapes and city areas. Junkyards

million new tinits
be
needed in the next ten yews.
Tomeet this crisis, Romney
hat called for rapid development of new housing technology, and new financing,
marketing and management
rs.ci

`Zi

methods aimed it greater vol-

and unsightly areas have been eliminated.

ume, lower cost and higher
quality harter-

=live participation of every homeowner tO make

SPEARMAD such development, HUD iponsomd
Operation Breakthrough, a .tional competition for the de-

garden

j'"!

is with miner -flowering bulbs from
Holland. These include dahlias, gladiolus, anemones. ranunculus, lilies and tuberous begonia..
Homeowners who have puttered around a garden fora few years are familiar with the beauty of

be *raw m the spring. The first step Mani

Tering all the natural outdoor

attractions famous in South
Florida

is

now available. in

Port Antigua

the Florida

in

Keys.

Anthem,

a

devel-

°omen
Ton of the Branigar Orgam
intion. Inc.. is one of the last
parcels of waterfront land on
the market in Florida. where
these sites are in such demand

that it is estimated in five years
all will be sold.

beingno.

The

''),.

Iola,

ye' lathm

SAFE AT HOME!

ideal for eople who
swimming,

tivi ties

sport

fishing, beating, water skiing
and skin diving.

I.

Problem.

A mnjor response to HUD's
terns, It is sponsored by IITEC

typical Port Antigua
Oar is in the middle -incustomer
come bmckets, with Inactive'
money available for investments,.. Mills said. "He
want, a return over and above
what can be obtained from a

Port Antigua has its own
private white sand beach on

he Gulf of Mexico and is a

safe chance to make substmi.

.Shari distance from the Adam
na Oman.

dal profit."

ropolitan life of Miami. All of
these divan attractions add m
the value of Port Antigua
PruPeRY)

George D. Mills, sales manager Ter Branigark Florida
about

sold many inquiries
Port Antigua indicate

an interest in the land as nu investmCM and hedge against in-

dation. He estimates that the
appreciation of the land value

ers but does have an inc.
ugly hard time locating dear able land like Port Antigua in
Florida. 'Buyer interest m
Port Antigua is so high Mut we

anticipate n very early all-out

of h

"

The Branigar Organization
a 50 -year -old land development firm which is steeped
in experience with projects
is

throughout the Midweil and
which also developed ICithiki
Harbor vacation waterfront
property in the Keys.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
oir conditioned 5 bedroom Tri.level.
A/m baths, Jorge kitchen, carpeting, builP.in oven

-$53,500

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

L

'd.

k-taiellI

s ramto
Escape clause is way out
for buyer hooked on a house

This a the new "systems" way to provide quality bons)

By Carlton Smith and

you're involved in a real exam
transaction of any kind.

Richard Pule. Pratt

distisuous moments, when
you're baying a house, comes

an fast that you seldom Moe
lime to yell for help. Your lawyers help that is - which you
shooW never be without when

Easel pertaining to* the par-

chase and ownership of real

property can be tricky. The
mks that usually. pply to con-

tracts may nut apply litre or
may have some unusual twists.

A first rule Mr the prudent is:
never sign :moiling entil your

hours after delivery. Salton

lawyer gives you awned.

Yet. when you finally find
the home, you generally feel
you have to move fast. Cullom
requites,
most areas, a
',binder," orha earnest money a
deposit submitted with your

purchase offer, which puts a
temporary (at least) hold on

The Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors will hold Its

ing appoimnwnts and overcoming &sections. Originally

regular monthly dinner meeting Thursday, May 14, at 7
p.m. at the Arlington Park

an eight -hour
urse, this has
been concentratecod into a spe-

Towers (Jimmy ,Durante
Room), Euclid and Rohlwing
RIB., Arlington Heigths.
Featured speaker will be
David P. Rata. staff supervisor
phooepower for he Illinois
Bell Telephone Co. Subject of
Raiab presentation will be
-Phone Power " Where Every
Listing and Sale Begins" His
presentation will include such
topics as basic positive selling
techniques,

qualifying

techniques

in
prospects. among-

ciul onwhaer presentation.
Illinois Bella marketing department has been formulatand refining these calm

technique, andategim for
about eight years.str Ride has
been
associated
with the

Phonepower group for the last
three years and he is presently
in charge of the suburban area
project. His experience with

telephone company in clod. assignments a communications consultant and mm
the

keting malinger.

place

THE BINDER
harmless enough;

seems

you're committing only $100
or so, and the worst that can
happen (you think) is losing
your deposit, If yotTlater find

Plant dahlias directly

AN

grief.

Rand Rd., Palatine.
There
eral varieties
of flowerinare
g shrsevubs that bloom
entirely during dal warner
' months, or at coal continue

their flowering into the sum-

found ''the house." They
wanted to move fast, but at
Ices t they got their lawyer on
the phone.

on

Home

Ownership." It is, he says, "neither

,

verite summer blooming
plant. The variety Katherine Dykes is a very graceful plant
reaching a mature height of

only two and one-half feet. Be-- cater of its small size it can be
used in front of taller plants in

one proved 10 be

"The contract shall he subject
to approval by the buyer's g-

the shrub border or as an underplanting for ornamental

nat sounded reasonable to
all concerned. Certainly, anyone is entitled to have his lawyer look at, and approve, any

Both bloom with a flat flower
cluster of pink or pinkish -red

linking through the summer.
The Anthony Waterer is the
smaller of the two, reaching

inspection,

the
house proved to have some
major flaws. Rut ourracquaint,

foliage turns a bronze -red cold
or.

)

Na and it was very simple.
lawyer just
couldn't manage to draw up
any contract for the sole that

SEE OUR OTHER MODELS

nembet Split Leval, Crewmen. 3-S.5 Rodnaorns

bedroom 5 roam Bunch, summer borne type,
comes withs additional SO ft. dm Home needs

Roved...

work.

$12,600

tt=

13:7fVeV'gr 7;1.1114:

'L1tLrr,'-',1,17LLgP1,4`,1L,'n'3.1

Coll)!.ittge?4,111gRS

Boy Your Homed. Now -Build later
"Quality
Controlled

Names"

20 E. Northwest Hwy
Phone

(815! 459.4430

Arlington
Heights

392-1855

ASK

BAIRD & WARNER
We MOW AK
Since Ms a oedipal
trwiAiste.

359 E. Rand Road, Mount Prospect, III

CI 3.7600'

...somas

tovaish mina Hoke

l

a thousand dollars a word.

seller of real estate.

Chrela &
Silica. 10
A

Annabelle. This plant has very

!nig snowball flowers in mid' summer. It Mixer. quite
!Wavy shade andseldom grows

barberries,

and
in

honeylormst trees, privet, bar berry and mock orange bush -

care.

It is suggested that in addh
lion le summer blooming

in

the garden in the

SALE

ttatrmaaanrtr rs

0

Beautiful roses made to

put in your own rose gab

BEDDING

oon

Extra -rich

"

PLANTS

Teri
Ln.,

the -latest blooming of the suet-

'

Mar shrubs, starring in Anvil.
Synnestvedt noted that oth-

er,suminer flowering plan.

$295
and up

VARIETIES
YOU NAME

VIGORO

IT WE

HAVE ITI"

JUST FOR MOM!

cCic
tan

tray

Lawn Food

DOM T MISS THIS BM

TAXUS
YEWS

VIGOR°

18 to 24 inches

flin01141101

Your Choice

Why pay more?

$2(1

Other quality lawn funds feed
6000 so. a Of lawn...COSt up to
5.45 per bag.
Golden Vigor°
feeds 5603 se. ft. of lawn, tea

GERANIUMS
4" Potted

$799

Only

4> ANNUALS

REGULARS

CLEMATIS

Bedding Plants

67c
77c

38c

Martha Washington

VINES

Tray
Eieyou

=

DECORATOR
BASKET OF
FLOWERS

,

Baas®

master charge

Zisek.Y!

SCOTTS PLUS 2

DELUXE
.TROWEL
plowd blade
tampered drop

risme

tit

onk., for emot*,

home.

$169

$4.00 Flat of
12 Trays

$199

M each

FOR ALL YOUR GARDENING NEEDS STOP BY OR CALL: 529-6102

let growing of the summer

flowering shrubs, and might
even be classified as a dwarf
tree. Several colors are avail% able including pink, red.
Prole, and white. This is also

Arlington Heights.

plunged outdoors. Tubers can also he planted
outdoors in rite garden after June I.

ROSES

BANK 0111

esows

YYo

transplant to pot,. After June I. pols can le

POTTED.

77.
4-r

T

mess. When sprouts are two to three inches high.

'REMEMBER MOTHER:APECIALS'

MIDWEST

DATES: MAY 8-9-10

TUBEROUS -ROOTED BEGONIAS: Flowers look almost like row,, ogrnations or camel Iles. Plant indoors in boxes filled with damp pail -

-FA1

MURPHY'S

as

Ti.

'YOUR ONE -STOP CENTER FOR.V.ALL YOUR GARDENING NEEDS!'

es.

Marc than five feel tall.
Rose of Sharon are the tab-

Susan Byers, 102 S. BbighTaylor. 253 Lafayette
Hoffman Estates, and
Joyce Maycan. 1521 !Conran
Dr.. Palatine will be members
of Cann during 'the 1970-71
school year.,

reversed with the

Introdun
of a new variety,
ctiobe

suburbs.
PI.,

Earle that of the weigela. flowering heavily in May and then
with a few blooms continuing
into the summer.
Hydrangeas have long been
used for their summer effect;

Mend may

Included among the freshman women at Northern. IIlinoii University tapped hythe
National Society of Cwensfor
sophomore women are three
students from The Nordoecal
ton

sirn

however. they seem to have
curly.
fallen into disfavor
Synnestvedt indicated that his'

2hudne

Half Arm Wooded and Unwearied Lek

SALES POSITION OPEN

virginal mockorange is

Cwens society
picks 3 coeds

Sensible Tax... School District 155 one./

From DI 5000own

-

The blooming patternpattern of Me

he

So beware the binder - and
be sure a good lawyer B guiding your hand before you sign
anything, as either a buyer or

Asking $52,500
Call - BOB WALTERS

HANDYMAN'S SPECIAL

'

shrub, is a larger plan
growing about seven feel all.
While the red toimpet-shaped
flowers ,are most profuse in
sprin. he continue intermfitengtly throughout the stun-

-

parpose escape hatch. Thei
ved our acquaintance at bad

VALUE PRICED

plums,

RED WEIGELA, or car-

rarely," proved to be en ell-

NEAT AS A PIN!

leaf

Cons for these as notion their ',mules and yellow [Ones

tonal

'

-Those few words, "subjeet
to approval by Me buyer's als

PRICED TO SELL!!

antee their plants, they will be
happy to discus, proper loos-

attractive in the fall, when he,

Theseller's

,bghr In dn.... Al

RANUNCULUS: A thee cousin In the anemone. ranunculus produce many double globe like flowers of yellow. scarlet, crimson. pink or
white. They are most effective
effective a, cut flowers.
Like anemmws. they
be planted about an
inch deep. Plant with the -claws" down and follow the same watering i estructionsm abiwc.

pealmoss. Mix these Ingredients thoroughly with
the soil.
Sat the tuber in this prepared soil so that it is
about two inches deep. Be sure to palm it with the
growing tip pointed upward. It is a good idea to
drive a stout stake into the ground for the large

Three feet at maturity. Both are

once had agned an offer 16
Masse and had given a de-

fell

to find a favorite

aoil for each root by digging a hole a foot wide
mid deep and working in a half cup of bonemeal
and sorne organize matter such as compost oi

shrubs the homeowner con eider plants with colored fo.
liege. Contrast may be
achieved with the use of red

hest tie consiiicreass peia

bush and tamarisk. All of these

Anthony Weimer and Fryebell's soirees are very similar.

-

SUBSEQUENTLY, after a

buyer's lawyer
could approve.

right
n tel. As most nurseries guar-

trees.

color starting in July and con -

the

confider hardiness before selecting a planting site. Among
plants that frequently suffer
from our extreme winters are
Nue mist spina, butterfly
bush, purple binge or smoke

October is Synnestvedt's fa-

'

Fie dictated them - dozen or
so words each - and dm in-

professional

may freeze to the ground and

comring the plam from lam

"Write out your purchase

va luable

are grown by local nurserymen
but cautions me homeowner to

Pi:Needle, a dwarf shrub
with yellow buttercup flowers

contract he signs.

"A binder is a spurious instrument," writes attorney Jerome G. Rosc in "The Legal
Adviser

'Kin upper Nurseries, 1801

hod

things you must have in it."

on the house, reeling there's
plenty of time afterward for a
lawyer to see that the proper
protections are incorporated
into the actual contract. In
fact, the binder can buy you
thousands of dollen worth of '

-

One of the most frequently
inked' questions is, "Mint
plants bloom in the summerr.
report4 Donald Synnestvedt of

when
thecently

that, for some reason. you real-

go ahead and nail down a hold

'

ACQUAINTANCE

ly want out.

So the buyer is inclined to

Select shrubs
for bright summer color

lion of rights or escapes.

offer in longhand," the lawyer
told them, and there are four

rnguTar75,'IV
nt

PLUS LOT

the soil well before planting. then do not wider
too much until the plants am in full growth.

spring when the soil has warmed up. Prepare the

b.latnak.-eolacceok.d.f1,1307,.. esthb-

proved the p oint re
he and his wife dell
ell

after

rlEg=7,,r,'1

ANDUP

feet tall. Anemone cabin rang

b11110 should be planted pointed end diwzn.WMer

may be among the tiny pompons no more than an
inch in diameter. Or perhaps your taste is fOr the
shaggy flowers as taigas dinner plates?

"Irish Gold", 1970 Rose of the Year, was introduced by Jackson & Perkins Co.

an effective option nor mems.a.rily a binding contract... If
it does contain sufficient ternu
to be a binding coMract, it he comes especially dangeroth..
." it says "I will buy:. in

the property until a formal
contract is drawn up and

BUFFALO GROVE

$31,900

11/2

from purple through blue, red, rose to white. The

among the selection from Holland. Your favorite

already contain fultinteriarasucb as finished kitchens.

signed.

Northwest Realtors
to meet, eat May 14

the one be1nR swung In

owner or gardener is sur

he?

$41,900

'

shapes, Si7.cs and colors ofdahlias, every home-

posit. He was hooked...wasn't

AIR CONDITIONED ROXBURY, d bedrooms. 24,
baths, family room, carpeting, Pat,.

ing up to

DAHLIAS: With such an infinite 'variety of

One of the potentially mom

Mills emphasized that like
all land developers, Bmnigar
has no difficulty finding buy-

-

ANEMONES: This Wed -known dodos' M.W1cm is msily grown in home gardens. Blooms can
reach four or more inches nerves on.plants grow-

Mg by the world's finest growers.

will exceed 20 per cent per

bank savings
unit and
Florida land Seeaccoms to offer a

THE KEYS' climate allows
year-round enjoyment of the
outdoors. yet this arca of tropic calm and relaxation is just a
short drive from the lively met-

nd range.

good flowers is to porchme quality bulbs from
reliable solaces. Bargain bulbs can sometimes
Siva disappointing maths.
If you buy bulbs that have been imported
from Holland, you can be sure you are getting
the best quality possible and exciting and inter.
eating varieties resulting from years of bybridix-

ing-factory-buill, trucked to the Me and ready to move into a few

A vacation getaway spot of-

ing bulb. Lilies can be planted imfallor spring. as
mon as possible after they am received or pum
chased. This is especially truc in !hemming. Planling depth varies from five to 10 inches depending on the type.
Lilies like shade for their roots and are panicu.
lady benefit ted by a thick mulch kepi in place the
year round.

As A RULE, summer -flowering hulks should

made to HUD. Of these, 22

Florida property offers getaway

LILIES: This is truly a hotly mmmer-flower.

.

the various flowers from bulbs that gran the

went chosen awdemonstration

I

The Colors available are counties, and they will
grow in almost every section of the country.
It is safe to plant gladiolus outdoors:maven as
the soil is warm enough 10 spade and gore is no
danger of the soi' freezing again. Plant the bulbs
about three to five inches deep and sin inches
apart. Repeat plantings every two weeks
IhroUghout spring and early summer for continuous display of flowers.

Ammer garden.

Mare than 600 proposals were

Systems-built homes -like these modular units that are stacked gala a quickly completed Scuding--may be the solution
America', housing problem. This fall, the first hninstrIalixed Building
Exposition and Congress (111ECTIO) will be held in Kentucky to explore systeins methods and the
means of financing and implementing them.

GLADIOLUS: Leading all other summer flowering bias in popularity is the pludidus.

Iris grounds a little lovelier. One way to do this is
by adding more color to the garden.
The easiest way to add color Co a hot weather

of. he construction industry.

prototypes. They will be built
throughout the country 10
show howsystems, or industrialined, methods of
atmclion can help solve the hawing

dahlia before the tuber is plented. Dentate to the
tuber can result if it is ma in after planting.

The complete jobof bcalitification calls for the

velopment of mass-produced,
Massunarketcd housing. The
COmpctitiOn received phenonanal response from all facets

1

lk!

Answer the challenge:
beautify your garden
with summer-flowering bulbs

will be stance on gounde edsome

Pa, 17

Friday May 8 1970

Just west

Di% ass

dame.)

ND & CENTRAL R
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

STORE HOURS: Mon. thin Fri. MO am, to 9 pm,
Ina 9.30 ens, to 5.30 p.m.
Sun. 11 to 5.30 p.m.

101-atald

Use Our
No Chem. MIDWEST

ra.71.

LAY -AWAY BANK

Y.-.3

HAN

CARDS ACC

26 W. GOLF RD. SCHAUMBURG, ILL

Sun 10.6

Pass 1 8

GM May b

Junipers come in hundreds
of shapes and colors

I OM

Quick tips

Plan your garden, keep records
By Dolores Haugh

When seed analogs arr. mark your order on the cove
and keep the catalog. If you
like what you grow, clip th

-

"4 ...nu garde...rd...
Mo.

You can lam your end.
garden on ppm: Use gr.l.

and

pertinent infer

merlon from Me old mono
and file in 7 notebook °

P.F`r. issasurs you i us's.'

garden arc, chart and Pi..

mount on

ahead.

an file

card.

A notebook or file system is
especially

helpful when you

purchase other garden acces.
sorbs and needs such as
ors, mot feeder. 10010. so.
Note how much you used. cost
and results.
Save

seed pack*.

those

Fasten them to tile mods, for in

Get a JACOBSEN,
and get it over with!
The new

JACOBSEN
4 -Blade Rotary Mower

this way you have the color
photo of your home-grown
now

to re -order or forget.

'9)11, TOG collect seeds put
Ahem in a plastic bag and add
the seed card for muck identification for next planting sca.
To keep handy hubby from
mistaking the shastas for
weeds. carefully label your
These
markers
mperennials.
ay be on tongue depressors

with labels made on a plastic

gives twice the cutting action!

labeling machine.
Golf tees can serve to quick

markers. Be sure you keep
your notes on which ones iden-

Fold -down

tify the yellow mums. etc.
With the leftover black ones

handle

begin a new color dot identi-

of

THE PLACEMENT
n
is

the gintran

much'

coOrdinated

diem
particular

for

TO MAKE A hanging bas -

with two inches of tee s, add
Potting soil and plant with
trailing vines and colorful

piece of foam rubber to fit the
bottom. This can be used for a
kneeler. It saves your tired
kneecaps. Steps will be fewer if

you all your basket with all

Fed the roots of peon ever green, bare roots and roses.
Garden pots planted with
quick spreading species, such
es mint, keep these growlikeweeds ohms ender contol.

wagon for larger jobs.
Divide up your time. Decide
us devote a certain time to dm
garden. Early morning is best.
What a beautiful way to begin
day. The ground is moist and

Begin to hatch your lady-

porZ1V,17,77::',Zfal=1,1,=;,=,;=:rY

The garden plarmed with a
little faro -thought will bloom
with abundant reward,

Use an oil ran tilled with

FArdifillin

Don't despair with shady
spots. It may be a problem Ion
some plants, but many others
shade.

Put shade to work` for you.
One possibility is using the
arm as a woodland setting M

ho usc may be pretty, 11111 such

a planting

Automatic
choke

Jambserds 4 reversible imiaceable blades give you twice the sun*
lik. foe You pack more grass in the hag bulimia blades cut mess

slum six ,odois mega.. with quality features that make mewing
a Wee.. You'll see what a difference a "J" make°

is

hardly uoiquc.

You can see dozens of similar
owes
any suburb,

miniature.

wood! a n d,

ers a bit different from those of
the neighbors by searching for
unusual places to plant flowers
and unusual flowers to plant in
them"

usual

lavender -blue

path

of

shade -loving

preision of strolling through.
wooded world.
Also consider using the area

the house and the path armnd
so often neglected, can become
solid hed with an un

stopGo on power propelled medal
Fold -down 1.111[1le for easy ..... .
Automatic choke on 4 cycle models for effortless.
tirst time starting
Washout Pon for easy cleaning

a

plants. You'll create the ho-

The narrow spec between

FROM

Plan

grave or pine needles. Add a
few well placed boulders and

Why not make your plantings of colorful annual flow-

soil

use shrubs, save time and weed

problems by mulching.
Good mulches include peal
moss, ground up leaves. pine
needles, hark or wood chips.

Another idea gaining popularity is use of pebbles or

auch as a pool, fountain or bar-

attractive soil cover and con

1200 E. Higgins Rd.
(Rte. 72)
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

grass usually won't
thrive. Even shade -tolerant
gram has rough knowing. Conground eovers. Per ider
ivy, myrtle. pach'

with portulaca,

Plant dahlia when the soil has warmed up. Prepare the soil for

Rough up the soil surface a
bit, sprinkle seeds evenly over
it, firm them to the, soil by
walking aver the surface.

HE 7-2220
HOURS:

Weekdays 8 to 5:30,
Mon. & Thurs. Niles TB 9,
Saturdays 'Til 4:30 p.m.

MP

eacM1 root by digging a hole a foot wide Rod deep and working In a
haircuts of bonemeal and snore organize matter such as compost or
peatmoss. Mk these Ingredients with.soe and set In tuber so that it
is about two inches deep.

Lawnseed a big bargain

Ports Dept. -Closed

Doily at 5:30,,
on Saturdays or 4:30 p.m.

FACTORY TRAINED SERVICE SALES PARTS

Lawnseed prices haven't ris.-

'buys round

-en much In a scorc of years.,
But even if they had, lammed
would still be too of the best

present price.

at

its

10 per cent to the value of the

the

house. It spruces up the kndseeping, keeps gri me from the

tenfold

Millions of seed

1°

pound, thousands of seeds for

the penny. When see seeds
"grow up" to become gram it

door. air conditions the outdoors, makes a place for the
kith to play and provides rec-

is estimated that the lawn adds

reation grounds for the adults.

long-lasting
high -hiding finish

pans*

similar COVOR
spread well and solve the nograss problem as well as hold
or

Homeowner. by the score
am declaring war on manna
food prices. They're picking
up their hoes and meshing to
the garden.

Recent surveys show that
more Americans than ever be-

fore are turning to gardening
to fight high food prices. One
study showed that the number
of gardeners growing their
awn vegetables doubled between 1967 and 1969. And,
with food prices continuing
their climb. more grow -it.
yourselfers are

expected

to

crop up this spring and sum.
tee

purchases this spring is already

ndicating c trend." says one
seed company executive. "In.
(lotion appears to be behind it
all. Young people who haw
never grown any sort of rage.
able before are buying a few

plant,
You can grow petunim, geraniums, asters or other brightly
decormive flowers in redwood

pots. Then simply move hem
about into shady tram for colorful displays during parties or
merely variety in your garden

Beautiful flowers in an :tr.

VIRGINIA

Mono Mantlie

ay. rid

-

&AO

/

Come in a d ee designs
for 20 modern fences ..They are easy to build.

If you have a beautiful yard, small children, a garden

rt

have you considered the importance of selecting the right
fence design to provide privacy and protection . . . and to

wood. asbestos content and masonry

ono mat is lamas sufficient roam for ea.
tremo color omen

Let us show you a complete selection of fence designs planned
to harmonize with today's modem home.. These economical
fences are easy 'to build. They ere expertly designed for
beauty as well as durable service ... to look better ... last .

dio to a uniform ',breathing....
win noe crack, awl or Mow

longer.

noire of 10 modern odors and Old Virginia Whites

'

2x4 boards

that 'putting green' trim

difficult OV nod practical,

erald Spreade' will calve the
problem.

Growing over a wide range
of the country, 'Emerald
Spreader' is hardy down R3 20
degrees and will also withstand
high summer temper:Mow.

'Emerald Spreader' will make
a handsome addition to your
landscape, 'and it coma highly
nmornmendal by leading nur-

A
own mower

inprospectve

bu

of a

bendith

a

dm rotary.
About 10 rotary
arc mowers air

ers is definitely

and sometimes confusing
variety of equipmem. The
mower chosen will be a work-

sold for every reel mower. The

ing partner for many a sum.

inch model,
Claude Morris,

nor, so it pays to match it care-

fully to the size and shape of

most

popular width

21

inches, followed by

the !Saccording
to

director
marketing for Toro.

the lawn.

The rotarY Mower enjoys
The king of powered mow, amour popularity because its

tables and new varieties haw a
lot to do with the growing

space no larger than the ayes age kitchen table,

S. When
keep
taller flowers in the rear; in

One hybrid tomato plant.
for example, can now produce
20 pounds of fruit a season. At

*mons for

the

compact

prolificacy of modern Ani-

garden,. Even apmtreent

dwellers, using window boxes

insures a simple, sure start.
Fully electric rotaries are
with womparticular favors
en, since they don'ttes have to be

filled with gas and are the

or -pots.

are now enjoying

"fresh Troll the garden" wOctables.

WILL LAST
FOR 25 YEARS

mod of that pan* amen
look. Blades can beset loan to
ono -half inch or Ica.
.

Small yards of green to acres and acres of rolling lawn can be handled efficiently with the proper
equipment. Rotary mower, KR, with vacuuming action na1 cut the bag dipping. during spring and
summer and also mulch and bag autumn leaves. If lawns exceed one.quarter acre, s tractor mower,
right, may be the thing to ride through lawn chores. Rotary mower with Key.Lectrie starting and
tractor mower by Toro.

Spot bug control with aerosols
pays dividends in the garden

N. Keep tulips, daffodils and
least three inches. of
water. Fresh, lukewarm water
should bc added every hero or
three days.
T. Keep arrangement away

iris in

There arc certain insects
that just seem to popap out of

nowhere overnight. High on
the list of these pests is the aph-

id -- of which there are many
different kinds. Others might
be the two -spotted mite and the
spittle -bug.

ARE PRESSURE TREATED

WITH A SPECIAL "CAC"
PRESERVATIVE
TO LAST A LIFETIME.
THEY WILL PERMANENTLY
RESIST DECAY, INSECTS, AND

FUNGI. THE "CAC" TREATMENT
GIVES THEM A RICH GREEN
CAST THAT WILL BLEND WITH ANY
SETTING. OR THEY CAN BE
PAINTED OR STAINED
ANY COLOR TO MEND WITH YOUR
PARTICULAR LANDSCAPE DECOR.

Very often you will tint no lice these pests on just one or

secticide

sprays

include

noised spray should be kept at
least 18 inches from the foliage
when spraying. This is to allow

porg the.
i

lestcal or spot

with tame
Mad conhe

ol used in the regular ovcrall
garden spray program.

BUT MIXING a tank of
spmy for ow or two plants or

branches may be invenient, Fortunately, push -Mitten
spmys of "garden" insecticide
nipprurized can --- Spam Garden Spray for maniple --- can come to the res.
The pre -mixed spray is most

convenient to apply. In fact.
'for aspecialty plant such as the
rose, the push -button -Spectres

'Me Rem and Flower Spray
contains a fungicide and

mowing area, and also clear
away snow, plough, 011, fertilize and cart.
No matter what type Mower
is chosen, the best guide to satisfaction is to buy Promo repu-

WEBBER PAINT CO.

HELLER Lumber Co.

lime is 'r pc for a backyard

.;

L24 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights
I block N. of Kensington,

Memnon Fri. 7:30.5;Smurdoyl:30.330

I

block W. of Arlington Market

392.4224

broom and the tang of madoor
edoki ng whets the appetite, the

Serving the Community *45 Veers
A

21,4N. Denton, Arlington Heights

Airier 135 Vine, Pork Ridge

a5.5338

'

FOR THAT BIG JOB, ASK ABOUT MAXI -TIES ® 6"

x8" x 81/2'

benutydreatment. Nothing fret proves a.home owner's proper,
ty end morale more than a new
mat of paint. Fresh, livelY ool
or can help organize and ideaaxb
Feral on the agenda

14' .""

t

Dunk

houseplants
weekly

Spectracide spraying.

Fmh-hotten spays mistrol
bugs before they spread.

from

-

hi/implants
revel in a once.a-week water
Certain

urge

oinking Plunge the pots of
large plants like awdeas, hydrangeas and palms into a

gardening season.,

enow to drain, then return to
growing arca. The Society of
American Florists points Out
that the general rule for all

By drab

items that arc

plane*. Repainting,

hedge trimmers will surelymake them more attractiVe

looking. Thece it a Roll
rum of lustre tinds in the reds,
blues, greens and yellows to
pique the imagination and

different color for

taste of the most diserimin-

handes of hoes, rakes, trowels and

=kV/code:I handle,

A lino of epoxy linishm

acing lady of the house. Even
she can do Me job easily bobreakfast

Inceen
shomnrimary colors thai
and dramatic effect to With pint

--

sales yard

.bucket of water. When soaked
through and through, remove,

the mfurtruhing of garden

.""`"'

with \
colorful, living and lasting ifts

pod 'in-

o

formance
vesment.

Mal gardeners find pushbutton sprays the mast convenient means to stop "spot"
infestations and use them to
aument their regular bi-

a

Shower Mother

for several year...WSW machine with Sigh owrall Per-

the insect coMrol program.
cans, boldlog
ounces. am best for this
ing

select

V

fords.
Since a mower will be in use

For only a small usedaren.

per foot 18c
10'

huge gera niurns from 890

table, servicing dealer and get
the best mower the budget af-

Refurbish garden tools
:When the lilacs start

a tmng efficient

viding the dividing line. Seven
h.p. or below is the lawn class.
Tractors maintain a large

by
eugh-button sprays are
soMe homeowners for their en -

regular spraying will keep insects in cluck throughout the

ling. A riding -mow er represents

greenhouse gift
plants from 39c

with horsepower rating pro-

plant.

A combination of spot and

winosime and make the
whole h easier.
More arid mow homeowners arc sitting down on the
job when it comes to grassuul-

lawn and suburban categories,

the propelling material to
sipme before it reaches the
leaves. Only the insecticide
spray is then deposited on the

weegkly

Self-pro-

models.

pelled models are, of. course,
higher priced, but they do cut

TRACTORS for home use
are commonly divided Ito

gredients that could be harm
oil to plain growth.

large plant. Or, they might be
°a a single annual or perennial
in the flower border.
Unless stopped, them sinV could spread 1PldlY
roughout the garden. Slop-

propelled

leant a quarter acre.

in

THE NOZZLE of the pre,

slopes or terraced lawns but
not effective ori rough terrain.
Sizes for the homeowner are
generally I9 -inch and 2.1 -inch...
Reel and rotary mowers
come in both hand -and sel

and labor-saving method to
mow large areas -a lot of at

cidc a well as the Etiaxinen insecticidal ingredient.
When using push-button
prays on plants, be sure the label states that it is for garden
me. Some "household" in-

two branches of a rose Mather

824-2151
.11R

TESTING has shown that a

reel mower is beg for

centerpieces they should he in
the middle of the arrangeMent.
Use sprays of heather, for-

FORMAL, RUSTIC. FUNCTIONAL.
OR DECORATIVE ...MINI -TIES
AND MAXI41ES
CAN PLAY A
MAJOR ROLE IN
YOUR LANDSCAPE SCENEI
MINI -TIES

'

emiest models to operate. They
simply phry in and go.
Reel mowers arc the answer
on fairly evenly graded land in

phane tape to the ROC tithe

from hot radiators and out of
direct sunlight. Heat and sun
speed up life cycle of flowers.
They last longer in cod, sunk, spots in rho room.

,

cost of a welkin mower, but

15 cents a pound, that $3 . sythia or pussywillow to comwank of tomatoes from just plement the bulb Movers.

one dam.
Many of today's vegetable
plants are Wed to be more
..verticil" in stature, and this

leaves as well as cut and bag

mean an additional S40 10 the

If floral foam is used, keep it in
place by taping with cellocontainer.

SOME rotaries have a spe-

cial vacuuming acti. which
will mulch and bag autumn

Increasing in popularity
&tole key -starting This can

4. ANCHOR pin holder in
dry container with floral clay.

trend. They're extremely high
yielding, and can produce m
abundance of vegetables in a

*II as being highly effective
far fine and coarse gram..

grass clippings.

block of floral foam, floral
clay or cellophane tape.
tightly in bud. Allow them to
3. Cut cub flower stem on a
open in your arrangement.
slant with sharp knife. This
makes it easier for Ilenvers to
absorb water. If flowers arc
not to be arranged immediate I, place thorn in a Pail ohnoor
packets of seed and putting a wrapped in florist or wax pa -

bare sp, to good Me'
.Todayb new hybrid cep -

Hades arc cosily meintained in
good condition. Rotary mow do an excellent job of cutting tall grass and weeds as

of

serymen everywhere.

at

CEDAR FENCING LUMBER
4x4 posts
per foot 30e
1x6 boards
per foot 14c

Mower power can give grass

I. Select flowers --- tulips,
daffodils or iris
Mat arc still

for shingles and sholiss Morrieusly staked or

tastefully frame your home.

,'

provides you with a delightful
change horn grass in areas
where you haw little or no kat
traffic. Al.o. where mowing is

*mamma will tat longer by pull need: vaseor bowl.
following a few simple mica:' sharp knife, pin holder ar

for shakes and shingles
untreated) and all types en *trim nem....

banks where erosion control is
needed. 'Emerald Spreader'

ground closely, dlnptaylvg

.1.h,e.'2,727,==.17.1,2:.'Pe.ere=r

2. Assemble ma malerials

FOR HOME, LAWN, & GARDEN!

TINTS.

'

When you use potted dams,

THE NEW, VERSATILE WOOD PRODUCT

-"Ale-120,41..10A7

cabotu
OLD VIRGINIA

can

hanging
ingbaskets. It
tremely attracive and tuneful
when planted lore hillsides or

for special occasions.

grow them in clay pots within
the larger container. That Way
roots breathe, you avoid overWatei
and you can mvioh
plantrs more easily for variety.

Spreader'.

display of coscailing branches
if grown in planter boxes or

tubs, large urns or big clay

MINITIES

Cabot's

Emerald

provide you with an exciting

toe portable potted

WARREN OF CHICAGO PRESENTS

OLD
OLD

grown M only four feet across
in eve to six years.

Declare war on prices

"The growth in seed packet

gjathil.

keep it within bounds. It has

.serve moisture for the plants.

Rules for keeping
spring flowers

WHEN YOU have excess

angle made by two wings of a
house, where soil is dry, sandy
and
evergreens or shrubs
won't grow can he made gay

provide

fences, consider shade -loving
shnsbs. Mountain laurel,
Ices, rhododeodron all do well
beneath Oees, providing you
onmare the soil well md keep
it en the acid side. When you

* de.

the

and

gravel. The basic purpose is re
keep weeds down, provide an

other color with it? Edge the

The sunny cornw in

place

For arms alaiml walla or

you plant ageratum. Want an-

JOHN F. GARLISCH & SONS

Portable

greenery-- To add color IC shady areas,

wet kat and a cool environ-

patch with baby doll pinks and
listen to Me compliments.

in

for n specific garden feature,
bxue area. Pools can be bordered with plants that prefer

motif if

cress

Cs.

garden -ready azaleas in bloom

branches of a delightful and:: ald green coloring.
Growing with a slight
mounding
form,
'Emerald
Spreader literally provides
Z You With a lush, thick carpet of
branches. 'Erderald Spreader'
grows moderately, slow, makins pruning unnecessary to

Shady areas are no problem
Ity Sheila and Allan Swenson

imagination!

cape problems for

hugs the ground closely. It displays many small, feathery

s

bugs and praying mantis. Let
them keep the aphids may.

gives up its weeds emier. transplanted seedlings aro pre -watered and rose powder adheres
more readily.

flowering crabapples
for every landscapping use

varietiesof junipers to benefit
-, you and your landscape. Ole
such new introduction is JuniPrus horizontalis 'Emerald
1. Spreader.' As the name
plies, 'Emerald
'Emerald Spreader' is as
.. spreading type of juniper that

it

items needed to complete one

front or evergreens which. in
rum. arc across the front of I

e

.

hieenddg
Prune your hies now before
dernmecY is eve,

Use a whedbarrow or toy

shapes

Junipers planted

Much work has recently
been done on the breeding and
selecting of new and improved

ket use nylon net as a liner. Fill

A line of petunias across the

1.-21" coming widths
2 and cycle mode,
Twist -grip control for inseam

Many

Keep

jobs. Use a basket with an
ow -the -arm handle. plus a

hi, tuna in
lams,

around your home will solve

led pair of garden glows,where it will work best:
important.

or

and COlands101,

Use

Up :n Away,
starting

r,

bundrtds

kerosene OR Mose nuinmce
weeds between garden rock
walks and border edgm. It
Imeps the killer imprisoned

fication system.
garden tools, including

Nom Wort has any type of

pl ant proven to lat. so served,'

and

lunch

inoisture-loving plants is to apply water when the topsoil
feels dry to the touch.
1110 water of room tempera.
.

tore enough to wet plant thoroughly from top to bottom. Do
not water again anal the topsoil feels dry. Overwatering,

the most common cause of
death to hauseplana, results in

greenhouse

gift shop

CHARLES
KLEHM
& SON

Algonquin (Route 62) At Arlington Hts. Roods
Arlington Heights, III,
437-2880
Open evenings now for your convenience
Mon.-Ni. 8-8 Vol. 8.6 Sun. 0:30-5

THE DAR
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Shows go on for area students

L,

Theist of area snide. who
are Involved In their schools'annual

spring productions
grows longer and longer.

"The Subject Was Roses"
opened

last

Tuesday at the
Studio

Northern Illinois

Theatre. Paul Hummel, 1081
Stockton, Des Plaines, did
the Light designing. Kathy
Bausch,

1315

N. Chestnut,
Heights, was the
Choreographer for Mutterer
9That
Scoundrel
&ogle."

Arlington

which is ploying at Wittenberg
University M
Springfield,
Ohio.

Al Southern Illinois University in Carbondale, performers hove Seen selected for
the
1970
Summer
Music

was a member of the

stage

than attends Bradley Univercity in Peoria.
At Northwestern Univershy, the 39th annual Waa-Mu
w. scheduled for presented°,
during this week through Sat-

crew. He, too, graduated from
Prospect High in 1969. Even
though the university has been
shut down for the remainder of
the week. the show will gam,.

today. lames Grady, !lb S.

RIPON COLLEGE in Ri-

Albert St., Mount Prospect.
who graduated front Prospect
Hi
High School in 1966 and is a
in the Northwestern
School of Music, was assistant
music chairman, a material
scout for this year's show and
also a member of the cask The
t/de of the original musical
ns= was "Booster Shot."
Drew Smith, 2022 St. James
Ct., Arlington Heights,
in
Northwestern
freshman
College of Arts and Sciences,

pmt, Wis.. announced the .end

of their final production of the
current secton cult 8 comic
revue called "Mixed Bag."

dl,"

-Half

a

"Five Finger Exercise."'

dents come front many other
colleges and universities for
the summer. Among themis
Jonathan

robber,

805

S.

.

ran.,

Productions

Iris

rarritio trhge l'

Theatre. Craig Compton, 707
Greenwood Dr., Mount Pros pmt, acted in another play on

was whedulml Si, presentation
during the weekends in Slay.
Acconling 10 Ross Chapel..
producer of the Alin Run Play-

house Children \ Theatre. Sc
was given ny explanation ler
the

cancellation Sc

Gerald

Kaufman. producer. ur Alike
Ecklund. mneral manager at'
'Tiffany Predacity..
INNI
performance or
'Peter Pan was for a group ot-

school children On Slav

I.'

I1 Dragon
GOOD FOOD+ DRINK .j

I

111\e

"JENNY"
STARTS FRI. May 15 TAYLOR

.

n -P Li PAT

c PM

IN FMK Plea

"Tone Jones," a play based
-i- like the Oscar -Award winning movie of 1954 -on Henry Fielding 's entertaining neve
el NCI in 18th Century Englend. is Des Plaines Theatre
Guild's fifth and final produc-

30 A.M.

plays the title role which Allien Finney portrayed in the
film. of the boyishly charming,

7008 aced Ten

8832 W. DEMPSTER
DES PLAINES, ILL.

298-4848Nacai

Wild and gusty

SAND 8 DUNDEE RD.
PALATINE, ILL.
358.3232

otateiViltai
F.F--

/tont °it l'itatlia'a

TONIGHT

MOTHER'S DAY DINNER

Mother's Day

WE'RE OPEN
24 HOURS EVERY DAY!

r

d;r
J

this final play of the season,
with Greg Gale, a member of
the "Torn Jones" cast, serving
as production one

three are Des Plaines

Timothy Burke, Barbara Currun, Doug Patterson, Chuck

0

Mats from Palatine, Arlington
Heights and Rolling Meadows

Smith. Greg Halo. 'Barton' were among the few local

THEATRE

694

g

.

and $1.25 on Fridays for stn.
deals.

ON OUR WIDE
BRIIMANT SCREEN
IN COLOR

A LITTLE

0I
a,

ii,

Fri., Mon. &Wed.
6:35, 10tOS
Saturday It Sunday

D
sb.

&OS, 6:35,10:05

D

A

55.95

,a

dERODE
Geohlellosted Corned),

rn8 wn

FrethisMords6nAY

Don't Pon deserve it?

Timeline To Be Seen.

Tonight you deserve a steak.

A big,juiry, tender steak. Served with
a steaming -hot baked potato, Texas toast
a conbcrisp,green salad,

to

O&M...Manus-Mob.
s Mies &Malin Chmlot

1

a
D
b

Li

Q
t..1

Tonight little lady - get a
taste of tenderfeet

4irin

JerkDick 6 Da aeonnolk

noun

II

1

Nobody.

Pv

['Tilt,"

HINZ!!

40,10:10

s

tenderness more than you?

Fri., Mon. &Wed. 8,25
Soturdoy & Sunday
:30, 5:00, 8:25
Tuesday 8 Thursday

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

B

gp,

Aren't you the gal who cooks the meals
and corrals the kids? Who deserves a little

Tor deserve a night off.At Bonanza.

MICKY DOLENZ

by Neil Simon ..

$3.00

a
b

mown

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

91'

.

LI

Plus

Northwest Suburbs Only

TH,En:Bf.,RE

D

7;
TENDERNESS
O
t
01
TONIGHT.

GP

The "Best of Both Worlds"

Professional Theatre Presents

ONLY

wide ranges of time and place
through 'Me enlistment of the
audience's imagination by the
character Partridge. played et
Guild Playhouse by James

0*

'W'

AT RE

restwho

TRY

STARTS FRIDAY

Tom. &Thurs. 8:25 ONLY

(DIVER

O
111J

U.5.148 Ll.S.

Del

Mills, Vince Connolly, Nancy people invited. Additional
Ram. Shirley Braman and Ka- e guests were from the Chicago
rim Uhren.
City Hall and the Chicago Pm
Tickets lot "Tom Jones" lice Department. Some arrived
may be
calling the on the Loop bus which w.
box office, 296-1211. oiler 12 provided for private round noon daily. Admission is S2.511
trip transportation.

"SS

All

The play accomplishes its

mioni

3111L0 DINT.

437-8313

1249 S. Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines

LI

Best Show Buy in The Arno

;44/1ArZIRrZiOt-109C-ie.lAn&NCIllag

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW
EVERY THURSDAY

C Cri357

WAYNE

)ale

CL S-2441

Roam

PBX Llp or Delivery

rdi4MOT

.

and Cocktail Lounge

11

Happy
Mothers

3P.L9/.31a..461.0 30
Now appearing

.

00.

paiyufPatctek
ON HER. of.-

Oim Earl of ipOtoirlii

MOINE OUT

vo=v,tiarowv.

Northwest Hwy. & Palatine Rd.
Palatine

0

s., in the

OPEN FOR LUNCHEONS DAILY 11&0 A.M.
' DANCING & ENTERTAINMENT FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS
COCKTAIL HOUR 4'617 P.M.

MAKE HER DAY SPECIAL

PICKWICK HOUSE

Tart/mew (142a

MON. thru SUN.

Make Mother's Day
Reservations Early

11:30 A.M.
featuring

AT

OPEN cOR DINNER

MOTHER'S DAY
Free Corsage For MOM

MARCHETTI'S

g"Tony Skott Trio"

featuring Johnny Philips

Day

Dinners Start at $3.95

01
,

We'll make her
day the

GLENVIEW IN THE TALISMAN SHOPPING CENTER

2==

one she esspecial
derve°

Catering to families

Call

r29.5200 MP. RFS PASSING

SPECIAL MOTHER'S DAY HOURS

Friday Moy 8th. Featuring:

O

.

,

Open 'til 4 A.M. .4

Zi.\.

Make Reservations Early

Fan Tail Shrimp & Costail Sauce
Lobster Shrimp Newburg
Carved Steamboat Round
Baked Cod W/Lemon Butter Sauce
Swedish Meatballs
Fish & Chips
Macaroni & Cheese Casserole
Scanda House Chicken

I

358-1002 & 1003

CD I c:1

Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB

$22'

FEATURING

Rt. 12 at Quentin Ed., Barrington
Shirley Thompson
at the organ in the
Chevalier Lounge
every Wed. thru Sat.

MOTHER'S DAY
Sunday, May 10

18 Choices of Salads & Desserts

Spaghetti &Meatballs

Country Club
for Mother's

$2"
Serving 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 pan.
Special prices for Children Age 3 to 9
DINE IN COMFORT AT
SCANDA HOUSE OFMT. PROSPECT

Day DinnerReeeremions help us

Special Children's Prices

12 Neon to 8 p.m

CL -5

4,41.

debt

2025

Rand Rel. & Euclid Hoe.
Mc Prospect

A Favorite for
Family Dining
FOR MY TRAFFIC JAM

'
.

TT. V:gil
GREEN Modfni A Go -Go
AMBER Manini Caution
RED.Mo9Ini Too Devil You

.

Join
Your Friends
at

OF 0*

PERFECT

1719 Rand Ed. No. of Dundee (Rt. 68

Flowers for Mother
on 'Her Day'

V

A

&P....eve.<

4

DON'T FORGET

Full Course Dinners sure
to please Mom on her day!

Featuring
Quality Food

Childrens. Portions too!

21 Kinds of Pizza
Tasty Sandwiches
Salad Bar

For best service, Phone

cliothela

Da,/

y

DINER

BRING HER

011111

r$?

HARCZAX3
SAUSAGE INN

"The Drive -In

with the
Exceptional

TO THE

Menu!"

FLAMING TORCH

STUN SANDWICH
POLISH SAUSAGE

ITALIAN SAUSAGE
ITALMN BEEF
BRAIWURST

for Reservations 6Ita)ste

WE'LL DO THE COOKING!

AMBURGI,

ARK, Inn
HOT DOGS

Don't Miss Floyd's .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

Entertainment

/ /

'

eamtour HMCO 7001

Phone

if ring the Kids -

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

ILL.

Steve & Sylvia
; 9:30 to 1:30

ENTERTAINMENT

For Reservations Phone 312.426.3446

6001 Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.'

I

Private Banquet Rooms for Onmos of iota 160

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTERSVILLE

soul

Fri. Sat. & Sun.

Mr. Banjo Richelieu 5 to 9:00

ti

Luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Daily

Northwest's Only
Professional Theatre

,,END
339.42SS

Old Orchard.

PH: 529-8840

Hours:

Mon Hwy-Thurs., urn. to1.00a.m.
Fri... a sea mm a.m. to 1,611a.m.

beautiful

Hand Carved Roast of Beef
Carved Baked Honey Glazed Ham
B.B.O. Spareribs
Golden Fried Chicken
Scanda House Meatballs

on Rte. 72

ESTATES
LUNCHES DAISY
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

'MON THRU SAT,

Join us at

Saturday Moy 9th Featuring:

Booing,. Rd.

IN HOFFMAN

FASHION SHOW TUES. & THURS.
12 NOON WED. 6 P.M.

For Reservations Call 438-2

IN miles Eon o

ON FIELDALE RD.

NORM J. KING TRIO

ALL YOU CARE TO EAT

ssmorgasbord

tens.

Steve McQueen
'The Reivers'

OPEN

PHONE: 437-1.524

or any day of the year, come to
WWII

Valerie

include

tha

ANYTIME!!

No Reservation Required

259-9550

appeared with Sauer in "Bate foot," is Saner 's assistant for

Des Plaines.

For Reservations Phone 259-5000

d

smorgasbord

ML poo.pod

FRANCES GROSE, who

will open tonight, continue to-

Location: 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows,

FOR ELEGANT DINING ON

cast of 24

Dawson, Halcyon

SEAFOOD RIBS and BROASTED CHICKEN

Coact) 14tte

Seanda Housi

'Seanda House

'foundling"

22 and 23. with curtain time at
8t30 p.m. for all six perform once,

Gonad Broiled Steaks

AT THE

the

skirts.

r,...10Ca.114,....1,',...idtv.:Bka.1Bski.,-..7-5,11.'wh

British Columbia, dress in
tuxedos
and
wine -colored
The
hats,
Plumed soldiers

weekends. May 15 and 115 and

dena

WE WILL BE OPEN

MOTHER'S DAY

Allot

by

THE TOP of the Towers of-

SNACKTIME

MAY 10 - NOON TO 10 P.M.

,

Phyl MacCowan of Glenview. and Betty Kandlbinder
of Palatim, portray Sophia's

Others in

hareems

mom°. and tar she next two

q irresistable to women.
Dee Plaines Theatre Guild's
Production of "Torn Jones"
will entertain audiences at
Guild Playhouse, 620 Lee St.,
Des Plaines,
three weekends
May. Under the

(Now Appearing...EDDIE FRITZ...in the)

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE

played

is

guitarist Coes Be art features a
seven -language repertoire in
the adjacent Towers Lounge.

country Club

lion of Ed Sauer, the coy Marshall Kiev. 124I Everett,

bkel

dine with us for

010,a

plus Old and New

raised parquet dame floor and loose touch of every cm. from
bandstand arc in the middle of 'the tuxedo-cled welters to
'waitresses in becoming scooter
the dining area.

El

Performances continue this weekend and next at Guild Playhouse, 620 Lee Sr., Des Plaines. Harr tickets call the box ,,nice
panne, 296-1211, ltetween noon and 8 pun. Curtain time is 8.38

St. George sr the Dragon

eCLO.U:TRY

led protector.

*roma/

don of the 1969-7(I season.

Clropplc said.

OUT

loin es and Mike Osborn, also
f Des Plaines, are his co -conpimlors,
and
Thwackum
°are. The loosc-moralled
nny Jones -turned -into -Mrs.

ctiettheart, the lovely Sophia Western being Relined here by her
aunt (played by Phyllis glactowaro, in this scene from Des
Plaines Theatre Guild's production of the comedy "Tom Jones."

HAPPY HOUR
MON

hot-tempered father.
dWestern, and inuce

her

of Des Plaines. as
Spire Allworthy. Tom's ants

-':Jeannine Carlson of Morton Grove dell, plays Th. Imes'

IN OUR DRAGON LOUNGE

e.re.weekerirg

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

"The Note-Ables." a Eweniece combo from Vancouver, n

erMe

6

"ONLY GAME
IN TOWN"

Jiave 7,1itute, witk
ja
7.S. Al liee

styled in muted shades of royal
blue and gold.
"VIP" receptions welt
held Iasi Thursday and Friday
for patrons, suppliers. bustnessmcn, friends or possible
conventioneers. Village ofti-

as

Jim Cmrcn, of Des Plaines,

TAKE "HER"

World entertainment. Catch

dent sweetheart, Sophia West-

,

SPocial
Group Menus

F

MOHAWK

tumour Al

BEATTY

French,

newly redecorated restaurant
in Me penhouse of the Arlin,
ton Part/ Towers. The former
Horseshoe Club has bee re-

ern; Fred Holper-of Chicago.

Moron Hood north of Irving Park Hood
Bensenville,, III. Phone 766.0140

DINNERS FROM II A.M.

steady flow of customers to the.

while Greg Oak, of Des

Morton Grow its 'Tote! ar-

MOHAWK COUNTRY CLUB

MOTHER'S DAY

lain eS is the double-faced Bli-

inClqdes Jeannine Carlson of
,

18 Holes of Beautiful Wood, Fairways

RAKE RESERVATIONS NOW

MON THRUM BAmO m

'

'

Cocktails1

Casual Tamily Dining

Open OMB, al

IMA.141414611.4%

SAT 5UN OPEN Lso
.

Onm

only Tom's servant, but also
the narrator -.- introducing

Curren in the title role and
Mirsholl Kievil Ol Partridge.

,,,,,,.:4-1......i.-_L...,:-L,.........e.
Private Party

Hate tioncig_.
RIP
HIGGINS

COntinentel theme of a

menu offered in English and

The cast, in addition to Jim

e--

Dam sm.waskoays
'

The weekend opening of the

Top of the Towers bran& g

Hobs of Mount Emmett.

Seenno breaklest
an, Ismi:P

A5

ums, Miss Western end Lady
chasten. Ken Johnson of Dm

char
bridging scenes,
an helping set these scenes by
and
simply getting doorways, ben-

Page 21

VIPs get first taste of new restaurant

Partridge, a prey minor
character in thennovel and
movie.'n the play becomes not

ches. tables, hods and other
props whisky.. on and oir the

WELL,
IT IS!

MARLO THOMAS

1`

1

Des Plaines, earlier in the season appeared in "Gallows Hutaro`' which also played in the
Northern Illinois Studio

NOW SHOWING

dun sif `Peter 16in: which

05

David Freer, 446 Allcs Ct.,

Aginoton

cancelled the leaw Cl the Still
Run
Playhouse Children's
Theatre. forcing the ems:elle-

Barry Kemp, 1725 N. Stridford Rd., Arlington Heights.

a.

IsOka, Alount Prospect. Jona-

Peter Pan
cancelled

r. v.

pearing in the leading role was

Appearing in that was Gail
Connelly of Mount Prospect.

WERE YOU WAITING FOR
MOHAWK COUNTRY CLUB'S
DINING ROOM TO OPEN FOR
THE 1970 SEASON?

'Taney' and "Mame." Stu-

The University of Iowa had
a production .1 Strindbecles
"Ghost Sonata" last month et
the University Theatre. Ass -

Lisby Peek of 4335 S. BelArlington Heishts, Is
singing the rale of Lisa In the
Gilbert and Sullivan comic op"The Grand Duke" at the
U iversity of Kansas. The oper, will also be a feature of the
1110111,

I

Sixpence."

first Inh.rnsuensi Conference
on Gilbert and Sullivan of the
university May 7 through 9.'

the same sompUs sarly this

year. It was Poor Shaffer's

Theatre Repertory Company.
They will do "Man of La Man-

Barbara Rush, sea or ..Forly 'Carats." now has two handsome young men In her she:. life.
UM. Roger Baron Chita actor, and Nurthwestern Univers/hi tudent, elms oak7 hat iohted
the mu or the long-ron comedy Mt at the Mackstom ilhentre
role of Patrie Oraltam, the
miff inn, and
onnewlun, for Stephen Collins.(M. wisp
like young romantic interest,
Peter Logan. Roger Is the san of Mr. end Mrs Stanley. .I. Bn of 915 S. School St., Mount
Prospect. und o wedeln.: uf Forest View High School.
'

DP Guild's 'Tom Jones'
opens run tonight

THE DAY

Friday May 8 1970

t

0I

Fun for the family

Open 7 days a week from 11:00 A.M. to 4:00 A.M.

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

253-3300
253RAND ROAD
MT. PROSPECT

PHONE

537 8866

THE DAI
Page 2.7

Enda, M Ts 8, 1e70

THE DAY

St. victor names honor students
Names of honor roll au-

Jena for
School,

Sr.

Viator High
suburban

northwest

7.atholic boys high schoed in
Arlington Heights. have been.
announced by the school's

principal, Rev. James Mich,'
alas.

SENIOR honor roll inchtedes,

Tully. William Webbra eh, Gary Wenzel, Martin

'fames Herlihy, Jeffrey Hy land, James kick. Daniel faW i llow, George Wilson. . nik, Samuel Kane, Thomas
Jam es Wia, Robert Woods,
Klein. John Leahy.
MI Mud

Seniors Patrick

Bosshort,

Wayne Danis, Joseph Dann,
Dennis

orcmann.

Paul

Powers and

J.

William Keating. Mark

El Dernpken. Scott
Mar k Menai°,
Patrick

Lindberg.

McGrane. Thom.

MB lo, Michael O'Hara. Gem
aid Richarr1,011, Kenneth R..

Hck

Leven Sehlickmanz Mark
Schroeder. lames Skarsynaki.
Thomas Split, Kenneth Weir-

Juniors Mark Francis, Patrick Gudjons, Gerald Hornof,

David Islam Old Gregory
Wenzel

Sophomore John Reynold,
and freshmen Terrence Baker,

Christopher Dress and Willimn Ellsworth.
MOUNT'
Seniors

le!, John Whiteside and Micited Kingsley.
SOPHOMORES: 0000 Ar.
kenberg, George S. Bombay,

Patrick Boland, Matthew

Cockrell, Thomas Col, Ed.
ward Condon, Joseph Cook,

Jana Davis, NIQk Dim:xi,
Peter Draughon.
Michael Farrell,

Steven Carley, George Halm,
James Kane and James Lehr.

Juniors Greg Allarc, Walter
tan. Thomas Harcharick,
Tlwmas Hem and Daniel

Sophomore David Richter,
and freshmen Andrew Darner,
Robert Blandford end James
Karlovils.
PROSPECT
HEIGHTS:
Seniors Mark Browning,

Liam Kicpel and Mario Vile],

Kresl.

Edward

John

Lilly, John
Koe Mardi, Terrence

Ve'Ch,
Donald, David. Merges,
Gregory Muench, Thomas
Regale, Henry Rogers.
Thomas Scheidt, Michael
Schroeder, John Skanen, Steven Skechien, Douglas Stalker.

John Wyatt. Michael Milliard
and Robert Kricr,

FRESHMEN: iefai And.

jeski,

Ralph

Bosch,

Mark Tatge, Richard Virnig, Philip Wcirich, Lawrence
Wittek and David Yeager.

'MOUNT
PROSPECT:
&Mon: Jos*. Ampolski.
Charles Ayers, Brion Brady.
James Cullman, Robert Car-

rail, Jame, Costello, Martin
Delorenao.
Junes

John Ire -

land, Richard Leman. Tim-

othy McGough, Robert
McMehon, Wayne Oates and

Mork Tr
Juniors: Alan Bala, Daniel
Burk, Charles Czeropski.
Chael

Foreman, Joseph Klein Mark

PROSPECT:
James
Bateman,

chael O'Kene, John O'Keefe,
Steven O'Neil, Thomas Ponsot, Alichael Perfita, Thomas
Richardson, William Rip,
James Roemer, David Schott.

Dort ald renegue, Keith John.

gem

Jenkins.

Lin, Brian McHale, Anthony
Naples, Thomas Norton, Mi.

UNION& William Del.
vac hio, William Dougherty.

Gorman. Mark Keeton, PieRobert Kowall. Les Kerrey,
Michael Lien, Rowell Meech man, Jame, Ryndak,
Andrew Schhckman, Richard
Yundendolder and Gory Wle

Steven Leer, Lawrence

P.

Swine nay.

aen

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

1.

Ja mss

James

Boyle, John Brinkwortb,
Mark Carroll. Lawrance
Cohn, Gary Fiesta., William
GrahoWski.

Entenbacher, James
Phuatis Michael GeOrgen

Timothy Gillespie.

John Harrell, John Jam=
Kevin King, James Lewnard.
John Mo., Thomas Schultz
Richard Sullivan and John

SOPHOMORE.
Dementia-,

ITEIGHTS:

PROSPECT

Seniors: George Herm., Ia"

seph

Dougherty, . Kevin
Gramm and Richard Lynch.
Junior: lbonneS Barclay.

Michael Dwyer, Frederick
Hallihan.
Michael Kelly, James Link Mathewsrames Meyer, James

Miller, Michael Mitchell,'

Sophomores: Jeffrey

Robert Golembiewski. Kevin

Sweeney.

Paul

Pelerbens

and Michael Walsh.
Freshmen. Chris Fannie
and Barrie Golembiewski.
,

Patrick Tuohy, Kevin
White, Michael Winkler and
Peter Wert.
Tess,

Hill,

John Evim. ['Mirk Fatale.
Herniate,

Mark Pugh, Sean Reilly.
Patrick Schneider, Robert

Seniors: Jerome Hill.
Juniors: Nekton Hung, and
Michael Schrock.

William O'Donnell. Eugene
O'Sullivan Mazda end Kevin

SOphornores: Pryer Cavcrs.

ma, Ross Ludwig, Robert

Freshmen: Steven COPPm
lettu, David Sander and Frederick Vqloek.

Sabra: James Carroll.
Freshmen: Thomas Chap -

DES PLAINTS:

Mark

Juniors:

Gregory Carroll.
Mark Deger, John Heisig, Michael Killian, James Luhr.
Palrkk Quirke and gown
Tabbcrt,
Sophomores: John

Delaney,

Seniors: Thomas Mullin.

1101IPPIAN

ESTATES:

Brian

Sophomore.. Maid
semsky and John Nobel.

Simplicity Our Keynote

JarIVIIEELING:

happening or send any opim

McPherrin and Michael
Noble.

PARK RII/GE: Sagan:
Jerome McHugh

,ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
The Cellar is running

littwin, Robert
Quirroie. Mark Ronei. John

Thomas Hughes. limes Ruch -

Michel

arski.

Mercurio and Michael Wes,
heusidg.

ROLLING

simplifiCation and away from the overly elabo-

rate and complicated, we offer you a type of
service that meets with these new require.

"""`"s FiSTio°,71'4°""

MEADOWS:

Rumuns SkEFITIS sr"
iva You
' RE'Ess Stii:AS

-ifdloork, CARDS

MOUNT PROSPECT: ,
Another oanctuary
atmosphere may be found at the.

WM& Best MomA

Loa and Found in the base
men! of 009 N. Eastwood,

Brtag your EYE PHYSICIAN 5 (M D ) or
OPTOMETRIST 5 prescriptions to be filled
in the frame of your choice from our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

open to those persons 14 and
older for 75 rants cover
charge.

Mother is a golden word that defies
definition. For every Mother is differ,.

WAUKEGAN:
Performing Friday at

products
and book nsts pertaining to all
aspects of today's culture. Ac

American Tribal Produm
lions is now managing Chicargo's Aragon Ballroom.

Free Format shop. This will be
a retail sales shop featuring
leather work, jewelry, candles,
uusual foods, posters, graphics, furniture and everything

-

"NV...NAVa oe e

will be obtained from coinnute
airy craftsmen.
Planned to be added are ex-

the

the Wild Goose will be Jessie,

with Frog. appearing Sam,

Mother's Day card that will bring her
special joy bemuse it seems created
just for her.

-as.
7ill'a

Friday

Register Here fur Mother's Jamaican Dip

'

18.

Delanie

de

Bonnie

Ron am priced al 55.

:

TELEPHONE 259-9456

RAVINIA:
The classical, dars-Rizick1;Folk. Dance. Theater and

Country and Western swum,

.*eriaii -0'l'irili.l
and

community

cultural events rather than po

the

Liesteeldk.ew,

HO VER rT=7
fl r

BLOOM

poll

BMW'
-HOOVER

Rolling Meadows
sneIen...

POWERFUL

through our
GIANT

$2288
with accessories

GREATEST.OILE,
GREENHOUSE -FRESH,

dAILING-LUAnANTEEDI
FREE DELIVERY,

CURLY CUT ZOATEYNT

eet, stylists fashion your
men "Curly Cut" with a curly, curvy

ADDH/nausy ne-c.IADEMEIS

ler Madlexpelled.

of smooth Rind -fall rinse. Colors in.
stontly, shampoos out whenever you

1888

SWEEPER

OUR NATIONALLY FAMOUS

PERMANENT WAVE

95

FLOWER and
GIFT SHOP

SHAMPOO
AND SET

$2.75

NO PLUMBING NECESSARY
USES ONLY 10 GALLONS

1
N,

ROMP° from

ligUaItr

:gfriATET=ITME,
ROLLS ANYWHERE

tZ)Lc

NOCOSTLY
TRANSMISSION REPAIR,

rhgt$10.00

BELT DRIVEN

AND wurnrar
GUARANTEE

OUX rANce,rO

Beauty ono Budget

97

e.

r.

No Appointments

C1 &CAA

fz

IN ROLLING
ROLLING MEADOWS

ROILING MEADOWS

MT. PROSPECT

3135 KIRCHOFF

1012 5. ELMHURST RD.

Naar ro Derrarkle,

PRICED LOW FOR THE
IDEAL MOM'S GIFT

255-6310

George (A.P"--157,0!") Hardware
43 PARK & SHOP ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Naar roteOlcarormlarrhe iniemeraon d
GolitRr. ail

eff ICAGOLANITS LARGEST

COME IN FOR A FREE OFF

FLOWER GARDEN GIFT CENTERS

394-5737 439-0677

593-7520

aura EACH DEMONSTRATION

rn

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
Seniors James Andresen,
Richanl Aylward. Joseph Ben-

gal Ralph Rental. Bill Carey,
John Covers. lames Dalton.

Over a Hall Century of Respected Service
na F.KAniodir

WIVS LOVES YOU, MOM!

DONNA DAY

Thomas

Dougherty. John
Doyle. Richard Drolet. Denis
Daffy. lames Eberlin.
Scott Hampton. John Hell,
sm. Anson Henderson, Kevin
Jordan, Putrid
Deng!
Kivlahan, John Klocmpken,

Robert Kncesel,
Kr cs
Kenneth

NATIONAL

Mothers

Edward
Kresch

mend all
kinds of
things

George Lilly, Richard
John J. McCall,
Michael
McGrane,

-

Kevin Moore, Charles Mu-

sick, Eugene Tfilrin. John
B.

O'Neil.

Raymond

Re -

pale. George Scheel, Mark
Frederick
Edward Schuhek.

Scheidt'.

Schlexer.

James &us. David Steffens,

Legal
Notice

...airplane. with shaky wings, raggodies
.with rips, knees that slid into third, bikes,
wagon., doll carriages, EMU graaahop.
pere,broken hearts._

HAPPY MAY!

TAVERN

MONTH tar vhose of you who 'nod we ex .,,May

Month, So,

your favorite place and m
he one
this medal tbneaf marl
MAY1910
The Friendliest Place in Town

AT UNCLE ANDY'S

I Jo Bellairr

the Tony Skim Trio, is currently
appearing at Uncie And),
Cow Palace Restourant in Pal e. Johnny hm o varied hock.

L

e

gmund old a rich baritone voice that holds the interest

-4

Its a time for telling mother. with cattle

You will find many gifts corsages &
plants displ ayed in the charm of a Cow,
try Atmosphere.

rirSin

The
ygoaurrdiWeectDo

r is now

Stop (n

HATS OFF TO HARCZAK'S

Harry Kelly

In this day and one of rioting and violence for even the
mast trivial emote, it is delightful to see the youth of
Americo tell their tale in a planned, and ordedy, fash.
ien. S. it was Ion Sunday for Me
for
And, I had a fint hand noon of how these youn. people
honored their age and muse
of Harcork,
.

.

Sausage -Inn Inive-In of Wheel... Willie tell the story
of how the adults tumor/ out, plus Hercsak's with sand.

wishes, candy, bandages for aching remand lots of love
ond affection. She said the police, the civil defense, and
the people were marvelous. And, she recalled,
. of
don't think nits ever been
proud of my children or of
Harozoles in playing a smell part in the "Hike for the
liongm."The"DaYs" hat is off to yowl
.

.1,1=1.;10MC.
CYSTIC FIBROSIS BENEFIT
Ira the simh annual 'Three Sheeran Golf Tournament.

VEM281-Isr'
Carden Center and Greenhouse,

Rtinotrncerafe,,Iireois
NONCE 15 BERM GIVEN Pot a
roger,. mewling of the Ponid of Ed.
cation of,ch6o1
No, ES, Coals
Como, Illinois held
held in the Dwyer
Eilool, SOO S. Dwyer, Arlington
,4czn Thursday, May IC,

KELLEN'S

Out; y FLORIST

DANSUIFOLLTIO

will be held Monday, June BM! The "Bill &Fare
lodes pelf, dinner, and swingirm maw:demon far
donation of mh $10.00. And, for these of you who on
of
The Three Shooters on en elite asset,

mien (by invitation only) which does philanthropic work
by sharing talent and Its proceeds for these.less form.

rode. Wave on, some of Odra.* limit entertains.
are mot to make Mil public benefit a real proles" for the
Cymis fibrosis Organization. Won't you go for a good

mote?

6,8 GOLF RD.

MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE. 253.5130

..ON MOTHER'S

K

Dle.7'

VALUABLE COUPON

BROWN'S
FREE

10.

$6.00

I DOZEN BUNS
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT 820 S. Elmhurst Rd, Dee Plaines

CSAVE MORE!

7017

<21

PHONE AHEAD - YOUR ORDER WILL BE WAITING!
820 S. Elmhurst Rd.
Des Plaines

04

iN WISHING WELL PLAZA

"HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY!"

'

c

(after all)

85Cl'vM
id
who- else has
WV

i

eiudy,4 2tiutet Spead
20 PIECES - Regularly $7.55

Published in Ne

ShP

ash Brad

loungel

and flowers and special attention bow you
feel about them every day of the year.

Mother's Day on

lehnny Philips, foamed with

of mid, audience he entertains. See him Tuesday
through Saturday from e pm to 4 om in their Acne

May we help?

OAT Pl'1'41141'01,1h5:INOnB C.

"Every day is

National Tarn
tea out tonight to

is
s

437-4567

PRICED LOW,

FOR THEIMAt
MOMS OUT

IN 10 MINUTES

THE NEW

$4.00
RNE

UPRIGHT,

WASHES R4 LBS. OF CLOTHES

CURLY CUT

$2.50 ocsrnE

Model 5140 er2901

If yeti nn spending $3.00 to 56.00 per week in a launder.
mat, you con awn this wash r for less.

turn of waves. Then in lum a few mintes we give you the captivating color

$2.00 rwc $

to I Meal̀ ..

1 1/8 HP Vacuum

GARDEN
CENTER
Glamorous, Exciting... ies the new, exclusive

sep
ScmIs-l.

I'

,;ot<!°'V,c2,01,

the

"prime gathering Spot for Chlcago's Pop ComMunity."

Special Get Acquainted Sale

FOP . . .81IIIPPiion11,1111111COPIIIIDS

ning and Jessie Will Perform.

All performances al the Ara-

erefamen making thio

under-

and dl areas of

is for Mother ,

imaginable. Articles for sale

"EVERY

&

minted. Smith. Whim Light-

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza
OPEN DAILY, MONDAY THOU SATURDAY

Aragon,

Friends, a group to be an.

MT PROSPECT

FUNERAL
HOME

the

American Tribal Productions
will present the Rascals.
.Charlene
Minielwhite, SRC,
Truth and Rose. Friday, May

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

20 S.Onstaa Ct
Arlington Neigh.
Rune CL 9-1450

-a

G. er-PredeGleSPY. ded.o..54.2.5eAM

living and doing things an
will be geared specifically to

volvernunt" in the ballroom.

"'cUcct"

CHICAGO:

theater,

perimenttil
ground
fine arts

Page 27

Soy's George True -Value Hardware
of Elk Grove with a

cording to Vision's Doug Mar
tin, it wilt offer better ways o

They re attempting to produce a biota] community in

Another distinctive femme
of Vision's community andele ballroom will e e
Y

wish, covers gray hair, refreshes faded
hair.

Sea of Tremont., formerly

Scheme,
Roll

articles,

a

p.m in Recreation Palk, 500
E. Miner,

-for the

Men

their works free of charge.
not be limited to
exhibiG
painting, but will include
sculpture, graphics and photo -

Hem held each Friday at Y

merlin in every way.

po,p,

The communicationS morn
will bea positive newsroom lb
the Pop Community, featuring

If you want casual conversation or just a little music to
help your mind along, go lathe
Appointed
Place
Coffee

a

Lauterburg &
Oehler

the

wformance or Howlin
the the Rotary CODD.,ON ON.
tetra
Seagle-Schwall
Happy
Year Band.

Kenneth Walsh.
Sophomores: JOSeph Barry,

David Danicle. Paul Erbach,
Degas,

lineup will be Janis Joplin, the
gram Frank yappn, Crow,
Judy Collins and others.

ter. New artists will be given
opportunity to display

activities,

aoplaci, the scheduled per-

Aubrey, Riehanl Aubrey and

Freshmen: Brien Candotl,

in their

goo prominent part of the Ara goo Ballroom community cen-

of schedule this week..
Friday they still will have
:as scheduled Dirty Blues and
hurchill Moor, Saturday

4

beige, Lawrence Koziol,

Yeats,

well as other orchsRook

will

FaPhY.

ART EXHIBITS also

.i'.end.
:change

Timothy

John Wayincl and Michael

Das.

Neal mems.

-

Seniors:

ELK GROVE VILLAGE:

Honor

inns you might have on any
:abject to "What's Happening." Day Publicali.s, 117 S.
Hain St., Mount Prospect
60056. reit in and The Day
will tell others What's Hap.
-.ruing with you.

!Niched

chael Ryan.

am.

phony

A DAY IN 'THE LIVE
gend intonation on wheel

Sophomores: Charles Spa -

Freshmen: Charles Gilbert.
David Jarsemsky, William

Leas by the Chicago Sp, Shop, as well as other cultural

graph

Sailors:

John Snarski.

In keeping with the modern trend toward

ESTATES:
JunMr Ruben Rech and James
(Mance.

lustier
charm

it may be it commercial.

seasonapenslune25 withSeljt:
addition tomoroles Rock
(bawd Old the Chicago Sym- concerts, Vision will establish
phony Orchestrw Included in a communications room, art
the pummel- lineup will be con- exhibits and a Free Format

event.

eat with all the special traits that
make her so dear to you. And no
matter what type of Mother you're
blessed with, there's a .Hallmark

HOFFMAN

Paul

club, church, school or pork,

niors: Stephen McCole.
Sophomores: Daniel Eigeh

alma.

Junior Steven Waymel

Sophomore

current
rent
scone. The ae.
may be sponsored by a

Evans Keith Headmen. John
Limnard, James O'Malley. Mi-

Philip Deger, Donald Hubert,
Charles Laing, Patrick Ward.

Schmid. Joseph Trebel. Paul
Zimmerman and Scott Don Freshmen: Michael BraW-

a

BUFFALO GROVE: Se-

..u,dniorws.:0,R. mond Kohl and

and Juergen RuGhak

e iffy listing of
for
youth; and n rundown ,,f the

SCHAUMBURG:: Seniors:
Mal

El

chuul Osterman.

Idly. Gregory Main, James

ELK GROVE VILLAGE:

PALATINE: Seniors Rob.
en Bernowsti, lames Breen,
Themes Brock, Chris Dionodes, Kurt Galbraith, robin
Koenig and John N.M.

John
aFitzsimons Dania,
Richard
ns,
Victor
'Weep. Thomas Meyer.
Daniel
O'Neill,
Raymond

PALATINE: Seniors

DES PLAINE.% Juniors
Janus Perrone and James Doherty and sophomore Vincent
Pelletieri.
-

Richard

Bremen, William Culey, Steven Coates, Robert Crnich.

Patrick
Carley:

Geoffrey Kink, John Moak;

,

Bristol,

Thorne.

Sophomore James Higgins.,

Poulos.

James

Lawrence

Junior Thomas Harrison;

'ROLLING
MEADOWS:
Seniors William Madden and
Gregory Novak, junior Lawrence Valk, and sophomores
John Bonny and
Harry

ley,

What's happening

By Tom Hamilton
e

Friday May 8 1970

named a radio station

after you?

"t
Tr

THE DA1

ni 24

Frid is MA 8

Pet Ronal finance

1970

Hersey, Viator, rely on homers to win slugfests

What does your pension plan do for your wife?

Calendar of events
Nay 845)
R.`

15.4.15 Seth loaf

This calendar is prepared as a puhlic service by the Mount
prospect chanilmr of Commerce. Any organinuion wishing to
contribute should call 0.0. Helen Becker, CL 3-7469. Deadline

employe pension to take care

for listing is Tuesday of the meceding week.

of your later-ife economic

If you're counting on an
nozds, better reed
if agreement carefully to see if there's

SATURDAY

a gaping hole in your family
security rrangements. Rae
testimony at Senate committee
howiMps suggests the odds arc

reaped Heights Wornank Club, Fashion Slain, River Trails
Junior Ifivli SC11001. 2 p.m.

Buffalo GromOver Mlle% Party Nile, Kingswood Methodist
Church. Buffalo Grove, 7 p.m.

good that you'll find one.

The adequacy of the refit.

HIM Whalen.' bowling. 'thunderbird Lanes. 0:30

meet income provided by pension plans isn't in muntion

MONDAY

What Survivor benefits arc.
What will Mc wage earner's

Mount Prospect Rotary Club. Old Orchard Country Club.

pension Man do for his widow,
if he doesn't live to collect the
pension benefits? All too

12:15 p.m.

MT TOPS. NIonin Prospect this,
Center. 1 p.m.
Metall Prospect WornenN Ciet. Veteran's Service Damn.
meet. Mount Prospect Community Center, l pan.
Randlturst Toastmasters. St. Mark Lutheran Church, 7:30

been given to this aspect or

ming very Relic to the income

for many years? Only one-

pension plans, a report demi.
coped by the committee said

maintenance of the workers'

third of the pension plans surveyed some years ago by the

one study "fond rho without
group Arvivor%benefits, vast
nuMbers of survivors (widows)

would he virtually destitute?'

The mummy benefits were
provided by very few plans.

1111 BROAD subject
"the monorMes
received little attention anti
the Senate Special Commilte
on Aging, headed by Sem Har

rison A. Williams 1r. (Dill J.)

in. i

Began delving

r^me "moth' ego CHowrnin
survivor benvfits, says one

piti-

the committee's working pa
pars, ',Mailed data
sparse," but the few samples

fuBy little.
While little attention hm

taken "clearly suggest thin pri
gate pension plans are contrib

the answer seems to be

survivors.

largest, most highly organized

US. Bureau of I..ibot
am provided ANY DEATH

fring benefits are alineet
surpassed, a survey offermilie
in which the wage earn had
died showed that about 75 per

SOEVER. A Later Mime
study indicated that around 40
per cent movided death. benefits.

For example. A one of the

rideest-id unions, where

cent had finamial resources.
time of death, of 80.000 or

CM Half the familiis had

111,
w, gig 0:00,gigg

sliwp or

which the worker may have
accumulating

WHAT-

WHEN A pension plan does
pay a death benefit. "the most

conimon kind" Ls a monthly

payment 'only from half

iron, nnn, plow
been

BENEFITS

benefits

year to five years --- and after
hat. benefits cease entirely,"
s

the committee Diner in

.

einpbalic
survil'Another Um
vor's benefit:1 it [online.),

Is about 0 to 3 'per cool" of

of Dr. James H.

direction

Schulz, University of
Hempshlre economist.

Nov

Solom s four -baggers
pace Huskie runaway

was

that "the issue is whether we
want a higher standanl of liv-

the deceased worker's salary.
ing in our younger years, al the
He had been averaging 52D) a
expense of a lower standard
week?The widow gets S4 to Sti
during retirement."
a week to suppierhent Social
Security.
Brutally. do you want to live
Small wonder the corm
mIttee's working paper report. it up now, with you and.or

ed hat. of widowS
and other
living dos
'Six
aged women
1,,,u,1 of

;v,e

:107,1)azoi..ncomes

ow

ONE CONCLUSION of
the paper, prepared undmthc

Ity Linda Ilemillon

a living near or under the po.
very Sec in years to come, or
would you like to con hack a
little Pala, in favor of putting
surnething in the hank every

.banchall

Arthur Park yesterday for a
little batting practice in prep.
ration for next wak's district
plary,tot the Huskies or Stew
Chunkky played the pan of

week?

By the time all the dust had
cleared and the seven inning
had

been

played.

Hersey

owned a commanding 17-12
win M the makeup game.

lettzte7,,:4

LANKY RIGHT

Calder

°amp Solomon hd the pa-

Hall. s p.m.

:rade, scoring all five times he
came to the plate and belting
two home runs off Palatine
.pitching. Solomon chased two

to the iettle

T1.11ZSDAV

eztela Z4f
Speildlif

Nurthivekt Philatelic Club. Adingum Heights Savings nod
Lion 7...tik pm.
OPS nate Evening. Bank of Rolling Lleadows. 7:00 p.m.

runners in ahead of him in

both the mcond and sixth inging. with his homer. for e
Cal of six RBI's ffem his leadoff position,

Imfirdi ?jai

Country Chords Chapter, Owed Adelloes, International. Si.
John United Church of Christ.
p.M.

6 &Id Z.

WEDNKM/AV

if6 Ag"

Ibm (MK undo, Medina. Mount Prospect Community
Center. 0:311 a m.

Pallid° Grove Om 50 Club, 011ailltha Meeting. Kingswood

INSTANT
WALL ST.

7-alelhotlia Church. Buffalo Grow. 10:30-7 p.m
7111.161/AY

Camp Etre Glue laden wooden= reciting. South Chttruit.
0:30 a.m.
-

Arlingto] Heights Over 511 CIA, Minos meting. Phylum

LANICERs

CHAMPAGNE

$229

or

fihh

24 tda

PEPSI

$1 ii?F!

COLA

$396
noticed

'

!_L/79

N0 ICED8

019

CHANNEL 44

tt

GIN or
VODKA

$329

24

89c

Regs.

with two aboard, and pinch
hitter John Compton belted
the other leading off the Palatine seventh.

P 1111.TA/VECCHIO
tripled in the.second. but he
was cut down trying for four

Sunset

bum on an

Cordials $198

MALT LIQUOR

fifth

Sale Ends Midnito

I

It's now
Symons
Corp.

gled, thc side went down in or -

der. but Palatine suffered the
same fate in the fifth and sixth
while Hersey was busily b.g.

in the fifth 0111 Hart,

Fisher and Solon..
crossing in the sixth.
-Then
coach
Chernicky
Stevee

started lifting

at St. V iator yesterday.
Pettenuago was the standout

of the game which featured a

regulars,

his

total of 26 hits. The Lions

playing nearly everyone on his

bench, and the move atMost
back fired. A pitching change I

junior catcher took advantage

was made, and Palatine greeted the new hurler with a hornd
run by the leadoff non, Comp -

three tapcmeasure blasts in
the general direction of

of a slight breeze and rocketed

Wheeling In four trip to the

fantastic nMe runs. Each of
his home runs came with no
men on.
This was the last homemmc

for dic Lions this se.on, and it

tine into last place with a 1-7-1

was also the final waren-Up before the district tournament

made while Hersey rematned
in sixth place.
Hersey is at Wheeling this
afternoon and Palatine travels
to Glenbard North.

Monday. The Lion stiamen
showed they were ready by
y/hacking 16 hits.

Two Lions had three hits

Palatine mime right hack

Country Club.
Highland Park is the meet
ha t involves most area

Bmcc

Eberle all 'singling and John

4

New Trier West, Glenbrook
South, Deerfield. and the host
school

schools, with Sr. Viator, Arlington. Forest View, Hersey,

Wheeling, Prospect and
Maine Wac tackling a field

ELK GROVE takes

on

toughies Willowbrook, Glen bard East, Glenbard West and

host Lac Park on the Indian
Lakes

course

and

Palatine,

F

in the
Barrington meet.
Each school is allowed to

enter seven men in each dig.

tont, rather than

five .

'must dual meets, but only four

low scores will count in the
teanfs total. The top Mem and

thc two low individtuda qualify
for the state meet.
Prospect, Arlington 'and

Forest View are expected to
give the best showings of the
Mid -Suburban Leap. cams

,.. don -,- Symons Corp.
The action complements the
corporate opennions and res
tructuring that has enabled
Symons to maintain
nom
sintent growth pattern
and

Out

oat firm -.. now a dmignatat
division of the corporation

raature Atncride forming

MT. PROSPECT

equipment. Apparatus potent-

9t?l:1M

HARDWARE

101 WEST PROSPECT AVE 2S3-4601 OPEN SUNDAY 9 A.M. - 12:30

cd in thosc initial years filled
the contract.% need to wee
on
aterials and IA. costs.
Aflerm World Wa 11, the Finn

SCCOtt)9.

authorized

7

retailer

Prospect, whichKiein thinks

Chevy Chase Invitational last

have

Weekend.

MSL team, is throwing .11n1
Schmidt. Ciro Walter. Al

our conference, especially
Forest View, Prospect, Arlinetoning Hersey. aol, capable of
beating the other teams Tal-

Development of these systems

and products for erehitectoral
concrete today help satisfy Mc
community's demand for aesthetic structures al lower

See us for a

Home Improvement

Marchetti, An Hags. Tom
Newman. Tim Carson and
Curt Manning onto the Sunset
Valley cOurac.

Loan.

Were ready, willing and able to
help you with the cash to improve
yotir home, at low rates and budget
adapted payments. Redecorate,
tem.. add appliances or even a

is

'* HALTS PLUS.

C

3

s ms

Harper Junior College exploded for IS hits Wednesday
and romped to a 17-5 victory
over Thornton Junior College.
Harper cleared its bench in
the rout and 11 Hawks got hits.

Jim Kenny led the way with
three hits hi three official

Zz

a'

times at bat and Gary Curtin,
Jim tharnbarsId. Steve Hearn,
Jim Donahue and pitcher Ron

Km* chipped in with

Just ask us...
fora Home Improvement Loan.
that is.

22

Illinois Range remained in
the Tuesday

first place in

22

Enjoy your own

Night Twilight Golf Lague

:11

20 YEAR
GUARANTEE!

SWIMMING

by tharthop Rasa Ruse. Fuse made two double ploys, one

POOL!

::sevvvvvsess.ttvvssssetss.tvevvZZS
Each depositor insured lo $20,000 by the Fed rat

cease insurance Corporation

SWIMMING POOL ACCESSORIES

NI n i n mNorthfield Little losers were Jeff Weschlscr,
:Leagues intermediate dill- Bob Howenstein, Jim Saab,
don Mae hunched the NNI.I. Jim Dash, Jack Dalhman, Da1970 season with an 11)6 vieaid Pink and Ron SchakowOry over the Cabs at the =tier
sky. Dalhman, also was credit field. The whining pitcher was cd with some fine defensive
Clamp Emmen. who relieved
play.
Tony Zaccaria in the second.
In a dual opening of minor
nnmg.
division play Shore American

CHEMICALS LAWN FURNITURE

PH*879-2270

OPEN WEEKENDS, TOO

SAT.

SUN BOTH!

11,:t eiymet A& lac
SAMAIN MEET
naTAVIA.111.1N0I5

.

VIT)(4

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER & SAVE,

A FULL
SERVICE

BANK

40..11

unassisted, and made n fine, leaping grab on thts almost -sere ML

(Photo by Linda Hamilton)

this pest Tuesday with a7-3
win aver George L. Busse at
Mount Prospect Country
Cab.
Carter Music moved into
second place ivith a 7-3 victory

over Licht's Paints. Other action sow Kruse 's Tavern prohibit Mount Prospect Slate

Bank, 545-41/2, Kirchoff Insurance undennite Striking

Mets whip Cubs in AINLL action

MAINTENANCE FREE -IN -GROUND or ABOVE -GROUND POOLS.

Call Collect
Day or Night

.-sd"

wk.
mersayra who yesterday come pertly because of good defense

.,.et
*act!

t

r'

-Also Complete Selection of -

bell for the rest of the game.

THE

of

FIRST

scored when Madden singled.

THE LUTHER North nine
got two runs in the top of the
fourth inning, but Viator got
one back A Tom Smith and
Madden sandwiched a pair of
doubles around a walk to Foreman.

Viator also got two runs in
the fifth whop Tom Smith sent
Abinanti and Rossi scamper.-

jpg home wilha sing!,
Two thorny runs and three

_

singles. coupled with errors by
Foreman
and
Steve
Os-

ter man n

Pette-

nrm's round -trippers ante
wioth
Abinanti
and
Rost
aboard in the first inning and

have

registered the

FOREST VIEW, which has

been on a roller coaster this
wok with a record -setting 151
Monday and a 170 yesterday,

is using Wayne Meier, Phil
Hammon,

Gary

Ahralmon,

Tam Schmidt, Jahn Anger.

Tom Maze and AI Willett.
Herscy's players arc scheduled to be Rick Fossolmen
Mike Sutton, Lance floyett,

Mark Boyett. Dean Taggert
and two front among Mike Sa-

kula. Steve fackish and Ming
Henry. Wheeling is shooting
Bob Winters, Terry bon,
Kennedy, Jim Carbon, Don
Russ, Mike Gill and Chris

THORNTON

JUMPER

out to a 1-0 lead in the second.
hut Harper took co remand

with a five -run third. Kenny
started the rally with a ollwola

double and Kundc brought
him around with an RBI
single..

Kevin Freund fed out for
the second out of the inning
but Curtin, Stamlanski and
Frank May all got singles and
Hearn ripped a double to bring

THE BANK
& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

'

Contributing to the Mete

tally were two base hits with
men on by Dale Langer and

In the Arlington Merkel Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255-7900

Tim Kurz. Scoring three of the
Mans suns was Mark Kamen
playing his 114 Little League

shut out Production Tool at
fie senior field while Cash's
Texaco defeated Kim Drum at
Glen Greve.
,
For Shore American, it was
pitchers Mark Malter end

Steve Levy teaming up for R.
. 4-0 shut out and .the bats of

s

HFAVY MITERS for the

Randy Weingarten, who drove

in the lira run with a triple.
and Mak Smith, who drove in
two with
blocs loaded
double.

DASH'S TEXACO'S (el
victory over Kim Drugn was a
no-hitter pitched by George
Sutphen and Bob Iwicki with
the run scoring on two walks
and an error. The two pitchers
struck out 18. Steve Poises of
Da3h had a double and an RBI

the fourth inning.
In other minor. division
play, the Braves shut out the

We. Harrison's 8-0 with the

big blest being Mita Lomb

double that drove in fires
runs. The winning pitcher was
Scott Meywr. Reid SIAM and
David Kay pitched Corvair

Furniture to an 8 to 2 victory
over

Glenview

Countryside

Merchants. Bobby Ambrose
knocked in Corvair's het two
runs with a double.

lialvey. Teddy

Lanes, 10-0 and Louie's Barber Shop nip Busse.Biermann
Hardware, 8-2. In the final
match of the evening, Keefer's
Pharmacy dosed Mount Pros pea Electric Construction.
7Va

bench.

not finished though,
they
cane up with four more rum

In the Lion half of the sec ond, O'Donnell started things
off with a single, and Mar an

frame. Lindergh started if Off
by getting on via an error, and

o u t , Rossi salad. Tne
brought .Pettenuato to the

from

0

VIATOR HIITIERS were
the

in

bottom of the sixth

woring as North 10 a throw
the pitcher to second
bate go through the second

After Abinanti whiffed with
O'Donnell on third. Rossi got
en infield single which not two

men On and brought to the
plate none other than Pane-

Krolack.
St. Visitor's
Chicagoland
Prep League representatives

are Mario Vitale, Joe Dougherty, Mike Locasio, Terry
McDonald, Mike McDonald,
Frank

Fenton and
Rich
Evans, Maine West, a member
of the Central Suburban
League, is pinning its hopes on

Apin licking his chops at
the pro

ecsp

of having two on.

Pettemazo Isent another shot

into lett corner. Two Luther
outfielders collided as they
watched the ball mil for above
their heads.

WHAT DID Pettenume do

In the third inning when no

Bob Edwards, Randy Gast,.
Gary Navratil, Jim Emmet&

o ne was. on base? Popped am,

Ed Duchaj and Russ Staith,

what elm?

ELK GROVE,
Iroquois

course

on
at

the

Indian

is going with Marius

SF. WATOR 1161
Player

Jim

O'Donnell. lb
Abinenti, of

Cooncy, Curt Hejduk, John

odeentatt.. 11

Lakes,
Kesler,

Larry

Nelson,

Flypaa John Rindell and Bob
DeHaven, The Grenadiers are
the only MSL Ham in the Lake
Park District.

oor h
5

LOW CROSS honors for
the evening were domed by

Rossi, 2b

Pettenuan.e.lf

4

S. Smith, 3h
Golden, e

three duffers, Gene Roach.
Bill Christensen and Chuck
Dream', all of whom shot 42%.
Ted Smell and Christensen

vied for low net kuda with
345.

Runes

0
4

And

SAW Bank is threatening with

a 12th while Kirchhoff Insur-

moved up from the minors end
drove in two runs with o basei
loaded single.

ance and Loitic's Barber Shop
me tied for fifth with 12 mark-

BRUCE
BRAVERMAN
and Scott Richmond Anted a

Mount Prospect Electric Con -

shut

out

the

overpowered the Astros 12-0. Supas

Six

The big bats were working - plying some of the batpower
in the other iMermediate divi- were Michael Zweig with two
sion games. The Reds beat the
triples and three RBI's; DenGiants 19-13 with pitchers Ids Sheehan, who had a double
Steve Buckman and ScoliWilt- and a triple: Phil Skaletsky. a
zer sharing the win. Adding to double; Mark Pintos, a double;
the Red's score column' were
Richmond, a double) end AIextra base hits Py J01111 Glom,
den Stiefel, a double and two
Michael Muhl, Scott. angla.

ers.

Keefer's Pharmacy and

alinClinn ore deadlocked far
the final first division slot with
I11/2 points.

-

Eighth place is held down
by the gang at KrUse's Tavern,
with 101/2 points. George.L.
Busse

lindbarp. p

11.1 Hawks boosted their
lead to 7-1 with a pair of Allies
in the fifth. With one out, Curtin walEed and Stamborski singled and both 01rue home on
May's single,
The assault continued Attic
sixth, with Harper scoring

four more times. FA the third
straight thne the rally started
with one out, this time with a
single by Kenny, and Kande
also -singled before
Freund
grounded mu fon the second
out.

CURT1N KEPT things going with a single and Stem timid was hit by a pitch, May
walked and Hearn singled for
four runs before Thornton
could finally close the dour

and

Busse-Biermann

Hardware knot up the ninth
slot with eight Points -apiece.
Licht's Paints is in eleventh

place adith Striking Law} in
the loop cellar.

Bruschuk, c
Howard, 2b

1

Mannish ss-pI

Wiemann. lb

Hargraves, 7 -Wes

Landis. lb
Jukich. rf

flu, cf

Harrisonn, p
Manning. p
Baumgartner,
Ph -e

1

lobe

slaughter with a six-ron ninth
outburst

end singles by John Trim&
Rick kloyenshian and Do.
'mime took advantage for the
six runs.

The game brought Harper
within one wan of wrapping
up the title in the Northan Illinois Junior College Confer -

9 10

31

8

2B -Madden, 1', Smith,
HR-Penenozzo 131.
Hargraves,
Baumganner.

Wiemant, Sac Delaney. Brun-

o holt ;

SB4Madden,

&Thus. Hargraves
Londe.,

the

0

I

1

with the scene

Harper concluded

I

Toles
36 16 16
LUTHER NORTH 191
Playa
sag
r
Cresswellm. If
2
Beautnerr, if
I
I

Dull

Herd Ostermann,

Foreman

PITCHING SUMMARY

Playa
ip h
Wane), 5!57

ear w

Lindbergh D. 3

11.8
1,1

3

se
10

to

Hatrissonn 3 '&13 10-10 0

0

0

0

10

Manning
2-2 3 3
B ctuuold
2
4-2
2
Winner-Deleneyt
LoserHarrissonm
HOP -Delaney
ilierrissonnlf
WP-Harris1

1

1

1

144118e -

aiding point total is 15 and
Carter Music is two points
Ludt at 13. Mount Anode.

Robert 'Handler, who KM

Dukes

3

Delaney, p

ning.

the

7

Wendell, of

in the final four runs of the in-

contributed to

hi

2

Hake, 3b
Foreman, sa
Madden, rf

inning PPM Thorton errors

Illinois

Luther

enabled

Nonh to get six runs in the top
of the six inning and send
Delaney ton restful any on the

sent the Lions off to a 9.0 lead,
Luther gm one run back in the
top of the second on asole blast
by Jim Hargraves.

etit"

Illinois Range garners
twilight golf leadership

Z2

VACATION

nneo

Mime,

CRABGRASS KILLER W/FERTILIZER

CLEARANCE SALE -1/30FF

AT HOME THIS TEAR!

going with
Gordon Kai-

was

Harper explodes for 18
hits en route to 17-5 win

home mom liveable.

NOW!

0

best depth of any

Delaney,

by

good, Delaney struck out 10
batters and walked three before tiring in the sixth inning
when Luther North got to him
for five mns. Scotty Lind.
bergh relieved him and was
promptly greeted by a home
run, but then pitched shut out

him home. Foreman singled,
both he and Smith advanced
on wild pitch, and both

T. Smith, If

room or IWO. lea easy 1.0 make your

introduced modular systems to

standanlim concrete forming.

simnel, but be

conferencc lead right now. and
Prospect finished a strong second
to
Amy Trier East

Home Improvement Loan.

Symons Mfg- Co.. the oar.

aingle, and Denny Foreman
went one for throe and scored a

0

best Cardinal scones this mason, Marsrelek with a 35 end
Heir With a 36.

mann players could be a factor.
A player is often a teannk seventh man because he is incem

and the Cardinals share the

'1 THINK the teenn for

°mores

-rhe fact that a team ennenter

Then come and see Us about

year just ended.

said.

se, Jack VanVeen. Rich Armoat, Jeff Hair. Jake, Moss
and Andy Kehe. Twd soph-

Feel paned up in year home?

achieve record profits Mr the

us founded in 10111 to manu-

Ion coach An Klein

Arlington

9 -cunning

Abinanti was one for duce and
scored two:Steve Smith had a

Steve Smith followed with a
singly, and Tom Smith singled

baseman's, the shortstop's and
center fielder's legs.

0

Chris Marsaalek,

new name for their organin

fine gram ma of Bill Madden.

is usually as
of putting together a real
good round."

at Highland Park. The 1Cnights

The Mare Owner,: of Sym.
ons Mfg. Co. and its divisions
and subsidiaries hove elected a

THE LIONS got another

left leg of the Luther North coach (20). (11hoto by George Halos)

that includes New Trier East,

Stem leach to bring the runs

and

Luse Mike PCIWMItho es While-alio.] pitcher Jon Manning of
Luther Nerth takes third on wild pitch. The bah is behind the

immismen begin district e l
land Park District at Sunset
Valley Golf Course, the Bard nema District at Billmore
Country Club and the Lake
Park District at Indian Lakes

BarnInick

Left fielder Tam Smith hed a
double and two singles which
drove a three runs.

St. Vial. third broom. Steve Smith waits for a lee throw

TR 0

Herscyjummal off to an early lead as Solomon singled and

framc With Chris &addend.

Friday,
May 8.

,

les date tournament doe
again for high school gotten
and lorm tcann are involved

Jim

addition to Pelle-

norm's tri of circuit clouts.
Merl Rossio knocked three singla, and scored four times.

Page 25

By Mika lament

Viator coach Pat Mahoney's
line-up except hurler hlark
Delaney got at least one hit.
Mike O'Donnell was two for
five and scored a pair; Mike

especially

seared three runs and betted in

ther Olacialgcra on a trek after
another long home run.
This just began the scoring
in the second inning. however,

and single accounted
for three more Vialor runs.
Every one of IS, starters in

Although the score doe, not

called by his teammates, dm

THE LOSS dropped Pala-

1970

fine plays in right. Madden's

Indicate it, the Lion pitching,

"CLEM," AS Mammy is

crossed the plate, and only
fine unassisted double play by
FrAe got Hersey out of the inning without Palatine sedately challenging the 17-12 gad.

POTS

plate in his favorite situation,
with two on. He sent two Lu-

double

plate.

The next four men Mao

apiece in

accurate relay

with four tallies in the seinind

0

kunn. gathering in three runs
with Eberle and Loyecchio
scoring ahead of Zieman on
An home run circuit, and for
once, Hersey didn't return the
favor. After Ken Morales sin-

from Bill Ludwinsen in Ion to
Bruce Erase at short to Tom
Hart at home.

Kvn Kennepp was hit by
pitch. From singled us did

0

,..-7=1111111111111=11

4, Palatine started a rally in the

hose

on three frontstoday--the High-

5/10/70

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

1

then Frew singled to bring In
Steve Prosser and Solomon.
The scoreboard mailing 10 -

hitting depertment either will:
a triple and two home runs.
Rick Ziemer, had one roundtripper in the fourth frame

NOT ICED

tl

home on
home
run,

Kennepp.
Prase and MoraRS.all touched

'a home ru.

$315

CANS

Proses

Grularnacher's

Palatine wasn't so Old M the

asstd. Boyars

100's

go, free

Pence -busting Mike Pena
nu= rat the pace with three
Tame runs as St. Vial. beet
Luther North in a 16-9 duel'.

SOLOMON,

Rich'Grummacher also bolted

STROH'S

6CANS

non & Kings

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

attend Pnwpect Gnmdmolliee's Club, Mount Prospect (AwnMui!), Center. p.m.
,OrPti)zr,h,:,,WiIr ;it rtnetro Knight... of
Halt Arling-

-

gallon

London Dry
ry

CIGARETTES

FRIDAY

1

NOT TO BE outdone, Hersey immediately camo up with
three in its half of the second
on Solomon's homer to regain
the advantage, 5-4. Palatine
was quiet in the third as Erase
engineered a double play, and
than Hersey went to work far
five more runs in the bottom of
the inning.
Stem Koch and Ludwissen

their right fielder, who went
two for thrce and made some

The other Huskies weren't
mike as here
greedy. no one elm
scoring
then twice. but

LI

99

FULL QUART

1202. CANS

Sithurban Welfare Oman% NalitliWtht "1,11. noon.

Mount Priwpwst MDT diner, Carousel Restaurent.7 p.m.
Almon prospect Chapter of Infant Welfare. Memo!' Mn,
Caro.. 8 p
SI. Emily's Woman's Club, Church Hall. p.m.
Double Didee.MotheruErtielna LauterhurgandOchler.8

Fieischmann's
Preferred
BLENDED

WHISKEY

tingion Heights. 10.30-3 r

Mount Prospert Limn Si., VOW Hall. I pm.

visited Hcrseyl
diamond ut Mac-

the rude host.

Prospect Chapter Deglelay. 1104 S. Arlington Heights Rd..
Arlington 11,1m. S pan.
Riming. Women's ChM, menthes home. it p.m.
Argentin, Ileights Cheater SPERSOSA. Knights of Columbus

AA.

lead,

pnlatia

By George Halm

ing out nine mom hits for ma en more runs.

lawecchio's triple Implied the
bases and Palatine held the

your widoy looking forwerd

Prospect Heights Schott Muriel 23, Board of Education. Mac Art hur Junior High. 7:30 p.m.

Estensleneers ef Minna Primped, tour ef Morton Arboretum.
hus leaves e onto:unity Prohylcrian Church. A30a.m,

Heir walking to mom a mn.

Sports Editor

Pettertuzzo blasts 3
Hirs,Wrives in' nine

Hoff-Schaum Jaycees'
junior golf tourney
set for tomorrow
The third annual Holt
Schaum Jaycee. Junior Goll
Tounmment is set for toner
mw at Golden Acres Count',
Club with registration bagel
ning at 10:30 and first lea off

at 12 noon.

This tournament is open to

all young men between the
ages of 13 .and 1810 of s..pt
t). The entry fee n $3 50

which coven Nun Km and
lunch
50.41

second

ted third

place trophiss mil he

gnaw

cd for scranh golf and th

first place winners will ha as
to the Illinots Stott Imam

tumor Golf Tournarrant al

Bloomington

Illinois n
t,usst of du Holt &Imam

On TV - Today

in CSLct1Hnference 6
whiffed five without yielding 0

Stales 13.

riot of three

Maine forced Fritsche on the
single When pass."
ensuing play, however. and
Camp anitered Deerfield's
Dopp bore down to get Miller
six hits. although die lone non grounding out to the right side' looking.
=mined from two straight vin- of the Infield.
hinge mattes. The tally was
Hamehbann
drove
his
DEERFIELD mounted a
uncured, however. as an error teammate across with a tend- solid threat in the sixth that
paved the way to piadirt for. up double to right centerfold eventually produced their lone
Deerfield.
%MI 'advanced to third on a tally. With one down, Scott
T h c fast-harting awls. scratch hit hy Dom. Bert Gas- Pearson drilled a single up the
meanwhile. pushed a pair of iorf then drille
0400 n two -out middle.
scores across in the bottom of single to left
in the even Dopp. meanwhile, in an atthe first on three singles and a mei wine,
tempted nickoff play, to
walk. Jim Kulik led .ff the hotWith Dopp and Miller so- wildly, enabling Pearson to adtom of Me
first coaxing a ding down in the middle i
men.,
vance to third. Randy .Chaptent, from Deerfield SOW hpow nings. lite game develop.. into man followed with a clean
Jeff Miller. the same
an exciting tcheris duel. The safety up the middle to erase
they plastered. 44. the first visitors threatened
rally in the shutout. hut a pair Aqui&
time around.
the fifA alias Dennis Rime - strikeouts immediately closed
bourn and Bruce Fritsche com- out the frame.
dlkl KUL1K tmaxed the bind back -lo -hack singles.
Maine added an insurance

Bbfer was

Maine West kept Ilan:meal
S u M1urban League trophy
ons,

live yesterday by
stubborn Deerfield
P3-1.. on the Warriors:
home field.

hip ili;

wh

:"

A two.run mine outburst
in the

fluid fe proved to

he the difference hut a laic
Deerfield tally kept the game
up for grabs until Mc final out
was recorded.

MAINE 'S starter. Ken
Dona however. keel the game

After smashing a sierling goiunder to third,Meine Wears Ken

Depp beat throw to firer to catch infield slope In Ml inning of
yesterday's 11 victory over Deerfield. Donn sons also credited

Ily

with the mound win by sle-hthlitg the visitors. (Photo by
Cook)

sdtr.ettE;1:ilg/.1Iihce.

Alan

'ton-f.

The quick righthander

Herm, St. V boor. Palatine

The Slid -Suburban League.
trading Arlington Cardinals
will he playing the dual role of

and Fremd.
All mix coaches of the other

competing clubs mined Ar-

and I think hot might do it
again." He added that Burros
near the peak of his same

Vaughn and Don Martin. will

end is M fine mental condition

A CONTRIBUTING fun-

hog and met favorite as the

linaton as one of the favorites

for the meet.

and one of the big reasons why

1970

district tennis tournato under way this after.
noon with a field of seven area

is

ment

senior Greg Harris. The

A few other singles men.
such as St. ViatorkliniDalion

Redbird stalwart hos won din-

and Prospect's Stew Collings

schools. But in a switch from

while playing doubles and he b
undefeated in conference play
this season M number one sin-

named as possible threats to

gles.

up by Hersey coochsuLothar
Memo. "We know what the

past year, the Redhinls are
nes expected m Mem< through

to the title.
Arlington coach" um Pitchford is he lint to admit that

thing, will he a ha more di4
licult for the defending champs

this year. "For the firm time.
we'll have a really interesting district. Our entire league
has toughened up to a certutu extent."

HELPING ID make the
meet more interesting thieyear
will . be strong entries from
Prospect and Forest View. and
dark horse contestants from

nal titles the mist two years

"Harris is pretty much
along en lop." observed Pitchford. The other six coaches endorsed this statement last night

by giving Harris the number
one wed in the tourney.

1118 MAIN challenge for
singles supremacy will come

from Palatine's Paul Burnie
undoubtedly will go downstate; prophosio. Pirate

and

Roth

Mrm a doubles tandem.

general feeling was

ploy a Harris or a Burros. and
because of that we made
Rom changes."
Those -changes." which

doubles -

coach Jon Caen ..1 think he
can get Ina the finals. He id
Harris went three we, last year

top

two singles men.

Scott

and

the

doubles team.

Jensen and Steve Heineman.
St.
Viater coach Paul
Rutech will go with Slikc

hIchlahon oppito Dalton at
siesta and double, teamscon.11 Ilitzman and

DanXivlahan. and Chuck Cm
ropski and Greg Anne.

The first two roans of the

Falcons'

PALATINE COACH Eckrk other live charges will in.

BESIDES HARRIS Beer
and Steak. Me Cardinals will
have and hlerkle playing sin-

Dopp with an

and Scott Dawson. and Kirk

ref

lode number 10
playet Gerry Cuca and the doubles

will gm undenvay tomorrow
morning at 9 mt.

Knight couch Jim Wright

head tennis coach Roger King.

The Wheeling Wildcat net men proved no challenge for
the

Mid -Suburban

League

powerhouse squad of Arling-

ton coach Tom PitchfoN as
the Cardinal, coasted to their
29th straight league victory
yesterday, posting an impressive 5.0 triumph.

Cardinal numb...

by

one d

ms, single,

featured ArIM,
tonk Bob Baer versus Tom
Fielder. with the outcome deli-

nitely favoring the Cardinal
letterman. 6-0, 6-2.

FRESHMAN JIM Mery
Manning the numb=

three singles position, downed
Wheelings Ron Cuff. 6-2. 6-0.
Both Redbird doubles teems
Bru ce

Park annue tonturnm

mornin adsorb on the War-

cort

campaign include Elk Grove,
Addison Trail, Fenton. Monlint and Willowbrook. But after drawate Moir competition
late last night. King 'agreed
that Glenhard should set the

and

Carl

McWhorter triumphing over
tam Ron Fedyski and Wayne
Fish posting the first victory
after which Scott McKay and
John Koriath recording the ftnal win of the aftcrnoon owe
Wheeline's Vernc

Fish

Doug McAlliste,

and

Mike Pilsen, Prospect vac -

"f IT E Y HAVE Marty

I

sity golfers stayed with the oth-

er three Mid -Suburban Le.
gene leaders afternoon by &footing dm visiting Fremd VikInge. 165.173. at Mount Pris-

account -for the reminder of
Vikings beings. Steve 1-01King

with Conant for the final first

point, should In Schmidt, who carded a la.
enough to win the him ribbon. Kim Walter was number two
Ina last minute decision. man for Prospect with a41 and
12

King decided to combine Dave An Hagg and Al Marchetti
Keehn and Jack Williaow into rounded out o1fici0 Prospect
a doubles mato in order to stroking with 43's. Junior
strengthen their doubles came Tom Neumann was the flith
Both Keehn and Williams man for the Knights with a 44.
were strictly singles Mayers
Jeff Oakley was low man for
during the course of the NU- Fremd with a 91 while team -

bi

0u

league Iced with 6-1 marks.
The victory gave Fremd a 3-4

and speeds a Up.

Five -hour rounds ergot! are
not

eerily due to more
players crowding the course.
non observance of golf etiquette if the time consumer.
Blame also falls on management for not enforcing the Ott
rules of play and conduct
nee

LETS TALK briefly shout
a few basic observances in golf

etiquette. No one should talk
or move When a player is addressing his ball or making a

stroke. The player with the
honor should be ready to tm off

_firakNo.shots.should bang*.
until players in front ire Out of '
.

record.

Gren netmen win 5-0
Elk Grove's tennis fortunes
Wok another upward surge
when the Grenadiers whipped

Conant on both the nanny
and ftoshopil Inveln en the

COACH KEN

von Berg shared medalist hom
an for the Knighhas both shot
93. Scott Anderson and Don

E1k

Grove

took

both

doubles matches with Mark
Hopkins and Dave Griffith
beating Dale Fenwick and Jim
Michaels at No. I, 6-1, 4-6,
6-1, and Al Lewandowski and
Mark 'Greenberg walloping
.Dale Westaor and Mark Connett at No.2, 6-2.6-1.

FRENID'S JEFF Oakley

Fritsche c

Hanselmen

SB-Arnsweld, &Dem Han
selmann,

LOB -Maine

Wen, St Deerfield. 3,
Tessmer were both one stroke
back for Prospect with match-

ing 44k. Bill Welnhofer was
number

five

man

for

the

Knights with a 47.

AL KASSEN turned in the

low Viking tally with 4 45.

and Ken 5f bold edging Rick
Rief.in the No.3 contest. 6-4,

completed players should leave.
ihe green immediately.
ing these bone rules will speed
up play immeasurably.

NIU roster

If yob plan to use a golf air,

loom some "golf ear' ruin.
Only boo golfers and two bags
on each car. Cars na0t not be
driven on the tees. Do not wait

for your partner to make his
shot. Drive over to your ball as
soon as he has Iris club. Do not
delay, play by parking your car

in faint of the green. Drive
Doderately and stay Be the car
ths and away from the
eem.

GOLF DESERVES respect

from all who play the pme,
and attention from all who

in °per-

,-Let'e allbrnske 1970 a
war for faster playl

-

joy ant Lend a hand to othere.

Low man for Form View

SCORPIO (OM 39 - Nov.

was Wayne Meier with a 40.
Tom Schmidt had a 42 for Me

221: Behave according to your
.

own principles and all should

gown. pool go against what
0 you know to be right for you.

sAcirIAR !US (Nov. 23

n

7 Low, American

oug

wow. WHOA, WE

the

5

Bootblack'
(Alger)

RAN CODDNIwr FOR A6DIMR

Be_

ONY1

Buntline"
(dime novels)
11 Vampire
12 Female sheep

13 Bullfight

V: lotome magnitude.
r, AQUARIUS Ilan. 21 - Fen

101, Seek out companionswith
the sante interests as you have.

You mist !mho Me fin or

EMU

26 Toiletry case
30 School subject
31 Swiss canton

subject.
ARIES (March 22 - April
P; stn. Don't he tempted by the
gig' promise of gain into going
inv your own plans for this
` day. A Saturday for the family.

32 Sanish
nopbles

33"

-Bill

R. Victor, Mike Wadzita of

Hickok"

Arlington and Ste. Zasadny

35 Short sleep

Answers to
Hideaword

FROM

ORGANIC

back, Zasadny is o defensive
tackel and Rose and Werlaita

ON THE NIU track squad
me Tom Delmer, a dinance

At YR Regular

Terry Hammer, a dmhman

Price

juoner from Notre Dam,
from Maine West; Bill Trace,

a distance runner how neap., and Greg Zachwieja, a
discus and javelin thrower
from Arlington.

"MEATS WITH A REPUTATION"'
all AMR, REAM YOU

GREECE

Ma guards.

000% WOOL

SEEN IN IMEST

DECORATING MAGAZINES

J & B FREEZER MEATS
15 W. Hume Mt. Prospect

MT.PAOSPECT HAEBIKArit
101 W. Prospect

CL 3-4601

392.9260
LICENSED AND APPROVED BY
ILLINOIS DEPT. OF ARGICULTURE

ems., ortneammarmartm,wermow samisen

36 Narrow inlet

FIFTEEN MISTAKES .

MEAD,: FORWASTIA

57 Clumsy boat
58 American

humorist
50Sen eagle

DOWN

ovIc

nano." An American
becomes lovolved ist

,.Dirk &garde.

u fued between a Bra-

silian land baron and
struggling relabels.

9

5:10
Biography

9

William Tell

Glenn Ford. Frank

5:90

Lovejoy, Ccsar Ro-.

UOMMENQMOQ
Fop©OUOCI
©Ii
arim.
OmMMI IMIONIUMM

1 Site of

Biblical
Miracle
2 All (comb.

form)

WM,M QQ

MEM MWRVI WMMI
maIWIMMO
DINURIOU MAIWKEd
171AU10

37 Cut
38 Convent
41 Miss WeSi,

glamor girl

00012,0000.00

43 Sun

FROM ATADDiTiON

44 Pioneer fur
Man
47 Akin
51 Sparkling
dress bit

53 Billiard ball
material
54 John (Gaelic)
55 Grain
56 Curt

,IggM

111401 11001]

MWOMOU OCIP
MAU
ElEIWQOU20

MOM MINME4 02613017
UgRa IMO0M0
18 State

3 Ale sparingly
malty
4 Pungent weed 21 Fatly
5 Hardy heroine 22 Birds

Shall

British bomber plane
is fomcd down in the
ocean 004118 WW2.
Michael Redgreve.

' T e Mimi-

cheer
14 Near the
6 Be indebted
23 Ireland
center
15 Jack London's 7 Beef and pork 24 Tamarisk
for instance
salt tree
"The
25 Verbal
R Midday
27 Wrongful
9 Cloth
17 31asters, as of
measures
illegalact
hotels (Pr.)
28 -Unicorn fish
10 Challenge
19 Aromatic
11 Blue pin
39D rube
plant
On butary
20 Geologic time 16 Roused f our
sleep
34 Devil
division
21 Request

22 "- Dick"

'II'', fishing new thoughts on the

SHAG RUGS

'Style
Rerun. "Love and
the Doling Compute-

(4113001110E

N. Get the help of others in estab.

WHITE

the

Young

Girls.-

ACROSS

E. 211: Dort was. your time At
t. aimless already going well.

Of Wheeling are listed on the
Northern Illinois University
aping football roster.
Ras t able is a split
end,DeVito is a defensive

"All

Beinnifin

Sea

Not Nave Them.'

ter UstInov.
11110

9:00
Bracken% World

Murk
"The

,

1 'Buffalo Bill

this will not be a congeniel
My.
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

Vito of Wheeling, Bob Rose of

3:25
News

Anna

itlIN

W. the bull by the horns and scl to
fa, work at once on at -hones proj-

Former area football play -

Reflections

BR(O-FGABOA
BORN 1_,-6O.00.'
11M AMAZED/

CAPRICORN 10..x. 23 t. Jan. 20k You can begin no
tr sooner than right now. Take

cm Tem Bastable and Dan De -

2035

7

EXCEPTIONAL -I,/

Mowers and philsophy.

4,G. beam mining

Weather,

Ids

Yankee Queen

"YOBR CHILD IS

s: ma yourself along some line

mound beet. 28 to 35 lbs. grass

2:25

9

News,

ttu

EEK & MEEK

:Asnivictily ignored. A day for

stooks. hr.? .tendedeln and

Sikkim and

9

Rerun.

Den 2.0): Take the time Wade-

tip Mitch bre

9

plays Win-

vin Hewett and Pc-

'

Med

on from a battle of whisoday.
You will do much better if you
wait for a hotter time
LIBRA Mept. 24 - Oct 231:

Strauss :Ind Craig Kroll! and

Includes sirloin

Odom.Ogle

44 Continuous

Harman-Her

2

young British family

26 Luis Carlos Gee
ibe Ohm

Rerun. M aj.

Lee Report

M Movie
SiOn Churchill's rela.
tive. held by Nazis as
k homage.
Tre-

7030

2

26 Red -Not ad

involved in adequate
find aduat
housing in London.

Hochatettcr suspects
them is an espionage
operation going in

1:40

Blues

to

2

]2 News

Sept.

43 by Rob NI iczio.

Leadoff topping Martin Oliff
in the No 2 battle, 7-5, 6-0

move without delay.
Players smashing fee a ball
should wave other golfers
through. When the hole is

VIRGO t Aug 24

Take advantage of a day which
t. offers a `rear deal in the way of
bosh materict and spiritual en.

Run

''The Three Faces
of Eve." Joanne
Woodward plays a
schisophrenie with
t h r c e contrasting

23n The wise Virgo w111 buck

OW the top quintet with a 57.

the Barrington District at the
Biltmore Country Club today.

Wit is T h e se

Ray Brooks.

your knowledge.

Thew was a big thop.off idler
that with Ted Frey's 49, Bill
Lechner's 50 and John Eyffek
51 filling out the Fremd total
of NA Greg OlsetVrounded

Fathom, while teammates Phil
Hausman and Gary Abramson
both had a 44.
Forest View's nova lest is a
big one, the district Meet al
Highland Park, Sunset Valley
Golf Course today. Mood is at

Show
9 Move,

FLY

211: Take care that you don't
jeopardize the henerip of the
past week simply to satisfy oe
unimportant wish.
CANCER Dune 22 - July
23k Include others in your
plans fur Saturday fun. You
will double your enjoyment if
you don't try to Imp pleasures
for yourself.
LEO (July 24 Aug. 23k
Take care not to challenge
idem with which you am not
" thoroughly familiar. Make
sure to act within the limits of

3

new a man Robert

5

An

play in the church so -

Dick Cheek

HorrooScopegi
I 1 Wantinetou
Week in Review

the Orioles at Balti-

GEMINI (May 22 - June

3

Taws

2 B -Keehn,

"Mike's

SOME 1.511466

people are concerned.

'3

Boley, 2b

Mille, p

Brady Bunch

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.

albor-nothIng day
where your relationships with
all.

3
3

hi eon Griffin

2

32 160
Pnindells,
Great Musk

II Neff Playhhme
"Cat h y Come
Home . " Domwent a 1 y about a

50 I CAN

was 100 Mw mon in the meet
with a 39 on the Vikings' home
course, Other scores for the
winners were 41 by both Mike

dquists's varsity won all threw
singles match. with Pat Mas
say vvhipping Steve Cohen in
the No. I clash, 6A, 6-1, Chris

range. but then play should

agee and direct

Manning and John

Feigenbaum, ef

Stem
Spud and Herbert
get the chance of a
lifetime when a pro-

LOOK, BUGS

Thrm boys and a gla
are encouraged to

7

'The Rebirth of

avers,

3

MB

The HOBO,

the American Craftsman?' David Wayne
and
personalities
narrates special fothree up.aw lives.
casing or. individual
Lee J. Cobb is paycrafemmnship
and
chimrist who tries to
the resurgence of incum her.
most in the handII NET Emden!
trade and the home- ,
Opera star Robmade.
\ -.arra Peters performs.

ditioa Ilion as stunt

TAURUS (April 21 - May
210 Make your mosso front
the family absolnle or not at

of the News

Steuart Granger and

7

Incrcials agrus IOW-

cob

26 A Black% \New

cial. Kenneth Mom.

goods on him.

Dicer of TV corn.

0

/ MADE

meets.

SpoitmBed by our BronlgarOrganicatIon

mitre. Being aware of personal obligations and tespoikibilities ma k. a better game

and Prospect, which shine the

cornpendon.

Block, If
Hanson, rf

Snow

Tim 'Conway

Remo

toppled the Cougars
4-1. to remain unbeaten in six

Gulf!,

day's golleo hove never been

Curt

MUM lo makes bid."
Only the first two places in
each division will earn the
right to move into downstate

2

12:55

Cromie Circle

9

between dictator
Ryan. whoN got the

7000

klEt IO CHARGE

/
Newt

Show
5
Tonight Show

6:45

7

squad

Indian Lakes Country Club

WoPcnvitalisliodisll.df.i-

Prospect won its 461h consecutive dual with a 174-195
margin over their Erma con-

urban League record to 5-1
lad the Grenadier frosh-soph

by Tofu Speck

The cam is that most of to-

temporaries.
level,

jolt yesterday when Fremd up.
net he Falcons at Palatine
Hills Country Club.

Cougars to boost its Mid -Sub-

rise hour, for a round of golf.

frosh-soph

Forest View, now 5-2. fell
one Ins Wand bola Arlington

ioned a 5-0 shutout over the

golf in four hours or less today,
95 per cent of the golfers take

the

11c alltisSuburnin league
title hopes of Forest View's
golf team suffered a gigantic

Elk Grtwe courts.
The Grenadier varlsty fash-

Tegyeursago. HO percent of

was fifth min with o 48.

showing from our (balm

® pace

Fremd golfers upset
Forest View Falcons

The Knights remained in a
iiMplacc tie with Hersey, Ar'Mown and Forest View.

figures that East might manTAKING MEDALIST
age four points from singles honors en the varsity level yes action and admitted that a to. terday was the Knight? Jim

at least three points from our
singles players end a ',cod

mrform in the other singles
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cams." King mid. 'We nod
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thus drew the top seed.
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Kreml begged identical 45's.
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Mike Doug!.

was return.
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ing to lois mound chores after
absorbing a sound shellacking
at Maine South.
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John Koriath at doubles. Pm.
pact's second doubles mum
will consist of seniora Jim Win
end Kevin
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Condo inmp.

builders give
special attention to exterior
In designing their new ranch -

REACTION of visitors to

townhouse condominiums,

"The Commons in Northbrook" at 1900 Shermer Rd.
the C.D. Johnson Co. gave
special consideration to ex-

ings and ground.

Three basic plans are offered at "The Commons."
They are the Garden Hotise,
the Atrium House and the

adds texture and warmth to a sleek, contemporary decor. The

Staring at four walls might
be a pleasure instead of a bore
.4.

ligree is often used as accent

paneling or for stylish room

-

if the walls were visually ex-

dividers, folding screens and

citing.

connecting doors.
Unusual wall treatments are
possible in recreation areas,

.

Too often, walls are an innocuous backdrop for furniture when they could be adding visual interest, providing
a dramatic accent, or emphasizing room decor.
One way to make walls decorative is to panel them with
prefinished hardboard. The
paneling is strikingly attrac-

tive, sturdy, easy - to - install,

hobby rooms and hallways
with

"textured"

areas.

ation in entry courts, patios
and other exterior concepts.

Matching moldings and trim
are available with many pre -

al, 'is provided for grounds,
walks and building exteriors.

of this year were: Arlington
Heights,

G rove,

$22,633;
Buffalo
$304;
Palatine,

$7,371.50; Rolling Meadows,
$4,632, and Wheeling, $5,954.

The amounts collected in

finished styles.

AM I?

WHY

ME ?

APPLE RIVER
COUNTRY!

dents' club were Mr. and Mrs.

Roland Wiltse, 102 S. Wilshire. Arlington Heights.
Wiltse is known to teen-age

music lovers as Dan Scott, a
disk jockey with radio station
WJJD.

The TARs have pinned
two car wash projects -one
Saturday, May 9, at' Mel's
Union 76 Station at Arlington
Market Shopping Center, and
the other May 16 at a location
still y be selected.

Ma- IT'S WONDERFULLY PRIVATE, OPEN

LOOK AT THOSE

ONLY TO APPLE CANYON LAKE
PROPERTY OWNERS!

STUDDED WITH
HICKORY

AND CEDAR/
WE'RE NEAR

were: Des Plaines, $24,233;
Hoffman
Estates,
$5,351;
Mount Prospect, $10,336, and
Schaumburg, $14,820.

HISToRic,
OLD GALENA.

o dfro

AND. JUST OVER

THAT HILL. IS

BEE-000TIFUL

Real estate
transfers
estate

transfers

Maine and Wheeling town-

F1514ING t

ships for the week ending May
state revenue stamps for each
$1,000 in market value.
Des Plaines: 1792 Linden

St., Glenn R. Witt to Patricia
E. Lazzara, $9; 1707 White,
Ronald J. Baker to William G.
Lenhart Jr., $9; 1048 Second
Av., August W. Nolte to Earl
L. Loecher, $35; 8933 Robin
Dr., John R. Mousley to Michael P. Fallon, $28.50; 1910
Kennicott, Claribel Ballantine

EVE ON THE BALL

WHAT FUN
AT APPLE CANYON LAKE'

in

I. Price is indicated by $1 in

SWIMMING!

WHAT'S

,,,_,,,,,,,c.::74C;rolT t._2.?..L.,,

THIS HU-SETZ147-''

THAT BLUE
STUFF?

HIKING !

IS PERFECT TO
HOLD IN THE

JUSTs\t'

LAKE WATERS
TAKE IT FROM ME

LOAFING
AROUND!

teM AN EXPERT!

WATER

SKIING!

BLUE STUFF? THAT'S WATER,...OVER 400 ACRES
OF WATER! APPLE CANYON LAKE WILL BE UP
TO 70 FEET PEEPS A CLEAR, SPRING -FP?
WATER PLAYGROUND WITH 15 MILES OF

to Ronald J. Baker, $29.50.
Arlington Heights: 1822

sHOREUNE ... 3 MILES LONG!

Forrest Ln., Employee Trans-

fer Corp. to Alvin E. Sugg,

AND CLOSE, TOO! APPLE CANYON LAKE
IS ONLY 2 HOURS FROM CHICAGO,
I IA HOURS FROM QUAD CITIES,
60 MINUTES FROM ROCKFORD,
45 MINUTES FROM DUBUQUE.
30 MINUTES FROM FREEPORT...

42.50; 1105W. St. James St.,

APPLE CANYON LAKE

WOW! WHAT VACATION

A

, HOMEErrES-As LOW

ii,;

ter-Neiberg Co., Inc. to Ray C.

it

mi°

- Valley 9.5

FM OM

0

Moore III, $32.50.
2302.N. Brighton Pl. Meis-

Av., Robert E. Conklin to
John F. Connor, $38.50; 2216
N. Kennicott, John R. McKeag
to Charles A. Swanson,
$38.50.
Buffalo Grove: 243 Bernard

°It° "74. VOCKION

If

ert G. Peterson to Frank V.

Mayo, $10; 1726 N. Mitchell,
Homer L. Clark to Richard W.
Stevens, $9.50; 512 S. Walnut

A .1

HEAD DOWN... ()

LAKE!

Cook County Recorder Sidney R. Olsen listed the following real

KEEP YOUR

APPLE CANYON

1533 N. Kennicott, Everett S.
Sonnenberg to James R. Beyreis, $8; 816 W. Berkely, Rob-

Named new advisers for the

Plaines River.

GREEN HILLS

Disk jockey
is GOP teens'
new adviser

Republican high school stu-

twelve acres, with a seven -foot

140W'5 THIS FOR LUXURIOUS PRIVACY/ AT THE
CANYON CLUB, BRANIGAR mt.'. PROVIDE A
HUGE SWIMMING POOL, TENNIS COURTS, AN
EXCITING GOLF COURSE AND MORE, ALL
SURROUNDING A BIG LAKESIDE CLUBHOUSE--

WHERE?
wHGGE ELSE
BUT IN SCENIC

SAY, WHERE

Informative hints on how to
choose and use hardboard are
contained in a new full -color

David A. Findlay" Ill to
Charles F. Minor Ill, $12;

week and made plans for two
fund-raising projects.

nation, discharging to Willow
Creek, a tributary of the Des

can be cut and worked with

the Third Municipal District

The Wheeling Township
Teen Age Republicans (TARs)
acquired a disk jockey as one
of their adult advisers this

effluent filtration and chlori-

two to five units. "The Commons" will occupy some

...BUT THIS 15 RIDICULOUS/

Total fines decrease
but not in NW area

The amount collected for
the second Municipal District
during the first three months

will number 24 buildings of

BRANIGAR18 PRIVATE

-,

urbs.

catching patio lights and gas
grills are also used to underline the modern indoor -outdoor living concept which

and can be scrubbed clean.

proof, eartridge-type adhesive.

caused changes in revenue in
the suburbs. The largest drops
occured in the western sub-

blocks and paving bricks. Eye-

including leaf and snow remov-

Elk Grove Village to operate a
comminutor, lift station, package type sewage treatment
plant and related items, with

THEY SAY EVERYONE'S
DRIVING OUT TO SEE

0 Hardboard panels are easily
installed over furring strips or
right on the existing wall. They

from bedrooms to
baths, filigree hardboard is an
.excellent choice. These lacy,
open-work panels are extremely durable despite. their
delicate look. Decorative 0-

Danaher said that a lower
volume of traffic tickets has

posed aggregate concrete

maintenance,

to the company for work in

humidity areas like kitchens,

For glamor touches, any-

the five suburban districts.

ment to assure proper upkeep
of building, exteriors .and
grounds the year 'round.
The entire condominium
development when completed

coinsees.

THERE ARE also plastic -

regular carpentry tools, and
applied with nails or a water-

comes from fines levied by
judges for traffic violations in

The patios and ou 00
areas of each townhouse
colorfully varied by use of ex-

materials, buyer -residents will
still enjoy several areas of vari-

provided by the manage-

is

stall and operate a waste water
treatment project in Des
plaA
nd permit was issued

surfaced hardboards for high -

el beauty is matched by practicality. The panels take hard
hard wear, resist dents, mars
and scuffs, and can be wiped
clean with a damp cloth.

per cent decrease in revenue
from the Circuit Court of
Cook County during the dirst
quarter of 1970, revenue did
not decrease in the Northwest
Suburbs,- according to Matthew J. Danaher, clerk of the
court.
Danaher reported that the
124 communities of suburban
C. o o k County shared in
receipts of $722,788, a drop of
$47,427 from the same period
in 1969. Most of the money

persing traffic quickly to all

tion. This will provide a setting
which owner -residents will
find both distinctive and pleasant. Continuous maintenance

The Illinois Sanitary Water
Board has issued permits for
the Trammel -Crow Co. to in-

rics.

They aremoisture - resistant

Although some suburban
communities experienced an 8

selves,

are quarry -tiled and
serve as the roomy traffic centers in these well -planned
ranch -townhouse layouts, dis-

homes have the same basic ex-

project permit

carefully

are

landscaped " shrubbery and
trees being selected,_and located for permanent attrac-

The entry foyers, them-

While all the condominium

State issues

development

ANOTHER PAY N THE. 1./CE Cr BARNES' THE BEAVER

in decorator colors, so

bathrooms and laundry rooms.

where

in Northbrook.

GROUNDS AND terraces
within the entire "Commons

Assn., 20 N. Wacker Dr., Chi-

Marbelized paneling
adds elegance to foyers and
baths. Many styles are avail-

tinctive in formal living or dining rooms, in dens, and in family and recreation rooms. Pan-

sides.

cago 60606.

rooms.

dis-

especially

stockade fence.

on all

American Hardboard

terns are attractive in dining

able

arc

well -protected

w i c k e r, basketweaves and
canes. Embossed louver pat-

walls can be blended with ceilings, floors, and furniture fab-

walnut,

It's available for 25 cents from

three sides, and the remaining
side shielded by a seven -foot

stockade fences or arbor -vitae
hedges marking the remaining
perimeters.
Models of "The Commons?
ranch -townhouse condominiums are open to public inspection daily, at 1900 Shermer Rd.

panels that simulate burlap,

and available in a variety of
DEPENDING on their fin-

"New Dimensions in Livihg."

the

although open to the sky, are

brick screen wall marking the
Shermer Road side, and cedar

hardboard

styles.

ish, hardboard panels can be
elegant, glamorous, casual even exotic. Woodgrains,
ranging from light oak to deep

illustrated brochure called

ing providing protection on

aggregates, matched embedded
brack, etc.

terior concept in design and

Paneled walls add drama

cy with the walls or the dwell-

crete blocks with van -colored

a -half baths and basement with
private storage area.

All -season

spacious 'plans, the patio is
planned and located for priva-

materials, such as colorful con-

bedrooms; two or two -and sturdy panels, which will not dent, mar or scuff, can be applied by a
do-it-yourselfer.

In each of the three

They are paved with varying

Patio House. Prices start in the
$40,000 range, with each plan
including attached garage; private patio of varying size; two

setting. Here, hardboard paneling in a handsome woodgrain finish

age.

featured by each condominium
home. These open court areas,

terior details of both build-

Decorative walls can be the dramatic highlight of any room

these condominiums encour-

the model units at "The Commons" has been especially favorable to the interesting private courtyard -entry concept

0/)F.,

From Chicago:

Tribal -90 to U.S. 20 Bypass before
Rockford iFreeporbCherry Valley
Stay on 20 through Freeport
and Stockton and follow signs.

AS $3900 WITH
LIBERAL TERMS!

MO.

AND ONLY 2 DAYS FROM THE MOON
38 DAYS FROM VENUS, 106 DAYS
FROM MARS, 14 DAYS FROM.

DANE OUT-SEE APPLE CANYON LAKE NOW!
IRE BRANIOAR ORGANIZATION, INC.
Irving Park Madinah Roads Age_ Scst gm MC:
Madinah, Illinois 60157 (Depts., ) leossim) BJ076%44231

A subsidiary of
JJNION CAMP

Dr., Homer R. Varney to Jim-

401fOitA71.19'kl

taSsdins:61istasissasappis biotin lees.

'

my Adams, $7.50; 338 Melinda, Paul. V. Htiffine to Vic-

DROP N

tor F. Makkay; $2,7.50,.

, [MAIL

Mount Provect;.-107,
Fairview:Av Lesliet,:,13hrris
to Hugh A. Calt1Will; 531.50. .1

Wheeling: 440 E. Jeffrey,
Neil G. McGillivray to Robert
L. Crown, $10.50; 1076 Ke-

nilworth, Edwin L. Mathison:to William P. -Roscoe, $25.

-

,

NAM

i5

COUPON !
J
ern

MATE.

".

zip

WEATHER
Tonight: Chance of thanderstorms, low in lower 50s.
.

ILI

Tomorrow: Partly cloudy,

Telephone

.
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2554400

high in 60s.
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Flood control
ontm.

Salt Creeiz

expected soon
By Richard Crabb
A $650,000 Salt Creek deep-

ing and widening program designed to remove the constant

threat of flooding in the Arlington Park area of Arlington
Heights and Rolling Meadows
Ray Sklencar, Arlington Heights sophomore, leads students in
Friday's rally at Harper College. Sklencar, president of the Human Rights Club, assumed leadership in conducting memorial

services and flag lowering ceremonies honoring four slain Kent
State University youths. The Harper rally was the first time students united in a mutual effort.

The American flag

--siaff-at Hqper College this
Morning and will remain there

during daylight hours until
dusk Thursday.

After a three-hour special
meeting late Saturday afternoon, the board of trustees

work in Salt Creek, will be

unanimously adopted a resolu-

-tion for half-staff flying of the
'flag in accordance with the
- :combined wishes of the faculty
: and student body.
' Trustee Richard Johnson,
who left the meeting early, did
not vote.

their decision after a 30 -minute executive session in which
they conferred with. James
Harvey, vice president of student affairs.

were

against

the

students'.

request to lower the flag in
honor of four slain Kent State
University Students: "I contacted 236 residents
in their homes, not shopping
centers," Bandemer said.

THE TRUSTEES acted after hearing viewpoints of student

government,

student

body, faculty, and community
representatives.
Gerldd R. Bandemer,

persons

said they would not sign and a
few people said they were for
the students' actions," he
added.

a

Schaumburg resident, was the

only speaker who objected to
lowering the campus flag.
Bandemer gave the board a
-

petition signed
Schaumburg

"TWENTY-ONE

by 215
residents who

Bandemer reportedly contacted Robert Lahti, Harper
president, last Friday to protest students' lowering of the
flag last Wednesday and re-

sulting flying of the flag at
half-staff last Friday after stu-

By K.C. Radtke

A student rally around a
half-staff flag at Harper College. Friday billowed into a
frustrated
cry for student pow....
er, campus identity, and indivictual freedom.
:1- An administrator, the presi-

&nt of the faculty snate, the
:lead of the student tkody, an
ft instructor, full-time sal ants, part-time students, GI
.s.Xuderits-all spoke a vital mes-

Age to their listeners, but most
:./Apecially for the community.
----7.:The message swelled slow -

administration had granted
only three days of a student requested seven-day mourning
period.

"It's you're duty to make
yourselves known," Sklencar
stressed.

"Are we gonna give in (to
the administration)?" Yadon
yelled, explaining again that a
student petition with 1,800 signatures had been submitted by
the student government.

According to the student
proposal, the college American flag was to be flown at

from commentary after a half-staff for seven days.
:mernorial service to a vocal
USING THE debatable
-ürge.of a long -suppressed time limit as a rallying point,
narper communications ache.
Sklencar and Yadon led indi'---'

:::"YOU'RE NEVER free lat-j
er, you're only free now. Use it
(freedom) and be not in-

timidated," urged the Rev.
Ruppert Lovely, pastor of a
Unitarian Church near the
Harper campus.
"Is this where it (recent stu-

dent unity) will end?" asked
Ray Sklencar, an Arlington.
Heights, sophomore.

Church
vandalized
Police report that vandals
have smashed out a stained
glass window 6 times in the
past 2 weeks, 6 times at the
Northwest Assembly of God

Sklencar and Robert Yadon, also a sophomore from

Church, 900 N. Wolf Rd.,

Arlington Heights, aroused
their fellow, students to speak

was the most recent occur-

out by reminding them that the

Mount Prospect. Friday night
rence of such vandalism, police said.

!SRC:1

giMON

"Is the community image of

our college more important
our concerned students?" Yadon asked, apparently insinuating and existence
of a split between faculty and
than

(Continued on page 2)

-

'

House within 10 days.

The crucial decisions were
made last Wednesday and
Thursday in Springfield. The
Salt Creek project, at the beginning of last week, had the
blessing of John C. Guillou,

thief engineer of the Illinois

trators.

Lahti told the board he had
received numerous phone calls

from

the

community,

in-

cluding comments by some
citizens who said they would

trators)' Lahti said, "but if
there is a chance that something could happen Monday,
we could prevent it."
Don Grzesik, a Harper student, tdld the board he felt he
had been "gypped" after acquiring 200 signatures for the

Dist.) of Mount Prospect

By mid -week Graham had
approval from the

secured

Governor's office for immediate financing of the Salt
Creek program once it passed
the legislature. (Many projects

of this type are passed by the
Assembly and die because the
executive department does not
provide funds).
Sen. Graham got necessary

"do pass" approval Thursday
for the Salt Creek program in
both the Senate Conservation
Committee,and the Senate Appropriations Committee.

With backing from both
committees and the governor's

office, Graham expects the
Salt Creek bill to be passed by
Senate as quickly as the body's

Division of Waterways.

GUILLOU REPORTED
that the engineering work had

is approved. in the Senate, Gra-

AS SOON AS. the program

is

sponsoring its passage through
the House. Passage in the
House might come this month.
Once passed by both houses,

the bill will go to Gov. Ogilvie
for signing.
The Salt Creek project is the
largest flood control project to
be approved for the northwest
suburbs since early phase of
the Weller Creek program was
approved.

The Salt Creek program involves putting a larger tunnel
for the Salt Creek channel under the Northwestern Railroad
on the north side of Arlington
Park. this will require re-routing Northwestern trains while
the tunnel is being construct -

and girls, 15 to 20 years of age

who were fleeing across an
empty baseball field behind
Lincoln School in Mount
Prospect Saturday.
Lange said, "We

were

unable to catch the group except for two." Lange said "After we caught the two youths
we investigated and found that
a fork lift tractor had been

rammed into the fence and
backstop on the baseball field,
and the outside water had been

turned on from the school
building."
Police said tha youths denied doing any of the damage,
and police released the youths
after further questioning.

D.C., recently as part of the
.

The 14th Annual America's

THE SALT CREEK chan-

nel through Arlington Park
will be adjusted to the new tunnel. The major work will be on

the stream's course through
Rolling Meadows. Not only
will the flood water carrying
capacity of the creek be increased several times by the
work, but the movement of wa-

ter discharged from the Rolling Meadows treatment plant
will be speeded up.

The improvement work on
the creek will reduce the threat

of flooding for Arlington Park

rowns in open well
A 5 -year -old Des Plaines
boy fell into an open well Saturday afternoon and drowned

home at 951 E.
Touhy. His father and aunt
near his

found, the boy submerged in
the water after his father noticed the 1834 -pound lid next
to the 18 -inch hole.

Danny Thompson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Thompson, was taken to Holy Family
Hospital where he was pronounced dead and was taken to

Cook County morgue for a
coroner's inquest.

Danny's father, Hohier, 28,

told police "Danny was playing in the yard when I was outside. I went into the house and

father and aunt found Danny
in the well.
Police said as soon as Mr.

about 10 minutes later I no-

Thompson saw his son's body

ticed Danny missing."
Homer, his wife Sharon, 2g',
and Danny's Uncle and Aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Thompson,
went searching for Danny. His

he tried to climb inkkhe well,,
but the opening was too small.
While he tried to reach his son,
Danny's aunt called police.

POLICE SAID as soon as
they saw the situation they radioed for help and equipment,
and the Des Plaines Fire Dept.

was notified. Police said the
fire department immediately
began pumping water out of

Ithe well. When approximate-.
ly 20 feet of water was

pumped out, a fireman was
lowered into the well and
tried to find Danny's body.
Firemen lowered another
pump into the well, and after
awhile, the fireman was again
lowered into the well. Danny's

en-day, half-staff flying period.

"We (the students) had the

body was found almost two
hours after he was reported
missing.

but when we were granted only
three days, I felt like they (the

Police said they do not have

any information as to how
Danny fell into the well. The

administrators) went back on
their word," Grzesik ex-

Thompsons and
neighbors
said that never since they have
been living there has the cover
to the well been off.

plained.
step

backward if we did not recog-

Police said that Danny ei-

(Continued on page 2)

ther took the lid off or stepped

on it in such a manner that it
came off and caused Danny to

Gripe
Of The

Mount Prospect Mayor Robert Teichert signs a proclamation making May "Vehicle Safety Check Month" for the village as Chamber of Commerce President Paid Dasso (left), Police Chief
Newell Esmond, (center) and Chamber Executive Secretary Mathew Pryan look on. The Chamber
will conduct a vehicle safety-clieck May 23 in connection with the village program for safety.

Day
To have to pay for gas
that spills on the pavement
when the attendant lets the.
tank overflow.

S.E.

STCLIMN

Honor state's junior miss in capita 1
was an honored guest at special programs in Washington,

Creek.

cessive rain within short periods of time.

student petition seeking a sev-

"IT WOULD BE a

built. A similar approach is expected to be used on Salt

nel was built which carries
Weller Creek under the rail-

"I felt we were dealing with
an honorable administration,

Mount Prospect patrolmen
William Burtis and James
Lange chased a group of boys

was laid beside the right-ofway where the tunnel was

Northwestern trains was necessary when the enlarged tun-

democratic ' processes,' we
could have the seven days.

school fence.

Mount Prospect boundary. In
this case a short detour siding

and several hundred homes in
Rolling Meadows where basement flooding has been critical
each time there has been ex-

A similar re-routing of the

tures and went through the

Vandals ram
tractor into

road near the Des Plaines -

es Plaines boy, 5,

keep the flag at half-staff for
dents and not three days as
compromised with adminis-

been secured.

rules permit. Passage is likely
early next week.

memorial services and an open
forum.
The general tone then was to'
seven days as petitioned by stu-

ham will seek the aid of Rep.
Eugene F. Schlickman (R -3d
Dist.) of Arlington Heights or
Rep. David J. Regner (R -3d

feeling that if we got the signa-

pre -pageant program.

Book matches aren't much, good in a high wind but they're'

to pass the Senate and go to the

persed at the- end -of student

a polarization here," (between
faculty, students and adminis-

viduals to press for opinions on
campus disagreement.

called up today for passage by
the Senate. The bill is expected

after an excited crowd dis-

"I DON'T THINK there is

Illinois' Junior Miss, Mari-

dandy for leveling restaurant tables.

111:1E BOARD called the
special meeting Friday shortly

essary.

lynRaedel of Prospect Heights,

gitYg

dents petitioned the administration.

guard the flag all week if nec-

Harper students demand
student power, freedom
,

Bill 1465, providing
flood control

$650,000 for

The six voting trustees made
was

District) of Barrington told
Senate

Flag at Harper flying
at half-staff for 3 days
hoisted, then lowered to half-

Sen. John Graham (R -3d
The Day late yesterday that his

Board gives OK

By K.C. Radtke

is to begin this year, perhaps by
late summer.

been completed by his department and that the easements,
particularly in the. City of
Rolling Meadows, had largely

13 on NBC, beginning at 8
p.m.' Chicago time.
Judging in the pageant to se-

lect the nation's outstanding
high school senior girl is based
on scholastic achievement,

personality, mental alertness,

Junior, Miss Pageant in Mo-

poise and personal appear.
ance, youth fitness and treat.

bile, -Ala., will be telecast' May

lye and-perforthing arts.

Chamber sets free auto check
during 'vehicle safety month'
to

help

prevent

Mayor Robert Teichert proclaimed May "Vehicle Safety
Check Month" for Mount
Prospect Tuesday and urged

zen

that all citizens take part in the
vehicle safety, check being

'and churchs to assist and support" the community -wide pro -

sponsored May 23 by the
Chamber of Commerce.

The mayor said in his proclamation that "Traffic accidents cause a staggering waste,

of life" and "It is the individual responsibility of every citi-

acci-

dents."

"I urge all organizations,
associations, i ndustries, schools

grill for safety, he said.

Mr. and Mrs. Thompson
have two other children.

Meetings
Tonight

to all citizens. Inspectors will
be provided by several of the
leading companies in the auto
industry, said Mathew Pryan,
executive secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce.

Among the items to

slip.

be

checked are: front ..and rear
The annual safety check , lights; turn signals; windshield
will begin at 8 a.m. on May 23 wipers; battery and belts; tires;
and continue to 4 p.m., on 'parking brakes; foot brakes;
Emerson St. between Central exhaust system; shock absorbRd. and Busse Av.
,
ers; alignment; seattbelts and
The safety check will be free; horn. .-

Mount Prospect Fire
and Police Committee, vii-'
lage Hall; 8 p.m,

Prospect Heights Park
District,

John

Muir

School, Drake Ter. and

Oak St.; 7:30 p.m.
High School District
214 Board, 799 W. Kensington, Mount Prospect; 8
p.m.

Monday May I

THE DAS
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,..a-liarper students demand
stude t power, freedom

Page 2

Flag at Harper
at half-staff
Mae the views of the internal

community here at Harper."
mid Don Duffy. Student Senate president. in an effort to
sshow the trustees that the faculty and students had acted in a

unified spirit.
The Faculty Sonata had
7r voted by majority
j
on Iwo occaajar. (befor 0101 after the Fri-

day rally) to support the students. request. Martin Ryan.
liberator.- Ryan staled.

"The last thing the faculty
and student want is to see a
confrontation.

"IT SEEMS Mc student
request is essentially a modest

one. They are not asking a
Feat den....

"My feeling is SIMI some-

eg
s

he gained by both fac-

ulty and the board." Ryan

tin thc community)." he con-

"! think we have to show

Richard Mugalian, 121 Sparrow CI Palatine.
"But the important thing

Mt. Prospect St to Bank
building new 'drive-in'

font the board understand what
the flag represents to rho faculty

and 0ndents. II (the Harper
campus) is the home of the facpreponderant feeling is that
he fhb Ito lowered seven days

continual.
Pisani mils to the college
president should not be the deciding factor. Mugalian, a lawyer, told the trustees.

By Ben Clarke
Bank

business

should

be

transacted with less waiting in
fine, customers should be hap-

actions

Banes new drive-in facilityls

will
old

completed by nett October.

Howard M. Alton, a vice
presdient at the bank, said yes-

pier, and downtown traffic in
Mount Prospect should move

terday that Oct. 1, 1970 is the
completion deadline for the
construction of six drive-in
booths, and an accompanying
building for tellers and walk -

TOM smoothly, especially dm -

ing the Friday evening rush,

Day by Day

after the Mount Prospect State

Up ceStOmers.

The $500,000 prefect. to be
co n structed
by' C. Ramis
and Co, Inc., of Moom
Prospect, will nom en increase
of three driVe-in
windows.

Another kind of dissenter

THE FACILITY will be

By Catherine O'Donnell

'lip" him at

because he card turn himHe

is

John

Sat.

Ir-

ma of the U.S. Array In -

(entry, graduate of St. Via tor School for Boys, 'class
of .67, former Harper Jr. Colstudent, St.

lege

James ele-

mentary, Boy Scout, the bay
door, the lad in the fast

neat

JACK WAS AlOVED from
the Field Hospital to a Moe
Hospital in Vietnam. He was
completely paralyred on the

left side. He mud only
move his heart and his right
arm: He was sent to a
hospital in Japan.

Them two chaplains came

Great Lakes
Naval Hospital. They ham to
self.

them. They're something.'

him the Wet
a good Cadalit but he said to tic last
one, "You know father, you
guys am scaring the hell
riand gave
les. Ho is

out of me."
He

was

m.

He

baseball play, a kid with a

his left hand.

steady gam, a bay you like on

ess

He made up his mind that
he will move and he's dorang

"ghe

transferred

""ow ""
THERE IS SO MUCH de-

termination.
spirit
and
stmogth that all things arc peasible. He is calm, relaxed and

He is a new breed of young
men. He earned his manhood
in the hot boondocks of Viet- he talked about taking a rap
nam and it tr there in the bright earliemo he could watch a basketball game on television lat.
spirit that reach. o
nut d
er that night. But somesme had
grabs at the heart of a visitor.

dled with his platoon on the
side of a hill in a place with a
Menge name in Vietnam.
"The birds were circling over.
head.. he related last week
from his hospital bed.

'They were coming to pick
ue up to move us to another
ama where we were to ondo.
tie setting op ambushes. I saw

the major's helicop ter and I
heard

someo ne

say,

(Get

ready.' I stood up. Thalis when

Igo it.

I TOOK THE first round
end my legs couldn't get moving. I thought I was dying. 'I'm
dying,' I said to a coupinoe of

guys. One of them, ather
sergeant from Chicago, named

Dennis Dil.ucci slipped me in
the face. 1-1M0 the same age as

am. He slapped me and kept

Idling me to

take it

easy.

'You II he all right,' he
said. HMs here at Greet Lakes
on another floor. He got shot
mdays after I did. He
pPed in to we me lids morning."

Jack, as he likes to *calla
cen% return the visit. He is par-

alyzed from rho waist down.
When the rescue helicopter
dropped down to pick hint up,

up the mountain, the snipers
opened up again. A couple
of our guys got it, one in
the arm and one in the face.
The tricd.evacs picked up Me

increme in busin.s that has
nen total resources rise from
two and we moved Up the' about $39 million in 1965 to
mountain.
171.6 million by Dec, 31,
"WE ONLY HAD oar gear

There will no UMW be

out sown. For three :nix we
wouldn't have anything to eat.

we had been spotted by NVA

They let six of us ...Whey

north of Busse, and about SS in

"Another guy and
got
down together. About IL feet
away on NVA ran by. We teal,
shat. I don't know if I got him
or not. Its a funny feeling. But

the main parking lot adjoining
the bank.

The ward that he is in resem-

des nothing so much es a pcdiatric ward. The patients arc

all so young to be m Wm

There are some there who are
much worse off than lack.
"It took a dot of mental adjustment," Jack was 'telling
abash Vietnam "m maitre
that
you're shooting and
they're.

shooting at you and

Vol might get killed. You
know I never saw any riots or

m
them.

We

thought

JACK HAS ALL the new

'There is no race problem
among the Antedate troottr."

The

wup with a few
itted

Ode of

squad

We

a fog NVA right outvillage.

the

stories

He

also

over here are unbelievable to

Restaurant in the block across
(west) from the bank.
It does own the yellow

house on Maple, but Alton

not yet been set, Alton noted.
So, in its 59th Year,
the

the

any

bank
forms (deposit slips, checlo,
necessary

Oa) by automatic tube from
Bur carrier stations to the near-

by building.

The

safety

THIS BUILDING,
*OM 20 ft. by 106 R. W Men

tellers who will also handle
walk-up

customer's

come in no matter what's M
ing on.

You

can't

bdieve

CALL OUP

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.
345 N. Wolf Rd.
Whmling,111..

(mit cocktail, lime, grapefruit
and mandarin ormge. Rolled
when muffin angling., milk,
Available desserts, sliced
peaches, lemon gelatin, straw-

berry chiffon Pie, mane efle,

4":1

tonlar

Home in Mount Prospect.Services will be held Wednesday
at

1,30 pm. in

HO useatloaf, mashed po-

MI. Olive Cemetery in Chi-

tato., bread and butter, ba-

cago.

nana pudding, cookie, milk.

oif the

of Mount Prospect
200 E. Rand Road

6537-6020;
255-8800

.

Real
.

question:.
Harvey returned to the platform.
es
It was unfortunate lout
Ryan had implied that the majority the community's populace were Birchem he said.
'They're paying the bills

grily.
Don Duffy, president of the
Student Senate left his place in
the crowd. to say he was not
hacking down.
He ha to be objective

"I can no longer remain oh

Meadows sophomore, adding
that the student government
could only "make recomme
*lions" to the admirdsn ;

17

go al!casein
ease

situation

Mama tel develop your

Tulips can bloom during
the late winter months if the
bulbs are planted in pots of
well drained soil and kept in
light, cool locations in your

Mediterranean regions of Rump. It locks its two lied, how-

Nights, came the Persian name

ever, as to its actual beginning.

home. Keep thoroughly water-

Most tulips will grow for.
poral years in a garden if
lanteda 12 to 15 inches deep,

vived for many centurta of

branch or two of tender Wawa

to nine inches apart. After
dooming, the seed pod should
be cut off right at the bottom of

AT ONE time tulips were
used as wine goblets.
thought to cradle elfin
elfin

the magic of the

When you cut your slips
make sure to wrap them in
taxed paper to
"ter them

remain intact until it dies nolo.
tally. These rules are given by
the Chicago Park District.
Thlips are classified accord.
log to season of bloom, type of
flower and color range. Soma
of the best types for this region,
are the Darwin, Single Beauty,

In Turkey, the Peat of ToTo Spa was celebrated by eating
the flowers. Hopefully, love
Would follow.
The seeds were sometimes
boiled and eaten like "peaks"
One tailor, mistaking a tulip

froni the sun, Recut stern andeg
with a sharp knife and place in
deep cold water before arrests-.

cool, draftless spot for at least
an hour.

Put a copper penny in the
bottom of the conodoer. The
tulips will repay ys10 by bean
a lot longer.
Rich in history, the tulip

Double.
selecting

tulips

that

.bloom at various dales elem.
morn] gardener may have N.
lips dooming Ina riot of color
over a two -month period.

bulb foe an onion, ate it. He

Mo. Donald R. Lona presi-

GOP women feast with fashions

goo,
IA.d..

at

ow

.001.1

Mrs Marvin Besse holds a
red Hod elephaM, an opera promo centerpiece for the Republican Women of Elk Grose

Tumidity The annual lunch

NORGE COLONIAL
VILLAGE

eon attracted nearly 200 mein

hem and guests Mrs Henn
Keller United Air Lints
housemother rem among the
guests Fashions modeled Is
members sere from Spieder's
Demo -Mont Store an Dm
Planes

220 N. Dunton Sr Arlington Heights, III,
OUR 2ND LOCATION
13-W Branch

420 W. Northwest Hwy. Mr. Prospect, 111,
Air Conditioned for Your Comfort

MIPIPPAlt

Swing Into

INTERIORS

SALE!!

8th ANNUAL.

SAVE 20-40%

Men Kae Rairdin presidents admires the bright red, white and
Nue programs designed by Pat bidden with committeewoman
Florence I edam, Who is entering Mr 20111 year of sent. lady
Zama won luncheon chairman with a committee compered of
Cathi. Ward, Sharon Sharp, Peg Ameen, (Aran Necker and Bar
bora timer Model.. included Ester Busse, Ian Erslun, Sharon
Grainge, Dot and Linda Hall, Sue Hansen, Marilyn Helsel, Sue
LaTrenr, LIIhn Lee, Ruth Lytle, Kae Rohde and Barbara Vosey
Door prizes were donated by local merchants and Included an

Poetry
of the
season

mods in ow own .r m ms

Far Example

We tedure /mow

;7:man!: Ln.
name

Hey our d

ardor

consultant giv

you

free climate an custom draperies

d carpeting in your hems.

ow beissocl.msri doss

Bea better convosetionaln

so. yd.

brands such au

Armstrong McGee MasIond Monarch
Burlington MMe Anisettes,. Smith
and many others

.

w

PAPAPIDIT-surnson Mows gaol
sada W. Bloat. Rood
Wednesday, Hay -a.ao

..DALE CARNEGIE COURSES
presented by MIDWEST INSTITUTE -28 E. lacksonChitage.HA7-5916

High School, will enter his
maim- yea at the University

Year,

Moe. Long and her board of di-

rectom will be attending the
banquet Thursday. May 7, al

of Denver this summer.

the Rieman Hotel in Cbi-

leadership of a Young Life

rtgo.

Club in Colorado, and Tasman

Officera
cluigs
Itasca

installed at

plans to join the Young Life
staff upon graduation.
The wedding is to be held in
Noe at the Pre -Shred.
Church lot Littleton.

luncheon May 5
Country Chib were

aR.

Long; president:

Mrs. J. Bannister, first vicepresident; Mrs. R.H. Adams.
second vice-presidents Mn.
Lee Becker, recording secretary: Mrs. Charles C. Smith,

26, in the home of Mn,. Antho-

ny J. Toljanic Elk Grote Villa Students.

the recital in
cluded Lisa and Sara Balmsoder, Mount Prospect, and
Valerie Thompson, Carolyn
in

Phone

35E-7460

GUARANTEED OWSST PRICES

la the HoHheest Saabs

INTERIORS
154 N. NORTHWEST NWT., PALATINE
Wallpaper
Nylbn, Wool & Aerilan Carpeting
rot or denim appolonsinds
Ask Mod our 45 day no comdm chose
mr recibir revolvlso charmlionott
account. Call HOOD. Mom Mr. no.,, ad.% or
s(30 are. ells ar,d 1 ed. Set. t
_
to S en.
Draperies

-

Chuck Christie Jr., Greg Hann a, Todd Benson, Pam Roberts and, Linda Christie, all of
Elk Grove Village. PH,es were
awarded to Sheryl Krasnow,
Todd Benson and Debra Rob-

/Ohm School she mote thrt

The trees will bud and flow
erswall bloom
The grass will grow and fra

erts.

Frank Hynes
co-chairman
of benefit

some will loom
The frogs otli me thew
"loose and
Their maga and then the
sught will fall

(SecondThe Poewd

The nest monung ail the
birds awake

Attd then WM the wound
they II take
The earthworms thee Rye m
rid

And MOve about without a

mold.
Ab, Nature's lovely daughtea SONO

Gives forth warm page

reins,

Warm Sunlight rays and the
morning breeze
Welcome Spring!
We're
glad you're here
Stay Stay Please,

Eva Lis the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Manus of Pro's
peatHeights,

Sheryl Krmnow, Joann

Toljanic, Debra Roberts,

poen,

the

,

sen,

When Es a Manus was 11
years old Wends, Mac

Pollution forum] at Trinity

Dermott of London; noted
hair stylht, will be the featured
speaker at the St. Emily Women's Club annual potluck aupPor.

Dermott will show films of

des Intrst hairstyles from Paris

and tell members and odds
how to adapt them to the suburban way of life.
A short talk will be given on

hair care, with kits

gives he

each woman attending.

The potluck supper will begin at 6:30 p.m., and the price
of admission is a favorite dish,
meat, casserole, vegetable, Bal-

.sers.
The May 12 event will be
held in the church, 1400 E.
Central, Mount Prospect. En a do'aor

.trance is from Horner Ln., east
of the church.
The
m potion will
apr80.groa pemd.
wohon cannot
toetphot-

.Frank E. Hynes, '900 E.
Tiollview Dr., Mount Prospect, treasurer of the Swedish
Engineers' Smiety of Chicago, will act as co-chaintien
for the society's first annual
Benefit Ball, the proceeds. of
which are to go to the New

Tr

Va
NeumanTraining

Centers for the Men-

An old fashioned town hall berculosis Institute of Chi tally Retarded,' 8545 S. Ashmeeting on pollution will be, cater
land Av., and 3425 W. Armheld at Trinity LutheraM
After th.e twomamas
itage do., all in Chicago.
Church, Algonquin and Walt, dions, small moup 'discussions-)
The Ball will be held May 16
D. Plaines, at 7110 p.m. May. Plat discuss the role of D.
in the society's clubhalne at
12. The entire community ib Plain. citizens in combat - 503 Wrightwood Al,, Chiinvited to come and partici-, mg pollution. Representatives
ca
of the airlines, government,
pate in viewing the NBC docuThe Neumann School is for
mentary, "Alone in the Midsp ecology and conservation wilt' retarded children from 5 he 15.
of the Land," and to hear a be invited to participate and, The Center's aim is to pane
representative from Dr. An, answer questions during the and train young adults in
drew Karnow's office of T4-i small group discussions.
worthwhile employment.

Linde K. Moray'

Paiisian stylist at St. Emily's

Music recital
in glk Grove
formal recital Sunday, April

'

The couple is active in the

the
al

Grail, Amy Benson, Glen Han-

on Kirsch rod. You save $46.9S
on red Rein.

°"'rtr.r.

Make your reservation now. For information call:

this

annrsary

ano and voice, presenterI an in-

nfiteeman, Carl Known

ON ALL CARPETING

Attend a free preview meeting

1967 graduate of Forest View

75th

Mn. Jams B. Roberta Elk
Grove Village, teacher of pi-

original ad pointing by cbrtra Hamm, wife of township corn

10% to 20%

as at your Deaf gallant Mut

havieg its

Mn, K. C. Silgen, program.

SAVINGS

of human Wagons

Bank of Denver. Tatman, a

Women's Clubs

corresponding secretary; Mrs.

ILIIIMUll7"--*1;

17-471

rhos At's slalom

Matol tensbn and anxiety
halm d better undsolandIng

Mount Prospect,
Miss Massey attended Coloredo State College. She is now
employed at the First National

HR. Verwoldt, nesorer, and

$799O

Remember names

the engagement of
their daughter, Linda IC., to
Bert W. Tarman, the son of
Mr. andMrs.C. W. Tenon of
DOUDge

The Illinois Fed6ration of

on all

:arsenal abilities

Mr. and Mils ROYden S.

Mosey °intl., Colo., en-

these Projects.

CHECK OUR PRICES ON

Monday, May 1 1,1970

Engaged

certificate Mr Indian affairs,
an American Cancer Society Certificate of Accomplieh-

7

now

va;a lei

Illinois Federation of Wonteob Clubs April 15. She accepted the following awards

provement Program, Mrs. Long

SPREAD CLEANING

Su,won sawn 35
o
wold how delivsred out of
worn .S. moll rem. SIM o
di Sege
rowan
Second dim posie,

Dutores Haugh-Wurnans Editor

wouId like to thank all of the
members who participated In

M wrossoo HMOs

und pH m, Dos Ruin,

several

members of her board attended the 7th district luncheon of

ment of the Community Im-

Prom,
to
PIZII60056
eroncli of.
Rd,Meg.. Polphrs. a 60001

Woman's Club, and
,

for the club, a special mention
for veterans' service, a special

rnf Plimedr own
duly.
Wan*. Seems Sr Dos

Page

Club receives
awards

ality with the inidals T.T.

Wl

Published

by Fern Schneider)

accuser/assess Es coos (Errs eared-S0O'SdsbrS soceseetteeresoceloseatir

mem. and a citation. of achieve-

hours,

at Lincoln and Garfield Park mirendorlea fhb mooch. (Photo

dent of the M011111 Prospect

DRAPERY &

ill be boon to thc downtown
traffic situation.

M.P. Woman's

even doses the generation gap
recalled by
certain person-

May Special

on

Tulips attract Karen, danghter of Mr. and Mn. Kedneth P.
Roy. The flowers appeal to both young and old as local senior
citizens have recently visited the Chl.go Park District displays

Mg. Allay them to rest in a

Breeder Cottage, Parrot sod
By

season Is

yours.

the pod allowing the lava to

children. The were once a fanciful gourmet treat served with
cM cken salad. To the Petsions
they symbolized a true declaration of love.

Thlim make up into beauiful arrangements for the
home. Simply combined with

onion.

EXAMPLE

Cognmunicate more effectively

berry Ripple and Tangelo.

in dismissing the Petition request
with administrators,

Our Supreme Antique Satin.
choice of 59 decorator colors.
Ta Cove 154"

Crone helmyou:
rpoulop grenterniss end sat
onfidencli

Slick, Apricot Beauty, Rasp-

nor, China, Japan and the

Cultivation.

.

portion of the world's supply

From the hrillion array of

cies Tulipa gbnnoriana has sur-

,

Scioto kaleidoscope of shapes
and colors such as Peppermint

STORIES of tulip origin.
come from Siberia, Ada Mi-

"toliban," which later became

-

lend, which supplies the major

of *Ps.

:the Latin "tulipa." The see.

a

for this college,' he said an-

he lily the sacred-

calms, as if from the Arabian

"I think my support for the
student requests (Dag low.
died should be given without

bulbs? Bulbs are planted in the

fall, when they come in a de,

By 1634 they blazed in Hob

n ess hocuity
the tulip's history
variety of folk lore
and adventure that surpasses
them all.

remarked.

HOW CAN anyone tong
the urge to splurge on MIN.

In 1554 tulips were brou gN
to Vienna by the Viennesea m
bassador to the Turkish court.

origins, the iris royal

datives,

sympathy with
you. thenmal
why wouldn't they
do it, Ryan, an English teaohare

.

-Wotacuk VwMr

up?"

CUSTOM DRAPERIES

Dale as

IN THE_

h

stepping

Skim's"

Busse, particularly during the
rush

leave

jective;' said Duffy, a Rdling

Sullivan schools in District 23:

The elimination on traffic,
evening

not

Catalogs of bulb =optima con ado information regarding
varieties for different seasons.

It seems Me Dutchman bad de' soured a rare tulip bulb (Semite, Augustus) worth up to
2,800 piedes of gold.

around In a lot of colorful Mstory,
Though many flowers boast
distinguished lineage - the
rose an ancestry of 35 million
years, the hyacinth inytholo-

Ryan queried.

To be served Tuesday in
MacArthur, Muir, Row and

the funeral

spots. A factor has been slowed
traffic on Busse Av.
backed -up

the tulips you am

want the flag up for a week,
why

was immediately imprisoned.

When you tiptoe through

-The thing that bothen me
is that if Y. (dm amdmtle)

he said.'

DECORATOR FOLDING

and

By Dolores Haugh

eration, said Ryan.

peanut butter cookies.

home chapel. Burial will be in

trans-

Nine olihe many wan the

Mark Bawler

whipped potatoes, buttered
corn. Salad (onc choice): fruit
juice, tossed salad, lettuce
wedge,
molded;
rmpberry,

land of Mount Prospect, and
d
brother, Evertµ
ill be

of ER world tons Dele Carnegie Course

Ile

bun. Vegetable (one choice):

Den

'

REPAIRS
REMODELING.

No Job.
Too BIG or small'

in

--

PLUMBING PRO
Experts
in

becue in a bun, wiener in a

lovivors are her husband.

the intersection of Busse and
Main as one of several trouble

PREVIEW
MEETING

ac guys are great. They

Main dish (one choice): beef

birenit roll, beef liver, bar-

and report made by a consulting firm which included

make s int of diffcmnee."

In ID minut., he said.
He was hit in the neck, the
chest and the side. "Those

21d,

CLEANING AND

he was whisked to a field hospi-

tal. They were working on him

H.,"

itY

three

pMveriess to control the reactions and perceptions of oth- er, said.
r" the administrator said."If
Ryan nabbed the "congee let peopletalk us out servative population" who, he
of lids (democratic) ham. said, "don't support the "drool
work, we arc asking for trouble and never have."
and I hope we won't do it."
BESIDES, THIS institution
Bnot horn to cater tO thelohn
irch Society," Ryan strongly

Wheeling, forest View and
Hersey high schools in District

616 N.r,Main SO, Mount Pros pcctFam, med Saturday at Holy

News.. she. 10 airs

IN

trol Mir actions, but wc arc

To *served 1).day in Arlington, Prmpect, Elk Grove,

through administrators, board

SEVEN DAYS or

don was not at any time the
issue during faculty consid-

administration
taken the leadership role
and done it themselves. If they

"work within the framework

of the demmunie Moms,"

'

Monication are open. Mg Harper still has a responsibility to

Menus

He urged the nudenh to

the faculty senate, lien came.,
forth to make h clear Mat the
faculty had fully supported
mourning activities MgUrated
by student,

"I would have been eery

the taxpaying ronimunit),
"We have freedom so con-

Tulip time means spring

MM.} coded
Rptn premdent of

group thm channel, ni mu,

which has been reviewing a
comprehensive traffic survey

"We .1Ied in Me gunships 21 -year -old kid said, "If
with rockets and they worked tersenslon would elmw de
the hill. When
everything much of the war as they
stowed, it was so quiet, it was do of the riots, it woOld
scary. We were afraid to moue

my clarified.

commission.

service mem And this

the

for Making decisions," Har-

Mount Prospect State Bank is
taking -a step that will not only
aid its depositers, but will also
bring smiles to the faces of the
village safety commission.

Friday

The captive carriers will

him to the crowd.

ministrafion." Ilarvoy told the

There will be six banking
days at the new drive-in facility, but the exact hours have

for the drive-in windows.
Any more cars than that in
line block either the sidewalk

cast on Maple.

said

of the rioting

rn the white frame house o
tee only Doe
now remaining north of Evans

slowed

tive carriers," will exit to the

beforepresenting

and Stanley of blount Prat -

m erson Streett,

space for three, cars in the lane

one of the six automatic "cap-

lack Said. There is a good
isladonship."

At

respect

k; two children. Frank Jr.

THE BANK DOES not

Cars will enter the drive -in -

everyone waiting for an attack.

setting up ambushes. We pick-

said.

lot from Emerson, and after
transacting their businesa at

Year's they had
cautious party, at the base with

ute

W too million.

Busse.

Christmas Day and on

trots. We'd go out single file

he

along Busse, or hamper the
Tow of passing traffic along

erturgmions like, "Popped a at
of smoke" to have helicopters
identify them. They would pi dio the color of the smoke by
saying something like "ha nano. "Frogs" were had prenodes. They were patrolling on

py. We seem working daily mt.

area,"

present there is only "storage"

they

The Sound of artillery In the.
night they called, "Mad min -

mountainside.

""'his will open up this
whole

guns. We yelled up to

couldn't sec us. We could sm
their fire hitting leaves about a
foot away.

New

cd up fairly fresh trails of the
NVA. We were sweeping a

effect: All
expansion of
the main facility, and impeovement of the traffic situation.

the birds came in and shooting

last

first contact, I was a little jut.

-fold

ilosz.furdaitut,145 inInfuteTsLnd:eking

in Arlington Flights that kids

"THE FIRST TIME, my

stmetion would have a two

you figure they get our guys so
we have to get them. We laid

thi ngs like that at home. Whet
kind of violence do they have
ray age have seen?"

ALTON SAID the new con-

agked

gut 10001 itrue *re
has been 'who is reaponsible

ire

to see this g

pansion is desired.

60 on Emerson in the block

shoo the 7th guy.

of 1969. to 576 million, Alton
said, and within the "next two

of Emerson.

These will he in addition ID
the 35 in the or of the bank's
date processing center at the
northeast corner of Busse and
Main, the
n, the southeast
comer of Emerson and Busse,

in line. We didn't know it but

'
up 55 million since the end

drive-in facilities at the main
bank building mit* west side
have 14 parking spaces.

had

May ozatrati

dinte razing of that structure.
It could be removed afs later
time, he said, if further ex-

The new, drive-in area wfil

There wits settle excuse about
suPPlias nor drooping food. Or
was pretty bad.
"We were going pasts ridge
in single file once. I nu third

Aimee.," said Harvey, a softspoken man for whom Yadon

which will allow closing of the
three drive-in windows d the I
bank. building, will mike
room for future expansion at
that building Alton explained.
May Meg Smfran, 48, of
Total resources of the bank

does not foresee any imam-

1969.

and no food. SometinneS, we'd
have food for four days and he

windows
die deposit.
Mum deposit slips
or odor papers via the
tube
to
customers waitcaptive canine
efts
nation Outside.
The new Obituaridrive-inarea,
drive-in
IWO

t see something happening
here. Its a bad pattern, a devi-

10 duce years" he said he ex -

houses

block bounded by Maple and
Emerson, east and west, and
Busse Al.
and Northwest
Hwy.. north and south.
Alton said the expmsion
was necessary because of the

for it.,

SGT. IRMEN it 2I years borrowed the television. and
e didn't want to disturb
0,7 young ngrvicoomo

old. On March 28, he was hud-

several

wre, recently raged on the

because we thought they might
start Up again:
"When we started back

That happened prmty often.

Great Lakci two weeks ago.

moving car. a football player. a

built where

of

proms

between the faculty and the ad-

president student affairs was
culled to the platform. Ho was
the administrative spokesman
who had worked with the students in compromising on the
flag and mourning requeits.

Howard W. Alton, Wee president of the Mount Prospect State Bank, snakes some memos on die
new drive-in facility for the bank between Emerson arid Maple across from the main building,
which will provide doubled drive-in facilities and ease the traffic situation in downtown Mount
Prospect. (Photo by Dan Balm)

board

prove :he full student appeal.
Other faculty
members.

The boy who was talking lying flat on his back. In another
few minutes. two Navy corps fatwould come in, place
contraption made of steel
and. canvas over him and flip
hint over so that he could Beats
his stomach.
Every
boo hours they

Indicating that he thought
some of the student speakert
were guying to drive a wedge

MMES HARVEY, dce
"PERHAPS THE

al -

cheers from the crowd.

them some student power -an
honest to God good faith student effort."

has the final decision about
what happens to the flag; said

"it

Is

"YOU CAN GET eleMed
the bard of trustees," Harvey
pointed out.
"By the way. I mpporl
that: he added, rateivin

know, there arc a fcw
conservative people out here

should have an input an the
governing baud." Duffy ech-

or even a month. the Nord
should gm in that light." he

spoke in favor of the students.

beauty is that
Iowa for change."
i

Sklencar hollered.

meant an orderly student power. a voice in campus decision making.
"SMdents
and
Madly

said. urging the hoard to apRobert Backe, Jack Tippens.
Frank Oliver. Michael Balms.

nation.
"Lees keep the flag down,"

dad --Isamu...a

ulty and students and if the

thigran he gained. mine stat-

Although
dLmooracy
cuomhenome," Haney

=dints agsiont IN athletes -

dent of the humen rights dub,
clarified the notion of studentpower mentioned in Friday's
rally.
Student power, ha defined.

senate president mid.

(The board is Ma final *-

boats studimt govtromixt

lformenedio, Pnas II

ft. SMISIdar studtot man

IA CND ant 41 fr.nu lay 11

ure

.1?

The day's prospects

A continental convertible
helmet is versatile according
to Dermort of London. He Mil
encourage the St. Emily Catholic Women" Club members
to do their own thing with their
hair at the, group's annual potluck. He wOl demonstrate how

hse original hair stdes
de into spring corm
plomenting the mid, midi,
maW or me wardrobe.

One day at a time

Ziap Pub1ication4

You done hive to read the
column today. You can if you

.lidns the original rinvan hialustycjenlentsly Artritin
therunaer, Denham and intellesirra integrity."
Mershon Field III

Monday, May I I, 1970

ONE DAY the

R.F. Hutchinson. Cier.Prmiain

R. rs. rue, r

ohm.. Darr.

DOCTOR SAYS

Tomorrow
Is Today

from Sweden with her hrother

"No."
was explained.
arealucky girl to haw
all of your grundmirents

and sister. They arc to nem,
friends in Michigin who will
help then. start a new life. A
farm boy omen the Swedish
girl in the big city uller he

..You

going to celebrate 50th

removal of disk

anniversaries? Will wv be
able to go to the parties?" she

living."

-And um they really both

asked.

W.V. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

far away, rimy
the all helped in Inc

Q - I have a herniated disk

Tan Mimi,.

i

II,

Cana

of the ,511th.-

causing nerve damage.
be arrested'?
wear a

Mace and am not allowed to
lift.anything heavy. My doctor

I inn a widow. My grandson is helping me per for my home. Is
this going to work out? Will I he able to keep this home? Do you
sec aro
promotion for my grandson? Will I marry again?

ten you tell me something amen my son's figure? He has
sick wife. She gels depressed.

o

I concur with the sentiments

Heights.

the land commission in
Chicago has cleared acres and
acres of land -in Chicon° where
these hvo-story townhouses

You're
welcome

velure may be caused by wea-

Hour G.M.:
I feel amid with your home and your raandeords asthma. I
do feel a promodun for him, but 1 am not feeling that rm will
any mein. I ilordi feMaw, hip a problem for your son and his

diseases 'as muscular dystrom

phy. 010660 deformans (Pa gel's disease)

ankylosing

or

Nark -Strum pen disease). it is not hereditary. It may be essocialed with
backache.
The
Cadman
would depenehon the cause.
.

DoeQ

be

reclmsified Id.

end hire.

m early, usually
childhood, and promPilY

Dear Mr. and Mrs. CY.:
I um not retina service for your son

Mated by the application of a

Ursa Mr. Delociam

Q Wha is spondylitis of a
vrtebrul zegmee.' Will
gee

body cast or corrective brace.

.

much," one says...but we my -

each Rage' was turned, a new

a missed a meal." Bra fair&
lies look in a few relatives to
help thimg Wm?, "The WI

you remember 1110 6 me when..

I recommend that these de.

..?" one would ask the other.

One of the smart kids from
college probably said a but.
Grand 'Congratulatiom,
m. If 'you hadn't morricd
Grandma. I wouldn't Ivan be

"I REMEMBER the first
.

car we bought, how proud we
were. We used lo drum across
the state in 10 11010. Now we

do it in three MA a

n dOwnlown Arlington

mined e, San liCight, Further, I believe you
Clemente and hay Risen,. could have captioned hem Inter
-opposes creation of

ghetto"

Our population is boomina rather than ...crannsto toe of
in the northwen suburbs: we lirad for Muning.
don't require the importation

you

c approached by such

salesmaran

you)

I. Don't deal with anyone
who just "happens" to be in
the neigliborhood until you
have checked out the deal, the

salesman, and the .company,
Make sure the
represents the company he says he's

FRI

Do you feel any vibrations about our son's future? Hi: is in his
IuLe year in high school and is undecided about what field of
A - This is 0 chronk rheustudio to pursue or what line of work he would he moat successMI and comlOrtable in.
mutoid or tubercular arthritis
P.M.. Arlington 1-1-ights "f hhe7P.F. B usually remits

III

years won first place among
competition with ether club
booksonk,

...Mani.

This is the mond consecutive dine our club has Won

Youth Commander and Parade

1. If ids construction or re pair work, don't sign any cam -

mor 17.

ccniflcatc endlyea
inn dm

ice sore ante

Imve been met,

Legal
Notice 1

corps and cadet corps from
Miami Prospect, and innm
rnemble Scouting groin, both
boys and girls, according to

instant
time

Thb para.& is sponsored by
the posts and auxiliaries in the

POnsbed M no
INC.

DAY rhittl gi=11.1C
Mo nd. moy 11,1'9 70

"Whatever
your
. .

CHECK

'11-113 PURPOSE of the pa-

tines at Recreation Park.

The ode will be east on
SoUth St, to Arlington Heiglm
Rd., where the parade will
head north to Miner Si,, turn
east On Miner to Douglas and
south on Douglas 1.0 Rearm lion Park.

One N. Denton

CHANNEL 44

Certificates from the 5111
District will be given to all

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS
WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

North Olive -Ise. Arlington Heigh, Rood of bunion.,

club publicity releases.

winning units, and III Participants till recavestrall medals
mid Griffith.
"This is quite thing for our

Our thank) to you for ill,

mea to have been asked to host
this event and to have Accepted
the mrponsibillty." Griffith

cormgc given to Soroptimist
amnia in the Del Plaines

ITear

in a bent -over posture. As a

I am feeling something In the huelowei management field.
13car hlr. Di:Louise:
I have an estate pending in court for sevend ymns. Do yew see
if t he nap will he in my favor or rem? Will I lose money or gain?
I am a widow. Do you see a dance for remarriage?
Perplexed. Arlington Heights

rule, the disease is progressive

Day, and I know nay OICCessOr

and requires expert managemein by a team consisdng of
thnemendo,d.
den,
orthope-cL
apish

as

said

publicity

elmirman can
count en Mesons) cooperation

from The Day editorial stuff.
Mrs. Peggy Wetter

NROTC

scholarships

Ilea Perplexed:
I feel there will be Si FreilleMent end you Will gain. I um feeling

mud withyour dement far remartlege widths thenent logogram.

Dan Mr. DeLoirise:
1 am a 12 -year -old girl, and I would like lee know how to get a

HIDEAWORD
SHALBUF

S.M.. Des Plaines

Dear S.M.:

Unless you eon Midi a good Mahe, game or bidld a :model
re mr or ut Mast conk die bed ledge in Mon, mail have low.
until he is 14. Ity Men won noel have to ask anyone hem to
Maroc him. Vomit know.
JOSEPH DE E0111.10. seaio rally knows payola, tae answer lily quenthnis
Lany renders in Ai; column. Letters Anna
he sinned. Inn names hill he on lord if the writer smarm h.
Write In Delsneise
rem tar Das PnNientions, 722 Center Sr.,
Das Plaines rIolIn.

The ladies'

ger person

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

PH: 253-5678

double occupancy

COMPLIMENTARY FUN SPREE AIR TRANSPOIN
TATION Deluxe Resort Motel Accommodations!
All Meals, Sightseeing in Amazing Arizona
and in Mexico, Portics,
Exciting Atiroctigins!
Luxurious Resort Facililiest

Your fishery Fun Spree Right o complimen,
'A -courtesy of GAC Pinperlies Inc of Arizono,
no that you sa, see for yourself Me golden

avo

to knew Meat

Warren.

in the U.S. Naval Rsand
arc

midshiptnan
upon enrollment in college.

Diet Three exciting sun -Filled days and three
never.io.be.torgotlen nights exploring
meworriers of lively, lusty Tucson, Arizona, and
romantic Nogales, Mexico. Sionsee Nora,
and Socil) of Me harder, swim, party. snap, missy

estate,

lifeline -run

fin on amazingly low 279.95 -LOMPIETEI

g's all

During college, the NROTC

114E
HERE'IS.0V4:0AuTOVIOEUDGpRELti,

cases the price olperis (sequel

a& new peoperty

to or higher thaw the quoted

T;:gg:.°1

l"sta"'''"'t

a new so
Of a%lee

gauged Chomplon

ls

"

FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL "COLLECT"

(414) 273-0951

Cr''ffer

riihin MIAs.. for priori, infornihrinn.

Ask for Walt Painter
geed far Ilmlied lime only

wrong

with

help you. A Mount Prospect Stag Bard,
checking as
far example will help

you keep a perfect record of your I i.
names and give you the mental securi.
ty that only a bank of our size can give.

Go Ahead ...reach for the moon and
leave the worrying to US ... a Mount
Prospect State checking account will
help you reach your goals taster and

:CeroectirToeuniip7:01roVocoZZeVnollnto

"Wr

t6oZottno'VoteTI:e:71etirout-

017"Y

=ortenet'COMZr"
FREE
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

CinL g art

ready for nose summer cookouts
(Offer expires May 31,
1970)

Niount I 'rospect

State Bank

PLUGS 'N' POINTS
(1/1/e accept Master -Charge Credit
Cards)

educational fees, textbooks and
uniforms and allows a $50
monthly subsistence fee for
four years. In the summers
during college, midshipmen

participate in al -sea training
programs. Al graduation,

oilmen

may

be

comns-

sioned as ensigns M the U.S.
Navy or second Itentenants in
the Marine Corps.

BUSSE & EMERSON MOUNT PROSPECT. ILL
CL 9 4000
BANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS

off while the211 'odar -

um

on

*":?

rons gob

Si boo,.

do

25,14115
or EIBRGIO1 al EMBO Pm

e. Pleaie,

trims.
Creative Mathematics) For
students now in grades 5-8.

the fun
and excitement of math. Fee,
022.50,
classes meeting

I'm looking for a coupto
of fro me homes in your
area to display onr new
Vinyl Aluminum Insulin,

for 11/2 hours per day.
Creative Language

Call Mr. Moore.

This group of students will
00100

545-050/

For students now in grades
24. Chances for children to
express ideas through en -

Phone

toMme, skits, playlets, poetry

and story writing, Classes meet
for 11/2 hours per day, and

255
7200

122.50 lee includes a ma,

correction clams

riots.

offered, with

PERSONAL
TYPING.
to be announced.

first -served basis. Clem
sizes will be small, and first poi-

Location

ority in registration will be give
en
those students who me
recommended by the speech

S.C. Class meets daily for one
tour, and class size in limited
15 students. Children will
get beginning skills necessary

For students now in

correctionist and the building
principal.
Class sessions will be held
daily, and will last 30 minutes.
Tuition will be 538.50, with a
SIO deposit required A the
time of registration.
ANY SCHOOL -AGE child

kindergarten in District 15 in

SUMMER JOBS

COLLEGE STUDENTS
for fullnme emPloYmenf

I FIZILEFCMURCX
ASK FEN

23imployment Agencies Men

1\7,-6640

SALES EXEC. SPOT
510.11.000
1-

3 LINES 5 DAYS

Car + Exp.

pol'fs",Z

,11'tiro7trg

CALL

on

ONLY t390

students.

with
class sizes limited to 15 see.
dents, will be held in the fol.

Men & Women

CALL

296

dents now enrolled in band
and orchestra programs of
District
Piano. Fee, 92/50. Offered
at Carl Sandbmg School in
Rolling Meadows. Open w
children now in grades 543.
Class size will be limited to 8

15

19-S1tuation Waded

or

grades

for typing letters and themes.
Instrumental music. Fec.
.312.50. Will be offerml to MU -

boundaries is eligible, as am
students who will be attending

II interested

ed

Arts,

Wt.

am Pia,ne,

223ituation Wanted Women

Misses

A $10 DEPOSIT, which
will be applied to tuition, is re quired at the thne of moisten lion. Balangc due may be paid
on the first day of summer

lowing subjects)

maw in grades 2-4. instmetion
in. use- of Papier mach)), lay
paper construction, chalk, and
palms will be used.Classcsyrill

school.
Schools in District

15 are

FREE WANT ADS

Sandburg, Kimball Hill, Central Road, Salk, and Cardinal
Drive in Rolling Meadow,)
and Winston Park, Wins.
Churchill, Paddock, Addams.

meet ;try day far I1/2 hours.
including materials,

Boy and Girl

is

522.50.

CREAIIVE ART. For emunow in grades 5-8. Instruction in ceramics, water
colors, sketchidg, and other
art media. Class meets 11/2

Lake Louise, Hunting Ridge,dents
Pleasant Hill, Plum Grove,

Marion Jordan, Grey San born, Wood St., and Virginia
Lake in Palatine.

HELP plans drug abuse
data center in library
The HELP, Inc organizer- 10100 to deal with drug oration of Wheeling (Help
hems.
to Local Problems) has bleu
"Gic seminar for counselors
given space for a temporary in-' In High Sand Distr'cl 214
formation center at the Wheel- will be held at For
View
ing Public Library.
High School in Arlington
The center will include
Heights.
books, =Wings, pamphlets
Ile HELP Confidential
and leanas disnibuted by varik
Aid Committee: headed by
oin agencies and organize.
Dial Stanexaki of District
lions dealing with drug abuse 214, has hired Bernard
control.
Konasky, director of the Pre Members' of HELP, Inc. are Treatment Coiner of the II:
working on dmg abuse prob. linoii Drug Abuse Program of
lean.
Chicago, to participate in the

HELP IS planning a

seminar.

10-

week seminar to train Mein-

Special `trail'
Kindergarten
get in fist. 59

the goal of the seminkr
is to establish confidential aid

7...tnicI',T.'olinlaTc:
diately availabe to drug users
rapiesting help.
-

INVITES OUR YOUNG READERS TO

PLACE THEIR OINN WANT ADS FREE.

ADS TO APPEAR MAY 25-26-27

NO OBLIGATION
Just Mail or Bring Your Ad On the Form Below Tolley Publicutions,217So.AOngton
Heights ltd., Arlington Heights or Des Plaines Day.722 Centel -St. Des Plaines.

We Must

RULES

Receive
I. Any high

.

m

c;,1 -,,,e,11.1. grade achool boy

address and phone number which MUST appear in every

ad. Ads will appear as rceMyed without editing or con

ration.

The

Form

3' Ads containing articles which a boy or girl would not
nonmilly call his or her personul property will not be accepted. For example, ads offering furniture, appliances,
automobiles. boats, pianos, power Mols, adult clothing.

Below

4. Ads must he on the official tam and must he mailed

'Special

0

etc. WILL 151: HIJIEC"fED.

or Nought to the classified department:Day Publications,
217 Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Heights. Order runes
are elso available at Mc Arlington Day.Office.

SORRY NO FREE=

which is currently conmembership rive,

As muny ads us desired may he submitted but cacti

ADS TAKEN BY
in
ocr year foindividualor
fnmfi

PHONE

.

Zenbcr e.hiPebre.on

HELP, Inc. can be obtained by
Applicants for the progrom
phoning Schnell at 537-6500,
will be consideredon hared on .kindergarteners.
HELP meets on the fourth
moms attained
either the
Wednesday of each month at B
Scholastic Aptitude Test of the
The pre -kindergarten s ew Enn. in the Wheeling High
School Cafeteria.
College Entrance Exam- awns will be offered this mu
ination Board or the American
rner at nine schools -Frost and Geological
Collage Test of the American Forest View Elementary,
College Testing Program.
Mount Prospect; Devonshire group to
and High Ridge Knolls, Des
All those interested must
Plaines, and Rupley, Ridge,
The next meeting of the Des,
take either test before Dec. 31
Clearmont, Salt Creek and Plain. Valley
Geological
this year, arrange with the apByrd, Elk Grove Village.
Society, at 8 pm. May 14 at the
propriate testing agency to
The four -week program Is West Park field house, 651
have the scores submitted to
scheduled for June 22 to July Wolf Rd., Des Plaines, will
the NROTC scholarship pm 17, with youngsters attending feature a slide presentation,
grant and apply for the Pro- weekdays from 9 to 11 a.m.
"Indian Artifacts Collected by
gram between April I and
Fee for the four -week proMembers of the DPVGS."
Dec. I this year.
gram is $25.
The program will offer cviA brochure and application
Parents can enroll their
dente collected by members of
blank for the program may be
child at the school where he the society that "the pre btained from the nearest
will attend.
historic North American In Navy or Morino Corps RePersons wishing further in- dims were the original rock or from the formation, Jenness mid, hounds M the U.S.," accord cruiting st
Chief of Navall Personnel De - should contact him at Holmes ing to John Bertalm, publicity
1 partrnent of the Nary, WeshJunior High School, 437- chairman of the society. The
1000.
rage, D.C. 20370.
public is invited.

junior high
,j;i,c

2. Ads may contain up to 20 words. in additien.lu name.
On

,

HE
,du

t ,T;

orgid he

Your Ad

DICK SCHNELL, dean at
Wheeling High School, is
School Dist. 59 this summachairman
Gnenre,
the
will offer a special "trial kinrship
.Committee
Membership
of
dergarren" program for dill Oren who will be kindergarten
age 191 fall.
summer school director
Richard JenneSS Sas -the
three-week course is intended
voduccfour
fewmar -olds to the school room
line they will
as

DAY PUBLICATIONS

z

H

must been separate, official blank.

Sorry no fine ads after 5 P.M. May 21st.

OFFICIAL BOYS AND GIRLS FREE WANT AD ORDER BLANK
rdrine or Mail to: Boys h Girls Want Ad Dept Day PublicsliOns,217 Sc.. Arlingto
Heights "Rd., Arlington Height,

meet

T;::Pleca9:of "" ""

aria

of age.)

really

gennTine7%

dials causing a se/malign overymberel Dena mss

orapon.4.1
Cell for earning details NOW! Ho obligation.
1Offer Sanaa to unclad mph. over 23 yeah

red

nothing

teaching for the Man ... in fad, we'll

easier.

running car.

poll of the GAL karat/dory Offer

appointed

scholarship pays for tuition,

where -dui don't Be fooled by

apnenunims far Adm.
vacationing and
. opportunities for investing in Ariorma real

State Farm

is Alyea new

Navy and Marine Cor
Those selected will be enlisted

Only a few nonotehnical macollege ore prohibited
fromnthe program,

Compare these prices any

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US "COLLECT" WITHIN 48 HOURS!

detain mast the rousse, of

to be career officers in the

There's

Be reedy ler the spring end
summer miles ahead with
properly tuned end smooth

Re-

ed for the program am trained

LABOR AND TAX INCLUDED

serviceprice.

Naval

The persons who ore accept-

COMPLETE PR CE
ALL NEW PARTS,

low quoted prices which do
not include parts.
many

about

scholarships for college.

convenience.

now! You and your wire can

Plink

wrve Officers' Training Corps

ings on to you. All work is performed on weekends for your

10 good, 12 Mwellent

FON SPREE

in and meet him.

to

Simple -no service station overhead. A specially trained PLUGS
'N' POINTS serviceman does the
tuneup in your driveway or garage -allowing us to pass the say-

using all seven of these letters.

Arizona /Mexico
holiday Only 95*
He's a Stets Farm agent.
Trained to professionally
baldly everyone's lite insurance needs; Including
the lady in your life. Come

How Can Plugs II Points Do It ?

Make as many four letter or more words out of
them letters en you can. In addition, find the word

jetaway to a fabulous

man

Now! "PLUGS & POINTS"
offers you a spring tune-up
at the low low price of:

12 -year -old boy Ice like inc.

High. school juniors are reminded by the US. Navy Recruiting Branch Station in Des
Plaines that it is not too early

PENIORICH bras ti girdles 50.

meets 11/2 hours per day, with
Kent $22.50 including 111 ma -

madenroll. Those promoted to
mode 4 for the 1970-71 school
year arc also eligible.

who lives within District

Hearing Aid Rein., Gw"

Renroi 0..391,50

'011111TADS

children may.develop erotic ity by using iniagi nation, MSS

the 1970-71 school years ABC
also eligible.

Fee,

A. I

role playing will be sorne of the
ex.riences through which

have chances to

the fall.
Enrichment

:,?1,4or'ciaeT7rgeT:

method

on, dialogue, Paino.l.e and

pastl

be

.14Personals

RIDE 0,0,1 from Ad. Hu. WI.

deposit taken at the tine of
registration.
Parents who Mink their
child should receive remedial
instruction should talk first to
thei r child's teacher
princi-

placement
nig& on a
000;0,

Mr.

DRAMATCREATIVE
ICS: For students now in
grades 5-1.

Speech
will again

e-cpwed c

Pr. f72"'6A.tlliem.

MI Materials except those for
special projects that students
may wish to explore.

COURSES:
Classes Meet one hour per day,
maximum enrollment per class
is Bye students, and tuition will
be $32.50 per class, with $10

There will be two judgings
during the parade. Marching
will be judged by professional
drum and bugle corps judges
as the marchers paw the Mm

ilium Building, groups will

scientific

Round, Bleck

Classes meek for I Vv. hours
daily. Th fee of $22.50 covers

REMEDIAL

MATHEMATICS:
aildm presently in grades 3-8

The parade units will as-

Downtown
Arlington Heights

ing the
stressed.

rade, he said is to display the
groups. Fora
be
be eligible for the parade they,
must be sponsored by a Ninth'
District American
Legion
Post or Auxiliary.

semble at South Junior High
School, 301 W. South St, at
12:30 p.m., and step off time
will be a I p.m.

BANK

ing Meadows.
Registration

Reading: children presently

s4

Main Office:

Carl Sandberg School in Roll-

Schools in Palatine, and at

in grades 2K may enroll, allden promoted to geode 3 for

READ THE

cluding materials, is $22.50.

Creative Science. For students now in grades 5-0. Children will explore their particular interests, with project work
and other experiences for Us-

fith said. "This is the only district io the state that holds
such an annual affair."

be jdged in their various rou-

with us"

GAT HIPll

in-

boom every day. Fee,

Summer school amusesfor
grade school studenw in Palatine -Rolling Meadows District
15 will be held at -Winston
Park and Hunting Ridge

Ninth District Council.. Grif-

,

MglieLICATIONS
cloy May I I, len

Page 5

for remedial
and speech correction Mama
The parade will begin from will close May IS, while regbSouth Junior High School and !nation for enrichment classes
will include the Hersey High will close June I.
School Band; Forest View
All classes will be held
High School Band; the Vanmornings, beginning June 15
guard Drum and Bugle Corps
and continuing for five weeks
Rom Des Plainm; the Guardsuntil Jan 17.

Legion Comdr. William Griffith. Also included will In the
tone of the Amenan
cod LeMen,
Tbe Bluebirds
the Camp
Fire Girls.

1

1970

men, both drum and bugle

"

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

in the region.

this coveted award. and we
know it is due in large part to
the fine cooperation we have
received nom the newspupen
in our arca who Wm given us
such good coverage for our

Arlington Heights Amerh
4. When you pay, pay with
can Legion Merle Guild Post
check or money order.
&Compare prices from oth- 203 will host the 35th Annual
Ninth District of Illinois

AII.1 9 to 6
'ell 4.
tel 8

imist Federation of the Amer
kiln. Inc., that our Soroptirnin
Cluh of Des Plaines Press

press

sure It is spelled out in the con-

Legal
Notice 1

6 -DAY BANKING

gional Conference of ger,-

parade

manl's verbal promin. Make

I

Dist. 15 sets summer
classes at 3 schools

vnather. They suggest that iftra4r.

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

Editor:
We wen: pleased to learn at
the recent 'Midwestern Re-

Legion
will host

3. Dona rely on the nil.

goal is
FULL -DAY

THE DAY

Monday May 1

working for.
2. Don't oign anything onless you know the exact temrs
of die deal.

changed mom IIIrca then, than

velopments

and in 01010e Pointe.

round of stories began. "Do

times don't seam BEI had now."
Grandpa remarks.

of more people to flood our
transportation is mailable and schools and void to Me eon
job opportunities plentiful.
goilion we already esperienec

Book covering the pm two

Is there any effective
Dear Mr. Detouism
ireatment for seoliosis?
A - For the treatment of this
Our son. :Q. is completing his fourth year at Northern Illinois
University. He will graduate in January. 1971. However. he is Sshaped curvature of the
plot to be elf:cry it should
archer 46 in the Jodi lottery. Will he he drafted before he

graduates? He was

sad pictures were made. As

missed rm For both parties.
books Containing messages

The &ENE Business Burial
of Chicago offers several pips
to the public concerning high
pressure salesmen such as re.
',airmen, gardeners. peddlers
and others who will be payiog
you a visit because of the nice

kened hack muscles or such

spendylitis

G.M.. Palatine

Reminiscing comes cosy.
Some want to talk about the
Depression. "We never Mid

could Ina erected, where public

expressed by Barb Mogge in
her opposition to Inc creation
of a ghetto in Arlington

A This type of spinal air -

Dear Mr. Del.minm

say.

with letter against loft-inenine housing

lien=

Stories of the hard times and

the good.11emories of friends
still here and thews who have

'Strange an: the ways." we

Letters
to the Editor
Agrees

Dem Mr. Delmuire:
sus an operation may help but
ply hinkind and I are planning a muse. Do you see this ven- that I
will always have hack
t re working out for us? What do you see in the future foe our
manger daughters Will Lair older daughter find happiness with qoubts. What do you thik?
A - In certain cases, a rupthe man Me i. now ming with?
he also called a slipped
tured disk,
No Name. Arlington Heights disk or
nucleus pulDes No Name:
posit, cam be curml by in1 do see a more for you, and I feel it will he a good am. lam
jecting it with chymopapain, a
feeling eel excellent fulure far your d.glater in one of the ark.
digestive enzyme derived from
And I feel smir older daughter will tied happiness with lithium
papal,. This treatment is replDear Mr. Deland.
acing operative removal of the
My huslsind has Wen ae his place of employment for about a affec(pddisk in many cases.
year now. Will he stay with i his job? Also. how cony children do
Q I am a man who Ms always hem stoop-shouldend
yin we for us. and will they he male or female?
SM. U., Schaumburg but lately it is getting worm. Is
Dear Mra. L.J.:
this heredi tory, Could it be the
I feel your husband will slay in thIsjob for mother two monk! cause of my backache.? Is there
any cure for it?
em feeling are children few yen, three boys and Motels.

mad is."

50th.

leaves home. Before long, nor-

riam and the heginning of a
IICW family. From that. six
children and 17 grandchild en. Except for one
Verawhoop
nu. nod

"You don't know what a Mid

they mmc to, celebrate the

A GIRL in her teem sails

mothers and two grandfath-

Injection
replacing

childmii and nine grand.
children. In person or in spirit.

say. Strange, indeed. they are.

"Doesn't everyone.'she warm
cd to know. 'Move two genial.

raids." be remembers

with a grin.
'Sonic aren't very good
sow,- says Junior.
sue:. replies Grandee.

new futility, From that, Iwo

-Straw are the ways." we

youngest
one at home asked a question.

those

Oklahoma. Before inns. 0000
riage and the beginning of a

the panim went on. II was 0
time of rejoicing.

small space.

John S.M....Edit rardlnblichu.
William J. aleentsett, slaranninn Edina'

limes. Everyone happy. Many
of the relatives back home and
mesames
from those who
couldn't he there. There were
no cares to worry about while

though) vtiuuld be
written. So I'm going to give it
!Illy. II may he somewhat dinJOilltell: That happeni when
you try to cover 50 years in u
I

1 ever want to remcml.v." the
other Gnindpa says. "Ad. oh,

A girl from Hinman: tiov.
els to'Terls and' Mee u boy
who has come to 'fens font

suburbs of a city 300 miles
from here. Wonderful. heck

want. It's rather a personal sto-

ry that

ByRon Swans

High pressure salesmen,
warmth, go together

>)
r--

rru IJ
co co

a) co

NAME

AGE

ADDRESS

PHONE NO.

CD 1,3

-P 0

00

PARENTS SIGNATURE

------- = --

-

Pap 6

Monday May 11 1970
22 Cituatur Wanted Yeomen

fraMUMfak

24 Help Tinted Men
COSIGGS GRADS

0
Labe

Tor

rr

Building & Remodeling

JRATICNS HMV

.

Dressmaking -Sowing

Landscaping

399 54 3

DECORATORS

3

sus

Air Conditioning

HOUSES RAISED

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING
E, N0

Electrical Worlt

WR SIMCIDITS

Industrial. essiuserm

SoniM11/1.02

slart,ny r9andoost
AARON

Lawn Care

SIDING

ower

Lawn
WESMT

Engineering

Carpet Cleaning

An-

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

593-6934

JEWEL
FOOD STORES

444 E. Rand Rd.
Adington HIS., II/,

.1

HI

;,Zrz1,

PART TIME

'.t.°31.°.0.'"'

Janitorial Work

og

COMPLETE ADV SERVICE

541-1037

597 1242

EDMOND

CHAIN LINK FENCE
*MEET
ALUMINUM

RogreDGE

7FtAr137.4937

JOE

CALL 297-2266

1124.75.

Plumbing

Fertilizer Service

Floor Refinishing
Bic cies & Repairs

nds..

209-3IL

CEMENT WORK

PEZ7L,M,.",74ZY

ALLEN CONCRETE

ROtT.M.
wit

AND R ROOFING

7;7°,°0°le'tE,T

DrAnef

Free Fatima.

Buy locaRy

Hearing Aids

.477=9=078

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Pal% 0rwes
ResidanDoE4mmereal
Fen no Waal.
Phone Waal

Sewer & Septic Work

l

Foundonons

Call 292 4750

Lewrng Machine Repair

Placaem ISA

UphMsfecy Comp

Budding R. Remodeling

Home Maintenance

Ig111=NC.1"

PAINTER OR PM IT MAN
R.SONABLF REFERENCES
Fulm INSURED CALL 362 19

instructions

;OC'E-SECTFjrt'''

Lespablesopen parr
PE

M Pal

MOSKALA
DECORATING

EXPERIENCED

WAHLQUI57

MATH AND KARATE

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

TUTOR

e.053o.poeorq

HMV of

CALL 259-4999

.131".1.17601fs..

N., SaAlooion quern.'

THE SODNIAN

'ran Cal/ 219,934,2

296 2340

Sump Pomp
'PRAGJ'E'S n'e8r7Pr

Landscaping

Call al fecal,

29.122.2

R

S HOME ROAMS
d

I

MANI,

DRAFTSMAN

alb Marina

ia'".""
opruesu
fceo

RUSSELL

DECORATING

::P7:0107005

312 766 WM

CULLIGAN, INC.
1657 S. Shermer Rd.
Northbrook, Ill.

297 219S

POODL2E9Z06906AAING

ROOM'ACD=TIMMUS
ROOMS

FIFCIFICAl PLUMBING
Call /FIER 61,1
S30 4273

FOREMAN

-7.

ZA!AAr 1761Ham

lee, 2..

SAND

Drapery Repairs

DECORATIVE

AVAILABLE innIntDIATELY.

;IP,

PLACES 6 GENERAL REPAIR.

. GOOD WORKMANSH/P

N.S.

DSPERfE,E INSURED.
E=R

227.0pRo

1.1.us
1.510NE
FIR

GRAVEL

R & M DECORATING

SOD

SeICO En ler, ISVS
927 2925. AlierRAM

' 'nonteed

358-3172

289-1088

REEFSTIMATES

Pulverized weed..
Dressmaking -Sawing

Ideal for new lawn, Hower hods

COUTURIER des ID
ufg oL ayay, L,

Big B

Paw. 1.....155.0.

food -025.00

Sig OAS. ovd-SIS.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE
827275111

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

CL 9-0495

37.4023

-a,Frs
BATHROOM wolfs 6 Room Mod

-°'

RICH FERTILIZED INA. SOU.

HOG, °NICE, ROOM
ADDITIONS. GARAGES, MT

OWNS, BATHROOMS,

TOP SOIL

P00',00

6000 DonnP.Tr

Tree Service

=end:.rl77'

General Hauling
255-048, or 296-24R
Pennington 'Dee Service

Smrt your new career right!
Ekco Products, Ina has a future for you.

°999 boa roopoomo mam, ma Heaton, pononallty ra

DMus Deming public. ORD Wm own nonspartalba 6 ire
hie sa work day or swabs. Alfa.
quaDflad, call Mr.

We have immefliate ope,nOFori

SECRETARIES

686-7740

New 360
$650 Free
No. Esp. Needed

COCKTAIL WAITRESS

0

Ai, ben*

MARKING

10 Months Service

APPLY IN PERSON

4

Our posilions offer a voriety or duties M a congenial atmoaphere with friendly people. Wo have
several recent high school graduate, now working

arling on ark towers

in our offices. Why not min them?

To Apply:
Contact Mrs. Coppa
537-1100
Or visit us between
& 5 mu any weekday

2EHelp Wanted 210101

usist's:t'f'AtRrlatt'acla

ig!a",Y;:g,:!1%; g

r

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

°

EKCO
V PRODUCTS INC.

`;`',0'172r,in,i°0 a`0,0It724tTli$'

SUITOMAT
Ask far Rod
2094300

PAID TRAINING

Summer Work If Desired.

HOUSEITgrZeniin
r(nTnFincgs' rnm712 'n'jno"'&2'1
HOUSEKEEPER

7I I W. Algonquin Rd.
An

200 EAST DAVIS

ALSO, DELIVERY MAN

SECRETARIES

omro79=519% 'LAM,

(

EFIAVE

((ifirgalgf;;Sais
SIENO:MISI

CLERKS,
ikos'

cypusCH OPERNeAs

Join Your Future With Our
And Lets Goll

occ%ig ;lc oxgatri

91NSIDE MESSENGER

° MAILROOM CLERKS

'

IMMEDIATE

@BIE@BHIRICM-CP@EVIE

EMPLOYER

tIre alinoa...l9 McRonfIDle for moil and supply di...an

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!

Northbrook

0

vx:=E1°Z=Zi"
Pe, supplies.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

729.1060 before PM

-

in OUR MAILROOM DEPARTMENT for

AN EQUAL OPPORTUTAM EMPLOYER

392-9300

Good salaries
TONELLI'S
RESTAURANT

Wheeling, III.

777 Wheeling Rd.,

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

296,67d5

nvnIP

CALL,Cg_2AcE IN

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, INC:

Ekco Products, Inc.

.tioservi&A,,

ENGINE LATHE HANDS o BORING -MILL OPERATORS
MILLING MACHINE HANDS o ASSEMBLERS
50 HOUR WORK WEEK DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT

ratan.7°' company

Excellent Starting Salaries
10 POW Holidays
OppOrlanity For Advancement Modern Offices
Major Medical 2. Life Insurance Company Cafeteria
2 Weeks ked Sfaccniuns After

Coll Don or Bill of

327.1100 Mr..,

Has immMoTe openings

TYPISTS
At Ekco you'll find:

DISHWASHER,.

OR

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

0R

25Emplopnent Agencies. Women

CLEAWUP MAN

PEPSI -COLA
GENERAL BOTTLERS
cos TILE SERVICE

S70

"*M0000

D'unt

Train to Program

DECORATING

&odd.

WORKING GIRLS
& JUNE GRADUATES

16100 Paig.
9 S.

RM. 53 Mohlwing

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
CURRENTLY HIRING YOUNG LADIES

Go To School Free!

DEPENDABLE

Pr 1411

Art °RARER,' REPAIRS

GENERAL

Tailoring

CHUCN JONES LANDSGRIFIG

Dog /raining

DOB S HOME IMPROVEMENTS
AND STORE NATURES

010 HAVE NEVER HAD A LAYOFF!

(Plastic Department)

all

83B3PPIBPHRPHINeespIorer

ASST. MANAGER

puidholidaYs
eb,a In Parking

Comp* Calaieria

777WheelmgRaml

SP9MG CWAWDP

P"TRO/tcati'X'""

35

Euclid

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

Pornor
ID im a
RID andm ex.,.
mo.fasiaM.Fm.

'yamEZ 0HA1N0ELT INC

DIVISION or

Durlar

a:

CAUFORINMED/Alf CoN510212&11011

JUNE 22 JULY 0 CL 5 0369

haFAA,F;F'z

ot:

Addison, Illinois

scam saleryandeuletanding

nr

arlington \ark towers

Call or Apply at

537-8100

6condisent

.

Div. of Ohio Brass Co.

"'"" "'"

APPLY IN PERSON

WAITRESSES

Cheatham benefits

MEr

531 Winthrope Ave.

For Beginning Positron
Should have some

272-1000

r7i:/tvrocf7f

Dog Service

ED MORE R00

ampanY Ira.. wawa.. Faker wish.

ED SUREK

VICE CALL CL5.3057
L

swam.

CALL OR VISIT

Strl=t =VIP.

rb.

394.5660

634 GLENN AVE. WHEELING

Packers

nobs yes in

location.

F2J

Day Camps

Machinists

for fuller. wOrk
Northwest suburb.

WHOLESALE
WALTERS

AR L NT S DAY CARE [EMIR

START $3.50 per hour

drafting background

MERION PLUSSOD

Child Care

Experienced Machine Operators

NOLAN

I PRI ddb.

ar. Prospect

° Inn
A rows thredwy Ow

CAS T MEAL_

MEN

PHONE 543.4450

Sod

I

CLERKS

FOR:

,nd MP MOWING. Drarlimas

-

°'
SERVICE

EXCELLENT BENEFITS

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

akam
osaa%mocked., background. w.

b2

person whollksflw 3 -

White Collar Girls

ATTORNEYS

OVERTIME AVAILABLE

LAPPING MACHINE OPERS.

mald

o ROOM B TAX
mant,90,soataytoonmwatatoo.

FOR A GROUP

DAY SHIFT

HONING MACHINE OPERS.

muter depoi.

Inc.

m./

PAINTING

Top woolfs. Pull Co.lunelf

Northwest Firestone,

Siding

259.0551

SCHAUMOURC, ILL.

co d

oDESK CLERIC

RECEPTION

MACHINE OPERATORS

General Factory
A

chill 7 am To 3 pm

Of YOUNG

HARDINGE CHUCKERS

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park, In.

666-3443

eet Metal Work

42

o CASHIER

for

MPIOTMENT

Or Wale TO

894.540.1

CUSTOM CONCRETE WORK,
PATIOS
DRIVEWAYS
SIDEWALKS
STEPS

wonwu ban b,roud of
re ass

"d

FIRESTONE TIRE &
RUBBER CO.

APOLLO

work leo the

I,

iol including tolF%NMm rInlbur

rr3359-4113
0/021AL, DECORATORS.
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Factory Help
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Call Mu Doles
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You, man with experience setting up progres-

Business Men, Clearing House
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'

NWT

Illockionmg. No. I
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.

Baxter Laboratofies, Inc.

COME

BABY DOCTOR'S
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Roofing

CONSTRUCTION
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593-7208

boom/foram BLACKTOP

CALL BOB VAN

eaf=tr$!Muif

ALL SEASONS
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Funtilure Refinishing
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To soot year evaluation by pbanar

Chbzizr,Remprod, Rebsar

PfSrETTMATES. 296,21g5.

EXPERT BODY WORK
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MECHANICAL
DRAFTSMAN
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lion Uniform Inc.
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Masten,

1001Ps MASONRY
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CALL 539-6474

- $550 MO

DOCTOR
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Train

We ore seebeng a capable individual for our
modern medical fadlin, in our beautiful, new

will
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while OP n,
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Wand Plagues
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Masonry

1327,7456

PATCH SPANINV

Auto Body Repair

RECEPTION
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O len,
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dna,. cuff ordinal

(MT MOTOROLA (M)

OIL PRODEZTE
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Lunch Room Hostess

Eves 6 Sal. INAPPI,

STOP IN 05CM
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ITINSVEM MEM

ORDER FILLER

358-7900

Nano Tuning Services

Inv olWrion Sale,
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''reONTACT MISS HECHT
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Fencing
RUSTIC FENCING

PHONE MRS. JOHNSON

RN's & LPN's
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1301 E Algonquin Road - Schaumburg
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Censor Moll
112 Oak Br
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O ak Book
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EXEC. SECRETARY
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preiens
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MOUNT PROSPECT

DYNAPAR CORPORATION

Patio Blocks

d 0 ',Iwo R. A..

in sOmPI

Miss Paige

PARKER PERSONNEL
R

thou Friday. Dinner only 4:30 PM to 10 PM. We
guarantee your tip, Excellent salary and company benefits. Meals and uniforms furnished notion chain. Apply in person between 9 AM and

HOLIDAY INN OF

La Salle

NICE
PETS
FOR
ADOPTION
HOURS
1-5
PM.
EVERYDAY
KAY'S ANIMAL SHELTER 2705 N.

O. DesPlolnes

lens

Days 10AM to 5 PM or 10:30 AM to 3 PM. Monday

Acct's. Payable Clerk

CUSIOM111401.512Rd

DARDENepairs
CENTER
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gar mm m'we.
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./
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Service Cl MOO
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1171 on
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S.6.64016
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Room AddliWno
Paned Repair.
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RESTAURANT
rye Doinsi

Unspent.
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1675 Delaney Road
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ONE GAL OFFICE
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Good stoning salary, merit increases and good
fringe benefits.
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CA1L BUD NAGLE
FOR APPOINTMENT

COLOR ry REPAID

DECGOLRAO TING

carf'/W"7

sons osh.

- NO FEE

BEELINE FASHION

PAUL TOBIN

r4c1=;'n'oEV'''
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For AppobitrElent Call

far 9.12

CALL FOR APPT.

2 90,B 02
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P
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All Apes, all se 2222

Wolfram, Const. Co
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3rd Shift

2641e12212ntefigomen

RECEPTIONIST

service school groat..
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ARPAWNINGM

2611e12 Wanted Women

nnPcoll

Requirements: Electronk background,lechnIcol or

eodow.111.

bY

AND

TAB OPERATOR

"

GENERAL
OFFICE

EXPERIENCED

1955 W. NORTH AVE.

211070,spir Dr

boomed.

ELECTRIC

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

ALUMINUM

0

30.2

SZCF72t6"'0=us

DM RA 301 W Soulh St
CLOMODGEA 227

$2,000 PER MONTH

FREE ESTIMATES

"r2;VAXr'C''r

SCHOOL
CUSTODIAN
suraneu

TV Service

NAAIND SAL IERAIIONS

FULL BASEMENT

Excellent opportunity for experienced technician.
Digital Instrument Manufacturer.

Dept

Experience Necessary
Excellent Fringe Benefits
271/2 Hour Week
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GET IFFSULT5

INSIDE SALES

BE 00 IRE

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY
OR
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use'Day Wont Ads

4 NIGHTS A WEEK

DRIVER

CWROGP2

Work after school 6 Alurdays
rd
kl
WoI

$4 AN HOUR
4 HRS. A NIGHT,

GRADUATES

$550 8. CAR

255-7200

10K12412nte0en

BOY,

COLLEGE

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW]

A Iteronons

29 ETIVIanteRIkK
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T700 mo Mu, r

!or

ATTENTION
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;
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PASTE-UP - LAYOUT

COPY COMPILERS - TYPING
IN AUDITION TO OUR VW MEM. PROGRAM SSE

Merchandise Discount
PraMation from VVithin
Free bus from downtown Des Plaines
COM DI OR CALL

alCzc,0,11,91n)
"A-2)

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
KEYPUNCH- 029-059 EXPERIENCE

PERISH)

°'"-"

tf.A.Ininwortinionleaurdoor.
Apply in Person
1745 N. Kolmor
(At Grand Ave.)

ER

SECRETARY-RECEPT1ONIST-ADV. DEPT.
PAYROLL CLERK

flPE

DOROTHY SISS014,299-226$ Ext. 211

BEN FRANKLIN'
DIV. OE CITY PRODUCTS CORP.
WOLF AND OAKTO,N
DES PLAINES
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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112-11utendles fat Sale
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High School Girl

Career Opportunity
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PART TIME
Mole and Female
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Receivable

eel on7S'Ogerlgrsn'

CARPETING -

HELP WANTED

40% - 60%

Must be 21 or Oldee

3.2

illiams Liquors
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54oW El
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New
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MOLON MOTOR
& COIL CORP.

SUNBEAM
APPLIANCE

COOKS

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

SERVICE COMPANY

BUS BOYS
DISHWASHERS
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to 7.30
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doing light office work.

8;30

s

Four hours per
Meals Furnished.

MISCO-SHAWNEE

ment 681.5700.

SWIMMING POOL
RED ROOM
zv

1145 S. ELMHURST RD.

WILSON PattgOOKS GOLF
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Notional Bank

day.

FEMALE

Reliable woman to work
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in billing deportment of

expanding manufac-

SCHOOL BUS

turing
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r

DRIVERS
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Ir

Earn Entro.Cosh
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e
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LIGHT FACTORY

CARPET CLOSEOUT
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3040 5. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON NTS., ILL.
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DIVISION ILLINOIS
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KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR
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VIZZo
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An equal opportunity
employer

P.
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PH08E066010%. 6
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DOOR PRIZE"'
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31-Mistennotts Merchandise

6,

'68 FORD
GALAXIE 500

330 000 NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONPAAY BUY

Holly,ttArier

CASH

HOUSE

SCHOOL -

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

COLLEGE

eEN 3i5r56601"'''

'66 CHEVY
MALIBU COUPE

13 -TI Rent Furnished Apartments

WEBERIIMINDO

CqiiiErw% ny'"'

be

Good rends -lore.,

Iroa

Tun T 827.3236

Des

$1095

HAS IMMEDIATE
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5 girls needed to work

8B -Real Estate-Vasant
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part tim novo foil time
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CALL OR

roueding.
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have on aptitude for
figures.

Position open in Accounts Receivable De-

partment for NCR op.
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DENTAL STUDIO

450

W. Hwy. Des Plaines

ADDRESSOGRAPH
MULTIGRAPH CORP.
An Equal Oppoaunim 6mplopsi

All positions offer fine
career opportunities

pleasant working
conditionf for indMd-

Good
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1000 W. Washington
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'62 FORD 03"
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BONUS MOTORS
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'67 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN
.
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NSURANCE AND

FINANCING
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2.355pr...or
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Comment Moped. air cond.
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t
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.plan. Renton
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trade bock for new
Misswhen you move. Ask for

Miss Haydee and SAVE.
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MODELS ON DISPLAY
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SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

Very good

- n,No $70.394-17452

P312

a

11315U1
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/16 ''

.
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"'

.Imam
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045.
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'65 FORD
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94Ifed complete 3.35; Regal folk
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If mum. h=dt'6.PPLY NOW
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orator.
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rom
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0000

typing and general
office work. Should

WANT 1100110

102-TrucksTrailers

Isluesochile

5r03.7811,73;r359'8777"'

'66 LTD 4 DOOR
H ordtep
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FREE KITTENS; 7 Aka. old. LiRer

Ilopess
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& pa.. Imeer

2firriaiiEV7ZC7.

rot

open including light

WI SNUAUZE IN

1"'"
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goi PX.griBng;
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MP Obis Culla...low
.'2,ligotdcrig';!'gMeor AP, 7/0,

WE PAY TOP 3SS
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500 COUPE
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Good oar for Me Mon*,

0911Z.V.77ogate
537-7363
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Karco

n '67 F rd °alarm

CARS

THINK YOU AREWORTN

POSITIONS

Ln

,101-Aolanobiles Wanted

DES PLAINES

=VW'

CI
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An eq., .8136,633,7r70,er

OFFICE

1325-D022

56500 2,9-6876

l595d kammh 35e5l,2 pAnne.

7VigsPnTigirgd.

CLERK - TYPIST

310 a 133'
310.000
C NEWTON DO

Door Opener. U,04.

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

297-8760

Beep!,

6

Vari0001044. =2

W9'1E5011
For Innen.. Call

LAKE BARRINGTON

OR-Mohile Homes

sue

h our own shop and

Lea, go.

14 -To Rent Aparhoents

GIRLS

MT.PROSPECT

wood Apartments
Randwood
N

t2

R

"L'C'g0Nrisa,;

Bldg.

FULLYCARPFTED

SWIMMING POOL

Models op. Deily 102

BARRINGTON

NORWOOD

IMPORT MOTORS

FORDING

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

6333 N. HARLEM

AN Dogwood Lans,Mt. hum.

381-0899

Ph LAW. of Wfieeling Rd.

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

3946)300lid6

Frances altman, editor

$1595

SCHAUMBURG DOLL

27.1.53D0

PROSPECT DAV

noannvesr onv

timed, In en.d.roe:dy to roll,

Gas

Mr .Id

DAY PUBLICATIONS

ARLINE,. DAY

Suddenly slimmer is here! That time of the
year when we respond to the call of the outdoors.
Still, no matter how casual we feel, we nevertheless want to feel feminine and neatly dressed.
Cotton knits will set just such a happy mood
for summer: They're free -wheeling, casual and
comfortable -- not to mention easy care. Let
separates reign supreme. Color -cued, you can
switch back and forth with flair creating many
outfits from just a few basics.
Jamaicas and short shorts are still big news
as are straight -leg pants. Tunics look fabulous
over slacks, doubling with dash as mini dresses.
To double your pleasure even more they are all
wonderfully washable nylons and Dacrons, adding
even more time to your summer relaxation.

*$1595

DOWN PAYMENTS.All Tpes c

CA0132-4036

Black Dirt

h

HIGH

CASEMAN AIR
CONDITIONER

,4=57

lbe °al)
DES rLAINIES DAY

U.S Gov, Owned Homes

WANTED:

FUN SERVICES,

/71

795

'67 OLDS CUTLASS

42 -Wanted To Boy

6 Sot, May 15 6 16 318 S

p

Pleasant

tfo'

met

NO FEE

airs

oSSO M.

I

d

3200.358-3661

UNIVERSAL

Serving Chicano's Northwest Suburbs

'68 FORD GALAXIE
CONVERTIBLE

'f".2n6.1.5.5nM001

Pfa

$1695'
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Pee'rtg4;gro

oadfor

sumrner.e 12

BAH* Gros

ok

=Lin
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accessories 3350 332 DPI

ALLEN CO.

KO,

'69
VOLKSWAGEN

1366 CHEVY VA, 2.dr. IOTA,

THE HERST

01

'69 GALAXIE
io=,,td,r,;',°:

Hee, SHAG CARPET 36 c5 mi
Of NYLON PLUSH 03.95,1 yd

NAME
1D0

,*SPECIAL*.
OF THE WEEK

hd

h

By Installer

AN

School Bus, Inc.

as

075. 392-IA3B

.

in knits

This week Only

C"MTEVig'"
593,071

°=Vdur=2'd7g

Tee,. PP.

T

REGISTERED

84-RealEstate0onses

Gov't, G Factory Surplus

CLERK

'1995

CALL 439-8020

BargainsIll

P.M. ROUTES

Cook County

nem Toll WOK t3TY`E'Ti'''

Surplus
Store

31 -Damage& GarageSale

6:30-8:30 a.m.

Savor
summer

MAVERICK

.

CALL 678-6505

WITH EVERY.
PURCHASE OF A

259-7000

Oak Brook

ASK FOR DONNA

FREE

"'CIng
EF:.7,2227a 227.at'L

cations.

A.M. ROUTES

A CAR
RADIO

Good

224
11D -To Rent Office Space

Apply in Person to:
112 Oak Brook Center
Mall
Professional Building

Light,
Nospi-

BUSTER

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

JEREMY'S
WANTED!

INFLATION

eel.,
1966 FORD MUSTANG,
speed tronsmis A:395.6

55Musical Instruments

ELK GRINC.OVE
VILLAGE

1950 N. Mannhiem Rd.
Melrose Park, Ill.

EveryshIng Mu need OR'
Reasonable Rental

Phone: 253.000

3J0.

593-6969

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER

STINEWAY FORD
HOPKINS

60 Olds Cutlass 2 do. AM_P/s,

CARPETING

lookMg

Work in busy restaurant

Deluxe Wes Cote Apts.

FL5VMOR BURDING
AIR CONDITIONING

48 -Sporting Goods

MR. STEAK
RESTAURANT

OFFICE GIRL

for someone
with excellent keypunch
background M supervise
8 girls on IBM 029059. 5
day week, 7:30 am to 4
Phone So; appoint-

V.A6 Hi Fidel.
LAM

m.

SECRETARY

KEYPUNCH
SUPERVISOR

82472175

FALCON,

1960

1960 DODGE,

FULL ES PART TIME

CLERK

Kensing

n/to

R 0 7-1 500
L,111

,INCIA1

I

I

tr

Fashions from Beeline Fashions,

111111.1-. A.133111S WITCO

THEDAY

THE DAY

Page 10

In -home fashion shows
are becoming the vogue
Be Franc. Mimeo

with today'. may homemakers. Foss one reason, hawse

Shopping in the comfort,
able atmosphere of your own
senvills

the largest company
at its kind in the world.

Clothing parties hate be,
trims

increasingly

populait

g

Pant hose

beconung

Nelson said.

A Beeline sales represent.
tine called a stylist, contacts a

business for themselves selling

our cloth. as Beeline stylists.
Secondly, we provide our cus-

and neighbors to come to her
home. They chat for a while,
swapping child
care
and
housskeeping hints, and Mien
dm fashion show begins their

personal con act through athome service which lets them
try on the clothes in privacy.

ily a reasonable prices," he
The Beeline plan was orisi-

tha holm) industry a nim

Slates. Why? Charles E. Nel-

nated in 1945 by the late H.
Edison Birginal and his wife,
Beatrice, who started in the

'Verne congestion and the
lack of public transportation

problems still to Ix
solvad bktort ssissont 0111 had

Once spok.sman for fix In
duvtry Charles Yaffe of Park

have door Ord

259 9214 Or
253 9162
doily

9

all why not roll away its prob
Ie. with ont of thk many ver
ssole elsstric roller sets on he
market With lust 4 minimum
of effort and no harsh curlers
to deep on you can g we your
her the boon*. and vigor rich

hank out. voTtha may

Pa/Bng Meadaow.

9

Mead but you inusto t fora.
to undo the be any chrome the

12e eemn.

P 4h ins otter hen timl,
aerial
than

gruta Imbu,

se

lace and

it

tucked up ell otnter long on

listless

dull lnd
,i_emingly without any body at
and

body type and the occasion for
o loch you cud them For as

am. 4 working gal weer.

a miniskirt should wkar giber
15 rimier paritshosk with a
reinforced toe

MI this of
conne presuppo,s that Mk
hes a put, diva], figure II
do Inv a limn. problem she
thoeid Our ...gag lop pen

cna hie tune of year

show
1

Few bask idea have had

cordtng to weir hody opt
should mintoppmb
tht
g a
simple mlltsr Bu sonamo
rtgudlessot ht charts of eta
sure.nnent on the cackling

nueltumBahl in ma.
611116 30 Nell rend

in

such a far-reaching influenm
an fashion as the sweeter. U.
km it's the shirt.
We have both to thank for
he sweaterdress, swcatcreoet,
shirtdress and shirtcoat, not to

of the shirt and sscater on
their own. It just goes to show
that there's nothing com-

dna.

For vummt.r th.m n m now
&sign tallkd bikini pen
Elbao. Thout. dart low on the
hot and are gnat to at basalt
low slung summer pants and

salon aka as

330 Dempster 5kol10 111

midriff mops

SHARING the spotlight this season me dra-

matically bold cotton pd., immersed in color

nelli and Mrs. Kathy Farnsworth, both of Dec Plaines.

and graphically patterned in dowers, geometric
designs and animals - tigers and zebras partial-

Cotton canvas is slicked up for any -weather
a polyurethane coating that's
elightly crinkled to mimic crushed patent. Polyurethane was developed to shed the harden
downpour while retaining its clear bright colon.
Other weather -geared accessories include
stain -repellent boots of cotton mem
and vinyl -mated cotton in vivid hues.

wearing with

Sweater tops arc everywhere in
SWirnwear from long pullovers
the shortest little shrug. One

designer does the latter in a
meatesskini of Acrdan acrylic

-much

newer
standard boa top.

than

the

itOtititOlt,

New shoes span variety of styles

Beach sweaters ale got into

The '70s will see broad and
autiful range of leather

hoes for the feminine foot,
tatting with this spring's lashins. The span of styles runs

lodk. Designers, therefor,
;are mere up with new mikeorn the most revealing to tons which satisfy. variety of
igh-tiding or wrapped s11- weeds and last..

laced up from a low plunge.
Great for those who prefer
romp along the shore to dip

;

in the surf.

Sleeker sandals ht dear end
crushed patent, smooth, suede

.pool -side and patio.

and embossed leathers may use

strap -pump with alimitrep

no trim at all or sport a touch
of quilting shirring or a bit of

across the instep, circlin the
ankle, or Ting up.

THE CITIFIED sandal

To sett Comb top hair to

blown dry set A perfect for the
vacationer. It bounces beck at,

right, sides forward, making
small wisps. Brush back hair
down. Tape and forget. Combout. Remove pinked, porous

The secret: a good cut and
nave beauty aid created for
styling
the
opiuml look,
Scotch heir set lam. Designed
by the 3M Co.. this skin -con-

tarn. Brush top hair to right,
sides forward --- forming Wis.

ic

0, New leather shoes have
.ned up -at heel, sides, toeLj.,,to complement the free fluid
lines of many of the new fah',lens, reports Lathe In-

s std. of Maeda.

spring '70, the textures most
likely to lead the way are the

t of light-footed elegance.- higher, still thick.

smooth, grained suede, waxy,
glove

and

genuine

pin.

leathers -followed by cab*
led, bthshed,lustre.

ed through use of the waxy,
glove, grained and' brushed leathers, set off with Men-

em fringe, act*, hags or

.

tree... include vamp in-

with heavy stiching, the boldest brass and perforations.
and .low to mid -high "clunky"
Generous platforms.
and wedges, show up on these.

The other side of the essuai
is stomped with the mec-

IMAM

ca. tie and T -strap
all in soft -easy leathers.
are
definitely flat Some
heeled.

THE OPENED -up pump:
toe .aoulor heel,

emposed

cut -away

MIss Pat created these two costumes la' wool boucle. Col.
ormoordinated in coral, blue and white, they will look as lovely on
M. Ph° st the bmith

sides-acceseorime

lean, clingy clothes. Leathers

all -quick, easy and naturally

.

year's sleep scene. Romantic,
gay and pretty to wear, spring
f.hions throw away all the old

rules and come up with a potpourri of sleepwcar and lounge.

wear fashions that capture all
the softness of the season.
The ultra -feminine feeling

of the past is all there. Filmy

SCREEN & GLASS
REPLACEMENT
GiALLNPPAZ
ANDR

4-19f ind-labssLfig
'Palatine
'Palatine Plass Shopping center
OPEN ono A.M.-6 P.M. saiut 9 P.m,

just about rung -down the cum
thin on the Wise's theme when
he showed a couple in swimwear-wirh the gent wearing
the same type top as the

Phone 359-004

gowns and matching robes and

Marnalic droning are remit&
cent of the look of the '491.
Lacy trim and long lux
lengths echo the luxury of the
'30s. And flurries of pleats, the

mtwnof the chemise and the

slink of a sleep sheath bring to
mind the frivolity of the '20s.
Today's nleepwcar starts
with these looks and then turns
the

"l'.°°es im° . expose

with diaphanous sheers, clinging fabrics, plunging necklines

and mini lengths that expose
'more body than ever before.

And even when the body is
covered, its with silky fabrics
that cling md let the body do
the shaping for a look that was
never more aware of the tenni-

nine form underneath.
BODYSHAPED sleepwear
looks to new supersoft fahriesA.1.,
such

as Crepeset nylon and 5;1

Enkalurc nylon from Am.can Enka to create the mood.
Light, airy Crepeset nylon is

BRING A BREATH
TO YOUR DRAPERIES

PRIM

Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road
Wheeling, III. Phone: 537-0020

Member FDIC.

1425 E PALATINE RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PHONE

255.2800

a slim platform.

as 7alitiatt.

oi Beall

compktz
hooe
z
Su*
lealty Aoki, ahoy wig (Iola

'4a1 to tie jai/ that
pia Spotting Nadi,

and

clew. Pastels have more depth,
no haziness.

Al o

wait Am any

Oat items of e Bald at a haat we
64aad 011614aped pica kid wail 01.1.4

In after -five footwear this

Color comes clean

aunt Stow at 25 110,1v/way

'13f the way:

spring, look for new lustre and
"wet look" leathers, metallic toned leathers, patent leather
in clear and crushed finishes,
fine wade and smooth teeth -

aopaded wilt

q

igiklq Etz_odanv-

flee V2 60/06 NO 43°.

Jima la.nt. to 6 p
7goi , Wed., latta
9a m

to 9 pin

Sol

Ittan

,

and

variations on the traditional
twolone theme. At left,

gigm place, and pours a son

film of fabric over the body

come

today's

tuition

when updated with new body,
conscious fabrics that make
the fashion point in a manner
diath unquestionably all female.

presents

Anthony
of

Glenview
now to serve you

ChaKet6

Chez gesinificeoiffees

620 E. CENTRAL RD.

1417 E. 'P''ol":17:::er,AArd'ing7o'n
Neigh Is

DES PLAINES

259.9446

PHONE

,29616360-

prohibits hip pock. on troubecause they furnish a
convenient hiding pine for a
sers

whisky flask!

P.M.Z. DISCOUNT
Brockway & Mode Palatine

So....o a

9014NVOCI°1

king.dre Perforedms M. en
_

be-.;
neWs

gal!...In South Carolina. a law

S

ery spring, but this season's
stylm offer some imaginative

bodyssonscious sleepwear. It
drapes and clings in just the

Chez geixhique
coiffures
OF FRESH AIR

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK,

sstension sole, or there may be

7.11.2.

at arld get

Spectator shoes belong to ev-

natural Mr the new wave. of

Yesterday% memories

air
unmistakable seventies mood to

a diode pump that combines
shining cod smooth versions of
°Corfam" peromerie. Center, a
Amy sling -back Ile, also in

FEDDERS
CHITRAL AIR COMM=

care.free "Corbin". Right a
pbatfarm spectator in

"Dor-

um", DuPont's new woven foot -

kris that lakes on

may fashion looks. Hire It efpictured Sere resembles
straw.

VHEELING

Framing the upper might be
a "wheeled" or stitched down

lino

VP

fect

Our "Saving -For-A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.
Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

.

code you to me

set for Deal

blended to perfection in this

Passbook

pelting, trapunto or big bows.

5

Hip pockets prohibited

py bangs and side culls. That%

the

534%

raised tongues, monk straps, hardware,
emphatic

sets,

In a cheaply "countryish"
mood are sandals trimmed

heels.

Loungewear goes lovely,
lavished with luxury

Golden

The enclosed pump has "up
Interesting

front" detailing.

The city -casual look is achiev-

Rudi Gernrcich may have

The luxury of yesterday and
freedom of today ere

Also in the *Me Is the

split in style feeling be- gold. Platform soles appear on
tween urban casualness and a_ both types, and heels are now

As for leathers afoot for

brimmed he.

forehead and cheekbones,
grills sleek, natural, just

stantial.

for dealt
wear, the suburbs or country,

its

numbs.

,

decade begins
sandals -sandals

ead.

mu soh, keen high and sub-

Definitely "with g" m the trapunto.
are tether

Concierrintly,
Pentindie.
midis and maxis call for foot wear with a more covered

can dry your hair under a

Or a tennis game or quick

-

10r0 Mm. ennem Hem AO Proviso

Jaunty cardigan style with Ile belt.

siderate tape rolls Willa cam
pact dispenser and hum the
ken ever eo softly. Now you

strands of hair will accent the

Chorliaadaou
Amami& designs out that kmps Rs fashion cool la my dime.
String -colored cotton kit with wide Mica ribs 6 shaped Into e

Step lively

Coifs go natural!
fashions for 1970. Coifs will be
Moser to the head, curls fuller,
waves looser. Gentle wisps and

COSMETICS

259.2241

ylIsh bathejacket belted on either side to snug the waist.

The sweater girl,didni die
goes OVER the suit lest be- 'nth the '40s. 5he has never
come almost more important. been more In evidence than
and Rauh where the swenter she Is today.

Natural is the word in hair

MERLE flORMAil
Penn.

Vinyl -coated cotton lebrprets the Important longuette look Ls
y.weather gear. By Addenda, the contemporary outfit features a

In white rib knit, it%

as sweater -y jumpsuits, snug
through the body, flared at the
ankle and very '30s in feeling
lane Irwin designs a greet
w ea
r -jump in Acrilan
boucleCrib
rib knit, its neckline

panty ha, that will tit all but
the sstremtls sit Gut or the

1624 W Northwest Hwy , Arlington Heights
Operated by ,halinear at Banda.

cover.

beach -dressing.

brand of

Yaffe vos b-lp is on tht eee
by du introduction of one use

vas du. problem of [magma

terns.

Mount Prospect, Mn,

, buttoned all the way to the
ankle. 6 the ultimate beach

the pants act in a big way-

part of beach.dressuth. What

mri who is Maul 10
Provision has elso bum
made for the kill girl h.
aided and we art non mid
mg outsized p intyho,
01.11
and mum working on mahrn
ay pent, hou Parkpun t new
yarn
also expet.tid to pit

ing up in many different fabrications a ad pat-

-- then all She better.
The overgrown baby sweat-

Reshot go -rounds in a new

know jou must I dm. a
chat. on getting something
wade

Portrait of Loveliness

Seasnal.s fabrics that perform well in a yulety of environments are essential to this new breed
of fashions. And cotton answers the need, show-

around.

Bin THE swimsuit is only

quite imnfortabla to

Be a

with pa..

pletely new in the wodd of just about the sleekest thing

to Wadenu want in o brand
that tan

explains the rash of dots on these shores.

its in absorbent stretch my

mention the endless variations

nother And it you ants find

IL

Yves Saint Laurent and Christian Dior, which partially

include dress., skirts with jackets and MMm

Moeller,

mak: "This is u controllable

ready have in that handy fabric.
Dots are big international fashion, used extensively

styles are not limited to just coats but

mate.

really op. to all lengths. Hip length led stretchy, the pullover is just about the most logical thing to pull over a nth
following a swim. And.when

The sweater acts one of ill

CHOOSING puns how ft

in the Farb collections of such major couturiers as

evenmmer,

outfiis that keep their fashion cool in any cli-

Sweater -dressing will
spark the sea scene

err

able

der your snug mirth. nap If

The fashion dictionary has dropped the word
"raincoat" and is replacing it with such new

more of an answer if you want soinething
It's
you can rinse out yourself and so not be involved with
big Cleaning bills -a real consideration these days, The
polka dot fashions -and its a big fashion for little dots-

brly

fibers and colors nose wed

The firge spring breeze may
/emend sou cd the wondtrfullt
runny and fun filled di) e

mer,

ions limy one customer made
a typical, often repeated m-

$2000 GI loan. Acting ae his
own salesman, Birginal sold

gang alto buy.

ham to wear rhino Om is
proper fit Anothu n besot,
Moment mood s rho rutmi

The beg puss of
adv. I can oiler m thorn.
pant.hou ace ding to yout

Ara recent Beeline Fesh.

Arlington
tslonika
Heights, and Mrs. Gloria Di-

merchandising business with a

km. on lits Oct than mh era .rear are barriers h
soma

Stylists who have found a
career with Beeline Fashions
include Mrs. Diane Broughe-

wardrobe

-comes off .11 in Arne' jersey. As such it's a real
change from the more florid nthnts you probably al-

sumething
so polka-dolkd might be the answer.

The terms, according to the National Cotton

ine's president.

10

then

less

The
any-weather

Council, refer to a whole new range of on -the -go

"It's fast becoming the In'
way to shop," concludes Bee-

years, Beeline grew to 50 million in sales and io 196e
Learned 51 million.

year. Then in

over the United

Dots are in!

If you're looking for a Aide dress or perhaps a (mi.
with -pants to wear right away and then all through

chimes as "any -weather gear" and "rill -weather
oats."

types of merchandise.

that point their annual volume
was only about S I million a

able clothes Ion the whole fun-

of the mantalart And it gay.

Add bounce

Wk. we found the 'perfect
formula'," said Birginel. AI

"Thirdly, we offer comfort-

fabrics and prices.

son, prssident of Beeline, feels

mgt. Ile,hte

trials and tribulations in perfeeling just the Prone, .0 nitre.
"Actually it took 15 years

withm convenience and

Onimghis trim to style Ireode.

arties all

Beeline Fashion counselor Mary Lund discusses o cerble style
during a demonstration in the home of Mrs Russell Pearson-, Arl

cloththil
MARKETING
through the home show meth od was new then. and the Bin ginals went through many

portunity to earn, to go Into

friend and sets up a party date.
The hostess invites her friends

way of
Another homemaker .sod
mother of two toddlers added,
"It's a marvelous opportunity
to get out and away from the
family fora little while."
Wearing apparel isn't the
only thing sold through in.
home. parties. Other fume are
using the party plan to sell
cookware, jewelry, housshold
cleaners and countless other

finale and Wisconsin.

"First and foremost we be.
'ley' in Living women oho on-

BACH WEEK 20,000 Beeline Fashion stylists conduct

gg

qq

Moiety and underwear from
door to door throughout 11 -

For 25 years the company

Ms Mowed Otis eame for-

the plan is so simple.

living room is the theme of
Beeline Fashion, Inc., Ben-

BEAUTY SALON

Tobe says

Monday May 11,1970

Monday May II 1970

Ifs about time to had for
the hills or the islands -whichever is more your bag. And if
thc islands is the choice, then
pack up a new caftan. Fashion
magazines and newspaper are

calling them "maxi cover-ups"
and super long skivvies" and
Photognmhing pages of them
on the benches with matching
biking.

BM there's a doubt that
these mftans will ever pass the
first heat wave test The look is
more of an apres-sun gel -up
for parties ond .daneing at re -

Zit:

r6ii

mem

RIGHT NOW-you

36,000 Blirs Z°:`
JUST

$55995*
installation Eann

Great or
apres-sun.

1°

...es a

large dee. row
eraperatom a lull cePae.),
alualnum
aeffer
Ma charged
me-always ready to cool

rier
FREE Survey.. -

Financing Amimed

ICJ
MERLON CO., INC.
1550 Rand Rd. Palatine, 111.

PHONE: 359-4868

.

lagenbringS for fine fabrics
114111

veil at campbell downtown Arlington Hgts.

,

Gut

THE DAY
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Wigs offer quick change artistry

By Maim.
rule

The key has always been a
symbol of power toman. The

difficult

*IT

The two most popular wig Myles this season are the "side -part"

and the "Striesmad" swinger, Kanekelan is thebio" fiber now in

@Omens designated Janus the
god of doors and gateways. and

AC'

he is always shown with a key

use and throe can be cut in practimlly any style from Dutch Boy to
formal arrangements. The BD -lime of a wig can be almost hidelinite
with pper care. Nearly all are wash and wear and can be colored.
Wigsro
at
of Hair" range in price from 529 I1P ine nthetics
and S40 upfor
for human heir. Their Mona Use wig carries life time

el his belt.

Arr

When you hear of a visiting

dignitary being presented a
key, remember that kings also

guarantee.

did this. Keys have alwiya
been used to denote favor.

George Borkowski wins raised in the Mg business, receiving his

training from his father and in other long.mteblished Chicago
Megrim. Although the wig business has become somewhat simplified with the introduction of synthetim, Borkowski still hand makes a few wigs, a task which requires a very exacting talent.
These painstakingly -made creations ere generally made for women
who have lost their hair through Hinea or other causes. The cost of
one can range to several hundred dollars.

synthetic wig, are so math fun to sell and style.

Cling's the thing

Yarns lead the way
'

thing for

the

fashion look, and knit does it.
The -long lines, sleeks tch
BL soft and swingy skirts
end body -liner looks all go
smoothly in knit.
Textured yarns give e lash
hand to. an otherwise simple
synthetic knit .-- for an example. the pattern of polyester
jacquard knit or the rich matte

surface of a tenured double
knit.
BOUCLE IS back to star in

novelty knits such as bright
and clashing art deco patterns.

Printed cotton knits brighten up any wardrobe.
The cotton sweater knits become scene stealers. Not only

querade a, something else, yet
they keep the same easy -care
virtues a, their older sisters..

signs for

Potpourri
SIDE -PART

as its own baby, as rib.knitsbit

Spying is a good idea -in

the pets trend. Long rib knit

more ways than one. So why

dont we put on our thinking

the right swing at the belled.

caps and see if we can come up

miffs.

with some good ideas today?

and skirt go beutifully with

'spare ribs." Some tunics are
long enough to doubleas

pulled long, have the tank of

sometimes have long matching,

body fashion.

vow sweaters readhing to he

Knit fashion trend is based
so the unlimited possibilities
Mr the individual to create her

hem of the draw.

The fit is body -liner close,

own look with knits as a base.

bier she discharged all liability
for her husbands debts.

trigued by locks and key for
many years. Some appreciate

bottle with a handle. The

ether your own elem. vet
sion of checkers. Chew

flowers will hide the threaded

handsome chess board in eol.

Man petals. For pitcher, use
opening. Paint the jugs and
gam on braid or raffia for trim.

Of the

wealthy. In many ways they

Padlocks were without a

Only

In

the

homes

symbol. Because
position of Me

doubt the earliest locks. They

the community

yews ago. The padlocks made
in the Per Past resemble an on-

W. 0 very importing one.

is

Prologue

to the

1970. Striking

contemporary idioms by in
nationally acclaimed designer
Lawrence Peabody, AlDrand

the heart was in the traditional
design. The forerunner of the
modern padlock has changed
link except for leaf designs on

into them, like false kayhMea,
springs and more then one key.

were used as early as 2000

have been found in their oriel nal state, but the van majority
were

In another major first for
the Dendee, III., pottery, do-

wood. Leer they were

tical Way then can be used?

covered all four walls and ccil-

or permanently lower one side.
Sand off any decals and paint it

a bright color or use an en doing kit on it Make a cover

STRIESAND SWINGER

(of the mattress and matching
bolsters for the back and sides.

If your crib is alreadY none or

still in use, you might like to
pick up an old metal one in a
woad hand store. It would be
wen more eye-catching than

Total look

wooden one.

The classic bikini enseinble
completes the fashion forecast.

_

You can make an late,

The basic lines of the bikini

esting flower holder from any
gallon plastic bottle. To form a

carrY themselves and are accentuated by a waffle-Imit car-

lotus shaped bowl, jusneut the

digaa jacket which coven tip

edge Mto points. Roll the
Pete back over Pencil to

yet lets the mu shine through.

top off the bottle and trim the

pace and ashtrays, all with the
Peabody person. signature.

To meet the continui4 de mend for traelitional !antics tot
Mediterranean and Contmentai settings. Eric Olsen h. de ogmd a cl taste b duster lamp
mg

gonterapor try minded

look km

Owen

shon his vemusic by creel
an a tall tapered column on
hexagon design topped by
white pluand shade
stark %mull., of de son
temporary style Olongt in a

uful and to function for to
said

In addition to lamps Putho

dye &signs include ewer.
m four saes vases in four

%um hut enema modern
deign vath today Wan col

wes Candlehol&r, to nom
ber of Mimes and heights

round markers from PlYwoeh
and Paint them to matd1 the
board - they don't always have

ing of his room with pictures
For instance, what about
that old baby crib you've been
seeing just in case? It can be
turned into a unique love seat
for the family room. Remove

to be red and black.

of personalities cut from news
magazines? You could do the
same on one wall of a child's

dried, shellac the wall to make
the paper more durable. This
method could also be done for

taking care of the lawn agent,
you might need a hanger for

If your family has one game the garden hose. Fasten about
they like to play a lot, why not seven large juice cans in
set it out as a permanent ac- circle to the garage wall. The
tossory? You might even like hose can be looped over thee
invest in a new, good -look- and the cans will also hold
ing version of your favorite. many garden accmsnriot and
Chess sets, of course, have al- small tools if you have re ways been available in many moved one end from there.

unusual and beautiful styles.
But there are also deluxe vetsions of Monopoly, three -dimonsional Tic Tac Toe and
Scrabble. You on even put to-

Eric Olsen chief of Heeger's Design BUM, created this classic
beduster lamp with tortoiseshade to meet the demand for tradition
of lamps for Mediterran.n and Continentalsettings

ARIES (March 21 - April 19k After last week, Ari, you're no
doubt feeling somewhat spent. Maybe even a bit down in the
dothps. Hot, take heart. Help is close at hand.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20). There is more in you to be

I
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Only WEXI Is STEREO!

ANIMUES ARE
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m he sore that they are holding a social security card with,
their correct name.
He stated that many women

to have their new name

In many ways it's a cover,
story.The new small head look
has inspired tiny eta with
maximum coverage.

Cloches fitting so close to
the head are newsy in geometric
that can set off solid

-end

brims

-7,7,10gr.A7

there. Clustered Wong
and covering many

Important m any new style.
Bare m are over -sized, cov-

ering the short hair styles in
15

knits, felts and straws.

its or match art deco cosoutfits

Straws natural and colored

tumes. Sculptured cloches hug

are hitting high marks atop

This can cause serious delay
41 u later date, when applying
for social security benefits.
The procedure is simple and

alrle more, hide a little less.

many an ensemble.

an be

by completing a
form 7003 which can he picked up at any district office peryonally or by mail.
Schafer goes on to say that
the rule applies to all Women

°RING

wane flowers for hats are as

1 -corded with Social Security
after un-siege.

Brims arc ever gaining in
popularity. Hats

make

the

ost them in many sophismof

ticated and sporty styles, including versions of cowboy
and safari, hate
Flowered hats on staelch

fabrics replace wigs by filth.
the head in a similar manner.
Heir is covered completely

Slow starter?
Kee the maps of your sum trip
for remembrance.
Pane them to a screen Or await

of your rumpus room. Protect
with sheltie sprayed from on
aerosol can.

d the hat fits snugly, wig.
like

Register New for et

FREE
Diamond Wedding
Bond

The flaw. Wary chant

winter

weather' and

MITCHELL'S
JEWELER

harsh

Evergreen Shopping
Center
20 5. Evergreen,

soaps.

thew off. one must keep bands

If you get a nick or out from

and nails looking lovely. Use
fint-aid cream on your hands
deer dishwashing and before
retiring at night. It will heal
my tittle cuts in the skin from

household chores, use new
sheer
bandages Id
cover
wound. They guard ageing( in -

Haeger Potteries Peking Collection. II measures 42 inches tall, sells

you want

for 539. Visit Haeger Potteries showrooms in Dundee, Ill., and
select from o wide variety of traditional to contemporary styles.

section,

Arlington Heights

yet do not mar hand

394-0820

t

beauty.

I\

BAN K

DECISIONS!
PROM GRADUATION

y

PAR TY

,ws1e,

;:7SW

:;:TAN07GA7A

to the old West Wind. Forget it.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 221: You have no doubt already decided
course of action concerning that new chapter which
have begun last week. If so, then why are you considering
the approval of another? Is it because you are unsure? Olga recommends that you stop talking and listen to your heart.

ANTHONY'S

should

ahead, Virg. Prosperity. like peace, "is just around the corner...
Which corner? Well, that's for you to figure out. One clue: keep

NORTHWEST
TRUST AND SAVINGS

DECISIONS, DECISIONS,

maybe it is time you unscrewed your head and made applimtion
for a new one. Temptation in week ahead will be to throw caution

L.

71.4

23 S. Northwest Hwy. Palatine
PH: 359-0808

turning. Sittilw on your duff will certainly not solve your problem.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 221: Don't give in to fashion in week
ahead, Libra. Do not obey that which you have so often ridiculed. Temptation will be great to overextend yourself. Financially, physically andmrnbtionally.
SCORPIO (011. 23 - Nov. 20. If you survived last week,
Scarp, you're to becongretulated. Week coming up scheduled to
be a bit more pleasant. After all, things couldn't get much more
hectic, could they? Energy should reach peak by fourth day. Just
this once, use it for the. good of one who is near and dear. Let
Scorp take number two spot The novelty will do you good.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Despair may bug you in
week ahead, la). You may have uneasy feeling that you are on a

street leading from nowhere to nothing. Would it help if Olga

Mon. (gnat. 9-5

Rh,IR A 89, MOOPect
p.m.

Rd.

Prospect Heights

BUSSES FLOWERS

Flee Market Sole

a.m. to 41

Home of Ike

t/Tw.Z'7
1003E raftriteld

259-2210

Teen Hall, lower Level
of Randhunt

"MAPLE MANOR"
'MOANS'

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

BARREL 011YGONES
ANTIQUES

ALL NIGHT CONCERT

DINS HOWSE

Security Administration, urges all married wcimen

the house

for corning week, Put a little fun in your life ... take an Art to
your heart. Ora growling Leo. Or if all else fails, a Saj.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): If you have or deliberate to
know on which side your bread is Nittered. Moonbaby, then

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept 22): Do not be distrejsed in week

085 Hardware

ANTIQUES

SUN.

a91 -502n

Mt. Prospect

Saturday

MANOR NOG. LONG GROVE

tv St... Plain.

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Phone 537-1000

STICK

HST. BLDG)

OPEN MO 11 to(hoo

AUCTIONS

tea S./Hlwoulun Ave.

SOPP
NEOHNFINWNE 1

y,eie,.,, FURNITURE, CUT

ApAsioNmt

Every Wed.... P.M

WEXI

Dir

Hats accent
the whole woman

walks off with

your friends, one never quite knows what to expect from you. Tip

YE OLD CHINA IL GIASS

Social

fool

Heights, who displays them on a while well. Although many of the
keys are hundreds of years old, they are practically indestructable
and therefore the Walsh's son finds them interesting playthings too.

&hard, north-

west district manager of the

A while porcelain with cutout design, topped by a shade in
contrasting ebony opaque, is among the timeless treasures of

the greater part. Because you are more complex than most of

/INTIM 611,11012

Cornelius

keys are from the collection of Mrs. John Walsh, Arlington

Before someone

p(atsed than pardoned, Taurus. And in week ahead you will how
wpFds of praise from one whose opinion you value most highly.
AsEept, accept. Before week is over send message winging its way
to You -Know -Who,
'GEMINI (May 21 -lime 20): You know of course that you are
a bit of a schizo, Gem. But that is pap of your charm. Mdeed it is

Top Forty
Radio Stations

Check social
security
standing

Keys arc still very collectible and many are offered in antique
shops err hidden In the basements of old homes. The large center
key Is believed to be over 800 years old and comes from on Irish
castle. The ornate key al left once opened a French wine cellar.
Folding keys add interest toe collection as do the tiny ones. These

Ito
Wo-ormemIMMI

thinldng.

Your Weekly Horoscope

WE

key

A ring on even/finger is the
at" style this season. To set

You can probably come up
with some beer ides. lust sit
doom for a minute end Wart'

Thexre Are Three

the wine cellar.
The Romans also developed
the type of key we use today.

Ring every finger

Now that it's time lo start

or landscapes.

mallBeighths

of an inch. TraditiOn
tells us that the Roman nun
carried only one key, that to

&

table. The art work can easily
be. Changed, and the budding
artists will be quite proud.

room sing magazine pictures
of high fashion, wild animals,

bronze and iron. Many Romeo
keys were Worn on the finger

throe who mey new have

use as place mats for the family

a hag play room or powder

-and thousands of milm away In
the Faroe Islands.
Roman keys and locks have

whether or not they are curtsey employed, as well as to

.

To encourage your children
with their art work, you roikht
slip some of their better pima
a plastic "envelope" to

room with newspaper comic
sect ones. After the pale has

parts

from completely entering 05 less it is the right one.

with bran. or fruitwood tom
in the classic bast NO! the

American public is wady and
wane a
m7dt. product

boy them separately. Then
hon. your husband cut smell

import.

lock which prevents it

with .101101, shade

reaffirm my btlief thet le

of

other

the warded lock. A ward is a
piece of metal fixed within a

wring pieces, plantes con.

signer Peabody has created -a-

wen designed to

of wood but with the Week

and

A SMALL number of iron
Chimer and Indian padlocks

traditional to classic styl. by collection of accessories in a
Eric Olsen, chief of Haegerr gourmet feast of colors that
design bureau.
mixed or matched tofu

ors you like. You can usualb

DID YOU see the news hem

Page It

Many of these deltas had been found all over Europe.
all kinds of clever ideas built' ,Generally .they were made Of

them as clever devices made to

outsmart the other fellow. Mill
others me intrigued by themechanical skill necessary foe
their creation.

!ASS THAN 150 yam ago

'mat or god. The Europe,

the design, others look upon

why
Peabody

about the teen-age boy who

Cann knit sweaters from

thigh -high to floorlength and

Primitive locks were made
similarly. Practically identirml
locks Ward found in Indonesia

Mae addition, to de- con
temporary sceo at HMO.

you already have. Is
there a more onus alor prac-

dresses.

the all -coyer -up turtknecks to
ale vest sweater or tank top, all

were made of steel.

square was used an large.gatem

any occasion or place.

Look arosesloes

Tunie and pets or tunie

shirt or tank -top dresses. Thee
dresses go long-sleeved,shortsleeved, V-neck, turtleneck.

Iona of a ball with a hasp; the

lished as a craft with a tO-year
apprenticeship.
Collectors have been in-

day e

rency this spring - the soft

This sweater look, the cling
thing, appears in the Hog. T-

in France it was firmly math-

coMents.
Medieval custom carried
this key business even a bit furthey; when a widow placed her
marriage key on her husband's

Spring: a good idea time

ried out by such styles Ls the

touch in everythtoing from caps
and scarves
floordength
gold

her husband's home and its

made of metal. Still later Mgr

-

jumpsuits have the right eling,

FOR THE sweater put-on,
sweeten knits arc fashion cur-

end

dupes; the ball, made in the

were a at
of thle the
locks
locmith In

hone. have been designed
by Ban Seibel of Now York,

we thee ribbed and tweedy. Ott feel Le fluid and supple, carnese new knits may mas-

padlock Came In four different

manors. Interestingly enough
the medieval pract ice of giving

b the theme of Hugar PoUeries' new lamp de-

Paula Carrier of Arlington Heights select.] this bl.h.blonde
wig. All wigs at "House °Mak" are an and styled es a part of the
purchase price.

this spring.
Cling's the

IV of Germany
created the Position of master
locksmith in the I Sth Century.

lode and keys were found

-Peat

ausligan dress, a stretched -out
sweater.
Sportswear has adopted knit

Chide

Past is prologue to present
in new Haeger lamp designs

A wall of wigs creates enthusiasm as soon as the customer enters the new "House

kniu big in the fashion picture.
they are comfortable too.

man Marriage: ceremony, in
which the bride was presented
with a kcy to show her rights to

Keys dangled from the belts
of chamberlains and the ladies
that inhabited the medieval

the bride a key on her wedding
day hod stemmed from the Re-

of Hair", 17 W. Davis, Arlington Heights. Owner George Borkowski suggests to
Donna D. that Me try this king Mona Lisa wig, complete with narrow braids which
are caught on top in a Grecian style. Borkowski hm spent over 20 years In the
winery business and is enjoying it now more than ever primarily because the new

Fa hlon% yam is clicking
aveywhert to put together the
clothes that make headlines

Monday May 11,1970

Keys and padlocks make
interest -provoking collections

iwv
Wigs not only can change a women's appearance but her mood.
Day Publications "Dine Out" columnist Donna Day couldn't quite
make up her mind when she visited the "House of Hair." Having
bushels of wigs (about 5,0001 at her fingertips made selections

THE DAY

Antique world

told you that you are about to enter into a new and exciting phase
of your life? Would that bit of info tend to tide Saj through?
CAPRICORN (Dee. 22 - Jan. 19)1 Your vision may need to be
improved, Cap. Either literally or. figuratively. Home situation

May need attention. Take off the blindfold. Then take action
iniinedtately or generation gap widens.
AQUARIUS Elan. 20- Feb. Igo Bacchus may beckon in week
ahead, Aquarius. You would be wise, however, to turn your back
on Bacchus and concentrate on day-to-day duties. Boring as they
may seem to be. Cheer up, love, your day will come.
'PISCES (Feb.19 -March 20): Sit down in week ahead, Pisces,
and get,ftwancial affairs in order. If things Seem to be in a bit of a
mem, don't hesitate to ask advice from one in the' knew. Then

FOLLOW IT. Good intentions are no longer enough. Follow
OleaVadviee and week should wind up on a note of chew

TIN 5,11 10Dot itabliot
isee us about your Home Mortgage needs.
Don't let your dream home slip away. II you've
got your heart set on a certain house, come talk
TO Our Home Mortgage expert new. He's gal all

u want to look'moth
aten next year
Then lake advantage of our
Do

the answers and knows how to work Out the most

FREE MOTH PROOFING

favorable financing. And he'll make Me you're
walking into a sound investment.

for

each depositor insured to $20,000 by the Federal deposit insurance Corporation

All your dry cleaned wool
Garments.
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OUT OURT,WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

NO, I'M NOT AsicilS'
SCIENCE IS wi-IAT'S
GOLDIE FOR HELP -- BuG61kr ME --BUT
MATH HAS ME
NOT GONNA
STUMPED. BUT I'LL
BOTHER HIM WITH
SWEAT IT OUT
MY TROUBLES, EITHER!
MYSELF...
L
I'LL JUST 60 DOWN

ALONE...

OW!
WHAT A

THAT'S AN OLD

NOT GONNA 0E610

COMPARED

CAR FOR A
MILLIONAIRE!
ARE yoU SURE
7bLrRE NOT
Orr IN' INTO A
WAY, APPLE,

HELP YOU --BUT I'M
JUSTSOFT-HEADED
ENOUGH TO GIVE A

TRYIN'.... ALL BY

MYSELF-

I DON'T HAVE MUCH
SYMPATHY FOR 'CU
GOOF-OFFS, AND I'M

LIFT IF YOU'LL CUTOUT

THAT BUNKUM AND
JUST ASK!

TO THAT

HEAR EVEN
BUSTERS

wizedK

BELONGS
AT INDY.

JAKE*?

HANGOVER!

NO WODNDSMER `IA
GUYS
sTAVE
LL; DOGOU
MILLWATER IS CHECI<IN'

are featured.
Acevedo

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 Mike Douglas
26 Spanish News

44 Continuous
Sports

CLEAN UP THE OCEAN!

ey in Las Vegas.
7 Movie
"Assault on

Gunsmoke

2

Rerun. A girl in-

of Franck and Cho-

Newly O'Brien's efforts to arresta horse
thief who happens to

pin.

5 My World and

.5.11

C1.4.00.6r
tif 1.4 pre

S.0

Welcome to It
Rerun. "The Saga
of Dimity Ann."
7 It Takes a Thief
Rerun. "The Steal
Driving Man."

Feanaje..P1'[.rostci

I'm..

vs 4. o4

ination of unique ex-

udice and dis-

WHAT A TERRIBLE
THING TO HAPPEN TO YOU,
MV PEAR... AND NOW

WE MUST GET YOU
IN SOME DRY
CLOTHES!

I'D LIKE TO CALL
MY FATHER, MRS.

HERMAN WILL TAKE
YOU IN TOMORROW,
CHERRY... AND I'M SO

WILLINGHAM._ HE'LL

BE WORRIED

VERY HAPPY TO HAVE

ABOUT ME!

YOU SPEND THE NIGHT!

BUGS. BUNNY
SOUNDS LIKE FEEDIN'
TIME AT TI -I' ZOO...

FOR Tt.Esimy

YAK !

IT, I SAY

tr
1,11/111/00M,

TAURUS (April 21 - May

\ipg

.1 ry to compensate for a

11

STOP.- STOP

EHHH,
WHAT'S
UP,
DOC?

law start this morning. Don't
be upset should you find yourself far behind schedule at evening.

GEMINI INlay 22

-

`:149,,914

I

GOOD NE/61490R?

12:50

where deaf children
are learning how to

9

Flash Gordon

7

Perspectives

1:00

od called verbal -tonal method, a system
2

classes in a Malta village is personified by
trumpeters of two
contesting
brass

9, News

7

welcomes Paul F. ,.vans for a discussion of pottery.

1:20
News

7

Reflections

2

Late Report

2
9

Meditation
Editorial

26 A Black's View

1:40

1:45

10:30
2

Mery Griffin

8:30
Doris Day Show
Rerun. The loss of

5

Toby's frog causes
the magazine to lose

9

1:30

of the News

Show

hope and strength to

1:05

32 News Final

11 Antiques VII
George Michael

Biology.
2

Paul Harvey

Comments

10:00
News
News
News

5

Glass Darkly," revealing efforts of St.
Paul's Lutheran

32

based on cybernetics.

for St. Andrew." The
rivalry between the

1:50
Movie
"Smugglers
Gold."
3:05

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
Show
9 Movie
"Talk of the

9

7

9

Town.'

a heeded bank loan.

EEK & MEEK

report

speak by a new meth-

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.
the Tigers at Detroit.
8:25
20 TV College

inner city children,

a

from the Alexander
Graham Bell School

Movie

bands playing at a
feast for St. Andrew.

Church to bring

ELMER...
UNLAX:

211:

Dumb,"

Mayberry RFD

11 NET Journal
"Two Trumpets

culture, and "A

WOULDN'T WANT VA

T' THINK I WASN'T A

5

"No One Will be

OKAY,

June

Take care that the present
project's inherent difficulty
doesn't cause you to become
overly discouraged about your
Mime.
CANCER (June 22 - July
231: Make use of everything
you have in your favor. Other-

YOUR EXHAUST
FUMES ARE
BLOWIN5 INTO
MY HOUSE AND
THE NOISE 15
DWIVING ME

12:30
Some of My Best
Friends

ter

loh."

11 Director's
Choice
Mary Gold's "Super Up," a commentary on the individual and advertising pressures of our

32 The Prisoner

11 Fact of the Mat-

"Journey to Shi-

tis is guest star.

among

classmtes that teaches an ugly lesson.

who makes a play for
Sam's girl.

Famous Writers
7:00
5 Rowan and Martin's Laugh -In
Rerun. Tony Cur-

Your
Horoscope

crimination

Rerun, Sam meets
an old Army buddy
5

11:30
3 2 The Honeymooners
12:00
2 Movie
"Congo
Crossing."
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

prej-

in

Five Minutes to

Live By

`i

MORTY MEEKLE

wise, 'you may find yourself
falling
behind
petition.

the

com71-1AT15

I.E0 (July 24

-

RIGHT:

Aug. 231:

EVT I'M NOT
GOING

ANYWHERE.

Health and hygiene are particularly important at this
time. Don't overlook even the

Of-I,WELL... IT WAS
WORTH A -TRY.

CAOC

CAVALL-I

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

slightest sign of illness.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

231: Keep a firm hold on any
material gains you've made

z

over the .past few months. Oth-

ers may try to gain an undeserved prize.
1.113RA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
NI ake every effort to hring
ziihout the changes you desire
on the employment front.
Home affairs should he in
good Order.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
221: The failings and shortcomings of a loved one must he
forgotten at this time. Emphasize the good points of another.
.

SAG IITARIUS (Nov. 23

5--41

4

5 U.S. coin
9 Service

'THE OPTIMIST"

things into line for the project
coming up. Try to gain supporters.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Rely on your in- uskil

Jan. 201;

tuitive instincts to gain you an

inside lane in the present race diz:
for accolades. Co-workers :,

want to cooperate.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
191: \ lake up your mind about
others gradually. If you jump
the gun in your personal rela-

At/AFTER LEARNING

HMM.801.1 KNOW'

tionships. you may forfeit

CAME ON AN EARLIER

THERE WA5 A LITTLE MAN
LIKE HIM ON MV FLIGHT

friend.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
211: Let your temperament

CAPTAIN EASY

FLIGHT, EASY AND
WASH CHECK WITH
VARIOUS AIRLINES

I BELIEVE

YE5TERPAY...EXCEPT
EXCEPT...

EXCEPT
WHAT,
MA' AM

HE WASN'T BALD LIKE
THIS MAN.- I MEAN VISIBLY
SALM HE WA S tVEARING
A

AND HE WAG
( SHAGGY WIG?...
TRAVELING V,ITH
AND A Me mAN
BIG MAN,,,AL50
WITH A- HOLY
WITH A MOTACHE1

COW,

EASY: I.

JUSTREMEMSERED
SOMETHING:

guide you in the selection of a
new hobby. Don't be afraid to
try something entirely new and
different.

Answers to
Hideaword

----7111113M1

BASHFUL

NMI
C,110

US Pe ON

'CAMPUS CLATTER
AT HOME OVER. THE WEEKEND,

I CONDUCTED A TELEPHONE

miss.;

MY FATHER.

LiBERATED` ME
FROM THE

TELEPHONE:

flush
flash
flub

flab
bash
blush

lash
lush

half
haul
stub
slab

MWU ImJM01=1

0 =Ili

WUO
MAWKIW

MUMM. MONJ

.

name
17A01
remuneration 59 Winglike parts OMUDOW
laINMMEIPM
12 Paper of value 60 Pig's habitat
P3W0671MM
UMEWVA
61
Combat
of
13 Winged
LOOM
MOU
two persons
14 pYlealnl ot w bugle
(hell
Mrd
62 Jerk (coll.)
resources
medium
15 District
DOWN
10 All the time
34 Cirrus (ab.)
16 Herb genus
1 Reduce in
11 Devours food 40 Brought
17 Fishing
amount
19 Auricle
together
implement
2 Wounds with 21 More
42 Primate
18 Concise
horns
extensive
44 Chemical
20 Currency
3
Indolent
24 Financial
compound
units
4 Seraglio
institutes
45 Chateau22 Superlative
rooms
26 Cavity (anat.)
briand heroine
suffix
5
Automobile
27 Baptismal
46 Lear's second
23 Masculine
6 Escape
receptacles
daughter
nickname
28 Common
attention
47 Small inlet
25 Eternity
Defense group suffix
48 Greek letters
26 Constellation 7 (ab.)
29 Bring to court 49 Lease
27 Signs of
8 Seaport in
30 Passing fancy 50 Asian
separation
Irish Free
31 Medical
language
30 Event
State
group (ab.)
52 Oscillate
accepted as
9 Pecuniary
32 Exchange
55 Friend (coil.)
trueml33

5-#

-a.

....Gitaaereco

abbreviation
35 Abrupt
12
flexure (anat )
15
36 River in
Siberia
8
37 Relative
38 Italian noble
22
family
39 Ancient
Persian
30
emperor
41 Viscous

CAMPAIGN FOR OUR

OPM

.:1EWE41Ls]al W 10.)

.- - 58 Feminine

1

ARIES (Nlarch 22 - April
20): Develop your naturally
warm personality to the point
where you attract people to
you. Now is a good lime to he gin aggressive action.

M011aWQ3 UOMPIVI

income
57 Business
abbreviation

7

-

THAT DR.DIMBLE

1 Exchange

premium

THE BORN LOSER

ability at organization to get

a

MREIM 011COM FOPM
-MOMUO LW 4[

UMMIW Pif4OMMMW

Dec. 22): Use your remarkable
...

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Money, Money
ACROSS

substance
43 Operate
44 Poisonous

2

3

1
32

36

4

5

currency
54 Journey
56 Earned

7

8

9

14

16

17

119
23

6

13

2

27

34

41

53

29

46

47

38
42

44

49

28
35

..37

39

48

11

25

26
33

10

21

24

serpent

45 Circle part
48 Competition
prize
51 Chemical
compound
53 Oriental

at

Garden.

8 - year - old white

8:00

26 Famous Artists;

A

periments

bout

Madison Square

Storm." An exam--

32 On Deck Circle

to Africa is featured.
6:45
2 6 Bob Philbin
Sports
6:55
20 'I'V College
Humanities.

terweight

9:30
Now
"The Eye of the

7

7:45

A trapping safari

;1.sliattr

9:10

Fishing scenes are
featured.

2

Donato Paduano
and Marcel Cerdan
Jr. battle in a wel-

Weather,

20 Forsyte Saga

7:40

Seas

murder.
32 Fight of the Month

Sports

20 TV College
Geography.

32 Of Lands and

kind by the act of

author of "Notes on
a Cowardly Lion."
44 Continuous

Hawk to Calabash

26 Today's Racing

MARK TRAIL

cussed by John Lahr,

News,

From Kitty

32.

be her father.

TRUTH AND OCNSEOUENCES

a

fluence s. deputy

characters wh6,' arc
isolated from man-

The life of comedi-

Queen."
Wagon Train
11 Young Musical
Artists
Pianist
Barbara
Nissman plays works

6:30

Georges Simenon, all
having to do with

an I3ert Lahr is dis-'

9

26 Quiz

Of crime writer

11 Book Beat

Here's Lucy
Rerun. Lucy loses
all the family's mon2

6:15
11 TV College
Literature.
6:25

ENOUGH DOUGH TO

A series of 13 plays

based on the novels

ki Carr.
9 Perry Mason

7:30

32 The Munsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

OUT A INVENTION TO
CUT GOWN ON THE FUMES! IF HE Has, THE
FouNDATIoNLL HAVE

Weather,

Against

Thirteen
Fate

2

Show

News,

II PREMIERE:

9:08
Carol
Burnett
Show
Rerun. Guests are
Flip Wilson and Vik-

26 Turin

45

50

52
55

59

62
11

py uirtnaay nl r olz!!
be Pro5pert 31)

WEATHER
Tonight: Showers, thunderstorms likely, low near
60.
Tomorrow: Partly

Telephone

2554400

cloudy, showers, thunderstorms likely, high in 70s.
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Prospect High School
smoking area approved
Prospect High School students will have a smoking area
for the five remaining weeks of
the 1969-70 school year.

Voting 4 to 3 last night, the
District 214 Board of Education

approved a designated

smoking area on school property.

It will be located behind the

high school, west of the district's central maintenance
building near the athletic
field's concessions stand.

THE SPOT WAS among
three areas recommended, according to Edward Spacapan,
assistant principal.
Other areas mentioned were

near the intersection of Dale
and Mayfair behind a cyclone

fence or south of the

field

house near the athletic field,
Spacapan said.

Rd.

Board members made the
decision .to add another smok-

ing area to the district's six
schools after

by students crossing Goebbert

reviewing the

Other smoking areas were
approved for similar traffic
difficulties.

BUT THE Prospect. High

Prospect. smoking issue with

smoking

residents of the Dale and Mayfair neighborhood and receiving an indictment of poor student behavior from the principal of nearby Kensington Elementary School.

ed by school administrators
about two months ago, was

DIST.

214

students

are

allowed to smoke on school
property in designated areas of
Forest View, Wheeling, Hersey and. Elk Grove High
Schools.

Forest View was given the
first smoking area on an experimental basis last year to
avoid traffic hazards created

area,

recommend-

turned down.

vealed yesterday that he has
sent President Nixon a telegram assuring the President of
his strong support of the decision to

attack enemy sanc-

tuaries in Cambodia.
The message was sent within

minutes after the thrust into
Cambodia began.

"You have my strong support for your initiation of action against Communist headquarters in Cambodia. Commend decision to attack enemy
sanctuaries as essential to success of Vietnamization policy.
In a speech to 500 Republicans
in St. Louis immediately after
your televised statement, I

commended your action and
urged support of your policy.

Response overwhelmingly in
favor of your courageous deci-

sion. You have my full support."

COMMENTING further,
Rep. Crane said, "I would remind those who criticize the
President's action that respect
for Cambodia's neutrality and
far her borders has in the past
been a one-sided affair," said
Crane. "We have not violated
her neutrality, but the enemy
has long used Cambodia as a
sanctuary. For years Americans and South Vietnamese

have been attacked 'from

across

that border;

only

now are we recognizing the
need to shoot back.
I would further remind the

President's critics that it was
the previous administrations

Arrest 2 Des Plaines
Youths with marijuana
Cook County police

ar-

had stopped the youths before
the arrest for a traffic violation
late Sunday night at North- when they noticed one youth
west Highway and Main in trying to hide something unMount Prospect and found a derneath the seat.
small quantity of marijuana in
Police said they followed
their car.
the car into Mount Prospect
The youths were Thomas and stopped it again.
McAndrew, 20, of 321 MarPolice charged both youths
shall, driver of the auto, and with possession of marijuana,
Larry Rivelli, 19, of 382 Mar- and they are to appear in Niles
shall. According to police they Court June 15.
rested two Des Plaines youths

as a deeper

her pupils to complain vigor- problem than a simple smokously about Prospect students ing request.

who have been allowed to

"THE CREATION of

a

smoke near the corner of Dale smoking area is secondary to
and Mayfair.
learning self-discipline," said
Costello, who has frequently
HER 13 POINTS include expressed the opinion that stuteacher heckling by high dent smoking is a moral issue.
school students, careless drivLike other board members

When pressured by Pros- ing by high schoolers, ques- dismayed about Mrs. Elroy's

pect students, the board post-

poned decision -making to
study a cost analysis of faculty

policing --inside the school or
alternative measures.
A letter written May 7 to the
district by Mrs. Kathryn

McElroy, principal of Kensington School west of Prospect High, shocked' the board
members.

Mrs. Elroy listed '13 instances of inconvenience and
aggravation which have caus-

Rep. Crane backs Nixon's
policies on Cambodia
Rep. Philip M. Crane (R 13th Dist.) of Northbrook re-

ed her staff and parents of smoking issue

that got us so deeply involved
in the war in Vietnam. President Nixon has completely reverspd previous policy and is
making the first determined ef-

tionable vehicles that frequent letter, Costello said the Prosthe corner brining the danger pect students had deliberately
of drug traffic alarmingly forced the district to provide a
close .to the Kensington smoking area by their recent
school, distasteful student be- poor behaviorin past weeks.
havior and litter blown over to
However, (area residents
the Kensington school yard who spoke at last night's meetfrom the Prospect smokers.
ing, said the Prospect problem
Jack Costello,
Richard had been with them for several
Stamm and Joseph Schiff- years.
hauer were the three board
The board agreed to, allow a
members who opposed crea- Prospect smoking area to be.
tion of the Prospect smoking watched under close superarea.
vision and reviewed for conCostello considered the tinuation next year.
17.

SIMON

\

SUBURB\
SAYS=
In these troubled times it seems that no news is the ONLY good
news.

today, received the well -wishes of many friends and neighbors during an all -day open house. (Photo
by Dan Balas.)

fort to bring American boys
home as quickly as possible. I
believe he deserves the support
of every. American in his efforts.

CRANE ADDED: "We as
a nation -must decide whether
or not we are going to turn the
world over to the communists.
If so, then we should pull out
of Southeast Asia immediately
and stop using our resources to
aid free nations such as Israel.

Height of Randhurst building to be aired
The question of whether the
10 -story height kariation allow-

ed for the professional - office

building to be built at Randhurst is the absolute limit in
Mount Prospect, or a lower
height, as a Jaycees poll indicated last year, may be partly
determined Friday night.

""But if this is not to be the
The plan commission has
case, then we, will have to be scheduled an 8 p.m. meeting,
willing to pay the cost neces- to which the public is invited,
sary to maintaining our free- to discuss proposed changes in
dom. This will occasionally in- the village zoning ordinance
volve sacrifices. The alterna- concerning maximum height,
tive is surrender and the even and front, side and rear yard
greater cost of liberty lost to
every American.
"In calling upon the British
people to resist Nazi Germany,
Winston Churchill said: 'You

may come to the moment
when yOu. will have to fight
with all odds against you and
only a precarious chance of
survival. There may even be
a worse case. You may have
to fight when there is no hope
of victory, because it is better

It wouldn't be a typical Al Volz celebration without the Stetson, so Mayor John Walsh of
Arlington Heights dons a Texas topper as he presents Volz with a huge birthday cake. Volz, 99

Gripe
Of The

Day
Plastic food wrap that
won't unwrap. A.W.

to perish than to live as slaves.' "

minimum requirements of
business property.
The proposed changes were
suggested by the vice-chair-

man of the plan commission,
Harold Ross, after the village
board had approved the Randhurst building.

THE PREVAILING philosophy guiding the village

board in its vote, seemed to be
that the Randhurst Corpo-

ration could legally erect a
building with the same floor
space as the 10 -story building
finally allowed, although it

would be spread out over a
much larger area.
The parking lot at Randhurst
has more than ample space to
permit a "spread out" building
and still conform with the open
space concept that, in part, is a
basis of the zoning ordinance.
Accordingly, it was said by

several board members, that
the Randhurst Corporation
would have built the building
in any event.

In addition the board felt

that the 10 -story height fit in
better with an open space concept than would a lower building with greater ground level
dimensions.

THESE FOUR "B" cate-

adjacent properties shall be the

gory zones include shopping
center, commercial buildings

rear yard requirement of the
B-1, B-2, B-2.1 and B-3 districts."

(including professional
or
business office buildings, municipal buildings, hospitals; fiA COMPREHENSIVE vil- nancial institutions.)
lage survey conducted by the
For business districts, the

A 25 foot minimum setback
from the rear lot line, except

minimum front and side yard
requirements a phrase would

(PUD) or R-4, and the min-

Mount Prospect Jaycees last
summer indicated that 73 per
cent of the village residents favored a building height limitation of eight stories or less.

be added requiring that an,
building which is more than 26
feet high, shall provide a front

The pertinent part of the or side yard of a distance not
current zoning ordinance pro- less than the height of the
vides that "In all business dis- building.
trict the ceiling level height of
Section 29 of the zoning ora building shall not exceed 28 dinance which pertains to minfeet," and "In all business dis- imum rear yards, would be
tricts, the maximum height of changed by Ross' suggestion
a building shall not exceed 30 to include the B -I, B-2, B-2.1
feet."
and B-3 districts.
The provision that Ross
proposed would read, "No
IN ADDITION, a sentence

building are to be erected or
constructed in the B-1, B-2,
B2.1 .or B-3 Zoning Districts
'that shall exceed ten (10) stories or one hundred and thirtysix (136) feet (whichever is the
lesser)."

would be added as follows,
"However, if the B-1,
B-2.1

13-2,

or B-3 District abutts

zoning district that requires a
rear yard or a greater rear yard
than that required above then
the rear yard requirement of

Residential districts, require
for planned unit developments

imum of 20 feet is required in
the R-4, business and I -I (light
industrial) districts.

Meetings

Tonight
School District 57 special
meeting, Lincoln School,
700 W. Lincoln; 8 p.m.

River Trails School Dis-

trict 26, 1800 E. Kensington
Rd.; 8 p.m.

School District 59 Board
executive session, 2123 S.

Arlington Heights Rd.; 8
p.m.

`School standards' big question in aid fight
By Jan Bone
First in a Series

This week may well be a crucial one for
both those who favor and those who oppose aid to non-public schools.
Since the legislature is scheduled to adjourn by the end of May, action on nonpublic school aid must come quickly, it if is
to come at.all during this session.

The Illinois Catholic Conference, with
its Time for Action program, stands behind this plan. So do the bishops of the
various dioceses of Illinois.

So does the Chicago Archdiocese,
whose elementary and high schools have
roughly 300,000 of the 450,000,non-publie school pupils in the entire state.

IN THE ARCHDIOCESES, 1969 statistics show 186,625 pupils in Chicago

Up before the legislature are more than
11 separate bills which would give state
funds, through varying forms, to non-public schools (both those affiliated with rgAigious. organizations and those which are
private and not church -connected).

Catholic schools (elementary and high
school enrollments combined); 100,261

THE BILL WHICH probably has the
most chance of getting through is the one
whereby the state would "purchase" services from the non-public schools-would,

Two versions 'of this "purchase -of -services" bill exist: the Copeland bill, which
could easily be passed by the Illinois House
of Representatives this week, and the Cherry bill, which is being heard by the Senate
Education Coatimittee.
Both bills are similar. They would give

in other words, pay them state funds for the

tetching of secular, or non -religious services. 4k

pupils in suburban Cook County Catholic
schools, (enrollments combined again) and
12, 158 in suburban Lake County schools
(again, combining enrollments).

$29,000,000 in state funds to non-public
schools which qualify, at the rate of $60

per elementary pupil and $90 per high
school student.
MOST OF THE Archdiocese's students
attend grade school. Suburban Cook
County elementary Catholic schools, for
instance, have 78,010 pupils, while suburban Cook County Catholic high schools
have 22,251 students. Similar proportions
hold for Chicago and for Lake County in
Catholic enrollments.

One reastln Catholic schools have run
into financial troubles is the rising cost of
lay teachers' salaries, as the humber of fulltime religious staff members goes down.

Up until 1968, according to Archdiocese records, Chicago Catholic elementary schools had more full-time nuns
on their faculty than full-time lay teachers-2,321 nuns and 1,972 lay teachers.

BUT IN 1969, there were j3,017 nuns
and 2,083 lay teachers.

And in suburban Cook County, 1968

lie grade school closings in suburban Cook

again was a significant year. In 1967, there
were 1,292 full-time nuns on elementary

County, there are actually four more ele-

mentary schools in 1969-70 than existed in
1962-63.
teachers.
Lake County grade schools have stayed
the same in number ---26 of them, and one
However, in 1968, the lay teachers out- high school has been added in the 7 -year
numbered the nuns --1,331 to 1,177. And period.
in 1969, the gap was greater. There were
Nevertheless, The Archdiocese is firmly
1,382 full-time lay teachers on grade on record as wanting state funds.

school faculties, .and 1,753 full-time lay

school faculties, but only 1,031 full-time
nuns.

AND DESPITE THE opposition of some

Catholic groups who favor a "vouch-

STATISTICS COME directly from the er" plan that would pay tuition grants to
Chicago Ar hdiocese.
Cathol* chools have indeed been clos- parents who would then turn them in at
ing. But
as rapidly as some rumors sug- qualified schools, the Archdiocese is firmgest.

In Chicago itself, there are 17 fewer
Catholic grade schools in 1969-70 than
there were in 1962-63, and nine fewer high
schools.

ly backing the purchase -of -services idea.
The biggest question in the state aid controversy, however, may come in the legislature during the next few weeks.

For the Copeland bill, which the House

may well vote on before next weekend,

IN SUBURBAN Cook County, how- now carries two significant amendments.
ever, there is one less high school in 196970 than there was in 1962-63. And despite
ONE OF THESE will "probably not
the past four years, which have seen Cat ho- cause difficulty. It requires that in order to

qualify for state reimbursement for the
teaching of secular subjects, a non-public
school.rnust not only keep records showing

the cost of education, but must do so as
prescribed by the Office of Superintendent

of Public Instruction (the 'agency which regulates public schools). The records also

must be open if OSPI wants to look at
them.

The other amendment undoubtedly is
more important.
It calls for a non-public school which

wants reimbursement to meet the same
standards as the public schools are now
required to meet by OSPI.

BUT,, MANY PEOPLE have asked,

don't they already? Aren't public and
non-public schools meeting the same

sets of standards?
The answer is a definite, and surprising,
"Nor' Because at least three separate sets
of standards now exist in describing
schools.
NEXT:What do-saw:en nowNhave to10 to
meet standards?

-..i1
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Prospect Heights oman
61970 handicappedmother'
The

1910

Handoapped

Mother of the Year" award
Was presented Sunday to Mrs

James Otomrnary) Bomhofen
of 110 S. Lee, Prospect

Institute of Chicago.

The, eremony on Moth Heights, by Ste Rehabilitati,..!..e;;.,:nyoa,nibtldnnotr.thheot

card actgon

was the guest of honor ale din net ofter the presentation.

Heights

School

. Dist. 23 boanlof education decided last night that the school

war will he one day shone,
this year. and finished three
days sooner than scheduled.
Because the district has used

only one of its tbree emergency days this year. on the day of
the surprise spnng snowstorm
?starch 26.whool hoard mem-

ber John Stull untested that
lune 12 he the last day ofte
tam instead of June 15.
which was originally planned
10 be the lust day of the school

June 12 will be used as a
record day Mr tachers. The
last, day of classes will he
Thursday. June 1 h

In other calendar change
the board
to to
make Mar ln n holiday. This
hod been sat nested by the
action.

Prospect

Heights

Education

St. Viator High School in

SHE -WAS hospitalized for
almost two months and then
released to the institute.
In March of 1969 she was
A
iation.
the
district's released from the institute, but
returned regularly for therapy
teacher organization,
The board also voted a SIM) untilSeptember of 1999'
She is the mother of a 16 donation to the Volunteer Ser.
month -old daughter. Gina.
non Bureau for their work in giso Ind never uspgeted slaa
northwest suburban schools in would receive the honor, Mor
enrichment
teaching
pro- igroggefen said.
grams.
It was a real surprise" she
A safety committee the said, when she was Wilted by
board formed with Stull and mail a week prior to the presDonald McKay as members to entation,
look into Me possibility of
sidewalks Icing built near all
BEFORE HER stroke, Mot
the schools in the district. and
to determine better ways to Bronhofen was active and one
control the movement of stu- of her main hobbies was golf.
dents to all of the district's
She said that she has reschools.
gained the use of her left side
The board also approved the and is now beginning la play
suggestion of Sta. Edward golf again.
Grodsky, that he write to the
Although she no longer has
state office of public informs regular therapy sessions at the
lion asking for an extension on institute Mrs. Bornhofro said
life safety work on Anne Sulli- she will return for periodic
van School.

check-ups.

Arlington Heights canceled
classes today so that sMdcnis
and leacheO could attend the
10 am. Mass for MPS:Main&
and
who taught
algebra
geometry theresince his retire -

w ent from attic school
1967.

mounters
Among other
persons who learned to
we
balance an equation in mathe-

611 sandboxes

await deli vety
from Jaycees
Terrence 00110111 (Left) of the North Suburban Library System and Mr, Fred Borland,

librarian at the Prospect Heights Library discuss some of the films available for use at the library

distributed by NSIS.

Palatine pastor to lead
aptist school aid protest
Rev. Charles B. Chaney of
Palatine will head a large dele-

gation of Illinois Baptists going to Springfield tomorrow to
protest before the Senate Edu-

Reflections in a jaundiced eye

cation Committee the niying
of public Rinds to private
schools.

terest

tcao

the property owners in

the arca who foot Inc bill for

the

kids

whet' probably

couldn't afford lo go to college
in any other way.
The students have
right
to lower the flag to halftatuff in
sympathy 11,110 four students
killed at Kent by the Ohio Na-

tional Guard. They have the
right to prated Cambodia.
Vietnam, the "establishment,"
the country and anything else

thcy want to protest. Rut it

the District 214' tuition -free
summer school program. experienced clerical help, library
weak, Lutheran Home for the
Aged, Schaumburg
Youth
Commission, workers with the

Neighborhohd Youth Corps,
Palatine area summer migrant

program summer Headsmen

program, Nor., Barrington
Countryside Center.

Most of the request, mean
one or a few hours 0 week. Actually the time occupied is very

shoe for the goad Mat is
complished. Call Esther at
w92.6051 and prove you mean
you say.

doesn't make sense.

Why Mi. These sensitive
madams whoac taking the

PETITE PAN FLIES AGAIN
Marge Kershak who does

deaths of the Kent snidenn so
hard feel the same way about
the local young non who have

publicity for Mill Run Ploy house phoned to say that `Pe-

ter Pan" is still playing on

died in Vietnam? Why wasn't' weekends at the theatre M the
the hug flown at hjlf-staff foe Golf Mill Shopping Center.
them on the Harper campus? The publicity announcing the
Some of them were students at

playt closing had been sent by

Harper, end their deaths went
unnoticed sr the school,

director 701 Chapplc who is
no longer connected with the
children, theatre, she mid.
I can only doubt the stoat-The theatre is now halogen.
ity of rho Harper students
crated by the same aople who
think that if the war in Viet - -are prorlmi no the star concert
1

ended tomorrow thew
young lenders of the movement

would

have

another

cense waiting to go on stage
from the loft wing. I can only
think "the fault lies not in the
mars but in ourselva." We.
parents tried too hard.

VOLUNTEER
For anyone who isn't parading. petitioning. PaYini,
;machine, nurchihg, talking.

C- anal

sr Tr Lrthtem as

took County Volunteer Be rem
Director Eska Rabchuk
needs typists of coy age, holy.

ers with remedial radios and
mall in District 23. helpers for

sabers) urged thin we cooperate by observing speed limits. not en ly M our data but in
re -

the entire village"
Now if they can get thin not -

into the Chicago papers.
mien strangers will drive can,
fully. And it is interesting In

tal Problems !PEP): 4 nonhwat suburban anMpollution
group. will host a series of
films and lecture, tonight at

ForetViet

mission chairman John

cording to Mrs.
Clayton
Brown. the group's chairman..

so -

In addition to several shoo
MO on the pollution problem. Mo. Brown said, the audience will Mar Wks by Gun-

AND OTHER TRAFFIC

nar Peterson, contain dircc.

NOTES
The State Highway Department has finished the fixing of

Chicago. and Charles Yager.

Busse RR and topped it otT
ith two yellow stripes. The
yellow stripes presumably am
to guide motorists into or out
of the turning lane_ You
wouldn't believe them. They
leave room enough fora Volker

wagen and nothim else between the yellow stripes and an

extremely dangerous ditch on
the side of the rood. Someone
in the State Highway Depart needs a new tape measure
- or get rid 011901 buggy.

series.

NOW SEE HERE
Wheeling Township Demo.
Davis Jr. who with Chkago's Jerry Kaufman, is listed crat Committeeman Jim Mcas One of the backers of the Cabe will just never slop inviting people to Mc omaniza.
new look.
Son', big dinner -dance. It will
ARLINGTON ACRES
he held at the Arlington TowThe Arlington Aces' Asso- en Hotel on Friday, May 15.
ciation of Homeowners has New an the guest list are the
sent it notice 10 their members
names of sheriff candidate
asking that they write letters to. Richard Elrod. who is recovthe Viatorians and Me Village ering from serious injuries susof Arlington Heights voicing tained in the Weathern. riot.
"individual opinions" on the
Ticket, which sell for S25 a
proposal for low-income houscouple can he obtaMcd by call ing on St. Victor property.
Mg Lorina Stevens, 392-5837,
The letter also mentioned Etigene Griffin, 255-4208 or
the meeting they had with the Headquarters. 25,-9522. It allocal- Safety Commission re- ready is one of the biggest afgarding ',Mc control for fairs local Democrats ever
Opening tonight is Sammy

our area. they (the commission

P011Ution and Environmen.

note that on tIsseerries of com-

Gilkn's street, there ap three
"STOP' signs. and that much
traffic. They could use dim
signs in the Arlington Acres'

held.

As many es 1.000 Baptist
ministers and lay leaders are
expected to go with Chaney.

fist Pilgrimage to SO. field." said Chancy. "to voice

president of the Illinois Baptist
State Assn., which represents
niest of the 2.000 Baptist
churches in the stae,
"We are rolling this a 'Bap-

per elementary whorl pupil and 590 per secondary

tor of the Open Lane Project in

Serving as senior business
Tom Zurek of Mount Prospect
has
ced that the 1970
Se for Class has established a
goal of S50,000 in pledges for
their class project.

He said, "For the first time
since this type of senior project

parochial schools."

decided the is

author and naturalist.

of what

Mrs. Brown said the program will include tips for

on Ma basis
constitutionally

is

right. Nor is then any reli-

homeowners on how
repel
insects from gardens. how to
fertilize lawm and gardens
without pesticides, and how to

gious bias in our actions. We
simply believe that a strong,
single public school system is

plane trees and shrubs that are

"M Baptists. we realize that
any aid to private education.

essential."

least vulnerable to ins.ect at

tak.

however mull. is

opening

wedge, and that the mousers
will be called on for increasing
amount, to private and church

There is no charge for the
program, Mrs.' Brown said.
Forest View High School is located at 7121 S. Goebbert Rd..

schools," he said.
Participants plan

to assemble in front of the State
Capitol Building at noon, and

Arlington Heigho.

proceed

to
Room 212.

hearing in

the

DIE 1110SallOr DAY

College projects include add -

ing to the endowment fund.
inviting national speakers to
the campus, creating library

nmoeh Famed". ho ocr Pahltra.

resoures and bringing visiting
lecturers and artists to Drake,

Orem air S. Mlingoon 001111.

rasa.

caw

Vardar

P=Ps'Z'Itt!'".
0,11o0mo Nei lea,
.0303.
onol 22 Connor, Des Reims. 111.

he said.

Durg the spring somata
of the senior

00316.

each

mime 35 MIR
dolivorod. Our et

Ciass,will be asked to make a

was instituted at Drake in. pledge to the University.
1967, student pledges will be
Tom, a member of Beim
pplicd to an area of interat in Sigma Phi, professional tomb
their individual colleges."
'Miss organi.ion. Is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony A. Zurek, 803 S. Elm. Mount Pros -

Correction

private and

to

pressure Me Mmember committee." Chaney pointed out.
"Wc realizo these senatoolde
intelligent representatives of
the people, :sad that they will

Drake class of '70 sets
$50,000 pledge goal
administrator at Drake Uniamity et Des Moines, Iowa,

school pupil

room 37.00 o

.S.

V000

3..00

for

Norartand prim

roe,

ex

morello

10 co. o

sem. class garage pold ot

Peel.

n ease 'or mistaken
identity.

The youth (resoling the
Harper College rally in a

"NEW"

day's Day showed Robert
Yadon at the microphone

Frost and Pauline Jescke of
South Dakota and Henrietta
Prkc of Long Beach, Calif.;
and a brother. Frank, flown.

ly 500 deliveries were made.

eons

B. are sophomores at

ror.

Baby Doll

To qualify fora driver's license before age f 8

by Cody Carver

The most natural looking wig
for rho young at Mon.
tong sides with a built in dome. A most fabulous win
made ol 100% Xoneholon. Put it on and wear it out
no charge (ambling Belly Doll.

(Ends June 13)

1'1

15Y2,16 and

C1.941190

gatFREE

MEN HI -FASHION WIGS

Classes meat at 0 N. Arlington Heights Road
(lotions block ooh of the A/80;mo

.-NORTH SHORE DRIVING SCHOOL,

111

Inc,

9 P.M.
DAILY

(2 bleak, P of Northwestern Sta

Band placed Peel out of 85
competing bands and claimed
mother first in the Badger

band will play concerts in Ve-

nice, Zurich, Innsbruck, Hei-

eh no

State Stage Band Patin! in

dalberg, Paris and London.

working in stmts. habysining

Delman. Wis.
The Prospect High School

Hem is a chance to help a
alters with a mission:

MANY studeuts have sc.
moving

1

rniture,

waalung

AT

1111E

Cl

Stage Band Festival the Stage

windows. Each dude. IS ma Band, from which the Tour
sponsible for his own fare.

Band members are being so
lected was given "Superior"
ruling. Me highest awarel'ait
state cOmpetitions.
Another 25 -number seg.
meld known as the Symphonic
Jazz Contingent won first

They need your support and
ask to work in order to play.
Music is the international
lanaguage of understanding,
These
ambassadors
will
swing it if you pitch in a note

or two (bank that 10.

"I et's measure the shoulders says Jean Knechtel to Roger
D ressler. The 11.1.1.111e.S for the special lightweight blazers
erubellished with a student...Mane/1 pocket insignia will he re<iked soon as Me 11011. out June 20. Both are members of the
Prospect Symphonic B.d. he Euro participants are selected
musicians front
PrO,Oft High School band program.

..1

squinted to the sun, but they're

wide open when it mimes to

their way

to

Europe,
Page 3

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA
Alpha Nu Chapter of Epsi-

guests.

During April. Mn.. Edward
Parsons Was pledged to the so-

rority. and ktrs. Robert Zalud
procnted with ha Jewel

table (one choice), whipped
potatoes, buttered carrots. Sal-

pin,

Maryville Acadesny in 00,
as the philanthropic
project for Alpha Nu Chapter.
Members go ono: work to
sew. type :old help M other
ways. During library Week.

ad Dm choice): fruit juice,
tomeil salad, relish dish, mold-

ed: strawberry, diced pears,
lemon, sliced peaches. Cie.
mon roll and butter, milk.
Available desserts:
fruit
cocktail,
tapioca podthog,
cherry pi, chocolate ramble

Item

on "Fornial Dining."

The Epsilon Sigma Alen.
Day dinner was
held recently at ph:Inwood
Farm. Mrs. Mary Lu Forte.
Founders'

ralca

A new

pect Euro Tour '70 band say

he installed as follows: Mrs. D.
Studley. president: Mrs. R.
McIntyre.
vicspresident,
Mrs. W. Powers, recording
secrete, Mrs. R. Fleming.
corresponding secretary: Mrs.
E. Pusatera, treasurer. and

they'll work in order to 00,

ALPHA OMICRON

Suburban Altonnes Chapter
of Alpha Omicron Pi installed
officeni for the next
ars. PorkThe unt Mrs. Fred

Des Plaines. treasurer.

Auer the installation, a bufwas sewed by hostesses
bins. John Nicholas. Park
fet

Choodiers, a group of Arling.
ton High students who sang
for the sonsin.

Ridge. hIrs. Robert Boleti. Den
sa
NneisniU.

messages

Hoffman Estates. Lombard.
Bartlett, Arlington Heights
end
Freeport. Mrs. Alan

&head of Hoffman Estate.
Demme Tau chapter president. gave the pledge ceremony. and NI rx David Erickson,

junior past praident. gave the
founded in 1929
40.11011 member.

and

has

BETAt SIGMApetn

Xi

en E

rk.P011:01

UIpIrwr of

'Rte.
l'idlR d' "

Mrs. Leon Hettrmn present .1.4 the chapter's gifts.
in-

Happiness ever after

Then, when you oall for the menu,
another feast begins. Entrees from
around the world, with the .oetat
always on fine dining.
During dinner The Notables play old
and new tunes for darning. Starting
at 0:00, they blend music,
song and comedy and turn
Top of the Towers
into a supper club.

In the Toners Lounge, Gees Seance
plays guitar and singe in severe languages.
A moat entertaining

background for 6.ktailo.
Spend an evening at
Top of the Towers. There's
nothing quite like J0 anywhere

AtArllostonsPorkTowers
Cktionon'onowoulaurbentaoteL
owErts ArliztatcolHatillatoalllnoto.
Moramervialonmaleem2000.

NW Panhellenic
luncheon Thurs.
The Northwest suburban
Panhellenic Assn. will meet
Thursday.

Installation of altars for

Mrs. Frank Masai Jr., for mar dean of women at North western University, will be the

1600 will be the Me,

them ming year.

light of the affair.

The morning business meetcog at 1030, social hour at
noon and luncheon at
p.m.

hellenie-sponsored round rob -

will be held at Nordic Hills

in ounce lobo.

. Country Club.

Prize winners in the Pan,

will he

announced abo.

the seniors will leave horn Plo.

neer Park Mr the Hollaad Tulip Festival Tour. On May 21.
the Junior Womeris Salad BarLtmcheon will be held, hosted

by the Arlinton Heights Junior Woman's Club. Luncbenn.k, limited token, erneeserionswill he taken on first

some scriptural passages to
emphasize that "God created
us to need each other."

come. first served basis. Call
253-1941 beginning bleYB.

at Mill Run
Mill Run Playhouse ChM

28. June 4 is also o Drop In

Pan.nt"

are held cychg, Friday
from 9,30 0-0. to 3 P.M. Bring
your lunch. Beverages will he
throbbed.
session

st

ath. were roll defined sr a

me." etc my., 'which is why

master -servant

we gat it fouktl up all the
fine."
tom' is not definitive
cough, he said. Used in rolaion to
many things much
as rose gardens and sunsets it

otes In powers,
Another member of the Insoral care team is Marvin
chosen. the head of the Social
Service Deportment.

.

A a nat,: counselor,

he

poke emphasizing the nnessiy of creating methods of effort
marriage 10 help alleviate

Aetu,

an IHE

ROLES of past goner.

Silverliner chapter.

'Me features of the convention are workshops on
mental health and rudimentary procedures. an awards ban-

quet, install.. of national
officers, viewing of Flip Wilson's

stewardess

,k.ch.

and put to me the menu
acquired from their work.

In" type skit liep.1111, IM

In_

the years, a 'Laugh%

two side, of Me life of an

The Midwest Chapter of Sil- airline stewardess end lunchverliners was organized in De - Yeon and cocktail party
be
amber, 1969. Meetings are
von by the International
hold 01 O'Hare Field, and all
Stewardess News.

limner Eastern Airliner stewardesses living kith, area are

Convention delegates from

invited to join. Mrs. Many

this area are Mrs. Gordon

Merger, praident, may be

Blume,

contacted at 543-6566.

lyn Fagan,

All former Eastern Airlines

Rosemary

Mrs. EveMrs.

Landllotti.

Save 'em

presented.

he

Sal .A burin

component of communication
is tron.

Don't throw away those
Pillsbury's Ready To

breads or tall little cakes. Slice
and breads baked in these can

Spread Frostings come to pm-

and

earls

laindined, seandon alumb
num cans which are msfect for
baking round yam and hot

fill with your favorite
chase spinal for delightfu
party of lea sandwich."m.

nit ion by the pair is neomury
at the onset of their life numb
er, he said.

0sh"osft advocated the
cration of e "partnership
marriage" with roles ax to de Orton maker, pace setter and
final V010 al the family council
table clearly defined,

'Who depends en whom?
What lnids whom? Who is the

stecpialty

is now serving light lunhhes

This is a hole in your wardrobe.

DUTCHC
TULIP CAKE

r:9

CHERRY

NOW

7,c

COFFEE CAKE

Everybody's got one. What', yours!, \ c you al ways to i,dtlo, a walla
good raincoat? (Jr the right clothe% Inn Sunday in the atoms) And
how about something that's dressy without being all dresied tip?
C:tpou, stop prournstinae tug. BrinF those holes-in-Your-wardnibe ul
to and we'll fill them with beautiful, useful clothes. It won% take
long. You'll feel no much more complete. And unlike the dentin,
it won't even hurt.

While they last

The play will be run/

nine Saturdays and Sundays at

at. during May.
Tickets are available at the
door, std all seats are $1.25.
Ask a child to bring you.DII'

ing June the Playhouse will
present "Snow White."
For further information call
298-2170.

Mt. Prospect

a

continue to he of public Gr-

arrangement.
The new 1,11.1, of women has
made it difficult for couples to
define the puns each must play
in the marriage. But such Mill-

Special of the day

dren's Theatre is alive and
coinuing to present "Peter

All meetings on held at Pioneer Park, 500 S. Fernenda.
ArlingMn Heights. Ceramic

of words for love,' but the
English langane Ma only

and appreciation.
Pastor Bickel briefly glioted

May 14.a Saturday night party
May 16.7:30 mm. to midnight,
and a Drop In Center Day May

Center Day.

of the world have had a variety

mosa. are dependent °nog,
erS for consideration, gm,.

Peter Pan
continues

Other May mac. include
Macaw meeting at I p.m.

voice and the way the issue is

Featuring:
A 'soap of the day'
A menu of sandwiches
served on his own baked bread
and rolls.

Over 50s plan busy May
Members of the Goon 50
Club of Arlington Heights are
looking forward M two impor.
lent May events. On May IS.

ten mnterpreted.
GOOD communications
&Pend on timing the tone of
the problems that I/Minato:1y

One need not be o member of a

thshion shim of Eastern Airlinesacvard uniformidown

the lift of an eyebrOw. teesa.
But the latter technique i of-

°SOME OF the languata

stewordessa so invited to aN
tend the national convention.

be indirect az in

feels,

ordinating a series of seminars
for area engaged couples.

One young man aid need is
a strong factor in lova: as Mi-

he

lens rodly,.. he said.
Communication may no
factual and direct, as through
honest expression of how one

Tho Rev. Mr. Bickel Is co-

the others.

house?"

"Communication is the bent

Pork Ridge,

of each of these overlapping

the

answer In most marriage prob.e

"Necking, I think, has SWIM
profound theological implications.. said Rev. An Bickel of
the Pastoral Care Department
of Lutheran 00001,1 Hospital.

featured speaker.

The announcement and in,
the 1970-1 year will he held
of new dole- trodtstion of the winners of
with in
gates from each sorority far Pegliellenic scholarships to -

I

tability in

(Pod I of eerier 011 pre -moil /1J onnuallog)

sharing. trusting. concern. respect and epenciation, shades

The Saverliners organize lion was born 15 years ago
few former stewardesses met in New York. They
felt although their wings had
been clipped, they wanted to

By Martha Sherwood

fine -love." They concluded
that the feeling is a emu
bioation of underdanding.

the

when

The theology of marriage

each other. It's our differenas
that draw us together as much
as
similarities."
Tour
ht group attempted W de-

is

Sheraton Biltmore Hotel, hlay
13,14 and 15 in Atlanta, Ga.

those special blazers.

At the initial meeting of the
cluding iumrd players. Para. group the Rev. Mr. Bickel
a filmstrip. pictures and con - spoke of the theology of marintuition to the needy chit - riage. He challenged the
drunk fund, fa the Illinois coupla both to discover end to
Children, Hospital School. assert their own uniqueness as
Mrs. Donald Keenan will de. well as the other person's.
Prklpeciple change throughliver the articles to the school.
out.
e and react individually
The lust business meeting of to events and people around
Me chimer prior to summer them. this objecfive may conwill he held May 13 al Mrs. done throughout the marriage
kleKnightk home 1311 N. and continue to interest the inHamlin. Park Ridge. Any dividuals in one another.
AOPis new in the Ma may all
Mrs. Sidney Little. 259-5896.
"WHAT MAKES marriage
for more information.
go, partly," the pastor said. "is

Is....."

they make plans to attend their
first national convention at the

Dry, and Mrs. Leon Hmson.

Nu Chapter. introduced the

Day

"Happiness

password for ell fanner Eastern Airlines stewardesses as

will do in order to build up
feeds for their kip and for

Mount Prospect. vicmpresi.
dent: :Ors. S.
hIcKnight.
Park Rids,.
swam

corrosponding secre,

Founders"
-

rd.
k Ridge. president: Mn. Daniel Pellettiere.

man of the meeting.
The invocation was given by

were read by chapter presidents from Aunt,. Kankakee.
Dundee. the nvo chaptent of

they mean it. Here Bruice Hi.
son and Jim Johnson move a
muthess.
just one of many
odd jobs they have done rind

'

1.1

airy: Mrs. Robert Bold,. Des

Lyons of Oak Park. Mrs. Rob.
art Vanek. president of Alpha

Silver liners

L..

ficer.

district coordinator. was chair-

Slaw Chaplain Mrs. John

restaurant

Top
of the
Towers.

Newly elec. officers will

22 hooks were pn.,erned to Sts.

Thin annual Northern District

Wima(141,11C
When members of the Pros-

Burghsoew

,au :=1

Tuts y,
y Ft, 1010
?Mttt 0_,_08 8110 egg SgerneePtiegggessea

meet

Inv formal ceremony ut the
home of Mns. R S. lecke.
Pan Ridge. the Northwest

0111C.

em sidolete.

will

Mrs. R. Allinger. cnension of-

also been presented with a h01 -

cake, honey drop cookies.
To be served Wednesday in

Phi

Sigma

Wednesday evening. May IS.
at the hone of Mrs. K. Fricke.
Arlington Eleights. Mrs. W.
Dairen will present a program

Plaines

ter Pearl of Maryville. She has

unlike
any
other.

qrtylieDUIE

Ogilvie, US. senators, repro -

annuity. and the US. Stab
Department.

co-htmess and state Moss m

MacArthur, Muir, Rose lad

Endorsements to semi, this
tour were received by xchoal
officials, local mayors, Gov.

Sorority News
lon Sigma Alpha celebrated in

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

phone 298-2299
T593-Ellinwood St.

ing blot or donate to a won.
dealtl worldwide friend -winning
toCOnlat:t hint al

TAit, WIG. keeps her aye

earn

pima, wiener in a Min. Vega

OP

THE DIRECTOR said that
if anyone wishes to hire help-

forjobs such m this in order to

Main dish lone choke):
and Cheese with egg
macaroni and
half,
inn bun or

a rt':::;41;;;;1:,:t.h

Mg in New York's famous
Carnegie Hall."

The band members are looking

Forest View high schools in
District 214:

JUST

Oallarilagia ar ea Mielhe Ina.n

Before You

.8244307

'22**

?Amerman in Salzburg, A.trio, is the equivalent of play.

one of his friends play ball.

first annhersry May at the
Ilona of Mrs. James Dodds.
with Mrs. Glenn Polerfolil os

You'll enjoy a bird's eye view of our
golf course, and beyond it
Arlington Park Race Trask,
where thoroughbreds run all
spring and summer.

DRIVERS EDUCATION

larmist in the United Stales.

throughout the state
Morgan lours said. nThe.

watching David Anderson and

Legal
Notice 1

Nothing quite like It anywhere.

-

Rte. 14 21 Busse Hwy

BUY

:44%

-1

Grove, Wheeling, Reeky and

- -

six

just wen the 1970 Oak Lawn
Competition. This is the major
Illinois competition and the

tom
with 57 juz h tnch.

tries md give over 20 concerts.

Interior, a feast of color wherever
you look.

CAM NOW FOR
INFORMATION

hits e

Hagler and both live in An

STARTS MAY 18

Savings Price

,

Arline ton, Mammy Elk

sunshine salad. baked apple,
milk.

20 goodwill concert, in

a respect for this uniqueness in

lington Heigh,.
The Day regrets the er-

NEXT ARLINGTON HEIGHTS COURSE

Special Spring

/

To be served Wednesday in

Sullivan schools in District 231
Spaghetti. seasoned bread,

memberk of the Prospect High
School Band will feature over

The prn,en, &oze Bond

hot Almon

the high school. 215-9700.
.The Prospect Euro Toor 10
jets to Rome June 20. The

S100,000 needed by doing odd
jobs.
and

Ration.

pan

where they will tour six coun-

Your.. will take in a stunning

17 year olds...

.

day.

He said Mat ette thymes had
eight trucks operatiOg unit) the

money to tom. They are not
getting it from their parent.
They are scantly earning the

Me Par nIs Committee his
Jona, band director, "There agreed to isc S3.000 to buy
will be special appearances. special blares for hand men,
Ma, for instance in Salzburg. bars to wear during the good,
we have been requested to per- will cancer s.
Inasmuch as this is not a
Conn at the Mozarteum. This is

on Ma' 31, the day school

Palatine; three sisters, Armella

Rome and one for the 10001
mayors," Ito added.
The new note in this band

According to Marian

Mr. Schwind would have

laved delivery of sand m about

student -designed canton the
pocket loin the group's' style
and provide instant identi-

informed me that we have been
requested to give a concert for
the American Embassy staff in

concert tour ever taken byen
Illinois high school band, the
US. State Department report-

countries.

completed 38 years of teaching

WIG

and nol Ray Sklenear.

Buy is at

Oes Plaines

e

Instead he said, "he decided to
come and helper out. He was a
good man, We will miss him."

5 sandboxes C Mount Pros-

Your Best

Get Our

..

Dist. 211 after he reached 65.

gy: a daughter. Ann Nelh of

rope, Vince Mottoki, also has

not be used
The navy blazers wall hoc a

-Ike tour threetor at En-

educative! tour by nearly WO nun,pan lime jobs

in

Sandbox" delivery trucks do

re'guhTs1"f:ITalrLduni.';,.."'T"."1,,`

tour is that the 11010110 themselves are
asking far thee

T 11 I S MUSICAL

Epsilon Sigma Alpha was

TIRES

TEXACO

The Rev. Mines %chalets,
St. ViMor principal, said that
Mr. Schwind had the option of

oProlabA ;Vefusithtrlo'zhn7I0LMUI
.1n5

aod extensive goodwill and

int

joined the St. Theresa pastor in
celebrating the Mass today,

A wel pin ceremony.

tirestont
BUD'S

Europe in lune.
Prospect Euro Tour '70 will
e
the most comprehensive

Viator chapel.
Four priests from St. Viator

S -T -R -E -T -C -H

picture published in yester-

The pot is a money pot that

Plaines, served as attendants al
a thremhour wake for Mr.
Schwind yesterday in the St:

Saying on and teaching

nevuscoverage,

will help to pay their way to

and Kenneth Walsh of Des

A broken water pump Mona
of the Jaycees "Decoction

pect Saturday.
Jaycees President Kenneth
Seholten said yesterday. that
the sand will be delivered one
evening this week Won Sam.:

makes

junior,
Thomas Splits and Gary Go,
ski of Arlington Heights, Torn
Harrison of Prospect Heights

Closes this year at the north suburban Catholic boys
high school.
Survivors are his wife, Peg-

our opposition M 'SR 1312,
which .01,1 allocate 160

Igal Mis i not an effort to

Anti -pollution group
slates lecture series

By Catherine O'Donnell
The stories from Harper Jury

in

in pot --- but not the kind that
for spmtacular

(School District 211's Palatine

breakdown, end approximate.

Day by Day

err College about the raising
of half -staffing of the school's
Amerin flag are of prime

add Frcmd schools.
Four St. Viator

d ay afternoon.

side.

year in Dist. 23
Prospect

Catholic Church, Palatine, for
Fred Schwind who spent Oaten fell decades teaching
youngsters how to work with

t.

Sono tahnted students at
Prospect High de !nitrated

autim clashes Mr Schwind

.aught for 10 yam in Higt

Mr. Schwind, 68. of 642 S.
Warren, Palatine, died Satur-

December of 1968. Mrs. Bornhofen was parelyzed on her left

111 Dolores Hamth

Funeral ssrvtsis en held
this morning al St. Theresa

numbers.

After suffering a stroke in

shortens schoo'

They'll work to play

Services held today
for Fred Schwind

44 W. Palatine Road
Palatine
FL 8-7350

20 5 Denton COUri
Arlington Heights
CI. 3 1766

4.=

9111R,

One day at a time
.1.mM out. it's a foul ball."

"I ain't good enough. All we're trying to win this ahem
those other guys am bigger pions*. and we need m batu
than am. and buy play better playeSs to do it. I'm not trying
ball. don't Mink I'll ever gel a
defend my kid. but he's a
chance. 1 don't ca, though"
good ball player. That's why
That night after Junior's in he plays practically all the
Md. Mont goes to the tele- time. It's not just because he's
phone. She dials the manager.
tap kill "
'This is Bobby's nher.
get
seen your kid play

The heads' of 14 parems are

quickly covered by their arms
as they sit in the Matchers.
They try to protect themselves
and watch for the baseball at
the same time. les Little
league time once agoin.

If ow informer reports curthe will he quite a year.
reedy. this
That's
ihey have a

He tells irie he doesn't
to
playbull in regular games even
though he's there mery day for
practice. What's the matter

nor talc. Bwry kid on the
team -gas to play. He will he
ai 10,1'04 to both hat and field.
What a change!
ThidtaiNedly.. there iland

with no, kid?"

"WELL, nothing's wrong
with your kid except the other
kids are better hall players. If
we gel enough runs ahead. I'll

sonic unhappy pumas and
man:tons They will he the,
ow, that play to win. hat's

put your boy in right field for

them* it was in Medd days of
little League. Apparently. not.

ball.

"Your kid plays almost the
whole game. every time. In
your kid so much hotter than
mine? I thought Littio League
was supposed to teach them

/How WEIM'il remember
the Little League dam.,
"You get to
today?'"

how to play. How come my kid
doesn't play?'
"Maybe he'll play more
when he's older. Right now

comma would ask when Junior
e home.

-How comer

WEEK

I

struck out.7
..Maybe shoUld call their
mothers on the phone."
,
1

that's all. -

On and on went the argument.

YEA Rthilugh,

haim

the tam called me after

you weren't the manager, your

all

win fire
to play

in the

game today?' Mom will ask

"How'd you dtX5'

ctou7Vtoir

single over his head. Viator
center fielder Mike Abinanti
wm.in quickly to Out the ball
bit, glut the ball bounced off

Chickenpox
virus' cause of
shingles

What arc the usual symptoms
.Will they leave scars? Wha'
tremtment is ben?
A Shingles, or herpes zos
ter. is caused by the chick

BIG

attack

the

is

IN

IS

THIS

O - What comes shingles'

triggers
known.

sec-

ond.with two out'in the eighth
when Ken Morales looped

DOCTOR SAYS

enpox virus. According to th
prevailing PIM?. it occurs
most often in persons over 4
who had chickenpox author i
life and in whom the virus Mu
lain dormant for years. Wha

BERRY'S WORLD

.

shortstop, was camped

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

-You get

. in the bottom of the eighth inding with an unearned run that
Ondedia fiippitcher's duel be.
-Hersey's Terry Smith
St. Viator's Ken Martin as
the Huskies beauthe Lions 3-2
Psterday in the district opener
at Forest View.
Frau, the Huskies' husky

-

iTegh. You should

the Lions appear to be the bast

team around in the last few
Beta Erase scooted Mine

hard the names the guys on

know he isn't better

kid probably wouldn't play at
dl.
"Look, lady, I'm doing.the
best I eon. I try te rim escrY
kid chance. Sometimes, it
just doesn't work out that way,

By George Halos

to play?"

ball player than my Bobby. If

no inning or m, next gams -

any more.

I

"Struck out -with the bases
loaded in the last inning. We
lost, 5 to
"Oh. Well, at least you got

each.

Smith set the Lions down in

order in the first inning, and
Hersey got a double from Rich
Onitzmacher and a walk from

the usually potent Lion bats to
mere seven hits. my struck
out six and walked only one.
For loser Martin, it
a re-

lief. He pitched his heart Oct
for eight innings, holding Hersey to seven hits. The Lions'
southpaw sophdbibre struck,
vol
walked one. and
allowed only one earned run.

St. Victor, ft was the

with a double to right, and He came home sat another
Smith bunted hint akoK. He. Haney error.
came home when Kennepp
Martin set Hersey down in
singled.

-

THE LIONS came right
back to retake the lead in the
top of the fourth frame. 'With
two out, Steve Smith singled
and took second on an rWhile
Tom Smith's grounder. hile

order in the fourth, and Smith
allowed only a single by

fifth. Hersey again tied the
score in the bottom of the fifth.
Smith started things by get -

ling on via a throwing emu.
the Huski, wondered about He moved to third on another
the error, Smith quietly were moor, then' came home on a
to third before the neat pita. pawed ball.

a
great Denny
Foreman -Mark Rossi -Mike°,
Donnell double play ended the

inning.

VIATOR COT a run In the

body and most co

running between tw
ribs. From two to four ila).s tat
er,
painful. red papule
nerve

and blisters occur in group
along the skin over the in.
volved nerve. They dry up in
about 10 days but new outTrappings
may appear for
four or five weeks. When the
lesions have healed, they may
leave

areas

of pigmentation

or scarring. There is no second
attack but a common and very

disturbing complication is
persistent neuralgia in the involved area. This ,curs most
often

in Mersa

with hard-

ening of the arteries.
In the acute stage. spraying

the area with a freezing solution such as ethyl chloride relieves the pain and promotes
healing. Covering the i.0,15

with zinc oxide ointment is
also helpful. Aspirin may be
token if the pain is severe but
narcotics should be avoided
'because of the danger of dependence with prolonged use.
In severe mses. spinal puncture and injection ot ice cold
normal saline solution into the
spinal canal has given relief.

- What is the best treatment for post -shingles neu-

"For two cents, I'D call in sick!"

ralgia?

A The better the pain is

p

controlled during the acute
Ship, the less chance there is
of developing neuralgia later.
Blocking the nerve early in the
course of the neuralgia, if other measures fail to relieve the
pain,
good procedure. This

Publication5

will o help if the neuralgia
has persisted fora month or

If. in spite of all efforts to

"I Irmo. the original clmon by okay,. frolously ivrpiag

prtvent it, post -shingles nen,
regja develops, en infusion of
procaine into the vein usually

Ihrlwlur.n freedom crud We/Immo iwgrity."
--Marshall Field Ill

gives relief. As a last resort.
cutting the involved nerve may
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R.E. Hutchinson.
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'

I

The American Flag
Who decides these idiotic things? What
bigot decided that display of the American

flag signiam support of the Vietnam war? I
first encountered this nutty idea about three
years ago when a married couple of my acquaintance who might be described as concerned citizens picketed a butcher who was
&cloying the American flag. Confused by
this fatuous caper,
:eked why. Because,
1

they replied, flying the
dicated support of the

American

flag

in-

Vietnam war, and

the butcher was soliciting the custom of warmOngers. It seemed to me that the lunatic
fringe was expanding fast.

For many

years

I

have

displayed

the

American flag an my porch on Sundays and
holidays and on any day that promises to be
less, banal than most - like the day, for
instance, in which we are expect* friends.

also have a decal of the flag on a window
in my car. -These rituals have no specific
meaning that I am aware of. 1 enjoy the flag
and the holiday feeling it gives me. The de-,
sign and the colors a, -bold 'and gay. Displaying the flag also has a pleas.t social
connotation. It is like a wave of the hand to
all Americans, no matter what they believe.
-But now 'it 'appears thnt people in my categort Iona to dgend themselves. To anyone
I

appalled by the Vietnam war for yearn. I do
not condone the ghastly casualty lists and
the brutalization of American soldiers.
.

The

flag celebrates

a

great

.

many. more

things than the war, inflation, high interest
rates and a depressed stock market. It celebrates the Grand Canyon, the sequoias and

redwoods, Mount Rainier and the Hudson
River;

it

celebrates

Harvard College,

the

New York Public Library and the Smithsonian Institution; it celebrates George Wash ington Thomas Jefferson and Abraham
Lincoln; it ,tebratm John Kennedy, Rob-

Kennedy and Martin Luther King and
millions of other things, including you and
It celebrates the common experience of

Americans. No one can suborn the flag to
promote his own causes and believes. The
New York policemen who are now authorized to wear flag -pins on their uniforms to
indicate support of the war have no more

corporate use of the flag than the .Ku Klux
Klan, which ' imams that it is saving
America.

No one questions the patriotism of those
who use the flag to indicate their support of

American policy in Vietnam. But the jurisdiction of the flag also includes those of us

3

1

Fischer, If

3

0

1

0

Player

0
0

O'Donnell, lb
Abinanti, cf

0

play killed any rally ideas Hp

Tuesday,
May 12,

Catcher Neal Naga of Elk Grove gets ready to put away this
popup in the fifth Inning of yesterday's game against Lake Park.

1970

The.Greaes rallied to win the opener of their own dishict
(Photo by Mike Imrem)

WHEELING WILL

By Jim Stuart
strictly no contest at
Wheeling yesterday. The redhot Wildcats pounded Steven11

Wan

son pitcher Gary Raupp for
-

re-

num its tourney action tomor-

nine runs in the second innings
and went on to trounce the Patriots, 16-2, in the opening

at home or with us

for four including two
doubles, and John Dyson
Dyson and

row afternoon in a final en. Tony Fricona each
counter against the winner of three safelies.'The round-triptoday's Highland Park -Deer- pets came off the bats of Terry
field game. All games start Lundquist and Dean Sheridan.
at 4:30 p.m. on the Wildcat
diamond.

The 'Cats had their most
productive display of the sea-

game with a single run in the
top of the first on a single by

for Ron DeBolt's club in Mid Suburban League play, was

ror on the catcher and then an
RBI single by Day. But Stevenson promptly tied it up in their
half of the inning one single, a
'free
bunt and another
bate hit.

16 hits in the shortened affair

BM JOHN. COMBINATION

Tbe game
stopped after liv completedly
in-

including three doubles and

the starter and winner after

Boo home runs.

A HEARTY COMBINATION OF

nings on account of the 10 -run
rule.

Seoft Day had a perfect afternoon hitting -wise with four

pitching three innings and giving up two runs on five hits.

MOUTHWATERING MEATS AND
CHEESE, SPRINKLED WITH DELICATE SPICES, LETTUCE, TOMATOES AND BERMUDA ONIONS.

But

it was reliever Glenn

IN THE second, however,

Knights whip Huskies
Prospect continued its winping ways on the golf course
yesterday with a 156.173 var.
shy win over Hersey, The
- :Knight frosh-soph team ran its
:season total to 8-0 with a 166-

BIG JOHN'ORIOIAL
LEAN JUICY SLICES OF IMPORTED HAMS AND CHEESE, CRISP
LETTUCE, TOMATOES AND IN-

-763 victory.
7

TRIGUING SPICES.

-

BIG JOHN ROAST BEEF

For the varsity. Toni Neumann was the medalist with
37. Kim Walter and An Hagg
'followed with 39's and Al
Marchetti and Jim Schmidt

followed by Rich Fosselman at

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

4

0

League

dual

CURT MANNING carded

Dean Taggert and Meek Za-

a par 36 yesterday, winning a
steak dinner from coach Mike

kola at 43.

The win moved Prodpect to
7-I in the league, still tied with
Arlington for the lead. Hersey

dropped its third match fora
5-3

record.

Forest

Vine

is

third in the loop.

On the frosh-soph, Pros-

Nisen and elevating him to
varsi 0`%. status.

Manning was chased in by
Scott Anderson at 41, Scott
Janurik at 44, John von Berg
at 45 and Don Tessmer at 46.
For Hersey, it was Mike Henry
in

first with a Inc 42. Kurt

Miller had a 44, Mika Klehr o
a 50 and Bill
Oared. The Knight under- . 47, Tom
classmen have never lost a Hood a 52.
opponent this season to Peon-

MARK BOYKIT was the

CHOICE BEEF AT ITS FINEST,

low man for Hersey with o 41,

TANTALIZING FLAVOR WITH LET-

gas took- aver and unloaded
nine hits good for as many
A total of 13 'Cats made the
trip to the plate in the wild rally, and almost everyone got
into the act. Lundquist Ind off
with his homer over the rightcenter field fence, and after
Keith McGowan grounded

SPECIAL DRESSING

By Torn Rowe

BIG OHS HOT BEEF
In

CHOICE BEEF DONE TO A TENDER "T", SERVED PIPING HOT IN
ITS OWN DELECTABLY SPICED

awe

.

afternoon "double-

heider." the Fremd Vikings
and the Palatine Pirates fought
for 14 innings to a I-1 dead-

lock in the first round of the

AU JUS.

WITH PURCHASE

OF ANY BIG JOHN!

darkness. Far Fremd it was old

hat as the Vikings had played
13 innings against Prospett on
Friday.
Both squads will battle it out
this evening at the Viking didmond to determine the winner,
balls.e comwith
the

Fremd baseball district yesterday before the marathon con -

mewing in the top half of the

tat was mlkd on :mount

15th frame.

Rn

IT WAS A pitcher's due all
the way down to the wire, as
the, were only seven hits belred out by the two teams. The

Martin

2

7

Sac -Smith, Fischer,
E-Grutrrnacher, Erase, Ken -

make it a little tougher. A walk

pinch.hitter Jeff Boyer on a

Ristau went the distance to
pick up Me win, but he had to

and a single kept Lake Park
alive with two out in the bottom of the seventh, but Grena-

dier pitcher Ristau got pinch -

hitter Brian Elliott to ground
into a forceout for the final
out.

batters. Palatine's Dave Hasbath lasted 11 frames before
lops) coach Roy Schodtler de.
aided to rat his superstar,

con-

ELK GROVE (61

out toward left -center.

in the fifth, coming up with

2B -Day 121, Fricona; HR-Lundquist,
Sheridan, SB-Richter. Dyson (31, Groot;
Sac-Deerle

five more rum on four hits.
Sheridan knocked in two of
Brat with his towering home
nin to left.

PITCHING SUMMARY

Player
Richter, 2b

r h

ob

3110

benorimulto,:26 0

I

0

0

Dyson, m

3

3

2

2

4

3

4
4
4

Day, cf-rf
Sheridan,'

I

Groot, If
Lundquist, lb
McGowan, If
2
4

3

2

Jarmarboarki, p 2
Totals
33 1 I
STEVENSON (
Player
Sweeney, 2b

IS
.e

ash

3

I

1

I

0

5

2

EMS.

I

rf

O

Tads

the productive inning when he
was admitted an base thanks to
a Pirate miscue. The speedster
flew
to
third on Dave

Hauswirth's single to center,
placing men on Inland third,
BOB LOUGHLIN
executed a perfect squeeze bunt,
enabling Hanks to score from
third and give the jubilant Viking the lead in the ballgarne.

"

were nipped by Niles College,
2 -Tat Pioneer Park.
he first game found Steve
Hearn and Frank May [hiving
in five runs apiece while Ron

PLAYER
AB
Molornik, of
3

4
3

0

0

3

0

0
2
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
29

0
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

0

I

AB R H 111

PLAYER
Mika, ss
Notate, lb

4

I

3

Delia., of

0

4

Brinkman, c
Delo, rf.p
Faikenberg, If
Campbell, 2b
Benham 2b

2

0

I

0
0

0
0

3

0

I

I

3

0

I

I

3

0

I

I

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

4
4
0

1

I

0
0

3
3

1

I

1

4 II. 3

32

SCORE BY INNINGS

,)0°

Elk Grove

III

Lake Park

001

0 -4

good

chance to notch the win in the
last half of the seventh frame
when it held men on first and
third but was unable to knock

them around for the much

RH

7

Stuckey

6
I

r-er so w
10 4-2 4 3
2 3-1 4 3
1-2 0
1

1

Winne r--Ristau. Loser-Dali.

Falcon linksmen
drub Glenbat'd
North, 158-166

John Nemanich. The
Hawks added a pair in the fifth

O

0

May's single and a double.

O

0

O

1

With Niles visiting yesterPy, the Hawks gave up two

O

0

Hauswirth, lh
Loughlin, lb
Peckel, ph
Cheney, 2b

Wickland, p
Kellett, p
TOTALS

on DuPre's third straight hit,

O

I

I

0

singles and a pair of errors in
the third, and that was enough
to drop the Hawks in their

5

O

1

tracks. May doubled in the

3

O

I

O

2

O

0
0
0

2

I

0
0

O

1

-1

O

0

0
0

44

1

4

I

PALATINE (11

R H 01
O
1

0

0

1' 0

O

1

O

0

5

O

0

5

0

0

Andriano, et4b 4

O

0

Fcekin, ss

4

O

I

One, cf
Eberle, c
TOTALS

2

O

0

0
0
0

3

0

0

0

46

1

3

1

I
Cot

fourth and scored on a sacrifice 09 by Tmnda.

Chicago Cub pitcher Bill
Hands will help Big Jahn Res(courant

opening

celebrate

tomorrow

its

grand
evening

from 6 to 8 p.m. The testa,
ram is located at Rand and
Heights.

Hands will be signing auto-

PITCHING SUMMARY

4-0, on host Maine West's dia-

tonight at Fremd. The victor

Pitcher
Halbach

of that contest will advance to

Busse

Wicklund
_Kellett

lp

h w so

II I-1 _3 2
3 0-0 14

18

4

9 I-1 2 2

9

540-0 I 0

8

of 37. Other Falcon worts
by Wayne Meier and 42 by

FOREST VIEWS frailsoph team also won, Noting Its

Glenbard North counterpart,
184-217. Gary Mayer
45, Dale Steingraher 46 and
Kopriva and Bruce Sturgeon 47 apiece for the Falcons.
Coach Art Kle
varsity is

now 6-2in the Mid -Suburban
League and 8-2 overall..The
Falcons' next meet is at home
against Conant Wednesday.

graphs during he two-hour
stint and frca Cokes will be
passed out to all comers dl
through the week of opening
festivitim.
Diner manager Larry Gram
ucci invites the public to meet
Bill Hands and enjoy Rig
John's hospitality.
.

Demons triumph, 4-0

against the winner of the Ar-

'

Gary Abramson of Forest

Cubs' Bill Hands will
appear at Big John's

Thomas roads in Arlington
0
0

to

Phil Hausman.,

O

.

golf

View's

traveled to Glenbard North's
home course of Indian Lakes

on three consecutive doubles
by Jimmy Hynes, John Du Pre

nine innings to finally eliminate stubborn Notre Dame,

gional nest.w.eek.

Ristau

WON a 38 by Tom Schmidt. 41

Cheney; SB-Kolze (2), Hauswirth, Andriano.

the rough Addison Trail Re-

ip h

PLAYER

Kenny for two runs.
They added three in thmthird

The winner of tonight's out-,
ing will advance to the finals of
the tourney tomorrow evening

batter missed the ball. (Photo by Tom Rowe)

PITCHING SUMMARY

View took low -score honors in
the meet with a nine -hole total

and

E-Feekin,Lovecchio,Duir,

IlenswIrth on an attempted squeeze play from thkd when the

R-Losch.

me
The Hawks scored early in,
the second game on a double
abate and a first -inning triple

Wickersham, ph I
Parks, rf
2
Wlodarouk, M
I
Kolze, c
4
Bruns, If
6
Simpson, rScr
6
Hanks, 3b
3

O

'

lington -Conant clash which is
still expected to be played

.
els-Chaey,
Mika, Falkenberg, Shriber.

yesterday and came home with
158-166 despite a new school
record score by the Panthers.

Undefeated West Suburban
League entry Maine East sup
ceufully launched its march
toward the state championship
yesterday, but it took them

needed rmt.

E--Lowb, Chaney, Noga,

Wolans k

heart of the Hawk fifth in
Mph [line runs crossed the

0
0

2

Fremd's Dave Hauswirth, left, hies In vain to amid the hig

1

0

LAKE PARK (41

Forest

A DOUBLE, three straight
singles, another double and
three straight walks were the

by

FREMD (11

Bambrick, rf
Compton; lb

Oak. Heir naiied
-John -Oak.
from6Palatine's aggressive etcher -John

1

rause.

Busse, p

FREMD HAD A

walks before the top of the
Havrt order contributed two
singles and a dock& to the

YESTERDAY, the Hawks

of thV day.

FRIDAY 8. SATURDAY TB 12 P.M.
ORDER IN ADVANCE BY PANE 394-3990

I

Michalisko Mimicked
the action. Kande singled and
was followed by two more

SOCIUS.

OPEN DAILY 11 - 11

1616-113
Winner--Nelson;Loser--

John

Lovecchio for what
proved to be the final marker

RAND AT THOMAS , ARLINGTON HTS. ILL.

2 0 0-0 6 0

pionship.

Viking Larry Hanks led off

Rick Zieman drilled a shot
to right to bring jn the fleet -

SAlkiDWICH

Browning, of
Wolanski, 3b
Hollywood. ph
Proehl, pr

1

2

1

Hearn started it off with a
walk while Tom Trunda and

stickman Phil Lovecchio re-

SUPER

1

NIJCL battle with Wright for
a share of the league cham-

in the bottom of the second.

ceiyed a free pass to first on a
misguided throw from the
Viking third baseman.

Hideaword

2-1

two wins and a loss in the last
two days on the baseball di.
mond versus non-league foes
Ina runup for tomorrow's

cap with a]-5 victory.

I

0
0
0
0

Palatine knotted the contest
at one apiece midway through
the sixth. The game -tying rally
tamed with two out when first

et"

5

Kande drove across four. The
Hawks did most of their seming in the second and the fifth,
getting eight runs on four hits
in the second.

Harper took a double head Id M. er dam Carlton College, win 0 ning the first game 22.7, and
then coming back in the night 0

I

1

3

Rau

Harper College picked up

0
0

I

-

Pruitt, rf
Mitsuoka, If

TOTALS

Harper explodes for.
two wtns, then drops
pitcher's duel, 2-1

hi

Mums p

powerhouses, when Me Vika
scrounged for their lone tally

Nelson
Jartembowski
Raupp

0

0
0

Stuckey, p
Shriber, 3b

ip h r-er so bb

Pitcher

00

WHEELING CM

O

Fremd drew first blood In

0

Elliott, ph

Kunke, ss

the meeting of the two Palatine

4

ELK GROVE finished with
only three hits in the contest,

both scored on
secutive Lancer errors.

0

Claa, 21,
Scholten, lb -c

ond.

and

I

4

Adams, 2b -3b

TOTALS

but a pair of charity runs in the

3

Losch, a4 2

innings, and his three walks

the fence, which is 300 feet
down the line and then veers

Drnba, of

him.

Chesney, 01.11

and Elk Grove's leaky defense
added to his woes.

nings and still held a 4-2 adwmtage ping into the seventh
and final

could retire anyone.
Wheeling picked up
unearned run in Me fourth and

struck out a phenomnal 39

AB R H RI

PLAYER
Ristau, p

edicts made it 4-3 on
Chesney's groundout to sec

singled, Nick Adams walked

I

hurlers only walked seven and

5

I

WinneuSmith;

loaded the bases and the Gren-

the game. With two out, Losch

Ward, If

ion ace ran out of gas and
relicfer was brought in for

3-1

tinLaser-Mar-

hits, seven in the opening three

adier right-handed yielded 10

lanky shortstop tmponded
with his homer to straightaway
MR The ball landed well over

out, the next eight hitters
reached base before Ramp

Viking starter Mark
Wickland throw nine innings
of fine baseball before the se.

I

77

Noga, c
Boyer, ph
Chassey, lb

struggle all the way. The Gren-

Lancers were as tough as their
record indicated. They jumped
off to a 3-0 lead after three in-

O

while

PITCHING SUMMARY
1p h r-er w so
6
8 7 2.4

I
Grutzmacher; SB -

3

32

time and Elk,Gove cashed in.
Tom Stuckey who was sailing
along
with a two -hitter,
opened the inning by walking
Grenadier pinch -hitter Gordy
Hollywood and was replaced
by gal Dglo.
' Delo gave a free pass to

Vikes-Pirates go 14 without a winner

TUCE, TOMATOES AND OUR

PB.Pettenuzzo.

Player
Smith

sixth kept the Grenadiers in

Deerle, lb
Oninsby, 3b
Walker, c

then completed the slaughter

nett (2), O'Donnell (2), Rossi
Forcnian, Smith,' Pettenurtm

0
0

4

As tough as the uphill climb

footed

Answer on Comic Page

0

I

1

to victory wet at that point,
Elk Grove
ll managed to

the implantation of the fertilized ovum in the wall of the

15 good, 19 excellent

2

0

I

loosening position, and the

any doubts about the outcome / Weisen, of
of the district opener were reFricona, 3b
moved as the Wheeling slug. Nelson, p

43, Mike Sutton at 44 and

pect's win left just one more

hOlh recorded 4I s.

Mid -Suburban

Dyson, a stolen base and an er-

cur if anything interferes with

In addition, find the word

0

2B
Smith,

I

2

LOSCH CAME Brunsth the
both
tying and go-ahead

The Wildcats opened the

unite pregnancy will not oc-

using all seven of these
letters.

bl

h

I

0

3
4

seventh, however,

the

PLAYER
AB
Duir, c-26
5
Lovecchio, lb
6
Zieman, If
6
Halbach, p
4

these letters.as you. can.

I

0

0

LAKE PARK went into Me
lientwi a 9-4 record and
hol
first place in the Tri.
County Conference, and the

faced in the final two frames.

DWAYNE NELSON, the
junior right-hander who has
be. such a pleasant surprise

game of the Wheeling District
tournament.

atn the plate, knocking out

Jarzembowski who really put
on mound show for the rats.
The lefty came on in the fourth
inning and proceeded to strike
out the only six Patriots he

three days, after which no
pregnancy can occur until
ovulation takes place again.
Even if a sperm and ovum

Make. many four letter
' or 'more words out of

0

district crown against the win-

be-

TRATPIO

0
7

ad Wednmday plays for the

ner ofoftomorrow's Addison

s

r

Mt
4
4

0

three-and.two count and then
got himself into deepeMrouble
by booting Dave Ristau's tap
back to the mound. That

Mid -Suburban League with an
coo8-2 record, is now 94 overall

br,

the bottom of the
hird. Koch ignited the rally

game

0

1

0

4

Lake Parks pitching and do
fens° fell apart at the same

In

Elk Grove, which is in a
threeiway tie for first in the

sey might have had.
Herseiny go, a run to tie the

2

Pettemarth
S. Smith, 3b
T. Smith, If
Foreman, fl
Madden, rf
Nlartin, p
Totals

Grenadiers ride Loschs
homer to 6-4 district win
Met.

the second, but en O'Donnell Foreman hard -way doable

Rossi, 2b

0

Wheeling's nine -run 2d blasts Stevenson, 16-2

tween menstrual periods, passes through the uterine tube,
uterus and, if not fertilized,
through the vagina in two or

who regard the Vietnam war, as a betrayal of

American principles of_ hunrity.

Frasejef

1

MP Lake Park in the pent.
Mete of the Elk Grove

Morales and Tom Hart got
singles in the Hersey half of

ert

me.

, 36 4

diOmer that lifted the victory
dem m a 64 baseball victory

double play.

SP RTS

to enjos
eating

with an ovum. The ovum, dis-

about midway

i

0

'ram'

pegnancy to occur
active
Sperms reaching the vagina
must enter the uterus and unite
charged

bl

I

the role again yesterday with a
three -run seventh inning

meet

menstrual bloodows. For

Brooks Atkinson, mired canna mac of pawing my house and noting the flag I Wish
the New York Times, writing on "Flak therefore to make e declaration: I haw been
waving" in the New Republic magulnet

nancy to occur? What determines whether pregnancy ocnun after intercourse?
A - The hymen need not be
broken for pregnancy to occur
if sperms are discharged near
the opening through which

Gammas.'

h

0
0

4

bigsRBI man last season played

Page 5

4 new wrap

be advisable.

Qs Is it necessary for the hy-

end Publisher

r

ab
.1a,

clash.

PITCHER

only

HERSEY (3)
Player '.
Kennepp,

0
0

3110

Hersey scored.

Mike Losch, Elk Grove's

on Steve Smith's grounder an
Grutzmacher.Pettenuzzo mete
home on Tom Smith's single.
Hersey ended the inning with
Ken Kennepp to Steve Koch

OVer the cot., of o nerve, uso

ally on only one side of lit

0
Solomon, rf
2
Ludwigren,
mad 2 0
4 0
Morales, ef
Hart, c
3 "0
Koch, lb
Smith, p
2
I
Totals
30 3
ST.VIATOR 121

By Mlle Imrern

CUBS° STAR

The victim may ham pai

Tel
GAME then went
scoreless, with both pitchers
doing excellent jobs, until the
bottom of the eighth when

O'Donnell in the top of the

Frme, but

lead. Mike Pettenurto led off
with a crisp single to left and
moved to second on an error

same old story. .Every spring,

not

two teams n the district, Forest View and Prospect, 11-2

ing Frase to score.

cake. Smith hurled eight innings of steady ball, holding

BILL HANDS

manage to throw the first game
away. Viator committcd six errors and had a passed ball. St.
Victor has beaten the other

bap of the second to take 143

FOR WINNING pitcher

PERSON

gams before the districts, but

his glove and past him, allow-

Sndjlt, it was the icing on the

WEDNESDAY, MAY 13TH, 6 TO 8 P.M.

01111

frill

Ilersey't-tins St. Via-tor inl?th,

ktip OPENOG

Ily Ron Swans

ARV

mond.

Demon starting pitcher
Gary Wagner went the route
while limiting the Dons to just
three hits. The victors finally

401 some runs for Wagner.

out.

breaking torte for Min runs on
four bib off Don reliefer Jerry

Lange who took over in the
ninth with two on and nobody

MAINE EAST moves into
finals tomorrow
against the winner of today's
Maine nest ,NilesWest conthe district

frontation. Garre limo is slated

THE DAY
Page 6

SEISLak 6.2,Mnil Z°

Sehltickman unit .give o firott

'report

ochooll aol4

,-

By Richard Crabb

The. prcliminatY regret

the Schlickman Commission

an public aid A nompubli
schools,requcucd

Ogilvie and leaders of the le
islature was released at a press

coeferrace this mcfining at the

Capitol Building in Springfield.
Getter Ekren

Ekren namedretarding
state roompubhc school aid
Manager
NW now before the General
FAmn,

Parker

Assembly and egli hold off
mak% ani recommendmions
on she matter until its noarch
study
lmal this folk

Isa-

1003

via

president of Doremus & Co.,
het

advertising
cago office.
hthe adc'ven

Ekren joined the camping
i,' 1945 and was elected a vice

1953. He has

in

president

Wbiklhe PreiintinnrY rem take no recommenda

ange' mncl?siVC'111-1.

wrvisl to creative director and

an account executive in the

chimp office.

lions. it does report on the pub.
lie hearings held from Carbondale in sollIncyn Illinois to

Rockford in the north. II re.
pure on all of the hills before
the current ,c,iot, pi the Reis.
Imre which would aid private
schools. and it summarizes the

ember of the puhlie aid being given private
Society at typographic Ara whitish in other sta..
He

is

and the Chicago Advertising

Club. A former president of
the Chicago Junior Ann. of
Commerce and Industry. he
wedtwotermsontheMountnt
Prospect Village Board.

THE FM report and =ommendations of the Schlick'

ran Commission ore xhad-

fa rchvice m nine

months.

Schlickman said that although the commission has

held public hearings through-

Announce
engagement

out the state to get citizen's
views on he state aid quest ion.
Ds
planned
research
into

Mr. and him. Wilford A.
Lindberg- residents of Onoaca
Pointe Farms. Mich.. an-

educational and constitutional
facets of non-public school aid
is Ter from complete.

of

-The commission does not

hclievc that tptimony at the

engagement

the

experts including Prof. Philip
B. Kurland. Univprsity °ITNcago 1.0W School: Prof. John
C Hayes. Loyola University
jamin DuVaL Unleash.), of Illinois School 01 Law. and By.
ron S. Miller, a Roney -eldest
Who is associaled ivith the Chi-

d Liberties Union. Each lawyer will give the commission
his independent opinion.

The study reports are expected to he completed in De.

amber for 'clone

Feb.

I.

He added that the commis.
skon's goal is to mak its study

Sehlickman said the preliminary report has been released
mom.
hers'
bemuse If commission
awarenow of the urgency
of reaching a decision on the
non-public school nisi' question. It details the various
questions which comndssion
mcmhem believe mist be more
fully considered before a rec-

public hearings, standing alone, provide a sufficient basis

by which to intelligently respond tole statutory charges,"
Schlickman said.

HE ADDED that

'Some
informally. have

uggested that any legislative
proposal passed and approved
this 3.551011 should he consid-

ered only temporary or stopalui in nature."

a

national

mathematics

competition co -sponsored by
the Actuarial Sociely of America and the Mathematics Assn.
of America.
The

sehoolk

St.

Visitor

High School, mho Homey
High School and Arlington

Ndieve the male legis-

lature ghould sat make any
Pe...sneer commitment regarding any turther State nonpublic school aid until the
commission remite. its report." Schlickinan said.
By law. Live conamirsion is

THE PRELIMINARY m-

High. all of them heated in
Arlington Heights, each had
student draw high marks in the

annone'

et

.ALIZIP

7Ponb/

Raines. itsp,,.

upyvg=OZNC.

PLACING ninth was Patrick

the northwest suburbs. Arling-

2,3n0 mode. Mc in Ar-

ON OUR WIDE
BRILLIANT
SCREEN

IN COLOR

Sieve McQueen
*The Reivers
Wednesday

6:35, 10 05
Thursday
8:25 Only

Plus

IRBMVOI GeonleKteredy

Hilt March

Wednesday
8 25
Thursday

6 40 10 10

wings consist or two
pairs, the forward being much

Fumes from furnaces, cook-

longer. A. have elbowed or
L-shapcd antennae and a
pinched area between the chest
and abdomen region some
whet like a wasp (ants are
members of the wasp family).

Termites,

over the body when at rest. The

An Arlington Heights woman who Imo been teaching pre-

rection for their care.
3. Learn what special services are offered by your clea-

natal masts for expeelant pure. since 1967, has been named St.

ner and launderer. They are
important in getting the most
out of your fabrics.

section of the Elk Grove Village hospital's maternity department.
Oct children, Szott, 18, and Jenny, 161 am mode. at Forest View

Alexius HospiD1 "employe of the month" for May. Mrs. Elise
Taylor, RN., 1345 S. Vail, is staff nurse in the post part.
High School. She joined the hospital in the summer of 1966.

ot our new location

.

THE COMMERCE BUILDING
1040 5. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

since a

termite

colony

will not muse damp an.
OVAL

is

eight M 10 scan

reile, arid a P°E'lotion

will be the location of the new
Northpoint State Bank, which
has been awarded a permit to

THE COMPLETE banking
facility will include a drive-in

ROBERT 0. 5TENSLAND AND ASSOCIATES

109 S. Main (Rt. 83).0 Mt. ['rasped e 392-47S0
LOCATION film OAK PARK* AURORA. HINSDALE
Special Service For Shut-ins - Home Hearing Test 8 Demonstration
fr

11 b

h

approximately

14.3

than. 25,000 residents.

omploe

The American flag was lowered to half start iggErday (=attend then relsed and lowered severad
Woes during the day. Arlington students voted InS to 8.56 List week to tower the nag in memoriam to
Slain Kent State University students. However, twu teachers and members of community crier.
organizations objected to the nag lowering. The faculty had voted 64 to 27 against the hall -stall flying
for a single day. The District 214 hoard of education. which legally 10.. the sole power for placement of
me nag, will meet in a special public sessionsem to formulate pm, en nag inane.
reome mergffig
points of possible controversy. Hersey High students made a similar nag levering request but were
advised by Supt. Edward Gilbert that their petitions would be forwarded to the board.

" "Mac
with""h'plans
"0ter itself.
Architectural
are inow,bein: completed, and
ta

square

-

otrr.ii"og7,"iotoe,r,o'n.` presently

The Bank will be capitalmad at $1 million: $400,000
in capital, $400,000 in surplus and $200,000 in reserws. Shares of stock will be
mm0001001

oaks will he fartncaming.

Tax unit visit
P.-1. Cullerton's mobile cox

unit will return to Sehaumburg Township Friday

'and

Saturday in the Weathersfield
Commons Shopping Center.
Hours on Friday will be from 9

m. to 4 p.m. mid Saturday
from 9 a.m. Sc 2 p.m.

share. Anof the Mock

per

Members of dm organizing
committee of the new bank inelude; Fred. C. Griffiths, asstsrent to the president ofloanna

.Arllegsuu Hie, School °M01511 recently announced the
students who obtained honors

Huber, Kathleen

Hurley,

Lydia lasocki, Saran

Rose

Johnson. Bonnie Kenny.

the

....Tbtlrern.M.

Grog Gibbet, Lynn Gray,
Elizubeth Griffith. Sue Harden, Kristen Hillman, Robert

Tomas King, Kristin Klimek.
George

Knight,

CarlS4N 1°AkndS'erson, David Argot, Nancy Auden, Barbara
Auge, Robert Baer, Pamela
Bigford, George Bond, Kath-

leen 13400n. Debra

Bruner.
Mary Runnette. John F. Cook.

Patricia
Koclanis,

John Koriath, Cynthia Kurt,
Lorna }<dick Eve Lacker, Sal-

Icy Leighton. Steven Loa',
Stephcnic Loughran, Stephen.

McAllister. Rob.,
McDonald,

Steven Cook,, Carol Culler,

Kyle McKay, Richard A.
McKay, Susan McNeal, Cam-

Da.u.byek,

cia
Patrinry

Dalt, Rick Erickson, ChrialLe Ferrario,
Ruth Gabler,

awrence

Geyer,

Paul

Greene, M. Colleen Guilfoil.
Fred Harm.
Dorothy Hauff, William
Heffernan. Barbara Heil..
Margaret Hermes. Jean Her-

lyn Meister, Denis. Meuse,
Barbara Nelson, Mary Neutosses

Therese

Newsome,

Elise beth Nowack, Susan
Pace. Kim Petrie. Phillip Rad-

ma, Lindsay Reese, Krishna
Rongncr, Hennas Rowe, Karen Rue, Odd Rothenberg.

Sand re

IREWRS MASONRY
ALIMPIPES FREE...I/BATES
537

mc 8013

Woad Plaques.,s
OFFICIAL BOYS AND GIRLS FREE WANT AD ORDER BEANK

OA PAP PETERSON

Forrodatione
free Estimates

ROSTIZNIDGE
CALL

I

766. 50.

.

Stoll, Peter Stull, Emadeqc
Travels, Prod Vogt, Alan

strum. Timothy Will. Ann Wil.son. Barham Wray.
Jeanne Andresen, David
Auge, Leonard Bergstroni.
NRhY
a ckb '6,
W'

'

Biticki, JciffreyBraumCole
boo Coleman, Joyce Conway,
Alan Cook, Jill D'Anpl.
John Dillon, Sandra Gabler.
Deborah Gerfy, Wayne Ge-

ye, Earl Gray, Gary Goan land, Mary Hahn, Cathy
Hammock. loon Hamar:in,

Stephen Heller,

Kathleen
Keating, Stephen Klein,
Mary Klimek. Joanne Lindbled. Susan Lockwood, Carol

Holt, Robert Holt, Bill Jam,

der, Cinday Sebes., Michael

Kathy Konica, Rosalie Keller.
Steve Kenninger, Barbara

Sheahen, Susan Shinier, Leslie
Skarra, Deborah Smith.
Melville Smith. Thomas
Socha, Nanny Spahmenn,
SIBVP1 Starr, Jan Swanson,
Roger Swanson, Karen

Kost, Pamela Kook.,
Joanne Lalish, Janet Marion,
Linda McElhose, Barbara Mesan

yer., Tina Nielsen, Deirdre Of fen, Anne Owens.

Thompson, Maryann Ma,

Steven Orimek, lama Parish, Marcia Patterson, Emery

a,

Peek, John Poll., Irene Po
rowski, Jerome Rwnak,
linda Reed, Pamela Richey,
Elizabeth Rossi, 0010 Sauer.,

Clifford Schultz.

Mark Savers, Scott

Sen.

rtSmith, Monica Starts.

Stindatrom
Thompson, Mary
David'
drienneVoise.

bar!,

ual'nch
Richard

Wakele,

PatriCin

Walsh, Michael Weiler, Louie

'Wend., Deborah Whiting,
Jane Whitnell, Judy Willcox.
Susan Weetkiewick Kristine
Wolter, poro,ie yoho, Egoo.
hog, zoi,o.

Lana Volland, Beverly WolkKaterine

Walsh,

Karen

Weber, Kerry Merton, Trevor
Will, William Wolod, Barbara
Wotruba, Laura Wray.

John Gibbet, David Gra.
sitorn, Stephen Harms, Magaret Heller, Thomas Hendricks, Nancy Ham. Martha
Hughes, Jeff Hunsicker. Carol
Jambe,. Stephen JureoCathryn Kelly,
David Kenninpr, James
Kolea,
Glenn Kono, Lida

John

Kmidich, Anne Kume, Catherine Lentine, Ann Lockwood, ionic Lyon, Janis Me-

B r odn a n, Linnea Borger,

yer, Susan Moon, David Nor -

Nancy

Behrle, Linda Blocki, Steven
Bohn,

Gail

Bolduc,

dyke.

Petrie, Terrence Platt, Andrea
Polites,
Richard Porowski,
Julie Przebiena, Linda Ross,

and CharierH.G. Kimball,

Nancy Rodin. Patricia Root,

partner

Gary Russell.' Mary Santelli.

Mary Beth Dority, George
Ashcraft and Ash- Dye, Leslie Ferry, Elko FOL
John Gabler.

Susan Patient, Amy Parch-

", David Petersen, Clark

Laura SIVRELIDD. Stephanie

,

Miehael
Niemeyer,

e smolt or toe lorpe tomes

Jeffrey

Wulbecker,

Leen= Yelaciebi OdminiOne
Young.

623E0'

AK

AVE

poororn' rs1O72orrenled

MORE

lieirbed 52E95

PHONE NO,

ADDRESS

255-76., -tree

Sse-e,vo,

529.1211

AGE

NAME

NEED A PLUMBER, All services

6

PARENTS SIGNATURE

Furniture Refinishing

KMIElf CONCRETE

Roofing
%r:arerticangirtalra7se'

W.Ift;Te
Votr

aM

'

Residenlio,Commereiol
hornet Ineallasian

director
for Smith

Boating

end

ememeSam

s

d

r

CUSTOM CONCREIMORK.
DRIVEWAYS
PATIOS
STEPS
SIDEWALKS
FOR FREE ESTIMOE

s

Gil

Boilding & Remodeling
,ggrcr Hgeesg,,g

3M.

FINE INTERIOR 'MINTING

Hearing Aids
HEARING AIDS FOR

Mg

WAHLOUIST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

,fib ,t,s
Me Mt

"77:rrfruoCron"' ee

Ised.Coll 9,9,294

Home Improvement
Int

eastodd of

599,59519

PAINTER OR FIX II MAN

with Mrs.

259'0552

PORD.5.
rREE

CENTER

TUTOR

CALL 259-4999

1?st:-'17"g'srM1=gr'3

ore

=

ROOM, ETC CAtl 255-1062
BOB -s HOME IMPROVEMENTS

13 Wtuation

sfel7ct ,74,0

CL

29.6 23.1

}HE sooMANtuE

ROTAND E JOHNSON

Sump num,

'MAR PULL" PUMP AND A
30.3

Pointing 6 wal,aaPe, Ins*.

GUARANTEED LAWNS

RUSSELL
SPRING CLEANUP

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

-

ElICTMCRIPLUMBINO
SISe273

column ao,

erieity'egTere'l.wtiortnor
222,200

ed d

iiity'oy,g, or

GO.

Dole 111.601,1
312.766,2226
we

We offer you job security plus these benefit
Rental Non 332-6750

Dressmoking-Semi

1

t.nor WORKMANSHIP
YRS E.MERIENLF INSURED

Tailoring

3.4 57,

2274020

elleirslLoreMs.255.03.11

23.Emplawnent agencies,Men

o PAID SICK LEAVE
at PAID HOSPITALIZATION

CLs="

Remodel, and RV..
FRU ESTIMATES

07..3

WALLS AND FLOORS

392 6523

3513-'34 72'''2139-10813

stop in or call:

BATHROOM R.mlls A Bawl ,ilea

Personnel Department 296.448B

FERTILIZED...SOIL

Wool for new

06

4

HOURS: 7:00 A M. 3:30 P.M.
9 PAID HOLIDAYS
PAID VACATION

"CALL ME WHEN
YOU GET HOME"

flower -beds

Lausitz Jensen
OPEN

Decorators
ham New

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES

23-Emplownent Agencies -Man

DICKS tItF SERVICE
Walls and Boors

soo

Seim Enterprises
Of7 2223,811er..
RICH

ELECTRICAL
ASSEMBLERS

TILE MAN

01.022AIIVE

437,130E

I

MACHINISTS

Tile

R & M DECORATING

SAND

Drapery Repairs

A

escrow

DEPENDABLE

rw

TOP SOIL

AM, a GENERAL RN.

come such II talented and dedi,

"

Arl

.,^,Y1. Cent.,

(ONLY FROM W DIELECTRIC,
VW, IHing Pork Rd.

DECORATING

No

GENERAL
ADDIDONS GARAGES GI
REPiS. BATHROOMS FIRE

537.1111

battle of the paid

22Siluations4Vantvi Women

ae

uP mot,

ANDRA.. REPAIRS
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
inDAMS OFFICE ROOM

CNDCBIONES LANDSCAPING

Dog Training
vo

ALLVL

amema

RIDE

AP

lectronic X-ray equipment. is expanding so
then the following positions must be
illed nom

ropdly

obinotion MITE OR O. NO
FREE ESTIMArro 2YorlbOo

DECORATING

Dog Service

A

Profearay - o leading manufacturer al complex

16.'Arn':1'n'ernVg':nr
CALt - IVL7CTUTCHURCH

14 Personals

BS 0 DECORATING
VICE. CALL CL5-3B57

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Fo,00

TRUSTY WARNS

WITH NO LAYOFFS AND
AN EXCELLENT CHANCE
FOR ADVANCEMENT

PErsArgeaert.

or.t9'3onger'''

Hs 3.

Ste -Sit.

SUMMER JOBS

13 Lost and Fond

FOUND Ped

FACTORY EMPLOYMENT

Wanted

259.338E

Cl 5 33E2

LAWN:ZFRe 29.53.0

ROOM a 11,; El.,11111PD 5

Coll AMR OPM

17 Business Services

Men & Women

457.119E or FL 9-0817

M.B.A.,. AK Ames el yowl

VIILI.11.0 GARAGES,

545-030,

EP

235 2520

ADDITIONS, BASEMENT REC

Siding. If interested.
Call AM. Moore.

Sod

PPuews

slUNE 22 JULY 10 CL 5,0369

NM MORE ROOM,"

NEW WAY PAINTING

666-3443

ed

Hemeteines &lots

MATH AND KARATE

529 5964

Oat Camp,
mer Doe CoMPri',O...

dams

leader, Mrs. Gamari will assist
David keener, campaign director for the township,.
"Senator Smith and I nth

4

Siding

includ'eg IRO% tuition ENOWerses

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

looking for
couple
of frame homes in your
are o to display our ram
Vinyl Aluminum Insulat-

EXPERIENCED

WALTERS

AR L HTS DAY CA.

:SELAT'TSTAT2901 '''.

function as regional oatens
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Recreation Roam

'62 FORD

!vale lahe
hCandagmel

200 N Walgale

k.AP*

tPa= =e,=ooa

cokoot. span model Rog
III Fru rod III Ream ^.19 0155

$295

P

5555Hcal Instruments

o MANAGERMENT TRAINEES
o COUNTER & CARRY OUT POSITIONS
o FULL & PART TIME POSITIONS

.

DUALITY

sax

CORKYS

7R5W GOLP ROAD

SPECIIILID 11.1

r Bldg

,Zt"M.gr.

Phone: 666-5885

!"k.

WOLF AND OAKTON
DES RAINES

n4T1",,zscm'''
cooking

trade bock for new
when you move. Ask for
199. Haydn', and SAVE
252.6116

Rd

Tirnberlane

ROOMS OF FURNITURE

Beauty Operator

11455. ELMHURST RD.

g

MT PROSPECT

Lend-lease plan. Rental
applies to purchase, or

270e1p Wanted -Men &

C'HIYS'I'ErPI'MfoNr,%130TrY.

68 -Real Estate -Vacant

Williams Liquors

OulOReeterVIs

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

M6.9 Square Back Wogon.114

Coll for Appointmonl
350.7044

Pay 530 per month on

o COOKS
0BUS BOYS
DISHWASHERS

1966 0.2

OWA{VPZAT 6 CM

01%

o HOSTESSES
o WAITRESSES

--""zur ..iFt

7Tc17'ZITbra;!'
Attoched Damao,. WI...9nm

IT

Huge d

ese 5. Elmhurst RdSHO439.9906

CAME IN
439-8500

''''""3r5VRY6:3

HOUSE

Mond n

HELP WANTED

BEAUTY

SCHAUMBURG DOLL

!ALAJTI.TTI"ftrws

PART TIME

MARKING

N.w7S"710.0

Dn 5,5 On,

PRE 8683
115115.Fr4.

o SECRETARIES

0 ACCOUNTING CLERKS
o KEYPUNCH- 029-059 EXPERIENCE
O PASTE-UP - LAYOUT

k unin
947,

43340

Mr, Lawrence

WEBER

or,

637.7925
370

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!

SECRETARY-RECEPTIONIST-ADV. DEPT.
0 pAvROLL CLERK

7IL

inow

n.ssur orrreru.f.°.'"'

For Interview Coll

711 W. Mgonguin Rd.

cagaVolgip==.1'N..

DES PLAINES

rounding.

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

g Iglu office work.

or", Urid

259.2019

Mon -Fri,

School Bus, Inc.

Reliable woman to work

in billing deportment of

BEELINE FASHIONS

7lvg=

Buffalo

Elh GROVE WAGE

CALL OR

965-4700

P.M. ROUTES

Fnlwletl6e,n

manent position with growth potential for an alert,
capable young man.

MISCO-SHAWNEE
INC.

sub

Morton Grove, III

Hilltop Or

CALL 6781505

roN

essary. Pleasant

wvrishoomisman wa

neer Tellm00:70tines

evie tenromaN`mw:k°U

16'rtl.Tr&Oraer °PM

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
6901 Lincoln Ave.

BUILDEX

luring company.

SET-UP Y1 AN

SECRETARY

ow.

CLERKS

Paid Training

flevnrR97.7160

5945 W. Dempster 96S-240

Young mon with experience setting up pragres
sive and single action dies and medium and small
punch presses. Applicant should be able to use
precision instruments and mad blue prints. Per-

FEMALE

773.9200

MT. PROSPECT

455-3600

A6SsOir".

start No experience nec-

CounN Line and Wilmot Roads.

EMPLOYMENT

20:11,6330

11 To Rent Apartments

HIGH

guoronree your lips. Excellent salary and corn pony benefits. Meals and uniforms furnished ea Ronal chain. Apply in person between 9 AM and
I I AM or2 PM and 5 PM

Deerfield office building, located to the corner of

IRO% Free Positions

col 393,:ness

NM 269-2191

2611elp Wanted Women

Mole and Female

''`hhhm

rartt; L'7°07n-r. C*F"r

la. 537.2094

thru Friday. Dinner only 4:30 PM to 0 M. We

THE HEIM

001

"FORD"

teach kids new

OW, dlniog
1

70-floorns-Board-Housekeiing

summer. $2 per hour to

We are sooking o copoble individual for ow
modern medical facility in our beautiful, ten

dm or

rounT"Gro::

1,66 CHEVY V -B, Lmo me0A

GIRLS

Fora Extra -Cash
2Idr

rort

anon n1ed 359

NV974.2°Z

DRIVERS

of machines and willing to embark en training
and experirnentol tool development. He will do
trouble shooting, (inure repair and maintenance. \s
Trade school graduate or man with at least 2
years in machine trade required. Good Honing
wage end excellent potential for high earriings.
Benefits include 100% tuition payments for night

hdtop. Tt13 ,ao,of for.

9,077

6R Nursery SMELILChild Care

xeo

GENERAL OFFICE
LIGHT FACTORY

"7'

CL

COLLEGE

7a,==
437.ar "Ix.

$450 to $675

We will train a young man with a good knowledge

5

094.1586

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

966 0700

,V

2,1285

company
paidomplete
benefit program.
car
more information

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

61

mM1mower/

r'

,Vgr.

1%9.5E16,9"'

e.KF'kESS DENTAL STUDIO

EXPERIMENTAL

altIOnve

'nes.

WARDS 20" T2R,olown

SCHOOL -

Mary Cards:I:iamb:n.3678

Call For Appointment

V.SP39117t115.1j
y99.0,5

.

STUDENTS

Miss Paige

537-8100

7,VArarirslt.

40, 392-149B

RECEIVABLE
a CLERK TYPISTS

297-8760

Mfani"'""'OO"r't 02E0

99-0egs,Pets &Equipment

o ACCOUNTS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Ann

2`F

ARLINGTON

1625 me.itoared.

06 RealEstateff uses

arc.

variety of posItiorsc

1657 Monne:: Rd.
Northbrook, In.

re5ponuble to see lhai they ger

7rnalgil

CALL 439-6020

ontoct Ed Surek
272-1000

VILLAGE OF
53 5

kYANTED

CASEMENT AIR
CONDITIONER

ore

Summer Work If Desired.

oc1=Wiln's

DIVIS10.4 OF PMZ 0,0,13E, INC

school. Modern air conditioned plant

we

CULLIGAN, INC.

112

455-3600

Factory Help

MSZINCI7PFL''TOMT

PAID TRAINING

200 EAST DAVIS

1 block norih of Higgins

27,5300

With the move hone I st
to our new international
headquarters,

"2.01'.'21'OZPOOO'
Elk Grove villa.,

CASS 202 MI96

a COPY TYPISTS
o BILLER TYPISTS

SCHOOL BUS

Ar .Gold

trMelPrcksOlt
IDDRhormeCLI-7126

ge,.iviva

'

CASH

PAL 392,922

e

empiOyer

5 girls needed to work

ATTORNEYS

CALL MISS DEL

ADDRESSOGRAPH
MULTIGRAPH CORP.

DIM Rent Olfce Space

.."'""v39'2W"'
noltWIZeseltIAT.

Arlingtob
equal op pOrtunity

part time now - full time

OF YOUNG

heu

Moy1.1-15

Mane 7666222

FORA GROUP

Cali OWATlS

I

No. Exp. Needod

0

A Div. of Jewel
Company, Inc.
444 E. Rand Rd.

Lion Uniform Inc.
Go To School Free!
Troth: to Program

n.

47
'iot

FOR ORIPTIALTDIGS.
LoWn

nOw seeking girls tar

Secretary To
Boards 8
Commissions

roneNolLt'N'EVEXI'llArkt.1

$650 Free

0

While Collar Cirls

593-5900

392-9300

Call or Apply at
0

NEIOILTHWOD SALE

272-1000

New 360
0

arhaetraa

00,

42 -Wanted To Buy

9 WILSON MEP irons. 6.61

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

So. 1263
7s

ph

peon.561.1E09

,Finn'SE

An eqe6 ePPortun.

SERVICE COMPANY

I

Moats and Manna Supplies

15mo pod. Duda.

GIRLS

SUNBEAM
APPLIANCE

I.B.M.'S

EXCELLENT BENEFITS

TOOL and DIE REPAIR

Nev611!Kal;OltOlhce

MACHINE OPERATORS

(Auk) RINOTOROLA 01.,

REGISTER NOW

CLERK

CALL OR VISIT

Sp

32 MiscellaneousMerchandise

255N -1U 100NAGLE

An

/- DRIVERS

SERVICE COUNTER

locasion.

GUARDS

EXPERIENCED

cL 5 5700

RECEPTIONISTSRESERVATIONISTSF OR AIRLIS
COMP LETE 1 0096NE
TRAINING!

For Beginning Position
Should have some

1,y7.0f,

eofm

724-6006

34 -Arts and Antiques

CALL

SKILLS

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

Mies

e.

ALSO. DWARF nukx

AI Ms

©IllinoisBel

Day or Mi ld

VrgVol

atr'eSe

'3117

glIrTnr=raiTat
Koch only. Ho d ealers pleow:

sion. Call oh. 5 pm.2594,01.

ALL OFFICE

en1101-5700.

439-8500

141TEtilTli'VAr.OT.RP:72

Triumph TR

Wrtrl 'KM so.

Heavy 6

RUMMAGE.,

02a ORM

=2:

CLERK - TYPIST

cloy week, 7:30 am to 4
pm. Phone for appoint

CALL OR COME IN

11-10 Rent !louses

17 -To Rent, Stoles, Offices

DREAMS TO.

B girls on IBM 029-059.

76 6-02 77

DOCTOR'- $550 MO

11.7,"
ER

SNOOPIES-BENSENVILL

2,110 Hawk. Roll. Mead.

lothea

Pr'EM713°Sy'

D.

CARPET CLOSEOUT

Wog. Pions

Looking for sorneone
with excellent keypunch
background to woe:vise

RECEPTION

WE HAVE NEVER HADA LAYOFF!,

n'ode:V:tto=IV.

reer' t`)Y-nrrefIc,h,A

'wsgw car

"MTLIWr

COME SPRING

KEYPUNCH
SUPERVISOR

11 AM- 2 PM daily

ss,rsdr.

'3.5.r7A?UrlIFSAS.i651:

aBUSiness Opportunities

89 -6274

ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

women who want M

455-7450

ordhorrd

Childs

This 6 DAL .0 E. 0.e0e,.
Yrreerna. Aor ls

Bargains
Gov't. & Factory Surplus

Black Dirt Delivered

no n extra money. Ld.
caced In Franklin Park

I.

suscises,3
1NSIDE MESSENGER
ponmYbleMm

_-

CAPIiarBEEE

Company, fra.

to dark

F

CLERIC

HOUSEWIVES

944 E Rand Rd.
Ariington Ms., III.

OUR MAILROOM DEPARTMEPEL Toe

q

SO

74 To Rent Apartments

Surplus Store
DELA. SURPLUS SUNNY CO

ORDER CONTROL

FULL OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

LY

bar

O.Mor,

'rk

Flli Shoeing

Oompleie Calve=

o

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

CASHIER
HOURS wr.5 DAYS A

la16.,1,

Page 9

66 Musical Instruments

315 Anel'n';o'n't,Z.H1.

d

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

539,6474

TufattIr9:

PART TIME

574;5

STOCKMAN

DYNAPAR CORPORATION

PEPSI -COLA
GENERAL BOTTLERS

offintas
ce ond

MOLON MOTOR
& COIL CORP.

Ii="rVgioer

Lunch ROOM Hostess

T1F

s

DOLLARS

Check these benefits

Pa d V

omoo

nd

bonofit..

PAYROLL

Nolvor slo: Mal

41 rim pi mean,. mpi

ng dud, interesiing w

297-2400

Packers

Gurnee, Ill.

GARAGE SALE, Fri., 5115, 9 AM.4

T175Sryrn1bes

v

PHONE Mna.lvoNSOA

M.

n'sf.6UiOr%74

Accounts
Resolvable

""471,75.7"

nand

Par artry

A Div off wet

Machinists

apply in person

Janitorial Work

MOUNT PROSPECT

32-M1scellcneolff Merchandise

31 Rummage &CarageSale

md.stry,..n to 4 P

Apply ro Pomo

Tarrn-Style

Good starting salary, mod, increases and good

uos

HOLIDAY INN OF

%Various Ace's.

L'Ueer

FOR:

31 Rummage &CarageSale

,0,1

290-2770

General Factory

1675 Delaney Rood

/me,

PN's

RECEIVING END

ReOuirements, bearonis background, technical or
service school groduak.

PAUL TOBIN
NEPTUNE
SYSTEMS

E)(EC. SECRETARY

BE ON THE

La Salle Personnel

ED',VF.77.;s=1"arfotICZreered

t= tan

5750 (no. NO,FEE

Addison, 13.9s

ELECTRMIC TECHNICIAN

I ER

A`wiui
Poy

RN's &

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Tuesday May 12, 1970

26 Help Vianted Women

Morning
Waitress

Acct's. Payable Clerk

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

583.3838

24 Help Wanted Oen

CAB

ReM3crO92%Le'ill

DIsisneo,

Div. of Ohio Brass Co.
531 Vfilhrope Ave

HONE, MR.0 BERL., AF7.6M
49-0456
HOUSEKEEPER

Irtm-

neew.weesie

21 Help Wanted Women

'A"giU°2=i1Mr"E
.

ACE.
FASTENER CO.

NOLAN

MITI

INN Vialitul Women

GRADUATES

In

10
5

HO

COSMETIC COMPANY

PHONE 543-4450
e'r

-Help Wanted WWII

2

galgairz
vuourE

°r2

START $3.50 par hour,

DRIVER

IJECL'

11111110Vae101WH00,

51FEEN:07°,:x=

MEN

M.

Pr Rif NCI

LIECHANICAI.
DRAFTSMAN

Ext.22>

CI. 3810

407%

I

SECY-$140 WIC.

COLLEGE

Exp.

I

15implaying Agencitn 211011

24 Help Wanted Men

ATTENTION

SCHOOL
CUSTODIAN

SALES EXEC SPOT
$10 It 000
Car

21:elp Wanted Mee

24 Help Wanted Mee

$595

`gariatritrigeR
sin Central loIsoolo
blk

onWeamus.

'395

BONUS MOTORS
tonWil Ho:yolks Plano
'296 6127

Tbe dap

Page 10

SHORT RIBS
Ttiesday, May 12, 1970

ADVICE, SHERIFF.

c.; OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

6:00
News
News

2
5

I'D... COME IN HERE
AND LOOK AT THIS!

IN 711' HOME.'

I. GUESS THE ANTILOSSES BY
sMOG0E12 FLOPPED!
SELLIN' THE
THAT HEAP DOES MORE
SMOKE
DAMAGE 10 THE AIR.
To THE
THAN AN ALL-NIGHT
NAVY
CARD GAME AT
FOR HIDIN1'

THE OWLS:

WILL )011 GUYS

FOR ONCE
OUt-V BEIN'
DUMB - DUMBS 7

Italian Panorama

WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN HE DROPS

George Gobel and

to at

Arthur Godfrey's

IT'S SO GOOD 10
WAVE YOU HERE...
YOUDON'T KNOW
WHAT IT

SISTER...CHERRY

MEANS 70 A
LONELY OLD

SHE SHOULD BE WERE...
I'M WORRIES)!

WOMAN !

26 Today's Racing

11 The Quiet Furies
University
of

Michigan

and

er

2 6 Bob Philbin

WATCHES ARE
7 THESE
/NDES7RUCT/13LE, ELMER:

FOR WEDNESDAY

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Keep your temper under

NIA C'N BANG IT ON

...DUNK IT IN WATER
LIKE

strict control today --- no mat-

ter how difficult it may he. A

26 Famous Artists;

loved one may cause you concern.

5

Show
Rerun.
Soup."

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): Take care that you arc not

putting off growing up where
adjustment to the present situation is'concerned. Take a first

"The FCC ---

CANCER (June 22 - July

Television

in

the

32 News Final

9:30

Alfred

9

Hitch-

26 Bill

ces to examine the
amnesiac.

of Trap Shooting

20 TV College
Literature.
32 On Deck Circle

12:30
Everyman

9

12:35
News

Anderson

2
5

7

9

10:00
News
News
News
News

5

Movie
"The Lonely Pro-

Editorial
1:05

9

Movie
"Battle

11 Consultation
Dr. Philip Thorek,
professor of surgery
at the U. of I. College
of Medicine, discusses the premise
that "Shock Can

and

7

2:00
Reflections

26 A Black's View

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

soldier

with

nurse

Elaine

Edwards.

2:05

44 Continuous
News, Time, Weath-

2:10

er

solve a murder case
is

2:40

the

prime suspect. Har-

10:25

Editorial

2

Live By

EEK & MEEK
DO )0LJ 1:1,10W WHAT

THIS 15 A

A WEDGE le?

WEDGE,
WINTHROP.

I73 A 1310 ra4NDWICH
WITH SALAMI

MEEK., YOU HAVE A
VERI FUZZY PICTURE
-THERE. WHY DON'T YOU
FIX IT ?

AND MOZZARELLA
.....CHEESE IN IT.

\

I NOTIFIED ALL THE

...UNTIL THEY IMPROVE
THE QUALITY OF THEIR

NETWORKS THAT 1 WOULDN'T
ADJUST THE QUALITY OF

SHOWS!

MY PICTURE.,,

rather than in the way he or she
should go. Be objective.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

Sept.

231: A day when you may well
he prone to respond overemotionally to the suggestions
of others. Take a second look.
I.IBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

Don't allow an unhappy relationship with another to continue. You may not be able to
remedy the situation --- but
you can stop it.

Doe.

GUALLI

0

5-12.

II1701,WW.TA1.1401.111aCII.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Concern yourself genuinely with the affairs of othare.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): Take care that you
don't appear unsympathetii.: to

another in diffictilties. Be objective --- but tactful at the
same time.
-

Jan. 20): Try to express your
deepest feelings to one who
loves you. You can do no bet-

1141,04, 1.4

CU

ter

than to make yourself,
known.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

19): You may well discover a
hidden talent today as the result of solving yesterday's

problem. Take advantage of
old knowledge:

PISCES (F,th. 20 - March
21):
Don't abandon
present project now: a

CAPTAIN EASY
THAT GUY WE BUMPED

INTO WHEN WE WERE
WAITING FOR PlasmREMEMSER.3 HE HAP
LONG SIDEBURNS:

THERE WERE TWOeGUYS WITH

HIM". A LITTLE MAN WITH A
SHAGGY WIG-AND A BIG FELLA
WITH A MUSTACHE!

LIKE THE STEWARDESS
THAT
NOT
JUST DESCRIBED? BLAZES! A1.1). I SAW
THEN THE LITTLE ONE

THE GUY WITH

mAy HAVE BEEN Pliii61-0!

51DEtstiltnI5
AT MAATEN
OFF7 CE THIS

the
few

MORNING:

more attempts and you will
have things well in hand. Take
others into your confidence.

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): The drama of the situation
may lend it interest --- hut it
cannot lend it goodness. Don't

enter into what is unworthy of
you.

Answers to
Hideaword
PA I R101
patio
part
port

pair

trio
trot
trip
tort
tapir
trap

tart
taro

riot
ratio
rapt
rota
atop
aport

atrip
iota

2 Presses
3 Maturest
4 Peer Gynt's
Albania
mother
7 Woodland
5
Correlative of
13 Prayer
neitherl
14 Small space
15 Cowboys, for 6 Genus
geese
instance
7 Stumble
16 Inferior
8 Native metal
17 Chemical
9 Legal point
suffix
10
Dyestuff
18 Lamprey
.(var.)
20 Hypothetical
11 Winter
structural
vehicles
units
21 Compass point 12 Covers with
pitch
23 Railroad (ab.)
19
Epoch
24 Abstract being
22 Affluence
25 Golf mound
24 Storehouses
27 Diminish
26 Pseudonym of
30 European

mountain
32 Guido's note
33 Falsehood
34 Dibble
35 Begin
37 Fiber knots
39 College cheer
40 Bone (zool.)
42 East Indian

DR.c.HcoRufri

ATHLETIC
DEPARTMENT
COACH ALSORAN

VERY
FUNNY;

THINK!

2

END

THINKING
ZONE!

1 East African

hartebeest

5

OWWIIMP 10100

OMM r
olio
QGOOMUMM
OOM UQUID 00UOU
MEMO

MEI
000 00M0
OMOM UM00
MOMM
Charles Lamb 41 Trap
43 Departure

28 Couch
29 Wolfhound
31 Through

39 More
6

18
21

7

25

26

30

31

11

12

20

28

29
.11111,

32

136

40

44

37

38

42

41

45
149

10

34

39

56

9

24
27

35

54

53 Wine cup

19

33

48

8

23

22

reluctance

uncommon

16

17

44 Time gone by
45 Employs
47 Philippine
sweetsop
49 Oriental coin
50 Conclusion
52 Unit of

35 Juvenal's
forte
36 Rocky peak
38 Macaw, for
instance

15

mountain

DOWN

4

0E10 MOMIgO0
acmim
DEMO MUM 01g100
WWRIRI

14

44 Light blow
45 Footed vase
46 Pacific
turmeric 48 Gets up
51 Biblical

54 Unruffled
55 Dismiss from
office
56 Tendencies
57 Puffs up

3.

1100
0000
EMU
UOQO QMOM
OOMMOU0
0151 000
ONE

i3

timber tree

CAMPUS CLATTER
PHILOSOPHY
DEPARTMENT

1

'

0E100 000
ROMO W00

ACROSS
1 Capital of

ize how well off you yourself

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Variety

ers and you may he able to real-

Scott

Brady's romance

of the News

fession." A private
investigator tries to
in which he

Flame."

Korean War story

Kill."
8:00

1:00
Perspectives

7
9

sequen-

clinical nature of the

5

cock

MORTY MEEKLE

home.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
Make certain that you aren't
advising another along lines
you wish you had taken ---

the

of
11 University
Chicago Roundtable

step.

23): Give another his due. Let
intelligence guide you to a reasonable and responsible solution to the jealousy problem at

"In

12:20

Vanales

Show

7:45

7:00
Debbie Reynolds

26 Oscar
Show

pared film and still

Famous Writers

T/ME?

12:05

32 100
Paintings;
Great Music

Alfred Hitchcock

9

psy-

7:40

6:55

THAT'S ALL VEWY
WELL, BUT DOES
IT KEEP
ACCUWATE

TABLE LIKE

ments

Rerun. "Let Ernest Come Over."

11 French Chef
20 TV High School

Sports

...AND IT STILL TICKS:

7

chology
professor
uses actors, graphic
art and specially pre-

32 Pull: The Story

6:45

Chicago Show
32 Paul Harvey Com7

60 Minutes
Marcus Welby,

2

Movie
"Terror in a Texas
Town." Shoot-out in

photograph

BUGS BUNN

9:00

M.D.

an
oil -rich
town.
Sterling Hayden, Sebastian Cabot, Carol
Kelly.

Midnight Report

5

San Francisco. Janet
Leigh and George
Maharis.

Adventures of an
African trapping safari.

Horoscope

girl out of Gov.
Drinkwater's past.

when he returns to

Seas

Your.

"Only the Best."
Story of a heel in the
garment
industry.
Susan Hayward, Dan
Dailey.

Smith guest -stars as a

ter ious evidence

7 Mod Squad
Rerun. "To Linc
-- With Love."

44 Continuous
News, Time, Weath-

12:00

Movie

2

Rerun. Alexis

9

32 Of Lands

11:00

32 The Baron

and J.J.

mys-

containing

The Honey-

mooners

8:30

suades man to hang

making them all rich.

LEFT ON TIME, MARK...

Lee Remick to go on
the lam in Spain.

Weather,

T h e Governor

2

on to an envelope

Tony's cousin arrives with a plan for

I TALKED 70 MY

forces him and wife

Social science.

clients of questionable character, per-

in-

vestigator Alan Bates

32

Wife of attorney with

Jeannie

MEANWHILE

insurance

20 TV College

I Dream of

5

Harvey fakes his.
death to collect insurance money, but

8:25

"The Monk."

Oahu.

MARK TRAIL

M a n . " Laurence: -

Sports

Julia "Romeo
Rerun.
and Julia."
7
Movie

Movie

"The Runnin/.

5

ic Institute and Sea
Life Park at Makapuu Point on the
Hawaiian island of

Var.23240V156:e4 d,-

Show
9

44 Continuous

News,

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

7

Ortega
Pan -Am Show
32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.
the Tigers at Detroit.

Lou Rawls.

Mery Griiin:

Show

26 Victor

PsychOlogy.

6:15

ocean and its increas.

MY DEAR

11 NET Festival
"Mason Williams:
A Gift of Song."

11 TV College

PILL IN

.THE TANK:

ingly vital resources.
Filmed at the Ocean-

T.. v., u

critic Norman Mark

7:30
R e d Skelton
2
Show
Rerun. Guests are

2

MIA. lor

5

the Week

America -The Ocean
Frontier
Special studying
the importance of the

vry

Lamas,
Fernando
Barbara McNair.

10:30

26 Goya Theater of

32 The Monsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

6:30

6..a

Ronald Coase
and Daily Nevis -11V
are guests.

26 Spanish Sports

WHY MOTHERS SET GRAY

2

11

tl

WAIT.LL YAE

CARRIERS!

Merrill, Dean Jagger, Joseph Cotten,

Johnson,

sor

Mike Douglas

9

MAYBE HE
CAN CUT HIS

ry Guardino, Dina

Nicholas

U. of C. law profes-

7 News
c,000 605H, IF BOY FRIENDS WOULD
ONLY WRITE A LITTLE MORE OFTEN
so TM WOMEN 1MOULDN'T SET 50
OH, MA! HE DELIBER
FRANTIC FOR LETTERS, MAYBE
ATELY SET THIS FOOTTHERE WOULDN'T BE 50
MANY ACCIDENTS
STOOL OUT HERE 50

'70s." FCC Comt.

TONIGHT

NEED SOME

60

43
46

51

52

47

53

55
57
12

tate stun
By Jan Bone
Second in a Series
As Illinois legislators debate
state aid to non-public schools;
as the purchase -of -services bill

ar s

The Copeland bill, which
the House is expected to approve almost any day, is the

qualified schools for the teaching of secular, 'or non -religious, subjects moves through
the House of Representatives

clear: At the present time, non-

dren are taught the branches of

public schools do not have to
meet any standards (though of
course, a number of them do)
except

School Code relating to com-

lic Conference and its Time
for Action program, and by

pulsory attendance.

education is in the English lan-

Gov. Ogilvie.

ceptions, in general the School

Code says that any child between the ages of 7 and 16

years should be in a public

state funds, non-public schools
must meet the same standards
as public schools

topic of school standarils is an
important one.

for a section of the

While there are some ex-

to the bill indicates that to get

vices bill, also this week, the

or u lie, non - u lic sc oo s

backed by the Chicago Archdiocese, by the Illinois Catho-

plant

BUT AN AMENDMENT

this week; as the Senate Education Committee hears testimony on its purchase -of -ser-

J er

education taught to children
of corresponding age and
grade in the public schools,
and where the instruction of
the child in the branches:of

purchase, -of '-services

which wtiuld re-imburse such

I

during the regular
school term-except that "any
child attending a private or a
parochial school where chilschool

ONE POINT must be made

guage" are not required to be
in public school.

NO NON-PUBLIC school
is required to apply for state
recognition or for county ap-

A public school must be

linois certificates valid for
positions?"
their assigned
questions about the hoard, the

including 5 semester hours in
astronomy, 10 in chemistry, 8

principals, the pupil services;

in physiography.

the school budget and finance,

While public school teach-

year.

the curriculum, testing, guid-

The minimum standards
which the public school must
meet to get state recognition
are detailed in a bulletin No.
160, issued in 1964, and 62

ance

ers who don't'have all these requirements can get provisional

pages long.
Such standards discuss such
points as professional staff

proval. But a number of them
do.

with standards set by the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI). And it must.
apply for this recognition each
state -recognized,

qualifications ("Do all professional staff members hold II -

be i)ro5pect

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy, chance

of thunderstorms, low in
lower 60s. Tomorrow:
Cloudy, chance of thun-

in geology, 10 in physics, and S

and counseling, and
guidelines for evaluating a
school or school system.

certificates, these must be renewed !every two years, and 8
semester hours college credit

qualiPROFESSIONAL
fications for public school personnel are extremely detailed.
For example, a teacher of

must be earned before renewal
is granted. At least 4 semester

hours of the credit must be
used to remove deficiencies.

physical science must have, according to the OSPI standards,
24 semester hours in the field,

Non-public schools arc not
(Continued on page 2)

ap

Telephone
255-4400,

dershowers, high in the 70s.
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Catholics favor parish sch6 ols
Park district to
rule on creek
easement request
The Prospect Heights Park
District Board will meet at 10
a.m. Saturday at Boy Scout
Park in Prospect Heights to
examine the flow in McDonald

in tire
.a of the creek running through park land,. only

Creek and act on a request from
the Prospect Heights Old Town

PARK BOARD President
Bill Kuhns asked Gilligan if it

Sanitary District(PHOTSD)for

would

an easement on the creek.

board to wait until their next

Jack Gilligan, who heads
the PHOTSD special com-

meeting on May 25th to make

mittee for the improvement of
McDonald Creek appeared be-

right away.

fore the park board last night
to submit the sanitary districts
Gilligan said that emergency work is now being done by a
team of workers from the State
Division of Waterways to clear

with them In ,a day or two to
discuss
the
rest
of the
McDonald creek project.

the creek..,

6.1v

;

Gilligan explained that while

HE EXPLAINED that although the park district has already given the state a permit

to go onto park land to clear

the team is here PHOTSD is
interested in getting the emerblem areas.

ASIDE FROM an obstruct-

mit to widen and deepen the

ion caused by the Soo Line
Railroad crossing near Wolf
Rd. and Euclid Av., Gilligan
said that the lack of a large
flow capacity of Boy Scout

creek.
Exact figures were not given

on how much land would be
removed, Gilligan said, but he
estimated that the creek would

most extreme problems.

'He said that the casement
would also allow the workers
to remove some of the trees
along the bank to gain access

Kuhns told Gilligan that the
park board would rather have

Gilligan told the board that

the

trees removed from the

Meetings
Tonight

; (1.

Day

Roland Ley, general chairman of the Schlickman benefit, predicted Tuesday that
1,000 persons and a long list of

8 p.m.

primper in the car ahead.

Republican VIPs will attend.
The benefit will take the form
of a "Vegas Night" party.
"The most revered among

Mount Prospect Public
Health and Safety Committee, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

P.F.M.
s,,n.

the host.of prominent Republi-

Prospect Hetghts Park Dist..
4

revtews schoo %-site bids

and a final general plan for
Eisenhower School that would
include park of Lions Park for
$1,800.

THE SECOND PART of
Ihe

Eisenhower

contract
would 'include three phases of
work for $3,000.

The phases would include

actual working plans and a

and that is communications among. parishes. He added that
the school board is not thinking of breaking up schools.

Father Christian also sug-

school board (Our Lady of

gested that more co-operation
be given
to other private

Ransom

they

parochial 'co-ordination "will
loom large" if the cost of edu-

schools including the Luther-

feared they would lOse their
autonomy and therefore lose

an schools. He said it would be

cation continues to rise and the
enrollment of the parochial
schools continues to decline.

their strength, if such a system
went into effect.

advantageous to develop an
understanding on various levels and mentioned that more

THE ARCHDIOCESAN
School Board suggested that

THEY ALSO said they be lieved there would be adverse
results realized by shifting stu-

school districts be set up, each

dents from one parish to an -

"should be written on this sugject."
He said, "The great benefit

with its own administrative
staff and "within which the re-

other.

sources of personnel and money could be shared."
The newsletter .asked that

thefioard realizes that it is human to be afraid of change but
perhaps it might help if each

local school board members

board

Parish)

said

Brother Leo Gilskey said

listed

the

advantages

we have is the ability of all
boards to discuss these subjects

on an honest level and share
our ideas."
Other members of the Arch diocesan School Board pre-

(Continued on page 2)

Al Volz' 99th birthday
party a real grand affair

-

mayor of Arlington Heights.
and three times a member of

Everyone attending will

Arlington Heights grade

the Illinois General Assembly,
Volz is a long-time friend and
supporter of Rep. Schlickman," said Ley.

money" and will have the opportunity besides to receive a
door prize.
THE COMMITTEE for
this large scale includes more
than 100 Schlickman supporters. Committee chairman include: Ley, general chairman:
Lou Walton, personnel coordination; Jim Anderson, publicity; Mary Schlott, secretary; Ned Shanahan, treasurer; Chuck Trautner. major ad-

Tuesday.
Friends

uated.

this grand old man who was

every office he sought.
Pressed for news about himself yesterday, many interesting incidents of his life
came to light.
His first recollection of

born May 12, 1871, when U.S.

birthdays came when he was

ness College in Chicago. It was

Grant was President of the

about 5.

OTHER (;OP dignatarics
expected include State Senator
of
(R -3d)
John Graham

Mount Prospect, Con -Con
Delegates Virginia MacDonald

and John Woods of Arling
ton Heights, the entire Repub-

lican Cook County slate of
candidates for the November
Election, and the eight GOP
township committeemen from
:II of the northwest suburban

maintenance.

cepted by the board,

money, he said, and these costs

Payment on both contracts
is proposed on a scale deter-

would have to be covered in

mined by completion of the

Park Board President Wil-

MAINTENANCE COSTS
can not be paid through bond

the budget.

liam Kuhns said that he would
various project phases.
Park Board Atty. John Haas want any decision on the conrecommended that the board tracts delayed until the agreemove slowly on accepting con- ment with the school district is
firmed.
tracts for the project.
He said that the agreement
HE SAID THAT they could possibly be ready for acshould -examine their current ceptance at the next park
budget._ closely before taking -board meeting.

the evening, including a Moiorola color TV set

re -

ceive free. $10,000 in "play

vance gifts.

Ethel Kolerus, direct mail

effort to attend the Schlick-

solicitation; Roland and Georgianna Wiltse, youth projects;
Marshall Theroux, tickets;
Frend
Yonkers, Wheeling
Township political organizations; Veva Meyer, 3i1 District
political organizations; Marsha
Hefferan, Schlickman
campaign volunteers; Herman

man fund-raiser.

Haenisch,

rea, who are serving as honor-

ary co-chairmen of the committec.

U. S. Senator Ralph Smith
(Republican - Illinois) has also

"If all goes as anticipated,

He added that
after the sites
$1,060 -;-for preliminaryvvkkgatherings
in tfie Third Dis-

THE SECOND,_ PORTION
will include two 'phases -and be
completed for -$2,750, if ac-

out a pencil and paper," Al

ninth grade was taught at the

trict, second only the annual
Wheeling Township Republi-

'

is only one approach to be taken

his

were developed; the district
would then have the cost of

play areas at the two sites.
The architects offered to
prepare preliminary designs

time between two schools.
Representatives of the Niles

sented, said he believed there

home town and three times a
member of the Illinois General
Assembly. He was elected to

this tribute to Gene will be one
of the biggest area political

for the development of the

allowing them to divide their

diocesan board members repre-

vance of his 99th birthday,

his 100th year. "Father of the
Northwest Highway," twice

On the John Muir eantr41., referendum for the initial conthe -..architects set a colt ""pf strfiction.

rcntly negotiation an agreement with School District 23

made of the teaching nuns by

THE REV. John W. Christian, another of the five Arch -

per person will be appreciated.

urbs, who only Tuesday began

for site plan work for Eisen-

'.

-

schools would share in the rev enue of the larger parishes and
whether effective use could be

parents

While admission is free to
all, donations of $2 or more

citizen of the northwest sub-

dicates that he will make every

'

in. such a system for us." said
the Niles representative.

of representatives
from each school in the area; if
they would be willing to par ticipate in a central payroll for
the district so that smaller
composed

the

successful business in Arlington Heights and served in numerous public offices including village board, school

The Prospect Heights Park cost estimate, specifica(iBlii/ do the additonal expenditure.
, Tc_complete a project that
Board reviewed contract bids, and letting of contractillitcl
Monday from the Matz & As-_ limited supervision ditYiligl., size:Haas said it would be nec./_(,.nsarY for the district to hold a
sociates landscape architects, construction at the site.

and general.site designs.

and we can't see any advantage

authority to a district hoard

"In our case

"Next year we are going to
have a real party."
Speaking was Albert
("please just call me Al") Volz
who greatly enjoyed the obser-

cans expected is Al Volz, first

been invited and his staff in -

hower and John Muir schools,
for a total of $8,550.
The Park district is cur-

delegate most or some of their

consensus,

possible move.

on NBC-TV (Channel 5) from 8 to 9 tonight.

Suburbsye,aA,...

.

Mount Prospect Drainage and Clean Streams
Commission, Village Hall;

light because of a hair

.1)!s

The Third District Salute to
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman
(R -3d
Dist.) of Arlington
Heights to be held Friday evening at the St. James Recreational Center in. Arlington
Heights is expected to be one
of the largest political events
of the
r in the Northwest

r-

To miss making a gitilenF"

boards would be willing to

parishes in the Northwest'Suburbs are not yet ready to climinate parish schools in favor of
regional ones.

and disadvantages of such a

d a model of the autos the contestants are using during their stay in Mobile. The

,000 persons expected
at Schlickman party

south side of the creek to help
preserve the park land on the
north side.

'N4

Gripe
Of The

Miss Cat
pageanViii

park is considered one of the

he widened between 3 to 4 fi.

to the channel.

Illinois Junior Miss, Marilyn Raedel (left), of 16 Wildwood Ln., Prospect HeightS, who will be
competing tonight in the America Junior Miss Pageant in Mobile, Ala., with Nebraska's Junior

gency work done in major pro-

the creek they now need a per-

then the

have a pride in our school, our
attendence is at a decent level

Heights, to discuss the possibilities of inter -parish planping and to -operation.
In a recent newsletter alertipg boards to last night's
aanda, it was brought out that
in the future the issue of inter-

He said that it is important
to get the permit soon because
the state workers are already in
the area and he will be meeting

request.

o

the

a decision but Gilligan said
that PHOTSD will need it

board their views on the sub ject: It asked whether local

More than 50 persons attended a public hearing with
the Archdiocese of Chicago
School Board last night in St.
James Parish Hall, Arlington

bout 100 sq. ft. is needed.

for

Lives of seven Catholic school
boards is any indication of the
general

capacity is available where a-

possible

discuss the follows questions
stions
and give the Archdiocesan

By Joanmarie Wermes

about 8 or 10 sq. ft. of flow

be

If the opinion representa-

can

Organization dinner dance;" Ley predicted.
"Everythingall is o n a grand
large and will
scale. Theh
accommodate 1,000 people
with ease. There will be wide
array of games and activities.
Super -size sandwiches will be
Gillen,
catered by John

proprietor of 'Big Johns' and
long active in area Republican
politics.
.

.

' More than 50' door prizes
have been donated by area

"Vegas

Night";

John White, technical adviser;
Bill Holt and Sally Prautner.
Ellie Beacham, admissions;
Ron Wittmeyer, cashier; Heli
Meyer, refreshments; Jeanne

Anderson, door prizes; Bob
Weaver, food; Dick Schlott,
music; 3wight Walton, master
of ceremonies; 'Jerry Hansen,
signing; and Ricki Hansen,
coat checking. Parking will be

supervised by the Teen Age
Republicans
of Wheeling
Township.

THE PARTY is one of a
series of events honoring Rep.
Schlickman for his many years

of public service to the north-

merchants to be given away at

west suburban area and to help
defray' his substantial campaign expenses -in seeking and

frequent intervals throughout

serving in public office.

from

across

the

street, across town, in other
towns of the northwest suburbs and his daughter from
Dallas came all day and into
the evening

to congratulate

board,

twice

mayor of

told his friends yesterday.
There was no high school in
the northwest suburbs. The

which was located
where North School is now sitschool

After he finished the extra
year and since he had to travel

by train to go on to school at
all, his parents elected to send

him to the Metropolitan Busi-

His family always
gave gifts, but there was no

located at the corner of State
and Madison Sts. He someparty involving friends outade -- times got in trouble during the
the family. His mother, he
math class.

United

States.
HE HAS
LIVED his entire life in
Wheeling Township in the

northwest suburbs which he

said, was an expert at knowing
exactly the right gift to give.

has done so much to develop.

Since that memorable day

VOLZ ATTENDED

the

Arlington Heights grade

99 years ago, he has grownup,

attended school, married and
reared a family whose mem-

school. He was good in his sub-

jects but exceptional in math.
"I inherited this from my
mother. She could add complex columns of figures with -

bers are now scattered to every

section of the United States,
conducted for years a highly

Sirens sound warning
The sirens that began wailing in Mount Prospect about 8
p.m. last night had sirens from
other suburban communities
joining in, after teletype messages were received from the
U. S. Weather Bureau, with a
tornado warning for Du Page

and northern Cook County's

new warning system, and Paintine.

A spokesman for the Des
Plaines police department, after saying that his city had not

"I COT MY WORK done
quickly and had' time on my
hands. On day the instructor
caught three of us matching
pennies, but I was the only one

who had to stand in the corner
in front of the class." Volz explained.

Of his 80th birthday he said,

"my family and friends held a
party and then 10 years later
when I was 90 in 1961 we had a

nice party at the YMCA.

"I certainly want to live to
celebrate my 100th birthday. I
just want to see what it is like to
he 100. Come back and see me

blown a siren, said, "We re -

next year. because 'next year

ceived ISO phone calls because
Mount Prospect blew its sirens."

we are going to have a real part
ty," predicted
99 -year -old

Volz.

from 7:45 p.m. to 8:45 p.m.

The message warned: "A
tornado was sighted 42 miles
southwest of the Chicago

Loop at 7:45 p.m., traveling
east at 30 miles per hour.

"A tornado warning is in effect for Du Page County and

northern Cook County until
8:45 p.m. The tornado was
sighted near Sugar Grove."

SIMON

SUBUM3
SAYS

'

In addition to Mount Prospect, sirens were sounded in
Elk Grove Village through its

It takes money to make a cargb no matter how you load it.

TIIF DA1
Wkdnesdm, Mat If, 1970

Page 2

HEALTH

Northwest rea Catholics
sup ort parish schools
(Cuariemr./ Man Prigri

Grove

Besides die Nat parish, St.
other parish reheat

resenting Holtman States St.
Hubert Parish along with John
Smith and Sister Justilla, prin-

hoards

represented wen:
of the Rosary, Elk

I

school boards

other areas are receiving in
atom aid program. A dis
mission followed on the advath

Christine E. Dapper
Christine,E. Dapper, 20. of

logo of organising an

950 E. Haven Sr.. AdinMon
Heights. a student al Harper

toot,. tt

infer.

,

group that
ms would not accept the pm.

ttut it

posed

Survivors an: her parents.
Francis and Lillituv.two broth-

f arery

sister. Jeanne. all of Arlington

fought

' Heigh.

alliE REASON for education In the first place," he said.

t

reed Me eh. and request thes 'MmHg vaccine be administesed

ODDNESS

eatoot.

...Porting, the difference by

DATE

indivMual loyalties for greater
group benefits.

tech revenue.

Farrell

that,

said

Day by Day

Friday and arrived in time for
me mum my hair re,donc. It
had been done locally hcfnre I
left on Thursday. but Ihe poor
titan who
new jai° a nee
tizzy when asked hint not to
backcomb II into an authentic
fur.r.y-vota,y-do.
As I eel in the beauty salon
I

of the Palace Hotel in San Fran-

csco. I wondered aloud what
die beauty
of this
generation will do when backcomNne is out. It's all they
know. The set. Don shampoo,
dint $7 in that Playboy man,
sine mporium. tint learns:out
looking like a real doll with
permanent
uroustiolg glory
that all the winds of the city hy
the hay couldn't disturb and
that also included
Morin
County.

MARIN COUNTY and a
town aided Tibunin Dive gat
to he among the most lovely
-spots in the entim world. A
drive across the Golden Gate
bridge with the constantly
shilling panorama of mountain and hey and forest is
breathtaking. The church of
St. Hilary sits on the side of a

au be:

i

I

bride. She wore

a white organza gown with

grooms goes through all this. I
don't know what the mother of
the bride mat be doing."

lace.

Jimmy's little ,ister. Patty
Horns., was a very pretty

sleeves.

bridesmaid with hair that
atched the The of the tun -

gage were the shoes of the heat

prim: skirt. The father of the

man. Johnny Hartigan. They

bridegroom? Debonair, nonchalant,
every day,

ready when he Welland

doesn't it kind of attitude until
min of his camera snapped
and then, such excitement. It
was all beautiful...right to the
surprise farewell at the airport

between the weekend clothes
in the valpack was the suit of
one

of

the

Roger

ushers.

MeIntyu of Nlount Prosps.G.
Handsome old Rog just forgot
that little item. And it is cam' back to Randhurst bsi way

when the happy couple Info for

Hawaii to music. played by a
Japanese band that was welcoming a relative to this coon try.

of Tahiti. Roger nom taking his

mother to Tahiti for MMherk
Day and the week after.
When she d w in on

the

ITS STRANGE,

night or the wedding to meet
her son she hmught the wed-

bride and groom sounds to
daring. 'Have a nice time,"

ding gift which he and lint

Down another usher for
Mount Prospect left

on

ordered Sheila Mulvthey mother
the
bride through

her

"I'm glad my
outdraw said shed go to Tahiti." lien said. "or Jimmy
hack

porch.

tear misted
and that broke
up the crowd. The father oldie

would kw to wait for our

bride would take columns to
describe. Chris Mulvaney was
delightful.

It all began for us with
telephone call from San Fran-

cisco from the mother of the
bridegroom, who'd gone out

The

J ress had ovo inn of embroidery going front lhe hem
across the .oulders and in a
straight line right to the end of
the short train. The sleeves
ware trimmed in the SWISS: lace
tape and the
Plate

identical tops in white, attached to tangerine skirts syyth
slit front the knee to the ankle

encouraged

by

Rubella, also known as Ger-

man measles and three-day
measles, causes birth defects in

unborn children when con Muted by pregnant others
Immunizing children,m health
-

officials say, cuts the spread of

Menus

,ouporitandr.

tram most
en of the

experienced teacherand thestm

dent teachers. If this is salami,
uned. the school is still eligible

To he served Thursday In
Prmpech Elk
Grove, Hersey, Wheeling and

the

disease and reduces the

chance that a pregnant woman
will be exposed to
In Wheeling, Elk Grove.
Palatine
and
Schaumburg

townships, immunization for
will be held on
Saturday,
Saturday, May 23, eta central
location for each school district.
INOCULATIONS
for
school children ap to and including the third grade will be
held in school during the week
of may I 8-23.

form should accompany every
child that is to be vaccinated in
the county program.
Schoohage children will re -

wive the slips at school. Parents of pre-scholers can ei-

Forest View high sein* in

ther obtain the slip at the al moony school in their area or

District 214:
Main dish tone choice): roast
beet,
beetburger so ham -

Mager, wiener in a lain. Woetable (ono choicek whipped
whim, buttered spinach.

Med 1me difMtdi If" Alictst
teased salad, coleslaw, molded:

cherry, frdit cocktail. orange
sunset. Prune muffin and buy

rtillon standards for non-public
Public schools also meet

meet

ads.matt:4=-

Irvin PrYble, Deft), of Monet entptn, recently appohned Ned president of the Pnraplegka
Manufacturing Company In Bensenville, along with Sohn Westin., compthy's quality control
supervisor, looks over some or Ore electrical enurement assembled at the plant. (Photo by Dan

required.

non-publicand

bl Non -pubic
school leachers.

nut..
sary, have a chmee of lour

NEXT: County approval.

, me the form printed in The
The pre.)choot inoculations
will be held May 23 at the Tot -

too,. tottoos.
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As a result of his illness he
Spent two Yvan in a hospital.
three months of which he was
in an iron lung. Ile has been m
wheelchair sinec that time.

Available dswerur Moms,
strawberry gelatin. mem pro
with peanut butter topping.
applesauce
cookies.

cake,

chocolate.

To he served Thursday in

MacArthur, Muir, Ran and

Ann Sullivan School, 700

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE

A SEAWER TO ENJOY

THESE

]

has

N. Sehoenbcck Rd., Prospect
Heights, 12-3 pen.
DISTRICT 57
Gregory School. 400 E.
Gregory, Mount
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WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL

self-employed

his home.

You can Afford!

Hl
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Wing work for electronics and.
clectromechthical equipMcnt

f.). Mk' ...Tan" thrMgh
out the United States.

Ware. won by Mrs. John Breis-

ter, 924 N. Walnut. Arlington
Hei.g.hrtnie.,

Ammo. is moss area, ols

line.parts assembler. He has
been with the eompany

He said that his skill ea a
watchmaker was a help at his
riew job.

PAMCO h. sainel

lives

he allowed contend access.
17a: demur Mr through ironic
omitepeced to remain in effect
early
of this year.

now employes approximately
175 persons, dm majority
whom arc handicapped.

As vpresident of PAM responsible for

all production operations at

He said that when he met
Mary. his wife, she was work-

ing as a bfiling.clerk at the
compiny. )

will be required to travel north

on Wolf to Dundee. wen on
Dundee to Elmhurst and south
on Elinnurst back to Hints.

Eastbound traffic will 'follow
the same pattern in reveme.

Department's program to wid5300,000 contriret for MO ProjeCt WaS awarded to the Rock

Charles Etcher A
2W -Loch balled and

,............

College

B ethel

in

St.

Paul,.

Minn. He has expressed an in-

w ont in teaching and menmalty attending law school.
During the summer months
Jackson has helped to finance
his college education by doing
construction work. Active in a
Mother of high school [Hanoiunions, he has lettered in footthe past two seasons.

Margaret Gorman
daughter or Mn,

the

is

and Mn.

George Gorman of Elk Grove
'Village an 5 was oworded a
$400 scholarship.
She is interested In literature and the humanities and
.

JwlMarshall,

Rep. Philip M, Crane was
advised by the White House
yesterday that Cranes choice
for the position on the Peace
Corry, Advisory COSSOCII, Ar-

kotirag CM, A C
Company. Nielsen

viously served on economic'
and trade mission in Italy -Noon. India and rgverid other.

thur Nielsen Jr.. 51 will reecho the appointment. Nielsen is j Chicago marketing
The
ace Corps Advisory
firm executive who HMS La
Council mom at regular iteWilmette,which is in CreWS , val
usunliy every
'

13th Congressional District.

non

Nielsen is president of the
imerwationzity

known

mar -

other
month. It advises corps leader

on policy matters. and programs.
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EL. Stanley, 1327 N. Vail,
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Ted:f, shoe Store, 572 pair
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2047 Brianvood Dr., West, Art -

z?,,,Iiiicf,,dariclett.no,in3g,,

SURPRISE...

SURPRISE

SURPRISE...

SURPRISE

THE ANSWER TO THESE SURPRISES IS IN

"THE MAD MAD MOUE( ROOM"
IN

The Northwest Industrial
Council has awarded scholar ships to two area high school
seniors, Charles Jackson of

caged Appmi

Niles Township Higli School
West and Margaret Gorman of
Elk Grove High School

SAMPLE SHOP

They and their fans I ; will
be honored at the Councilh
annual business main y on
May 20 at the Arlington Park
Towers HOWL
Jackson received a

SURPRISE...

WHAT WILL $5 BUY??
WHAT WILL $10 BUY??

lington Heigh,.
NORGE Colonial Village,
5,200.

$1 S'.1(??

WHL,1

Of shoes, S I 3 hamihrig, six pair

of bask, won by Mara Rieble.

HU(RS. THRU SAT. -- MAY 14,15, & 16
ION. Denton Ave. Arlington Heights

PH 392-2063
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Mrs. Betty Jackson of Morton

0
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schools representing 40 camomile,
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SERVICE
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10,
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FREE

COKES
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of any
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LIVING ROOMS
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etr

de eide dalumust.i H

Howl. dread*

Weir)))
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racy fa. wall stamina( s

Recliner Choir
Lome Floor Cushions

Throw Pillows
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Room Divider Drapes
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SPAGHETTI
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BEDROOMS

KITCHENS
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Bedspread Room Divider
Chest of Drawers
Full Length Minor
Night Stand /tonging Lamp
Artificini Tree

Tablecloth Seat Covers
Drapes Decorator gods
Wall Decor Pieces

Matching Towels
Accessories

DecorativesPosters

Wall Hangings Throw Pillows
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$
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SOL SIM
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Accessories

ANTI-INFLATION IS OUR SPECIALTY

Elk Grove Village
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BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT

mother-of-pcarl thatter
Masers, won by Mrs. Patricia

Maison De Roraima. 525

Murphy Carpeting. 559.05
Dtd-olotOr Area Rug. wan by
Marcella Soon!. 441 S. Belmont, Arlington Heights.
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mull role, MOO a

HARRIS Pharmacy, Mig-

scholarships $®2 2 students

50016.

n

San,

Lorraine -Anne Shops 515
gift certificate, won by Mrs.
Gladys Impel, 1650 W.
Thomas. Arlington Heights.

ton Heights.

gilt urine. de. non ho Mn
VT .H. tarns. 106 S. s.r.ford
Rd.. A dington Heights.

Road Construction co. hy the ,hopes to become a teacher.
Her plans am to attend Harper
missioners.
College next year.

Shoot windows

and physical. for Prybic

won by Mn. R. J. Schlott,

t to 7112 S htllultbtl Artery.
ton H0db 1.
Arlington Heights Cameras'.
Kodak Insta magic S20 color
oinfit, won by Betty Cordova,

Cook doing). Board of Cow

They ham been married for
12 years ;old live at 140U WE
low Ln.. Mount Prospect. with
Double -pane
ted win.
their two doughters. Rita Ann, slows valued at ain5500 wcrc
11. and Mary Jo. S.
smashed
afternoon by
pellets thorn a FIB gun
22.

living most of his life in a
wheelchair Iwo involved adDamen., both PsYchoDldmi

Apparel Sample
Shop.. two-piede site costume

a

The detour is the result of
Cook Couri
Highway
en and resurface Hintx from
Elmhurst to Wolf. The nearly

Marge's

Industriai council gives

,

Westbound traffic on Hi.

cally sound persons are hired.
He added that the company

M.. Am.

birthday cake, won by Mrs.
.rok.i.7.,,t.,ciarBina:r.. 546 F., Lin-

'lin" R"' between Elmhurst

,

slant

Cake Boa, 113.inch happy

and MAP Roads will be closed
a repo- M all throuS1, !PAT. bogidnsng
ca

bur -

won by Jane (Ebbe, 170i1 N.
Mitchell, Arlington Heights.

to be closed
"rain fall

plomnent of handicapped per-

Heights.'

Rita Gaseon, 760 Mfibeck.

.

Road

Vale. Arlington Heights.
Arlin gtoo Boole, Sr Men's
Woo, pair of Socialite shoes,
won by Ilene Quick, 4 N. Reuter, Arlington Height's.

Heights.

Arlington Furniture. 525
gift certificate, won by Edna
Wicdl, Rt.
Box 107, GlidJul, Wisc.

WINKELMAN'. ...."..."
sPeeMinct,..18.1Km.....

"pretty

a

ance, transistor radio, won by

o

Ite., Wen.. Melphi,111. WOOS.
and 722 Centro Dm Ploinag.

V

M.

'501/6"5.drego*'"Zr'r'.. Plros'inpet

MARINE

Published
day. ...dell,
through Rid, by Huy Pub,
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weekend case. won bY

De-

.15,51,1tra.

Mr3.-Fred L, Miller, 505 N.

certificate, won by Helen Cl,,atlas BP.7.1 Corcoran
Oak
Lawn.
Paddock 'Publication, cub.
WWII pearl necklace, won by

Peckham. 619 S. Lincoln 1.n.,
Arlington Heights.

lotion Dr the successful ant- ,Mianday morning.

the plant.

ago he heard about PAMCO.
Without really intending
work there. he Riled mit an application. he said.
When lie was offered a job,

Beautiful, Comtemporary Rooms at Prices

,

Several jobs through
He said thatabout 17 years

Phone -255.7010

.

CO, Pryble

Deluding a firm in Arlington

he

a Sons, 525 gift

hoard. won try

and driving a car with hand
controls.

Dalt:odprix.

M"d'"Ctinninglt- am -Reilly,

But he said that aside from
having a home without stairs

foreman. plant supervisor and/ normal" life.
new vice.president.
go..
The company, ED N. Yor(
Rd, BensemilD was founded

' Working on a contract
Pryble mid that he got
Heights.

ZI:igr7,,r1=111.6.00S

DISTRICT 15

as

waichmaker..taking work into

INC.

general

HR SAID that when handicapped persons are not available to DI the positions, phri-

Until the age of SO, le

,

Miner Junior High, Miner
and Dryden St., Adington
Heigh., 9 din. - 3 pm.

foreman,

Pryble entered the Chicago

worked

Flight Meal Service

fore.,

Pryble odd that hittlt11capped person are given preference for join at the plant.

makinit.

Honolulu - Princess Kaiulani
Kauai - Kauai Sheraton
Maui e Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn

Sullivan. chools in District or,
Baked chicken. sweet Potato
puffs. bread and butler. chilled
fruit, chocolate cake, milk.

Pryble

Now 42 years old. he is mar,
rid, and -has two children.
the
AFTE-R LEAVING
hospital at the age of 20.

Watchmakers School and he,
came a master of watch-

Martin Ln., Polling Meadows,
at 12-3 pm.

NffIgn

Manulkturing
Co.,
Inc.
(PAMCO), of Bensenville is
Irwin Pryble from lo1011111
P rospect.

Carl Sandburg School, 2600

DISTRICT 54
Winston Churchill School .

company,

worked m mumbler, assistant

The newly appointed vice"Maxidmit of the Paraplegics
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1000
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Elk Grove High School. Arlington Heights Rd. and Elk
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in wheelchair is pretty rtormal,

4.4 $499
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I'm not calling to ask how you

are said Ann Hartigan ex-

Dail),

how everything that is said la

Illeem 217 5. ArlInotan Web,

medieval collar and puffed -be-

. lowdhchlhow

"If the mother of the bride.

such perfect sky-blue day and
everything went as smoothly as
whipped creum...on
un-

hill ;end look) over the nay and
across the hay and it is lovely.
Jimmy's new wife. who was

Maureen Mulvaney. is a pretty. dark haired little girl. Site

phi/nine all the missing items.
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is that somewhere in our lug.
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ms include a
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James.

Queen

Hubert.

Hoffman .Estams; R. Emily.
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Des Plumes. Si.Pool of the
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Farrell. assistam superintendent, and Mrs.lohn Langdon.
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One day at -a time
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IT IS ODA, the, n ham

'11 ,} or %Ash! Vs hat Is your
titude? Being an elected poli-

tician. sooner or later youll
ham to declare 0:
I(. Arc
you in fawn
far of. or 4posed

relatively small commit..
hal leis diligent. You'll .011
a

that the

protasisl y can't afford to alien-

IF THAT deeisiop is that
they will not sell fhe land.
you're home free. IT\ you

it

that into, it won't he necesiary

the problem"

"What do you think of low
Adinmon

str4drrhoZnrat le:V1

Heightsr

head

rt!

You Ate, there was this boy
BI.11 Klaasen's, Bill named his
tadpole after hint.
Bill took Timmy the tadpole
-

out declaring yourself.

minutiae soW you sitting on the

ms

r Mayor?

,

Creek?

Daum Freeman, along with

Med waitesometimes even

the rest of Mi. Ludders' class,

raw sewage, and rats running

fascination

Hideaword
DURMAST

Make as

any four letter or mom words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the ward

..

using all seven of these let erg.

'Wow.' die orthinotilreoni be oltheth joidonely4thythie

17 excellent 12 good

the pope Afirithiin and iniclinthoI integrity."

And THIS group is working on a way to 'take the
country out of Salem'!"
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DOCTOR SAYS

Wednesday, May 13:1970
John E. Maiden. LC -in

e..thontaine P."

whihddisho

Heat, gentle
massage help

R.R. Entente.. lice.ithoideni
R. N. Puelm 6'in-idea/rot PO.

Letters to the Editor
College sttEdeist asks help to end war
Editor:
Being a concerned member
of the community of Arlington
Heights and an honors grade.
ate of its high school in June,
1969,

.

I

writ= this litter us.

pith for community mam_
mimeo, to end the war in
Indo-China and quell the inMoat unrest that fostered the
tragic deaths at Kent State
University last week.

of protest to the President and
cupgressnien. More than anything else hare campaigns into
the community have empha-

stood to as, how uninvolved
and uninterested many people

infinnual ulnae a situation of
such grave hdportance that

MY world

plate.

includes

I ambedia. Vietnam. and the
ry mom in Appleton.Wis.. or a
sulturhan
hem.. Shouldn't
yl11111,..

thought to the mice of this

1

think. to send telegram, to
write letters. l stress that 'land.
war" doesn't have Mi include
horning .ROTC buildings or

slOpping traffic. Here al lawence Univepity we have
proven that widen: protest can
he effect
and no
I
teasel thaive
t 00th

one arm dill

rather dubious method of at- net.have
oppinlunity to attaining peace. Those coney: tend our memorial service; for
students who have supportal the ur studentsk ll dut Kent
campus striks, myself includand to witness he followed. share the sense of outrage ing silent, candlelight mucus.
expressed by live U.S. senators

when they wrote earlier this
week. "The scent invasion of
Cinishobia and the resumption

of homhiig of North Vietnam

air only
latest in
solo of actions that

long

it

mean

more anguish and destruction
on ell sides.;
Though it

is much Imre

plenumfor roc to attend nattier class meetings and pumee
an 'education in the normal

minim: of thy campus. I ham
ben walking the streets of the
distributing literature cued
and soliciting telegrams

-

sion of 1.401/ maple.

Suakins don't hove lo he

if the OAS. is

violent

ie.

miii-ieformed and
interested in communicating
with them. Your involvement
only mean that yen care

about the sloo
,slag sl

of peasants in Southeast Asia.
the destruelion of a once productive ecologic system. the

slammed in your face because
you've asked someone to think

about n situation that forms
hin, to seriously examine his
conscience.

make, but this is no exeunt, for
ignoring the issue. I remind
changed

ysZe!haGetsmha,Me
The social, economic and Pofit

al oplicmions a,krtohiasd,w,t
riat

hum
well os
tend far beyond the old
Ent -all-for- Preside. Nix on.because.hels-lighting: cOM-

W.G.BRANDSTADT,M.D.

Q - AreordIng to my X-ra
moon,

I

hoe a

congenital

limbed:alien of my !limbo.

cal joint. What dues

gat signs nt of the socrun
'thermally one solid one) L.
fused to the sc.. segment.
This's an oddity, not u disease.
II is not related to spina bifida.

the disk between the vertebrae

of the

neck,

n

form of os-

temarthritis. It is usually an accompaniment of aging. Alpthough there is no cure, the ep-

licalion of heat and gentle

is the beauty of the democratic
stern that channels of dissent

available: Um them. LOP

aatenert;'4ecareaeZ :parr
We Siellthe have tikcn Om

and Mon to learn Me lams
about Cumbodin. Kent State,
and Vietnam. 1Vhat's stopping

you? All wpm :eking is give
pp
fence

it

Mary Donn Rossiaughter

Lawrence University

how

I

rive' or "I bowel

!height nivel the War heenuse

of mini -island apd.lit it with

grees. Mumottocs also prefer
to bite pemons with alcohol in
their blood, probably because
this increases the skin
Heavy
breathing

;Luc pine
to put one.

Manufacturers suggested' retail price

His topic for the evening

Anti

10% Discount
on Wallpaper

OBI he "Loan. Sex and Mar -

hque

Kit

:Those interested in the ergo-

Call rie

.uidon new write PWP, Inc..
Box 472. Palatine 60067,
call 359-2924.

,ions Club
.10 show film on

Vinyl

blind students

Scenics

Thur. Fri. Sat. only

Th,! Mount Prospect LIOna
tub will hold c premier strew-

Pg of the film "Scholarships

/i

the VFW
Vali. 601 N. Main. Mount
Vrospea. following Aar May

Damp Resistant
Latex Basement
Paint

Courage."

at

business meeting al II:30

15% Discount
Custom
41

Frames
Orden ..

l

WRITTEN

MN Rises)

W,1!

J

Women join air race
year, extending invitations to

By Frances Altman

other

Speat and profi cie ncy will
determine the winnew in the

air

clubs

."MOST OF the pilots fly
for fun," mid 'Mrs. R. B.
MelCillip, Arlington Heights,
who will fly as a co-pilot.

May 22, 23 and 24 over a

Entries tel the May race have
already he. received from as
far away as Denver, Colo. A
1968 derby winner, Margaret

triangular course above great-

Ringenberg of Grabill, Ind..

Thirty planes can be entered
in cat h category, Mrs.

has entered.

McKillip said. The course to

forthcoming
"Round

1111:Nines

Robin" air

derby

cr Rockfordll.
Grand prizes in two categories will be seven-day trips
to Jamaica for pilot and co-pilot. including transportation.
AnVatimated S1,000 in prim

money will be offered, plus
trophies for pilot and co-pilot

Pamela Stowell of Arling

will be Drawlfiff in the speed cat-,
egory.

ngs were made

99a has been organizing the air

recentIy by George Edgcumb,
president of Tuffs-Edgcumb
AViation, PIMA The air race is
open to both men anti women,

mce since November of last

and the co-pilot must he

of the first five places.'
The Chicago Chapter of the

82'rE64-

299.6651

central telephone Company OE MIMI.

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

has received

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

ma.

regory School PTA meeting

icelectionC by the choir, under

he direction of Misr Anne
he direction of David MetFollowing the musical so-'

dar Rapids, Iowa, where
Downard is also a student.

Special gumt speaker will be

the topic of educational opportunities for women.

The AAUW International
Fellowships Program provides
More than a hundred graduate
fellowships annually to Amer ears women and wotnen from
other countries. AALAV memhers and branches annually

gent,- i bute

more

than

Dr. Ethal Barber, an active
AAUW member for 36 years

S300,000 to this program. This
year the Arlington Heights
branch, led by Mrs. R. E.

and a member of the Board of

Moeller of Elk Grove Village,

Trustees at Lawrence Univ.shy, Appleton, Wis., who will
he honored this spring in the
university's "Alumnus of the
Year'' presentation. A profes.
sionul public speaker. Dr. Ila,

raised 11,810.72, the swot*
higher par capita . the stale.

The AAUW Fellowships
Program is thc largest and old
est
program exclusively
for women.
'

The couple plan to be ma,
Ang.
at Community

Alai

1

Presbyterian Church in Mount
Prospict,
col which they

specifications

will return to oalkge for their

WALLCOVERING
The Bright,
The Bold,
The Beautiful
We have

award as an

outstanding member of

his

Army ROTC Unit.

them all

le

i The annual children, pro will be Presmcd el Ihe

Untie ii a 1967 graduate of
Prospect High .School and is
attending Coe College in Ce-

,

5 Gregory -PTA. meets tomorrow

ryJJ

CL 3-6369

race The

ANNOUNCES THE

a freshman at' Purdue
in lafayette. Ind

Idadicy School for the Blind
;toall Lions members am inIlled to the showing.

OPEN THURSDAY S FRIDAY TO 9

40 S. Dunfon, Arlington Heights

the

DOUBLE H
FIGURINES

William R. DeHaven of 713
S. Elmhurst Rd., Mount Pros
University

hmano and the band, under

Countrir Paint Store

before

N.

College May 14 at 6:30 p.m.
The affair is being planned by
ocinl chairtnan Mrs. C. Z.
Bloch of Arlington Heights.

Mr often addresses herself to

ROTC award
pen.,

ier.

HANNEL 44

at

R. M. Downard of Galesburg,

oturoe generally will include two other airports in addition
to Rockford over which the
racing aircraft must make a
level pass for identiMan. purMoses.
In the proficiency
.la 90vmPta haL the
one
the OW

quet saluting fellowships for
women will be held in the Mo.

ulty dining room of Harper

announced by Mr, and Mrs.
Lester Vihon of Mount Prospect. Her fiance is David E.
Deward, son of Mr. and Mrs.

*.

or In tF,I:"Zitt,'
Branch nisi. American Assn.
of University Women, a ban-

senior year.

sczthlurY: and

George

Lala&MliVat

Zib,

anainfer.
Refnahments will be served
the
immediately following

249. BROCKWAY, PALATINE
Featuring:
Dentate -It -Yourself
STATUES LAMPS VASES
FIGURINES WAIIPLAQUES

.4:The program will consist of

-

ning

,,,,.,

The engagement of their
daughter, Leslie Kay, has been

be flown is closed until them -

ton Heights will be the first off
in the proficiency category,
and Ralph Krause of Chicago

Wedre. d y, Ma 13, 1970

Engaged

least a student pilot.

pilots

and

moaning

't'
.!

Dolores limigh-Wimians =Muir

Uvoughout the United Slam

eeting.

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

AAUW banquet

at Harper '

up, up - away!

1.1 -be, film wog made at the

$-Itursday, May 14, el 7:30

Your satisfaction guaranteed or me ey cheerfully refunded.

"Gently, boys,
gently,"
cautions Mks Ladders as Bill,
Paul and George find a spot
suitable fora prince of a frog.
Paul's mother suggested the
pond at Lift Products Co.

luted miter. (Photos by Elea -

101 worker. will speak at the

125

WHITE ONLY

2004 M'ner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.

and clear, cool water.

adventures in (we hope) unpol-

t` Max Marcus. a psychiatric

on Heights.

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

Order yours today.

wishing you long life all good
health, hut especially clean air

Parts Co. had even Made anon

Every little froggie has his
day, and Timmy is off to new

PWP

a Hay. IS N. Hickory. Ar-

your ome
of today

$398

In fact we'll put It anywhere
you want M the color you like.

to the Northwest Tollwaglitt

ti

ebb ultracts them. They show

30A2

tiers.

-

y. You wouldn't want me
taol. croak, would your says
eionall voice in the Jar.

ay IS meeting of Northwest
$uburban Chapter 168 of Par
gets Withoul Partners, Inc.
Plc meeting wilt begin at 11.15
at the Knights of edem-

A$599

bites. Their skin temperature

INSTANT

Timmy, we join Mi. LW.
secbnd grade ells In

likminkdl lined with stones nest

p,,.,

FIVE -WAY CUSTOMER WRITTEN GUARANTEE
DURABLE - CLEANS IN A MINUTE -ACCEPTS SCRUBBING
DRIES IN 20 MINUTES TO A FLAT MATTE FINISH

hovers between 87 and 89 de-

luamide (Deet).

become a smoggy frog.

"yeah, but where can we

between painting
and decorating

[rue?

a preference for black, dark
red and dark bile and lend to
avoid white, yellow and Light
green fabri.. A good repellent
for external. Li. is diethylto-

he spends a great deal of time
under water, maybe he won't

what to do with Timmy. Olw

Spred is the big difference

Q -I hone heard that taking
vitami
B will kmp mosquitoes from biting. Is this

'iriVagaitwV4

problem in ecology.
Mod Bateman, Paul's Moth.
erte ame up with an Men. How

:pal him? siglo Bill Klausen, 7,
qeenter). 'Everything's gold," sayd George Tremolo,
At enter). "Hey, fcllns, eke

Free Coffee & Girl Scout Cookies
During Sale!

wear a brace.

That is why POMP persons appear to be immune to their

its x011000 It

May 14 - 15 - 16 Thurs., Fri., & Sat.

should tint an moved forcibly.
If the pain is severe and mrsistent it may he necessary to

nation can be wormy. It is coin Posed of fallible men. emplia

"What's Thai green scum? -

Am you arc ith not poll utcdr
l donne. Likors clay to

.01 course, 17nmiy.s o little
nearer to O'Hare now, but if

ahout that small pretty park -

massage am helpful. The neck

A - Very doubtfid, but mosquitoes perfer skin that ho
temperature over WI degrees.

rnunism routine. An admit*.

into the water.

alley, Timmy, gems whthl
We're going to set you free,.
says Paul Bateman, a, as he
scoops up the pride of Mks
polders' second grade ch. el
/maim Park School M Motet

3 DAY
PAINT SALE

losis? Is the:e any cure for it?

A - This is a degeralion of

/

sprouted

"'-

gently the boys let him slip

study project had become a

legs, bugged out his eyes and
presto --- he was a Frog. A frog
who wanted OUT.
The boys had a meeting on

-

teepees.

Q thbor is cervical snood,

eunturies older than our own.

11i tired of hearing. "1911
marry. homy. I dm) know

this

mean? 1s it related to spina hi
Ida?
A
In loodwriselon th

annihilation of a way of life

If your
kitchen
doesn't have
a Telephone
This would ha

right or wrong --- you college
kids are all Communists:. Ha

A decision to oppose the
war may be a difficult one to

earl) tell you how proud I
I.wo and universities in this "am to he a pert of the anti -war
nIti n have chosen to strike. mmement here --- u mum
Proident Nison's linkmen. moll that is getting people to
meless dodruction of the
Vietnam War into Cambodia
-- repercussions of which will
he felt in the remainder of the
Indo.Chinese peninsula --. regains every person in this
country in give some serious

fight. too." or "My country

sincere lure of country and
nw conviciion that faith in. God qualify me and
kfc can only ho complete in NO, my friends as Communists.
my relationship to then that is what we ore. Know
far
peopleas everywhere is coolthat it harts to have a door

429 of the swot rem.. eel:

decision to extend the already

home... or 1
fought in Morea se you should

are. It

ghetto. not just a safe Marmite-

feel that it is my duty and
}nun lo bemene aware of and
I

my husband

En osteoarthritis

in and out along its banks?
Whitt started out as 0 miture

aa

THEN IWO weeks ago it
happened. Timmy

AFTER Mrs. Bateman assurcd Lilt Parts Co. that one
little frog could not .'multiply
like rabbits," shc took Timmy,
his three pals and Miss Enddon to the pool. Gently, very

.

Am your, kdding? Withpol-

Timmy grew fatter and livelier
in his fish tank home.

back FAO reading "Pnitiles in
Courage"D

colored lights at night.
"Great!" said MIA Ladders' second Made elan.

HOW ABOUT Weller

last February.
1301 and Paul Batenum and

7' watched with

wa

trap Pubittatton

killed all those fish, it
might VI

gnu, room. That was

CBIit only a roam that

bility. Those that own the land

1111
Heghts?

touching experience when she
saw one, let him hi:coil in their

can he accomplished in Ar-

do

Hincrest lake in Prospect

gons4 Park Sch.. Miss
Udders, knowing , good

went to show' the country what

lington Height, Yo Muld
help formulate the plans.
What do you suppose yoult

1 backyard?
ha
one
No
pool.
Lake Michigan?
Too for, too cold. and
wasn't it getting polluted?

since he was a good friend of

0000 community. yOU

ad -hoc committee come. up
with another suggestion for
loWsand middle intone housing, Since it all takes such a
long time. you could gd onus
long as you are in office withBut there's another possi-

e

a

viously, he needed a celery

Tim who moved away, and

S could say that as the elected

after that. The crisis will he
over. It 'will he over until Me

Statements such as those can
help to make
easier. It
makes the telephone ring at S.
Vintor's more often than in the
village office.

By Rimer Rhea

Or you could thy it was time
In show some leadership. You

haven't declared yourself by

the land is sold, then the village

action to the amsti. The
question, of course, Wan.
in

June.

lege:. you said. "If, or when.

will get

YOU could gothrough rhe
delaying tactics. You
could set Up a citizens' cont.
Mince. You coukl have them
help the phut commission.
You could call public meetingNs
usual

Modem make a &iion in

village government

-People should compluin to
St. Viutor officials. not the vil-

ate either factinn this early in
the gone. Undoubtedly. that's
why you said whet put did.
This project doom% involve the village' was your re.

er with others to achieve itscffective completion."
There it wohldbe, dumped
'right for your lap.

At least. that is; onpl the Vi -

Committee a part of die village
government. So it nom its way
alone.

who put you in °Mee. yeah
have to move carefully. You

900 wt. bkhkrvu to
this need. We will work togeth-

haven,- he prepared to demih.

never his bought the idea of
makinb a Humnii Relatio4s

enemies. Since lea the voters

weld sr,

Many people wan to tell you
cif their opposition. (That nu
those who ds lit knOwsso
despite your statennints yOU'll

is

happen to be tel

'

issue. Either we), Y. emote

housing

committee

made up of vote, who also

As
seasonal politician.
you know you can't win on this

cost

citizen's

is. a ir

uses tf Y. OM want one.

an and -hoc citiren'shcommittee.

hoe -and middle -income housing in Arlington Heights? Where do you stand?

.

trod sou II soli tat

mg request has darn ...de by
The

Filtered farewell to a frog

By Ron Swan.

Have pancakes
come eat

,..gztir17,74.ftm!,

domes Seeman

Thibaut

United DeSato
Schaurnacher

imperial
Birge

Patterns
to choose

from
Famous Lines

waw

other services we offer.

w`w

MEV FREEI

GIANT ZODIAC
WALL PLAQUE
WITH THIS COUPON
.11" Diameter- Limit One Per Customer

I

comans,n/rw Nooeth

COUNTLESS ...
are Me ways to drape year windows. Why not Ica
011r decorator give you et no abligation.indhc-hrengi
estirnatc of the varied window. atmenta naa
nabob
able al Palatine Tailored Dupery. ,and the many

PHONE: 3511-2282

Boy Scout Troop 261 will

Mtions, the fourth grades wills host Pancake Breakfast Sunday. May 17. at Feehanville
Iresent a gymnastic display,
cider the direction of Harley School; 1000 E. Kensington
in
Mount
Prospect.
Rd.
illberson.
`At MC meeting, the new M- Serving will be contineus from
om of Gregory School PTA 8:30 a.rn to 2 p.m. The menu
il be instaLled. They are: will -consist of juice, pancakes,
arearie,Uoffee and milk.
ik, William Zynda, presiTicrels; -all' may be purent; Mrs. Robert Kraft, vicepresident, Robert Hmentheger, chased al the door.

24,000

Van Lair

COUNTRY STORE
CDORTON
CT,
CHARGE
uy =wand
RI

pay lalpr on
GLIOEN

CM.636e

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
OPEN THURS. brFeRt. RITES

DRAPERIES SLIPCOVERS SHADES SHUTTERS
DRAPERY HARDWARE UPHOLSTERING WALL PAPER

214.444teabilipeur
Were Elegance rtheen,thl Heppe,. II's

Create,

116 South Northwest Highway. Palatine, Illinois
Telephone 36.0-6050 tor In -The -Home &mice.

Wednesday, May IS, 1970

14-Posonals

3 -Cemeteries& lots

24414 Wanted Ben

24-5elp Wanted Nlen

ro°

la'ggt.Tc;:rcirga..al

BOYS 12 to 15

rod.. remierlune"' 1'17:t -

CT

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business peFi-ple in
your community.. :CALL ONE NOW!

READ

CALL

ALIERATiONS MIMS

Landscaping

Dressmaking -Sewing

CARPENTER

ON ALL =INT COAT,

TONELLIS
eseellen1 Woof t pro

FREE ESTIMATES

E

4:4 !yin poY rer

256 5660

ALIIRAIIONS

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

FULL BASEMENT

Air Conditioning

FREE ESTIMATES

307 O.

"rAte'annin'n,'''rEr

Dade g

AARON

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by
done ruosonoble Call 3,2.1,7S

Kitchen Remodel,

ALUMINUM

Rouen Ads/dens

CARPET

introduce

11)1 5 Elmhurst

m.2.5071

VIDELDIPEP1,12:11S CO

WANTADS

'

Catering

541-1037

AfierePO.

CL 3.9451

PATCH'S...NW

Auto Body Repair

J,t

REVERS MASONRY

BY RAT PETERSON

g

BAWLER...

CHAIN LINK FENCE

EDMOND

pl Berrice

here.

f

ROSZar DODGE

S'E'ASEFANEMAIVErtTZ

CALL 297-2266
W

I.

by V

=477

Bicycles & Repairs

Ceilings, walls 8.'PorieR

All Wpanruloces
JOE

CONSTRUCTION
592.7208

WINKELMAN'S

90-9742

OPEN

MORE

CAWS MST

AND MORE

Wo ks
Slobs
Free Esihnoles

BLOOMINGDALE BLACKTOP

Illinois Bell

KENZIE CO14043:11

Assembly Set -Up
Men

Judi Mail or Bring Your Ad On the Form Mown, DayPublientions.2175o.Adington
lleights Rd.. Arlington Heights or Des Plump, Roy. Tr Center Si. Des Moines.

392 4750

359-4113

Home Improvement

Pre,. 'pelage.

Boating

Sewing Machine Repair

PEOPLE

Chicago Display

NIL. INSURED

STEPS
SIDEWALKS
FOR !REF ESTIMATE CAN.

Building & Remodeling

MATH AND KARATE

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

Comm., by Harold 3Mensde
Woe, we'll both be wood el
2,6 6400

TUTOR

NEW 5VAY PAINTING

CALL 259-4999

Frrt7s7ggl!ard7=!l'ai
3,2-3450

CL S 39,1

ROLAND E JOHNSON

1=IVI71217=11"upC"no
teed C611439 934.1

PAINTING

DECORATING

gwe sea rha hem

L'Obi=linnOIM"Z'ort's

h

Cell Mier 50M 392-0892

mama.

-

MI GRADE, PRIME

THETgAlls3Y0.0
ump Pomp

Landscaping

ONLY

SAL

ERUCT.. DECORATING
NEAT CARPENTER WO,
STAIRS, WINDOWS. POF CHM.

Child Care
ARL HTS DAY CARECENTER

024 MAIO

Mote Licensed 1.7325

Day Camps

359 2739 before E o.m. or

.139.326R

POWER RAKING. FERTILIZING
WEED SPRAYING. PROMPT 5131.

B

D DECORATING

GUARANTEED LAWNS

255-7335

LASYNAMERV' 29,6-23,10

FREE ESTIMAT, .me..1838

ECHO HILL RANCH DAY CAMP

RUSSELL

Dov or Night 359 1.6

0 od

Dog Service

.4372101

DECORATING

SPRING. CLEANUP

POODLE, SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

mas Nelda, All phases el yord
wori.

662,

437.6671

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696
Dog Training
Win Me horde of rho puddlel

st1 is"-g'i==l7PUrr

537-1411

"g

reedme,

Al

292 3196

er hanging. Fully insured, guar
Mead. 52,-91367

identiol 432.070

GENERAL
AVPLABN IMINVIATELY.
HOMES. ORRICE ROOM
ADDITIONS.GARAGES, KIT

CHF.. BATHROOMS, FIRE

R & M DECORATING

2,25,

358-3172
d irs

Ideal for new lown, I low. hods
Big EPd.Load.325 00

GOOD WORKMANSHIP
3 YRS EXPERIENCE INSURED.

PROMPT DELIVERY APM(WHERE

Pootlhorsi Lorono.233.0301

3. AdA

.

Form

,

ntainin

.....illy coil gi.

once Dept for oppliormon

Below

SORRY NO FREE

ADS TAKEN BY
PHONE

CEMENT,.

PHONE

255-7200

Tile
DICK S TILE SERVICE

FREE ESTIMATES

edit!
If It
op h:: persOnuf I'YeiVy till l'O'llit r't'c'

cepted. For example. ads offering furniture. appliances,
automobiles. bunts, pianos, power tools. adult clothing,
etc. WII I. RE RISME rED.

4. Ads mum be un the official form and must he mailed

289-1088

837.7.03

Lausitz Jensen
Decorators

CL 9-0495

'frees trimmed 6 removed.
Friperr LandSCoRMS.

Gummi Hauling
ZSM0613,ur 2,626.
Pennington Tree Service

ME

is

2 Locations

Dictaphone

We seek 2 men to repair dies and build tortures

Secretary

and gauges to dose tolerances.

We hove Me most modern equipment and com
pletely filtered or conditioned buildings. Regular
merit reulews, company cafeteria and excellent
benefits. Positions available in Elk Grove Village
and Fronithe Pork.

CALL MISS DEL

455-3600

$650 Month

HERE
IN THE

;Dap

OR

296-6640

To

$675 Month

Personnel

$600 Mo.

rztz°r:,,z1t1,
Free IBM School
$119 WK. + Bonus

Front Desk

+FREE

Receptionist

5. Sony no free ads after 5 P.M. May 20.0.

$460

EV1
means yr.60

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Secretary

Secretary Medical
Scholarship
Foundation

es:11 insv

TOOL and DiE REPAIR

mu. bc.n.PAR4t9,M9MIIthinii.

ring ur M,,iIlII. Boys & (iirls Want Ad Dept., 12ay Publications.217 Se. Arlingron1
Heights 'Rd. Arlington Heights.
I

1

lo Mr MP

oil ices,

GUY FRIDAY!

OFFICIAL BOYS AND GIRLS FREE WANT AD ORDER BLANK

yy:nracIdohrigs=g moo milhaemeMing an the holl who

021::1,:rd0.00ZgaZge.41::'
We promote from wilide-lim's lois of roam tor rename

RECEIVING

mend

CLERK

High mhaal diplerno required. Good 0.100 salary, esmollem
company benefit..

Mr..Allrng=07:121500

novhm,u,-

WALL'INBOODS

Tree Service

I

filled rob. For

Anooryo.doonde.irejmoyhencbmiltedhslo,ol

937.60,3

BATHROOM walls 6 floors Mad

11'
f

wheel b"

or brought II,he classified department. Day Publications.
217 Adington Heights Rd. Arlington Heights. Order forms
are iilsoMuillible al lho &Hinton Day Mace.

INVENTORY

r 7 '"
gndt

A leA, ..On 11.650:

'2-G2n:doge'

Solos Enterprises

as

DreVimaking-Sewing

PLACES, GENERAL REPAIR.

2/7.8020

Tailoring

RICH FERTILIZED DIAUSOIL
P

1105 101111 010.

dr' 02,

32.4373 Drapery Repairs
ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

1-1APPINESS

Wolfs and Mom

$25 points overage rm.

'

Special

DEPENDABLE
ainting, interior 6 exierior, po

gt.t.v.=17:

Month?

GREAT JOB FOR

now

DECORATING

WerS2E1r5TAI?NotqoNOTn',

ROOMS
ELECTRICAL PLUMBING

Coll .1.1 6PM

It

CND.< JON. LANDSCAPING

me,
312.766-20,6

Dcl
Meer lee In

at $500

I

0-1100. 000k

reelion.

The

nvr°.PM:terMV:
Mlpg',Lurgwezt

(ONLY FROM W ILECTRICI
Immg RoM

as a
Tour Guide

455-3600

ad. Ads will appear as received wilboul editing er Oar

CONTROL

VICE. CALL CL,3057

SAPS HOME REPAIRS

AzEFFliF,te5

t3.

824 596.1

full day sessions

'Rem an,

"POWERMULM PUMP AND A.

WALTERS

Why Not Start

Benda] include 100% tuition Ovine, for night

address and phone number which MUST appear in every

On

3 LINES 5 DAYS

Sod

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
Ee
nd
VICE

4374190 or FL 9-0812

Girl Friday
Run the Office

trouble shooting, fixture repair and maintenance.
Trade school graduate or a man with at Most
years in machine trade required. Good stornng
wage and excellent potengol for high earnings.

2. Ads may contain up to 211 words. in addition in name,

COLLEGE

GRADUATES

EXPERIENCED

SCHAUMBURG ILL

eroirloeligible 0510,0

Your Ad

ATTENTION
Siding

25,0552

l.Aty 666 001,551. 10055 lIE

Moon Air condi.

MOSKALA
DECORATING

Instructions

'AVa°,f,tt,',g.t.tr,t417g.

cl.t,ttI;cc=tr.

CALL 562 1275

mand

Rusty Steno

RULES

Receive

MU 1-4340

Sheet Metal Work
31,

EFV,77Z

100 U. Mvynbtirr Rd

Call For Appointment

We Must

12,0-5.10.1

Home Maintenance

Start
General Office

0900

Woe

school. Modern air conditioned plant

YLL'.°7=°:erzt
APOLLO.

$500 Month

BRUSSI-N. ryou L've71'6

of machines and willing to embark on training
and experimental Mol development. He will do

NO OBLIGATION

own..

liesid:r717:1.Comrnertiol

0t

We will train is young rnon with a good knowledge

D & J CONTRACTORS

HEARING AIDS FOR RENY

Re cop

1711"V7.:

;70.`,T=Ln'petr

MACHINIST

PLACE THEIR OWN WANT ADS FREE

ADS TO APPEAR MAY 25-26-27
Sewer & Septic Work

Divorced?
Going Back to
Work?

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

INVITES OUR YOUNG READERS TO

Buy locolly

HenA ng Aids

10000000 ,

EXPERIMENTAL

Pogo.

,77.5,38 NOeS

-

Above Average
Intelligence

Bookkeeper
Clerk
(Salary Open)

DAY PUBLICATIONS

COSIONELO Smaniess

Odves

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone
gioct0000,ng. No.. 7. 30 years

Secretarial Services

shmi

Ode

Married?

FREE WANT ADS

An Fond Closionsimy Emping

Foundoeions

Blacktopping

0

R AND R ROOFING

CHAIR.GANING.,

simmoh.

F,00EI,n P0,1,111.

656-9922

Roofing

to

ermilmaleamovilom

ing. Coll for deloils.

or come to

Addison, Illinois

S

(Top job tip)

SALE 359.0732

455-3600

Boy and Girl

PSST!

REFINISHING. ITEMS DOR BE?

Div. of Ohio Brass Co.
531 Winthrop. Ave.

2441eIp Wanted Men

Point, & Derorofing

%,rarcrarl,'.tn,w

Call Mi.. Del at

DAILY

9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Till 8 P.M.

RE.GLUING, STRIPPING

ALLEN CONCRETE

295-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE

Floor Refinish,

CHAIR -CLINIC,

HOLAN

GEORGE AEOSTIE

Monday &
Tuesday

ORTIAZ:1'"'"E.1./51.0

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIRE -

ALL SEASONS

PHONE 543-4450

Young mon with experience setting up progressive and single action dies and medium and small
punch pesses. Applicant should be able to use
precision instruments and read blue prints. Per maim, pasitMn with growth potential for an elan,
capable young non.

l'ZgeisenV

Furniture Refinishing

EOUNDALONS FREE EST

radon

Mt7,r e2,1r4V:

SETUP MAN

1VoiruCeanarecirialin4712.4=171

creZriXtze"ns.Vr,:,!
tZ

ring.

rgoz,l,":t7=7:.
Teller Trainees
$110 Wk.

Ail ELM. OPPOilunily Employer

As MIMI,. aym XX. hos goad

GEMENT WORK

'N!,TZVi=8,V

*""'""

0°

MEN

FIVESSHA' 82.16,11

Re"", 53 3032

P log

'766 197;

(MGrand Ave)

Oho,

z.tnZ

dun routine. Immedia

'Irier's=2,Zys=j'S'O'

ces oyez..

24.W. Hubbard

666-3443

Sped.,

Fertilizer Service
Auto Service

n'n'nrnr"

CIA.Ironsporimiee mourdeer.

Apply In Person
1715 N. Kolmar

CT5le

"rli'Z'Onr°

DRICABEMVONRY

Ps

!colt

02,5637

STEEL

EXPERT BODY WORK

tecolltn:rigUs="

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

START $3.50 per hour
Small MP My

GRAY

`tge:Mr""°"'"°*'"'"""

TWRFDESSIV

FACTORS'

Plastering

DAN

Cement

.:41%Pgrsi.V,

Excel.. grow. polerniol Mel ding 100. Wis. neldsurre-

ALL TYPES FREE...TES

COMPLETE

'Ver. eRLAReIr,

eltWr"t
soev c.a

Office Beginner
$115 Wk.

H MAILROOM CLEIS

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

MiE2

Sr.

Imo,. supplies

PROGRAMMER

Eljadl 'W'TOTEser

9007%

Assist
Veterinarian
$135 Week

Go Airlines!!

13H

CALL

23 -Employment Agencies -Men

Go Places!
INSIDE MESSENGER

This

rho mai for you.

5.15-050L_

wont no -fee service

PEPSI -COLA
GENERAL BOTTLERS

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

537

. smnii or .

Zfr'rm Chicogoendrhe

unnecessary interviews

@IllinoisBell

+ car + Bop.

Wood Plaques

'1,'PgMAirer07"'
Masonry

027,Me

were on argral oPPorMoi,

PIO'

mg.

RUSTIC FENCING

BOBF;ZeAPI('SIZING

CULLIGAN, INC.
1657 S. Shearer Rd.
Northbrook, III.

Piano Tuning Services

Yoor Monleol Rev me

Inoollotion &Roles
COMPLETE ADV. SERVICE

mo

oon4rAmarneens
yrAre.eorad pm

RICK'S DECORATING

Machinery
RETIRING, MUSS SEW

Fencing

Ad Services

SALES EXEC. SPOT
810-11,000

Vinyl Aluminum Insuloh.
ed Sidi,. If interestad

want better pay
want to avoid 'Th;

358-7900

ED SUREK

free IsHo6hMe

BRIG

want a heifer job

1501 E Algonquin Road - Schaumburg

272-1000

283 Kimbell Rd. Polorine
25E-0845

593-6279
mooned/ waved WolS,,ash.I.

P,.1

(AA) RY74)40073CP6.14 144)

90

23 -Employment Agencies-Mer

Irs looking for couple
of frame homes in ynur
area lo display our nen

Wallpapering

ri;ly

ploq

Interwove, orodoilmso call or stopin or

location.

'rtpFft:valt

BASEBALL SCHOOL

Call Mrs Moore.
bridge 024 e 190

vemi

CALL OR VISIT

Coll NB 9546 or 827 0.1

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

sharnpooino

FURN

000

a

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

mom medical

NfoqhfsZTI7J%ka

00.00,00ir:I'd473

Upholstering

NT:4'57T: 'ATZZli;es

b.

BOYS & GIRLS, Keep your oyes

437 9144

USTOM UPHOLSTERY -Free .ck

r,rcol:sts.

3 11990

P, Call pi.s,Egpler oft

""
000Lo t0&

Ge s PI

5.ERICAN UPHOLSTERING

hnire';',:eres
turn

8.4-2232

drafting background

COLOR TV REPAIR

Engineering

05,1174.0reo

Carpet Cleaning

VINYL SIDING
This

CALL ED 350.3359

TOL

the Image benefits ore

ond much morel
for

For Beginning Position
Should have some

RON FOSTER TY.Inc.

STOCKMAN

BBOISMAH
sil

WEST GARDEN CUTTER

AND

y Rey 4 ,au
me CO

%L:no Poe 101.010

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Lawn Mower Repairs

MYers, lompposis, 220 vmsel

LEM 700

GUARDS

KROGER

14 Personals

g

Lawn Care
oll means or yam

Woltman Const. Co

Aluminum Siding

51

Rand 8 Centrol Aye.
Mt. Prospect

TV Service

Licensed.

ELECTRIC

MO 0 01.0. r

grisly aions Meg

22 -Situations Wanted Women

21037 Sm.,. Weeps
Memdmrs. III.

Crab ems Jolers Busies vim

.7.60

oto Lincoln Mercury

72, 2050 before 4 PM

222,31 MN, P 61.

SPOON & SONS
595-0478
665-4412

xesevermi

HOUSES RAISED

SINCE IWO

lavvogd driver's license. Seo

Northbrook

1,,

.0

WELDING AND GENERAL REPAIR

CREATIVE
DECORATORS

mf RIMING

Good salaries

OLSEN TLICIMOINTING

mcr/inEtcAEFLaruE

HELP TREED

RESTAURANT

Tuckpointing

SOD DEPOT

CONTRACTORS
:hp t

1

ALSO, DELIVERY MAN

MEAT CUTTER

MIA ALE

\

EXPERIENCED

21 9tuations Wanted hien

Building & Remodeling

24Help Wanted Men

JOURNEYMAN

11 -Business Services

'255-7200 OR 296-6640
Alterations

241Ielp Wanted Men

Coll .17,7339

or 8.02-307,11.5:20 Prn.

tEljaittltro".t.t...7;t:
TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:.

Page 7

ZIrleo'rfnT1=7.11St

FULL TIME
130011and Fowl

Wednesday, May 13, 1970

y'oVCV
worker and

e

MT. PROSPECT AREA

to

MID SOUTHERN

2Z",`,7:1%1Zi: EGs'rrr'u'r;

M8Ziet!t=en'
ST, ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Int=r`gcRe'

AGE

NAME

TOYOTA DISTRIBUTORS

117 SOUTH EMERSON

253-6600

NILES AREA

°'hainlin2=242"`
298-2233

PHONE NO.

ADDRESS

PARENTS SIGNATURE

.

NO CHARGE---FOR OUR SERVICES

444-4-47'''',-.4

Pr -8

Vednesda, Mks 11, 1970
14 Help Wanted Mon

24 Help 2119111Men

14 Help Wanted Men

15 Employment Agenme4Women

26 Help Wanted Women

211014 Wanted Women

16 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

14 Henn Wanted Den

EECTElltrACE

CAB DRWER
e/r 8510

Eamanai

°on"TstS

$50 mo NO FEE

Excellent opportunity for experienced technician
Digrtal Instrument Manufacturer
service school graduate

Good atop
fringe be

662-2666

3 11011115

if

tom,. M1.'70,

Pr.'""
l9 t'

ed.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

OF YOUNG

Machinists
Packers

ae"C, V6131.,°'

Check Mose benefits
Prole

you will

eain PorHnp

pm. Phone for appoint-

Mies Paige

c5

WEHAVE NEVER HAD AlAYOFTI

eVded

ment 681-5700.

owe

11 AM - 2 PM doily

mplimo

DUBBER

RECEPTIONISTSRESERVATIONISTSFOR AIRLINES

CALL OR COME IN
439-8500

SNOOPIES-BENSENVILLE

766-0277

Part Ti

FACTORY EMPLOYMENT

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS, INC.

WITH NO LAYOFFS AND
AN EXCELLENT CHANCE
FOR ADVANCEMENT

PART TIME

76imployment Agents-4Hour,

Proterray a leading manufacturer of complex
elr Orono X ray equipment is expanding so

SECRETARY

62.35Pe'r 111

1970 CUTLASSES.

Beauty Operator

ZZIPL-AY.M
WISHING WELL
BEAUTY SHOP

All equipped with factory air conditioning
economy 9-8, full power, radio, whitewall

4.9.9906

8165. Elrnhors, Rd.

"-"'"

DOROTHY

INFLATION'

savings) New Car Guarantee.

lITSON7A9-61, Ed. 211

113EINt

or call
Mrs. Bakolar at

A CAR
0' DIO

VELE NI'

ariing on \ark towers

72E
DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.
WOLF AND OAKTON

WITH EVERY
PURCHASE OF A

; 3111smage 2,6alageSate

tames

an

MISCO-SHAWNEE

COMPUTOR
OPERATOR

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

ELECTRICAL
ASSEMBLERS

FULL OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Ittn=.1.7ttLn: Talrurta'"

e OF THE WEEK es

®'69
tale 1,,. Rfol'ng'Mead

We have OPENINGS FOR CAREER MINDED WOMEN

1969 OLDS 442 2 DR. HE

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

contact Ed Surek

Aces. Payable Clerk

$450 to $675

®

Northbrook, III.

employer

PLAYSKOOL, INC.

in billing department of

trompdar4,81.

compory.

"FORD"

games -arts -crafts

EMPLOYMENT

duties. Hoop,
Ialiration and Paid Va-

100% Free Positions
2000 E.

SUPERVISOR

03oyar97-7160

deTRABAJO

SERVICE COUNTER

1"C10;1710'04'4""

stop in anon:

N4,4 44nr.V=.14 434

Personnel Deportment 296-4488

M Litton Medical Products
Des Plaines, III.
An Envoi Opoortunoty Employer

pp

CREDIT CLERK
TELE HONE

ord.,

CORKYS
72S W. GOLF ROAD

-

eoliAvoli

"'

DES PLAINS

"la: )0% VaTaRte"
A&Mer's of iAlts Club

Dl 595

'66 FORD GALAXIE
500 COUPE

MNANTOLITIKTOR

VILLAGE OF

1000 W. Washington
Chicago

ARLINGTON

SCHOOL BUS

HEIGHTS.

DRIVERS

,Ityro7._"/14
16n6, 15, 16, 10
e,
d.sTo

oll. M.

6. 2117Nua0

°.'6 15L$TD94;051;.
e
OR
will] fu

Hardt op

Summer Work If Desired.

$895

OFFICE GIRL
R

d5

30D

Ida

.

Olavrair que

mihe

del

Ile.

^"""' "'"

Raton, T.

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION TRAINEE
11010

great,

Meals furnished.

n
er,r,r

JEREMY'S
Apply in Person Mr

Phone 439-0600

%`-g?%,

112 Oak Break Center
Professional Building
Oak Brook

VARIETY

230aplaymed Agencies Wane

ii

©

r

5.

O'untt'!"'n nt.0860

6026 Dernpsfer

966.0700

Teem/ reuropplicationhyphans,

Men,

Conf.:636.Mb

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS
Earn Extra.Cash
Paid Training

ClerkTypIst

Keypunch Open..
Gid Friday
Order Clerk

ALL JOBS FREE TO YOU

BOOKKEEPER
Full Time

THE WORKSHOP
Personalized Employment Service
570 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

lirajirm ar Sat., Siam tom.

827-5563

Walt Newton

Remora, Newton

NORTHWEST TRUST

6:30-8:30 a.m.
P.M. ROUTES

2:30-5 p.m.

School Bus, Inc.

394-1205

ma 0 5. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HIS., ILL
439.0923

for Dad to Onlve

11

. 10 WAGONS TO
CHOOSE FROM
EXAMPLE
'67 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN

10 Months Service

Our positions offer o variety of duties in o congenial atmosphere with friendly people. We have

severai
high school graduates now working.
in our offices. Why not join them/
-

_INDUSTRIAL NURSE
We are seeking a capable individual for our
modern medical facility in our beautiful, new
Deerfield office building, located at the corney of
County Line and Wilmot Roods.
If you are a registered nurse preferably without
poor industrial experience and would like to work

-

Contact Mr, Cappa
537-1100
Or visit us between
8:30 am ar 5 pm any weekday

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC.

8100 a.m. to 5:00 prn., Mandoy thru Frickbb please
call:
,
Mary Derderian, E.. 3678

FINANCING

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS
Key Punch Operators

Draftsman or Trainee
Duplicating Machine Operator
Clerk Typist
Product Cost Accountant
Secretary
Accounts Payable Clerk
File Clerk
Interviewing Hours:
Daily 7:45 AM to 4115 PM

Soturday 9 MAE Noon

"Li
1967 PONTIAC CATALINA 4 DR. HT.

COMPETE
INSURANCE AND

E Met Stoning Salaries
10 Paid Holidays
Opportunily For Advancement Modem Offices
Major Medical 8 Life Insurance Company Cafeteria
2 Weeks Paid Vacations After

777 Wheeling Rd.,

10

01095

TYPISTS
At Ekco you'll find:

Cook County

8 SAVINGS BANK

'62 PLYMOUTHWork
2 DR.

$295

1' 2 CloSkrBtoCk7r

.

Receptionist

tnlat',41"w

CLERKS

To Apply:

-110 1495

$ear695l...Money

May 17; 1R

JEREMY'S

SECRETARIES

A.M. ROUTES

Acap. Clerk

ARAI, Mr.W. G. Walt
ArmnvalepperOnnyernpleper

II

Miss Poige

Take your pick of top jobs
BEFORE the rush of new college graduate.

Secretaries
Dictaphone Body

Illinois Bell

dl

IIM1

FEMALE

Take the WORK out o
SHOPPING for WORK

tar.ltgr.:

d.

May IS, 'At 10 lo

11 AM or 2 PM ands PM.

Start your new career right)
Ekco Products, Inc, has o future for you.
We have immediate openings fort

Mall

$550 MONTH

sN33

Tn s are keel ear persiVs r- mrensond.fol, Power

a Goad

tincNO'
guarantee your Yips. Excellent solo, and com-

KilUNE GRADUATES

ONE GAL OFFICE
1601 Nicholas Blvd.,
Elk Grove

P0h0ARTOTO SALE

I'hcg0 Fr?d'O'y'. '13g tt'r'Orn tY'IStfl"F1Vi' to

pany benefits. Meals and uniforms fumlehad notional chain. Apply in person between 9 AAA and

-WORKING GIRLS

Uniforrn Inc.

$795

1967 OLDS FORONADO

'65 FORD

392-9300

.

ouldoorsman

El G

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

doing light office work.
Four hours 'per day.

e.766.42

ririg17.O. t'otr hir:OrinelPs
e'er wrnsms nil ms

uper Sport For tbeJer Ser

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines
200 EAST DAVIS

'64 CHEVY
MAUBU

1419 5 BIRCH, MT, P,

WAITRESSES

t7 i7;

nest7i7;

Phone: 666-5885

PAID TRAINING

Horo co.lae de Ikea y Su

NAN man and

$1095

Center Sr Dex Plaines

Prairie

FOLLETT CORPORATION

Work in busy restaurant

1968 PONTIAC GTO CONVERTIBLE

May IS, lOarn-9pra. School Nall

sus Arlimtsti9Ms Rd.

ORDER FILLER

roll,

To

'66 CHEVY
MALIBU COUPE

tn0';IrN0'970011'0.N1.1:
RqGE'EPtGr'EE...Nt

An Equal Oppo anti, Employer -

6625 eor .6 Para fingetor.

747'

GALAXIE 500
Dear Ie., gkr cand,

wiled, and ready

rOC:TWIRATVSArr.

439-0454

$550 MO

1

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

FOR BABY
DOCTOR

beie vinyl red

ny Inge. /a go.

THE SINGER COMPANY

PNONN NA. OBERtIVA. 6 PM

RECEPTION

non nu, nun

VnirsZi

t

and

Eving =g7tZl

EARNAGADZAN,ER AT HOME

'67 OLDS CUTLASS

'68 FORD
..

p

Looking For Summer Work?

SERVICE COMPANY

515 E. Touhy Ave.

Mt

reficvetZYretic,Ved7v"'

Gaud

Commissions

SUNBEAM
APPLIANCE

1969 BUICK SKYLARK CUSTOM

0[101G

$1595
Dive, et

2gCg_eta

Secretary To
Boards 8,

CLERK

5945 W. Dempster 96S-2000

ar,

ole, Bri. 9 le

Gor.

o FULL 8 PART TIME POSITIONS

'0ZaTo

CALL 678-6505

Mi. PROSPECT

Op

MANAGERMENT TRAINEES
COUNTER A CARRY OUT POSITIONS

equol oppaGanEr4=y
employer

ASK FOR DONNA

CONVERTIBLE

Mtsean 2495. rtine,Mr.44t.

Nat Immediate Openings Fen

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

683-3122

cations.

WALGREEN'S NEW
SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT

39.8500

varied

teach kids new

?4,140,GE,EIE: Pa., SVS, 9 AMA

'68 FORD GALAXIE

$1795
CORKYS

COME I Id

Light,

27 -Help Wanten-Men & Women

F.F;.'211rAnt,tirr,;'

Is

'CALLOR

Reliable woman to work
turing

P

o:d Sn^P

Ariptigluor

expanding manufac-

arounIngre:1 bet116.:ery'

wane

.

WANTED!

o PAID SICK LEAVE
o PAID HOSPITALIZATION

central telephone company of Illinois
11 -Help Wanted -Mon & Women

e HOURS:7:00 A.M. - 3:30P.M.
9 PAID HOUDAYS
a PAID VACATION

$1
$1695

CLERKS

E"pd full deshebc.

VOLKSWAGEN

CENTEL
SYSTEM

Franklin Perk, Illinois

GENERAL OFFICE

297-2400
an

HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS POE

OFFICE

-

BUSTERS
'69

10750 W. Grand Ave.

GENERAL

Park

PHONE MRS. JOHNSON

o AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES

MRRIBNG

1995

INFLATION

827-9919

Toyota Distributors

455-7450

'-"T.1;;;;.r"

telidlouthers

sssessss

0006100000

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

1657 Shermer Rd.

Convenient hours for
warnee who .want to
earn extra money. Located in Fraeldln
men.

o'a

"`

Yee of 1 er yotj'job security plus These ballet

CULLIGAN, INC.
WEBIll

GALAXIE

®cu2'11dr
pa
gronellenn.

rrhr boob

GAL FRIDAY

392-5230

4.-41

e°SPECIAL©e

unt

BOOKKEEPING-CLERK

RANDHURST CENTER
MT. PROSPECT

- ORDINARY

USED CARS

,V,117;r1V.Mr.treoeleg.

White Collar Girls

ELK GRINC.OVE
VILLAGE

EXTRA

This week Only

SECRETARIES

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

complete COMP.,
paid benefit program.

$'09

.47=

FILE CLERK

BILLER TYPIST
orrarypeo dm 444 figure war.. Wi.relefer padtion.

REGISTER NOW

headquarters, we are
no6v seeking girls for
variety of positions.
o ACCOUNTS

v1

o2ea.on.-4Fr

SKILLS

GIRLS

MAVERICK

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From!!

All ModelsU
All Equipment

Hoskins Chevrolet Inc.

THE FINEST SERVICE

WE HAVE DAILY RENTALS AVAILABLE
AT A DISCOUNT, WHILE YOUR CAR IS IN FOR SERVICE
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Nothing to Buy
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1516 W. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights 392-1100
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1966 OLDS
442 COUPE
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ckels

2 speed,

1968 OLDS
442 COUPE

...1968 OLDS
442 COUPE

9 M 0.30 Saturday

Closed Sunday

1965 MUSTANG

John Mufich Buick's 5th Annual...

You'll

French touch

Try a main dish pie

In Cooperation
with Buick!

never
buy a
1970

.14411161.-

'

Add a touch of

4.11,

tut

a e
brunch,nc

-

uorr

of puff or pastry filled
with eggs, cream and

t

ve ex,

bacon or smoked ham
bits. However, this
provides a
zesty balance of sans age or bacon, cheese

lunch

dinnerFr

Quicheen

"Irr
° n 0 u n e, da
eesc11")Lorrain
French
French inspired,

(

open-faced, main dish

and eggs accented with
onion and nutmeg.

Originated in the re-

gion of French Lorrain, the classic recipe
for Quiche Lorraine
called for a round shell

Here at last -the event sharp buyers have
learned to wait for! John Mufich Buick's TENT
SALE has made history for 4 years in a row, And
we're out to do it again-bigger than

BUI
(or Opel)

for less
money!

ever- because this time it's part of our annual "Race Classic" and a
delayed Grand Opening Celebration too (Better late than never)!
We're celebrating it all right here, right now at one time! After two
months of getting ready, John Mufich is lammed with Chicogoland's
number one big seller' Money is no problem Down payments are at
their lowest Payments are unbalieveably easy Trade-in allowances
are at their peak Come on over Enicy free refreshments, register for
the Grand Award, look over Chicagoland's Number ONE big sellers
Take a tip from those who know-you'll never buy a new Buick for
less money!

PECTACULAR.I
Brought to you this
year as part of our big

HAM 'N CORN

Quiche is a flavorful
entree

which

makes

good use of any left
over ham. It's flaky

pastry is made quickly
from refrigerated crescent dinner roll dough.

Another variety
quiche combines
cheese and noodles fla-

bunch and yet maintaining that certain
Continental flair.

Complete your

menu with a chillded
fruit compote made

from slices of citrus
fruits. For a luntheon

.or dinner, you might

of mellow Ched-

choose a fresh green
salad sparked with orange slices and wal-

for feeding a hungry

Italian -style dressing.

vored with. green pepper, pimiento and a cup

der- imaginative fare

nuts, then toss with an

1441.4

.....

Pimiento,
pepper
and cheese

Above =The creamy

filling of Ham'n Corn
Quiche features shred-

ded Swiss cheese and a

hint of herbs. Its ideal
for left over ham and
the pastry is made from
crescent
refrigerated
roll dough.

CHEESY NOODLE QUICHE
8 eggs

Right - Quiche Lor-

1 teaspoon salt
St teaspoon pepper
2 cups noodles, cook'ed
1 cup (4 ounces) shredded Cheddar

* Thursday * Friday
* Saturday * Sunday

raine is a French inspired main dish pie
suitable for brunch,
lunch or dinner: It's

cheese

also the answer to feed-

2 tablespoons chopped green pepper
1 tablespoon chopped pimiento
2 tablespoons butter, melted '

ing a number of people

inexpensively - yet
with flair.

In a bowl beat eggs with salt and
pepper. Stir in noodles, cheese,

May 14, 15, 16 and 17, 1970

DAYS!

green pepper and pimiento. In large

covered skillet melt butter; pour in
egg mixture. Cover and cook over

It only happens once a year and only at John M Ich
Buick! The big Double Dividend Soles Race-a
this
year, the Tent Spectacular and belated Grand pening
celebration to go with it. All in one big 3 -in -1 savings
package for you.

medium heat 15-20 minutes or until

set. (Do not stir) Cut into wedges;
- remove from skillet and serve imme-

diately.

For a variation substitute M cup
grated Parmesan cheese for the

DIN

shredded Cheddar cheese.

REE Refreshments!

ti

INCLUDING SUNDAY!

FREE

1000
GALLONS OF GAS!

O

Easy to fix from left overs

BUICK-OPEL PRICE

as BIG as
ALL OUTDOORS!.

HAM AND CORN QUICHE
1 can (8 ounce.) Pillsbury Refrigerated Quick Crescent Dinner Roots
2 eggs, slightly beaten

OUTDOORS under the BIG
TOP at Elmhurst & Central Ave!

1 cup milted ham, (1/2 -inch cubes)

1 cup (4 ounce) shredded Swiss
cheese

Nothing to buy. Simply come in
and register. You must be 18 or

1 to 11/2 cups (8 or 12 ounce can)
drained whole kernel corn

completion of our 1000 -car cam-

cream

over. To be given away after

1/2 cup evaporated milk or light

paign. You do not have to be

Ye teaspoon onion or garlic salt
'A teaspoon ground thyme or sweet
basil leaf Parsley flakes, if desired

Unroll and separate crescent
dough into 8 triangles. Place in
9 -inch pie pan, pressing pieces together to form a crust. Set aside In
a small mixing bowl, combine remaining ingredients;

blend

well

Pour ham mixture into crescent
crust, spread evenly

If desired,

spnnkle parsley flakes over filling

Cover edges of crust with aluminum foil to prevent over -browning

Bake 25 minutes in 350 degree
oven, remove foil Return to oven
for 15 to 20 minutes until filling is
set and crust is golden brown Cool
5 minutes before serving

present.

Amen
DON'T
FORGET!

OPEN
SUNDAY!

CUTS from the FACTORY!

John

DON'T

MUFICH
Mt. Prospect

FORGET!

OPEN

' Buick -Opel announces a first big price cut and John Mufich does the
fadory one better by cutting them even deeper. You'd have to wait
another year for another sale like it. So, if you're buying a car this

year, we urge you, do come in now. You'll nevo have CI better
chance to get a better deal) John Mufich Buick.

SUNDAY!

MUFICH cuts them MORE
801 E. RAND ROAD

Bacon and eggs perked up with onion

PHONE 394.2200

QUICHE LORRAINE
1 pound pork sausage meat, crisply

fried and crumbled, or
3/4 pound sliced bacon crisply fried
and crumbled
1 medium onion, cut in eighths
2 tablespoons meat drippings
1/2 pound Swiss cheese, cubed

1 tablespoon flour
4 eggs

l'h cups light cream or evaporated
milk
1/2 teaspoon salt

'

'A teaspoon pepper
kt teaspoon nutmeg

and process at Hi (Grate) until fine-

Heat oven to 375 degrees Set

grated Spnnkle flour over cheese
and toss well Cover meat with

aside Va cup of crumbled sausage or

bacon. Sprinkle remainder in pie
onion into Ostenzer
blender container, cover with water
shell.

Put

and turn control to Hi (Chop) and
Off two or three times to coarsely
chop onion. Drain well and saute in
meat drippings until transparent
cup of cheese cubes into
Put
Osterizer blender container, cover

ly grated Empty into mixing bowl
and repeat process until all cheese is
cheese

Put remaining ingredients into
Ostenzer blender container, cover
and process at Lo (Whip) until thoroughly blended Pour over cheese,
spnnlde reserve meat on top and
bake 35-45 minutes, or until silver
knife inserted near center comes out
clean.

Cheddar makes this Quiche something special. It's flavored with pimiento
and green pepper and fora delightful surprise, cooked noodles!
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tra m h rin o' iv savory. treat The Pepper Pot
closing lines of ..The Year-

BY MargareleMorphy

My 4mm' of cookbooks
sometimes louts to all kinds of
answcm le questions which
pop into my mind while out on
my daily walk. her one, 1 have

often wondered why Christhim wreath., ere displayed on
doors.. lamas April or ?day.

My answer came with the

haps ..mall bouquet kOuld be

Round Holiday Cookbook" la
new One al the Adingion

hung en the door m potted
perennials on the porch or

Heights Li Mary I by Suzanne

along the walk. May also ush-

Huntley. who only,, 'So, as

co in the Iamb season.

say on Christ,
no Eve, 'May God hkss your
Christens: may it lakt till EosSwedish

BARED LAMB RING
I cup diluted Pet milk
pounds ground lamb

ter.'

1 medium onion, chopped
211ablrspoons finely chopped
2 tablespoons salt
IS teaspoon pepper
Mix all ingredients and pack
into a greased ring mold. Bake
in 350 -degree oven Em onc

with

brush

change door decorations. Per -

following

the

One of the proverbs, for which the EngIsh

MUM

canI cup bread crumbs
1

II

who would live for aye --- must eat sallets in

1/2 teaspoon mitt

teaspoon crushed rose-

45

teaspoon grated lemon

Today, of course, with production, refriglampoon pepper

eration and transportation advance; We cao get
good salad greens, at comparatively reasonable
prices, all year round.

Since we are now in the month of May, les

Combine butter, parsley,
salt, rosemary, lemon peel and
pepper in saucepan. Heat until

follow that long -ago writer's admonition end oat

'Ballet in May," but with a little difference that
comes from our neighbors who shoat "01er

butter melts and bubble and

To accompany this restive
i, nice to serve
chilled May Wine bottled by
Dudendorfer. Thin
a white
vrine. subtly flavored with
woodruff. Embellish it

304 grinds of pepper

THE DESSERTS, from Sup: Information,
include such de lectables as Pineapple and Straw-

berric, Saint Teresa, a quickie you can psi{ together in less than 15 minutes, Date Torte, which

clocks in at under 30 ininutes, and elegant Rim
Chantilly Nesichode, a spectacular that takes on
hour.
To get your copy of the new booklet sant 10
eons to cover milling costs to "Desserts By the

Makes 0 servings. Under 30 minutes,

7grg's"",

3

'91'ntr tTIT;Ird'orttst711 ell
Cream but
with sugar. Add eggs saw at a
time, beating well after each addition. Stir in
cornmeal, lemon rind and juice. Turn into pastry
'belt d'ulke'l!e"art °, 0", 7; edee gorvoee"

il

I 1 4t-

I

Mekexgservings.
COCONUT POTS
DE CREME

COCONUT POTS DE CREME
2 cups light cream
3 whole eggs

3 egg yd.
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
11/2 teaspoons vanilla

Festival Ham

,LB

douse garlic, onc large clove, or Deo small cloves

ehkken, cream of celery. cream of vegeteble,

GODOTHRU MAY 16,1970

cream of corn, cream of green pea,cream of spin-

SAVE 15'

L CASH -SAVING COUPON

ach, cream of mushroom, or cream of pm.

cup finely choppcd
ripe olives. Shape into roll
and coat with
cup chopped
parsley. Chill I hour. Serve
sliced rounds on top of si'zzl1

amp, served in a preheated soup cup, or plate,
with buttered, towed crackers alongside, and a
pat of frcshly-brewed coffee, make a fine lunch.

Heat cream in top of double boiler, Mix to-

AMPLE 1tCr PARKING

OPEN DAILY

Pour into little pots or demitasse cups. Chill.
Makes 8 servings.

WHO SAYS
WE'RE HARD TO FIND?
easy easy EASY to find*

WITH THIS COUPON

81/2 oz.

YOUR CHOICE

VANILLA WAFERS
CHOCOLATE CHIPS

51/2 oz.

29c

0000 THRU MAY 16, 1970

OSCAR MAYER

SAVE 10'

COCA COLA - TAB - FRESCA
NOW ONLY

BOTTLES

88c

FOLLOW THE MAP AND GET
A FREE GOLF BALL!

L-1

WANZER

COTTAGE -CHEESE

iFol 33c

SLICED

BOLOGNA

7.5c

45c

WHEAT BREAD

33c

is oat

opiowided you know winuo if is.

FBRING THIS COUPON TO
I BUFFALO GROVE GOLF CLUB'
(valid until May 29, 1970)

.

537-5819

driving tango open de, dawn to dusk -

I

BUFFALO GROVE

ro'Velst7Z,TIL
grolf b;11 for it.

Lind US and you get the ball'

GOLF CUB

1035 S. ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS ROAD

"27'1'7)

Arlington Heights

oh'oh'

Creamy

LOP Pi ONE CouPON PER Carro.a

SAVE 15'

AMPLE /Me PARKING

ON A 1 LB. PKG. OF
OSCAR MAYER

Sliced Bacon
L

BONUS

1*57.

GOOD THRU MAY 16

Hillfarm
Buttermilk
/111411111k

REG
PRICE

ps2.,.241/2 GAL.
5.7ce - CTN

OZ
CONT

Slit

"Miracle
ira
goorlPoui

CHOICE
SPECIAL

JEWEL OFFERS YOU HARD-

COVER VOLUMES AT LOWER
THAN PAPER -BACK PRICES,
If the post of hard rover vo/ornes

ho kept you from hay., o well

stacked bookshelf
STOW
11

here your chance
occ.hon reod.go non Ye.,

home of unbelievably low prices, Bo
couso of n very special purchase Jewel eon offer you exceptional savinq
on a wolo choice of attractively bound

week - for the nest four weeks. Pia
your fovordo author - each of Wool

VI

Sui:".:FlOgdo

REG PRICE 52 35

CAN

C

nVt UE

7 Sc

EACH

valuma - ever 50 different titles eech

WITH THIS COUPON

LJ

LB

,71

rona ce. Geer. PER POSTOMER
e

WOK

BDIRDSEYE

Cool 'N

JEWEL GASH SAVING COUPON

WITH TOMATOES

rvscoate'OPf '1

25

r

Macaroni & Meat

Nihlet

40'

PUDDING

15'VA UE

CASH SAVIN

"A

"

**M.... 2 OZ.

GOO THRU MAY 20

WITH THIS COUPON

Super" Regular& V Form

Midnight

REG PRICE

ork Sausage Links

MODESS

WE Reserve the Right no Limit Quantities and Correct Printers Ettore

a

yrs cust

SAVE

Seos.

8 A. M. until

PKG

GOOD THRU MAY 16, 1970

OPEN DAILY

Cell for reServed starting rime:
'

HIS

GOOD THRUM. 16,1970

400 W. CENTRAL AVE
Mount Prospect

A ROLL

CASH -SAVING COUPON

'L

to look. And it's worth the look: heos ere,:se eed oroens

Watered fairways, a new clubhouse, banhoras

10VALUE

WITH THIS COUPON

CASH.SAVI NG. COUPON

'It

BONUS SPECIAL

s.

Charmin
Bath Tissue

-/

ICAASEE111- Pickles

L

'109

Sausage
& Cheese
Pizza

"2' OFF" LABEL

CIAUSSEN

DELI

39c

GOOD THRU MAY 20

ON A QUART JAR OF

Pack,

FARM CREST BUTTERMAID

Nopkli2n Pkg.

PECtAL

COUPON

ome en no to Buffalo Oro. Sell Club. Wits m ay easy to lind, ?nee Vaunl=mon.
Coll our PIO. Al Griffith. and hell reserve a et ,101.11:kgog

60

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

ALL MEAT
WEINERS

REG. PRICE

GOOD THRU MAY 16

GASH

WITH THIS COUPON

01.

I

ON A I LB. PKG. OF
HYGRARE

BUTTER COOKIES

opiosidok you know whore it is.

GOLFERS!

10C

Ball Park Franks

lb. Psalm,

"37` OFF" LABEL

LOPE

G000 THRU MAY 16, 1970

SALERNO

%Gal.

Use

TREAT YOUR FAMILY TO PIZZA . .
FROM JEWEL' CHEF'S KITCHEN!

EACH

2A Ol
1_ CASH -SAVING COUPON

'

80 C

Ham Slices

LB.

9$c

SAVING COUPON"._

SAVE 10'

ICE CREAM

LB

BFI

Lee oNE couroo PER COMM.

SALE DATES:

WANZER

greonCE 39c

Ground Chuck
DELI

7 oz.

Sundae
Cake

sutteroauust
a

5rfU"E

FRESHLY

LYTIL MINIM

NO RETURN

30C

" ON 3 LBS. OR MORE OF

FOOD MART

Legs and Thighs

CHOCOLATE OR STRAWBERRY

-

30' OFF

Sun. 8, Holidays

ALL
FLAVORS

BUFFALO GROVE GOLF CLUB

FINAL TOUCH TO YOUR MENU!

OLIPON

GOOD THRU APRIL 11, 1970

PANTRY

8 A. M. until
Midnight

boiler, Cook over boiling water, stirring con-

Bring to a boil.
stmtly, until mixture is thickened and coats a
Remove front heal and pooh Combine melon spoon. Add vanilla, almond extract and coconut.

BAG

.

CASH -SAVING COUPON

MEAT .L

Chicken Breasts

49c

5 LB

WITH THIS COUPON

ASH AVING

)

LB.

1.13

GRADE 'A'

,4444Eba.ar'
JEWEL'S PASTRY SHOP HAS THE
'''

5-AVE

Smokie Links or
Cheese Smokie

touch.

Mg steak. It's meltingly good!

09

CHOICE

1ST 5 RIBS

CENTER CUT

15'

ON A 1202. PKG. OF
OSCAR MAYER

For dessert, a minty sherbet is the right final

USDA

White Potatoes

39

Rib Roast

Vs

13 SIZE

Peaches\

WILSON'S

ea teaspoon almond extract
46 cup Raked coconut

gether whole eggs, egg yolks, sugar end unkind]
well blended. Gradually add about a third 01 the
hot cream to egg mixture; blend well.
on juice and mint in ,,aucepan. Place over low
Gradually stir into hot cream in too of double

wChera

JUICY FLORIDA

ON THE PURCHASE OF WITH THIS

spoons finely chopped onion

Jewel.

NEW CALIFORNIA

SAVE 30'

mold be quite adequate.
To round out the menu, a piping hot cream of

when you take advantage of the many
"Miracle Prices" on the shelves at your

BOXES

GOOD THRU MAY 16,1970

. bleu cheese and butter, 2 table-

Stop in today - find out why more
Jewel shoppers enjoy the good life. You
too will find that it's lots easier to offer
your family more of the good things in life

Rib Steaks

PINT
_J

and bake 15

'lieo;a'ihwtly "iYlinZpape"r cnreaTi=es::=

BUFFALO GROVE is in Buf falo Grove
(naturally), at Lake -Cook Road and
Raupp Boulevard.

COUPON

L CASH -SAVING COUP

Ss

bolls in a loan howl; stntin syrup over melon

RFGULACILK:nrIC:LL BEEF

,., WITH

save at Jewell

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

'i Smorgas Pac

/

don't forget the extra -special savings of
Jewel's coupons - this is truly a week to

Frying
Chicken

Strawberries

CASH

VALUE

ON A PKG. OF

for a Monger flavor. if you so desire, md garlic
may be substituted for the onion slices that are
sauteed at the beginning of this creation. If you

utes longer, until filling is set but not firm. erve

11/2 cups orange juice
W cup sugar
I tablespoon grated lemon rind
1 tablespoon lemon juice
W cup crushed mint leaves
3 cups cantaloupe balls
]cups honeydew melon halls
Combine orange juice, sugar, lemur rind, lem-

is

clumping will occbr.

Mix in

W cup yellow cornmeal
2 teaspoons grated lemon rind

MINTED MELON BOWL

balls, Chill several hours or overnight. Serve gar-

ar -- called for in the recipe.
The when water is added, in
place of the fluid milk, no

aM I tablespoon lemon*.
3

York, N.Y. 10017,

heal: stir occasionally until sugar Is dissolved.

I

Combine Pt pound EACH

CORNMEAL SUGAR PIE
rep soft butter

Clocli." Sugar Information, P.O. Box 2664,
Grand Central Stati on.11

the Powdered sugar--- about
tablespoon to each cup of mg,

Meltingly good

nailed with mint sprigs.

guesswork, whether IS mtes is ell you an
sere or you have a leisurely afternoon to spend.
in the kitchen.
The illustrated. 21 -recipe collection features
desserts you can make in 15 minutes,30 minute,
45 minutes or an hour. And to satisfy the dieter's
sweet tooth, there are Mx recipes which soon at
only 90 calorie, per serving.

for inclusion in the salad if you are a real onion
41over, or use them in, a future sauce or soup.)Add
the cubes of bread, nod saute these to a nice light
brown color on all sides.
Take from the heat, allow to cool somewhat,
and then add the remaining salad oil and the oh a Ingredients. Toss Weli and serve in a large(rubbed-with-garlic) salad bowl with well -chilled watercress and -or crisp iceberg lettuce which you
have pulled into bile-sized,portions.
The amount of chili powder may be added to

To make mrwonhe, un-

SAVE 15'

..

.

1

1/2 tempoon Accent
2 tablespoons wine vinegar
Heat One tablespoon of the noorhydromated
salad oil and add the onion slices. Saute over medium heat until Mc slices are.barely tender. Ofou,
may discard these at this point, or reserve thent

cooked frosting wheh using
urn -fat dry milk, mix it with

GOOD THRU MAY 16,1970

1

I tempoon Mili Powder

Quick trick
with sugar

L CASH -SAVING COUPON

r DELI

a tablespoons mlad oll
1 pimiento (chopped)

ine glass.

Ceram PER CUPTOmER

JEWEL CASH -[SAVING COUPON'', "t"''
_J

Oz cup dropped barrot
Dash of Salt

like this you can afford to stock your freezer
for the many outdoor meals you'll be planning during these warm spring days. And

YOUR FAMILY TO FRESHNESS
FROM JEWEL'S PRODUCE MARKET!
CALIFORNIA, RED - RIPE

WITH THIS COUPON
a ONE

GRADE 'A'

NOW IS THE TIME TO TREAT

Ham Slices
Li

Jewel's fine Grade A Chickens. At a price

w

CASH
VALUE

ON 1 LB. OR MORE OF
CENTER CUT

1 4)2

Just look at the attractive price on

FRESH

LB.

197020'

SAVE 20'

4

I cooked potato (diced)

Waring a strawberry in the

New time -tested desserts
eliminate the guesswork

0000 THRU MAY 16,

2 tablespoons minced green pepper
1 cup cooked green beans
1/2 cup celery (minced)

dinner, it

:gBcui.19

mEAT ,,, GASHSAVING COUPON

I medium onion

oven for another disk

CInck," a new Sugar Information recipe booklet.

L_-

leS

°151

wr

SAVING COUPON

JEWEL CAS

4 slices Spanish onion
1 cup bread cubes

boiled new potatoes and Brae MR Polonaise, using your

Bons or thee dem., Minted Melon Bowl and Cornmeal Sugar Pk, take. less than a ban hour to,
prepare, They are Part of a collection of 21 original timulested redpes dieted k .1kmerts By TIK

WITH THIS COUPON
-IT ON, COupON PER ceSPOPIER

.

t

The center of the Iamb ring
may be filled with rice pilaf. Or
you may serve separately

DE

Canned Ham

4.r.'

when at fights with the bull.
First, a larder check, end then pedsaps, to the
greengrocer's fort

brush Iamb ring.

5tar.

ON A 5 LB. OR 7 LB. CAN
OSCAR MAYER

seasoml.

2121th:spoon chopped pars lay

*Ft

SAVE 50'

freration and the hard fact that greens wcm

Pee45l

50'

GOOD THRU MAY 16 1970

month of May had to do with earlier lack of re-

mary leaves
1/4

SAVING COUPON

DELI

May." Since this quotation is supposed to ba venerable, perhaps the reason for selecting the

IT'S TIME TO STOCK YOUR FREEZER!

WHOLE

seem to be noted, runs something like this: "He

Herb limier
eta butter

. . .

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Jewel Is Having A Grade A Chicken Sale !

IF YOU CAN USE ALL
OF THE COUPONS
SHOWN ON THIS PAGE!

By Walt Newton

if29,

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

AT PRICES LIKE THIS

A tossed salad'
for merry May

poetry

hour. Turn out on plte end

May is en excellent time to

Everwonder how muchtimeyon media nuke
dessert thut will delight and satisfy the whole
ano y.
A new booklet. "Desserts By the Clock," offers original time -tested recipes hat remove the

4:120

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Food

Prices"

solochans are dammed fa eoll for os
mngl, ag 16 95 You Nom the roving.'

THE HAI
Page 16

WeMn3alag May If 1930

Dinner -in -a -dish no trick to create
Saturd

re illy vs, important

supper. ire

meal% lo Rom,. homes the, a. the otAasion for
tam') discussions of .pedal Sued A plans or for
report. from everyone about individuril achnnes
on that nondertul dot oil nom work or school
In other homm Chet re the panicle to event%

pRhing for Mother and Dad or for the. older
ken Sgyn Thm sonnot1/23111, re tha0allthe
Poor. h tbys tier seen for herself and the left
Sr home small fp,

Whtehtttr tom be the ease at tour hou. we
can he mil, ELLMILMAnd this &IMMIX turn
1101M 12 ick Reek Hann Loaf &Malls In Most

a dinner in a dish nub the rick rook pattern
male of erop crink It sot I posh frisd panto,
lhurt. t. no .sal trek to sic itiny It either nnss.

We suggest Krems it with Mon grew beam
and perhaps ,tray of spned butt Or it %add be
mighty good complemented wish only a tossed
gna.n salad The addition of the fronds Rena
frm lo the loaf Is u wonderful way of prep inn,
Mn supper Items at once and the remit Is sate

tying for dl In fact ono. sou ye ond it on Sat
ludo. } nu may demde to se rve it quite often 11/2
matter what dm of the at.. ik it is because them
will be plenty of f imtlt ream is for repave

RICK RACK HAM LOSt

MOMIn lo,f pcips rs t b oic oral red he erinkk
ems eorne ram. nuntbhezen 311 pads loon,
into the peters 1E111101ms a Monti aloof, top

VVI I H FRENCH 1 R111
1 pound ground cooked limn
1/2 cup raft bread crumbs PP 2 .Ines)

ppm lor the ham mown VUdtnga AM,swke
DI broswn sue a moon' and sineen go, the
lot an eumlinelloor arms. dult,the doh." it

Y. cup chopped moan

Blue berry
squares
perfect
coffee cake

Dash pepper

1 9 ounce package crinkle ma French fried
pondoes

ice

cup brown sugar
2 teaspoons prepared mustard
1 Mblespoon 'Amain
o teaspoon water

!

Combine ham Peed crumbs onion milk ege
pspper
well Pat mho a greased
led inkh pie pan Pre, potatoes InE0 111101 MIX
LIM
Ium in desired pattida Combine brown sugar
mustard macaw. and water Spoon generously
over the potato,

If you're interested en substantial cash savings on quality foods, why not loin

Bake rn t 400-dekret. man about 40 minutes
Spoon renruntng sauce ova hem and potatoes

ki cup milk
Zdlightly beateneggs

Maker taw or AM scrwngs

iy
Right - Rick Rack Ham Loaf is almost a dinner in -a -dish and there's no trick to creating it
either from a basic ham loaf recipe

=

,

ii

BOMPO BEEF -u sOA ifisEFREFD

Compare Eagle's Everyday Lou Molina Prices!

Roast

22 Inch Rotary
Power Mower

I

Homecenter

Cemetery

t.

Pelee

Ventilated Auto

Electronic

Seat Cushions

Bug Killer

Vases
GLORIOUS BLOOMS IN WEATHER.

n%T'L

Pli,OcOHE0:01S

sTART - AUTOMATIC CHOKE

FULL SIPE - COIL SIML INNER

- WITH GROUND

72 Ounce

4

Artificial.

Johnson

L.FINEA1

00E

it, hard to knots madly
why blueberries put people in

such a good mood. But they
do. As long as the blues are
hidden somewhere imide that
coffee coke or the muffins or
the pancakes for larcukSist
there will he broad smiles 0111.
side.
Perham.

it's

because

the

blueberrim ore such a friend's.

touch. Who but mil

extra

would think to surprise her
that way this morning?
They loner expected it. really.

Change

to porklets

111 gel warm blueberry cake
cake for breakfast. Shows you
want them to stun the day in a
happy way. earl. so they wilt
This coffee cake :vas the ti ry
pack frozen him berries r or
now. hitt be sore to put the rec-

ipe someplace handy so it can
be referred in easily when the
fresh Wu:berries come to III

cian orlls
frozen dry pack. it 010 Mt 2
ker. .1 mt as it uses

cups of tthebath blueberries.

The topping is unique. h i.
easy to do and makes the
W uares crunchy. and. of
counsc. very mod to bite into.
A surprise all around. Certainly it's one which everybody
will appreciate.

liA88 ri;
$
99 7

Toastmaster
20 Inch Fan
4 Point
Hammock Lounge
Tool 8,
Tackle Box
Eveready

r

FINISH FRAMS

HIP OR DOME LID - COmEARIMENT TRAYS

erest.. is also a good mason

for trying new meat cuts to up -

dale family dining. Your meat

Mailer may display parkins
which are pork cubed steaks. If
so. put some in your shopping
cent if not, make inquiry.
Porklets are delicious when

prepared in such a variety of
ways Mat it may be hard to
choose just one recipe, according to Reba Staggs, home
economist for the National

Live Stock and Meat Board.
They're especially tasty when

299

StallYeer

UV Ilk

Close -Up

Aqua Net
Hair Spray

Toothpaste

& Mouthwash

h

hrratbxl.

B READED PORKLETS
6 porklem
steak)
2 eggs

(pork

cubed

cup milk

EVERYDAY

DY R DA

deercup milk

Tahitian Lime
Anti-Perspirant

I teaspoon vanilla extract

maps
2
dry -pack frozen blue.

OM

IWO

Command

Scope

Mouthwash

lC

..8110

44 Clip firmly packed h..

.

cups One dry bread

crumbs

mama

1;11' 11111417173W

Beat eggs slightly and add
milk. Mix sage, salt and pepper
with crumbs. Coat porkies

with crumbs, dip in egg mixlure, then in crumbs again.
Brown in lard or drippings.

Cook at a mud..n..12..

an

Sprinkle blueberries over
hatter. Spoon remaining batter
over blueberries. Spread better
evenly into pan. Combine top -

ping ingredients and sprinkle

on, ban,.

'

Bake in a pre-hehted mode,

EVERYDAY

BoNDEDBYEE -

s.

Jergens
Enden
Shampoo
.1

84of,

mom sown

Extra Dry

Isopropyl
Alcohol

Formula

'Z. 79'

ig;;;Fdii;.r-v-Fiz

arcala;on

4 77'

9 Volt Batteries
Curity
HIGHLY ABSORBENT

Gauze Diapers
Polaroid
Color Film

/AO

Sirloin
Steak

...Mk

Gelusil

Antacid
Tablets

t

11101111111111H

.

if Takes A Lot Of, Happy customers To Make Us No. 1

Steak

R --

Sg

'

"in

...

,,,,,,,

Eagle
liced Bacon

290
........

-

C'

C OM MO ED

Grade A
Fryers

Beef Roast `"*

39

Carnation
Instant
Breakfast

Pavlov

C

U 5 NO I QUALITY

73°

California

tom

4 Player

Badminton Set
;',g`crAgLE:gtc='
OLES

x 70"

Sleeping Bag

$599

91"

Instant Coffee

0°.: 91'9

ForlierTIS instant

0°.:

Foiger's Coffee

1.'.t

'1.°,`

91"

elsAer Quality,
Courtesy And Service!

naton
ttil' Loaf

Golden
B

"Co 32'

18

$236

35c

'2' 32'
rCool Whip

";,;7. 25'

III

Applesauce

510

11::. 39'

35' 'Apple Turnover%7460 IllAnigeon Meat

Bread

0

LB

Hamburger an.
Buns

33'

Orange Juice

".°Z6%i fctilesc°

Ircile;zz-

Why. Pay More

49'

liticilelitY:A0

Campbell's Soup '1°17'

".*: 44'

Kraft iressing

aPt 36`

IttO;Stileef Hash
gBeef

42'
380

1.`N20°

Stew

110

53` IGoTcenlO;1

21'

41' Whole

200

t' 16'

Kidney Beans

30'

46' Spaghetti

88' lifOma to Wedges' °.7. 16'

Margarine

Golden Corn

39'

Geisha Tuna

ri

31' Serge Eggs

Apricot Nectar

'Lr.r. 54'

4qi

Dairy Products

Check & Compare

2. 68' Iir7i;;;;;;1001

Dream Whip

L'

'

w

I

FRESH SELECTEDOITAL.

916'

Liquid
Downy

188

1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER PARK

LB

I

1

Folgers
Coffee

Snacks And Candies

Beef

61'

Fe; Halves

36'

Why Pay More

T.7 46' riuli;;Cleaner 'a' 64'
""'II., 21' Cheese Pops
4 18' Biscuits
Hunt's Ketchup "a' 30' Iiiiii;p7clioppin08' Chocolate Drops L: 49' 1Shoe POtish
".r 31'
7,7 43' Charcoal
Eagle Salt
80 L'aileev&ii.;7117i90 Fig Newtons
sl"

Arrow Rice

8110

$448

Iad 17'

rgqiCul Corn

awma

Open P
Bar1342ue
Sauce

RAPE

30°

White Bread

bog

SIZE A

Ala. &Wei:ages 1°,'10` giquid Detergent a736'

ialOrade

Jelly

1

Long White
Potatoes

ii`

Illabrinks

Holsum

OKE,' - REOUL.

Frozen Foods

Bakery Products

Hills Bros. Coffee

Biz

Detergent

Onion Relish
Corte

-650
Ivory
Flakes

820

Thrill
Detergent

79°

Snow

Dreft
Detergent
Joy
Liquid

Ivory

Duz

Detergent

,,7

34' Margarine-'"

820

0

79e

t::X

I 8v Detergent
/ALCM.. ACTION

BoldRamari

$276 Gain

Detergent

.

540 Detergent

Kir
Key

44`FamilyNapkins

a`Potato
s'4' '-""
Chips
A
cot

$922
xso
Sim

AillOMATIC DISHWASHERS

Detergent

tl of 350

Bounty Towels

;:o 40'

Sandwich Bags

50'

48`

Health & Beauty Aids

Detergent
Cascade '

21`

530Tidy Cat

STORE HOURS: Mon. - Wed. 9 A.M.-8 P.M./Thurs.-Fri. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Sot. 9 A.M.-6 P.M. Sun. 10 A.M.-5 P.M. IN STORES NORMAL, OPEN SUNDAY,

Tablets
A Dash

XK

Cheer

Lady Lee
Ice Cream

18' (Saltwater Taffy

$136 Salvo

Oxydol
Detergent
Tiderrer

''z'820

a.

moicSOF FLAVORS

111`

FASTED USE

IvIN FABRIC SOFTENER

Iory

Sure Jell

27' Bathroom iissue

"1";- 30c American Cheese',Z 59' Cracker Jacks

FOLTIFLLIFSOR OREM/PPS

Liquid

ale oven POD degrees) for 45 to

Rolled

T.Bone
Z*:

FOR RIMING WHITENESS

sl too

Smoked
Ham

..

.,-...,.;....?

...-iF

Rump Roasts

DLIBLIOLIE sHANK PORTION

111,11;ei

U RE, - NATURALLY FRESHER

ION
POW

Beverages

We Discount Everything
SEE 'VW

---

MIN

Steak

.5 EARN

a.

izzliiwarc-vt"F iv

Chuck SieWanwavT19;
MOAT

199

B lankets
E veready

COME AND

59°

-

890

9,0

-

'2 89°

inale Links

LONG LIFE - #216

..

IQ

IR MI

B aby

43.

i;;;;;;;Iinks

Sliced Bologna731/` PorkRib Chops ''''.:".if
Short Ribs 1N5

C.

89`

LawAIF

SLIGHTLY IRREGULAR

No.

4 79'

750 Cold Cuts

G;;;;Mi Beef

Beef Liver

MOW

Round

HOUrG - OM.% KM

!PM

Mg9

of

WEIVE

ter into a well -greased 13 -by -

""'Tiic

wins

7" To: Chops

!Z 450

La

Sliced Bacon -717'

Ye Drill

A METAL

Lee Trevino
Golf Balls

IMPS,

WE IEUEVE

electric miser. Add eggs and
vanilla and beat again for two
minutes. Pour half of the bat -

lure 70 to 25 minutes or until 30 minutes. or until edges of
done. turning occasionally to wake shrink slightly from edge
insure .even cooking. 6 seer- of pan. Cut into squares for
ings. -----serving
-------- -

m

Lew ISM

14 cup chopped peons
W cup melted Muter
Mix nom, sugar. baking
powder, salt and nutmeg. Add
shortening, molasses and milk.

9 -by -2 -inch

enit lard or driPPingt

NG S A N HAM PAPtc

sumo

Bait for two mimics with an

1/2 teaspoon sage
11/2 teaspoons sell
i1/2 teaspoon pepper
1 ia

""84°

IN

2 Ring
' Inflatable Pool
i

_244

All American Lantern

cup mil,

1/2 pip quick ciooking oatcool

C

DOVER HOUSE - BRIGHT FIN.

EVERYDAY

0180000

W. BATTERIES

cups sifted alliimpose

2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
I teaspoon entimd nutmeg
Ppm vegetable shortening
45 nap motets.

Rib Roast

2 69° ScilcatlecTil;;;Q

Spare Ribs

10.113.

/L APPROVED

near

Spring, the time for new
flowers. new styles and new in-

McGraw Edison

199WEATHERP

111,1JEBERRY SQUARES
21/2

INSPECTED

Standing

ISH - ALL CAST ALUMINUM

PROEF,CFION0 -

FLVX9 RAIN APWL

0$

ood out.

1111,11

GIVES ALL WEATHER DETER
GENT

RCOLORS

BONDED

cAldfro

Weather Wax

Potted Flowers

HEAvy Miry LINEAR RTASTIC
DECORATOR COLORS - POUR
ING SPOUT

EVERYDAY

11.115CUT

'Pork

i

I

NO WM NO ODOR NOM...

_99$

Plastic Decanter

aims blueberries, in season

l!FrZEllULRAV17RA'r

SPRINGS

..$5499

herd. +mix:Ming Mtn..

I,

I

SmokedaPicnicwrrara 049` Wieners

eagle
MI V ME

I

Ec;glesitileners

iiibiLOC'"serum

dl.s,

14,9.=

'

Chuck

LENTIRCUILR 401

Blueberry squares make morning, afternoon or
any coffee break a big occasion. Justbite into that
crunchy topping and then let the blueberries melt
in your mouth.

the thousands of budget wise homemakers Who have compared Eagle Everyday Low Discount Prices', In all, Eagle offers more than 7,500 Discount Prices on fine quality fresh meat
and produce, a wide selection of nationally -advertised groceries, and more, To make your
own comparison test, lust shop for a normal week's grocery order at Eagle, then compare your prices with those charged elsewhere You'll find you can save up to 15% and
more with Eagle Discount Prices,

dung the baking Cut 1010 wedges to Kew-

980

KEY BUYS - Extra Sayings Made Possible By An Unusual Purchase

Or By A Manufacturers Temporary Promotional Allowance.

We Discount Everything

Ultra Brine

g; 68'

Bayer Aspirin

to

awe Ora-Fix'=99°

Quality, Courtesy, And Service!

eagle

Chocks""-

91"

92"
aR

Saapri
SIatifides

5,:, los
931

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

1559 IRVING PARK ROAD
-.HANOVER PARK

IIJ w A.LJ1117nOt V LI V 14

ig#11;-;
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Onelks in the langu.ne of
Enoch chats is a mum nt

WHILE MOST

snide, mar t ID tun weird nub rolls Ind Lorn oil moo
shoe that nom is non LOU runs
list thin torn oil in loofa

tab It n pronounced don

Kirwan is

=Mr

two possible origins of the
nomc
(I) the it is
dcrivqd front Cul, a small
town of the Cotes -du -Nord or

Designed to help
menus and prepare

Center Cut

A Moieties variation ridding
celery and green pepper
to the
clas,ic minced mushroom
Mixture makes this savory

Frying
Chicken

Cut into Pork

63c..

Chops

89c.

Pork Chops
USINICHOICE

Delmonico

1.98.

Steaks

33° lb.

VS. CHOICE

49c.

Pork Chops

Whole Hind
Quarter of Beef

98c..

OONDms

98c.

Pork Roast

Beef& Pork Meat59C1
Pork Neck Bones 29c.

Cot to voor specs. Approx. 15o lbs
Porterhouse

Round Metr
Rump Rano Massey, dround bed

blas at sm. Oyer ,o OfherNise

98c.
89c.

Pork Cutlets
Cubed Pork
Steaks

Ground Pork

USDA Choice

Standing Rib Roast.inc
69c1b

i',tiCgrers

. t/2 LB.69C

Chop 5 uey

Meat.. 79c

HYDROX

SALERNO

BEVERAGES

BUTTER COOKIES

15c

1 on 110 ormata sliced paaloes, drained

inch need in the li meta Mc. Italy

is an ea

andsy Arm
with cabbage rolls. But our near neighboo Mexico is a logical lint on
the schedule,

Mix ground beef, caraway
seed, vinegar, crumbs, onion.
milk, cog and salt. Sham mix -

Mexicali Meat Pic is typical
of this region according to
Reba. Stagg, of the National

inches

seed,

V., cup chopped green pep.

red cheese and seasoned with

ounces) chili with

01.31.001-cf,nadre,,,,,p,ac,Incdthw,it,v,ita-

beans

poi.

cup sifted nom

Si teaspoon .II

. cup annual

shredded

1/2

C"ad'

drippings until ground beef is
lightly browned. Pour off
drippings. Combine mound
beef mixture and chili.
To make pastry, mix Dan,
salt and cornmeal. Cut in lard
until mixture has a fine, even

1/4 -inch thickness.

BANANAS

17c

lb

fifth

PAPER MAID

BEER

PAPER PLATES

Naval Oranges ..

dot. 59c

Michelob
Premium Beer

t

it

A3A6A6A6

39c

31b. Package

sm

$1.29

69c

apr

QuontitieJ/

1.

W WI 11 It 351, / olive

U'S
10c

d,IG'iia.,0,,

=

...

..d2aiiar.

. teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon garlic salt
la teaspoon pepper
14 asp shredded Asterism

dam

Panfry bacon until crisp.
Remove fromfrying-pari. dmin
on absorbent paper and break
into small pieces. Mix togethel flour, salt, garlic salt and
pepper. Dredge liver in sci,
sonod flour, sprinkling any
remaining flour over liver.
Brown slowly on both sides in
bacon
drippings.' Spyinkle
shredded cheese and bacon
pieces on liver. When cheese is

slightly melted, remove liver

to a hot platter and serve ins
mediately. 4 servings.

av

-

1

i

''

,. ,i,,,,..,.!,,,,.,,,,,,.,,A,,,Viiv".

",!1,

i

1,1 w.1,1,11i.

79,

79'.P;

Lb.

HAM

b.

99c AVNIC

Fees Share Catfish

COUNTRY CLUB HAM

91ti

Lb. Can

49c

SHRIMP

PORKSTEAK

59

651;

tens.

9v

Marre1110.1.b.

CAN HAML

4.9
4 99
4 Pkg. -A

gsem MOW

--

1.1.

BACON
WALL PICOR

91 OFF BONUS COUPON

KROGER

year haat..

rPrd 1, 00

,

"7:==';:"'
LOW OM COMM KR IV...

MEDI

' ....7 a..ver,4
.

." ,Era

t

i II

.

ss'

ILL/limpid*

1

4 Y. a

-

The chocolate fondue was the Amen

-

Wanly at Mennen, Oster "coo., for fun" demonstration

at Carson ride Mott & Co. Mn,. Tom MIMI, Raxemont, lea, end Mrs. Dennis TomassIdewler
Rolling Meadows, preferred marshmallows for dipping. Fresh Rult such as strawberries, pineapples

a

and cherries are recommended also.

By Franc. Altman

blender will crumb bread and
crackers; chop fruits, vegctables, nuts and cooked meets,
grate fresh coconut and citrus
the theme of the "spin cook- peel; grind cereal grates
err workshop recently mon- whole spice, and coffeebeans:
wired bwthc John Oster co. at puree fruits, vegetables and
Carson Pirie Scott &Co.
rooked meat, liquefy fruits
"Blenders should no longer and vegetables, blend sauces
be considered gadgets only for
and dressings, smooth gratin,
mixing milk shakes and dai- whip cream and mix batten,
gums,' said loan Oster. She mints, drinks and shakes. It
then proceeded to mix, blend will NOT mash potatoes, whip
and chop through a dozen reel- egg whites or substitutes, for
pa ranging from appetizers dairy toppings. knead or mix
and fondues to one -dish meals. stiff doughy or attract juices
Following the demonstration, from fruits
a taster's bar was opened lo the
"When all else fails, read
more than 150 men and woes- the instruction book,. Miss
en in the audience.
Oster told persons who said
Using the "on and oft" they were not getting the taut.
technique, Miss Oster chopped !mum versatility from their
coleslaw and thenprepued the blend, She said that the sign
mayonnaise . dress it, ell in of a Nree LAM preparation
seven minutes.
mixer" is when the bottom of
Planning a meal around one
container, the Osseriter, .was

.

A RUBBER spatula was
Miss Oster constant tool. She
motioned the audience to use
only natural cheese in the
blender, not processed chMse.

She added that although the

the glace

container is remov-

able.

To climax the demons..

don Miss Osrcr combined the
blender's versatility with Os -

ail new

electric fondue poi.
The pot is lined with Teflon 11,

GERBER BABY FOOD

Taming noted& preparelion and serving plea easy

I

cleaning.

COTTAGE CHEESE
SOUR CREAM DIP

0

A

2 tablespoons milk
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1
cup creamed COMP
cheese
44 teaspoon salt
Put ingredic.
OM
terge
onto nd
process at Blend until smooth
end creamy. Use as a base for
dips such m California Onion
DiiDer in place of. our cream
in any recipe.

QUICK MAYONNAISE

SUNRISE FRESH PRODUCE AT KROGER'n1-_,......a_JJSw
66 Sloe Navel Jumbo

Salad Size

TOMATOES ORANGES

MP

44 teaspoon salt
44 teaspoon dry mosard
teaspoon paprika
1 tablespoon vinegar
I tablespoon lemon juice
I cup bah. nil
Put the egg, seasonings.
vinegar, lemon juice and IL
tainof oil into Osterizer coner; mver and
whip. I,nmediately

Jumbos
For

LARGE JUMBO COURON

Mom. .

remove
feeder cap and pour in the remaining oil in a steady Meant
Use
spatula, if Now
sa
to keep ingredierds flowingr, to
processing blades.
Makes DA cops.

CHOCOLATE FONDUE
6
squares
chocolate

Lbs.

unsweetened

I cup light cream
I. cups sugar

555l/111.

Rol

Strawberries 0, 11c Sweet Corn 9 f" 99' Apples

SUPER SI INDAY
DISCOUNT!

Pansy EOlden

BANANAS

ta cap butter
IA teaspoon all

Good Sunday May 17th Only'

2 tempoone vanilla extract

Jar

tSAVE
20

Heat all ingredients except
vanilla in Fondue Pot at No. 5,
stirring occasionally
until
chocolate is melted. Continue
cookies, stilling constantly,
about five minutes, until thick-

8/16 oz.
Bottles

ened. Add vanilla and mix
iORE OF 11,1111 EVERYDAY BEEP4UT 1115056T PIECES

Plus Dep.

serving. Serves six to eight.
Conventional
method,

place ingredients into fondue
pot. set control at high and
cook, stirring Occasionally.
until chocolate is melted and
smooth. Reduce beat to NW.

RYDVMOSIV

RfidgaR Red Michas

well. Set control at No. 3 for

.:

Nob Mont)

Kreger Branded

FILLETS

GROUP eiET

I

,
1

)

41/2-0z.

E' iFf.,..

001

rdIWEw5-.R4V-AWARM"."-02E5Wrii.9006141

o',,.;0,71t4.,,,,.,,,h='.

29c
ood

SLICED AVON

591

8Z'in1"fl5°111

6"xl..5"

DETERGENT

11'

OWN KrIN

C eeeee Cut

HAM SLICE

401"161[450111.evournoli

SYSANMMIO

=

014's

rlirE,ths
'"" ""

ONE

7.99
Bib. Con

0

it

FREE

ii

-1141,1, t.

CANNED HAM

SWEET RELISH

,.,

MILK
&""
New PI
'c Gallon 54

T,,,,

vI

A A5A,AdAdEl

couNin MOONY

GROUND BEEF
-s1A.--

ground beef mixture into
pastry -lined pie pan. Bake in a
hot oven 1,425° F.I IS min..,
Sprinkle with shredded cheese
and
continue baking five
minutes. Makes six servings.

a

a

MfillUELESS

STRAINED

Reg. zoo Sale 39c

SOAcOOMP

Kosher Chips

thick
3 tablespoons flour

Colgate

1,

mato halves.

1: OP

6-12 0, 1.29

Cream

Vlasic

Ina

to

REEF BALLSIWIDELBERG
11/2 pounds groundbeef

IOP, 49C

1.98

surface

41 splot'd0h0e0e0r0liver, sliced 1/2

Linea 9 -inch pie pan with
Pastry. Crimp edges. Spoon

3.69

BUDWEISER

floured

LIVER AND BACON
[HOMAGE

cold wa-

Cook ground Meg onion
and green pepper in lord or

lightly

out Reba Staggs, home

economist for the Nariona/
Live Stock and Meat floordi

BOURBON

CALIFORNIA

1

drip,

garlic mtr This is one of those
welcome tasty recipes that has
other attrilintm, too. It's quick

MAINAKINE

CALIFORNIA

To

MEAT PIE

Produce

bunsh39C

lightly browned. Makes 12 tr.

Lb.

Add liver
to quickie list

pounds ground beef
Co cup chopped onion

I can 116

II

d

minutos or until tender end

11/z

Discovers new dish for the
slice"v list by serving tenes of beef liver smothder
mad with crisp bacon and nisi-

JIM BEAM

Brussels Sprouts... pint 19C

,

oway
kraut and potatoes - all

my

:

cook slowly 10 minutes 44 colit heated through. Sprinkle
chopped parsley over top, if
desired. Makes six servings.

b"'
ca'rne town
the with
l'"'"irbas(,
this riverside

RED IABEL

!CIO`

Inlves,

sauerkraut and potatoes and

free trip. Meat Balls Heideg

1 tablespoon laM or

t

Lb.

in diameter. Brown
slowly in lard or drippings.
Pour off drippings.
Add

This is a chili -flavored mound
iled pie with a cornmeal crust.
She also recommends a visit
to Germany on this passport-

crumb. Add water and mix
lightly with a fork. Roll out on

Asparagus .

mm into II balls about

Live Stock and Meat Board.

19c

LB 89c

Bologna

tomato

A

Chopped parsley, if desired

st-over with Ia.

sag.

qt.* age

OSCAR MAYER

into

Spread crumb mixture Over
cut surface, of tomatoes,
messing it gently into the up.
right cuts. Broil slowly for 30

.

s'

Ell or

POEM
CHOP:1

Sprinkle tomatiles with wit
Blend
tegetbee margarine.
bread crumbs, parsley and gar.
lic. Make upright mug part
way

a

me (16 emcee) suer,

balls, casseroles or other mixMany countries can be

2 to 4 lablapans

IMPORTED

Hard Salami

I
Meatballs,

,

anYteaks

SWIFT'S

rnOrntlicr. Makes 12 serving,.

7

:
Center Cot

Oro led
FRESH FRYERS

I tablespoon vinegar
Ill cups rye bread crumbs
cup chopped oniee
Dann milk

Travel cans be varied as one

4 to 6 tablespoons lard

ohn

1/216.69C

!her -

;i1

I

may go via meat !my., pia,

1

Danish Ham

150 degrees on meat

TEI!Of PAP

B

9

3 tablespoons chopped pars.
ley
1 clove garlic, minced

excellent with flavoring daily
1 egg, slightly beaten
continent. It's available withDa teaspoons salt
out prior reservation and at
2 hiblespooris lard or drip,
seasonable tas.
MIP

Par

With purchase of 1 lb. cold cuts

pound for medium tare or to

itiMannir

0

cup flu tick) Much

pew --

German favorites.

Pork Roast

19c lb.

2 tablespoons flour

,. it%

' t.

O

so

One spinning emu iner
solves meal problems

11/2 le.P..mmouY so.

11/2

IMPERIAL

Roust in. slow oven (325 degrew) about ?Ala inutes per

Salt

Dnegar dressing. Broiled To.

perature warms by embarking
on a tasty trip to a foreign land.
Take the tour via ground beef,

ME

Dell SPECIALS

or poultry skewers and lace

Solt and pepper
Have butcher cut a pocket

write

ore. salad tossed with oil and

that develops when the tem.

Loin End

Rye Bread

of

claw consomme or slariwnh a

n.,.

Short Ribs of
Beef

Sirloin

copy

FkinchmannN
Margarine. P.O. BO% 16 V.
Mount Canon. N.Y. 10559.
Mushroom -Stuffed
Beef.
Which makes 12 serving,. is
depant company fare. You
might preface the meal with

Nourish the traveling bug

nRFAKFAss

Cut Up

One

Pawn open end with inset

try teaspoon pepper
la teaspoon tabbed sage
to teaspoon mound thyme

sandwiches. dawns
your

et of beef.

1 teaspoon salt

BROILED TOMATOES
glarge firm tomato., honed

takes a trii

PORN Lots

lb.27,

arc tender. Blond in
Oar. Stuff mixture into pock -

with cord or heavy thread. Sea son beef with salt and pepper.

nus, exchange HOS

Gran d beef

Grade A Whole

and thyme; sate until veg.

model

tarok`

margarine is used In its preparation.

NW, tit teaspoon pepper, sage

I

'Dietary Cleans! of Cholas.

diet. That's because corn nil

cup t. stick) Permit-

tables

For

MushroonsStuflhd Hoer in

I

fad for mann', Margarine

and breads.

jml, a Sample of the Mina mixinc which may be enjoyed
along with the nutritional benefits of a low -saturated -fat

rooms; brown. Add celery. onion. green Pepper. tesslmon

pound fresh mushrooms,
lavishly ittaweed 411 -page ckaned and chopped
booklet, "Dietary Control of
t, cup chopped celery
1/2 cup chopped onion
Cholesterol.' 11 explains the
laws and whys of the lowoutto
1/4 cup chapped green peprated -fat dim and includes pa

selects.

through each steak slice.

lb.

04

you plan

and roomc than 75 recipes for
soups. main dishes vegetables.

stuffing for roasted beef tenderloin. A pocket cut in the
beef is filled with the donates
and secured with skewer and
cord. When cut after massing,
the filling appears as a ribbon

Pork Chops

BILL
4 pounds beef tenderloin or

dm low -saturated -fat diet is the

Marquis d1Uxelles,

Sale Dates: Wed., May 13
thru Sun., May 17

nude horn 10D

per cent corn oil, over kill
o( which is in liquid form. &loin

2) math was created for the

HMS:

Nth I k.nehmtne, Maras
rim in skillvt. Add mush

.

e

moms blargarine
I cup freshly made fine do
bread crumhs

11.1

MU,HROON1 SI Llt LID

mg chok.,,..rol I li.N.hinnnn s

According to "Lamm
Gastronomiguc." there arc

900 W. IRVING PARK ROAD,' ITASCA

in buf or we i long And, .
ni ski. I sin it aid...ad 01 term
&dont Lti.nd sin down full
kngth 01 Inn ts-mit "Mal
not to Lin throinh vidi.., of

tad

S

or garnish tor mat poultry or

FOOD CENTER

14,1.1thlkpt., follows,

path
in ma,h1 u-com
oth n bonito it so Ion NoLcoh .me
et alas Nnotitic nest rho intro Louni. shen..

rattly Oteppvd mushroom.
onions or 'hallos
shallots Ind I, non
trig, Lord
a stet. nulling

CHOICE

a treat for the dieter

Ittr

°

GRADED

Open Suncloay

with this coupon & $3 purchase

'11:.":1;:;"gh" Limit
Mt. Prospect

-

6 1,

,uA tA

r,,, 6 w, 4 T,

49

1

,11/

1/

1, t 1/ I/ I h 411,

/

Idtt A t F, Pi 6 I !Pitt, to

to

tot tot totto I,

lo

I, 41461,1 ,

On TV 4 Today

SHORT RIBS
TONIGHT
'age 20

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

2
5

News

dy of woman who has

the Everly Brothers

Noss

and Nashville Braes.

7

News

with
"rornance"
ghost of old sea cap.

tain. Res Harrison.
Gene Tierney, Mo.

Magazine
32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.
theTagers at Detroit.

Mike Douglas
06 Spanish News
32 The Mutaters
44 Entertainment
Guide
9

Aorta
113

BIGGEST1100

IMPROVEMENT

NIfftIC
TM OW
JA

take Wood

Gthathemekth.
11
The Conservative ViewpolM
"Foreign

6110

5 SGAlo.

20 IV College

11 Mom
mina

Pan-

6:25

2

editor of the Nation al Review.

honeymooner

his life in a dishonest'5
poker game.

Ifeeliew

2

blMe.

Rerun. Gees. arc

Sammy
Rerun.
Daviadr. is guest.

Merle Haggard, Bonnie Owens and Eddy
Fokano.

Ream. "Ralph."

Alm Virginian
'Rerun. "The Man
Who Wouldn't DRY

12

eZwe-7:-

Nun, and
Profeor

II- This is the Lire

'TheN o w

the

7

Rerun. "The New
Butch"

MARK TRAIL

32 Who's

II wonderful JourMEANANILE

YOU KNOW,
CHERRY, YOU
REMIND ME 50 MUCK CRAW
POOR CHARLOTTE . SHE

WAS LOST ON A SAFARI

ITS TIME FOR SOYA

neys USA

Bowling films.

Rerun. A film trip

MEDICINE, M115. WILUNGRAM,
AND THEN TO DED..DU. SNOW

through

YOUR ROOM

and

LATER, MISS,'

the

cities

countryside of, 29 TV College

New York.
26 Todaya Racing

YEARS AGO!

32 Of Lands

and

7

land.

44 Continuous

2

Danaher,

Sports

8:00
Medical Center

Rerun. A

wounded college se-

.nior A under Me in-

Bob nada

when& comes ro the
hospital, emergency
room.

Sports

BUGS BUNNY

5 Junior
eant

6:55

IF HE DOESN'T SNOW UP

Horoscope

WHERE HAVE YA BEEN,
CICERO'? YA WENT TO

IN A FEW MINUTES, I'LL

TA' MOVIE H/Eg

GO LOOK N' FOR' HIM!

HOURS AGO!

VOR THURSDAY

20 TV College
Humanlike.

REACTIONS!

211: Potential is not enough.

Begin now to bring some of
your oh,,:. to fruition; MIND

26 Famous ArdeM
Famous Writers

ing the winner loom
50 contestants iS PVC
from Mobile, Ala.,
with Jimmie Rodgers

7:00

The Courbildp of.
Eddie's Esther
7

as host.

Rerun. :May

7

Friend of Dad's"

Wine. you will know great disappointment,

Mb, Pa,

The nal icing finale.
M the pageant select-

PSYCHOLOGICAL

co

TAURUS April 21 - May

I HAD TO SIT THROUGH
THE PICTURE THREE
TIMES TO ANALYZE
RAQUEL WELCH'S
MOTIVATION FOR HER

9

Cash

Show

Her.
Thomas
Henry, Robert
Hartung, Wendy Hedberg,
Sue Herbert.

News

Carolyn G. Hobbs, Christ We Hofer, Nancy Hoffman,
William E. Hutton, Susan lg.
lewski, Catherine Johns.

ELLEN KARGOL, Nancy

i 0
9

Merle
'Return

of

Any. Clyde Kessel, Diana
Knuason, Richard Kreutsfeld.
Veloric Krieman.
Mark Lindstrom, NeneY
loins, Christine Maloney,

the

Fly... Vanity at-

Robert Moo., May MPH.'

tempts to reefing...I

by, Greg Mullins.
Gary Myers, Steven Owen.,

Ida late fathcrp'Intepntar machiee and
likewise

is

Faith Oolong, Barbara Pooson
Renee Pfeffer, Richard

trans-

formed into an in-

Powell.

sect. Vincent Prim.

10:30

Bret Halsey..

Mery Griffin

MICHAEL

Bethke, Kathleen Reeves, Ste-

T Reflections

7 Dick Cavell Show

9 Movie

ven keirmala, Christine Rob-

2:05

Fright."

2

Hitchcock story of
young actress's innocent implication
in Sensalioml
cal murder.
Dietr-

Kathy Roloff, Mickel Ry-

Late Report
0

Medfl'a0ltn

2

Live By

.

....-

-

n11.

abed to lose for here is

L

Mile chance of yoto making a
recovery to the near future.
LIBRA ISept. 24 - Oct. 231:
new Miring your Icisure time.
Hobhics are especially impor-

ME BORN LOSER

Great

Nov.

221, An marl...ring attitude
will gain you nothing but re
sentiment INN oan he prou
wilhout being domineering.
SA0E41'10105 (Nov. 23
0.221, The Sagittarius who
exaggerates a grwvanar May
soon have erievanees impossible m exaggerate. Look as
things realisikally.
CAPRICORN !Dee. 23
21/I:

8 Saint - the.

111ORRAPPtE1

Baptist

tErAte

12 Ancient
alphabet
characters
13 Sick

CUP OP
0141517 I

../

OR 1145

vouNe!

1145

You must guard

:m amt compensating for recent Dihire by extravagant
buying.

Things

look

worse

Ilion they really are.
AQUARIUS Don, 21 Feb.
191; Seek an absorbing occumnion anal you will soon Forgot
with dune near and
dear. Keep alert tochangte.
PISCES Welk
- March

CAPTAIN EASY
OAT MOGAN AT SAAgoSal,

.31513:LISAPAgf INTOAT

WORMS& FOR WDENEAT NEU
%NOW W APePNes T

MEV LiamEo,

vnP

Ilk A tendency to go along
with Ihe crowd may bud you
Mu trouble with younger
vF
who see things wry
mien diltewndy.

EIPACTOR MAME,
ENJOY TEAMS..?

mart

Der

ut

RwiuG AM GRADUATE
AGoISTANT BACK THERE
IS TCA MUCH! ONCE
HAAR, ALWAYS A
ASA

GUESS:

18 Over (contr.)
19 Muscular
contractions
21 Saint from
Assisi

Not thiwoo

27 sponish

NAKE-NNE.6.55:

national hero
28 Saint from

Nazareth'
29 City in France
(2 words)

47 Moslem rulers
(var.)
49 Cloth measure
50 Evangelist
53 Eggs'
54 Group of three

plant

58 Indian timber

dram
stnam

stad

drat'smut

drat
surd

rust

4

lrWaiar

general

prophet

55 Medicinal

stmt dart'..
smul dram'der

7.1.1,21111.111°.

16 Feminine
appellation
17 Noµonger

37 Resinous
substances
36 Hoyden
40 Born
42 Western cattL.
43 Spanish saint

CAMPUS CLATTER

3 P °31w3r

monsteori

ENIWlL OF ABOUT

FWOORHOOP

1 Test of truth
2 Pointed tool

5 Clearness

34 River (Sp.)
35 Period of time
36 Greek portico'

astir pen -up emotions. Thin is
o
to keep things bottled
ip inside your head and heart.

MUSTARD

M=WgZ=

W ewe.

Imyodthg p.od g e

Stravinski

ARIES (March 32 - April
Mk Seek a suiohk outlet for

Answers to
Hideaword

58 Salamander
59 Incorporated

5 Saint - the 60 Girl's name

nani lo your development al
this iime.
SCORPIO lOct. 24

0EIOIMME.1
MOCIM101
601:111119/121 VOIOEMO

Saints

ACROSS
1 Saint from
Tarsus

Try your hand at something

J..

Shaughnessy. Greg
Cathy Skoceek, Jib

bare Cox, Melvin Crammer,

Answer to Previone Paulo

57 Shakespear
Wan river

6 Biblical

ODOOMIO
TiMM
PC,S

KERF.1

G1G2

01111P1

10171ClUIM

rzimd QUM
MUO COO

MMO
QOM
ROM
MOM .-M11110
CaM,I101

OODIOPR

©282-©282-2896©MO OMMOMO

liKOMOg MMOUWO
Mo occo
22 MiTtary

garland
39 Thomas a

abb eviction -

24 Wife of Zeus
(m3419

25 Narrative

41 European

eat.

43

tge couch

4 Roman
poem
26 Greek letters
emperor
28 French saint
(AD. 96-981
v Combats
45 Ancient Troy
(3 words)
20 Coteries
(var.)
9 Chemical
30 Jogging gait
6 Desma (zooV
311fibsea
31 Weak, like an 8 City in Italy
0 Hasten
excuse
50 Biped
1 Slight bow
51 Malt drink
9 School sUbie ct 23 Proceed
2 Lme of seats
36 Wading bird
isti)ve
37 Hawaiian
54 - Mahal
of

7 Palm leaves

MAME MAN ARAM

=ME
MEM
UM
MEM MEM Jill
MEM.MEMERM
MIMI=
mama
mom
mom
MORE 02MM UMM
MEM MEM
UM
aiin

Mrm

61111M M amo
Mr"

WEN

MUM
MU
NUM
MEM MO Mill
OH= NMI MEM

DioSannanson.

dr a Dorn., Linda
Drain, Judith Ambit., Mary
Beth Funk, Paula Godwin,
Roseann Gorecki.

JOHN HASTD1GS, Jeri
Lee Heinz, Ellen Hines, James
Holbrook, Laura Ignowski,
Louise Inman.
Kenneth Jacobsen, Karen

MAIISCH-

McCarthy, Susan

Meinken,

Malefic Croon.
Gory Cuminings, Dianne

Eklund, Janice Ericson, Diam
Frederichs, Hugh Gallagher,
Mary Ganzel,
Mary Goodman, David.

Haney, Jam. Hastings, Terri
Hayward, Paul Helbling Nan-

louse, Sarah Kaull,
Carrie
Lacher,
Lannoye, Claudia
James Nichols.

Solis,

ler, John Munson. Mary Maar-

Teedi, Marilou Taega Mi-

phy, Bruce Myers, Alice Nagomy.

Purcell,

Ratan.,

Gayle

Debra Lec Ray, Debra Raab
ner,Nola Ringenoldus.

Andrea Roscr,
Rosheger,

Elizabeth

Pamela

Ryder,

Sharon Ann Sahlin, Suzanne
Sandlund.

Marie Schiffbaucr, Tom
Schnell, Edward Seifert, Mary
Shanahan, Leonard Skaw, Ce-

Holbrook, Sandra
Holland, Patricia Hughes, Michael S. Johnson, Tina John-

'Tames Kruckmeya, Donn is
Lacey, Laurie Lacher, Ann

Brendan

°Connell,

501.0

Vanry.

Susan Villari, WilliamWakat. Mark WalbrIllh Terry

Janice Poppenhagcn, Peter
Poshephy, Marliss Praise, Sal-

Wallis, Mortal Wasson, Sheryl
Weber.
Brian Wegrzyn, Jamie Wei-

ly Prather, Michael Reiman,
Daniel Ratner.
Janet Regan, Sutanne Reiland, Catherine Reis, Geoffrey
Ranch, 3am. Robichaud,
Richard Rohde.

la 0, Janet Winans, Jock
Woods, Michael Woodwerd,
Kimberley Racine, Cathy 20-

wad.

Bonnie Romano, Timothy
Kosberg. Thom. Rupracht,

George

Joao Sicilian,, Dime siot
Gary Swan.n, Victor Tanabe, Jane Walbrun, Albert

xocich,

Solomon,

Gary Swanson.

Randall Tobin, Steven Toneff, Carol Tortorice, Ruth
Trafford, Franc. Watson.
Jody Ann Wilford, Suzanne

Dille, Marilyn Willow, Linda
Wittern, Debra Pare, Man
Zelm.

Debra K. Willow; Denise

JUNIOR HONOR ROLL
SENIORS

Denise Carpenter, Paul
Clark, 'Craig Cooper. Daniel
Covelli, John Daley.
Donna Dere, Pamela Del -

Lynn Ekblad.

MARY JEANNE EWEN,
Scott Fait, Daniel Fergus.

Carol Finney, Lynda Fit sgerald, Daniel Flavin, Canto

Gary

Cederblad,

Centrich, Cynthia 'Connelly,
Nancy Cronquist, 061
Elkin, Cynthia Dathe.

FRANK DE FR A PlCESCO, Cathy Diehl, CDR
Dinou, Mary Dodgers, Eileen
Evans, Robert Evans.

assike,

Gordon

Donna Hamann,

Kathleen
Hal crow,
Gerald

Hopp, Donald Hemme.

Steven Hickey, Debra Homa, Katy Jaskula, Deborah
Jay, Olen Johnson, Wayne

Fritsch, Mark Fukami.
Sheryl panel-. Diane Dallis,
Michael Gardiner, Limbeth
Giese. Steven Giovanoni,
net Goodwin.

"--

opher Kehey, Jill Kerr, Linda

Kessler, Steven Koch, Claude

nano, Ken Del Pain-

'

Thomas Durso, Bruce Rd.
wards, Gail Edwards, Debra
Fischer, Paul Gallagher. Bob

Deborah Chamberlain, Alan
Colberg, Carol Ann Cortes,

1 a y D e n e b e r g, lam.
Dobbs, Thom. Doczi. Scott
Edwards, Philip Ehlen, Jack
Edinger.

Kenneth

Hahn,

BRENT HEUNISEIL Walter
Hinrichs, Kathleen Hofer,

Cindy Hook, Judy Ann Hoar_
Hoc
-

obi ,onne
K,1600 Kaiser, An .

Elizabeth Kos-

drew

tens,

Colette

Knudson

Barbara Hobbs, Nora Hobbs,
Michael Hoffman.

MARK
HOLDERRIED,
Deborah Huff, Robert Haim,
Cheryl Jacobsen.
Joerns,

Douglas

Joyce, Jean, Kdrgol, William
Tessa I Pamela Klemens,
,

Thom. Knight, KM Koenig,

Jeffrey

Kozel,

VeroniCa

Kraegler, Lisa Kraemer, Gary

Krim.

John Kulla, Kathy Laier,
Joan Loss, Lindysue

Luster.

Singer,

Richard

artin, Kenneth McCoy.

Ben Mn 1 v i n , Frances

Robin

Snell,

Joan

Steams.,

Kelly.
Kathryn Kuntz, Barbara
Lainmersfeld, Stephen Lang-

Oldenburg, Claudia
Debra Orman.

Olson,

Szymanski, Susan Tabel,

WILLIAM PEET, Douglas

Chant Thompson,
Treutler.

Donald

dnii, Barbara Moan, Angela T.

Morrison, Margaret Menge- .4(
hewer, Gail Newman,
pr
Richard Ohle, Noel Orrery,
Marilynn Pennisi, llamas

Pdbaris, Victoria Rau', Ron- 4(
JOHN SCHERPEL2, Judith Scherpels, Marsha SchnirrScott Schubert, Ann

Schwab, John Sienieki, Arian

4(

IC mar Steigelman, Beth
Mary Sutton, 4(
John Tauber, Barbara Tom due
41(
Robert Wachimuth. Bar Ewe Wander, Carol Wilthoff,

26

.26
.65

.26
.65
.15

.24

41

41

.41

.09

.09
.13

44
.10
.13

.17
.12
1.17
.16

.17
.12
1.16
.16

1.13
.16

.11

.11

.11

.89

1.05
1.19

.89
.99

Rhonda Motzkus, Cora -Lee
Nagel, Amy Neuberger, Mich Newhouse, Susan Ogurek,
Deborah Oliver.
Janet Olson, Nancy 1:15.1S,

Theresa Ottery, Barbara Oaford, Elaine Palmer, Michael
Patton.
Marc Petersen, Paul Peter -

son, Linda Dace, Marilyn Ra-

LEMON JOY...
COMET CLEANSER

JOHNSON KLEAR
EASY OFF OVEN SPRAY..
CRISCO OIL,. 33.

HEINZ CIDER VINEGAR°,

HUNTS TOMATO SAUCE am
CONTADINA TOMATO PASTE so.
DEL MONTE CLING PEACHES .3
HEINZ -KETCHUP
DOMINO SUGAR silo.
SCOTT ASST. BATHROOM TISSUE WO
BOUNTY TWIN ASST. TOWELS
VETS DOG FOOD 10.3.

CAMPBELLS TOMATO SOUP
CAMPBELLS CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP .1
MORTON SALT oo.
LIPTON TEA BAGS nos,.
MILNOT CAN MILK11I
JELL -0 ASST. FLAVORS bto,
BUFFERIN

COLGATE 1001x".:
Dime
Sherwood,

Sheer,

2/35

'.59

.94
.75
.59

.41

.41

.43

.43

.10
.56

.11

.59
.25
.21

.14
.25

.25

.64
.15

.89

.17
.12

.09
.47
.23
.19
.13
.23
.61

.14
.08
.12
.16
.11

1.09
.13
.10
.79

.87

Bradford

Janet Soderberg,

Kathy Sow, Jill Springston,
Cynthia Strong, Scott Sucher.
Catherine Sutherland, Denise

)7:

A"

Jusr A FEW. EVERYDAY IJOWARICES!
Country Delight Milk

Gal. 89c

Country Delight Bread

1 lb.19C

MEAT DEPARTMENT
Corn King Bacon

lb. 75c

Ground Chuck

11).89c

Ground Round

lb. 97c

Lean Meaty Beef Stew

lb. 89c

65c

Oscar Mayer 12 oz. Bologna

(ACROSS FROM THE R.R. STATION )

*

Diane Zukowski.

DenimAdrana, Valerie An-

.63
.55
.55
.15
.89
.69
.52
.37
.39

.24
.20
.14

Sutherland.

SOPHOMORES

.65
.57
.57

.25
.20
.14
.24

When You Buy 2 At The
Regular Price Of 55c Each
Use The Coupon Below at

hag.

.65
.57
.57
.18
.94

.67

DEL MONTE EARLY SWEET PEAS 133

DANDY FREE.

aid Sake.

NIAGARA STARCH .

Stephen Miller, Tom Mondson, Elie Morrow.

That°s Right!
You Get A Third,

Kris Miller, Gretchen Mit-

26
0,

.51

******************************

Lounsbcry.

BETTY CROCKER Asst. Reg. CAKE MIXES
CLOROX BLEACH .1

.43

MC GROUND....

KENNETH MEYER. Mo-

Turnbull.
Rick Viktora, Daniel Was mar, Patricia Wenzel, Rathteen Willis, Edwin Witn, 112.
fray Vetter.

Sucher, Richard Swisher, Tenn

HI -C ASST. FRUIT DRINKS..
CHICKEN -OF -THE -SEA TUNA 6....
ALPO ASST. DOG FOOD

nika Michels, Scott Mlesfeldt

-

Stephen

Matzke John O'Connor, John

.86
.25
.25
.37
.30

SKIPPY PEANUT BUTTER be,,
GERBERS BABY FOOD

La Rocco, Patricia Learch,
Mark Lewis, Thomas Loch-,

Szarabajka, Laura Timmins,
Denise Turley, Tenn Ann

son, Martin Johnson, Daryl

1.19

.57
.57
.17
.94
.75
.58
.39
.43
.10

Deborah La Mantle, 00001

James

Stafford.

KRAFT VELVEETA
LAND -O -LAKE BUTTER i .
DEL MONTE CREAM CORN 101
NIBLET WHOLE CORN in es
UBBY TOMATO JUICE .00.,

NIAGARA SPRAY STARCH 10.

CAROL MCCOMBS, Da,
KEVIN ROBY, George
rid McLaws, Landia Melvin. Ronald,
churl
Sheryl. Rubino, MiKir. Nchmsow, Laura NeuRuck, Gail Schubert,
m a n n , Tom Nightingale, Olivia &linger.

Ii

DAY . . . see for yourself!

TOP JOB sew
THRILL LIQ. DETERGENT 00.3

Reschke.

Hart, Kenneth Hayden.

Margaret Langley.

You must save money at
Warehouse Foods
4 Stores all shoppe<e the SAME

kowtak.

Nancy Martin, Joan Mama.. mike, Nancy Ratner, Michael
Nancy May.

Here's the Proof!

Thomas Koenig, Melissa Kr

Les Lundberg.
Lynn,
Barbara
Stephen
Lynne Gasser, Glen Gast
Eileen Griosch, Debbie Guy, Mackay, Kathleen MacNa
James Haack, Doug Hall.
mara, Kimberley Makuh, Ca Debby Harrison,
Dawn
r o 1 McCoy, Patricia
Hedberg, Rochelle Hindeks, McGowan.

Cynthia Lou, Miachel Lewick, Mark Loydneff, Caro-

Thomas

Krakowiak, NM !Diemen.
Dehrah Kuehl, land Laier,

Maienschein,

Lois Ann

Galysh.

ZRWSKI, Jost Hall, Virginia
Hall, Michael Hart, Thomas

RICHARD GRONC

Koreeki.

Brabeck,

WitZ .k Gregory

Linda Norman, Beth O'Leary.
Stanley Parker, Keith Pinkonsly, Ruth Pregenzer, Caw
yn Rankin, Linda Richle, Barboa Riser, William Robinson.
L i n d a Schovanec, K.
Schreiner, Nancy Shaw, Mary

IColben.
Janet

Dan

Bryant, Chart. Cannel],

Jackie Carol', Robert Carter,
Donna Cory, Brenda
Damian, Carol Vanegger.
Nick Darras, Deborah Day,

Muse.

RANDAL KANE, Christ-

Grine Freismuth,

couvaris, Daniel Boucher.

Gregory
Hale, Geoffrey Halliday,
Bnice Hammergren,
Amy
Frances Hart, Diane Hawkins,

11 e r y I

Ed Everts, William Fergus,
Bruce Erase, Thomas Ganze,
Gary Debt, Pateteta Gle.on.
Gresey.

Michelle Atwood, Rebecca

Dressman.

Dawn

Atudno, Cheryl Arnieri. Pail

Joanne

Berson, Crystal Anson.

ROBERTA FINCH, Neal

men, John Deeseekle, Batty

Ayers, Davi Bays.

Ann

Merida Joanne Aodown,
Marilee Anderson, Robin An-

Berry, Carl Diederman, Sheryl
Dicrwirth, Thomas Black,
Mary Bohling.
P au I a Borys, Mitch411
Bratglati, Vickie
Brettelle,
Robert Brown, Deborah
Bwrke, Michael Byrne.

Joseph

JUNIORS
Y Venire ABA,

Jam ea Amon, Haven

MICHAEL AARONS, may, Casey Frankiewicz.
Kim Alexander, Alan Andes
Karen Freamuth,
Law son, Jane Antrim, Crystal Bar- ,reuce Friedrichs, Cathy Glen
90, Tom Berger.
nini, Joanne Gilligan, David
Edward Bermudez, Anita Goesling, Debra Guenther.

Dave

',LOCATED IN 7tn'E.,.17Pt

-

Dennis
Fitzpatrick,
Barbara Forbis, Carrie For-

Strode, Gary Stronczek, NMley Strzelecki, Craig Swan,

Limit Quantities

1300 NORDIVVE57-11;11Y.; PALATD1 ILLINOIS
.

,910h,

Schownee, William Schubert,
Linda Schulze, Harty Sharp,
Amy Slawik, Elaine Smith,

MAY 16
We Reserve The Right To

FRESHMAN

SOPHOMORES

Daniel Rymsza, Janet SWlanki, Kathryn Samaras!

pall

Jai Yost, Robert Zlciski,

John Tilhou, Deborah Tort. Barker, Rosalyn Barker,
rim, Grace Vandaver, David lames John Barrett, Susan Bi-

Oluitrom, Judith Parsons,
Christina Perry, Lours Piorek.

Langley, Diane Lloyd, Karen

P

JEFFREY TESELLE,

WILLIAM NORME,

rot

John Hyrcxyk. Mark Imo -

Richard

clad Taylor, Roberta Taylor,

PRICES GOOD
TABU SAT.

STORE HOURS

Mon. thru Sat. 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Sunday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Page 21

Dave tare, Jennifer Zeller.

Steve Spangler, Ann-

Toni Steiger.
Mary Steiner, Chas RehmSher, Kathy Stewart, DM

j 0 H N SAUTER, Jana
Patricia
Libman,

MARK POTTER, Karen

cy Hensley.

SUSAN HOFFMANN,

Schuber, Debbie Shafer.,
Sharon Shields, Harold Sin.
toy, Martha Smith, Shirlene

Bruce M.nard, Bryan Miller.
Natalie Mitchell, Kathy
Moore, Goy. Morava, Theodove Moravec, Dale Mosher,
Dan Muccianti.
Ch. Mueller, Kathy Mud-

Jelen, Mary Jester, Marilynn

Nana, Jeannine 111 Soma.

Kathryn seon, <grin, p.o.

Ink,

kpt-

Byrd, Ralph Carlson, Jeffrey
Clayton, Donna Decker, Ellen

Brace Bl
Mary Brennan.
Terri Lee Brown, Scott Bur gms, Kathy Cairo, John Cake
ban, Jeanne Carne.

Schwabe.

Don't risk whet you can -

Bohnhoff,
Sherrie
Boyce,
Katherine Brennan.
Deborah Brown, Randolph

M.helle Taylor.
Michael Thom., Christine

mina Stewart.
ylogren,

VIRGO (Aug 24

James

Thomas Anderson, Debra
Arnold, Lawrence Birkemo,

der, Lesley Sales, Robin Scherek Ken Scherpelz, Lynn

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Andrews,

Jack Streich, Jeanette Swanson. Holly Swanson, Mitchell

Kathy Roloff, Michael SY-

selves known.

Donna

Andric), James Bak*, Gail'

CATHEY

MAN, Lindsay M.all, Mary

Cassidy.

JUNIORS

LEO (July 21 - Aug. 230
You may well fast yourself in
conflict with those shout You
at this time. The difficult as peas of the day make them-

FRESHMAN

Krinie Ludford.

Donald Rena.

131i. The toreefuln.a of your
personality may tvoll bring you
into dilheultics tvitli higherups today. Don't IN timid.

erine Tette,

garet Liebenow. Beth Lieupo,

Schwabe.

Trier, Garnet Vaughan, NanVrechek, Marie Westphal.
John William, Ilona Telma.,
Sandra Zajac, Ann Zele.
Debra Rakowski.

relationship with an old an-

CANCER (lune 22 - July

Walsh, Linda Dram, Cath-

Le

niedtth,, saw,.

Saymaos

MORTY MEEKLE

Cathy Taylor, Telma

NANCY STOTTLEMIRE,

going personality lead you into
new :Lila:name through . new
quainlanee.

Pattie Swartz.

lel, Pat Shaughnessy, SJogmA
Craig, Cathy Skoczek, Juliana

Five Minutes to

9

and Jane Wyman.

Darrell Shaw, Cindy Siegel,

Peterson, Shirley Pfrank, LoLINDSAY TRICK, Frank
rade Pionke, Karen NU, Walsworth, Carol Weinberg,
Cynthia Punch.
David Weinberg, Susan WeinJam. Ronde, Bruce Radke, berg, Barbara Welch.
Gary Raterman, Esther RatDiane W.tphal, Steven
nor David Ricci., Ed Riegeu Wisher, Julie Wilk, Gary Wit Diane Rundgmn, Christine kerson, Jan Williams Cynthia
Sabelfeldt,
Jerry Sanders, Willi, Steven Wise, Mace
R o b e r t Schildgen, Diane Wooldridge, George Wooten

Febvre, Sheryl Lender, MN,

Bonnie Hawker,' Mark Boyen, Charles Breheim, Robin
Bnindege, Janet Buck, Peter

Lesley

Kathryn Scott, Spring Sed-

2:45

ich. Richard Todd,

Valerie Nolen, Effie Pallid,
Janet Poe, William Pool, Alan
Prilz, Laura Raymo.
Gabriele
Ronnett, lean
Schneider, Catharine Seefeidt,

be -Kathy Lannoye, Victor
Laporte, Jeannette Lass.
Sheila Lars, Martin

$ilas, Robb
Sahara, Ken Schergels, Lynn
der,

EEK & MEEK

GEhlINI ,May 22 June
211: Lei your naturallyoul-

Mass11.91411,

Donna Rateike, Glenn

Show
5 Tonight Show

"Stage

Bruce Groginan, Nancy Guthrie, Scott Harrington, Douglas

Oign Ateigol

7

26 A Black's View
MIL News
2

ROBERT GREENWALD,

1:00

II Yoga for Health

fluence of drugs

6:45

Your

5

32 On Deck Circle

A film Trip to Ire-

26

9

10:00
News
News
News
News

2

7:45

-

12140

Geography.

Seas

Nowa,

Perry Mason

9:10
20 Forsyte Saga

7a40

Richard Fosselman, john
Franklin, Dianne Crar2mer,
Gregory Gawlick, Barbara
°Miura, Bradley Gibson, David Good.

Farm Forum

5

II World Press
26 Stars Over
Miami

Keeping

mk

12:30

Fly McKay.
9

Clifford Emory, Nancy Snaky,
Steven Fisher, John Fkapetr-

32 News

ace. Allan Drake and

Meiches, Marine Myslinski.

Robert Ehrct, Paul Disco.

12:20

Guests are Liber.

examines
the existence of a new
sexual morality in
teen-agers.

jar ie Malzahn. Robert

Gregory Dryanski, William
Dunne, John Durso.

1105
32 100
Fainlingsp

--

perdlock

Crowd"

DEBRA KING, Peggy Loa.
Richard Lynn, Mar -

hart,

Trsar, Michael Tufo, Pamela

Decker, Nancy Doetsch,

Comments

natelbett thou.

7

, Marcia
Vickie

DOUGLAS DEAN, Diane

Paul Harvey

Gdiseaso.reat Musk

Steven

, Clark.

Midnight Ropo.

32

7 Room 222

5

-

70E RtoRIEV wAPT

A Plague on Our

A news doe.mentury looks at the
Unable. of vencreal

11113

Clarke, Pegg Clan

Chicago Show

7

House

7:30

Ca rsOn. Milton C

loses

Ibe

Beverly

-Let's Do It

her own to win him
back. Cool Wyman.
Ray Milian!.

26 Lull Cerise Ur)

2

-

covers her husband is

Haitian F660
R.emn. A young

S

Caryn Carlson,
Deborah Carlson

Again.. Woman di.

9t00

26 Quiz

-

having an affair and
she concocts one of

and Frank Mai,

Barrett, Karen Bierdem:,n.
Paul Bodenstab, Kathleen
Borgardt, Robert Boyett, Robert Breihan, Patricia Brown,

movie

2

Biology.

Institution

Hoover

-

12100

20 'IV College

are Stefan
IAmony Isom 1N

SENIORS
Chrisnaphet Akin, Nancy
Altman, Barbara
Aschoff,
Debra
Bandelow,
Richard

MOO
32 Man in a Suitcase

6:25

Gnats

Social aeience.

00000001

II International

and

Hersey honor students named

I I Interface
32
T h e Honey -

Marty Robhina, Roy
Acuff, Tex Ritter.

-The Ghost and
Mrs. Muir.. Come -

6.01)

OUT OUR WAY

Guests mcluds

Mork

9

Wednesday, May 13,1970

THE DAY
Wednesday May 13 1976

4(

Scott Petersen Smoked Sausage

lb. 99c

Scott Petersen Hot Dog

11).67c

Dania Admite, Valerie An- ik
thews, Lynn Aszman, 1.1000,
Ayers, Michelle Belon Ted "Pk
Iherdeman, Clancy, John
Clarke, Frani. Colligan, Matthew Comerford,
Kathleen Conlon, Linda

4(

Coughlan, Susan Croon, Rob- 4(
Dietz, Robert
Kathleen Durham.
ert

Dudzik,

DEBORAH EKLUND. Edith

Fabian, Laura Fitzpat-

rick, Phillip Fuller, Janis Fur-'
long, Jim Gaitis.

Jennifer Giese, Robert Guderian, Mary Hall, Judy

Heiden., Robert Hill, Slept<
en Hoesterey.

Debra
Hutchins,
Barry
Johnson, Jackie Jordan, Rob-

ert Juranek, Trudy K.tens.

PRODUCE DEPARTMENT
California Fresh Strawberries

qt69c

California Large Naval Oranges

ea.10C

The Restaurants with the All-American Menu
ONE

FREE DANDY

ONE FREE DANDY

WITH THE PURCHASE OF

WITH THE PURCHASE OF

TWO DANDYBURGERS

TWO DANDYBURGERS

of YANKEE DOODLE DANDY
10 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect
Coupon.presMa y 31st

at YANKEE DOODLE DANDY
10 K Northwest Hry., Mt. Prospect
Coupon Danes May 31.

a ONUS SPECIAL

.PEPSI -.... Diet or Reg.

8

79c

THE DAY
Wednesday, May I.3, 1970
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National Hospital
By Jan Bane

ThexlgnxonlAonanofthe
6th

fi

r

al

solarium

e

ficam" feeling at St. Alexius.

Alcides Hospital in Elk Grow During Slay, staff members
Village read. "Closed to
-willvs. he having workshops on

included the differneces

Mn, Jean coaray, head nurse
for the floor and 'responsible
far its smooth operation duo.

live 'Md.,- was Bliss Bern..
dote Fern:maim, sixth -floor

4,

memhers and helps patients

01 111.1119

medicine

nal

at

Industry is hqsnrank to of

lar kip to the do it youn.11,
too Ford consult, the hlascr
Ink s repair n s ourmlf air

more spac, to home repairs
Trade associationo such 01 thr.

BOOKSTORES

Plumbird Heating and Cool
mg Information Buhau in
Chicago put out booklet, ex
plaining how to do minor re
pair, at home Slate home ex

acing minor parts in their in
struction book,
Tools are widely evadable

office,

tension

brines offer

AND

h

Proctor Silt, is malted wn III
rep tine
north me, that cin
at home ELeh to Kull on
module bon them modnlas

log. amen

mem ot home hour oncyCIO

polies nubile Oran, even
have will Mt. auto fled., seevice manual, %Omit can pro -

county

and

I

side great

for ths home

help

can be sn tpp,o1 man and ear
replaced

113

Northwest

Seeing is believing I

ing all three shifts. A unique
team). plan co-ordinates staff

eat ban

Home migazines are devoting

mychome

Community Hothitalspeaks to
Sr Alexiu, Hospital Health Forest View High School DuCareer Day 9,15 a.m. to 2 de. for antidmoking week
pie. for hints school students. activtes.

are under the leadership of

And being a moo uneoOpent-

'genes hove mmy p trnphlos
on how to him] aide oartely

William Krim, MD.. inter-

he cloy.

Sixth -floor staff members

numoSt. MeYins' sisthfloor.

Man) tools can aloe, be rented

fon don yourself homy. repair

who
mechanit illy inclined
can sow Immendons amounts
an nom co.ts Northwestern
National Life Insurance Co
dmeov3r3d there is lot, of help
Many mamfac
medals!.
torero Woe directions for repl

THURSDAY, May 1.3.-Ateit'

onduest toms through Holy
Family Hospi tal throughout

tend.

Carla Enclehark assistant hold

In a planned "how not to'

ho -

bode coma. Supervisors Dorn
other floors and the director of
nursing also are invited to at-

DOING everything all
wrong-delihethlebr-w. Miss

A men tround the home

hospital employes of the year'
aitend luncheon downtown
week activities. Doctor Appre- Chicago: ponsored by theChiciation Day at Lutheran Gen - cago Hospital Council.
end HOSpiliil. All physicians
Lutheran General Hospital will receive carnations.
salutes employes, and volunteers, serving complimentary
The Ladies Auxiliary will coffee:Ind rolls.

Wenn insulin shuck and die.

Page 21

Where handyman can look for help

No fire frorn Flower Dragon

Auxiliary installation 1,30
pm, at Holy Family Hospital.

dents at Forest View High
School during anti.smoking

for cardiac
patients.
Other subjects studied Dave

hall -walkers who heard latish.
Mr behind the doors wondered
what was fimpening.
They would have wondered
even more if they had wen the
skit being presented.

registemd nurse and one of !he
four team leaders on the floor.
ors on the floor.

)

special earn

110n and patients. Class in ses
sion 1)30-2 pm." Curious

'

WEDNESDAY, May 12-Wayne Link, inhalation therapist at Northwest Community Hospital, speaking to stu-

Week/May

plans arc port of the sixth4loor

SI.

Events at hospitals

10 - 16 Your Hospital Cares!

erne which Miss Englahart

THE DAY
Wednesday May 13 1970

SOW Tea Haan private
maws available airflow

-

THE FLOOR has four hall ways

patient toona oath
skit on laMy e.chnnia, koi radiating front
a circular cen.
described as easing the right ,rat

righ"in''...

Miss Engiclort and Slim Feo

bed. helping her sit in a chair,
and helping her walk down the
hall.

so

A registered nurse

Pooh"

Ions in Pettinga pmicm um°I

sing sin

n

arc four teams for patient min
each

team

heads

which includes
and student

ring

a.aurama

in
College's
school (both registered and licensed practical
nurse students) who spend

musing

AS am skit

ended, the

"them" e0Dothn..d in a h.,' lime on the n.,or under super.
fulling on .
vision. helping to .1. for Pa
Th. the twaglid it again- lients.Sonmtimesan additional

with the nune

'

top or her.

or

Ahis 11111e. correctly.

Purpose of the skit: to dem.
enstrate thin hoth patients and

daff members benefit when
proper trelthinces ereused in
helping siek people to move.

WEEKLY all -staff confer-

nerd is also par
4r,riaar
"
'
n

of

"L..0e.Wrcira-:1)
Daily conferences about the care of each individual patient are
part of sixth -floor routine in "team" concept at St. Alexi. Hos-

pital in Elk Grove Village. File. M.. Joyce Kelley, R.N.: Mrs.
Jet, Solos. nursing eminent, and folio, Bernadette Ferrero,
R.N., some of the members of one oixth-floor teem, Mk ever.

members rely include a licemed practical nurse, a senior nursing
awistant, and Harper College students in the registered or licensed practical nurse program. Mr,. Jean Conroy Is head nurse for
the sixth flour at SL

what kind of night patients
had -were they in pain? did

Nam members are amro of the

they not sleep wall? are they
scheduled
for surgery or
'Ways, are there any special
doctors' orders which must be
followed?

WHEN EACH shift conies
on duty, they get hriefed by the

previous teams. Night items.
for example, tell the dal ones

Each

registered

nurse. in

her capacity as team leader.
has a sepiraw card for each
patient showing any special

3d Mayors Institute

set at Forest Hospital
wMayor's Plan for Action"
will be the theme of the third
annual Mayor's Institute at

goal.

Forest

Saturday.

of Planners, win speak on us-

May 23.
Sponsored by the hospital's
postgraduate center for mental

ing a proven political slili011190
to attain a given goal.

health,

Hospital.

the seminar will

be

conducted for mayors, village
presidents. and municipal officials.

Walter J. Monascb, prod.
dent of the American 'minim

Mayors who have implemulled plans of action will report m their progress at I p.m.
Co -chairmen

The theme will feature two
viewpoints onward obtaining
community involvement.
ebEdward T. Chambers. 111)50

directrn or this Industrial
Amara Foundation will give
the keynote address an developing mambosed prosaic..
lion

n given

lo accomplish

for

the

dilute are: Mayor Herbert
Behrel, As Plainer, Mayor
Nichol). Blase, Nile, Mayor
Jack Pahl, Elk Grove Village.
Mayor Robert Teichert.

Mount Prospend,
Mayor
AlGlmviem.
Paul Thomas.
PDynainie

community

clump is the challenge whlah
facesevery resident of every

intake and output, or
blood pressure. he measured
A uid

and how often"

TEAM MEMBERS, during
daily conferences. contribute
information they may have
picked up about patients. A
woman re
widowed, for
instance, miry
may not wish to talk
about her husband or family.
If this is noted on the card. all

To qualify for a driver's license before age /8

ARAMs

.

12

of

-employes

St.
the

month." eligihle for the yearly
award. Hex0s named top em
ploye for Dwentho. 1969.
Shields. enrrently respon.
sible for hospital stimortive
sereices. was previously personnet dimelor and night supervisor of nursing weekends.
He

tratolbioed

Alexi.

Chimp

from the
Brothers

Fltemilal in

19No when the
Brodie. opened St. Alexics
Hospital in Ely Gnwe Village.
A graduate or the Alesian
Brothel, School 1,f Nursing in
a. WM,. Shield, also taught at

llf

44

Main Office:
11111

d1112fIL

(Just one block north /A de Arlington R.R. depot)

.-NORTH SHORE DRIVING SCHOOL,

Downtown
Arlington Heights

Mon 20 mos of personel experience.

A Wisconsin native. he
in the Navy during

'WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

BANK

Milwaukee Avenue of Dundee Reed

Wheelii* Ill. Phone: 537.0020
Member F.D.I.C.

CNILORENSMALINFE

-

lack 8 the Beanstalk

36"

STYLES!

$1209

PANELING

eta aced

PICKe011p

U.S. WELDWOODS

ARMSTRONG
CEILING

pv

Introductory Panel

... to get a job.

WELDWOOD

BACK
BOARD

PICK UP YOURSELF IL SAVE

4' x 7' Mahogany $3.10 PI:CZ

SET

8 cylinder

4' x 7' D & E Antique Birch $6.80

Easy to Handle & Install!

PICK UP

4' x 8' D & E Antique Birch $7.78

Compare these prices anywhere -but don't be fooled byIIre
prices ,vhiCh do

include parts. In many
cases the pdceol parts is mail

PICK

$ 1 232

se nrIca price.

fail

Mony Myles
of
ets
,r.mhBrackoose

MU
p9019111,

DUFFY-EVANS

.Was smarts

LUMBER & PLYWOOD

Moommmols)

514 E. NICHWY. MT. PROSPECT CL5-7141

.omr313

Wheeling,

Or concrete

labeled

look Easy to inst ill your
self

$1088

..._ -

views vow

YOLI GET

QUOTED
LOV4

ATV*

5 Aluminum Reg $11 75

PRICE:Ghomf

16

running car.

\
manta t

Plum yayant co

of many

Ploe

Impe

of your

cars

1

.

PLUGS 'N' POINTS

of

B" -gsford Charcoal.
Be
ready for those sum' mer cookouts
(Offer expires May 81,
r

(We accept Master -Charge Credit Cards)

$20 BB

24 Flat Rung Reg $31 95

$25 88

con-

Durable. shatterproof and safe.

enamel coating, Do-

Ideal for fences and
carports.

core

white

it -yourself instructions available.
5 inches wide

.$2Z9
$4.49

19c

for

Ilan

of
firnshonj

$888

Flat Rung Rag $1895 $15 88

FIBERGLASS PANELS

struction.

88

20' Flat Rung Reg $25 95

GUTTER

Steel

Styles
Much

r,I.Vsc.Ism71 07

PRE FINISHED

f 11254:

10

COLUMNS

See our ansortinent

Quality construction for a life
time of st ength & safety

88$

79.

$9 88

EXTENSION LADDER

tnstalle

1001

2Ln PO

16 FT ALUMINUM

gauged

W properly

rev

ser99s

4 Platform Reg &II es $9 88

Be May lot the epting end
summer miles Owed with
properly tuned end Smooth

FREE
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

Attractive sculptured top
1111
provides that t LISIOPLI

rag

& tool holder UL listed &

Mee. skin at

s2100

WROUGHT IRON
RAILING

STEP LADDER

swiS4 ea

1970)
Tues., IMML, Fri. pl opn. nil 5:30 Sum 9 too

Ira SR 01

6 FT ALUMINUM

Poo $16

ALL SIZES

Milkfr"

Rm. SA 99

2 nil

White arty

Includes Rime Net

SHELVING

I

For wood metal brick

convenience.

LABOR AND TAX INCLUDED

We sell u Complete Line of Anderson Windows
R.O.W. Wood Sliding Patio Doors

CLASSIFIED SECTION

damp surfaces

Fade and dirt resistant

ings on to you. All work is performed on weekends for your

6 cylincl¢r

to or higher then the quoted
all-weather Duroply Boord
36 thread hourglossnet

ORDER BLANK IN TODAYS

$1840

$1976

97

Paint even on

Points Do It?

Simple -no service station overhead. A specially trained PLUGS
'N' POINTS serviceman does the
tuneup in your driveway or garage -allowing us to pass the sav-

at the low low price of.

COMPLETE PR CE
ALL NEW PARTS,

PREFINISHED PANELING

$9.00 Deliveaml

How Can Plugs

'Slip proof safety feet

4' x 8' Mahogany $3.40 %'1.1'

SEE RULES AND SPECIAL

MAY 20 ONLY'

TILE

VENETIAN OAK

All high school, junior high school and
grade school students are eligible to advertise to sell.

POINTS"

offers you a spring Tune-s.sp

Limited Quantity

D & E WALNUT

FREE WANT ADS

$2995

SPECIAL this week only

0'

WIXCOTE ® ULTRA EXTERIOR LATEX

Now! "PLUGS 'N'

d

'Mee

SALE PRICES 0000 THRU

SPECIAL

ALL
PRICES!

BOY and GIRL

WilIsatloolor

YOU DON'T HAVE TO PAY $30
TO $40 FOR AN EXPERT TUNE UP!

COMBINATION

ALL

No Job
Too BIG or small

537-6020

COLONIAL

ALL
SIZES!

REPAIRS
REMODELING

340N. Wolf Rd.

$3.00

TRUST & SAVINGS

255.8800

PLUMBING PRO.,

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

1111,1

WE HAVE SCORES OF DOORS

World War II and in Korea.

in

isy Neil Slmen

(Acton Inun PonclImom.)

North Drive -In Arlington Heights Pond at Festal.

to trade, to find a wanted item

'AZ"
of Mount Prospect
-200-Ei Rand Road

eluding luncheon.

served

Experts

Inc.

HEELING

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

05.45

IN THE

Classes meet o1103 N. Arlington Heights good

RANK

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre presents

11.0ATRE

Tglurk Igrontrr

mumten NIL Ild.,PrIlnoton )115,11.

INFORMATION

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL
One N. Gunton

alp

CL9-1090

CALL NOW FOR

the A lexian grother, Schutt! of
Nursing in Chicago. Hen as al -

CALL OUR

DINNER

17 year olds...

"employe or the year. -

the Cinind Ballroom of the

Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

'

1SYs, 16 and

mu recently named hospital

of the Year hmeherm today. in

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.

1

1

DOOR

Hospital Cowen Employe

Dempster

country club

1

4

A Either of six children who
Ion hems nn administrative as.
sistont et SI. Alesias Hospital.
Elk Grove Village. since 1969.

Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Shields is among

.

NEXT ARLINGTON HEIGHTS COURSE
STARTS MAY 18

of year'

He will attend the Chicago

Brock, 6 of 1044 Kenilnorth, Wheelam, at the pub, 88321Y

DRIVERS EDUCATION

Hospital
' employe

William Shields. a Chicago
redden!. will he honored al the
hospital during Notional Hospital Week. clay 10 to May 16.

slll

DAILY 9 to 6

communitY which they go, -

in

,

Flower,
not fire - from the dragon, the mascot of St
George S. the Dragon Pub on Des Plaines Sir Dragon wins the
Inarh of three fair demselx (from lehl Amy 8 Jobe. 7 and Kim

is a good one," Mrs .Conroy
told The Day..
9ITS A GOOD experience
for our personnel to work together for a common goal-planning the care of each pa -

FRI 'MI 8 SAT

"No one knows these chaltong better than the mayors
and municipal officials, In or.
der to keep pace with this dynamism. they must not only
merit. but StrUCIll re of govern ment. but also school homds.
urban planners. park districts.
clergy. and every facet of the

Reservation fee is $5l

inadvertently ask question,.
Each shift of trace members
studies the cards, adding information if they need to dos.
.1 think the team approach

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

Center.

Des Platted

0

TELEPHONE 827-0700

special situation end will .t

6 -DAY BANKING

city and village today,- said
hlanimer Gross, M.D., dean
of the Forest Post Graduate

lhe Institute will he held

MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS

E.
care necessary. Arc there allergies! blood. laboratory, or
other tests ordered? should

FULL -DAY

from 900 a.m. until 4 p.m at
the hospital, 555 Wilson lur.

Campine!, near, dams
dean -accobovadatiomro 530
Allgalrels daditiond qudily food

cord file of important data on a particular patient. Other team

in It reg10.55 $4.79
It It. new. $6.79 $5.79

,Tri.c,v5.72:,$1488

REVERSE TRAP

TOILET
(WHITE)

SINK & FAUCET
COMBINATION
Porcelain enameled

32 x

21

bowl

Ali

faucet pilfta are

4.44

$2378
Keg. $26.78
Save $3.00

double
expoLui

$1

STREAMWOO

44:C-FD:3:1)
-LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLIES CENTER

WATER PUMP

For shallow well
kiln be cnn
nerd to deep well

but

"8255
STORE HOURS

3/4 mile west of Barringtoll Road

-

on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
-837-6000

'

ih H P 12011
Ion tank Complete
with t let tat
Line

P9 PAM to 9 PM
99. AM m PPM

tun 9AM to I PM

0

orthwhille program for pre -high who hers

rma
By Mike lmrem
If you've been watching Jerry Sloan weave his basketball

magic for the Chicago Bulls
and dreaming that some day
your grade schooler might he
that good, you can give junior
a start in that direction by enrolling hint in the new basketball camp at Forest View High
School this summer.

The school, which is offi-

Q

_aft Ailil Alleam.8ED:(3tarl

cially called the IllinOis All-

attend. bu boys who are in sen-

American Basketball Camp.
was brought to Forest View by
Falcon jaycee coach Bud Bor-

ior high ninth grade cannot

at 394-2485.
Coaches and players on all

because of the rulings of the
State High School Activities

basketball --high

man and will run Monday

Association.

through

Borman and his associates
are concentrating their enrollment drive in the District 214
area, but boys in the adjacent
areas arc also eligible. Anyone
interested in the camp, which
has a tuition of $35 for the 10
sessions, can get further information by contacting Borman

Friday during the
two-week period of June 22 July 3. All 10 session are slated
for 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

THE CAMP is for boys in
fourth grade through
eighth grade. Boys in the ninth
the

grade of junior high can also

levels of

course, be at the camp through

OUR PURPOSE
PURPOSE .for running this camp is to get kids to
start thinking about the game

the entire .two-week period.
Others who will be there for

school, college and pro --will
be on hand to lend instruction

of Illinois head coach Hary

at the camp. Borman, who has

Schmidt and his assistant Dick

the title of Camp Director, is
himself a former head coach at
downstate
Mount
Vernon
High School, where he devel-

Campbell, Quincy High

oped several outstanding play-

front each level of basketball,"

ers.

Borman said. "Each instructor will demonstrate funda-

one day apiece are University

School

coach Sherd!
Hanks and Sloan of the Bulls.
head

"We feel we have top men

BORMAN WILL, of
1

this area will work on these
fundamentals with the boys."
The teaching of fundamen-

1

tals of the game is the major
purpose of the camp, according 'to Borman. The need for
this

type of instruction
recognized

been

has

throughout

the state and this particular
camp has been contracted in

10 other areas this year, including such cage hotbeds as
La Grance, Joliet and Aurora.

of basketball," Borman said.
"A lot of boys up here don't
play basketball after the season
like they do downstate. We
have to get them a background
in fundamentals before they

get to high school.

"If they have learned these
basic

in .the

fundamentals

grade schools, we won't have

mentals to each group of boys
and then lecture on a phase of
the game. Then coaches front

--

e..to spend time Correcting their

bad habits when they get to
high school. The kids in our
area are as good as the kids in
other areas and we just have to
get people to realize that they
can make it to the state tourney
in Champaign if they have the

proper instruction."
One fundamental will be
covered thoroughly each day.
Shooting
passing,

handling,

Cantieri makes
golf team
John Cantieri of 419

S.

Ioka, Mount Prospect, Illinois, is a member of the varisty golf team at The University
of Chicago.
A graduate of Quigly

North, Chicago, John is a
sophomore in the College of
the University.

play,

one-on-one

dribbling and ballindividual

defense

Jerry Donahue, a graduate
of St. Viator High School and

a resident of Arlington

Heights. is sporting a 1.00
earned run average pitching
for Montgomery, Ala., of the

Jerry moved up front Class
Page 24

A ball to AA play this season as

Wednesday,
May 13,

a member of the Detroit Tiger
organizations. He has pitched

in four games, as of May 4,
1970, and has toiled nine innings.

Jerry's

shows

first in the high hurdles in 16.3

the Falcons and 40 for
Wildcats
and Arlington playing Conant also, at the Fremd District; Pros- track.

Bruce Frase of Hersey crossed the plate Monday with the
winning run in the eighth inning to oust St. Viator front the state
baseball tournament play. Mike Pettenuzzo is the dejected Lion

pect playing the Falcons at Forest View; and Maine West hosting
Niles West. Wheeling, Hersey and Elk Grove will all wait until
the second game of the district has a winner before entering the
championship game as weather permits. (Photo by Linda Hamilton)

catcher. All games were cancelled yesterday because of wet
grounds. The next games to be played in the districts should find

Fremd and 'Palatine playing out the end of a 14 -inning game

oVthes

Elk Grove took five

first -

places and set a pair of new
school records, but that wasn't
_nearly
enough as Fremd

scored an 89-37 Mid -Suburban League track victory over
the host Grenadiers Monday.
R i c k Gaare.
Fremd's
strongman in the shot put and

discus, captured a pair of the

Cougar netmten
notch 4th win,
3-2 over 'Cats
Conant upped its Mid -Suburban League tennis record to
tom wins against. seven losses

Monday with a 3-2 victory

re ran,

Vikings' 10 firsts. Gaare took
the shot with a put of 49-I and
the discus with a toss of 124-

Hodge, F, 16.6. 100 -YARD
DASH: I. Bruce, F, 10.6; 2.
Michela, EG, 10.6; 3. Menick,

111/2 .

F, 10.7.

THOSE WINS by Gaare
gave the Vikings the top spot
in four of the five field events.
Steve Wickum took the high
jump at 5-8 and Dave Vasquez
grabbed first in the pole vault.

Elk Grove's only victory in
the field events was posted by
Mike Michela in the long
jump. Mike's leap of 21-4 was

record of 207101/2 set last season.

The other Grenadier
record -breaker

Tauscher. whose 14.9 in the
I20 -yard high hurdles broke
the old standard of 15.0 set by
Pat Texidor in 1969. Michela

out Cougar Steve Cohen, 6-0.
6-I) at first singles, hut Martin
Olitt and Rick Reif came back.
with wins for Dave Alex's
club

MARTIN TOPPED 'Cat

Frank

was

had just broken Texidor's 180 -

yard low hurdles record
20.5 in the districts

of

Friday

with a 20.6 clocking.

FREMD'S winners in the
running events were Dan Pit-

Vein Fish 6-4 twice while Rcif
had more trouble with Dave

tenger in the mile (4:31.6), Bill

MacAllister. 6-3. 6-0.

12:00.3). Steve Bruce in the
100 -yard dash (10.6). Wally
Spiniolas in the two-mile run
(9:54.1) and the mile (3:31.7)
and half -mile (1:37.5) relay

Wheeling came hack with
Ron Fcdyski and Wayne Fish

at lirst doubles. winning 6-3,
6-0 but the rubber match went
to Conant in a hard-fought
second doubles match: Mark
Cornett and John Endrikat
took Wheeling's Ron Cuff and
Tom Fielder. 9-7 and 6-1.
' I
thought they played
well ' said coach Alex. "I was
pleased with our singles plays They're coming along."

Jarocki in the 880 -yard run

teams.

Other Elk Grove firsts were
registered by Tauscher in the
low hurdles (20.9), Michela in
the 220 -yard dash (23.8) and

John Flesch in the 440 -yard
dash (52.5).

MEET RESULTS

ALEX WENT on to say
that his players, along with everyone else's arc now pointing
for the conference meet this
weekend.

But

the

Conant

coach urged younger tennis
players. especially those in junior high school, to get out in
the nice weather "and start
their tennis season too."

Holes in one

Buffalo Grove Golf Club
was the recent scene of Iwo
hole -in -one shots. 'On his six-

teenth birthday, April 13. Rick

Chaik hen. 8535 Kimball.
SkOhle, scored his ace on the
135 -yard par -3. 17th hole, using an 8 -iron.
Stan Blanshci followed with
his hole -in -one on April 29, on

the 200 yard par -3. 4th hole.
swinging,a 2 -iron. This thriller

was witnessed by Ray Ford
and Mike Baldovski.

TWO-MILE RUN: I. Spiniolas. F. 9:54.1; 2. Bowman, F,
9:55.2; 3. Ottinger, EG,
10:35.6. 120 -YARD HIGH
HURDLES: I. Tauscher, EG,
14.9; 2. Lichter, EG, 15.9; 3.

coming out on top. 3-2.

Arlington's district champion Greg Harris topped
Grove's Pat Massey, 6-1. 6-1;
but Grenadier second singlei
man Chris Lesniak responded
with a win over Rob Baer, 7-5.
7-5 .
Super -freshman .Jim
Merklc. of Arlington, number
two man in the recent districts.

r

rds
Donich, F,

53.9.

5-8. LONG
JUMP: I. Micheal, EG, 21-4;
2. Mize, F, 19-0; 3. Idstein,

180 -YARD LOW HURDLES: I. Tauscher, EG, 20.9;
2. Bruce, F, 21.9; 3. Lichter,

EG, 18-101/2.

EG, 22.1. MILE RUN: L Pittenger, F, 4:31.6; 2. Porter, F,
4:35.0; 3. Dunning, EG.
4:44.7. 220 -YARD DASH: I.

SHOT PUT: I. Gaare, F,
49-1; 2. Tuerk, F, 44-63/4 ; 2.
Wickurn, F, 44-2 DISCUS: I.

Michela, EG, 23.8; 2. Flesch,
EG, 24.4; 3. Menick, F, 24.5

MILE RELAY: I. Fremd,
3:31.7; 2. Elk Grove, HIGH
JUMP: I. Wickum, F. 5-8; 2.

The Maine West tennis
team, up against one of the bet-

first set, but Jackson and Way -

ter teams in the state in New
Trier West, almost staged a
major upset before falling 3-2

him in the second to win easily.
Both Warriors are Champaign -

.

440: I. .Phillips.

52.8; 2.

P,

The only other first for Forest View besides Keen's winning performances was Keith
Phillips' 5-10 in the high jump.
For Wheeling, Jon Pitt won
the long jump with a 20-21/2

Helmer, W; 3. Gross, FV;
LOW HURDLES:
Olson,
W, 21.2; 2. Fitzgerald, P; 3.

and Joel Olson took the low

keek,

hurdles in the time of 21.2.

THE FALCONS of Forest
View captured the 880 relay ih
1:32.9 while the Palatine mile
relay team was a winner in

I

.

Sehnert, P;

MILE RUN: I. Davenport,
P, 4:46.3; 2. Savage, W; 3. CarP; DISCUS:
I.
Schniepp, P, 157-I; 2. Bar-

thule, W; 3. Brown, P; SHOT:
I. Schniepp, P, 45-5; 2. Dendor, FV; 3. Brod, FV; 220: 1.
Keen, FV, 22.8; 2. Bell, FV, 3.
Shakon, FV;

3:37.5.

Gaare, F, 124-111/2 ; 2. Schneider, F, 123-43/4 ; 3. Cyette, EG,
98-1134. POLE VAULT: I .

MEET RESULTS

HIGH JUMP: I. Phillips,
FV, 5-10; 2. Brandtl, P; 3. Sehnert, P; MILE RELAY: I.

Vasquez, F; 2. McGuinn, F; 3.
Bruce. F.

TWO-MILE: 1. Finfrock,
P, 10:35.7; 2. Keiser, FV; 3.

Palatine, 3:37.5; 2. Wheeling;
POLE VAULT: I. Lindberg,
P, 11-0; 2. Brown. FV.

S

bound.

man kept the ball away front

I

1

feet.

NTW's Steve Brown and
Larry Hershkowisk racked up
a

6-3,

6-4

decision

over

and

pro

star

that state and has now ex pended into five new states.

11

strikeouts. His record is

presently 1-I.

LAST YEAR in Class A
ball with the Rocky Mountain
team of the Carolina League;
Jerry pitched 921/2 innings and
had an excellent 1.62 ERA:
best on the staff for regulars,
He gave up just 23 runs, 17

earned on 75 hits. Jerry's

record was an amazing 10-0,
again the best on the staff. He
recorded 83 strikeouts while
passing 51 batters.
While he was having a good

Hase to enroll
at Valparaiso
Scott Hase from Prospect
High School, an outstanding
swim prospect for Coach Bob
Colyer, has indicated that he
will enroll at Valparaiso Uni-:
versity next fall.
Hase lettered as a two-year
varsity man at Prospect, specializing in the backstroke. He_
was the only swimmer in his:
highs school to gain a conference championship during the
past season.

HASE'S COACH Jerry
Lovejoy in discussing his prospect said, "He is one of the finest all around student athletes
I have ever had the opportunity to coach."
Crusader coach Colyer said,

"We look forward to having
Hase on the campus. A young
man of his character and ability will certainly bolster our
squad in the coming season."
In extracurricular activity

Hase was a member of the
Prospect varsity club and a
member of the net and racket
club.

t over Co boys

Maine's ji nior combo of Mark
Dombrowski and Doug Lauggenberger for the final 3-2
meet score.

The encounter was the Warriors' final test before entering
the conference Meet Saturday.

King is looking for a strong

showing to insure the show
spot behind Deerfield and
New Trier West in the Central
Suburban League standings.

The Cowboys were led by
singles ace Jerry Karzen who
Was just off a winning performance in the districts. Kar-

zen wasted no time in disposing of Maine's number one
singles player Jack Williams in
straight sets of 6-2, 6-I.
IT WASN'T the same story
on the second level, however.

Warrior Dave Keehn, drawn
to three sets by Cowboy Brad
Spak, finally evened the dual

11'1' -L-1

meet at one point apiece with a

f-

6-4. 5-7, 6-I victory.
Maine's Ron Finstad, holding down the third singles position, was forced into the longest match of the afternoon, but
fell to New Trier's Mark
Choka, 8-10, 6-4, 6-1.
Warrior head coach Roger
King's first doubles team of
Tim Wayman and Steve Jackson
notched
their 20th
triumph of the season against

only two losses by tripping
Cowboys Rick Fink and Bruce
Levy, 10-8, 6-2.
FINK, only a freshman kept
his team in the running in the

took Grove's Ken Siebold, 6-2,
6-I, to complete the invididual
competition.

CARDINALS
BRUCE
Starek and Carl McWherter
made short work of Dave

Griffith and Mark Hopkins,
6-2, 6-I, but the Grenadiers
came

back

in

the

second

doubles. Al Lewandowski and
Mark Greenberg battled Scott

McKay and John Koriath of
Arlington for a long time to
earn their 8-6, 6-4 victory.

-4

.
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Maine Wes head coach Roger King's first doubles team of Steve Jackson (left)
and Tim Wayman earned their 20th victory yesterday against a tough New Trier

Ill. Ran

e

Carter

third -week matches yesterday,

a third -place tie with a 10-0
shut out over Kirchoff Insurance. Mount Prospect State

the Rangers topping BusseBiermann Hardware, 6-4, and

-

electrifying

West entry. The duo will be performing at the University of Illinois in state final
competition May 22-23. (Photo by J. Alan Cook)

leads Mr) golf lea

Illinois Range still leads the
Tuesday night division of the
Mount Prospect Twilight Golf
League with a slim margin of
one-half point over Carter
Music. Both teams won their

Mount
Construc-

Bank dropped its match with

Other scores found George
L. Busse Realtors moving into

ern sloshed Striking Lanes by

Prospect Electric
tion, 71/2-21/2.

Ed

McCauley started in Missouri.
It had tremendous success in

yesterday.

Cards nip EG, 3-2
Arlington kept its tennis
slate clean but was pushed hard
by Elk Grove's 6-2 Grenadiers yesterday with the Cards

the

View's

1 0 0 -YARD DASH:

Keen, FV, 10.2; 2. Shakon,
as did Paul Finfrock in the FV; 3. Patch, P; LONG
two-mile run with a 10:35.7, JUMP: I. Pitt, W, 20-21/2 ; 2.
Steve Miller in the half -mile Bell, FV, 19-91/2 ; 3. Poole, W;
with a 2:02.5, Charley Phillips
in the 440 with a 52.8, Paul
880: I. Miller, P, 2:02.5; 2.
Davenport in the mile with a Kawell, W; 3. Dunphy, FV;
4:46.3 and Pitel Lindberg in 880 -YARD RELAY: I. Forthe pole vault with a leap of I
est View, 1:32.9; 2. Palatine;

esit netters pull

his own previous Elk Grove

courts.

doubles to pull out the win.
Wheeling's Bob Lemke shut

Menick, F. 52.6; 3. Pitchell, F.

a new school mark, bettering

over Wheeling at the Wildcat
The Cougars took second
and third singles and second

880 -YARD RUN: I. B. Jarocki, F, 2:003; 2. J. Jarocki,
F, 2:04.5; 3. Michela. EG,
2:06.5. 880 -YARD RELAY:
I. Fremd,
1:37.5; 2. Elk
Grove. 1:41.4. 440 -YARD
DASH: 1. Flesch, EG, 52.5; 2.

Forest

Schniepp won the discus
with a throw of 157-I and the
shot put with a 45-5. Forest
View sprinter Mike Keen likewise took first in two events.

which was called Monday because of darkness with the score 1-1
O

on

college

Donahue, 415 N. Belmont.

yesterday.

cumulated 64 points to 52 for

of the All-American
Basketball Camp that former

son of Mr. and Mrs. John M:

'the 100 -yard dash with a 10.2 Sales, FV; HIGH HURDLES:
and the 220 with a 22.8.
I. Sehnert, P, 16.3; 3. Fitzgerald. P. 16.7; 3. Olson, W;

ac-

THIS SCHOOL is an off -

shoot

Price. The two plan to be married in September. Jerry is the'

Palatine ,picked up two first
places from weight man Henry
Schniepp and went on to take a
triangular track meet win front
Forest View and Wheeling
Pirates

improved and best. shooter in
free throw contests.

year on the field, Jerry also
met his future bride, Debbid

Schneipp hiinr @ Pirate@
init© winner's eire_e
The

be

awards for such things as most

-

record

hint giving up just one run on
three hits, walking five against

RUSTY SCHNERT of the
winning Palatine outfit took

their day and there will

Former Zion boasts
1.00 E
Detroit
minor §e(DI ue clith
Southern League.

1970

and rebounding will all have

Keefer

Pharmacy, 51/2-41/2.
Licht's Paints downed. Louie's
Barbers, 6-4, and Kruse's Tavthe same score.

CHUCK DRESSER shot a

low gross of 40 for evening's
top honors, while Kermy Le -

State

Bank.

18:. 5.

Keefer

Pharmacy, 16; 6. Louie's BarMay and Bob Kline tied for the
bershop. 16: 7. Kruse's Tav-i
low net with 32's.
ern. 141/2 : 8. Mount Prospect
Electric Construction. 14; 9:
The standings are I. Illinois. (tie) Busse-Biermann
Hard Range, 21; 2. Carter Music, w a r c -Kirchhoff
Insurance.
201/2 ; 3. (tie) George L. Busse
12: I I. Licht's Paints, 11;
Realtor s -Mount pi-ospect- Striking Lanes. 6.

I

'

2

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Showers, thunderstorms likely, low in lower 50s. Tomorrow: Chance
of showers, thunderstorms,

g554400

high in the 70s.
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Nearing tomorrow
on annexation
or new homes
The Mount Prospect Plan

Commission will hold a public
hearing Friday night at 8 p.m.
on the annexation of approximately 38 acres of land on Eu-

clid Av. in Prospect Heights

accommodate the
school population.

increase

He said that they plan to

Other objections have in-

build a tennis club right away
and begin construction on

....luded the problems of traffic
because of proposed office
buildings and the effect the de-

owned by Kenroy Builders.

velopment could have on the
The property is the current fire and park districts.
location of the Rob Roy Driving range. Kenroy has now
ROY GOTTLIEB from
proposed a $29 million resi- Kenroy said that if the annexadential development at the site. tion wero approved, the work
The proposed annexation would being this summer.

Four Forest View High School freshmen formed their own
clean-up committee last week to keep things neat and trim
around their school campus. They call themselves the Indepen-

dent Anti -Pollution group who pick up bits of trash whenever

they have the time. Shown (from left to right) are: David Terrell,
Glen Thiel, and Kim Turner of Mount Prospect. James Toffion,
Rolling Meadows, walks in the background.

Con -Con sidesteps issue
of lowering voting age
By Richard Crabb

The voters of Illinois will
have to decide whether the vot-

vote was a hairline 58 to 51,
enough to pass on a first and
second reading but not enough
to pass on the final reading.

ing age will be lowered to 18
years.

_This decision

was , made

Wedneiday in a dramatic aftermath to the Con -Con debate of record length and intensity which lasted for five
hours and into the evening

AT ONE TIME on Tuesday
President Witwer warned the
convention that it risked having the voters turn down the

entire draft of the new con-

After reflecting on the critical matter over night, the con-

vention quickly decided on

the question of lowering the

to define the state's boundaries

voting age to 18 on the referen-

The push for lowering the

in the new constitution will be
held. The boundaries are defined in the present constitution.
Also on today's agenda is a

voting age Tuesday was spear-

consideration of the separa-

dum ballot. It passed 75 to 28

debate the convention voted a
first reading decision to lower

the voting age to 18, but the

views.

son of the mayor, and by inde-

branches of the state govern-

pendents and a scattering of

ment.

passage.

headed by Chicago Democrats, led by Richard Daley,
Republicans.

Hersey students
vote against
lowering flag

DALEY
CONTENDED
that giving 18 year olds the
vote would convince them that
they can make their influence
felt in government and hence
decrease demonstrations and
the
trouble on university
campuses.

Opponents held that the
current disorders indicates
youth people area easily led by
radicals, often not students,

Students at Hersey High School voted almost 4 to I yesterday to keep their American flag flying at its full height.
The students voted 1,722 against lowering the flag tohalfstaff to -honor slain Kent State University youths, John Fitzpatrick, president of the Student Council said.
According to Fitzpatrick, president of the Student Council
said.

According to Fitzpatrick, only 502 students favored lowering the flag and 28 undecided.

who would destroy our educa-

Supt. Edward Gilbert said Monday that only the board
could make a decision on the flag's placement. The board
agreed to have a special meeting soon to formulate a policy on
the flag and other issues.

ROLAND COINS, Hersey principal, said he had offered
an alternative to the small group of students who wanted the
flag lowered. After discussing the flag issue with these young-

sters for about two hours yesterday, Goins said he would
lower the high school flag, but not the American flag.
However, neither flag was lowered at any time during the
day.

Goins said no students were injured during the morning
flag pole incident.

To have the temperature

taken down the storm win-

than 625 living units.
They added that the district
does not have funds available
for a new school at that site, to

to three and a half year pro-

mediate problems, he said be-

would probably not tat -willing
to approve a referendum for
that amount in the very near
future.
The district will have to use
trailer units for a school if the
development goes right away,

cause the bulk of the project

he said.

grams, dependingon how quickly the units are sold.

THE SCHOOL district
probably won't have any im-

H.R.B.

AT A RECENT District 26

THEREIS reason to doubt
that citizens of Illinois will
vote to lower the voting age to
18 in December when it is expected that the Con -Con referbe

held. Three

states in the last two years, one

Michael McGreight, 9, of
612 S. School, Mount Prospect, was bit by an orange tiger

cat, Tuesday afternoon near
his home.

McCreight. The cat has white
under its chin and on the tip of
its tail.
She said that if anyone sees

Michael's mother and the cat he should notify the

neighbors have been looking
for the cat since that time. If
the cat is not found by tomor-

Mount Prospect police at 2532141.

row afternoon, Michael will

The animal has been seen
regularly in the neighborhood

have to get a rabies shot.

during the past month, she

The cat is a male and prob-

said.

builds

an opportunity to voice opinions either for or against the
annexation at Friday's hearing.

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Judiciary Committee,
Hall; 8 p.m.

Village

River Trails Park Dis-

The Prospect High School Orchesis group will present "Pardon My Spirit," tonight and tomorrow
at 8 p.m. in the school's Little Theater. Tickets are $1. The Orchesis group wrote the production
themselves. The plot depicts the Joys and trials of a high school girl who travels to New York to

trict, 303 S. Lee, Prospect
Heights; 8 p.m.
Harper College Board,
Algonquin and Roselle
Rds., Palatine; 8 p.m.

become an actress.

Meeting set on Schlickman
migrant labor housings bill
Neighbors at Work, Inc., of
local

Sheehan said the meeting
has been called to consider the

community group, is sponsor-

Present Illinois law regulating migrant housing covers

merits of the Schlickman bill

only those farmers who em-

Elk Grove Village,

a

ing a meeting tonight to dis- , and, assuming those in attendcuss a bill submitted to the Il- ance favor the bill, to develop

ably part Persian, said Mrs.

"Nobody ever

Residents as well as various
groups in the area will be given

The Bill of Rights Article

Boy faces rabies shots
unless cat is found

some time.

built."

January.

will now be placed before the
full convention. The debate is
certain to be lengthy, and the
discussions may not begin until the week of May 25.

HE SAID if the district has
already purchase property in:
the area that they must have.
expected it to be developed at

there is a need a school will be,

Heights is a member com-

ever since it was organized in

GO'ITLIEB SAID that he

schools if there isn't anybody
to go to them," he said and "If

Delegate) of Arlington

and often far into the night

He added that the voters

ing.

The Con -Con Bill of Right
of which Mrs.
Viriginia Macdonald (3d Dist.

tional and other vital -Ameri-

about

and 150 cluster type homes.

Committee

pleted its package of recommendations for the new Bill of
Rights Article.
The committee has had the
widest range of critical subjects to debate of any of the
standing committees of the
convention. The conmittee
has met morning, afternoon

them

ry apartment buildings, along
with eight 4 -flat townhouses

bedrooms as well as some with
three bedrooms.

dows.

cost

$500,000 for a school.

has not been in touch with the
school district and his first opportunity to discuss the issue
of a school will be at the hear-

Gottlieb said the plans indicate units of one and two

drop to freezing after I've

posed development of more

would

won't be completed for at least
two years.
The development is expected to include three 10 -sto-

Day

large influx of children that
would occur from the pro-

con-

tion of powers between the legislative, executive and judicial

can institutions.

endum will

THE POLL was taken after some students attempted to get
the flag lowered early in the morning. A teacher advised them
not to move the flag in view of recent announcements by the
district superintendent and board of education.

has said that they are opposing
the annexation because of the

and

Wednesday to turn the hot issue over to the people. Delegate. Charley Shuman of Sulli-' matters. Discussions on
van offered a motion- to place whether.,:rot_jt.is necessary

with 59 votes sufficient for

At the end of the Tuesday

THE SCHOOL BOARD

Gripe
Of The

apartments

dominiums next fall.
He said that the development is planned for a three

of them only two months ago,
have voted to leave the legal
voting age at 21.
Today Con -Con is scheduled to tackle less inflamatory

stitution by insisting lowering
the legal voting age to 18 in a
period when students are so
frequently resorting to violence and destruction of property to call attention to their

Tuesday.

has aroused concern from residents as well as the River
Trails District 26 School
Board.

some

School Board meeting, Supt.
Winston Harwood said that although the school district
owns property in that area it

linois legislature by State Rep.
Eugene F. Schlickman (R -Arlington Heights) that would
improve housing conditions
for migrant farm laborers.

According to John T. SheeNeighbors at Work

han,

(NAW) chairman, the group
will meet at 8 p.m. at -Crove
Junior High School, Ridge
and Elk Grove Blvd., Elk
Grove Village. All interested
persons are welcome, he said.

ploy

10

or more

seasonal

workers, the spokesman said,

while the new bill would extend legal protection to workers on smaller farms.

plans to support it.

According to a spokesman
for Schlickman, the proposed

law, House Bill 3451, would
bring Illinois housing regulations for employers of migrant laborers up to federal
standards. As amended, the
spokesman said, the bill would,

cover new housing constructed after Jan. I, 1971 and all
migrant housing after Jan. I,

sovioN

gusufts
SAYS
Admitting a mistake comes hard but it beats being caught at it.

1973.

REES

`County approval' -` standards differ for non-public schools
Non-public schools are -not
required to apply for state recognition. But if they want it,

By Jan Bone
Last in a Series

Part of the confusion when
people mention school standards comes because they may

not be talking about the same
thing.
For instance, there are currently three sets of standards
which are used in referring to
schools in The Day area.

ALL PUBLIC schools are
state -recognized

and

meet

they must meet standards of

bulletin 160 (s), an

I I -page

booklet issued by OSPI.
IN THE DAY area, -St. Via -

tor High School in Arlington
Heights, Sacred Heart of Mary
High School in Rolling Mead-

ows, and Notre Dame High
School for Boys in Niles all are
state -recognized. So is the Des

Plaines Christian School, an
elementary school.

fice of the Superintendent of
Public Instruetion (OSPI) in a

There is a third set of standards and a third term used in
referring to schools --county

62 -page bulletin.

approval. This -too is volun-

standards set forth by the Of-

tary --a school may apply for it
if desired.

ALL ROMAN

mentary and Secondary Edu-

cation Act, and in National

Catholic
elementary schools and Missouri Synod Lutheran ele-

Defense Education Act pro-

mentary schools in Chicago

COUNTY approval standards, according to Len Al-

and in suburban Cook County
are county -approved. This ap-

proval comes from the office
of Robert P. Hanrahan, county superintendent of schools.
A state -recognized or coun-

t ty approved school may take
part if it wants to, in existing
federal aid to educational programs: surplus foods, milk,
surplus property, foreign
change student programs; programs funded by the Ele-

grams.

bano, assistant county superin-

tendent and the man who coordinates non-public schools
for - Hanrahan, are somewhat

more flexible than those required for state recognition.
For instance, state recogni-

tion standards for non-ptiblic

schools call for both grade
school
high -school -teachers to hold bachelor's degrees

or their equivalent.
.

COUNTY approval standards also call for bachelor's
degrees for teachers. A teacher
with less than a bachelor's degree, less

than 15 years of

service in the school system,

and under 55 years of age
must

be enrolled

in

dards also discuss school calendars, recommended guidelines for curriculum, and
physical facilities. However,

timated cost: $29 million for

they are advisory standards

jects - non -religious subjects.

rather than minimum "you must -do" requirements.

some

institution of higher learning

This week, the question of

and working towards a degree.

standards becomes important

But if a non-public school

as state legislators debate state
aid
to non-public schools.
The Copeland purchase -of -services bill, which was passed by

teacher is over 55 or has more
than 15 years of service in the

school system, she does not
have to be so enrolled for her
school to gain _county approv-

-tl.

_

COUNTY approval stan4,

the House Tuesday, will give
state money to qualified non__ public -schools- at -the -rate -of-

$60 per elementary pupil and
$90 per high school pupil. Es-

the first year.

THE STATE will pay for
the teaching of secular subBut riding along on the
Copeland bill is an amendment

requiring non-public schools
to meet the same standards as

public schools if they want
state funds.

How the legislature handles
the standards] question 'may
well be the determining factor
in whether Illinois grants such

-- __aid_this year,

End of Series
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attend
emo fete

Elk Grove wpo to build
oewers fin adjacent area
Osaltetrard Crobb
Elk Grose Townslu
genial. a sewer system
unincorporated areas
township.

or-

Thu to s ash] p board of Ruth
tots expects to approve early in

she

June an ordimnce enabling

Hse

Grove Township to begin
issuing sewer permim The or-

Abortion, school aid
bills are defeated
Major issues before the IIlinois legislature ran into overhelming opposition Wednes-

Yam schools in the

1970.71

school year.

The abonion bills arc dead
for this year. They cannot be

The DS0 bills in the House
which would have liberalized
abonions in the state were debawd decisively.

introduced again until 1971.11
is

the fourth rear P. these

bills have been brought before
the legislature. Each rime they
have gathered a few more

The Senate Education Com-

votes.

mince poe strong es idencc

The House passed bills fa -

that there will be no public

wring public aid to private

funds voted for private schools
n 1900. The committee voted
against its version of the Copeland Bill passed in the' House

schools will now go to the Sen-

earlier in the week. Try top..

Wednesday. a Senate bill which

ate wham they will be put into
the same Education Commince that voted down

land bill would make available

would provide public aid to

more than 530 million to pri-

private schools.

Maryalyee Thomas. 44.. of

Salem.
Salem. Wis.. died Tuesday at

Heights. died TucsIli'sz at Holy
Family Hospital in
Des

Burlington Memorial Hospital. Burlington, Wis.
Survivors are four children.

Plaines.

Surcivon are her husband.
Alb en J.: three children. AJ.
III. Daniel J. end Theresa M.
of Prospect Fleights, her fa -

Annette Weber and George
Daudet of Arlington Heights.
Donald Dattilo of Mount
Prospect and Helen Stardy of
Burlington, Wis.. and nine
grandchildren.

Herr. 3. An ooh of Harlan. loss, and six boot hers. Oscar. Omer. Francis and Theo -

dare of Harlan. loth. Gerald
of Hawthorne. Calif. and

Visitation will be after 3 this
afternoon as Lauterburg and

Richard of Austin. Tex.
Visitation wall be after 3 ibis
afternoon at Oehler Funeral
Home in Des Plaines. Funeml
Mass will be said at 10 am. tomorrow at St. Alphonsus
Church in Prospect Heigths.
Burial will be Saturday in Mt.
Calvary' Cemetery in Davenport. lowa.

Oehler Funeral Home in ArEamon Heights. Services will
be hold tomorrow a, p.m. in
the funeral home chapel. Burial

will

be

in Mt. Emblem

Cemetery in Elmhurst.

Arrangements were made
Strang Funeral Homo in
Antioch.

Besides Stevenson those expected at the dinner being held

in the Arlington Towers Hotel
p.m. include Alan Dixon,
candidate for
emocratic
state treasurer, Michael J.

borders.
Unless the township accepts

Bakolis, candidate for state euperiotendent of schools and

this responsibility. there is no
way for builders in inco
rated areas to secureun sewer perpormits and hook onto the mains

Edward V. Hanrahan. Cook
County states attorney.

ALSO RICHARD ELROD
of Chicago, candidate for
Cook County sheriff this November,' George Dunne of

of the Metropolitan Sanitary
District.
Supemisor William Rohl-

township

Clarence R. Johnson, 77. of

208 N. Park Dr. Prospect

DeMocratic Organization.

over the development of sewerage facilities within their

to

notices

eight

. banks inviting them to send
bids for the anticipation warrants. The only bang which

Clarence Johnson

of the Wheeling Township

responsi-

.GEORGE R, Stage. Elk

whitened a bed was the Mourn
Pithoeed
rospect State Bank." ex

The trio-nere retention bash, on the Was Path site of the Mount Prospect Park DIshict, tune
much smaller pond Tuesday afternoon. after On sewer line that drains it was linked up with 66 inch sewer line that carries the water into Weller Creek. This draining trill allow further deepening
and enlarging of the basin to make a five -acre recreational lake with triple its former capacity, for
better flood control along Weller Creek'. (Photo by LeRoy Meyers).

West Park retention basin
sewer gine gink-up made

..,,, th,

hoard has
voted to accept the bid of she
Mount Prospect Slate Bank at

Is

per

cent

on

S170.000

worth of anticipation wrrants.
sot-masues.
bills are om,

he.,

ee,...

00710.03,-Ie.

of tho,,,,,, will ee.

able the township to operate
until funds from the taX levy
approved by the electors as she

p, Id ,,,,, ,,,,,c,i, bcor,,ff
+vilebie
c

Damage tractors
Vandals

A link -up was made Tues.

tendon basin sewer line and

The property, 23 acres in
was
purchased
for
5525.000 by the village of

66 -inch pipe that leads
from the basin into Weller

storm water after Is heavy rain,
then Meese it gradually over a
period of a few days to prevent

Mount Prospect and
the
Mount Prospect Park District,

flooding of properties down -

located southwest of

The contract with Rock
Road provides a two-year peri-

day betty

Creek and through the Mount
Prospect Country Club propThe work, being done by the
Rock Road ConstruCtiOn Co..
is designed to keep the basin

almost dry, while further excavation is done to make the
basin, currently two acres in
size at the surface, a five -acre
recreational lake.

thewt,

burettes at 306 E. Burr Oak
Dr,. Arlington Heights.

Day by Day

size,

and

Busse Rd. and ion nquist Blvd.

A 72 -INCH

Menus
Limon, Prospect, Elk G
Wheeling, Honey and Forest
View high schools in District

wiener in M bun. Vegetable

(one Choice): potato rounds.
applesauce, Salad (one chola

In adtion
0.0000 the

He is working as well as going to school and while he can afford an elaborate apart -

m. he can pay fora room.
He would film it to be in the
Harper District so that he can
complete' Me computer amine
he is taking.

The one to all to answer his
appear was Geraldine Cmby
of Palatine. Miss Cosby takes

can of her invalid sister and
doesn't have room in her home

for another. Her number

is

358-0554. One man called. He

galled back the next day and
withdrew his offer after he had
discussed the boy with his wife.

AND THAT WAS the only
It's easy to understand

all.

why the people with their prejf
udices showing not calling but
where are all those who preach
the brotherhood
of man?
Where are the ones who say go

into the community and give
love?. Isn't there anyone from
the numerous groups around
who ask understanding to help

really wry nice young man?

manager of the new Big John,

a different kind of non-hartiburger place on Rand Road
Big John held its grand openMg last night and Bill Hands.
e
u
oniv hone in pitch.
mg pan, was going to be
present and use a little of his
posing

basin

mime to

autoryaph

menus and things. Larry was
afraid that if the game went
into extra innings. Hill wouldn't
make the 6 to 8 p.m. date.

AS FAR AS it could he derterrnined from a bleacher view
the proceedings from Rand
and
and ThRB.s.
v. Yither
Hand or the free Cokes that
out the crowd. The
free Cokes with every sandwhich will continue throughout the weekend. You'll love
to

Scott Lebin. drama teacher
from Elk Grove High School.
will have a summer stock company that will open as soon as
school dos.. Thbin will be director of the summer theatre

which will be held as part of
the free tuition summer school

policy of District 214.

IHE HOLHS will be from

apple

drainage

from

S

"m°';',6010
apecy.

TIIE PLAN is

Lebin. a director as wallas a

musical
and a play, possibly a new vet,
sion of Spoon River. The short

with

aiay,

ben and Sullivan's Told The

e

i 17 S

borne by the villag and park
district, is a major
of she
park district's S2.4 million
master expansion and deveb
opment plan, approved by a
referendum vote favoring
bond issue on Feb. 22, 1969.

Vandals strike

to

retain

were

smashed

by

vandals

Monday night at a condom lion site at Lincoln School in
Mount

Prospect.

the

days ago by a state crew was
not sufficient.

Town Sanitary District

A check of the culvert that
runs diagonally under the intersection of Wolf and Euclid
Rds. found debris piled up as

cussed with John Glib., head
of the Illinois Division of Wu -

plate a term as Illinois hem.
era Alan Dixon is only 40 but
he has more than 10 years bi-

A log some 10 inches M diamotcr extended Boni the west
hank at least 10 fast into the
creek and was a major obstacle

at Northern Illinois Univep

JACK GILLIGAN, chair -

vember election have been to -

erne orfd'On%

able to win this November but
they will be bringing victories
at the polls to the Democratic
party for years to come." Win

parley set

fused by Marilyn's announce -

For those who were conon NBC-TV (Channel 5) that

Society will be at 8 p.m. May

her family moved them few

21 at the West Park fieldhouse,

weeks

651 Wolf Rd., Des Plain..
The progmam will feature a
slide presentation "Indian Artitams Collected by Members

Heights.

of the DPVmeetinGS.c

liquor taken

from

US... according to John Be,
Ulan, publicity chairman of
the society. The public' in-

at 2733 Mannheim Rd., Des
Plaines. Police said a try:full
of coins was left in the hallway.

vice-president,

The Mount Prospect Public
Library Board hue authorized
the porchate of stereo listen-

No flame. No smoke. No fumes. No
soot. No pilot lights. No hot-air flow.
No wasted heat. No clogged burner
holes. No...

to school

board

n'the' Board 'olcEdtininiotrat St
'
Catholic School in
hlount Prospect arm Vincent
s'

Pellmlieri, 541 N. 5t11 Av.. Des
Plain, Martha H. Kash,

All will serve thremyear terms.
Pellettieri, a parishione r at
St. Emily's (or six years, works
. a regional sales ...g er for

the Bellew°. Corp.

A member of the pansh for
five years. Al rs, Kash has been

adive in the Wome's Club.

Commonwealth Edison Company

Girl Scouts and C.C.D. classes
(Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine).

-played
Ws. Hutchings Bad.

to make the
final
Gladsone said that he does

01

ex

eguththe

1

rot

cool

and.

,tho oof

that thc board set that price as
M AMMO.

Car vandalized
Vandals slashed the radiator
and power -steering hoses and

hoard that she wants to he able

brury Board discussed a rocemended 55 increase in fee
for non-resident librory pusses

520 would be boa much. con-

to offer complete service to
non-residents without chug -

During less week's board meetins.

510.04 in 1.es

Library Systems. (NSLS) nocording to Librarian Mary Jo

home belonging to Wil-

that the

Emily's parish for row
amid half wars,

liam A. Hartmann, of 101 N.

increase would he
4discriminaimy" against the

Enterson Si,. Mount Prospect.

non-resident.

The SHAPED Look
Spring's Big Story

SubsorigRan roam 35 cents o

pays

approximately
the library

mg excessive rate5

.

She added that the Mount

Prospect Library now urn.

each year.

more than 20) non-resident

made by the Nonh &Wren

of Investigation and has been
in

sided. that ilw aventge red-

The recommendation was

Hutchings.
She said that the current
non -resident charge is 515 end

sent. Des Rainey Ill

eh,
the theatre. Registration can

She said that she believes the

IF THE nun -resident did

hemmers.

the total 520 as set by
NSLS. he would net be eligible
to use
systemS shared
auo-sided equipment. said
hot,.
Hutchings.
not

NSIS

is

an

imer-lihntiv

sharing system.
Mn. Hutchings

In discussing the fees. board

members considered offering
limitml privilege passes to non resident borrowers for S15 and
the

wee een the roittoeuppon the
crane, rigged with a dragime,

Cooke administrator of Catholic Charities of Chicago.
merle the presentation at a recent ceremony at the Charities' central off. in Chicago.

Among the objectives of the

problem at that point
tensified

by

the

is

obstacles

downetrearn, Gilligan said.
The real need, as Gilligan
sees it, would be the rebuilding
of the Soo Line culvert to more

ies?'

Also in attendance were
current Commander Bruck

than double the area of its

and nest Commanders Wil-

Gillett told Gilligan April
24' that the Soo Line culvert

openings (four in number).

liam Summers, Walt Neibuhr.
Henry Knosp, Wallace Burn.
Don Smith, Louis Mendonco,
Iry Rateike and Charles Med-

was

"inadequate," and

the

effect.
past

Gilligan said that if Gillotth

commanders

statement about the

letters is

'Ian on record" in a letter KO
the governor, it could be the

Ems Heidrich and committee
chairman Dick Halabrin plan-

later for legal action
against nth
Line, should
such an extreme measure be-

ned the evening's events.

come necessary.

basis

Prospect Heights park
may change fiscal year
Attorney for the Prospect

Heights Pu, District. dohn

throu
the township. Haas
said Hullo moncyfor the dis-

Haas. bas recommended that
the Pork Board change the fis-

trict is coming In much blower
than in preview( years.
March
and April are Ilw months when
11. Perk district's
summer
and ocumtas are slowed down

The 01.0. gsg, 11.
end on June

and the 1970begin

Sees id

11 the new

better

agesbut will

hopes of life the idealism and
enthusiasm which somehow

yar

M. figured ono

T. receipts for the year's

faxcal

year will end Merch 31.

expenditures should he re wives! by that time he said.
Haas told the larord that toe
would present a recommended

1971.

ntiraculously take root in each
nevi generation.

He explained that with the

"This was anpsuent in Oho

short fiscal .year the
homege
dct's

themes depicted on the posters

entered in our recent contest.
The children seem to understand that we are, indeed, our

budget would be in
M 553.000.
With all tax eollectihns going directly to the county

Thoth,. reaper."

treasurer

rather than

budget within the next me
months and that the district
will have until September 30 to

submit their tax levy for the

sonic

new year.

bron made.

SCHOIIARVI
-

V4IN.A"FREE"2:11,1EEK'I
MICKEY,. OWENS
,

.r":

OR GLEN...13,ECIEf1

HERE'S HOW YOU CAN WIN

mart,

Newssnd Nue. 10 ens

434SEB PA.
MO',717;'or'e77TrOa1;:'

,

(g(1(fl 0/1)
SEIIRO/

/

1E40 the Cal s Roast Beef Restaurant mar
v. you and regi .ter in our Baseball Contest

There will be 12 Winner, In each area be
Breen Tlay&July 1970 6Weincrsi ill rem me
schelorslup le McVey Oven., Baseball
School
sou n

fora

.

week clu.lon In Minor MG

a. 6 (Inners yell semi a one

week permit at the Glenn BeCker1 s Day
Scheel neare .t you ScholmsMps do not in
elude transocrtallon cost or pocket money
Sommers Boys learn how to play baseball
ram the Pros
play at least 2 Barnes a
day
Peals,' Today You could be our 1st
Winner,

Free Cubs Baseball natures with each our
chase Buy Cub Posen Sou terns Caps Au
tographod Balls, etc. All at Reduced Price,
All Boys 8.14 Years of Are are Eligible

4 GREAT SANDWICHES
Starts like your oar

LEARN REAL ESTATE IN 4 NIGHTS

Bring the Family - There's
Something for Everyone!
mole

'BOTANY' 5006
Shope commands the fashion mtention of tuck, and the
greatest thing that's happened to shaped clothes is the
arrival of 'Botany 500,' "Personality Patterns." Stripes,
plaids and window panes in op cool Baroolite demon &
wool topcoats. Come In today and.let us show ybe all the
great shapes and patterns slykd for your spring ward.

Hot Dogs Steamed in Beer
Imported Holland Ham sandwich.
For information on

411'ay0 Fast and Friendly Service. W

robe.

1225 S. Elmhurst Rd.
trrigrtiqod:rVOVIFurnlinn teti'd'c'is'nro!fr
Ram write:old

Mat MUM EDUCATION CORP.
51110 N. Dearborn 5, Net DM
ngr

.

.

Roast Beal-U. S.

With o Key

Pram, Nawla 1970-tea Tors,Quely

o Butterfly Shrimp
et Roast Beef Sandwich

information.

.

Prem. Trashy, AM IPA NAN
Mch engine, features a as" wIndlansel
housing culling unit that [loots to avoid
scalping. The cutting unit can he WSW

detached wout took. This Prank,

956-0565

1051

The bright new ideas are Electric:

chieory, Bamboo., oreolt

ALL THIS FOR ONLY

1440 MINER ST.

FM, OWNS ROOM OR CARRY OUi

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

Beef,

d Tastes, served

9,00 un.

Ham g Swiss-Belted Hem, topped with
Melted Swiss

enease one touted Sesame

Rye Ben.

PA=

Ranch nog - 'me Beef Hot Bogs.

3 speed gear transmission, extra *le
traction tires, rack and Olen

$49860

a foam rubber bade s eat and me,

That's $130.00 off

Cats
ROAST REEF

thing you could ever want inn a line oar.

Open Monday & Friday Evenings
p

on a toasted Sesame

tractor Wash permanently lubskaluid

STAPLETON HARDWARE
fig C. E. Co.

...Tasted
Crdned Beef-Lean

SPRING SPECIAL

tor. II regularly sells ter $479,,

Carry -Outs, Too

B. A. Choice

stacked high on a toasted Sesame Bun

You Gel All This:

22 E. No thwest Hwy.
827;6291
Des Plaines,

'628°°

I

I

1

he

promired to write a letter to
Gov. Richard Ogilvie to that

Les Haseman.
Senior
Vice -commander

May 31. The new management
of the park was declared that to

SUMNIER STOCK

rainstorm of early April 30,
makes it apparent that the

which was granted a
charter April 7, 1925, are lo
maintain and extend the fn
Mentions of American Freedom and to preserve and defend the United States of
Americo from all her enem-

world. one of the sustaining

the Arlington
Park Race Track on Sunday.

rained out yesterday and that
was Larry Granucci. Larry is

The mixt structure or slow
point upstream of the bend is
the Euclid -Wolf culvert. The
rapid accumulation of
or debris
there as water levels
to normal after the intense

post,

remind us of the seemingly insurmountable problems of the

right over to

ONLY ONE
There was only one prawn
praying for the Cubs to get

dossed near the bend, as it is
tow, .by debris that piles up as
hat point.

520. hut no final decision has
told

RACE FROM CHURCH
You can race from church

be Community Day and local
resident will be invited to view
the horse races free. moot will
also be attractive special
events and only suburbanites
will be invited.

Row of water would not In

mwsmf

TO o 5 II411) Vr5
HI

/

Gillen and
officials my that
straightening the bend would
prevent aortic accumulation of
debris upstream because the

other

present werelwk Miller, Clarence Niebuhr, Ken Heide and

sulmofour first poster milted.
While the media constantly

The Mount Prospect Li-

GILLIGAN,

Gillou said he thought this
could be done if the ground

Monsignor
Ceoke said.
"We at Calholie Charities
were very pleased with the re-

Library board discusses
hike in non-resident fees

Boyle works as a special stole the radiator ma off a car
agent for the Federal Bureau Tumday night in the driveway

60016.
771

Veen uSAW for

respluele in the passibility et.
Mount Prospect Fire Inspector Stu MeK Mop 01100100 n
determining the
or the fir...hat destroyed the rear ',edema/ of the home belonging to C. W.
Cohan, 313 McArthur, Moon, Prospect. Firemen estimated the damage at $2,5011.

'The board discussed various
types of cabinets that could be
used to house the unit and op pointed Mrs. Hutchings and
board niemiter John Gold stone

straightened.

for her entry in the first Cathofie Charities' poster contest for
diocesan school students.
Monsignor
Vincent
W.

The unit will allow four per -

long, although considembly lower than 40 feet even
when in use, Gilligan said.
feet

about 60 feet *stream of the
Soo Line 0010001 should ho

able 11.1.0111111d aspecial gift

sons to use the mister at the

Newly elected menthers of s,eh:°, and Mw r'°"6,

right-angle bend in she creek

Other

Cord Janoska. 17 E. Palatine Rd.. Prcepect Heights, on
eight grader at St. Alphonsus
School. has received honor-

low any equipment more shots

15 feet high under the lino.
The boo, on the 00000 is 4,

ar.

gets mention
in coolest'

Librarian Mary Jo Hutch-

.

vision.

Hoist, Emil Sporlcdcr, Edwin
With and Ed Pohlman.

8th grader

with cost not to exceed 5800.

""''.C.;ool.,0r,00i,

creek could be cleaned up by
emes from the

nom William Genrich, Paul

Post 1337 were at the celcbra-

ing center unit for the library,

directly over the bend in the

tensays, which spots along the

The Mount Prospect VFW

and

earphones.

pat, and Walter A. Boyle. 102

Would you be happy with an electric
range? Yes-yes.

for remrvalitms
more information.

.0484

which will be used with step
co tape unit and four sets of

N. Elm St., Mount Prospect.

Itt

Former members me invited to attend and should
phone Wes Pinch& at 259-

ings has been directed to pm chase the basic stereo unit.

Elected

, gu A quo,. hugut

end

club's

not be obtained from Cone
monwealth Edison Co. to
mow the crane below the con,
pengds high
voltage power
lines. which are located almost

(PHOTSD), on April 24 dis-

Post 1337 celebrated its 451h

District VFW Commander Al
Honig; VFW National Director of Special Events Scotty
Mitchell;
Mount Prospect
Fire Chief Edwin Haberkamp
and Mount Prospect Police
Chief Newell
motel.
Five charter members of

officers of Toastmasters International and the club hos been
cited for numerous honors in
the annual District 30 competition.

used for she clean-up work,
However, permission could

Old

marks 45th anniversary
dinner and dance attended by
WOOFml
honored gueM, inchiding Mount Prospect Mayor Robert Teichert.
Other guests included: 4th

Library Board approves
purchase of stereo unit

$1,128 cash,
Three cases of whiskey valued at $278 and 1850 in cash
were stolen yesterday morning
fro the Cave Inn Restaurant

vited.

have served as arca and district

'SONY Godwin, will give a pre'sentation on the club history.
Chartered on hot 14,1954,
the blount Prospect Tonstmas'Mrs Club has provided speak cis
civic affairs and for

Prospect

North
American Indians were the
original rookhounds in the

prehistoric

ee
special mting
to lm held at
7:30 m pot the Mount Pros-

"the

she was from Barrington 041115,
ago

various mmpitigns conducted
by non-profit orranications.
Several members of the dub

Heights

VFW Post 1337 dinner
anniversary April 75 with a

The Mount Prospect Toastmaster's Club will observe its
16th anniversary May 18 at
pect Co untry Club, 600 SecGwen. Mount Prospect.

mans when she was introduced

The next meeting of the Des
Plaines
Valley Geological

that "the

mark founding

Illinois Junior

Illinois Junior Miss Marilyn
Raeder was eliminated from
contention for America's Jun.
Ion Miss before the finals last
night M Mobile, Ala.
The national title wee won

Scholl, Fre. R. Reese, Ed MM. tied Clayton Mgr:AL Holding a hoop is Louie.
Velesco and prelendbm to pull the wagon are Vern McMurray dell) and Walter
Dryjeneld (right). (Photo by LeRoy Mayen)

Toastmasters

McCabe.

by Koren Stenwall of Phoenix.
Aria.

they have collected to show

The Limo Club of Mount Prespeelle glindually accumulating an msortment of
aoliques and various other item to he auctioned off al the annual Village FaieJnly
2 to 5. Gathered at the home of Me nottiim chairmen, Clayton Meyer, a1714 N.
..Dryden, Arlington Sleights, are Lions: (back war left to right) Peter Tsolinos, 1.1f.

and experience.

Geological
Society

At the
g, members of
the society will offer evidence

to the free flow of current.

"They provide the Democratic ticket with both youth

to make finals

offices to be filled at the No-

is completely
blocked m all of the openings.

sity," explained McCabe.

Prospect

Gilligan told Gillou that n

nority whip for the Democrats
in the Illinois Senate. Al.
though Dr. Bakalis has not run
for state office previously, he is
an outstanding administrator

Miss fails

that our candidates for all date

strcture.
The stream

SEN. DIXON IS now mi-

ing Township
committeeman.

2This will be the first time

of the bur openings of this

lure.

of Arlington Heights, WheelDemocratie

for as 15 feet back (upstream)

peds= M the state leglehp

Rd. Arlespon Ileiglas. It USN,

Trucking, led by Gordon Herrison. They're local high-,

be made at Elk Grove High

being

Cock oleandp job done 10

the three are experienced in Illinois government.
"Stevenson served in the
legislature and will soon COM

e an

Gent.

town U.S. moil Nix. SIM o

schoolers.

cost,

ful in recent years, but two of

Nuoor

will be a plavevery night. It is a
lore] 'ynungsters

project

the Cook County Board of Tax
Appeals.
The party leaders will be introduced by James L. McCabe

man of the MCDOnold Creek
Improvement committee of

Mend

week Nome degrued. Our of

100

The

is

111S1NOSFFCI DAY

will two woks of the
eforhise
'ee,

ing of the slopes of the basin
and large portions of the 23 acre park site, and replace mem of the topsoil.

Tax Appeals, and George M.
Keane. incumbent member. of

An inspection Friday Indicated that the McDonald

The

an schools in District 23:
Corned beef hash or pi
casserole on a bun. Californi
salad, toffee bar. milk, bread
and butter.

those different man size sandwishes. Oh yes, and that bean.
tiful rock and roll was made by
a combo called, Barrington

new, advanced and exciting

basin, considerable grads

Chicago, Democratic candidate seeking reelection as president of the Cook County
Board of Commissioners: Hate
ry Sernrow of Chicago, candidate for Cook County Board of

candidates are the ridtkyoulle..

through Frlder, by nor ,

ested adults.

feather hapa. 40

sold McCabe

1515 black Ho Moon. P.m'

rolled wheat cookies.
To be served Friday in May
Arthur, Muir, Ross and Su111.1

dohs

erne of

An acre-foot is

grape.

published

include removal of topsoil,
thepbasin,
deepening, and enlarging of

Fifty to sixty cement blocks

wale one foot deep.

berry pie chocolate brownie.

,op, of the frog colon There

the

trios (in Arlington Heights).
and other drainage from along
Golf Rd.
When finished the lake is
Ver.ecdreofelrLf.a Tait...Inn= of.

lime. diced
peaches. Hard roll and butter.
milk.
Available desserts: pear
halves, baked custard. blue.

6 to 10 p.m. each weekday
ning. Anyone interested who is
21 or younger can take advan-

Win b charge for all inter -

re-

from a 48 -inch
sewer line, that mils along the

fruit juice, tossed salad. cola-'
slaw, molded: raspberry. pine,

By Catherine O'Donnell

pipe

ceives

214,

Nobody called

ately in need of a place to stay.

sewer

drains the subdivision
south of Golf Rd', discharges
into the south end of the basin
which is near Golf Rd.

Weller Creek Drainage Pis-

To be served Friday in

Stream.

Od for construction. This will

that

receives

Main dish tone choice):
chili, cheeseburger in s bun,

A few days ago this
contained an hem about a
black youth who attends Harper Junior College and is are.
demi. Ily a star. He is desper-

is

north ttde of Golf Rd. and

the

tractors, and poured
amount of dirt down

the West Park re-

the

wring
Monday' morning from two
tore

Inspection finds debris buildonp
still blocking McDonald Creek

Whechng Town

candidates Is &anguished to
state and Cook County many ways. Asa group the

leaders of the Democratic early will corm to Arlington
Heights Friday 000010g to attend the annual dinner -dance

bility at the end of 1969. directing the towns/tiro to take

he 5.8 Der cent.

Pa

Headed by Adku Stevenson.
the

THE SANITARY District

wingof Mount Prospect reported Wednesday that Elk Drove
Township will
issue
an.
timpationg warrants to tenter
operational funds far the cont.
tag year. The interest rate will

19 0

T fa sil

"OUR TICKET OF nets

!silky for developing sewers ystems in the unincorporated
areas of Cook County.
this

in

gather

dap

Gnove Township clerk. sent

Obituarfie@
Maryalyce Thomas

By Richard Grubb

&nano. n now hang written.
The Metropolitan Sanitary
District previously issued per111115
and took the responsi-

discontinued

TI1E DAY

VISIT ri3,1-a TODAY
LEE & OAKTON
DES PLAINES
Sun. thru Thur. 11 AM to 10 PM
Fri. & Sat. 11 AM to 11 PM

PH. 827-5246

smestemesematembtetengema.

aorart.rde.r,,9.2

sea' NW..

One day at a time

By Ron Swann

to say, as they shake tick
heads sadly, that anyonewho
has dandelions in Sllell profu-

My lawn is the worst in the
'neighborhood. It has been for n
of years. It probnbly
always will be. Not that I don't
try everything to change iL Its
that nothing" sems to work.
Others seem. find a way to

Even with all that help in

E HORTICULTURAL

.solving the problem, I still
can't seem to get rid dilly dam
delions. As I gaze down the

profession is as modern en can

at the beautiful loots of

be. 'They say they have pills.
sprays and other products that
will kill any weed. Not for my

'my neighbors, I'm apt to
choke up. I feel sad that I'm
go,-,hugni.

lawn, they don't. They may

id Odd of yellow. don't even
sleep well at night. I hope my
neighbors understand that its
not through lack of effort that
my lawn looks as it deo. Ey.
eryone should know I've tried.

THngo.

get rid of their dandelions. I

cang prove ic but Pm fairly
meta in they transplant them to

my front yard. 1 buy most everything recommended to get
rid of dandelions. They eat it
up as if it was vitamin

helps. That's the kids. The
ones going to kindergarten

Neighbors thee been known

N romvd on the sidewalk on
Saturday, just to gaze in awe
at the yellow field I have for

collect their daily supply of
dandelions for the teacher

I molly have.

from my Inv.. The third and

EVEN MY lawnmower coatomics with the dandelions.
the lawn is In full
I gel my trusty n
cv it upend Mtge

fourth graders roll and tumble
on it, and this presses a few y

a lawn. each one off. hie

-

low demons out of the wa
The ones in junior high toe

aJuice on hole to solve the
problem. They've been known

as a baseball and football fiel

)3D1

Hist

s hole in the ground for stor-

dream.ori

turned a deaf ear to the appeals

age of water. They need to be
preserved for posterity, and a

of the senior citizens and the
Historical Society. These two

"Charles, how long has it been since WE ran in slowmotion through a green meadow?"

are in desperate need of
finual
groups aid if they are to

!Unction properly and achieve

their worthwhile goal.
Let's

Map Publication5
"givais Nn.

have been struggling with a
dream of putting Mount Pros pmt on the map of America's
heritage. They have been col Inning and accumulating his-

eIl.ln, nr hy olno) )frolossl,fen

Vie

nednin

narlIce rnol.intrgrin ."

torical items dating back to the
days when this whole area was
in impenetrable wilderness,
and Mount Prospect was born
se an Indian or trappers' comp

Marshall Field III
Thursday: May 14,1970

or a small trading post at the
very ado, of the trail which to-

John E.Stant../Ertiturerm/PubMgog

Miami&

Al

talk first about the

Historical Society.
This group of civic -minded
and highly, dedicated citizens

day we call Rand Rd.
'These historical articles and

lllll Ifinann. I Vi..Prosilleni

the names of the people who
pioneered in the founding of

R. N. Poem, larealailiin 111

Mount Prospect centuries ago
may be "a heap &garbage" to
the

politician_ But to
the members of the Historical
Society, to the lovers of thia
village and to all historically
minded people duty are price -

DOCTOR SAYS

Lab research continues
On antiviral remedies
Virtue. continue to he the
most common
or ininos disease no
in spite of the
act ill& Vila:1E10 lO prevent
nomy of them are available --a Minos. rabies. influenza.
mumps.
measles;
German

p01111111,1ili and yet-

ow lever.

o

ler.. a substance produced hy
your body to increase your reastance to viral infections, has

bleanwhile. workiog on the
imd

found.

Amantudine

modification of

Oman,

it.

211 good. 26 excellent

Antal, ion Conde Page

tind

it

1

helped elect

you: ...payer I pay your
salary as do the rest of the tax-

/Myers in Illinois, You
Pe rcy.

Mn.

work for us! You arc
not ...your own man- 'LI you
chose to think. The people and
taxpayers of Illinois deserve
more consideration from you.

Because you are not opposed I

taking defense spend-

ing our of Illinois and transfer Log it to the states of Washintton, indiana and Kentucky,
the people and taxpayers of II I

immix will lose and continue

we for 15 years or more. Iliey
become

white.. spots due to n small
too air betwcon Me nail
bed and the nail. This is the resalt of imperfect development
of the titsn it eerges from
its
ant,ehis is in no
sene
d if you are
self-conscimis about it, a little
nail polish will help.

PLUS EXTRA

I

As a wrier

know of no way of
P..9695. them but, if them

turn white!
A - Nuns often

an

you have not elicited en an-

health.

cause skin infection.
- What causes my nods to

using all croon of these letters.

;se

let's look briefly ot the

plight of the Extensioneers,

the senior citizens of Mount
Prospect. If not for the generosity of the Community Presbyterian Church, which donates space and facilities for
their weekly meetings, they
would be left opt to wither
along the wayside. Yet they are
the people who in their younger years have contributed

heavily a. ungrudgingly

the growth and devekimmnt
of tile village.

than four hours a week to heat
-

them into shape. They need
pace op an and execute
their programs. And it is a civic duty of our village administrators to help them to realize

that dream. To tell them that
"we can't help you because we
have no money available" is a
sort of civil discrimination.
The facts
and out clearly;

younger groups in our village
are treated otherwise.
There always has

been

enough money in the village
coffers for widening streets for
the motorists, building and

maintainingparks,play.
grounds,' swimming pools for
the younger set. But when and

Will la, S307 per pupil per

ycar that the federal governs
lent pays the local school dis.
ricts for educoting the chitdren of federal employes. They

will lose the state income lax

ferred out of state also their

economy. But most of all, the
Defense Department under
the guise of economy can
spend 61 million dollars to

seat up an activity and trans-

fer its functions clsewhand
say to the Mxpayers. "We are
doing this to save you 1.4 million a year.- This is like burn-

ing down your home to use
the fuel bill.
I think, sir, that you hod better reconsider your desire to
"be your own nun" and think
of the people who elected you
and sent you to Capitol Hill as
heir representative. We demand that you get behind Sen.

Smith and Reps. Collier and
Erlenborn and push for a re-

marble slab. Soon a stick
would be insated and the child
would select one to savor.

don-

ns, I have plenty of time

Dorothy, anil she loved to
watch the lollipop making. As
abeam up, she learned the art
of making them for her family
rind friends. When she mar-

Urges residents
to wait -and -see

Row upon row or treats doom shiny tams al a recent North-

on housing plan

nipt Suburban Manufacturers' Ay.. products show at

Editor:
Al the Dec. 5 hooting conference at the Mount Prospect
Holiday Inn, the conclusion
the by the resuce
and people
who participated
the program was that high land costs
and restrictive zoning codes
male it unlikely that any modcrate

-

and

-

or low

-

in-

come housing would be Will
in the northwest suburbs in
the foreseeable future.
What has suddenly hap.
lw.d in regard to the Viatorian land in
Arlington

Heights? Certainly the Viatorians cannot afford to give
the land away or cum to sell it
a greatly reduced price con.
pared
current land values in
the area. They have substantial

obligations to the older menu
bees of their order
the

well as for

education ofas the young

inembers. 'They have no Social

Security or pension benefits of

any kind at pre cm

In addition. the Arlington
Heights

'toning

"Plan
Hoard

Commission.
and Village

are not going to approve
ony
any plan unlbss it is going to

desire

s sevices.

Until tether Yfiatorians

examine, it seems pointless fur

ton Heights residents Would be

proud to live in.

.,

This bill, introduced by Representative Edith Green of

Oreg, -.Wuld

extend and
amenond severoal laws relating 10

postsecondary education, e
tablish a Department of Edo' 'cation and Manpower, and
proviprovide
de for control of
on campuses. Section

105 of the 'bill would, in ad -

-a

.7,127fEllann :Pm Me IVO '

sex to Title VI of the
ght Act of I964,

Civil

1.1 LYN:

The chicago

BR family Place
for f ood and Fun

Featuring
GIANT BURGERS
NONET.FRIED CHICKEN

vors: lemon strawberry (pink),
orange, lime, wild cherry (medium red), grape, mild peppermint (blue) and raspberry (dark
pops are produced on special
The pops are molded in aniflower and whimsical

needed facties and furnishings. I. think that the Exten-

LA-redlco'SUMTIlaso

5

make pretty pieces,. said Mn.

The story of how the Drakes

year the subject w "American Furniture. Federal Period,

this bill beginning April 13 before the Special Subcommittee
on Education, chaired by Mrs.

Plans for the armeel couples',
party May 23 will be con.
plated. Barger workshops will
be scheduled for the summer

Achieve-

complete study paper on an unnuully assigned subjasect. This

professional employes.
Hearin s have been held on

estw-

Founder's

ment Award n given to the
chapter submitting the most

the

Equal Pay Act of 1963 to executive, admioistrative and

the

PALATINE, 1:L
358.3232

BENSENVILLE
1116 1,t

0

rf If

-

B4NFBWIIIF, Ill

squaresiare /Mr sale.

Dorothy and Donald Drake
work a six -day week. 10 to 12

hem a day, to keep up with
the demand Mr their lollipops.
When a special or seasonal order has to be filled, they also
work Sundays and holidays.
Although theirs e u swim bum mess to be in, when it comes 10
hard vont. it dun have its
sticky moments.

'

backed by en act of Conan=
giving it authority to preserve
historical sites. Contributions
.to and restoration of many
such sites include

Indepen-

The paper hum to be written,
-

during the period of

June,

1969 through March I, 1920,
with minimum length of 500
THE AWARDS wtlLhe for molly made in the near.Nture
ro chnpter presidents, Mrs. Ed words. Salt Creek Chapter.
and
Mrs.
Robert Haugh.
Scrimshaw Chapter.

The individual groups are
ddlicated to the study and pre-

servation of American hetitage and online. ..
Mr, Chat
Chas Stedelman of

Dorothy Drake, proprietor of Dorothy's Candy Kitchen, displays two of her popular pops, a rhino,
one of her African Animal lollipops and the oversize Funny Face. Dorothy and husband Donald Drake
createall the recipes and molds for the lollipop factory.

Arlington Heights. associate
member of Scrimshaw and a
member of the newly formed
Albert Volz Chapter, also at -

Resurrection auxiliary
to install new officers

ended the convention.

Page 5

Resurrection Hospital Auxiliary members will install offi-

rder. If time llows.
Alumnae interested in attending either the meeting or
the couples party may contact

.Restaurant. 1050 Oakton. Des

nuend directors at their anl spring luncheon Tuesday.

May 19..al the Seven Eagles

Martha Sherwood -Womans Editor

Monday, May 4,1970

,

101/E111111Innnng

By Frances Altman

year again for area Presbyteflon swollen as they make final 'plans for the Chris Town

Fair, May 14 through Th, a

RD.

benefit for Christopher House.
a settlement house at 2507 N.
Grilenview in Chicago.
The fair has become a tradition in the conity, celebrating the areas thversity.
Ricks, games, bargain booths.
entertainment and authentic
national foods arc standard
pans of the festivities, general-

people. residents of the community as well as suburban

Among the many booths

FAST

sl

I

SERVICE
I

1
t!

northwest suburbs are again participating
In the Chris Town Fair an annual benefit
for Christopher Housi a settlement house
established by .he Presbytery Mrs John

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
^I

,

'brittle and old-hishioned anise

ning chapters, included entries
from among the 400 chapters
throughout the United Stoma
Questers, Inc. is a nation.'
antiquing organization that is

ly attended by about 3,000

CENTRAL IL kW. HWY.
MT. PROSPECT

tory outlet at 114 W. Perk
Elmhurst. There, too, panel

the engraved names of win-

041/1109tOOODOOOSI94000900011(191/0¢190990000vtigyn

412 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

pope caught mat once. and
today rhino, giraffe, lion and,

Although Dorothy's Candy
Kitchen is a wholesale budIfic pops may Ite found in
many Chicago and suburban
shops or at the new retail fac-

dence Hall and The White

PHONE

INC

whcn the Drakeis returned
animal
home, The 'mild

United States and Canada.

Award, a silver plate Irwin'

Presbyterian women throtihrlt the :

FREEZER MEATS

shapes of African animals, un
promptly, implemented

ididea

for it anne front all over the

Michigan and lowa, with. Il-

friends.

COURTEOUS BONDED ROUTEMEN WITH
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
' SERVICE AS EARLY AS 7 A.M.

.Drakes mold lollipops in the

announceMent.

One such was given to a podiatrist. who quickly !roomed
its possibilities for his profession. Since then, the pop has
hem displayed at Mot specialists" conventions, and orders

linois Dust Collectors Chaptern
of Springfield receiving a
honorable mention.
The competition for the
Founder's Achievement

Dragon

RAND A DUN E

friendship began. It wan Joy
Adamson who suggested the

unique birth

petition were from Colorado,

months. Some work will be
done on projects for the bo-

0027 for further details.

not a problem. Living in u remote spot, the Adamsons yet
Those intrepid
few
ones willinvisitors.
g to make the Nurtrey are warmly welcomed. A

ANOTHER litvorite is a
small pop in the shape of a
foet. mode to be toed us a

The winners of the National

DRIVE-IN

WE min.
OUNtintS

especially

inhabited country
whem the Adancomi nuke

the best-selling in their line.

Quester's yearbook com-

LET THE PROS DO ALL OF YOUR LAUNDRY AND
a DRY CLEANING AND TAKE A HOLIDAY
WITH

766-6750

try. There are so many orders
for this pop that it is necessary

business.

at

r`", 'AVE,

are cat shows around the coun-

like to

t

766-6750

with bright yellow candy eyes
delight children, but the largest coStomers for these swats

shapes. .1

s I%

'AMER 1.1 MIA an

Special occasion pops, such
as heart -shaped Mother's Day
designs, are seasonal items.
Large gaily -tinted cat pops

the hobby blossomed into a

v°=i="a"ii=l

room

their camp.
Arranging to meet them wan

to pour the cat mold in ovary
Mph of pops.

the most convenient
"DRIVE-IN" in town!

Lan

sparsely

clown pops, ore booboo and
also popular gift items, with
their edible message, .1 love

mal,

Ifs that busy Mee of the

IN UMW Plan for TOM ma TM
8832 W. DEMPSTER

n`:.

their big brothers, extra -large

for the sweets,. however. that

STEAK LOIN
(BEEF HALF

"Funny Face" lollipops and

driver to hansport them through the wild,

GIStomers.

Plaines. The luncheon meeting will begin with cocktails at
Being installed for a ssond

Chris Thwn Fair is a traditional benefit

Cocktails

DES PLAINES, ILL
298.4848

experienced

Mn,. John Hannibal at 394'Iris will be workmeeting..

SHRIMP
FISH N. CHIPS
TENDERLOIN STEAK SANDWICHES

St. George

Northwest

The

Commission:

,

Suburba,,) Alumna, Chapter
of Alph Xi Delta will meet at
8 p.m.'hlay 20 in the home of
Mrs.. ponald Landover. 2332
tt Sr.. Arlington
a
Height's. Co -hostess 'is- Mrs.
Simonsen of Glen -

power of small

rder, as are some 30 other
newts.

when she returned from the
national convention held hat
wick in Philadelplua.
The Scrimshaw Chapter of
Mount Prospect won second
place and will be presented
with a special certificate of

criminations under the jurisdiction of the Civil Rights

GOOD FOOD,DRINI(
'ALPHA' X1 DELTA

lull -time workers. The Drakes
exhibited their lollipops at the
Northwest Suburban Manufacturers' Show at the 011am
Inn recently.
Tne lollipops they produce.

grandmother's recipes and developing new ones of her own.

Award. Palatine resident MM.
Robert Edwards. president of
Illinois Qucsters. announced

delete the exemption of educational institutions in the employment of persons In
"educational activities" (largely teachers and professors):
-add sex to the dis-

PrisittrrrtgittVfir
eral
assistance.
resented. from Wind!.

the

K

Priced closer to the pocket -

redl. Root beer and licorice

Founder's Achievement

-amend Title VII of We
Civil Rights Act of 1964 lo

-emend coverage of

in

They now employ four other

ried, she continued to make
them as a hobby, using her

The Salt Creek Chapter of
Qualms has received do

Sorority news

solve the problem of finding a
suitable home, doing some
remodeling
and
installing
sioneers would do the leg work

19701.'.

velopment of these 40 °cr.
would result in a subdivision
that greet numbers of Arling-

An bin of special interest to
wome which is pending in the
United ,States Concreas is

H.R. 16098 (Omnibus Pos.
secondary Education Act of

acceptable proposal for the de.

/1$

mediate needs of the Historical

A senior citizens
center rnay be opened on a
rental basis: This would re

I

the people nearby to get all..
cited. I would assume that any

.047.2PAND'itortai)n9

But the inflated village budget
holds them back from acting.
I
q
e
now the Im-

program.

ap-

prove the use olltheir land for
some kind of a development
and come forth with a specific
plan which the residents can

Ar/1171r131:11111rmaMNWIR
17115111111

to help those groups.

Society. But in the case of the
Extensioncers, no large sum of
money is needed to start the

Education bill
prohibits sex
discrimination

enhance the fltractiven.s of
that particular part of the vit.
lag, and not put undue bur.

Arrving

other wild animal Idlipopi arc

Local questers
receive national awards

opatent for such a parcel of
land. Surely, these good fig.

Rudy' HUfitcha

//YAM t

Kitchen.

they did just that.

as much as $4.

Drakes rented a Landenya.Rover
and engaged the services of an

Friends created such a demand

Circle gill assortments ore all products of Dorothy's Candy

Board must recommend map.
prove any proposed devek

dens on

the

O'Hare Inn, The Funny Face, Clown, and wild animal peps lined
up for inspection behind the glamorous Daisy Chicle and Garden

keys, a collie and cats as house

tulip pops and other spring, pets. Reading Joy Adamson's
flower shapes. The daisy circle book "Born Free" awakened
is a sampling of flavors in a
in them a desire to visit Africa
rainbow of daisies. An moo and meet the famous couple.
Mous daisy pop may retail for When vacation iimc arrived.

MOST OF THE pop art

in candy

are crystal clear, in jeel-one
colors and eight regular fla-

The little girl's name was

Society and the Emensioneers'
needs. I believe they cherish a

ersal of the order to close and get the estimates if the
Neoel Ordnance Station, For mayor and the board of
trustees would give them cerPark, and the other activitain .surance to go ahead.
t ies in Illinois.
Anton Dvylis
Donald D. Clippinger
'

of the candy to cool on

pops Is m colorful as the sweets

making.

Hs wife

When the mixture reaches
the right consistency, Grandmother would pour out circles

for what has a dollar been

riel...ring hother a sagging

recent

swer from you.

appmronce bothers you very
much, you should have a doctor remove them aseptically.
Doing it yourkelf iS likely to

Make an many four len& or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition. find the word

pe

sioncers have too many irons
in the fire: they need mom

grams'and registered Inters to

mgbu
A - Dime whIleheads are
commonly found around the
eyes. They will not affect your

TNLIIEOIVI

lage, history. Then, how can
the village's administration afford t0 say, "We can't help

lage mayor and the board of
tr,tees are not aware of the
importance of the Historical

ieular.

pricking the spots hot this only
irritates my skin and makes it
sore. How can I get rid of the
spots and keep her, from

Hideaword

honored in the pages of the vil-

for 1.285 employes to be trans-

Station in Forest Park in mir-

am using SAM MIST but it
doesn't help. Eve even hied

It shows great pnimise but

citizens center." Thea atm-

neceaary to
eye, The tuna, of emu,. write you publicly.
My tele.

spots seems to be increasing.

.

come true would be highly

liged to purchase our horrictin
an action of this nature.
They will lose the money
spent here in Illinois for mate-

Q I hove milia around my

been studied for several years.

and

IN MY opnion it is noble
dream. Translated into words,
it reads: "We want
senior

Public Law 59-754 Seition
1013. the government it Bb-

triumphs of ',dig,

and severe reactions following

Mount
people who acted and helped
the Histoncal Society's dream

opposition to the closing of defense establishments in Illinois. the Naval Ordnance

kiwi 111 days.
Methismone Will 111/0f1
smallpox in unvaccinated persons and may eventually make

mein of heron of the cornea

the

reaI estate taxes because under

commercially. Other drugs um
being investigated arid, if sue comm,
con,mme mother

Another
!Swan) is elTectim in the heat

Vaccines are tieing deedneed as:Mist several other digea. vi and may in time hecome

village of
Prospect. And the
to

nouncement that you hat4 no

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.
not yet been produced

has

vaccine obsolete,
drug. idosuritline

prestige

other. And who can dare to say
that their dream is wasteful?

spent by the benefit of the senior citizens? Isn't it about
inn that something should be
don, to make life easier for our
aging people? A famous diplom once said, "When there is
a will, there is a way."
lama ot saying that the vil-

dim. ale effeetive in presmiting Asian influenza but
only if they are given before
yori tin! exposed to the virus
and are taken regularly for al

smallpox

- play games, do needlework
and other handicrafts, ploy
cards or just enjoy sitting
around and talking with each

SUCH A building with sUch
name would add everlasting

An open letter to Sen. Percy
Deur Senator:
Ailer your

the week as often m they wishsd, stay as long as they desired

play and safekeeping. A building with the name The Historical Society of Mount Prospect.

spearmint.

Society.

have
They, too, want place

thy's Candy Kitchen in Ad-

a variety of colors and flavor,
The garden cent" has glowing

themselves. The Drakes um
fond of animals, owning non -

made molds in a variety 'of
shapes and sizes so that the
pops could be molded rather
than poured. Not long after,
with orders increasins, he left
kis job to work fulltime with

mes the candy syrup would
be fruit, sometimes anise or

later, it was the normal yells
again. I don't think I'll try that

up on the

assortment of lovely designs in

dison. Dorothy's husband Donald, a machinist, designed and

homemade lollipops, in a
kitchen 'full of delicious
timelts, sweet and spicy. Some-

I

dug dandelions almost all day.
Eight beers and 23 bushels of
dandelions /all,. I looked at
my lawn. I had a beautiful gapare of black dirt. Two weeks

given

little girl

of the child's favorite treat,

t swath.

where they could meet during

place is needed for their dis-

One year I decided to solve
the probletn. i got out myjaclo

knife and started digging.

sale candy factory called Doro-

SEVEN YEARS ago, Dam.

watches c`agerly while her
grendmother mixes up a batch

lems. send them along. glee

The Extension., like the
cal

A bright-eyed

If you have any good ideas
on how rte solve my lawn prob.

Asks village help for seniors and historians
less treasures. None of them
can be duplicated like digging

Then they stand up straightNock
again.
-

Drake, displaying her circular
gift ponces& which conmin an

came to make wild animal

Drake opened a whole-

NoCr.

thy

system any more.

Letters to the Editor
Editor:
The Mount Prospect village
administrators have
again

By Betty

. mOwer passes right over them.

I

think they can clean it up. but
carit.
' There is One thing that

'They thrive on it. They multiply much faster than tab -

mower dothIng, do a simple
thing. Instead of standing op
straight, they lie down. The

wipe out few more.

sion must be doing something
wr

Lollipops that are sweet to eat can also be sticky

The dandelions, bearing lire

With cleats on their shoes. they

hating president of Christopher Howe
Auxiliary right looks over a chmt of knit
,wear made byarea womenwith Mrs Harry
Paske who assisted mita-m[1m fair anon

Re for the Women, Assoc... of PIM
Presbyterian Church

mongered by area

Presby-

terian women will

bethe

Country Store, featuring boutique items made by members
of the Women's Assn. of
Southminster United Presbyterian Church, Arlington
Heights, under thedirection of
Mrs. Richard Deemer, and

the Women's Assn. of First
Presbyterian Church, Arlington Heights, led by Mrs. D. W.

Dole and Mn, Harry Poke,
CHRISTOPHER
House
Auxiliary is composed of active repr.entatives from city

and suburban Presbyterian
Women% Assns. The pendent
of the group is Mrs. John Katng. Arlington Heights.
Mrs. Roger Steele and Mn,
Doris Van Schalk are the aux-

iliary representatives at Colt.
mUnity Presbyterian Church.
Mount Prospect,' and Mrs.
Betty Consoli coordinates fair
activities at Westminster Presbyterian Church of . Des
Plaines. Both churches have

members who will be onionI y participating in the fait and
contributing handcrafted items
for the various booth.
Other auxiliary represemathus in the Northwest Henan:
Mrs. Peter MacDonald of the

Church of the Cross Presby.
terian Church. Hoffman Estates, Mrs. Edith Davis of the
First Presbyterian Church of
Arlington Heights, and Mrs.
Robert Chamberlain and Mrs. -

Charles Law, both of Southminster Presbyterian Church.
Arlington Heights.
All sale items at the fair are
priced according to tht ability
of neighborhood residentover to.

pay. This year's fair is uder
all direction of Mrs.
the
Fred Schanz of Chicago assisted by Mrs. James Harmon.
ClIrlliVal coordinator and Mrs.
Rating; auxiliary coordinator.

Beta Sigma Phi week
Z
A surprise awaited members
of Beta Sigma Phi at their

Founder's Day Banquet April
30 when a proclamation was

"read from Gov. Richard B.
Ogilvie officially recognizing
Apd12fi to May 2 as "Beta Sig-

ma Phi Week in Wools."

The proclamation cited the
orpnization's concem fort

term as president is Mrs. Veal-

S. Western Av.. Park Ridge.

ler R. Vetter:. 6122 N. Avondale. Chicago. Other officers
being installed arc blis. Adr-

ribbed by the Maine South
Concert.Choir under the di-

Entertainment will he fur -

ian R. Olock. 730 S. Seminary.
Park Ridge. re.elmted first
vice-president-, MR.
A. Le-

recline of Irwin Bell.

Blanc. 220 N. Hamlin. Park
Ridge, newly elimed ascend.
viccpresident; Mrs. Willard
A. Jerchow. 7316 W. Myrtle.

!Reefing. auCurdnin In

C.h icago. newly

elected

recording secretary; Mrs. Sigwand Smofirek. 5242 N.
cot
Chicago. newly electcorresponding secretary:
Mrs. Raymond Lehman. 15 N.
Wisner, Park Ridge, newly
elected treasurer:

Om of the highliglits of the
MR.
makers, will he an announce mot of total funds raisod due.
log the past year ond &nal as.
ward the auxiliary); goal- of
$301/D1111 for the new Trauma

Center currently 'under ion
Unction.

cd

Miss EsMer Adams. 4165
Cornelia. Chicago, reelected
financial secretary: Mn,, John
Root. OR 15 Nickerson. Chica go. ngeleeted auxiliary
counudor: new director. Mrs.

The n
trauma facility.
part toy oatew multi -million -

dollar complex, will amont-

nods. incriusing number, of
emergency room visits to the
hospital. During the lost three
years emergency visits have in greased by over 5.0011 persons.

castle. C Meng, snd re-elected

A total of 10.115K persons re edived
entergecy
medical
care servims last year.

directors. Mrs. William Miller. an president. Rt. I, Barrington: :do. Stanley Rimer,

ties of the auxiliary include the

1831 Tuohy, Des Plaines. and

ausilinry-opermed Gift Shop,

Harry Knell. Ohio N. New-

Mrs-lames W. Yardley. 1400

the

Bargain

Basket

Thrift

Shop located at 6712 Northan,t Hwy., the annual Christmas Tor and Hangar and the

ASWA holds

treasurer's

annual -SwIng into Spring.
dinner dance benefit.

workshop

Faculty wives

The American Society of
Women Accountants, Chine
anpmd.,s,u, bAurtneLbuitepr,w1.1

shop Saturday, Nlay It, in
Switch Hall, Sr. Alexi& Hasid-

'MI, Elk Grove Village, from
9:30u.m to 12,30 p.m.
zrkalAtopr,,fl

Major fund.raising activi-

rbecr.en d

gig d

support
retarded
Hamper College faculty
wives attended their luncheon
at the college.
A check for MOThe was
presented to representatives of

and

Clcarbrook Center for the Re.

other members of ,,ervicecluto
and volunteer organizations inwrested in the accounting
futations of their group.

chmks represented the. pro.
muds of the organization% re-

Subjects to be covered will
Mould, budgets, accounting recards, financial statements

and taxes. A question potiod
will follow the premntation.

tattled and Little City. These
cent fashion show and bazaar.
Officers elected
include

Mrs. Jay Singelmann,

president:
Mrs.
John
Gelch,
viempresidenti Mrs. Gregory

.Franklin, secretary; mrs. John
Knudsen, treasurer, Sirs. KenReservations may be =de meth lunch will serve as ways
those less fortunate, its Op,
portunities for friendship and with Mrs. W.P.Oswald, 945 N. and means chairman, Mn,,
development of-cultural-Hedgewood Dr.. Ilaiatint: 358- iantes Siurdevant as howl
preciation and its service to the
4068
or Mrs.
William Way chairman and Mn,,
community in visiting nursing
Efibracht. 2211 Goebert, Ar- Guerin Fischatand Mr6
homes.
lington Heights, 437-8675.
Dirkhola tis program chM
Registration fee is S2.

,

114- iLZA-Vo.5

ULP
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Thursday,Mar 14. 1970

National Hospital Week

TIIE HAY
Thursday, May 14. 1970

Wheeling teacher tells need for wayward boy's home
By JoanmarierWuraneu

The experiment. bugle last

The

Northwest suburbs
need a house for r noway and

Assyward boys according tr,
DO -ISSN -Da

speaker at last

Friday's Wheeling Jaycee installation banquet.
Day has run such a program
for Sin 1500110. Vie said that
Perc Of the reason forts failure
was that he could not be in the
"home: all the time because
of his job.

Day is a teacher in Wheel-

ing High School as vieII

as

educational and social services

administrator for the Otte III
program which provides federal funds to new educational
projects.

HE 'FOLD the 75 Jaycees
and their wives that he was

fitie.
Seven women are among employes being honored daring National Hospital Week (May 10 to
May 16) at North vest (brannimily I lospital for their comhlinsil 33.720 hours of solunteer earl*.

Northwest Community Hmpilal nun es said good-bye last week M Aaron, Ivan and Owen
Wain, the second set of triplets horn al the 110001101 in 10 years. The Ethics were kept In

5110011

are (mom 00 loll to right): Mrs. Roth ClilIrangll, Arlington Ukiah, 3.141 hoar, Mu:'

Barrington - 4,104, and A.Irs.
Nlason, Arlington Ileights - 7,072 hours..
Seated deft to rig) 0
Mm. Mari llowliins, 0,002 hours. Mrs. 101 lietions 3,052 hours; Mn,
Martha airy, 5,802 haters', hall Man. Marjorie Allot 5.470 hours.1111 of .trlington !Eights.
Gerhude Simpson

incubator', since their birth April 24. 'their parents, Mr. and Mrs. 51011001 Wilkins of Schaumburg, look the babies home last Wednesday. Holding the infants (from left to rigi) arm Olive
Thai -well, Rotting M00110051 Janet Donalas, Rolling Meadows, and Alice Ragland,
Palatine.

Richard B. McCarthy, promotion director of Randhursh accols a certificate of appreciation presented to him by Captain
Robert D. Marion of the Glenview Naval Air SMtion. This redo
falcate
in recognition of Windburn's outstanding service to
the Navy in contributing to the excellent relation, enjoyed between the United States Navy and northwest suburban resident.
Currently
display at Randhurst, is a Navy Aviation exhibit.

Named 'employer of year' at Northwest
responsible ler .erring over
200 meals to patients every
evening. Each dinner is per-

recently named `employe of
the year" at Northwest Community
Mrs.
William (Frances/

sonally checked to verify dm
patient', choice and to confirm the 40 per cent or more

Johnston,

special diets prescribed bydoc-

a

night

dietitian.

will represent the hospital in
the annual Chicago Hospital
Councils ..election for the
1970 top employe In the Chicago arca,
Referred to by her seen -age
dietary aids an Mrs. "1,- she is

tors.

Mrs.

Johnston

schedules

work for 23 part time high

gationis have Want to the enjoyment of simper in bed.
She enrolled at Harper C'ollege to obtain the few remain.
ing credits necessary to qualify
fora mentheohip in the Amerkan Dielmie Assn.

"Report cards" for Elk
Grove Dist: 5910 four junior
high schonli will be muds public at un S p.m. meeting tonight
at
Holmes Junior High,
Mount Prospect.
The School community
Council
will report longited results of its survey on

Her hothead William is an
engineer with University Oil
Co.

school students.
Her original menus such as

To,b

how parents rate thc junior

"astronaut special" and "ca-

high curricula and ,ervices.
Principals ct the
four
school!: -- Holmes and Demp-

lorie capsule' for pediatric

.

ster. Mount Prospect, and
Gmvb and Lively. Elk Grove

bold
new look

Village -have already.
viewed 0,115

s2

;°y f2

10

111

Census Bureau to seek
dual job information
Information on the number
of persons holding more than
one joh and the total of hours
worked at each job will be the
sulject of oirvey the veck of

May IT according to Theodore Ir. Olson. director of the
regionul office of the Bureau
or the Census in Chicago.
Load interviews will be twin
of a nationwide el lbw to mem-

are dual Mb holding in

the

U.S. They will he conducted in
conjunction with the Bureau's
monthly survey uf. e ploy
men! and unemployment.
Employment 1106110i 511.1
gathered monthly by the Bureau for the U.S. Department

of Labor's nurrta of Labor
Statistics to provide a continohm measure of the economic.
health of the Nations. House-

holds to he interviewed here
arc part of a scientilimdly de-

Parents were asked to say

Ades) tune

owrheZr,,t0herzrzej.disagrenied

Zneti=traneulnehict,

ing arch statements as 1 tun
salislied with the way the
lunch, program is handled at

my junior NO schoor and.
"I understand the system used

gado."

officials say the momhly stirvey is essential to provide a
continuing picture of current

questionnaire was
wooded positively. the Day was

SLAVIN

0

trends.

Tho

TISSOT

C

00

dEW ELIERS

WEX192 7fm

Ask granddad
for a $5,000 loan. WIC 1111 UM

r

Northwest Ammi,

Ham Radio Club will hold its
annuai auction in the Carriage
Room or Drake and Son Fu-

manti Home. Pad: Ridge..
pill. Man TO.

highs Dist. 59 operates 16 elentary schools -Juliette

Low. ArlinMon Heights: Forest View Elementary and lichen Frost. Mount Prospect:

Einstein, High Ridge Knolls.

PACKAGE
Statistics prom you are sow

preferred risks and oniMed
to bin rata ravines plus new
end breeder coverages.
lararou rano
talk ta

Nampa Insurance Group

MI

MRS. RAIRDIN is a vice-

Harper
tabulated
result. of the questionnaire.
which was sent to one in every
three:parents of Dist. 59 junior

A Tull
Tull) 47 per cent of those
the mai l

question-

n aires returned it.
Survey

JOHN IABIAN.

VALUABLE COUPON

111-

392-1250

mothers' supply. kept handy in
Day said.
Day said the buys easily get
UP to $5 a day Sr panhandling
at a large urea shopping center.
"The teeny Immo- girls
think it is cute to give change
CO the fello,v, and even make

their way wound the center to
give a second time." he said.
Day told about the link he

He said that the h.>. wen:
to obtain drtibui
though they had not

01110

Clime home to an empty but Id ing to End plaster on the Boor.

even

jobs.

They don% cat for dap;
Day said. t'heeause the amphehunincs take away the oppetite. and when they finally
do eat. it is something like a
hamburbor and sob drink.-

and after doing a bubo dinccdye work found a carved out
section of the wall containing a
plastic hag with SO LSD cubes

...natio. told us we tooled of fellows .n watch TV and
business atrium." Day mid.

learn to live together. They

which he said were wash SI()

He said he tried to gel waning

have

each.

id

i

lice

-

seen a 16 -year -old cry:

to open a hookstorc but the at the sight of a birthday cake

Ho Monad the W"°°'°° 00i
as he had promised the

DAY SAID, 'Drugs can he
-

medicine cabinet. too."

the

because no one ever remota',
bored his birthday before."' he

wining board is:commended
denial. end -01,0 had to get

said

Ace's Once -A -Yea Pi
EVERYTHING

--

:1-

MD-

GOES ON

_Lair

MT, PROSPECT -NEXT TO CAR WASH

PHONE: CL 3-1634-1639

-

SALE!
*Washers

Dryers
*Dishwasher
Disposers

AII Colors!

-

*All Models!
3

500 WASHERS & DRYERS MUST GO!

0

Buy A MAYTAG Today! Be Washing Tomorrow!

111

Cl

3.

We'll eTrade WILD! We'll Deal BIG!
This is the SALE You've Been Waiting For!
HURRY ,.. Come In, Make Us An Offer! z
No Reasonable Offer Will Be Refused

WHY GAMBLE WITH STOCKS

- -

0-.

OR

UNFAMILIAR SHORT-TERM

'

- r

.

.

INVESTMENTS?

WASHER

Get The ACe Price!!
O

MEI PER WEEK

a

MAYTAG
HALO OF HEAT'

HEAVY

Iadabigt

DUTY

'

T,i,iADi

r' .it iG

New!1/2Size
Portable

Washer

3

01111181ma.

0

WASHERS

A

4

REDUCED

Al=lik

SPECIAL

SAVING

.4;
WORLD'S BIGGEST
LITTLE WASHER! .
FITS ANYWHERE.

All Colors!

Stop in today and

we'll explain.

5

Dryer

low

w/

mh

*Giant Capacity *Easy
Loading *No Pre 5101101

es

g

Lon coot

We'II Save YOu MONEY!
MAYTAG
Dishwasher

ALL

DryersAuttrtics

i:

We have many
savings plans tailored

BUILT-IN DISHWASHER

$/00

a

CAPACIT

at Mount Prospect Federal
Savings & Loan Association

RENT -A OR DRYER

-

to

BIG MIDY.

6%

-

.

When your savings can earn
up to

to fit your safe,
high return future.

Legal
Notice

to take diet pill, front than

that in his opioion the WheelDAY SAID he Ihielo he
ing policemen are great. that
the department's cooperation succeeded somewhat by letting
was artstanding and that his Ile boys knoll that the police
bop never referred to them in department and the village.
cared about them. Out of the
degrading rips.
iiOnc of etheir problems is 21 boys. 10 were helped. Day
that they have no values:. Day said.
said. 'In their minds they are
He said. it is a big Isthidem '0
not acting differently than
anyone else. and enough times That can't be soiled overnight.
because everyone views it difI think they are right.
He mfemed Id incidents ferently. "11 was a gnat thing.
where parents cheat on their but I couldn't do it alone." he
income tax and expense ac- said.
counts and in other ways am
"Even with all the goasiP.dishonestly.
'Eventually the village re- Day mid. "them are those who rcivcd complaints. and repro- just never rolize that o group,

WASHERS DRYERS- DISHWASHERS

- -T

113 E. PROSPECT

cent return on a m ailsurvey,

3
3

MIDWEST'S LARGEST LAUNDRY SPECIALISTS

4.0 110,,,,

In Arlington Heights

Loons up to $5,000

eiCammerols1Credit Imo'

n,,,,r,,

other ernes. 11 is easy for them

Sunday -Is Fondly' Day - Closed - Please Shop With Us Weekdays And Save"

Votes were accumulated Dorothy Graft.
and the winners were drawn by
Ken Eriksen, executive direr:Both the selected merchants
tor of the Palatine Chamber of end the customers who voted
CO1110000 at the last board of for them have been awanled a
directors meeting.
week -end stay at the Marriott
Jimmy Scott, owner of the Hotel and S25 expense money.

my expect a Ore to ID per

See Commercial Credit
merit uromo imottlItylniummeotwillotlor PiNttlenorrearA

1

providing everything. and I
thought, '11' they pt hungry.
they will got a job,' They
didn't "

experts. who nor -

school. will also elect oMeers
at tonight's meeting.
In addition to its four junior

Phone CL 9 31E1

"I p.a., that

prescriptions for diet pills and

Sinclair Service Station at
Northwest Hwy. and Qdentinc
ay and service, and to their cm- Rd, was a winner and the tuntamers for -being right."
ing customer was Michael
During the recent Palatine Lindblad of Palatine.
Red Tag Sale, customers were
Barb Jensen of the Ben
invited to
to for their favor- Franklin wore downtown was
he sales people.
selected as best merchant by

high students.

representatives from
teachers, parents and administrators in every Diu. 59

11 N. Allington Hato Road o

groat 0111 that way." Day said.

Itontlard.

ClUd151

He'll probably
tune you out.

ter with no place to slay. The wt up. they got and used dru.".
boy Who moved in with Day mitaide.
"There were those who
had a buddy, and then u third
boy a.p, fn ecoeednoing thought I should have kickbd
move to mo Milwaukee them ma." he said."1.1 where
would they nor'
Av. location.
0, or mo 21 ho, who hired
He said after the house
there for the six months the closed the hop wouldn't re.
home was in operation. 16 turn honk, and the few who
wen: Wheeling boys. Others did were "kicked out again by
bud been Maryville residents drinking or divorced parents."
but "had no where to go who. Some slop) in their cars or
broke into storage areas to
they turned IR- Day said.
HOUSE. RULILS were set
up allowing no dope. no liquor
and no girls
..t tried to gel all to shere the
rent and the food. but it didn't

And on the experiment co -

drugs,

Awards have been given to
merchants for carte-

FRANK SCHMIDT AUTOMOTIVE

FARMERS NEW

AUTO INSURANCE

Brentwood and Devonshire,
One Plait.. and Byrd. Clemmont, Dan Cook, Mark Hopkins. Jny Ridge, Runk), Salt
Creek and Grant Wood, Elk
Grove Village.

EreSpect. because the council
wants lo. "help 0110 school sys-

president of thecouncil and ill
.Spokesman at hoard of education Meetings.

In the city, but mostly. Pre boyste would in the beginning
and. can aided by their girlfriends who' of the venture.
though the house odes were, have jobs and can mill gel
HE TOLD the audience
un

addicts,. he said.

Good for FREE CAR WASH
with repair job on your car

. THE COUNCIL, which

how about it -when can I pick up the cash1
And he says that was a great old song they
gig played All this hme you thought he had'
a hearing old -and d s really o transistor
radio with an ear plug So now who do you
turn to for helps Come to us We won t Noe
He's a kindly sort. Really looks interested a you out WA More than 500 offices coast
what you're swing. He s nodding his head coast we listen to land help} a lot of people
Smiling. Even humming Finally you say
Need money2 That s what we re here for

bd a

moo said

Day said some et the hop

were

Pal

by poll "phenomuml."

learn the fads about

September when the Wheeling

ed from my running a house
dill repuado harboring drug

Palatine merchants
win courtesy awards

edited the response to the Dist.

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS

amique store.
"Those misconcaptionsrang-

told by Mrs. Howard Rairdin
of 1603 5. Harvard, Mount
tem. raker than criticiw 11.
She said Me council had
strong cooperation in do 1the survey from former
SOO. Non Thomas. acting
Supt. Al Waltman. Aut. Supt.
Robert Brower and Dr. Anna

1452 MINER STREET
824-5124
IN DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

Hain auction

had about the house at 203
Milwaukee Al., formerly an

by teachers to arrive at Wen

O

signed sample of the U.S. population.
The

xbool.

Juat compare, MN to SW.95

those asked in the In -year am sus taken as of April I. Census

Facts about individuals collected in the survey are held
confidential by law: the results
can he puhlished on as statistical totals.

more than
40 different posilivelpworded
statements about their child's
ents' responses

water- and shock -resistant with
calendar, specially designed
streps and bracelets.

Although some of the questions to he asked are aimilur to

pre-

me REPORT. gives par-

traditional
value
Mr!.. Fences Johnston

happy to clear up some of the
misconceptions reside. have

Dist. 59 to air parents
`report cards' on schools

,

An Arlington Note,.
p., mother of seven children was

Page 7

.AntAilla rrOARD
wore. 4,
ZO NING B

Yen,or
xm

000 800

%ARV,

aoUtit

Neanows,

HOMEOWNERS. 2ND MORTGAGESK

sthAllaillduvenk

AgetaTh'Inr'

-

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
15 E. Et ospeet Are-

CL 5-6400

REF PARKING Alti
ear1111RICA'"'l'ORS." INC.

Tbandoorgor

was'

SOOT OF OUR OFFICES

In Schaumburg

1615 N. RAND

24W.GOLFRD.

(U.S.12)

(ROUTE 58)

CALL 392-2800
Kos:

CURTIS RROS,

ACE

CALL 894-1900

Sunday Is Family Day - Closed - Please Shop With. Us Weekdays And Save!!

-4

0

Card golfers on move for MSL crown
A combination Man Arlinglon win over Elk Grove
and a sliding time, by Wheeling over Prospect gave the
C'erdinals sole possession or
first place in the al id -Soberban league golf munch...as
with only the conference meet

'

-

steeling Cl 1 am.. and will
For Prospect. Haggwas folcount for half of the final lowed by Al Marchetak 39,

'

,.

standings.

The

meet

duel

Tom Neumenk 42, Curl Manning's 45 and Lim Schmidt's

records will nuke up the other
half.

ger. and Prospect and Forest
View each have two. The coninorrow Italian Lakes Conntry Club in Mteuningdale

THE CARDINAL

conference

1m

meet

time in six years. The Cards

can clinch a tie in the Mud

View and Prospect would have

sLandings by placing second at
Bloomingdale, and they condo

to be -rated the favorites," he
said. "But Frcmd and Hersey
are teams that could shoot a
good round and surprise everyone, and Wheeling has been
steadily improving amt owl be
counted out."
Arlington made the biggest
splash in the tough Highland
Perk District last weekend,

them ea Indian Lakes.
more

But Walthouse is planning
no pienis and he names no lea

will have at haw eight MSI_
parficipants this summer. ac-

moling to Elk Grove 'coach
Larry Pcddy.
'Peddy raid yesterday than

ing

there has been the formaton
kn.guo
214

0101

schools -Prospect.

physical education de -

panients.a
The new logm will have
schedule calling for each Eam
play each other horn twice
for an lar.eameslam.11.0 loop

Arlington. Hersey. Wheeling.
Forest Vbav and Elk Groveaml Fremd. Coinnt. Addiaon
Trail and Barrington The 214
schools. Freind and Conant

winner Men advance; into a
tournament that will climax in
a state championship game.

are all members of the MSL.

Chicari,

A 3118F;TING of Me oM-

ra,, ateh alma

sane

hopefully al Comiskey Perk in

T

Maine Eau varsity tennis
imm lads tough week with opmmenaandereather laat week.
On toe., Lyons of LaGrange. current leaders of the
West Sulanhan Conference,

Rand Park in Des
Plaines. The Demons fell in
every match m Loins swop.
50 decision. The only
invaded

ulna match wits

second

at

sinalea whettedouie Greco of
Maine extend
Scott Shaw
three

sem,

kit

los. 3-6.

6-110v1)

Thursday all
'

was

in

readiness for the arrival of

York High School at Rend

Perk. hi Me mi.

ea

Two run
Two former Wheeling week-

meo mellow (mien. at Bradley Linivendly in Peoria and
performing for the Braves ein-

. demean.
Stew Oakley is pole vaulting
:

und Paul Royer is a miler for
fimiach Jake School's squad

.
'

Summer loam. state chant-

stead to the disappointment
of MI.

In %VSC play Maine east is
currently third in the mandings

nailing Lyon, and Hinsdale.
Closely trailing 'the Demons
um Glenbard West and York.

ON SATURDAY, the East
'Mt.. lost a clam Mail match
with Glanbrook Seoul byes 3-2
margin. At first sin Ass Rick
Nidetz of Maine jumped out to

a 5-3 Had in. the Few set but
couldnottake Oa. mit beaten
by Jan Ebeling 0-0,
Louie
Grew fashioncd at a-2,6-4 de-

cisifrom Jolla Kirshner at

Zimmerman.s Sophommedeff

filling 'nut third
singles. was defeated 1st Glen -

brooks Rick laud 0-4. 64.

'In douNet action Ken
Kiel. and Russ Strobel could
not get untracked soon enough

now. With sununer ball you
won't run into the situation
where you have to switch

off for Elk Grove, The
Grenadier coach also cited

"'O. bay"

tome other advantages of sum.

the high schools are American

human. last 'Thursday ugainst
Luther Noah.
In the Luther Worth con-.

of his hits were tape.
meoure honk: rum, and all
came with two men on base

to give hint a total of nine
rims boIlod in for the game.

moved up from the frosh-soph.

Boyett has been a toe -notch

you can always expect to do
this. you might be able to find 0

freshman or sophomore who

The Knights hold the league
14
low score with a

this season to add Luke laurek.

149, which they set this season.

Rich Fosselman, Mik Sutton,

golfer and has whole -inane

FOREST VIEW is general-

kola have kilso shown consid-

ly led by senior all-around
Iron Wayne
althoLtgla

cable strength for Ken Cartars DusWes-

Abramson, John Apar

and Phil Haus.. haw also

WHEELING HAS boon

Onne op with a big round ut
limes. The Falcons hold the

surprisingly good in recant
nmtches, and the upset over

Anher dark horse could
be Elk Grove, with such slab
warts as Marius Kessler, and
Larry Nelson.

Conant, Palen. and °lenbard North, the host of .abe
meet, have not shown MO
much as yet and preb.blY
shouldn't be counted on to be
factor. But as Walthouse says.
a one-shot affair such
conference meet, ale.. any -

thing can MM.

res

Thomtm

THE GAME CAPPED off

W season, and it just Aida%
happen.

Mike

Before the game,
teatnmate-pitcher

and

Scott Lindberg took a halfhour of batting practice on
Weir moo before the game,
hich helped sharpen klikek
batting eye for the contest.
Hamner. In, lutd no thoughts
of hoine run -hitting before the
aame."I just Went up there and

By

The consensus mound the
thet the
meet will be somewhat end.
climactio. Barring a muior UPset. the Arlington Cardinals

the three junior high schools.
Chippewa, will be host to

or 31.1. Jamboree. go-..P9nsewed by the Des Plain...Park

North. Terrace Camberland
and St. Emily's, Algonquin
will host Forest, Central,
and girls in grades four -eight We. Plainfield, Immanuel
arc eligible.
Lutheran and St. Mary's: aml
There will be six prelim'- Iroquis will host Orchard,
nary track and field events at Maple. South and. St. Stop District and the Jaycees, will
be held May 18-23. All boys

Thunta,
May 14,
1970

the Redbirds is Forest Vicw,
and it would tag soon doing
to pull off the fent.

THERE WILL be five indi-

will bring home their fourth

vidual championships present-

consecutive NISL champion-

ed to victorious members of

ship. The only other school
withurealisti8Motatupendin$

the

the game and heard about the

I homer, she said to Mrs. Leo
Breen (wife of Sox vice-presi-

.11. that she wished Mike's
father had been around,

.MIKE MUST have a sixth
nse or something,

because

lust after Mr. Pettenuzzo aWed, he socked his second cis0010010uty,1
dwti
oonf 6%0 ti t
pareses. Where

P

1a1 emu. when Mike hit his
third one? At a neighbor's
house catchinguquick 'Ingot

"mita

,r

.

schools.
sec-

a.
sophomore, is somewhat dig-

season, including a dl -point

appointed at this semon.He hit
,446 last year, anJ although he
has been over .400 all season
he says "I should have hit betler, and I should have pitched
better than 1 did." He was hit
hard in his one starting opportunny as a hurler this year.
The biggest disappointment

by !risco-ad,

of the game which
allowed a run to score.
though he played well detest,
sively throughout the contest,
he blamed himself for gm Ion
because the Lions would ISM'

DeSales,comeshighlywegarded

said, "and I should have had it
but

I

didn't get over in time.

The batter spiked me, but that
didn't matter really. And Men

I threw it high to Kenny covering the plate."

lie felt sorry for Martha
who "pitched a good game,
"We just weren't getting the
hits for him," Mike said.
was

pressing because there
were men on base."
-

DESPITE

THIS

same,

which 00,01 that bad, Mike,
who was elected football cocaptain for next year and was
one of the leading scorers on
this' year's varsity basketball

Thc surest bet in the meet
meet
apparently is.Arlingtolfs

alas

al therapy am...
Luke's

Hospital.

Harris. The veteran lenity net ter copped the top singles spot

son, who had a grand slant last

friday, and Arlington's Greg

Lion varsity baseball meek
Pat Mahoney praises Mikek

HarrEwhowonhisthirdstraight
district tennis championship.

ability and his attitude equally.

"Mike's got a great arm and
hats a lot of natural ability. and
he alshho a fine attitude. He's
very coachable, and he works
hard at a practice. e's a han-

dred-percenter, and he
out all the time."

Nominations are Tam by
phone at 255.7200.

have to

on a super -effort to

knock cif Harris.

BOYS HAYING amide
shots at the number one singles
crown mould include Pros -

peers Steve Collins. Orland's
Steve Calihan, Hersey% Rick
Leadley and Forest
Scott Vaughn.

Vima's

Number two einem mum
go to any one of live boys.

'

TWO FINALMTS.in each
event for each grade will 0010

pen in

the

finals

at Mane

West on May 23. All .applications rout
m the. Parit
District office at 748 Pearson
St. before noon on May 16.

ohs Mike during the fix.

is one of the best ballplayers
hes coached. "If he keeps his
present attitude," says thd Vietor mentor, "he has a great fea

out in baseball."

Matt Zakula hurled a twohitter and his teammates sup

extra -base slugging.
The Braves

tack as the Astros walloped the
Angels, 11-0, in a Central Ma-

a 141 blitzing of the Cardin als. Tom Call was 3 -for -3, Jim

ported him with an I f.hit

jor League game in the /rilington

Heights

Boys

Baseball

League.'
Zaktda stmck out eight and

wrind only Mar while going
Mike, whom MahoneyLes
in left field and on the Mound
in addition to his catching

ohm, likes to work behind

the plate best because "you're
in play all the rime."

However, he plans to walk
on his ipitching ha sumer
with the Logan Square legion
team, which is under the dime'

IF HE EVER pitches a no hitter, figure on his mother to
min it.

Pettenuzzo had Mental of
competition for the Athlete of
the Week this week with

Gauge Solomon of Hersey
getting several votes for his
two home run, sut RBI, five

the distance. Eric Malvic and
Dan Erase rapped out triples
for the Astros and Mike Manson added a double.

MARTY SCHULTZ and
Do'ug Hutcheson hit homers
and Bob Butts got four hits as
the Phillies toppled the Twins,
9-2. Schultz picked up the win
with a seven -hitter despite two
hits apiece by Scott Berg and
Ron Ribo of the Twins.
The Orioles paraded seven
runs across the plate in the first
inning and went on to whip the

Mots, 5. Paul Olson picked
up thf win for the Orioles, who
smacked two homers and two
doubles in the contest.'
In the National Majors, the

Cubs rallied for a 4-2 victory

over

the Dodgers. Matt
runs scored performance Shaoghnessy of the Cubs
against Palatine. Palatine's, .yielded just three hits aed
pole vaulter supreme, Guy Za- reanimates Carl Vogel-'Lid

Jone, alsojetas nominated as

Mike Schell backed him with

Wegner

2 -for -2

and

Ralph

Caccia 3-1.4 for the winners.
IN TfiE At
Major
League, Ed Colloton pitched a
Sox

one -hitter as the Red

Sox edged the Athletics, 30.
Kevin McAleer drove
00000wn two
runs cod George
one.
The Tigers got only fist hits
but they used 10 walks to whip
the Senators, 9-3. The losers,
who managed only three
got all their .runs on a three.
run Isomer by Tommy Slatehun.

in

.1

meet

with

freshman

has

at the second singles

Number three singles is litcrony wide.open. Adingtonk

32,

won the met, 46-

In the 50 -yard freestyle, Ka.

of Basic Weeds,"

,
8-r'..."`"B

2.1TT.IlVr.0,I°T padena al Brookwood
-omni.ecnt Center.
P anal thempisl Miss Judy
Dalton, watches a patient crochet a groom afghan.

2, Write a genic

3. What is a vivarium? Clue:
Cheek "Compton's Illustrated
Science Dictionary."

whdapocared to have finished
hittivor 'and asked him eboot
this after -school activity. Fle
ceMained that this was the last

Martin

1000013 Rick Reif and Pala.
tine's Gerry Can all have to
he mentioned in any listing of

rhc'C'i4VO'riodp oiloX"rAlt
What color is used to indtcate

The Dewey 1,414M81
Number fora bioaraohv of n

.

PETER Herman was the
sixth grade winner in this Ott

cal 58 of the sixty qu.tions1
presented. Terry Weaver was

thie'p000rp, SaharP tel;pia"rd th.tts01
nem 'tti'e °Chtldren't:'Catt 10Wto

la

Ask Mrs. Chapman what the6
Medical Profession hos
soy about Permanent
Removed.

WE PIERCE EARS,, ALSO

RANDHURST

a

392-4975

GEORGIANS CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse

"The only Resorts
are Nappy ones-

Amor

and at the 41014 Mme having

gnat choice until the.Atfini.

Prospecrs Chris Sales and Jeff

Mmadian, but the Knight duq
was upset M a second
second round
match at the district
MRS
beaten for ihe first duo this
year in a conference dual by
Wheeling's Ron Fedyski and
Wayne Fish earlier this Week,
%median and.Sales wiftProbablyaget the
osID&D4

But Arlinglonk lop doubt
peg of Bruce Rock and Carl

-

jetaway to a fabulous

-

Arizona /Mexico
only

95
NS SPREE
Per person

M mamma

district champion Stein Ohel
mention going for thein. Fed -

Joanne Clifford 11th for Se:
cued Heart.

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US "COLLECT" WITHIN! 48 HOURS!
COMPLIMENTARY FUN SPREE AIR TRANSPOI,
Your luxury fun Spree Ilia's it complies.,

rallON Deluxe Poor, Motel Accommodations,

All me..

Sightseeing

ond in Mexico!

Ponies!

in Amazing Arizona
Excigng Aoroclion0

Luxurious Resort futilities,

Olel Three exciting, sun -filled days and thiee

-.Dour., of GAC Properties Mc of Arizona,
so .1 you ten see for yotkell Me golden
appenenmes for kimono hvIng, mmalioning and
oPPOrtunitios tor invesling in Arizona real

padding never...he...um nights exploring efalnse all part of the GAC serochoory.01for
ohm N tmuion o
..be wonder, of lively, lusty 1,5011, Mixo, end
nor
everywhere! Man non
esolic, romantic Nogales, Mexico. n000,
Sigie No. ...rem opperlunityl
swim, p.m,
oder
tl south oi
Coll for emaing dislails NOW I No Mammon,
wooron of o lifetime -yours. lOffer limited to mended maples over 23 wars
me Wf
for an amesIngly

lous

w 579.95 -.COmPLETEI

of Kathy Dalton Patty
sus, Mary Fituiramons and
Cindy Hales placathird while

for the present. After two class
periods of instruction, the boys

.the 200 -yard medley relay team,

OW Patton look a second. of KathyDaltonalaniceTakatar''
MarriMaln.npns wea eighth, Fatty Lazarus and Mary
Phi'Patf Leigus ninth
and, simmons captured second.

conductors such as Selji CrFromAlters.

-

That is to a. that one who
prefers the organization and

intricate musical expression of
Mozart may review his prefer -

Also there are immense opportunities to see n variety of
plays, musicals, rnoyiw and
pmentations of many kinds in
local schools as well as in local
and Chicago auditoriums.

civic

OLD STYLE

quisitiMon:

necessary to look in three or
four different Place, for one
How many of you could an -

ewer the questions posed In
this article And that was only

thm.

Case of 12
12 oz. cons

An °ai' work, "rho InA Pdrsecution by

Power" will be premiered and
will be the major work on the
program.
Augmenting this

195

will be a blues session. The per-

12 bottles for price of 10

formance will begin at 7,30
pm. Theme will he no adm-

and o FREE
WOODEN WINE RACK

in charge but there Will bee

Egoist fin doe atiOns at th

,

door after Me performance.

PARK RIDGES
The Festival of the Arts of

The Saving Is Yours!

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

HAMM'S

California Wines
Your Choice of -

BEER

Owen Mose

Grey Riesling

Pitman...et

unlike
any
other.

CUP UN COUPON
The Saving Is Yourvl

Hiram Walker's

American

TEN HIGH

COLD
DUCK

Bourbon Whiskey

299

1 74'
..1
ki

%LK

R111IOS

Large Bottle

Fifth

t

UM, One Coupon
per person

-a.

-Ana

or FRESCA

In the Towers Lounge, Cool &Aare
plays guitar and sings in seven IfollEMagpan.

689
Imported

i2

69c

BARBERO
ASTI

SPUMANTI

from Italy
Large Bottle

Then, when you call for the menu,
another feast begins. Entrees from
around the world, with the accent
always on fine dining -

During dinner The Notables play, old
and now Lanes for dancing. Starting
at 0:30, they blond mono,
'tong and comedy and turn
Top of the Towers
into a supper club.

VODKA
HALF GALLON

COCA-COLA

6

HALF GALLON
SAVINGS!

GLENMORE

a

You'll enjoy a bird's eve mew of ,our
golf murals, end beyond rt
Arlington Park Race Track
where thoroughbreds run all
epruag and summer

149

COLD

,AR .7011.w

Nothing quite lake it anovvhere

non...
GOIMI

Buy 10 -Gat 12 and Wine Pock

restaurant

Top
of the
Towers.

Prot Noir

Colleen.. Sourlonon
lahonntrheraIIMMyg

A new

298
The Saving Is Them,

30 QUART

By the makers of
Early Times

ICE CHEST
Booting
Keeps hot or cold
for hours

A most entertaining
background for coOktEU.

KING
Whiskey
A Blend

Patios

4e7i,

2"
kith

TSpell an even/She et
nothing quite like it anywhere.
ARUNGTON HIS,
a

273-0951

'4-

by the Lyric Opera. Joeffrey
Ballet , NOW York City Ballet.

Top of the Towers. ThtWe's

FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL "COLLECT"

Lazar.McCauley

City Orchestra, as well as visits

The Savtng Is Yours'

.

Dame High School foot Boys.

OP

IN THE 100-yord indiViduat
medley. Janice Takata was ma,

Chorus.

Pure Brewed -

crfactiaely use rams. mate data for the future as wall as

of oral

emit The 200 -yard gee Mimi

preferences.

Your game will take in a etas:ming
infester. R feast of color whorinver
you look.

out and neither can Hers'.

yski and Fish have shown the(
an upset could take p0400. So
first doubles is, for aye no.
men . up for grabs.

It t pleasing
cording to their standards ad

The Saving Is Yours

McWherter can't be comma

rXh'or,'n7,,R=TZ who

Symphony
Orchestra,

All City
Chorus. All City Band, All
Youth

ewe, IrwinHoffman,

Things Go Better
With Coke

now! You and your wife can

holidav, $

cago

Award Winning Liquor Stores

WAUKEGAN:
If you are to go that fate,
Jamie will be playing Friday

third singles dark horsed.

AT FIRST doubles, the 10

Chicago area are The Chicago

Symphony. Civic Orchestra,
Nonhwest Symphony, Chi-

remived standing ovations at
the Fillmore East and the Wisconsin Pop Festival.

raommallmre

fun.

tral and choral music in the

et. ands.

faccasionaily in surveying
Buieurrent music scene it beCOmes a Emptation and tendwncy to be a critic of musicanna and of artists as they in

Monday, Mop 08, will be
Rock C91119. Night of Notre

questiop s.

Cool Pure Air Process

noon which made no went to
rite about the conical.

be understood because of excellent musicians today.
Among some of the organizations prwenting classical as
well as contemporary orches-

Alters.

for these tickets. Slob tot -Kest

NILES

answered the same number of

B.f.,. you saw tretments:a

dice. :nthusisen that after-

0,.,,antrat,

fifth erode winner, haring

UNWANTED HAIR
REMOVED FOREVER'

Peier Herman then said that he
had found 58 of the answers to
the 60 questions given to then,
ft "al
lis and the other chil-

Av., Chicago, III. 60611.
Break ,' into your savings now,

12.

this project because it might be

famous person

wawa, time may
'

as Blood Sweat and Team, Chi -

,

night at the Sea of Tranquilim.
Saturday night brings 'the
From, with admission only

and girls were on their own.
The ability to work independently -was also important to
the success and meaning of

page did you find this informa-

Miming contest, having an

en to them by their librarian.

develop both concentration
and, perseverance. They Meng

Dick

Boa

Dictionary."

contest to
lind as any answers 00 they
Mould ton a list of questons givf

Forest

View's

rat: iwnl, 1=d

:hoof a come,

TER ctest was like 4 game
fo Wane children, a learning
Mune that stimulated them 10
thidk logically and helped to

6. When was the first halloon flight made? On what

7.

busily acarching forksmhin
from the many boo on rho

I

an Northern Territory,
5. How long is the Ammon
Rivera Check the "World 'Al-

First Facts."

to

down music in print may still

Also playing will, be Soup, who

.

tion7 Clue: check "Famous

OMIT nderlain. lbt _moan:

was

third man, freshmen lien Mork& had an excellent go of in
the district last week while
Huskic Jeff Seeger is a, Ithigt,

Mother

McCauley in Chicago although Sacred Heart only sent
six swimmers compared to 22
for the winners.
Mother

I. How is a bellows candy
Clue: Look in the .Dictionary

of the total music
,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,, groups

Crow and the Ides of
on Aug. 14 and 15, at 7 and cog,
back ,,,,,t,
rt.j..d, hove
10:30 pop.' are $10, $7.50,
ases to presenting written mu$6.50 .01 $5,
Nc and musical arrangements
Mail orders for tickets are
being excepted by Triangle ,IrLthcoei,r.fo,rmo0oLjasizzc-,,roho,kch. lin,
Produnions, 211 E. Chicago 0:,,.00,,,,,t0e119,
ja,:v.....,

A DAY IN THE LIFE

just book from a
recording session in EaMand
Wed
with Ern Clanton, Oldie
wood and the Rolling Stonw.

Beethoven, Mozart.
Haydn, and Bruckner who set

good, bad or needing Mummy-

perdincl( in Sour Chicago con-

mandolin,
something you
don't see too many people

isewolf,

THE CLASSIC musicians
such as

performance of any Lind as

nounced tha.t they will be
presenting Erigelbert Hum-

Ova years. He ploys electric

Hr will be featuring Howl-

manac."

B30 in the afternoon:find could feel the excitement in the air. Sono children were waiting lo talk with
the librarian. and others wore
11

I queened one of an boys

Girl swimmers score well
The Sacred Heart of Mary
High School scored 32 poi.

Elaine

4. How would you locate a

ton District would have...

WsCentral Majors start

ball season, believes that Mike

non of Larry Nomellini.

careers. aid both times Harris
came out on op. Burrus was
tweet in a ssmi-firal match lust
week ut the district and. will

the Fang

at

Mrs.

the librarian,
Sharp:

pcning here.

Robbie Zimmenck his looked
tough this season while 'Arlington's Rob Baer is on
trentely haul to handle when
he's on his game. Hersey!.
Rick Liston, Forest Awes
Don Martin and Free.%
Chuck Weber have also been
playing good Ennis this mania

tine's Paul Burrus. The two
here nnet twice in their varsitY

Censor

citing and interesting was hap

hen's.

Ian weekend and is undefeated
in loop action this year.

premacy will come from Pala-

THE FOLLOWING are
some Of the go...asked by

School in District 62. I real.
mA that something very co

Prospect's

for numher one singles' M-

&NNE Cohan

Several weeks ago, when
visited the Instructional Mato

at the Arlington District meet

Harris' strongest cimillenge

singles man.senforGreg

smile and Frernd's Tim Simp-

'

-

the thmesMIgen lends and Ono
doubles plateaus.

was Prospect's Dave annostedt,
Who had boohoo runs in one

perforrmagaineStFrancis

MAHONEY, WHO also

1

Pettenuzzo was home polishing her newly -won bowling
trophy. When she arrived at

compering

ousl-olace finisherat endk of

`Athlete' to

Mika, who was lot year's
Most Valuable Player

tried to meet the hall." he explained. "I just tried for a base
hit and tired to drive a run in.
The wind wto kind of factor. won 2-1 instead of losing 3-2 In
g too," he said, grinning em: to
innings.
ear.
ge explained the situation
Mike's family takes a sp. this way. "Kenny (Martin, the
Mal interest in his baseball, of
Lions' sophomore pitcher)
course, and rearely misses
threw a Iced inhale curve
game. But when Mike hit his which bounced in the dirt," he

Pin homer of the day, Mrs.

10

Them will be a Urst and

inning

I

vidual need at the time. Ex-

CHICAGO:

or you'll never have enough

Mark next Saturday
year
calendar. That's when the ed.

Lutheran Genend
Lutheran
Hospital, Park Ridge, and was

Chicago.
Chicago.

heavy
Also fea-

ality

playing these Says.

Talk with a teacher

league KV.. M

it he had in the third

parttiMo COim

supervisor of physical methtine and rehabilitation
Evanston Hospital. She also
directed pediatric occupationPrey

that

an old blues n
who played
with Muddy Waters. for four or

worked previously in the ow
apart
cupational
therapy depon-

patients

FROM THIS we may say
ibron
Franks Pk; e'd;s7rinancdgemIlln- ',1,::,,,d:
have boon
atrial Prodetcrions has an- negligent
in our ,,,,...,..0rou

ing," Day Publications, 117 S.
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3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HTS.,
439-0923

NURSES AIDES

CASHIER

°Nurser

Aicilnah

69 Dodge Ch.

for bike

c.o'zru mr.om

7441 Rent Apartments
laqe St. (1,2,?

0 045
tooZ.1111g
PLM. 529.3B0(131W.
iming Pk Rd Roselle

curtom

bernt,

ro p° out

;8,1

WANG02 CAMPING TENT, good'

School Bus, Inc.

CONTAVaCARSEN

games -arts -crafts

6

for rho poison who likes IhIr II BM AIN,

Cook County

656.9922

teach kids new

auto

Z1,

canaille

2:30-5 pEn.

0ane
1:770E.

Irving Pk. ..,1,050110

etn4

, nmvuor

bdrms,

3

'11°'

P=e111.11g5d"P "r

'65 Chevrolet Impala 4 Dr. Sedan

"Vt.tZ,r1101°111Z

$895

Coeliac. Pr, Pr, A/T. elec.
80To Rent Office Space
10 oz. 956.0039

BLUE SPRUCE, a yrs. old. 10 ler
31.00.

SHADE

TREES,

10

B.,

824-2175

svic %sr. lama.

Disiributor

windows24ft dr
259 78.5

Elk Grove Village
block north oh
new Toll Way Interchange
Higgins

V.P1 HI Fidel. Stereophonic .n

CALL 43943020

10

runs well

o

trBo,7.7

RA N. ArITt's711i.rd'

lgr. evergreens on sate.
FAITH NURSERY. ,
west of
GariAe. on North Ave.,Wheaton

'65 Chewolet Below Station Wagon
h

t

,Roa d

sly

P

PIs

elldt1::d 110:0/:01.0" "."'"

sole w/AM EM radlo 6 auto.

r"1'

82-Wantal to Rent

°"""g!..1120

or

/2.23.29

Bret nmtio714i1e Aolro

Surplus. Store
Bargains!!!
Gov't & Factory Surplus

*cltr."4013753.t12P8rn ex,

DELANE SURPLUS SUPPLY CO.

15RealEstateilauses

2131S Old HIggins Rd. Flit Gi

300 t.S.W. I rom
Torthy Ave., Elmhurst Rd.

61

024

A7i11i,e

523 Sao 2s9.aco

great

''''`""°a$1.s.$

SCHAUMBURG DOLLHOUSE

Ong

Professional Building
Oak Brook

P.M. ROUTES

Ready for a
great new job?

Brk,

finished

baths,

V8

'aVarr;Lw.r,A&FAZ.V.

0 Olds 4/2 MX. vinyl bdtp, P/S,,

70800m58oardlicusebeeping

Moll

We have immediate
openings in our

a DESK CLERK

- lorton.

2.,3ciragr.

stothnen on twIni Club

day shift 7 am tai pan varied dn.

6:30-8,30 a.m.

-

able

6

a CASHIER

331,50

Fu

65 Plymouth

"ke'"ssigUit".

511,,

&nursery Schools -Chill Care

16,"'
17..

""°r,V1:,.21,Y0

TIRED OF BEING

BOOKKEEPER

16 Help Wanted Women

DOCTOR

ho.

Gor. Sale: Sa1, Sun, May

LAID OFF?

A.M. ROUTES

255-1900

Height's. clothing,

can 593

2, baths, 2, car
,aly rteboSernent

bedr

IIP'1evel.

S Elmhursr, Deg PI.
593.5071

117

oit.erin:91go'or
outdoor wrk..T,onlr lel.

Apply in Person to:
112 Oak Brook Center

a SECRETARY

......

SCHOOL BUS.

297.7160

MT. PROSPECT

"The

1E'firRIDE°041a0 g, POOD

JEREMY'S

JOIN US TODAY

NOW HIRING

EMPLOYMENT

Illinois Bell

CHrirlia=13

CORKYS

PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

100% Free Positions

r

'3123 1tolOV.TI.11174o'cc11.

ADVENTURE LAND

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

needed for clays an

1

n

Apply In person to Mr. W. Hatfleldr Food Manager

"FORD"

455-3600

=,rzrei,41.30IFIRey,7 W.

Hoy Rides

colni.

REGISTER NOW

25 Employment Agencies Start

FaR

Tennis

risF

29

says Normnol

112 Automobiles For Salo

=EP°

loncpnrydb nas

S5 -Musical Instruments

DAY CAMP '.

orAliOtte n'etTlgt

day.

SKILLS

DRS PLAINES

iquedappor.n.YemPIel

Morton Grow; IlL

9654700

ce ople

0

2177,=.

on

Mies Floydeo.06
and SAVE.
15341

SALE,

Riding - SwIrnmin

WALGR EN'S NEW

ALL OFFICE

Illinois Bell

2400 E. Der.

NI:n"'

Box
Y03.

723 W,DOLF ROM

Call For Appointment

!VOW INTERVIEWING

rip! re

month

Lend -Lease plan. Rental
oppiles
or
trade beckpurchone,
for new

when you move. Ask for

troller. 1727 Windsor Dr. 9. to
5 PM. 5al. Son.May16. 17
NABORHOOD GARAGE

PayROON13
130 per

May 18 thru 17. WIndo, door.

SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
6301 Lincoln Ave.

22,EZ0V0V-0%;47-

school. Modern air conditioned plant

SC005,1,6o8.2o,87,0

,:sirlIo'r2Vart2gPtronr;

pas Immo!. Owings..

DREAMS TO
DOLLARS

SERVICE COMPANY

trouble shooting, fixture repair and maintenance.
Trade school graduate or
mon with at least 2

@ Illinois Bell

per

Mary DerderInn, Ext. 3678

SUNBEAM
APPLIANCE

We will train o young man with a good knowledge

ore an port or thelar

hour.

If you Ore a registered nurse preferably without
prior Industrial experience and would like to work
8100 a.m. to MO p.m, Monday thru Friday, please

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

SERVICE ,EINTER

T.'4711.;.r

MACHINIST

W/ Voy,' ,17nogra

Page 13

112 Automobiles Far Sale

OifORNIILIRE

ions needs I ull

girls,116 yeas,o,f

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHT

$450 to $675

of machines and willing to embark on fishing
and experimental MO development. He rail do

Four

Mealsurn
fished,

F/NANNIICTOR

STAFFING NEW
AIRPORT SUBURBAN
AREA OFFICE

EXPERIMENTAL

27-flelp Wanted -Men & Tim

Thursday, May 14 1970

868ealEstalellouses

3100

lent Qfer ]a9 e,d0olor

dr black H T

2

P/B A/T ROI 0700 Crown

=tree tIMIHK:. Yo'rgerU"S
clothe, great Ira

8101 ABIamr.,

doing light office work.

2 °02aTIZZIrr m°11

N Pee,

STOCKMAN

455 3600

1

riate

Rand & Central Ave.
Mt. Prospect

CALL MISS DEL

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

253-9920

hina, clothlng,

and Franklin Park.

'1'117,14..

or call
Mrs. Bokalor at

Work in busy restaurant

FITIO,==

di

KROGER

We have the most modern equipment and completely filtered uir condinioned buildings. Regular
merit reviews, company cafeteria and excellent
benefits. Positions available in Elk Goya Village

sz.7"

PBonnevolle
IS

'44rJ;LX°sr"^,:=g;

PHONE MRS. JOHNSON

297-2400
and gauges no close tolerances.

Fro

1415 N..1111noir, A.11.39.2477.2

OFFICE GIRL

JEREMY'S

Secretary To
Boards 8
Commissions

TOOL and DIE REPAIR

We seek 1 men to repair dies and build fixtures

1

,hood
boor., chIrs, rolso ;
MO How, Roll Meadows.

Bureau of Coll

Aces. Payable Clerk

Z:KZ:elr'
2 Locations

rOCIFTY RUMMAGE SALE
Moy

or

OD

tiVii0;12410%.900.

Apar.. Mr.

.

May MI6, 9.3.3

9660700

6028 Dempster

FOR AIRLINES

nolit oro-

G06.0000

Miss Paige

RECEPTIONISTS RESERVATION ISTS

Mono, canoe, mho.

Employment Office.

thrg Friday. Goner Only OD PM lo 10 PM. We
guarantee veer tips. Excellent salary and cameo!, benefits. Meals and enifornis furnIshed
tional chain. Apply in person between 9 MA and
II AMA. 2 PM and SIM.

cm9LOYMENT SERVICE

0101 MilwaukeeNiles

COMPLETE 100, TRAINING!

MACHINE
ANALYSTS

g

Ht.

Ki".1

Ne10,1;7rhooliarr;ge Sole

FREE

116 Eastman, Arl. Hts.

VARIETY

or apply in person

el iri

9455

Illinois Bell

$550 MONTH

662-2666

years A machine trade required. Good starling
Benand excellent potential for hlgh earnings
efits include 100% tuition payments for night

in

Telephone Co.

Days LOAM to 5 PM or Iwo Am vo 3 PM. Monday

,

0

cafeteria

for

B15

""'

Verst'otrh1aa or

ALTER 6 RC,.

MARY

KT

GOOD
HANDWRITING?

Apply at

For -Appointment Coll

I

r""ralr°

Woman

47 Home Furnishmgc Furniture

Cobra Solid State CO horne

ln Hof Est Highland.

Mon..ough Pei.

ONE GAL OFFICE

Good stoning salary, merit Increases and good
fringe benefits.

n

wfiiiinainoh'chrhAfgr.ritg(

Experienced
PM

12741scellanecus Merchandise

11 Rummage &GarageSale

.mn

k

background,lecholcal or

ill a gnal

Z

MATAT

31 Rummage & Garage1ale

BEAUTY OPR

HOME

HONEGOOD MONEY

CL 5-1010

lay

PAUL TOBIN

2171elp Warded Women

26110 Wanted Women

telephone

d riles
o help a busy

EXEC. SECRETARY

ELECTROR1IC TECHNICIAN

IT' Ualfagron

wear

COSMETIC COMPANY

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wonted Women

g

I

'695

Vic Oar

Page 14

Today

SHORT RIBS
TONIGHT
Thursday, May 14, 1970

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OU'D BETTER GET OUT THERE OKAY-OKAY/ BELIEVE A4E,THAT'S
AND PATCH UP THAT NEWLY
TH' LAST TIME I SLIP THAT GUY,
SEEDED >ARC, BEFORE SOUR A BONE! HES HANDLING IT LIKE
FATHER GETS HOME. IT'S
A MISER WHO UNEXPECTEDLY
YOUR AEG, AND...
GETS HIS MITTS ON A FIVE-

UM, YAS, DR. MILLWATERs
ANTI -SMOG PILL IS A PROMISING START: OF COURSE
IT WOULD NEED A LOT OF
VYORK,BuT TD BE WILLING

WLLAR BILL AND CAN'TMAKE

UP HIS MIND WHICH IS THE
SAFEST BANK TO PUT IT IN!

To INVEST 500- foR A

4

HALF -INTEREST!

5

7
9

the Hurricane."

,W RE DOUGH THAN THAT,
AROUND U.ES' FOR TIPS ON
'TELEGRAMS: BUT YOU

CAN ASK HIM ...I DON'T

HAVE NoTHIN' TO DO
WITH THE BUSINESS EN71

his battalion in Africa. With Maureen

12:00

Movie
"Deported."
Gangster yarn with
Jeff Chandler deported to Italy, in2

10:00
2

8:00

5

7

Movie
"Hcitel Paradiso."

2

land in the. Pacific
Ocean.

Meek Alex Guinness

26 Today's Racing

rendezvous with gorgeous Gina Lollobri-

tries to carry on his

and

gida but everything
interferes. With Robert Morley and Akim

French countryside.

Tamiroff.

44 Continuous

7
This
Jones

News,

Hitch-

Alfred

20 TV College
Literature.

A film trip features scenes of the

THAT'S

TRAPPED!

9

32 Password

7:40

a

Animal World

Lands

11:50

32 News Final

9:30

20 TV High School

Daniel Boone
Rerun. "For

Seas

ONLY ONE

11:35

32 100
Paintings;
Great Music

11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

gaged."

32 Of

I'M NOT THE

Hitch-

cock

look at the "Looney
Gooney" bird which
inhabits Midway Is-

TOGETHER IN THE MORNING!

Weather,

9

News
News
News
News

volved in the black
market,

Toren's love.

1' h e Creative

11

is Tom

Person

son Picket and Hendra and Ullett.

2 6 Bob
Sports

Philbin

BUGS BUNNY

horoscope

I WONDER WHAT HAPPENED T'
TH' SILLY FELINE? HE SAID
T' MEET HIM HERE:

FOR FRIDAY

SOME OF MY CREDITORS HAVE
BEEN RATHER PERSISTENT)
LATELY:

HEY,

SyLVESTER:

Honey-

1:15
9

44 Continuous

News,

attempts to go

resentment
over recent restrictions may

7

however, not to express yourself too openly.
GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): A need to give of yourself
in an effort to improve the

world around you is particularly strong at this time. Vol-

MORTY MEEKLE

2

Meditation

5

girl seeking independence from strict
family rule in the

7

2:00
Reflections

26 Elias Diaz Perez

South. Yul Brynner,
Joanne Woodward.

9

Five Minutes to

9

8:30
Dragnet
Rerun.
"Homicide --the Student."

is

Show

Movie

1:55

2:45

Live By

ATIO: 30 A.M. ON MAY

you r se I f causing another

THATUGIVEWD

16711 I'M COOING 7O BEAT

harm.

AND YOL1R PALS

UFA KID. I'M NOT

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

ebyiNG WHO rrtt_.

Await another's decision with

SOMETHING TO
PONDER .

BE...

LEAVE IT TO NASTY ~RP 70

I IAJOAJDER. HOW
MUCH THEY'RE GO/J/JA

SOUNDS LIKE
A GOOD IDEA

TELEVISION A LOT MORE

ness. Otherwise, you may find

and

"The Sound and
the Fury." William
Faulkner story of a

8:25

They' sAy THAT Ws
WoULD ENJOY VJATCH /NG

charm with your forthright-

patience

1:50

EEK & MEEK

unteer.

23): Make certain to combine

ling Hayden.
Late Report

Social Science.

Nothing."
11 Chicago Is
26 Ayuda (Help)

7

robbery. With Ster-

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

Show

20 TV College

That Girl
Rerun. "Ten Per-

cent of Nothing

Weather,

that he help in bank

2

with the Speakers.

rub off on you. Take care,

5

Sports

Beverlee and Sidro

Another's

CANCER (June 22 - July

Show

Rock Hudson and

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21):

2

32 Big Valley
44 Continuous

News,

straight, despite insistence of crooks

Mery Griffin

Corte

Movie
"Crime

Wave."
Ex -con Gene Nelson

Weather,

10:30

L a Tremenda

Famous Wp'teFs

7:00
Jim Nabors Hour
Rerun. Guests are

Memorandum
1:00

of the News

26 Famous Artists;

2

5

Of Cabbages and
Kings

Sports
26

Chicago Show

7

11 Speaking Freely
6:55

Midnight Report

7

12:30

etess and 'winner of
the 1950 Pulitzer
Prize for poetry.

Barbara Eden, Wil6:45

5

Features Gwendolyn Brooks, black po-

3 2 The
mooners

but going

straight with Marta

26 A Black's View

Rerun. Guests are

Sports

Your

tkiffli PAY -TV !

PAY

!

LIPQATE 71-IE
OLD CHINE EZ WATER
"P;(277JR E

love. An ex-

cellent time to practice the art
of thinking first of others.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
23): A highly satisfying and
happy day for the Virgo who
knows how to make another

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

realize the good things of life.
Try for justice.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Combine your talents with
those of a dear friend and you
should be able to make mutual
gains satisfying to both.

.Answer to Previous Puzzle

Blankity Blank
THE BORN LOSER
ACROSS

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov

22): Try your gifts of perOF COURSE

suasion on those who will soon

I

have a hand in deciding your

BELIEVE Hi CATER II*
TO HIS CREATIV't,: luSTINGT, BUT IF

future. You can pave your own

Re's usuo Mg As A 0-1ARAcrsR

streets.

11415 NOVEL. HE'S tun -loco, I DEAVi4V,
11-IE gi6HT To see HIS NOTES FIRST!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): If you would he a real

IN

force in your own community
develop your strengths.
-

Jan. 20): Give of your energies

in the service of others. Use
this Friday to gain ends which
you've recently almost given
up on.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Don't expect too much of
a
new-found freedom. Illusions may conic to disturb
your dreams of accomplishment.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): A desire to help those in
need can he made the most of
at this time. Place your talents
at the disposal of those who

W. Tin 1.11i n.

CAPTAIN EASY
SLENDER FELLOW WITH LONG SIDEBURNS?

I'M MAKING NO ACCUSATIONSYET: WE'LL DRIVE SACK TO

THAT 501.1NI,5 LIKE MY STAFF ASSISTANT LEECH_I,

MANHATTAN. PRONTO, MR.IAAROEN:

GOOD HEAVENSI

SAY NOTHING TO LEECH TILLWE GET THERE:

ARE YOU
SUGGESTING

(F)) VER IN NEW
'NV JERSEY,..THE
SEARCH FOR THE

AS5ENT-MINPED

DR.DIMBLE 15
GETTING A BIT
FRANTIC...

may find that they are far more

then

them tole

lemon
lone
lent
omen
note
enth

god
57 Pigpen
DOWN
1 Unclothed
2 Poems
3 Day before

today
4 Judicial
(var.)
into the sunset orders
-a razor 23 Shaped mass
14 Malt brews
6 Ancient name
of metal
15 Legal point
of Urfa
24 - stole
16 Deficient in.
7 Far off
25 Arrow poison
beauty .
(comb, form) 26 Swagger
18 Landed
8 Wise
27 Antipathies
properties
counselors
28 -, vidi,
20 That doesn't
9 Wolfhound
vici
make
10 Camera's
29 Within
21 European
"eye"
(comb. form)
stream
11 Italian city
31 Legendary
22 Is perched
17 Natural fats
24 Deep mud
Greek hero
19 Afghan prince 33 Perfume
.26 Rational

IF WE HAVE TO START
KNOCKING ON DOORS IT
COULD TAKE FOREVER TO

FIND THE OLD FOOL: re.
BETTER CALL. LEECH:

-

1

2

ARE YOU -ERSTUDENTS SERIOUS

13

15

16

Seaport

18

ABOUT THIS
DEMAND 3

suffix
41 Dance step
42 "Remember

I CAN SEE RETIRING

...BUT MANDATORY
RETIREMENT AT

OUR INSTRUCTORS
AND THE COLLEGE
ADMINISTRATORS AT

the -1"

A-Or,

25

danger
5 -1 4

47 - as a pin 48 Novelist,

;

Zane --

50 Musical

syllable
8

9

10

11

27

28

29

23

26
31

33

32

34

35

37

38

39

40

55

appellation
44 Asseverate
46 Grafted (her.)

20

-

45 Erecting
36
49 Returning to a

55 Cautious of

corundum
41:Parts of book's
42 In a line
43 Feminine

17

22

30

negative

411.:

6

38 Weirder
40 Variety of

14

21

51 Above (poet.)
42 , 43 44
52 Heavy blow
53 Anatomical
49
plexus,
54 Scottish
.52

-7<

5

19

former state

62 -- OR EVEN 60'

4

12

39 Singing group.
24
40 Feminine

CAMPUS CLATTER

3'

. 34 Cloier
35 Belgian

37 ,-- pudding

MENTHOL
helot
helm
home
hotel
hone

8 Closing out

36 Lock and -

important than you are prone
to INlieVe.

molt
molten
moth
month
melon
motel
mote
monte
thole

-appetite
the

paragraph
32 Sculptured

20): Take a good look at the
little things in your life. You

tone
tome

4 Something to

30 - each

ARIES (March 22 - April

mole
melt

girl

56 Greek war

27 Hail!

need them.

Answers to
Hideaword

1- meets

12 Lemon 13 He - off

perhaps in the world --- you

will have to begin at once to

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

,

Paul Harvey

Comments

Rerun. "Shattered

Idol."
9
Alfred

sequences

Bill Burrud hosts a

OLD LADY...

32

32 Men in Crisis

Few Rifles."

POOR, POOR

11:30

diggers.
Paris 7000
7

2

7

Compson.

26 Wrestling
32 The Champions

Show

Family Affair
Rerun. Cissy and
Gregg become "en-

GOODNIGHT, DEAR CHILD...
WE'LL HAVE A NICE BREAKFAST

Orson Welles,
GeorgeGobel,

11 Making Things
Grow
African violets.
32 Truth or Con-

6:30

MARK TRAIL

Rerun. Guests are
Gina Lollobrigida,

cock

O'Hara and Thomas
Mitchell.

26 Quiz

At=

Show

Charles Nelson Reilly and the Gold-

Movie
ser"Immortal
geant." War drama
of
inexperienced
Henry Fonda forced
to take command of

6:25

5

Grew Up
Rerun. "The Pony
Express," 1925, with
Ricardo Cortez, Ernest Torrence, Wallace Beery and Betty

9

11 TV College
Literature.

5.4

Curious

Cravings."

6:15

HEROES ARE MADE -NOT BORN

Rerun. ''Sa-

mantha's

Mike Douglas
11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

YOU GOTTA BE KIDDIN7
WC MILLWATER KEEPS

Bewitched

7

Dean Martin

5

"Rerun. "Eye of

6:00
News
News
News

2

It The Toy That

9:00

7:30
Ironside

S

41

145

I

46

47

50

-151

53

54

56

57

48

14

WEAl'HER

VG

Telephone

Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
low in upper 40s. Tomorrow: Partly sunny, high in

255-7200

upper 60s.
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Assembly approves bills
to solve NW flooding
By Richard Crabb

constant threat of flooding in
Mount Prospect, Rolling Meadows,
Arlington
Heights,

Indicating the importance
the Illinois Department of Waterway engineers put on flood
control in the northwest sub-

Schaumburg, Hoffman Estates, Palatine and Hanover
Park.

urbs, the Illinois General As-

passed

sembly yesterday acted favor-

Creek Flood Control bill spon-

The bill goes to the House

ably on bills to solve flooding

sored by Sen. John Graham
(R -3d Dist.) of Barrington.
The bill provides $650,000 for

Monday where it will be sponsored by Rep. David J. Regner

problems in three watersheds.

The bills, all now reason' ably assured of passage by the
legislature and approval by

Gov. Ogilvie, will reduce the

THE

ILLINOIS
yesterday

Senate
the Salt

widening, deepening and
straightening Salt Creek. That
work will reduce the danger of

flooding in Rolling
Meadows, Arlington Heights
home

and Palatine. The bill requires
putting a new and larger tun-

nel under the Northwestern
Railroad in Palatine north of
Arlington Park.

(R -3d Dist.) of Mount Prospect. The governor's budget
committee has approved the
expenditure. House approval

is expected next week. Work
could begin in August.

Illinois Department of Waterways engineers, this bill had

Also passed yesterday of the

not been included in the governor's .1970 budget. Sen. Graham was advised by the Gover-

Senate was the Poplar Creek

flood control bill, also sponsored by Sena Graham. This
bill provides $50,000 for doing
the engineering work on Popla? 'Creek that has caused ser-

ious flooding in Hoffman Estates, Schaumburg and Han-

ALTHOUGH urged by the

officials for spending policies
Like scolding a child who

support Harpr's
levy referendum.

March tax

has

Most important, news reports of faculty dissent, stu-

night for actions which she

dent representation demands,
and campus solicitation and
campaigning by board candidates all pointed to members of

misbehaved, a Mount
Prospect taxpayer reprimanded Harper College officials last

said have increasingly lessened

public support of the two-year
institution.
"You must see that no adverse reports reach us (the taxpayers) through the news
media," concluded Mrs. Ches-

ter Pointer, 601 Oriole Ln., after reading a prepared speech
of nearly 20 minutes duration.
"1 felt'the school was not using the money I paid to the best

of its ability," she said in explanation of why she failed to

Same
Day
Service
Mrs. Dean Anderson offered two tents far sale in a

Day Want Ad. She sold
them by 7 p.m. the first day
the ad ran and received 30

calls. "I had to leave the
house to get away from the
phone," she said.
You can enjoy quick and
profitable service, too. Just
call 255-7200 to place your

ad in the Northwest Suburbs' greatest
market.

Harper family working
"for their own interests" and
the

not the community college.

" T H E OPINIONS are
greatly divided on lowering
American flag," Mrs.
Pointer said, "but that this ac
the

tivity was detrimental to the
school was shown by 215 signatures."
The small statured woman
was referring to a petition given to the trustees at a special
session last Saturday when the

board decided to allow students to keep the flag at halfstaff for a full -seven days rath-

er than three days originally
granted.

stressed were taxpayers of a
moderate income, nearing retirement, without children at
the college), Mrs. Pointer remarked on faculty comments
made at last Friday's flag demonstration at Harper.

TO A STATEMENT which
labeled the Harper residential
community
"conservative,"

growing
Mrs. Nicklas said.
college's)

sponsibility of the

press in
presenting the proper image of
Harper College to the community," the trustee remarked after Mrs. Pointer's address.

Mount Prospect Plan
Commission public hearing, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

shopping

be cleared for seeking the legislature's approval for the ac-

tual work of enlarging the
creek either in 1971 or 1972.
Also passed this week by the

House was the Weller Creek
bill, sponsored by Rep. Regner. The bill provides for flood
control work on Weller Creek
from Mount Prospect Road toward Route 83. The bill provides an appropriation of
$120,000 and the amount has
included in the 1970
by the governor's
budget committee.
The Weller Creek bill is now
been

budget

before the Senate where it is
sponsored by Sen. Graham.
Passage is likely next week.

Turning to the American flag for inspiration, Holmes Junior High students Kurt Schmitt, 1720
Estates Dr. and Jon Marcotte, 1707 Catalpa, both of Mount Prospect, have created a work of art
from a junked auto engine abandoned on the school grounds. Mike Ventura, 2222 Goebbert,
Arlington Heights, helped with their personal contribution to the anti -litter campaign. The result
a statue partially painted red, white and blue, will be among exhibits at the Holmes Ad Fair Sunday

-

from 2 to 4 p.m.

Beauty (even in junk)is yin
the eye of the beholder
Most people finding a
stripped auto engine dumped

the top half in patriotic red,

on their lawn would call the
scavenger service or a junk

THEIR MOD statue will be
one of the art objects on dis-

man.

Three Holmes Junior High
students who saw the same
thing happen at their school
have salvaged the motor and
turned it into a work of art.
The ' grimy motor was
cleaned by Mike Ventura; 222'.
.Goebbert Arlington Heights;
Johti Viireotte, 1707 tatalpa,
MoUnt Prospect; -and --Kurt
Schmitt, 1720 Estates Drive,

a public

Water basin recommendations
to be given to board next week

lic," she cried, refuting students' interpretations that the
college belonged to them.

The Mount Prospect Drainage and Clean Streams Com-

approved by the State of Illinois and the Metropolitan

mission will submit their recommendations for water re-

Sanitary District of Chicago.

tention in the village to the Village Board next week, Robert
Klovstad, chairman of the
commission said this week.

Acting only as a recommending body, the commis-

CONSTRUCTION IS un-

sion works with the village

derway on Phase III, from the

board in researching the vari-

Chicago & North

ous problems of flooding in

Railway tracks in Des Plaines
to Mount Prospect Rd.
Van Huisseling said that the

Western

DIRECTING HER com-

He said the report will -in elude a recommendation to accept the Bauer Engineering report.
Prepared in 1968, the Bauer
report designs a 900 acre ft. capacity, retention basin that

must be accepted' by the board
before any money is appropriated or any projects are
started.

culvert under the tracks has

will service not only Mount

ANOTHER CONCERN of

has progressed extremely slow.

surrounding

the commission is the current
project of widening and deepening of Weller Creek.
In a report on, the progress
of the project, Commissioner

Prospect but
communities.

ABOUT TWO MONTHS
ago the commission agreed to

use the Bauer report as the
basis for their recommendations and since that time have
been investigating all possible
means of gaining financial aid
for such a project.

They now' plan to contact
the U. S. Department of Interi-

Mount Prospect.

Their recommendations

been improved and about 1,4
mile of the channel has been
widened.

He said that construction

Ed Van Huisseling said that
appropristions for Phase IV
have been cut from $300,000
as recommended by State Rep.

FOR PHASE IV the village
engineer has been contacting
residents along the creek to ob-

tain temporary easements for
the construction work.
Mayor Robert Teichert said

that Village Manager Virgil
Barnett will be giving a status

David Regner (R-Motint Prospect) to $120,000 by the state

report on Weller Creek -at the

legislature.

ing.

May 19 Village Board meet-

or for information on federal
William
Commissioner
Dernmett said that to receive
federal funds it will be important to show that the retention
basin would be a help to vil-

lages other than just Mount
Prospect.

HE SAID THAT it will also
be necessary to get the project

Dist. 214

art display
set Sunday
Heights. Mrs. Eheim was one of 3 persons injured in the collision. (Photo by Bob Privratsky)

3 women injured in crash
struck

auto

Eheim was admitted and reported
in fair
condition.
Eheim's daughter and Mrs.
Carter were treated for minor

Three women were injured
yesterday afternoon in a two -

Kensington

car accident on Kensington
and Waterman Rds., Arling-

from Chicago. northbound .on
Waterman.

ton Heights.
According to police, the
auto driven by Mary Sue Car-

Mrs. Eheim, her daughter, injuries and released.
Janet, n, of 471 Laurel, Des
Mrs. Eheim was charged
Plaines, and Mrs. 'Carter were with failure to yield after a stop
taken to Northwest Commu-__ sign,- and -is- to-appear-in-Ar-nity Hospital where Mrs. lington Heights Court June 3.

ter. 29. of 716 Prospect. Manor.
Mount Prospect. west bound on

an

driven by Alice Eheim, 60,

Wally Hamann of 244 Hill

A wide variety of student art-

work created by High School
District 214 youths will be on
display in the third annual art

exhibition on the mall of the
Randhurst Shopping Center,
Sunday through May 24.
All the exhibitions -silk
screens, paintings, sculpture,

lithography, jewelry -were reviewed and selected by district
art teachers. Schools in the dis-

trict

Arlington High
School, Prospect High, Forest
are

View High, Wheeling High,.
Elk -Grove -High,-and -Hersey
High.

working who will

serve re-

freshments under the direction

of home economics teacher
Mrs. Charlotte McClure of
Cumberland Parkway,
Des Plaines, have ordered 72
cans of fruit juice.
238

high industrial arts, home economics and fine arts programs.
A School. Community Coun-

cil survey made public Wednesday showed that 'a third
of the junior high parents surveyed "had. no knowledge"
of what Dist. 59 industrial arts
and home economics courses
cover.
Holmes' draws ' iis students
frpra.sopthe r,nount',
sections of ArWigton and M
Prospect:
Dist: -59 has three other jun-

ior high schoolsHDempster in

Mount Prospect and Grove
and Lively, Elk Grove Village.

Gripe
Of The
Day
To get a coupon offering

a refund in the mail after

Rubella inoculations
to start Monday

Dist.' 57 educational
fun il budget to rise
The Distri0 57 School
Board examined a tentative
draft of the 1,970-71 Educa-

tional Fund btldgetr,' at a special board meeting Thursday.
Supt. Eric Sahlberg said
that several changes will probably be made in the proposed

budget before the final draft
can be approved.

He estimated that the infor the Educational
Fund could eventually show
come

increase of as much as

$140,000.

SOME OF THE increase
could occur in state aid if the
qualifying factor remained the

their first visit to northwest suburban elementary
schools to begin a week-long inoculation drive against

funds, depending on, what the

the disease, which causes birth defects when contracted
by pregnant women.

state

legislature dots in the

next few months.

'

grade level. Children from. Park View, Indian Grove,
Feehanville, Euclid, Bond and St. Emily schools will

Another factor affecting the
fund is an increase derived
from state aid to be received

get the inoculations against rubella, which is also

for the hiring of additional

known as German measles and three-day measles.

special education teachers.

District 26 will be the only school distra visited by
the inoculation teams on Monday. Children from other

school districts in the Northwest Suburbs will be
treated during the rest of the week.
Pre-schoolers one year of age and older will be im-

munized Saturday, May 23, at a central location for.
each school 'district.

School districts to be visited Tuesday include District 21 and II schools within District 2'On Wednesday, the inoculation teams will go to District 59 and
two schools, Fox and Hanover, in District 54.
The teams will visit remaining schools in districts 25
and 54 on Thursday, as well as district 1 and 4 in Barrington. Friday, -students in District 57, District 23 and
Dooley, Hale and St. John's schools 10 District 54 will
be immunized

SAHLBERG said that local
taxes are increased because of
the new valuation.

The district now expects to
have expended about $2.8 mil-

lion from the 1969-70 Educa-

tional budget by the end of
according to Board
member Jack Ronchetto.
Ronchetto estimated that

June,

the Educational Fund represents almost 4 5ths of the district's spending.
The tentative budget did not'
show salary increases for the
teaching staff because negotiations on salaries are still taking
place.

Ak

CHANGES IN expenditures
for next year will occur in
the special education teachers

costs as a result of the staff
increase.

A team will visit District 26, giving the anti -rubella
vaccine to school children up to and including the third

R.A.K.

fair will give parents a better

same, he said.
But, he said, a drastic
change could be shown in state

Rubella immunization teams Monday will make

throwing away proof of
purchase.

tion.
School officials hope the art

an

aid.

Arlington Heights police and firemen help Alice Eheim, 60, from Chicago, onto a stretcher
yesterday afternoon after a two -car accident on Kensington and Waterman Rds., Arlington

p.m. at the 60p -pupil school at
1900 W. Lpnnquist Road,
Mount Prospect.

understanding of the junior

Phase IV includes the porTHERE WILL be a concert
tion of the creek from Mount by the school band and choir
Prospect Rd. to Illinois 83.
and a gymnastics demonstra-

ments at the members of the
press, Mrs. Nicklas said it was
"extremely regretful" that the
sis on certain faculty and student incidents..
"I hope all segments of the
community would share (the

play Sunday atithe Holmes Art

Fair, scheduled froinn 2 to 4

-

SAYS

building. It belongs to the pub-

media had placed such empha-

white and blue.

Drive, Hoffmim Estates, is the
Holmes leached whO co-ordiwed plans for the:fair that fo-_ cases on all practical and fine
arts programs activities at the
junior high school.
Being in debt is almost as bad as being the iasinian in the block Mount Prospect. Then Jon
About 400 parents are exto ride his own lawnmower.
and Kurt mounted it on a pected to visit the school Sunwooden
base,
topped
it
with
an
tt'`,'-,(
day.
7,eket.
old steering wheel and painted
In preparation, students

Harper officials must watch

Tonight

By getting to the Poplar

SUBURB

Speaking only for herself the activities on their campus
and her husband (whom she Mrs. Pointer implied in order

Meeting

bill quickly.

SIMON

education," she said.

to keep public favor behind the
school and not against it.
Mrs.. Pointer's commentary
came after brief statements by
Mrs. Jessalyn
Nicklas, a
trustee who has served on the
college board since 1965.

been put into the 1970 budget
to implement the Poplar Creek

V.,',1"Pk.V1,v1

us doubt the value of higher
is

pains,"

"It again points apt the re-

Mrs. Pointer said "yes, we are
a conservative community."
But she added, the community is composed of many ideologies and other types of mix-tures, "and we all live together
in peace."
"It is such statements as
those made last week (at the
flag demonstration) that make

"The college

nor's Office Thursday afternoon that $50,000 has now

Creek engineering work approved this year, the way will

over Park.

Taxpayer reprimands Harper
By K . C. Radtke

--

Other changes are expected when teachers negotiations
are completed and when final

plans for the consolidation of

the districts two junior high

AT A RECENT School
Board meeting an increase in
staff from 8 to 12 learning disability teachers was approved
for next year.

The district will now have

t

16 special education teachers.
The school dist t is reim-

bursed for a portion of each of
these teacher's salary by the
state.

The estimated assessed valu-

ation for the district for 197071 is $96,000,000 giving an es-

timated educational tax rate of
$1.67.

die

schools are set.

When Central School is officially closed this summer the
district will be cutting one
principal from the staff. An as-

sistant principal will then be
hired for Lincoln School.
Sahlberg said that by June
the board should be ready to
approve a tentative budget and

the final draft will be finished
in September.
-

He explained that it will be

difficult to tell if the budget
will show a deficit or surplus
until the tentative budget is set.

11.3' AJ.aaVD WVVv.A

11,
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Area churches aidl'Operation Nutrition

Harper College group sets
road rally tomorrow
The Hamer College Road

there

300,

will

be

:troodea awarded to the

NM gimmick road rally at 6

at cer: best driver and hest

Drivers will meet at Hamer
College on Roselle and Algonquin Rd. in Palatine. Cost
of the rally is 54.50 at the line

300 for the contest. Out of the

By Catherine O'Donnell
e

"

navv.

w club at Harper. this is
the first semester of its

sation. The members ailhelp
the rally, or tre.ure hunt, by
the route.

W For pre -registration or further informadon
529-.

movement .

5090 after 6,00 pm,

Anyone interested in the
Navy or sma power in general is probably familiar with The
United States Naval Institute
Proceedings,"
The
Mount

Prospect Public Library now

vide a place where ideas of im.

ponance to the navy may be
exchanged.

and

to

advance

professional, literary, and scionific knowledge in the Navy.
The institute is a private association which provides serious
pub lications for members of
stoups concerned with sea

peering in this periodical am
written by members of the institute.

It also contains book re and professional reading

and no..

Each December issue conwins a combined author. title,
and.subject index for the pan
yew The magazine can be
found in the bronzing room of
the library.

Menus

p.m. Saturdays. The only int

fcrence front .w will he the

omission of Sunday hours, not
felt 10 be necessary when the
schools we not in session,

ld Dist.) of Adington Heights
will hold an open house -lis-

tening post" s.fien for high
school and college students
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Sunday.
The Chapman home is 6116

New route

Cincinnati coffee bread and

The 35th Annual Ninth
District of Illinois Youth Con-

and Parade, this Sunday. sponsored by the Arlington Heights American Legion
Merle Guild post 208. will

rand

parade

Heights
Rd. is a state road. there can be
wiMast hing there. The parade

new parade route will be ant
on South St. to Dunton, north

on Dunton to Miner, east on
Miner to Douglas -and south on
Douglas to Recreation Park,
The parade is sponsored by

the peso and amiliaries io the
Ninth District Council, said
Willaim
Griffith.
Legion
Comdr.

butter. milk.
Available desserts:
fruit
cocktail. strawberry gelatin.
lemon cream pie. cherry cake.

Helaine.

This ins repeat perform.
ence by request." reports Rep.
Chapman. "The young people
who have attended before have
found the discussion an helpful

Phi Kappa Phi

for parade

214,

salad. Cole slaw., pineapple, red
gelatin cube, molded: raspberry. grapefruit pineapple.

S. Princeton Conn. Arlington

Two selected for

ll stns tram South Junior
High School at 1 pm and the

Ione choia1/2 fruit juice, tossed

ers and a cake.

Rep. Chapman will hold
Youth 'listening post' Sunday

h'He:ar:resey

Main dish net choice):
ground beef stroganoff ocer
rice. bar-b-que
ban.
ner in a bun. Vegetable tone
choice, whipped potato..
buttered green beans. Salad

Miss Helen Harmening, 1716 W. Central Rd, Arlington Heights, recently become the M0,000
patient at Northwest Community Hospital- She underwent surgoy fora hiatus hernia, an °per adon typical or the 6,000 surgeries performed annually at the hmpital. Mrs. Franc. Johnston,
dietitian, and Malcolm Moreau, executive sine president, presented Albs Harmening with flow -

For.,,,. . Better II

chocolate chip cookies.

Membership

Orel' have asked to have then:
held on a regular basis. -

-

-We pray for the dead of
Keen, the dead of Vietnam and

While our legislature O in

the millions of living Ameri-

session and during a period of

cans whose thee and futures
arc threatened by a stalking

campus tensions, this seems an
especially important time to

offer this opportunity for free
exchange of views.

Explained Mrs Chapman. iforce.."
'We discuss any of the major
issues. At this t
it is likely
that there will beime
time given to
the youth demonstrations."

Rep. Chapman also soon road a bill. voted down in the

House Appropriations Com-

klentified with two events at

mince
Wednesday,
which
would have provided 575,000
to match the student contribth

the legislature this week of see-

dos at the University of

dents at the Univcrsity of Il-

cial interest to youth people.
On Monday Rep. Chapman

linois at Champaign -Urbana
selected for membership in Phi
Kappa Phi, national honer
schola1/2ip ociety.

by the Illinois Home, extendMg sympathy to the famili. of
the young persons who lost

They are( Carlene Lamm
Doran Hauge, 310 N. Wilk

their Bacon tl,Kent Univercity campus. Thy resolution
cad in part
F,

linois for scholarships for de serving high school graduates
who need Cl ancial help if they
are to go on o college.
Univcrsit of Illinois
dents voted to contribute 52
each to a sc olarship fund and
petitioned I e legislature to
match their ontributions.

Rep.

Two students from Mount
Prospect are among 166 undergraduate and graduate stu-

St., and Bruce Chum Stoffenn,
100 W. Orchard PI.

students

no

has

been

sponsored a resolution. passed

Selection to Phi Kappa Phi
is based on grade averages of
4.5 or above IS equals A) for
juniors. 4.5 for seniors and for
graduate

Chipman

belt. The revolutionries

his

belt through the two handles of
the double doors and tightened
it. Then he called out the

names of the phya ed majors
who were in the crowd. held a
brief consultation with them.
They lined up in front of him,
yelling. "Anybody wants to

post. just pass us first." You
know that broke up theu
rowd," reported local
dents. -Those guys were ready
to punch us. -

CUTLASS

s." "W

ldo
f I
any car.

not buy or drive

will walk, ride a bike
or take mass transit instead.(2)

r

ride

(PVC) ...Mos- l w"'

tead.

I

will return aluminum

Oct DOT or any other pestipraying marnztics,

i

d,,e,..

to breed
I

will not buy high -phosphate
detergents. I will use oxidate, gent cleansers sparingly, ac -

received "will comes
Wheeling

The

has
from.

Townshin

Night for the benefit of State

Rcp. Gene Schlickman. Tbk
The TARS
Meth Union 76 Station in Atz-

Purpose from

ELECTION
nTwh:dAnrcli

ntion,tuhrne

ow.. Asse. elected Officers

car
will save sawdust, corn husks.

Tom Hanlon report on the

tween

t
rubles
't0'wor 2,:P'12,-nci dr
t''

,o

,oii tzt he 'r'ri um: tPa,°gaasd;

of throwing them out. 0 I/
ntyhtut.r.
cwarinroo,f h1,00,0,
1

will adopt them."
THEY'VE GOT some den-

Mates of he low

ma hoes-

c'i achgni 1'.ehTtehR
In their
eVvhi.: P'rn°;rai cnakri'C' na'dhdii ilal'-.

mei...

PMviecial

oowifoSc,,tr.c.

of

society elects students foi outstanding scholarship in all
areas of academic study.

der

a

dies in that list .., Ai, ggd

ed very concerned with their
moral duty to the order, the

will nots". Number 4 "Right

neighborhood, the public. and

n'e
s"P"ing
C''""
dated00
Edison?"
Number
five.

=e'er er1::Td'aixrvt
President. Howard
Kara,

box." Number 6,

going
trot the praying big bugs?"

Number n, -If we could only
believe you mean it." Number
10, "Some rats' nests you'll be

building in your back yard."
Number II. "Ha, famous last

-1

about

vice president. Phil Nelson:
treasurer. Chuck Vcselits, and
secretary. lean Spiel. Direc-

tors are Al Gates, Ray Piotrowski,

George

Fisher

and

Muriel Currier.
rut PROS.. PAY

words, usually added to a boy

Good for FREE CAR WASH
with repair job on your car

and 722 Center, Des Plaines,
600/6

Sulssaiption rates: 35 nuns a

FRANK SCHMIDT AUTOMOTIVE

week, home deln,rsel. Dui or

Non us. mil tees. Strno a

113 E. PROSPECT

yes, WOO la es mode.

MT. PROSPECT- NEXT TO CAR WASH

PHONE: CL 3-1634-1639

,,

1",/,

L

trek 217 S. Adington

1

I

-

second max postage paid or'
Mount Praspect.111.60056.

the

by a representative of the Illinois State Department of
Public Health. Records are
ation Nutrition," a pilot pro- kept on each family's
partici-:
gram under the direction of potion.
the United States Agriculture

ic PPP...9Y.

assortmentS as prescribed for'
each age level. Prescription
are designated as groups A. 0,
C. D and E. An A prescription'
applies to newborn infants'

,. Operation Nutrition was expressly designed as a suppleentary food program for
Ow -income vulnerable groups

most of the railroad's suburban operations.

Drengler said that with the

She described the typical mi-

Both have been working with
Hendricks since the program
aced in la uary.

grant meal as pinto beans, rice

...,,,

under six years of age, pregtons Mothers and post-partum
mothers
from
low-income

tr. - Loose reversible seat cushions.

HO. 523R95

VT,

coo. cue

13 LNIVfl N

PLUMBING PRO

zir

ont

Wheeling, Ill.

vow.?

GREENHOUSE -FRESH,

AAILING-4.1. MEM
HUE DELIVERY,

our new

ASK 0. IIASTER,LARDENERS

may have failed to warn
their children of the danger of
throwing stones at trains and
why it is important that they
stay off tracks, railway bridges
and other railroad property."

the GOP women's club of his
district. He will review the
work of the Congers since he

Holt of Mount Prospect, Elk

took over the seal of former

Wheeling

Prospect. Many of the foods such as powdered eggs end Instant potato Rakes are now packaged in

cartonsto reduce punctures In pl.. bags used formerly.
ican families do not have cook-

ing facilities for utilizing the
powered ingredients to their
fullest. Others eat mainly cold
foods, and it's speculated that

the powdered preparations are prob.
in these instances

ably not used at all.

Many items are not mailable

in bulk and volunteen from Community Proobtained

cussed the possibility of start-

byterian Church packaged
them in five -pound bags,

ing such a program, but the
knguage barrier and the lack
of a qualified instructor has

Most of the extras are obtained by Hendricks through
local solicitation. He also &-

been a hindering factor.

livers food boxes to 20 migrant
families that have
means of
transportation.

Oats

oat Rakes, pinro

Six hundred

pounds of beans and rice were

THE NEED for soma type

of instruction in the me of

SOFA
VISIT.,. mar
late, modern

assistant manager

BOURBON

$298

r ".

BOAT! If you have
change of address to

13THER STYIF

LY INILMSC MEADOWS

.1101.,1111116.1111/FILMS.6.111

255-6310
Omni Ere* and Sawn,

.

FLOWER GARDEN GIFT CENTERS

Mrs.

Sue

HARVEY'S
SCOTCH

$379
FIFTH

FIFTH

Heileman's

DAD'S

OLD STYLE BEER

old-fashioned

ROOT

12 OZ. CANS

6 Pack

BEER

CASE OF 24

909

55c

$396

GIN

COLA

OR

VODKA

CANS
6120Z

Yr GALLON
IMPORTED

POLISH WINES
Currant, Chewy,
Klasztorne, Strawberry,
Black

Apple O Blackberry

$169

We stiff have

Blatz

MIKERS

929
k

Al

FIFTH

Each depositor insured to 020,000 by Ma Fade al Deposit Insurance Corporation

sale ends

midnite
5/17/70

THE BANK

111111.1116./MISAT 6311 Mt
SINIPITSIM6-5.116
'

Zen-6651

Township.

Monday.

l'Auf Aga

Bock Beer

COKE
6. 12 oz. cans

79c

6- 12 oz. cans

Naturally *settled
in

the

bottle as all

8Cnot iced

Dr7rtrInpss
klIng Burgundy& Cold
Duck.

C nfield's
Or

IMPORTED

Napoleon
Brandy

Canada Dry
CHAMPAGNE

$169

Soda

09

10N,99

FIFTH

$2'FIFTH

asserted flavors

SWIMS.

Rse.62 asel Waken&

CHICAGOLAND'S LARGEST

elected

Scott MacEachron of Hoff Officers for the club will be mm Estates, Schaumburg

T

do it. It's oleo a good time

EWM Miner H.

Palatine Township, and Mrs.

$3 1 9

report, now lathe time to

- DES PLAINES, ILI-

December following
Nov a special
election held in

SALE BEER NOT ICED
LONDON DRY
R.C.

home mre liveable.

$9995

DON'T MISS THE

Phone 259-5660
mantas
nutootantao
MARI NUMMI
11151110T MB

6' Trust Company 'of Arl ngton Heights
INTERIO R DECORATING

SCSUNG

CARPETING., DRAPERIES

SNOP,NG ,SN-SER

1,:es,Ori 0000

Township, Mrs,
Palatine,

Warren Jon. of

last

FIFTH

$23995

YOUR CHOICE

of today.

Brask of Arlington Heighth

F1F-T

PIEEE1

KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT

CHAIRS

=Or. -""`"`-

house. Call our businem

Grove Township( Mn, Lei

429

"Toni"

WILUAMS PRICE

*.TZ.11.41111.71'"'

for everyone at your

Runssfeld

shim are eligible for re-elec.

Scotch

FIFTH

MET SHOP

to add individual listing,

Donald

Dec.

green
stripe

$469

01010E O1 COLORS

PLOWER mad

's

This will be the new con-

69

Specially priced! Comfortable tuxedo-back sofa. Double welted
arms with two
button -tufted'
pillows Beautiful Mr. and Mrs, chairs with T -cushions. Soft
padded arms aka Cushion back. Bright brass Shepherd
casters. Your cbbice at
IANNIVERSARY SALE saving.

DIRECTORY

soon!

THE FOUR TOWNSHIP
directors for the western town-

USHER

traditional
or light

that is.

year.

newspaper.

Ave.

these hazards with youngsters

'VAT

ber of people from the different congregations have dis-

priced.

another

Prospect is editor of the club's

p.m. in the Wilmette Golf

I

for

Mn, Pat Trandel of Mount

at WILLIAMS!

concerned and a letter printed
in Spanish is distributed regu.
lorly. However, formal classes
have not materialized. A num-

Feel penned up layout home?
Then come and See to about a
Home ImprovaMent Dann.

continue

can Club of the 1350 District at
its annual meeting Monday at

"The few minutes parents
or teachers spend discussing

these foods is recognized by all

See us for a
Home Improvement

recording secretary and will

the Women's Republi-

SCOTCH SALE

(

to come :betel

Hanson of Mount Prospect O

Rep. Philip M. Crane IR131h) of Northbrook will a.

°YET EVERY railroader

for May at one of the permanent distribution points at Community Presbytertan Chard, Mount

Just ask M...
fora HOMO Improvement Loan,

TELEPHONE

goes to press

Crane to speak before
13th Dist. GOP women

RILL QUART

GREATEST CHOICE!

537-6020

nonpublic higher education
was funded with $250,000.

pressman's first address before. tion. They are Mrs. Mary Lou

brass Shepherd eart-

tors. Kroehler

GARDEN
CENTER

The $51,500 will fund the
commission until it makes its

is haunted by the far that par -

11

era. Gleaming

in 1967 to study state aid to

Mrs. Earl Carlson and son, Andrew,assisted NORWESCO in distributing supplemental food boxes

tedniStato

[thaimated bd.

through nor
GIANT

A similar commission set up

publican, State
Regner of Mount Prospect.

--

deg

We're ready, willing and able to
help you with the cash to improve
your home, at low rates and budget
adapted payments. Redecorate,
repair, add appliances or even a
room ore wo. It's easy to make your

Double welted arms

345 N. Wolf Rd.

,shh,cfuld, be repeated by par.

Club at Harms Rd. and Lake

i6

Loan.

Tuxedo back.

commission received a
$50,000 appropriation when it
was established by the 1969

supposed d

friendly to waving youngsters
along the right-of-way.

MILL(

mm,

II

ric's in plaids,
stripes and quilts.

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

g

hrtaroi,;shsoaatd,

recommendation

t o make
now.

e

He pointed out that tres-

loofinitto

mar

Modem Olefin fab-

No Job
Too BIG or small

said that commission
members voted unanimously

it

dress

)

URI

Another value!

REPAIRS
REMODELING

District's
i
i

passing by children on railroad
property is always greater during summer vacation months.
"Children are generally fascinated by trains," said Drengler. "Railroad men are always

decorator fabrics with the built-in protection of Herculon*.
Won't spot or stain, cleans with just a whisk. All for low,
low prices!
Hereofon resister -a trademark

OTTOMAN

hai rd

Mrs.T EugeniaT

Manes an increasingly greater
prOblem of every railroad

Kroehler construction. A large assortment of beautiful

MRS. CHAIR

Assembly action on nonpublic
school aid this session. A pre-

liminary report issued Mon-

with

ii.thebs,a10e1gozrhdoinogi cohfilidiez anis,d.

Come in Now! See these super buys from Kroehler. Sturdy

MR. OLAIR

chance to influence General

day

11,

Drengler said that as the
school year draws to a close,

in the packages every
month. Pascal butter, a favor ite, is provided only every othpowdered preparations presly and therefore have dif- er month. Some months local
liculty measuring the right merchants or manufacturers
proportions. Another problem,. provide extra food items.
is that_migrant families do not ' These have -included -marshneerUthe supplemental items
mellows, candy at ukes,Halloween,

Many of the Spanish -Amer-

another

Rilereedinntagtor:

legislature.

beans

ber, Recipienrs must have reg..

redommendations on nonpub.
tic school aid in January.
197l.
The commission duCked the

State Rep. Eugene

Thee

oaths.

1

desperately'

!,idrldaff0:1.$1;,!bh0,,awmflh,tom.

i

ren

and a meat, generally chicken.
They also like cheese and fruit
drinks.

makers have never used the

slam of USDA prepared packages. Participants in Open
alien Nutrition are childre

?jest

be

MOST MIGRANT home-

point and receive their alio..

sound."

Secondary
Nonpublic
and
Schools Study Commission

youngsters.. before

cooked with carrots or peas

Qualifying families present
themselves at the distribution!

appropnating

F$5.1,,c5(10.cfko:

o

Our Sav-

Heights Mrs. Dean Yount.

school next fall - safe and

Heigh

None of these suggestions are
iour's Lutheran Church and consistent with what Spanishrthe Christian Church, both in Americans prefer to eat.
The powdered milk and
Arington Heights. The church i
eoordirimae
Mc at Community is eggs present the biggest probI
; William
and at the ism, one Spanish-American
NORWESCO assistant said.
; Christian Church of Arlington
Prospect,

bill

school

and

Colonel Lee

Choice of liereulon-fabri. - Walnut

fruit, cookie, milk.

-,

parents

pm of playing on or near rail-

3 PC. MR. & MRS. CHAIR SET!

"EVERY

yesterday passed a

minutes to lessons for children
peciaily the dan-

1

'

Sullivan schools in District 23:
Com dog or open face sandwich. corn souffle. chilled

The Illinois House of Rep-

it is the most appropriate time

teachers - to devote a few

Furniture Sale!

, anal:ardent:

school year drawing to an end,
Sc.

vacation and will be back in

State OKs $51,500
f or ,schools study

al division which encompasses

la be used in counties where through three months of age
food stamp programs are also and includes corn syrup. fridt;
to use, in this instance, the porjuices, evaporated milk, powl
pop of Cook County outside dared milk and Farina. The Bi
She city of Chicago, covering a group is prescribed for chit-.
ghoownship area of 250 dmn from 4 to 12 months( C.
!Mime miles.
for children 13 to 24 months.'
The administering agency is Children from 2 to 5 years mei
Northwest Opportunity in the D group, and from six
Center
in years and women are in the E
Rolling Meadows, with Tony classification.
Hendricks as the adminisThe May package of supple*atm. The Cook County Pub- mental food prescribed for the
:Re Health Department and the 13 group included four cans of
took County Office of Fin.' peas, 41/2 pounds of dry milk,
.liomic Opportunity help
two as of tomato juice (I
plement the program.
quart 14 ounces each), 12
ounces of dry scrambled one
ABOUT 100 families are mix, one can of turkey and one
turrently participating in Op- box of inseam potato flakes.
-Nation
Howie°, reports
All directions on the speflfendricks. This represents cially marked USDA labels
about 290 people, white and are given roanngsh. an immetpanish-American.
diate handic to the majority
Once each
month cis-. of local Spanish-Ametiem
;Inbuttoopoints are set up and recipients.
.participating families are canSome labels provide Menu
Hated. Commumty Presby- suggestions. Feb e1/2mple. the
Airian Church in Mount Pros- instant potato flakes suggest
IMO has become one of the using mashed potatoes as
Angular distribution points, topping for meat stew, &Tether arca 'churches which are robing them into a creamy pained on a rotating basis are tato soup or combining with
;Trinity Methodist Church cheese in a potato cheese puff.
ount

we serge
youngster i
will have a wonderful Sthomer

"Spending a few concerned today,"
d Drengler, "may
minutes with your children to- 'be the moos
minut.
day may spare them crippling in the lives of these children.
injury - and even death - Nothing could please us more
this summer," according to R. than the knowledge that every
A. Drengler, superintendent
of the Chicago @ North W.t.
ern Railway's Chicago termin-

in cooperation
THE SEALED food bone !
with, the Department of
ae generally delivered In the
Health. Education and Wel- distribution point the day he -f
fare and the Office of Econom- fore and come in five different

,'-zfemiliesz-The income base be.

First Million Dollar

more

than two units of -13." This

in

United States have been so
lgoed to participate in "Oper-

C

directions. (9)1 will keep no

,.00, arc

l

lington Market for the lame

c°71I'vall pick up litter. (8)

VALUABLE COUPON

MacArthur, Muir. Ras and

in

polyvinyl

"Who's PVC? How're they
If the kids al Palatine High go, to carry aeeks hoo, a

To be served klonday in

Experts

aluminum

School look weary, they've got cardboard
a good reason. At least the ones
who ace living up to the school
"es10eereFr' printed pledge

figuringlong

disposable

were fascinated. He puta the

violence that knows roma..
nor compassion
and
has
eno, limits in its destructive

tonight

goods

students came out and took off

p.m. weekdays and 9 a.m. to 5

To be served Monday in ArIiugtoR Pr.Pot Elk Grove,

Wheeling. Hersey and Fame
View high reboots in Dishier

Mg. he said. but the dean of

Wheeling Township
Democrats will spend a
The

will

to manufacturers. (6)1 will not

to take over the "A" build -

-

gi.r1GfE_ror me."

,,waste,iwa

IS)
power.l,s1obo

you get yourself out of it

back the next day. They'd tried

ma .hedule of 9 an n. to 9 ,

1

buy them packaged in paper.
cardboard or paste board in-

THE YOUNG rebel ea/led

Rep. Eugenia Chapman ID-

Many attic/es and lame ap.

will not smoke cigars s. (4)

the newspaper. Independence
includes finances. too. yea
know."

When school is out. library
hours will resume their sum-

fil rwePiller9e's'-'')r7

dent," said his dear old dad,
"But be independent all the
way. You get involved in an

and keep your picture out of

gets this journal every month.
The purpose of the institute.

and this magazine, is to pro-

"Be indepen-

.for

counties

Page)

Summer playtime coming-keep the kids off the tracks!

ered with Hendricks and
had their application approved

Department

irn.

he Said He was joining thc

Library receiving Naval
Journal every month
By Laurie Rossi

/ will not burn leaves, garbage.

All this talk about controlling the population of the
world is just too late. It should
have been done 25 years ago.
40n that cheerful note, listen to
what's new at the zoo.
The local college boy called
home. His mind was made op.

A

and 53.75 pre -registration.

sBurnNebee.- has limit of

Eleven

dune

Rally Club Chalro will have its

BY Fmmo Aitomn

Too late

THE DAY

Friday May IS 1970

:A1

le

in the Arlington MOrket Shopping Center
900.EAST_KENSINGTON_ ROAD TE EPHONE 255.7900
.

a

a

A

One day at a time
It almost scorn to he the

By Ron Swans

behind the

parents begin to gm panicky. If
Rh the first teenage driver.

lime it happens, I guess it is.
You're so excited,' you can
hardly stand it. You wonder if
you'll make it the first time.
You've checked with all your

wheel, but other training, es

they know the insurtswe bill

well. In the classroom, they

will go up. They know that

Icon the fundamentals of an
automobile. They don't learn
to adjust the carburetor, but

friends, and they soy it's any.

they learn what a carburetor is
and what 9 doe,

when their youngster has the
car, they cringe at every telephone call. 'They know, no
matter how haul they try, life
will never be quite the some

thrill of lifetime. Until the

So, off you go to take your
ten. If all go. well, you'll
come away with your drivel's
ficense. You. 11 be able to lake

the family car .alone. You've
looked forward to this day for

e long time. You're sum of
yourself, but still you arc ne
These days the whoop do a

poling arid excellent job of
prepuring

youngsters

to be

drivers. It, a good thing.'
too, because we sordy need

good drivers in the ever-increasing traffic on our high-

NOT ONLY do they get extensive training

They get instructions on
traffic law,. They learn why
the laws are there and what

FINALLY, the day arrives.

You drive out to dm exammion station. You wonder.
idly. why they don't have one
closer to your home.
You easily pass the written
not Then. a kindly gray haired
matn asks if you are ready. You
wondering if you

es somewhat easier. each

co

Students may recognise that

tim

the fundamentals are imporum. They may recognise the
need for proper background.
What they really wait for,
though, is the opportunity to
drive the car en the highwuy.

May Safely Graze" by Johann
Sebastian Bach, "Benedictus"

by .Max Rene, and "Magnin LL" by Jack -C. Goode. RosWI, a member of the Amerk
can Guild of Organists, is staff
organist for the House of Organ:, Chicago, and mode director of Calvary Lathe=

As you drive back into the
station lot the man looks at you

Many students find driver

with a smile...You drive very

education the mast Important
subject they take in school. In
many ways, it is. Interest runs
high. No one I knew ever

Finally, the chance comm.

Reformed Church, Golf Rd.,
Mount Prospect, this Sunday
at 7 p.m.
Roszell win play "Chan by
Louis Couperin,
"Voluntary No. I in D. by
William Boyce, "Jesu, Joy of
Man's Desiring" and "Sheep

wet I . You know what you ore
doing. Congratulations."
You're ho happy you could
jump for joy. so you do.
Life can be beautiful.

With the arrival of. your

Church, Chicago.

slid

DOCTOR SAYS

"The tanned ones are Nixon's 'key' advisers-they're

Practrally all children with

the ones who go with him to KEY Biscayne!"

Map Publicatton5

The Service of Dedication
has been arranged by Harold
Woodhouse, choir director et
Peace Reformed Church, who
will provide the Offertory solo.
Reformed Church
Peace
was organized in 1963 and is
affiliated with The Reformed

Church in America, Dr. NorB. Bosch, and dm church Mg

Scoutmaster Robert Schmidt of Troop 149, Arlington Heights, Initiates Mike Weiser deft),

ganist ts Mrs. John &ming.-

1021 Illinois, and Gory Rehberg, 607 E. Davis, both of Arlington Heights, as Eagle Scouts at an
awards meeting at the Southminster United Presbyterian Chug els. (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

bap

Memorial
plaques to
be dedicated
Foit y -f

Net. Dr. John H. Gaeth of

gunge. then he is taught murk

22, at 8:10. These plaques have

Detroit us a new concept of
treatmentse He found that audiovisual training of partially

torily. He comperes this approach with that used by a
mother with a normat child,
The child playing with a cup

started out at the Institute and
transferred to a regular school
did not do well. But those who
transferred ton school for the
deaf and were lifted with hearing aids after their preliminary
training spoke more clearly
and were better able to corn.
municate with others than

the line of least resistance. the

child will concentrate on the
vines] at the expense of the au-

ditory. Teaching lip reading or

Friday, May 15,1970
John E. Stanton,

William J. Kiedaisch, Moottonto Editor

C. F. N., kr/twitting It...

advantage. Even fitting thew
children with hearing aids carly did not result in.s much im-

What Dr. Gaeth set out to

R.E. Hutchinson, Fire -President

R. N. Pan, Cirtolotion Mortar

At the Institute they do not
forcibly turn the child's head
toward the teacher and mouth

sign language has the same dis-

provement as was expected.

of/Pub/Ober

.plaques will be dedicated at
Maine Township Jewish Co,
venation, 8800 Ballard Rd.,
Des Plaines, at the Family Sah-

ty w hear because, following

-- Marshall Field Ill

do was to get these children of
kindergarten age to use the
hearing they Ltd to the fullest
extent IS that it would not suffer an atrophy of disuse. In his

bath Eve Service Friday, May

ell been added to the Sane-

to extended day
in Dist. 57
Editor:
My num is Marlene Fasick.
and I represent the many par-

With the "mended school
[team' Moolrotn

r=-11cwii.",41:

area. 'The dismissal times for
the noon hour at the following
school districts are,

I. Elk Grove Distdo 59 grades

to tel

I

11:45 - i p.m.

cels in Mount Prospect who
2.5t. Paul's E. theranSchool.
...ppm the emended wheal Mount Prospect/ 11:45- I p.m.
morning for the primaryyming3:- Des Plaines -- primary

aer for

the 1970-71 school
year. The primary youngsters

grades: 11:45 to I p.m.

arc now excused at

grades: 11:50

1

1:45. Next

year it will he 12.

4.

Wheeling .-

primary

5 Arlington Hghts - kin-

has been tit, belief that
one Iiihe philmophies of the
Mount Prospect School District 57 has been: :xi wheel in
every neighborhood" w our

dergarten

youngsters nmy go home

consideration that witb the
shorter noon hour many more

It

for
lunch. This extended school

morning will do much to die.

camp: this. Many of us live
10 blocks &Om school,
it takes our primery
youngsters 20 to 25 minutes to
walk limn, With this extended
six
you

its

whoa morning they will literally have to oin home. gobble a
sandwich and run beck to
make it on time Needle. to

say. who will it be like in the
winter months. fighting the
elements
nature, boots, ap-

p...

We

ens. c..
the extended setteel

day is educationally unsound
for the primary youngster. Legally first graders are required

lo go to school four hours a
day. The extended school day
will make
five and one
fourth hours. One only has to
teach in the primary grades. as

neat of we mothers who opposehis action have, to kn
the primary child starts wiggling to 11:30. his tummy IS
growling for lunch and his
mind has absorbed as much as
it is going to for his morning at

Whet then will he gain from
Ibis extra /5 minutes in the
morning? We feel the earn
time at school in the a.m. may
even hinder his learning in the

pm. Take into consideration
the emotional stress he must
during his harried
lunch hour and his rush back

endure

to school.

Safety is another factor we
are considering: the older
youngsters picking on the
smaller

children.

and

the

- 1:15 p.m.

6. Pork Ridge - grade
11.15 11:45 -

1

I

p.m.. grades 2 to 61
p.m.

Has the board taken into

iar with its ideas, problems and
city government.

Where were these people
when

the

non -whites

tried

moving into their town? Ailc
Item people what they did'

Cicero and Bens, in s.
of 1951 and subsequent wars?
I recall many riots when

non.white rsmily tried in move
into an apartment building on
the border line of both Cicero
and Berwyn at that time. This

family was forcibly. and not
unkindly, thrown out. and to
my knowledge there are no'
Mack families living in either
suburb at this time.
There

thomands

are

of

cilities? Or perhaps a "hot

Necks working in Cicero. one
of the largest industrial suburbs in the Chicago arca. but
they are not allowed to live in
the town they work in.

lunch program" is M mind.
But most important of all is

does this Berwyn and Cicero

Z12=1's7,4"'bf000nl".::
for expanded lunch room fa-

the wellitre of the "walkingv
youngster getting to and fnm
school safely and being able to

By what

inane

reasoning

organization feel they have the
right. or should [say audacity,
to dictate to other suburbs that

at hon.. they should allocate land for
True. a few vcar-poors moth- non -whites of any kind when
these sante bigoted suburns
ers will be inconvenienced
with a 15 -minute wait for their .will not eten consider helping
Intermediate child. However. them in thbiy own backyard exthis could be a half-hour wait cept as transient workers only?
R. How
for an a.m. kindergarten mother with a primary youngster if
the extended school Morning
eat leisurely

is the policy for next year.
We therefore would like the
board to reconsider the extended school morning and
put it on the agenda for re-

considermion or

the May It

meeting. Las remember that
r children go to school for
and not for the
convenience of their mothers.
Marlene M. Fasick

Calls Percy

paper tiger'
Editor:
Judging from Sen. Charles

Petty'.

reported utterences
and comments during hiip, s
t
to Wheeling Townsh
one

feels the Senator's head is in
the aloud, and his feet am
made of clay.

Questions

groups right
to 'dictate'
Editor,

On Monday. April 20, you
published an article on the
low-income housing in Arlin,
ton Heights. This land is to be
bought from the Victorians.
I am not completely against
this policy, but the one thing
that is very upsetting to .me is
the fact that the Industrjal

"mass ch." on bad weather Ministry of Cicero and gerdip with all cars converging syyn is le Over of this endeaon the schod at one let.
vor.

Letters to

the editor

All letters to the tailor must be signed. bar
be tviihheM tsp
Wale
on revues,.

His trite platitudes on the
agonising situntion in Cam-

bodia certainly was not the
type of information we hoped

to gain from 0 GS. Senator.
Constructive criticism offers

cial training.
Jobe G. Woods

AOCRNLI

John G. Woods, former
Ineyor of Arlington Heights

Make as many four letter or more words Out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the geoid
23 good, 29 excellent
Answer en Comic Page

theism

In our schools and
parks end behevior so outrageous that our city library

helping

lower -income

families become homeowner,

could look into the plight of
the inetubers of the Contract
Buyers' League. who Japerately are trying to renegotiate
their home purchase contracts. The prestige of a U.S.
help

could do so

motor's
BOW to aid these pcopfe

.wp.c

!pe

elected
Charles Po coy

rt.

has a nightly police patted, ally
would conclude he really

He has not taken up the

An Illinois Senator intent

yoke of courage and integrity
that should complement his in.
telligence. A U.S. Senator
should challenge all
elec-

tom to the real rneming of
freedom - resposedhility. Rut
Met is not possible when the
Senator shirks it himself. lam-

enting the "generation pp."
He offers no leadership that
am give hope and substance to

the life of every Anterican, or
to re-establish our country in a
peaceful world by honorable

Chicago Todny.

Excerpts from mend of the
were reprinted. The
children's teacher,. Miss Marsa Gillmtsch of the language

1/2 The Operating

aria department. WM quoted as
saying

les time

Cost of ,..

1

11111.

aft,
ea,
anam,
maw..
wwww

charm. He

illInreSt in
stutlents
to do the good they
they ore capable

of in this world if he had commended them on their march
for the hungry set for the Sun-

day following his visit. lf instead of world questions, he

CONDITIONING

ro

P.M.

NO FRICTION
NO WEAR

1/1

../'

Elk

;":4

oaf

Grove

11"1"Zgthe vZol=

..,.._.,,-.-----

Immortality was the basis of
Christ Jesus' healing ministry
and is effective in meeting human problems today. accord-

,

ing to Me Chran Science

MORE INFORMATION
ERA. Financing Available

,,

orkoddress
or.
phone mum,

matte checked.

COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS

.692-4293

'

bon

PILCAIKINIINC.

blder,May ts. 1970 .

WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS TIME

on "Mortals
and Immortals" to be read this
Sunday in all Christian Sci-

le.onkermon

CALL NOW FOR

and AIR CONDITIONING

\

N

'

Cloverencewood Shopping Center, Nile,

I /I 11111111111W4

3

during May at the 11 a.m. ser-

vices at the Arlington

ence churches.

The public is invited to attend services beginning et

I

I

t in. at the First Church of
Christ Scientist, 401 S. Eversgreen. Arlington Heights. or

to be

dd-

intro uce

An -organization called the

Vn
o

tryside Chapel, Hintz Rd. and
,Elm Tn., Arlington Heights.
"Where is God in tho Midst
of Student Revolt?" is his to

LITTLE HAS speM the last

)..sw.ting
on campus. across
15

North

dustrialization has recently de
veloped in the arca. Better
known as the C6C, this organ

zation has been instrumental
training and developing suecessful work habits among

Ls',77,1°ZirPeg=

work

with the former unemployed,

in vital cam- sand,,.;;;Zupercnnc
`if
remained

n

an"Hrs

ctrnyai

z

ibt"ol'iwrohj'ifcabbm5.

sionary

Convention

at

the

University of Illinois at Go
ban,

where

some

10,000

ehood mt

ea 'Ito m'd mu'

nity with the quality of train ing program carried an by the
01C, the board of missions of

'ccunePco?icwiltT9lt'ploh'FitCTaT'nI
embrlhisyeato discus; Church,ges Plaines,
of the dunsusage in the wtheleet

relevance

Massachusetts

Technology,
business

in

the

to devote

teacher of Christian Science he
wen as a member of the

hip

He

is

Webster

of Leming-

currently on a

tour of the United States and

wn and become a qu tcd
with the training program of
01C. Although OIC serves
more blacks than whiter, the
organization also works with
Appalachian whit., Spanishspeaking

peoples,

and

the

American Indians.

Reunion
service
A Confirmation

Reunion

1275 Marion, Des PlaMes.

The Christian Science
also has anBoard of the
nounced the election of Carl l.

Service will be conducted at 3
p.m., May 24 in observance of
the 50th anniversary of Grace
English
Lutheran Church,

ON MONDAY at 8 p.m.
Charles M. Carr, C.S.B. of

Wel. of San Francisco as editor of "The Christian Science

2725 N. Laramie, Chicago.
All persons who were o

Journal," the "Christian Science Sentinel" and "The Herald of Chrbdan &genie."

firmed at Grace are invited to
attend the services and renew

New York City, will lecture in
the church edifice al 401 S.
Evergreen, Arlington Heights.

the meetings were held. The
missionary committee had set
I monetary goal of $10,000

river travel inNenezuela and a

Word for a Waiting World.?
Appropriate decorations and

serving in Alaska. At the close
f the evening service April 26
Pastor Craig Massey was -able

nowmobilc for a missionary

e -announce that cash ark,
ngs for thc week had totaled

10,168. This permitted all the
an pounced projects to be met.
Church of Mwon., Tanzania,.
In addition there were
who spoke at the Saturday eve- serious expressions of interest
nine missionary symposium.
n the part of individual Chrio

ting the United States in the
interest of African Christians
told of the advance
of the gospel in Africa.
T II E LARGEST missionary offering in the history
of the church was authored in
during the five days on which

St. John

terpreterpe,

Lutheran Church

137.3223 -,99.11010

Noted

7'1 !". "

Canada.

acquaintances.

Saturday is designated

401 S. Evergreen SL

Adington Heights
Monday Evening
May 10,1970

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
S. Arlington Hts. Rd. Arlington Heiehts

.

'

Sunday Worship: 8:00,9:151110:4S A.M.
Nursery Care 99:1,55

'

GRIEF"

Series

Verne. R.Schriebee fi
i'..

ice.,Eleopehiod.S:ngra3nr,

for some inter-

esting insights
questthn.

on

this

7. a.m. WM
JAB a...
m MS

11601m

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

1

11,01,c

`MO m WALT
10:30
WAD PM

CHURCH

BlOBB

104.3nn

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL
STREET

PASTORS

"MTB.Galivls
SPEAKS

MOUNT
PROSPECT

ld,r.ma.CL

rf) YOU

5-0332

Holy Family Mission

302 N. aztigarn Heights

.b...n.. moo....

Roman Catholic Church
4848 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois

PEN ECOST SUNDAY
"Me Mystery Of

Sp,

(0,111.1rn Hall)

Sg%"1M,T,T,".;ZoT,

,Cabe tads

MINISTERS Paul Louis Stump/ D.D.
Leon A. Haring, James D. Eby

Coy,' calm.

nentlll

will present music especially
for the younger audience be-

Trinity United Methodist

ginning at 7:30. Refreshments

will be served following the

In Union With

!

T,...totsSse

10:00 A.M.

So,orninr. Order of

312.652.0920

605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect

program.

Dr, Robert E.

LYMAN WILL dug at the

Harvoy R.

Sunday morning worship service al 10,45 end that evening

P;-4aWoo.n

at7.
For further informadon re-

Itth

NeumanRev.

se a Chn6re'h9Sto61'9:30 611101:1

"Springs of
Spiritual Power"

Dr. John Booth, pm tor, at 439-

pulp

ED LYMAN

Zt.3aincs

Outstanding
Recording Artist

505 W. Golf Road, Mount Prospect

7:30 P.M.

Youth Night - High School &College Age
Outstariding Music - Food - Surprises

(thurch

841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

areammettim

MOUNT. PROSPECT BIBLE CHURCH

SATURDAY, MAY16 'Hi

Sunday Masses:
6:45, 8.00, 9:15,
10:30, 11:45, 1:00,
Parish Center

clr.°31

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

First United
Methodist Church,
of Arlington Heights

SUNDAY, MAY 17TH
Mr. Lyman Singing at 10:95 A.M. Service
An Entire Evening of Song at 7:00 P.M.

439-3337
Dr, John Booth, Pastor

4

10:45 A.M. (ages 3-7/

(ORGANIZED 1855)

.youth night for all high school
and college age youth. Lyman

At The

in the Church Edifice

First Presbyterian Church

as

3337.

CL 3-2407

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

tII

presenting special programs at
Saturday and Sunday services
at the church, 505 W. Golf Rd.

Christian Science
Lecture
By First Church
of Christ Scientist

"WHEN YOUTH
CONFRONTS

BIBLE

.),

Come hear how a better understanding of
God can bring you guidance, purpose, and ability. Charles M. Carr,

Poston Albert A. Local

unT .participating is Skokie.

5S77,2171:L°,?,

A weekend of music is
for Mount Prospect
A
Bible Church. Ed Lyman, nationally known tenor, will be

you.

God.

to Justification"

0,00. 10:30

tenor at
Church

Of life can open up unlimited possibilities for

from the goodness of

'From Condemnation

including.

Paster

"

7:1111

Is on 36 ilhnois stations

Rev.Woldernor B. Streulerl

"Why be
fenced
in?"
A truly Spiritual view

PenIs

C ten th's Su day to the
Christian Science Radio

and, saking through an In-

additions to the committee in elude Mel Lace and Phil Gun.
.elceertn..bomth.romeir h engi-'

May 21 at the Mount Prospect'
Community Center. , other 1.

ians in regard to the dedication of their fives for tats ionary service.

E v e"n7 nlgogS eer :i*ede

Suriez= far

The program, to be presented
by the home adviser, is "Interior Design Workshop."

50000

Cherch of Park Ridge. New
New

Bring your friends. The
purpose of the lecture is
to show that no boundary can separate us

Aufdentherge,

rdTstr=e:'tinglt

M°"' Pr-

bat and Kenpect: Glenn
neth G. Olson. both with Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
Co.
Glenn is also the director of

community.
Everyone- is invited.

Murninigo,W50orshim

Staellite II Homemakers of

Gray.

a lecture for the whole

9:45 A.M.

Satellite II
meeting

B.

Christian Science Board
of Lectureship, is giving

Sunday. School:

Henry Paul, Skokie, decoradons, Ralph Golterman, Hoffman Estates, hospitality: Herold Markworth, Des Plaines,

Prospect: Charles

asu., a member of The

CHURCH

Schaumburg, will co-chair the
committee,
arrangements

closed April 26. The theme for
the conference ay. "The

trig-

BAPTIST

George Hinrichs, Palatine,

tic crowds that attended. Mis- ionaries around the world.
stonaries from near and far These projects ranged from lit converged on the church for
rature and household necessi.the week of meetings which ies to an outboard motor for

Pastor Meriki Mitinje is

nkrre
"raiMI

Mount Prospect: Martin B.
Schmoldt, Dm Plaines, program chairman, aud Eldon
Anderson, Arlington' Heights,

huge success by the ...sins- made up of 19 projects for mis-

missionary exhibits carried
out this theme.
A unique feature of the sem
vices was the appearance of the
pastor of the Africa Inland

Paul

assistant

and Paul

garding the concerts, contact

We cordially invite inter -

himself to the Christian Sciece healing ministry. He is a

s

in

cued persons to come for da-

of
withdrew from

church's Board

dessert

Hall, 7 p.m. Sunday.

attended
Institute

1942

oiled the leaders of the Glen view branch of OIC to present
then program and a film at an
evening

His topic will be "Why Be
Fenced In?"
Carr, who

The recent missionary confemme held at the Des Plaines
Bible Church was acclaimed a

Gerd.:
Glencoe, and Rev. Edmund P.
Nieting, Wood Dale.
Rev.

advisers,

Chicago, and resident of Mount
Olson Funeral Horne.

°ma.

legal chairmen, end petard

ditorium, Park Ridge, will be
the site for a Lutheran Hour
Rally scheduled for Oct. 25,

music chairman.

peopleAmerica

Lesson studies
human problems
An understanding of man's

BORUCKI HEATING

oefore the Board at tharnme.

Ira' so their outhealkny

%Ian%

..

and is

Smelt., Deerfield, Mrs. Gene
Sanderlin, Waukegan, or Mrs.

is so dependable that

CHANNEL 44

Epenrrinen. If pos-

sible. and should mush,'

dance

mn, Mrs. James Patterson,
Mrs. Raba
Lake Foust,

Buy
0;:;1 Locally

hereby g

15 -piece

Tickets may be obtained in advance by phoning 234-2460 or
bye contacting the co-chair-

1.'

Grove Township Town Board al Audi-

o dart

parts in the 'cycle

ALL LABOR

a

Admission price includes
refreshments prepared by Mn,.
Allen Sandberg, Highland
Perk, and her committee.

ALL PARTS

Legal
Notice

Incredible Litshovr
and old time W. C. Fields mov.les have been added as inter

campus con -

cold[ for Inter varsityChrisFellowship, is prawn.
in0 a
reessages

"Ad

features
bend.

Little,

Paul

lic, will be held 'tomorrow
tight at 8:30 at the church and

AIR

Only three flexing

,1700. provide 2 full years of
0":., Free Service on

many students are turning to
marijuana and drugs, van

set

Deerfield.
The dente, open to the pub-

IrS,1 Northern Illinois Gas Co. will

discussed relevant ones
with then/. such as why to
had

Paul Little

Church, 2100 Half Day Rd_

GAS AIR CONDITIONING....

:::::

Rev. William Miller. Members
and friends attcnded
open
house in the afternoon.
For further information
concerning this congregation,
.11 956-1510 or 439-8717.

Unitarians

mission entertainment for the
May Frolic dance to be held at
the North Shore Unitarian

System of

rued and aware of contem
porary problems,.

could have displayed genuine

'19;Ow'

.sisted by the minister, the

dance

Any Other

people realise

our children are tmly con

When Sen. Percy spoke at
Arlington High School. he impremed some with his reeve

eloniud

Heights, consecraed
lot its new
church building
Sunday.
Bishop Thomas Pryor officiated at the 10:30 ,m. service

invited to attend. Reservations
are renumted, call 253-0492.

'

In-

the

330 W. Golf Rd, Arlington

All area men are cordially

wars,

that a Speciol Meeting of tee

The Church of

Northwest Community Hospit al . Northwest Suburban
YMCA and the First Method.
is Church of Arlington

',APPROXIMATELY

letters

wed redeeeedence De}, rm.
bradon..

carnation (United Methodist),

He is a director or trustee of

AVOID THE SUMMER HEAT 00?
COOL
WITH
IT
GAS!

also participate in the citywide
Yom Atemaut Parade May 24,
to be held in West Rogers
Park, Chicago. The congregalion will sponsor a Teat in this

Church
consecrated

Redo Law School and is vice
president and general counsel
at Universal Oil Products Co.

GAS

will

western Woods, Des Plaines.

Woods is a graduate of Ceti

AIR CONDITIONING

Jack London recently con/ piled their writinp on pollution and submitted them to

Celle es

should be . brill a pop

\ ON [ b r ant

The qtgego,

beginning at noon, at North-

Weary College and Geom.

/P.

wood.

A gala Memorial Day
Weekend Picnic is scheduled
by MTJC for Sunday, May 31,

therm

A PRE -SEASON SALE'

Seventh grade students at

ghettos.

PUBLIC NOTICE

ere
is God?
II'

mtgess in resolving many 01
the issues currently before

Homeowners Here is.your
Key to Summer Comfort --

Students speak

move themselvet of the

and

"cm..

Smith 13/nai ITrith Lodge will

Heights.

who valiantly drying

appearance

llt,el.

weRme

th45 p.m. Monday, May II
Woods will outline ConCon,

tem of government. It is such
old politics to answer ques-

on

Lauer,

Ehud

sermon that evening, He will
ewe. the current situation in
the Middle East. Special prayr
ere will also be recited for the

Ind e delegate to the Sixth II fools Constitutional Con will speak to tho
IdenN Club at the First Pre,
Ityterian Church. Arlington
tleights, at a dinner meeting dl

Using all seven of these letters.

alternate possibilities. Percy
seemed to specialize in c
cism offering theories that
depress and tear down this sys-

that kind of rhetoric.

held Sunday, May 24, at noon.

Casual of Israel for cultural
effairs, will deliver the guest

Hideaword

wanted to understood subur.
ban youth.
I worked no a Republican
block worker to help elca Percy. I will not do it twin.

tions with mentions. but iof
Senator indulged in a lot of

special consecration ritual.

at the Hyatt House, Lincoln -

30 DAY SALE!

I am a former Ciceronian of
25 yews, and lam quite famil-

THE ANNUAL Sisterhood
Culminating Luncheon will bc

Indicator Paper Co.. Mount

Lutheran laymen
plan rally

finance
chairmen, Arthur I. Kruse,

Missionary
conference
concludes

Ridge. Treasurer is David Foster, president of The American

owner of a lawn and garden

PUBLICITY chairmen arc
Ebert, Des Plaines,
d Leonard Kerber, Mount
Herbert

Pale 5

Co. and a resident of Park

Prospect. Also sewing on 4he

Prospect:

Friday May 15, 1970

is WarienMoore, project mgt.
neernt Universal OilProducts

committee are Vernon Hullers, funeral director at the

Huebner, secretary, of .Algonguin, and John H. Huebner of
Dm Plaines, treasurer.

Mitchell Feldman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Feldman,
8909 Lyons, Des Plaines, will
celebrate his Bar Mitzvah at
the Saturday morning worship
May 23 at 930.

rt

dent of Park Mg Secretary

planned and executed by bustnommen in the northwesi Chi ago area. Chairmen of
CBMC is C. W. Gaasrud.

Arlington Heights: Donald J.

& VIEWS

also participate in this Sabbath
serviee

building contractor and

are

The Lutheran Hour is the
by the Lutheran
Laymen's League of the north. world's largest non -g er end northwest suburban are.. ment radio operation and is
The featured speaker will be sponsored by the Lutheran
Laymen's League. It pen:Dr. Oswald Hoffman.
The general chairman for odes both the Iron and Bamthe rally is Theodore H. Goeb- boo Curtains, reaching into
bat Jr. of Arlington Heights. more than 120 lands, through
than 1,000 broadcast
Other committee members are mo
Donald Hahn. vice chairman,

NEWS

Jay
the past season. Rabbi
Jay Karzen will conduct the
Honorable

those who had not had the spa

THE MEETINGS

sponsored

Religion

Baer y Well of Remembrance

Letters to the Editor
Lists objections

memotial

ur

spell as is dohs in teaching sign
language. The children who

forms a visual concept, then he
hears his mother say, "Cup."

attend.

Morse East High School au-

man Vincent Peate, president.
The pastor is the Rev. Randall

develop this to the greatest ex -

deaf Children. far from helping
them, interferes 'wit their abili-

\

',

Swink, a resident of Lisle.
served in the U.S. Navy far
three years during W.W.II.
The S./inks and their three
children attend the Wheaton

.."41W Bible Church where he teaches

the word as is done in teaching
lip reading nor do they finger -

residual hearing. In order to

Prophecy.?

accompanied by organist Flo,
ence Callahan. They will sing
"Laudamus" by Prather..
and "Behold Now Praise the
Lord" by Tilcomb.

department St the Wayne State
Rehabilitation Institute. the
child Is first taught visually
without any use of spoken Ian -

a hearing disorder have some

.

by

directed

is

an adult BIN, class
Northwt.st CBMC nee.,
regularly every Tuesday from
noon to I p.m. at the Nielsen
Restaurant on Mannheim Rd.
about one block south of Higgins Rd. All men are invited to

west Christian Business Men's
Itmcheon on Tuesday, May 19.
His subject will be "A Look at

Gordon Palmer, and will be

H- G, BRANDSTADT,M.D.

I'agc 4

Heights,

ton

New treatment concept
used on child's deafness

cilk Oft),

Floyd Swink taxonomist at

the Morton Arboretum. win
be the speaker at the North-

Presbyterian Church, Arline -

Addresses
Men's
Club

ft. ;77%1 A

Taxonomist is
next CBMC speaker

THE CHOIR of the First

Roger

First Presbyterian Church,
Arlington Heights, will be fcatared at the Service of Dedicadon for the organ al the Peace

fully becauw this Is no time for
an occident.

about it whos Ws the third or
fourth child. Flow could you.
when each child Is as important as the other? Still, it be -

organist

Roszell and the choir of the

doe Things that seemed to be

sa very difficult become
Still, you drive very care-

You cant even get Nese

they mean. They learn about
the need to drive safely, and
what happens if you don't.

Concert

learner's permit comes prat,

eosin.

ITS ABOUT this time that

ways.

Organ dedication
Sunday at
Peace Reformed

1903 E. EUCLID, CL 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9:00 A.M 10:30 AM. 11:40 A.M.
,

David Forbes, Youth Minister

Nursery Can al all Sarrian

die Oetp

Page 6

On TV - Today

SHORT RIBS

600
2
5
7
9

NO4Z,,,,,A,,?T.'

NO PROBLEMA

MAKE MORE PONGH

commmy AFTER A

STUDENT PROTEST -

SHORT

MEETING,

'

20 TV College .

2

9

top-secret weapon.

Ca rd i n In Si St.

Show

Louis.

5

Rerun.

DON'T TRY TO GET
AWAY...WE HAVE ALL THE
KEYS TO THE BOAT

8:00

vent Full
acles."

tigt

32 Or Ueda and

AU Ai

A film trip to Mar-

S.

SLEEP

Rerun. "The
Fetching of Jenny."

Rerun. "Father of
the Vend'
11 Washington

ter Balontka. a teach-

Week in Review

MERE

26 Luis Carlos Use
ibe Show

Your

7:30

BUGS

Horoscope

i

FOR SATURDAY

TAURUS (April 21 - May
211: Learn to deal with those
tear end dear to you and you
will be able to deal with anything or anyone. Help another

Ilegan's Heron

2

R crh n. Hogan

-

21)! This may prove ad ifficult
getting
along with others
concerned. Try to forget your own

I.

nims.

ing nun, and her pupil., played by actual
students of Intlien

Sports

News,

down in Cla-

my .

PA

N... of the

,An

Omen

7

Rerun. The Pris-

Style

Twilight Zone

7

3:15
Reflections

9

W.Wtion
ac

Science

Fiction

3'5

News

9

COO

12100

"Closed

Love, American

9,

3:25

moll ie set in2 Burma.
Jeff Chendler. Ty
Hardin.

Bracken's World
Rerun.

Late Repo.

2 Mode

9 Moyle

"Peratrooper."
Film
riversinv pecial
tactical forces and
Alan Ladd's guilt ridden amt. With

dY McDowell lain-'
volUed In escape
from 'Iron CurtMn

Leo Gan.
Strasburg.

country,
5:40

Susan

Biography

9

tail

sir

4.s.M

MORTY MEEKLE
v

THOLIOHT YO0
I O'b'TPA (MTN:JUNO
7013E RUNNING too
COUNCILMAN.

to keep you from involving
yourself in the affairs of others

PriWISDOM

Sept,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

23k Indications arc that you
wouId be wise to rest this week-

end. Recover your energy and
your sense of humor.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - 00. 23):

work toward achievement'.

ACROSS

THE BORN LOSER

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
221: Concentrate on the positive aspects of family life.
Younger family members lave
o great deal to offer you ut this
time.

110,100ReME,
I'M AFRAID

1 Knight's title
4 Male person
7 Man of great

PO A RATION OF FACT,

I'M MK TAKING A
RIORWS RAKE IN
PP) MYSELF TH15

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 221: Concern yourself
with one whose life is lonely,
disadvantages it0 eveue. of adventure and .-

4005

..,..,10,

A10 HEAVED MOWS I
WOO WELL USE 7140
NONE) FOR NOV

11 Constellation

EUROPeAN VACATION

14 Individuals

face

5

68 Air (comb.

form)
DOWN
1 City in
Angered
3 Detecting

21).Soc6bia.)1

21 Volga

tnbutary

awl

22 Deserves

25 Waterlog

aboveboard.

AQUARIUS Nan. 21 - Feb.
190 A day of peace and quiet

CAPTAIN EASY

would serve you best. 1110 past

week coy have left you some-

what unstrung: recover your

4050 TAKE 005

"

VITIg'irOrlf4P:c7g

;4,p.mx,ctraura,mtur,,,m

WE'VE GOT TO ENO /NAT

energies.

P0611RAINEN 11100111. FAST'

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

00 GET OVER HERE'

all: Though you may find 0
difficult at first, you can learn
through adversity.

You should get a chance to
practice today.

ARIES (March 22 - April
201: Dont consider yourself
tsidthe family scene simoue

ply because you don't care to
join in the fun today. To each

.

his own!

Answers to
Hideaword

CAMPUS CLATTER
WOULD VIM

CLARION
ion
air
iar

corn
cola

riot
raill

OureME NM
SEE tr 91rue
DAYLIGHTS

rem
clan

nail

oarcoral anil
aril
lour
laic
loci
carol

coal
coin

acorn
iron

rail

icon

rain

oral

e on

Id

TO

StRil

al

it

1.

'0 '

"TA

I
..44.

WOULD VOU

ORE TOSS

roil
oan

event

'

.
,r
I

29 Evade
33 Consumed

action
44 Medicinal
Plant
46 Turldsh

dignitary
48 Linen cloth
(Rom. antiq.)
52 Beast of

444

burden
55 Bitter vetch

at

57 Plate of glass
58 Fatherhood
621,105 (Roman)
63 School near

ii

64 Siouan

41

London

Indian
65 Spanish cheer
66 Peruse
67 Male child

no

12m

.V

0 Wirt

0NE
276

form

mountain
13 City in Iowa
17 Young

enterpriser

Friday, May 15, 1970
011201/011"111.1911011.100q

Lions Park PTA.

Nurses to award
scholarship May 19

This year's supper will be
'Village Night" and feature
as honored guests Mayor and

Mrs, Robert D. Teichert, Va.
doge Manager and Mrs. Virgil
L. Barnett, Police Chief and
Mrs. Newell Esmond and Fire
Chief and Mrs. Edwin Haheo
komp. Seniors will ha concur,med m ask villaM officials any
questions they may have per Mining to Mount Prosrcct.
The dinner will include
ham, which is being purchased

and prepared by member. of
the Junior Woman's Clu b, and

nlors planning to attend who
do not wish in prepare something may Tay $1.50 pm person or $2.75 e married couple.
Reservations must he mode

Mrs. Motor Graham,
District 77 PTA scholarship chairman,
recently presented Miss
Susan Sowa of Arlington Heights with this
year's 51,000 Golden
Jubilee scholarship.
Miss Shwa. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Chun George Sox., is a
senior at Forest View
High School and plans
to study elementary
education at Elmhurst
Cpilege. Twenty two
applicants applied for
this year's award. First
and second alternates
are Miss Carolyn CantWelland Miss Meredith Johnson, also seniors at Forest View.
One PTA scholarship
a warded annually in
each Illinois district is
made possible by con-

"Why Billy Couldn't
Lam,. a movie about a child
with learning disability, will

Donald Cyrier, 908 S. Emer-

be shown at the May meeting

at

of the Mount Prospect Nurses'Club.
The movie will be

a.

Panted by M.. James Lutiger, nursing ndws chairman, at
dm meeting Tuesday, May 19.

The meeting will be held at
7913 p.m. in Me home of Mr.

son Ct.
New officers will be elected

Board of Christian
of South Church
has announced the sponsorship

slate

Members of the nurses' club

will assist with immunizations

committee arm prmident, Mrs.
Donald O'Rourke; vice-president, Mrs. E. L. Pierce,

against rubella, German
measles, during Rubella Week
May 18 to 23. Parents are

Mrs. John T. Franklin,
una treasurer, Mn. Richard

urged to have children agm I
through 9 'vaccinated during
Nis time.

meeting.

The

Becker.

of a unique summer program

worked previously. Their college interesmrange from math
td education M microbiology, music and account-

to assist the youth of the con-

ing.

.gregation in obtaining sum-

Most of the students mend
universities or colleges M Illinois or adjoining sta..

The

mer jobs. Sixteen college studen. have registered with the

tributions from PTA
was throughout the

bard expressing a willin
to lay sod, do clerical or waitwaits

stnte.

ress work, serve as a governess

or even work on two jobs.
NeMiy all the students have

A

N 00

laaa

A

Breakfast for
girls and Moms
Members of the St. Emily's
Catholic. Women's Club and
their daughters will gather at
Old Orchard Country Club at

10 a.m. May I/ for their annual

mother -daughter break -

The summer placement pro-

gram is supported by Rev.
Paul Sandia, pastor at South
and Wes Bahian, pastor -in training.

Officers for the new dub,
Scar will be installed. St. Em-

ily's Catholic Church

/Pretty pants or fancy formal - Sew your own for the prom
AL*

95 Extrasensory
traseensOry

pomp ion
.497

bitaab...bfian)dsri.iver

pasha

Pacific
mle sheep 50 Male relative
3 Exclamation 51 Cut
52 Mimicker
4 Three (rciso em b . 53 Surfeit
2

5 Uncle (Scot.)
Collection
on of
pqCkuro:oleltitesi

54 Greek portico
651 i

Ni Desire .(co11)

AMA NAM AMMO
MAA OAAA MAU
MAA MAAAMAAAA
MAO
MAA
WAAMOO OAA
MAO
AMMO MOOR
AMA MAA AAA=
MAMA MOM OEM

MAUNA aim

mu
;maw
am
am
OMAN
MAAIOAAAOM

AM MAMA

OAA
MAA WA,

is
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during a day meant for joint

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -

With bay teen-agers like
Sue around, the colamonity

The children of Lions Park School M Maunl Prospect were fascinated by "The Many Adventures of Rabin Hood" on May 5 when the Robin Hood Players appeared at the school. Butnn extra
treat was In More for Wally Seymenowski, first grader, son of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Syymanowski,
when Robin Hood himself (Harold Rush) gave him a close.up demenstration on how to use a bow
and arrow. This war the last of a se.er of five Cultural Arts programs planned and financed by the

200.9111/00111/110000009,0900009011" 000

Mount Prospect Community
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ing to her present plans.
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The day's prospects

Doesshe or doesn't she- preteNo wear pants
tome prom? It's a difficult decision when such
elegant pants creations as this one may be run op
on the sewing machine. Janice Carlson models a
feminine unntsuit of bonded white nylon lace, set

off with rope pearls, and fashioned from Sim.
plicily Pattern 8548. And she made itall herself.

Or would Ihb traditional formal gown be more
exciting? Janke Is in a quandary as she Me on
des yellow eyelet fennel, also made on the sewing machine, this design from Simplicity Pattern

8144. Its lime green dairies outdid, the neck
and Empire waist, and 09Kr:riming aVocado vet.
vet waist ribbon make a girl feel prom -party per-

tec

Debbie Hildebrandt feels oh-so.glamorous in

cotton, fastemed with a fluff of sell chiffon rib-

"But pants arc sacomfortable," says Debbie.
And this stunning pantsuit of sheer sarah In mint
green with a glint of silver madlie thread woven
in, is prom pretty indeed.11's another dollops.,

bon. The dress was made from McCall's Patient
2172, the coat from McCall's 2238.

Inc home sewing project, this one from Si.
Welty Pattern 8831. Fabrics for all four outfit

her
oar dress of pink crepe with
neck
elegantly to
with a white coat of crocheted

are available at Ethers Golden Thimble Fabric
Shoppe at Wolf and Camp McDonald Rdy.
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2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

Building & Remodeling
IERATIONS

HEMS

ory ALL GARMENTS 4 CORI,

CONTRACTORS

202

Painting & Decorating

U5r3Vals Boot EVIL,

ll'en1,7Wa=k1r:n.

Paul Miresc, LitteIfuse automotive sales manager (left), Jam. Harvey (second from left/ and
Miss LF.101 have been visiting service rations in the northwest suburban area distributing the
new rust inhibitor and super-pond/Ming liquid chemical product LF-I01 as part afa test market He program being undertaken by Littelfuse, Inc., of Des Plaines. Also pictured Ls Bill Seiler,
proprietor of the Ariinglon Neigh. Circa station.

rust inhibitor
of Dec
Plaines recently began a test
Inc..

conducted by Tracer's sciew
lists and chemists for military!

Dawn,
Dorothy,

0

Littelfuse tests
Littelfuse.

Help Wantpd Women ... 26

surfaces,

metal

quiddy, according to Miresse.

marketing program for its new; use and is currently, being used

product TF-1BI. a chemical. by the military,
Miresse mid that after the
LF-101 is fully compatible' test program is Finished in thu!
near inhibitor and icier pane.'
tront for 1,1061011e imp& with other lubricants. It will
Midwestern area, Littelfuse in -1
cations. 'Die Oro is din- not deteriorate rubber. pl.' tenas to market the liquid,
tributing the product to nor- des. wood or painted surfaces, chemical on a national basis
.

vice .alion mechanics

throughout the nonhwest subarbs as well as the rest of the

and 4 prevents thc recurrence
of corrosion problems and
mra

o

YAW.

According to Paul Miresse,
Littelfuso automotive salmi

with
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Dial a Day
Want Ad Today!
70

255-7200

613usieess Personals

later than December let.

It, looking for a couple of
rame homes in your area
o display our new Vinyl
Aluminum Insulated Siding. If interested Call Mr.

- 3 pm. Parents
Tracer. Inc., Orem companyi and from
of Littelfuse in Austin. Tex.
whose last name begins with
letters A -L should register in
THE NEW chemical is the) the morning, M Z in the after-

noon.

,

Our

physical and dental exam inations prior to the opening of

Parents of children entcrine' wheel of August 31.

R der-

Ar\j.:17,

shipi
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Yon gore high readership
because your want od is
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Day and

read
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Sewing Machine Repair

PEOPLE

9 ANtio7PM

Anderson -Jacobson,

Sheet Metal Work

Go To School Free!

PAINTER OR FIX M MAN

Train to Program

JR. MOSKALA

REASONABLE REFERENCES
CALL 562
FULLY INSURED

Akron, Ohio

Siding

259-0552

New 360

MATH AND KARATE

$650 Free

CALL 259-4999

Sod

Derar6re=n
s

Fr

r-

s Ed

s

of machines mid willing th embark on 'raining
and experimental tool development. He will do
tremble shooting, fimure repair and maintenance.
Trade school graduate or a rnan
at least 2

years in machine trade required. Good starling
wage and excellent potential for high miming..
ft lIda 100% tuition payments for night
schol. Modern air conditioned plant
'

7';2.37so

455.3600
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EXPERIENCED

TUTOR

We will train a young mon with a good knowledge

Call For Appointment
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RE.FINISHING. ITEMS FOR
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FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

244elp Wanted Men

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

3.6817
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BY RAY PETERSON
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better than
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Results!
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i'r=gro.

di

11

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

ALUMINUM

5 DAYS

stens wet enginea and is an aid

the

Rims.

H

roons.Perronal. lumwo 65

high certificate. Hospital carlificalcs will not be accepted.
Children entering kindergroi

school for the brat time vill
to present

At.

DO YOU SEW???

FULL BASEMENT

since mid,

ALI 5f RVICE CO

rITCO'rWIWOC615t NST,Tekr.'"

736.6333
BROWN 6 BLOMS

""t'V'ZA'Ur

CALI 112.127

00.1216 15

School Dist. 54 has set May
manager, the new aerosol can- 28, as registration day for chilpacked chemical loosens fro.; dren who will be eligible to atnal pan, &brie:tics, mops cow tend kindergnrien classes in
queaks district schools ill August.
rosion. elminnies

need

2322

Conditioning

omaii%o!:eiTeraa7'"

"rt7riE,'Igrr'

..2

A:rI i

Call 4791.7539

Jan,

C

penetrates

Erot'r,ErG:oNTOMA711''.1

Whcaline,

;5E41W

HEMMING. AlIERAIIONS

13241351B

Boy la do lawn work Thurs. ar Fr%

Apply Storo M9,

HCUTLEERR.,

Proofing. ft

DECORATORS

-

CAB DRIVER

10

,

YOU

CREATIVE

a3
11711110111106 Men

ru,1;;;Itrli poy

715' irab

742-5266

Toclipointing

SOD DEPOT

TZ;

route pro

.2,%n

weig eel

heavily.

Coll Monday thru Friday
between 7arn ..Sprn
Ask for Al

Landscaping

Dressmaking:Sewing

MEAT CUTTER

collo

related field

Combination Man
Preferred.
Good Working
Conditions.

CARPENTER

JOURNEYMAN

opening for o man InteresTool
k. H
IC
Ind t

4..5510

255-7200 OR 296-6640

CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.'

Ille'gwerVSErbErhiTT's

65 Scoff Ss Elk Grows VIII.

CALL

BUSINESS MEN'S

FULL TIME

THang,,

A

NEPTUNE
SYSTEMS

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

APPLICATION
ENGINEER

condlilons

Body & Fender Man

296-1071
Co ol Sympeihy.

warier,

taz.rloors;

big I. Move directly into
Management_
CALL BOB VAN

2411elp Want Ten

244111p Wanted Men

GENERAL FACTORY

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW

Be trained by one of the
best companies in the
Northwest Suburbs. Sell

2.55-7335

THE

LAWNZE2le

elivere a so san
g de ./$37 2181
,

JU NE 2.21ULY 10 CL 5-0.9

Dog Service

296.2390

s one a

NLY FR MW OLKIRICI
'ASEAN:, Pork Rd.
wood Dow is ERNI

RUSSELL

312.766.2896
Save leo noi

DECORATING

SINKINOCLEA:r.

ACE

TI e wall Gee
WRITE OR CALL No

MECHANIC

HAPPINESS

,22

FASTENER CO.

Automotive center

Caws.

Full time. Must know all
makes of cors
Salary
plus cornmiseon

583-3838

POODLE 6 SCHNAUZER

Join Your Future With Ours
And Lets Gall

ENGINE LATHE HANDS
HANDS'a BORING -MILL OPERATORS
MILLING MACHINE HANDS 0 ASSEMBLERS
50 HOUR WORK WEEK DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT
Apply in Person or Phone 394-4450 For Appointment
Saturday interviews arranged for your convenience

316 W. Unlyerlt=got Industrial Pork/

GROOMING
255-2570
WILL BUILD GARAGES,
ADDITIONS, BASEMENT REC.
ROOM, ETC. CALL 255-T067

-

KITCHENS OHS
ROOM ADDITIONGRUMPUS
ROOMS
EICCIBICAL PLUNIIIING
all AFTER ISPIA
PP. On

in7;rer=l ;6'1Tel:sof yord.
CT-11.TCZE, LoguuCfltno

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.

HOMES. OFF,. ROOM
CHO., BATHROOMS, FIREPLACES 6 GENERAL REPAIR

are:

"a7:g7.

TOOL and DIE REPAIR
2 Locations

Tile
DICK'S TILE SERVICF

'hod, .a6w

Weds9e292.:tcio
Employee ohecom

weeks.guaranmedyFurehre4,

R & M DECORATING

ralEETrATHorrelogToYn'.1
Ing,729.7367.

Drapery Repairs

FREE ESTIMATES

WALLIAN,MISTORS

:'SPiralg:htgrranieed

358-3172

289-1088

BATHROOM wolls 6 floors Med

RICH FERTILIZED BLACI(8011.

PulPericed 6 weed fn.

deal for new law flu* I.,
6 Sop tossing.
Big 8 Yd. lood,125.00

TS YRS, EXPERIENCE INSURED

pRomg DELIVERVANYINHFRE
IW.75118

Lauritz Jensen

CL 9-0495

Tree Service.

TI=r,2427nO''

Decorators

g-O7s7=15'.7.15e
-

=and build fixtures

43,410,3

NTILE MAN

SOS points average rfn,

EliN 9 Yd. road -$15.00

21,11010

Some of the Benefits of
being o WARD employee

DEPENDABLE

Dog Training

GOOD WORKMANSHIP.

606.6.4.

Tailoring

DECORATING

GENERAL
ADDITIONS. GARAGES. KIT

-WOO NIEAVO oPT.).)241E

T

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696
Win 11e bow.

e9

241Ie1p Wanted Hen

HERE

IN THE

APPLY PERSONNEL

Montgomery

We hove the most modern equipment and completely filtered air conditioned buildings. Regular
merit renown, company cafeteria nod excellent
benefits. Positions available in Elk Gnne Village
and Franklin Park.

Ward

CALL MISS DEL

UPPER LEVEL

31)ap

Randhurst Shopping Cr V.

MooV;72"'

455-3600
I or

Informalion calappolinexent

Pege 10

Fnday May 15 1970

2441elp Wanted Men

76 Rap Wanted Women

25 -Employment Ageocies Women'

2611111Wanted Women

21,41elp Walter] Women

21-Relp Wanted Women

2411111 Wanted Men

SERVICE COUNTER

MOONLIGHTERS

SALES LADIES

CLERK

BABY DOCTOR S
RECEPTION TRAINEE

EX -01

Nov, Paorerenench Office

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS)

SERVICE COMPANY

,,,,!1=181WAATOT=2,1%.

8ARKER PERSONNEL

WE'RIEMI

Thuhy,

HOUSEWIVES

Earn Extra -Cosh

FULL OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

ed.. openings in OUR MAILROOM DEPARTMENT for

0 INSIDE MESSENGER
men wauld/be relpons1ble far rnoil and supplydle.,Thution

Convenient hours

women who want

Deelleneenwing tole, and nomunnywkliwerefiee including

A.M. ROUTES

for
to

455-7450

health mdThe Thoyance.

TA.treemee.ienteman

Work in busy restaurant
doing light office work.
Four hours per doy.

Paid Training

earn extra money. Located in Franklin Park
area.

0 MAILROOM CLERKS

OEM GDR

DRIVERS

Apply in Person
1745 N. Kalmar
o

.1

BOOKKEEPER

lit l

6:30-8:30 ati
P.M. ROUTES

iMENTS

2:30-5 p.m.

Apply in Person to:
112 Ook Brook Center
Moll
Professional Building

Cook County:
3040S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HIS., ILL
439-0923

Oak Brook

challenge IU1:

SET -LIP

NORTHWEST TRUST

& SAVINGS BANK

Young nor with experience settMg up progressive and single oction dMs and rnediom ond small

An equal

-FM LOYMENT SERVICE

4S5-3600
or come to

.Z,Vaz;

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS
3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park,

966-3360

plenVi:7

DIE CAST
ENGINEER

resume in complete confider. 6cluding

mHeyoudeigekhielerwroi

WAIT ESSES

AJAX HARDWARE
MANUFACTURING CORP.

2711elp Wanterl-Men & Women

e aranyo r

Days LOAM
thou Fr day

maN2nanuaranow

VerrYnly°r3OVirt"10PMon

PMandpply 5

We are seeking a capable individual for our
modern medical bacilli, in our beautiful, new

Mary Derderian, Ext. 3670

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.

n'r2Irgg'n'""'

=7"07E;T379V"000:1"'

High wh

267-6900

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

dirtionm reguleed. Geed omfing nary. excellent

NOW HIRING

1116 itreg=k51500

GONTIMICARSEN

TOYOTA DISTRIBUTORS

Day'aliTIM
212 S. Arlington P.D. Rd.
ArlinmsHeigh

10750 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park, Illinois

SECT'Y.

411 N, Wolf Rd.WIneOling

PERSONAL TOUGH OF A

"UgNANLZ

weep had goad held ...mar
Aare. or dote procesone eguIPm
meve..Weed es e Claimer Foolnoor

68. Oaf

766-0277

PRODUCTS
aroc Also in oiher areal of

11,5us

employee benefit&

Ph give prior. wing to cudamor moilam. our
CoMomer Engineer. Thewise amof perm mp...lame to us.

ANLOWIBriggl('

h to absorb our inplepth rialw
Na:1$1w
11111

ork compalibly with EDP

PL week.° LW vow. Wes of advanced equipment
we'remark., to the dale peening men

and OrMfde.
Is

the

noto.reenorder

company

Mal

Introduced

io n Mons

DREAMS TO
DOLLARS

GENERAL

ELK GRINC.OPE
VILLAGE

OFFICE
p

ell, It

eights, Corn/en/erg cloy hours.

is

2.0
60010.1,1,312/220-4141

sue. 356, Pee

M., 01.

Mohawk Data Sciences Corp

[13

Woman
APPly of

n ed desirable.

Full time.
El AM to 4,30 PM.

Appl fin Person

Illinois Bell
Employment Office.

kayes Avenue
Hampshire, III.

116 Ecsernan,.Arl. Hts,
or call

Mrs. Bakolor of

253-9920

683-3122

MOUNT PROSPECT

z.r.

611

Mr ihe person who likes Me

rl

MOUNT PROSPECT

""'

Ur5'ntt4=53r"''

76 -To Rent Houses

DON
HAGER

TRANSFERRED?

Realtors

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

SHOWROOM
Of Homes
ARLINGTON HEIGH-TS

Brick

lu;y2,8,

31-RuMmage 8,6arageSale

HIGHLAND PARK, ILL
(Between Ridge Rd. and Route 41)

2741111 Wanted -Men & Women

:I=VriSITto 6

ao,rz

2'5'0

arl

T

-3
-Al

on

JUNE GRADS

HAVE WE GOT
JOBS FOR YOU!
LET LYNN DAVIS LEAD YOU INTO
A BRIGHT FUTURE WITH:
Excellent Salary
Promotional Opportunity

Mock

288 N. west,.

8120.P.
A GO.

CleynY=sis

Office -

'11=17
?x,,r,°.'1,?c4,72,,,?

11040 Rent Office Space

.90.

N. 141

Hike.

THREE

FOUNTAINS

21TVitr'otc,,it

1112Truclo,Trailers

io'g.',errTFe'Ors

11701'R.87011/110oZ,'

65 FORD

2" 'E'Ll'/ZOVE
AtteArb".VSPL'S'ulng.rOrR1egFI.ts

82 -Wanted to Rent

Ifil.AutoParts and Access.

401 E. Prospect

Mt. Prospect, III.

Chicago: 346-5040

117'5'n

n'fin'UncnesdrgneZennn

',V.

MOtrO"PO'n Prl'a

10.

el eoanc:

An

5000ogwood lone, MI. Pros,
blk W iNgto 1/ng lid

is provided by
by an Wlsale

set

6128

3 BR raised ranch with
unique in.law (mart

III-RealEstate-Houses

entrance.

s ion° ly
CONVENIENCE

des. old

iron

'

mIsc, 166829bicorn. Des

This 6Highland,

per M., Hof f man Estates

Airport
from

i

is only 30

enly 12 rtifnuos
magnifi cently

CREATED FOR

of Arlington HeiIkights

DISCRIMINATING

/

t'ML2

°E,a;fgrnt
fenced

la a self cleoning won.
eno **siOimidei

536,900

3 BR raised ranch In nice
area. Tiled 6 pa
d

family roorn. 2 car a-

EXAMPLE
'67 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN

61200..2.2
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

167 BSA - 650GG, Custom lois aI

re=1',i1!51"'
29

PEOPLE

I MerYng

10 WAGONS TO
CHOOSE FROM

tached garage. Minutes
awoy from train E. shop

344

New, 1, 2, 3 bedroom
Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village
/95,

an

e.

Pn

110 -Snorts Cars

landscaped

PLUM GROVE
COUNTRYSIDE

INVESTMENTS

Enlra

yd.

226/3.1

nissr;j
baths,

go

COMMERCIAL'
(To Rent)

,,

finished

'61 CHEVY

Mr. '121'c

in

00 /privacy hedge.

LOCATED -FOR

invites you to loin
the Country Club set

EXTRAS

drapes,
p
ing, stove, ref rig.
-h
more, IMMACULATE. 21/2
co
garage. Profes-

I

.e Chicago loop

$495

mem, Foch has private

259-1350

Woods

:65 FAIRLANE

630,000

PALATINE

SCHOLZ

FULLY CARPETED

$795

Gladstone Realty

CALL 439-8020

IN PLUM GROVE

!tad

6

$1 095
COMPLETE

INSURANCE AND
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

PHILIPPE
BROS.
350-1000
969

Yo

oho

00

''ZrNo3

E:,7.'7.itd.ZeiiC,E05,1°.F447°Pw7841ittzir °b4":1°,:;:

Modern Plush Surroundings

LYNN DAVIS employment

R8-Mohile booms

Sep

tilo:n.ran? I

Ago e

Porkers 6
Kay Pu.nr.hOporalo

1171 S.4.1-1,tot, Des Pl.

19 Nursery Schools -Child Care

253.6300

PIte7anee:174,FiPERTM

Tr "' "

""

FEMALE
Geneemlamicel

'66 FORD

ti'orr?.e

Windsor

neHassds

'1595

DistrIbulor

dawm

Felllop

Peale, 6 EPIMMIS gefinIsbers

$1795

824-2175
,.

mewed

GARAGE SALE. Fri., 5/15, 9 AM.4

Gttarde

Is

$1595.

$27,500 Porhedla.L1-1:,,ik.11

ernesin riprvnlOW

May 15616,9 AAA 5 PM

ucVnn.

WELCOME

AI

ATTENTION!
77.Th Rent, Stores, Offices.

610 ,

mentrweiters)

:22=117,..$1.$7!"

loo

Runo6

Rect. 239-2M

$160'

"on. 1" ho.

MALE

ROSELLE

tor

bedr

39.5730

ingtonark towers

'68 FORD
GALAXIE

'68 FORD GAL.
500

he Gras: North:.

Floor Plan Off

woc,,'.71

$4.1.^V.'0gr;,',7t,

""i"

BUSTERS

LADEN DORF
OLDSMOBILE

OFF

16

W
1,41511.11111noi5;AD.392/91772

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
¢,,.Neon full lima aponing. far lb. fallowing:

INFLATION

MORTON
PONTIAC

Will Help You

Randwood Apartments

Our brand ew Des Plain¢ Di.rributlon Canter

$'2666

FORD

DODGE

w'm

,T47.

CUTLASS

DESIGN BY

APPLY IN PERSON

2

GAL 500

PAThida.

Excellent working conditions at the convention

500

2 DR HARDTOP
.1125. Auto. Fram,016

40% - 60%

MULTIPLE LISTING

."0,71

1603 OLD DEERFIELD ROAD

2

Salespeople

HAL ESTATE SERVICE

HOWARD SPROAT

Interstate Dept. Stores

'OF THE WEEK

'69 GALAXIE

51Musical Instruments

This So. Most

TOPPS

.

253/9416

Z.,s7

.
U

831-4430

Miss Hoydee and SAVE.

More Than 340

Westgate Apts.

a CASHIERS
a STOCK CLERKS

EXTENDED BY

\ DEMAND /
SPECIAL..

'67 OLDS

MI. PROSPECT

-

Store Manager
or Call for Appointment
no

DICK WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET
BARRINGTON
IMPORTS
JIM AIKEY
FORD
HOSKINS
CHEVROLET
PORSCHE

MAVERICK

CARPETING

Call 439-4100
EC
P

RNITURE

Pay $30 permmonth on
Lend -Lease plan. Rental
appleies to purch
or
trad
bock forase,new
when you move. Ask Tor

_5292594

me

ch°8'nhirelikV irg'0*&:61"f`'

a SALES

White Collar 'sir's

Pony choir M 12"

MOW 65

Z,Vg0

Apply in Person

BUICK
MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDSMOBILE
ROTO
MERCURY

PONTIAC
GENE CZARNIK

UfillealEstateliouses

GeV MullAreo

Timberlake Village

'A'p';171'r 8hdis'pr:

WITH EVERY
PURCHASE OF A

(Barrington)

'*40.7"
7q"'... veog

tBe'lL'n't'

FREE

OLDS

FORD

6- 259-1928

74 -To Rent Apartments

/E,IE

A CAR
DIO

GLENBROOK

ISPealEstate.liouse.

ADVENTURE LAND.

1zZ

BUSTER

AUDI
at O'HARE

a Vacant

pp

DES PLAINES

Mitt L't.'c.c.,11..vv.,
Naborhood Sole

They 14, 15,16.9.5

CALL LU JENNER 259-7010
PLAYSKOOL, INC.

1tr=

9637/1

ROOMS OF

Call

Telephone Co.

ounhereptiel.

11.2911. and Rooms to Share

IN THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS!

ALL OFFICE
SKILL S
..iop Pay - No Fee

Coll 1,VZIgollki

MISCO-SHAWNEE

Toby Poo

744o Rent Apartments

71 -To Rent Aparlments

--"""1°.Lo.

Luke Si. IR4II,515,8inok R.

INFLATION

H EJ HAL

BENDER REIGER

315

-

.

Phone or mend resume to Howel spent me hawk Pam Sciences Corp.,
labo
2200

:8.0 ArAto4:30 PM

on equolopportun. employer

lee

the HP keyboorcte-megneet
pipe data en. unit, Besides our Iwg Ina el
Delmeecarden, we're now morketing oILO input
shoneLl 1.7 mend

nd typing Esselen;

peopl

mer orgoniy.o..

though you may hove p/eniy of solid up
erience, we don't pion to lurn you loam .thour
lot of help. Wehll vein you thoroughly in all plimos

Nam

REVIEW,

INC.

SECRETARY

...mono!

MOS

SERVICE

Evan

°Commercial

°Residential

MT. PROSPECT

AT 291-5475

296-1102

Th15 Old Moot. Rd. Elk Gr

13

aJASS: IE

e

H"sta-

will Pain. D. ond evening hnurs.

EARN AS YOU LEARN!
WE WILL TRAIN YOU

COME SPRING

WatIlljEtfi&ON.

CHICAGO ALMOND

st7/1c7112'87:t.

DELANE SURPLUS SURF, CO.

47P14.(1°L';c1:Ze30','Pen

wks old, Port

MO. 29.3877

5NOOPIES-BENSENVILLE

o DESK CLERK

KILLER -TYPIST
SMALL/COMPANY.. THE

FEMALE PUPPY,

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

Gov't. 6, Factory Surplus

gEL'ar °"
54161

PART TIME OR FULL TIME

CASHIER

. &may guoll
JO hour 'sIeret

Surplus Store

TV

Bargain.,
,olos 237

MEN = WOMEN

392-5230

center of the Northwest Suburbs.

Customer engineers
do better with MDS Corp.

0ey m nigh,

724-6006

M

-11 AM- 2 PM daily

HIGHLAND PARK STORE

NORWOOD

JOHN MUFICH

Pecr.c.c,g.

""f'Ljr

.04

17" color AdrIgra

FOR

RANDHURST CENTER
MT. PROSPECT

o BOOKKEEPER

day Milt 7 am to 3 pmvaisdavos.

PERSONNEL

9,/,'/M.f/

RANCH ETTES

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS

.........

a SECRETARY

7ctedeexPereZZ'nancs=V5
Me lab oaln.l,

1,cic..71':ciFsri:Ecrl?

DAY CAMP

Peg.. he

PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

componlin.
ybeneeel

MID SOUTHERN

f1It eq.

5rvW

439/91

fist

swimming
Tennis - Hos/Alden

LAID OFF?

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

NURSES AIDES

CARPET CLOSEOUT

Ming

1.1.

TIRED OF BEING

REGISTER NOW

40 Hour Week
OSCO DRUGS

zczt.17,c.n?cgcr5-"c

'5OL

1

APPLY IN PERSON

972.29.

EZ'iWJa,

172 12

JOIN US TODAY

Morton Grove, Ill.

6301 Lincoln Ave.

9654700

LYemptrenroro from mithin...Were6 low of room Lee *ere,

uto

F

"27020812/0 or

'46010239

NEIGITOARTINOtID.SAL

or poo time
Nellent pop

We have immediate
openings in our

SCUDDER
BUICK

RAY
OLDSMOBILE
WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS
BILL COOK
BUICK
BONUS
MOTORS

Fcl.d6197C'll t7bfiIP

107looms-Boarallouseheeping

HEIGHTS

COSMETICIAN

10

0E5 PLAINE 5,111.

0011

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

ARLINGTON

°

IRFES,

SCHAUMBURG DO/2 HOUSE

VILLAGE OF

'0°

sole wt.&

Call 253 7656

'"C's?IlPg8=Ir"'

PM.

Eto'

GUY FRIDAY!

NoaGfg999!0F:H"

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

THINK YOU ARE WORTH

21-11oll WantedNen & Women

I

715 WOOLF ROAD

call,

39 0

104 N°4in

7.,Aznv;Lcl

CORKYS

537-0554
Mr. Bob Albee

FINANGMEGTOR

GREAT JOB FOR

MrPeN

o COUNTER &CARRY OUT POSITIONS
FULL A PARTTIME POSITIONS

DO YOU HAVE
A GOOD HEAD

guarantee 'your tips. Excellent ealary and company benefits. Meals and uniforms furnished nain person between 9 AM and
tional chain. A

If you are a registered nurse preferably without
prior industrial experience and would like to work
600 o.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday floe Friday, please

s

SHADE

ARLINGTON
TOYOTA

FORD

PM 537-1706

County Line and Wilmot Roads.

RECEPTIONIST TYPIST

Evs,r,;m0c7..thAcc

BLUE SPRUCE, 4 'yrs, old. 10 for

FAITH NURSERY. Vr

toMe

CORKYS

Deerfield office building, Mooted at the corner of

WEEKEND

MO Phone, CL -716

FOR FIGURES?

RN's & LPN's
GONTA=HECHT

May'12MoM

AL

gsk*Utn*

Ionawe

51.00.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

WALGREENiS NEW
SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Secretary To
Boards &
Commissions

Zt'a

Ile

Ave.

DES PLAINES

JEREMY'S

extend,c1

47110,Pets &Equipment

.110-.c.cm

WOLF AND OAKTON

966-3360

Please nu..

CALI:MP/096

un

FREE

LUMS

INFLATION

CASEMENT AIR
CONDITIONER

l'sFeWlons'eSIOnoZer

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

mum bare , en,

%cm

FIGHTS
82
2765200

121009.

At

o MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

profit Owing.

Aardrene=nr

Most 1.15,16,

Soler

re,

BEN*FERAN
KUM°
0

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'-00,?,:z?Lckar
t'gcncr*

'1°.zgc

Nos Immediate OponingsFor

II AMor 2

.ceednthe
M
serficewty

Gar.

16, 10 m 0.2112%.,1

,

21 -Help WenteitMen & Romeo

392-9300

ten
Fun tame of hinge benefftlacludia,

FOR ORIENTAL

WANTED:

,o.190o,l

n equal pportun.emptoyer

wine

day week, 7:30 am to 4
pm. Phone for appoint -

/ NEED HELP NO

lower

/Compote,

E

hvg

297-2400

FORD

CASH

Ile, Top puol.

0, 21,2 to

NABORDOOD GARAGE

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

men, 6B1-5700.

MI11297.

"

rritOr7COI(

31B

P

OR

4c'E,;T"'T "ad

DOROTHY SISSON, 299-2261, Ext 211

B girls on IBM 029-059. 5

1950 N. Monnhiom Rd.
Melrose Park, Ilk

si,.7,,,trn%

E

WA

Br nd

d tl

I

42 Wanted To Buy

a"1;

rve
1,0.161. eciehieniffoTorthle

p /141.429/1

15

Pk 6

$455

Ph

with excellent keypunch
background to supervise

STINEWAY FORD
HOPKINS

'7140I'L

used

COME IN OR CA1L

f

g

L

gr,11,;.17A1""°'

1429S. BIRCH, Mi. P.

Summer Work If Desired.

200 EAST DAVIS

261

GOOD
HANDWRITING?

o.., employer

KEYPUNCH
SUPERVISOR

Cobro Solid Male CB ho

May 14 IS Th 10 la 3
Homey, Des P....Golf/Wolf

Gz. Sole

L'"'Fict7G75..""

Merchandise Discount
Promotion from Within
Free bus from downtown Des Plaines

'N'cre

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

Coll Ml.. Del at

hove g

*iro7Lin*srsf','

N ADDITION TO OUR VIErli BENEFIT PROGRAM WE

PAID TRAINING

3 94-1800

punch presses. Applicant should be able to use
precision instruments and read blue prints. Per position with growth porenfialfor on alert.
capable young man.

Acct's Payable Clerk

/

:/1,F

'4Png','AI1000'6;'n'ISV

Pape I

Fridly, Atay 15,1970

32-Mincellaleous Merchandise

?ts2

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

w**

U ,rne

Gor tole

fiery s.

Full Time
Ausisie

11'1m° 1:,"i i11aNa err°mbvag°

0 ACCOUNTING CLERKS
KEYPUNCH -029-059 EXPERIENCE
o PASTE -UP -LAYOUT
0 COPY COMPILERS - TYPING

Free

T

rang

,

1241111E0ANOIIT Merchandise

324A19e1laneus Merchandise

ticsVi*s*e'riattssiiiss.

0 SECRETARIES
o SECRETARY-RECEPTIONIST-ADV. DEPT.
0 PAYROLL CLERK

SECT'Y.PERSONNEL
628

School Bus, Inc:

(At Grand Aye./'

110 N. Roselle Rood
Hoffman Estates

Meals furnished.

,31 Rummage SGarageSale

HONE MRS. JOHNSON

Clothes

SCHOOL .BUC..

-

4.585,

SP

Robert Hall

tEAAALE.,

22,V,,°,,,idenat-OtT

IDE OPEN. Free IVY,

PEPSI COLA
GENERAL BOTTLERS

M°,744"0

SUNBEAM
APPLIANCE

WellAked Baby Doctor will
TRAIN you to be hls I ronitdatk

827-788O

BEAUTY OPR

nr-,ro=rri F.2,r

Part Time

'

Permanent pad Urn,
evening
janitors.
No
Weekends, no holidays.

31 RomMage &CarageSale

2541019 Wanted Woman

11641eipliarited Rieman

2641014 Wanted Wooten

WIEBOLDT'S
3005. Wieboldt Drive Des Plaines, Ill,

5 blocks South of route 58 (Golf Road). Enter from Wolf Road

6ThEt goterdeni 230.

[rod. copp
Korrnr171%.

private balconies
pal., ample parking.

or

9,

2 to 6, Suednr Imm I, le

RENTALS START AT $205
gomeovelleble immediately
"Adeln Only, Building
Open Daily: i 1 AM, 6 MI

Gar. Sale: May 16. 10 to 4. Car

MT.& C."

lo Mahar Dr,
to model.

Mn may cell ter owe
rneLh

(3121255-1998

Split-level.

bdrms,

150 SD.

NORWOOD
DON
HAGER
Realtors

Phone 394-2577

tille7hc=ore'

MODELS OPEN
'FOR INSPECTION

right

THREE FOUNTAINS
IN PLUM GROVE
ON ALGONQUIN ROAD
pry mile east of Rome 531

882-3872 aft 5 30 am
112 -Automobiles For Sale

FORD INC
63 3 3 N. HARLEM
R0

g tiV2r4, PAIAIINE
Memb.MAPMulti. List Serv,
Horeb. NW Sufi Bd. or Realtors

1.1 Chevralel 2 Dr, excellent
moth cand.,2160. Cal 6664326
229.11861 arm

3 -1 500

DAILY 9 to 9,
SATURDAY
lo
SUNDAY I to b
I

Ill kotandiu fa Lie

112*.rtaiodies For yak

DON'T MISS

11290961es For Sat

63 FORD WAGON R/N

THE FINE

/S

OtraPai :=104'6'

AUTO BUYS
ON THE

:a".

S29-3

PRECEEDING PAGE

963

DOES THIS

715.

tiYirIlPawn,

.329.3000

WEATHER
MAKE YOU

WEEKEND

SPECIAL

$595

$595

'69 TORINO
'65 OLDS CUTLASS COUPE

62449
'68 LTD

=6Mir$2591

""""..

I011Pltd!D

'65 CHEVY
dm maga, Aado, while, Me
0 cyliccie
new

$395
'62 FAIRLANE
1 door. 6 amongst, seem whitewalls, Red,

$695

$395

$1554

$795

'64 FORD FAIRLANE

The Finest, Largest, Most Complete Line
of Recreational Vehicles in Illinois.

'68 PONTIAC
FIREBIRD

'68 T -BIRD

Late model Chevy NU - Brand New Open Road Camper, only
Air.

"'

"'"

'68 TORINO
BROUGHAM

104 W. Irving Park Road (Just West of York) BENSENVILLE

raa,cen$1874

595-0200

'68 BUICK
SKYLARK

etig'-ti26'.7=1

-

$295

HRS

.1

Daily 10 to 9
Sat & Sun 10 to 5

1

1

'

.

537-7913 alter

P

It

as aria

.,:fiE:YiEelf

$1488

1'4"
r.ilAalanis,

'67 FAIRLANE
GT
$e Hama.

Sce er4
Sel tied en

VV14-W,

whitewall

* 1""er
ires. "e""9,

.*

r"."' p*""

1695 '4

* Stock # 3810-A, Red, V-8,
powes brakes. Loa""ded.

""r,

**
*
*
/295:
*
1095

** 3508-A, 390 V-8 engine,#
6

Buick,

Pass.

Stock

'67 FORD

-4.

$1243
'67 FAIRLANE GT

150

* '67 Ranch Wagon

* 6 Pass. Stock # 3606-A,
* Red, 6 cyl. 5Mndard trans.

** 1967 Ford Squire
Very Clean.

BRAND NEW

crzc,l., power steer. Luggage

Priced To Sell!

500
rawer

'67 FORD
CORTINA

*

'66 MUSTANG
nn

Wade

SEDAN
cm, Mr Can

Full Power,

OF FINE
USED CARS

$1 1 90

Glenbrook
Specials

i

* 2 Dr. HT, Stock # 3505-A,
4 dark blue, white top. V-13,
1969 FOR
MUSTANG MACH1

M°°wtlo

Ike block MM. 0.1.

1970

**
*

1969
PONTIAC LEMANS

auto, trans power steer.

* '64 Falcon Convertible

* s...k # 3636-A, Black, V-8

ire

--

$2545

0'mr

'$2695

255-8787

$3688 Ref,

*
**
9595 :
******* ********14
)4
** BUDGET SPECIALS 5455 **
* '68 Volkswagen
2

Dr.

Stock

#

3713-A,

*

*******************
'65 FORD 2 DOOR

WAGON

$2045

nd

Radio. Nydrallio plow.
h

tt

So Come In

mid take
ADVANTAGE OF

OUR WRATH!

$795 **

'64 CHEVY CORVAIR Auto. Tram.

196B BRONCO
CUSTOM

MUST BE
SEEN!

nuir **
" " **

'64 FORD STATION WAGON
'66 FORD 4 DOOR

win

heote,, OiMen,

.*1

Stic

Beige.

PONTIAC

$895 :

4

Visit our Mustang
Corral - Your
;1*
Mustang Headquarters ' *
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 CHAR CAR!
SEE AND TOT DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

BARRINGTON

IMPORT MOTORS
126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON
381-D1399
"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

I,

THESE FINE FAMILY CARS TO
GIVE YOU SAFE DEPENDABLE
TRANSPORTATION FOR YOUR
FAMILY FROM BIG BILL!

*

COME OUT

4,4

t $2343
*******
USED

Power Steering, power brakes, air conditioned console, Green One
Owner, Low miles.

TODAY!

CARSREADY

NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
OUR OVERSTOCKED CONDITION ON NEW FORDS AND

'69
SUPER BEE

1967 Buick Electra 225

OUR HUGE INVENTORY OF FINE TRADE-INS!

4 Door, hardtop, vinyl roof,' power steering, power broker, air

'2195

1969 Opel Station Wagon

'68 "98"

"500"

HOLIDAY COUPE

1967 Grand Prix

169

Power Steering, power brakes, air conditioned vinyl roof, console.

'68 CUTLASS
2 -DOOR HDTP

Station Wogon, 6 passenger.

...,,!!!)GALAXIE

9t.1200..1.1517.4Atwai.11udats,Cemas...
'6961DSTAN0 OR.1101...r4, Petrie
.69 GAL 500, 4 DR. HOT, Powei, Wary, Nr.sesillionloy.

add

'09 GAL 500, 2 DR, ALM3P.

1966 Catalina
Yellow and Block, power steering power brakes, Priced just

1961 Buick Station Wagon
Small Vt8 engine. Automatic transmission.

1965 Oldsmobile "98" Jet Stir
Air conditioned, power steering, power brakes.

Full Power Facia,. Canillaning
..

.

ght,

6e GAl

'2395

Very Clean.

Iltgref-

hclip, Stock

5551

so?It...

529 5551

s.,

to

CHEVROLET CAPRICE 2 511.111111. Full Rarer, Fosters Ne

3: ?a

00 4 DR.

xorIC:v.f,Z,;;;;;;,:;;;;.wi-vi: 529-"s o
..

'66 DODGE P.0"1:Ana.'u'l.P.Ower.

o wry Alr, Pa dded
66 CHEVY IMPALA ;DIR. SIDTP!. '6 cylinder, Auterlt.inel: 1,393:T11
.
..
.. 5
66 LdIed D 4 DR. IM. - V.8, AuNrnolle Trams Parer Veering,

Pad Roof4444

69 CHEW NOVA COUP, 6 cyl'sder, Automatic. Powa:Neering. 529-5551

'66 LTD COUPE V8, Evil Power

61 LTD 4 DR. HOTP. - Full Power, Factory Air. Podded Roof

66 cifFvecur wAGON . 9 Passenger, Full bias, Very Thous- 529-5551

529-5501
en

1:2TY aL',Trerg.°CZ.!,:r7.72=0 5132i1g50111

A62.30,
Po

gra

Podded Roof

Cana. A Go

MONTEREY

529-5551
529-5551

..........

ZVorutoo,

'65 MERCURY
2 -Dr.

",.C.o..

1140

2 Door hardtop, power steering, power brakes. A good second cot.

1968 Buick

CHEVY IMPALA

:me...m:16..9.9mm..

$2395

'68 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

V8, Automatic, Power Steering:

529 5551

4T;INDFRISIRD - Full Power, Factory Air Ce'.°"'"9.
cylinder. staa,1*1

5995

529-5551

...man,

66 RAMBLER 4 OR

=

529 5551
529-5551

6 cylinder, Standard Transmission

1.66=Otigi: Tgi.Fili.E6RX Porn.,

l 529
1.DR. SEDAN 6 sylinde, Standard Transmission. kr
.

-

-6 cylinder Automatic

65 RAMBLER STATION WAGONcr

67 GALAXIF 500 2 DR. HDTP. CU, ouramorlo, Power Steering ..529-5551

4 Door, V 8 engine, power steering, Beautifully Gold

'67 GALAXIE 4 DR. Auto., Full Power,
'67 FIREBIRD CONVERTIBLE - Whim Too over !Am:Memos.. Blue

529.5551

VGASAXIE 500 4 DR. - VD, Automatic, Power SreerIng

529-5551

'67 BUICK SPECIAL - V,8 Standard Tronsmaslon, Nam NeednO,

1

Ion. Roe,.
mmlaslon.

rd,NI,.....
atie I

'64 FAIRLANE STATION WAGON V.8, &dem. Transmission:

'T4 VAtENn9STATION WAGON TEMPEST

6 NM,

OR SEDAN e Cylinder , Aurora!!

ringlr

4,

CHEYROTEE 1.1M1Te.,

$1195

I

GMO HEADQUARTERS

IN PARK RIDGE
rio NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

4.&

529-5551

1

'V FORD 4 DR. SEDAN DELUXE VA Aulornolic yrommisslon,

CO. Nsle;rniS..1Yanswienler,;

. NOMl
oN,
FuPwer,'

.

529-5551

'63 BUICK SPECIAL -Automatic irons. A..

529-5551

-:22214°,`4,11%'Sgi,st;,"Atii:::..

529-5551

B PLYMOUTH BELVIDERE 9 NON Hardtop. FuN Pow, I
Loa,

fall

°

HO -.133i
529.5551
529-5551

65 MERCURY 4 DR.. VA, Standard Tronimission..Posswr
'65 FORD CUSTOM
DR. SEDANaAvOmanTrona.fen,529.5301

'21=11AC

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE "Mom. *ans., Power Neering,

T
66PONIACDR

I

529-5551

MYri&Caliiiiiii1OiA ...,...:..:,.. ,..

1967 Pontiac Tempest

THE TRIP

529.5551

6320;Z7t1;.'iart:Wea
50.24........

'67 CHEVROS DR. SEDAN - 6 evil.
67 °MAXIE 5002 DR. HDTP 6 cylin

IT'S WORTH

...... 529-5551

'65 BUICK STATION WAGON - 9, Passenger, VA AulomoSc

65 PONTIAC 3 DR. HDTP. - F'ull Power A
'65 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE .6 Cylinder, Stan

4 Door, hardtop, power steering, power brakes, Low miles.

.

Pena Media - ITtigil

'65 CHEVY IMPALA 4 DR. V-8, Automatic Transmission. Power

v.

1965 Chevrolet Caprice

1965 FORD COUNTRY
SQUIRE STATION WAGON

r2rYnt.T;1Xr7=1""'"

READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
NEW -EXECUTIVE -PRE DRIVEN

Fully factory
equipped.

YOU CAN COUNT ON ONE OF

*

$995 *

v:71;.rw"

* '66 LTD

Wt

'66 FORD
COUNTRY

,per.=

F-85
Stock #1736

1968 Ford Galaxie 500

:r".ettirTa:Zi. 110"
** igt-rAs't
'65 Galaxie 500

18,1969 FORDS

70

MANY AIR-CONDITIONED *

Yellow and Black, Vacation Special.

4 Station Wagon, Stock #

$773

* OF THE WEEK -X

BUKKS & OPELS

*

1695 it

sai

BULL F CTORY EQUIPMENT

* BRAND NEW *

conditioned, Two to choose from.

*

* 4 Dr. Stock # P-100, Black,

$1172y

:

* '64 Fairlane 500

RIE"

;1387

$1295

* Stack # 3870-A. Bronze, 9
pass., V-8 auto, trans., air

PONTIACS

$1211
'67 FAIRLANE

$SS4S$

ires.

-,i..'

MAVERICK
-0

1968 Bonneville Coupe

* '67 Country Squire

4. power steering, whitewall

GAIAXIE "500"

7 .1

* 2 Dr. HT, Stock #P -954,. V-8,

*

150

4, SPECIAL 4,

4,-*

: '68 Mustang '

* '64 Country Squire

h ;', 350 11.8
turbo

E 117

$3495 If

V-8, luggage rack.

* wall tires.
L

$

"d. P"" ""0" r"''''

*

a M. trans. power brakes,
* radio, luggage rack. White-

'67 VW

e've
also got

SAVE

$1390

*

0c

* Stock # 3117-A, Green, air

Lime Gold 390 V-8 engine,

13041

$1041

Call Today

PAY '5167

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ON OVER

$2095 **

:

* 10 Pass. Stock #3851-A,

7o

Sem
eles

LIST $6558"

radio

trans.

: '68 Country Sedan

Chec

AAA, xg9,SALF, 1160

LE SABRE

auto.

roof,

* L::;. l'ariedned

Aloprivoirs Pontiac

;;-1-

** '69 Plymouth Station Wagon

I.

'63 VW, WAITE, EXCELLENT CON

'67 BUICK

* '68 Mustang

2 Dr HT , Stock # 3443-A
'
.1" dorkshlue V* stick.

$2286

$1391

IK Y

,* '68 Mustang

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'68 PLYMOUTH
ROADRUNNER

Wt,

* 2 Dr. HT, Stock # 3395-A
*V.E., Blue with a black vinyl

WE WILL BUY YOUR CLEAN CARAT

""M5OLWAY

312-529-5551

BILL COOK

AREN'T YOU READY TO STEP INTO
F

195

OPEN ROAD USA

8

Red.

'60 CHEVY

524950

Stock #1534

BUICK

'60 CORVAIR MONZA COUPE $295

$595

TORONADO

OVER

$495 00"'

Campers Starting at '1250 up to 517,900.
All Models in Stock in Air Conditioned Showroom

Fe/1y

'63 CHEVY II

amts,, radio. wiNewollsosIsP/ mareen

DISCOVER - INSTANT VACATION

Pi

Taiff:ZuSE7

uneLuHt &ELM '''"d

$995

'64 0605E8

$1788

Ma

'MIR

312-529-5551

BRAND NEW '70

AT

We're MosfInterested In You!

2 CHEVY

'65 PLYMOUTH SPORT FURY

'68 FAIRLANE

aae

TO BE

GREAT

CONFIDENT

.i:ca's°4a°i::-;

GT

=437t

C

.

312.529-5551

Business is

oti

'69 FORD
COUNTRY
SQUIRE

'68 CHEVY

Why Our

"AFORD"

CHOOSE FROM 70 CARS UNDER $1000

So We're Selling
Cars Like MAD.

$Fa259cia,

W-IrvIng Pk.

GOOD
REASONS

YOU CAN

le,

Auto Shopping Center

'1390

Roselle

QUALITY 2nd CARS

IT MAKE US
EVEN MADDER!!

c

38 WPk

Auto Center

WE SPECIALIZE IN

MAD?

,%%7

var.

op G

tr7131E3

VR4'337.%113831EMRIVI?RoselleP'1VA:

253-3619

ICSV/37rf/VIgVcg;;, :

"'""

low

RIH, P/58

er. 032.6609

lack

OVER

inch

lg7,*.gr=tErPtYMLITH

1,67 BUICK CONVERTIBLE, ELC.

Irving Pk. Rd., Roselle

Linr

dl.

wagon. Fact.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

glICIULegt,

68 Custom Suburban g poss.

T".

2.1!!riZa41,:"'"

AMLISTANGIM
CNIETSVMTM.

GAINES CHRYSLERALYMOUTH
3B W IAIng Pk.
Roselle

PP",M,,N=gt°

Z!1`."'"

,

112 AotomehUos For Si

'68 Cougar %RI CpeMact. mr,
ctop
whl. 1...M12M

335 Olds 718
4 dr. MP, Fool.
Alr,
wkl, full pwr.$12g5
Gainer ChAs-Plym. 12,3000
38 VV. Irving Pk.
Roselle

P=2;^,1%-- n

inPES%1,°A;7zAii,

112 Aulo011es For Salo

112 latcotalos Far Sale

Cancer Northwest HIghway
Greenwood and

Mon Fn 9 9
Saturday 9 5
Phones 925 81101
C11.0050774 8177
CLOSED SUNDAY

Daily 8. Weekly
Rental
Brand New FORD LTD

and Mustangs.
Air Conditioned.
Ready to Go!

ELLE
333 E. IRVING PARK ROAD, ROSELLE, ILL. 529-5551

OPEN SUNDAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

529.5551

1111111
529.5551
529-5551
529.5551

Ya'II Swing with

The

difference between
Duster&
is not the price

Roselle Dodge

--

Heah Now?
BRAND NEW 1970

DAY PUBLICATIONS
Reaching more families

Home Buyer's Guide

in the greater northwest
suburbs than any

other publiaition.

FRIDAY, MAY 15 1970

0 Choler Comeruirm

DODGE SWINGER
FREE- automatic transmission
Big 225 CID 6 cyl. engine, automatic trans'
custom vinyl roof, whitewalls, body
side moldings, carpeting, deluxe vinyl interior, and MORE.

---

$Inarin

Duster

ALL USED CARS PRICED TO SELL!!

SPECIALout

_6d CHEVY II NOVA

'66 DODGE MONACO WAGON

'65 CORSAIR CONVERTIBLE

Dusters standard 125 hp So dusts
off Mavericks standard engine by
W big horses Even beats Mavericks

$AVE

only optional engine by 5 And II you
want performance, you can go all the
way up to 340 cubic inches with Duster.
No Maverick con meld -Asa

FREE LOANERS BY APPOINTMENT

$AVE

Duster

has a longer wheelbase

'66 CHARGER

$AVE

1000's of SAM STAMPS

'611 CORONET 500 WAGON
-

67 CAPRICE

'

WE'LL GIVE YOU

$25

,

Ts 8°,7°5ccm

f,am

v

s mry

has use. to do business as an authorized Chrysler Motors Corporation dealer, or the owner is traveling or Ms

novel los 4fInent nuns and cannot return to his selling dealer.

$AVE

--- 0-

MUST REPRESENTED MIME OF RAU

Roselle Dodge
Hours:Mon.

Sat o

CHRYSLER

CHECK
THIS SECTION

MARK MOTORS INC

200t=,t.jA!felndn.b."
FOR o

529-9871

CHRYSLER

PLYMOUTH

IMPERIAL

Homes

THE SPOTLIGHT IS ON
So Much car
So Small a price!

TOYOTA!

Great
American

for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

2020 East Northwest Hwy., Arlington Hts. Ill. CL 9-4455 CLOSED SUN.

Son. 12 to 5

gutters; ground level entrances to the

FRIDAY, MAY 15,-1970

One of the most exciting restorations cellar and original Shaker blue paint on
since Colonial Williamsburg is now tak- the interior halls woodwork and red on
ing place at Shakertown at Pleasant Hill,
the baseboards.
Kentucky. Since its opening in April,
About 100 people lived in this house,
1968, it has become a major tourist the rooms occupied by two or more
attraction where visitors can enjoy au- people, sisters on the right, brothers on
thentic early 19th century atmosphere.
the left. Separate stairways were desigShakertown was established in 1805 nated for each sex. The family houses
when three Mercer County farmers ac- were not occupied by actual families but
cepted the Shaker faith with its demands by large groups of Shakers living a
of celibate purity, confession of sins, communal existence as families. ,
separation from the world and commuShakertown is located seven miles
nity of worldy goods. By 1820 the village from Harrodsburg, Ky., and is open
daily throughout the year to the public.

connection with such services, repairs required as a result A aaident, abuse, negligence, racing, or failure to./10Nn
recommended maintenance services. Warranty repairs should be obtained from selling dealer unless Be

r FF

$AVE

4 BONNEVILLE CONVERTIBLE

A lot bigger trunk. 15 cubic feet for
Dusts only 10.4 cubic feet for Maverick.
Just because
cause a car Is small an the mar&
doesn't mean It has to be soon on the Inside.

wiII repo a replace without charge Tor parts or labor al any dulkerized Imperial, Chrysler, Plymouth of 1101y
dealershp, the engine block, head and all internal engine parts, water pump, intake manifold, transmission,ee
and all internal transmin
ssioparts torque mender, drive shalt, universal i oi nts rear axle and differential of Its
19/0 Duster for 5 year s or 50,000 Ales and all other parts lot 12 months or 12,000 miles, whichever occurs lira,
excluding only tires, normal deterioration Me to weer and exposure, normal maintenance services and parts used

SFR

POCKET MONEY $25 cash

$AVE

' 5 CORONET WAGON

has a bigger trunk

Chrysler Corporation warrants against detects in materials or workmanship to the first registered owner Missend

VILI 1111.1. 101 PON >

$AVE

sae

'66 OLDS LUXURY SEDAN

Duster

power train warranty ... Maverick doesn't.

$AVE

$AVE

'67 DART

at Pater

Bigger broker mean more ,topping power, and Destes's got FL
Effective brake lining area for Dagen 153.4 sq. inches. FN. Maverick:
only 106.0 inches And II you Me clIsc brakes or power brakes,
Duster offers those too. Maverick doesn't.

Duster has a 5-year/50,000-mile

NOON ON SATURDAY.

FlymeulA

a Dom C ORN

has bigger brakes

Maverick's. In overall length, Duster hos 9 mare inches. Add
Names extra 352 lbs., and the result is a smoother Ade, and
more stable handling.

SERVICE OPEN TIL 9 P.M.
SERVICE & PARTS TIE

$AVE'
'60 PONTIAC CATAUNA
RER0r amino AIR.
t,4?,,,

Duster

Duster's 108 inch wheelbase is a lull 5 inches Ion,' than

$AVE
'68 FORD CORTINA

ww

has a bigger engine

$AVE

as

,==,:,YOV.?:...7" $795
'69 POLARA

PLEASANT HILL
Shakertown, Kentucky

U/IIPININTRN

1970 COROLLA SEDAN Includes:
FRESH AIR HEATER AND DEFROSTERS
WHITE SIDEWALL TIRES
TINTED GLASS
WHEEL COVERS
WINDOW WASHERS AND D SPEED WIPERS
PRICES SHOWN DO NOT INCLUDE

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

of nearly 500 industrious inhabitants had
achieved a prosperous and self-contained
existence. The Shaker venture officially
ended in 1910 leaving the complete village.

The largest house in the village is the

Center Family House, which took ten
years to construct and is now used as the
Shaker Museum.

SALES TAX AND INLAND FREIGHT

II

Its walls were cut from stone and

1

111111111111111111111 x

iffinilin itaiagle moan

raised door jambs and sills are molded
stone. Other features include iron railings and large stone platforms; stone
splash blocks to receive water from the

1970 MARK II

SaVijiTry,t_

1970 CORONA

Bell Federal Compounds Interest Dail

561111/11116,

.All savings in by the1Oth earn from the 1st.
ANNUAL YIELD

ANNUAL RATE

LOW SELLING PRICE!
PLUS

CERTIFICATE

0Y0T

7.79%

7.50%

$ioo000
r

6.18%

6.00%

$5I 000

ACCOUNTS

LOW INSURANCE COST!

can be increased

PLUS

during first 10

LOW GAS EXPENSE!

days of any
quarter

PLUS

LOW MAINTENANCE COST!

MIN. BALANCE

MIN. TERM

ACCOUNTS

ARLINGTON ARLINGTON TOYOTA
Phone

394-5120

1970 COROLLA

1020 W. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
2 Blocks Northwest of Euclid Ave

Arlington His Al

Mon thin Fn 900 to 900
Sat 900 td5 OD
Never on Sunday

time

Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

TWO YEARS

5.%
92

5. 75%

$i000
f

OHE YEAR

5.39%

5.25%

$500

3 MONTHS

r

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.
In the heart of Bell Town

can be added

to at any

more than the new higher annual rates. These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.

ONE YEAR

ADDS UP TO ECONOMY!
PASSBOOK

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn

°PSIOngymalr4o5F'rie"aiI1:-T8OPO'M'

5.13%

-

5.00%

NONE

HONE

Highest savings interest rates allowed by law
Guaranteed interest.tompounded Daily GwParesdy)

Bell Federal Savings
and Loan Association
Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603
MEMBER FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK

1111111111111111M.

Realtors to observe Real Estate Week

Under ell is th, land has
been selected as the theme of

and commerck point up the
mushrooming need for the.

the 1970 °Merv/mot of Red
tar PALA May 17 to 21 Tht
Cm. nerds explains loins P
McKay,
president of the

pernm of the Realtor in direst
come matters
oil Slots ty.

Northwest Suburban Board of

the Realtor's professional sir-

An example is the
growing network of interstate
highways and continuing Ito
ban renewal program which
vices,'

Code of Ethics.

A highlight of the weak will
he the rel.se of a new book of
the same title, which contains
more than 200 full -color phi,

require

ally by Realtors, theMook is

become an even greater boon

os it is extended to increasing
numbers of Iow-income Iamb
lies through special programs

services

of op-

domain.

dedketed to the people of the

aided in attaining. This
record of home ownership is
'matched by few other co.tries in the world, but it can

the

praisers to estimate property
values Laken under endnent

wanks. Distributed nation-

have

THE TERM "Realtor'.

is

tiara.

an indicator of special quell.
fications because only a mem-

Any discussion of corpo.

bet of the National Assn. of
Real Estate Boards amt one of
the more than 1.570 local
boards can identify himself by

that term To be eligible for
membership, a candidate must
deniOnstrate a Seperior knowledge of the business, possess a

ratfons and their need for real
estate for expansion or transfer

of operations, brings to mind
the large number of brokers
who specialize in the sale or
lease of commercial property.
These Realtors, by virtue of
the9 broad erMerience in the
wisest and best uses of store,
shopping

center

and

office

structures. and through their
exposure to and participation

of ethics.

the Reallors"Make Anted.
Better merge.,

programs
Marty almost requires that geared to their particular
spw
!Mee companies maintain a Cialty, are able to best handle

expansion

creasing

and

in.

complexity conlin.
eetly developing in industry

Today's rapid growth of in-

real

in

educational

departinenL For n y transaction
oe. however, bemuse of &aims properties. involving
lion

ales, budget, and the like, rho

. Item

If home -hunting

come

a

confusing,

has

Management

the

Others

not

mentioned

the Women's Council,
WhOge membership is Carnposed of Realtors on the distaff

side: the

dyes of boards of Realtors and
State

aSsOCiatiOnS,

and

the

Or highwaymen along the garden path?

ing good will and sound busk

sooty and gassed.

company's Des Plaines office,
716 Lee St.
Mrs, Berard, who has been a
northwest suburban resident

No, the "Dirty Dozen" are not a bad bellboy jam look Bide

mess practice worldwide.
.

Inform
. ,`:tc,

of the,,,

a°,,rn,,?,',(7,',.ron,

s

the

thing dies from fumes or industrial fallout, even the

Heights, 11 60005ai, Lfir

Bohn hy', gp,fgmea Bed

LI.. B?
N'''',111'..son,,d:,-.
fib,
'5'.

be-

..."...'.

fore You Buy A Home," will
be shown. Every couple attending will be given a free
copy of she Chicagoland

Mona! fields:

Robed Winkle series

real estate. Winkle is a current
member of the Home Builders
Assn. and past president of the
organization's Sales and Martearing Council. He is also a
founder and past president of
the Elk Grove Kiwanis.

Fred Bragiel O partner in
the law
of Sloan & Bra-

fir.

He is a graduate of De-

fine fescues so nomBill intolawnsced blends
monpkce
unfamiliar to many
people. They are closely relard to the Kentucky Nuegrasses, and have much the
same growth habits. Of course

that is nhy the too gmssex art
so compatible in sssd Molds
Both have esssnInliy em same
seasonal cycle Ind me mowed
alike
WI ...els
or higher)

+=nomination

at

past sr, yverS She

of the American Savings and
Loan Institute.
The public is invited to at-

tend one of the two inform,

" 0106 ........ Of
the Chicago Council
For

'most popular paperback'

Also of use to area residents

said this year's directory will
filature an architect's drawing
of the new Harper Junior Col-

AN

sire,

Split Levels

Georgians 3-4.5 Bedrooms

who prefer itpktment living.
Many who lease Their year around place of resident own a
second or vacation home.

"DESPITE THIS exam iron of, and desire for. real
property, periodic attacks are
launched on the concept of
home ownership by those with
varying and often hidden reasons. There are some who argue that single-family hornm
take too much space; that we
must discourage or do away
with home ownership," Real.
for McKay added,

will increase the per-

As examples of the emu&
ing ownership forms, Realtor

Sensible Tax Rotes

John

School Distrio 155 and el'
Paved Streets

P. McKay cited con-

dominium and cooperative
buildings, which are common

and Unwooded lots

Halt

Buy Your Demesne

Now -Build later
tom 51500 Down

led(815) 459-2430

'4,"11. kr;';::.11%"

-

"Come and Compare is the campaign theme of Hollywood Blinders' newest project,
the
Stonebringe H111 apadment community, 60D Ram fa, Arlington Heigh.. The builders
team are
shown in one of the model aperiment
bedrooms which features credo. and spacious living. They
are Hildy Poellinger, rmident manager; Jack F. Netchin, pr.ident of Hollywood Builders;
Bielefeld. building consultant of Hotlywood Builders, and Manuel S. Kramer, executiveLarry
vim
president of Hollywood Builders.

Brookwood Greens, a new

complex of 720 luxury co.
dominiums, will be developed

in Wood Dale adjoining the
Brookwood Country Club, it
was announced recently. According to developer Richard
Fencl, ore -opening sales for
apartments in the first building
will tiepin approximately June

site on the west side of Wood
Dale Rd., about one The south

of Irving Park Rd. The 'Miry
condominiums will overlook
the fairways
of Elmhurst
Country Club to the south and

Bioakwood Country Club to
the

The $4.4 million Brookwood Greens complex will be
situated on a heavily wooded

west.

The

property

is

bounded on the north by DuPape County forest preserves.

1.

JOHNCHEISTENSEN

000
aartment (condominium) or
shares in the corporation
which owns the building in
which they live (cooperative).
These two plans provide a

Brookwood Greens condominiums
planned for Wood Dale

OPEN TO SERVE YOU

WAYNE OHNSON

nder there plans, occupants either own their own

form of ownership for those

SELLING

EXPERIENCE - INTEGRITY - RESULTS

Plans call for six multiple
buildings containing
condominiurn apartments each.
Every building will feature

two levels of, inside parking,
complete laundry and storage
Mae and recreational Emilhies with saunas, meeting
rooms and access to two deluxe outdoor swimming pools,
"Complete maintenance O
provided," Fend said, "so
residents may enjoy carefree

apartment living in a delightwt country dub atmosphere
ith the additional benefits of
suburban location and advantapes of home ownership."

TILLAGE
r2,'Igt\*TIA'U,.°17.1?V'dgz,t1,;;;I acre In the amt desirable aecnen of DeerfieM 10
ONY ANDROS

956-0660

0 EN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

carom
rr:;117=::
walk-asowoaln 171 nn

der

tadneaoed oat (loon. Manor doom
`07171.'irci

p room and full tbark Den and Powder

leading to four bedraam an second floor. Lar1e basement, room. Spiral
gar bed; '2tr,ccr: half car
garage wah ounimotIc door. Dutch doors lead out of family room
to mociom dougloa fir deck
pans with bully in barbecue. overlooking forest.
Very
convenient
to schools shoppino and
transportation. One of Chicago ore. finest school systems. Desirable
financing avollable
$68,000. By Owner.
1410 Windom Rd. - gorfield,111. -W15-0614

-k-4:a, -1,-2.-T1-4-4-t-:.-12.

kw

in

to

decorating and landsgbpingl
they are able to keep nets, en.

for wIde selection of spacious
', and in 699erai'd9eid5
apartments in a variety of dio bow to live with.. emmiting
tinctive floor plans including
resident ...ger.' worry"
one -bedroom, one -bath; mo. Mg about the neighbors up.
bedroom, two -bath, and three. stars."

visual tmtes. A virtually limit
less

selection of luxury

pointinents is available.

Foss earns
license

ap-

Each apartment will open

coca will feature lrge, sunny
mcnt

breakfast areas in addition to
separate dining rooms or imposing dining L's. Each unit
will have an abundance
of
space and fully equipp-

Apanments in Brookwood
will start at about
$25,000 to $40,000. Prospecfive purchasers are invited to
Greens

the on -site sales headquarters

during the pre -opening sales
period beginning about June
1. Those reserving apartments

prior to grand opening ooheduled for late August will take

advantage of pre -opening savings up to $2.0(8).

there are no children in your garden. But the seeds are poismions,
if swallowed.

afternoon shade and an of
deep watering, it will bloom
all summer long. This height -eyed Sole flower hat waxy leaves
that shrug off dust.

Yon can mow anget's trumpet on Datura in your .garden if

Flowers of angel's trumpet are, huge, white and 'fragrant.
Plan0 grow to nearly a yard high and equally wide where sum are long. The large leaves trap dirt and look a little worse for
wear by the cod of the season. Peek into a few old gardens in

central city arms. You'll be surprised at the number of runes
you'll see this tenacious old flower.
Shasta daisies are "naturals" for city life. The leaves are rather
smooth and shiny and the sick Inve are readily replaced when
they succumb to pollution. The strong perennial root stores up
ample food reserves to carry the plant through periods of drought
and other stress.. This is one of the few "city flowers" that are
good for cutting.

El

aping and sumer nesdng
throughout most of the United
States and southern Canada.
They live exclusively on flying
insects and are colonial

Which means they like to inhabit man-made houses.
The revised edition includes'

venient source of information
about dm purple martin..Like

a comletely new chapter on
"Howeo be a Good Purple
Martin Landlord in the 20th

hs

the original

hardbound edi.'
don, this revised issue is being

Century." This chapter places,

rK

distributed by the GriggsvIlle
Wild Bird Society, a non-mf-

ditions under which martins

. nationwide,
conservation
organization.
If you haven't had an oppor-

-Me population explosion of

Miry to meet the purple martin, Wades book will provide
an enlightening introduction.
For instance, one purple mar-

and other parasites which rake

u
i

emphasis on the changing con-

art currently trying to survivesparrows and starling, prolife-

ron
ati of insecticides and reit.
toll of the young birds.
Heavy emphasis is placed
on the importance of a system-

nomic specialists are studying
the human population boom,
ao are the bird fanciers. Is this
instance the Griggsville Wild

sad their one family a year is
the solution to the problent of
sparrows and their floe broods

The book also describes
some of the unusual methods
by which Purple Martin boodera have proven the birds. effectiveness in various parts of
the nation. It has also been
highly praised by the late Soo.
Everett Dirbsen, who recommended it to "anyone who

area about the neat &aeration.

SALE GOOD FRI. THRU SUN. - MAY 15, 16, & 171

Daylight
Fromm

Men. 'Mu

rd. 9.9

SWA,

.11,10,06

house sparros and starllog,
the martin innrelation to mos-

flying insects.

quito control and the vallarb
area of martin houses which

VAld Bird Society, Grupo/111e,

are available to the home gar-

and foe to cover the cost of

.the largest members of the

SPRING
GRAND OPENING

1 Sean.

diet flies .d a variety of other

PURPLE MARTINS are

26 W. Gott Rd
Schaumburg, III
PH: 529-6102

Bird Society supports the theery that is pair of purple morn?

tin can eat 2,000 mosquitoes s
day. They also include in their

atic approach to tha control of

II

JUST AS =did and eco-

Copia of the 260 -page
handbook may be ordered
directly from the GrigoVille
III. 62340 for $1.95 plus a 25
postage and handling.

Alan L, Foss, 160 Weioncr

Rd., Buffalo Grove, hasipassed
the State of Illinois BrOker's
awarded
his Foss

look 7se examination
after completing the Real Esate Preparatory, Course of.
feted monthly by Real Estate
Education Corp. of Chicago.
The course prepares. men and
women to take the state sales -

men's and broker's licensing
examination. The next courses
will be offered at Glenview
starling May 25 and in theChi.
°ago Loop starting May 26.

Foss is an associate of A6
thur Sheridan & Associates.
which deal in commercial and
industrial cal estate sales. He
is also vice.president Of Dm,
nion Development Co.. a compang specializing inThe devil --opment of commercial property.

ao

Complete

LEIDER'S

Line of

some

"But more important

hod custom finished to suit indi-

range from two to six feet. Many kinds of canvas have attractive

cent of our .poptilation

.monwy.i%liperessfactththar.,t th..maire

ed, queen -size kitchens.

OW VITT

per

lives on only 3 per cent of the
land. Obviously, there Is still
ample roam for single-family
home ownership," he de-

like must and will be solved.

bedroom, two -bath units. The
apartments arc designed
for
gracious, easy living and will

the plant to sports fans who were struck by its beauty as they

land is not supported by the
figures. At present, about 50

hies, transportation, and the

Brookwood Greens will ors

valuable and con-

swallow family. They are migratory birds andspend each

idea that we are running out of

obvious problems of mil -

terraces. Every apart-

4

cism of urban sprawl, but the

--clared, 'although

PMEMENSEMMEMSEMZEISEEMESAMISMEMITRAVE LLIt,11,'`:1,1,7,1`°".
Open House 1 to 6 p.m. Sat. & Sun,
zs will open` to private, menls

May 16th & 17th & May 23rd & 24th

92 TWINER, DIHMOVI MAGI

"Certainly, in some major
urban centers there is a criti-

uy smaller cities.

CRYSTAL LAKE
U.S.

BUYING

in major metropolitan areas,
and arc being developed in

Phone

ESTATES

Purple martin fanciers are
going to find interesting and
authoritative reading in the
.s new
softcover handbook,
meghat You, Should', Koine
About the Purple Martin" by,
J. L. Wade. The book was originally published in 1966 and
bas moved

ban I3oard of Realtors.
a

Halt Acre Wooded

By Foams ARman

warning numbers.

ecotone in the flume, according be John P. McKay, mcsident of the Northwest Subuo

homeowner cheerfully (and accurately) volunteered the name of

Page

on the inside front cover of the
directory giving easy access to
police and fire number, the
FBI number and tornado

own homes a record equaled
by few, if any, other nations in
the world and newly popular
forms of ownership, coupled
with the almost universal de-

to urban fallout. But these piano of kochia flourished and the
passed by.

MADAGASCAR periwinkle Eiiinca ros.) will take radonae
heat in addition to being resistant to polio*. Given a Edo

The Purple Martin:
a gardener's friend

tures this year. At the beginning of the Yellow Pages is a
list of zip codes for some 365
communities in Illinois.

Nearly seven of every 10
American families own their

SEE OUR OTHER MODELS

,

at SP 7-7200,

KOCHIA OR summer cypress is not grown for its Noss..,
but for its feathery.foliaged, moundlike plants. A few years ago. a
robust, neatly sheared hedge of kochia bordered a front yard on
the street leading to a major baseball stadium. It would be hard to
imagine a dustier, hotter, windier location. or one more subject

their looks. Cannes come in many warm colors, and the his
blossoms somewhat resemble those of bearded iris. Heights
Surprisingly, cleonte or spider -flower is fairly resistant to urpan pollution. Cleome has rather rough leaves that trap soot, but
' seems not to bother the plant if the leavu are washed off occasionally with a heavy spray. Perhaps it is the heavy, vigonalis,
three -to four -foot frame of the plant that brings it through such
punishment.

The cleome, or spiderflower, is a hardy but attractitv flower.

se e

Co. Manager Paul Arnolde is an emergeneY mind.,

can see it growing out of cracks in shit]. rock road cuts above
moony western freeways.

bronze leaves.

which contain several new fea-

Maltase cross Or Lychnis chalcedonic is a perennial that

luted conditions is a tribute to the resourcefulness of natter.
Four o'clocks bloom around doorsteps in the worst slums of

usually from tubers, is another tough customer. The gardenem
who maintain city parks in downtown areas use great groups of
camas for color. The huge, banana -like leaves of canna can be
sluiced clean with sprays of water to revive them and freshen up

phone callers to consult their
director/5 Call -Guide pages

Ideas thoughtfully provide fon the plants' nutrition. In this etiolate pansies may bloom all summer. Cover them during winter
and the plants will not freers' out.

ONE OF the most rugged of all flowers is the four o'clock. Its
ability to grow and set flowers in the middle of desperately pol-

season of cheering up passersby_
The can
or Indian flag, occasionally grown from seeds bat

held in North West Federal's
Community Room, 4901 W.
Irving Park Rd., lower leek
Thep ogram basins et 7,30

Realtors predict
record year

ghee

eign Relations

' Qdalliy

Ave sessiOns, Meetings will be

PRd.,400C1
Chicago,

dewy -fresh look when all around it look droopy.
You can set pansy plants blooming around the bases of young
trees in sidewalk planters. The show of blossoms up at waist level
helps to take one's attention from the cigarette butts that pedee-

grows easily from seeds into a three-foot tall, blue-green, smooth leaved plant. Large, deep red clusters of blossoms come in early
sUmmer. Maltese cross is so tough and drought resistant that you

In the sidewalks of the older sections of Los Angel.. Year after
year, four o'clocks drop seeds and come up smiling for another

60641, or call Esther Brewer

Gardeners would be hard pressed to find a, better flower for
dated are. than the delightfully durable impatiens or sultana.
Sad hat similar to Madagascar periwinkle, except that it is
more spreading, impatiens blooms for Months, maintaining a

Demerit and Philadelphia and in the bone dry soil between breaks

mliesse

V,,e,,tralPaSnakuin

Arnolde urges local tele-

PLUS LOT

Ranches

'.111-

4901 W.

For reservations write RahFR F. Kapolnek at Northwest

loge on the cover.

Chicago and ottendsg (Band
Bard
College in Lake Fond and
Northwestern
Umversty
where she earned a Ph D de

Homes Designed For A Lot Of Living!

$31,900

past 12 years. He holds the 1.sition of assistant treasurer and
title officer. Best is a graudate

Illinois Bell began delisering the new telephone directories this week. Telephone

Miss Rauh has been in stet
mtate appraisal and coastline'
administrative work for th.

-Fescues unfamiliar

el.

seemingly indestructable tree of heaven or ailmthus.
But city dwellers want and need the beauty of flowers and will
keep ot, trying to grow them. HOpeeelly, we on learn to control
air pollution before the job becomes impossible.

ood cods ut 9 p.m.

soot reside..

--

ens dull She lives at nil TalUnaB.
LOU Rd Park Ridge

Miss Elinor Raeth

James Best has served ot
North West Federal for the

lingo. Heights is on is way to

Church and the ehurch nom

Mo. Una B. Berard

Paul University and a member
of the American Bar Ann. end
the Chicago Bar Assn. Bragiel
specializes in the practice of
real estate law.

The latest edition of the
Most popular paperback in Ar-

Hollywood team

Is member of South Psrk

as

sales director for the Centex
Elk Grove Village devilopment. He is experienced in
the construction and sale of

for 16 years, has been mans (Idly active m teal estate sales

Ridge. She attended Indiana
College in Lafayette, Ind., end
NOrihvicStern University. She

the fro guide for home &wets'
clink
room,

pmts. Two elhilm win be held May 18 and 21 in North West Federal's
Irving Pad, Rd., Chicago.

r--

guestians abase home buying
plans and problems,
An
informative
film,
"What You Should Know Be-

trouble-

for the pasts even years in Park

Bowers arc tough enough to survive air pollution that would
make the hardiest human being want to move out. Of come,
there are many areas in largo cities where almost every Jiving

Suburban Board of
ft.ealors, 311 S. Arlington
H e rig h t s Rd., Arlington

of experts will discuss house -hunting

easier and will answer your

City dwellers we fortunate, indeed, that about 'a down garden

'IF
-

7ortM.hwest

dates --Monday, May 18, and
llkursday, May 21.
A panel of experts including Community Guide" and other
Robert C. Winkle, builder, literature
Frederick A. Bra grel, sttormy, and James A. Best, loan
GUEST PANELISTS reofficer, will suggest ways you Reel many yarns of training
tam make pour bousc-hunting and experience in their prof.-

Racth. Both will work in the

Have you Mod are "Dirty Dozen?" Are they floral felons

American
Chapter.
Inter national Real Estate Feder -

ation, involved with promo,

Home Buyers' Clinic on nvo

Una B. Berard and Miss Elinor

Flowers must be rugged

Executive Officers

Council, made. up of exect,

On the way. North West Federol Savings will offer its popular

Women Inc. They are Mrs.

1k!

are

some search for you, help Is

Two northeast alarmism
residents have been named to
the sales staff of Baird &

Garden

the Institute of Real

above. but BARER affiliates,

Estate Am.

m"."

Page 17

Commercial -Investment OWL
soon, the Society of Industrial
Realtors, and the National In stitute of Farm and Land Bro.

scribe to a strict code of ethics
as members of their Iona and
state boards and oldie National Assn. of Real Estate Boards.
Realizing the need for education of these individuals,
BARER has created institutes
and programs devoted M each
specialty.
A large number of the Real tors who devote their careers
to one on moreof these arena(
real estate expertise also hold
memberships ir, 000, ruoro of
the specialized institutes, sodefies and councils. Those afciliated with the can
Awn. me the AMericsn InReal

THE DAN
1

Institute of Real Estate Brokers with its Residential and

volved in thew many specialhoed mem of seal carne Me
Realtors, signifying they sub-

of

Fnday May

rue kamffisints. the Natl..,

MANY OF the people in

min.

FridaY,MitY IS MO

Amt.ncan Socitty of Rut Fs

valuable for those interested in
the future development of
land.

They Mvide a unique service to to-

Baird & Warner adds
to Des Plaines staff

Es I t t.

tural. Contact with them is in-

Panel
of business integrity
and subscribe to a strict code
record

pratsers

because they have to
knowledge and expert... to
make themexpert In thc best
uses of And whether urban,
rural, suburban, or agricul-

ycr counsels in matters of law
Retained on a fee, retainer, or
per diem basis, the counselor

has no direct interest in the
outcome of ca given Masao-

business

man

Members of the newest branch
of real estate specialization --counseling ---serve as advisers
in property acquisition, disposal and use, much as a law-

and efforts. This god is just
one of those incorporated in
'The

days sophisticated

mad of outside impartial ad
Inc as do educational and
Not only industry, but pow other institutions, hanks, and
ernmcnt is taking advantage of almost all types of business.

Reams, open the Realtor's

United States.
Home ownership in enjoyed
more than two-thirds or the
&milies across the nation, says
McKay, a dream Realtors

may be impractical Both cate
games however recognize the
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GREENHOUSE
1025 Dempster, Mt Prospect
1 Mile West of Rt. 83

Care -Free
Geraniums

4/9.00
While they lost

Beautiful
Replanted

Hanging

Baskets
Our Specialty

$450

up

Big Boy
Tomatoes
Early
Tomatoes

Peppers

Bedding
Plants

PFITZER JUNIPERS

!if

ONLY

$*88

Geraniums

75c

18 to 24"
Landscape Size -Ready to Plant

1111111.

GARDEN TOOLS
HIliliotatoTITliY

$850

Your Choice

Dozen

\\88c

Moil or brim ght

REGI SIBAHON BLANK

GLADIOLA
SPRING BULBS

NAME::
ADDRESS:

Top Sloe -Top Quality

15

FOR

77c.

Also Begonias, Dahlias,

PHONE:

411 11P1WE TAKE THE GUESS OUT Of GiRDENMIG:WErrs-B/1.CK
GROUND KNOWLEDGE, SEASONAL PLANTING INFOR
MATION, AND ONLY THE FINEST QUALITY IN GARDEN

Cataluna & Canna Bulbs....
BUY ZGET I FREE

ORTHO lc SALE
Buy one

12,00051.
Ft. Bag for
Get Iwo bogs
far only

$11195
IV

1096

PRODUCTS

HOSE & UTILITY
HANGER
Neat and Handy 4

Atr.F.TE:

SILVER MAPLE
6 to 8 Ft. Toll.

$388

THE DAY
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Train a fruit tree,
and watch, it climb
ny George E. Creed

are the same as for any fruit
tree, They are subject to all the
insects and disc es that afflict

van to grow flat against a wall
Is an an
on, History re- 'all other fr. trees.' If you
Lacs that espaliered fruit was want good fruit from than.
grown in ancient Rome. Latcr. you must spray them, and their
in Europe. the practice be- proem, requirements are depopular. Today, with mending if their forms are to
walls no longer much used as be maintained.
manm
they once were, this novel way
If you want to grow an esp.
of having a backyard orchard' tiered tree against a masonry
is dying um Espaliered fruit wall, you need only drill a few
trees

are

interesting, never-

dleless, and can be used to

make

decorative pattern,
against o house or gradcn wall.

sty

Pe
ST1'01'

(

..ha -

aware of the fact that just withill. the last 30 years there has
been a mammoth change in the
kind of seed used to plant
drops. But not all the home
gardeners realise that this
same kind of change M rapidly
taking place be the flower garden, as well.
It it wore than a change; it is

set

cadmium

Mated

screws in sufficient quantities
no that after stretching wire
them you will bane a
Mood swonow...v, in Sketch E.
MYERS

Q. When should peonics be

Key electric starting

do my peon
to bloom "abundantly?

.

.

lust turn the

fore.M the disbuddingQ.ies

W

fall

A. Your plants may be too
old, in which case dig them up,
divide them and replant in

tash.

AVAILABLErr* THE

Bromeliads
are man's
best friend
bromeliad plant are one of the
many wonders of the botunical

ADDISON

GLENVIEW

NORTHFIELD

Highway Soles

Admiral Lawnmower
auger Stores

Bess Hardware It Sports

PALATINE

town &Gorden Spot
Lawn Equipment Distributors

ITASCA

Zimmer Hardware

Lake Park Gorden Center

ROSELLE

Are Hardware
MT. PROSPECT

ELMHURST
Ace Hardware

SCHAUMBURG

Kerte,. Garden Center

VS G Bike &Mower

wold.
as it nu,
mein, so. remain in fresh
and

brilliant indoors and
bloom for three to Eve months
at a time.

The Society of American
Florists reports that there am
I.1100 known species of brome-

liads. and more than I 01) vari-

eties arc in cultivation in t he
U.S. Almost all arc available
on order front your florist if

not ...Ili in the Mon,

i.

V

ll

plo, changing crankcase oil and checking transmission, Ira.,
aide or differential oillevels, replacing air cleaner tinier, adjusting,

dd. MI., checking brakes, lubricating grease fitting!, send.*
battery,. checking tire pressure and wheel fog bolls.
id
1,1,

levolution. We talk Ion

Thuricide will combat inchworms
Millions

of inchworms.
those wiggly link green invaders who chew their way
through Chicago area trees
and Andes each spring. um in
for a gigantic case of indigestion.

ing active ingredient called
BUN
thuringicmis. 11 Mt

sometimes milled," aevording

been successfully and widely

to Dr. Carlo IgnotTo, IMC's

used for more than si X years on

manager of entomology.
It hos been used extensively

And they won't find their
humans sharing in their fatal
discos-dom. The mason is a mi-

crobial insecticide that combines specific killing ability
with complete safety to other
forms of animal life.
The product, being offered
in the Chicago ems for the second year. has a tongue -mist-

Elk

Grove

Yak,.

Lions Club will hold the Second Annual Lions Rummage
and Anemic Sale May 22. 23.
and 24,

are

upper

branches

of

1111.11IJ*,

trees.
be

MD REALLY knock out,,
the caterpillars. trees

opa,

won, such as tent caterpillars

by International Mincrals&
Chemical Cor, under the

thoroughly Sprayed from topj
to hollow," Or. Ignoffo

add webworms.
"Vegetable growers use .the
product because it is good and
govern.. registration ex-

"Most homeowners simply alas
not have the kind of high pressure Spray apparatue to do the.,

trade name Thuricide 90TS,
has gained widespread ante.
lion for its mistral safety features and selective killing

upon

posed

In addition to 'loonfety R.,
auto, Thuricide is ideally suii,

chemical

in=tickles.
That means a grower

ad to residential areas such as
cm apply Thurde right 'playgrounds and patios since n
up to harvest without risk of has no lingering obnoxiou
residue toxicity.
odors find will not gird fo.,

"THURICIDE was introduced in the Chicago urea
Mt spring and leaved effective against inchwrinns; or

Job ProPoriY,

emph it from restrictions im-

capability.

?National park entoinologism have used the prude. in
OMR where infestations must
be Controlled without upsetting the natural ecology of
wilderness region," Dr. lg.
"Although

h rt u to. Arlington Heights
Road and Elk Grove Blvd.
Usable or repairable garden
and household nons, furniture

PREVENT

smaying before. the worms ho,%

come a major problem;" the'

amipment required to reach

ImC expert said.

di

io

Light to enhance
the outer decor

2../IVRIMUNITE

ON OUR EVERY DAY LOW, LOW
PRICE ON CHEMICALS. GET THE
JUMP ON SUMMER.

GARDEN

COMPLETE WITH FILTER, * LADDER & FOOT BATH

$8800

COUPON
KENTUCKY BLUE

GRASS SEED

HAND TOOLS

MIXTURE

3/$100

113104314171MMENMEt

Turn your yard into a
summer resort with one of
our complete swimming pool packages g swimming
pool filter ladders slides - chemicals, etc.
We will net knowingly be undersold.

39c

GARDEN ROCK
REG. $2.49

HAMMOCK
REG. $17,87

50 LB. BAG

$1 87

CASH & CARRY

NOW

$1177

offer

UPRIGHT

Mor pugs

BAR-B-QUE

MARION BLUE

GRILL

MO. Moo

NOW

$688

SOD

59c

Sq. Yd.

RECTANGULAR

ad.

Winces nowadays, the sciem
lific understanding, and in fact

thc application of the prim
ciple, is likely to he limited to

SOME WITH
FRINGED

QUALITY
SAVE UP TO
so%!

variety or produce tbe seed

maker. This full -blooming marigold is an ex-

the first great change in the
Bower garden uero Pstmmg
F -I

ample of the great achievements being made with
flowers.

and

snapdragon;

uoo,j. "back
home` memories. happiness
these are the thoughts associ-

'tad with vines.
a Novelists have their lovers

'trolling beneath the clew.rs
dourple wisteria or bathed in
tgo. (regar,. of the josn,inc.
Old grads love to return to Mc
?ivy-covered walls," and what
chikl has not conjured up

appear then,
do the while
heeds of.the Hydrangea vine.

tecture of Me house.

..cummun

One beauty is an authentic
coach lantern, complete with a

1'1N

saicular

could
Itid,,fffide:ssof

mistaentityke

HE WILL also

fixion.

ample, as are hard -to -remove
tree trunks an boulder,. With

se
sem ebe cm be ;tamed mound
U. S. homes.
"Old-fashoned" vines a !so

...fern

landscape

setting.
landscape

When creating a
plan, the AAN nurseryman
may novel a blank wall with a
vine as the background for a
flower border. He may also

a-

In

ingenious "'dmcl

:dsnuo11

ptni hr:o:enr:1, 1d.;wdS0b

oneNi

aro.d

lrt,raelsl.iv,"tr, fl,:ir,^2lili.lbrld.' ",hil,areitc,

^

other vines that twist and sew
themselves in and around a

wh. offering advice on the
tndden
rc'tildge

SOME VINES give us flow -

patios and Mr.es an extra -

:RI when it b most
mostneeded in
r garden. particularly late
and sear:s ummer. T he
/fet flowers of the tmmpet One

it..

and

the

botanical

ec

,Pi

of

under

perfect -

light can

j^rfa.t'l Inj
be bounced

wall% fere.
t

plement
house.

the

For

atoll.,.

ttl°4.

off

ta^u5

When the.

t

rosy,
member to coordinate, with the

offidoo by lighting for MK.
This treditiorud mach wall twi,een
y pnogress, priced un.
de, fifty dollars. Its ster-ca bppanels are heat -and sal)

lights" to light up steps and
paths are alm a good idea.

Fare barbecue area, it's the

floodlight. A single one tree

Oared high up on at.all or tree
is often sufficien
If more
light isle rquired mountingHate
availabe which accept fiyo or
even three floodlights.

j

OUTDOOR lighting is med
further to Baiter and beautify

Botanic sale
starts today

lemresistant.

landscapes. For IMO... 11

standing selection of plant materiel not always found in local

dope off a clump of unusually,
shaped trees, put a IlOodligld
on the ground, several fuel
away at a 30 to 45 degree
angle. To wolfenj Rowers in the
evening as

ell as during the
day, light up flower beds with
several mushroom downlights.

A. few well -placed,...
lights will give your surnmet
living new dimension,. It will
open up -the whole Nutdoori
for you at night. ThereA nottit

7,77 too madam holies,

55'

aligns"' otuotsfrelaxing
llego .olontnoiTi
swam evenings.
.

TREATED WITH A SPECIAL
"CAC" PRESERVATIVE TO
LAST A LIFETIME. THEY
PERMANENTLY RESIST
DECAY, INSECTS, AND
FUNGI. THE "CAC' TREATMENT
GIVES THEM A RICHGREEN CAST
THAT WILL BLEND WITH ANY SETTING,

7ft. x 10 ft.
SALE

$3688

SALE $1788
Aft. x 9ft.
SALE

*268.8

$2.99
14.95
$9.95

DEEPGREEN VIGOR° WEED/FEED

110

DEEPGREEN FERTILIZER

LirwmiENd

- 40 lb

- 40 lb

GOLDEN VIGORO WEED/FEED - 20 lb. REG

11111.11 $5.95

Now

EVERGREEN FOOD - 20 lb. REG. $2.95

NOW

$4.47

9.97

...,
ORTHO LAWN PRODUCTS:

.31m1o)

ORTHO GRO

ORTHO-GRO LAWN FOOD - 27 lb. 8 oz. REG. $5.95 NO4 V1 for $5.96

le aka

ORTHO-GRO WEED/FEED - 55 lb. REG. $12.95,. NOW Pfc. $19.43

..!......

13=JSUli0

ORTHO BONE OR BLOOD MEAL 3 lbs. 8 oz.

$1.39

ORTHO WEED/FEED FOR ACID LOVING PLANTS

H.69

1 C1T.ISOTOX with FREE SPRAYER

$5.98

1

Ufl fi

151

$9.95
13.30

SCOTT'S HALTS PLUS - 28 lb. REG. $14.95

SCOTT'S HALTS PLUS -14 lb. REG. $7.95

ugoi

,

SCOTT'S LAWN PRODUCTS:

Ii

'4..7

Ng
r

84.95
$14.95

SCOTT'S CLOUT - 111/2 lb.
SCOTT'S SUPER TURF BUILDER - 40 lb

$6.95

SCOTT'S COPE PLUS - 201/2 lb

OR THEY CAN BE PAINTED OR STAINED
ANY COLOR TO BLEND WITH YOUR

MillriON118

PARTICULAR LANDSCAPE DECOR.

d

11.

824-2151

ANNUAL

GERANIUMS

POTTED

BEDDING

Regulars 67c

,

FRENCH

PLANTS
TRAY

aebo with hanging baskets of
lattices, fuchsias and Rades-

V... An exhibit under glass

Fi LtAg Ft s

Informing the publie "How to
Do" a compost heap will be
for study.

38c
$ 4.0

0

1,,,s

Martha

77c

Washington/7

LILACS
Reg.

Now

$299
$200

A -A G.C.MURPHY CO.FirstQualit'x Always

The Botanic Garden is lochted in the Glencoe -Highland Park area. Entrance gate
0 on Luke -Cook Rd., one-half

'RAND AND-05TRAL ROADS -, Mkt PROSPECT PLAZA

Mile cast of the Lake -Cook exit

downtown Chicago.

VI

FOR HOME, LAWN, & GARDEN!

dors... There will be a ga-

from Eden's Espy.. approximately 30 miles northeast of

$888.8

with

THE NEW, VERSATILE WOOD PRODUCT

-.. A sal e of fine planting mate-

s. will he held at the Botanic
Garden Friday and Saturday.
May IS and Ifi, front II
to 3 p.m. There will Ivan out-

design of the

modern architecture,
the eontemporary,
streamlined lantern .coordi-

V-

.

I

n:feahiered,

miNFREs
WILL LAST
FOR 25 YEARS

fax

bywdAlwhaNdi

WARREN OF CHICAGO PRESENTS

:tunrit

5ft x 7 ft.

12 ft.

25 LB. GOLDEN VIGORO

of

scllOction

om!b.

sticky pads or tiny roots at the
end. As soon as they touch a

u

VIGORO LAWN PRODUCTS:

whether it be a twig, part ofd

d out

dcod

4ft. x 6 ft.
,SALE $ ft 88

*48" ft.

SALE

588

SALE

OUR ANNUAL GARDEN SHOP JAMBOREE MAY 16th & 17th

thcilaiir,,ttellidterilts

little strand -like tendrils witht

the

pair framing a doorway gives

el

re

"'"

3H. tr 5 ft.

which, ingsrtae,a,d

:rstickine, will twirl

SCENE! MINI -TIES ARE PRESSURE

P°"^"li",t

N.

would

shdttehresistant, too. One or a

N'"

ON IRVING PARK RD. NEAR RT. 53, ITASCA, ILL.

eta.
makes them

". -hL". "" """"' "w ""-

rho
proP"
e

hatteYstlekle

i

master utta Or.

climbing mechanism

beveled panels are heat and

the wall lanterns. Post innterns, ten to twenty feet 0-

sallw O.

mid

$2".

they

I

FORMAL, RUSTIC,FUNCTIONAL OR DECORATIVE
...MINI -TIES AND MAXI -TIES CAN PLAY A
MAJOR ROLE IN YOUR LANDSCAPE

the out. edges to supplement

ALL INTERBANK AND BANK
AMERICA CHARGE CARDS WELCOME

" `"®""'""'"?.
place in

the instmments of the Cr.Thew are just a few of the
many vines which the land seam design experts at the
of NurseryAss

CHARGE IT!-

Still other vino send out

consider

Ph"".
A.""1
'hr g'""
wire
bounderY
fence
is an or
ex.

pipe hence the
name Dutchman's

A.5.Who

1_1111

36" ,s, 27"x48"
ROUND SALE$9 88

Select for masonry walls.

tens,

Corp. of A.R., Its star -cut

ROTO TILLERS, SPREADERS, ROLLERS, ETC.

SALE

on

withlis
plan

graces southern gardens. The

individual parts of this specta
bloom, according to
d to represent
legend, arc

k

sullen the lamb corn, a a

Many claim that hemat
beautiful of all flowers is the
passionflower. a vine which

"

SALE

24" x 36"

F -I hybrid breeding Ls a genuine new -horizon

Romantic vines add memories

.5.l.We would have, to look far
flow 'Td find a more to
Of sha. than Mat found on the
Ifistolochia. The yellowish -

5 Year Guarantee

P

NY'

DOUBLE JUTE BACK

The F -I hybrids that made
But

non A

CARPET

SALE

bright lights. Achieve this with

large, you will need light on

HEAVY

ALL FIRST

Nostalgia?

VoM our annual or perennial

is

'

EDGES

24" x 44"

want, like that full moon up
above. Just a subtle glow, no

IF THE outdoor area

MON - ACRILAN - POLYESTER

governs the habits of the home
gardeners, as well.

technical

litr,:rdbccirual in beauty to anything

$247

HUGE ASSORTMENT

OR OVAL

aon maker.
Like most

dramatic displays we
itould want in a landscape. The
'ffirucernized and brilliantly
ZnIorcd flowers of the clematis

special look.

,,

`

Oft. x 12 ft.

$377

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF GARDEN TOOLS
WE RENT LAWN EQUIPMENT, POWER RAKES,

WATCH F012°Wintisgill 0494 Ida '6 YnCill rigEW STORE

SALE DATES May 15,16 8. 17

8 ip

ire. tubular bloom resembles

GARDEN HOSE

11:30-5:30

SALE

cross -light. Choose attractive
fixtures to tie in with the archi-

50 Ft.

DAY MAY 30

and it is a ...tine new-hori-

(Dial

brass eagle, by Pro.. Light Mg, a division of Lighting

OPEN MEMORIAL

SHOP AND COMPARE

f the most jofoof.j,

oneup on an adjoining wall;
one on each side creates a soft

3 DAYS ONLY

BIG VALUE!

5..! AS A GROUP, vines offer

Fasten

ROSEWOODi

1 8 SI , 30.

First imagine the effect you

lanern

kz.

RUG -

THUS, the amateur Emmr
gardener is proud of his petunias and knows full well he
has grandmas beaten by a
country It but he would he

have a definite use in todayb.

new leisure life.

MURPHY'S

means greater success in his
fields. It won't be long before
the same general knowledge

YEWS

2222 Rand Rd., Palatine, III. 359-4976
NV(/

r

L

symbol and to know that it

revolution is based is the principle of F -I hybrid breeding,

wall

on Rand Garden, Pool & Patio Center

Sas=

.

Belt fails to recognize the 'PI"

toe, and edoemmu eon
Eg the vines of livability and
may is our modern gam

door lighting, ffitios, terraces,
lawns take Oil a new look and

notes perfectly in a poolside
setting. A few recessed "walk

The4

of activity. But mmy of these
achievements are pretty limited in sco.. The breakthrough
oil which the farm and garden

with Jack on his bean stalk?
These same vines of happi-

your door. With ...-

10 Lb. limit wlicapon

any other styles available

WYOMING WHITE

elution al full boil.

use apparent.

that made his F -I hybrid so attractive.
Not one farmer in the Dorn

Jr.. of adventure along

the inside and escape to warm
weather. restful climes. Crmte
a relaxing retreat right outside

UTION

10% OFF

garden of F -I hybrid flowers is
cetain to be obviously suitedartso the same garden planted
with ordinary flower seeds.
This feat is what kcepsthe rev -

many of the technical jobs that
make life easier and bette, we
certainly take advantage of
them as soon as their benefits

new horizoncertain area

"As with any ...Ride,

early action is a key to max imam control so honffitwnervi
of I
who suspect outbreaks
inchworms are urged to con,.
sell local arborists for prompt

application by professional re.
boriau who have the spray

SWIM CLEAN BY SHAPING UP YOUR POOL FOR THIS SUMMER
POOL

One thing is sure. Regard-

scientists. BM, while we may
mart not being able to under s land or perform for ourselves

at a complete loss to cream the

and foliage appears nearly full,

the

tire

get away from the confines of

COUPON

Don't plant too deep; don't plant too shallow. Dig
din planting hole just a little deeper than the Met ball,
but Shovel back the soil mix so the plant sits no latter
than it was grown at the nursery. (Hint make the hole
about five inches deep for one -gallon plants: nine
inches deep for five -gallon plants.) Top of the mot ball
should be level with the ground.

less Of weather, soil or care the

M.

days meaning that a technical
achmvernent has opened up

soon after their trees leaf out

Springtime, summertimeand
the livin' is easy. Time to

SWIMMING

break-throughs

esPect to
sac the advance guard of this
yew%
inchworm
invaders

insecticide
can be applied by Immeenvners
since it is completely safe to
M
the most effective connol hes been achieved through

to the sale. Free pick up of
nems can be arranged by calling 956- 1177.

-

Homeownem

noffo said.

end appli.c. can he

The sale will be held at the
Elk Grove High School Field -

they

about

produced

insecticide,

Elk Grove Lions
slate rummage sale
The

us

In control other leafehming

al parks md forests.
The

insect neighbors. puts. birds or

cankerworms

vegetal. crops and in nat

The showy flowers of the

FOLLOWING DEALERS:

BARRINGTON

.,,Itii.

-

Modem lawn care is effiy and convenient for operators of lawn
mod garden tractors and other athehmetits - if they're eared for
properly. Ford lawn and garden tractor and equipment service
experts urge homeowners to Sire line tractors and mowers a
"spring tunom" by sharpening the mower blade, replacing spark

arc not going to use the nowers

good soil. Or, they may need
fertilising. Use a commercial
fertilizer low in nitrogen and
high in phosphorous :and poDISTRIBUTED IN
DRICAGOLAND AREA BY
PLANTE'S LAWN ECIUIPT. INC.
NORTH AURORA. ILL.

..L.AV1.-`,O-T:_

moved if you want the largest
end be. quality blooms.If you

for exhibon or as cut flow-

.

1

disbudded?
A. Just as soon as side buds
appear, they should be to -

Pull -N -GO Starling .
25% easier
than moat recall starters. RHS-121 regt,
tar $169.95, NOW 5144.95

key. Great bar the gals. RHSE-121 regu.
Mr $199.95, NOW 5174.95

mixed from such containers as promptly as poffiible.

tent.

less attractive than their offspring.On the left Ls
the male marigold.

Most people who am interested in agriculture are highly

QUESTIONS AND AN-

BAG
INCLUDED

lomis, snapdragon, and zinnia.
The list of hybrids is enlarged
every year, so a garden camposed entirely of F-1 hybrids Ls
not only easy to assemble. but
it can be highly varied in con -

cent packet and a SI packet
not. the slightest rclum

In making F -I hybrids the pare. are mace

and mph,. Sketches A. B and hated in Sketches D and E. In

GRASS

tunic, Iceland poppy, mdpig-

If the plant is in a can that was cut at the nursery, you

moy have trouble even if you take care to water the
plant regularly during the delay between buying and
planting. It's difficult for water to penetrate the root
ball of a plant in a cut can, and plants should be re-

appropriate lengths (depend-

C represent just a few of the thm

W.\

kind of flower.

patient, along., pansy, pc -

runty to choose between a 25

ing on the sire of your MO
These include patches. pears directly to the wall, as illus.

HAHNECLIPSE
21 SELF-PROPELLED POW -Ft -PRO

legia, begonia, gerainum, Wi-

.. and who have an oppor-

Fastenng an eslullier
Training, fruit tree into is- wall ofta frame house R even
palier form requir. time. Pa- easier. All you have to do is to
Ile. and considerable skill. fasten coo Mo-by-fours of the

SAVE $25.06'

available in ageratum, aqui-

hybrid, he can't stand the sight
rd the old varieties of the same

Men to discover that gardeners who have seen that differ-

simply by training them on or otIler ties to their supports.

THE CARE and mainte-

a gardener has seen a good F -I

the garden is tremendous, and it
hes been
revelation to seeds-

support by running wire bo-

wires supported by Nita.

forma available.

aced gardeners often lose a new plant be
.In
muse they postpone transplanting, and neglect watering the plant while it sits in its nursery container.

public. But Are difference in

drill and secure concrete nags
in these holm, then form awl.

and bear fruit just as any fruit trees have no way of clinging
tree does. They can alas be to my support, you have to
grown without benefit of walls keep them Nuenod with twine

.cs already itiffinatier forms.

somehow

lance to pay the idgber prim to
obtain the higher quality.
Good F -I hybrids are .nwer

IT COSTS more to produce
F -I hybrid seed than openedIlnatcd seed. In some cases it
costs so much more that seedmen have been hesitmt about
even offering Me F -I's to the

holes with a effibidedIpped

When a altar leaves the nursery It s needy to grow

So d d fads you can bet that the gardener Its emd

marigolds arc now also rapidly
&placing older strains. It is
Jut a plain fact of life that once

LO IR D 115

And, of course, they flower tn these nails. Since fruit

Fortunately. you can buy fruit

Containers

Hybrid breeding has
revolutionized the garden

nonce of espaliered fruit trees

The art of trdning Ruh

BP
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UseOur No -Cho* lAYAWAY PON t..or hYdesst reek Cords Accepted I

FOR THAT BIG JOB, ASK ABOUT MAXI -TIES ®

8" x 81/2'

S101111011$11to llio M..1.30o.o. b1 Fa

'

SO*1:30 La 1 in fa Ss.,111..1, SlIp.s.

Have a garden and eat it too
Re Sheila and Allan Sommen

and endiou

are vary eery to

You can have lots of

Tomato., and mopes

dorlul owing dm your from
u small plot of ground
arc cxcellont The

RADISHES should be plan

ad early and flan

grow

marled cely beau.

shOUld

that wm

They take lot a pt10 -or
IS foot row Cucumbers are
I

salad crop

E, SAM,

they do take Ion err to grow

mem von, hula speci. Bost
of all ,I1 typo
ashes
such m tontaloco radishes

Plant cucumbers

Tomatoos can be

had to tako

trona or a fence They grow

A half -dozen
poppor plants can coon bo put
along your flower border.

upward take le, vac,- and are

peppers,

cucumbers,

up low room

lettuce

next

to a

caster to pick Th. more you
pick,

the

more

will grow,

Lettuce

is

a

cool weather

crop You can have either the
red leaf typs such as ruby or
several ot thY green leaf typm
as Grand Ramds or black
seeded Simpson or oak leaf
Replant lettuce in the middle
of the summer so you'd have
fall lettuce as well.

Tv.

Institute,

.11NSP1 recommends that families interested in buying pool
of:odder their budget, the type of pool that beet Ms the family
tilds and preferences, where and how the pool Is to be heeled
enbuilt and the extras to plan for family pool Ihn.
:Pools come in three basic typet.
Oy far the simplest is the chetah.- portable type calks) tow

borders if space is short. Pep-

per plants look good along a
flower border. Parsley is at

TO CONSERVE moiture

othave-the-ground pool.

and avoid weed problems,s pm
black plastic sheets an the soil
around plants. Hold the edges

THE PRICE of a pod ehould include the recirculating aye-.
4T71EN THERE am two types with a permanent fixed maletief3-he first is the in -the -ground pool,. which is built in en, tem, ladder, and automatic skimmer. Above ground pools

down with soil. Sprinkle fertilizer on the ground around

If you like corn, plant in

and flower care
in one produc t.

around

hill. The corn
stalks will provide a trellis for

1111110*.,
5 lb. cannister $2.98

Our
healthy,
hardy annuals
are ready for
your selection.

Remember when you are
closer together, but need more
fertilizer over the season as
they produce crops.
And
entermils,
meals, ashtopping
sider a few berry
bushes
as
substitutes
for
shrubs in corners, along fences

If all you have
piementing

Raman pee, make the most of Why co.

with container Manta and shrubs selected for their

Rita Mokata, 209 N. Elmhurst Av., Mount Prospect.
Even the smallest patio can
and Linda Bowman, 228 W. become a summer vacation
Wilson, Palatine, are among land if generously decorated
35 junior women at the Uni- with potted plants and flowers.
versity of Illinois at UrbanaAs land vanishes and the
Champaign elected to mem- populations of our cities inbership in Shorter Board hon-

crease, lucky is the citizen who

or society.
Shorter

can create such a retreat. A

Mud in 1932 to honor women

in the junior des who have
been tandem hi student activitics.

Perhaps all you have is a
small square, a mere scrap of
space. Count your blessings,
and begin its transformation!
With carefid planning and at minimum cost, a drab, forgot,
ten corner can become your

city ois.

tiny planted courtyard, hidden
away behind walls. becomes a
place of needed natural beauty
and an extension of living
epee.

Does Vol the thought of
give

you insmnt
backache? Raised beds for

erb

Elevated
beds,
between
knee-high and waist -high. min
be the answer to several other

problems, m well. They pro-

Hours:

Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Arlington Hts. Rd.

Arlington Heights 437-2880

vide excellent drainage, neces-

Doily B to 8
Saturday to 6,
Sunday 9:30 to 5

sary to healthy plant growth.
They provide protection from
children and dogs --- or cocktail party guests
who incy6
'ably tromp on your favorite
plants And they provide su-

trtmitiae

beereen

A

inexpensive concrete
can also be used.

around a tree in the middle of

ights on wrought iron stems

AND NOW WE ARE A
COMPLETE HOME of

Sales

long plant boxes neatly atInched, one above the other, to
a trellised framework, or

--

just below eye -level

electric

will enhance the appearance of
aired gardens at night. Horri-

me lamps with oandlea will
mantic setting fora lawn pe-

CUB CADET

lff you use filler beneath the

soil in
truclingcons the beds,
be sum to provide adequate

minas.

blue

ageratum. In the fourth, red
petunias, and closed to
pound a bright mass of pink
wax hogonias.

THE COST OF these flowat the florist ehop, incidentally, is no more than the
price of a family evening out
ers

he

The Society of American
Florists points out that box

'Ll""n f°' wall flowers

must be strong. If made of red-

FINANCING

!RIDE A CUB CADET HER1

they will last for at least tiro.
'ixtZleteZ you choose your potand plants, give silent thanks to

the ancient Greeks. It we
their practice to calehtetc the
eturn of that handsomest of

"HOMELITE"

YOU BET!

America's Most
Wanted

InIeYslalkl

-

CHAIN SAW

..

Portable Generators

With

Simplicity

she no

longer has an excuse!

Portable Pumps

BIG MUSCLE!

No Pelts!

ALL PURPOSE!

took Undermotht

RUGGED! Built

for years of

And

everyday work!

4 -SEASON
LIKE HAVING A
HIRED MAN

7-10-12-14
HORSEPOWER

CUB CADET TACKLES
EVERY JOBI THERE ARE 50

48" MOWERS

The Quick, Quiet
Easy -Go Mower by

EVINRUDE-JOHNSON

Simplicity
makes it simple,

Ma, allx

Snow Thrown
Marl Csipacily lorm

9

FACTORY -TRAINED

MECHANICS

TRANSMISSION

YEAR WARRANTY

Eledrie Start
Self Propelled

Full Shield Fun to Run...

21" Cutting

For Mom &Awns, Tool

o Easy Heidhth Adjustment
Many ether Enna Features

LEWIS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

only

'19995

AwasirPielholow *Awn

their natural habitat, certain
species grow a towering 206,
fmt. Overfeed them in their o
pots, and within a few yeats
they may spring up so lustily

SALES SERVICE PARTS

537-6110

Kersting's Garden Center, Inc.
61111.1AAMM,POOMPROSPECT Clablas

1101.11. tlinottl. Sea tn. S an.,

provides plenty of spiented room pus me mope memo sal
healddul swimming exercises.

Millions of insects,
but only a few
Toilettes bother gardens

that you won't be able to move
them indoors!

Enjoy last
daffodils
Spring

Scanning through antes of possible. This can easily be ledm recant reports on the nun. comptiehed by mowing mem
tee of different insech on ktv simple amps for proper
moth would make many gar- spraying:

Bowers - tulips,'

daffodils, iris and hyacinths
will brighten every row m

lee

enstthink they were leading

your home. A display of fink
cut or potted flowers is dull
for table decoration or enter!

e latest science [CI ion. Alentomologists 'ham

ready.

piece,

identified close to

Are insects taking over the
ginzien

tinted wItite. Tulips cpm,
bine well with the regal 'tee
blue or yellow.

A bouquet of tulips will add
warmth and color to any rcem.
These flowers have great vital.
ity, lasting for several days9
changing and arranging them,
selves as they seek new posit
Lions inns ponseright
to lght. They
will close up at
only to
open in the morning. facing In
the direction of the rays of the

-

%MEP 1.0H6011

TOUGH
MOST FLOWERS, like
people, have good and bad
-thee are always beautiful.
one flowe compitin.
a pot makes a
complete
Other

LONG-LASTING
MAR -RESISTANT

INDOORS OR
OUTDOORS

flowers almost never look atractive by themselves. They
either some

need company

-of their own kind, or other
flowers. One hyacinth, by it-

Available At

self. g enough - satisfying,
lenicly, a thing of beauty and
hand, four, Inc

or slx hyacinths of various cote

tom in a large pot go well to-

WEBSEPFAINT CO.

gether. Pastel pinks offset deep
reds,

and both these colors

blend with a rich purple or

Sewing the Community

porcelain blue. In nature, the
colors of flowers always complement each other to forma

FOR 45 YEARS

pleasing picture.

214 N. DUNTON

Hyacinths not only will set
each other off, they will set off

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

room with their colors' and
perfect frm, and above all,

Also ettee Vine, Palk Ridge

CL3-5338

with their unparalleled scent.

before ming. Do this every
,011 Spray. Note the max -the cap on the container, ills
in

instructions and any pm- 'cleaner and safer.

cautionary
memures
nected with its use.

co
S.

2. Spray with a clean sprityen Never nix new spray
chemicai6 with any -let.
ova.? in the tank sprayer.

Select

a

calm day for

spraying. Any spray that blows
away in a wind is wasted. Early
morning. when the air is still, is

a good time for garden sprat

Some chemicals do not min

ing. It also gives you the ro-

wel! together.

Minder of the day for other

3. Carefully measure chem.. activities.
'eats and water. Mix the two
meetly as the impactions inS. ON LAWNS, use

the

uppermost

1. Spray until there Is a light
drop from the leaves. This ingood coverake. No
dripping means poor cover-

dicates

age, heavy run-off means the
application Oct too heavy and

wasful.
te.13e
8
sure to spray the under
side of leaves as well as inn top.

9. Clean your sprayer thor-

oughly with a laundry detergent and water immediately afer each use
10. Asa general rule, plants

should be sprayed at regular
intervals of seven to In dap'
during the entire growing seaman. In wet, rainy weather, the

dim, If the directions say

cane, drenching spray tett

interval can he shortened no

of

will. penetrate through the turf

four or five days.
A wise selection is one insect control, Spectracide fur
example, that can be used on

three

tablespoonsful

all Orden plants: lawns, flowers, vegetable. trees and

Aruba

Fruit trees am a delightful
addition to any yard, both for
their beauty when in blossom
and for the delicious homegrown delicacy they yield.
Even if your yard is small,
you can easily imerPorate
small fruit tree into your land seeping plan. The only pre-

U

m.:Rd sites are reasonably good
e
soil and lots of sunshin.

Your local member of the
American Aan. of Nurserymen will be able to tell you
What Pees are most mitable

your vicinity and which ones
re ideal for the space and con-

ditions of your yard.

711E MOST familiar, and
therefore most popular trees

CAREFREE ROOMS WITHOUT WINDOWS

include cherry, peach, pear
and apple. If space is a major
clement in your plan, consider
dwarf trees, available in most
of the familiar varieties, or specialty dwarfs, such as the
dwarf apple and the dwarf

A Western Wood patio is a party room, living room
and rilayroom...all rolled into one. And your yard can
he fresh, unexpected space for family fun, too, when

I

you landscape with Western Wood.

a

pack.Perl

Western Red Cedar Lumber

it- bearingabrubs,
a ps
vines, or plants would be
better suited to your yard.

2x4 -18c

You can choose from blue-

Stop in for
your free
booklet
on decks

2 x 6-28c
4 x 4 -30c

berries, paves, rmpberries,
strawberries, gooseberries or
currants.
Pout trees need to be

pruned when young to develop
strong supporting branches.
they
Annually, thereafter,
should be pruned of dead,

HELLER Lumber Co.

or crosOng branches.
Peach trees bear fruit on wood
of the previous season's
heave
growth, requiring
pruning than other trees.

24 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights

Mon. Ihro Fri. 7:30- St Saturday 7,30 - 2:30

Name's
the same

1111111

11111111:1111Xititiltil
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Move up to the leader
Every inch Lawn -Boy quality. Quick to start. Quiet en the go.

Hrou ask a florist fora bou-

Direct from the

quet of daffodib and narcissus.

don't he surprised if all the
flowers look alike.
Most plants have two

Grower to You!

mono. hut usually only one
widcapread

use.

The

trunk p c twhamd !lower of
-

We hove the cream of the crop

spdng. however, will answer
tunxissuJ.

for rut now garden addition,

wcticides. Better still. use the
measuring devicd built into

of thethe container of insecticide

to
each
branches.

for new dimensions in living!

5nnxmnullnnlmknkillnnlnnnnnlnlnnkniknnnllnmmnllnnlnnnnnl

in both

such products as Upstart and;
OrthaOro liquid plant, food,

1. READ TI1E entom label

mixing the insecticides are the
result of thorough testing and
they should be followed close ly. Use a household measuring
spoon for accuracy - but keenp
this spoon strictly for

Spectracide Lawn and Garden
into the soil wheri peso lurk
=side the tropim.
Even though we are only Insect Control to a gallon of unseen.
6. A fine mist spray that
concerned with a few insects in water, for istance, use this
ose gardens, we do want to amount. Donnot assume that coals all surfaces of the leaf
keep tem in check with one more will give better control - evenly is preferred for Arhus,
flowers and vegetable. Trims
sprayer and as few apnyiitgsas it won't. The instructions for

small vase in the places where,
you can see and enjoy them iist,

mend a combination diet of,

Do we

mckets for a second sprayer?
No. says the garden experts A
Geigy Chemical Corp. In fact.
they inform us that only a relative handful of insects - no
more than a dozen or so -are
the major garden culprit..
Most of the ?million" and the
new ones are only rarely seen

cry room. Put them anto

power nutrition. the Ortho
garden
researcher recom,

completely?

have to trade in our tennis

de lis" pattern of iris in white;

you go about your daily work
- beside the telephone. on all
kitchen counter or shelf. as La
centerpiece for the table, and,
even in the bathroom.

1111llion

a

different insects - and, several
thoumnd new ones arc added
to their lists each year.

No flower is more sou,'

For sturt-up and staying

Whosing,

Ilds above -the -ground swimming pool provides a relatively
10w -Witt solution for those families wanting a pool but think It's
not of their budget This constant -depth pool of about four -foot

summertime plant feeding. In -

plants

SS Wm PaINIft=0111.

ARLE POLYURETHANE
Puurric.TOKEEPSLOMM,

Outdoor decks

Fruit trees
add color,
flavor to home

for notral beauty all winter!'
Consult your florist about.

Feed

NM/ Home of Famous Cub Cadet
ArvArair.A.m...

schefflera, podmarpes, philet1
-dendron. and Norfolk Islands,
pine, for example- are of troj
pica) or jungle origin. This is;
fortunate,' because the plantil
will thrive inn crowded cityly
diffused light conditions.
;
When the summer is over'
move potted greenery indoors

Just a few daffodils will
bring a fresh, bright look totem

Feadiertouth Steering

untsE W. OM POW

MANY OF OUR present,

has

OR
HYDROSTATIC

jl

ENAMEL

day potted plants and trees

elude them in your bouquet or:,
rrangement, cutting
only..
those needed to bring out the
line and form of the flowers. ..

FULL TIME

8,500 SQUARE -FOOT PARTS
el SERVICE DEPARTMENT

CHOICE OF 3SPEED

hedge or fence exit do the job,

to the delicate texture of the
bright yellow petals. Do not
strip the leaves away, but inao

THOSE IN STOCK INCLUDE:
ELECTRIC STARTER

finements of pot gardening.,

dils provide a gracehil contrast

ATTACHMENTS...
EXTRA QUIET
EXTRA SAFE

and Prow this developed thh roa

DL;
PORCH &DECK

days.

On

posure is best. Pool owners with south -sited pools swim sooner in
Re spring and longer into the fall. While sunlight is an important
factor, shade is also we/come. Houses, fences and trees provide
netural sun shelters. Patios, cabanas, or umbrellas can also pm vide protection. Houses can serve as windbreskers. If not. dens

JIW

will slay fresh and lovely for

with such perfect form just

arena for

entation to the sun and wind is important, too. A southern ex-

DAFFODILS, another one
of Mother Nature's heralders
of spring, arc bright, bouncy
Bow ers with golden trumpets
that sing out with the glad
news that winter is gone. The
slender green leaves of daffo-

"LAWN -BOY"

AROUND THE PLACE!

ranging. Just remember to give
them water as needed, and they

mal gardens. L-shaped pools easily fit Into cornea and follow

whenthe leaves announced the

ly

'

that they do not require ar-

Because the hyacinth is blessed

said, each autumn to be reborn

like than the tulip - with its'

What? Make your
wife mow the lawn?

coffee cup might do for some
of these flowers. Onc of the nicest things about daffodils is

Rectangular pools arc best for competitive swimming. Square
pools, with their straight lines and definite shape fit well in for-

ing toning or health codes, local construction requirements,
fencing requirements, and allowing for water discharge. Also

statues of the god in spring,

fragran000. of springrs

sIdes. Not so with hyachinths

NSPI advises you should be certain you locate your pool so it
Meets yeur local community requirenients. This can mean build-

red, yellow, pink and delicate.

ARRANGED?

Come On

BRING THE WIFE 8 KIDS

Pools come in almost any shape nowadays, and a special shape
may cost no more, or only a little more. For size the average pool

owlet.

blossoms in a wide spectmin of

Parts for ...

SALE OF BRAND NEW 1970
LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

PERMANENT in -ground pools are usually assessed for tame
and if a pool is not already covered in your insurance. it should
he. The sums here are likely to be nominal, but since they will
vary with conditions, check with your tax and insurance people.,

Above -ground pools offer variety also. Round pools, from 15
M 30 feet in diameter, double circle or figure eight pools, usually
30 feet in diameter. oval, square. and rectangular pools are on the

approach of spring. Potted
plants were grouped about

The perfume from a <Ingle pot
tad hyacinth will pervade a
wholo rm Thei is the very

very effective. A pretty glass or

Builders rimy provide (immense can help you to arrange for
financing.

Gods, Adonis, who died, they

wprividoedr now'iPthm°OleradinPinh'lensd,

Service &

"FREE-FOR-ALL"

mortgage lenders, insurance companies, and the FHA, which
will lend money for homes bought with pools on terms up to 30

check regulations regarding utility lines, water pipes and rocks.
For full pool enjoyment, pick a spot near the house for con and so you can keep an eye on possible activities. Ori-

ted green plants in your min-

white petunias, in the thiid -

ransform the garden into ro-

International Harvester

hanging

In the highest box are red

home faniPex
Small, decorative
'

of colorful flowers.

trailing geraniums, in the neat

consider installing a raised bed
the yard. Make the sides of the
bed thick enough that you ca
put slabs of concrete or boards

boxes and

baskets

cascading flowers.

nd droop are especially at -

If you have a large yard.

modate

directly on your wall. Each
box is bursting with brilliant,

ractive. These include bouairmilica, wcePing fomYthia.
Carolina jessamine, creeping
limper, many types of ivy and

blocks

you can create them with a
little carpentry to ammo-

iature patio garden.
Visualize a grouping of five

tants, including trees, can be
sad in them. Plants that spill

ran be used to const met such
beds. Brick and stone are the
most common, but old railroad ties, redwood boards or

rodis

sion of the 21st century. But
WM the need Rill upon an

If the beds are large, any

wide ,,,y of

IF YOU HAVE

precious ground space for pot-

on the top of them, in order to
have it double as a belie.

waII s.

patio is its quiet and seclusion.

an
favorite teapot
which would Ivo a handrome
container for daffodils A fe
of the smaller narcissi in a
creamer or sugar bowl can be

unequal

ing can also be obtained through savings and loan ussomattons,

uapc architects often prefer to work around free form pooh.
which provide unlimited opportunities for creativity.

to create a hide -away atmosphere.

has been aaid,
will be the most prized posses-

ROWY The first joy of any idly

ground plantings and trees or

flowers and shrubs may he
ideal for you.

color. In the tradition of du ancient Greek. lame Pete plettif.

The flower -filled wads leave

Privmacy, it

Build raised beds
for easy gardening
Benin

In selthng on a budget remember that pools can be financed
Banks will do this as for ens major home improvement Fitton

KIDNEY, tear drop and oval pools, all variations of the basic
round pool, fa well in most landscape and garden settings. Land-

Plants will transform
a patio into a paradise

Shorter board
honor members

Board was orp.

daffodils You my have an

swimming, diving and wading.

short in space. plants can be set

100 varieties floribunda,
climbing,
grandiflora, tea now in bud.

No sm.ma/ vase is needed for

house contoum. The break in the pool provides as

SpOt.

Use it on
Klehm's famous
roses.

ROSE & HPRA

the

the beans; two crops in one
'..01101F

bought with filtration equipment Mould include slip guard rails

filt, chlorinator tot kit and rand

actiiis.

hills. Then plant pole beam

Page 21

Fragrances
are fading fast

ranges from 16 by 32 to 20 by 40 feet.
In planning your pool, you should consider mite. rchitecture of
Your house, landscaping, contour of the land, and your

plants before putting the plastic mulch in place.

Complete rose

Dale. Snow eh*

Permanent pools come in gunite (sprayed concrete), nottmd.
Concrete, steel, aluminum and fiberglass.
Still another type employes a vinyl liner over& variety of materials, like aluminum or treated wood. This type of pOol Recounts
for about 40 per cent of all residential in -ground pool Wes and is
becoming increasingly popular.

-

oo.

Rotary& Iterfairwro
Dun, Cada

excavation The second is the do the ground pool whore fixed
walls rum from the surface of the ground though the deep end
may be set in a partial excavanon
Circular portable pools cost a low hundred dollars and up The
the materials they am built
two permanent types, depending
of, can run anywhere from 53,000 up to S10,000 and over.

3 million familas in the U S have inverted the time and
m nay to purcha,c rksidomal swimming pools for their hick
y
do But it ha, taken cheat cram family in this group over two
yeirt of shopping More making the decision to buy according
towrecent survey conducted by the National Swimming Pool

Mix salad crops in flower

Greenfield
Rose & Flora Preen

THE DAY

Fnday Mny 15 1970

Home swimming pools take many shapes

You II got continental yield

malls

excellent a No

Family fun

its

Annuals in flats,
Vegetable plants,

botanical name.
its common

and

UMW. dallndil.

Geraniums, etc.
Garden Supplies

To add to the confusion.
tets the jonquil. Actually a
vahrierety of daffodil with long

So well engineered. it can run all day at full speed without a
sputter.

-4441k

See this new 21 -inch plus all the other 1970 Lawn -Boys. 17
great models to choose from. Including the new lightweight
Lawn -Boy MACE -the worlds easiest handling power mowers.

---...I

Lawn-goysStart $8495

Special!

Movouptotheleadonauick&Quiet

LAWN -BOY

GERANIUMS

$5

Raves. thejonquil often is used or a third name for
she daffodil or narcissus. parliaularly in lite soUlhem
United States.

dean and sy

ea

Check roots
Always check the condition
of. the package holding "packaged" plants, The wrapping
etould be intact and not torn,

tear in the package could
siean dry toes inside.

'

FLOWERS and GIFTS

Elm St. A Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospect

14130P.P, L
MOAT.1.10A.MM
:1%7.A-AL7-14N11:7

ILNDAY

-IPM

Phone 2594210

JOHN F. GARLISH & SONS
1200E. Higgins Rd. (Rte.72) Mk GetnAYMork IN.
Showmen Want
Weekdays 8 to 5130,
Man. &Thum Nies 1119,
SaturdoysTil 4130 p.m.

HE 7-2220
FACTORY TRNNIOURV1C1

stess PARIS

111E061
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-

`Tom Jones,' lusty
gutsy, but uncertain
By Ilub Brieden

together, the show
along most smartly.

The Des Plaines Theatre
Guild production. of 'Tom

Palatine's 'Oklahoma'
) sparkling entertainment

moved

monotonous simper.
The characters were lusty

gam in dialogue and action. sd
rho were inadequate to cover
gam and the scene never
ndl only sputtered and soil
Muwith the final blackout.
sh the same comment npplies to what should have been

his dashing appearance.
brought h welcome sloth of or
cilement to his scenes as Fitzpatrick. the insanely jealous
husband.

Too much volume and Ion
little variation in tone and tem.
po detracted from the per-

the tumultuous hurly-burly of
the wayside inn in Act It.

story. Gyp were how-

tifully conceived and executed
and each costume wto aggro -

pia. to the character. The
curtain Bevel closed so scene
changes went on in view of the
audknce with the stage crew

nice

touch.
Whcn

ingenue

many that sparkled brightly.
The rewards were great for

the audience and those who
had a hand in the well done

Jeannine

Carlson or character woman
Phyl MacCowan were onstage. things brightened. And
when the two played a scene

Jim Curren of Des Plaines, as the hero In "1 om Jones,'
with a highwayman among his many adventures,In the

Restoration comedy at Guild Playhouse, 620 Lee St. Des
Plaines. Here he relwares the scene with Marshall Kt of Des
laines, who plays the °lank -faceted Partridge - teacher -barber -surgeon -and are' servant to Tom. Performances of the Des
Plaines 'theatre 60ild comedy will be staged time
Salm,
Boy'

nights, tonight through May 23. (Amain time at 8:30

p.,

and ticket reservations are being taken now lay calling 296-1211
Weer noon,

pieces were too small to he of

fitees that resembled Japanese
Kabuki players. with chalk -

Patterson as Justice Dowling.

A likeable sincerity made
JiM Curren highly believable
in the title role.

narrms. and ss nn. Consistency
DI
technique would five
helped make-up.

that it was hard to disarm fa -

THE ONE thing his 'lbw
kind that keeps audience interest at a high pitch. The same
deficiency prevented Marshall

Kkvitt's narration from being
fully effective.
Scenic pieces were very simply done. Too simply, perhaps.
The dun -colored draperies did

not set off the actors well. Set

ton High School Grace Gymntoium.

the melodious title song, and
an untie song by the troublpi

in nine of the 15 musical numbers
and they were goad!
.

1001100

TWO CHARACTERS hod

very dark eye -shadow.
Others were so darkly. shaded
sod

cial Natures. If an iMistfc cffat was
it pel
ai'ot6th'e"aud'iiiice

`Peter Pan' will run
Gerald S. Kaufman and 11 fTony Productions will produce
The Children's Theater at the

Mill TIM Playhouse. "Peter
Pun" will he presented every
Saturday and Sunday at the
Mill Run Theater for the

!"'

month of May. Performances
will he et I p.m.
Since the opcningof the the -

atm last October. more than
72.000 children have seen per -

formances of plays planned
just for then,.

The musical that celebrates
the adventures of the famous

as Genie Cummins gat everything possible out of their

lira

roles.

also

exhibited

a

Oscar Hammerstein II and the
nrusic of Richard Rogers had
justice done them under Lawrence Peterson's overall dimo

lion and then usical direction
of Thomas Trimburn.

.

They were relaxed and larkThese two made the show
s tage
presence etas remark- reach a level of =ellen= unable.
usual fora high school erudite.
don.

The beautilbl bouquet of
red roses which was presented

To

to Marlyn reflected the feeling of the audience --- hal*.

ss. y of a family of singen. who
d:Itghted
contort -hall
au-

diences in Arnica and Eubeginning in the late
10 als. It is the Mk of a group
-who a few years earlier. lived
securely and happily in an
rope,

Austrian castle, never intagin;

i11,1. ;a:. the

. well done!

"mile

ora

dm ofolc.Ng:

and
Formers."

ness. Rudy, with his arms filled

with a joyfully tearful Marilyn
et the final curtain. knew that
-OkInhoma" was in .
in

444WD-ton

country21z1b

ea.

9.54

DEBBIE Dawson. as Ado
Annie. showed real Want
and genuine enthlisiasm in
role that required much of
bOlh. Her
Can't Say No"
proMises that we will loge
mom of her. Kent Keller. in

Fateraidl."

STILL another of

these

become

-pox-

Embellishing this Isle are
some of the most .memorable

Trapps genial hut atutions
friend. Dee Reider as a faithionufile
to the castle.
Sue

Pilinvisitoratier.

OTHER members of the

OO In the abundant Rodge rs

company are Donna Wadsworth, Ruth Nerlinger, Loris
Wendell, Janis Hauptly, Ken

and Hammerstein song bag.
These include the rousing

Rom. Darrell Rowader. Jan

Lids. Mike Ford,

Richard

. NOW SHOWING

au= * =

(--OINNTR
from

the role of Will Parker, did

THE ONLY

some dance sequences that
would he terrific on any stage.

GAME IN TOWN

Patti Gamine Rob Johnson and Tom Dewey did woo-

MON. -FRI. 6,8,10 P.M.

den with their roles as Aunt
Eller. Kid Fry and Ali Hakim.

7..30,10 P.M.

SAT.& SUN. I:30,3:30, MO,
1,TtILITI:LIMANCT

Patti and Tom had the funniest

Tom Bosley. Anne Rogers
ands pecie! guest star Werner

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

95.95

E

Klemperer headline The
Ivanhoe Theatre's productiOn

of. "A Shot In The Dark,"
!which opened Thupday and

ue Soil Simon

ONIY

will run fur six weeks thfOUgh

from

June

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

$3.00

lines in the play and their tinting was superb. Rob, as the

Marcel

21.

Achard's

mystery comedY foe.. 0"

the trial of a young and very
beautiful parlor nod who is
accused of murdering her
over. With complete frank -

CHILDRENS MATINEE

Jack &

reservations.

beanstalk

new she tells the magjetratt of
her life and hex affairs.

C. m Paul

Sevigne, the

magistrate. is native Chicagoan Tont Bosley who has just
completed the role of the

brother-in-law on "The Debbie Reynolds Show."
Returning to portray the
lovely parlor maid Is English born Aom Rorms.a tong 0111,

Chicago favorite and winner

The Palatine Village Band
is a 60.piece adult community
concert organization. sponsored by the village of Palatine
and the Palatine Park District.
Members are drawn from surrounding towns.
Information regarding Parr
ticipation In the summer co
certs in the park series, may be
obtained by calling Rufus

Heights, with a program of
Vogel and Kee Perrin arc student dimmers.
Chorus members include

Vicky Lilleberg, Debby Vanck.

Nancy

Sandy

Vanek,

Vogeler, Debby Leydig. Pam
Teuchert, Deb Hardrich. Berb
Hudec, Cathy Cushing, ROx-

Petrucci, Jody Cattle,-

Marcia Tindall. Lynne

Butler, Sue Ramsey, Karen
Weber, Chris Reeves, Joanne
Latish, Gayle Sauers. Joyce
Conway. Shcree Gilbert, Barb

Neckar, Julie Hazuclia, Nancy Hauer and Sue Wojtkiew-

of the Sarah Siddons Award
Tor

her

outstanding

TOW-

tousle celebrating the 200th
birthday of Ludwig van
Beethoven.
Selections will Include -his
works for band.
"Military March." composed
in MI6, iiPolonaist." "Egmont Overture," as well as
three marches typical of this

complete

potation of Jim Doolittle in
"My Fair Lady."
"No time Emmy winner.
We r n e r Klemperer. most
has heen delighting
millions of Americans as the
COnlfie Colonel Klink of CBSTV's zHogan's Heroes." His
"Galileo"

with

ELOWer
Fri., Mon.. Wed.
6:40,10:00
Saturday &Sunday
ONLY

PLUS

Pe tcri

TOM COURTENAY
ITOMY SCHNEIDER

...at Loll and Milwaukee Rds.
in Nibs. Illinois

GP

Fri., Mon. & Wed. 8:30
Saturday & Sunday

SAT. auS SHAY MAO P.M.

2:00,820,8:90

intim month of May

Saturdays at 6 and 9:50 p.m.,
Sundays at 7
P.m, and

Complody new, ekgoot

4'

Wednesday matinees at 2 pan.

reservations cell 248-6R00 or
GR 2-2771.

Bankhead;

Int

taLIR

Venrt's.0;:1010

Tuesdayssocently

Dear Chet.," with Tallulah

ON OUR WIDE
- BRILLIANT SCREEN
IN COLOR

MOW available asysobwo

throughFridths m 8,50 P.3

For further Information or

career

A

nriA

Seeing is believing!

Lnughlon;

are:

A9

eacrug

Century"

Dark"

THEATRE

STARTS FRIDAY

Mill RUE CRAMS MIRE

with
Jai Ferrer; and "Heade or
Tails" and "Insect Comedy."
Show times for "A Shot In
The

148115 95

Alga

Da

NOW Tht kwr prisons

Charles

3

NMIIIIHU W111111011

594-0690.

4,

includes

Broadway

you, brother arrives to inove
in with Alan.
The plot flows through Buddy's transformation into a carbon copy of his brother. while

Bowling, personnel man, r,
B'

Period,

.23xentleth

ing actress. The inexperienced

rection of John Ml' Christie..
Featured soloist will be Ste

Gocbbc rt Rd., Arlington
mum
son,

ItICK

Peggy Evan, a rich and sexy
gorgeous gal who is an aspir

111E BAND is under the di-

The Palatine Village Band
will conclude its winter series
of concerts Sunday at 1:30
p.m. in Forest View High
School auditorium. 2121 S.

Perrin and Kurt Frans. Dcb

best.

'trip with

turning from a

Conclude winter series

`Sh ot in the dark' at Ivanhoe

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

THEATRE

Sauna of Music" are Karen Kirkland and Don Rem. The lovely
aortal opens this weekend in the Grace Gym. Call 253-0200 for

and you have Neil Simon al his
-

'

three United States Savings
I Bonds 01925 each.

Co-stars of Inc Arlington High School production of "The

business man Miller and the
mother either confmod by life

Director Vic Simone. has
cad many area.favori les in this
delightful comedy.
The action opens with Alan
Baker, a swinging playboy. re-

prizes of dinners for two and

Tom Gray,

Marylce Steele. Tricia Woods.
Brad Gush:kw, Kim Gupjn and
Gretchen Rownder as the vocally -burgeoning children.

23.

be featured. For extra
kicks on opening day. the management will provide done

starting roles, the cost will In -

Add to this a hard heal.

Horn." to be presented at Bri
to in Arlington High
tal
Schaal tomorrow and Friday.
May -22. and Saturday. Xlay

A -

will

In addition to Karen Kirkland. Muria. oral Don Rene.
Capt. von Trapp, in the co elude Mn Franzese. Mother
Abbess, Dick Farah as .von

comedy. 'Opine Blow Your

" The Norm King Trio also

jukebox favorite is song of

Alan becomes a sedate Mg
brother falling mom and more
in love with his old Ilamc.Connie Dayton.

The Guild Players arc lopin{ through their final rehearsab for Neil Simon's hilarious

4 ),

THE GALA launching of a
spot destined for popularity Is
open to the public. There will
be champagne, hors d' oeuvrts
g and ente rtainment from 5:30
lei Until 7,30.

nuns.

nostalgia for the Alpine meadows, the sweet, simple and joyous -Edelweiss:.

ol *Isle" follows the real life

"A NM clhaPPeneing pew of the Amen
floe West." The Arcadia
Penn is on Ni Arlington
Ed.Heigt Rd.,
mil. from Northwest
Arlington Heigh.
It is !mated just over the border
of Buffalo Grove in Long Grove. For tickets call 537-43411 or
write Arcadia, Box 208, Route I, Palatine, Ill.

chil-

Tickets will be
priced at follows: Slade.' SI.
Adults 51.511. 'Reserved J2.
and all sons sokl at the door
THE PLOT of "The Sound

Fern. Rodeo which will he held Saturday and Sunday, May 30
and 31. Arcadia Farms owner Blame Klornan and her partner
Pete Circili lupe contracted the Bar M Rodeo Company of Wisconsin COT the professional showing of what Mrs. Kleiman calls,

d., "So tong.

the

songs thin by now has become

:will Kr S1.50.

Just a rehearsal for the Memorial Day weekend Arcadia

"The Lonely Goatherd," an

Trapp Family Singers will tm
presented tanighi and tomorrow night.

"Oklahoma" cast

the

and crew

.

white akin and very red lips

Jones lacked was vitality, the

as "loony." At least

Ole or the other had solo pr.

set

amusing piece for

THE" BOOK and lyrio of

as "Curly" and Marilyn Mis-

Favorite

homa!" onward. will bc the
nest attraction at the Arlin -

Jim Hartman. no Ado An nick father, end Jane Ritchie,

is now appearing al the Pickwick Lounge. III Northwest
Hwy., Palatine, on Friday and
Saturday. The fine new ream rant and lounge will have its
pond opening next Tuesday.

Things." a touching song for
tbe 'children called "Do Re
Mi," on Alpine hallici called

stood up tinder the glare of this
differenee.

unforgettable laugh.

star

wfistful "M y

Page 21

Guild Players
at Arlington

coming back for more. Natalie

, lighted the American theatergoer front the tithe of "Okla-

School District 211, too. has to
rate a star for this one,
stories
have to belong to Rudy Weibel

11..16:4As1

ly different that he stood out.

and
Hammerstein
comedies that do-

Enda, May 19,1970

Natalie is a singer with an
easy.* that keeps customers

"Climb Every Mottntain."

and his performance easily

high school producti.. High

chler

; Rodgers
musical

of having a, role so dramallcal-

wonderfully powerful singing
voice and Jane developed an

THE "BIG"

and London Bridge
should hum looked mon: like
London Bridge. with lowers,

formances of both Fred Holper as Mr. Western and Doug

COSTUMES were a differ-

a

little stars that were big iend

demise.

Grog Gale% Thockum was
INSTEAD OF a romp. rho s, an excellent poloeyed.satim of
opening
night
production greed in the guise of friendwent stumbling and bumbling ship. In his second role, that of
Wong like an overfed Goony- the inept highwayman, Gale
bird, never gelling off the shot his hell of frustration to
ground far more than a fob
soon after his first unsuccem.
seconds at one Inn,: and never ful holdup, batwing himself
really going anywhere.
with no place to go by way of
The final scene. written to
his mounting deIll Mc highpoint of dhe play,
portraying
oralization.
wus
especially
depressing.
111E HMV nub ire of
There were great straining
Vince Connolly. coupled with

fully asnumed.

School last Saturday evening.
It Was a night uf stars... future
Mars mostly. It was the night of

was sweetly vicious, a consistent villain who got laughs
from his own discomfiture.
overdone virtue and eventual

ceptablc on any terms.

also

Culling Hall at Palatine High

KEN JOHNSON'S filifil

were sommimo, milled by the
uncertain pace, sometimes
lacking in direction. and other
timm Inn ovenkme to be on.

ent

end clear from the sumo of

Whhefield, mistress of the Mc

and gutsy enough. hut they

"heavy,' was in the position

-Oklahoma" rang out loud

c

-Mc Sound of Music."
I th end last of the beloved

By Martell Mann

Chuck Smith. who played
the doctor and Me constable
Jones- was a resounding dis- withthe same droll intensity.
appointment. What
might ftwas excellent. Likewis.
Nansolidly
have been a lusty. gutsy. rom- cy Rauh delivered a
ping blast turned out In he a
characterization as Mrs.

`Sound of Music' next at Arlington

ARCAC

THE DAY

Natalie sings at opener

-

Bax01015 opeeea.n

$125

1,0 r1;;714':

decor -occoolosodasiots to .150
Allganens traditional quality (nod

MANNHEIM AT 01GGINS

Tues.& Thor. 6:45,10:05

Ill T40.

-0

Spacial attention to groups

call Mr. Roma - 2902170

TELEPHONE 827-9700

DAY PUBLICATIONS

WeckEnd RinPare

o dr every manth...not just

MayI With Michelob an tap, elm others, and tasty
cocktails to boo
veryday is special! Plus, Bug,
of the Coach Lite, has
lip -smacking menu designed to please every tame...from sandwiches to
full menus. Special Friday fish frys add another

TRY THESE FINE RESTAURANTS
FOR THE
TAKE THE FAMILY

MIME

piiiTIO BEST
CALL
DINING

,

Scandal -louse

WAYNE

smorgasbord

Friday, May 15

Join
Your Friends

--T,gtt,TAuwyRis,s,xl-A

Across from 0 Ham field
6010 N MANNHEIM RD ROSEMONT ILL

at

A Hawaiian
Cocktail

Coati) Atte 3Inn

xotic tropical
of
;rata &rams

.

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT
1000 Busse k.j. Elk 'Greve Village

9S6-1170

GRAND OPENING WEEK

EVERY THURSDAY

FREE COKES

ALL YOU CARE TO EAT

Saturday, May .16

Menu!"

inment

Grand
I Opening Cha
mane Hors d'
.

Ente
Ente

uvres . Doo.

SITAR SANDWICH
POLISH SAUSAGE
ITALIAN SAUSAGE

P

RES1 AUR NN

Oth I All 111UNl1
ENJOY FAMILY STYLE

CHICKEN DINNER

1

Chat

.

EVERY MCNDAY, WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY, AND SUNDAY!

Ver.-0

location: 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, Ill.

BEET

DATTAN
RAMAS,

For Reservation, Phone 259-5000

trilmaINGER
11.10 RIBS
HOT DOGS

;30

TR.

201
BOO S. Milwaukee

Wheeling,

escr1.00 Hai/M.1001

537-8866

;bale Roase

Carved Steamboat Ro and
Swedish Meatballs
Baked Cod Wflemon Butter Sauce
Scondo House Chicken

chat

Vbiled

"nor Prieee Ente

. Hors d'

Don't Miss Fl yd's
Aged Steaks or Sea Food
Luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Doily

PRONE

JiLG

ENTERTAINMENT

3

lilting '
May 19 . 1

7:30. TI
gs of N ts
May 19 . 5

'

liltIng :Jones of ,,er-..s . cuesdaY, Be
The

0115 PIliTe
1111e

.

The ail

..le 1...a. . _. .,J k...,aretie . Tu
age of Natalie . Tuesday, May 19 . 5
.

7:30 . Tits
gs of Natalie . Tuesday, May 19 . 5:30 until 7:30. The ail

,-

May 19, . 5:30 until 7:30 . The lilting songs of Natalie . T
The flung songs of Natalie Tuesda , May 19 5 50 u

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CARPENTHRSVILLE,

(Now Appearing...blackio nelson & the peHonolities)

ILL.

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE

For Reservations Phone 312.026-3006

Spareribs in BAD Sauce

ai

'"smensigt7italr

DON KOMAR
at the

10c BEER IS BACK!

WURLITZER ORGAN

That's what
said. 10c beer A back at Tappan.,
Brandywine Restaurant in the Elk Grove Haloday Inn
Zoppi, the mascot, serves up the first beer for 10c with
the '"Men -Only" carved Hot Lunch Sandwiches served

Serving 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Special prices for Children Age 3 to 9

oyino

Gam 800.m.

DINE IN COMFORT AT
SCANDA HOUSE OF MT. PROSPECT

SPECIALISTS IN

DONNA DAY

ITALIAN DISHES
eZesty Tarty Ample

259-9550

nmg

Exceptional

TRENCH

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW

D3or P
Entertato

s

with the

ZaPPOlte:

18 Choices of Salads 8 Desserts

Scanda House
smorgasbord)

'The Drive -In

or,

rtm

uvres

made

}f aQllflaJ.'cw.w

cliMa

nmg Champagne
Hors d'Oets

e

SALISAOETNN

ONION RINGS

.3

Mt. Prospect
Plena

VACUA

MRar

Come at chime

.}A AREA

Carved Beef
Batter Fried Shrimp
Baked Fish NI/Tarter Sauce
Fish 8 Chips
Delicious Macaroni 8 Cheese Casserole
Sconda House Chicken

I I

A

LEON BERRY

IN THE

CL 5-2441
Tielc Up or Delivery

Snacktirne is the place ready to serve you anytime
in the best possible fashlonl

WITH
AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR"

TO

day...with good food and fine service each of
these hems. Stop by after a show or stop M for
brooMasteor anytime! A full menu from small
stomach -fillers to gourmet full course dinneni

II

RESTAURANT
ENJOY THE LATE 3ING-A.LONGS.

11.11A.

SNACKTIME RESTAURANT
Snaektime, onpirnel That's rightl Snocktime Restaurant in Elk Greve Village, is open ea hours a

Dining-Dancing-Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

reason to stop by the Conch Wel

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

RESTAURANT OF THEWEEK:

WeekEnd RinFare

COACH LITE INN
rNhAtzp,t1:Inn,4n nRolling Meadows, celebrates

Dining...Dancing-Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

1-r

DAY PUBLICATIONS

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

4. W.

ON FIELDALE 115

IN HOFFMAN
ESTATES

tUttatESOArtr
EXCITE? SATURDAYS

114 miles East of
Barrington Rd.
on Abs. 72

PH: 529-884

ALWAYS SUPERB DINING
AND GREAT COCRTAILS
W Satisfy All Ortormet Food Lovers
Meet Your Friends at the Flaming Torah

353 RAND RD.

MT PROSPECT

253.3300

SUPER w

SANDWICH

RAND AT THOMAS, ARLINGTON HTS. ILL.
OPEN DAILY 11 - 11
FRIDAY .4 SATURDAY TIL 12 P.M.
ORDER -IN ADVANCE-BY PHONE 3944990

NATIONAL
TAVERN

HAPPY MAY!

MONTH

For those II yea who need an excuse...May is National Tavern

Menthl So, step out tonight to
your favorite place and have one
MAY 1910

The Friendliest Place In Town

Miscued& time of pad

CALLING ALL KIDS!
The Arington Heights Jaycees invite all boys and gbh
intearou the ages M 10.15; or who will be he AMT.,
31st, ligHs in Arlington Heights, to enter their Sport's
Jamboree. The event will be held June 6th at 9 am at
the Arlington High School's Athletic Field. Every child will

get a certificate of participation and ribboned medals
will he given can to place winners M eackevent. Don't
den up now. For Information and entry farm
heailate
call:392-611S.

PICKWICK GRAND OPENING
The Pickwick Home announced
their formal grand opening date

for May 191h. The restaurant,
owned and operated by Jimmy
Sewer:is, is located in Palatine
and has festivities all set up for
their big time. The public is Invited. for Champagne, Hors er
Oeuvres, and entertainment
fr m 5:30 to 7:30 p.m...provided by the vocal styling of
"Natalie" and the Norm King Trio. Door prize dinners
d Savings Bonds ore ;Imre of the ''grand opening
f n" planned at the Pickwick.

I

daily. Too bad for us girls!

MMM! ICE CREAM!
Old fashioned, mooch -watering, just

like the old folks bragged about of
long ago. That's Mayberry brand. of
fine ice cream with the old Om, donor

to match. Located on Rand Rd. In
Arlington Heights, Take it from g011
go there often. After one treat you
scant
order another!
I

THE DAY

Pao 24
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Contemporary Science Inc
of Mount Prospect and West

Study warns taxpayer of 'perils' in pensions
By Carlton Smith and
Richard PuMem Pratt

you're hit with the tax bills to
pay for your public serventi

If you think inflation has
been bad lately.

wait .11

pension programs.
Today there are 2.165 separate pension systems in the

LIKE A spendthrift trying

country for employes of state years has increased the taxand local (nonfederal) govern- payers' cost by 60 percent, to a
menu, agencies and bureaus current $4 billion.
prod.,,,, of ae explosive
And that, says Tax Fondagrowth whMh In the pot live den, is only the tip of she loo.

to finance champagne dinners
on a beer -and -pretzels income,

many of these pension pro grams are living on a basis of
"sign the tab now and pay let-

berg

er" -- if you can. When the
bills come due in the not -too distant future, somebody is going to have to pay the piper, to

.

the tune of billions of dollen.
Guess who. 01' John TaxThe problem is described in
unvarnished language in

tu
I/gsuogork

Many just concluded by the
Tan Foundation, a privet,

'

I

_

THE NEW HOME of John F. Garitseh & Sons at 1200 E.
Higgins Rd., Elk Grove Village, is right next door to the farm
and order supply firm's former balding. Besides a salesroom.

Ford

Division's

district reported mod new

Suburban Board of Kcal.,

Crompton. district manager.

lest

week's 27th Annual Seminar
of Real Estate -Board Administration in Chicago.
The seminar was conducted
by the Executive Officers

Council of the National Assn.
of Reel Estate Boards at the
Ambassador West Hotel. The,
executives studied the latest
methods of improving services

The Chicago district also
posted record Maverick sales
during the month. Crompton
said. Dealers delivered 1.671
Mavericks last month, an in-

Chicago

or asks for the month of
April, according

to

L.

B.

The division's 90 Chicago
area deniers sold 7,895 cars
during the period, up more
then 10 per cent compared to

nearly

I]

eTrO'i'pear'erd

sP'alCscaTitl

more than 7 per cent above the
previous all-time high set in

July of 1969.

sales a month ostler and 2 per
cent above the preVioJS April
high. sex law year.

only one and one-half pines
out of first.

the

Des

Plaines

West coaches or players.

ST

ARLINGTON'
NATIONAL

Many plans, by contrast, are

batter,

the principle of the matter as
well consideration for replay-

the base umpire called time

ing the game.

Massachusetts, the canny, dol.

diamond and calls for
[(the complete replaying of the

vvicoonle

BANK

lareonscious New Englanders
put their plan for state employ es on a pay-as-you-go basis
from the outset. But taxpayers
in Mss foresighted jurisdictions
are very probably in for some

Main Office:
One N. Dunton

EIM1.111121

Downtown
Arlington Heights

The verdict also gives the
II. Varriors new life in their fight

itfor the CSL crown. League:onlying

North, the
school abstaining in the
!eight -member balloting, still
remains atop the standings

North Drivel. ArlingMn Heights Read ot Eastman
Motor federal Deposil Insurance Corporation

unpleasant news.

with a 9-3 slate.

have never seen such a miscarriage of the rules, If games
of officiating then why play at
all?"
The situation that Carstens
disputed took place in the fifth
inning with Maine West at bat

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

warmups for the other large

Saturday's Conference track
meet at Conant High School is

title, Prospect Moles like it
could perhaps take the chow-

likely to see several records

With just one shot et the

boards of Realtors throughout
the country attended.

Borg. of Elam

THE SEMINAR emphasis
was on practical cltedassroom
study and well-orien
dis-

/Man.

Ir., of Waller Welsh nOnti..

More than 250 executives of

-4100 Complete Selection o

.de up of 48

Pontiac,

Mathias succeeds Jerald A.
Pontiac in
Downers Grove. The members
also elected Thomas E. Welsh

The orpnimti.

'LaGrange.

Pon-

vice-president:

Richard E. Talman, Talman

the dealers in the Chicago

Libertyville. secretarp, and Hugo Wehmeier.

All of the new officers are
members of the Chicago Au tomobile Trade Assn.. an arotization made up of more than

-

' 9-

450 new car dealers in the Chi
cago area.

emostet

students rind the solutions to

......Chengc,auclopeciat.presenm
tions were made on board orstructure. serinternal

and external communications

]9 MAIN Minn.
loaravla.itUNOiS

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER & SAVEI

SPECIAL SALE

Ifs impact of government on
the real estate business in the

mare

ins-

secutive and its fifth of the Pat
six Chicagoland Prop League

golf championships at
Roy Country Club.
Senior

8 - hour floor apple

Rob

Vitale
shot an unbelievable oneonder -par 70 for the 18 holm of
co -captain

The Haeger Potteries, Inc.

fn Robert
Robert F. Ferguson Jr., ex-

Seven Maiden Lane, Dundee, III. 60118

strokes,

taking

second
11a strokes.

:place Marist by

CLEARANCE!

:The Redskins had
total of
ii 314, far ahead of St. Patrick,
Ewtoohiithad 348. bSyt.onleene sittlius

well as earning a lot of places
at the Niles North Viking Re-

Peterson is hlso a threat Intake

cross-country, will again

in

lin
e

Boards. was uminar dean.

of the
fence is a second place in the

the Knights last fall for ends-

big Palatine Relays in Class B.

puted crown.

bonesBt hre enters one of the dark

Because most of this mer

a thriller.
Also scoring for the Lions
Terry McDonald, who
had a very good round of 74.

The Lions also took the
froboaph title with a 332 .

coach says the MSL record for
the highs is endangered when
Steve takes to the track.

Tom Rambo

'Palatine. The Pirates,
were, always
first in
strong in track,
division, while
the Class
Prospect scored only fon

the league and finished fourth
at 13-4 in the district beareee

lington

as

is

among the best pole vaulters in

triangulars serve. mainly

competition will

follow

at

about II can.

i,,,, ,,,,,, .,,,,, ....

-8-

of misses.

had 340 and Marist had 341.

TWOUNDERCLASS

host

enJac

n

pale vaulter in the stone,tgsmet
Pawls, in Guy Zaj
who

has go. 14-3 this season. Guy

was third in the district with

.

c'''''''''''''''

r

end

FOREST VIEW has name

'

singles

of Rick Fink and Gary Stein,
Jackson and Wayman will op-

As Maine's winning.t play-

Mad, the owner,of a 4-3 mark.
Finned was not seeded in his
group but will have the chore
of beating Niles West's Lee
Terry inte opening round,
foundr.

Deerfield's Chuck Bond., the
tourney's number One seed.

IN DOUBLES com

em,

Jackson sand

Wayrnan

have battled to an impressive

Kt Intel mark, falling only to
Deerfield.
Doug Lauffenberger

IN THE LONG jump, AP
lington's Todd Somers has vscooed his conference crown

heels of the Freind-Prospect
duel. Prospect's Keith Mat.

through graduation and has
left thc field wide open. Elk

thews is the league champion,
fashioning a 1:57.1 last year,
but Fremd's Bill Jarocki i3

Grove's Mike Michelajumped
21-4 Monday. Wheeling's Jon

"i Sporer

"

heny had a 79. as did Fmk

state baseball tournament.
The besebal/ games have be-

Buffalo Grovefft'atry Club
Sponsored by the Bronigor Organicalloo
Leave the driver In the beg!
This is my advice to beginners
and high handicap golfers.
Being the longest club in your
set and with the least amount

534, but went 21-21/2 in the
district. Arlington Sam Wit

also hits the 21 mock with

sr'

... every floor sample in our

Efil

'

sional 20 -footer,

rac
Torn !Clinker runnin in the I -59's

Ary says the 440 is "pretty
safe" from being broken' as

rove with a 3126.4 district

Palatine's Bill

Wheeling's Gary Kawell is
the likely man for theldnewibbon in the 440 this year, running in the low 50's. Soon
Szala of Prospect is hitting the
52's m the next man.

THE LONGER ram me

of Illinois' best trackman this

where Prospect and Frond
will really have to battle each
other, as both crossmountry
powers boast good distance

condference in the 100 last
year,

Keen also anchors the district's fastest 880 relay squad
this year, running with Bobb
Bell, Howard Mock and Terry
Shakon. The squad posted a
1,31.5 in the districts last Fri day.

and

Mark Dombrowski will campate from the number two seed
slot in thesecond doubles con,
petition, The Warrior pair had
to take. the backseat only to
Deerfield's entry and should

have no trouble with Niles
West's entry of Leigh Leavitt
End Jeff Hccktman who they
handily defeated, BO, 6-4in an
earlier meeting.

In the high jump, Prospect's
Jeff Meissner has the b.t jump
so far with a 6.5 in the districts.
Jeff was last year's conference

men in track as well,

The two-mile will be another

Allen Holding a 9:26.6 and
Pittenger clocked in a 9:28.8
just lost Friday. Pittenger has
beaten Allen several timm, in-

122 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington,111.

Phone 381-1062

how straght? TO ate

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

On Purchase of 5200 Or More You
May Take Twelve Manths To Pay Without -Interest Or Other, Carrying
Charges.

MT PROSPECT
1074 Mt Prospect Plaza

Fremd's Chuck Porter the
area leaders with Hankelg

Spry had been over the 6-0

while

in the state. Henkel was second

in the district with a 4:23.0

and went 6-2 in the distrigt
Also looking for a place are

Porter was third
Arlingtoin's Scott Oct.
ler was second in the onfercam tulle last year with a

Huskie Jim HcueLend Knight

4:29.9.

Doers open promptly at 10:00 a.m1.and dose promptly er6:00 p.m.

Cr'S-. .1 -

Craig Matthews and Chuck
Clemins, kept the Knights'
score perfect for the meet with

e 6-0, 6-1 conquest of Vikings
Lorry Oftrander and Bud Abben

and go by the weather reports.

tine end the host school battled
14 innings Monday night with-

Elk Grove will also have to

for th6 championship, ""1 hope

wait until a game is played before the Grenadiers could play
another game in the district after wtnning their find, The Elk
Grove field is a slow -drying

we cab play the game tomor-

If showem art predicted in the
afternoon, we might go in the
morning:"
Otherwise; the

found some of the course under water. The additional eetn
on Thursday made the course
unplayable for today's sched-

game will probably be about
1:30 p.m. with the champion-

uled conference decider.
But there isn't such a sense

ship test on Monday.

Forest View -Prospect game on
Saturday."

OFFICIALS AT Fremd
have decided to try and play dl

one, and a game might be
played elsewhere to avoid the
coin to
Thess.Forest View-Prospeo
clash is will up in the air at the

of urgency in the golf meet,
and it could be postponed
again if the weather remains
bad, The only trouble would

conference duals that are left
may be played this afterneen
with the conference meet
pushed back to tomorrow..
"The finals would be on Moo
day then," he said.
The nettem will have await
to get their conference media
before the state finals next Fri-

1M in getting a course to PLOY
on for the day.

day, but Wrights says, "ff it
rains Saturday, we're In real

thgee gamy tomorrow, finish-

Forest View Metric, Hersey

says 'Well sot have to try

out a winner. Since then the
fields have been too w
to
play. That game must be finished and Arlington must play
Conant before that district can
move into the title round.'

ing

the

Palatine-Fremd en.

row (Friday) after.oe" said
Falcon athletic director Bill
Beckman. "But in all probe bility, we'll try to go with the

TIMES HAVENT been set
Tar that cont., and Beckman

In golf, weather has forced
the postponement of the MidSuburban conference meet until Monday at 10 a.m. Some of

the teams went to the Indian
Lakes Country Club
on

Wedn.day to practice but

IN TENNIS, hosting Puns

7ht4+4,

counter at,9 a.m., then uhcdWing Arlington and Conant at
p.m. The finals would take

-

pant coach Jim Wright says the

notable, so don't eon think
about it"

Rick Potter runs
for Augastana

place

In the Wheeling Distriet.

414

Highland ParkPark must yet play
first
nd
game
against
Deerfield. Wheeling coach
Ron DeBolt says that game

"A

.

itIV"

Rick Potter of Mount Prospect is a member c8 the 1970
track team at Augustan. College in Rock Island.

may be played at Deerfield ei-

A freshman history major,

ther tonight or tomorrow beinfield and wouldn't be as'

GO TO YOUR three wood
off the tee. The shorter and
more lofted club should add
confidence as well as control
to your swing; thus enabling
you to hit that me shot with

OUR COST

high handicap golfers, I have
them work only with the three
wood, If and when they mader
this club, then I suggest trying
the driver.

more consistency.
In teaching beginners or

When the touring proffs
stonel is hitting his tee shoo
badly, he'll often go the three
wood until he can get that dde.

er working again. In a recent
tournament,
plagued

Jack

with

a

round using the three wood off
the tee. If he does it. why
you?

graduated from For., View
School in Arlington
Heights. He will run the Ngh
hurdles and optic s Mr Aug-

playing date, when his already
Wtondus Wildcats
would

usana.

m on thew inner of the
Deerfield content,

THE VIKINGS will

,

said. If the games aren't in by

Masters

-

the Knights
first doubles
spot by stopping Fred Carley
andlohnSeeley, 6-1,
dot. 6-4. The
Knights' second
duo,

beat St. Viator on Monday and

it?

faulty driver, played

Interoor Design Service Available 6y Appointment

singles play with a straight 6-2

is now awaiting an opponent

Ws a losing battle, so why fight

Nicklaus,

TELEPHONE 259-9456

a 6-2, 6-0 count over Viking
Pat Irwin and John Scheibe!
gave the Knights a sweep of -

ready be pushed back two days
to Wednesday,

"WE HAVE until Tuesday
to get the gam. in," DeBolt

If you are fortunate enough to find
exactly what you want in the color,
style and finish that you want, you'll
be able M buy it at

OR BELOW!
EXCWSIVE
PURCHASE PLAN

noon with a 6-C 6-4 win over
John Lawrence of Fremd. Jeff
Risteen took the seconds!. by

eluding the district meet, but'win over Fremd's. Scott
Allen has won his share.
Reay..
The mite run statistics show
STEVE MCMURRY and
Prospect's Ron Henkel and
Ted Gross copped a marker for
beat, a 4:22.6, near the fastest

consistently this year

'

match betweenFremd'[pect its first point of the after-

Dan Pittenger and Prospect's
Bill Allen. Both are among the'
fastest two -milers in the state,

titfist with a 6.2. But the man
who was second last year is
also back. Hersey's big Don
mark

The trash-soph tennis squad

of Prospect High School
added another notch to its al.
ready impressive victory column with
blanking of the
visiting Fremd Vikings Tuesday aftemoon.
Malt Sopehyk gave Pros-

gun to pile up with the Fremd
District the hardest hit. Pala-

then, it would probably be up to

INTERIORS

Prospect's
netters wtn

High

know the club is in your

yes.

OPTOMETRIST S prescriptions to be filled
In the frame of your choice from our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

-

DeBolt then looks to Monday at Wheeling for the next

Straight,
but,yes, but fight?h ar? Far.

mershoodso cowing in lune

Enna your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (tA D) or

while Prospect was fourth and

Arlington fifth.

mark is 48.2.

muddy.

it goes straight antednfar
down the fainvay, or does It?

to create space for our new

finishing thiid in the district

the beginner hasn't had, someMing the high handiceper

Wit."ad when you

regardless of sacrifice,

championship
performance.
Wheeling's team is also good,

Bahnfleth set

the mark in 1967 and he still
holds the state record for that
event, a 47.3. The conference

Potter is a son of Mr. and Mr..
Stacy E. Potter, 1814 W. Lincoln, Mount Pro t act, and was

I

"VALUE -LOADED" 8 HOURS,

The mile relay is Fremd's

cause that diamond has a gram

it

doon't have.

store must be sold during this

to withhoo punch in this

regularity and Prospect's Jim
Butz has uncorked an enca

requires time and
practice to perfect; something

of loft,

8EO

fifth in state ranking this year
with a I.563 to his credit.
The I:57.1 is Matthews'
best effort this year as well.
Tice -Knights, however, figure

Pitt was second last year at 20-

has blazed his way into the list

match.

yam,

ALTHOUGH ART says
"the record there is pretty
tough," he claims that the 880
mark might also fall under the

Rain complicates state and MSL tournaments

Senior co -captain Joe Doug-

Eii.M36"'"

day but Sunday.

senior 880 relay team. Keen

le,cda,cii,n

willstad

inc honors all for himself
be
won the match on the first hole

Chidley was second
Schneipp was fifth.

outstanding credentials in. senior Mike Keen and in its all -

pose the Host's duo of Brian
Brady and Earl Strinberg in,
their opening match that may
leadth the conference crown.

Maine's entry in the third
singleslot will be Ron Fin -

,

the district. Arlington's Mark

third best time so far, in the
220. Keen was the district
champion in both events this
year and was second in the

first opponent.

as did John Kloc of St. Patrick.

edge with a 52-81/2 second in

an drew the second seed be-

Imgue foes, drew host Nilo
West's Mark Myrant as his

recorded 18 hole totals of 78,

The shot putters don't boast
any exceptional distances, but

hind New Trier West's combo

Keehn, 5-2 on the year against

Lions figured in the medalist
honors. "Slammin' Steve" Be-

toss.

ship. "If they do," said King,
"it
could amount to a warmup
g....
..

`..

bar two seed from New Trier

the district last week and will
be pushed hard by Palatine's
Henry Schneipp for the hon.
rs. Schneipp threw a 159-1
last Friday but has a 172 plus

year with a 9.9 in the 100 -yard
dash and a 21.9, the state's

w.f., awecortedd the

round. Jerry Kamen, rho num.

Sconce meet to his teammate,
Gary Fagerson. The pole vault
record is 13-8, and so that is
also in danger,
In the discus, Wheeling puts
up Kevin Barthule as ood collateral. Barthule washhe conference champion with a 148-4
tom last year and went downstate but he threw 162-1 to win

petition, the Warriors' entry of
Steve Jackson and Tim Way-

valuable player from
'88..8'

Nam of Deerfield in the first

whom have hit the 6-2 mark.

West, is in the lower bracket
and it is likely the top two play us will meet for the champion-

l'"

drew number one seed Dave

junior Terry Rohan, both of

*fewer misses at 13-4. Harsh
was second in last year's con-

1

sales final, positively no

meeting Maine East, a 4-0 vi.
tor over Notre Dame, for the
<1.0,04.14 and the nett ha
advance into regional play.
The games will be played goy

ever we can, even if it means
playing a doubleheader."
R e g i o n a I competition,
slated to get under way Monday, will be moved back in ac-

Arlington's Fred Harth ham

Fremd's Rick Game has the

PALATINE HAS the best

also rates Aroutsider with a

the state

''''Irecordr. 'fWaillialm-6s,"htere'Vne're,.

W. St. Pat's was right behind
wills 336, while St, Ignatius

by Al Griffith

xchs941?P1 refunds

"""`"s Unit

side

110 T IN G CONANT

linski and Larry Wittek both

servedl

"k5S E0 251IE

the lows, with teammate Dan

poi. in Class A.

-8 WIillatos
sentative will In Jack

The rains this week bane
played havoc with the schedule makers in both the Mid Suburban League and in the

ids got to be first come, first
ell

The Codgers point to the

s of this Saturday's meet,

coach

"un-

Rub'O'the Green

Shop Early!
chandise is "one -of -a -kind

A

On Fremd'[

home without scoring,

Wendotl a 20.1 runner. The

lays.

the title, the track duals and

se

I

finished

have to battle it out with Prosconference trophy,
just as the Vikings had to beat

teems will begin firsomund
play today at 3 pm. and reowe with the semi -finale tomorrow at 9 a.m. The finals

Fenton. Rich Evans also beda

'

have

'sect for

THE EIGHT competing

dw

place

s
Sggtrwere

426-3441

/

star, and nobody should go

competition last Friday night.

Trier West

take the medalist honors last
week.
303

6 FREE CONDUCTED TOURS DAILY
MONDAYS THROUGH FRIDAYS

chance of 'doing something in
the meet. Most of the schools
entered in the conference meet
have at least one extra bright

and their own invitational as

enough poim to land

79 but did not figure. in the
'coring.

as

encounters. If the weather in-

well in the recent district meet

portantly, they have accumu-

the championship match m
THE LIONS were first with

Mon. this Sat, 8 am to 4:30 pm
Sohdays B Holidays 10 am to 5:30 pm

70s, administrative management, community affairs and

ecutive vice president of the
New Jersey Assn. of Realtor

but

Led by Mario Vitale, St.
Viator took its third coal-

Saturday May 16th, 10 a.m. 'til 6 p.m. ONLY

ALL LAMPS
1/2 PRICE!

standings

of the
Maine West District, revealed
that the teams will have until
Carstens,

the districts, with the winner

games in "whenever and whey-

Tuesday to complete first stage

ranls start at 11 a.m. with the
finals undenvay at I.
Fraud, the state champion

S V wins CPL golf title

11,1,4#1*

standards.

Special sessions were held on

touchables" Deerfield and New

League

: opponents,

the day-to-day

Problem, in
hoard administration.
The theme of this year's
seminar was "Decade of

Suburban

Roger King's clew has now

in

field presented training
programs designed to help the

the show spot behind

: piled a 5-2 not over league

;:ictoed

cussion on the philosophy and
practice of Realtor board manthe

on third place in the Central

I

OPEN WEEKENDS, TOO - SAT. 8 SUN BOTH!

111(

lated

because of the

The rematch between the

fastest high hurdles mm in the
state, Steve Peterson, who
posted a 14.1 in the district

which counts half towards

1970

The Maine West tennis
tedm will try to solidify Central

when it Men 111C conferee=
meet at Niles West todayand
I tomorrow.

PH.8

Call Collect
Day or Night

May 15,

HE DID SAY, however,
that They will try to get the

scheduled conference games

two contenders has not been

;West netmen try to nail down 3rd

SWIMMING POOL ACCESSORIES
CHEMICALS LAWN FURNITURE

John Mathias heads dealers association
Schaumburg. has been elmted
president of the Chicago Metrepot itan
Pontiac
Dealers

to the benefit of the public.

linois counties and Porter and
Lake counties in Indiana.

Page 25

"objectionable" call

of Arlington Bruce Samoan.

dual meet standings have no
bearing on the eventual victor
in the Mid.Suburban League.
Unlike most other sports
where there is a conference

.Friday,

ago after protesting Wither

broken and is also likely to find

a ground ball was hit to the
Nil.' second baseman who
THE BASE umpire none,

granted a rematch two years

games.cdais1,1,,,,acidthobuyghei,chlo,rse,thwaasNinkot!

by a toss of a coin.

week's rain.

Deerfield

a rematch of Imt fall's cross-

Warriors had runners ;on first
and second with one out when
fumbled the ball !mime finally
throwing to ficst.

league.

cord.)ee with the Completion
of district
The Warriors will play
Niles West in the first round of

toePeees with Play, the district
winner will have to be decided

the backlog of state tournameet games and regularly

eNnihzdnowread

pionship, which was won last
year by the powerful Cardinals

and the score tied, 2-2. The country meet. The wit theThe Knights

SP RTS

MAINTENANCE FREE -IN -GROUND or ABOVE -GROUND POOLS.

prised of Osiers in eight Il-

meets and invitational[.

IN TRACK, however, the

for," he said.
Tee Chicago iffsieei is com-

WINNING a protest is rein-

rescheduled as yet bemuse of

Vikes vs. Knights for MSL track title

The highly -regarded men.

can be wen. or lost by this type

West head coachhin

hairbeen

third pitch

THE SECRET ballot' ootmeM voids the entire game

diem," filed the protest with
both the home plate umpire

obenfo,..re th.e.

conference school, pleaded for

school, semi -pro, American
Legion and teenage baseball, I

theCati'm'p'inre.'s.'recIsihoena,rtmeo!

pitcher threw two strikes to the

written protest sent to each

by league officials
shame in the form of a 5-2 vote
Ilto uphold the protest,

[that Niles West won, 3-2, on its

itr,he,fihcrst

With the bases loaded and
still only one out, the Niles

CARSTENS, in preparing. a

...during a disputed game against

that it offem the modal cost,
Ins upkeep, good looks and
driving ease alit today's value
conscious buyer is looking

'The increasing popularity

arca,

professional

at

I:hT111. subject of the meeting
pvas a protest filed by Carstens

NOW!

of the Maverick clearly shows

John Mathias, president of
Franklin Weber Motors in

end

keators

Record new car sales

Heights, executive vice
president of the Norden:at

816es and

Suburban League athletic di-

Z Decision

Ili

and signaled the runner out . tively unheard of except in sitfirst base, saying that he had Anthem such as this tone, provopuret,viroontslcyai.ccalled
the hitter
Mg that umpires am only Ini.
man. This was, however, not

in second place,
both owning 7-4 marks, and

The conference table of Central

Enjoy your oven

ton

pnimtional

may gave a sign that indicated
the hitter was safe at first. The

find themselves

"itgiles West on April 23. The- tor stated, "In 18 years of high

liabilities of the police and

the one-story structure houses executive offico, Fats nod Wt rice facilities.

Maine West and head coach

'

_Al Carstens won an important
paseball decision yesterday at

67 years to acquire funds sufficient to meet the present

on a sound financial basis. In

h
however,

deadlocked

FRI MI 8 SAT. '614

as

things now stand, it will take

Niles West and Maine West,

Asst. Sports Ed.

AT HOME THIS YEAR!

Doris Kendzie. 311 & Arlington Heights Re, Arline -

sgement Top authorities

By J. Alan Cook

VACATION

realtor
seminar
in

applt

DAILY 9 to 6

pending local bureaucracies,
have multiplied and spread
She crabgrass after a spring

Attends

participated

medical

6-DAYBANKING,;,.

them

firemen's retirement plan, says
the foundation.

Now the plans are coining
to an age where retirees in

and

cations Of primary interest Is
the Scholasbc Radation a
gamma irradiator, designed

erulle Ohm has been ap

cumulating the fun& to pay

nonprofit research and educational organization. In the, past
20 years state -local pension
programs, along with, the ex-

rain. By next year, the foundslion calculates, the pension
plans will have a total of
7,800,000 members.

nonel

pointed sales representative in
the Midwest for Radiation Re- for high school and college
large numbers are going onto
sources, Inc., of Fairfield. N.J. laboratory use to study the efthe pension rolls and the ben.
Radiation Resources, de- Sects of radiation in the hioloefts to be paid out mount into
signs and manufactures Radi- gical, chemical and physical
the billions. Unhappily, many
Lion equipment for educe- sciences.
plans were set up on an actuarially unsound basis. There
FULL -DAY FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES
az little calculation of today's costs and wholly inadequate provision for a

E7LAMPLE: In Ohio,

payer.

Inc,

MW gains rematch from protest decision

Appointed sales rep.

Personal finance

I'

IJ

welting their fourth

st.-eight

College Conference of ROMs
and Wisconsin championship
this year.

the toss of a coin to decide
which team would proceed 40
the regional, which would al -

Four honor
-Boudreau

op'

More
sports

page
26

par-

ticipate in the Crone!! (lowed
relays on Samoday. Thig ere

Eugenia Chapman of Arlington Heights, Hand Regner

of Mount Prospect

Eugene

Sc hl ick man of Arlington
Heights and Robert Rocket! of

Park Ridge are among the
members of the Illonoos Genet

al Assembly who sponsored a
resolution honoring former
baseball star Lou Boudreau
The resolution commended

Boudreau on his °unending
Palatine's Jim Rambrickjust hardy got back to find In a pick.
off attempt Monday by Fretted pitcher Mark WIcklund to first
baseman Dave Hauswirth. Here it Is Friday and this game isn't
over yell Fremd and Palatine went 14 innings In first round play

of the sate baseball tournament, but duke. halted the game
without a winner. They will try to play out the Ile game, play the
Arlington -Conant game and the championship game ell tomer.
row in the Fremd District. (Photo by Tom Rowe)

career in biseball his °Melton

to the Hall of Fame and his
being the first graduate of the
University of Illinois to be
chosen to receive Into honor

..OlvertPhew.

owasornommoym

Warriors seek second conference track crown'

The Maine West track team,

'hoping to duplicate its winning efforts during the indoor
campaign, will engage in the

'<mural Suburban League
meet at New Trier West to-Morrow.

The Warriors capped an un'defeated duel -meet indoor sea-eon with a gold medal. performance on Maine East's
lieldhousc oval and rate as
purl bets to be challenging all
the way Saturday.

CHIEF opposition

cx-

is

peeled from arch -rival Maine

'

SouthNiles North and Glen brook North. South, always a
threat when the stakes are
high,

is

coming off

dis-

a

appointing ninth place perfarm ance in the state districts.
The Hawks qualified only
threes unners Mmake the'
tiny to Champaign in the slate

WARRIOR head coach Joe

Jobsh needle.ss to say, is going

with his best in every event A

viAory tomorrow would cap
one of the most successful seacareer.
Stale

which should cut their of feetiveness considerably.

Coming 00 strong during
Me final segment of the season,

Glenbrook North

given n
,goed mosidc chance to pull a
is

the two-mile run while Chant paign-boundSteveJohnsonand
Scott Gyssier make their move
in the mile event,

In the field events Dennis

Trier
the Spartans
amassed i total of 91 points.

of blainch

winning total.

ride.

watt.' Krainik in the milt re
I, and also ignite the 880

West,

short

in the 100 -yard dash and 440yard run into the campaign

qualifying Jack St
John and teammate Ken Ka.
nor will vie for honors in

Puccinski give the discus a

Jobst, Myer one to settle for
second place. would like nett,
ing better than endingshe long
.

campaign ono winning note.
He has the muscle and the
horses to accomplish the feat

before bringing nine of his
boys on a trip to Champaign
May 22 and 23.
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Cockrell Coffee Service moves into new headquarters
Cockrell Coffee Services,
Inc., feed service and vending
company, has opened its new
corporate headquarters end
food production center et

2207 N. Hammond, Schaumburg.

The firm has been ho/ding
open house this week for plant
managers, school and hospital

administrators and other °tea nizations which have retained
the company for their food and

said

refreshment management in
the northwest suburban area.
"Employes and visitors in
150
major
cstab-

ter preparm about 2,000 separate meals, sandwiches, etc.,

Nehmen. within a seven -mile

radio receive Meal and re-

lard quartet

Resat/tent .service from 'hie
new headquarters every day,"

Winn. and Grant Ptak will

Matthew

Cockrell,

L.

production center is the first to
have been given approval. under the newly adopted Illinois
Department of Agriculture
regulations for design and con-

are carried in stock and vended
while more than.600,000 bare-

each day,. he said, "which
makeg us one of the largest

struction of such headquar-

companies

ters.

inoisikutomaticMerchandising

purveyors of away -from -home
food in the area."

The company was founded
in 1953 and today has a sales

Week.

president.

"Our food production cen-

rages are sold each month.

Along with the open house,
service
this week ending

500 .brond merch

its fourth year, is meet the ra;

pity growing trade assai.

pensively and faster than any
other method,'. said Lou Coppello, president of the Illinois
Automatic Council, "explains
the success of our industry in

aliens in the state, said Cap pelt°.
"Bemuse it takes skilled
jpeople to back up our ma'chines, our association has
istarted training courses for
.

factorim, in caeca, on the

highways and even in the j managers and for supervisors.

°OUR ABILITY to serve

voluMe of 51,25 000. Over
COCKRELL said the food

are observing 111-

around the clock, seven days a

week and to do it less no.

food and refreshment items

ise items

Our annual business sessions
now draw nearly 300 persons...

White House now
The Illinois Council, new in

vis for poln, gettme posit
in the high jump commotion

wkdc Ism BMA and Milo.

major nose!. Ina triangular
Jeff Duff and Scott Mose
with Maine West and Nov will handle the 220 -yard dath
just 'eh

shot while Bill, Holm and Joe

hill also running the final kg
of the mils. rslay
1 sammate Mark Henker

sons in the veteran motor's
Niles North. ineanwhile,
has lost the services of middles
distance man Bob Prodaznick

Krninik will be carrying his
state qualifying performances

Fnday, May 15,1970

Pnutt scale the bar in the polo
a mlt event

sores while Don Anderson
d Tim Watkins hid for horn

SOPHOMORE Ron SISUI

on in the 880 -yard run.

talent S only tn.) in the long
lento nut since Doff In ,1111
nursing a some, hat tender kg
muscle
Mark klaytr and,
Kuth Rosa' will he hurling the

-

JERRY KRAINIE will be
busy as Jobst has him entered

in no less than three events.

money- ham

Oa

n ke!

GOO

SPRIS

:Rent a
New Ford,.

page 26

Pride),
May 15.
1970

6"eolie

Lion pair land
In their

attempt A a
Chieagoland Prep Leaps: teno ls
-

1,111

the me.

championship.

been of the St. Viator tennis
team were beaten by Si. 1gat Calumet park hot
wmk. The Lions claimed two
wink
tides, however. at first dm hies
and trash-soph 019 singles.
Because the league is dim

70,4

C.

900 W NORTHWEST
At tOw RATES Rom OS

doubles championship

TYPE

the froshmoph hoe% this time
to St. Patrick.
W

One bright spot in the Lon

110

VENICU

Pa ION

MM.<
iMIOANE

100

poat roles far

CAU. NOW

10 00
12 00

(23/0 ao.
or

SUPER VAMIRUCK

.banding m the end of this
school year. the 1.ittits were out

to win the CPL title.

a

feat

they have never perfureted Hal

have come dose to nrany
mos.

THIS MME. it

was

the

same story as the men from Vi-

dor last to the Woltheek by
Iwo point,. 12-10. l'im match
su claw that if Inn Lions
had won ono match by eve less

' sot, they would haw tied for

;

fire

Abs. in the runnng
NI.
were

Why move out?
A Van Dale built
room addition may
be the answer.

Meths!. host school
Francis
OcSalm. SI. Patrick and St. 20: mph.
.

Individually for the Lions.
Jim Dillon placed third and

er in mine too rmment in the
gsenabluads and might have

call Mrs. Helen Becker, CL 3-7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week.

Driverewho Instal, On lacing their audience while they

talk- instead of the road ahead -can be deadly bores.
Even their funny stories can turn tragic In a hurry if the
car in front stops suddenly. A sudden curve can kill a
punch line -and the joker -instantly.

responsibilities -and the road ahead -and
all their stories will have happy endings.

;I hip OA IJ

National Automobile Dealers Association
'

"""'"'""'

One M a sedes preaented by N.A.D.A., this newspaper, and the new car dealers of our community.

WHEN

VAN DALE

social meeting, VFW Hall, 8 p.m.

Roam additions custom built to meet you
specificationsfrom $2395.00

DOES IT...

RIGHT!"

WEDNESDAY
Welcome Wagon Newcomem of Mount Prospect, Get Acquainted Coffee, St. Mark Lutheran
Church, 10 a.m.
BuffeloGroveOver 50 Club, trip to Yorktown

and Morton Arboretum. Bus leaves Kingwood
Methodist Church, Buffalo Grove, 10 a.m.
Homemakers Extension Association, Mount
Prospect Community Center, p.m.
Prospect Heights Jaycees, Holiday Inn,

Attached garages are

OUR SPECIALTY

FOLLOWING TIM Grand

tr

to trade, to find a wanted item

'

.

.,q,,Chimpionship Ione )5 at.Onwentei

..

I

At lame M0 of these clubs
are a leered 1° pay tehneitrry.t
the hospital's' Free Care
Fund. ticketed at
7million
nodally. A cool $100.000
may

Mount Prospect, 8 p.rn.
Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce, Old

SMARTLY -STYLED

the latest bald stripes)

STAINLESS STEEL POTS

99(

Your Choice
Chrome stainless steel 2
sauce.
pan en 101/4" skillet. Stay bright.

compere at 1.79

alt

LIMITED TIME

ONLY!

rayon with
backs.

tieing Kitchens with cabinets by

$379.00

compare
of 3 99

299

JACQUARD KITCHEN COORDINATES
2 -tone velours cotton terry towel and pot holder
in colorful apple motif.
compare

litem

/1

at 1.99

MEN'S NO -IRON SLACKS
Ivy casuals M wear dated 50% Blue "C". polyester, 50% canon. Cuffs. 30 to 42.
reg. 4.97

11.

388

BOYS' KNEE LENGTH PJ'S

INC.

tithed waist. Embossed cotton prints. 8-1B.

PAMPERS DAYTIME 30's

6X6 DECORATIVE
SHOWER CURTAIN
...Po,. al
$a end $3

St.

BASEMENTS

PHONE 56-4470
CHICAGO 3784191

JR. BOYS'
JEANS

97c
100% Sanforize/tenon,
contrast stitched and riveted. Sizes 2 to 8.

RANCH COTE

KINGFISHER

99c

SPIN REEL

compare at 1.95

377

Hand

Your best bet for an allpurpose reel at
badge
price. Famous Garcia lea.
tares, with on -off click

11

crafted

forged head with
waxed hardwood
handle. BSA.

CLASSIFIED SECTION

Visitor's mothers Club, Mass and in-

St. Mark Gavel Club, St. Mark Lutheran

ncR,

Church,? pm.
Satellite II Homemakers Association, Mount

3.99

Z99Got.

CX126-20
COLOR FILM
GIRLS' PATENT SANDALS

Blister -resistant - paint in
any Weather on asbestos,
wood, masonry. Dries In 3D

mini. Snap & seater dean,

FRIDAY

'

KODAK

WHITE LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

Prospect Community Center, p.m.
Des Plaines Valley Geological Society, West
Park field House, 8 p.m.

building and remodeling:
. SIDING.

Si

Smolt designsl Fashion
colors! A new, exciting
look far your bathroom'

stallation of officers, St. Viator, I p.m.

We do oil types of
RESIDENTIAL. COMMERCIAL. CUSTOM HOMES
GARAGES. REMODELING. ROOM ADDITIONS

CLAW
HAMMER

Shod sleeve, button front coat. Pants with elas- 2/$3

Des Plaines Senior Citizens meet at Community
Presbyterian Church, 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Arlington Heights Over 50, Salad Bar Lunch,
Pioneer Park, 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

ORDER BLANK IN TODAYS
.WORK
23 W. North Ave., Northiake, III.

Portable and rugged with
screw cap. Easy pour leakproof
sew cap.

Extensloneers of Mount Prospect, guests of

GRAMMER

VAN DALE

e9.66(

skid -resistant

THURSDAY

SEE RULES AND SPECIAL

24036"

Easy -care mrdana in
brilliant solids or flora's.
Groot for TV or reading.

ner, 7 p.m.
St. Raymond's Catholic Women's Club, auditorium, 8 p.m.
Prospect Moose Lodge 660, VFW Hall, 8 p.m.

... to get a job.

ONE GALLON
GAS CAN

Much everywhere. 100%

BEDRESTS

Orchard Country Club, social hour, 6 p.m.; dl.

SpeCid

Country Clubs

winners for the 10th Annual
Chidren's Memorial Hospital
515.000 Pro -Amateur Golf

sleeves in many collar
styles, colors. 32-38.

Add o bright decorator

Northwest Cook County Volunteer Bureau,
Appreciation Night, Prospect High School, 8

, box tickets will also be avail-

ournaments he qualify their

All high school, junior high school and
grade school students are eligible to advertise to sell.

by the United States Air 10000
B and front Chanute Air Base.
Rantoul. Ill. will odd to the nag awry or the 01,111.

oia,t,,h;oftit

at $3

Famous
Stencil
Crew
neck, short sleeves in

up

reg. 1.99 ea.

5040.

FREE WANT ADS

Prix competition will hen high
gual polonmtelA performance

clubsittpeL.2..c

"""-2/$3
roll

ALL STEEL

2/$3

River Trolls Chapter, Woman's American
O.R.T., 8:15 p.m. For information, cell 297-

I

txr,

or

;611171) RUGSOP

14011111 Prospect Jaycees, Mount PROpOC1

BOY and GIRL

IT'S DONE

clude 17jumps. rouging 3-7 and
higher.

An increasing number of

Sleeveless

CUT

Community Center, g p.m.
Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Addines. International, St. John's United Church of Christ,
8:15 p.m.

the Goad Prix course will in-

hold qualifying
::' Pro -Am rounds

color,
shops.
Sweaters look new.

sects

VFW Prospect Pest 1337, Ladles Auxiliary

demi! Horm Show. July 14-19.

able,

1

Mount Prospect Nurses Chit home of Mm.
Donald Cyrier, 7:45 p.m.

ing competition climaxes Me
27th annual Oak Brook Na-

,

Cold water wash pro.

al Home, 7:30 p.m.
TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadows, 7:30 p.m.

The Grand Inix horse jump-

adults and S2 for children. and

at 1.59

KNIT- SHIRTS

83(

compare at 1.09

TUESDAY
Prospective WaistAways, Friedriehh Funer-

Schou has announced.

:P General admission is 55 for

MEN'S COTTON

WOOLITE LIQUID
OR POWDER

Arlington Heights Chapter, SPEBSOSA
Knights of Columbus Hall, 8 p.m.

benefit chairman Mrs. 'Minh

divisions.

MISSES' NO -IRON
SHIRTS

ter, 8 p.m.

Grand Prix benefit el the Oak
B rook
International Sports
Core. North Cook County

suburban

3.97

Flk Grove Township Democratic Women's
Orgenindon, Mount Prospect Community Cen

.

s;d its

Walnut in a handsome design. Gift boxed. 14" size

pets

Country Club, 12:15 p.m.
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Cen.
ter, I p.m.
Girl Scouts, North Side Service Unit 42.Commoony Presbyterian Church, 1 p.m.
Gist Scouts, South Side Service UM 41, St.
Mark Lutheran Church, 1 p.m.
Senior Citizens, Mount Prospect COmmunity
Center, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Toastmasters, Mount Prospect Community Center, 7:45 p.m.

careless talkers. Help them face their

4.97

for bare floors or or

MONDAY
Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard

self, think about the consequences.
Your new car dealer wants to see our highways safe.
He wants to see you safe whetheryoutre behind the wheel
or juste passenger. So join the battle against

10" H. PEPPER
MILL SETS
cot ompare 197

Compact, yet powerfel

Des Plaines, 7:30 p.m.

Second seemed lo be the or-

NOCCOJS from the tole of the

2288

neer Park, 7:30 p.m.

der of the thy for the Lions.
who also finished smond on

Grand Prix tickets benefit the
Chicago Heart Association

SWEEPER VAC

Arlington Heights Over 50, Party Nite, Pio-

for the Lions

Chicago limn Association's

LIGHTWEIGHT

leaves 7 Am. Community Presbyterian Church.

-and Gra a Alibi placed del,

Sunday, July 19 is the date
set far the metropolitan area

GENERAL ELECTRIC

SATURDAY
Extensloneers of Mount Prospect, trip to
Stoughton (Wis.) Scandinavian Festival. Bus

IN THE doubles con,

.7 -slated July 19

SPECIALS

the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute skald

amnion. top -seeded We Kim
lahen end Bill Hitreman took
throb matches 00 the way to a
CPL crown. Chuck Czerposki

-

HEALTH &
BEAUTY

(May 18 22)
This calendar is prepared as a public service by

placed second.

Horse -jumping
competition

,

SUNDAY
Fifth Wheelers, Trinity Lutheran Church.

ride with him. if you Mink sometimes You,.

len lost to the first seeded play.

't!;

of events

Some people can
really talk you
to death.
No one is safe with drivers:Me Ms. Neither passengers
or pedestrlans...nor Other ckiusts. ll you'know someone
who has this deadly habit, straighten him our or refuse to

Mike McMahon was fourth in
the singles competition. Dal.

WEEKEND

Calendar

Weelmods ...Mow 2
men My
W

Cary l.T.D.SpulliOAIr
P...,nxessa
Fa3411.
nag _
is
12 di
CL
3 5000 l"...."
des crowo on Mc troM,soph '''
level.
OMB Weilf.,0 0 111610.040 00,84,10
lineup was . fr.:shoran
Aldrich who took the CPI. at

OALAXIE

*FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY SPECIALS

Mooed Mrs./M*11m Cockrell start the open house rmtivttles
this week at The Cockrell Coffee Services, Ins., headquariers In
Schaumburg by cutting the cake.

FORD

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PER MILE

00

MUSTANG

4p -

up. Outside white.

VFW Prospect Post 1337, social .meeting,
VFW Hall. 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.
Extensioneers ofMount Prospect, program by
Veteran's chorus, Prospect High School, 8:15

Spatial

Perehoae88 4

Rey care manmade patent
niolti
ma 9-3.
111

BOYS' SANDALS
Spatial

Wipe -clean uppers, with
crepe sole. Brown 8-3.

117
Not 12 -but 20 shots. in boa -to life colors. Stock up for summer.

FIRST CARD,

ParentsWIthout Parton/I, Coffee and Conver-

Mli"

sation for prospective members. For inform.
don, call 358-2924.

TOWN/ COUNTRY,
CHARGER
AND OTHER

MEMBERSOANS ARE ACCEPTED

raisedlififyear.

I

'I

DAILY 10-10

SUNDAY 104

. ow*. .....w.ilertwis.....+4"cs-**.r.

1%,

HOURS:

Mon. thru Fri.
8 to 8
Sat. 8 to 6
Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

WILLS IS MANY STORES
UNDER ONE ROOF

100 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
CL5-1600

Here are Just a Few

of the Departments

GOLF CART

This is one of our most popular
carts. Features push-butfon
handle, extra wide wheel span,
10" star wheels with oilite bear-

H. JOHNSON Mens' Clubs

ings, and adjustable padded

2 Woods, 5 Irons

"Starter Set" -

bag brackets. Rolls in a closed
position.

only

1 5°

rte

0041

PRO MODEL

s.

GOLF BAG

Patty Berg

21 Club Round Step Down Top, Pro Model, Top
Grain Leather, Top 8 Bottom Cuff w/Memory Retaining Steel Ring, Tri Bar Harness Suspension,
Twin Zipper Front Ball Pocket, Pro Style Clothing.

x

r"'

Wit/seek-28"
ALUMINUM SHAFT

al Studded Bottom, w/Scuff Plate, Mylar Trim.
Color: Black

Exceptional Low Price

2 thru 9 Irons Reg

$11 52 °°

$99 98

TOYS & HOBBY
COX
DUNE BUGGY

.

Reg.A7800

Complete Outfit
No. 1, 2 & 3 Wood
No. 3, 7, 5, & 9 Irons
Putter
Reg. $88.65

Pocket w/ 2 Zippers, Detachable Travel Hood, Met-

GOLF CLUBS
3 Woods

"Cup Defenders"

NOW.
ONLY

Hi Fi
Paint Sale

/7 ru7

ROCKET®

$999

INDOOR

PRUNER

choice of 10 colors
Plus white

- Powerful drawcut
action. Tempered
steel cutting hl do.

AN,

gallon

Natural cutting angle.

Direct -geared

transmission

for continual motion. 2 -speed
selector. Width coverage adjusts

AM ES
SILL COCK HOSE REEL

Choice of 6 colors
Plus White

adopter replaces laurel. Water

flows through
reel. Reel "Trig-

gers" all for

4 -Blade Rotary Mower
gives twice the cutting action!

storage.

Scotts Turf
Builder Plus 4

Feeds 15,000 sq. ft.

Makes grass multiply itself and grow
greener, stronger. Feeds slowly and
steadily; avoids surging that results in

Hose Capacity 150'

frequent mowing.

Fold -down /
handle /
-

SCOTTS

Included sill cock

JACOBSEN

QTarra:\
HEDGE
SHEARS

4 EIL,,,oe

Up 'n Away

Bag Feeding 10,000 Square Feet
Bag Feeding 5,000 Square Feet

WASHES 24 LBS.

$549

OF CLOTHES

Scotts Turf
Builder Plus 2

Cutlery

Treats 10,000 sq. ft.
Reg. $14.95, Save $2

steel blades

Lower blade

notched and
to grip
shrubbery

Automatic
choke

w

NECESSARY

COMPLETELY
PORTABLE;

Jacobsen's 4 reversible replaceable blades give you twice the cutting
life, too.'You pack more grass in the bag because 4 blades cut grass
frier. Six models available, with quality features that make mowing

ROLLS
Treats 5,000 sq. ft.

a breeze. You'll see what a difference a "J makes)

18-21" cutting widths

Combines the Turf Builder formula with
Prevention of crabgrass, goosegrass,

FROM

Twist -grip control for instant

Stop -Go on power propelled model
Fold -down handle for easy storage.
Automatic choke on 4 cycle models for effokless,
'
first time starting
4,1'Wash-out Pori for-aestcleanIng

o.

NOW
nun WIL1

OF WATER
PER LOAD

DELTA

NELSON

IN 30 MINUTES
.NO PLUMBING

USES ONLY
10 GALLONS

Gives the full feeding of the Turf Builder formula plus controls dandelion:,
other broadleaf weeds, vining weeds,
ground ivy, clover.

2 and 4 cycle models

gallon

FERTILIZE NOW WITH

#23-806

The new

$269

OUTDOOR

from 5 ft. to 55 ft. Follows hose
on uneven ground or around corners.

(oxtail. Clears out most rosette and

$750

vining weeds, tool'.

'ANYWHERE

NO COSTLY
TRANSMISSION
REPAIRS; '
BELT DRIVEN

-

N-083 DELTA®
Highest quality, low price- dial
has 4 watering positions.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

if you are spending $3 to $6. per week in a
Bag Treating 2,500 Squats, pee!

laundromat - you can own this machine for less

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, warmer,
low in 50s. Tomorrow:

War

Re ARPe

AV'

Warm, high in 80s, chance
of thundershowers.

Telephone

-

2554400

Your home Newspaper
Volume 5, Number 21

Monday, May 18, 1970

16 Pages

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Cardinal declares emergency

Many Catholic schools may close
By Jan Bone
Catholic pastors and principals of Catholic grade schools
were told

Saturday by the

Catholic School Board to "be
prepared to call a parish meeting on a moment's notice in or-

der to mobilize the people for
whatever action seems to be
necessary."

The order came as a re-

sponse to the Senate Education Committee's defeat last
week of a "purchase -of -services" bill that would have
provided state -aid to non-public schools be fail.
Though curtailments of the

Catholic school program in
every grade school

in

the

Archdiocese (including north-

west suburbs) have been prom-

ised by the Catholic School
Board, if state aid is not passed
by the legislature, public
school officials here have said

they'd take responsibility for
Catholic children if necessary.
"They're our children.
Their parents are taxpayers.
They have a right to be in our
schools. We will meet our responsibilities," said Harold
Harvey, District 59 board
member.
Similar statements came

"had created an unprecedented emergency in Catholic
schools."

"OUR PRESENT plans for

our schools next year," said
the Cardinal, "have presumed
that the state -aid included in
Gov. Ogilvie's budget would
be appropriated by the Illinois
General Assembly.

"Without state aid, these

plans will have to be radically
revised, New budgets unfrom public school adminis- doubtedly would call for subtrators in other districts.
stantial increases in tuition,
In a pastoral letter read at, fees and parish contributions,
Sunday masses throughout the and or for the curtailment
Chicago Archdiocese, John of all or some school grades
Cardinal Cody said the defeat and services in some parishes."

Text of statement
Here is the complete text of
the statement issued Friday
evening by the
School Board:

Catholic

"We are not persuaded that
state aid to non-public schools
is dead.

"During the debate on
state -aid, opponents have not
been impressed by the financial problems of the Catholic
schools. The opponents have
predicted that only those
schools

"We are convinced that the
Illinois Republican party has
the power to make the final decision on state aid.

year, there would not be a total
shutdown of parochial schools
in Illinois.

"THOUGH WE DO not
understand why nine of I 1 Re-

publicans on the Senate Education Committee have voted
down; legislation emphatically
recommended by the party
leadership,. we do say firml3i
that the Repbulican administration and party will not be
excused for their failure on the
score that these 9 men on the
committee objected to state aid.

"We have noticed that the
Republican members of the
Senate Education Committee
generously have cooperated

with most of the governor's
proposals for substantial increases in state -aid for public
education on all levels.

forced to the wall

would close, and that ' next

"THE CATHOLIC

together in this time of crisis
Catholic schools will no long
er by subjected to closing
down one by one.

-"IF THE STATE Senate
does not approve state -aid before the closing of this session,

this board will initiate plans
for the curtailment

will

of the

apartment and townhouse
complex built by Kenroy
Builders in Prospect Heights,
and whether an absolute height
limit will be imposed for buildings rather then grant individual variations in special cases,
remain unanswered after a
f o u r -hour hearing Friday
night.
Harold Ross, vice chairman

of the Mount Prospect Plan
Commission, expressed disappointment yesterday that so,
few persons at the standing room -only

session

in

the

Mount Prospect Village Hall
appeared to have attended because of interest, in proposed
zoning code changes for business district buildings.
Ross said that most persons

present apparently came because of interest in the proposed Kenroy project north of
Euclid and west of Wheeling
Rd., the 38 -acre tract now occupied by the Rob Roy Driving Range.
ROSS, AS A moving force

on the plan committee, had
been instrumental through his
suggestions on the height and

building setback requirements, in having a public hearing set on the matter.

After a height variation was
approved by the Village Board
for a 10 -story Randhurst shopping center professional -and office building, disregarding

the recommendations of the
plan commission, Ross and
other commission members
expressed concern that this initial variation could establish a

precedent to allow construc-

tion of other buildings that
high.
The

proposed limitation
would read, "No buildings are
to be erected or constructed in
the B -I, B-2, B 2.1 or B-3 Zon-

fails to provide state aid for
non-public schools, these public school boards will have to
the

coming

schodyear."

and a building height not to ex-

ROSS SAID that the plan

session.

At Fridays night's meeting,
commission

member

John McBride, an architect,
told the audience that on the
shortest day of the year, the

Ross noted that such a shad-

ow could be a considerable
drawback to owners of resi-

ceed 30 feet "in all business dences within the shadow,
districts."
though probably of little imThe

four

"B"

category portance to an adjoining commercial building owner.
ters, commercial buildings (inROSS FAVORS an absocluding professional or busi- lute height of limitation of
ness office buildings, munici- from 128 feet to 136 feet, writpal buildings, hospitals and fi- ten into the zoning ordinance.
nancial institutions).
He said that his proposal, for
Proposed changes for front changes in the zoning ordiand side yard minimums would
require that these minimums nance was based on the reasonbe at ,least as great_ as the ing that it would make possible

zones include shopping cen-

SIMON

SUIRI itB
SAYS .1\
__Fellow whose briefcase popped,open as he boarded the train
this morning was lucky. Retrieved his sandwich undamaged.

other Catholic leaders
throughout Illinois.

ki

PLANS THE BOARD are
considering include:
-eliminating some grades in
every Catholic elementary
school.
-closing down every Catholic elemenatry school in the

Chicago Archdiocese during
September and October.
-extending dual -enrollment
programs to every elementary
school in the Archdiocese. (A

dual enrollment program

is

one in which Catholic students
study certain subjects like reli-

gion or English in the parochial school and others like
science or meth in the public
schools.)

THE CATHOLIC
SCHOOL Board also "served

sary to make rear yard set-

commission intends to discuss
the proposed zoning ordinance changes at its next study

for anyone to have the same
advantages in gaining a max-

imum building height, and the
ordinance would be 'applied to
them in the same way as for the
Randhurst building.
"If this is what you do, then
this is what you do," said Ross.

"Mere, pure economic hardship is no reason for a variation."
Ross

(Continued on page 2)

.11
The Vanguards Color Guards of Des Plaines marks time as a
Chicago & North Western train crosses Dunton at Northwest
Hwy. Arlington Heights, during the 35th annual Ninth District
of the Illinois American Legion Youth Parade yesterday. Also in
the parade were the Vanguard Drum and Bugle Corps the John

School children in District
21 and II schools in District
25 tomorrow will receive inocluations against rubella as
part of a nationwide drive to

tine against rubella, which is

stop the spread of the disease,

Rubella shots will go to
school children up to and including the 'third grade level
this week. Pre-schoolers one
year and older can receive

birth defects
when contracted by pregnant
which

causes

women.
The newly -perfected

Here is a list of Catholic ele-

mentary schools in The Day
area, and their 1969-70 enrollments. Listed also are the pub-

lic school district that would
be affected if the Catholic
School Board decides to eliminate grades, close Catholic
schools during September and

October, or demand dual enrollment.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
St. James, 1,002. Arlington
Heights District 25.

Our Lady of the Wayside.
1,294. Arlington Heights District 25, Elk Grove District 59.

vac -

also known as German measles
and three-day measles, is being
given to children between one
year of age and the third grade.

shots this Saturday, May 23, at
a
central location in each
school district.

The inoculations are being
given under the supervision of

HOFFMAN ESTATES

St. Hubert, 764. Hoffman
Estates -Schaumburg

District

54.

MOUNT PROSPECT
St. Emily, 914. River Trails

District 26, Mount Prospect
District 57.
Des Plaines Dist. 62.
Prospect District
Grove District 59.

57,

Rolling Meadows District IS.

St. Thomas of Villanova,

teams tomorrow will visit
St. Alphonsus, 411 N.
Heights, between 11 a.m.
and 12 noon.

Goes too slow,

car door is
kicked -in

470, Palatine -Rolling Mead-

Elk Grove District 59. Dual

Queen of Rosary 7th and 8th
graders.

Wheeling -Buffalo Grove Dis-

"The motorist was behind

Total Cathollic grade
school -enrollment in The Day
area, 11,126 'including dual,
t enrollment students.

me at the stop light," said Gus-

trict 21.

inoculation teams will visit all

school districts in the northwest suburbs. On Wednesday,
children in districts IS, Dis-

trict 59 and two District 54

trict
and 4 in Barrington.
Friday, students in District 57

Elk

PALATINE
St. Theresa, 872, Palatine -

nant women will be exposed to
it.
During the rest of this week,

Rubella inoculation

Wheeling, Prospect

St. Raymond, 975. Mount

the Cook County Department
of Public Health by. local
teams of doctors, nurses and
lay volunteers. Public health
officials say treating youngsters against rubella cuts the
spread of the disease and reduces the chances that preg-

Rubella
schedule

ows District 15.

Queen of the Rosary. 1,012,

the Sons of the American Legion Des Plaines Post 36. (Additional
photo by Dan Batas on Page 2).

schools,

An angered motorist got out
of his car Saturday night, and
St. Mary, 740. Wheeling Arlington Heights District, kicked -in the door of an auto
Buffalo Grove District 21.
25.
driven by G. Gustitue of 332
PROSPECT HEIGHTS
Windsor Ln., Barrington at a
. DES PLAINES
stop light at Elmhurst and EuSt. Alphonsus Liguori, 662. clid Rds., Mount Prospect.
St. Mary, 341. Des Plaines
Prospect Heights District 23.
Gustitue- told police at the
District 62.
station he wanted to file a comSt. Stephen Protomartyr.
ROLLING MEADOWS.
plaint against the motorist who
590. Des Plaines District 62.
St. Colette, 467. Palatine - the police are now looking for.
St. Zachary, 652. Elk Grove
District 59, Des Plaines Dis- Rolling Meadows District IS. Gustitue said he was driving
down Rand Rd. about 35
trict 61.
m.p.h. when another motorist
WHEELING
reportedly got mad at him for
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
St. Joseph the Worker, 371. driving too slow.

BUFFALO GROVE

Hersey High School Band and Color Guard, the Forest View
High School Band, the Guardsmen Drum and Bugle Corps and
Cadets of Mount Prospect, the Arlington Heights 4-H Club and

Children to get rubella inoculations

List enrollments

suggests ---.that- vari- - enrollment exists here for -233

ations granted in one case after

els.

pected" from the Joliet and
Rockford dioceses, and from

yard requirements (i.e. minimum setbacks from the rear school boards will have to be
lot line) would make it neces(Continued on page 2)
backs at least as great as those
in abutting zoning districts.

4

County; and in Lake County.
Similar staements werc.As-

public schools, these public

THE ZONING ordinance or 290 feet.

presently provides for a ceiling

warned that if the Illinois Senate did not approve state -aid
before it 'adjourned (May 29),
the Board would curtail Cath-.
olic school programs in every
elementary school in the Chi-,

notice" on all public school
height of buildings that are boards that "if the
Senate fails
more than 25 feet high.
Proposed changes for rear to provide state -aid for non-

plan

104

linois Republican party, the
Catholic School Board also

The Board has jurisdiction
over. all Catholic schools in
Chicago, in suburban Copk

during

t;z.v

is

IN A SHARPLY -WORDED statements critizing the Il-

the northwest suburbs.

ing Districts that shall exceed
ten (10) stories or one hundred
and thirty-six (136) feet shadow cast by a 10 -story
building 100 feet high would be
(whichever is the lesser)."
2.9 times the building's height,

height not be exceed 2g feet,

THE CARDINAL'S LETTER, sent to all pastors in the
Archdiocese, was written before Friday's special meeting
of the Catholic School Board.
"A state of emergency now
exists," said the Catholic
School Board, "for more than
half of the elementary schools
which have predicted a deficit
budget for next year."
Pastors and principals were
told they "would be kept fully
informed each step of the

"Some methods of curtail'ment being discussed and de -

Kenroy project's future
undecided after meeting
The questions of whether
there will be a $29 million

forcefully and respectfully expressed in continued communication with our elected government officials in Springfield."

cago Archdiocese, including

funds

4

our anguish at this time .be

every elementary school.

not, as the saying goes, be be prepared for greatly insmashed one by one. Our creased expenditures of tax

Christian ethic of concern for
'each other compels us to stand

lead-

Catholic school program in

continued, -,311at-it .is.iieehly - --closing. dcwviv+Clitholic--schocil
sensitive -to the requests from for the months of September
many people for massive pro- and October; extension of dual
tests against the Senate Com- enrollment programs to every
mittee action.
school, and other steps to save
"These requests have in- all Catholic schools from
cluded proposals to close down being forced out of business by
all Catholic schools imme- their financial problems.
diately, to register all Catholic
"At this time, therefore, the
pupils now for enrollment in Catholic School Board wishes
the public schools, and to take to serve notice on all public
other drastic measures.
school boards that if the senate

declare emphatically:
-"Catholic schools

"calm

way."

SCHOOL Board wishes .*to.'. .bated :inclu4e .the elimination
make it clear," the statement- ofsonie grades in .ei,rery,school,

"The Board now wishes to

Calling for

ership,"` the Cardinal sug-1
gested that "the full measure ,
of our disappointment and of.

titue, "when he got out of his
car, walked up on my side, and

then kicked the door in, causing damage." __,
_

District 23 and Dooley, Hale
and St. John's schools in District 54 will be immunized;

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Village
Board Finance Committee,
Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Park
District, 600 SeeGwun
Av.; 8 p.m.

School District

Fox and Hanov6i',
will get the rubella shots.
The teams will visit remaining schools in districts 25 and

Board, Lincoln School,
700 W. Lincoln; 8 p.m. .0'

54 on Thursday, as well as dis-

Board, 2123 S. Arlington

I

School District

57

59

Heights Rd.; 8 p.m.

2 girls find cat, save
boy from rabies shots
A cat being sought since last

Tuesday when he hit 9 -year old Michael NIcCreight. 612 S.
School, Mount Prospect. was
found yesterday by two Mount
Prospect girls.
The girls. Andrea Novy.
206 Council Tr. and Gail
Vockeroth, 403 Berkshire.
trapped the cat in a garage and

Gripe
Of The

then phoned police.
The cat is now being
watched by a veterinarian and
if he doesn't show any signs if
rabies after It) days. Michael
will he safe.

SIRS. NICCREIGHT said
that after The Day ran a story
Thursday. telling residents to
watch for the cat, several persons phoned to have her look
at their cats.
She said' that the cat was
sighted twice since that time
but. escaped.
Even classmates of Michael's from I.ions Park
School were helping in the

Day
Packers at the store who
put canned goods on top of
fresh fruit.
G.A.D.
T.

search, she said.
Mrs. McCreight credited
the final capture to the "quick
thinking" of the girls.

Misses Novy and Vockeroth
School

attend

Lions

Park

HIE DAN

Pam 2

enroy

Monday May 18, K1970

Catholic school
cutback warned

Sen. Smith, Rep. Crane
to attend Rep. Regner fete p roject
.

U. S. Sen. Ralph Smith (R-

Alton) and Rep. Philip M.
Crane

Rd.,

Oct

Plaines.

District) of
Northbrook will attend the re111-131h

Hell Said, "Rep, Regner has
wood the area well for a num-

minion and dance honoring
Rep. David J. Regent (2-3d
Dia.) of Mount Prospect Sat.

her of year's not only as our

future

The Romer benefit will be
held at the Flick -Reedy wadi.
W hin, at 8,30 p.m.

Coo +nedf-nr+a Prsge Id

lotion he sponsored
the
legislation creating the De -

parment of Law Enforcement
iThe Little FRE,

Heights and other elected offi-

Mils will attend the reception
and dance for Ramer.

Chairman of the Citizens

award by the Department of

for Regner is Richard NI. Hall.

Public Safety.

"Wherever children come
from, wc accept them and we
make plans accordingly," said

To be served Tuesday in Ar.

intendent of Palatine -Rolling
Meadows District 15. "In-

cased emollmeots ate mit
unusual for us. We've been

A rumb°l: at h.meflyoler'8

groups has spokesmen at the
Foday hearing. Rio
Ri' r Trails
School District 26 won also

'

tineton, Prospect, Elk Grove,
Wheeling, Forest View pod
Hersey high schools M District
4.

Main dish lone choice):

Meese

mealloaf,

submarine

To be served Tuesday i
MacArthur, Muir, Rims an

Modnakh, wiener Ina Mtn.
Vegetables Ione choiceh
tato rounds, buttered corn.
Salad

Creamed chicken or tun.
casserole, corn and tomato
casserole, bread Red butte ,
Mail cup, milk

choice): fruit
ice, tossed salad, relish dish,

molded, strawberry, Roil

ed

three

10 -story apartment
eight

buildings,

4 --flat

toWs

Mouses and 150 cluster type

I

homes have been changed to
two 6 -story apartment build ings, four 4 -story building

The Guardsmen Cadets of Mount Prospect marched proudly through Arlington Heights in

and the balance of the dcmlopmenti

Sullivan schools in District 23

(one

Kenroy's plans that indult.

yesterday's youth parade.

Bids by Milburn Nos.. Into
of klotint Prospect and Zero
Construction Co- of Evanston, for Me Maple Avenue

condo if 10 -story buildInp
were included.

Day by Day
.

with

Avenue

'Adenine project nor the
Mount Prospect Village Hall.

Take a ride thataway, podner

By Catherine O'Donnell
Every so often, even the
most unimaginative of us
muse in the day's occupation

progeny

fano. They arc huge and brew
tiful animate.

and dream about far away
Dues. Well all you varmints
closer to John Wayne
country than you'd ever think

possible. Pow -wow at the cor-

ner of Northwest Hoy. and
Adington Heights Rd. and
you'll be just a family
stagecoach ride of seven minutes from Arcadia Farms.
Arcadia Farms is just north
of Dundee Rd, Sitting on top
of the hill with owner Blanche

Kaman, the Levitt homes in
Buffalo Grove across the road

mem unreal, as if they were
part of a mirage. When you
travel along Arlington Heights
Road, go as far as the tiny ancient cemetery and turn down

the am bumpy dirt road that
leads to the barns and the big
house that are part of Arcadia.

WHEN YOU DRIVE down
"the old Ox Road" toward the
happy welcome that Blanche

and her partner, Pete Cirell;
bare for everyone, be careful of the stock. All of the
cberacters from "Gone With
The Wind" wander around, A
few

RIGHT NOW there's lot

of clatter at Arcadia. Blenetic
and Pete are getting ready

really exciting event for the
area, the second rodm. The
last one was held in August of
1965. Since then Blanche has
recovered from a severe ill-

and her oldest son is
home from Vietnam and life

seems to be settling down for
slim, pretty Mrs.
The rodeo, is e professiOnal
one that will determine several
national championships. It is
being produced by the Bar M
Rodeo Company and for western buffs, that name moms excitement. thrills and fun in the
afternoon.
It will be given on Saturday,
May 30 and Sunday, May 31 at
2 p.m. On the evening Of the

30M, Arcadia Farm will host
the Annual
Memorial Day
Western Horse Show at 6 p.m.

ago, someone threw

to

name

nored the farm and R is hard to
believe that such a place exists

Poor "Melanie. gel himself tangled in a corn reaper
end w
to the last roundup
hot Ashley, Rhelt and Scarlet!
lee still roaming around.
There is also a 42 -year -old

Shetland pony named Tony
and a slightly sway back old

as eloseby.
-

rolling terrain and hills Mat
ould be any Western town, II

Publheed
daily.
Monday
tleeuols Friday, hy Day PaIrtlea.
Prespecy

ordered to be killed by General

60e56.

Bo

andonley, Des

in.
rocko
chides barebackbrone riding,
calf roping, cowgirl barrel
race, Brahma bull riding, steer
wrestling and hronc riding.

Pate will don the authentic,
full regalia of the American
Plants

Indians and ride SamBower Brown
the arena in the opening parade.
my's

eon.

Them is atone feeling for
the Indio at Arcadia. When
the arena was built, Blanche
sat down me star-studded
night and put her thoughts
about thorn on paper. The

pect;

five grandchildren,

seen MOO ler De merithi.
Newsstand
ees, wtares

1938. The few that escaped arc
the ancestors of ones like Sam-

second elan 'lei' lace sod o,
Mount Pimp., 01.6005e.

my. who has a few of his own

great grandchildren, and one
great -great grandchild.

Visitmion will be after 2 this

afternoon at Lauterburg and
Oehler Fonetal Moore in Al.
lingt

Heights, Funeral mass

Cool Pore Air Process
Before you snort treatments
I Ask Mrs. Chapman whot the
Medical Profession 'has to

oat, about Permanent Hair
Removal.

'WE PIERCE EARS, ALSO I

"T

Eleclrolooiels Assoc.are

only Results
Heppyho

Romeo Heights,

Mm Puede. whordied
day at Northwest Cammunity
Hospital, was buried in Rard-

Paul Nierawieki
Paul hi. Niarawleki, 72, of
1100 Wcilecwoad Ln.. Mount
Prropect. died Friday
ut
Northwest Community Hospital.

Meadows; 12 grandchildren; a

mond C. of Chicago and Ben -

nark. Horvath of Rolling
brother, Sylver of Wilsonsin, and

fourssisters, Marge

Popp. Harriet Renaud. Mary
Porn* and Apes Karanski of

Cl isn't difficuh to imagine
five campfires aplant a deep
blue western sky or to hear

tonigbt at

ethos of war cries or lonely

Oehler Funeral Home in Ar-

cowboy

lington Heights. Funeral mass
will be said tomorrow at 10
arn. at St. Alphonsus Church
In Prospect Heights. Burial
will he in All Saints Cemetery
in Des Plaines.

Vlsintion will be until 10

Kearns

LauterburR

ond

rant
,`,0

ng . Cho
e . Hors d'

30

May 19

$48 for each elementary
school and $60 for each high
school child enrolled in an approved non-public
school.
Parents would then turn in
their vouchers to the school,
which would collect funds

oe

Rivers Yacht Club on dm Dcs

Wilmington Fire Chief
Chester Moberly mid Me fire,
which trapped the men in the
cabin where Mcy were asleep,
burned the boat down to the
waterline. The fire may have
started in the wiring system,
he added.

Hoeflich of Woodstock
III. and Conrad of Osseo

Gets degree

me
the deagree.
Since 1965 the university
its law graduates. In making
the J.D. degree available to its

law alumni, Valparaiso Uniin

, .tow

a

movement which received its
primary impetus in 1964 when
the American Bar Assn. rec-

A gown from 1930 will be
modeled by Mrs. Randolph
Bateman at South Church's

ommended the conferral of the
1.13. degree as the first professional degree in law,

hanqUet.
The floor -length, slit to the
knee black crepe evening dress

has a fitted skin with bodice
accented with gold sequins.
The gown belongs to Mrs.
Glenn Smeltzer. The evening's
eMerkinment all also in.

calls under the direction of

a

its

enrollment is incmmed during
a single school year by 100 or
more or by a number which is
greater than 10 per cent of the
enrollment of the school at the

UM at 6130 p.m.

In Ma with State Farm. Come

In or call.

help from he Plum Grove.
Mount Prospect and Des
Plaines garden dubs,' she
said.

The cattails am earmarked
for the banquet. Each arrange-

ment will consist of a kw cat-

fusionist, in maim that inter.

tails. sprayed psychedelic

ests her most.

liege, set in

HOW DID she planned in

touched peony nestled Cl the
base.

WHO CAN believe MR
Bernice Pict, FAICLet.fill gpw
dexter, holier roll judge: slid
creator 'of beautiful arrange.
monis. once, many yews ago.
after planting a row of boons.
pushed them ail back dawn um

garden club experience -

jest enjoyed
The Ficks lived in Des
Plaines for 27 years and moved
tO Mount Prospect eight years
ago. They hove o son thing ie

der the soil when the seeds up.

Tulsa, Okla., and a married
daughter with three children

pared MO as they normally
do!

the Des Plaines Garden Club

Mn. Emil H. Fick of Mount Prospect is lost in a sea of cattailsos she prepares Rower otswlgw
meeels for the National Council of Stale Garden Clubs' Convention which begins Imlay. Farber 24

in. 1946, she

years of volunteer garden club work as a judge, and as a teacher and lecturer on Loth a professional

almost

imme-

212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

and entered the judging school
being held by the Garden Club

The final meeting of the

MAY 17-23, 1970

1969-70

evich and his Mfe, Jane, have

School

PTA will be held tomorrow at
p.m, in the .multi-

10 knowabeal
strse ci

Westbrook

Marne.

tome of the school. TM in,
inflation of the 1970-7itt offi.

Ver1.1114 rjr/riVorl reallnedPa's'l

are will she place

=sultan of nail HI awes!

that

The guest speaker for the
evening will am officer K.
Tema
the Juvenile Di visiop, Mount Prospect Poficc

In

Department.

Officer Isaack

order to become a
,
agejudge,
you must attend three

in Oh

days of concert toted lectures from 9 am. till
4:30, culminating in an eaarnination on the third day. You
do this spring and fall for 215

Refreshments will be served
a17:45 p.m.

years, five aemions in all.Thest
must pass a written ream
covering al the meterial,"
.Mrs. Fisk explained.

film presentation, there will be
a question -answer period, t

Permitting.
urged to

areu

Iamb..
participate

timely

Will discuss "Drug abuse and

its control in the suburban
community."

Following

a

lliio to three years later,
you refresh your certificate.
You continue this as long as
yeti Wish M keep your judging
status."

of Illinois.

Drug abuse topic at Westbrook PTA

Slate rano
Ball you need

volunteer service to the area.

IHt ATTENDING flower

Gorden Club. She has since
served as its treasurer, met.
dolt and is currently one of its
board chairman She h district
II director for the Garden
Club of Illinois.

meetings of the Minors Mglog Council, Bernice went on

IS SHE concerned with air
pollution?
"Of course." she said. "En-

Honor Roll

cry pedal club member is

show school, symposium and

to

become

an

Judge. She also belongs to the

nacesserily

Central Stage Dahlia Society

problem. Our flowers aren't

and Is en accredited judp of

gett

i

ng

involved in
enough

the

sunthine

Though lavers of pollution.
Their colors
less vivid.
In 1963, Bendee joined the. They don't pow of tall."

dahlia,.

newly formed Mount Prospect

The hundreds of cattails in

PaYchedelie emetic. Piled 911 to

Mrs. Fick% guiage. have a special purpose the Convention

a the

National Council of
State Garden Clubs, Inc. to

Alt 1..1 Siolosegine in Amodno Arizona

magi, . p.m.! sumo. Attractions,

tandem Remo facilities!
0161'Firee excitino, sun -filled days ond three
saotatoo oeyerao-hedommen eights exploring
Me wonders of lively, tasty Immo, Ariz.., and
exotic, rornontie Stool., Mexico. Slehtsee North
and South of Me border, mire, party, shop, enjoy

aagamoorma v,,,m., of a memo-yours
for an amminoly low $79.95 - COMPLETEI

Nastic,

in fiberglass

matted

illuminated;

dried a,

ranpments swirkd on buck pounds of &Wan aek.r.
TO HER. neletonixed megnolia leaves are perked on aO

form, not a problem in coo-

ing es in the traditional forms
or the latest avant garde ex-

States and Canada, from Aus.
1111M, South America, Africa,
Bermuda, the
Ithilippines,
Mexico and various countries
in Europe. More than a thou -

willingly .arcs her knowledge
and artistic a.kill, helping mhCD to know the thrill of creat-

sand people are expected.

with flowers.

Misho Kai, Sogetsu and Ike.
nobo schools of flower arrangperiments.
And wherever she goes, she

ing

bniutifol

arrangements

Mothers honored
at Grace
Grate Evangelical 1.0thers
an Church again honored the
mothers of the world ter Rich

contributions in mankind by
giving plants to several moth-

Newcomers to meet.

oniy

ers as symbolic tributes.
The Manta were eived

Mother's Day at the 9 and I

Per peon

The Mount Prospect Wom.
aSt's Club was the Club of the
Month at the April meeting of
the Mount Prospect Historical

double occupancy

Smiety. Mrs. Ruth Carlson,

95'

one of the organisation's early

Your luxury Sun Spree flight is complimentary

-covrtesy of RAC Progenies
at AMeno,
so that vog ran see
far yourself the

eolden

opportunities .r Adzone living,
the opportunities for investing vocal/eel/1p and
n /wive, real
estom
Ifs oll pm of the RAC Introductory Offer

thot's cawing a smoke everywhere' Don't miss
this greet opportunity,

-
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Coll for exciting details
NOW! No oblation. 101fer amited to married couples over 23 years
of com./

r

FOR FREE

plants embedded in blue liquid

Amnding the affair will he
representatives
of garden
clubs throughottl the United

Women's Club of the Month

FM SPREE

and in

alt
unusual plant
Materials pressed in rice paper:
deCOregions:

mology.
She is u much at case in the

jetaway to a fabulous

TATION Deluxe Resort Motel Accommodations!

arc

the Sheraton -Chicago Hotel.
'The Shape
Tomorrow" is
ill thenrs. The convention conlimns through Meg 21.

now! You and your wife can

holidays

In her living room
breathtakingly haantifiLl

and

moved from one job to moth-

to be a Flower Show hap,

PH: 253-5678

and volunteer basis, she joins The Day's local women who hove given °ten., more yam of

Show. In rapid succession, she
peastreurer,sectary, viceesident and president.
In 1960 she skidded to learn

rrahotta flower

pot with etcsingle *tango -

garden dub work/
"f jumped in with two keg"
Bernice exclaimed. "I always
loved gardening; we bud a
large outdoor garden In Des
Plaines. Otherwise, I had no

diately found herself co-chair.
nem of the Des Plaines Flower

L

or-

ange with empire green fo.

HAROLD E. NEBEL

MoolM
expanding commitments. Ben. eWHOM
arn Cm M utdnt
gmtt ads

COMPLIMENTARY FUN SPREE AIR TRANsPOR

apt of Natalie . Tuesday, May19 . 5:
goof N tahe . Tuesday, May 19 . 6:30 until 7:30 ..The lil
May 19, 5:30 until 7:30 . The lilting songs of Natalie . T
. The li ling son I a of Natalie nestle M 19 6 30 un

Bernice is obviously a ham
py woman. She is doing what
she loves to do. She ban time,
now that her children aro
and gone, to pursee a
hogenwn and proffer her services, both volunteer end pro.

WHEN BERNICE joined

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFERI CALL US "COLLECT' WITHIN
48 HOURS(

...e , Adam . Tu

rangements for the main banquet of the convention.
'ion getting wonderful

living in Roselle.

When was the last time You

sd

lil

Tickets
cmelmon.

Cho

Thb

and wind up with table ar-

Mother -Daughter

life

Arizona,/Mexico
Ente

breakfast, continue with
!mama table decorations,

pest 24 years.

has awarded the JD. degree to

versity is participating

Bernice will begin her day at
6,30 a., with 75 acetylene. completed by 7:30 a.m..

Maim Prospect, lover of flow ere garden enthusiast, volunteer garden club worker for the

are on sale
the h urch on a
first come, firstserved basis ire
the May 19 event scheduled to

more Man 20 years.

orange. There will be new floo
al arrangements at each meal.

million cattails.
She's Mrs. Emil H. Fisk of

its school of law recently. Ronald L. Hildebrand, 103 W.
Berkshire, Mount Prospect
mong the 275 receiving

Fred Schimat

lived in Prospect Heights for

color for her day, Nlay 20, is

one sprayed whaf seemed like

ber of the Senate Education

ate of Meta, Train, Olson &
Young, Ink, architects and
engineers, Chicago, and will
is the firm In manning iN

rangements for the tables. The

Her green thumb recently
turned psychedelic °imp as

.

Committee.

Realtor
Week

MRS. PICK is responsible
for one Tall day of flower ar-

For beauty.

Valparaiso University conferred the lurk Doctor degree
retroactively on 275 alumni of

Up -date your

By Elmo. Rims

artistic know-how and the eye

Forest View High School V.,

wm reeenlly cleated an associ-

sightedness of the Mount Pros pmt Public 1.1brary.

Delia' famous picture of the Dancers Is aidinned by Carolyn Canna, 8, 515L Rap .ond Par.
chlal School. She is the daughter of Mr. end ribs. John Canna or Mount Prospect. This lovely well
known study in blue by Degas is the only picture currently available. A schedule is maintained by
the Mount Prospect Library for rental of the collection of 20 framed art reproductions.

thumb, the skilled hand, the

bill is sponsored by Sen. Harris F
ell (R -Naperville), a mem-

Frank E. Rematch. 307 W.
Willow Rd., Prospect Heights,

everyone through the fero-

She's the lady with the green

if

FAWELL'S BILL calls
=hoot "impacted" when

artists is now made available to

Pur-

Ten -or section

Dolores Haugh.Womans Editor
Monday, May 18,1970
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principals in the Archdiocese
were scheduled tome= loge&
er today, according to Mrs,
John Langdon, member of the
Catholic School Board.

dad, moon., meg by the

pletion at the proiect.

-

Lady with the orange thumb

non-public schools close. This

for com-

were

Co. of Ohio," Mrs. Hutchings
explained, -ad the reproduc-

days

are allowed

pictures

chased from the Elyria Arts

greats such as Klee.

...... .

Exposure to the outstanding

Works of Gcative and skillful

period. $8,000,000

Minn.

Prises

"All

Included in the selection are

works of the old masters like
DaVinci to the present mist

School Board may increwe the
chances for passage of Senate
Bill 1388, which provides state

money to public schools

at the response to this new ter -

Corot. Two more will be added
M the group soon.
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time.

Survivors are Ili, wife. Henietta, and three children, Bar Ca Harper of Chieng0, Per.

Y f'

..

west of Wit-

Klee, Da.
Vinci, Van Gogh, Mona and

a another of his fine .orks.

the

for the cast of this aid.
CATHOLIC
SCHOOL

Chinch. Mr. Bauer was buried
in Roseh ill Cemetery In Chi.

Plaines River
roington,

Be Rang, Nowak, DcHooch,
Degas, Cezanne,

widening project contract is
awarded. it is specified that
construction Abs begin within
10 days, and only 40 calendar

Lillian

ago.
Mr. Bauer and Goadon
Von °anon of Chicago, were
killed Satorday on a cabin
cruiser docked nt the Dune

in

planed.
"We have tried M select
works by the artists that aranot
as usual or well known. For In.
stance we didn't select Van
Gogh's 'Sunflowers' but rath-

year, aid

PMgram7Yougetagooddeal

St.

framed reproductions arc now
gracing the wells of arm

Sample, Bonnard, Picasso, ReHundertnoir, Duchamp,
wane, Wyeth, Buffet, Le

.

Emily

'flung sowed ot ,,ato.n . cuesday, Ma

.ore 1-.1,

and

Ills morning at

'Ut
.

the Maple Avenue

Friday's action and strong
statement by the Catholic

.

original sixes created by the
minis," Mrs. Hutchings ea

pose a different problem. We
are having heavy Gomm bap
made for each picture to protect them in transit.
"We arc hoping to enlarge
this original selection,. ahe
said. "All of us are just thrilled

for arch high

reviewedyour !Heinemann

'ening

/Per'''g .

Once

from the state.

student

Ae.. Fiorito Prmpect. was said

entncr..tzd

.

bank, will greatly relieve traffic congestion along Bussee
Av., particularly during the
Friday evening rush hour.

Begun during National Lihrary Week Mary In Hutchinp, librarian, reports that ell
but one of the lint group of

yes, one dollar a month.

ing a full description as to asc.
Works include those by

had been requested by Fawell

Funeral mass for Conrad
Bauer, 61, of 133 Morrison

7:30. TI
7:30. Tht

plan, which would give par -

drive-in stations to Maple AF

dents enrolled because of the
closing of the non-public

five-year

meet

emerge from one of the eix

bomber. C. Y. Brownell ur

.F

ge of N te.
May 19 . 5

to

of of Wisconsin. and

Enteral,

lilting'

side.

Frederick; mts Moe, MM-

A

lung Champagn
e Hors n'Oeto
uvres Daor P

1 Y...

St.

Conrad Bauer

loved so well. To his memory--to his arts and crafts-and so
lak part in the development of
!nearest Appaloosa home, this
arena is dedicated."

es

Emerson

Survivors lac her husband.

Wisconsin.

of Washington. D.C.. Ray-

to

the

hill ParEM Palatine.

hlount Prospect, Burial
be
in Queen of Heaven Cemetery
in Hillside.

REMOVED FOREVER

Member el Illinois

filcDonald this
Lauterborg and

S.
at

belle

UNWANTED HAIR

Registered Nene

Robert

will
said tomorrow at 10;30
an, at
Raymond Church in

ben of the campfires are dying, The American Indian is
vanishing from the plains he

sees . Doo.

392-4975

18

IM; three children. Carl P.

has chisanged .presenL

public schools standards). This has nof yet been
heard by the Senate Education
Committee.
Another bill approved by
the House, mill waiting its turn
in the Senate, is the "voucher"

on the east.
Ills believed that the new arrangement, to be completed by
a Sept.
deadline set by the

Kathryn Preeht
Services foe Kathryn

W.

Jonathan Meade after a disOlney, battle between the
American soldiers and the Indies. They were extinct until

GEORGIANN CHAPMAN

The bank's new drivc-in fa -

Marion Molloy of Lombard morning
and Loretta of Mom! Pros- Oehler Funeral Home In Ar-

Survivors are his wife. Jean-

laments

quiring non-public schools to

Pon., day for only a dolls,.

have frames espcciallY adeeted

for them and all are in their.

aid would drop by 20 per cent
each year until the end of the

members.

The new drive-in facilities

masters

colored photographs also lie

first year's amount -and the

and school board

end parking lot (NI spaces/ will

from the north entrances of be located between Emerson
the Post Office and Village and Maple, just
east across
Hall parkin, lots to Bosse Emerson St. from the main
Ave., immesh% the street's bank building,
width to 33 het
CARS WILL ENTER from

Catherine Klein. 96. of 417

0016.

RANDNURST

SIAPM.si AVENUE Is to be
widened four Rut on ouch side,

the

IT WOULD BE based on
the number of additional set.

For't'll"ed's'eCond

enrds"

el

irrsowe rain: 5 nem a
eek. home derma. Dui ed
town US. moll ram. 317.03 e

$17.298.

enjoy

through the centuries to the

would be 80 per cent of

abeervms believe state-ald to
ton -public schools will not
pass this year, there arc still at
kmt 10 bills before the Illinois
cililic mill double the ember . Legislature which would grant
n ilia.
of atotions for that tYlm of
THE HOUSE PASSED the
banking, and drive-in fecilifito
at the bank's main building on Copeland
"purchwe-ohserthe west side of Emerson will vices" bill (which includes a
"standa
be discontinued.
adment re-

1

Mrs. Helen Hurry or Chicago,

a/nyeke..0......

Pete.

dians. The horses were once

,

1-

is

This year, the Lake County N. Elm St., Mount Prospect. Precht. 71, of leg E. NorthSheriffs police will be on ' died yesterday at home
west Hwy.. Mount Prospect.
crowd detail.
Survivor are three daugh- were conducted by the

during a
spring visit to Arcadia Farms.
Ai rare momenta like that our
pot
our
Nothi ng

THE pROSPIECTDAY

and respond immediately to

Sammy is an Appaloosa, the
war horse of the Pince Nea In-

uniform.

prtikeet

520.041.

Catherine Klein

Chicago.

THE ARENA FOR don rodeo is build in the middle of

boils named Porcine who
wander the terrain together
proffered candy. With the 150
horses her am the stock.of Arcadia, there is Sammy,,,the
pride and joy of 13in-che and

other

any

falo hunt are ended. Thc cm-

simple pleasure", that is absent from our present violent
scene. It is almost as if time ig-

after the

if they'd never

known

THE DAYS OF the bitE-

There is a calmness and a

peace at Arcadia, which incidentally meansa plMe of

deracters of the mod she was
reading at the time.

Stetsons as

new

Obituaries

Police Dept. rode horses to
park the cars. They wore hell

words ore now on a plaquejust
Made the indoor Arena.

sold,

o the farm /and and
drove offjust a day before the
eat had enough kittens for

seats 5,000 people around a
Moot fence. There is parking
space for 10,000 cars. At the
last rodeo, the Buffalo Grove

' nese,

immediately following the rodeo. Rodeo ticket holders can
stay on for the horse show although separate tickets will be

a

Blanche

loping mooed the

in escrow. with an amount of
13.600 pledged by the village
is to he done in conjunction

of

Mat of Zero Construction is

will he considered at tome,
row's Village board meeting.
The widening project. for
which the Mount Prospect
Slat Bank has placed 515,000

construction

drive-in hankingjecilities.
Milburn's hid for the Maple

to

tions em literally indesiructRae. The frames, however,

Selection can he made from

"All of the reproductions

school

Board to consider bids on Maple Av.

changes
made to avoid a
Strong prowere
test that appealed

Wm

pacted condition.

;ni
f:a
eight,:$

Though some Springfield

condominiums,

in

Ross said.
It seems possible that the

ministrators

the creation of the im-

eachfor

Rol October, then we would
work accordingly. We have a
responsibility to the children.
'This is the most important
Wile to usothat we fullfill that
responsibility and not be in valved in the politics of it."
Similar statements came
from other public school ad-

u

Van Gogh painting in your Inlag Mont?
You can't afford one?
The Mount Prospect Public
Library makes it possible for

For the first year, the
amount of aid would he $500

?IF THERE WOULD be a

homes.

would you Ike to hang

school.

gaining 650 students a year for
the past 10 years.

temporary plan for September

The hearing took on another aspect whoa it wm revealed,
Mat Kenroy, for reasons not
specified, is changing its plans.

cocktail, orange sunset. Rolled
wheat muffins and butter
milk.
Available desserts; sliced
peaches,
tapioca
pudding
cherry turnovers, chocolat
cake, peanut butter cookies.

ing

Joseph hisaka, assistant super-

zoning.

By Dolores lloogh

school district or an adjacent
district.
A school district which
would qualify as impacted
would get special aid during
five years of transition, begin.
ing with the first year follow.

diocese closes schools or chops
some grades.

represented.

School Menus

sing of one or More non-public
located within the

schools

ing out plans to absorb the
Catholic children if the Arch.

rather than via a request for
variation under its established

aFor this accomplishment

rollment is the result of them*

The Day area expressed a willingoessao co-operate in work-

'

HE SAID HE favorsany
LAST YEAR Renner sponsued 30 bills which eventuallychanges to take place thrmigh
became law. Among the
change of
the legisLITL7il°07

BESIDES SEN. Smith arm
'Rep. Crane,. Sen, John Gmham (R -3d Dist.) of Banington. Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman 10.3d Dist.) of Arlington

school year,
And when the increased en-

.prepared for greatly increamd
Mpenditures of tax funds, during the corning school year."
Public school ' officials in

Stale Representative, but also another defeacthePurposeamd
in his many other civic capac., intent of the village's GOMM
aim. He has been cited es one ordinance. and he would
of the outstanding
lo see variations granted only
n very special au".
in the awe.

urday.

Old Master's works for $1

(Continued from Page I )

-Dulles

176

The day's prospects

:

INFORMATION CALL "COLLEfr'

(414) 273-0951
wilWn al Goo ler Me& Waimea..

Ask for Welt Painter
seller aced Iw mane meanly

Mount Prospect Welcome
Wagon Newcomers with to in.
We all women who am been
residents of the area one year
or less to a "Get Acquainted"
coffee Wednesday, May 20. at
10 a.m.
will
held in the

Mrs. John Klopa, presi.
dent, will prison infommtion
on the club and
retivity
mama' that arc available to
members, She will also aoquaint newcoMers with cow reunify services.

presidenM gave an excellent
presentadon of the may be.
gInnings of the club in the village. Among the past presi.
dents attending were Mrs. H.
J. Wilson, Mrs. K. Miller, Mrs.

Luslnecn,Frship Room of St. Mark

Carlson, Mn. C. H. Cooper,
Mrs. Donald Long, commit

Lincoln and Central

president, Mrs. N. T. Esmond
and Mrs. Victor 011100,, president of the historical society.
Many artifacts were displayed
along with pictures of the by.
gone times.

Church, 200
Wilk, Mount Prospect.

S.

Babysitters am available.
For information, call Mrs.
Bruce Nelson. 439.5473.

a.m. worship scrvietn.

At the 9 a..service. a plant
was given to Mrs. Ernie Hol-

man, a new mother of one
month. Together with her has;
bend, she served to a
sionary in Africa. He is cur-

rently an administrator at hey
General Hospital. They
reside in elowa P5411,501.
Also at 1, a
was given
to Mrs.. George Ala Iniber0

It es idents of

Schools join PTAs

Arlington
Heights. the Malmbergs
ben married for mom then5C1

Pen

At 11 am., the plant to the
mother present wai

newest

given to Mts. Den Smedshana

men of Mount Prospect. will

of a
"Amen on Unity," will be
thelitle of a joint PTA 'twang
of Lincoln and Central junior
high schools. The Meeting will
be held Thursday at 8 p.m. in
the Lincoln School gymnitalum.

There will be an installation

of PTA officers.
A program presented by stu-

denim from both schools will
includea brief One -act play, a
Multi -media show, and a sym.

main exhibit by members of
the girls' physical education;
cuss.

newscaster for steam;
WIND
Aho at II the pl ml for old
iAl weirs, grmenlw n kimn to
Mrs
William Alan in of
Mount Prospect The No,
trans who resenth Wait dud

their 50th oedema Inntssret

martmaul

k7e&O.S.V&...M.Sea&M.d.

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

In the cny or in the suburb,
polities is hilarious, sometimes. 1.tsuppom most politicians take themselves seriously. Maybe they should, but I'm

Witham Rentschler were the
culprits. They stirred the pot.
They got the political juices
flowing. Gov. Ogilvie and

sure about that. Anyone
who takes party politics se -

recipients. They tried to bold

r iou sly, though. probably

and Stevenson played games.

should have his head examThe activitim of then rmand
post -primary eltetion jst held
in our state is a good example.
by

candidates,

at

both

toadyte chatter about Boss De-

for Senator he talked

that there was room for every-

ley a re d i n g
one,

Then came Bill Rentschler,
funning against Ralph Smith

closed primary, cut off from
the backing of the repo-

Un-past

We're marching together

-

for

differing

view-

points.The nennpaper political
writers had a
of tun, Men.

d

He tried to
a few bucks to
payoff hiedebts. He invited his

Principals of Dist. 59's four
junior highs needn't be afraid

oPPonent, Senator' smith. to
drop in and say a few words.
The Senator did just that
WHEN THE Senator was
finished, Bill Rentschler made
a speech. "We must find room
under our Umbrella," he said,
-for those who articulate and
represent the whole spectrum
of rational thought in America. We must be a party of inelusion, seeking to attract ev-

to bring
cards.

home their report

There may, however, be
me room for improyment
SO That was the word
day as the School Community

Mount Prospect: and Lively
and Grove, Elk Grove Village.
The results of the "positively Worded" survey showed
parents generally well -satis-

fied with the schooh--and eaBert?.,ay SO.

-Honor the oncineel dream la ancos jnihnnly keeping
thy pope 'A Jirrdenn end bodice-11nd integrily."

- For the last two year; I
have

every

the day. Why is this?
A -Everybody dreams every

night but, on aWakening. one
frequently can't remember
drearning. Dreaming about re-

H.E. Hutchinson, Fer-PnPidera

R. N. Neu. Circclaricel Dinrlor

.4 di nut 'me Duto nu

dreaming
1

John E. Stanton. Ftdildr and Pcblidc,

C

been

night. Mostly
dream about
th. gs that happened during

Monday, May 18. 1970

Minim J. Medal., Managing Mune

cent

impressions

that

were

forced out of your mind by
various distractions is a common and normid occurrence.

Letters to the Editor
Buren of the Mental Health

child so frightened, when he

silly provide the help our chitMen arc getting on our own.
We feel the disturbed children
and adults who need mental
health services should not bc

.hool. hut virtually runs up

neglected

being totally alive, but

The tlatc ha long

I.

nnsnis nns

the cam of a child with emu
dotal problems. the public
schon,

csnns,

nns,

sprawly provide for the child
sod

ford

private

,,r,

uca
education

and

children. desperately
need the services the state is
now providing our children.
such

We are't asking for thenty. but forth el. It cogs on the
average o1975 a dal in a privare Institution and these institutions are full and have a

wain, list people in me methose income bracket, let alone
those who hemp'. exist On Ion
sveges and welfare. cannot hossilly receive
proper care.
Medical insurance dens

a.

coser this.

We parents can see and

the steps int
arms. If this budgetounselors
reduction

goes through,. may never
knot. the joy and sorrow of
live

within a shell of tremendous
fear and in
This isn't

only Sr for children, but for

'doh,

We, as taxpayers, realize the

state must make cuts in the
hedPk het we feel these cuts
should be in other inseam:oda]
6161'

Help us by not passing this
ProPPlvd hadew rut ie owned
health. blaka our gownler
end Me l,Pislators Pass the aP-

propriation proposed by the
oral health
institutions, before they. rum
Mr. Brigg's axe. You can help
by contacting
elected of-

Editor,
1 am a Parent of children attending Robert Frost Ele.

uiousness. (2) the lift of normal dreaming, which may be
pleasant or mildly unpleasant
and is associated with rapid

mentary Sch.Chlount Pros-

Elementary to Holmes Junior
High because of overcrowded
conditions at Dempster Junior
High.
have read news articles
and talked with parent in the
1

area. Although most of the

`Illinois

Senate

and liouse of Representative"
and saying you are a voter and

to please not pass the governor's proposed mental health
approphation.
ma.. Inc nn,
keg,
their holm

cherish each new nap. no mat-

Madden Parents Assn,
3ohn 3. M adden

ter how small. our children

Mental H.Ith Center

that everyone lives
three separate mental lives: Ill
The life of wakeful con.

eye movements, and 13) the life
of very deep steep. The latter is

characterized by deep. even
br.thing and calm dreamlessness. If anything happens to
cause sudden arousal during

ue, (ii -mount Prospect), said
he wai'"highly satisfied" with
'a 25 per cent response to
an opinion poll he mailed

preferably taken only at bed-

information and feel
the sool board has the obit Bation

the ht,., interest

alt the

dies ie".irdt
A

b

`.1."`Z.e,,t,!

ment for a fairly active man
weighing about 150 pounds is

3,000 and for a fairly active
woman weighing 125 pounds
is 2,500, so you should not
ontinue on your low -calorie
diet after you have regained
our norrnaltweight. A loss of
ne pound a week is usually
easier to maintain thm a more

tissue that was developed to

HIDEAWORD
STOBLER

23 good, 32 mcellent

response -to "Student part
pation. tin exPerimontal pro.

grams should be done with

Set your radio dial at 850 - blend Mal & Music

written parental permission."

to Jo & Interviews - add Bernie with News &
Sports and more Music with Kelly. Stir in Josh
Brady & top it off with Old Time Radio.
A Kirchen-Tesred Recipe from

:

WIVS Radio
Crystal Lake, Ill.

850 on your AM radio dial

1

The,. council curriculum
chairman, Mrs. Ruth Steinke
of 2433 Shagbark Tr., Aramton Heights, said overall re sults showed parents want-

1:

communications,
More
tide -deb
"more
information

'

kich,8gdarep programs and
hd' regal ings about Whether

:

cd

sigth.groder, were reedy for
junior high.

rapid loss.

high

reading, spelling

were

FREE WANT ADS
All high school, junior high school and
grade school students are eligible to advertise
to sell.
to trade, to find a wanted item ..7to get a job.

these elementary schools --J

dicate that the parents don't

Hate Low, Elk Grove Villag
Prot and Forest View, Mon

Meehan. ex-

this,"

pla

ough the council tabuIced the survey to provide set,
mate breakdowns of result for
Alethdin.

Dean's List.

Students from the northwest suburban' area arm Des

MM.: Todd Fisher,

9121

By Richard Cron
The

Constitutional

Con.

lion took an historic step
last Tnumday toward sweeping election reform by voting
71 to 30 to write into the new
constitution a provision far
State Board of Elections that
vision of registration and etc,.
lions for the entire state.
The amendment was spon-

sored by four delegates from
the Chicago suburbs and one
from southern Illinois. All
delugetes from the northwest
suburbs voted for the reform
measure.

"THIS is a move which will
be vigorously opposed," said
Mrs. Virginia Macdonald (3d
District delegate) of Arlington
Heights., "Election
proce

dures are now handled by

county clerks in the 101 downstate counties and by a special
three-man election commisdarks have opposed this move
from the beginning."

The section voted by Con to the General Assembly to de-

new section in the constitution
does prohibit any politica/ par-

ty having a majority on the
board.

great believer in responding to
developments that do not

linois students to provide
scholarships
to
deserving

,,,,:,,,,gmbey.
violence

Pcra'rnpus

Pleas

me, by subjecting them

Points

..j., Ibis ca,,,,.

SWEEPSTAKB

WIN A

Toodkvatbur
ofScandinavia

414r=

Win a 17 -day trip for 2 to Scandinavia's finest
restaurants or one of the other greet mires for
stay-at-home food lovers. Nothing to buy! Visit
your nearest Scanda House SanOrgeabOrd for
full details and entry blanks.

W

Skit Nis

SEE RULES AND SPECIAL

ORDER BLANK IN TODAYS

CLASSIFIED SECTION

the Inform were almost entirely from Chicago delegates.
Registration
and
election
practices in Chicago have often been charged with resulting in
running

fused to provide the 175,000 of

doing. they
should talk further with their
legislators and then try again."

The legislaturethisweek de
aided to put riders on all igs-requirmg
propriation bills

from the legislature could get

state colleges and universities
le refuse salaries to any leader
convicted of taking part in WI,
law fit demonstrations

consideration.

campus.

"Ira sponsoring the bill I
wanted to show these students
that their petition for help

I

of

Scholarship awards will be
presented to the winners of the
Northwest -Suburban Music
Teachers' Assn. scholarship

auditions at its last meeting to
be held tomorrow at 9:30 a.m.

Lyon -Healy Music Store,!

at

Randhurst.

Winners of

auditions
held May 4. at Hemel. College
wet
From the junior division
(grades 7 through 9), Mary
the

inavia

Jenkins, 607 S. Walnut, Arlington Heights, a seventh grader at South Junior High
School

Theavindtst of Me sedior di-

vision (grad. 10 through 12)
Aschoff, 1206
Clarendon.
Arlington
Heights. Barbara is a senior at
Barbara

Ha
E.

Hersey High School and has
received a four-year full tui-

tion scholarship to Chicago
Musical College of Roosevelt
University.
Judges for the competition
were Mrs. Elva Johnson,
teacher in Glenview, and SuCn

L.

FREE 17 -day trip for 2. PAN AMamakes
the going great. FREE prizes for stay-at-home food lovers

Davidson of Harper

awarded in every

ollege.

Any teacher

IR

the north-

west area rnay attend Inc meet-

been

and 14 to Copenhagen. Then on to tours of the
countryside, the fjords and cities of Norway, the

2067.

which he won by only 8,000

nun

position

to

the

new

con -

Notate Smorgasbord. Enter as open as you like -NO PURCHASE
NECESSARY. Mail each entry in a separate enmslolm.
2. If you're interested in going on the Food L 'em's Tour even II
you don't win. check the box on the entry tor ma. A Pan Am travel
agent will contact you with details.

meOr you might win a 45 -piece ser-

l' vice for 8 of

atia

"Elegance" dinnerware ... a ThermO-Serve COld
a fondue of and
drink set
forks. Complete
.

fi

.

r

S. Mewing will be held Wednesday, July 1, 1970. Entries must be
received by Friday, June 26, 1570. Winnent will. be determined

by a random drawing conducted by Custom Services. InC., an
independent agency. Decisions are final, no substitutIona will be
r made. One prize. plus grand prize. per famhy.
4. Anyone 18 years or older is eligible to Ma except croeloyon

.

details are at

your nearest Scandal House

votes.

Delegates were reminded in
the debate Thursday that die missing the county clerks and

1. On this catty blank, or plain 3 x 5 piece at paper, print your
name and address. Bring it or mail it to your nearest armee

mountains and towns of Sweden. Everywhere you
go, you'll eat in exciting restaurants that feature the
best of Scandinavian and Continental cooking.

repeatedly

ard Nixon for the presidency
to 1960. John F. Kennedy Wcame President when he carred late -reporting Illinois

HOW TO WIN!

Four lucky couples will leave New York on'August 14

Fraudulent voting in Chihas

Scrida House Smorgasbord.

For further information

contact Verna Dean Roberts,
membership chairman, at 437-

thousto the
tensnot hundreds of
nitthefis7
ands.

Etowah Av., Buffalo Grove;' the Chicago Election. Board
Brute Wilbut, 5 Cambridge could precipitate so much op -

.

.

International MullifoOde. Inc.; Scondo House
and their families
International, Inc.: Custom Services, Mod Pan Am Airway% and

.

the great place for family dining.
Choose from over 40 dishes ..
entrees, vegetables, salads, appetizers, breads. All
you care to eat for one low price. It's good - we
6S

to

11,111

MllweukeAm
WhxlinB
1UII1

Melt agencies and affiliates. Stale end local regulation. apply:
void where taxed or prohibited.

Beth or mail this entry blank to your neared SeandaHouse Delete

June ae, ten

put our hearts into it!

II

ems, ,,,

nytai3Of
.1.**

Sealers
GUEST RANCH

ENTRY BLANK FOR FOOD LOVER'S TOUR

AT BEAUTIFUL

(Mail or take to your nearest Scandal House Smorgasbord.)

Winter Park, Colorado

Hit the trail for a
great family vacation!
Leave it to Beavers, they think of everything)
Includes round trip by air, three mealudoily horseback riding S all facilities of the rand,

'Special Wee Prevail-in dune'

for

free

MCSUNT
PROSPECT

CITY

ALL INCLUSIVE
RATES FROM

STATE

1'a Ilke intormallon on lolling the rata:

it

$193

(#)

brochureinc.

on or stop

1018 Mt Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect. 259.9550

Mrs.

do not have the means to attend college. The House Appropriations Committee re-

What they wr

eThod tope6

Music teachers
unit to give
scholarships

Answer on Comic Page

ands Kitt,

said

young people who othenvise

not

a ,,,,,,.

week

the

does

371cJhZrfsilry'd'orll:

ed

new ,scholarship fund to provile more college educations
for good students financially
amble to go to the university.

WIN A

endum.

ing.

THE 30 votes cast mina

blamed for the defeat of Rich-

Dr.

(D -3d Dist.) of Arlington
Heights commented, "I am a

Hduse to

cess and that erehe believed in

Ridge Knolls, Des Plaines; a d

would take over the super-

cago

Leider, 501

in

winaard

no such thing as instant

Prospect:
nstein, Dec shire, Brentwood
wood and Hi h

stitution that it cou/d be defeated in the state-wide refer-

1412 Whitcomb Av., Robert
Pesche, 170 River Rd., John
Hannon, 1645 Henry Av.:
eber!. Wallace, 633 Hoff,
man Pkwy.; lames Lapolla,'
295 Diamond Or.
Mount Pros,. David
Msiyaski, 508 S. Main, Prospeat Heights: Cal Drake, 219
David

recent years voted to assess
themselves 52 each year for a

-

of Elections

Home Av.:Thomas Weinzierl,

N. Lee;

early

brushed aside the Mann bill

in State Board

termine the number, manner
of selection and remuneration
of the members of the new Illinois Board of Elections. The

Notre Dante High School in
Niles are currently on the

beyond standing room cape-

Con -Con votes

who were surveyed concurred.

nouneed that 41 students from

MRS. CHAPMAN Sponsored a bill this week in the

grade level, the group do. not Jay, Byrd, Clearmont and D n
plan to make these public.
Cook, Elk Grove Village.

Con late Thursday lewmait

The Faculty Honors Council
of the University of Illinois at
Champaign -Urbana, has am

"The students Of the University of Illinois held a referendurn and by the largest majority
ht
on a campus referendum

ic'uf

"SOME OF THEM were

keenly disappointed when the
Appropriations Committee re.
fused to provide the funds. I
explained to them that there is

Ridge, Rupley, Grant Woo
each junior high and each Mark Hopkins, Salt Cree ,

and the sixth grade readin.s
program. The 167 students

Notre Dame
students
honored

BOY and GIRL

sponse we got here may just in-

sion in Chicago. The county

The '56 'teachers surveyed
mid weak areas M the junior

Make as many four letter Or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

!If I have a problem about my
child's education, 1 know who
to sec about the problem."

flected in the third strohg.t

Radio (add more, to taste/

time may be belch)].

and carbo nth
dxide. But what
happens to
extra muscle

sPonsmcarne to the statement,

approach to education w. re-

Josh Brady
1 Bernie Carlson
1

1

IN ADDITION, to its juni r
highs, Dist. 59 also operates

know

working out the improvenients
in our system

20 -school district.

may be very good. The re-

highest

gave

Parents' uneasiness with the
district's strongly -innovative

under medical supervision and

Q-Wheoapesov Jos amt
weight, the fat is burned as
fl,c] and eliminated as water

..
d

1 Mal Bellairs
1 Jo Bellaire
I Harry Kelly

parents

..,191EXT STRONGEST re-

may have a nightmare.
The bad dreams of sthge (2)
represent controlled anxiety
and the nightmare
Meal uncon-

not speak one
I
attended that meeting to
receivech

that are no longer needed.
The daily caloric requ

high

ENJOYABLE WEEKDAYS

locker policies.
Council president Ken Mac.
Issacs of 1406 Fern Dr.,

Council survey showed junior

marks to the junior highs' expa,corricular activities.

/

of lean meat and vegetable
should riot be followed for

the exercise stops. the muscles

recently to constituents.
The School Community

lunatic fringe!"

tal confusion oc.r and you

who me in favor of it but did

is an equal number of parents

"Neighbors, the reason this is a sick society is because
we don't have some kind of 'final solution' for the

this deep sleep, panic and men-

trolled maiety.
persons
have an occasional nightmare
but, if they occur regularly, a
short course of a tranquilizer

noise made at that meeting was
against the change. I feel there

they go when the fat is gone?
have found from long ex
perience that I feel just as empty on 1,200 calories a day .o
800. Is there any reason why
diet of 800 calories, consisting

atrophy, as do thy capillaries
Recent research has

shown

dirocton of the

fig.& t,

A-

Favors decision
to shift students

pect, School
59. ati
tended the sch
board mee,
ing last week wh
the proposal was made to change boundaries for students leaving Frost

of .pillari.. But where do

Q - What causes nightmares
vented?

Budget. We have children who
first comes to Madden, that he
are attending the Madden....is frozen in place?-Then.to sec
Mental H.Ith Center and this his first halting stem to the
center has helped our children cla.room. After a week or two
a greet deal. We could not coshe no longer fears his new

support the heavier body? ED
every five pounds of added fat
the body develops three miles

by exercise rather than as a
support for adipose tissue. If

and how can they be pro

take toward recovery. lime
you ever seen the fats of a

aponse on a mail questionnairc.State
P. David Rog-

imum benefit from your deep.

in balmce and provide max-

Oppose cuts
Editor.
We arc opposed to the re-

Experts generally expect
about a five or IP per cent le-

prolonged period? I am eosin
bout hire pounds a week on
such a diet.
A - Extra muscle is built up

It seems to help keep the mind

in mental
health budget

qtrationnairel

W. G. BRANDSTADT, MD.

-.Marshall Field HI
Page 4

pee his s.t *k the mail

Dreams help keep
mind in balance

a reasonable

te the survey showed parents were "concerned."
"Our guidance program

A FULL 47. per motif the

dap Pubtication5

and

That decision is in line wit

House

dren in the four schools-Dempster
and
Holmes,

DOCTOR SAYS

ences, and lunchroom

channels with the great myoatt;

The Council draws its rcpt sentation from throughout th

We need a parry run from the
from the top
purple up,

kkeskkekekkx,ge3.33,,,.,3tBRISSRISPRISM2P.DR,sx.m.......kxrxImm.3.3-Xeceo3!

guidance, transteacher
confess

that a junior high program
may not need changingjust be-

bled and grumbled about a

same

ior high
portanon,

'11rthgthcpeo'c'lea'tomfojina'

Breit citizen to refuse milit y
service in Vietnam until C gross passed a declaration o

REP. EUGENIA Chap-

school and the adininistratio
upon request"

vices.

THE COUNCIL sent questionnaires to parents of chil-

the

Paget

state funds the bill would have

madeThe ilMpo'snsibbilen wfo'r'iladny'alvl'-

of she

Mount Prospect, emphasized

philosophy and bedground, race and rehgton...

hire

"give more attention" to jun-

property on college and universtiy campuses lithe history

People.

junior high curricula and ser-

speechwriter. They could sow
nanny.

School
Community Council should
the

MRS. STEINKE said tha
such results would be avail able "to the principal of th t

to strengthen. rather than we ken, cooperation between pa eras and school officials.

a survey showing how parents,
teachers and students rate the

my

should

showed

icy

Council made public result of

Stevenson end Rerarchler

MRS. STEINKE said the
Money

the council's policy of trying

Ian Republican organization.
Through the primary, he mum-

petty boss located in Stenosfield.
He expressed his unhapptass that he was cut off from
banquets and meetings Mat
should have been open to

der a big umbrella that has
room

Senate

primary.
Rentschler found himself in a

who care, people from
sit walks of life. The day of the
party boss is a thing of the

the

in

peop

or things
up a bit. If that was their goal,
they achieved it. All is apparently unity. now. While it was
going on. though. it was pan-

Stevenson,

Through it all. Adlai III said

af ability, purple of Ms."e
peopleonds and opiniOnts

parties have members

Republicans kept up a

bed the circumstances. First, it
was Stevenson expounding his
theories. Prior to his behm

patronage is over, We need respoosibility.
need people

who are willing to

Ill

peace and quiet. Except that
the

Confronted with the

wave of student destruction of

rat

nic From then on, it was all

Chapman. 'We should cncour..

without debate.

required.

litical party. But alas, he lost
the PritherE
After than he held a dinner.

and
speculation,
Daley
dropped in at Stevenson's pie-

hacks." he said "The day of

guess its because

demonium.
Adlai Stevenson

the

By Richard Crabb

ended against bossism in his po.

AFTER ALL the hoopla

about party responsibility.
`We don't need party

All of this happened in an
I

controvehy between
Stevenson and Daley.

THE DAY

Monday, May 18,1970

Survey shows Dist. 59
Assembly passes 'chances to open student channels
parents approve School,s

Republican primary candidate. In no uncertain terms, he

party

Melt tongues while Rentschler

slated

various times, sounded identical. If the speechmaker didn't
identify hW party. you couldn't
tell which of the organimdona
held his membership.

add way.

were

They thed to blow ittipmIng

YOU PROBABLY remera-

ined.

Speeches

Mayor Daley

-

259-6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
fem

V

I

.

2.

1018 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect

259-9550

Prospect uses extra effort,
breaks to win track tr hy
By Linda Hamilton

bon went to Viking Mike Menick. 111H Wheeling's Gary Keine and Prospect's Scott Seale

Sport Editor

Finished points ahead of anoth.

er Frond ru cr,Jim Jarocki.
At the two schools, Pros-

Prospect muched back far a

little extra effort, in the mile
nm. took advantge of a

pect and Fremd, continued

of breaks md came

couple

their battle for
Prospect got a

-tome with the M id -Suburban

Reeve conference track oophy Saturday afternoon. The

when

gave them enough of boost to
keep liremd from being able to

catch up with just two events
left

e els sNir;irr margin of

rong boost
lunged

Henstkel

ahead of Fremd's Chuck Porto at the end of the Istria tun.
Butler had the race won, but

Knights won the meet held at
Conant witli 49 points to
Frond's eveond-ghee 3484.
P reeptet led tent of Musty

in the mg. Inn Ron Hankers
second place in the milt run

Ron

first plum.

Henkel kept fighting for sec-.
and place, and he took over
just before the two hit the tape
to insure a Prospect win.
Paul Hacker's third Piace in
the 220 helped Prospect start
pulling away. giving the

Knights 43 poi. to Frond's

33V1 with just the mile relays
On

vinery wouldn't have boon so

WITH ARLINGTON lead.
inn the way and Fremd mn-

consequences of a dropped
baton in its mually stning mile
relay entry. end Prospect won

ning a very close second in the
mile relay, the Vikings' first

the race 10 widen the gap

bander!' failed and Bill larocki

solid

performance.,

in

had to wait for the other to

the

mow then go back, pick up the

dashes and the MN/ relay -to

baton and stirt all over again.
The Vikes still finished fifth in

take home thinl.pleac in the
conference with 30 points. Ar.

a Held of fib

pion. was jos a sin, hchind

added insult to injury as the
Knights slowly nibbled sway
at the Arlington lead. then

lint., Mc &Eating cham;,pith 29.. the Cardinals' only
win coining from Sone Butler
in the Mile run.
Conant dominated the hur
Mu and got a sawed ghat in
the pole vault for its rifth.place
25 points. Palatine was sixth at
t1

while Honey scored1915

o plum seventh. Wheeling
was eighth with 19. Elk Grow

ninth with 13. and Glenburrl
North failed to were.
,: The Knights got some help
from the
of the league as
Teuher Bahl. with second -place point

Arlin.,

Wein the two-mile run. sand
lly Rich Bowman and
Wally Spim0i4,. Knight Bill
Allen tvon the race in a 9:35,3

but

Prospect

wen the race going awaY.
Although they weren't in
the running for the conference
crown, the other eight schools
showed flashes of brilliance in
their specialties. Third -place

For. View took first and sec-

Knights

col

onother

the last Lev weeks. and points

from him in thui noe would
have made the score different.

He ran in the mile ins.d.
placing fourth.
KE.1111

Prospeet topped Frondh Bill
damwki in the IWO to repeat to

conference champion in the
event. In the 440. the blue rib -

Matthews, Pr, 1,58.6; 2. B. la-

Tom Ramob. But Ramob took
aback seat to Palatine's aerialist, Guy Zajonc. Zajonc set one
of the Iwo new conference
records

Saturday

vaulted

other efforts due to the winds

and robs Shakon was second

with Remit's Meniek third.

MeGoinn of them:twos third,
Gary Swanson of Holey

fourth and Steve Bruce of
Fremd fifth.
Although Hersey didn't
manage any first places. the
Huskies put together many
scoring performance for their
191/2 points in a Darn effort.
however,

the 220.

Another

onegwo dominateded up as Prospect do
themehh jump. Terry Re ban beca
the Conference
m junior when he

plans

with different fees for Mom in wrested in the V% programs

and informition on them cue
lw °Wait. hy rolling the Y

IT-

Frend.

It Was double trouble Saturday In the hurdle even. as Can,
anth Steve Peterson, left, and Don Wendellfinished one-two in
the high and low events of the Mid -Suburban conference

As:Ramon NEM

heat teammate Jeff Meissner

rem

le

teve

s

day at Prospect.
The meet was to have eon -

Prospect

=yen

got

also

Bell Surged ahead to top Keen
with a 22.5. a conference
record.
Arlington's most pleasant

oral

was Butler's uncap.,
ed victory to the mile, but

was third and Pat McGrath of
Palatine was fourth.
fine exhibiticns in the
hurdle races with Steve Peter-

on

dlm. Sophomore Paul H.ker
scored four points in the dash-

es, and senior Tom Klinker
took a. fifth in the 880 for the

the dme in

the

Pate 6

Moeda),

of 42_ and the Cards have outscored all other MSL tea.
thus for in the conference
meet. One point Is
team for each niatch it wins.

May I8,'
1970

Thren matches remain. he

MP.midget football
registration May 23

MEET RESULTS
.

.

SHOT PUTT Is Gate. Fr,
52-7; 2. Chidley, Ad; 3.
Pal; 4: McGrath,
Pal; DISCUS; 1. Barthule,
Whl, 163-51/2; 2. Schneipp,
Schne

Holzkopf,

3.

Pal;

5.

4,

Wh11

Hull. Arl;

LONG Minn I.

Michela,

EG, 19-101/4; 2. Bute Pr; 3.
Bratko.

4. Wit, Art; 5.

Pin, WM;

HIGH JUMP: .1. Rohm
Pr; 5-10; L Meitner, Pr; 3.
Hga,, H., 4. Ili.
H-Wickum,

POLE

To,

VAULT: (conference meth.
I. Zajonc, Pal, 14-01/2

;

2. ha,

bo, Con, 3. MeGuinn, Fi; 4,

Swanson, Her, 5. Br., Fr:
Bowan, Fr; 4, Spiniolt. Fr:

high's. a 14.6, was jot .1 off 5. Davenport, Mill

The Mount Prospect Midget Football Association, preparing for its 14th and most
ambitious season, will hold
registration on two Saturdays,
May 23 and June 5, at the
Mount Prospect Country Club
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m

at the tan registrations with refinning seniors and would-be.
seniors having first choice.
Parents arc encouraged to
bring helmets, shoulder pads,
pants and league authorized
football shoes no longer being

All boys living in the Vil-

bantam players who must pro-

tane of Mount Prospect on in
the Mount Prospect Park District are eligibte providing

used for sale to junior, and
mat except for game jerseys.

they are grade school students,

between the agm of 8 and 14.
D.ember 1 is the controlling
date for age (a boy who will be
on or before Dec. 1, 1970 b
classified as an 8 year old).

REGISIRATION FEE

120 HIGH HURDLES: I.

ME LEAGUE will

day

and

seven consecutive SundaYs

cording to League President

moat

bring their birth certificate as

eY

A'

All boys ore

to
teams on the basis of age slob
weight th. one of three diviSinn,
bantam jonim or senior. The
as signed

expansion of the league with
the addition of a sixth system the Lions - has made it neces-

sary for all senior players to
purchase their football pans
from now on. New and used
pants will be available for sob

/?/

Winn next Sunday afternoon
as preview to the 1970 summer thoroughbred racing season that begins on Memorial
t.

M

Day.

The Sunday afternoon free
open house will be organized

especially for families in the
northwest suburbs.

THE PLANS, annonnced
ha week by John F. Laois,

off with
t.. honors .d three indisith
ual records fell in the MidPalatine

walked

Suburban League froshooph
track championships at Conu nt Saturday.

.

The Pirates piled up 49
ports to edge out Wheeling.

mn

1,4

en's

Auxiliary (phone:

392 -

5377) or Mrs. Lynne Bennett Director of Spacial Events

(phone: 392-5619) for addl.
clonal information.

and Hersey ma apiece. Forest

View end Glenhard Noah II
apiece and Prospect 4.

THE OUSTANDING performer in Me meet was Elk
Grove's Frank Tauseher. who

broke'oo of the records. The

and low Monte marks. went

with 36. Arlington 22. Fremd

equipment used by the men
who ride in the bind= races at
Arlington.
Even the grand "door
prize" will be for a family,
Some family
.using the

May 24 open house wilt re

ceive a free hip for the parents

md children on the new giant
Boeing 747 to Los Angel. and
visit to Disneyland.
addi-'
tion, everyone attending will
get a special mornento of the
occasion to take home.

THERE WILL also be

an

as well as the oldtimers, will
have an opportunity to meet
end talk to the people who

MT, the voice of Arlington

Families will have a chance

for Prospect Sseinisy 11=44 LindaHant=e1

and girls can call html. Carol

point, followed by Conant

Grove

opportunity to see color tongMs of historic races at Arling-

handle the horses and the track
activities.

trainers, tour the barn areas,
and inspect the saddles, boo.,

whips and MI= itelni-or

old mut record of a distant

bus yet

to

second

singles

be completed
play.

Rob

Baer of Arlington was leading
Chuck Weber of Fremd, 6-2.
4-2. when the raindrops alert-

ed falling. The victor ia that

Jeff

while

Hersey's

Viewnd Dick Martin of

Forest

go at it in the other. Once agMe. the two win 11C13 will play for the championship.

'

AT FIRST doubles, Prospect's duo of Chris Sales and

Jeff Muradian are still alive
They go against Forest View's

Kirk Bokholz and Fred Melon. in one send -ling grouping
while Herscy's Stein OhrStrom and Tom Rupreeht op.
Arlington's Carl Mc -

the owner of his schoolh high
15.2 in the 17,11-vord highs and

20.91n the ISO -yard lows to es-

tablish new conference meet

sumdards Saturday.
The other record was set by

higher than the winning jump
in the cantor:neck varsity
noel.
'

Aside from lamellar. dm
(resh-mph competition pm-

on Park a. to tee Phif Geo,
Park who has called races ev-

cry season at the track in the
last dmado
Of special -interest to chi].
dren on this family day will be
nn exhibit kgnuin, then -mg),

Me running strip itself will be
in constant ,. throughout the
afternoon. Many of thc major
Chicago trainers arc seller'.

Besides the exhibition races,

tiled to work out hors. ad

a

surprise trick riding act Ls on
tap.

Tours of the barn arca,
hcre More than 2,000 race
horses will be stabled for the
72 -day
Arlington meeting,
will be conducted by bus, one

Phil Georgeff, Arlington
track announcer, will desCribe
"the action," which will inelude appearance by such roc-

ing stars as Clover Lane and
Night Invader, winners of the
SI50,000 Arlington -Washington Lassie .d 5100,000 tithed
Washington Park Handicap,

of which will be driven by
Dodo the down, who will be
on hand 4 day with four mom
of his funniest friends.

respectively, last year.

HIGH SCHOOL student
with career con.rn on their
minds might do well to slop

school

baseball program has attracted
452 participa. and 38 WILMS,

both

the

Arlington jockey

colony and many of the coontry's better trainers will be on

veterinary for Chicago tracks
bred mar. with their new for the Illinois Racing Board, - hand as Well as representatives
foals at their sides, and the whogoll be.on hand with se, of the Illinots
- thoroughbred
hone shows exhibit. Alio= ' eral callimgeta to answer WM- .bonding
.

O

*1=3'. '

-

'

,

ever. New Trier's Steve Brown
table

6-3. 6-3. the

plans an intrasimad meet today
with Williams and Keehn
slated

to give the advancing

Central
Suburban
Windings.
I.

League

Deerfield. 2.

New Trier West. 3. Maas

'

West, 4. Maine South. 5. Glen!wok South. 6. Glenbrook

North, 7. Niles North and 8.

one other first -place
Bradt.

'. Niles West.

go along with Brandt. Joh

the Phillies,

-

KEVIN PEARSON

got

thew hie and six RBI% to pace

1

17'hil attach that led on the
Giants' 13-3 win over the Asa

tros. The Cards outslugged the
Kesper's one -hitter.

They are,

its so -

came 14 -strikeout Perfo..= by Mark Butler and beat

private co.cducational university in the West.

I; pair a good day's workout.
With afternoon showers
culling thy tournament short.
' the leas.
rat is still in' Complete. but ensuing result
will have no effect on the reel

PALATINE WON the

George J. Halm. Jr. of 40/1

two runs in the sixth Wheat the
Cards, 6-2. The Meta over-

for., the oldest and largest.

and Jackson are the only
two to compete downstate for
King. the veteran mentor

'

Minor National League an-

In the second round, how-

EVEN THOUGH Way -

'1]

"

The Braves battled back
Tr. a two -run 'deficit with

Met, 13-4, in support of Bill

during the regular dint season.

I

-

other genies die Dodgers broke
up Bret Smith's no -Iris bid and
went on to beat the Giants, II -2
in eight innings.

the UniversityofSoutherriCall-

same feu they accomplished

'

parlor depth. since it had ant

ging.

lion now Otte Cutts edge the Pi -

rtes. 4-2, and winning pitcher
Torn Bolin strike out 15.

.107 Elcektman after losing the
first SU, 4-6. 6-3. WI.

and Larry Hershkwisk turn-

Cubs are leading the
league after u941 win over the
Vultures.

000 on the since

IN THE final game of the
week, the Ashes toppled the
Comet, 11-7, behind Greg
MrPharron't estm-base slug-

scholastic scholarship

of Doug Lauffenberger end South Maple St., Mount ProsMark Dombrowski followed pect, graduating from St. Viathe same course of events. or High School this spring.
They bounced back egainit has been awarded a scholastic
Nilm West's Leigh Leavitt and scholarship for four years tO

: al the

Th.

In American Minot play,
Dave Walter hurled a ene-hilter and fanned 15 as the Yolks
bent the Indians, TO. The Ath-

The son of Mr and Mrs.
George. J. Hulas will he one of
the honored freshmen among
about 1,800 students entering
USC for the first time. He was
an Illinois State Sch., hip

letics won their lint game he -

ley events.

ly superb time of 10.1 in the

YOUNG WAS also selected
to the. District Alf -Star Swimwing Team.

100 -yard

dash, but neither
guslitifed far the afternoon fi-

Scott Crawford
on golf team

high jump competn.

the

(131-0 .

the 440 -yard dash (52.81. white

the Grenadiers' winners were
Tauscher in the two birth s
esents and, Damian
in thc two-mile run 110513.6).
:
Other first -place win.

were Conant's Jerry 0Mall
in the pole vault 111-60. A
linden's Mark Werking in t
mile (4:41.61, Arlington's noi
relay learn (339.0) end Co
ant's ttliffyard relay tc
0:39.1).

-

-

Experts

Merit.

IN ADDITION to academ-

George Flatus

achievemnts. he hat been

member of ethe football and
swimming teams at St. Viator

Southern California which is
one of the leading univenhics

High School. He was member of the Homecoming court.
a
member of the' Student

Coast. -

Council, sports editor for the
school newspaper and yearbook, and a member of the

hind Ricky Lovedki's pitch-

1970

beat the Giants,

10-5. The
Meta ripped the Bowes, 9-3,
Torn Waldron stn. out 16 with Guy Dihn getting credit
and Walked none as the Sox
for the win and Vic Abruzino
heat the Senators, 4-0. Mark, taking the low. The Pirates
ing.

Erickson of the Twim pre-

made it two in a row by down -

served Steve Orchell's shutout
with a great play and theTwins
beet the Tigers, 2-0,

Heineman sparkled in his Ent
start at shortstop.

THE ATHLETICS tipped

lbee for thrch as the Cubs best

the Angles, 18-5, m Joe Pic horn rapped two singes and
three doubles. Tom Billy and
Dave Bihack led the bitting parade as the Tigers cunch.
the Sox. 14-2.
In the National Major

League, the Pirates went into
extras to beat the Cube. 9-8. as
Mark Komatz and Russ

Rhuirlai and Mike Weber had
two hits apiece.
00 the same day the Cards

FULL -DAY

ing the Giants, 2-1, es Paul

Outdoor show
The Des Plaines Park District in cooperation with the

Chess Club. He has also been a

Des Plaines lzmik Walton
sports writer for The Day -for League recently held its third
almost two yers.
annual Outdoor Sports and
Halos plans to study Psy- Vacation Show at Rand Park
chology at the University of in Des Plaines.

bored the Dodgers, 8-3, In a

In the Pony Lcegue, the

highlighted by Dam
Frisk.% three -for -three at the
plate.
game

In American Major action
the Orioles took advantage°
the Indians' opening -gram jitters to win, 11.4, behind Bob
Sings ma's three hitter. TM.
Tigers edged the Sox, 4-3. n
Dave Bra left wm the winner
with nine strikeouts.

Sli
ARLINGTON
NATIONAL
One N. Dunlon

digh

Downtown
Arlington Heights

North Drive-in, Arlington Heights Rood at Eastman

be

rialto
et/ea.
wilf 4

captain.

Busse and Emerson Mount Prospect, ill

Mike Erase from Artingto
Heights has been named one
three captains for the 197

Emporia State College

foott

ball many Frase, a junior .
legortraMfer. will be plaint
lassecondeaton for Empori
..

-, ..:ii i11:11

RANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS,

...more. 9-9000

q-4 AUCTION SALE

The

Braves

scored

three

runs in the third and one in the
fourth to edgeon the Cubs, 4.2.

Bill Stutzmthrew out three
brae -stealers. The Sox lost to
the Giants, 7-4, to keep the Sox
winless.

SWEEPSTAKES

TodLovedTour
oficandinavia

40*

Steed

Lions

MO &01-9s4Ailf
4044 el)
PAO ad
1p

bases. John Knizor struck out
13 to pitch the Cubs over the
Yankees, 94.

WIN A

1? W

BANK
Main Office:

Wheeling, Ill.

537-6020

1` maeUoedy

Bravos won a 10-9 squeaker
ow the Sox as Tom Rife had
mm singles and five stolen

Win a 17 -day trip for 2 to Scandinavia's finest
restaurants or one of the other great Oz.. 101
stay-at-home food lovers. Nothing to buy) Walt
yOUr nearest Sounde House Smorgasbord for
full detail. and entry blanks.

............

or small

445 N. Well ed.

four hits.

DAILY 9 to 6
FRI. 'Ell SAT `bet 4

A

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

blick The Tigers roared pant he
Yanks, 18-7, as pitcher Bob
Walsh helped his
. with

the Me a, 4-1. The Braves blob -

7ZZ--

No Job
Too BIG

The Indigos downed the
Seaton. 9-2, with the bat of
tell Andrews, Ern Bonito?,
Dave Freitag and Jim Gen

THE SOX whipped She
Twins, 9-3, and got their start
on Steve Walters' two -run
R
in the first.

FULL -SERVICE Al OUR IWO OFFICES

REPAIRS
REMODELING

in PsycholOgY enthe Wort

Mount Prospect State Bank

Mike Frws e'

on Heights, o former =dem
et Prospect High School. is
now competing on the golf
tam at Mouttiouth College in
Monmouth, Ill,

Monday,
May 18,

JO

Poole in the long jam
(181/2) and Dave Helmer iii

Scott Crawford of Arlint

rage7

The BB amongrelay was
contest
among Glenbrook
North, Maio West and Maine
South. Glenbrook won be in

PLIINITING;RO,

ging performances from Keit,

Smh
Dome in

Relay anchorman Jett Duff strains upon Mang thempe he
Saturday's rainoploner.1 Central Suburban League meet. Doff
carried the 800 -yard quartet to second place honors with a time
of I:32.1. (Photo by J. Alan Cook)

while Den., Willem

6-DAY BANKING'

..

winner and his high odder.the National Merit
sole madee him eligible for a
commendtion from National

,and Elk Grove
led the way with three Cosi.
spin , The Wildcats had oar -

13

'A GOODLY portion of

and talk to Dr. James Logsdon,

'

Klose each toned in a normal-

though,
bY for the.

.ITV'hcling

boon display m well

capping experts will be available to explain how to bat and
how to bet wisely.

,

Warriors. Krainik and Scott

places hard to

the Pirates with a toss of 4/-

lions about the fiery thoroughbreds who make racing what It

silks,

-

ty set Wisconsin State Univ.
sity Conference records in the
260 -yard individual medley
the 200 -yard backstroke and
the 400 -yard individual toed

DeWitt copped the,shot golfer

gun also will be parked where
they can scramble through it
Racing equipment
andmntkenn,
-saddles,
bridles, bits
blinkers,
ass, will
boots and whips used by jockeys and, for the newcomers to
racing, a panel of handi-

King's second doubles bem

mment, which is slated to slart-

OM in the 2.00 -yard dash Wit
Palatine's lint Brandt in the u time of 23.4 and the 100-yer
high jun, Brandt cleared the . dash with a lime of 10.8.
bar at 5-011/2, ant -half inch

and walked none,

George 1-lalas wins

6.2

ed7,30 p.m.
The Park District 'also la accepting registrations for the
district bmeball program.Cost
of the
is $1,30 Ana a
Tohiet will he given to all participants when they registr.

duced only one other doublewinner. That was Conant'
George Swedes, who finishe

Stan heel the Satellites, 14-6,
as Milly Moran struck out six

I

report at 7 p.m. for the nth,

SSU swimming squad all sea and in a display of his abili-

Gary Gross, Mark Schramm lead Jet victory

,

ti cipad Is shoUld

The

This duper Del Hansen fieft) and Slew Rose opened some eyes Saturday at the Central Suburban
Unguent& meet Saturday. Rose turned in a spectacular 1E7 and Hansen an equally impressive 13.8
In the highs lo register the best limes in the state. Rose's qalek start in the lows also earned him
a
victory while Hansen ems fourth. (Photo by J. Alan Cook)
'

quickly

.

trict of the NAIA.
Jim was a standout for the

Hansen was off the pace in
the lows, however, settling for
Fourth places behind Rose's
fourth
winning performance 01 19.7,

Jim Fischer salvaged a fifth
in the pole vault with a leap of

In the Instructional League
EVEN NESTS Chemise.:
o( the Rolling Meadows Boo
bound doubles, team of Tier
Wayman and Steve Jackson' Baseball program, Gary Gross
!mind the going a little rocky. and Mark Schramm provided
They were forced into extra their team with triples as the
sets by Niles West's entry of Jets beat the Astro, 8-7.
In other league games the
brim Brady. nd Earl Strin- Comets
lost to the Zephyrs, 12mbpfg befe ousting thetosers,
I, as Richie Bonneville
..6.3, 5 -laugh In the second
scored on a rundown and tiro
, round, thog, Niles.North's
Ono of Paul Lapping and ow
Kaplan eliminated the Wes,
dos in straight sets of 10-S.

There will be a final weighin at Dempster Junior 'High
&NMI and tl-Prbspedi V High
School Saturday and a Wrestling tournament at Prospect
High School May '21:the
Mount
PartProspec Park District
anno need.

9

Nk_

eliminated by Niles North's
Led Terry in extra frames of

McIntosh.

for mat tourney

was

yean

named Most Valuable

claimed the bronze medal for
his third place 5-8 finish in rho

lathed Keehn. 6-3. 6-0.
Maine's third singles player.
Finstad

Swimmersn theWisconsin dis-

11-6

: Jr the trend round. however.
d as Deerfield's Chris Painter
Hen

was

far, the best in the statethls

nals.

WI. It was a different alorY

John !Corinth twat= Pliaspect's Jim Win and' !Seib

View's Don Marlin: The winner in that one will play the

sena

tu,,

4.

match by identical scorn of

er tenni-final match pits Arlington's Scott McKay 'end

Weigh -in slOted

singles

'

meanwhile
disposed of Niles West's Mark
Myrant in his first round

and Al Lewandowski. The oth-

national standard of 13.5 Bothhurdler's clockings were, by

AFTER THAT,

once ma rk.
Dave Keehn,

o semi-final date with

Jim Young, a 1969 grednete

of Prospect High School and
now a freshman at Wisconsin
State University at Superior,

of

another meet record.

school play with a 1-7 confer -

in Mond -round action. They
are defeating Hersey's Rick -

match will advance to a semifinal pairing opposite For.

for the title
Arlington's Jim Merklc mlicys with Ken
of 'Elk
Grove in one number three

1,5

JACK WILLIAMS ran into

Elk Grove's Mark Greenberg
ONE SECOND -round match

J

Mate. champion hopeful Dave
Heller of Deerfield who
promptly levied a WI. 6.1
threething in the first singles. h

process of nulling off an 00001

.2

e_ing Richmond Flowers'

Williams dos.] out his high

vance

able at the sign-up dates. Pen-

Grenadier sophomore. already

program of exhibition races.
It will be a participation aG
ternoon. Racing fans, children

to talk to jocktys and horse
Arlingtons Scott Butler ran earnest race and won the mile agent Prospect's Ron Henkel, left, sod
. Frond's Chuck Porter. Henkel managed to finish a clap ahead of Porter to cinch the confereace crown

also register on May 23 and
June 6. Registration will can
$4 for each girl and an additional 02 Hr each sister, pay -

top with 42. Elk
was third with 39

the

director of the racing activities

at Arlington Park, include a

The marks obviously shattered Warrior Gary Proitt's

and came within

weekend.

Jim Young
top swimmer

with a near equally spec-

!

next

performance Saturday.

tacular 13.8.

I

wound doubles
tandem of Scott Dawson and
Kevin McNamara are in the

Pirmship motel,

Track to hold open house
Arlington Park will put its
racing .tablishment on 'tlthi.

Hansen matched him
stride for stride, only to lose by

credit to the Warriors that they
nailed down Me show spot.

the other.
Palatine's

Palatine takes frosh-soph
111 -SL title; Tauscher wins 2

is

proof of age.

sinner
Hearich,
All girl cheer leaders, ages B
through 14, are requested to

Hoppe -president of the WomMarl

Om en Monday (Labor Day),
Sept. 7 and will continue for

ily plus 00 for each additional
brother. All boys whE did not
play in 1969 must be accompanied by their parent(s) on
registration

Del

s lope peppered with several
renown state qualifier, it's a

Sterelt in

oppose each other In the them-

-

Elmer Ballotti and Commis-

Whetter and Snob

Liston and Bill Hutton, 8-4,
3-2. and if they win. will.ad-

survivor of tho match behireen
Rob
PrOSpecgs
Zimmanck
end Elk Grove's,Chris Lesnialt

vide all of their own equip- needy° cheer leader mothers

$14 for the first boy in the fam-

the confensnce record. Peter -

won both events with

p.m.

But 0 deg not appear that
Arlington will be caught. Gotha into the meet. they were
four points ahead of secondplace Forest View with a total

winners.

son and Don Wendell finish- IWO-MILE RUN: I. Allen,
ing onedwo in each. Despite Pi, 9:35.3. 2. Teuber, Ad; 3.
Wind,

PUS

poi. from senior lint Butz,

Braun,

gaffed the Knight courts, no- played to determine the mum=sitting postponement ,of bar one singles champ. The
the remaining play.
Canis' undefeated Greg Herris takes on Steve Calihan of
ME SEMI.finals and fi- Fremd in a send -final tench
nals of the MSL get-together while Scott Vanglin of Rom
will take place this afternoon, View vies with Paul Burrus of
beginning at 3. Prospect coach Palatine for the other finals
Jim Wright expects the tour- dm. The two winners than will
nament to be finished by

for fifth.

Keen around the curve at the
south Old of the track, thenop

=hoop as they hit the finish,

opening two rounds Saturday.

e

jump and third in the high heris

recogzed es the fastest 220
man Innithe area this year, temnmate Bell put on a real burst of
speed from the word "go-.
Bell raced neck and neck with

the

Tylenol) seven netters for semifinal action in the rain -delayed

competition. While
Rose broke the ape in an
credible limo
limo of 13.7, Warrior

a-

.O meet. Peterson took both blue ribbons (Photo by Linda
Hamilton)

Champaign

Jobst promised a good work
out for both aids relay teams
after a somewhat dismal, but
climatically. understandable

hurdle

solid scat in third place.
None of Moines entries got
past the second round, hut in

`

Head coach Joe Jobst's nest

THE BIG STORY of the
though, tom the high

.1

winning

task is to ready his nine state
qualifiers for the super meet In

day,

loam closed out their conerence lemon Saturday with a

The Atfington wail ea- conference mad held Sono to roll undaunted into the
1971 season. The Cards took a
nutior stride toward their

Klein's record of 49.8 set lost

In less than spectacular
fashion, head coach Roger
King's Maine West tennis

st."'

Glenbrook South's
lime of 3:29.8.

al Niles Nadia Howard

in CSL meet

Cards lead MSL into net finals
press will apparently continue

performance at the state quellfying meet last week and best-

conditiOns

netmen 3rd

22,5; 2. Keen, FV; 3. Hacker,
Pr; 4. Michela, EG; 5. Patch,

Pal; MILE RELAY: I. Prospat, 3.29.1; 2, Arlington; 3
Wheeling; 4, Elk Grove; 5

Jim Cole's 9:46.1 standard set

Maine West

Fr;

MILE RUN: t. Butler, An
425.11; 2. Haack Pt 3. Porter, Fr; 4. Pittenger, Fr; 5
Feu. Con; 220 DASH: (con
foresee record) 1. Bell, FV,

in Jack St. John and

fell in the downpour, highlighted by Steve Rose's spark fins 13.7 clocking in the 120. yard high hurdles. Other
marks were shattered in the

Palatine; 4, Prospect: 5. Arlington, 440 -RUN) I. Merck,
Fr, 50.7; 2. Kawell, Whi; 3.
Szala, Pr; 4. J. Jarocki, Fr; 5.
Phillips, Pal; 180 LOW HUR-

son,

Kerwin Bei-thole won the discus (163-516) over Palatine's
Schneipp with teammate Tom

ELK GROVE scored in the
sa
annger, selling a winning kap from Michela in the
broad jump 0 9-10M ). a third
from John Flesch in the 880
and n fourth from Michele in

(Bell, Shaken, M.
Keenl, 1:31,9; 2. Hersey; 3.

View

MARK HENEES, Willison, Krainik and Mark Wetkins combined efforts in the
mile relay to bring home
fourth place in the shadow of

week. The steady par- ing the distance in torrid 49.7
former's mark erased Hawk, fashion. His time equalled his

no less than sewn meet records

Forest

2. Wendell, Con; 3, Kieffer,
Her; 4. Olsoa, Whit 5. Carl-

most of its 19 paiMs when

ran second to Menick ran second in the 440.

Despite to wet

DLES: I, Peterson, Con, 20.7;

scored

Hollskopf third. and /Cowell

rocki, Fr; 3. Froth, EG; 4.
Splits, Arl; 5. Klink., Pr:

who tr., second in the long

HOSTING CONANT put

watotion ton June 15 -Aug

Chuck

14-01/2.

dash, left the rest of the field in
his tracks Saturday while blitz-

test

of the standard-cracking'runnets

lest war.
1:32 flat, but West wo a whiskKrainik, meanwhile, a pm- a behind in 1:32. hwilh South
ennial winner in the 440 -yard a half-step behind in 1:322.

:N. Trier West oval.

with Huskie Don Spray and

Keen won the 100 with a'
ELL dower than many of his

Heights.

Swimming ilwiructions and

he

speedy Jerry Krona. St. John
toured the Cowboy's two-mile.
conte in a nifty 9:30,8, almost
four second faster than his db.
trict qualifying performance

27, Deerfield, 24, Niles West's
21 and Glenbrook South's 12.
The Warriors harbored two

MAINE SO11111 emerged
with the league trophy with its
total of 50 points and oats fol-

ing for fourth on a rainthrIn

Havurd Klock.

All m Miming elmws in the
Counussitle YSI('A program

olyropiimieed Si. Mater High
School pool in Arlington

when

10.2, 2. Shelton, FV; 3. Men -

I.

low hOrldes

plihate their Central Suburbse
League
indoor conference
championship Saturday, witt-

Mk, Fr; 4. Kelsey, Her, 5.
Hacker, Pr; 080 -RUN: I.

880 RELAY:

put. lowed by Glenbrook North's
run, 880 and 440- 44. Niles North's 14, Maine
yard runs end the 180 -yard West's 30, New Trier West's
Two-mile

The Maine West cinders en

precipitation once again 00'

the shot put behind Frand's
Rick Genre, who threw 52-7.
Henry Schneipp of Pelatine

359-541/0

place in the pole vault from

dams, pole s.lt, shot

Were foiled in an attempt to du-

the winning 880 relay with

Swim classes
(II Si. I ialor

52. There we various

fer, Her. 5. Harth, Ad; 100.
YARD DASH: I. Keen, FV,

ing to his past performances.
Jim Heuer of Hersey was raid

Scott ran a nearly perfect rage
as the others wore themselves
down. Mark Chidley, a junior,
scored an Arlington second in

this summer will he held at the

'

in the high's with Kurt Kieffer
of Hersey fourth. Kieffer was
third in the low's with Olson
of Wheeling fourth.
Conant also got a second

the smaighmway. With a great

etATTIIEWS of

Petersen, Con, 14.6; 2. Wen doll, Con; 3. Butz, Pr; 4. Kief-

on a 5-10 jump.
w.t
6-5 a week ago, but doesn't like
cold weather jumping, accord-

Shaken and Bobb Bell goodnatureely battled each other
Ter supremacy. Each ran on

break

didn't Sun the two-niile. Piss.
neee has beaten Allen twice in

BVJ Alan Cook
Assefiporb

chided on Satorday, but first
and second round action on
thurth consecutive Mid -Sub- ' Friday was rained out.Followurhen League title by quell- ing the completion of the

ond in the 1011 -yard dash and
in the 220 as Nlike Keen, Terry

against 0 wane wind. But the

schen Viking Dan Pittenger

step behind.

a

Jim Bull of Prospect math.

Wheeling,

great. Nu Frond .nenal the

For. View put together

Wendell just

Hansen's 13.7 in highs not enough

*4me,

1018 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospects 259-9550

instant
time

t1:Qzt

To raise fonds for the Handicapped and Blind. Presented by
the Mn, Prospect Lions ChM during the Village Fair of Lion's
Pork, Mt. Prospect, Illinois on

July2,3,4&5
A potpourri of items is to be auctioned off during
this annual Village Fair. We are offering animals,
horsedrawn vehicles, household items, many antiques, etc. We could use more items (interesting
ones). If you have an item of value that you may
wish to donate to a good cause or if you wish us to
sell an Antique for you please call 255.2500, or
after 6, 255-7519 for details. Professional auctioneer to be present. Terms strictly cash. Exact details
to be announced later.

CHANNEL 44
COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS NEWS
WEATHER SPORTS STOCKS

TIME

Cjeap
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OUT OUR WAY

SHORT RIBS
TONIGHT

Monday, May 18 1970

6100

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

News
News
News

2

5

A.M.-AD
CLEW SPINE

WIN A HELPER

Now Anucm
...Rm.°
Tin.' mu.

PERS
Tess LTA.

ram,

thATtanotermaoue-inrs
SEE,F rrokNEsokssor
AUJI.00.01,1.0.11£581,
M.,
rr wax"

TKE
A

7

aostetiNg5 `MI went° LIKE
)IXI CNA 100140 ATTORNEY
COLIMIVELL
3= GAN T Tie.,
ther PENSCNALLY
RAW.,
ER HAND-VE

'

GE 'Imes/R.-Me-MON

FORTHREE
0.,100 WHILE

SM

HE 60.1. AkEPGin.

90 PAYS OES

7,11$ CU,

SIX IN [CURT I

C SEVAN'

gret

AN ASSOuSfe AMATEUR,
FERoCkS.IS 1.6puTkriOnt

NATURALLY ASSUMES THAT
EVERfeklE IS AFRAto
WA/

NM- BE O. EA.SY AkNene.
Fog AmekkIE SONS

6:15

ISE Feemer WM:

medieval

11 TV College
Literature.

lan Poe tale describes
the caste's strange

master who

Welcome to It
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Famous Writers
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Rowan aid

BUGS BUNNY

FOR TUESDAY
THERE'S ONLY A FEW
QUESTIONS ON THIS

'PERSONALTY POLL,
PETUNIA!

7 News

things pent-up inside, you are
in for trouble.

CANCER (June 22 - July

Flash Gordon
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1:00
Perspectives

News

11 Antiques VII
Features
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concentra-

the California An gels at Comiskey
Park.
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Editorial
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La. Report
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The Corsican
Brothers."
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You should have no cause for
boredom, take care, however,
not to overdo.
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18 Oblate of
Cfoabtl3olic group

prows truly .the spice of life.
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custody

6 Algonquian

. Otherwise, you may be
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German political
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castle, the Edgar Al-
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Suburban designer creates
in true couturier manner

Monde, May 18, 1970

THE DAY

There's one to fit every mood in your wardrobe
In the hands of a clever girl
the poncho can curry real fashian punch now through early
fall. solving both hemline
problems and wrap-up nonage,

with

are

generally

and

Ecuador, Bolivia and Pent,

lovely and practical ponchos
ore made horn llama hair

up in practically all the Latin
and South American coon tries.

Often

The

are

a slit in the middle. However.

credited

simple

ray to drag their models in
knee-high hoots and patch.
styled hats and pants. As the
gaucho influence continua to

dramatic
lines of the poncho were destined to become m instant
coordinate when designers be -

just
brightly -colored blankets with
these

the cooler highlands of

in

pope -

though 9 is a tradiflonal cover -

But the poncho is not a new
fashion innovation. The hip.

pies

reviving

brining it in thin pountry, tit-

yet

grow, particularly on the fall

matched poncho and pants in
cotton bandana prints, tie dyes
and handwoven peasant prints
--- all break -sways from the
distinct Spanish designs pmviously favored. These are

being worn often with pants,
similar to the pantsuit.

ALARM SYSTEMS

It is already evident that the
gaucho style will play a prominent part in fall wardrobes,
and pants collections arc being
shown in tweed, camel, candy my and double knits.

Fire,
cily, il,'"oMpareTe'TyegifnW"osB7rglary,

$35

Now only
installed

ACTION

whole wardrobe of ponchos. A
rain poncho can be qu'ckly cut
from a bright and colorful

LARM SYSTEMS DesIttZs'nd 299-6377
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.
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rfe.)\44
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MI
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I I.
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L

11

PEW

TA

a talented seamstress who enjoys creating M the manner of
he couturier.

the center for neck opening.
You may wish to round the
neck opening.

A drapery shop is en excellent place to search out unusual textures for a poncho,

and while you're there, lake
of tall the interesting
ds and desorator trims that

Fashion paints Your portrait
In pastels this season.

Pak pink or blue crepe, figured and followed with white

gingham. Slim strokes of solid
white
short sUevu and V
or shirt mks, calling all anon -

collars,

and

and

belts.

.GRATEFUL for such a

SHE creatm a poncho just for you! Add tonoe (or two or three) i

your wardrobe and you will never lack
summer through f all.

o

the right wrap -

Antique world
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THE RED GAVE

AN IQUE

OPENl.UN. ONLY
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A .. 3.1. onr.

CM. OLDOrl
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IR NOON

tain1e.,t °hien,
'""'

An

FURNITURE, CUT

OPEN DAILY 11..30

Cesar Pieces

AUCTIONS

IA;

SUN.

Even wed. Eve. 7:10
SOS L. S- gee Plaines

ANTIQUESm:y
Mt. Prospect

DECORATORS

°INFO BROWSE

424,02 0
AU1118N1SC0.81110OUCTIONS

VHS Hardware

.

10,253-460IA,..

I

"MAPLE MANOR"

'MY' HOUSE

_

M. 'SCAM,

Home of the

(A NSW SHOP IN

'ELEGANT

OLIO LOCASAREA.

Pine Furniture

eadvAAZ=Zhore

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES
Ave.

4113 S.

'

whMileelinwaukgee

Phone 537.1000

''',X:...p7st7
In to 0 PM.

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

Prospect Heights

ow ...Mg.

Flea Market Sale
4th Sunday of oath Moo.
Town Holt, Lower Levi
ol Randhunt

interesting to note that there
are many good Roman OM
but practically none exist from
the Middle Ages.

There are two in existence
from the 4th and 7th centuries
that are outstanding. These arc
so intneate that one lock hes
Christ and all of the 12
apostles carved on it.
Keys and locks have cullaued

ta develop through the

ages. Many of thine wan beau -

Many names famous for

lockmaking today began to appear during the Industrial

Revolution, such so Burson,
Bremsh, Chubb, A. C. Hobbs
and Yale.

After 1,000 yeses lathe tint
major improvement
lockmekIng was made by Robert
Barron in 1778. He received
lock
totEnlish patent for
tha did not depend on wards
but on the spring tumbler

,

1.2 giver Rd. Des Plaines

sanoilully Pecanted

OPEN

i. o 11... Arrange..

Mopiitio95,&9. -5
296-5110

"A ;MEE VI E
-'

j

1LArT.

knik'k\i,s

CALL

455.7200

ir. ctliff401P..17411)1tii 11.4 illfrro

method. The spring tumblers

had to be iviedso g common
height by a key in order to

move thebolt of the lock backward and forward.

The first detector lock was
invented -by Jeremiah Chubb
in 1818. This lock detected
tampering by refusing to work

even for the right key after
someone had tried to Pick d.

Then in the middle of the
1911-1 Centnry a name that was

to become a household word in
promi nonce, Linus Yale. Oddly

America came into

correct gay raise the pins and
opens the bek.

SINCE THEN lads and
keys have been mass produced,

and a great deal of the an and

individuality

has

been

re-

moved. No longer are keys in dividually decorated and bean -

tified. No longer is the lady of
the house proud to hang the

keysof her authority at 41
bet. No longer are loch

Elizabethan -styled,

front to an Empire waist. Wit
a slightly flared skirt, its dee
kimono or butted)), sleeves
added a final dramatic fair.

IN HER OWN wardrobe

us

TO US

Linos Yale Jr. further develaped his father's invention and

hale in the center belongs iq

YOUR

produced a pin tumbler lock.
In the pin tumbler cylinder
lock there are a .cues of pins
and drivas whtch extend ver
Ovally through the cylinder

and an moor plug Only du

made at least samplings of

burglar alarm key with the;
the nouveau art caugory.
'
Soon wemay no longer have

and key,
them

we know
be

Net a bit More cumbersome to
collect

10% OFF
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man
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By Aileen Snoddy

a

ineliela a large rINP
rerliklearor, a. full 0010.0

Matsue Troffer creates her designs by firm draping on a model.
She ram endons changing costumes she has made, and grown tired

of such as the dress she Is weed, The
Plaid was mice a
skIrL To it she attached awhile woollen toMewed
make a casual dress.

"east is east and west is weat

the way up with the pantyhose
for as much exposure as the ind

I

m i n i-t
thinM.

'res

o. maxi

p

'

scheme

g'

of

011e dmignm CAC. them on

Bestsellers are beads
Peekaboo! Beaded drapes
am alive and swinging.
Buyers for several leading
chains predict that these easyto -install
low-cost
novelty
drapes should catch on in the
months ahead, according Itia
trend -line report by the Vanety-General Merchandise Editions of Chain Store Age in its
May issue.
Besbsellers

arc

the 40 -and

the outside of the lugs on two

50 -foot

strands.

selling

SECOND TIME
at

53,90 and $4.98 a strand (10
canon foot or roughly under a

AROUND
THRIFT & GIFT SHOP
Worrfa.1.4.0/0/Chile/rensfle.

penny an inch).

NOW OPEN
MON. THRU SAT.

All you need to "bead tip"

10T04

any window, doorway or wall,
buyers say, is a pair of scissors

and an eye for color. They're
available in clear and mat
white, orange, gold and, avocad.:

SHORTS! SHORTS!

25'

MERLON CO., INC.'
1550 Rand Rd. Palatine, Ill,

PR,
562 N. Milwaukee.
WHEEUNG, ILL

PHONE: 359.4868

of het ObWestY the seroll stripe

on one, the regimental stripe
on another, both tone -on -tone
on sheer sandalfoot pantyhose
in white, bone, pale mope,
navy, brown and black.

Einshiattli blanch and manufacturers sanrk at the

YOUR BEST BUY!
Wee Dm doing your homework for months, to bring you whole new world elfin lumleilneswo
could homily mark"YeurReillItfy!
everything a lucky Ninny could own, R tempting choice of Woe,
IS Advance Bale Priced within the roach 'of even Ira most mini budgets. Bo why not open the
door to wings and Mks the values NI

prospect that women will spend more money for

skirts and sweaters M their closets. Their buying is
not without thought2,.
When buying clothds you also will want to keep in
mind how much lime and money will be needed to
maintain their pristine neatness. For example:1 lightcolored dress for everyday wear should be washable.'
The white wool that must he dry cleaned with each
wear_ in mast cilia soon gets shoved to the rear of the
closet because it is too costly to wear often. Drip-dry,
ease -re 'rant fabrics and sail -resistant fabrics
are moneyoaimg'buys inspects skirts, shorts, blouses

1624 W Nonhwest Hwy
Arlington Heights, Ill

PH 255-9595
Operated hy Shalimar FM Franchis.

The mirth.. a tortilla collection of ohm, claim bedroom pieces

IDENT
the

ix:ta=,

watch that
tells him he's
"arrived"!

$29"
CARAVELLE°
by BULOVA
:tar
sture

Ce

Ind

lin ss

a1)

earl: o end

and robes.

Solon also at Skokie PH 673 3000

and for her...

FIGURE TRIMMERS OF THE WORLD

ENJOYABLE WEEKDAYS

A runny eummer starts with
a new, groove sae -pelt swimsuit la an exotic Tahitian print,

cut to a V In front and back.

1 Mal Bollairs
I Jo Bellairs

1

1 Harry Kelly

1 Ballo Odd 111018, to testO

I Josh Brody
Bernie Carlson

S17800
After Sale Price $238 00
CREDIT TERMS

AVAILABLE

bolt Incomes super fashion

Battery that's sure to win approval,

Flowers say it so well
and Sylvia says it best,

SAID HOURS

Set your radid dial at 850 - blend Mal & Music

MITCHELL'S

to Jo & Interviews - add Bernie with News &
Sports and more Music with KellY. Stir in Josh
Brady & tops t off with Old 'Time Radio. -

JEWELER

850 on your AM radio dial

SAVE $60 ON A FABULOUS KROEHLER
SOFA TAILORED IN RICH LEATHER -LIKE NAUGAHYDE'
ant look at this outstanding velvet A Maeda sofa with a strain Decorator
tailored in rich 'bleak vinyl kid -the carefree upholstery that wipes clean look. Bon ti
with a damp cloth.
Elaborately tutted mat, bark and Ens mode cloud soft apd so
comforted* with the generous use
of deeppolyurethane foam cushioning. Hidden
casters provide, may mobility to eimplify huum
Raining and rearrangement. The value isn't Just skin deep...this
is quality &odder furniture
...with catty coil spring construction, expert tailoring, a stunlyldia dried
frame -plus talons
youcenespoottrom fhb famotarneker, Hwy in-aava during ourAdvance

Add a matching sarong and a
pair of oAquarius" shades
with topaz lintedlenses and the

Crystal L.ake, Ill.

-__ _

installation Extra

Sylvia's
Flowers
1316 N. Arlington
Heights Rd,
Da% 8 to 6
CL 5-4680

Pre

-

d"d

Even the best
shoppers get stuck

$55995*

In spite of the saying that

Hosiery side stripes come
into focus, the kind that go ell

SHE LAUGHS when sh

heue.
ome el

dIsIvrer, al a 5100.

shops.

ard, whom she met in Japan.
recalls their courtship there

r

JUSTar

acter Matsue is trying to KM ease with the 14 -inch doll.
Similar dolls sell for at Weal
$25 in Oriental specialty.

Hosiery come
into focus

jacket for her husband, Rich-

oche Wel

36,000 BTU's

costume depends on the cher-

for herself. Now.
she'd like to start on a spar
shern made

YOU0 0. NOW

These f.hion-shrewd woman -many with money to

WIVE% Radio
,

SSPtat

to a stand. la the old-fashioned
mantes, she then

buy a SI ,000 dress at the slightest whim - have wellcoo
ensembles with interchangeable blouses,

A Kitchen -Tested Recipe from.

railer Campbell, downtown Arlington Heights

901.1V.0.161.

in the Kabuki theater.

isn't.

......e.

.

dy and separate sniffed arms

nd legs. The beautiful faces
have the heavy white makeup
typical of geisha girls and ac-

have. Although their buying may look impulsive, it

have wonderful Aloes planned for

our wide
selection of
fine fabrics
- natural fibers,
synthetics,
blends.

Hato Mt. P.M..

styles; accessories and such. When browsing through a
store during a sale they fit new items into what they now

finn where ns most Bonen, We

Choose from

I like to make and costume Oriental dolls."
Each doll comes in a kit
bnsisting of a heed, stuffed

and beautiful obi sash. The

toatc a light gold coatdres

their clouts before shopping. They consider color

make you lovelier To make Poo

IlvitilP

tIme

and never the twain 'shagmeet,"
neck sweater for her son
Mastro Troffer has
Shane
come from the Far East to the
Playiag no favorites, she has Middle West, and Melo, have
also made Christopher a shi t met very charmingly indeed.

WELL, FOR one, they consider what they have in

r

tem ot. Pmspect

makes by hand an elegant kimono complete with silk lining

visiting committee.
This talented mother is als
an avid knitter and crochete

THE DATE YOU MI

For the woman who noires ohout her
body That's our real concern sn
Ida
guaranteed results without
diets, merom, polls or machines To

Charline Adonis

whenever I do have some free

Japanese

the Wayside Church, wher
Mclean is co-chairman of th

quired by federal law_ The tagsgive the buyer so idea of
5What to expect in the way of performance and tells the
type acme the garment needs.

AT 18 AND WE ISHONOR

ac

club

inferior if you do not buy.
Another move is to read the labels or hangtags re-

CA1111. BETWEEN MAT 18

Its

smugjut ht to Waal. to sue

solicitous or pressure saleswoman who makes you feel

C ATTOTORC=118Tdra

Complimir y LenAnas

CDROM!. AIR C01101110NING

ONE OF THE first steps is to wavy off the overly

ON OUR SESSION COST

CO2METICS

gether and her nails the solos

her own design, a horizontal]
striped blue and white ,art

skirt to a sleeveless white Wool
top. She also sews for her two

MERLE flORffilill

Phone

209-2241

pose she wants, sews them 1.0-

The perfect. example of who
she means is a pale pink eres

This winter she knitted, from

1, ready made. After tiring of a
softly pleated blue, green and
white plaid wool skirt, she
quickly fashioned a charming
usual dress by attaching the

"I don't have much time for

FEDDERS

ample, while making a white
knit dress from a Vogue oats

collarless boat neckline."
Matsue even changes and
ertrobincs things she has ai-

mon ),

Matsu carefully arranges
the parrs of the doll imo the

clothes this year. The estimated increase includes an
across-the-board use in prices.
Why women buy as they do is a problem PsYchoanalysts wrestle with. However, even the most experienced woman shopper occasionally gets Oulu when
the urge to buy
her better judgment.
There are certain precautionary checks for those
who get caught up in the whirl of shopping for new
dress, suit or coat.

FIRST.

the

materials are as important as
the design of the garment."

change it in some way. For ex-

but a vuiety of sal

Room demo. dam et

at

American Embassy, then in a
civil ceremony as required by
Japanese law and finally in a
Roman Catholic church cere-

clothes. "I believe the work
manship and the use' of fin

ms

But then other factors have

through their three wedding

ceremonies - one

Sometimes they have elaborately dressed heir and headMee..

gs as those of th
Women's Club of Our Lady o

" are, I added a cowl collar to its
y

Luckily, Richard
wasn't -a nervous bridegroom
or ha, couldn't have lasted

tors

Matsue says she prefers simpl

could be displayed in the air

COMES
AND 10 SHOW YOU IMAIdll

an

large wing collar plunging i

beautifully carved that they

keys collectible. The fat little

BODY

TO ADVERTISE IN

had

from a simple dress to the most

"Although I occasionally
use a commordal pattern, it
seems that I always have to

..6):
was patterned after an old Esyptian one.

Gifu - meiciws

Antique

Rts.12 A B3, Mt. Prospect

11

When one looks for the collectible. in Locks and keys it is

flowdrs,
scrolls and geometric design..

an lues..S..

,....,.....s -.:......,

ONE el
Vein icworite

Melly deeOraled with scenes

from Mythology,

vee ore a.. home -

se A D,,q., B , # II

259-2210

ANTIQUES

SOO Dundee Elgin
OW 5-111S

NM E. Mello -mid Rd.
BUSSE'S FLOWERS 3 Garr
Eim ...Evergreen eq. Prospect

Br De IRO

r

MANOR BLDG. LONG GROVE

sand

;.;
"t.z?-:
send..ri, ..., invi'

pitk

,SH,O,P,A11,

saves

Another unusual evenin
dress Matsu designed was o
royal purple crushed velvet. I

cetoted with a mandarin colla

elegant evening gown, creating_ most costumes from her

Keys are still collectible

YE OLD CHINA it GLASS

know.

-

thOmugh background, Mats.
easily whips up anything

own designs.
ANTIQUE A F
CHM KO GIFTS
COUNTRY HER TAGS

light blue and silver brocade
the
sleeveless,
floordengt

she designed for herself

Skins may be planed or norrow,

-

machines,

traditional way by hand.

with long sleeves and whim

Potentat

times than any couple they

ing from the shoulders. Th hobbies other than my sewing
flowing cut of the gown was aher I take care of Richard,
emphasized by a neckline out the children and oar
dog,
lined in white mink.
Zip,' Matsue said
"but

5wasai" for Oriental clothing,
such as kimonos, which are
sewn entirely by hand. The
cheaper kimonos that can he
bought today are, of course,
made by machine, she said.
But the fine quality, pure she
kimonos are still made In the

looks cool in daytime dresses.
These accent shirty styling,

Shriner's

have

required of a Japanese school.
"We really learned to sew a
fine seam," Mesue tecalk.
We were not allowed to

done. on

ning in long dresses, either
bouffant ar slim. Long-sleeved
white blouses frothed with lace
ruffles pair up with long, )ace bedecked skirts of pink or blue

annual

they

dress was styled with an A-lin
skirt and an attached train fall

Actually she learned tw
,iyles of sewing: "yosai" foro
European clothing, mainly

or aquiggly-paueroed lace fah -

re

that

I

mobobly been married more

years of mandatory sewing is

hand sewing. This usually look
at least a year."

to their unusual diamond

One of Matsue's mut

cent designs was an crquisit
evening gown for another Ar
lington Heights woman, Mrs
Walter Dill, who wore it to th
her husband presided. Made o

touch a machine until we had
completely mastered the art of

Use imagination!

and gexplaining

'

Ball in Chicago, over whit

north of Tokyo, Japan. Six

right wrap -around to nip the
chill --- summer through fall.

brime

EN,

Petite Matsue has been de-

girl, living on a farm 35 miles

will never luck for just the

children, Shenk
Christelpher, 5.

signing and making her own
clothes since she was a young

ine, bonded cotton knits and
wool blend fabrics can be worn
almost the year round. These
fabrics offer unlimited designs
in plaids, florals, stripes and
brilliant solids.
With a poncho in your
wardrobe (or two or Noel you

the fold from the edge through

Lam illuminates the eve-

.. ,.

or Imp

ball

Hem im the Chieers arm
he re temperatures often
grow cooler in the late eva

material cut a circle. Fold in
half and cut a 28 -inch alit on

is possible for you to have

Call Sunday

Troffer of Arlington Heights,

neatly raveled
own fringe.

in 'a(most any fabric and decorated to suit any mood. The directions are simple: From one
and one-half yards of 51 -inch

Ponchos can be as simple or
es elegant as you like. In fact, it

low,Low Bank Financing Available

is how friends describe Matsue

finishing the edge with a deco-

../k very designing woman"

fringe. Many fabrics can he
1.0 form their

diagramed) can be made up

BURGLAR and FIRE
SAPS

OUR PONCHO NU.. (as

By Amy Freemen

personal
touches.
The experienced seamstress
may prefer to hem her poncho,

rator bmid or

pick up evens ore patron.

ON NEW

Complete

an ideal late evening poncho; a
lo th one could he worn
over swim/mar_

'70 scene. the poncho is sure to

SOME LATE summer collections are already showing

ttiv,a:ZenprZrrif:ir

can OW unique

Torn -posternod ping of oilcloth. Felt or fur Would make

Page I

1

Evergreen Shopping
Center
20 5 Evergreen,

Arlington Heights
PHONE

394-0820

OPENSUNDAY 1

MON , MSS , AND RI 9 30 9 30
TUB , WED, AND SAT 9 30 600
SUNDAYS 1180 5100

Alf z,

4ityttgef

LAY -A -WAY
A Small Deposit Will Hord Your Put
chose For Future Delivery Planning a
New Home or Apartment? We II Hold
Your PorchoreFer Tool

FREE DEUVERY
within 50 mile radius

of Wks &tendon

INTERIOR DECORATING,
,!j

pf,

)1'!9!td

c ARPETI NG. DRAPERIES

-1,Ir

259.5660
3880E33E81AS
MOWS BUDGET TERMS
AS USUAL OR USE TOUR

MIDWEST BANK CARD

THE DAY

Pat- 12

MARCO previews lifestyle

borrowing shapes and colors
from nature. Farr picked as an

with !Lower arrangements sad

an oltech,
don't Well to be like everybody deal" In csmgee thin

arc ourselves. and our homes
are taking
aides," said Farr, who ex -

their interior decorating, said
Davin Farr Natiuml
H on. Furnishings p.m. .,
COordinator for Montgomery
Ward.
pan.,
enn in

ant

function with `lour Fa.
conjunction

..."'Lifestyle. is o a new word

Things,- a preview ben.
Mit sponsored by Om Garden

dab of Barrington R. the
occasion Morcor Inc..the par.

cogwagyMomgo

Ward and Container Corp. of
America, offered its mare or
home furhishings and design
experts, who constructed six
pavilion, to express various
envir0 nmunts.

The Garden Club of Barrington accented the pavilions

pressed enlacement that the re-

'cr....9'U A.M..
matter revealed manufac,
utters are fohowIng this Idea
which has been mined to mom

bow
W....
said. 'The

Fan
population en-

plosion is forcing up into look alike molds. Through tech -

War/
thin

IM
W.,.

now materials --- Ma
PlettihRa."
lhe orgame

and

look

P0ffIlar

dcnoratilin

116611I.

Zm.g into
-Spring is a call to Imam,.
wrote author Cyril Connolly.

- Bar if the only action Om
-spring means to yours -wing
cleaning- then it in't much
:

fun for you 01- your family. Scr

has

e...116/, as one of the .p.

ehei

example a Louis XIV antique
chat in one of 11. Pavilions. it
was in a setting of heavy dapcries and provincial wallpaper.
along with 0 ChipPeadalc
chair. three now products.

"AT LAST we ire broom-

n ,ingebonn

is what

On fireplace and a campaign

9WE HAVE, improved on
lected the best from many eras.

Fine period pieces are being
ombined with glassoopped
des, vet they still create a
formal elegance. Heavy drapes
which once kept the drafts out
of the castles now are used to
give the feeling of secorliY.
In the eclectic habitat
Moutemnery Ward decorators
chose motifs from several eras,
plesigle, tables and chairs art-

.gfe primarily use BenWolin Franklin's invention for
effect today, but a fire can be
hum in it on a cool evening,Farr said. The campaign chair

honor roll at Forest View High

Berri patterns to portray 9a

an.

too has had many names-- the

eight -week home fashion for -

habitat used

three

School, were
nounced.

day in the country look."
Twenty thousand home makers have already particigated in Montgomery Ward's

While you'm

udruo

cleaning op

urns. In this area the decor.
ing course is available at the.

Paulander

A
s u ad, "l Charlottei Cir.',/,' ell,
Rebecca E. Bailey, Susan 13.-

Randhurst Corner store and is

taught by Mrs. Roberta Vol -

'What we arc saying is that
lade, whose interior &Wilk
possible to reprothree a
ling
colorna, "DmignIng
mom of yesterday ---but better- t Women" first appeared In
today," concluded Farr. "Use
Day Publications. For limber
as many patterns in a room as
information Mrs. Valle& may
you like, but follow the basics
be contacted at 3924500.

Donald I. Bohac, Leslie L. Bryant, Robert
rwardin, Mary L. Christmas.
Jeanne R. Dinah!, Richard
Doering, Kerry,DrajusA. Donovan,
Susanne
Linda M.
Duck, Wendy Ann Dwyer.

4,A.At

ht

complement the decor, using

ing towels and bath mats.

Rom, Dims, bloc ..0 ',bile
aM red and yellow tlelas.

for all the family.
For you. it's a creamy.
s

255-2800

296-0360

DES RAMS
PHONE,

The Modern habitat featured Menai. Mid., came

ter,/ properties act .

ment created by a member of the Barrington Garden Club. Mel
Pavik, mmager of the Montgomery Wardloot
In
store odors
this combination of furnishings so wen
since decor
out In the same theme. AU furnishings are available at
Montgomery
Montogernery Ward.
norRte

-

because it arrests the growth of

harmful bacteria On the skin.
It's mild enough for you to use
by,

SCREEN & GLASS
REPLACEMENT

the

d h 1p.

p

infection of diaper rash.

What's more. lightly perfumed
'Safeguard soap comes in three
shades - beige, white and pink -

so you can match it

to yournew

bathroom decor.

While you're cleaning out
the kitchen closets let the kids

GLIDDEN PAINT
AND WALLPAPER

,dta-MMOirrtM
Polotineelath Shone/nu Censer
OPEN DAILY eA M -6P M FRI menu

make

Phone 359.1004

some

and

candies

cookies with thou "not wank
mving." half -used packets of
ohmolala pieces. corrals, and

you can be sure.

look great, and some of the

to have your own way, and during the first three days of weer this
trait will be unusually strong Watch it, There are those. with

presents

Anthony
of

Glenview

5

now to serve you

Chez geadque Colfpres

Passbook

:k allV"droTgoP,av'etTg:arPoor;,?'..,..

trip. But keep plans secret a/Idling/In,
GEMINI (May 21 Jane 20)) That which seen. lost is just'
postponed. Gem. Take time in coming days to gain ...nem of
your hidden possibilities. You're a gent with many faced. So why
not sparkle like you should,
CANCER (June 21 -July 22h New person will enter into your
life in week ahead. Moonbaby, who will excite your imagination.
Along with everything else. Enjoyment is to be had, lee, but you
must put your natural lazy habits behind you and get ouf gam,
and get your share. If you don't take it, someone else will OlIghal

good with the new midi -length
coats. Boots with higher heels

Chez 3euuhique
Coiffures

Golden

Vic7,7;rt

Ram.

n)

1417E Poluttne Ruud, Arlsnmen lietghts

259-9446

LEO (July 23. Aug. 22h Willful, willful Leo. You do so want

whom you come in daily contact who view your attitude as
haughty. Don't supply the fuel for their fires. Quite honestly,

The

Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

Seta girl going to her first prom is something

to be remembered. We have a selection of
beautiful prom dresses for her to choose from.
We can't go to the prom with her, but we wish

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

night, the representativea returned with identical plans,

except for a Mw alterations.
Which the trustees and admininrutive staff of the college reguested.

Bill Cummings, one of the
representatives, gave con es-

and then tends to tide one over the rough spots. Right?
PISCES (Feb.19 -March 20): Olga hopes that Pisces followed
lam week's advice concerning money matters. Olga would late to

dome of the construction in

COmpany. of 2024 Plainfield
Dr., Des Plain., and Bradley
J. Prochaska. son of George

Coed selected
Mary S. Bowen, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Bowen.
115 W. Central, Arlington

Nagle. which has almady been
occupied by the college board
and administrMine staff, the

The board could approve the
lowest bids, July 7 and eonstruelion would begin as

ably

93S. Donlon CL 5.0543

Member F.D.LC.

Minton Heights

work .ead extracurricular es.tivito1K

Bye

l4fertetals

Ddusiness Services

arril3F/CYF'r;":.

p!

BASEBALL SCHOOL

iLV.V;171-N

voymsn

You set o high readership

because your win. ad is
not lost in a mountain of
newsprint.
the

People

Day and

Its

T.= wr,°,'°.,*;

read
Want

s...1 days I week)
21SitualiansWarile6Men

22Aituabons Wanted Women

time

in

10

tCrAllnALA nolt=5T2',

weeks in time for the open ing of the school on Sept. 21.

If is Illcompletely finished
by then, however, the build
ings would still bc complete

IN

VII

n

H

169-6F3763.24 5et
OUIAR.M
:

enough to be occupied by the
students in classes.

rn

r-

0

priority on the science
equipment to be used in the
est

first semester. He said that Sct
suppliers of the equipment
usually need several mantle to
obtain the equipment ordered
by schools.

cause no construction Can begin unlit Jury

Miss Gatsis plans to study
secondary eduction at either
the University of Illinois or Illinois State University. She is

0

17th in her graduating class at
Maine West High School, has
been a member of the National
Honor Society, debate team,
National Forensic League,

WMTH radio staff and the
girls' tennis Oat. She also

r-

won the Illinois State Scholar,
student

service

,

Prochaska intends to study
architectural engineering at

bar of the Letterman's Club

CD al

iv'.

Heights
um
sd add,.
.sphe swews,neultz,06. clue
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.

met
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00

',Rd* da
.

J

4, 0

'151

.111.9/

diughten of UtiP-

<T)

fA7/tPleolat bv5 nee pored a

and was seven times on the semester honor roll.
wasTR.

1070

s"

SAVE

Results!

YOUR

Your Day Won, Ad works!
Whatever yau wont to
sell,

SOLES

buy, rent or trade,

you get roar results from
the Dayl

,

0(/)

employes selected for scholarships by a committee headed
by Dr. Allen S. Hussey. chemistry professor at NOrthwerdern University.

Heights.

science and
awards.

In-

1310staid foiled

Cummings mid the actual

He said that for the next live
weeks, the architectural firm
will prepare bid forms, drawings and specifications and
other detail paper work. be-

has been a member of the Allington High School gymriastic team for Maryea.. a mum-

uted to campus life through
the quality of their academic

I'm looking for a couple
of frome homes in your
area to display our new

Reader;

ing plumbing and electricity in award the contr°. for the
the science laboratories in the furniture' and other items as
building.
soon as pomible.
Then. Cummings proposed
a time -table for the bidding
Cumming, suggested that
and completion of the work. the board should lay the high.

Springfield, Ohio.
Ivy Ring honors with mere-

CLOTHES OF DISTINCTION

IN THE

I

the University of Illinois. He

Milwaukee /Wawa at Dundee Reed
Wheeling, Ill, Phone: 537-0020

IFIERE'S BIG GAME...

construction work could prob.

and constructing new parti-

eh at Wittenberg University,

nrnb

nemeleriesgleis

quickly after that as possible.

the estimate given by

.w

ibetZhri pc oot those sophomore

TOMORROW: How to add a
handy change purse to your belt/

WANT ADS

ner,

He said that bids could then
be opened from a June 16 - 30.

If

.

you can improve

W.

each of the three buildings.
For building No. 4 at 7900 N.

Heights, has been selected for
membership in Ivy Ring, honor society for upperclass worn -

t

least amount of time. If playing

Throop, Ellen S. Tugandle,

thy W. Bailey, Diane K. Bari

1410 W. Miner St.. Arlington

,

game is the player who uses the

DAY

VOjiogi, 3,JeTice;nt.ADVd7cit,

recently
awerded
$1,000 college scholarships to
IWO area students.
The students are Karen Gat-

six, a research chemist for the

alone, see if
your speed.

ested Coll Mr. Moore,
S45-0507

Patrick A. Arnold, Tim, Sandra L Weir, ouy3,Wer-

Prochaska. a laboratory tecK

elk daughter of John G. Got-

and so on. The winner of the

Owen Thompson, Nancy A.

thee! Altergott,
M. An demon. Kenneth A. Appel -

nician for the company. of

,

sto paper.
It then is the next player'S turn.

sulated Siding. If inter-

Susan

'ael E. Sullivan.
Becky J. Swinford,

Alien, Jane A, JaniceA fes

The Universal Oil Products

,

fully, he puts each one in the boxu

continuing until the 10th has
been transported successfully. At
that very second, check the
amount of time that has passed
since he began. Make a note of it

Vinyl Aluminum

M. Spoeth, Pamela A. Sporleder, Georgia Steffens, MicM

SENIOR:
Gary R. Abramaco.. Tom

Co.. 30 Algonquin Rd.. Des
Pleines,

that swing from a chain handle
make the fashion scene.

a

SORIJE,

2 students win scholarships

look and slim trim pouches

Ape iegfee

JOAN

Finally, Cumming) reportAlso, the trustees author ed that proposed work on zed Perkins & Will to proceed
building No.
at 5,901 Oak- with preparing contract sped ton. would cost 975,900. The fications and soliciting of bids
major
construction
costs for equipment in the gave
would be incurred from plac- buildings so that saheb oard can

fur the three buildings. Last

A player holds a rule with
each hand and picks up the Pm.
nib, one at a time. Moving care-

reach

SOwa..Glen R. Spiagler, David

1Mns up to the ceiling

Two wmks ago, represent.
dos of Perkins &
presented preliminary plans

most accurate timing.use a watch
Mat has a second hand owe!' as a
minute hand.

raynagrzegutawal(&

Ward before bid forms for the

Lob, hrimtfialc. Mlles by thecollege

The .Tuna take turns and

E.

which must be submitted to the

cm be sent out.
The building will he used as

SAGITTARIUS (Nam 22 - Dee. 21k New phase shaping up
Saj. Behind the scenes forces at work. Challenging new idea will
be presemed to you before fifth day. Dig into it. Be lase dm. of
week temptation will be great tosaileh on a pal. Don't do II.Such
action would be unworthy of you Saj.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan, 19): That which you have been
unable to get by sheer merit, you will gain by diplomacy. Providing you get into gear right away. You are by nature persistent,
Cap, and this is good. in the long haul, you will wind up with the
prize because of this quality.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 181: Did you manage to muddle
through last week, Aquarius? If so, on comtha up offers prombe
of tranquility. Daydreams may sap you of some of your energy,
but so what? Fantasy can be great fit, And a fancy dream now

you. Sizes 5-15.

Richard K. Unpin. Doi -

mows was $50,600 and would
include removing partitions

work on the three buildings

grow
Child

Kay,

1.1

eaelrotte must he time. Fee the

ter.

ores Vercelli. A. n K.
Karen M. Young.

lad the Perkin & Will firm to

Ads

-----

"

Young Hobby Club

Quigley,
Christine A.Redo , Deborah
Rohde. Roxanne Rosen. Gary
H. Ross.
Bette 1. Sandgren, Nang E.
Scher, Joyce M. Scheib,

lie L. Troutman.

the street from 7900 N. Nagle.

Want

:.
,
It ,,,,,,...,:
4 '1_
°

,..

Marpret A. Semple, Angele
W. L. Smalenbc,

Gayle A. Tof, Sandi G.

Chicago.
The trustees further author-

proceed with the construction
specifications and documents

we could, because when he looks at her, he
swill think she Is Jteautiful. So we'll sit home
and sigh and maybe cry a little, along with

HEELING

Schmid,

bAhlings in the Cook Electric
Co. complex in
Morton ., work would cost S23,700 and
include partitioning of rooms,
GenTre,plans were presented by
additional lighting, new windows and doors.
representatives of the Patin
d Will architectural dm of
For building No. 3, across

slops away. This person may be a Taurus or a Gem.

In this season of the big ancmsories, handbags keep up
the pace. Bold, hefty shoulder
bags big enough to balance
pantsuit look, oblong bags that
pull out the shape fora leaner

Oakton

approved preliminary p.m
for the renovation of the three

Handbags

is a

Larson,,

R.

Community
College board Tuesday night

worn..

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.

Ross.

....

nines,

Oakton college OKs plans
to renovate Cook building

think of all her beautiful Pisceans drowning in a sea of debt.
Remember that time, tide and bank payments wait for no wan or

A Child

Larry

Doy

FAZT0247W,P4....
AVICt Bac

,Ava 10 AtiOSS

_-.,-.

throughout the Northwest
suburbs to ever 64,000
households In 17 comma.

Pankratz, Alexander Patano
Placek,

WilJoanne1i
'laneR6b7rSTU,
Vicki I.

MARK R. KOT, Steven A.;
Kupitz,

jealousy tics at the root of their thinking. On last day of week be
tyhose and a skirt under a prepared for some dramatic event.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22)i Perfection seems to be your beg,
midi6oat should be as heavy
as pants -shoes. Heels should be Virg, but perfection is hard to come by, And frankly, you're not
on the weighty side, not too exactly the epitome of perfection, so why do you tend to look for
massive, but definitely eel ta- it in everyone else? If you want an answer to this seemingly silly
pered and ladylike. Asa foal question, ask a Wore. But be prepared for a brutally frank anand of goo get on famously together, you know.
touch, dark °owner textured swer.
Loudly, but famously. You tend to complement each other.
pantyhose area must
LIBRA (Sept. 23 . Oct. 22): The whole scene may seem a bit
weary and stale in coining week. Libra. But on last day you'll
hear from one who will have new idea concerning your Mum.
Listen, You're due for a refreshing change of
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Most important week ahead,
Seem, Your entire
could be altered as a result of action
taken at this time, If you are planning any dramatic move, think
Deice. Then thrice. Then fix yourself a toddy aid mug over your
plans still further. Contact old and trusted friend before week

nuts

William Oberhardt, James P.

Gay A. Pettinato, John J.

Robin A. Fogarty.
Roger W. Peach, Mark M.Gonzalez, Karen Goodhope,
Phil Hausman, Karen M. Ja-'
cobsen, Karen Gail Johnson.
Patricia L. Johnson, Arthurl
G. Jon., James F. Jordan,'
E laine Katie, Robert A. Klein,.
Andrew R. Kot,

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You're a bit of a scoundrel,
Taurus, and in days ahead you will find yourself tempted to fi b
regarding adventure in amour. Olga's advice is less talk anoel.mr,

Howard P. Mock, Bonnie L.

Nordlund, David S. Gpsahl,

Pergander, Susan E. Petersen,
Carol Paulsen, Anne Powers,

vid S. Dwyer, Petri. E. Fail,

WAYNE II. MEIER, Gail
Thomas W. Moore,

DANIEL B. MCFALL, Jan

accessorizing
below hemlines

best -looking have sorne instep
detail, such as a fake tongue or
It mods spur and strap.
Shoes
worn with pan-

Particularly in linen knits.
Popping up all over the fashion scene is sweatery
ribbed linenn-orlon knit in natural shades. Eveorthing
looks great in this fabric) dresses, short shorts, cardigans, pan and even swimsuits. Wear this new neutral
string color from head to toe without another color for
the look Mat's new. For instant success weary= newest leather and wood accmsorim for contrast.

K. Man, P. Diana 'Nieves,

Touts, Marilyn Tinter, Les-

dl-coat regular pants -shoes con
be worn.
Higher heels, 11/2 to 21/2
inches, actually look very

palest vanilla to suntan in all sorts of textures. and

Paola Vandenboom. Cynin Sue Weed, Carol Lynn

WArMucs,a.Frpab%kul..13wohjiaclia,...7

r- Roach!

Meade.

GregOry A. Padovani, Janet L.

Desch, Janet Lynn Dick, Da-

ma, int, look great with mi-

With fashion deriving inspiration from so many different sources, no one need be surprised that good
old-fashioned string is the color foundation for early
1970. The "new trals" are fashion for today -from the

April 19): NOM fraud nay cause you la

C

Moses, Kathy E. Nelson,
Gail A. Nielsen, Cynthia

Krzywda, Kathleen M.' Maly,
Richard W. Martin.

Midi - coat needs' rev' 'If....

the right proportion, fool legs
must be covered. Pants, for

Trals are in!

''''"1

Pamela snake John Stahl,
Henry Sokrenga, Ann Takarnoto, Janet

Simon, Ellen N. Takamoto,

II around the calf, to create

ef-

ARIES (Mardi 21

Langhoff,Theresa M. Laplante.

Jorgensen, Richard

w,...K,17kDr,,72,e' }cn,..t"I'

SQallve'nes''ser,-T"e)

Wege6 Donald Woodsmen.
SOPHOMORE:
Diane Lea Aldrich, Stephen

grate your teeth in week ahead. A n. This person may be a Vag or
perhaps a Scarp. In any event, keep your mouth shut. By filth
day, events will take a turn for the better and Dame Fortune will
smile her naughty gypsy smile on you. Take advamage. She's a
fickle witch, you know, and today's delight could become minor -

L

Campbell, Christine Caulfield.
James R. Conley Jr., Donau'

In accemorizing the new
midimoets whose hemlines hov-

Tobe says

ficient deodorant. Teen-agers
in the family willfind that this
soap can help skin problems
such ns the infection of acne,

.1

ch.,"

and a Franklin stove accented by a hen and chickens floral arrange-

Ines soap to help keep

your skin soh and
free.
For Father i ts specilme)
ia arm
me

amens

three shadm of roses and came -

Kocian,

rip

rte aN

liTatTS(cijc,T,, TA.,
aBINO

Articles needed can be found

Klann, Georgette A. Klein,
Ralph L. Kloske, Beverly A.

Margaret

Cheryl.

rence L Skelly, Debra Smith,

Mrs. Otto Schnering of Se,'
ring -ton Hills created an authentic French Valetta to

through. There's a wild range
around now Mat have match-

soap such as Safeguard in the
soap dish. It's the perfect soap

TO YOUR DRAPERIES

MO E. CENTRAL RD.

Montgomery Weld designers used an antique 1700 chest
as the focal point of one habitat, dressing it with heavy dray.
odes and a Chippendale chair.

he's

when

washing and bathing even
more pleasant, make sure
ou've got an antibacterial

OF FRESH AIR

1425 E. PALATINE RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PHONE.

hang

Boy cach member of the
family a new face cloth in a
pop art pattern. And to make

BRING A BREATH

PRIM

to

hrrjelinek, Barbara C.
johri,m;

,,,,,

band probably won't inind giving the bathroom a new coat of
paint when he sees the snazzy
new shmver curtains that tel
going

dek, Deane C. Janssen, Donald

IrRIP,#!".

around the house and consist of
two rulers, a collection of 10 penoils, pens or crayons and a cardboard box.
The object of the game is ta Ke
who will need the least amount of
time M pick up the pencils, pens
or crayons with the two rulersand
deposit them in the box.
The illustration shows how to
proceed. Place all 10 pencik on
the table and set the box about
two feet away.

Janet P. Landreth Gary M.

=w

..

i.6.`tg

=Re enema *

Hetes a new Ramat° playwith
friends or alone.

MICHAEL R.KEEN, Berk-

Jacqueline an
Suzanne
F. Lamm. Sandra J. Lemley.
Louise Livingstone, Lynn
A. Manfredi, Ellett M. Martin,
Gail E. McFeggen, Karen R.
Meads,
Deborrith J.

4----=---

By.Cappy DICE

ley R. Kiclhack; Lawrence

s,

ery

1/1.1)11).,"

L,r Padden, ,Mi. aGryaiP,e9Its,soaioLata,r,-,

mound the home. Your hus-

J)

Paul

inrnI,

TRICKY PICKUP GAME:

0

Wn

JUNIOR:
Laurie lean Alm, Gaylen
.
Bass
Joanne Emhart,

r;,,,,,'%'')..1.???,1,!,',.?1:74,,',!

ANITA OSWALD Sandra

Rohde,

Claudia A. Hojem, Nancy L.

Zawacki.

Mary Doyle, Don J. One-

er, Richard Novak.

Ms

Hansen,aEli.ssG9'171.1

Patricia S. Han,

Robert Huffman, La n& A,
Richard Her.hmmm George HYIelli Julie . K. Jacobsen,
Volikomm
Robert M. Was Linda C. Jamieson. Carol A.
en, Meredith K. John man, Carla wood, Janet M.

kola,

Gary, Mark Lesley, David

Heck,

A. Sturgeo6 Mark R. Tesmer.

C. Martindale, Gary A. May-. KathleenffiR.ril/=',,..i.M:

ham o and ere ...thing Ike

eS'I'"11". P.

A.

dare Costa, Thomas D. Cvi

Michael J. Jule, Ed. Katzmon. Diane M. Keys. Donald
Kula, Gail S. Kuthe, Ann Lee,

the garden. test your green
It you find any large stones
thumb and zing up your cook- while you're diggin away. then
ing with a lorry cmY-th-grow wash them and decorate with
herbs. Planted in small pots. gay designs using acryclic
they lock attractive around the paint. Prom! You've pro-

Geudtner,

CteYrm'ahnlo'nrkthrki'stoKffe'lh,Wen:

GtIlnian,,,F,R. G,deemgatt.,.Firencis

L ."rFoster,O
td'e Pamela"
AFir s A.

eRobinrah

'

SCOTT P. ERICSON, Mary

Fitzpatrick, Scott F. Gabriel,

Day
m Want

MARK R. ENNES, Deb -

Rri0eNrALpaDuRts.,SeMinblIrli,,DBen,b1r,°

lief L.

spring

33VCItILIPs11--Y"-

D.Erarsbo'nh, MGicNhe'elbS'.
S. Pleatj'e
'

nikc,Rthoybc,r40},eccrkrmanmn.,

j

Ler THE family help you

0

Carolyn L. Cantwell, Lou
..1p.M,riccivliaar
it/rut:rumen Miller,, ion L. Costs, Michele Cow
Miller,
den, Denise L. Cornell, Lind
A. Divall. Diana L. Divito.

-

The
3 -"Rs"
of

buy. Robert K. Bell, Beverly L
Brach, Mary C. Campbell.

Ross,
Kimberley A. Sasser, John
D.
DeanMark JS.nSo ht t '1,Carol
'Chant
hS'i SC!' .

FRESHMAN:

fully combined with a Frank-

are all pretty and no trouble to
grow.

recently

Those named to the Senior
honor roll me:

duced some objets Wad. nd
here., 01010wenn, hap you children will enjoy 'yelping some vary fashionable paall enjoy this beautiful time of you with. Basil, dill and sage perweights!
the year,

Richard R. Lesser, Ronald E.,
Lundin, Scott A, McGovney,
Linda Jean McLain, Kathy,

nior and Pallor third quarter

of good design.. Their Rural
different

Dame chair, the monk's chair
- bur it is always recognized
for its comfortable sitting.

the pen with the knowledge of
nmv." mid Farr. We Isaac se-

Students named 10 the se-

NCILOT

z
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Forest View names
honor students

Select best from many eras, advises furnishing coordinator
By

THE DAY

Monday, May 18,1970

Mond., May 18 1970

PHONE

IN TNE

296-6640

DAY

OR

WANT

-

ADS
Get smart!
Start a Day

255-7200

Want Ad

working
for you!
Phone

255-7200

SPAYS'

3 LINES

Dial a Day
Wont Ad Today,

OE

296-6640

390

255-7200
OR

296-6640

monde, May 18, 1970

23Emplornent Adenoma,

SaggEi

(Pk o

_j_Maa_11
24tIolp llantedrien
SCP001 MAINTENANCE

CALL

Mochonlcol experlonce dotle

Beenen Cooper - llov4Remen

FIELD REP.

3,84770

IN'enVnes

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

255-7200 on 296-6640

CENTRAL A

CARPENTER

CONDITIONING

wird.° uei h NundMiers

"'

Lawn Care
''PrC19VERATIVE ENTERPRISES
if no ons. 592-0763

',Sur

Fl39

Painting & Decorating
DEPENDABLE
DECORATING

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

CONTRACTORS

LP-

203.0352

To

Lawn Mower nenona

730 6.

550 4807

WEST GARDENCELMFR

BROWN mom

Wm 249 -Colima.

Neuge 8240146

Mr.F.inc12.
WM WI

priced on.," Sem AO 6363

Pets

'

CHAIN LINK FENCE

MT= ,,,,P1MTER
CALL 297-2266

COMPLETE ADV SERVICE

Prompt Ser.,.

*COLORS
°

TunSisuss

Courant Caernarfon
Pones. Sidewalks.

541-1037

REVERS MASONRY
Att TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

Small lobs. My StoecioIl
DAN

Ur2L

KRY'SUr' ''""asS

10E

OR'ItL

.24,7510

OliS.21.741Em,

Furniture Refinishing

CEMENT WORK

ALL SEASONS

Bicycles & Repairs

WINKELMAN'S

sus mar
392-9351

you

Roofing

uc',:=Arrtrcale4o.

P prtyVI
us

69,6736
EXTERIOR 1NIERIOR

Yoe, Fowe tr-teRtaventen'S

nacia=uoini
Prornur

Vain: E Sirovy

Home Maintenance

"°.

CALL 562 075

7,"7"777,77`
Med, Coll 439 9344

Instructions

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN

61, 59. NO,

'7-

IR5

TUTOR

CALL 259-4999
Landscaping

0,0U1:10'N'SIAGSEVEME-C
ROOM ETC. CALL 255 1807
WU 5 NOME

2,5440

AND SLOW PAW.,
KITCHENS...IS

NEW MIAP PAINTING

THE SODMAN

FV=EIVEnct:
392-3450
CL 5-3991

Sump NMI,

Day Comps

Dog Service

ffr'Stl'a'vr"
5.3042

IMIGLER DECORATING

VICE. CALL CW5057

ODARAN,ED LAWNS

'TROOCM7t:""

TIAL IAMLIMalae. awn..
urndos A7sfill

255.2570

RUSSELL.
wgd.CK 10

2

"'str'A'FPn'u'AZot'X'

NOSCAP

DECORATING

,lng. Also yeo

Au DRAPERY REPO.

DICK'S EILE SERVICE

CREATIVE

SAND

60 STONE

GRAVEL
DECORAIIVE

FILL
SOD

FREE ESTIMATES

DECORATORS

.7 9093

TILE MAN
WALLS AND FLOORS

3924623

Select Enieeptme s

HOMES °WIC, ROOM

927 2925. Agee AAA

ADDITIONS. GARAGES. Ker

ChiatS. BATHOOOMS, FIRE

FREE ESTIMATES

PLACES, GENERAL REPAIR

nee en..
TN 8020

033-7588

cc cnincfusE,Vrt.:Pa rus

ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO.

galtwan'ertee"Va'."'

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

MAR-GLO
PAINTING, DECORATING

SOD DEPOT

Finished Basements
Established, Reliable

narrilgigars

ssVaro'cV,StSise

PROMPT DELIVER). ANYWHERE

Room Additions

Tree Service

Street

::=3:12100
nig 9 Yd Lood415.00

NEED MORE ROOM7

Vinyl

CoarauFapenng.

593-6934
Free estimalas Fully Insured

Wheeling.

It pays to advertise
with Day Wont Ads.

Electrical Work

,dded 253 092.I. KOTTKE & SONS
AARON

ELECTRIC

Licensed

LANDSCAPING

Woltrnon Cones. Co

DAY ADS

Paid Training

An Equal OpportuniMEmpieVed

'.°0°:
cleanup, eloclg ten, Fertilizing?

ARE

EYE CATCHING,_'''''=°

R & M DECORATING

Lettie,

289-1088

RON FOSTER TV. Ine.

1171 S. Elmhurst Mt Des PI
Fring

See It repaired

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

VIDEO SPECIALISTS CO.
-

43,9144

630-830 a.m.
P.M. ROUTES

forvmntreent

2:30-5 p.m.

FASTENER CO.
Chloogo

friendly
team of
want ad
girls are
trained
especially
to help

DAY

WANT

SOCIAL SECRETARY

0187PFEWtrrit,
IU

MAINTENANCE
MEN

'Agar

LU

LIT

Zuetra'Iscr''learn "g

.'gcr fear",
owesionol listing ono movtng
t./.13:FIF

%r:,117,11tardzir.n7::,,, camp

394 5660

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

Boy and Girl

s

966-3360

8134031to 4:30 PM

DAY PUBLICATIONS

d

make

MISCO-SHAWNEE
INC.
ELX GROVE VILLAGE

INVITES OUR YOUNG READERS TO

PLACE THEIR OWN WANT ADS FREE

AT O'HARE FIELD (where'll...ion is/

L

VS. OUnnFO'F'I'PYZ"'P3'4-0800

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

SUPERVISOR
ANSAI

NO OBLIGATION
Loot Mail or Bring Vow -Ad 00 160 Fenn Below To Day Publicalians.7175o.Arlinglui
Heights Rd., Arlirgam Heightsor Des Plaines Day,722 CcoterSt. Des PM..

APPEASAISCF,OUTGONGSEASONAlrrY

_89

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

We Must

686-7740

Receive

ACATIO3L

CUPIdransportation fe our deo,

ADS TO APPEAR MAY 25-26-21

VW

e!flcNNTn MUST BE AVAIMBLEFOR

mad hem 54.000

aRe RWRMR

°dud. Excellent flailing mlaM

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

...A

rewarding, hIgh pay.

Welt

BOVIc:r:Vrtlreernot

SART

EFIIICla Ds where you'll
yOur meMbaniCal a.
OPOSIr101 110111110 10 tne

teach
you

lonest

the

Call Miss Solo?

455-3600

Veteran Orallsean afit train you

272-5500

or POrne M

ol

An Equal Opportunity Frualalier

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

rapes.

Oen Paiisf

-

JANITORS

Intinis you'll Se

10f

eani

10 Climb SS ler me your

EXPERIMENTAL

ArTATIV

MOTOROLA'

437.690rL.46

oaEllti

school. Modern

it conditioned plant

455-3600

Form

Below

SORRY NO FREE

Woman

JEREMY'S

10

namy.

address arW phom number which MUST appear in every
Rd. Ads will appear crs received without editing or our -

ration.

Ads containing ankle. which boy or red would ns

naiinelly Loll his or her personal ProPeNY wIll 10511 In soeepend. For example. ads offering furniture, appliances.
automobiles. heats. Panos, newer tool, adult clthing.
etc. WI I L RE REJECTED.

4. Ads moo be on Inc official Tare and must he mailed

or brought to she classified department. Day Publications
217 Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Ilcights. Order forms
are also available at the Arlington Day Office.

As many ads as desired may be submitted hut cosh

ADS TAKEN BY

00k E101k, III.

PHONE

must he fin sepunde.official blank.

S. Sorry no Train's Mler

P.M. Mop -DO.

Illinois Bell
16 Eastman, Arl. Hts.

Timms.. nary

It pays

A sem and triirn

to work

at Bell.

905

i,Vs00c0riiryt:

or coll
Mrs. Saki:nor at

253-9920

reach motapwago
tor sour

INDUSTRIAL NURSE
We are seeking a copable individua/ for our
de
& al focility in our beautiful, new

OFFICIAL BOYS AND GIRLS FREE WANT AD ORDER BLANK

Bring or Mail to: Boys & Aislo lh,I Ad Dem, Day Publientionh,217 it,,
Arlington)
Heights Ttd.,Arlingtos Heihr.
.

Deerfield office building, located at the corner of
County Line and Wilmot Roads.

We will train a young man with a good knowledge

of machines and willing to embark on training
and experimental tool develoonent. He will do
shotaiag.fikupe repair and maintenance.
Trade school graduate or a man with at least 2
years in machine trade required. Good starling
wage and excellent potential for high earnings.
Benefits include 100% tuition Cioyments for eight

Special

2. Ads may contain up to 20 words. in addition

Telephone Co.

S,1u,

edneuniaarions
nat. in yeur

MACHINIST

Rd.

su.sa1 000*/..us,sy

thru Friday. Dinner only 4:30 PM to 10 PM. We
guarantee your tips. Excellent salary and company benefits. Meats and uniforms furnished notional chain. Apply in person between 9000 and
IT WTI 2 PM and S PM.

The

or girl is eligible So place Free &int mix.

Employment Office.

Installing enn

rn11111111Ms

as.

goys 16 mis to 5 Pre or 10130 Ate to 3 PM. Monday

ALLEN CO.

P9.9999' .W.'9.99'

WU. sod .114 irsonits.

We offer on excellem.Mart-

THE HERST

Heigbis Convenient day hours
Mon Mrougis Fri.
Apply at

SITU N.

experience necestom

. WAITRESSES

Aiello and Numeric

Yoeng man with experience Setting up progressive and single action dies and medium and small
punch presses. Applicant should be able to use
precisMn instruments and mod blue prints. Permanent position with growth potential tee an alert,
capable young man.

Day or Nite

On

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR

246elp Wantedltlff

SET-UP MAN

'

Your Ad

B.1259

217 S'irl.PrIV?; Rd

0737 Lake Cool, Rd.

I. Any high school, junior high 5211001 grade ideal holy

Where the Customer is Always. No. 1

An Equal Oppertunlm Employer

RUIEES

.

1745N Selma,
(At Grand Ave-)

Phone 253-2340

PON ONn

mrsov1onromvinvrrriovri

Apply in Person

33 S.Arlington Heights Rd.

mmu.

r

a MAILROOM CLERKS

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

VrlrTS

=at'

'iVVTi7;=7""L'''""'"'""'"'"'"'"''

APPLY INANCIRECTOR

REVIEW,

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

SHIPPING

IV

"Fan' suPplies.

P

a

el% IlreNs."'

INC

$525 MO TO START
'Orinrr:P'etelenNegiltg

772'i

AT 291-5475

SECRETARY

533 &State, Elgin, III.

0 INSIDE MESSENGER

ENGINEERING COMPANY

n7,17074",

.ZMENkoN
SERVICE

.1

Hai immediate openings in OUR IMAILRO9M DEPARTMENT far

2"4

JEWEL
FOOD STORES

SUPERIOR BENEF, OF A.
310 CORPORATION.

CONTIMCARSEN

United Body Works

PEPSI -COLA
GENERAL BOTTLERS

Prd

r

denven.

.NURSES AIDES

Cal/ Monday thru Friday

$2,000 PER MONTH

cenveinv

JUNE GRADS

Z0,1'204,',V=.74

Edear.Z. etTesrinert

RECEPTIONIST
RESERVATIONINT

Ask for Al
742-5266

Call For Appointment

ADS

$790

Body & Fender Man

between ion- 5pm

A

upo

4100W. Victoria

. 827-7880

Ext. 594
Office Personnel

HELPER

weekends, no holidays.

437-5400

Fl 5-0500

PA Equal ORRodunity Employer

SECT'Y.
sle7a1Vstilretry:4ftIrd

Phone Mrs. Cohen
PHONE

ADDRESSOGRAPH
MULTIGRAPH CORP.

PERSONNEL

ACE

benefits.

s=5

43,0923

Need friendly responsible girl
oble to handle confidential

benefits.

hour week...106rd companY

ARLINGTON KS., ILL

cen &Apply

We are looking for an attractive intelligent girl to
receive callers, operate our small switchboard
Die will train) and easier In janeral office and
typing duties. Pleasant condition. end madam
offices. Excelieni stoning calory and finest fringe

'Orn""I'sct'tn'ed'th7firPnre'le'r

45 Plu=ru: Road

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park

RECEPTOONDST

zp, tamale W.

3040 S. Besse Rd.

if/CA

pan time
iantiots.
No

TAPE

LIBRARIANS

fora clerk ,p1s1 who can lype

School Bus, Inc.

COSMETICIAN

25 Emplopent Agencies- Women

N,Ne,d

Notional Corm* Ims o
Wer9dIrMeZrep'e' StNr

Cook County

CEMETERY

OSCO DRUGS

Combination Man
Preferred.
Good Working
Conditions.

Mt. Prospect, III.

Chicago: 346-5040

-

,

MEMORY GARDENS

TOOL and DIE

583-3838

UeTc'e TC'etlirg

with this..

CL 9-0495

Our

you

,,tt,0,.

358-3172

WEEKEND

40 Hoor Week

Come For Interview To

401 E. Prospect
683-3122

CLERIC. TYPIST

RECEPTIONIST TYPIST

AFFIX IN PERSON

CALL MISS DEL at GI. 5-3600
FOr APP9i9toe'l'.1

VDCi1DAVIS employment

Keyes Avenue
Hampshire, III.

A.M. ROUTES

Randhurst Shopping Ctr.
Mount Prospect

455-3600

MOONLIGHTERS

CALL LU JENNER 259-7010

PLAYSKOOL, INC.

DRIVERS

CAAl111,4ohl,

MAKERS

GENERAL FACTORY

I Tailoring

HUMUS

TOP SOIL

AVAIL AB1E V6663131AIEL3

CONTAW21,3,SoN EOM

lor Information and apPoin1FneF'

rnlit
!'nb 'PPP
Zr:e.

fur-

SCHOOL BUS
Earn Extra -Cosh

CALL MISS DEL

WAREHOUSE
MEN

Tile

,OP.,='-40PadOP"PP'

1096055 Drapery Repairs

GENERAL

Linda,
Gladys,

Uniforms

Modern Plush Surroundings

or Coil

235-9100

Good arteeduney in wend.
care.

302.2300

_41!)

Jan,

Applpin P0,00,

2:00 PM. $2 per hour.
Northfield area. Free
Coll Miss Olzak.

298.31320

RADS

LET LYNN DAVIS LEAD YOU INTO
A BRIGHT FUTURE WITH:
Entellem Satiny
Promotional Opportunity

Full time.
8 MA to 4:30 PM.

nished. Paid vacations.

Montgomery
Ward

MACHINIST

eVentng

Experienced desirable.

To work in modern plant
cafeteria. 9:00 AM to
lunches.

RN's & LPN's

and Franklin Park.

82.8518

Permanent

OFFICE

to

455-7450

r!U=tolnrs'Pa!VOIre'.

APPLY PERSONNEL

Arbngton Heights, Ill.
60005

a me.

taks"":it"'d'

ea, arrange the Ft.'s.

JUNE0

HAVE WE GOT
JOBS FOR YOU!

GENERAL

SERVER

for

PART TIME

aWELCOME

------COUNTER

cated in Franklin Park
area.

CLERK

IrdslirShreluIl

We have the most modern vqwyl005T and completely filtered air conditioned building. Regular
merit reviews, company cafeteria and excellent
benefits. Psfitlans °voluble in eh Grave Village

ZlItet1=5t
tretV"'
Call 178-753a

CAN!

6 0 DECORATING

MAIIIASEMENT

CALL OM...

and gadget to close tolerances.

FREE ESTIMATES 261638

299-1696

Parch Repairs

We seek 2 men to repair die. and build fixtures

,

me,

11T

,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

392-9300

111

CAFETERIA

earn extra money. Lo-

being a WARDemployee

UPPER LEVEL

''''n=l0W"dFOR

WPM. CLEANUP

Dog Training

Room Adtatara

CALL BOB VAN

.

or Kay

""le=l'tet"o&
t:tyst.Soslocean

POODLE GROOMING

s.irsev shverkiiii

2 Locations

Billie,

'

ROOM 00=SPuN10.1S

HOUSES RAISED

296,3,10

4.10.220S

POWER RAKING FERTILIZING
WEED SPRAYING. PROMPT SEW

UnnunoIT.I.`.3.r'°"
gog., puLL ,u6,-38LpL,,

Sod

WALTERS

ECHO HILL RANCH DAY CAMP

342 Seat

big S. Move directly into
Managemem

PAINTING, DECORATING

Child Care

824,504

6.27 6671 or 688 0700 eves

Po0,flND1000IOL. 10(01/00.

0010100 E. JOHNSON

ARL. HTS. DAY CARECFNTER

MO MOPE ROOM"?

A00000 00,0 oR I.

women who want

Some of the Benefits of

Rel'aInsre Fund.
Er< elm, Vocalbn

TOOL and DIE REPAIR

259-0552

EXPERIENCED

.tn`un

11;irr'Zf sTAN

Siding

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

MATH AND KARATE

CONCRETE

SiNG0 1918

.

Dawn,
Dorothy,

Sheet Metal Wark

Convenient hours

255.6500

NEPTUNE
SYSTEMS

R'F'SA'SNO7A3°L'E F'EfTR'EtAL'ES

296 644

''''S'nirrynt7pu:r

CUSTOTANI,.

Sewing Machine Repair

Building & Remodeling

FULL OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

ALL SMIFTS

and make

industry

359-4113

C01%1F(gluilMMINUNI

HOUSEWIVES

TYPIST

lee

& 1 CONTRACTORS

392 0240

FUEL), INSURED

Full time. Must know all

EXPERIENCED

Tor

IllinoisBell

FEMALE

Be trained by one of the
best companies in the
Northwest Suburbs. Sell

ECONCPCIDALITY DECORATORS,

Phonu rsdayl

szvase7

PRESS MN

Piles

Ed Soak

CAB DRIVER

Sewer & Septic Work

Waller

1950 N. Mannhiern Rd.
Melrose Park, III.

Automotive Center

Chrcago

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

E0-5 QUALITY PAINT SER.

LI

III.

EMPLOYMENT

r.c 'WY

STINEWAY FORD
HOPKINS

200 EAST DAVIS

by phone.

656.9 24

mono 6E11-5700.

vers.mme

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines
tIV:."VE

*Areal new ID .

TI

666-3443

CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

Secretarial Services

KFP/IF CONCRFIT

las a,

Inc.

2450 Wtelubbacd

Colt 392 4750

Home Improvement

""

1349 Bryn Mawr

TRAINEES

"lauct,iirs7i.c2i-sr"R

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

24 Hr. phone

Boating

"vassrVr rm
Anderson -Jacobson,

area

246111 Wanted Men

.

HAMMER,
INC.

Carron or Bel ot

Rudy

day week, 7:30 arn to 4
pm. Phone for appoinn

CUTLER -

If you qualify, call-

ROOREU'AITVIS ALL

Hearing Aids

s 0349

Cell ,reL

VerattOotiT potential Including 100, mean reimburse

16

BUSINESS MEN'S

help

Gutters

Eve, 5o1, toy APPI.

8 girls on 1134 029-059. 5

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

296-1071

Painting & Decorating

CONSTRUCTION
593 7208
967 9742

Drives

OF

can't

FOUNDATIONS FREE EST

sm.

IFt7ESS"'E 82,511

Judy

T,XI4tnig,tVg,'

CM us ill/Si
ALLEN CONCRETE

DOORS, DECOUPAGE, ETC
FACTORY

t'AticTiti

Looking for someone
with excellent keypunch
background to supervise

I

PAID TRAINING
Summer Work If Desired.

IND SPORTILANO)

se"&"t1t1

KEYPUNCH
SUPERVISOR

itePe'r!

$650 .$700

ADDEIM2OCTVARAGE

ITTV=1"T9

BRICKV0VONRY

Floor Refinishing

Sr 12

tolr""O'';'El

New company car

XilsToronpnigron)

;c'S`CO0No=i1rt7417,i7Z'

SALES

to

7HE LAWNMAKERS296-1340

EXPERT BODY WORK

ree E

WeldMg

Wood Plaques

Plastering

COMPLETE

Coll 077-0203

ELI( GROVE VILLAGE

Reattfe

egrEttCe's'Ita

SPOON & SONS
595-0478 665-4412

Mogl,

FOUNT

nO Wk M. YIN Pele6.0

Auto Service

con

ljtZr

ZegZ4,7:troZ,'S"

,,,,WESTGATE TOLA34.,,,

Fertilizer Service

Free Fsernems

76040114

ROSELLE DODGE

experience

ACCOUNTING CLERK

DRIVERS

TO President
CO

La Salle Renonnel

MECHANIC

PROGRAMER

up to Milt leader Any "bands
en"

837-8072

3290

26 Relp Wanted Women

SCHOOL BUS

To SECRETARY

i'LIPZIPM'OPudifirt 'POIVrOv'en
TWe. Coll Now-

Pe) Hein°,

297-5020

359 5020

Nano Toning Services

537 1244

Auto Body Repair

F ee Mt ma es

LLPguis,119.0706

ec:rrnt

RETIRING, MUST SELL,

EE ESL -14,4589,0255.
N'F=PC#457;FLAP;

este., iso1sSs0

Cons0n1
CPSIZIS0.3014

An Services

uum

WELDING AND GENERAL REPAIR

worhsro.Co11662.0422.

WW5454

Suburbs

aperma. Alt

brdlf woxod.Wells

',dor

MA

Don't last Sit In The Sun -Get
091, B SeWng Viondedul Aron

North Maine Fire Protection District

$650 FREE

Machinery

CHEGP'LgSPIrPTd0fTli'
ALTIMALIONS 1 HEMMING

COMPUTER
OPERATIONS

tigritat'ic
RICK'S DECORATING

358 0845

027.7.6

vet=

W70

290.2770

We Offer:

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

oiltrMn personnelAccepted.

Wallpapering

E.

2t=rel'IrZlIP'atFrt

BOB WACO rErt<11.

lump P66.1 MoliceriAM Weaned
319 95. Soles clewed 39 PS IL

AMFRICA4N3V-PTLSTERING

Coll 2,13.4646 or 017 0441

't"et;FL'sn're'e "'t'ttC*

-

Contact-CHIEF DALE MOORE

0,0. VP1-10.1.ERY Vvec pNT

Patio Blocks

CI 5.1015

m RADON'S, PFMS
°NM. GAeMEN, 3 COA,

Gr3,10,01 Office

Firemen and Radio Operator. Radio operator may
be retired or semi-tetired i,sdiUIdUSl. Deportment

Llta:2:7F0

r

My, RA00 01..KS

Fencing

LUNN MomM64.9

CUSTOM UPHOLSTER ,'

:1?eES'N''',ii4;;:"do

BEING ACCEPTED

CALL

Upholstering

-0.0..:10"" '"'

093.6279

greet Cleaning
PAOLI

,

EIRE DEPT. APPLICATIONS
C!oCoadrs

Engineering

,o,:

CL 3-9799

,EanTVOng. ""

7,4=

g;tr/71.,;;;::::':"
=
Moil

26 Help Wanted Women

0100.10

101

SUMMERTIME and the living can

2161tinwtrh:: Rd.

Put Day Wont Ads
To Work For You

26100 Weld Women

2151015 Wanted Women

00000 10/0,0

fneOttrut "=in'sr:Oi

Maros Union 76
3'01'W South Street
C 3-6'100, Fat 127

26 Rein Waled Warne°

GALSII
JUNE GRADUATES

MECHANIC

Vt10 Lee Sr.

.

Building & Remodelin

26414142*d Waren
24 Help Wanted Men

hareunel*-Sol.07EN

1Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community.. CALL ONE NOM

Air Condi Toning

Monday May 18 IWO

241161p Wanted Men

I

24 Yelp Wanted Men

_

.

Page 14

.

If you are a registered nurse preferably without
prior industrial experience and would ilke to work
8:00 cm°. to SOU pm. Monday thru Friday. please

MORE COM YOU A5k FOR?!

call:

Mary Derderian, Pan 3671

©

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.

Illinois Bell

.

NAME

Mrd yrs, oppIkotlon by 00 os

mil free 6564922,

anm.upm
vom-lorn

6301 Lincoln Ave.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

64755

394.5660=mittto,

267.0050

An Equal Oppoeiunliy Employer
09

N

AGE

Morton Grove. IlL
ADDRESS

PAP.NTS SIGNATURE

264131p Wanted Woman

26 Help Wated Women

BEAUTY OPR.

26 Ilalp Wanted Woman

Hours 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Above average

FREE

shorthand and typing require-

If you are poised &

ments. Evening meetings. Sala-

personable, have

ry open.

light skills & wouldn't
mind hopping into o
plane once in o while,
here's your chance for

VILLAGE OF

with the President to

staff & board meetings

rts

to

take

Acct's. Payable Clerk

HEIGHTS

chance to break out

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
253-2340

of the rut.

Please submit resume or brief
outline of work history in strict
confidence.

PHONE MRS. JOHNSON

Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
60005

966-3360
8 E. NW. Hwy., Mt. Prospect

394-5660

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

Plywood cutoff. Pine shelving.
Ws" plywood circles, 30", 36" &

LUMS

48". Duffy -Evans.
CL 5-7141

Needs Counter Help
Waitresses -full or part time
Apply in person
956-0565 Ask for Al

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!

Bureau of Collections needs full
or port time sales personnel. Ex-

BEN FRANKLIN HAS MANY INTERESTING AND
CHALLENGING JOB OPPORTUNITIES AWAITING YOU.

cellent pay. Previous sales experience helpful. Send brief resume to: Mr. D.H. Sly -National
Director, P.O. -Box 2371, Gad-

MR. S.

766-0277

comb. range & space heater,
$30. Window air conditioner,

per
Meals furnished.

day.

ACCOUNTANT
IN ADDITION TO OUR EXCELLENT BENEFIT PROGRAM WE
OFFER:

11.1EET'S

Merchandise Discount
Promotion from Within
Free bus from downtown Des Plaines

Apply in Person to:
112 Oak Brook Center
Mall
Professional Building
Oak Brook

Car is required! Six to ten
hours per week can run a
small route. Income com-

fice.

V -M Hi Fidel. Stereophonic Con-

sole w/AM - FM radio & auto.

vestment and effort.

COME IN OR CALL

DOROTHY SISSON, 299-2261, Ext. 211

Excellent opportunity for

time operators who are
looking for an ideal sup-

Approved, Realtors

Riding - Swimming
Tennis - Hay Rides

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

JOIN US 'TODAY
TIRED OF BEING

REGISTER NOW

AMSPI1C11. 11.COPPORATZLI

HIGHLAND PARK STORE
FOR

392-5230

MEN - WOMEN
PART TIME OR FULL TIME

BILLER

EARN AS YOU LEARN!
WE WILL TRAIN YOU

Experienced

40 hour week. New modern
office in Des Plaines.
Profit sharing, paid insurance
and other company benefits.
small

IN THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS!

CHICAGO ALMOND

Gar. Sale, May 20, 21, 9 to 7. Lost
.weight, clothes to go, hardly
worn; toys; antiques; appls; 517
Bonbury In, A.H.

Gar, Sale May 21, 22, 23; 10 to 4.
Clothes, household items, children's clothes. 802 West Lonnquist, Mt. Prosp.

May ?A 21, 22. 9 to 4. Lawn
chairs, toys, bikes, like new clothing, hsehld. Lots of misc.I 501 S.
Princeton, Arl. Hts.

Gar Sale: May 22, 23, l0 -pm. Cr.

Ridge Ave & Birchwood, EGV,
color TV antenna, clothing, toys,
f urn., lamps, misc.

6pm.

buggy, furn. much misc. 1518

1965 MG Midget, like new tires,
$1100 or best! Have to sell.

Inc.,

sandwich

Elec.

toaster,

French Fryer, Trivet hot plate
Cory knife sharpener. Serving
cart. Webco Hi -Fl Tape Recorder.
Tele-Talk intercom. G.E. Refrig.

Reliable woman wants to go out

child. Transportation deeded. 359-1906
10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

0

296-1102

Switchbrd
Receptionist

o CASHIERS
0 STOCK CLERKS

SALES

Apply in Person to Store Manager
or Call for Appointment

National Women's
Magazine is seeking
to

handle small

831-4430

switchbrd. & greet visifOrS. NO TYPING 31

person office. Cony.

BE NW. Hwy. Mt. Prospect

394-5660
966-3360

(Between Ridge Rd. and Route 41)

27 Help Wanted -Men & Women

Adams, Plum Gr. Cntryside, R.M.
Dining set, table saw, toys, girls
clothing, wind, fan, misc.

NABORHOOD GARAGE SALE,
May 19-21,9 to 5. Furn., clothing,
misc. Greenbrier, 1719 Lexington,
Arl. His.

BEAUTIFUL BARGAIN BASEMENT

1603 OLD DEERFIELD ROAD
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.

8101 Milwaukee Ave. Niles

May 21 & 22. 10 to 3. 2118

SALE, 15 families flock together
to bring you zillions of bargains:
antiques, marvelous misc., chic
clothing, terrific toys, original
painting, & endless etc. 1 DAY
ONLY. Sat. May 23,11-6, 180-A

Northwest Hgwy (next to NW

ANTIQUES!

schools.
3024

Sun, May 24, 11 to 430. Town
Hall, lower level Randhurst.
Rts. 12 & 83. Mt. Prospect. Ad-

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

!

IMME I

PENNS

Other fine carpets available.
Cash only. No dealers please

Special price over 100 yards.

Young lady to share apt: with 2
non-smoker. Imm. accup. Nr.
Randhurst, Mt.P. 394-1970 aft. 5.

Buffalo Grove: 3 bdrm, deluxe

Our brand new Des Plaines Distribution Center opening on June 1st has
excellent full time openings for the following:

MALE
Personnel Mgr. Trainee

Outside service men (Furniture)
Appliance Mechanics

Assistant Office Mgr.
Utility Man
Fork Lift Truck Opers.
Merchandise Handlers
Receiving Checkers
Upholstery & Furniture Ref inishers

Cabinet Makers
Furniture Assemblers
Security Guards
Inspectors
Stock Section Heads

16 foot boat trailer, spare
wheel and tire $50.
358-2535

cond. $1150. CL 3-6916.

FEMALE
Markers & Ticket Makers
Key Punch Operators
Inspectors
Stock Section Heads

premises. 5 day -40 hour week, 8 am to 4 pm, plus all of WIEBOLDT'S outstanding benefits including
an immediate 20% merchandise discount.

Interviewing beginning May 10th from 10 am to 4:30 pm,
Mondays thru Saturdays. Evoning appointments

call 27-3500.

WIEBOLDT'S
300 S. Wieboldt Drive Des Plaines, III.
5 blocks South of route 58 (Golf Road). Enter from Wolf Read

$195 Mo. Rol. Mds. 392-5904

Sublet 1 bdrm, apt. heated, carpeted, drapes, appliances, pool

42 -Wanted To Buy

$175 mo. 394-4325.

WANTED: CAMPING TENT, good
condition, reasonable.
259-0139

CASH
FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

Large or small.
274-5300

44-Dogsets & Equipment

Miniature Dachshund Male, blk.

& tan, 10 wks. old, AKC, best
offer. 299-3576

Must sell, allergy. 437-5740

40s. 437-0788

Sublet: 2 bdrms. $165 mo. Na
pets. Des Plaines area. Avail.

below Builder for this Car. Unit.

May 30th. 439-8457

Semi -Finished Bsmnt, Carpeted

Des Plaines, Immed, Occup., 6 rm
bi-level, sndprf. 3 BR. 11/2 be Air
Appl Nr Shppg. $250. 439-8143

sume 7% mortgage w/$7100

RIDING LAWN MOWER, 3 yrs.
old, 18" Forward & reverse $75.
CL 5-8736

of trains, tracks, transformers, etc.
827-4326
RIDING MOWER $75...ROTARY
MOWER $20...SNOW BLOWER
Box

FEMALE PUPPY, 7 wks old, Part
Labrador, part Terrier.
$10. 296-3877
Siamese kittens.
8 wks. old. $25 each.
894-3718

894-5343
47 -Home Fumishings-Fumiture

ter 6 P.M. 392-7922

Call 253=7666

6 yr. crib, Shower door, coke

call 439-0831

French Provincial sofa and
matching chair, rose color. $100
or best offer. 299-8340

machine, holds 12 oz. bottles.

Pay $30 per month on

956-0039

Lend -Lease plan. Rental

Nutone copper 36" convertible

applies to purchase, or
trade back for new

hood fan -like new $20.
537-0696

'Sunbeam electric lawn mower,
18" blade, like new, 100' cord &
Elec. Bass Guitar. 1 yr. old. $109

value, sell for 240. Call aher 4
P.M. 537-1766
FORMALS, 1 sz 12, 2 sz 13-14.
REASONABLE

939-1315

Auto. Gar. Door Opener. Used.
$95. Has light delay plus all desired features. 358-9292

Babyfurn. & sup.; cherry din. rm.
tble.; fan; heater; Knight amp. &

tuner. walking , sprinkler.
439-1199

3 pc double bed set, $60. Umed
oak
pce bedrm. set, $50. Love
seat, $10. Chairs, $5 each. Beige
-.rug, 8x10, $15. Call 358-9562.

.

9x12' ivory plush carpeting, like
new, pad included, asking $60.

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

when you move. Ask for
Miss Haydee and SAVE.

bedrm. apt. Large
rooms. Tennis court, pool, balcony. Air cond. Avail 6/1. $165 mo.

Golf Mill Area

RANCHETTES

The comfort & convenience of
one flr. living ... your own yard

& patio. 2 and 3 Bedrms, IN-

SPECT TODAY, 9471 G. SUMAC

(Ph:827-8683) See Res.- Mgr.
W./Milw. & 2 blks S./Golf
PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS
One Bedr, Apartments
$160

Immediately Available. Carpet and all Appliances
included.

Carpeted, draped, air cond.,
stave, refrig., heat, water,
pool.
CALL 392-5919

4. ,Sge large samples in your
119.Te,,

-5. Terms available

824-2175k

DesPl. 827-0537 eves, or wkends.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Timberlane

ito train. Phone: 392-2772.
603£. PROSPECT AVE.

RandwOod Apartments'
Nr, Randhurst: Elegant 1 & 2
Bdrth. Apts In Elevator Bldg.
AIR CONDITIONED .
FULLY CARPETED

SWIMMING POOL

Models Open Dolly 10-6
500 Dogwood Lane, Mt. Prosp.

sure.

OR BEST OFFER 255-2505

259-9228

4 Door Sedan, air cond &

'64 Choy. convert., 6 cyl., stick,

ready to roll, many miles to

1966 WV - 1300 - Bug. AM/FM.,

9595

(Vs blk VV. of Wheeling kd.

Betwn. Euclid & Kensington)

394-Si,30

2594350

go.

'66 FORD

47-5886

GAL. 500

'67 Dodge Dart GT cony., auto.,
V-8, P/S, buckets, $1595. GAINES
CHRYSLER-PLYM, 529-3000 38W.
Irving Pk. Rd., Roselle

0:Tripe, a fine clean car that
will give you miles of trouble
free driving.

'66 Volvo 4 dr. sedan, 4 spd., a

$995

hard to find jewel. $1195 GAINES
CHRYSLER-PLYM. 529-3000 38 W.
Irving Pk., Roselle

'66 CHEVY

'69 Dodge Charger, Fact. air,

Convertible, V8, auto. trans ,
all white.

$2495. GAINES CHRYSLER-PLYM.

$995

P/Windows

seats, stereo tape,

'65 Plymouth Fury V-8, great
transportation car. $495. GAINES

CHRYSLER-PLYM. 529-3000 38 W.
Irving Pk. Rd., Roselle

'67 MUSTANG, fact. air, P/S, P/B,
V-8, auto. $1795. GAINES

'66 LTD

4 door hardtop, with full factory equipment. This car has
everything. Come in and test
drive this car today.

$895

ICHRYSLER-PLYM. 529-3000 38 W.
,..frving Pk. Rd., Roselle

1968 Olds 98, air, full power, low
mileage $2600; 1964 Merc A/T,

'64 CHEVY

Malibu SS, V8, pub. trans.
maroon.

R/H, P/S & B, gd. cond. $500 Or?.
253-3619

'60 Falcon 2 dr sedan, low miles,
good mech. cond. Best offer. SEE

Air, tilt whl., full pwr. $1295
Gaines ChrysPlym. 529-3000
38 W. Irving Pk.
Roselle

253-5760

Camper & '67 Choy l/2 ton Truck.
ard Des Pla. Wk. days aft. 4PM

$795
65 FORD

4 door, 6 cyl., auto. Irons,
blue.

$695

2 door, radio, stick, blue.

$495

'68 Cougar XR7 Cpe.-Fact. Air,
v -top, tilt whl. Loaded. $2595
GAINES CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH
38 W. Irving Pk.
Roselle

'61 CHEVY

.4 door, auto, trans., sharp

279

'68 Custom Suburban 9 pass.
wagon- Fact. Air Conditioning.
GAINES CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

15

38W. Irving Pk.

Roselle

1967 BUICK CONVERTIBLE, ELEC-

4 tires, 6.35 x 15 (165-5-15) $45
all. 2 snow tires 8.' wheels, 8.55 x
15 W/studs,',30 both. 253-7666
110 -Sports Cars

TRA 225, air cond., full power, 1
car owner, just like new, must see
to appreciate. $2000. 588-3300
or 824-5312
'65 Olds, for, air, P/S, P/B,

10 WAGONS TO

COMPLETE

INSURANCE AND
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

1966 MGB Red Roadster. Low mi.
Over drive, wire wheels. Like new
tires, baneries & exhaust system.
$1200. 392-6286

DUALITY 2nd CARS

'70 Honda road bike, 350 candy
blue, low mileage. $795 or best
offer. 296-3167 aft 5 pm

'69 Yamaha, 350 cc, low mileage, qs, just like new, $600 or
best offer. 358-0094

1968 BSA Shooting Star 441, very
good condition.
639-3596 after 6 pm

19691/2 Yamaha tw. let 100, very

$1095

w/extra trans., starter & gonerator-$650. Both real nice cars.
537-1346

.111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

CHOOSE FROM
EXAMPLE
'67 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN

P/Seats, A/T-51350. '59 Mercedes,

1960 MGA. Almost new top, side
curtains. Motor & body exc. $700
or best offer. 359-4477
.

-

65 FAIRLANE

Full Power. Only $2495

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

WE SPECIALIZE IN

lucky Avsnw
DEVON

UHDER $1,000

Notw000

FOID

'65 CHEVROLET

mew Card

2dr., wive. nib & rms.

th

Nests...

$595

4

'63 CHEV. II
26,6 arta
s295

NORWOOD

FORD illsed Con)
Kennudy Ispressecy

'65 'POiNTIAC
GR. PR.

NOR WOOD

V-8, ewe. Trely 0 bethu cw.
sgg5

'66 TRIUMPH

low mileage, under warranty,

TR4

elec. starter, excel. cond. $300 or
best offer. 827-3638 aft. 4 pm.

MS 4 gel bodies. leer

couple

'68 FORD GAL.
500

'63 Chevy, 6 cylinder, runs good.
Good tires. $150.

'65 Olds '88' - 4 dr. hdtp., Fact.

'64 Ford V4 ton, 6 cyl., 3 speed,
utility body with pipe rack.

Young

9595.

P/S,

AUTO TRANS, RUNS GOOD $400

Mt. Prosp.

102-Trucks,Trailers

WANTED:

4 door hardtop, factory air
cond., just the right car for
your summer driving plea-

SH 1-5562

Saturday May 23, 700 S. loko,

WE PAY TOP $$$
FOR YOR CLEAN CAR
BONUS MOTORS 296-6127

, MT. PROSPECT

MT. PROSPECT

2. Heavy duty carpeting
'3. Free installation

Cntry. Trail. Pk. 815 E. Oakton,

white walls, $20 each.
358-5725

2 blocks east of
Randhurst Shopping Center.
1 and 2 bedroom
turn, & unfurn.

CARPETING

1. Closing out stock

Cptd. A/C. Furn. Ex. cond. Town &

MOUNT PROSPECT

1 & 2 BR Apts - Reasonable

.

Elcona 1963. 10x52. 2 bdrms.

Like new Goodyear 915 x

Call for Appointment
358.7844

rontals include appliances,
cooking & heating gas, and
Swimming Pool. Convenient

OFF

--

98-Mobile Homes

HOWAR.D SPROAT &,,.O.

253-9916

40% - 60%

Bedrm Townhse, 11/2 bths. $1000

Air Cond., Appliances,

$1900. Will separate. 930 How-

Spaniel mixed pups, 8 weeks,
females, raised w/children $5...

$60 Phone: CL 3-7136

Youth bed & dresser, maple finish, $35. Rocking Horse, $10. Af-

3

1

DES PLAINES

calico.
House trained. 8 weeks old.
Call 394-1039
1

WOOD DALE -Georgetown,

Dn...595-0839.

. '67 OLDS
'CUTLASS

529-3000 38 W. Irving Pk. Roselle

Club w/pool, $27;500. Can as-

Roll. Mdws. 3 rms. Stove, refrig.,
disposal. w/w carpeting. Pool. Nr.
shopping. Air corid. avail. $160.
Avail. June orJuly. 359-5861

Mt. Prospect. 439-41,1 3

259-6076

rm. 2 car gar. Corner lot. High

DES PLAINES SUBLET - July 1
2 lg. bdrms, air, pools $205
-,
593-6175

Darling tiny Toy Poodle. Black
female. AKC. 7 mos. 4 lbs. Call

up. 537-2894

Arlington. Brk, 3 bdrms, 11/2
baths, finished bsmt, custom
drapes, cptg, stove, refrig, walking distance trains, schools,
churches. 255-8389

Mt. Prosp. By owner. 1 yr. old.
Split-level. 4 bdrms. 21/2 baths.
Pan, fam. rm. Separate dining

Arl, Hts. 2 bedroom apt.
2nd floor. No pets. Call
Cl. 3-0764

Aluminum storage bldg. So. 6x7

bag, $55. 392-4719

We have the latest in Automated equipment. Ample parking facilities, excellent cafeteria
on

pet, appls.. pool, Imm. occup.

$1795

1969 MG Midget, still on war-

Big

$31,500

296-3901

New 2 bdrm. split-level apt; car-

17' Thompson full convert. top,
75 HP motor, gator trailer, mint

Rec.rm.

Extras

this , car is
loaded. Must be seen 10 appreciate.

ranty, excellent,condition.

fenced

bsmt.

Convertible,

3 spd

exc. condition. 439-1928

blcy. $165 724-0168

yd.

'68 FORD
GALAXIE

P/S, P/B, 1 owner, low mileage,

good condition $1,000.

Sublet:

Work at home. Call Mr. Floyd
825-1161 or 392-5894

ranch, loaded, 7% assum. mrtg.
transferred owners $37,900.

Full

BUSTERS

'65 Olds 4 dr. sedan Dynamic,

DesPI by owner-4bedrm-11/2

& silver, male B. female. $75 &

MOTHER'S NEED MONEY?

$44,950. Prospect Hts. 299-2191

bath

IDERMIN

253-5760

Buffalo Gr. sublease,
bdrm,
wall to wall cptg, pool, appl incl.
1

000000000

'64 Mercury Porklane, 2-dr. HT,
clean, low mileage.

537-3529

Tiny top Poodles, AKC, chocolate

Standard Smith -Corona Typewriter, $90. F3.5 Rolleiflex, $85.

General Clerical
Clerk Typists
File Clerks
Switchboard -Receptionist

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

VTI,

asking $400.
394-3047

74 -To Rent Apartments

8$2666

'66 Mustang convert, ivy green,

'63 FORD WAGON, R/H,

4 bedrms., 21/2 baths, 2t/a car
gar., 2 family rms. basement.
Will consider contract sale.

young ladlee. Over 21,

724-6006

defogger.

537-7944 after 6 P.M.

1/2 acre, att. 2 -car gar. $37,

950. 394-3777 aft 5:30
11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

molding, rear window 0

sync. 1 -owner. $1150. 827-1482

Prosp. Hts: 3 bdrm home on lovely

wheel covers, body side (,,j

'69 VW, WHITE, EXCELLENT CONDITION, QUICK SALE, $1600.
_39,1-5595

blk top, deluxe int.

ARL HTS., By Owner, 3 BR Ranch
11/2 Car gar., SU% patio, $28,500.
Assumable mtge avail. 392-5058

By Installer
Heavy SHAG CARPET $4.95 sq.
yd; NYLON PLUSH $3.95 sq. yd.

Cute tabby kittens.

ext.

owner, $23,500. 259-E1460

CARPET CLOSEOUT

2 DR. HARDTOP
L.) #1125 Auto. Irons ,O
power steering, white- rti
--." walls, radio, vinyl reof,2"'..,

$250.

Roll, Mdws. 2 bdrm. ranch, exc.
cond. Must see to appreciate. By

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9-3200
255-1107
9. with floor. $60.
Call 894-7590
Farman Snow Plow & blade 31/2'
x 20", $45. Bench saw; $25.
Hand planer, $10. CL 3-6916

527-0200,

WI RUT
'64 FOB
CONY.

dream sins. cor. See It To -

0

OF THE WEEIL

O '69 GIME 0
o
500

'62 VW. Fair cond. Best offer over

6641ealEstate-Houses

mission 50c.
253-9117 or 392-0383

Mr. Gald

$400.

o

259-9044

Executive wishes 1800 ft. min 3 or

FLEA MARKET SALE

old. $100. Good with children.

(I -n' 3 19,M 325)

clean, exc. cond, $1250. Call

with play.area, walking distance
to shopping, commuter train, &

Male English Bull, AKC. 11/2 yrs.

Sub. YMCA)

'67 MG Midget, low mileage,

4 bedrm., 2 bath, modern apt.

screens, 2168 David, Des Pl.

Interstate ept. Stores

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

PLAINES

1967 Ford Custom, 4 door, radio,
clean, $900 or offer.
359-2863

Wanted: Garage or barn to
rent for storage. Short
term. 392-7688

362-0204

P.M.

French windows w/frames &

TPPS

If You cannot come
in please r..gister
by phone

AM -4 PM, SOUTH PARK FIELD
HOUSE, 1560 HOWARD ST., DES

MOVING: GAR. SALE - May
21-24, All day lit dark. 3pc sec.,
kitch. set, compl. crib, misc. turn,

to transp. Hrs. 9 to 5.

NO FEE

RUMMAGE SALE -MAY 23, 10

'64 Olds 88. P/S, P/B. Clean, Must
sell, drafted. $500,
255-8787

62 -Wanted to Rent

Furnished Room. Private bath &
entrance. Parking.

Sq. ft. Call 272-0622 after 5:30

Snow tires. Good cond. $150.
437-0296

CALL 439-8020

o Gi SPECIAL 9

(10

'60 Chevy 4 door. A/T. Radio.

Office Space Available.
Why drive to the loop?
225 N. Arl. Hts, Road
Elk Grove Village
1 block north of Higgins
new Toll Way interchange

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

w/freezer. 2 bxs, accoust, tile, 88

437-2765

8700'.

& care for your

Da f or Night

No borhood Gar. Sale, May 20,
21, 22, 9 tit. Freezer, 12' pool,

60 -To Rent Office Space

Lexington Dr. Greenbrier, A.H.

PRODUCTS

1

May 22, 23. Clothing, baby items,
Hi-Fi, drapes, misc. 1333 Virginia
Dr. Palatine

sion. Call aft. 5 pm. 259-4901.

letter should

Vending Division.

maple end tables, maple lamp.
Royal typewriter (long carriage)
Gold provincial sofa. C melody
saxophone Coll CL 3-9461 After

set.

Your first

Chancellor Row, Dallas,
Texas 75247. Attention:

21"; 3 maple lounge choirs, 2

Black formica wrought iron din.

Fri., May 22
9 AM to 4 PM
1010 N. Gibbons, Arl. His.
Something of Everything!

We have immediate
openings in our

RANDHURST CENTER
MT, PROSPECT

Hoff. Est.

Gar. Sale: May 14, 15, 9:30-4pm,
305 S. VVindsor Dr., Arlington
Heights, clothing, misc.

LAID OFF?

White Collar Girls

attractive girl

Large Gar. Sale: 4 Mohawk Cl.,
Buffalo Grove, May 21, 22, freezer, boat, misc. items.

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

'67 Pontiac, LeMans, HT, far. air.,
A/T, P/S, radio/heater, best offer.
593-5384 aft 6p.m.

Industries,

awnings - 11 '6"x21; 7'6"x21; 6' x

21 &22. 10 to 6 122 Chandler Ln.

.. Top Pay - No Fee

See Fleetwing Then Decide
358-4427

DEMAND

'62 Chrysler. $100
or best offer.
296-1742

610 sq. ft. office in downtown
Arl. Hts. avail. Immedi. posses-

ber and sufficient references to verify USSERY

EXTENDED BY

Or??? 359-1443

after initial investment.

contain your phone num-

.

Gold carpeting (50 yds. plus) 3
Aluminum yellow & white metal

Appliances, clothing, misc. May

SKILLS

Bus Service

5. 1033

'39 Chevy 2 dr. sedan. Many extra parts. $150 or trade for bike

Member NW Board of Realtors

nancing plan is afforded

[1] 99

1967 Ford Falcon 2 dr. 6 cyl. A/T,
R/H, runs good, $850.
CL 3-5667

Hall carpeted. Lovely oak firs.

plemental income situation, but he or she must
be expansion minded. An
intelligent company fi-

MAVERICK

bucket seats, P/S, P/B, P/W.
392-6359

7 Rm brk & inns Ranch: 3 BR 2
ba, Fam Pm w/f rplc; LR. D.R. &

Yes, we will consider part

DAY CAMP

May 22 & 23. 10 AM - 4 PM
1531 N. Haddow, Arl. Hts.
Jewels and junk

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I

18. 9 to

to

Sofa 80" burnt orange contemp.

clothes, misc.

DES PLAINES

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

17,

grow

WITH EVERY
PURCHASE OF A

394-5425

Deluxe Patio. $365
Phone 299-3331

Cypress In. Elk Gr. Vil. Air cond.,

WOLF AND OAKTON

ALL OFFICE

0

May l6,

stick. $175. Call
541-2095

1966 Olds Cutlass 2 dr coupe,

as $500 to $1,500.

w/elec. spit $15. 439-9143

259-5020

'63 Falcon 2 dr. 6 cyl., 4 speed

76 -To Rent Houses

in-

PM wk. days
272-3820 or 272-2329

blk. & wh. console TV $50; Fedders 6000 BTU air-cond., $50;
borbeque chuck wagon grill

lon.

can

MOE

1968 Chevy Belair 4 dr., low mileage, P/S, A/T, R/H.
253-0594

253-6300

'69 Corvette. Burgundy. A/C A/T
P/S. AM & FM. Low mileage. Call

$1,000 a month with investment starting as little

pert. cond. $150; 21" Colonial

crea-rive experienced hair stylist. Full time. Salary plus commission. Arlington Heights sa-

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

... Temporary Work
... Interesting Jobs
... Days or Weeks

Earnings

record changer. Beau. cob. Exc.

cond. $195. Call bet. 6 PM & 9

COME SPRING

DREAMS TO
DOLLARS

mensurate with

A CAR

P/S,

AUTO TRANS, RUNS GOOD $400
OR BEST OFFER 255-2505 aft. 6

Adjacent to Mt. Pros. Shopping
Plaza...1 blk E. of Rand (Rte 12)
on Central to Westgate & 1 blk
N. on Westgate.

Fashioned

FAITH NURSERY. 1/2 mi. west of
Gary Ave. on North Ave., Wheaton

HAIRDRESSER

'63 FORD WAGON, R/H,

ft.,

53.98. Lgr. evergreens on see.

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

... New Season
... New Clothes
. New Vacation Plans

10

Old

Good Service!

Best offer over $750. 537-5454

Swimming Pool
Recreation Room
Private Lake
Air Conditioned

Established! No
Selling! No Soliciting! Just

IMSVER

1965 Pontiac Catalina. Far. A/C,
P/S, P/B. Good trans's, Low mi.

PLUS:

28a N. Westgate

MARA

1961 Chevrolet 2 Dr., excellent
mech. cond., $150. Call 644-4326
days; 259-8868 eves.

20

with some tax experience and
able to handle full set of books
to work in downtown Des
Plaines Public Accounting Of-

827-8101

EMENI1FIR.A.Nti KLI

enjoyed

Routes

Plain,

P/S, low mileage, clean. $925.
259-0440

Bit -in Breakfast Bar
Extra Spacious Rooms
Ldry & Lockers ea./FIr.
Complete Privocy/Secur.
Huge Private Balconies

distributors to
service routes of vending

BLUE SPRUCE, 4 yrs. old. 10 for
SHADE TREES,

6 p.m. 296-5480

1966 Chevy Impala 4 door, V-8,

Cheerful Kitch. w/window

machines.

P/S, P/B, A/T, R/H, $700. Crown

$1.00.

'59 Merc. 4 dr. hdtop, P/S, P/B,
fair cond., asking $100. Call aft.

1 AND 2 BEDROOMS

years of unparallelled intergrity dealing with our
customers. Our company
is expanding again and

5000 BTU, $50. 259-8730

0 COPY COMPILERS - TYPING

ing, $60, 439-5734

FULLY CARPETED

requires

,r) PASTE-UP - LAYOUT

hours

tUestgege Apts.

IS BIG
BUSINESS

$250. Evenings call 894-1465

doing light office work.

PLYMOUTH, good engine,
good transmission, power steer'61

Unique Floor Plan Offers:

We have

Work in busy restaurant

439-9346

1965 BUICK ELECTRA, convert.,
fac, air., full power, original
owner. 392-6609

MT. PROSPECT

VENDING

.

'64 Bonneville 2 dr. black H.T.

Four

Call 439-4100
(1/4 mile W. of Rto 83...
Between Dempster & Golf)

New Elegant Elevator Bldg.

3'

SNOOPIES-BENSENVILLE

1966 DODGE CORONET, 1-dr,
HT, P/S, P/B, A/T, awnel drafted.

1444 S. Busse Rd., Mt. Prosp.

Music, CL 3-0180

wide. Bench 6t/2' wide with cushions & bolsters. Best offer.

0 ACCOUNTING CLERKS
0 KEYPUNCH- 029-059 EXPERIENCE

112-Autemebiles For Soma

SWIMMING POOL

55 -Musical Instruments

17" color Admiral TV, 11/2 yrs.
old, on stand, $200; imported
conversational, cocktail bar,

Na experience necessary
Top starting salary.

RECREATION ROOM
TENNIS COURT

New elec. How. guitar, 2nd, $35.
New $120 Nat'l amp, $851E1 Roy

table, $14. 259-1285

392-0425

11 AM -2 PM daily

0 SECRETARY-RECEPTIONIST-ADV. DEPT.
0 PAYROLL CLERK

washer & dryer, 1 -year old, $375
set. 17 cu. ft. refrig., coppertone

66 -Business Opportunities

Kitch. table wheat. Bench

1967 YAMAHA 250 cc. Low mileage, extra clean, $475.
392-1168

One & two Bdrm Apartments
Rentals From $172
Deluxe Facilities Include:

Moving: Maytag top-of.the-lino

2 tires, 8.55x14, $2 ta. 2 Boy's
bicycles, $18 ea. 2 tavern bar
stools, $5 ea., formica kitchen

sden, Ala. 35903.

0 SECRETARIES

©NIKE SIMI

00,. sell for $395. 359.3078

Timberlahe Village

6 - 259-1928

Karat flawless blue -white
diamond solitaire. Appraised
3/4

1

tricycle $2. High chair $4. Before

dbl bedspread. 253-7283

297-2400

1

111-Motercyclas and Scooters
'67 BSA - 650CC, Custom, lots i.tf
chrome $1050.
297-5050

MOUNT PROSPECT

2 pc. bdrm set,
small chest
dinette set, 3 chrs. Coll 824-8207
betwn 9 am -4 pm

Buggy $5. Potty chair $2. 12"

1 1'n14' grey shag carpeting &
pad; 36" long blue/green drapes

an equal opportunity employer

14 -To Rent Apartments

$175. 96" x 42" tangerine fiberglass drapes, $15. 20" fan $5.

chair. Misc. 359-0525

Hours 9 to 5.

.

8101 Milwaukee Ave., Niles

Boll & Gossett Auto, water pressure pump, $90. Antique rocking

located near O'Hare

If you cannot come
in please register
by phone

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

676-4109

Karostan rug, Espagna blue, 12 x
15 with pad. Excellent condition.
541-1829

Box 1263

Exc. benefits 8, a real

$200, sacrifice $35 Can deliver.

(lest offer. 350-6210

0 Accurate typing skills.
o Run 10 key adding machine.
0 Learn various Acct's.
Payable duties.

Monday, May 18 1970

47-flomo Furnishings -Furniture

,Brand now carpeting made for
model homes Heavy nylon pile
Huge discounts 029-7353

Encyclopedias 20 Vol, 1968. Cost

Cobra Solid State CB, home &
car unit, home unit nover used.

Challenging and rewarding
position as secretary to top executive of medium-sized manufacturing plant. Should possess
good secretarial skills including
shorthand. Some background
in sales helpful but not necessary. Salary commensurate

ARLINGTON

notes.

439-0454

with experience and ability.

APPLY
FINANCE DIRECTOR

a real fun job! Go

DURING SPARE TIME
PHONE! MR. 0 BERLIN, AFT. 6 PM

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

Boss's Right Hand
$600

32-MiscoilEnaous March:n:2o

EARN GOOD MONEY AT HOME

Secretary To
Boards 8
Commissions

Experienced
Full and part time
Cl 5-4313

261131p Wanted Woman

295

or

couples to travel with to Colorado. Leaving June 6 from Rolling
Meadows. MUST have own mo-

BONUS MOTORS

torcycle. Please, call 259-1435 or
882-3872 aft. 5:30'pm.

296-6127

600 LIM Hwy., Des Plaices

FORD INC'
6333 N. HARLEM
.R0 - 3-150,o
DAILY 9 to.9.
SATURDAY 9 to O.

SUNDAY 11

too

r,r sc sor
JR-

Rolling Meadows has been trapping
stray cats for the past six months in an ef-

lbrt to end damage by animals to plastic
garbage hags that have been in use in the
city since last year, according to James
McFcggan, city public works superintendent.

McFeggan

yesterday

said

the

cats

are captured unharmed in special traps
that are placed by his department after a
complaint is received about garbage hag
damage. He said chicken is used to attract
cats into the traps.
"I he cats are kept three to seven days and

then if not claimed are given to the Chi-

_

roaming cats to he a public nuisance. In
addition to the cats, he said, wild animals
like raccoon, skunks and opossums are
captured occasionally. These animals arc
turned loose in outlying areas, he said.

"Most cats we pick up apparently don't
belong to anybody," McFeggan said.

he said, "and the last time we sent out questionnaires on people's opinions about con-

"My own opinion of regulating cats is
not an inclination to get rid of them all or
something like this," he said. "But if cats
were licensed, this would reduce the num-

trolling stray cats, 85 per cent were for
controlling them."
McFeggan said the city has trapped

"When we get a call from people who
are having some trouble with cats raiding
the garbage hag, we will put out a trap,"
McFeggan said. The city has 12 traps, he

ber of people having eight, 10 or 12 cats in
their house."

said, and six cages in the public works department used to store the animals before
they are given to the Anti-Curelty Society.
He acknowledged that few pet cats carry

stray cats could be returned to their owners

THROUGH LICENSING, he

said,

things into their own hands," McFcggan

placed with a family or "put to sleep."

claimed)," he said. "In one case here two
weeks ago, the cat had some identification

MCFEGGAN SAID the,city is having a
problem with wild cats and considers

had some instances where we've found animals poisoned," he said.

tags on it and we called the people and they

never did come to get it."

role is to help as we can."

"Our arrangement

of con-

history to go on except how a dog looks and

how he checks out when our veterinarian
examines it."
"Other times due to age, disposition, or
otherwise bad condition, we find that the

Meadows as we do with nearly 50 other
suburbs around Chicago."
"The last thing we want is somebody's

best thing to do is to put them to sleep."
Schaffer said.

be Vro5pect Dap

WEATliEli
Tonight: Variable cloudiness, cooler low mid 50s.
Tomorrow: Variable cloudiness, cooler, chance of
brief thunderstorms, high

one

With strays, we have no back record, no

about whether there is a need to do so. We
are merely cooperating with Rolling

"WE TOOK TIME to make a study,"

is

venience for the city," he said, "We screen
the animals for health, temperament and
presumed ability to adjust to a new home.

"WE ARE NOT advocating cat trapping," Schaffer said. "We knownothing

said.

"We've had occasions here, it hasn't
been rampant or widespread, but we've

"WE STAY COMPLETELY out of
these local affairs," he said. "Rather our

John J. Schaffer, managing director of
the Anti -Cruelty Society in Chicago, said
six cats were picked up from the city last
month..

"What finally happens in these cases is
that if no actiqn is taken, people will take

"WE HAVEN'T HAD many (cats

ing to -a society official, they are either

private animal hospital for placement or
disposal, he said, but the cost was too high
' and they are now given to the Anti -Cruelty
Society.

duced.

cago Anti -Cruelty Society, where, accord-

pet to be picked up as part of a clean-up
campaign," he said.
"I am aware that this was done some
time back, but again this would be a city
matter," said Schaffer. "In other words.
the city does have the right to determine
animal control,"

about 15 cats in the past three months. Until last month, the animals were given to a

and the problem of wild cats would be re-

identification tags, and that most owners
would not think to call public works to find
a lost animal.

e

r

ec

Telephone

255-4400
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Catholic princip is
.,ack school board
in fight for aid
By Jan Bone

schools were independent en -

Principals of the. Chicago. ...cities."
Archdiocese's 422 Catholic
grade schools voted unani-

SISTER JOAN, principal
of St. Raymond's School in

mously Monday to back the

Mount Prospect, summed up
the group feeling: "United we
stand, united we fall. We will

Catholic School Board and act

together in the current state
aid 'crisis.

All of the northwest suburban Catholic grade schools
were represented at Monday's
meeting --either by the principal or by a delegate.

Catholic schools face tremendous financial pressures.
say their educators. Mrs. John

group in the present crisis over
state aid," said the resolution.
Sister Jane Smith, vice president of the Archdiocesan

Principals' Assn. and chairman of Monday's meeting.
told The Day, "We think it's

Dist. 59 shifts principal,
lists 2 other changes
has

Rupley School principal. will

shifted Principal Sol Minkoff
from Dan Cook School in Elk
Grove Village to Juliette Low
School in Arlington Heights.
Nlinkoff. a resident of 601
N. Eastwood. Mount Pros-

act as Cook's supervising prin-

Elk Grove

Dist. 59

pect, will take over the Dist. 59
showcase school July I.

Dan Cook which only en-

cipal and Mrs. Patricia Marshall will serve as on -scene ad-

ministrative assistant at Cook
School.

THE DAN COOK attendance area includes a townhouse and single-family residential development that has

small and large -class activities
space clustered around a learning center.

Waltman, in recommending
the assignment. called Min-

koff "most suited by training.
inclination and performance"
to handle Juliette Low.

rolls 180 pupils. will not have it

MRS. MARSHALL, who
not grown as quickly as ex,o, works under him at Cook

In11-time principal of its own

peeled.

next year.

Both Cook and Low use an
"open school" approach with

Instead

Ron

Glovetski.

threw him another sort of
compliment, "he'll be missed
most by the kids."

Chamber's vehicle safety
check slated Saturday
ber of Commerce will hold a

He said that other officials
backing the effort are Police

free vehicle safety check from.

Chief Newell Esmond, Fire

8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday on
Emerson between Central Rd.

chief Edwin Haberkamp and
Village Manager Virgil Bar-

and Busse in Mount Prospect.

nett.

The Mount Prospect Cham-

-2 The inspection will be con: ducted by qualified inspectors
2 -from various companies in the

^ituto industry.
The Chamber is sponsoring

:the safety -check in conjunction with Mayor Robert
of
proclamation
Vehicle Safety Month and "to
:arouse public awareness of the
-freed lo -maintain vehicles in
.safe driving conditions.- said
;.:Teichert's

: Matt .Pryan of the Chamber.
-.7

.-

Mayor Teichert has urged
that all residents take part in
the "community wide safety
project."

Among the items to be inspected are: Front and rear
lights, turn signals, windshield
wipers, battery, tires, brakes,
exhaust system. alignment and
shock. absorbers.

The Chamber will provide a
check list of those items not in
proper working.condition and

GLOVETSKI, a resident
of 629 S. Highland, Arlington
Heights, succeeded Minkoff as
Rupley principal.
He also served three years as

principal
High.

of Grove Junior

A teacher for nine

years,

Glovetski holds a master's de-

gree from Illinois State University and is currently working on a doctorate. He was on
sabbatical in 1968-69.
Mrs. Marshall, a resident of

170 Willow Ln., Elk Grove
Village, has 17 years teaching
experience. She has served as
lead
kindergarten
teacher,

head teacher for the' Rupley
Summer school, and learning

Cars passing the inspection
will be awarded a safety stick-

center director.
S c It o o I board members
merely approved a $346,160
lump sum for principals' salaries for 1970-71. They did so
after a 30 -minute closed ses-

er.

sion.

urge the motorist to get them
fixed as soon as possible.

SIMON
gUl3U118\
SAYS z`
Nothing grows old in a bigger hurry than a new car and a cute
kitten.

us up to date on legislation
and what was happening in
Springfield. All of us had a

strongly support the resolution

stand together as a unified

day was one of many District 26 students immunized against
rubella. Medical teams, under the direction of the Cook County

Archdiocesan schools, brought

and discuss how we felt about
the situation."

of

of the Archdiocesan School
Board that our schools will

oculate children from one year of age through third grade against
the disease, which causes birth defects when contracted by pregnant women.

Clark, superintendent of the

not close our schools one
school at a time."

principals

Archdiocese of Chicafo

Department of Public Health, are using jet injector guns to in-

'THEN FATHER Robert

the

"The

Colleen McGovern, 1105 Spruce Ln., Prospect Heights, a kindergarten student at Park View School, Mount Prospect, yester-

rollment of nearly 300.000 pu-

adjournment (May 29).

"The meeting was held at
the Holy Name School in Chicago," said Sister Joan of St.
Martin
Raymond's.
"Dr.
Lowery, chairman of the
Archdiocesan School Board.
the

re -read

statement

the

very significant that our group
did pass this resolution of un-

Board had issued Friday warn-

ity because previously the con-

grams in every Catholic school
in the Archdiocese if state aid
did not pass the Senate before

cept in

the minds of many

people was that the parochial

Driver hurt
in collision
One person was injured Friday night in a two -car collision

on Euclid Rd. at Douglas, Arlington Heights.
According to police, the
auto driven by James A.
Grimm, 17, of 1298 Wheeling
Rd., Mount Prospect, was
southbound on Douglas at Eu-

clid when it collided with an

ing of curtailments of pro-

chance

to express ourselves

Langdon, a member of the
Catholic School Board, estimated that the Archdiocese
would have a $12 million deficit next year.
The Archdiocese includes

322 Catholic grade and high
schools in the city of Chicago.
154 grade and high schools in

suburban Cook County, and
30 grade and high schools in
Lake County, with a total en-

Inoculation

teams

tomor-

row will visit schools in District 59, District 15 and two
District 54 schools, Fox and
Hanover,

to

immunize stu-

dents up to and including the
third grade level against rubella.

Using jet injector guns, the
teams of doctors, nurses and

lay volunteers will treat the
children with the newly -perfected

anti -rubella vaccine.
The disease, also known as
German measles and three-day
measles, causes birth defects

ton Heights Rd., Arlington
Heights, eastbound on Euclid
at Douglas.

Mrs. Morand was taken to
Northwest Community Hospital where she was treated and
right-of-way
failure -to -yield
after a stop, and is to appear in

noon.

The current crisis in state
which

aid,

John

Cardinal

Cody has termed an "emergency," has developed in the
past week as Springfield legislators considered various ways
to give state aid to non-public
schools.

The Chicago Archdiocese.
Illinois Catholic Conference, and Governor Ogilvie
have backed a "purchase of
the

services"

plan which would

buy secular services from the
non-public schools and pay
these approved schools for
(Continued on page 2)

when contracted by pregnant
women.

Pre-schoolers one year old
and older can receive the shots

this Saturday, May 23,

at

a

central location in each school
district.
Part of a nationwide drive to

p.m.

30.

Mount Prospect Library
Board special meeting, 14

Des Plaines dredging
temporarily suspended
Although members of the

ect, termed the "Upper Des

administration of the Prospect

Plaines ,River" project, which

Heights Old Town Sanitary

involves

District (PHOTSD) have

straightening the river's channel through Lake parts of
Cook County, has been completed as tar as the Riverside Lyons area, near Hoffman

The Des Plaines River proj-

the association; they have their
own groups.

trict 26, 1800 E. Kensington, Mount Prospect; 8

Forest View, 1901 Estates Dr., 11 a.m. to

Arlington Heights Court June

sured.

an association of elementary
school leaders. High school
principals are not members of

Mount Prospect Village
Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
River Trails School Dis-

Prospect:
Robert Frost, 1308S. Cypress, 9 to 10 a.m.
John Jay, 1835 W. Pheasant Tr., 10 to 11 a.m.

Grimm was charged with

Monday afternoon that no certain completion date can be as-

princi-

Meetings

Rubella immunization teams tomorrow will
visit the following Dist. 59 schools in Mount

released.

to

the

stop rubella, the inoculations
are being given under the supervision of the Cook County
Department of Public Health.

Teams will visit
Mt. Prospect schools

rand, 68, of 723 N. Arling-

dredging project on the Des
Plaines
River within
years, Emery Killpatrick, operations chief for the Illinois
Division of Waterways said

HOWEVER,

pals' group that met today was

Rubella inoculation opens
tomorrow in area schools

auto driven by M idred W. Mo-

'counted on the completion of a

pils.

dredging

and

Dam.

The dredging work is now
suspended, Kilpatrick said, because of lack of funds and the
giving of priority to other
projects planned.
1.

E. Busse; 7:30 p.m.
Prospect Heights Old

Town Sanitary District, St.
Alphonsus School, 411 N.
Wheeling; 7:30 p.m.

John Gillous, chief of the Illinois Division of Waterways,
told PHOTSD officials- Richard Schuld and John Gilligan.

after a survey of McDonald
Creek was made in April. that
permanent improvement of

McDonald Creek to make ,it
"flood -proof' depends upon
successful completion of the
Upper Des Plaines River project.

THE TECHNICAL
.

(Continued on page 21

rea-

Gripe
Of The

r

Day
Motorists who park at
stop signs, get out and cross

the street to mail a letter.
V.H.

'

THERM
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Mt. Prospect Park Dist.
re-orgamzes,elects officers
Tl Mount Prospaaf Pork

smuts purposs of sunmnk

Domm Board held has annual

Its. halt cow. xvs formed

orsami Mon II multi's, I 1st
night immtaltattl, lollosmb

Comnewmiur Bak,' will
hard Mt. tau Golf Coons

nyuhr board numb Comm tt Ind ( onmuwonyr
which cloud out th. 1509 Na Balks and Commosionce
go.,d ),
ilham hykp ad! syn., o
thy

Offium assn. LILYIYa for thy
4970-71 year and Robert Jack ken was again eketdd to Save
as board president.

The vice proolient is Richand Ward. secretary is Roland

ibcker arid awl. treasurer
Michael Iluckky.

is

THE BOARD VOTED to
retain Albert Jackson as the
park district treasurer and
William Ward as attorney.
Committees were appointed

and a new committee for the

commitny osmium
COMMISSIONER WARD
will scree as chairman of the
Finance Committee and hc
will work wnh commissioners
Becker and Sylep.
The 1.iitiing and Grounds
Committee will consist of
Buckley a, chairman, and
Woolard Rocker as members.

muJ maul, In thy diarist
111 517

balance of 514 000 for

the

from thy pro -strop; 500.000 in
interest: 508.000 front the district's
tion programs.
and $10,000 for miscellaneous.
Anticipated
expenditures
fiscal year, Ward said.

and Ward. with Sclep as choir man.

3 sets of golf
clubs stolen

A film "The ABCs of the

Police said the golf clubs be -

service clinic sponsored by La-

Automobile Engine." will also

longed to C. D. McGehee of
302 N. Pine. E. 0. Brady. of
002 N. Stratford. and C. A.
Richards of 6 S. Windsor. all
from Arlington Heights.

the

Iwo -hour elass, which will begin at 7:30 p.m.

Orth said the clam womb
teach the basic operations of

automobile components.

Alto rar.ycl by the House.
WI not ut heard by the Senate: the voucher plan for state

aid which would pay 848 for
each grade 00001 cnita and

Mount Prospect. while the
three owners were in the club.

BOO for each high school child

directly

Enrollment for the clam is

will conduct

Committee and to force mate
aid bills to be brought before

Old Orchard Country Club.

shown.

restricted

rmervation only.
A second session is planned.
hut no date ha, ?son mt.

Don Ladendorf. owner of
the arca', largest Oldsmobile

McGehee

told

police the

burglars probably used a wire
dealer& p. explained that the to get into batty,
car. then pushed
program A experimental. Ito the hunk
in the glove
said reactions Pool women al- compartment.
McGehee's
ready enrolled would he con- clubs were on the back seat of
sidered before deciding to the car, and his friends clubs
schedule more classes.
were in the trunk, police said.

public

schooh for credit monis tuition.

Des Plaines dredging
temporarily suspended

and At" of course.
means Me strident life around
us. wc old ligers are inclined to
point to today's youth and
Ramble. "Look at them. will
you'!"
We deride. We blame. we sit
on lofty perches and we point-

much

Sunday. June 7. in Carpenters -

Went more? Call the high

Motice that word. it's not donatel couple of ponies.
If you have a spare pony
around the ranch. call Fern at
night only at 253-5889. The
entire congregation will be

school. And be happy far kids
like these. Everyone in the
book writes so beautifully.

THE HUSTINGS

-oh. how we point. And then
along comes an exhibit such as
the one that District 214 bus at
Randhurst.

IT IS THE ART work of the
new generation and it doesn't
take much thought to see the
dreams and the soul and the
hopes of the young ono. and

our W. change.
And then like whipped
dream on a strawberry lark a
honk called Roundtable 70
spins acmes the desk. tossed by

one of them. Roundtable 70 is

a hook of prose. poetry and
small sketches melded into a
thing of beauty.
Unlortunauely

base

does

Listen Mr instance to Slog
Knillson.
-Listen to
me.
There's so few who understand

The soul of a non." .

Or Marianna Slaver. 70 "it does not matter who I am as long as the rain will fall on

mown not how my
shodow's cast -if the walk

Thcnis something about
our suburban politicians that
them running. Even
without competition. our local
states -men are going through
keeps

the motions of a campaign.

Add to the lilt of lawmakers
tumed party trotters. the name
of Nlourn Promecrs Dove
Renner. Stmt Rep. Rearm will
be honored at -It's A Dance"

on Saturday. May 23 in the
Flick -Reedy Auditorium.
Bensenville.

The affair is scheduled to
start at 11:30 p.m. and no one
has named the witching hour

which would he early. Chair.
man of ,heCitirces for Renner
who um ,ponsoring the dance
is Richard Hall.
The entire 34 District is in -

GOOEY, GOOEY,
TEM.

111151,

the Des Plaines River. after

which a proper -profile" of
the creek can be determiricd.

Galeu explained that the
outfall elevation. or elevation
of the creek toiler, it joins the

Des Pl.. River. could not
be properly determined before
the Upper Dot Plaines project
13

omlet.

From this low point. necessary dredging upstream in
McDonald Creek mm then he
accompoished Gillou said.
.

Heim Bakery on Prospect
St. in 110 town of Mount Pros cavt has a new look. A special

itation is extended to Or
weight -watchers of America to
mop in and test their will pow-

er. The Bakery has added tables and chairs to their great
selection of French and other

nations pato',

Customers who've been dipping into the cake box as soon
to they get into their ors in the
parking lot can now haves cup

of carve. le, or milk seated at
a table with the forbidden
food. The place mon closely

d

hefore an intense. early morn,
mg rainstorm on April 30. The
cleanup proved very effective
as a flood preventative.

in the creek about 611 feet up-

Menus

nated he digging n new stream -

gar Allan Poe School, NW N.
Highland, Arlington Heights.

emergency

work crews front the Illinois
Division of Waterways were
not percents! to move their

was not done.

rt3.03 ,3Y our Pal..

oloTric. %ZIT' nin'rbo.rtee.

...sm.

milk.
Available desserts:
apple slim. lime gelatin.

talking of

Mar Arthur, Sloth, Rom and

The pennants were part of
the welcoming decor. "Wait
for Cincinnati." said Stuart.

Sullivan schools in District 23.
Hamburger. fries. thornlate pudding. cookie. milk.

pceple of Me
meld brought together. All
rams all colors, all crods. ell

ANYONE GOT A PONY'

here."

ready to let the St. Lutheran
Church picnic goo the dom.

Fern

Sehneider

is

about

That's became she can't rustle
up a coupled ponies as she has
done in previous years to keep
the pony so enchanted.

The picnic will be held on

chocolate pie. angel food 0.110.
can oatmeal cookies.

To be served Wednesday in

ruse 217
Nelplas
Rd...Supine Meint. AL ROOS.
and MORA. Des P1..1.111,
.

Witr4an,.....
"Bumf's

dish

dad,

ina, to 5. Mole. NounPro.,
IL 600515. Manch a,

been working very closely with
Sen. Smith as a regional chairman for hint "to asture that 11.

Dice Hall at 827-3449 and tell
him that youll ba there.

IRS PROSPERS DAV

published

The Chicago Cub's foremost loco if Nene* hum. Day
sports reporter Jim Stuart mpons that the -burnt? came
Lome from a weekend in St,
Louis tinging. They
heiOnins, "the night we we t hasame hotel as the players. That

Ralwood. Slant Prospect.

lacks sufficient hinds.

hon.
"We're,even going to prove
that inflation hasn't hit everywhere: Hall said in explain ins the beer price.
He also said that Dun has

n the

A stereo tope player valued
51.511 was stolen Sunday
night from an auto belonging
to R.N. Richardson of 1555 S.
at

Odd wort, ti.p..n.
gindering and survey work i

Inc eh9.,`74'
creamed turkey over whipped
Pettuece. cemb08.7 w a bon.
wiener in a bun. Vegetable
lone choice, whipped
moos. buttered nem.
haw
salad. ade slaw. molded: cher-

of the house, a 10 cent glass of

Stereo tape
player stolen

eotinnod

BLEACHER BUMS

plain

Break windows

and PHOTSD officials hdd
hoped to we die bend elimithe

611016.

by Archie L. LeDoux. 25. of
1845 Whit e Chapel. Mount
Prspcet. northbound on Mt.

19.00

MAY 17-23, 1970

BUT NO SPECIFIC plain
for cutting services haw been
the Catholic
revceled by
School Board.
Nor arc they likely to be until the state aid question is resoircd in Springfield.
If Slate aid pat.. say Catholic educators, they can
"make it" next year.

Court lune 29.

mue,v

A

InbrIu

Wednesday

6,40, 10:00

A

sem Only

'

PLUS
As

TOM COUgENAY

!ay SCMIDER

AID Irml NI nun II lor
mad Ds in ill Women n 10111th

wastun linnmsus
u
bar
luhnss u thy Noithwyst Sub

of

THOSE write. not merely
'were tempered with years of
service and dinsa affiliation
+with student. faculty and administrution.

parintendant for the Natural
G. Pipeline Co.. Chicago.

Survivors are nine children.
Raymond Hardman of Torch

Survivors are his wife,
Almat a son, William W

Monte, Calif., Clarence Hard-

699`
thruTonftsly11"11.1.1 s'.011r11

cce,suti, dnro.p.pcd

feelgs

nbuc
ce

Jue I0
of their fellow
low sm.

'took° to the Joliet Pam
hellenics and also in Nebooka
-'so 1 felt that appearing here to, day would he AM n repeat per -

format.. With the
"on the Northwenern Unmoor-.shy camp. within ale bit Iwo

"T1114 511097 was prment-

al. the participants admitting
they were nu.e dedicated to
the slogan and its true meaning
of 'the show must go on.'

'YEL ME soy this,"

she

'building was harricadah Students
wed
Some wore
rcd
hoods. Others wore

qumtion is: Did we in-

entury surrounded

.cempus.

the

. "One of the pram. explained, however. that 'sonic
-of the students like h with the

as good as denim: given =Saturday night -- it was great.

are always on the fringe edge.
They will nal he satisfied with -

out tearing down the whole
structure."

THE DEMANDS referred

the university
into what they want it to he."
This WM 001 a critical state-

mou. II was fut.

fin grandchildren. and one

Visitation will be after 2 and

afternoon ot Lauterburg and
Oehler Funeral Home in An.
Mutton Heights. Services trill
be at 11 nm, tomorrow in die
funeral home chapel. Donal
will be in Mcmory Gardens in
Arlington Heights.

"They have been on the scene
for 100 years: she continued.

missions.

What has happened in the
years? There Wye hen
more changes in the 1091 10

want
scholarships.

mbluatloko.

arm bands.

"Who, of the Rodents now

ts

0",1 of% mt that gifi,,,yorourglie,.., for

MRS. MASON then

re-

viewed the place of the daternity on campus, her cxlishment

at

Northwestern in

Mar it faces now. Shy closed

with advice to the younger
member:
nvie ne,v members to attend alumnae meetings. revisit the home campus,
write to the administrators re-

toil
keep in personal touch."
Pr:hi no: iPe

d00b00y :Hal!

Mason dealt only with the unrest on one campus. The prob-

lems, however, faced by her
alma miner are Sintilar if not
identical to those being faced
on cempuses across the nation.

Mrs. Prank Mason Jr. has held p.itions of the former Dean of Women of Nomhwotern
University, president, treasurer and vice president of the Evanston Woman's Beard of North.
motel-, University Settlement, secretary of university, Alumni Assn. She is a member of the
Committee on Student Relations, recipient of the NW Service Award in 1959 and Merit Award
from Alumni Assn., April, 1970. She has been affiliated with lire Haven School Parent Tcecher
and North End Mother'. CI., served as chairman of social service department of Evanston
ITunnan's Club, a member of the Committee on Adult Education EVaresion Township High
School, 7.011,11 International, Bryant Circle, is a life member in National Awn. of Women oathDean
and Counselors. She has been air adviser of personnel for Chi Omega Chapter for 16 years
h
Ihe current reprne111011Re Of Chi thersta's National Governing Council.

...kkteemedgERBarais
Is

% er after

Love 'n' marriage
test's purpose was to find the

This. he suggested. ghres 111110

'individual knowledge limits

(PM Ma a f a weeklyserles)

end problems. if any, to be prised of pcnonal identity. ig
cleared up well in advance of
taboo, ced Mthe beginning of the now mar- securitieh We bring to oath

'I.'.

dupe.

ee to ng eaPerieuce" ex- questions. The range of M-

ih'e.s.r

plaincd Dr. Theodore Johnson guides dealt with old wives
at the second seminar on Pro tales and concerns with distant
math., cennseling. al LOW.' future problems. There was
an General Hospital.
elk of Oral children as well les

tt:1;. W7th'ibn 710'

at Oehler Fumed
Home in Des Plaines. Burial
will be ha Emehill Memorial
Park in Whittier. Celif.

morning

ecotone of unhappy marriages and women as individuals and
today. but emphasized to the as a couple.

"In 'e spiren"'of 'Wham:

the various problems thin !TIN SPEAKING of the emo late to sexual malcontentment.
banal side of menage he ex-

restaurant
unlike
any

taa4A
Fathers and daughters were ready for hard work and fun at an
manual conservation weekend sponsored by Me Gid Scout Counted of Northwoi Cook Comity. Mientling the mating were deft to
E.
W. G. Pursell. I
Ilemlock Dr., Elk Grove Villagq W..

Thc couples had been even

.

Knowledde imentorY

alst to be taken separately dar-

4=.h...f..preceding week. The

medically accepted come. his listeners at case.

Two hundred Ultimo and
Council of Northwest Cook

planned such :Whiffles as flog
commence. cookouts, scours
ow and religious services.

County planted trees. dug
trenches and cleared paths al

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Pap -

detainers from the DWI Scout

EXPLAINING the various
types of birth control or family

planning, he detailed each
percentage effectiveness.
Birth control was the major 110
vices
described early mechanical
topic of discussion between the devices and spoke at length
doctor and his andienee. Keeps about The Pill.
rang the tone of discussion light,
According to personal profinterscersing
factual
con, creme. he hesitated in real.
son.

E. llotop, 861 Thacker, Des Plaines; Cathy Roach:this 715
Sham Ls.. 1m Plaines, and (kneeling, Tracy Pursell.

the

weekend

end

Blakeman, conned conserve lion specialist, planned the
conservation activities.

isl r's:111'11'nd " n INd CLOSING,P.h170.' '.1"ormo. n

done -it mayjust be a r.d.-

HE MENTIONED early moms with anecdotes, he put

and those that have come to
light since Kinsey ond,
recently. Masters and John-

the old

"Don't heat I, 010 other's
cd a whole lot." Dr. Johnson personality? down, misuse it or
said, dealing with the theory ignore a Prerogative tof o grow

ity of o maniage explaining

plained that this complex facet
of living means something diffcrcnt to each onc. and the
couples can only listen but not
ycl completely understand the
sensations of the total ce

o'f'dlov'entreocnstated

marriage. lie winThd.
?PEOPLE HAVE not chem.

young couples that they "all
Dr. Johnson related many
have the Mendel to be sue- of his answers to the natal goal -

=snit?

fi'rs1":

three years those very prob. concept of 50.50 proposilams could become
lion. or rhis. each penal, og
ond eVeilllielly destroy the km and retains
a pm of him -

Mn remarked on the rising
raperconcerns with the effect o fag-divoice
rate and the
-ins on the sexual life of non

this

-we arc all sexual tieing,"

for cpfestions to be answered he said. "and us such arc com-

and to form a base of Mt-

- mission between the individMarital love Ls a couple's uals of each couple.
17.40 'WWII °I'd THE TEST also stimulated

rant of Dallas, Tex.

You'll enjoy a bird's eye view of our
golf course, and beyond it
Arlington Park Race Track,
where thoroughbreds run all
spring and summer.
Your gaze will take in a stunning
interior, a feast of color wherever
you look.

each member of the
fad."seminar informed
of his
or her own .-

mending the Usage of the pill.
Ho did acknowledge the sponsibility. II 13 up to the h..
urging the coupim to choose. coupl,s
alnut lives as hand 10 prevent his will from
according to personal Prefer - being their own
yn ess. becoming the "complete
undo. among the others.
"Whet makes you happy us a mother.- he implied. And the

couple" is what is important. wife must work so that Indium he suggested. "Ilk Icerning to hand does not become totally
both the young men and the live with another person."
occupation oriental
prospective brides to have a
BROKE success down
Admitting that marital love
thorough physical exam. to HE
75 per cent inteasible ace- is d complex anotional matter,
ination az lees! thris: months metrication and 25 percent
n
prior to the wedding date. physical effort.
line advcnrura in Thinking:'

DR. JOHNSON

advisol

eerie -finnan 000000 (0555561

Status of women

f7ss

Tuesday. May 19, 1970

Symposium speakers states
education will break down

Page 3
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Books for Clearbrook

Sorority news
Northwest Suburban
Alutrufac Association of Kappa Delta Sorority will have a
potluck dinner on Slay 25 so
7.30 pm, in coordination with
the monthly mceling. The dinner will honor pall presidents,
Hostess for the May meeting

Is Mrs. L.W. Arentsen, 508 E.

Carpenter Dr., Palatine. Co-

host..

are Mrs. Bernard
Rondo, Arlington Heights: Mrs.

K.W. Showdrs, Mount Prospect, and Mrs. J.A. Smither,

ekert. Mrs. Robert Dallstream,
Mn. James Murphy and Mrs.
Carl shard
of Arlington
Heights; and Max John Ricoo
Mn.k Leonard ArenDen of
Palatine.

All northwest alumnae arc
invited, PleAe cal/ Mrs. Don,
old Sinn, 255.7935 for reservation and type of dab tobring.

Michael T. Schueler of Des Plaines. The Alumnae Club presented 100 hoolwito the Clean -brook
Confer for the Retarded in Rolling Meadows, along with a check for $100. Mn. Thomas Smith of

Arlington Height, was chairmen of the pr jets,

ALPHA PIII
The

Northwest

Suburban

exceedingly

are

ignorarn and passive ctins:'
mid Mrs. Hibherd Klino Jr_
director of continuing educe -

Sorority will hold its moding

tiny for Women at the Unmoor -

May 20 at 8

sity of Pittsburgh, 0 the Sy.

mt... Erne,

the home of
a,
gen-

bury Rd, Arlington neigh..
New officers will he installed.
Any new alumnae in the area
wishing further William
ation
may

contact

Eon= at 259-1082.

May 21 is

Poppy Day

American Legion Poppy Day.

Sieben of Des Plane,: Mrs.
C.N. Mills, Mrs. John Glum

and Mrs. Kenneth P. Roy of Arlington Heights, and A. Scheeler, slaughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Alumnae Chapter of Alpha Phi

Russell 011er and Mrs. John

David Dewar and NI rs. Merton

Fascinated with the vividly colored animals in the shirt cardboard books created by !lie Northwest Suburban Alumnae Club of Alpha Gamma Delta arc alumnae children Brian Roy, son of Mr.

I

Knapp of Park Ridge, Mrs.

Past presidents being hon.
orcd are Mrs. Roy Riser, Mrs.

nothing quite like it anywhere.

Woman

The American Legion sold
the American Legion As.
iliary. Department of Minoix
have officially designated
Thursday, May 21, as Illinois

Bartin et on.

In the Towers Lounge, Coca Hemrt
playa guitar and sings in woven languages.
A most entertaining
background for cocktails.

OWE'S 6141/41..1thtlr..111Vga1,-""1......
Nest Shoo, Boy in the Amo

By Dorothy Oliver

KAPPA DIUT A

During dinner The Notables play old
and new tune. for dancing. Starting
at 9:80, they blend musk,
Bong and comedy and turn
Top of the Towers
in to a supper club'.
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Spend an evening at
Top of the Towers. There's

Win a 17 -day trip for 2 to Scandinavia's finest
restaurants or One of the other great prizes for
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schools. (Dual enrollment occurs when a Catholic school
teaches its students such subjects as religion and English.
then sends them to the public
school for ninth. science. foreign language, and gym. Pu-
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Obituaries

Boynton Beach, Fla., formerly
of Arlington Heights, died Sat-

512 million. instead of the SIR
million that the waterways division considers the minimum
necessary to operate itself
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Board varrad through its an

John Berchmans

He sob that the current annual budget of his aivision is

Crash injures
3 drirers

party n nth The party time hod
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the National League pennants
for souvenirs.
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did .Sente send him this way:
Jerry is in a box...home to
stay!"

Other proposals include income tax credits end an "impacted IOU" bill which would
give money to public schools

Oscar Barren, 48 N. Albert, Mount Prospect was welcomed home last night by his wife Cotten
a. 20 -month -old son Oscar Jr., after serving 19 months in Kaiser lower, Germany,. ii locum°,
five operator with Ow Army. The large °welcome home" banner was )rung
h
on the outside of the w
e pathment building when Barrera arrived home at 11 p.m. (Photo by LeRoy Sievers)

The now generation
By Catherine O'Donnell
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Three acts of golf clubs valued at 6750 were stolen front
an auto Saturday afternoon at

Things Go Wrong" with their
cars Wednesday night al a air

ussistant sales manager. and
Ron Kuh. umisent service

THE COPELAND bill
passed Me Illinois House lost
week. The Cherry bill wos
killed by thy Senate Educational Committee.
Sonic Springfield observers
have predicted a niece 10 by-

tatal $1.133.656 for the new

Those attending will definitely
learn to change a tire, he

Service Manager George
Orth. assisted by Don Conway.
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ot thy Copal Ind hill shich
aimndm,P1 rtquir
varrqs
ing non-public schools to meet
the sante standards public
school, 110e, emst conform to,
and the Cherry bin, which
does not have this amendment.

IMP 70 laical ,var. 5' 17.098
its tax receipt,: 5100,000 from
the golf course, 584.000 from
the swim program, $50,000
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Campus unrest

Catholic

David C. Leach and

the

State Poppy'Commission said

that this marks the 47th conseesitim year that the Aintrican Legion and the auxiliary
di
units have engaged in thy
tribution of poppies in Illinois.
Every poppy that has been

distributed during this period
has been assembled
all by hospitalized disabled
ofIlinois. within they ate
Illinois.

ney have been reimbursed
Poe their labor directly
the proceeds resulting 00111
Ow distribution of Os dowers.

cesium on the Status of Women al Northern Illinois Uni.
versity.

"In 1920 we got the ow efter almost 100 years and today
only 55 per cent of the women
qualified to vote go to dm

polls, compared to 73 per our
of the qualified male voters."
Mrs. K1Me. gave sine of
three keynote speeches at the
symposium. Her tdpic was
how women can break down
Use

barriers through cdoca-

tion. She urged
independently thr

ptjthmt,

to run
aftrhiclitttn,

wont,it'
crease womens' representation
al cowl/ level in -government,

"The chairmen of political
parties Inc men. The vicc.
chairman are women. and they
get to
envelopes and lick
stamps," she said. 'There is

courage to stand up and my to

thow mar 'I chows to run,
and if you do not nominate and

will run independently. And
money or
don't need
will build my own
support.
I
I
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".'Wte'..'f'°,7du do that meybe

something will happen to the
repro0ntation of women at every lexel of government hi the
United States,"

?Underlying it all is knowledge: she continua "You

can't run for political office.
you cool become really involved without a good educe -

Mr Kline pointed out that
the trouble begins at the high
school
M when counsebrs
direct girls to the "right"
kinds of jobs. nursing, teaching. secretarial work, airline
hatasses me. She addal that
they don't tell girls of the jabs
available to women in other
fields. such as social work
engineering,

medicine

involved. There

and very successfully. It takes
understanding by the husband

"WOMEN MOOT have the
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courses carefully so you ro

Ile into the time you have.
You should not Invome a ptin.
fully school -oriented woman.

'ion num otamish priorities
and stick to than.

SHOULD he
educattal in the revolution we
are facing in the United States
.
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nothing wrong with licking
woman annong 100 U. S. senators and 10 women
35
representatives. This is hocause men arc in charge of chi

Mice bowel oluodion. Mn.
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recommended.
"it

and

law.

EDUCATION.

hum had a career, you should
always keep abreast of it -reed
the journeby etc."
"Whether you ere IS or BO
you ought to make yourself
more ecucatal You should get
down to the hooks arid classroom -an not necessarily the
foetal classroom," she said.
Ir . woman is planning to re.
turn to school to login or con -

well

and some managing by you.

?While rasing children. If
you decided not to work. you
should engage in volunteer ac-

tivities that mink to your post
or Future profession: If you
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chum m the typal durs end
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By Ron

en.n.too hut mtrtored toil.

genie. Not that she minds. he.
mused+, defends henielf very

52 sash 4erneVer in fit next

Except for the strange Illinois
election lows. Mrs. Chapman

Especially 3o.
guess. when
the college kids min we MI the
adult
help they can gm.
There% been enough divisive.

publican. The low Mows
Democrat to go to Me Legislature. as long as a couple of Republicans all, go along. That's

Now it's time In under stunt! eneli,,other.
Out env way, we have estate
regrssientative named Eugenia

the way it work. (in most of
Chicago, it would be the re-

She has a rather liberal View-

point. oceeiding to many of
her con3ti tee nts. She has a social C011iddiallPCS for many
issum. Ho inain cancan.
hotvcsor, is education. She hes

sity of Illinois in Champaign.
Utmost
Atter some con-

Wen By, 'mother' of nmny important educational hills, and
moo apple recognize this.

frontations there, sonie upheavals. and some neer riots.
The students decided that non
enough was being done to encourage the poor to attend the

Mm. Chapman is a Demo -

U. of I, They came up with a

even the Democrats were picking on her. Some Republicans

they finish. Uncle Sam will

toy

themselves. They voted to pay

their

way

Like the' team that they're
e upposed to be, Fortst Viewk
alcons, ranked 14th in the

through

school." he said. "TheYII all.
&emend what a areal country
this ig"
THESE WERE Donomum
speaking.
can just me Eugenie shaking her load in dis-

:Rate baseball ratings, took ad -

carnage of Prospect miscues
'end scattered seven hits for a

.

431 district win yesterday.
The decision gives Forest
:View the right to meet Hersey

1

belief. Whena Republican legislator suggested
everyone

ply voted the bill down, them
wouldn't have been anynced
for this article. It wasn't satisfied to do Mot. Individual
members decided to expound
their philosophy. Tlank probably when Eugenia began to

The students voted to tax

fly by Nesbit brought the run
in, but with Stu White at the

girls) con join the Army. When

IF THE committee had sim-

solution of their OWn.

vial. On this particular issue.

By Linda Hurnifion
Sports Editor

he thought was still a better
'.The kids. (bogs and

in Me championship
peer of their own district to

decide who goes on to the regional tor arrow.

man must hey,urned green.
She undersmads the kids.
The adults parole her sometimes. though.

ME LOSS by

that

the

The Knights fought to stay

DOCTOR SAYS

W. G. BRANDSTADT. m.D.

the year. In planning a wed-

-.Marshall Field Ill
Tuesday. May 19, 1970
Jelin E.Stantion,

William J. Kiedaisch.Manounie Kdirer

ding. however. some couples
fall to include the blood test required in many states. In some
cases, this may necessit6e an
embarrassing postponement.
This can be avoided by vis-

,

eind Puhlnher

philis -a good idea even where
it is not a legal requirement.
When the test has been made.
return to his office and get Ids

certificate md the laboratory
report.
In niost states, the marriage
license must ho applied for not

later than 15 days after the
blood test and is valid for only
30 days. This is because it is
possible Moon though unlikly)
mat one of the parde4 aTia
have nequired syphilis in he

Talk with a teacher
eltrn

lksir Mrs. Cullom
Alter seeing pair column
about rending poetry in your
children. I decided Sr write
and ask about the Haiku that
you nannionmi. I. ton, like
Rim. NIA R. said. h.7, felt the
urge to try writing some poet: ry. hly children have written
Haiku in school and have
talked eland o If children can
do it. why couldn't 13 I think
young mothers should take
snore time to do some Minos

they really mini lo to along
with the -taxi service" ."three
meals per. cm.
bought the
I

hook 'Poems Children Will
Sil Still For," and I love R.

Mrs R.M.I.

.

become

vary popular in
mithlle grade classes. They
give rewerdMg results and

hear. touch. taste men
To hear rain whisper. to touch

there 'are nony reasons for
their uppeal. Rhyming. meter,
and balance are not needed:
They can he Willien abtrill any
subject. Children are satisfied
beCause they
aNc to express themselves in verse.

These poems arc as simple and
nutural as breathing. But there
is

a very special pattern of

ace
bk....
t°1 the
air, and a few million more are

Haiku is made of. The

tbrin, such as Haiku.

verse

senryti. cimuctin. and stio have

is a tracherom disease and its
tragic mows fall on
related to nature: three Secsblemeloot
iffln,$)
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Letter
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editor
Florence Domes
says thanks

OR 2 YEARS

It was Cardinell who hurt
.the Knights again in the fifth
'win the actual winning run.

4

$

into the right field corner. easIly wori ng
But Cavallaro got a little too
anxious and triad for second
base. thrown out by Mike Mu -

-

Biel.

THB KNIGHTS

EXcept dine
brakes and

Add $760 Ma

absence of any X-rity evidence
of tumor, it is not a cancer,

Remove, dean, inspect, repack and adjust

PY.

Itlil

'

Inspect roaster cylinder and
hydraulic brake hoses

..

hat. drew a walk from Johnson, eventually scoring Prospsrs only run.

for new Wheel
cylinders
Add HO for
arcing drama

/1°

Strong moved Schlais up by
getting to Me way of a Johnson

pitch, and then Greg &Mom

if necessary

ii.

'hit Ids accond single of the day

to load the beses. A sacrifice

d

Installed by Goodyear Trained Machado
on

ntn,
upon num., of tho °darnel Invoice, sepal,store
nage .
for,.agr garb nerroasery at ne Oman. Val pl.

and colleagues as well as the
civic and industrial leaders in

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition. find the word
using all seven of these letters.

and recognition they bestowed
on me Saturday evening. April
-

have always thoroughly
enjoyed working with and for
the children and citizens of

Sggedg 11011C
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plane ,
WO N. Rand

Acme, oi

renal,

years.

Rood,

Arlington

I plan to continue to serve in
ing. as long as possible.
Florence Dumas

Win a 17 -day trip for 2 to Scandinavia's lineal
restaurants or one oh the other great prizes for
stay-at-home food lovers. Nothing to bUyt OMR
your nearest Scanda House Samigasborel for
lull details and entry blanks.
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country Club

THEATRE
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The Maine West freshman
tracksters outran a field of
visiting opponents to ring
up a victory in the 5th Annual
Maine We Relays yesterday.
The triumph was the first for
Elle underclass Warriors and
ended a two-year reign by Pro. -

0,

tWig.1"'"
,,,,,,,,,,,,,e ,,,,,,,,,, ..,,,,,, 1$:

your car'run Mnoother and safer IlOwn't wait
brtna your car in today and take advantage of Ihie

low prim (Merl
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ASK ABOUT OUR EASY PAY PLAN
,

AO

runnerup slot with 45
:points. more than five markers
the

GooDio.i.yEAR
or -

by Nell Simon ..

ONLY

from'
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MATINEE

$3.00
Jack

the Beanstalk

-Asireheureurvecial-vi.dorp.Wno-nv,

1015 Grove Mall

723 W. Dundee Rd.

fin the Grove Shopping Contert

(I block toter. 031

Elk Grove Village
Op., Mon. tine.. nil a n.m.

Wheeling

1180 Oakton St.

9503 N. Milwaukee

(Corner Med. Dalton)

(Across from Golf Mill Shopping Center)

3007 Kirchoff Rd.
(Across Irom Rolling Mendows Shopping Center

Conant
out at

Niles

nonotIonthm..619 p.m,

OcaohbothrubtA119 cm.

peons Fremd Vikings, The
Mies are coming off an impressive

a. hurler then proceeded to

3.2. and will prove a tough

retire the next two men to get
out of the jam.

match for coach Fran Somers'
boys.

Maple Park in Palatine. The
Redbirds outlasted the lagging

roan 01 0000 tallied theff mark-

rfor.

yard dash records ware shag.
lured whiO the pole vault mark
Wes equalled on the fast War-

102 E. Rand Rd.

track.

(Across horn gondherol

ir

-,,-..,Mt... -Prospect --------
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Paint snatchers for Maine
'in -eluded Fred Hildreih

with a 36-216 second place

open tain.thro FA Sila-p.m.

heave in the shot end
-1)

base on balls to get things 011 10

er in their first turn at bat. Af- a good start and Mike Wilbins
ter starting and winning pitch- continued the fair feelingas he
er Jim Bokelmann got the sent a shot over center fielder
Cougar leadoff man. Gil Lop. Wally Weiner's head which
silver°, to fly out to center, he rolled lots triple. Bokelmann
issued a fatal walk to Bill easily
rounded the
hobo

enth frame to break a 1-1 deadlock and post a 2 triumph.
The
well -deserved
win
snaps a
four -game losing

sneak for the Cards and ad -

'1114pliiie hurl in

100-2
-

birds might jump into the lead
in the bottom of the third when

starter Bill Arkus dealt up a
pair of back to book walks to
Arlington's Chuck Donchess
and

Gene

Elsberg.

Conant

Alan Cook
Sport, Vol.

row in their bid for a state title.

UNFORTUNAITLY,

it

In the opener, though. the
Warriors looked like a differAfter waiting out the rain sot ball club than the one that
for week, the Maine Wan is still challenging for conhew -ball nine resumed district ference laurels. They didn't
action yesterday, but ml they appear to bc the same team
had it to do noon again, the
that ripped this same Niles
Warriors gladly would have crew, 5-2, less than two weeks

Besenhofer looked like he
might escape the jam when he

Perhaps it was the week-

fanned Shapiro, but Jacubik
rifled a bases -clearing triple

settled for another washout.
As it was, powerful Niles
West exploded for 10 runs in a
five -inning span while holding
Maine to a harmless single to
win the abbreviated affair. 10-

long layoff that gamed both

stances.

THE INDIANS were then

WHA1TVER THE reason.
lapse eliminated, Maine
from
further state 00w.
petition, a rarity for head
coach Al Carstens, a three -

into action In the
nightcap 01 100 doubleheader,
beat fell short to a well-discipline4 Maine East outfit,
5 -3. The advance thus earn the

right to advance to the Glenbrook North Regional newer.

the

time winner.
Niles ROUnCIAI on Maine

starter- Bill Besenhofer for
three runs on three hits in the
opening frame and then relied
on big Brian Jambs to shut out
any reply the Warriors might

Moo 19,
1970

roller to third, but Paul Kli-

again

forced at the plate for the fire

ou.

THE INDIANS, leading
ITO going into the fifth, UM tha
10 -run rule onto effect with a
loll pair of tallies. Niles short-

stop Ken Holm) opened the
frame with a booming homer

when Besenhofer walked the
leadoff man and then yielded
successive singles to Mitch
Nelson and Rick Shapiro :0 111
the bases. Greg Jacubik brood
a teammate at the plate on his

Indian's

Warriors Wright and Gary
Franzen headed the field in the
high hurdles with times of 183
and 18.6, respectively, while

Franzen came back to take a

to

straightaway

centerfield.

Mark Anderson than drew a

The Card spirits began to
grow when utility man Larry

ace John MacDonald, who irm

Geyer strode to the plate, al -

mediately put out the fire by
whiffing two Cardinals and
getting the third to ground out
to the third baseman,

for their 10th run.
The Warrior attack, meanwhile was punchless. Only

Mike Maloncy's pinch had'
hop single marred u five -in-

&MILE:

mark of 24,2 by nipping the
tape in 24.1 to capture the

10:43.3;

event. The little Warrior came

back to grab a second in the
100 -yard dash in I 1.1.

2, Ericson,
PW, 18-5t4 3. Barbour, MW,
18-41/2, 4, Wallace. NTE, 177T ; 5. Granit, ME, 17-51/4;
LOW BEADLES: I. Fitz-

I.'

Olsen.
F.
Peterson, Pal,
3..PW, 10,47.6, 4.

Metz, MS, 1050.7; 5, Mar shack, ME, 11:09.8; HIGH
FIURDLES: I. Wright, MW,

gerald, Pal., 21.9 (old record
22.2 by Sarsya of PW. 09011;
2. Franzen, MW, 23.1)3. Hansa, PW, 24.2; 4. Howes, Pal,.

10,3;2, Franzen, MW, 18.613,

Fox, Press 16.8, 4, Winkle',
PW, 10.9; 5, Robbins, NN,

24.3; 5, Wilkiel, PW, 24.11;
I. Williams, Pal,

MILE

19,41

4:47.8;2, Molessi, ME.4,49.8;

101YDASH 1. Tucker. WE.

3. Milan, ME, 4566; 4. We.
ber, NTE, 4:59.3; 5. Evans,

10.9; 2. Hicklin, MW. ILI; 3.
FitEgerakl, P01, 1131 4. Verbal, F. 11.4; 5, Wistar, 11.4;

8 8 &RUN: I. Sustmen,
NTE, 2,04.5; 2, Gerson. Pal.,
207.3; 3, Strelka, MS, 2:07.9:

a leap 01 10.0.

Winder, MW, 2:09.0; 810410 -

Selby, NTE, 2:07.9;

Inc his teammates down, as he
smacked a clean single up the

Tho fireballing right hander.

middle to knock in Dillon and
give the jubilant Cards the win,

himself in
trouble in the opening innings
with a batch el walks.
however,

got

BOKELMANN WENT the
diem., for the triumph, ant&
He passed Besenhofer and, senior letterman yielded only
Hanselmann in the opening
three safeties while striking
fame and Bert Gaslort and out nine.
Dave Nelson in the second, but

Warriors just
ixing. them around.
ho

couldn't

The Cards will entertain the

Gloobord North Panthen Mmorrow if they lose tonight.

Sparked by a convincing
161-170 triumph over arch-

rival Maine South on Friday,
the Maine West linksmon went
Onto capture fourth place yes-

today in the tough. well-bal.

once d

Central

Suburban

rounds of 43-43 for an 86
while Randy Getsla brought
home a 43-46-09. Jim Krum polo soared to a 49-46 for 95.

THE WARRIOR medalist.
however, was surprising Jeff
Smith who turned in a Warp
rounds of 42-4682.
In posting their winning to-

League moot on a neutral Wilmelte Golf Course.
A n indication of the
lal of 303, New Trier aw1 erten e s closely bunched .bleed scores of 78. 74, 75 and

teams was the fact that New
Trier Alcst's wincing score of
303 oats just 42 strokes less

76. They threw out rounds of

III. and 85, either of which

Niles

would have been a weicomed
sight 10 100 Warrior lineup.
While the conference meet

FOLLOWING THE Cowboy,
second

oores are offiCial, there are

Glenbrook North's 324. Glenbrook South's 326, Maine

to be played. Until these en -

then

eighth

place

North's total 01 545,

West's

338,

Maine South's
339. Niles West's 343,
Ocerald's 344 and Niles

North's 345.
Bob Edwards and Ed Duch.
aj led the Warriors fourth
place finish with 851. Edwards combined rounds 01 41.

44 for his total while Duel*

several dual meet matches RIO

counters are made up. the final
Centml
Suburban
League
standings are still in doubt.

ACCORDING 'co HEAD

coach Gene Zuccarini. his
Warriors seem headed for el.
ther the fourth or fifth slat in
the standings. New Trier.
Deerfield,

Glenbrook

220-DASIli
I.
Hicklin,
MW, 24.1 (old record 24.2 by
Joseph, ME, in 1968) 2. Mennes,Pal., 24.8; 3, Fillipo, ME,
25.2; 4. Caron. MS, 25.31 5.
F, 256;

MILE RELAY, I. NTE.
3141.7, (old

5,

LAY: 1. -MW,
OWE.
.1:39.7; 3. NN, 1:40.8; 4, F.
1:43.3; 5. NTE, 0:44,7;
410 -DASH: I. Zander, F,

54.312. Salm, MW: 56.0; 3.

'

record by PW,

3:44.2 in 19671 2, NN, 3:47.0;
3. MW, 3:49.0; 4, OM) MS.and

PW, 3:56.1; POLE 'VAULT,
I. ,Sobiecki, PW,
Hies
record by M rose', of PW in
19671; 2.Gicsler, PW, 11-0,3.
Die) Mercer. and Grebe's, MW,
104; 5. Towne, MS.40-17

South

joined nine hole totals of 46-

and Glenbrook North, boa'

50,

ever, all still have a shot at the
crown.

Gary Ntwratil contributed

BOY and GIRL
FREE WANT ADS
All high school, junior high school and
grade school students are eligible to advertise to sell.

to trade, to find a wanted item

... to get a job.

SEE RULES AND SPECIAL
ORDER BLANK IN TODAYS

NTE, 5:00.31

DISCUS: I. Grant, ME, 1104;2, Bung, ME, 100-8; 3. Hidreth, MW, '100-2; 4. Kinser),
NTE, 98-4; 5.Catrol, MS,96-

4.

advance to third, Geyer didn't

state regionals.

er, ME, I6-51/2;

2.

Warriors winning total.
Chip Barbour notched third
in the long jump with a leap of
18-433 while Ken Grabek tied
for third in the pole vault with

MEET RESULTS
HIGH 'JUMP: I, Enlace,
PW, 5-8, 2. Whyte, NTE, 5-6;
3, Kaufman, NN. 5-4; &Wallace, NTE, 5-4; 5. Ball*

Watts, NTE. 56.5. 4. Nowak,
MW, 56.9; 5.. Wright. MS,
57.1; LOSE; JUMP, I . Tuck-

; 4. Chuipker, Pal, 35344 5:Castonzo, ME. 35-2.4;

10139.0;

ready having one hit to his
credit in the game. The first
pitch from MacDonald halite
plate and shot back to the
backstop, enabling Dillon to

to move to Glenbrook North
Wednesday to compete in the

ning no.hit stint by Jacohe

Pros, 5-4, stioT PU1'
I.
Weiss. ME. 30.11:2, Hildreth,
MW, 36.11/4, 1.
V.35'

Hicklin cracked the old 220

the second baseman,

fanned to end the threat.
Maine East earned the right

pass and scampered all the way
home on Jim Madden's double

powiez doubled Iota pair and

second in 23.1 in the lows.

manage to inch down 10 sew
and on Elsberg's ground out to

second and Paul Modeler

damage.

The initial trouble started

Tuesday,

The

boded the boom with none out.
and again, the lead runner was

he popped up lb the third base man. Dillon did, however,

ing Nelson at second. Shapiro

stole second to put the tying
runs in searing position with
two out, hut Jacubik popped.

fourth.-Righty Bill Olscn.was
summoned, A run scored on
an infield out, but Olsen got
the side out with further

have had.

Page 5

second.

sacrifice the runner along as

be-

in a run and kern the inning

down the left field line and latcr scored on Klipowicab second straight hit.
The Warrior lefty retired
Niles in Me third without
trouble, but Carstens had to go
to his bullpen when Niles singled twice with one out in the

mmtal and physloitherrors by
the Warriors, but the Indians
were under the same circuit, -

pressed

was more of the sante in thc

The all-important seventh
inning for the Cards began
when leadoff man Chuck Oil Inc drew a base en ben, Don,
chess failed in his attempt to

coach Jerry Cunningham detided to withdraw his pitcher
at this point and use Cougar

West humbled,10-0, by Niles

add valbable teampoints to the

The low hurdle and 220 -

open Mon. thro 01.111C p.m.

It was not until the middle
of the second that the Cards

THE COUGARS wasted could serape together their
little time getting off to a fast first run. Bokelmann drew a

Cougars, scrounging for one
run in the bottom of the sev-

Frosh Tony Winder picked
up a point with his fifth -place
I;pd third with 331/2 and was fol- finish in the 680 -yard run in
4owed by Proviso West's 30/A, 9:09 flat and also participated
on the third place mile relay
rPeledine's 29, Eremd's 21,
Maine South's
Niles foursome with Jim Stabo, Bob
North's I land Prospecth 4.
P.chke and John McDonald.
SZABO COMPLETED his
B OB WRIGHT, Bob Hick,
tinand the 880 -yard relay day by grabbing second place
team earned gold medal] for in the 440 -yard run in 56 flat to
the victors who placed 13 boys
in point -getting positions.

1

----Des-Plaines-----

thanks to the blast and trotted

acres home law to knot the
sem,
TT APPEARED the Red-

15 -inning
victory
over crosstown rival Palatine,

rainouts with the Arlington

off the Warriors' winning total
Of 5016. New Trier East land-

Rolling Meadows

°penmen. thro 6).9,19 n.m.

West.

Maine East had to settlifor

-

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

The Fremd baseball district
finally got rolling again Yesterday afternoon after five days of

Arkus. Arkus promptly stole
second and was later brought
home by sharp single to right
by brother Mike The Cardinal

Warrior frosh win in track

.,,

._

..

(1-5111ER

vances horn into the finals
tonight against the ever den-

kept

MARK ANDERSON

gan the last of the seventh oil
a perfectly placed bunt that
went for a single. Colton drove

Maine West 4th
among league's
golfing squads

Cards outlast Conant nine, 2-1

rifice fly to right.

it,.________

.^))

Forest View's Bob Kasper is forced oust home in yesterday's Talton runner Ryan Maly. Even left fielder Greg
Sumner is
moving on the ploy, Forest View got two rum in he rally and
Streng of Pr.peet scremblm back to cover the base idler making won, 4.2. (Photo by Linda Hamilton)
the ploy en Kasper. Dane Lundstalt is also on his way. Mend of

By Tom Rome

meanwhile.

the Indians in line through the
first five innings. He yielded a
run in the sixth and ended up
pitching for his KM in the loin.

seventh Inning, but the rod traffic jam is el third base. Tom

other run batted in vrith a sac-

.,,V(b,'

You gel new spark plugs, points, rola, condenser. Plus
our specialists will clean fuel bowl, air filter A battery,
and check- ignition wires, distribtpor cm, starter, regu
lator, generator, fan belt, cylinder compression 0 battery
.

CHILORBISMATIHM

1018 Mt Prospect Plaza
Mt. ProspecD 2594580

$

Includes all labor and

'inonnriorWir
Heinn.inivois

onjuVit'agg

15 -Point Engine Tune -Up

,

-

vti).<.

Bill Guenther picked up the

OIL CHANGE &
LUBRICATI N Af--....--."

Pi:
lintory'onAgy1,70

g/'

plate.

2inWareOffer!

-

4CI'k'orPrITUd

.22nag

Cl 9-5400

ofScandinavia

-:'

'rrinTnnitr7ned,'grnrcenrdr[Vetig'n

1

a limited capacity. God willAnswer on Ounie Page

Compare this offer!

p

25.

this community for the past 40
13 good. 15 excellent

, by g'

N

Wagner,

son to force Maly across the

Cardinals and the
Cougars battling it

fielders

straight hit and Tom LarkinT
hit on error.

two outs', Schlais walked John-

Z'ff
SPORTS

VIZA2;1!==ig.%:2,°:V=
Indkated. Ws Melo.. Goodyear ganging

Kranek's

The Knights nearly got a
double play, but they didn't
end it cost them a run. With

MI This Material and Wu._

Adjust all four bmkes

moon,Reichoice. Schowers second
third on a walk to Bob

duced the run as Sehleis had
trouble fielding the ball in
front of the plate. Schlais was

front wheel bearings

BUY NOW -PAY LATER
ON OUR EASY TERMS

our community for the honor

MAINE SCORED twice in

pro-

'

to publicly thank my friends

LUFLOTE

finally

started to make some noise in
the bottom of the fifth, getting
one run, then blowing
chance for another. Schlais.
who had singled in his first at -

foreign care

Install brake lining op all four wheels

Editor:
May I take this opponunity

A passed ball
:moved both runners up. and
'Roger Cardinell's left-neld fly
'hall brought the speedy Galindo across the plate.

set up Pete CavaIlato. Pistol
Pete rifled a Schlais offering

the when 1 walk or stand. My
doctor calls it mecydynia.
X-rays showed nothing wrong.
Could this be cancer? Do- you
know of any cure?
A -Coceydynia is pain at the
lower end of the spine. In the

Your doctor should try to find
and remove the cause. For
temporary relief, take aspirin
and ants heating pad.

tallied while Maine was fann-

double, then stole Mind base to

had a severe pain in my coccyx
whenever

and Min.

victors added three mom in the

ANOTHER BUNT

to the fence in left field fora

- For 10 months I h000

,

oil single and Randy Sellawel's booming homer. The

L.Ittle Rog blasted a line drive

ED
20,000 MILES

BRAKE-

loing suit

GOODYEAR '
SERVICE
STORE

0
,

and

leadoff man Gabby Galindo
walked with Rich Olson fol-

ji

ready

and

&Ideas appeared to be going
through he first few innings,
but Schlais was stuck in the
third with a hitless run. Fa/con

.

-

three

B OTH JOHNSON

pregnancy,

-

walked

Prospec t starter Warner

get up from U sit.
In my 'veal ...in.^
talk gout senryu. cinquain: ling position. It doesn't bother

line

pression

authorities urge
women to stop smoking during
ery.

Bob Kasper chipped in with a
bunt single.

ands out 10, sccrniney getting stronger LS the game worn

"One thing about teenyboppers, you never know if they
no for you, or the 'uniform'!"

apning

puepoco mlthe Salko

Doi ',Nines
DEAR MRS. R.M.Js
Introducing
Unrhymed

JOhnson

whaletoteol ho lotoro
00.
.ora

three lines. And there is a special hog -five beats for the first
line. seven MIN for the second
line. and five heals for the third

This should he followed by a
discussion of the five senses. as
the senses can be used in many
ways to help in written eng

Although this whole proceMire may sound terribly unromantc, it sterns from the &sheaf the stoe-all to often jos-

a birds soil wing, the 'Dr"...
aa
'l"e" a" apple

with a Ova.

Writing Haiku should begin
with e discussion of the heat.

hits until the final inning. Buzz

been shown to increases the
chances of a !Mom:infer,
stillbirth of Fromm. deliv-

three weeks before the wedding date and telling him you
went a serologic test for sy-

R. N.V.. Chvnhairm

Writing Haiku

. By Ember t.

the Forest View mound staff
holding the Knights to three

Q -If a woman smokes
ing pregnancy. will this have a
harmful effect on her bully?
A -Yes. Heavy smoking has

iting your physician two or

R.F. Hetehinson, 'fi,,Presiding

C. F. Nan..-Ideoliiine Dinwpor

in the game as with two out in
the bottom of the seventh,
pinch -hitter Dave Jones end
leadoff man Tom Strong each
singled, hut to no avail,
The Falcons had things all
their own way with the ace of

Premarital blood test
recommended procedure

-""17;,."4:7=7,1=C;=;,7"'

each waited out walks, and

the second off West starter Stu
Colton on Kent Kranek's lend -

al East, a 4.0 extra -inning winner over Notre Dame,

Bruce

the ftmt game of a district.

Although June is traditionally known as the month of
brides, weddings are fairly
evenly distributed throughout

runs. Cardinell anti Cavalier°

Kratky also bunted.
Cavalier° was forced at home,
and Strom fielded the next ball
for another force at home.

years

then made a lost -ditch effort in
the final frame.

alive by dropping a single i010
shoot boll before Jim Madden
reached first safely, the result
of an error.
Mitch Nelson walked to
load the bases and another run

marked the first dyle in more
Knights have been beaten in

Dap Pubtication5

lowed a 10-0 five -inning con-

test between Niles West and
Maine West that provided the
victorious Indians with a alto.

on his toes the next time as

two

to -back doubles by Ken Sha-

plate, Smog was caught stealing for the third out.
Taking no chance of losing
state tournament game in the
bottom of the seventh, the vis,,
it n g team Falcons put
through a request for two more

Prospect

than

scoreboard initially on Ma-

piro and Greg lacubik and

The Demons' victory fol-

..toMay

throw in an ex., buck to buy
pills for the girls. Mn. Chap-

may Niles seventh to grannie
the victory.
The Indians dented the

playing field.

idea.

that effect.
The bill first bed to go
through the House Appropriations Committee. It never
made it. There won't be any
matching funds this year.
Probably never. I puts.

was impressed by oneof tbyao.
twratclstmdomo ct the Univer-

5-3, an Maine West's ham

raid.
Another legislator had what

idea. and introduced a bill to

ANYHOW, Mrs. Chapman

Maine East and ace hurler
Gary Wagner survived a final
rally by Niles West to win the
state die -bid
championship

work their way through." he

thought it vim an excellent

Chapman. SheA one duty row

women legisloor, in °maul.

scholarships subsidized rock
throvArs. He had a morelatisfactory answer. 'lel them

575.0110. Mrs. Chapman

verse. of comic/.

Maine Demons move
past NW in tourney

district win; play
Hersey today

One legislator felt that the

arship Rind. If a student decided he couldn't pay the $2.
he could gct it back manlike
school. The kids wanted the
Legislature to appropriate a
similar amount to seven their
fund. It amounted to about

legislature. Her district is Re.

1

SU ans

hurt a Inde bat.

school year to provide a schol-

Pentobly wouldn't bc in the

rather sad to mce.

t Falcons in 4-1

mc

CLASSIFIED SECTION

Day s
By Bra Mears

ins out Joel Schechter on
high. hard fast ball.
In the fourth, however, Sale'
reel n &rinser following a
walk and singlc.put the Gi-

Scott Day yesterday pitched
and bit the Wheeling Wildcats

to the chaingionshin of therm

own district
meat.

baseball

ants on the scoreboard and

His
His grand -slam home

narrowed the Wheeling lead to

run was the bigblow in the
'Cat's smashing 8.4 win over
Highland Palk in the district
Wheeling now advances lo
the Waukegan Regional that
gets undo way tomorrow afternoon.

HIGHLAND PARK

gut

into the final game by downing
Deerfield. 3.2, in the first con-

of

afternoon. The

the

Sheridan. c

Cohen allowed Groot to

and the only alternative
would have been to flip a coin

choice. and with the Num

first

on

a

fielder%

to decide which team would

loaded. Lundquist smacked a
fly ball to center that was plen-

advance to the sectional.

ty deep enough for Day to

Day turned in mother meson

THAT WAS all Wheeling

the win while striking 0111 12

could come up with in the inning and the Giants got that
run lack in their half of the
sixth on a single, a wolk and a

right-hander was
threortin homer by
by Little Gi-

ant catcher Rick

Hoffman. rf

4

1.

0

Sales Tr. -Soft Goods

I

4

Dyson. so

0
0

0
0

I

2

2

1

3

0

1

Groot, If
Lundquist, lb
Edema. 3h
2
hIcGowan. rf
Jarsembowski, rf I

Weise, cf
'IDTALS

0

0

I/

I

1

3

26

II 10

a,

I

0
4

PLAYER
Fisher. 3h
Schechter. If
Cohen. um

AB

R

IT

4966

Vinyl Aluminum

0

3

0

r

0
0

3

I

0

0

I

e-

in the

ested Coll Mr. Moore.
545-0507

2

TRAVEL

orT.

THE AFFAIR was score,
lain until the Wheeling third.

Palatine 1, Fremd 2 in 15th frame

135'..nSati's=
g51vim
dipert work 09a 9141

left.

Weiser

wens

to

second

when the Highland Perk infield misplayed Rob Richter%
hunt, and a bunt single by John
Dyson loaded the begs for the
Day.

Highland Park starter Bill
Casey made the mistake of
hugging up on the Wildcat
hurler. and he tore into the

-

pitch fora time drive bdita run
over the left field fence. It was
Day's second of three hits in
the gam, all of them well THE 'CATS made it 5-0 immediately as they continual
the barrage of bats against Ca-

sey. Mike Groot picked up a
cIron single to left, sole second

and came in on Terry Lundquist's .second straight double.

It took eight days and 15 innings. hut Fremd finally eliminates' Palatine from the Fremd
District Baseball Tournament
yesterday. 3-1
The genie started last :Monday, hut it was cut short by
darkness after the teams had
battled to
1-1 lie in 14 in-

nings. Rain and wet grounds
made it impossible to resume
the

tagged shots.

Kim Busse sumendered only
four.
Both coaches went with the
same lineup that finished the
14th frame. That left Kellett
on the mound to pick up the
victory and Busse to dtaw the

contest

until

turned out to be what conch
Terry Gellinger Tikes to call
"the right man in the right
sue'. Kolar ripped an opposite -field blast over the right
fielder's head to drive in the

PALATINE TOOK

the
01 the 15th
when Jim Hambrick blooped
ihc

Day meanwhile was pitching perfect baseball Through
This just woke up Fremd,
two and two-thirds innings be- which came hunk to score
fore a single and a double put
pair of runs before Palatine
him in a minor jam with two
old retire a man. Shortstop
gone in the third. But he got John Feekin cried on pitcher
an of it ell by himself by strik..
Steve Kellett's pop fly to open

Elmer
Moloanik. of

Cardinals clinched their fourth
consecutive
Mid -Suburban

McWilerter and Bruce SMrek
emerged victorious.

3

0
0
0

Lovecchi. lb
Zeman. If

I

0

Hmbaoh, p

0
0

I

Bembrick, rf

2

Compton. 3b

Wlodareryk, is
Kelm. c

6

couldn't buy x run .11 F'rond's
Alark Wickland and Kellett

Simpson, rtscf

6

Hunk, lb

3

I

gave up only three hhn and

Hetwairth, lb

5

Cheney. 2b

2

0
0

14. lastonday the teems

5

Ogle; If

Palatine% Dave Hashach and

60 0
0

I

0

1(I

Car&

defeated

in conference play

MERKEL HAD a buy in

and has won the district singles
title three years in a roW.

points and two individual ti-

the opening round and won his
second round match, 6.0, 6-0.
He knocked off Ken Siebold of
Elk Grove in a semi-lina 1 pair-

Burros decoy a bye in the
first round and stopped Prospect% Steve Collins in round
two, 6-1, 6.4. The Palatine

tles.

ing, 6-0, 6-/, and captured the

senior rapped Scott Vaughn of

crown with a 6.1, 6-0 victory
over Forest View's Dick Mar-

Forest View in one semi, 6-I,
6-1. and then put it to Harris
when the money was on the

aky

c 1,ta.m000
m

shinst

at Prospect by winning the
conference

meal

with

16

The
unumul in
that twofreshmen won singles

title,

Arlington had gone into the
meet with 42 points from regular semon play, and with the
mos 16, they now Moen an insurmountable total of 58. Sec-and -place Forest View, which
Z also was runnerup in the MSL
meet, has 50 points with only
one meet left on their conference Schedule.

ELK GROVE notched one
individual title and third -place
overall with nine points. Prospect and Palatine split the Iwo
remaining first placeribbons
while tying for fourth with
eight points apiece.
Hersey was sixth yeaterday

with four points and Fremd
notched

three

seventh

place

with

nu rken. Wheeling
sneaked into the scoring col with one point and eighth
place while Conant and Glen bard North vied for the bottom
rung of the MSL ladder, being
shutout in the conference
showdown.
Yesterday's action was a

continuation of the play which
had beenrained out Saturday
afternoon,
The champion Cardinals'
:two titles came at third singles,

lin.

Martin had moved into the
championship notch by receiving a forfeit win over Hersey's Jeff Seeger in a surni-final
grouping. Saeger reportedly
had sprained his ankle on Saturday.
McWherter and
Starek

didn't have it quite as easy as
they battled lo the first doe
They had a bye in
round one and sunk Frennd's
6.0,red ChinDennis Hume duo,
6-1, in the second

line.

from Arlington.
The Knights took the tour ney crown with a score of 336,
four strokes better than runner up Arlington's 340. FUCA
View's 341 was good for third.

Prospect's Jim Will and Kevin
McIntosh in the other semi-final match, 7-5, 6-4.
Each MSL team has one remaining Illeet On their slate
this season Though Mechem.
pionship is decided, some
teams are looking Comae up

notch or two before the fatal
results a. M. All league play
should he concluded by the
end of the week.

Art Services
red, 6 !forded

Auto Body Repair

freshman

Rob

their first individual MS1- tennis championsip ever at second
singles, by- stopping Forest

View's Don Martin in the title
match, 3-6, 6-2, 7-5. Young
Zimmanck displayed a Wet

Knight Tube and Steel and
Talkie. Village were the
only two Maine -Northfield

Knights beat Golf Mill Bank,

Ruprecht,
Met 6-2, 6-3. The finale

down Chris Lesniak of Elk

and &Ink

6-2. 6-1.

Grove in straigh66-2 seteWhIle

Martin beat Rob Baer of Arlington, 6-3,4-6, 6.I.
Elk Grove's second doubles

cobs.

Dave

Barish, Alan Teicher

way yesterday, breezing by

other semi-final match, 6-2,

!Coded h. of Arlington in the final pairing, 6-0, 6-4.

Sporting Goods, 3-2, behind
hurler Larry Harrellson.
IN JOHNSON'S other appearance, pitcher Larry Des-

the year on area courts came in

the first singles championship
match yesterday when Pala-

Paul Mums dropped
Arlinglan's Greg Harris, 7-5,
tine's

6-3. In two previous matches
this season, Harris had disposed of the Pirate with rolalive ease, so yesterday's decl-

',there freshman Jim Merkel
:volleyed his Only to the lop
irot, and At first doubles,
There the trindem of Carl aim caused more than one

THE OREN netters had a
bye in round oder-, They limbered up by banging Glenbard
North's Dan Crabtree and Bill
Wright in round two, 6-0, 6-1.
Scott Dawson and Kevin
McNamara were their victims
in the send -final round by 62,
6-3 ledger.

!Cortland McKay nudged

I

1

21t:;'
Arlington17E::'
Heights.

90

,

lagers

alsb

beat

Johnson's

champs led them to an 8-1 win

playoff hole to edge. Fremdk
Jeff Oakley. Both Hagg and
Oakley finished the regulation
I0 holes with scores of M.

and

Glenbard North's 381.

THE FINAL conference
standings. compiled by comdual

lington in first off the Mength
of its 9-0 dual inect record.
Prospect was second. fullowal
by Prospect, Forest View,
Haney, Eremd, Wheeling.

Conant, Elk Grove, Palatine

year. If the Knights could have
turned their one -stroke dual
meet loss to Wheeling into a tie

look seventh and Mergeeighth in the playoff,

or win or if Forest View could
have picked up a stroke en Arlington in the conference
meet, Prospect would have

lek

10 the Mtermedhoe division,
dm Sox picked up two wins by

etet

'°°'°F°.

VALI BUITOGARAGES,-.
ADDITIONS, BASEMENT RFC
ROOM TC. CALL 25.5 1867

ASK FOR 1.8R. ANDERSON or MR, BRUNNER

and beat the Astros, 5-0, on
shutout by Randy Abcrle. Fig-

uring in the scoring for the
Cubs were Aber], Tony Zaccaria, Dale Langer, Okon

THERE WAS a barrage of

0

lift d

hen worn,

chants,

23-17.

Reid

hits including a double.

backed Up at the plate with a
Barge by Craig Stone, three
singles by Jell Bush and ex-

tra base hits by Gatti. and

52°4273

Call AFTER 6,70

'Murray Shore.

BOB IWICKI stuck out
aloe no lead Dash's Texaco to

an 11-8 win Mer Producdon
Tool in the final game of the
week.

'Rittnti'm

FULL

82

OMENSBASET

ae

Lk9.6050

196-1340

THE SODMAN

ores Ed

Sump Pomp
092,450
CL G3382

PUMP AND A.

POWER NHL
KRUGLFR DECORATING
do

a8 my ", "rr

of machines and waling to embark on training
and experimental tool development. He will do
trouble shooting, fixture repair and maintenance.
Trade school graduate air a man with at least 2
years in machine trade required. Good starting
wage and excellent potential for high earnings.
Benefits include 100% tuition privatents for night
school. Modern air conditioned plant

455-3600

I/1.4W 296...

B

=EA At.Ho

DECORATING

HUMUS
T STONE

FILL

GRAVEL
DECORATIVE

DECORATORS

r

DiCHS HIE SERVICE

AR., or, Fiews
EE ESTIOA.E5 Qv men

SPECiAll
ineessiolL Reeidennol

PREE ESTIMATES
192.024.
orn to Spat
2887 StgAoli Sine.

Tree Service

Ors 8 Vd. Wed -W.00
Big 4 Yd. lood613.00
027.7588

Room Additions
DorMers
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable

.

,Ya pmW wen. should

FOR

-

ESTIMATE

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

Waltman Caner Co
Kitchen Ren111Chnitki

Recrection ROHM

eau B1. omP

25544896/ 296.2458

MAR -G
PAINTING 6

SODREPOT
DOT
cr.VsEc

ORANGE
CONSTRREEUCTION1500 CO.
CALL 815

DECORALO TING

Wheeling.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

AARON

lore or
QUALIFIED

ELECTRIC
all

Licensed.

759.0894

ELECTRIC!

'ORb
nll'

yeirtn rCa
Iwiaesren

WGET 005610i

I. KOTTKE 8. SONS
LANDSCAPING
Rt. 59. th Mi.

SouAP.

0 INSIDE MESSENGER
I ond sure &Mbar.
nialorl'eTcra
moduromtr

rrInlkoom

R & NT DECORATING

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

:2!11""°-

Reosanoble Rotes
CALL ED 358,535,

289-1088

RON FOSTER TV Inc
1171

.hur2rRrf

lJes

._CL 9-0495

friendly
team of
want ad
girls are
trained

ENGINEER

to help
you

PI

DAY

COLOR TV REPAIR
Bery co Co8 58 DO
CO
co

417 9144

TREATMENT
APPLICATION

We noun 1st end end WII

le

elegies. mh school ander., will
good Iwo .tedste al intergredrd
intres. Samna' ink,
so.78 en N.

Menem, hone,.

include

Ow 1114

nee an d 10 poid holidays a ywr.

HOW INTERVIEWING

CALL

Per'Ingr"''
CULLIGAN, INC
1657 Shermer Rood

Northbrook, Mims

ADS

MACHINE
AKALYS7S

WASTE

especial I y

WANT

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

An 10051 Opporlunllyfrnployer

ED SURER

reea

Q.61

Apply In Person
1745 N. Kalmar
(At Grand Ave.)

oa. 0

TV Service

358-3172

MAILROOM CLERKS

nZT:?:""'

CT.A. lenmperlellon wee

Tuckpointing
OLSEN TUCKPOINTING

T".`En,inTe"`

rgn'STilkopt7ik'ertY:."'
Electrical Work

dos immediate openings in OUR MAILROOM DEPARTMENT Hr

Our

Doily

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Pork, Ill.

PEPSI -COLA
GENERAL BOTTLERS

.

391.8623

'FF 'reMF-

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

Equal opportunity empoyer/X/1

r

AlkUNZ511.00iIS

Slow Enterprises

--583-3838

or come to

255-1900

Billie,

Tailoring

soo

327.292S, Mier RAM

4B53600

paid barons Ieau4,t

A

CREATIVE

na. 719-7367.

Cell Min Del ot

wood onic i11,001.1

EST IMATES 296 1618

a9:Z.49'`

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK.5011.

HELPER

1 8M0ofW
Rd
MOUVIHANNIC1.111.

CAN!

EKT.C1

be

NEED MORE ROOM?

Linda,
Gladys,
Lettie,

punch presses. Applicant should be able to use
precision instruments and read blue print. Per position with growth potential for an deg,
capable mune ma..

he", eupplies,

RI

D DECORATING

RUSSELL

SAND

g

all aY0 5526

CAHNOW FOR

TOP SOIL

I

man with experience setng

ph.

TRUSTY WARN° Pr

GUARANTEED LAWNS
THE

SET- P

BRUNING

or Kay

stn he bonle of .c ouddl

D ressm a k i ng -Sew i n g

FASTENER CO.

wr

AM to 8.15 PM
til Noon

Jan,

E JOHNSON
PrIHG 6 DECORATING
0010600

1

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

Drapery Repairs

OW INTERVIEWING

814.5464

SPRING CLEANUP

4100 W. Vigo's,

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park

MCM5N0ST
We will Main a young man with a good knowledge

Youn

Siding

AY PAINTING

.9.3264

0

P"GERO.ICIATQ'""

ACE

MACHINIST

solo, of 6314 per

Dawn,

Sheer Metal Work

10171';;'onn

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

For Appointment or
Come For Interview To

EXPERIMENTAL

We baye an irron

Sod

CL 5.5991

Dog Service

Dog TraMing

Coll or AOPH

CALL MISS DEL at GL 5-3600

.

Inspector

VICE. CALL CL5-3057

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

6nonnivoernmaionTc.

""" °

.

25,0552

TUTOR

VirZESWITg:

ELECTRICAL PLUMBING

SINCE 19/6

Steve Levy getting the win and

.

Machine

WAQERS

255,570

"n=VAZ4:U4r

Shore American dumped
Kim Drugs, 12-1, with pitcher

PRODUCTS CO.

Secretarial Services

39.1.5913.1

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

'RYTI"OFELSTil:"

The Braves came from It

Dan Meyer. Lasing pitcher
Dominick Coletti had three

UNIVERSAL OIL

An equal mortify employer

MATH AND KARATE

rl:rbni3;!0'n7'

KITCHENS BATHS

MAKERS

nins behind to take their second wire. Mike Logan was
credited with the win with hit ling help fern Jim Keiler and

STOP IN OR CA.

Dorothy,

Instructions
EXPERIENCED

CHO HILL RANCH DAY CAMP
OPENiNG FOR FIRST SESSION

'BX0C5'100r4C1='"

TOOL and DIE

Stiefcl

455-3600

"""

and ornm,,

can't
you

d

:1r46

r°am.392.i9n

tom

Landscaping

doh

9

HOUSES RAISED

THE ASIROS got their

The Cubs turned eround

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

UNE 22 JULY 10 CL 5-0369

bats in the minor division ac-

and Steve Goranson each had
two hits.

Jim Meyer and Gary Kay were
the heavy hitters.

WAHLQUIST

Day Camps

Balance to qualified.
437-6671 ar 388.8700 eves

bombing Wes Harrison, 26-9,
end the Braves outlasting the
Glenview Countryside Mer-

CALL MISS DEL

MiTo7onlgi=naii=

Judy
help

R'Q'ETRF'N'C'ES

Full day session.
State Licensed. 255-7335

NFEDMORE ROOM,"
lel Delay rai

259-5010

tion with Corvair Furniture

EEO A PLUMBER? All seryirer
Kolmon PT,ri3O206 Heating

FULLY INSURED C. 562 1975

hild Core

35, 1,06

Doy

Installed In your

struck out eight in a row for
Comdr. and John Palermo

behind the
pitching of Mark SchiappoMe

STEPS
SIDEWALKS
FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

APOLLO CONSTRUCTION CO.
SCHAUMBURG, ILL.

BIG'S HOME REPAIRS

=

and Franklin Park.

sive and single action dies and metidiump anpd smog

CALL 259-4999

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

the

PLUMBING HEATING, Redd.,

Sewing Machine Repair

10th at 95.

Prospect took Bret in

We hove the most modern equipment and completely filtered oir conditioned buildings. Regular
merit reviews, company cafeteria and excellent
benefits. Positions available In Elk Grove Village

LE

359-4113

ESTIMAT. CALL 39°3427

Fromdk Mike Stmum was

Sex was Scott Richmond. Other extra -base hitters were Allen Stiefel and Brian Walsh.

the Reds, 12-2,

`,Y,,;Ir'g"C"C:1217W'CAYT
894.9635 298.1491 332-3270

100 N

frosh-soph tourney with 350 to
wrap up the conference tide on
that level.

and gauges to close tolerance..

Call For Appointment

Home Maintenance

kyr-or...is.

tio- I week for 6 mom a, 2 weeks for L year, 8

Nied nil had 841s, but Abut -

We seek 2 men to repair dies and build fixtures

FACTORY PligESS"APE 824.5911

Flagj'AVACZBLE

APOLLO

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

Forest View's Gary Ahman-

AOSE5rtiEiNTE

COMPUTOR
OPERATOR

358-7206

ARL. NTS, DAY CARECENTER

son, Arlington's Chris Matxalek and Wheeling's Terry

382

Plumbing

AiP'QUAUSVP111",'

and Glenbard.

Prospect, which has 'been
conferee. champ or
clump for
for the previous seven
rain, just barely lost ant this

665-4412

WORK. CALL 297 4635

C 0 17N:f,,°:1', RES/11 2111°

cn,'.Wscs'c'ME=

40 °fears

paid holidays pm year, p ofit shoring.

ioo

2 Locations

7tell7.1'

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

e

Coll otter 6PI4 302-8892

Forselman of Hersey.

1349 Bryn Mood

Itas o, Ill.

Sewer & Septic Work

teed. Co11439344

Excellent Waning rote or qualified applicant.
Company benefits Include: Paid health and medical insurance, peld life innorence, paid vaca-

WELDING. AND GENERAL REPLAIR

R 6 R ROOFING

Home Improvement

272-5500

GLENBARH
NORM'S
Charley Shirk took third with
an dined a playoff win over
Arlington's Gordon Keser.
Tim Quill was fifth with an 83
and a playoff win over Rick

Welding

HAMMER,
INC.
GC6844Ale

ZgIVARAUFTVITVR

Coll 201 47.

woinve=
in pima of

ENAMELING SHOP

1

TRREUOPTt'ilr

394.15..

Hearing Aids

c=1"Zbs=7

beef TS

24 NelpWanted Men

rceit'"g3Tgr"

9.1'41716

3737 Lake Cook Rd.

parried the first sudden -death

KRY'Srli'd'' ""'255

DAN

TOOL and DIE REPAIR

CUTLER

aI

D & .1 CONTRACTORS

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC

'14-°A

773-2020

Wood Plaques

Plastering

Roofing

Building & Remodeling

ntne,

'"

595.0478

CUSTOMFLO Sea

Call

9-0706

RICK'S DECORATING

SPOON E. SONS

BY RAY PETERSON

010.1H1V2=e's7t';

2no 1706

Boating

WAREHOUSE
MEN

23 -Employment AgeociesNen

meet

record with its place in the
conference ineet, found Ar-

Gutters

ITEM

s

apiece,

over PeRegrini Signs. Ratting Pearson, Gary Silver and Gkn
povver was supplied by Ron Olsson.
Wodka, Deschamps and JohnThe final intermediate gime
of the week sew the Cubs
ny Mendralla.
Domestic Utilities dropped trounce the Giants, 18-8, dessecond start to Pellegrini, pite extra base hits by Gigots
10.7, as Davk Waxman got
Stewart Swislow, Cary Scheel
the win and Gary McAvoy and Brian Doak.

took the loss. Ken Pink had'
two have runs forthe lours:

WINKELMAN'S

Painting & Decorating

°;t r°="a0V'''

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

Rd.

Good noun, slain vb0,e41

Prospect had the meet med-

.675.

Slobs

Winne r-lasilett.

alist in junior Art Hagg. who

374

IFEM°

Ned

Regtrix

Fauncialioni

W lk

CL 3-9799

-Busse.

sey's 350. Wheeling's 352. Elk
Grove's and Conant% 361

593-7208

ALLEN CONCRETE

Repairs ell maker.

followed by Proofs 344. HerPalatine's

ALL SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION
CALL US FIRST

Mary 's Union 76

EA'.115iF,117,

t

OUNDATIONS, FREE EST.

Bicycles 6 Repairs

225ituationsWantetWomen

18

I

Knights

d Dean Toriumi. Toriumi,

one defeated Prospecgs Chris
Sales and Jeff Muradian in the

One of the bigger numbs qf.

2

10-3, with Larry Harrellson
getting the win. Hitting power
came from Steve Lubelfeld,

and David Maher. The Vil-

John

00

fiat win when they pounded

per of Mark Greenberg and
Al Lewandowski went all the
and

0
0

3

Talisman Village teak its
opener from Golf Mill Bank,

BUCKHOLZ AND Mcl-

Scott McKay

mr so w

705 N

TsetWia'4:177=d
'Williams
391.6817

MEYERS

Furniture Refinishing

PATIOS. STAIRS, GARAGES

9679742

ANtlY'jgf'707'1'CI'N
C011827.8203

t1P;IITY

"PS

BRICK 6 MA00NRY

CRIvr1`

76°1943. SPecint Atte'.

629.9071

Auto Service

"ri11'"7"
0

Smoll Jobs My Spec.ony

C'rTAFtVZ.:1'tier;io'rri'n'g""
EDMOND
GRAX
827°0

LAWNMAKEas 2961340

DRIVEWAVS,QUVYALKS

Schaumburg

interested "812962
7.81E

32249

63

I

50

The winning pitcher for the

unit blasted Hersey's
Ohmtroto and Tom

top Forest View's Kirk Buckhole and Fred Melons. 4-6,

1

0

teams to weather the first week
of play undefeated The

on a one -hitter by Steve Ja-

saw

5

Little League major division

standing the excellent rally of
Martin.
In the semis, Zimmatteh ixlt

Stein

I

Fcckin. ss

0

;

921192

crushing the Reds, 14-4, and
breezing past the Mets, 7-2.

5-4, end Domestic Utilitie,

Card

3

lied IM Cards for the 6110.

deal of varsity cool in with-

their semi-final pairing, the

r

1131

Andriana. of

bining

DODGE

Goa

Pe

its

OE ORNT7ra'f'.1'''

CEMENT WORK

Rogr

MECHANIC

(AQI0rarRZSIA

Busse. p

One. cf
--Eberle, c
Teeth

EXPERT BODY WORK

_ MECHANIC'S HELPER

.

ga

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

H

S-1015

557 1144

kor Refinishing

21Sitdations Wanted -Men

PITCHING SUMMARY

REyERS mAs0x

k.
E

rl.

3,22500

.

NAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

AIL TYPES FREE EQINIATE5

Fortilicer

Fertilized -Our

Lawns

dC

Piano Tuning Services

Tor"'

Masonry

° PRIVACY

Fertilizer Service

541-1037

'5r9rd07n'irrrIZICk

3

3.9861

CALL 297-2266

COMPLETE ADV. SERVICE

nd

ZETGATE

:0,mgarm

COMPLETE

2b -

.5,

COLORS

°ALUMINUM

Mount PrOSpeCt

Wallpapering

61

s o,

AV296-8AILABLE

URADLEY
INDUSTRIES

UPPER LEVEL

Randhurst Shopping Cs.

KAY'S ANIMAL SHELTER

RETIRING? MUST SF

FRANKLIN PARK

ritari'VarriAllge
TonTsTAM
BRAME,

illiffilte0E1ery
Ward

CUSTOM urn...rm./me nick

Machinery

CHAIN LINK FENCE

ENGINEERING O'HARE

Maine -Northfield news'

semi-final match, 6-3, 64.
Prospeci

6

Andriano.

ip h

®

HARRIS OUTPLAYED
Steve Calihan of Rand' in a

Zitnmanck gave the Knights

00

PALATINE 121

0
0
0

ning proved to bee complete
turna
Rom
from the previous

raised eyebrmv. Harris was un-

1

3

Hauswirth.

,no_rinon

11040 KING AVE

APPLY PERSONNEL

insti

Davis

E.

20'3'1=IVP'n'en7e

B27.2456

0 STEEL

24-klAnidth

Lovacchio,

Duir, Cheney. SB-Kolze 2,

Player

Harris downed, froth win,
Arlington still net eha p
Tom Pitchford's Arlington

1

46

1

hrhbl flair, c -2b

Wickersham, ph
Parks. rf
2
Erickson, ph
0

THE 15711 and decisive in-

Country Club yesterday. but
the troimph wasn't enough to
wrest the
tick waY

2

E-Eeeking.

I

0
0

Pitcher

MEMO 13/

1

Prospect won the Mid -S66urban League conference golf
tournament at Indian Lakes

0
0

I

Mu

FREE ESTIMAGTES.

'king interviews.

RATES

single into short lell went to
second on a wild pitch. cootie.
ued to third on John Comp ton's fly out end sCnred on
Chris Andrianok line -drive
single to left.

0
0

0

3

Pucka ph
Wickland, p
Kellett. p
Tetris

loss.

run.

yesterday.

when Fremd outscored Palm
tine. 2-I. in the 151b inning to
advance into todav's district final against Arlington.
lead

loaded the basin.
'Iltat brought up Mike
IC0100. and the Viking catcher

Loughlin. 21,

14

Loom Mowers - Outboards.

COLORS. PORTF.LEOR

"'ng-rge"

innate sales ability and
like to work with people.
Full training and devil
°patent preQF° ft, N.'
9. D

MICAH UPHOLSTCRiNG

Hatpin ,g1;

ern P

CHAIN LINK FENCES -VINYL 6

296-1043

hitter John Erickson and a
hunt single by Ed Wbdwayk

APPLICATION
ENGINEER

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

r,

3

k

beiriae. Omniaa

00B lAACKS FENCING

ALTERATIONS, HEMMING

310,0011

I

lir,

irstelleserFE N CING

ma n (23 to
yea old/. Should have
yearsg

A happy Scott Day, right, comes across the plate to ME congratulations of his teamniates after clouting a grand -slum home
run that led Wheeling Ina 8-4 win over Highland Park in finals of
district tournament. Whole by Jibe Stuart)

Fencing

shrimpocung

FINANCIN

Iii

Page fi

the gates and a wall. to pinch -
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TonfieTVEMI.g1TEM'ATTT1

298-2770

Oak Brook Center Moll

6

boos,

a

WeVi'ireTeIX'GOMENT.

Morton Grose. M.

COUNTER

Northfield areo. Free
lunches. Uniforms furnished. Paid vacations.
Coll Miss OBOE,

EMIT'S

hiJ

4 PM - MIDNIGHT

PERSONNEL
SECrY.

ALL SHIFTS

cond. New cluich

Pay'

Oak 01000,111

RN's & LPN's

SO GOOD HOMES.
392E0509 ober 6 PM

'::"154r,"H7i

2:00 PM. 4.2 per hour.

MOMS

VARIETY
Ol7rZeniln.r110"jr=

6301 Lincoln Ave.

0000

cafeteria. MOO AM to

ttEVPMICII

ADDRESSOGRAPH
MULTIGRAPH CORP.

MOUNT PROSPECT

COMPLETE 1001/2 TRAINING,

25Employment Agencies Women

253-9920

HOLIDAY INN of

GENERAL

thru Friday. Mow only 4:30 PM to 10 PM We
guarantee your tips. Excellent salary and company benefits. Meals and uniforms f urnishod.naNona! oho ,. Apply in person between 9 AM and

593.5400

2 FREE KITTENS

1957 YAMAHA 250 cw

II AMor2PMand5PM.

or coil
Mrs. Bokolos m

FRONT DESK CLERK

shope1/295

sz

Coll 894-7590

:GMT'S NEM,11/172,

CAFETERIA

Ttxt,221.-17,M
bend. For NN,Lw

Employment Office.
116 Eastman, Arl. Hts.

D'O'bfing74.M0NI

065-4700

Days 10 AM to 5 PM or 10:30 AM to 3 PM Monday

683-3122

Telephone Ca.

5905 W. Dempster 965E2400

110E0I1IISCar4

12°5°1171/2 3°92 -BB.'

USLONSSES

leo a cloth rypIss who son type

La Salle Personnel
tIon now people

Poodles. 000TorlolO0Io.o0

976-41D9

KoyssAnenon
horropshlre. Ill.

Gr=PopITT o%TO

rftrilroW.V°
EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
9 S.

a

e:A'a

399-5660

05.0000000

"er&Pir"

has

°'"" c"?TsEPT,T.AZAT
NiTETANVPITWET529-3.03BW.

wne rays. do,
'01 'Psi%

Mom Cierderlon, Ext. 3678
OAst0O000

Avanvansgwr

44-150,Pet0 &Equipment

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

prior industrial experience and would like to work
800 min. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thro Friday, please
call:

392-9300

00 FOOD 0/00000 pIg.

"Pi

966-3360

Deerfield office building, located at the corner of

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

63 o. ne
4/0,00
05.0,0

May 23 9 to 3

'1°,YTTATo`nreT

County Line and Wilmot Roods.

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

Bast oder. 437-2239

1015utoP001 aml Acces5

N or Rt 14 on

DansE

We are seeking a capable individual for our
modem medical facility in our beautiful, new

$500 MONTH

cursrt. h,ii

979 5100.

If you area registered nurse preferably with.

OFFICE

9

mor vom's °°°P.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

GENERAL

PLAYSKOOLO INC.

Mon. rhrt.11.4000100

PORORIENTAL RUGS

IMIDUSTMAII

26 lielp Wanted W omen
I

CASH

PRODUCTS

728 N WrIke Rd. PolallEm 1 blk

1

hord lo find jewel. 51195 GAINES
Fyr,-,112,YS,L,ERZEM 529-3000 11 W..

Bock Electra

299E67/7 oft 6P(.1

CHICAGO ALMOND

"""

PAID TRAINING

1112011015110 For Sale

0010001010

I

(65 DODGE,Xon

INTONE."'

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO TRAIN
AS RECEPTIONIST?

Pegs 0

CO

296 1102

Evaewrii, cor 0,0E1E, for

Summer Work If Desired.

SLERI4- TYPIST

EMPLOYMENT

l!

m,,co4orryben.s.

SCHOOL BUS

NWs

Comper 6 '67 Ch. ME ton Trick.
S1900. Will separate. 930 Mows

JUNE GRADS

Wha con typo an occur, SS

OS D'ETBTO'OEF4:TITTTW HBO

"FORD"

24 Hr

Er7Clilqls

NIPP°o°E;NZ'TTTTITrerl7PIA

for

SOCIAL SECRETARY

Dercalrer.
Mai Clerks.

56

To.dat, Agy 19 1970

102 Trucks,Traders

Ill Automobile, For Sala

8903 Pe. rsosth.

DROVERS

455-7450

MOTOROLA

ONTETONiliTI°

oes Mines roods

Middle aosil. 3

El Ramage & CarageSale

10004 1105414 Niemen

as Plolnes. PorE

0I000011E0011211I

SEE MRS. WILKENS

loom rocorsr

Experienced desirable.

Day or Rite

2

e1/21/2

'194111"""'

ffred ern"°4,11r-PoLork
nmn

2rei=tdr 'rrett:I;

solery and &sr

Mrs. Soros

P

11114131151 Women

BOLLER

T "I n'Al u'igp

hi.

EttPLOYMENT SERVICE

d

Ph000 253-2340

Tor'°o°nT'Te Tgiri.!,71N'TT°

RECEPTIONIST
eople

MISCO-SHAVONEE
INC.

wrvotn,'.7on

Oomeone

SECRETARIES

HOUSEWIVES
deist

ToTirelaT'e

d

CL 5.1010

n',75'17

thlonen to .1:30

f 1,1%°n°dTENte
C15.4312

teach kids new
gomes-orts-crof ts

ex...1/2d

=IVC:T°11NEE° c'OTO4',7BT:e

25505 $41181 AgencA, Women

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

he

BEAUTY OPR.

r',741,t

MEN

stood

t'st Xu'n't d7;

$595 RAO.

SI

Switchboard
Receptionist

SECRETARY

RECEPTIONIST

totaleb?,

orIng

n

26 Belot/411d Woman
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,,,

Ftteloy
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26 Help 0111111 Niemen
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"""T`C`OPPMEE53

EIECPTIORI
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APPLY FINANCEDIRECTSW

211111521110111 Women
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_
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280 N. Westgate
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News,

7:30
Red
Skelton
Show
2

OUT OUR WAY
YOU DON'T
LOOK VERY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
SINCE YSHE'S EXPECTING A CALL N'
FROM HER BOY FRIEND
WHEN
HAS SHE AND 6RAMPAW KNOWS IT!

NO,TH.AIJKS,

I'M OKAY
COMFORTABLE, HERE -

JUST

GRAM PAW-LIKE TO
CHANGE
CHAIRS 7

BECOME
SO CON-

FINE!

SIDERATE?

HE LOVES -ro TALK SPORTS
AND POLITICS WITH THE
BOY --AND HE'S AAAKIN 6
SURE HE CAN GRAB THE
PHONE BEFORE SHE GOES

/

5

7

BUT I CANT SUBSIST INDEFINITELY

ON PETTY CASH! I MIGHT POINT
OUT THAT YOUR FRIENDS MIGHT
BE QUITE UPSET IF OUR VENTURE
ENDED THIS SOON AFTER
THEIR INVESTMENT!

GORILLA OR YOU
TOSS ME TO THE

6:30
Lancer

A fortune teller's

CHOICE.

wPAr An YOU ZKOJI
10 DO "1-0QN,Y?

GRAP\APAW

Jeannie
Rerun.

5- iq

:.;

MARK TRAIL

SHADOW GLAND.'

Rerun. "Death of
Wild Bill Hannachek."
9 News

THERE'S A PARK BOAT
COMING THIS WAY...I'LL
TALK TO THE RANGER...
YOU TAKE CARE OF

WHILE WE'RE
WAITING, I'M GOING
TO CHECK OUT

"Jeannie
at the Piano."
7 Mod Squad

32 Of

Lands

and

featured.

44 Continuous
News, Time, Weather

6:45
9 Leadoff Man
26
Bob Philbin

Sports

BUGS BUNNY

26 Famous Artists;

JUST REMEMBER WHAT I

TAUGHT YA IN T1-1' GYM AN'
YA'LL BEAT THIS CLUCK EASY;

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Don't worry about things

YEAH-,

BUGS...
LOOK!

UNI-AX1 HIS MANAGER'S JUST
TRYIN' T' USE PSYCHOLOGY
ON VA!

5

Show
Rerun. "Married
W e Can Always

-Amp,TEUK

SURE

of a financial nature at this
time. If you do, you will per-

ed:x-115

-roNiGNT

Get."

haps overlook something more
important.

9

20 Tv College
Literature.

5

Midnight Report

7

Chicago Show

viewer on his
knowlege of pollu-

Comments

32

Marcus

12:05

12:20

32 News Final

Welby,

12:30
5

Everyman

9

12:40
News

7

1:00
Perspectives

9

Editorial

9

Movie

Rerun. "The
White Cane."
26 Oscar
Caneles

Movie

5

"Ritual of Evil."
A 24 -year -old girl is,
found dead, appar-

Show

ently a suicide, after
a strange bash of the
Beautiful People, an
organization
in-

9:15
9

Tenth Inning

volved in ritualistic
murder and super -

9

Alfred

n a t u r a l practices.

cock

Louis Jourdan, Ann

11 French Chef
20 TV High School
26 Bill
Anderson

NET Festival
Presents

11

ing the complex preparations for an important night club act by
Miss Lee, featuring a
preview performance

and Mass Commu-

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): Return to your efforts of

nications."

nia Angels at Com-

26 Goya Theater of

iskey Park.

the Week

44 Continuous

1:08

9:30

Hitch-

1:10

"Shanghai

2
5

7

9

about Americans
trapped by Red Chi-

10:00
News
News
News
News

Ruth Roman

nese.

and Edmund
O'Brien.
1:40

Consultation

2

"Symbols of the
Mind," an illustration of how people

Late Report

2

Meditation

7

2:00
Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

1:45

display

their emotions with art.

26 A Black's View
of the News

2:00
10:25
2

Editorial

Live By

EEK & MEEK

events.
23):

Share unexpected good for-

tune with mhos who have
helped you get where you are.
Don't hesitate to move forward.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
23): A mood of calculating
aloofness may mar the chn for
you. Take care. however, not

to judge another by the moment.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
I.et your sympathy for another

guide your behavior toward
him. You may find yourself in
an enviable position by eve-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

ning.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
23): The warmth of your personality should he enough to
firm up any relationship
recently grown cold through

mik

I

WANTED TO INVITE HIS aRt,--

ACROSS

--

1 Female ass
6 Pertaining to

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221:-1ake care that the
breath of scandal does not
touch you or your loved ones
at this time. Keep your behavior beyond reproach.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

AM.

Jan. 20): Though an emotional
.response should .he tempered
with a rational one, you would

do better to react emotionally
than not at all.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

Aquarius will rely on his own

CAPTAIN EASY
EASY PROPS BEHINP

BUT THAT WON'T SHAKE
THEM FOR LONG: THERE'S

VII TO AVOID BEING 5POTTE01
LEECH SUDDENLY PULLS OFF

ONLY ONE WAY TO GET RIP

AT A BEND IN THE ROAD..,

OP THOSE TWO!

efforts.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21): Express your feelings as
best you can. What another
fails to understand about you

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): Emotional tensions could
cause you to make mistakes
this afternoon unless you exexceptional

.

tantalum

42 Buffalo Bill

Take your time.

CAMPUS CLATTER
GOODNESS, I'VE NEVER
SEEN MY GLASSES

SO FiLTHYJ

EVERYTH NG
LOOKS HAZY AND

I SEE BIG
SPECKS OF

DIRT

pole
pule
poll
pull

lope
lute

pelt

tope

plot
pout
poult

toll

lout
tulle

tell
toupe

T

humorist

5 Novelist,

A

AD Ft,

-r A U

E
T
O

ID

1

OO
O

MSA

AE

caution.

Answers to
Hideaword

nickname
4 American

0

AN T
8
L
FU
O A

THE SAD PART IS, I SEE
THE SAME THINGS AND
I'M NOT WEARING

GLASSES:

S

Scandinavia
Frank
11 Green sunfish 6 Demigoddess
12 Oleic acid salt
(Teut. myth.)
5
14 Nullifier
A
7 Spanish cheer
C.
15 Instant 8 Corded fabric
TI-ET
16 Cloth
9 Dinner
measure
maples
course (pl.)
gadget
17 Prohibit
30 In addition
10 Storehouse
44 Belgian
19 Simian
34 Daring
11 Stagger
stream
20 Lixivium (p1.) 13'Organs of
35 Female saint 46 Skin of a beast
22 Year (ab.)
(ab.)
sight
49 Pulpy fruit,
23 Roman date
37 Give
18 Art (Latin)
as a grape
24 Coterie
21 Waits at table 38 Health resorts 50 Oriental coin'
26 Cicatrixes
39 Merits
23 Peaceful
52 Guido's high
29 Pacific
41 Puts up a
25 Rip
note
turmeric
poker stake
27 Feline animal
53 Feminine
31 High card
43 Kitchen
28 Genus of.
nickname
32 Mover's truck
33 Number
3 I4
6
5
7
9
10 I
34 Droves
36 Disencumber
38 Observes
40 Symbol for

will just have to remain a blank
for him.

ercise

R *DU S
Ft
E

1

19): Don't he too trusting of
another when it comes to getting your work done. The wise

A Fthof

4,

FRIEND TO DINNER, I JUST
\\,,ILATURALL'I ASSUMED

your absence. A good day.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ID

Olio

BUT WHEN HE SAID HE

45 Established value
46 Writing tool
47 Yugoslav city
48 Awaken
51 Bridge'
holding
54 Snuffle
55 Click beetle
56 Meager
57 More rational
DOWN
1 Dish made
with aspic
2 Roman
officials (ab.)
3 Masculine

1

11

12

14

15

16

17

20
24

6 27

28

31

33

4--

3

39

36
1

37

42

41

46
49

54

19

23

121 mr
32

48

13

tri

30

38

50

'

43 44

' 47
51

52

53

'

55

56

Sto-

ry." Interesting film

Show

Miss Peggy Lee." A
documentary record-

Paul Harvey

32 100
Paintings;
Great Music

M.D.

8:00

able way out of things.

LEO (July 24 -Aug.

the Snake River. The
test part questions

32 On Deck Circle

11 University
of
Chicago Roundtable
"The Inner City

MORTY MEEKLE

fiancee Donna Reed.

and how technology
threatens the future.

21): Desperation will get you
no nearer the solution to your
difficulties. Hope for a reason-

if you would see

co -host

us contributes to it,

26 Victor Ortega Pan Am Show
32 Baseball
The White Sox
battle the Califor-

yesterday

"Gun Fury."
Rock Hudson guns
for kidnapper of

tion, what causes it,
how it can be prevented, how each of

7:40

itself.

Reds at Cincinnati.

12:00

Movie

2

the

32 Sports -'Travel

of the finished act

Baseball

The Cubs vs. the

GEMINI (May 22 - June

profit by today's end. Don't he
surprised at a sudden tur:, of

Reasoner

of the body and all its
functions.

"NET

7:00
Debbie Reynolds

11:00

news special which
follows the course of

and lasting concern
about the condition

Baxter.

6:55

Famous Writers

roscope
FOR WEDNESDAY

order, hypochon-

Ohio's

wide variety of animals and birds are

Your

Wallace and Harry

dis-

Honey-

32 The Baron

choneurotic

7

Films of

Virginia Mayo.

2

Seas

THE GIRL!

32
The
mooners

knife. Alan Ladd and

ing.

7:45

26 Today's Racing

blocks important In-

examines a psydriasis, a desperate

I Dream of

famed two-edged

9:00
The National Environment Test
Newsmen
Mike

through the ranch's
cattle herd.

Dri nkwater's
descent from an old Indian fighter nearly

governor is promot-

11 The Quiet Furies
"I Told You I Was

Sick." Prof. McNeil

venture of Jim Bowie
who invented the

Gov.

dian legislation the

nell Roberts, Ed Begley.

the Lancers seems to
come true when Jelly
falls ill and a strange
pestilence
sweeps

5
.

so

determines to carry
only an empty gun.
Lloyd Bridges, Per-

forecast of doom for

MUCH

Rerun.

killing a child that he

Psychology.
26 Spanish Sports

NOT

and J.J.

a

horrified by nearly

11 TV College

"The Iron Mistress." Western ad-

The Governor

2

"The Silent

6:15

Show
9 Movie

8:30

Gun." Story of
feared gunman,

aACKALS HACK HOME:

2

Social science.

Rerun. "Tie

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

5
7

20 TV College

Wolf."
7 Movie

32 The Munsters
44 Entertainment
Guide
.

A BANANA AWAY FROM
THAT CRUMWELL

Show

Julia

Pan-

A1orama

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

8:25

ell is guest.
5

Weather,

Sports

Rerun. Jane Pow-

II ItaliA

.r.i

TO BE! EITHER I TAKE

PARTNERSHIP PREMATURELY, ,TAKE,

-A/425HE KNOWS THAT

2

A FINE FRIEND
r.-i
ybURE TURNIN' OUT

1.2 DISLIKE ENDING OUR

6:00
News
News
News

9

t- case ro

re
By Jeffrey R. Clarkson

and Mount Prospect, yesterday signed a letter which will
be sent directly to President
Nixon appealing to him to in-

Representatives of about 20
munibipalities, including Elk

Grove Village, Des Plaines

If all other action
fails to stop the ex-

future.".

THE DONATION will be
made through the Federal
Aviation 'Administration and

Noise Abatement

Federal Airport Act and executive order dated June 9, 1954.
The letter continues "we do
hereby beg, beseech and implore you as President... to intervene on behalf of the people
and prevent the conveyance of
this property (the 365 acres)."

port.

Council may go so far
as to lead an automobile march across the
runways, according to
George Franks, chairman of the council.

posed expansion will cause a
very real and serious threat to
the continued existence of the

cording to provisions of the

at O'Hare International Air-

The letter began with the
recognition that the federal

government has already donated 26 acres of land at

communities

to

Also, "the pollution

that
will result from the additional
plane movements and related

traffic will increase an environmental problem which has
already seriously impaired a

normal way of life

will be prevented from further
onerous expansion and the
citizens may someday be able
to again realize a peaceful way

plans to donate another 365

contiguous

the airport."

"Without this conveyance
O'Hare International Airport

O'Hare Airport to Chicago for
expansion of the airport facilities and that the government

.

Other reason.4:that the President's "immediate action is required" included, "the pro-

the Department of Defense ac-

The document was presented for signing at a meeting of
the O'Hare Area Noise Abatement Council in the Officers
Club of the Military Air Field

pansion of O'Hare Airport, the O'Hare Area

of life and contentment, alont
with a new inheritance of the

acres valued at $123 million to
the city.

tervene to prevent the expansion of O'Hare Airport.

o see., ixo

JUL

area."

in this

THE LETTER reported the
statistic that by the year 1975

"the additional noise gener-

square miles of virtual

In 80s.

'cif was started with the idea of
self-preservation; we are -fighting for survial now." The
meeting will indicate that the
people in the area want the situation controlled.
At the meeting, petitions

mass

meeting of persons interested

plane movements will create
an area of approximately 23.9

in the group and its ideas to be.

held at 8 p.m. May 27 in the
Fenton High School gym in

no -

mans -land which will be un-

Bensenville was also discussed.
The purpose of the program
will be to explain to people that
they must write their congress-

suittible for residential pur-

pais."

According to George

will be placed for the signatures of those who are concerned, Franks said. He said

men and support their local

Franks, chairman of the council, the major reason the letter
is being sent to the President is
that in the entire country there
are only two men who can stop
the donation the president and
the attorney general.

governing bodies if they want
to do anything about pollution

Also, Franks said that the
donation will be made in the

ignored. "We must speak for
ourselves and we're going to,"
the chairman added.
FRANKS CONTINUED,

that the petitions willbe sent to

Sen. Ralph T. Smith with instructions that they then be

and noise. Franks explained
"there is no other way but that
the will of the people must survive."

Franks said that 1.5 million
people cannot continuously be

very near future so it is important that the President act immediately.

"The Noise, Abatement Coun-

Tbe Pro5pert

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, warmer,
low
60-65.
Tomoriow:
Mostly sunny, warmer, high

AN UPCOMING

ated by the vast increase of

presented to President Nixon.
Franks expects about 2,000
persons at the meeting, but he
said he hopes that there may be
enough persons interested in'
the program that it would have
to be moved out of the auditorium to the stadium which, he
said is also available for next
Wedncsday evening.

ap

Telephone

2554400
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2 projects necessary
o end city's floods
AMP

ect was estimated at $7.2 million in May,1968.
In his report, Klovstad
Completion of the Weller
Creek widening and improve- presented the "arithmetic"
ment project,. plus construc- that indicated future widetion of a large detention basin spread flooding is certain, unand water reclamation plant, less the Weller Creek project is
are necessary to solve Mount completed and a 900 -acre foot
Prospect's flooding problems, detention basin and water recRobert Klovstad, chairman of lamation plant are cbnstructed.
Klovstad's report is an outthe Drainage
and Clean
Streams Commission, said last growth of an intensive study
night at a Village Board meet- madeby his commission of the
Bauer engineering report
ing.
He admitted that he could made May, 1968.
not answer how the basin and
THE WELLER Creek widreclamation
plant project
would befinanced. The proj- ening and deepening project,
By Ben Clarke

Agri

.r t

4-

uis
Tie

headquartered in Des Plaines
yesterday received authorization to draft youths with lot-

tery numbers through 170 last
night according to Mrs. Gertrude Kiley, executive secretary of the local boards.

Decision on housing
may not come soon
A- decision on the use of
property owned by the Catholic Order of the Clerics of St.

Viator in Arlington Heights
for low and moderate -income
housing may not come by June
19 as was expected. the Rev.

Patrick Cahill, assistant provincial of the order, said in a
statement given out yesterday.
A committee formed by the
yiatorians to study the housing proposal. made recently by
iepresentatives of Chicago

area housing and civil rights
groups, may not have its work

completed by June 19. when
members of the order kohl all
;over the country are scheduled
to meet, the statement said.
"Thg.study will entail a
great deal of time on the part of

committee members already
engaged ,in full-time employment, and whether the study
can be accomplished in 'a
month's time is questionable,"
the statement said.
"THE COMMITTEE seeks
.a fair and objective study
:With no definite date set for its

completion

and consequent made with undue haste, but at
recommendations to the pro- the same time the committee
vincial council and the Via- has no intention of dragging its
torian chapter, which votes on feet."
major policy decisions of the
T h e committee has a
order," said the statement.
"serious obligation" to ArThe Viatorians own the lington Heights residents, the
block of land bounded by Eu- statement said.
clid, Dryden, Oakton and the
"The area in question is sur-

rear lot lines of houses on Dru-

rounded by many beautiful

ry. The proposal, as stated by homes and their owners have a
the religious order, would in- right to expect that any housvolve development of housing ing development in this area
on some portion of the 80 -acre would not jeopardize their seproperty, but not including curity, and for many of them
any land now used or needed in

risk what has taken them a life -

the future by St. Viator High
School..
The.completion of the study
is not the only job of the com-

mittee. Father Cahill said in
the statement. After the facts
are knoWn, he said, "will come

the burden of making.certain
that every member of the order

knows what the facts are so
that he can vote in an informed

and conscientious manner."

FATHER CAHILL said
the housing decision- is "too
important a decision to be

Meetings
ing, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Public
Works Committee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.
Municipal
Northwest
Conference,
Barrington
Village Hall; 8 p.m.

River up to Central Road, at
Mount Prospect's boundary.
The work which has,. been

finished -to MAit Prospect
Rd. has resulted in substantial
flood control benefits to both
Des Plaines and Mount ProsIt included removing a
lect.
ong-time obstacle in the
creek, the culvert under

Northwest Highway and the
Chicago and North

Western. Railway tracks in Des
Plaines.
When the Weller Creek proj-

ect is completed, said Klovs-

Mrs. Kiley said that 41 men

received no authorization to

will be inducted into the services from local board 101 on
June 1, 33 men' will be called
from board 102 for induction

go beyond number 215 for the
men from local boards 102 and
call for physical examinations

on June 23 and 10 men will be

with numbers up to 215 will be
called for physicals on June I,
with 36 from board 103 having
their physicals on June 8.

inducted from board 103 on
June 8.

Although the draft boards

SIMON

glIBURS
SAYS
Remember when the family with the biggest automobile was

Mrs. Kiley said that 67 men

Also she said there will be
two times for physicals for
152 on June 15 and 100 on
June 23.
Mrs. Kiley reported that at
the present rate there is no
doubt that all the youths who
are called for thier physicals
and pass them and who have
no deferments will be drafted
this year. All numbers should

looked up to?

be called this year, she added.

Revenue Committee
backs debt limit change

tery this year, probably in December, Mrs. Kiley reported.
At that time, only men 19
years old will be included and
given new numbers. Then, she
said, the men in the present lottery setup will be placed below
the 19 -year olds and thus be-

There will be another lot-

Revenue
The Con -Con
Committee, of which Mrs. Jea-

nette Mullen (Dist. 32 Delegate) of Barrington is a member, Tuesday reached a decision on state debt limitations.
The present 1870 con -

Chamber sets
membership
meeting

sti tu t i on limits' state indebtedness to $250,000 which
in terms of an annual five billion dollar budget is to all intents and purposes an indebtedness prohibition.
Mrs.
Mullen's Revenue
Committee
recommended

Tuesday that the new constitution permit the state to issue any amount of short term
bonds that can be paid out in

The Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce will hold a
general membership meeting
today at the Old Orchard

Country Club, 700 Rand Rd.,
Mount Prospect.

The recommendation also
provided that the state be em-

powered to issue long term
bonds to any amount so long as

draft, but they too will remain
eligibly

1,900 ft./per/sec., the capacity
to handle the total 3,000
ter per second (1,100 ft./per/ ft./per/sec. flow.
sec.).
This leaves the detention ba, He also noted that the rated sin to control the 1,900
"outfall" of drainage into the ft./per/sec. balance, Klovstad
creek atthe-Central Rd. point,- - pointed out.
from a part of Arlington
* The suggested water' reclHeights, is 1,400 ft./per/sec.
amation plant would treat the
flow that was to enter the baHE SAID THAT adding the sin, and would be in continous
storm water drainage from operation, he said.
flow of 11100 cubic feet of wa-

-

Mount Prospect to the 1,400

From this "arithmetic" cumulation of silt and other

Klovstad

out that debris.

pointed

Weller Creek, even if

DURING TIMES of heavy
improved, would lack by some rainstorms, when the basin is
filled to capacity, the flow
would be increased but still be

My deer!

controlled to the extent that

it's another
lost doe
If unusual happenings often

occur in "threes," some person -in the northwest suburban
area is due to see another deer
running at large soon.
Monday afternoon Schiller

Park police took a 90 -pound
doe that was cut and bleeding

would hold, would further aid
flood control
near their
branches of Weller Creek, but
in

themselves would not be

sufficient to eliminate the need
for a large detention basin near
Central Rd.
The Bauer Engineering

plate glass window into a motel
lobby.
Shortly after 4 a.m. Tuesday

$7.2 million project that allo-

a motorist homeward driving
eastbound on Higgins Rd. just
west of Mannheim Rd., saw
another "lost" deer.

The doe bounded across
Higgins to the narrow grass
strip along the knee surrounding the O'Hare Field property
at that point.

division of the financing of the
cates $1,325,000 of the burden
to Mount Prospect.
The share suggested for Des
Plaines is $365,000 and for

Arlington Heights, $235,000,
but the lion's share was left for
the Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago
(MSD), a substantial $3,030,
000.

At a recent meeting MSD
gen. supt. Ben Sosewitz said
The graceful animal ap- that he felt the initial impetus
peared to have come from the for the total project should
direction of the "Bum Steer" come from Mount Prospect,
restaurant, at the northwest while he declined to commit
corner of Higgins and Mann- the MSD for any participation
had

been

re-

connoitering the restaurant's

Day

Klovstad noted that the approximately 150 acre-feet of
water that the West Park and
C r u. m I e y retention basins

company's report suggested a

whether she

to

downstream flooding would
be prevented.

to an animal hospital after it
had crashed through a large

It could not be determin'd

Gripe
Of The

Water would flow contin-

ft./per/sec, figure, would raise uously from the basin into
the combined total from the Weller Creek, providing movetwo communities to 3,000 ment that would flush out
the creek, deterring the acft./per/sec.

heim.

Zschock.

Zschock will speak on the
and

To patiently hang on to a

discount coupon for more
"than a year and still not see
the item in any stores. E.S.

the bond issue is passed by
both houses of the legislature

by a two-thirds vote or ap-

proved by a bare majority in a
6 p.m. and dinner, will be state-wide referendum.
served at 7 p.m. The, cost is $4
The convention on Tuesday
per person.
Following dinner will be the gave attention to voting qualiregular business meeting and a fications. The full convention
program presented by Mount is scheduled to take up, further
Prospect's youth officer Ken recommendations of the Con problems of narcotics
drug abuse.

come less vulnerable for the

tad, the stream will handle a

kitchen for some salad greens,
or just observing those strange
two -legged creatures called
"humans."

in the project f6? the present.

SUGGESTED AS a means,
for Mount Prospect to raise its
suggested share of the financing were not -for-profit corporation revenue bonds, at 5 per
(Continued on /wee 21

the next fiscal period.

A cocktail hour will begin at

' Mount Prospect Plan
Commission study meet-

improve
the creek from the Des Plaines

Draft boards 101,102 and 103
now taking numbers up to 170
Local
Selective Service
boards 101, 102 and 103,

- The miracle of birth finds these youngsters eager and awed as a baby pheasant hatches in their
school incubator, Clare McWilliams, 343 Babcock Dr.; Charles Schira, 140, N. Clark Dr.,; and
Douglas McBride, 41 N. Fosket, all of Palatine, are third -grade students of Mrs. Ruth Michehl at
District 15's Winston Churchill School. Children learned through drawings how eggs develop
day-by-day. Those who got parents' permission will take a pheasant home Friday. Also hatching
pheasants were students of Mrs. Ann Hugo, another third grade teacher. Children turned eggs five
times a day for the 23 -day incubation period-and wore gloves while turning them because oil
from their hands would have clogged pores in the shell. (Photo by Jac Stafford)

noofwitscriovmepsItaetgeeds,thris otougimh

Con Judiciary Committee of
which Jeffrey. Ladd (District
32 DelegafeTof Crystal Lake is
a' member.

Honor list
Three 'District 214 junior
students inadvertently were
omitted from recent honor roll
listings.
They are: Randi McDonald,

Forest Viewl-ligh School; and,Mary Ann and Margaret'Collins, Hersey High.

Teichert, Bd. approve
Poppy Day this week
Tuesday night, after Mayor Robert Teichert of
Mount Prospect read a proclamation setting May
21 as Poppy Day in Mount Prospect, the Village
Board approved May 21 and May 22 for days on

width the American Legion and Veterans of
Foreign Wars may sell poppies.

Commenting on his proclamation, Teichert
said, "The words of the proclamation are simple,

but I hope at least the words convey the sentiments of this board and this community, to remindus ofihe_men_who diecifor-this country."

THERM'
THE DA

Page 2

Mt. Prospect Park Dist.
hires 3 for new position

AYWednesday Ma, 20 1970

Dist. 57 votes to cut
grade school lunch time
District 57 School
Board voted Monday to Main.

are concerned with the chit-

rain a change previously made

dren's safety.

that shortened by 15 minutes
she lunch period for primary
grade children. The lunch yenod will now be one hour.
Despite protests from scvrat residents and a petition
aped by more than 200 resit
dents and presented by Mrs.
Marlene Fasick of Mount

With the shortened lunch
,nod, she said that many of
the children living six to 10

SHE SAID that the parents

The

be let out at 11:45 am. as they
havd been in the past, allowing
them to get home and have a
leisurely lunch and get back to

board had becortle too emotional by the time a Me was
taken and that members had
dren that were involved.

m haaa a scho°1
every neighborhood. so that
children can p home for
lunch."

ott v. she said and she con -

siders it
She added that after check -

aide means for expansion of

weke as convinced that Mrs. Fos-

liana! program and incl tales a
gymnasium, a theater, stage,

-Green thumbs" will stop

But Mrs. Fasick add that
M group intends to keep
worinog

ferent flowers and plants do-

paging through textbooks Fri

the
She aced than

noted

day when Hersey the School
students transplant themselves
outdoor to landscape their

nurseries and -or pur
chorea by the inter -club coon
cil.
Rodents working on, the

campus.

he ...Bleat,. reject

well informed on the issue.

he

G.R.A.S.S.
Day." Roger 0131L Hersey sta.
dent Council president said.
Translated
GRASS.
means. -grow rhododendrons

dismissed fmm ufierimm'

and similar shrubs -dig and

Region

yank."
Coordinated by the school's

Palatine: Schmidt.. Prospect

Discussions of the lunch to -"Friday

nod are now being planned for

They will work until coin.
pinion.
Donations were made by

pm trio

made

be

Knupperis.

aid

tete r -C lets Council.
CRASS. Day will find the
high schoolers planting Or-

The students will also arrange large rocks and bout&
ers. ley out bark and colorful

oral locust trees. a dozen dif-

stones, and replant gross seed,

bowers decision, she said

Heights.

Day by Day

By Ben Clarke

Tiered parking facilities and
higher buildings were among
suggestions repeated by many

members of the audience at
Monday night's meeting of the
Merchants and Businessmens
group, held
of members concernblouse
about the itnmovement
of
downtown
Mount Prospect.
Howard Alton. a vice-presi-

dent of the Mount Prospect

New way

By Catherine O'Donnell
of

parishoners

The

Mum. Church

in

STAGE FOUR

St.

People

Palatine

who

live

close

enough to Weller Creek in

though the local police were
campaigning for some ollicc
or at least adtertising the de-

tared on med. mr on Williams
St. ha Sunday while ear own-

Mount Prospect can stad shining their. fishing tackle. Stage
IV is about to begin, Slate Rep.
Dave Regret
guaranteeing the fish but he is proud
of the fact that it will be a giant
step in flood control. It all hap-

ers were inside praying.

pened because of the bill he

partment dance the odd
the
were caused by the
display of parking tickets plea-.

Even One of the ushers was

the recipient of the greetings
from the local gendarmerie,
fbe
were not too
charitable bus
but as until there
were some that were outstading.
slit
the cilY

toke with church." mid
mad gal.
-Arc the
chuishcs being taxed in i
sneaky nay"", mked a prominent citizen. -No." came the
clincher. 'MO is the chmelis
one

aid to the state
church
-you know stute
aid by the
No one
wee happy.

BIG -Jr
It was nothing Rut fun. Bel-

k and excitement for two Arlington Heights couples. 'Dan
and Rosemary Friel and Dick
and Jane Sumo. in Dallas

approaching ramng Sea.

the

sponsored which appropriated
SI20.000 for the paned.

IT WILL BEGIN shortly
July I, 1970. "Next
year." said Regner, el intend
to introduce the necessary legislation to complete this stage
and begin Stage V." The rep,
must be a very persuasive talkafter

er. The vote was 1411-0.

son. The neve owners are "enthusiastic
and
optimistic"
about the summer ahead.

bettor who liter 'within the
shadow of Arlington Park."
that the new management will
make
big

Washington Park. It's reached

a point of absurdity. Before
you can place
bet, you've
dropped at least 130. Parking
is
that's the outer walking
you want mgte within alkig
distance

COMMUNITY LIFE
Margery Frisbie, chairman

of St. James Committee on
Community Life, has sent appeals to all parishioners of the
he
in Arlington Heights
taking for ISI a month contribution to help migrant workers! families who need hem.
dime help with their particular

housing situations.

pay

.other fifty

cents. To get into Me clubhouse, dig into the old sock
and pay S-2.75. Add another
5175 to enter the Derby
Room. Buy the Racing Form
for seventy-five cents and a
program for twat,' five cents.
Order dinner at WisshiMssm
in porand you're not

thedinner cons
n. luxury if the
56.50.

Texas.. over the weekend. The

ADD A, MANDATORY IS

foursome were anon of dis-

range effectiveness trying to

per cent gratuity and if you meet to see your waiter again
add another 15 percent. Even
a basic drink like beer is sevsev-

'flit HAI) St'i'll a great

also help families make down-

time.' captained Jane. -that
itemise who felt they had to go
lo bed iust turned on the tape

rayordcr so they could listen
the nest day to n hat happened
while they were asleep."11 was

a happy reunion fora wonderful group.
Mexico a nd Acapulco

for the Tom. Will family, who
former! e

lived

Palatine.
Tom. a form er well known ath-

lara
rho

ard

housing. The Ned may

paymets on homes or meet
high rental deposits. Checks
may be made payable to the
Northwest Suburban Housing
Coaliton-Emergency Hous-

ing Fund, P.O. Box 866. Arlington Heights"

in

'to' "'Ina H'ah. Was

tra 5Y
Suing Peters,
aal"a"
for his
company.
Griffin. Woodward
Television
Sales in Chicago. Congratulations!

SPRING AWAKENING
sounds like the name of a
horse. It isn't. It's what's hap Arlington

par,

and butter' of

econornim."
He noted that there nest be
a profit to the operation of any
zrmkmincgr=liitesr: abn,ri should a

for land purchase for parking.

Me lender would have to be
made certain of a good profit.

sa

don't dig the
treatment given Post and
Paddock customers. They're

o more faithful than small

bettors. It s enough to make one

tr. Sour Grapes, what if Y.
a 100-1 shot on the that

race? Yeah.

Menus i
Grove, Wheel.g, Forest View

tot Hersey high school,

ie

District 210:
Main

dish

Ione

SAncriAtion rates: 33 cents a

wee,. baits dal:rated ow of
yea,

500 AA.

Newsstand price ,

months.
10 cents a

carry.

Salad

potatoes,

Second class postage paid at

unit

Prospect.

development

projects. a recent addition to

heen allowed Mr a 10 -story
building at Randhuist shop pine center.,
TI1E CURRENT

tone

Louis Volum. a
shop

barberowner. -suggested that

from

the standpoint of retail

cake. sugar cookies.

To be served Thursday in
Mae Ardiur, Mu. Ross end

Solemn

school

in

at ISO
Plaines.

twat

awl stole lands see al Be Went

(Coallneed from Page II

Insetedo d ld Mate Owls.

cranberry

jelly

mold

cookie. milk.

feels that before it could rem
ommend the sale of any land
for a housing development it

housing development."

guarantees, namely, that the
housing would be attractive.

ping centers . large park-

"The committee does not
feel that the Vialonans can endanger the present security of
some and the future security of

many of its men by selling
away their security at a price

made up of the Rev. Michael
Ranahan, former treasurer of
the order's Chicago province
and Me new director of the Vi atorian residence in Chicago,

flooding in Mount Prospect,

hut such, project would not
have any local effect for 10

1018 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect. 259-9550

deem who violated the College activities, the two levels of dis.. student conduct code in con- ciplinary action taken by the
t Mellon with a May 6 lowering College office of student ofd the campus American flag fain wore based upon the ape, Were subjected Friday to dis- cific acts of each student inciplinary action.
volved in the events of May 6.

conduct code.
In announcing the disciplinary action, thc animal

The action was taken fol-

proposed basin and the contin.

noted. would be eonean stream

and the eliminatio of offen.
use odors from sewage and

province,

the

of men at

St.

Vision High

School.

Thursday which was attended
by the four students and three
Harper administrators. Three
of the students received probetionory "waenings." while the

',fourth student was placed on
Arab ation.

''CgtaMr'ing the creek is not
feasible or advised said Klov-

Each of the four was ahead-

-led that further violations of

stad. Covering would tend to
increme flooding problems, he

dle conduct code by any one of

them would be referred to the
-College student conduct col.

said, and the cost of the project

would be 14 million.

ce. The cornmmittee, cons-

"Education of the public"

College board.

According to Frank Borelli,

THIS MOVE became necessary after Village Manager
Virgil Barnett made cis prog.
ress report on the obtaining
to allow stage four of the widening project to procede.
Barnett said that of some 90
homeowners from whom ease 7e'eT, ianrhole'sdri'dearallioiratitt

By Richard Cribb

that unless the legislature provides a special set of election

Public Works Dept. employes,
19 ,dons had been contacted
but only one had agreed to an
easement so that equipment
ran gain access to the creek.

:judges to count the long to -

the

corning election of Tuesday.
Nov. 3. Mere will be a special
paper ballot (the green ballot)
for the retention of some 42

the voting nmehines. If 00,-

-

perience lo opening modern and successful beauty salon md wparste wig.
pries. Decided to combine these two
operations Into one large deluxe Magary and Beauty Salon. The Idea was

I

I

i

first tried in Chicago in one of his
salons. Coming into Ariington Heights

Borkowski plumed the layout of this
mo-R7d WiggerY and Beady Salon
with InterriatIonally-known Interior
decorator and Myatt artist Bob Den
of Chicago.

flections am the beautiful wig displays
tastefully arranged on over 2,000 sq.

feet of male leveler..

Very often ladles

The lower level Is strictly o WoMthe

wIggery, all the picking,, awing end
fitting being done in whs. Mb-stylists
ueglY eall the "Bushel Wiggery,"
wigs are arranged In modally made
bushel baskets for browsing ettioYmeet
oI the ladles. Here they can pkk and

choose Dom their heart's desire all
coInn and shops from the new Kano

-

o

and have them ready to combine with
Hair own hairstyles by, the time they

While still novelty, end Borkowski
b already planning two more similar
Wiggen Salons on the North Shore,
none of these will bane the specious -

and plush decor of "House of
Hair" in Arlington Wight.

tomorrow for Memphis, Tenn..
to participate in an accom
modations industry conference
sponsored by Holiday Inns,

Ind. More than 300 Intik:mtm from Holiday Inns moss

Win a 17 -day trip for 2 to Scandinavia's finest
restaurants or One of the other great prizes for
stay-at/tame food lovers, Nothing to Mod Visit
your nearest Scanda House Smorgasbord for
full details and entry blanks.

W. IV.
Steit

Mt. Prospect 259-9550

he nation will attend.

lcf

ls

MEN'S FAMOUS BRAND
DACRON' AND WORSTED
TROPICAL SUITS

Luke Wolanski, and Jeff
htoKelvey.
Junior class representatives
ore: James Agg; John Biecgot

Two Harper college admin.
istrafors have been elected tir
top positions in statewide profissional associations.
Fred Vaisvil. director of
placement and student aids,
was tecently named president,
elect of the Illinois Association of Financial Aid Admin-

Kevin

Mess.

and

39Tro

They re cool chinning and mass., undo
themn w ants them, Sununu- s ourl °Urn
knits en It tly
Ida ,rid thin .tript or
on nit solids with to...tumor ni mime,
belts limb round necks deep V ortmel
neeldnici, dr titstinig mcstlinet elms
or Ewes dins
di with ellen deems

is -Holm

vhedding, shape -keeping Dacron polyester and worsted for super.stamine

on the hottest dayslIn a wide sweep°,

Romano.

Ann Tobin; Larry Tomer;

GROOVY COTTON KNITS
IN STRIPES AND SOLIDS
...AND SO LOW PRICED!

95

Soul yourself ideally at Robert Hall .d
!skate simmer out of simmer! Handsome
two and threobutton single.breasnd
models, expertly tailored of wrinkle.

d. Karen O'Leary and Junes

2 Harper,
aides named to
top state posts

services.
instructional
recently began a two-year torm

ail

Class representatives
1970-71 were recently elected
at Elk Grove High School,
Those chosen as Mnior clam
Chsis
repttassussives
arc:
Orlando Fernan-

the

Clavin Stockman. director

MOD

Elk Grove
High elects
'70-71 repsfor

The Senate is 'Musing to
give attention to any hills other
Ikon those connected with'the
1970-71 state budget. The special election judges bill is not
ass ated with she

of'

1018 ML Prospect Plaza

Barrett,

--

the season's most in -demand patterns
nod colors , .. in regulars, shortslongt,

4995

all marvelous. only 6 551 Sirce 0 to 14

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

Jonet

OPEN

#aet

Andrea Kereluk; and. Thomas

miller.
Sophomore class
class remora,
gimp;
laden are:
Terry Gleason, Lin Heimos
and Joad-Mitnick.
Tina Stcfanos: Annette Ser.

sea Shelley nalgel. and Bev

Fink.
preside...et of the Ill.
Representatives agend steeds Audio -Visual Association. dent council meetings, plan
- -LVaisvitlives in Piairle.View.-rahool-..prOgininnsnnd. work
and Stockman lives in Crystal with class °Meets on a middy
Oak.
of .projeds.

99

9S5rento®

larch,
Sheila Quinn; See R.M.;

.

have been shampooed, set and dried.

of Scandinavia

$50 and $60

mitted"
is our only hope for a
sane and normal election."

hus be. stranded in a senate
committee since. The bill pm.

bring their

Toodkveraour

comparable suits are

their senators and ask for he-

haute 147 to 0 two weeks ago

hairpieces to be deoned and styled

WIN A

citi.ne

mediate consideration and
passage of this bill and "not
permit it to die in a senate coms

prowly cmduct thls

bpi'esd.V1"cis

hairpiece.

iglek SWEEPSTAKES

Voluntary -control
priced to save you $10

Antes. The latter specification
is strictly prohibited by Article.

m

uncertain in the sem..

a boultikilly customised lilted wig or

ernments.

officials acting in
of their

in an orderly elmtheir Nov. 3 get in touch with,

Assembly. Although passed by

t:

in Cook County whose decision was upheld by the Illinois
Supreme Coen. whkh has a
majority of Democrat.

performance

Barrett asked

BARRET1-7: PRESS con-

Charge card or lay -away plan

was made by a Democrat judge

interested

was held loan
femme gm
effort to gm a hill which provides an extra set of judges
through Mc Illinois General

halr, coo through circular mirror re-

college

thing is not done to lessen the
bUtden -of our elation judges,
may not have enough judg-

election." 00,011 predicted.

having a higlystylecombout of her own

ess experimental photo; George exhibitins a house model.

HOFFMAN ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

_

....AFF

AVE.

5,30
9:30

VAICONERA

DES PLAINES,
1507 RAND ROAD

(Corner of Golf Rd, 1 Bloek N. of Higgins

nn' ncr

lock"

decision in favm ,of the wit

"gentpercentae

the House. the fate. the hill is

Tried very successfully to his other

spanish guitar, Ern Lyeera.

color separation; Lamy George Commode and David Zuelke

every

"Unless this hill is passed,"
said Barrett Monday,
sure that a large
of
the 35.000 VOW., judges of
domino will withdraw their
services and a chaotic condilion wotild be the only result."

. odd ition to returns tallied on

ed, fast streamlined process of custom
Mang, neatened shaping Is done Mille
wig finishing arm, assuring the lady of

feet; Clifford Emory,

at

Folk declared.
"The suit to deprive. to4nships of their funds was filed
by a prominent Democrat. The

attend parley

laity.0h

Scott

Democrats

in gEn of

This judicial retention hal-

arm enclosing and fronting a giant
iWall of Wigs," the customer, while

machine;

due tu court action involving

Innkeeper will
Edward S. Hellenbrand, inn-

Day. desk chair: Gary Kawell.

without a tax /evy,were cut off

don
the
35.000 election judges In Cook
County worked r nonnon emote
diction day until
or after
the following day with rest.

chaotic condition" ,M the

ready to go. Repairs with one -day service.
Trade in your old wig or see it refitted.

Heights.

adding

ernment committee of Con Con when he testified In
Springfield recently on behalf
government
of Township
along with County Commis -

keeper of the Holiday Inn at
Elk Grove Village, will Haft

Soren-

sen.

Petita woe

presented to the L.ocal Gov-

from

Jim Wolf. rendering md Bill Rosenquiest. psychedelic borer
'

suburban

e

Wheeling

also

many townships to operate

IN THE. manyANee-

del paper ballots for retention
judges Cook County faces

Thousands to choose from. Custom fitted or

cated al 17 W. Davis St. in Arlington

T

said

previons
t

county clerk is empowered to
hire a 40,11Ite Set of election
judges to count the tedious retendon ballot,

J.

Barrett annnounced Monday

WIGGERY

new Salo. "HOUSE OF HAIR" lo-

Williamilliem

He

the

by

GOP group.

figure operations of their re hemline local township gov-

because

Aitree
wry ond,
f funds,
which enabled

that more

than MONO suburban signatures were obtained on petitions to save township government during a 10 -day drive
sponsored

to !my new taxes to finance the

urb in aria were made rm.

on the retention ballot, the

Cook County Edward

Barnett said that of the 33
homeowners in the first area
scheduled to be mnvawed by

kelon washand.wear and human hair
lock. cascades, wigs and wields. Once
color surd type of hairpiece are select-

Dennis Andrew, tier tray: Tor-

pbins;

aware of what has happened
and who is responsible thdr ire
will make itself felt at the polls
this November."

The m tax imn.dsys Mach
ill take dike/ in only the sub

Mks that in counties where
there ore more than 15 Pulps

lot must be counted separately.

The idea caught on. Having a large
ultra -modern Beauty Salon arranged
Illi<1.1111( fashion with the drying

Timothy Lund, walnut stool:

Tofh.hpsouosne

people of the suburbs baconze

1:larrett urges
appointment of
special election judges

easements along Weller Creek

BEAUTY SALON

Combining two services in one is
the original ides behind the thinking
of George Borkowski, owner of the

checker

gloss top table;
George \ Vcith, chess board:

brbde:.
IR; onGi

week.

All four students woe cited
for unauthorized lowering of

the

StYcY51:',1

Gunchick,

Rban..1dR;c1dVritaynr

balsa wood home;

same violations of May 6 am
awaiting a disciplinary hearing sit.. to the ono held
Thursday. It is expected that
their cases will be 'heard this

said.

of

IA*
toe..-

Mk township summon and

to. because of the Democrat

Fulle reported

tillas., both of Arlington ry Ricca...eying trayy Scott

dents who were involved in the

The other three sMdcms admined complicity, Borelli

t.dations are appealabk to the

Arlington Heights

board and John Fische,

panted out that two other ME

trator, the penalty of probe don is deemed appropriate,"
Borth said.

: missal. Committee recomma

HOUSE OF HAIR

up and nal, may incrust

R kl inst. of 311
ProsinG and lohn I Nimrod

sioner C

fused to again raise it when re ['nested to do so by an adminis-

commission and Donald
Fur., village board laison

judges.

vve don't care"

nated the idea of unilaterally
lowering the flag, then lowered it and subsequently re-

the American flag and for failure
omply with directions

Can You Keep a Good Thing a Secret?

I'llaeg hair -short hair

wee placed on probation origi-

jointly to Klovstadb

N'n'ller're'rtcne'x'placilnecil'.'

Staffed by expert stylists...

"Bemuse the student who

.pard of faculty members and
't =dents, has the power to ma
.ontrnend suspension or cgs-

nthe necessity of completing
to
the Weller Creek project was

document.

Chicago

Phone 394-0590

'

nine le) al the Harper student

lowing an informal hearing

mid flow of the treated water
along Weller Creek, Klovstad

the

or calendar: Dave

serving
Paul Vane,
Hersey High Doglerings'i grtYss
High
Sodom.'chSchool.
o
School and their projeeta are Tuck,. copper pitcher.
Jim Allare, clock; Jerry Happ.
hneket clack; Ron Salce.
MOUNT PROSPECT residents iron, Prmpect High
reheel
rendering jet, Georm jimsek. School: John L. Anderson, set

Harper's director of student

.

years, if it is ever approved,
nanecd and built.

of the Viatorian missions of
Rev. Arnold Perham, director
of Viatorian scholastics, pro
lessor at Loyola University M
Chicago and a formeMeacher
at St. Viator High School, and
the Res. Patrick Render, Man

nirrlington Heights,
Larry Daubs, an electronic orgal. and Brian Goedke, ante-

rendering and lay Johnson,
iFour Harper College am.

mtnT.'.'nsnt,'",,=

and Berkshire, only one resident has signed a permission

theJohn Cusack,dirmtor

w in=

Harper disciplines 4 students
for flag -lowering actions

member to the commission.

jeopardy," the statement said.
In addition to Father Cahill,
the AiatOriarl committee
is

HOURS: Mon, 12-7; Toes, Wed, 9-6;
Thurs., Fri. 9-9; Sat, 9-6

Win a 17 -day trip /or 2 to Scandinavia's finest
restaurants or one Of the other great prices for
stay-at-home food lovers. Nothing to buy( Visit
your nearest Scanda house Smorgasbord for
full details and entry blanks.

Secia

Des

-that would put the order in

time to possess," mid the statemem.
-Consequently,- raid the
statement,
"the committee

but more easilivy reached shop-

Two pairs of hands get the job done as Robin Holmes (right), an Arlington High School 00
student, and Klee Michaelis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Erg. W. Michaelis, ARS an iMOncto, mold the
beginnings of a sculpture at the third annual District 210 an exhibit at Randhurst Shopping
Center. Student art works will remain on exhibit in the mall through Sunday. (Photo by LeRoy

flood control would correct

.Pizza roll -ups. sunshine sat

WIN A

R. W.

S. Wolf Rd.,

Housing

kept up, and truly on 'open'

District

MM. a orMuleml In ISM esel WHO 11111 neater sf

hlonday night at the Golf &
Wolf Sinclair Service Station

salo. Borkowski, through Ions

MAY 17-23, 1970

to wire enforced
hoses valued at SI65 were
hack -sawed off by burglars

been too inclined to only solve
only the problems of 'today."'

likely to drive to more distant

the group noted that a central
shopping mall with surrouding

connected

long' to the (lure. We've

would have to have certain

ing lots.

Take nozzles

Three g. pump no.lm

should be long range plans.
One member said, "Think

service occupations. easier aoteas to downtown is essential.
if downtown business is to
flou
He said that if such =maks
not available, noident: are

fruit

choice):

juice, tossed salad. tole slaw.
molded, raspberry, pineapple
banana. lemon. mandarin orange grape. Yam muffin and
butter, milk.
Available desserts: gra,fruit segments. banana cream
pudding, apple pie. owns

of Scandinavia
Week

.'"

=s-

hown height allow. For
Mount
Prospect buildings.
other than in a planned unit
development. is two stories

buttered

Todbvagour

tate eta saktugn hi a sniff cob

..ant ,AAPect. m 600.

111001

AMONG THE AWARD

Flooding of Weller Creek

'me"
Is "no.
It was generally agreed dun
whatever plans are developed
by the organization, they
downtowthc

t5011100

Jackson and Gary Vogel. col -

Jcfl

choice),

ism fried fish. cheeseburger
in a bun, wiener in a hue.

May 25.in the Jimmy Durante

Realtor

ant,

Wan High ScponIamt

t.200.char

creates a problem what some
meitarY lines that diacburge

into homes.

suburb to

co-chairman of the townships
ban areas only.
vendetta against township godcommittee of the suburban
arnmen t in the suburbs,"Fulle -.GOP group.
mid.
"We were assured by the
"'File effort to destroy towncommittee chairman thin a
ship government may have provision to insure the continbeen designed to injure the Reuation of township governpublican party, but the final
ment would he recommended
firm., G. silk screen; Tom result has been to hurt prac- apart of the new Illinois Con.
Nan., mechanical color and ically everyone who lives in
Stitution," Fulle revealed.
Keith Pinkoivaly, posterioation. the suburbs, including DemoHe pointed out that r
crats
.and
Independents".
dents of 29 of the 30 suburban
Students living in
Pulls -asserted.
Des
lOwnships voted at the annual
Plaines and attending Main
"I'm sum that once the town meetings held last month

Tamp; Mike Eichstadt. checker

nietZtr ofin indN'aldtbrycrnan d'erecrh--

To be served Thursday in

firm 11) 5 Arlington Heiglas
60016

sibly aid merchants through

atept

Roy Hulfachor, ambient pm.

Arlington, Prospect, Elk

Prospect 111. 60056. Branch of.
6000.5,

In

SWEEPSTAKES

ceded by cocktails on Monday,

Room, to -properly kick off'

solve traffic problems and pus-

17 IV, Davis

,,,ha
Loome will host a dinner, pm-

Mandan

A.Angon Heights,

ings

ANOTHER MEMBER of

Ex -

Me PROSPECT DAY

doAt.

entuy-five cents a bottle. If
enty,
got any money left. you
an start betting. Arid I per-

awakening" ' it

is Thy

Nue..

ing it has provided.
Richard Hughes, another
official of the Mount Prospect
State Bank. said. "It gets down

the pomi hiliiy of setting an ab-

think of going to the dogs." So,

''Spring

ACAPLTATJ
It's

of !entities living in substand-

ment for the commuter park-

whipped

gram is a limited eme of shod
deal with the immediate needs

the Mount Prospect zoning ordinance. allow an eight -story
martinssm. btu variation has

Vege t a b le lone choice):

SHE WRITS'S, -The pro-

pieced Arlingtonians Max and
Eloise Brinain.

buildings 111C needed to attract
businesss in this (downtown)

nessmen have "never- been
able to interest the village administration in parking for
businms purposes. though he

Klosstad said that the intermotor sewers will accept only
up to 2 and
times the dry
weather flow, and this capacity
is rapidly reached in times of
moderate rainfall.

nt., downtown str,gg to

an),

of the event was
Chairman
n'

Another advantage of the

targc.00,d

Planned

HE ADDED THAT busi-

,

thIstorm water run-off in the

of Mount Prospect.
(Currently under

heated
discussion by many residents is

bee-

hierld"A"ripraill

30 through May tin Northern
Illinois University's Center

Meyers)

=VP

intercepter sewers of the Metropolitan Sanitary District
are not intended to miry all of

the p.serit zoning ordinance

"We need more then twostory buildings. Multi -storied

to the 'bread

is. They could learn a good
lesson from the house of
dwindling returns, known as

Eax1111i0b0it1

ers.

into the creek,

high
received

thEeucaItlethn

be

'o,'"2ZopV:c3rL.Crir::Idd 'f'rTnYerttitigare

'".1(b7frv'st"die.noted that
"Mount Prospect's flooding
arises out of the fact that the

raised for
question of using n number or

He said he did not think that
'Me atmosphere" was such to
interest any investo, under

to

times of

When

I see
up." (hi.. MAWings andis tiered parking)

meeting

students

awards for exhibits shown in

employes, Johnson and Fennie

in

surrounding the detention

0,0,0

eatsgrt, g*

sible."
His solution: "The only way

solute height limit on build-

area," he said.

triad

pnrking

HUGHES SAID that the
problem was to make such
mums neconomIcally fea-

State Bank. led off the proposal for higher buildings and focilities.

AND THF. TIVO DOLLAR did praise the village govern-

BETTORS
"I hope," said a two -buck

rnratineed from Poge II
cent and 20 years, to be pmchaser' (roma corporation that

Parking,. higher buildings
downtown is group's aim

inform mom

IF THE PEOPLE arc con corned, she said that they can
then contact the school principals and the principals will
pcssibly be able to clump the

school

"I think we have three very
good and qualified men," said
Caldwell.
Two of the new park district
Board

tax-

NOrthwmt Suburban

CALDWELL SAID that 65
written applications were re ceived by the park office and
he and Park Director Tom
Cooper interviewed five can didates for each of the posh

traduced to the comMiosion-

suburban

which wall la niketed to mu
spoofs tax bills in the subur-

Almost every

nr.1 tax bill Is gm, to go

education exhibit awards

shore area, he said.

and a youth center.
The programprogram supervisor is
Dale Johnson. a recent gradu-

that

mei, sari bl tr. the Demo
xrdis P Iry for ha incrairci

NW high schoolers win

2 projects

Mount Prospect Patrolman James Lange stands guard over a hole VA feet wide md 2 feet deep,
which vests reported to the police early Monday afternoon at Maple and Gregory Rds Apparently
the hole was made the same day it was reported, said police. (Pholo by Dan Balm)

will
to

people of what is happening.

three nurseries: Goebert's. Ar,
Heights:

e.

ta
they were defeated only because the
on
were not

terday

club in the Chicago Nor. -

will both be at the next Park

and

MRS. KIMBALL mid than
now dead.

non of Cook County, said yes-

said Caldwell,

activity room

an, craft

"This is an educational mattel.,- she said, "Not just a matter of convenience for same of
the mothers."

the issue was voted on and is

indoor more.

the district's

were only as' ll mioriy.

as far as the board is concerned

moving to the area in June,

'long.

THE CENTER will pro-

ick and the opposing MOW

coming, green
thumbs and all
is

perience in the Glenview Park
District and in Buffalo Grove.

The decision was made pre -

`G.R.A.S.S.' day

martin. during the

Park will be Sam Gatti of
Wheeling who has had en-

'i.e.. ssal

""""'"I

quatic director will be filled by
Gilbert Fannie who is cur .randy directing a private swim

done! center director at Lions

voted against the 11:45 am.

harged.

newly created positions in the
park district's administration.

Floyd T Fulls of Dm
Plames Jr tirman of the Sub
urban Republican Organize

well.

The schooling with several residents, she

completely forgot., the chil-

The third position of ac -

The district's now mom-

She said that it has 'been
"the philosophy. of Mount

brmrdr,b'
reamded the

have hecn hired to fill three

first week of June. said Odd-

"

,

and rec. anon Paul Caldwell
announeed to the Park Board
Monday night that three men

areutlt tn Ames but will be

working

Patricia Kimball said tbaf she

added.

Ames Iowa He and his wife

Page

Fulle charges Democrats orced tax increases

steel Iowa State Thuversay to

met assistant dircetor of parks

All three men will begin

school, without being press.

literally run home. Some

might even be prevented from
goiing home for lunch. she

Prospect, the issue was closed
by a 4-3 vote.
Mrs. Fasick said that the

Mount Prospect Park Do

"Ilmicafly, she said, "What
we want is for the children to

blocks from school, will have
to

Wednesday, May 20 1970

(Comer of Rand 8 River Roads)

-
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The day's prospects

tis

One day at a time
Is it different than it used to
he?

Many

Siwash nolly

old

Has

By ROW Swans

rooms

all MO new Per.

missivenera?

If there are diffmences in

able to all. The opportunity to
try drugs in many forms is con-

stantly there. They can take It

AT SOME schools. parents
sign a slip allowing their son or

colkge. In many inmances. the

daughter

first year will he the toughest
for the one away at school and

for these lab at home. Iflunior

Ors. it's an automatic privilege.

hasn't leurnedeo make his own

decision, freshnun your
wilco: may be too late.

In mill others. they udhent to
the traditional I and 2 p.m.

at

Things arc different. Many
schools ham dormitories with

One Big ID school board
recently approved having liqvidin
dormitory MOMS, pro-

24 hour. seven days o week visiting privileges. Most new

dorms are built site by side
with a common WOOF and
dining mom. So. neither the

Drinking beer. at any age, is so
common at mow
themit's

boys or the girls have to travel

It may mill

hr to visit.

be

illegal

on

campus or In the dorms. but

far left. At

All of which adds up, of
urs to Mat one thing. Jucoe.

Job to that point seem to make
out ben. They don't desert

him. but they don't bum hint,

Stop

am bullied of bees A
Win-in the next Hoek hese km
farm so there are always lots of
bees around. How saat I pro.
Wet myself when I go out?

- Mnrshall Field ill
Page 4
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A -ilea will not bother you
if you don't bother them unless

John F -Stanton, Eillna..../ Publisher

you are wearing perfumes or
scented cosmetics or a flowery
printed dress ---plain light colwill not attract them. If you
IkAc previously been sung,

.

Willhon.l. Medal., elimagthe Edit.,

R.E. Hutchinson, fire-Preclilent
R. N. Foote, Chew firkin Dimmer

you may he sensitive to bee
venom

R

that President Nixon is closer

Q- Last fall I was stung on
du arm by a wasp. The more

bring peace

.11.i in.. peace by doing
who,
C

.

I reel somewhat qualified to
answer Mary Donn Rossil re.

shy.
I
must agree that things
.rsive chained. 10 little more
than an instant. we can hue or

mod mir homes. wash our dish.
es. see the world via color TV.
So why can't we hove peamlinsteady. especially since expert

filinigh untried end sent:rally
011OCO is king shouted
by Nome college students as

they tench in protesl.
1 ham to adroit that I have
made a mistake once or twice

and cannot claim infallibility
as Mos ROSO and SOa of her

colic,: friends do. but

feel

1

Not a bad world
hd

Iola

eout of bounds''
and "no fair." to destroy the
main source of supply to the

Viet COO,
A. time 1.vhen we should be

1.111. 110.111

h

think ill who in. make 10 in.

upportm, rwmst h mrsninth
Rum. 20 I think I m
KM
ts moth put
the
nos
Loaf mon it mks I wish

an end to this war. students
criticize hint for making a &cision which is many times
more unpleasant and risky.
personally. that, having ad oor
slammed in ones face getting
anti -war petitions signed.

Enthkiastic,

God -loving
and sincere students apparent ly can't see that they arc easily

used by self-centered leaders.

whether they be Commun..
or egoist,. The Vict Cong an:
runnier, seared now and their
only hope of victory is for an to
nheuptly stop fighting -. with
the help
some students. of
course

If Mary Donn truly wants

1

dein hitt to dine
Why
11 he deo mum, 1111
think
fix
WO/
ition his own us with h

eight. Wheal del ten p thnts
mkt. fl II ague. i world ill
De mid Wit- III ind
&newton. II en tummy

sums mo mitt thuo n,r, no

peace as she says shocked then

she should take time aut of the

aching hated for two orithr.

7."::::;Z

my are for iti

dochiaa -- not just depend on

wasp sting is severe, it should
not last more than a couple of

what someone else says is hop;

peeing. She should loom her
... °Pinion -- - nd
..,
to
ampeono tells heir. Why

cloys. Same other cause for
your present pain shouts be

you ,h,

(Ply' doctor is giving me

cluims she is.

Robinul. He says I'll haveto

Mary Donn 80.. PO my

your worldtake
Cow.
as well it

ncludes
hodia and Viietna
people
do.. TheseThesem.

'IF.

the..., with
..ffe. al.'
enslavement

ensuing

under
Ih,eala

C.......
Th'ish
am well documented. Don't
you cad? The dm won't go
awa y'nd pence be achieved by

stomping your feet and saying
71 want peace."

If Ythf oh.. wthe lettem

perhaps

you

should

253.7387.

A -The neared lean find to
William's disease is Wiles tumor. This is a surgical enter-

Hideaword

DUFFY-EVANS

Scatty

GLISNEH

PLYWOOD CENTER

inasmuch

as

the in

volved kidney should be

re-

moved as soon as possible after
the diagnosis is Made. X-ray
t
g'
fter

et

the operation to prevent a recurrnce. A recent study
shows that giving the chid
dactinomycin following the

Make us many four letter
out of
these letters as you can.

In addition. find the word

using all MOO Of Ole,

write

Hanoi and tell them. 'WE
WANT PEACE.'

Phyllis A. Cie.. M.,

it the rest of my life. What
Ulf for? Are there any bad side
effects?
A -This

i

-

drug, glyeopyrro.
late, is given for such digestive

disorders as peptic ulcer, gastritis, hiatus hernia, persistent
hearbum, gall bladder disease,
pancreatitis, colitis and diverticulitis. It should not be taken
by anyone who has glaucoma,
on enlarged prostrate or sensidaily to barbiturates. 'I he
chief side effects are dry
mouth, blurred vision and
constipation, but there arc

rarely seen when the usually
prescribed dosage is teken

MT. PROSPECT
largest selection of pre -finished wood wall paneling

operation givesa better chance

for penman we than ra-

We stack unfinished hardwood plywood in 1/4" ond

14 good. 18 excellent

thickness. Walnut, Oak, Birch, Moh000ny.

puff,"Evth. WALNUT

An.. on Comic Page
breathe

the mother?
How does the baby me the
the

mother's blood?
oes

o[breathc

because,

if he did, his lungs
would fill up with amniotic
fluid. The lungs. do not fun,
don until after delivery. The

exchange of oxygen for carbon
dioxide that is accomplished in
the lungs after birth A done for
the fetus by the mothees
blood.

114,,,,,,,, LE ,,..v.
'"'"-'? '7`-'5 "-..5-..

students to cline
with employers
High School distributive education studeim
will dine with their employers
tonight fat an apprecietion han.
quet,

they occur many times a day
but are not always felt by the
mother

The distributive educetion
program trains high school
students for jobs and careers in

retailing. They complete their
class work and leave school

during
various

she
the

BIRCH 4x 71/4" $6.80

PRE .FINISHED MOLDINGS AVAILABLE

and tours of hl cDonald's, Cow

projects in the Service pert of

kyk, United Air lanes, Golf

the E -Hart program.
Two or he larger projects in
which all members participated were collection of sheets.

MITI Playhouse and Old Or-

chard Little Photo rounded
out the recreetional side of the
star.

p,n. 24`

rite Heat, la x 12 a WI.

m it

Mdot,12a 12 x i/r"

ta.n. 22'

THERE ARE more activities ahead. The Award Com
many will be held at Hersey
High School May 24 and Day
Camp will be held at Lake Av16

Georgi as chairman. If you
wish to assist this local youth
group contact her at 255-7883:
If you are in second made
end wish to into this lively.
Iles,. non-profit, non-soliclline
argmization call Mrs. Kay
MeNellis at 255-0210.

&Hart Girls are stars that
malty shine in Mount Pros -

An E.Hart leader is someone to look up to according M SW,
lighter, Mortise Ruud. The voluntme leader of the Starlighter
level is Mrs. Donald R. Stoll, RHart Girls were honored in local

church. last Sunday, which marked the beginning of the
group's special week.

t...

Bassinet Set

wars.

vid Roy, April 5 at Lutheran

Mr. and Mrs. Paul White of

Senfee al the M5.1 Re.- General Hospital. David
sans
-- weighed 8 pounds ounce at
sends for &Hart Girls Gayle

pal Public Library

I

birth. He has a brother Eric,
2'h. Grandparents of the boys
rem Ostrom. Under the lad- 21/2.
and Mrs. Roy C. Am
°Joke of Mrs. Carol, Bowden
and Mrs. Dorothy Spiewak Berson of Barrington and Mr.
Krarup, Cheryl Skeet, and Km

have '0000

'enee"°"""helibr"Y"'
also rat the YMCA 'eaehh.
handicapped children toswth,

Dean L. White of

. Park Ridge.

Its a boy for Mn. and Mrs.

Fred H. Sass Jr. M Mount
prospect,

and

they

hp,

named him Brian Kenneth.
Welshing
pounds 3

a

bouncing

10

uces, Brian was
born April 15 at Lutheran

General Hospital. He joins a
sister, Laura Lyn, 3. Mr. and

Mn, Ralph She.e, of Perk
Ridge, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
H. Sass Sr., of Chicago, are the

children, grandparents.

First baby for Mr. and Mn.

Brent A. Bauer of Prospect
Heights is a girl, Marylo, born April 16 at Lutheran General
Hospital. Mary Jo weighed 7
pounds 6 ounces upon arrive/.
She is the granddaughter of

Mr. and Mn. Arthur Steele of

D. Plaines and the great.

granddaughter Of.Au-

gusta Bmnach of Prospect
Heights.

Jack Weber to lead historical society

nnenee0610 onaaaennneraoaa 0161.6R00000ntIOSooSSOOSoelfeee

22'
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HOURS:
Monday and Thurday 8 .m. to 8.30 p.m.
iuesd
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

yhA

Mount Prospect announce the
birth of their second child, Da-

blocks east of Rt. 83 on Rt. 14, Mt. Prospe t

week to work at

volunteer

Thursday, May 21: is Poppy Day. The day when
millions of Illinois citizens will proudly display the
little red memorial newer that was nurtured fry' the
blood of America, fallen heroes, and assembled by
paraplegics, amputees and disabled of American's

ARMSTRONG CEILING TILE
TextUred, I2x los .1/2"

by

of our child welfare program.
Maxine Gill, president of the Illinois American Le- 'Mon and Eleanore Eck, of the American Legion AuxIllery, Unit 36, Des Plait., join ins combined plea to
the citizens of Illinois to be generous in your contribution. on May 21.

With thit ad (Oath Md.,)

Hersey

A LEADF.R-GIRL Breakfast was held It Deer Grove

Tmy favors were also made for
hospital patients. among other

tinued service and relief work to these same needy disabled veterans, their dependents and the continuation

wit h nth ad (cam n ce,ryi

Ducc,Evon.ANTIQUE

em

saved at many of the affairs.

mean cash benefits to these veterans in the form of
compensation for their efforts.
The remainder Millie funds collected will mean eon-

Duff? E.,. ANTIQUE BIRCH 4x8 1/4" $7.78

Sidney Nadler. vice-president of franchise sides for
Chicken
Unlimited Enter 9 Flow often dome fetus. prises. will discuss opportu.
move in the uterus?
nities for youth in the frery
A - The first sips of move- chise syste,n.

ment by the fetus (quickening)
occur between the 18th and
20th week of pregnancy. Once
these movements have started,

4 x 8 1/4" $12.09

lot%
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Dolores Haush.Womans Editor
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p000006a0041111900000.0090

PH Woman's Club give and receive awards

wry new many k

En what they rt. doing

Egg hunt with a live rabbit es
on unsolicited mild.

Our Veterans Administration and state hospitals aro
still filled with disabled veterans of World Wars I and
11, Korea and Vietnam. A large poppy distribution will

w,..,...d(c.sh, cony)

Q - Can an unborn child

designed

leaders, crafts and pictures of
activities. Mrs. Cedarbohn is
the E -Hart historian,

The E -Hart Auxiliary was
formed this year with Pearl

An army of some 17,000 mlunteer American Legion and Legion auxiliary workers will station themselves on corners of every city in Illinois, to sell pop -

CL5-7141

WINS.

and

Poppy Day is May 21

514 EAST N.W. HIGHWAY

or coke worth

ou advise?
inL''.ovlvi-1.0,01.7hr''
" Nr.
A - Although the pain of

in In-

.Med in in aims of fun, friendship and fund raising for Rib.
For information call Pearl Georgi, 215-7883, ur Marie Jeuck,

end not very active. Is there

diotherapy.

unbiased 000

of whm is going on

disease.

Whet is it? He is undenvelght

An
ft."71.,","Znnsp7,1?,16;ns bred
hi
comer, e trouble
or

iht.M

doom But I ni Mead
mom in. pm ,oing along for
ilk fun Ind to too how much

trod* tha

,

MO.

year -old has William

I NixonforindividualA - A termd

Pr wi I

the one action that could speed

nth

will 1. OW

sent Croon
heretofore

Cambodia,

"cent letter to vial insofur o51,sharing
too. inn concerned. graduated
with honors from high 3.1001,
mei attended De Paul Univer-

doctor give you desensitising

have
:1147.1%

into

liditprt

I

ft,

Letters to the Editor
(*hunting tvonl

I .1,

the

side, yob should have your

`Stomping Feet,-

"

be o

o,

Q - Our doctor Buysour

the E -Hart star -- Art, A tour
of the Chicago Art Institute in-

with fathers as escorts, enjoyed
the square dance calls of Wally
Pauleen. There was an Easter

EeHmt-barked cookies

A successful card party bunched the E.Hart Auxiliary. Seined
are Mrs. Richard Georgi, chairman, Mrs. William Michela, cochairman, and (standing) Mrs. James Bristol, chairman of the
and party. The newly formed auxiliary is open to anyone ..-

events. The exhibit includes
uniforms, all made by the ;kb

YMCA. adoption of grand-

Plaines.

We will not tolerate having OUR children exposed
to violence in this school-troublemakers will be
rubbed out."

Hidden talents ere meow
stied under the thiwrd point of

enue Woods West June
through June Ie.

the St. Mark, Home in Da

,

Pcg Cedarhohn and
her husband were busily as-

pules. A sweetheart dame,

M Palatine, and entertaining eV

.

grooming.

Northwest Suburban

the

parenu at St. Joseph's Home

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

cluded in this ,snction of the
program in athlition to good

sembles.

ney an Parade," n skit under
the direction of Mickey Haw
Kr. There were swim and Am

ing et

Doctor lab

star program, Soda/
Graces. Discussion of pen puts
from all over the world, how to
write thank you notes, PrqPcF
Introductions were also In-

sembling an E -Han display at
the library last Saturday which
will highlight the years

spired the girls fora special art
exhibit held at Christmas at St.
Raymond Catholic School,
where they alw, artistically
decorated a Christmm Inc.
Recreation included "Dig

SERVICE included assistthe Mount Prospect
Public Library, helping the
handicapped to learn to swim.

house. some -

et

/Dap Publicatto n5

Mn show was also presented
for mothers with the girls modeling their own handsewn en-

levels.

dine. As parents, we an show
you the mars to prove it.

-

mud, the girls wearing E -Hart

Tanbroidered aprons. A fah-

busy onefor E -Hart girls on ell

Docron SAYS

1111,1pe .4;1,u/um and ince/brutal hurrity"

fathers with a home -cooked

This year has bon another

422.5.44tRWIRISWROWPWWWWACMG.WPOWNNWSWIMMegetigkekaRISCRWIRegekteamPS5221,

"Ili.," dir ii igituil il cram by Oct, iridium& heettitot

Mount Prospect youth group
organized in 1967 with Miss
Bertha Ehard as their guiding

while others entertained their

group's meaning and purpose.

How do I know? Well. the
fourth one starts college next

en's liberation. peace. religion,

learning to sew and
cook. Third grade girls learned
wesic sewing creating mobiles

blem. forms the basis of the

either.

second

Recreation.
Social Grace.
Spell out the purposes of the

Mies Eard, now: deccancd.
was the inhspirstiOnal founder
of the organizzition. Her name,
although cbang-ed in spelling
since the hewn is incorporated
into the organization, em

ore satisfied they have done the

the

point in the overall props'included

star.

nior has to be prepared to take
care of himself when he leaves
home for school. Parents who

itration, the homosexual in
formation on birth control or
sex. athletics. ecology, wont -

hardly mirth mentioning.

toru

tending school.

TFIE COLLEGE newspaper discusses. in the most
open terms.
of the
politicians, the
the school admin-

ng you are op, I or aver.

Art,

Wall lunging. 00 good
grooming were made to ex-.
amplify the last of the five

pact

TRAINING,

Training.

n the gamut

finely any kind of program the
country has while they arc at,

tun. Fairly small classes are
mill pan of college life at all
schools. but you have to pick
do fully.

weekend hours.

discussions that

watch or participate in pr.:-

Many of them, unfortunately,
arc super -sip lecture niectinp
of two or three hundred kids.
instances, closed cirlair1:
TV is the source of the Ica

be

&tyke,

onc time or another they can

Classes still meet, of COMIC.

off campus
from Friday through Sunday
during the school year. In oth,
to

gimps sponsor penguins of
music, speeches. mtwin. or
from far right

or leave it. as they desire..

understanding between Junior

E -Hart Girls are Mare of the

The seised or individual

may be used by few, are avail-

of greedy friends.

and his potent, it's most evident in the freshman year of

subjects,

Pot and pith, though they

cold milk or pop in caw they
'get thirsty. The kids can deo
keep the goodies you send
front honk rarely out of reach

the work easier or harder?

and towels for the American
Cancer Society and food and
clothing for Indian,

marriage, and donne of other

oases result.

That way. the kids always have

E -Hart Girls star this week

1

By Dolores Haugh

it's done and few discipline

hue a portable refrigerator.

changed since the days. long
ugo. when you went there? Is
What 1111011,

dormitory

BERRY'S WORLD

The

:

cdn start

el le hi. 1 ni radii,' too but
d I am e e for the thin, lye
kon mein to dansh Things

.e.

ti suer 10 lei ewe

moor, our

Don t truId

10,

na in it teet

and

Heights

;,One 050 music scholarship
WH

;

'

;

N.

mowski. president of 7th district of the Illinois Federation
of Woman's Clubs installed
thc following members as officers of the club. Airs. Edward
Sakach, president; Mrs. Anthony Thomas. first vice presi-

by awarding
en scholarships to Prospect
Heights students attending

: Marie W.tphal, 104E Olive.

Th Ink your

5116

Country Club

Zedd, 20 W'. Stonegate and

d

and Margie Henry.
Maple Ln.

?.7. Wheeling arid Hersey high
schools.
Recipients of the $200
were Pamela
scholarships

the 11 te my pemnts and

button then !sad

Prospect

Woman's Club completed he
adIvIties at Old Orchard

was awarded to Gail Newman.

103 W. Willow Rd. Two $75
scholarships were awarded to
Lisa Berg, 708 Rose Ave., and
Esther Ratner, 109 Baybury
Ln. Two $50 conservation

0: scholarships went to Richard

Santwiek. 104 &sutra Ln.

MRS, BENJANIIN Ada-

Mrs. Donald Colby.
recording secretary, and Mrs.
111bsc Cacao. financial seem
dent;

Lary.

Mrs. John Soderberg, outpresident, announced
the awards presented to the

going

Prospect Heights dub at the
7011
District IFWC spring
meeting held in Chicago in
April.

For the second year.

the

prevented to the club for pro-

club. one of two in the state to
receiv this honser. received
mention in the Shell
Oil Con
Bowk. is safety and education

moting a smoking eurvey
among area residents and club

ablehonor

members.

test.Donald

CLUB members also voted
sosupport financially a local
who have orup of citizens who

chairman.

FOR THE second year ehe
dull received BM place in the
state library contest. Mn, /,1.
Jackson it library chairman.
This award was presented at
the IFWC Convention break-

ganized to help

.

working mainly on the drug
abuse program in the comma
y. Mrs. Sakach. assisted by
Mrs. Robert Hunter. is work-

fast. The prize will be books to
be donated to the Prospect

Heights library. The club also
tied for second place in the
PFessbnokL ntest (cb. C C.
over 100 members). Mrs. Carl
Holm is publicity chairman.
A cancer society mud wet

local

problems IFI.E.L.P, They are

ing

to

promote

"Prospect

Heights Days", a carnival to

;1

be held over the Fourth of July
with other local

weekend

grous partiipating Thu
'

to he
event will raise cm
used for community improve1. -

Jack Weber will serve as the

Have kitchen telephone convenience

wherever your kitchen is
A pato telephone it so convenient for bads
yard chefs their /amass their guests Cost
very little too Call our business office and

w st Hwy Palotine,111
Thursday, Fnday 12 00 9 04

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum
Deposit.
Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two
to Ten Years.

new president of the Mount
Prospect Historell Society.
Members of long standmg an
the commands who were Instrumental in the founding of
the Mount Prmpect Woman's

Mrs. Donald Booker, scholarship chairmaa proudly P.es
with two of the elith's $200 scholarship winners. Pam Zed,
Wheeling High School senior, plans to enter the University of

Club

Illinois majoring In secondary education with Spanish as a
our. Marie Westphal is a Hersey High senior who will decide
between Northern Illinois or North Central Illinois to major in
liberal Ins.

ficers Including Mrs Rodney
Wason vice president Mrs J.
Weber, recording secretary;
Jack heeler corr.pooding
secretary
and George L

order yours today

CENTEL
SYSTEM

2004 Moser St
DES PLAINES, ILL

299 6651

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
e

\,..pentral telephone company of Illinois

Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road
Wheeling, Ill Phone 537.0020
Member F.13.1.C.

lierman lueper

hold installation of the new of-

Way, getordey 9 30.500

1

eIrs

and Mrs Otto hhileske pose
with Weber The sorely will

The summer scholarship winnow announced by the Prospect
Heights Woman's Club are Marge Hartry, Esther Ratner, Lisa
Berg, Gail Newman and Riclund Samwick.

g.f

)Busse treasurer on May IS at
the mount Prospect Commareply Center eli, Irma
Schlemmer w0present an early view of the Mount Prospect

Unary The public is Invited
to attend the 8 p.m event

33P
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Al

lohnson Susan E tones
Thomas G lumen

SENIOR

FRI SIMIAN
M irk R Abrams° Richard

a.m. L Knudsen Sharon
Lee holder Michael L Km
Krancyak
mar Thence
Kano Knen lames
Kuhl

Linda Andeson Stet. M

Nue

Beckmann

Ball

ha

Paul S Bjork, William Black-

may, Lois Ann hula.

mon. Joanne M. Boehrncr.
Philip C. Bosch, Helen Jane
Boyles, lames Burke. Michael
Caravello, Susan Costa. Debbie Cross,

Lon. .1. Laing, Shama a
Larrance, Laura J. La9/101.,
Kathleen P. Leahy, Marla L.

Robert M. Oink!, Donna

STACIE A IDFIRMANN,
Robin Ann Lasko, Nancy

Levey, Donna J. Lindsey.

D. Drobish, Susan R. EONm,
Cathy Esperseth, Mark H
Evanson, Stenchn Fake
Jerry

Foropoulos,

Ruth Louis, Susan Diane
Maas. Theodore S. Maas, Lar-

ry K. Martin.
Lois Jean Alcclwain, Gera-

John

Feed, Diane Frantell, Mark.
Allan Frey, Donald 1. Frisk.
Victoria R Fuller,

lyn Mc Fadden( Wayne C.
Miller, Leo A. Modica, Crandon P. Moore, Joann M. Mug-

B ARBARA GEORGEN,
Barry Giocanine, Chanute
Goorschler. Cynthia Grier,
Susan E Groff. Thomas R.
Hayden,
Robin L Heineman. Koch -

'm L. Hill, Amami E. la cobs.. Armette1 astrchshi. Deborah G. music. Cathy Johan.

Sue L. Johnson. Barbara
Ann Jordan. William Kidd,
Martin J. Knight. Jeffrey Kos -

=ski. Diane Krajewski,
Karin Sue Krebs, I.inda M.
Kral. Michael J. Kaiak. Karen loan Kuhn, Diane Run -

H EADIER M. LANGE,
Donald S. Larsen. Cynthia A.

noM.

Ischia Ann Nits, Cynthia
M. Oliva, Mark R. Peters, Barbara J.

Norbert A.

Pingcl,

Polacck, Edwin M. Post.
Jeanette Ficfski, Richard D.

Rimier, Mary J. Rooney, Rebecca Roger, Candy L. Rusboldt. Theodora Salinsky.

THOMAS G.

SEMPLE,
Julianne M. Shad, Peter F. Sicoli, Regine Siegele, Brenda
Smith, Robert S. Smith.
Patricia S. Snyder, Robert

W. Somogyi, John Steinbraker, Mark A. Stevens, Heidi
Strecky,
Karen I. Stuckert...Jeannette

L Taylor, Susan Jean Thorsen. Gerald Valko.

Lawson, Debra Lee loin.,
Janice Linduska, lack A.

rianne

Lloyd, Peter Loschialpo, Terri

Wagner, Nancy A. Waldron.

P. Lyon, Rams E Mackin,
Gina A Markarian
lonilyn K Marshall. Vera

Jean hicCrum. Nadine McGuire.

Leonard

Marsha G. Van Horn. MaVrandack, Jane A.

Duane W. Walker, Robert
A. Walker, Barbara Ruth Weber, Barbara A. Werner.

McKenzie.

JUNIOR:

Glenn C. Meier. Ana N. Me -

Steven

DAVID G. MIDDLEIDN,
William
Milano, Deborah
Ann Miske. Barbara Mitchell,
Paul Moon, Mary Ellett Murphy. Patna Needham.

Gail

Nelson. Gdry R.
Nehon, Doreen Ogino, BeatS.

rice O'Halloran, Mary E.
Palter, Charlene Peters,
Thomas Prieto. June P.
Redo, Barbara J. Raga.
Mary Ann Rohr,
Lynn
Ross. Theresa Schmidt,

JANETTE SCHUTZ, 11.
SPMtn, Linda Spring, Carl
F. Straunann. Faith &rearm
Kenneth Swedbem. David Ter.
nsg.

Kathy Jo Indle. Kura M.
Tolf. Kin, Turner. Stephanie
Vassim, Kathleen Vercelli.

Janice Kay Via, Robert
G. Wagner, Maryann Wiere.
Michel Wieser. Lynne Mork
Wilder. Carol M. Wilkens.
SOPHOMORE:

Linde M. Ahrens, Leann=
A. Anderson. Dean M. Bal.
lotti. Nancy L Blane.Susan R.
Barbera A. Bong -

Balance,

David M. Downer. Beverly
A. Brinkman. Frances C.
Broom. Frances Carroll. Jill
Ann Caruso. Pat M. Cashin.
Bill
Chilton. Nancy
Choice, Nancy L. Cole, Linda
J. Collins. Alike J. Conroy.
Mary
Considine.

GINA COWDEN, Dan G.
Dablquist, Leslie V. Dargo,
Jeanne

Doll,

Panicle

Berra,

Sally

Kathleen M. Maker;

Candace L. Eggers.

Nancy J. Frick, Nancy M.
Gallanis,
Flokmar Goeh,

Guy Cam, Roger J. Can-

A. Ciotti, Christina J. Cody,

Susan M. Perna.

SUSAN K. JONES, Pamela
A. Kapusta. Raymond R.Kiel-

bad. Nancy Koc, Diane M.
Koch. lean L. Koran.
Thomas

F.

Leahy,

Jr..

Cyndy Lean, Mary K. Lenz, Christopher Lindahl, Deborah
A. Lynch.
Eric Mains, Ellen Manfredi, Michael H. Martin,
Randi K. M D Id, P t ci
Murray, Ronald J. Sorbers.
July Palmer, Steve J. Pen-

man, Debbie K.

Education

CAROL M. CONRAD, Joseph Conroy, Jr., Carolyn A.
Conelb, Katherine B. Dick.
June A. Dunaway.

Kenneth J. Eaken, Vickie L
Framberger, Jack Fricanos

Todd M. Gibbons, John E.

The

Gillics,
Laurie D. Gorgius, Lyle F.
Green, Linda R. Grosclak,

1969-70

governing

board of the Education AMOciation of High School District
219 will install their newly
Meted officers at a dinner

Wendy L. Gross, rain R. Maeda!, Juanita R Hahn,

meeting at 6 p.m. lonigla at the

Sandra Hilly, Linda Holm.
Diane Hoyt, Kathryn T. 11g.
Edward Johnson, lady A.
Johnson. Leonard Johnsen.

WILLIAM F. JOYCE,
Robert W. Jule, SUN. M.

is scaled to succeed Merle Betio -men as president. Better-

S6ite law helps handic pped child

mentdivision head of Maine. education, indusidel arts
and homemaking at Arlington
High.
Richard
Chiedco,
Elk
Grove High social telenee

Komay, John D. Kornacker.
Kenneth Kotschi, James F.

Koir, Lawrence D. Kral, Slup
ron T. Leach, David R. Long,
Donald J. Martin.
Lois R. Mason, Sheila K.
McFadden, Barbara I. Miller,
Carolyn P. Munn, Carol J.
Nelson, Kathy L. Nicodem,
Barry 0 Donnell.
Richard A. Olson, Gerard
C. Panzica, Richard A. Pazdro, Janet F. Pecora, George
L. Pewee. Karon S. Pfaff.

in S. Rigenstrup,
Schaal.

Susanne J. Thuy, Karen L.
Till, Kathy J. Valeraiano,

Seott A. Gaughn, Julie Wel-

of a relatively new male law,

Other officers are Dorothy
corresponding seam
tery, Elhyle Bina, recording

the Mandatory Speciel Educa-

Marguerite

and.

Dietrich, treasuer.
Miss Lewis scan Elk Grove
High social science teacher.
Miss Bitta teaches in the business education department at
Hersey High, Mre Dietrich is
a foreign language teacher at
Arlington High.
Newly elected building representatives

are:

Ronald

D.

'fine= a'ibill'erb-27,14,..

ANNE WEBBING,

Randall W, wnlituns. Edward
Marcia J.

P. %Rowan;

won

Tu, mlbiwng ue nor in.
chided on the Honor Roll List
because of Incompletes. The

tion Ad.
According to the Illinois
Slate Bur Associarion, the act

is the first

law to re-

quire pa bl is x01,001 dinricta to
provide special mining for
handicapped younguers in-

cluding those Man cannot be
educated M a normal class Mom situation.
In the past. sonic school din.

Iricts, in varying &pees, provided training for handif
upped children hut there was
no formal statewide program.
Now there is.

Perdew,

Forest

View High

Charles Jenks, Hersey High;
John Kleimchmidt, Prospect
High; and Jerrold Burna,
Wheeling High.

THE MANDATORY Spe-

c i I Edumtion

was

Ac I

adopted by the 1965 logislaiure. However. M giee local
school districts an opportmir
to make plans. lergin hiring the
nec3serry specialired personnel, and constructing or adapt

Firm awarded
light contract

The law moires special
for

education

handicapped

children in six different ca.
sarits as follow.. speech &feeLive: antolionally disturbed or
socially maladjusted: educable

mentally handicapped: Minable

mentally

handicapped(

any type aphyskul
handicap( and naltiply handithaw

Cost of the installation

er
educational
Crane suggested.

education program and

101

al or impossible 6w natal lucid
school disiricts to provide
training in all .six categories. a

for new classroom facilities,

college student to pay the con.
Otte cost of his schooling.

dents who paid the 'chord

will take, and sot theii own

women.

ex

from the Republican

pious

pay myself $100,003 a year
anlary-and still have that mi.
lion
1.1E3 Cram told

traced directly to that. The students were led to believe they

the group.
Crane drew strong applause

could break the law with ins.
gunny."

when he told the women, Another change we need on

Crane made only minor refnrcrxx
the anti -war tenliment involved in student pm -

school

the lej...eure reet,rized that

One N. Denton

MBING P

dilliffi

Z)er!"7

MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS NM.. 023.03. Chicege0.1...

FREE 17 -day trip for 2 to
Scandinavia's finest restaurants.
PAM AlVi° makes the going great.

VINYLFACE PANELING
is tough enough to
on yet wipes clean with $
,38
damp cloth Limited

Blather( Chestnut $5.98 VinyllaciBleached Walnut $5.98
$6.49

Highland Birch

Matching Mouldings

$5.98

We are expanding our facilities to better
serve you.
Please excuse the sawdust.
Use the marked westside entrance
Thank You.

100% Olefin° fibers - rubber

backing,
SIZE

49tl

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

SAVE

Wheeling
Plumbing Co

12 x 9 $35.88 $29.88

56.00

34S N WOW.

12 x 10 539.77 $33.12

$6.65

WICKES LUMBER CO.

Saturdayo
ltbtaTO Memorial
la olP

12 x 15 $59.88 $49.80 $10.00

537.6020

plus tax d service

BORED?
THEN YOU NEED TO PUT

6.,

Needs nO extra adhesive. pal'
it today and walk on it tonight.
12" x 12"

DAY PUBLICATIC1S

Rep 35c

stn 201,

D'ffg?!!'li"
penned

Honolulu - Princess Kaiulant
Kauai - Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona - Kona Inn

$

winners will be determined by a

-NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Mail

random drawing conducted by Cos.
tom Services. Inc., an independent
agency. Decisions are final; no substitutions will be made. One prize,
grand prize, per family.
P

On IhiS entry blank, or plain 3 X
5" piece of paper. print ,Our name
and address. Bring it or mail it tO
yOUr nearest Scanda House Smorgasbord. Enter as often as you like

m

2. II you're interested in going on
the Food Lover's Tour even if you
don't win, check the box on the en-

try blank. A Pan Am travel agenl
will contact you with details.
3. Drawing will be held Wednesday,

81/2'

.111/2`

Ain'°1

$12

REG. Me 9S

SAVE smo

$67.50

REG

255-y200
296-6640

WICKES

Arlington Plelphm111.60005

Phone - 255-7010

4. Anyorie 18 years or older is eligible to win except employees and
their families of, International Multi.
foods, Ingo Soanda House Interne.
bond, Inc., Custom Services, Inc..

LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLIES CENTER

3/4 mule west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)

PAP _

,le

837-6000

Sun. 9Mille I PM

TRAVEL
Wen established nonem
al Tam offers choice re=
sitions with 510,000

113.3i 13o3inossProyeri,
a

0

intelligent
young man (23 M 95
eElergelic

yews oldi. Should hone
innate soles ability ond
like to work with people.
Full training mnd devel-

pogroe.

No

D

ning interviews.

296.1049
ENGINEERING O'HARE
Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill,

Gtr Wt.!
Kg) THE

1.1.11elp Walled klut

MAINTENANCE
MEN

1"searr
AVM FINANCADIRECTOD

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

Pb,,,
ENGINEER

rn

IN THE

ale

lemma Ws loun

NJ kJ
CO 01

CD at
,

1018 Mt. Prospect Plaza'
Mt. Prospect 259-9550
4. w, dki,4
K92.

TREATMENT

APPUCPTION

RIGI-fr HERE

--

sknEET

A.. . Thum

seta. marts

.

AUTO HAPPINESS

POO.

STOREROOM

rd. 9,0.1.90a

21

110

WANT

prohibited.

ENTRY BLANK FOR FOOD LOVER'S TOUR
'Wail or ulna 10 your &arida House Smorgasbord.)

MEE Moo

05.3o

16

$13,000 years solory

,,

ADS

end affiliates. Slate and local regulations apply; void where taxed or

oaneepooky-dintersaroentoreatoyenr.

STREAMWOOD

WITH NO
Wonted

FIND'OUR

d am 331 orrnallon

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL INC.

SALESMEN

WASTE

.

,01S.

1.1
1111

CLASSIFIED DEPT.

P'"Vrd isc

14Y2c

Transfers. Sightseeing. In Hight Meal Service

IM163..1 r

!Wilding

Pan Am Airways, and their agencies

Oeived by Friday. June 28. 1970.

Fits flush wan your ceiling

95

52 Gal. Electric

1,

GRID LIGHT

Assures you a plentiful Supply

*Dolma Hotels:

......

opment

HOW TO WIN!

July I, 1970. Entries must be re.'

30 GAL GAS WATER HEATER

*retTiat'XirATitne'r.

GARA

and phone

NOTHING TO PURCHASE!
ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE!

each entry in a separate envelope.

CEILING TILE

tA BLACK BOWLER ON!
THE HAT WHERE IT'S AT!

SEhool,

todAlen

FREE prizes for stay-at-home
food lovers awarded in every
Scanda House Smorgasbord.

4 a B SHEET

double face tape Or lay it loose.

Wheeling III.

230-2330

seaerm 111

z,

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!

NOW THRU

Just Cid with scissors & use
ALL ABOARD
MP ow

rieF;F:"`r

waarsaniernen

SALE

SURE -STICK TILE

('"*1.5'578'8"00"
'

Mil

OAP'S dikes In Arlington Dolph%

quantity

a REPAIRS
o REMODELING

Sales Tr. -Soft Goods
$10,000 + A.C. Car

or drive -way.

34°43MR...or..

INDOOR & OUTDOOR CARPET

VIttrit igniter

FREE TO YOU WITH YOUR DAY

.

SALE SIGN!

is

a

tn

Ar

.

ss

1

No Job
Too BIG Or moil

.

FREE

dflIgmter4t traditional qualify food

North Drive -In: Arlington Heights Road at Eastman

Experts

housework

'en:Eg's.171'11'137

WANT AD! This large printed sign can
easily be posted in front of your house

H
H

WIN A

FinisFinishh

Downtown
Arlington Heights

CLASSIFIED

LOCATEyour sale to motorists and
passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"

dr.C:omp-

special

2281rvationsWanted,Viemen
Exp. woo,oE Mr lin

to sell!

another.

0) 53
.fatt 0

00

Dap

lot

25,6350

children

0"

is being

a.

Coma

o.

lwve one type of handidap o

Otttel.y valet:7:5v

12 x 20 $79.53 $66.23 $13.30

200 E Rand Road

it the night of the Carn.
bedia invasion.

Ole.. I sign le. ewe achy wool
sran, ram
Odom, mot my el MI

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL
BANK
Main Office:

K.

of Mount Prospect

Nedold the women be had

muted President Nixon this

roma available anywhere

nlIkakir
suleidind by the slate since

tau

Or

ANNOl/MCIE your sale with a DAY
WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban communities and reach more than 200,000
potential cash buyers, many of whom are
looking for just those items you intend

sign

ao prirzee

103

INDEX

NOW The finest privne

Y.

6

dppliances and much more).

to involve 'perhaps
250.000 children. based upon
estimates that abour l0 m

of all

vr1""`

14 Personals

useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby
furniture, musical instruments, toys,

!seated

cent

9927131 or 033-1309

This ID 9D Inch olr. will attract
ellention
we. lale and Mao so

44

Seri Ann Swenson, William
Tweed, Patricia Waldron, Krisite L. Zimmer.

i(CoariCIAA ZWA-

GAMER those no longer used, but still

THE WOMEN applauded
loudly when he said. The
Kent State tragedy can be

struction of property, assault
rind battery, kidnapping end
unlawful restraint,"

warm

000

e011ete

contribute

campus is to stop using cuphemiens, As the students say, tell
it like it is. Don't say campus
disorders-aay oirninal de-

THR LAST RECOMMEN-

mealy, the program

unth

training costs more
than coneentioril ducation.
In addition, tire state also

graduate students paid 'Maw
swum."

drib

Seeing is believing!-

district may transport a child
to :MOM, 10,101 where the
nomssary raining is available
Also. in exceptional caws. the
pnacmctionasteo fMmeay hilda

tingleegradledes arc laught by

g2g 3

IT'S EASU

the current eannins upheaval
by not enforcing the laws.

briny for books in my OW.

the elamroom helmet of letling than do research while

DATION drew

such,

coop

officials have contributed to

510.000 or 315,000 to the If-

-Putting professors bath in

lion. School officials also will
study another figure: the numbar of children served. UM

Cram charged

"I COULD RENT a room,
pay share of the iegistrerb
and

319 1303

McENEELY PLBG. CO.

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

$350,0110 in tuition.

cost

ACCOUN1ING SERVICES

111,11 and Fount

English language, contributes
the frustration because it
makes it harder to gel their
point cross to adults.

ashy history professor he taught

a lecture course for 1.100 stu-

debl or pick their 031,11 teachers. decide what courses they

In-

conscious barbarism" of the

Crane told the women that
while hew.. a Bradley brnlYer-

and 52,000,000 for private tui

is

subsidies,

EVERY

MAY 27, ONLY]

bausch.

IN THE

funds now earmarked for oth-

Parotto,

Schmidt, Bob Scott.
Terry D. Sebastian, John C.
Jr. Smit, Sally A. Stevens,
Richard 1.5tewart.JuliteStine-

PATTY A EICIRNAK,

broad implernenlaliOn of 11t.
law - will total nearly 551,
000,000 million, including
S43.1100.000 minim for spec-

capped children.
Since it wawa bra impractic-

Kevin M. Sarni, Thorn. D.

Robin E. Huey, Beck ie L Flysell, Randy Jespersen. Ronald
D. Jewart.
Diane Joy Johnson, Jo Ann

1965-70 - the first yaw of

services,86,000,000 million for

lcm that doesn't prepare them
for
md then eV...
them to produce.
He said
slang, "n

from a federal Man bank of

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

DAILY 9 to 6
FRI. 'oil 8 9 SAT. 4114

Geraldine M. Gush Nancy
Gail Nadler, Beverly Hanna,
Richard G. Hayden. Kent R.
Higgins, Roy E. Higgins.

ested Call Mr. Moore.
5d5-0507

331,301.

DAVID E. RAY, Karen M.
Rojewski, Louise, M. Rudnik,

Daniel S. Gee. Carla J. Gores.
sen. Gary A. Greco.

long-term, low interest loans

Makin frMion with W.

lege campus.

6 -DAY BANKING'

Earner,

education should be able. gen

w-uaf

sulated Siding. If into-

The Wigdahl Electric Cm.
Elk Grove Village, was
recently awarded a contract
for installation of supplemental lighting on IS, Harper Col-

Deborah Potter, Chrisdne L.
Priely, Carlton Purycar.

Paul 3. Cava, Mriy Susan Fidak, 'Theresa Fir:doge,
Vicki L Firszt, David R.
Francis. Patricia Frmkowski.

pays to each school district the
same general per -pupil aid for
each handicapped child or it
pays for !he non -handicapped
child.
Special
education
maimhursemont costs to themmtc for

State Supointendent of Public

Elk Grove High; Rosemary L

Richard R. Weaver, Nancy.
Wager, Ton W. Welker.

FULL -DAY

elect.

Rosenthal and John Fide A,

ca, Debbie G. Storhaug.

.119

teacher, was chosen president-

secretary

Carol A.

slate mill soon be reviewing the

1969.70 school year to delermine bass, well they have carried out the spigt and purpose

Lewis,

KEITH A. PHILLIPS, Fel-

co-commitoeveuman

aliment research from ca.

inn Monsen.. the law's armfive date ma eStahlished as
July I. 1969,

17 -Business Services

Mr5, GlenAnn Jicha of Palatine, were his audience at the
club's 20th anniversary meet-

Ease

School officials aroma the

looking for a couple
of frame homes in your
area to display our new

Vinyl Aluminum

living rules'
-Banning business and gov-

The law serve you

Kissiunis.

S.

&mussed what they regarded as the ouder hams causing unrest'
among students. (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

rolling Meadows Holiday Inn.
John
Huth,
Arlineton
High School science teacher,

Linda J. Kocpke, Kathy C.

Kelly

High School and college students at the youili listening peel
conducted Sunday evening in Arlington Heights by Rep. Eugenia Chapman (0-30 Dislrict). The young people listed and

game.

STUI/ENTS WHO min

-Ensuring that students
who pay the full cost have the

er-

,,r1rc.,:
as

CRANE SAID don campus
disturbances arc fostered by

-.REQUIRING

innstall

BASEBALL SCHOOL

otherwise finance their own

ing at the Wilmette Golf Club.
Crane said college reforms
arc badly needed They should
include, he said:

Assn. to

,

sober-

northwest

gidS

SENIOR: Gail A. Gomiak,

Patricia An Collins.

Kapp,

Many

course he wants."

barites, among Mont the dis-

Wybest.

dled], Paul R. Casey. Patrido

Mark L. Haaland Herbert dron. Paul R Wangles.
Hart, Kristine Hawkes.

JUNIOR: Susan E. Engel king, Chad. MeHatey, Jill A.

E. Brod, Marla Byl.

ia rag

Cram sad that de ritudnnt
No Om has to b., in
pals the lull cost he shoukl emulated by Wooi bulltesi he
have the right to buy any declared -and again drew ap-

Rep, Philip Al. Crane told the
I 3 t h District Republican
Woman's Club Monday.

Roush.

Reitman, Eileen Bowen, BrUCe

Virginia J, Senko, Gregory
Shevell, Teresa N. Showman,
Rosemary A. Sidon, Deborah
S. Singer, Christine Spakow-

Robert Cooley, Camille E.
Curry, Jon E. Dahl. Thomas
F. Dapper, Mark EMnovan,

Amcnron umstratica nerd
an enaction of Ina. snares.

SOPHOMORE

at H. Berglund. Barber. A.

Dave Buschart, Tim Byrne,
Peter Cantwell.

Freahmun loan a.

cr Barbara
Baruth
Nancy M. Beirowske Rob.

Plyd K. Piham.
ron, Thomnkas D. PlcMmich,ichaelRob-

u ck holt , Mark Maack..

are potential candidates

David Arthur Linda A MA

D Boekle, Mark E.
Bowe, Manioc graiske.
Martin Broeske, Kirk D.
Ross

Dress's. Kimberle Octane.
Gail L. Eaker. many Eseheribrenner,

Louise

Bagantine,

grail. dnus far indicate than

Anderson Anne Louise Apr

litenonals

Cr ne teILL GOP women
hilB plan for carnpuo peace

Fored View Junior honor roll
Those named lo De tumor
Honor roll are _

F 'he 7

CAA
ED SURER

PersonMegtment
01,1 a Day

Want Ad Today!

255-7200

CULLIGAN, INC.
1657 Shermer Rood

OR

296-6640

Northbrook, Illinois

Tern

41,666'sr

of

090
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BOP

l'aMIITEP9ANCE

HOUSEKEEPER

s,cd

!Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by 'reputable business people in

MEM

PATROLPIKI

ATTENDANTS

Fer P,L,r,"7,1,1E1,

APPLICATION
ENGINEER

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY,

,

BABY DOCTOR S
RECEPTION TRAINEE
Wal/-1069

Palsy

'

3737 Lake Cook Rd.

253-0620

Friday, Mus SR

guy. You'll
lel

Ve'etZ1

Arlington/160%.

Remodeling

Engineering

i

- CARPENTER
CONTRACTORS

CENTRAL AM CONDITIONING

2=2"T

rnEss Mal
WOULD YOU
LIRE TO TRAIN
AS RECEPTIONIST?

Patio Blocks
24.161 ALIO OCKS
Plain 2, GaoR 30e

5934279
Fencing

!INS esOAS
.

BOP IAACKS FENCING

EN S 6 COATS

sss osss

ad

svgs

0221,7956

A

SHIPPING 0, REC.

"

1'9 'OCU'R S

VPRTAY'

'1F6.13

Machinery

CHAIN LINK FENCES VINYL 6

Piano Tuning Services

RETIRING') MUST SO,

TOOL

Dere,

CHAIN LINK FENCE
eANDIR 6 SON
Cement Contractors

An Services

mPT

se,

REVNTSNIASONRe

ET/7
CALL 297-2266

COMPLETESERVICE

BY RAY PETERSON

537.1244

Mee, min* Somali,
mr

Banded
EDMOND

GIL 7665084

no

1127 ADD

3E122

Pe...,
jalorm small.
75In

SOE ORMSAN

Plumbing

1

Furniture Refinishing

PLUMBING HEATING. Podd so

TISSDMsnDAA igEWTIVSUNTIONS.

526 9871

Auto Service

FO

SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION
967-9742
593-7208

O. WHILST
Coll 82713783

oak

FREE ELL

289

68

D A PLUMBER, All

Gutters
Roofing

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

i%ro'ut

D 6 L CONCRETE

OR.EX

Hearing Aids

lOR

NEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Coll 392 9750
U NTT PAINT SER
899.6766

7I'Verad:"

COVTRWOrATIVIUM
FINIAICTGRATZBIE

APOLLO

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN

Sr

1

Is A
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d

CALL 562 075

MOSKALA
DECORATING

Sidi,
melm
.2009

256 05S1

Sod

TUTOR

VIINIDOV, POP ZNES.
NC EVA FOOM ADD ETC FREE

Y PAINTING

NE

CALL 259-4999

C,1 Zen Zs,
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,2 1.15G

Landscaping

ROLAND E JOHNSON

g",0,2X1E,S'eV

PAINTING

Child Care

en.

WASTERS

62

0

Somp Pomp
EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES end SERVICE

CL 5 3091

DECORATING

mmi

moel flood, TRUSTY WARNS
..110wEATAC. Pow AND

4

EN Oren
!JOIE
VI CE. CALL CLAZOLT

GUARANTEED LAWNS

CALL

255-2570

r dog in 2

Uneloding Raub Smlel
SMEAR GUARANTEE
1944,

1.46.6,350

GENERAL

Dormers
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable
ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO.

Woltmon Const. Co

u'srl'Suo

CAD...LOW
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y

I

BRADLEY
INDUSTRIES

C

,
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OUR PICINI,/

Billie,
or Kay

CAN!

397 Nee
Dale 6 onmo 8 pm

6 lop dressing
Yd Laods125.00
Big
Big a 1,1 leed.115 00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

e2

Tree Service

s

3/107S,meell

822-2508

MECHANIC

nyl 6 Coszsteerm0

It pays to advertise
with Day Wont Ads

R & M DECORATING

OLSEN TLICKPOINTIFIG

LANDSCAPING
nt 69, AN Sou. ID 62

cleanup? Bloc, r

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

7756.7e4

I. KOTTKE 8. SONS
35E1-3172

289-1088

Lauritz Jensen
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CAN DO In

Dle CI

Decorators

CL 9-0495'

RON FOSTER TV,
Oes

s,,,Nesered.
r61.5071

BACK
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Arlington Pork Towers Hotel
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,
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Automobile Agency
Car Biller
/

II

Is

/

HELPER

o.

Ws

00U" t'''' 'g: Plainer

298.2770

Eves enSM. 57 Ai,.

SCHOOL BUS
EMPLOYMENT- SERVICE

MOUNT PROSPECT
200 E. Rand Road

966.3360
sr. ew. usw., rri, FrosPeoF

A.M. ROUTES

CAREER

OPPORTUNITY

FULL OR PART TIME
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

s

RECEPTIONISTSRESERVATIONISTS
FOR AIRLINES

Coll 259-3310

C nvenient hours

:at tror'

For Appointment co
Come For Interview To

SET-UP AM

are:
P

r"'d

CALL MISS DEL at GL S -P00

Some of the Benefits of
6,ng WARD employee

eullep

=0.12m1,-.0,"
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er
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..ons
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Boy and Gir0
Front Desk

Receptionist
$460

KNOWLES ELECTRONICS

C1.66 00.

COUNTRY CLUB
RECEPTIONISTRESERVATIONIST

EXC. SALARY

y

'

Coll

n
1995 &Grow

DOCTOWS

12"Mt"

31°F°,,,LtIZIZired.

637,SZO

PLACE THEIR OWN WANT ADS FREE

ADS TO APPEAR MAY 25-26-27

253.6600

CallMr

., Reservationist

RECEPTION

$550. NO FEE

/PI

n

29,7160

oPeremliT

437-5090

6

h

0

.0880

NO TYPING

We Must

h

:6

Art. larErls6,,Ss

945 W. Dempster 965.1400

NO OBLIGATION
Jun
TP- Bring Your Acl On the Form Below To Day Publications.217SoArlington
Heights Rd.. Arlington Heights or Des Plaines Day, 777 Center ST Den Plaines.

t

MORTON GROVE

MGM.

INVITES OUR YOUNG READERS TO

PARKER PERSONNEL

Sanford Chemical Co.
0

MT. PROSPECT

EILIESHIBLI

DAY PUBLICATIONS

9358

;°

$500

1720 Algonquin

RUE CROSS

Raviclly

II

2400 E. Devon

Cerepiele Comp., Poid Urn Program which ineludon

Rondhurst Shopping Ctr.
Mount Prospect

gfAg=0,",t1crl
.

DES PLAINES

MAKERS

or COrne TO

Word

'

100% Free Positions

455,9600

Montgomery

"

439-0923

455-7450

A

ACATION PAS

EMPLOYMENT

TOOL and DIE

Call Miss Del ar

APPLY PERSONNEL

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Receive

394-5660
8101 ,,;,egva6 Niles

Your Ad

I. Any high school. junior high se houl. suede who'd tem

On

VACATIONS

teach
you
the
ropes.

vnieren mailmen wiii train
11011 nay.

soon
. wius Bane PRICY
Promming kom
*Shin. youll be
m Minuses tar es your
interest enci asnitv peens.

The

DAY

WANT

ZIT"

VIOE0 SPECIALISTS CO.

6

583-3838

Form

Below

10

MACHINE
ANALYSTS

M.rppl

MD!

0111,910

it pays
to work

70 per Iv.

at Bell.

days and o

I

Company

OW INTIM!

An inlookmer

255-1900

MORE could you Ask foei

If you make a tiny memo pad
and attach it to your camera
strop. pm will hum the means of
knowing which roll of snapshots
has which pictures and which&
nuns fulled to tom doi good. I he
gadget will remove Ohs mystery
don sometimes exists uffer you
nave had your films developed
and printed.

@ Illinois Bell

HD

coll free 656-9922,

IIIRIminmemmmommInnimminunnommind

D

As you take a piclure. m
mcma of what the picture

5. Sorry no free ads after 5 P.M. May 2Iet.

t 'PS.

''''

Number each memo according to
the numlwr of the film exposure.

OFFICIAL BOYS AND GIRLS FREE WANT AD ORDER BLANK
CAR

Also give ihe roll of film a num-

S

bar and use this number on cach

mem

tirL!in,p,t,i,nlfs,i,;t.i,piti.libils:84:,r,f:t. Wont Ad Deph. Des Publisetion..217 SA

,

Kg, 'II. . int cud until weir
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printsd. It will then bc easy tosort
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dolly useful if you take a Sot of
-

,,0$7.-.7

-..--tk..
TAL

1

G

scenic shots which sometimes are

LOI ,

..,

PARTY STUNTS 000KLIM

dotted line in Figure I. Ilif, hot,
der section will consist of blank

MothersIlf you need ne,v ideas
to enters:1ln your children's ecout
Meetings or Kohday psrlics,

attach a small pencil anti Miff the
loop over thocarnyingstrapotthc

must Non sepanite. official blank.

is.

mhgaxine, cut as shown by f he.

hole throUgh the bundle. tie a
loop of strhig through the hole,

4. Ads allot bc on the official form and mum

As many ads as desired may he submitted het gut,
ADS TAKEN BY

a

Thc memo pad is simply DOD

ceps, all folded together. Pundk a

Mc. W II L BERNET:TED.

canters tsar Figures 2 and 41.

hard to identify later.

corner of the pages of a thin

3- &Ls conlaining articles which a hmi or girl would not
nurimilly call his or her personal property will not Iv accepted. For example. ads offering furniture. appliances.
automobiles, boats, pianos, power ands. mink clothing.

SORRY NO FREE

PHONE

/TANDY CAMITSA

rection.

cir bronchi to the classified departmeni. Day Publications.
217 Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Ficighin. Order forms
arc also available:it the Adington Day Office.

Mt

Young Hobby Club
.11 y Cappy Dick

to non waraselimiion hyphens

ADS

Special

page of the pad to write a brief

especially
to help
you

you

iuldrcss and phone number which 511191 appeur in every

ad. Ads will appear us received without editing or cor

FASTENER CO.

720.11.1 aaIIIII. la Oho

mein is eligible to pince free Wini ads.

2. Ads nwy contain up to 211 words. in addition io name.

LANCELOT

35.2.25DD

yala. mechanieal and

soisiVtrieti=inois

Cook County

to

CLERICAL

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park

Young man with experience setting up progressive and single action dies and media and small
punch presses. Applicant should be able to use
precision instruments and read blue prints. Per.
monent pennon with growth potentiolfor on alert,
capable young man.

CHEMPLEX COMPANY

2:30-5 p.m.

3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON NTS., ILL.

0

ASK FOR OAR. ANDERSON arc.. BRUNNER

plus commission.

437-711110

P.M. ROUTES

for

women who wont

Wocoli,COO

DeHarn

School Bus, Inc.

FRE

wIt.e'dXs Z:u

1lVeo are Inrorested HAY

6:30-8:30 a.m.

HOUSEWIVES

$550 MONTH
OFFICE

DRIVERS
Earn ExtroCash
Paid Training

394-5660

La Salle Personnel
she now people

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
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""70'C' 717

HOLIDAY INN of

0

denser=

EvcIda De St tRoShiato OEN

,
foie
o

rdtION

Ming on avk towers

sA ;or
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FRONT DESK CLERIC

II

MACHINIST

APPLY IN

LADIES

SOCIAL SEERELAR11

La Salle Personnel

timuss

Friday, Moy 22

ACE

COLOR TV REPAIR

437.9144

966.3660

of

$700

VARIETY

dicol insuronce, paid life Insurance, paid vocation -1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for I year, 8

394-5660

COMAE

lin,

orelusive

AI

296-2770

CALL MISS DEL

Fut tirne. Must know all

Tinker:doting
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255.1030

ELECTRICIA

days. NO SP

5

.ygx0
0390

,

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Fr N.W. itsw. 669 PracloOM

439-7620

.

GENERAL

Excetent starting rate for qualified opplttont.
company benefits include: Paid health and nne-

a

JUNE GRADS

$901 ostorlunry employer 86/E

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO
100 OHO,'
Arlingion Heig56,111.
259-5010

Automotive Center

trained

,..TMAR-21,5,

TV Service

Igyre'rn'm

ATTENDANTS

YOUR CONVENIENCE

1

li In

and Franklin Park.

y

friendly
team of
want ad
girls are

ume

FREE ESTIMATES

Electrical Work

small. 259.0899

WO

rh 's d y
kids happy

ii

We hove the moo modern equipment and completely filtered on conditioned buildings. Regular
merit reviews, company cafeteria and excellent
benefits. Positions cleanable in Elk Grove Village

255-1900

,I ,...,

Monis Ci.%132soLoLci

els

2 Locations

A rewarding, leglosays

593-6934

Licensed

1800 WeNCerinal Rd.
Maim, Prospect, II.

Wm. A. Duguid Co.

s........,_

DECORATORS

Pulvericed 6 weed Dm

tsitiEusrEsEcrintof

OnALIFISIO

BRUNING

INASH ROOM

pH.* ioRiaHr

"Vi'ZIOTP5T'"'
COASPLEVE TRAINING

moo ciars. ......

and gauges to close iolerances.

Day or Nite

Our

RICH FERTILIZED RACK SOIL

SOD DEPOT

ELECTRIC

goill.eas;port,s,:ccErafts

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

TOOL and DIE REPAIR

OsN11

pa, cannon:one.

week.

Coll Go Apply

CREATIVE

5soce Enterprises
8212.5 After PAM

Ream Remodel,
Recreation Rooms

I

a`,iaenois soma,

AARON

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

wa DACTRIC1

267 3,6

. STONE

DO YOU SEW???

Cjititem,

Iv, 6 11010 ,talt 0

We seek 2 men so repair die. and build fixtures

e pacialist, where you'll

to

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Room Addition.

JANITORS

Tailoring

DECORATING

CeuCK 10ZSZIOSCAPING

Drapery Repairs

NEED MORE ROOM?

Linda,
Gladys,
Lettie,

rreD SHORTHAND.)

MOVE226555

25 -Employment Itgencles.11111men

solory or T3.24por

Daily- 7345 AM A 9:15

t'alar,l,z,`14%

,l'Oe1511011

Register A Interview Nowl
10006 Oen - Sian in June!

5 day,

437.6621

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

,11:

Woca Dale 111.601.
312 766 2096

MUMS

Dressmaking -Sewing

ols7,fF::111's'tosso

POr..Te

paid holidays per year, profit sharing.

Jan,

TO President

office work.
Free hospitalization and
life insurance. 2740 hour

MISCO-SHAWNEE

GROUND NEEDED

NOW INTERVPANING

RUSSELL

nl

3741370

729,267.

AvAisARI/ 116.01111ATOT

HOMO Of FIEF. ROOM
ADDITI,S GARAGES KIT
SHINS 6611.0,som, ORE
PIA ..S GENERAL RIP.
AOODYI0ovAsANSolls

39,3500

2D 175:Zn'Inr=4:13'4'9-0680

liUit=7,1..'.

455-3600

TROUBLE

fitiortCPFSCOL

Dawn,
Judy

,

IV I

TYPIST

a

Jia

0 MOLDING

UPPER LEVEL

WRITE OR CALL

5

Nun.

RECEPTIONIST -

STENO

211111g Wanted Women

Call For Appointment

Hellornal or res.

UN'TjEgAis

school. Modern air conditioned plant

FOREMAN

Rang Meoclows

wri

borile of Me puddle,

HOUSES RAISED

6017.40R

E TImATFS296.16311

SPRING CLEANUP

Raking, Trimming

ROOM,

Fe

Inspector

Mg Immo Pork Rd

s00.sn'T:1.0'11'1Urglieso

Dog Training

o

ON

'?"=O'ic=""

FULL BASEMENT

A?

All SHIFTS

moll. Dee bm

B. 0 EISCORATiNG

Dog Service

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696
I'res.';;AP"j"'5W6221

9

455-3600

ARMS, he

m11.64530

HE LAWNZPS'' 2,64040

eri

DECORATING

SATIMIET.SIV: WR=PI

ECHO HILL RANCH DAVE CAMP

601I SNOW 14,-,00FroENO
AND ETOR1 STY..

Work Near Horne

of machines and willing to ernbark on trotting
ond experimental tool development. He will do
trouble shooting, fixture repair cod mointenance.
Trade school graduate or o mon ovith at bast
years in rnachine trade required. Good starting
wage and excellent potential for high eornings.
Benefits include 100% tuitIon payments fOr night

o MOLDING

CORP.
1700 Hicks Road

D & 1 CONTRACTORS

MATH AND MATE

STAIRS

/31.6611er UES'Ot'eves

Machine

We will 1r01T1 0 yo ung mem with a good knowledge

MOLD MAKER

METHODE MFG.

Dorothy,
can't

. a°.I

P.

1;4

WACMJ\157

SET UP MAN

OF

0

ENAMELING SHOP

869.6989

EXPERIENCED

CONCRETE

Day Camps

PERMANENT
POSITIONS

Wk

Sheet Metal Warts

Instructions

WEDMORE RCOM777

RESTAURANT

Moor F. Siromy

43

snob

.M 71.906

DON ROTH'S

0 MOLDING

Ant"' 029-5911

Sewing Machine Repair

REASONABLE REFERENCES

ARS. NTS. DAY CARE CENTE

FACTORY

nr,roa=.all or app-ly

EXPERIMENTAL

""S

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN

HALT INSURED

rr DOM REPAIRS

DOORS. DECOUPAGE, ETC.

359-4113

Home Maintenance

Id

ROON1, ETC NALL 255 1867

some driving. Excellent
starting rate and fringe

r

i

358.7206

Building & Remodeling

ARItITS0'elnASAE2PiEC.

25O

PRODUCTS CO.

392 02 0

ARVENIER WORK

ADDOSICALVOIMARAGE

CONO/OLIAL Y DECORATORS

APASTI'A',TC/FPIT.°

^1

re

1,1=treer,u,

nt'f

FRIOF INTERIOR

esidenlialsCammerdal

eed. Cell 439,7344

ports

Secretarial Services

oho

NINON

rooics

s

RFD,. CONCRETE

SKI

of '"caLl':he
for ship

OH.

WORK. CALL 297-9635

S

CAti Kiri AFTER 61.77

ttSe'

13'/'01?laVA'Prg1F57DA. %PT5LR

Homo Improvement

96a

depart

mem or receiving,

R ROOFING

R

receiving

'1"74O ra

you...

CDSTONFLO Seoral

Dares
Buy lestally

WINKELMAN'S

s

nd

Iota paper work and

help

'5.7;!'"'
Hee Heimann

01

9 s.

PRODUCTS CO.

o mon with experience
o work in our shipping

Wood Plagues

Pointing & Decorating

ALLEN CONCRETE

Bicycles & Repairs

d

665-4412

REMODRING
CmIsn96

ROSELLE DODGE
Schaumburg

595-0478

SONS

EXPERT PLASTERING

MEYERS

BRICK 6 MASONRY

577

CEMENT WORK

KIHDSr" "'"'"355

DAN

Eckland Floor SerAce
oiled sealed

L6-1,93

EXPERT BODY WORK

GRAX

AKERS 2967690

THE L

Floor Refinishing

COMPLETE

Plastering

ALI TYPES RUBIS/WES

Fedi iixer Service

Free helm

Auto.nody Readir

L 6 repair. 665.015

E

nejOrTZL=Vorscr4OV
SPOON

FIA51 YOuRRANOTUNIE1

Clatinry

iScallrANIM

Purim. Sidevialks.S.

541-1037

COLON

o STEEL

Cement

'13'71'037 W*1:1.613

Nod

uoivEnsAL

Excellent opportunily for

Welding
WELDING AND GENERAL RESAIR

ALTERATIONS. NEPAMING

able

'

sur-

537-5800

°STIP 71'7,

CLEM

Repeat,. AI

KAY'S ANIMAL SHuLTER 2705 N

."'".` .

tt

ill

''

.r.-er.n mammy nod L,,n.

'Igl'ontnItrn
ICAS DECORATING

li 0

SECRETARY

SERVICES

General

FOLLETT CORP.

CALL MR. LUCARELLI

Pets

Repair and sharpen

Suburban Small Fag.

6

work in pleasant
roundings.

Itos a,

Wallpapering

CLERIC - TYPIST

asta-3130

AVCO FINANCIAL

$525 MO TO START

$500 MONTH

on

rL

Inslell000n 6 Sales

11

1340 Bryn Mawr

CI 5 TO.

wn Mower. - Outboards.

RUSTIC FENCING

Altera!

AM. to 3
per .hour
guaranteed. Pleasant
Mon. -Fri. I
RM. $2.51)
1

WEST GARDEN CENTER

Carpet Cleaning

PHONE 666-5885

ctittitor aCti

OR STOP IN AT

HAMMER,

Lawn Mower Repairs
Asi SEAVICE CO

BUS BOY

CUTLER -

11 ow
d/

i Twi$
RECEPTIONIST
RESERVATIONIST

or

clic

.

°

000,90 -4 0.00-.....,Iond

7°A"-gil'o

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

o ir its

Credit Investigator

do7-353S.

Lawn Care

siool 101214

'

-

Building

111051

s

Call.° 5110

conTAUtartn

GLARY WIDE OPEN. Free ivy,
7215 Yr. Tool, SP 4 8585,

CL 3-9799

BUILD NG
SUPERINTENDENT

272-5500

ir

26 Ile121Van

V111ren

PE'

c

Marv's Union 76

Arlinoton Pork %won Hotel

for 1r Karp SN/To Fks
sonoles o p pr

Llf.0,1,',1,1,f,'

,

'2',10,,Z

Doclar

HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT

'114:17."47MC'n''

SE Help 11011mIllomen

NURSES AIDES

I

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

26 Hel Wanted lbw

SECT -$140 WI(

TRAIN you To Le As Iron

255-7200 OR 296-6640
Air Conditioning

fleet 11 gems Women

lo

26 Help

MECHANIC

ARLINGTON

LOOS Fernandez

CALL

29

1

,,,,,,

WASH ROOM

Hospitalised. ond retirement
pl
. Good starling solo,.

.your community... CALL ONE NOW!

'

' VI .1

5

WAREHOUSE
MEN

lo

dressed, staciped

envelope

to

CAPPY DICK BOOKLET S.

you'll find 45 notations in Corny

P.O. Box 42877. Evergreen Park.
III. 60642.

Dick's "Birthday Party Stunts"
booklet. Tap a copy. send 50

TOMORROW: Dinxtions for

?oink in cm. plus

_Ielf-ad-

AME

AGE

PHONE NO.
-

dsidcways tossing game!

PARENTSSIGNATIME--.

ti

gr.

Page 11

WiAnrclasMc: 70, 1070

2. help Piloted Women

26 Help Meted Women

2611elp Wanted Women

16 Help Wanted Women

I

AND

RECEMONOST

irnt'orterr4

'or";k
Pe

eeS.per. VoE edbwr
Uemos..Wriarrn

We are looking for an attractive intelligent girl to

VSFARIESSE
11if PERSONAL TOUCH OF A

receive caller, operate ow ecu)) switchboard
(we will train) and assist In general office and
typing dories Pleasant conditions and modern

Boss's Right Hand
5600

yereek=
ATTENTION TEACH

Days 10AM co 5 PM or 10:30 AM to 3 PM. Monday

the. Friday. Dinner only 4:30 PM to 10 PM. We
guarantee poor lip,. Excellent salon' and r0.rs furnIshed nopmy benefits. Meals and unifom

AT 291.5475

SERVICE

437-5400

Su

'X=

r:F 0.5

o

HAIRDRESSER

l'"15°5-3670

cloth

hMITI 6 batly'll...

Goo Sole. May

Anocut

JEREMY'S

mission. Arlington Heights
A

JUNE GRADS

24.gP:P2'22,11(321"6

AlgonooT.'.

827-8101

DUNKIN DONUTS

13-14.

MPORT MOTORS

FOR TWO AT THE

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

MARRIOTT HOTEL!

THE FINEST SERVICE"

550.CL G2637

VIDDER

May 23.9 to 3

728 N Who Rd Palm., I Mk.

ROOMS OF FURNITURE

BEAUTIFUL BARGAIN BASEMENT

FOR:

LE, 15 families

SW altar 6395 259-3078

0 COUNTER GIRLS
o DONUT MEN
o PORTERS

Pay $30 per month on

QUALITY

Lend -Lease play Rental

CARS S SERVICE

applies to purchase, or
trade back for new
when you move. Ask for

23, 8 6, 1EGA

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE....

ESCAPE WEEKEND

253.94E6

.2.2

32Miscellaneous Merchandise

bicycles, 618 ea.

V

tavern bar

WE WILL PEAT ANY PRICE

LET LYNN DAVIS LEAD YOU INTO
A BRIGHT FUTURE WITH:
Excellent Salary
Promotional Opportunity

amerced ussembtos en4 eranws me medal to fla
morkwolloto openings os omem. Elmormlment

ALL OFFICE
SKILLS

$AVE

'69 ELECTRA 225

'67 SKYLARK

Glitter no Gold A deer hardtop V 11 oulemobc

2

Chicago: 346-5040

Mon - Thurs.

Ecl'054'

537.1926

reo temples dor, to
door. ME, be HI ors, Near

SeglerdA Time

ELT nO'co'll7fElaEo'llOt

67.50 Call 259-.5

HOWARD ST., DES

I33.147;"723'13°Tfo°3732:.
CY 5-71,11

Nelsen Westerberg

182Wo2s31!rr=1/
42,0124

SPACE AND SYSTEMS DRYSION

1200 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows, III.

'L'ilTE.IV2WTR2

gl,-TALs"g,dg

255.V2W2'r '2"r2'

CARPETING

sleePs 6- Telly equipped Moil

40% - 60%

The R.H. Donnelley Corp.

nny3'3_n3.

MS Olds

'at'VXPf'2VEdN"Oil "rt?
flunkurst, Whs.°.

doer Fordrop

v

ouiernsee

CAREER?

H.P. Good conditJon Owing
cc/ICI 3-5073

Ext. 594
Otroegenennel

CuiMss

2

dr.

Ton 3 TO 43,0594

Nal,==g

icible

wileal.

4

6150 437.3915

els..

'571114]

cond. 3195. Call look 6 PM 6 9
"1

1.):,
27220
,8 or 2722329

F

C

t.

diti

MAKE THE

SECRETARY

'

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

827-9919

KEYPUNCH

CENTEL
SYSTEM

ions open on our 2nd
shift for Keypunch Operators wOrh
6

ITIloolks

central telephone company of Illinois

'rpm
experience.

You will receive on ex.
<ellen, Salary plus oddiiionol compensation f or
Rae shift and full fringe
benefits. For information

iCh91R0 3-6000

UNIVERSAL OIL
PRODUCTS CO.

0Pv r,

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!

Switchboard
Receptionist

Merchandise Discount
Promotion front Within
Free bus from downtown Des Plaines
cams mon cAll

DES PLAINES

297-7652

win., 6 2 hlks

Mk P.P., ka9-4,

WOLF AND OAKTON
DES PLAINES

4 bedrms. 21/2

Personalized Employment Service
570 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines
827-5563

29,3901

1 and 2 bedmorn

Ramona Newton

"rg

9

rd 'Et2o

2'222ar2B1

424Yanted To Buy

FACTORY

CASH

LAKE IN THE HI LLS

39'4.5730

9.63S0

MOUNT PROSPECT

Timberlake Village

1111dotorcycles and Sceoters

ellegrstria totem.

019.900

6

tabby

Cute

ns.

1

'66 CHEVY

6250

h

the

Power

HARDTOP

Factory

Ot7S'EtZre'Slar C'1"r"'

=1194 otter e om

V13,

68 CUTLASS
COUPE
Automatic trans-

mission, power steering.

68 SKYLARK
COUPE

$3670

GTO

VB,

V nyl Roof.

Buckets -Console.

Automatic Transmission, Power Brakes,

Automatic Transmission, Power Steering,

$2090

$2360

67 CHEVELLE
MALIBU

67 MUSTANG

mission, PS/PEI. Blue with

Automat c Transmission, Power Steering,

White Interior

Red -Black

6 cylinder, Automatic
Transmission.

VINge
KOLE REAL ESTATE

STIMMen Needs

3413 Kitcliolf, Rolling Mead.
392-9060

LOST OUR

Cule

Need

7577,,t7142g2Tt=.41."Zt7di"

huIp7,10 find

1965 MG !SHE., like nee etc6

66

1'3%76'5222

CUTLASS

sian. Coll all. 5 pm. 259-8701.

Automatic Transmission, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Air Conditioning.

'61 CHEVY

$2290

10 WAGONS TO
CHOOSE FROM
EXAMPLE
'67 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN

money?
80-io Rent Office Space

1 .ttol al 11/L t apt 11
El ho tl isphIS 5

this
-

Your Realto'r.

Office Space Aoculable
Why drive to Me loop?'
225 N. Arl.Hts Rood
Elk GroOe Village
I block noHn of Higgrns

CALL 439.8020

Realtor
Week

2 Door Hard Top, V8,
Automatic Transmission,

MAY 17-23, 1970

A/1 30,4j:11:752 Olr:/13Se
fee cycle 650 CC. a 5.3960

1966 Che, impala. Al,

A/C,

hest off er. 2537793

It=rn "*""Peolaline

Full Power

-

9 095

Air Vine/

Roof

rr
1967 OLDS 88 CONVERTIBLE
k. o,

COMPLETE

$1990

INSURANCE AND
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Povver
Roof.

Steering,

Vinyl

66 CHEVELLE
SS 396
4 Speed, Buckets

$1270

HARDTOP
Automatic Trans
rsisqon Power Steering
Power Brakes GT Pack

V8

.9e

$1390

$1430

DIV

66 OLDSMOBILE
98 CONVERTIBLE
Power Steering Power
Brakes Power Windows

81 280

NORWOOD

toRO

cv

I)I

61150.358-7209

PET SHOP
17 N.

$1520

67 DELMONTE
COUPE

$279

66 MUSTANG

Borg° inSI

TOWN & COUNTRY

HARDTOP

$1690

All Kinds Of
puppies 510 .P

47drelurIZnyrZat:=
oark 17065 orsn. A mil

''2"53779.1.1 after ORA.

Help Us Move

little

VB,

$1670

'62 VW. Fair cond. Best offer over

LEASE

In,Ob'y'to14'2'5167157:11t

Office - Des Plaines,
oir
cond., all utilities 1 or.hect. 6175

V8, Automatic eons -

11211uturrobiles For Safe

MEMBER OF NW

Zial'iii112.4,..tSEd

67 CUTLASS
SUPREME
882.3872 aft 5'30 pm.

1967 FAIRLANE 500

$495

VI,

837.900

2 FREE KITTENS

$695

68
DELMONTE 88

68
VI,

move. Nowly

O:e.nasb.nce.Thso..

65 FORD

Full Power, Factory At

Indeed

22'2' '2'2"

$795

"98" LUXURY

$2760

$2990

$216o

:510 '12.1242212.

'66 LTD

'65 FAIRLANE

lenn Hondo Sae Gera and

ok..

Brakes,

Speed Transmission,
Bucket Seats, Vinyl Roof.
4

439 6074

frame ea quiet

Mae

$995

$3625,
69 OLDSMOBILE

Air Conditioning.

$2780

.Flualks, man'

3 BR Ono of

GAL. 500

$995

69
GTO

Trans -

Mi., Power Steering,

1956 3 wheel Harley Davideon.

196835A Shookng Stara', very
ROLLING MEADOWS

Automatic

VB,

Coupe, VB, 4 Speed,
Buckets 6 Power.

'`"

l44-M7i2ki

Z!'P'.=='"'"

opoireerre raw TV anis on
P
As ebb

'66 FORD

$1195
'64 CHEVY

69 SKYLARK
COUPE

69 OLDSMOBILE
CUTLASS

274.5300

mei. Eng. eve AKC. 11/2 ra.

Two OR older Sono lee

C2"23r5281r4T'"'

Best of fer ISM 7590 oft

44-flogs,Pets &Equipment

SOO Dogwood lane, MI. Prosp.

I, lolk, of Wheeling Pd.

fnelrNe2M"I'utrZ2ho21::y1

'12132.to131I. Ptkelrotr no.

Models Open nein 10.6

'27/;1=11Z7i=s22
HOWMIE=ROPT 6,0

WITH'

DELLINE';OTH'HOUSE

=ATS2POOL

$1595

437-9722

FOR ORIENT, RUGG

2

AIRACV411'gleal'EO

$1695

'68 FORD GAL.
500

amnion

AIR CONDITIONING

Ranawood Apartments

Senvi6Osods

5 blocks South of route 58 (Golf Road). Enter-from.Wolf-Road

1968 TEMPEST

$1595

'Irrnkts.,Iille:V2sokng

Mgr 4595237 olt. 6 PM.

m,poneled . hoses.,

Pumiture Assamblas

300 S. Wieboldt Drive Des Plaines, Ill.

$1795
CUTLASS

Full factory Equppment Including Power
Stemma, Power Brakes, Automatic Tams

Mceoryd"'2E2nO2s2 721.2
. PROSPECT AVE.

MALE

WIEBOLDT'S

BUSTERS

'67 OLDS

107 Auto Parts and Aocess.

,11-35,9
nese/ by owner.4hedrm. I 142

MOUNT PROSPECT

'.."12"27eViii1S50F247Z'40"2"0p"".

THE WORKSHOP

INFLATION

NEW 1970 "88" HOLIDAY

299-6717 of 6P61

.374oats andlearine Supplies

Timberlone

Markers 61.141*

Bookkeeper
Acc'tg. Clerk
Receptionist

oseeeeeee

64.93 so.

Day SIM.
724-6006

hoths. 2, es

way PunshOperelen
kupectars

ALL JOBS FREE TO YOU

Walt Newt:in

SII=ErT

Sted awnentleads

Keypunch Opers.
Girl Friday
Order Clerk

rock.

11O-SportsCars

FEMALE

Take the WORK out of
SHOPPING for WORK

beirlA= pipe

6,14.7507eE'prect=9.231.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Secretaries
Dictaphone Seep
Clerk Typist

rep:,, vu.

Three BR brk

Mc. Gams
awrkwrareme. sninkhre

102-Trucks,Trailem

/Golf

16 2 BR Ams - Reasonable

Our brand new Dec Plaines Distribution Center opening on June 1st has
ewellent full time openings far the following:

lirdi

-

:$'2666 :

"YOU'RE LUCK
THAN YOU THINK":':

BONUS MOTORS 29.127

or 392-0303

CARPET CLOSEOUT

NIT PROSPECT

6160

Pew

2 DR. HARDTOP

'68 FORD
GALAXIE

Bill Kelly Says

wh MI6, PLUSH $3950,0.

i[rar'o!' 'x',2n7;.'7oZ

ovisple *meg Murneem/
tottMAiTs5:59'.
DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

-sT311 I

Nem/

sTaintrw000

10710YMENT SERVICE

L"'"'

Golf All Area

tr.ki ro'oar'.47N"suna

2"grjrlr %22 !V!"

.,:hcs7=er

'166.45:56

_WITHIN1ITT76=2P

RANCHETTES

9

FEE

500

'FF

6

PO110 Co1,39-5271

pool.

BEN FRANKLIN

Many More of These
OUTSTANDING VALUES
To Choose From!!

101A0110ohiles Waited

BEReal Estate -Houses

DOROTHY SISSON, 299,2261, Ext. 211

394-5660

hdrm. oat !Mo., v.'

MT PROSPECT

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

di

E

FLEA MARKET SALE

Utilauted to Rent

"a2',233="333

1800 W. Central Rd. Mt. Prospect

IN ADDITION TO OUR E Agar MEM MOOS/. WE'

II

Cp d A/C F

EXITTONTAR

Interviewing Hours:

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
KEYPUNCH- 029-059 EXPERIENCE
PAsTE-UP - LAYOUT
COPY COMPILERS - TYPING

*Vacant

744o Rent epochal's

AT BRUNING

255-1900

'69 GALAXIE

.60

595-0250

ANTIQUES!

100000sioardliousebeeping

Doily 7:45 AM to 4:15 PM
Saturday 9 AM Ii) Noon

SECRETARIES
SECRETARY-RECEPTIONIST-ADV. DEPT.
PAYROLL CLERK

(Sub.) 024.1155

.Commercial

Sublet 1

Duplicating Machine Operator
Clerk Typist
Product Cost Accountant
Secretory
Accounts Payable Clerk
File Clerk

We have anractive posi-

e

98 -Mobile Homes

eiZesidential

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS
o Key Punch Operators
o Draftsman otTrainee

OPERATORS
4 PM MIDNIGHT

DIFFERENCE

e

BENSENVILLE -- ELMHURST

g.

Real Estate CLASSIFIED-

CLERKS

FOOD STORES

fro P SPECIAL AO
OF THE WEEK

125 W. GRAND AT YORK
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It's
cookout
ti e again

Pit Shia slows Karlsen in Mufich "Double 500!"
Malec snatches lead position!
Smoking!'

Screeching!
Skidding!
Lurching! Spurting! Our impetuous

drivers are bound to bump into all
kinds of trouble in their feverish
dash for the lead. And we have a
new leader now...Dennis Malec...
with Warren Karlsen and a pack of
hard -driving veterans

trail!

hot on the

1000 cars! Con we do it? Yes! And

we're setting the pace with deals
that will kindle a blare in the heart

of every person who yearns for the
car of his dreams at a price beyond

his wildest imagination. Pick your
favorite driver and hop aboard the
John Mufich Buick "1000 Express."

By Nora Naughton
(Dan food editor)

You won't make a better deal!

Cookout Mae is here And what better occasion to barbed. something
special than the long Mem anal Day weekend
Celebrate the start of the new outdoor season with grilled steak Its
everyone s favorite and an all American choice since It originated an the
western plains of North America Foul and meats of all varieties are
adaptable to the grill cooked flat or on skewers basted with tangy bar
tissue sauce or combined with vegetables in kabobs Whatever, barbecue
plenty for the fresh air always seems to sharpen the appetites
The element most essential to great barbecuing m the condaton of the
fire It must be started far enough in advance so that a fine gray ash has
formed on the coals when cooking begins This usually takes about 45
mumes and indicate, that cooking heat has been reached That s ample
time to toss a green salad, mix a spicy dressing and select firm plump
potatoes for grilling also

Keep on eye on Bergstrom and Clausson!
FdClausson

I

FR
OWNED

1968 BUICK

S'`

$2895

1495 link.

for NO MORE and

/495

rtSB 1895
1967 CHEVROLET

^.747,Ltnre==7;47,;

row

v'F
1968 BUICK ELECTRA

$2595

1495

$1195

'tr,lirro'cliOr =1=d= 1295 :,:w?.,15;,,E1":77172' 1295
1966 CHEVROLET

1967 BUICK

low-priced three and most of the other card
Save now and then save later on the RESALE
VALUE!

B1GCER RESALE

Ifellik TON

John

John

Opel
AND

Wednesday May 20 1970

MUFICH saoMUFICH

en RAND

394-2000

on RAND

Mt. Prospect

801 EAST RAND ROAD

Nue Is

you can win two ways. You win
in the deal to begin with and you

Opel
AND
BUICK

Alt. Prospect..... -

BUICK

its DAY

Union 76 Pure Oil gas! Meaning:

AND JOHN MUFICH REDUCES THEM MORE DURING 1000 SALE!

difactually buy a new Buick for less cash
ference than many models of the so-called

1000
Gallons of Gas!

ALL BUICK-OPEL Prices Reduced from the factory!
It's a fact! Right now during 1000 time you

FREE

1966 LESABRE

r1' /895 n'f';A'"."'::417:11:l1.1 $1495 E2,7;4zrz sir4;..,4 $1395

=UPI

unimn

1967 LESABRE

1968 VOLVO

1969 CHEVROLET

often less than any
other car with like
equipment!

/295 5;;;EZI'''iiE't"7''''e 1695

1968e.bnnhwnbbla<c.
OPEL

1969 OLDS CUTLASS

NEW LOCKS

1967 OLDSMOBILE "98"

1968 OLDSMOBILE "88"

1969 LESABRE

may win the winning gas of them
all - even if you don't buy.
Just be 18 or Over, sign up and
who knows! You'll go a long way
on

1000 gallons of this high

performance gas!

,

Nothing to buy!

union

Add a note of variety with colorful kabobs
Combine beef sirloin hp that has been cut into

tables as artichoke hearts, zucchim squash, mushrooms, carrots and onions

hearty -size cubes and marinated with such vege-

For variety, sir!oin tip kabobs
A Z Beef Kabobs

r

1

zucchini squash, cooked and shred into 4

pieces

4

WIN!

21/2 to 3 pounds beef sirloin tip, cut into 11/2 inch

cub.

r4

A Special month at Ladendorf -A special month to save!

ESCAPE WEEKEND

FOR TWO AT THE

250 New Cars in Stock!

MARRIOTT HOTEL'
altheMarrion fore One free weekend a week to be
paten away Welch our ad new week for the win
wee name ilard drawing ,11 be May 26111 Re
member you re always a winner when you buy or
Wangled' Olds 'Me Worlds largew Olskenobile
Ondonlup

1970

Nothing

1970

to Buy

Cutlass S Coupe
Stock # I I004Z

plus full factory equipment Gold with Black vinyl roof

0
1970

Combine catsup, water, lemon Juice, salt, pep
per, basil, celery seed, bay leaf and Worcestershire sauce Cook slowly 10 minutes Cool Pour
mixture over beef cubes Cover tightly and refrigerate cubes overnight
Thread a cooked whole onion, beef cube, carrot piece, beef cube, whole mushroom, zucchini

1 bay leaf, crumbled
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
4 cooked small moons
1 farge carrot, cooked and cut into 4 pieces
4 large mushrooms

slice, beef cube, artichoke heart and beef cube on
each skewer

Broil 3 inches from heat, 15 to 25 minutes,
turning occasionally, until browned on all sides

Baste cubes with marinade during cooking
Makes 4 to 6 servings

4310,

Holiday Sedan

Left

Stock # 10884Z

41his

VIP
-

Char-

coal -broiled Sirloin

au tomcnic

Steak is

hansownion whitewall tires radio anted glass remote
ounrd, libergass belled

truly

eft

an

all-American favonte

Turn the

Radio auto rate transmission power nearing power brakes

tinted gloss so conditioned whitewall om wheal coven

1/2 cup catsup
1/2 cup water
56 cup lemon Juice
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/4 teaspoon basil
1 teaspoon celery seed

Delta "88"
Gold with Clod vinyl mat or condemned

1 can (7 ounces) artichoke hearts
420 -inch metal skewers

steak often

with tongs to avoid losing that delicious meat

'3725

June

Directions and
recipe are on page 14

z

'3350

OLDSMOBILE

Burger patties with a zesty sauce

Station Wagon
Stock # 12019
Actornoscironwassion power Waco, disc brake., white
wallures wheetcovers
condikened wod doss rodio

elee . rear window tern, mirror daorseuords Aspen

so

HAMBURGERS

BARBECUE SAUCE

b

Green

1740

2 pounds ground beef
2 slices whole wheat bread
2 teaspoons salt
V) cup water

1/2 cup chopped onion

1 tablespoon vinegar
1 tablespoon brown sugar
2 tablespoons lemon Juice
1/2 cup catsup

Pour water on bread and let stand

2 to 3 minutes Mix gound beef
bread and salt Shape mixture into 6

patties about 1 inch thick Grill at a

moderate

temperature until

browned on both sides allowingfi to

1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
'h cup water
2 tablespoons chopped green pepper

Combine all ingredients

Cook,

8 minutes per side Serve topped

stirring occasionally, Bininutes

with Zesty Barbecue Sauce

Makes approximately 1 cup sauce

Right - There are al
ways "takers" for hamburgers Serve the patties with a zesty sauce,
hot buttered garden
vegetables and relishes

fi
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Club steaks
and casserolo

Broilers are at top
of the nutrition list

Clo

GRILLED BEEF CLUB STEAKS
Beef club steaks, cut l to 2 -inches thick
Salt
Pepper

need le experiment a Little to

markets as broilers, (ryes or

and electric ranges. set the
Broil the chicken until well'
temperature control at broil.:
Adjust the rack and broiler browned, 20 to 25 minutes.
pan so that the surface of the Turn, sprinkle with salt and
chicken will be 3 to 6 inch. - Pepper. and broil until the skin
from the heat in a gas broil. is brown and crisp and the

find your own best techniques.
With broilers in both gas

frying chickens.

Dr. lean Mayer, the nutrition expert, is a great advocate
Of broiled chicken, stating that
'trailed chicken is certainly

42

Allow charcoal to burn until coals are covered
with a fine gray ash. Place steaks on grill so that
a I -inch steak is 2 to 3 inches from the heat and
2 -inch steaks are 3 to 5 inches from the heat.
When one side is browned, turn, season with salt
and pepper. Finish cooking on second side and
season. Steaks cut I inch thick require approxi-

aid 6 se 9 met. from

'in,' as far as the nutritionists

re

the heat in an. electric broil.

Broiled

concerned."

gp

chicken without additional fat
Is excellent for special dicta as

PLACE chicken halves or

a three -ounce edible portion
has only 185 calorie. or 115
without skin.

mately 15 minutes total cooking time for rare

quarters skin side down on the
broiler rack. Sprinkle with salt
and pepper. Brush, if you wish,
with melted butter or oil.

HER ARE tips for broiling

and 20 minutes for medium. Steaks cut 2 inches
thick require 35 minutes for rare and 45 minutes
for medium.

because the meal is an Icon.
Legs and thigh. however.
really do not need additional

"Broiler.. Is the industry
term for It young Chicken I ki
31/2 pounds, sold in enper-

from

chicken

the

Chicken breasts usually need
to be basted with butter or all,

National

Broiler Council, the chicken

!Mat is tender when tested.
with a fork. 15 to 20 minutes.
If the chicken is cooking too

quickly. either lower the broil.
er rack so the chicken will be
farther from the heat or lower
the Imperatore. lithe chicken
is cooking too slowly. raise the
rack to make the dhicken

closer to the het or inCrease
the temperature.

Industry organimtion. The
best broiled chicken has crisp,

Steak and fries

flavorful skin and moist. tender meat.
That means that the chicken
quickly
must
be
broiled

Charcoal -Broiled
Sirloin Steak

Grilled beef club steaks are simply super, individually cut and cooked.
Serve a pineapple topped baked bean casserole and hot spiced cling peach
halves as menu partners.

Beef sirloin steak, cut 1 to 2 inches

thick
Salt
Pepper

Compare Quality, TriM And Price

I

enough to cook the meal before it dries out, yet not so hat
that the skin browns before the

meat is dons. Individual broilers very greatly, end you may

Canned Nam

Cold, Cool World

990

Recipes from a restaurant

Allow charcoal to bum until gray
in color. Place sirloin steak on grill.
Steaks cut I inch thick should be
placed 2 to 3 inches from the heat.
Steaks cut 2 inches thick should be

delicious items on its menu.
I must say I
was- over-

By Charlotte Erickson

placed 3 to 5 inches from the heat.

Have you ever eaten ate re-

When one side is browned, turn,
season and finish cooking on the
second side. Season.

inch thick require
Steaks cut
approximately 15 to 20 minutes for
rare steak and 20 to 25 minutes for
medium -done steak. Steaks cut 2
inches thick require approximately
30 to 35 minutes for rare steak and
40 to 45 minutes for medium -done
1

=rant and wished you could
have lace home some of the
mcipes? It happens to no all

pes. The remainder will appear

the time.

become favorites.

This, coupled with a request
for their Lobster Newburg rec.

ipe. prompted me to go over
and in
Katherine Howfounder of Plentywood
Farm Restaurant in Bensetvilla. This resteram always has seveml unusual and

att,

steak.

whelmed with her gencroaity
when it came to sharing reel-

lobster meat
iA cup melted butter
I tablespoon sherry
I tablespoon brandy

and sure to be a hit.

Yield:

Approximately

6

servings

One-third ea cream
2 egg yolks

seer rte

inS.P.A.

MAL DIMUGUI GAMIN NAMPO..

diamly,

SirloSteak

rinkle with Parmem

until mixture thickens. stirring

burg.

and
tt

0 Smoked

..0

""'"rt 991, ..117

ROUNQ EUMPOESIILLOIMQE

DON

$109

a Rolled Beef

Ham

Mete

OSUOIQUALIPPLIPMEMNIMBE1111.114

VARIATIONS: 11th recipe
may be prepared in advance
and poured into individual
serving dishes or shells. p-

Salt, cayenne, mated Not.
meg to taste
Cube lobster meat and saute
in butter for three minutes,
Add liquor and continue conk Mg one 'additional minute.
Combine cream and egg yolks.
mixing .well. Add to lobster
mixture. Continue cooking

DUELIQUE - MANIC

Bkg

WHOM

INSPECTED

DUSUOUR CANNED HMO ..70

and

2 pounds lobster or 2 cups

in future columns. Some of
them are unique and sum to
PLENTYWOOD FARM'S
LOBSTER NEIVITURG
A recipe for which I have
had numerous requests. Its
very simple, quick to prepare

BON Inns

3-1411 MOW. CANNED IAMB a V?
0011001M CANNED HMS 4.00

Roast
BOEIMEIPor BOWEL

cheSese

out under the broiler
the let minute to heat

hrough before serving. Garnish with parsley and serve.

Shrimp or crabmet may be
substituted for the lobster. ma

Round

combination of all throe may

Steak

be used fora Seafood Net.

salt... L.

p

EPPI MAP Ea.

DOA Chuck

Ulur Steak

Perk

mra

Chem

"".
ssinsw

ms

k Smoked'

'

o,To

2:inth
Ne

DUBUQUE

PPM SUM QUAVER POPE WINE

aro.. wins

Picnic

MOM

Cold Cuts
IP

VEAL FLORENTINE
is really a quickie.
Marvelous for entertaining as
everything is prepared ahead.

This

It should also become a favor -

AT YOUR SERVICE

to. ter

the

homemaker who

during the evening. lust slip
prepared dish under the broiler end, voila, dinner is served!

Yield Serves 6

6 veal cutlets Tama Is.
pounds)

I egg

it, cup ma

GRAND OPENING

Broad crumbs
3 toil tablespoons butter

SPECIALS GOOD

I Ift.ounrc package chop-

69c

Penner

Pinch nutmeg
2 slices Swiss cheese for
each collet

2 teaspoons Parmesan
cheese

1 I mums ian tomato mace
and veal cutlets until
tery thin. Dip in egg and milk
nnature and then into fine
bread crumbs. Let rest for 15
N 20 minutes. Saute in butter

KROUNDI"

5c

.0

A

Any time is salad Moe,. but as days grow

is teaspoon salt

plus dap

OSCAR MAYER

about five minutes on each

ode or until brown.
Ikkmove cutlets onto a largo

DER

FREE LOAF OF RYE
BREAD
ifh purchase of

Quoin in
Asst. Flavors

69 c

%gel.

crunchy rings of onion and radishes, crisp croulens and flavorful Cheddar cheese. Tossed with
a zesty dressing .1 its own, makes a hearty,
awell-balanced Main course salad, a favorite with
eThappy diners.
Fora fine dinner on a warm day,.serve western dinner salad with Italian bread sticks, melba

toast or hot rolls. For dessert, serve chilled
strawberries, melon or minted pineapple and
wafers.

er until bubbly, serve innsthately. When serving on indimdual plates
few tablespoons of panne d tomato

wee on the bottom of each
plate before adding the cutlets.
Ibis is best prepared on ovenproof plates so that each indi-

vidual plate can be put under
tit hostler for the few minutes
memory to heat them.

These luncheon meats

921 W. Rand Rd.

Fora pleasant change, add cold cuts to your
favorite tossed vegetable, Caesar, potato, bean
or macaroni salad. You will be pleased with the
results.
Combine salad oil, lemon juice, sugar, -sells,
n epperand Worcestershire sauce in a bottle with

a tight -fitting cover. Close bottle and store in
refrigerator while preparing salad.
Arrange salad greens, Onion rings, radishh
slices, cheese and cold
Is
attractively in
chilled salad bowl. lust before serving, sprinkle
croutons on salad.

Shake dressing well and drizzle over salad:
toss carefully until all ingredimM sea crated
with dressing. Makes 8 servinga
'

ROUND THE CLOCK SERVICE

Mel Maim

1

1

Jo Bellairs

1

1

Harry Kelly

12".:ti=?' 1 Rd

'Tour One -Stop Shopping Center."

Fruit Cocktail

Potato

314;

Long White

Potatoes

214

Iiialget"e7o7n7''20'
Wagner
Drinks

";.:' 34'

Radio (add more, to taste)

V44.-

A Kitchen -Tested Recipe from:

AP

WIVE Radio
Crystal Lake, Ill.

850 on your AM radio dial

36c

odess Sandaryl
Napkins

ide;Molookies

27'

28' ie'Peciletes

Catalina Dressing:33c

Ratan PSanuts611

IFoom Cups

"C:45'
27c

;

HAST DAV

70

Hamburger

:AEI 7

.y.1. 59' Buns

iics"so' lied Royals 1:. 37'
"A`Morted Toffee

34'
anoint ozy

37c

Pork &

hil

NOW ON SALE - JUNE ISSUE

tt25` Family Circle
inaad
9c ilia; iir7a"cr'''''''=. 35c Magazine

Frozen Foods

Oreege Juice

58'

Shoestring; lilZders PeanutiL769' IiifuMIMm Foil Ti 21'
Potatoes
"*"1°Rriguetst: $1"
iTdeilla Wafers
38'

Bakery Products
41.

La

Iceirea` m

nade

'°.;' 22'

raonut Cookies 'I': 28c

laeream Cones.= 44'

'-

38`

28' Li Shakers

39c

Sae
FRESH SELECTED QUAUTY

Dairy Products

rifuTter Cookies °T,':28c

liWtern Dressing1148.
29'

1110.

Picnic Supplies

Candy And Cookies

iafeii Dressing

Golden

9a Sliced

Bologna

thialigWn Dills

nr

Iiirenna Sausage': 26c

sits

Fryers

29`

lEuTireen Beans=14c

iiierikarieOu

r Mayer

Condiments

California

Chips

I': 23c

N.890

irlte1"'"m""

U.S. NO. 1 QUALITY

2i`

6: 17` im-erWauAn` wianesmelk.' 59c

Geglorn Cheese

IliwolieenielW"

Tellwewrdil

Del Monte Products

39!

88'

Drinkt7- 29'

Beans

"ii/e-'-'61"

lip
sn al:

430

ws sn s 6122 24 c'

Household Products
19'

IColfee Rich

23c

IFotido°07

26` aam Cheese

";,',;: 29'

Iiruee Juice

44' Fdp-e'rloWers.

ROW on The Cob

45a iiulie7".D.:::::"715.

lira; Halves

46c iakric.Finish

'47 51`

iPin'ach

23° iiTs; Oil

Ir. 99' 'Health & Beauty Aids

n Peas

I Whip

14c

Qiish Muffins

t:'38`

Ila. Cheesel'';35'

20c iralige""gfce
Iiiirliaye Corn
IiiirKis"iyeAwakec:.32' irOicligeese
:\

Del Monte
Catsup

".;"; 27c

U=41
&yaw

731

"Vggl:=

Ma Brown

Juicet7- 391

relishes ;;

-

34'

Ke

4 uy

um HNC curk possible Sy an UMW wane

Sat. 9 A.M.-0 P.M./Son. 10 A.M.-SP.M. IN MOUS Nampa, own SUNDAES

IBIZZags
Maelm

L"C"

STORE HOURSr Mon. - Wad. 9 A.M.-11 P.M. Thurs.-Fri. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.

Beverages

79`

to Jo & Interviews - add Bernie with News 8t,
Sports and more Music with Kelly. Stir in Josh
Brady & top it off with Old Time Radio.

Arlington 'Heights
OPEN EVERY DAY - MONDAY THROUGH SUNDAY!
9 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT!

1

Josh Brady
Bernie Carlson

Set your radio dial at 850 - blend Mal & Music

f.

Canned Foods

come
pre -sliced and packaged in vacuum-packed con-

an WITH THE BM SERVICE.

a

Steak

loss Ham

wde.rue
EIPEPgr DAY

usually

HOURS TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.
CHECK CASHING CONVENIENCE-

PH: 253-9597

LB.

vorite salad ingredients.

ENJOYABLE WEEKDAYS

1

LLLLL

I

ISend-Bene.

meats available that blend temptingly with fa-

That's us!

GROCERIES IN THE ROUND.
A NEW War TO SHOP.
GREETING CARDS AND VAMPS
MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

PPPLP.I.

cervelat, thuringer. and New England
brand sausage are but a few of the fully cooked

naiad making.

cash cutlet. Place under broil-

39 C

amount of Pro-

tein -rich cold cuts with tender salad greens,

tainers ready for cubing or cutting into strips for

w rinkle Parmesan cheese over

SKIM MILK

This salad combines a

of minach soup on another

MGA of Swiss cheese and

DAIRY BUYS FROM DEAN'S

-.-bowl. It rams high for appetite appeal
because it pleases both the eye and the taste.

THE FLAVORS of many of the cold cuts go
particularly well with salad fixin's. Bologna,

Cover each cutlet with Inc

HOMESTYLE BREAD

warmer. dinner -in -a -snarl Wads are asked for
more frequently.
Western dinner salad is a great din --

baking Sheet in a single law.
Meanwhile, combine cooked
spinach with flour, salt. pepper
and nutmeg. Place on top of
veal cutlets. (You'll have some
spinach left over; either serve
run ode dish or saw for cream
day )

2 LOAVES OF HOLSUM 20 oz.

HOSTESS FAIR
ICE CREAM

Steak

WESTM.01H. - FULLY MO OD

US.D.1,131

PE INSEPOPO

weight -watchers

I MNmpoon flour

SOMETHING
NEW,

SHOP
IN THE

ViNERs

Salad is
tempter for

md frozen spinach

PEPSI COLA
ILL

well-balanced, satisfying dinner -in -a -bowl.

very..s dinner at different times

YOU

MAY 20 -26th.

Cold cuts give this western dinner salad Its
distinctive flavor. Serve generous portions for a

We Discount Everything ,essei
AuallitCourtesx And Servicel

c

Mv maim, assent aware

Crest

ca:"78'
'°.,r

98'

iieeq-OLCiablets:',, 82'

9"

4i,1" 84'

MESE DPIED

Sanka

°: $1"

iiiP"PWY-Do

99'

iieTp;e1WideraisP $1"
ces Are Di counted Except on oierroded and Government

trolled hems.

Felf14;iCoffee '2"

IT TAKES A LOT OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO. 1

ilaperlylons

$1"

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER PARK
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BY Margatrte MorPhY

WA-R E ll 0 U

U.S.D.A. Choice Tenderay

Countess Stanislayski's scrambled eggs

V

SE [0 OU111 IE

T

Aiwa),

PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT. MAY 23

Mon. thrir Sot. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Sunday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

maintaining

mit to be

pressing concern over the tall
plume decorating his turban.
colt could topplz over,
uldn't it," I asked my hosNod, welching him serve adjacent patrons.)

that

named after a countess. sea-

AT IAST my piece de resistance arrived and I begun to
poke around in my food, look-

eggs intrigued me. a new extantalize my
tongue. plus the garnish of bacon and mushrooms. After my
sherry, this selection promised
to be an herbal teaser.

But so have Our Prices!!

withcointreau

Nubian =rving my coffee Interrupted nny self-pity by ex-

soned with fresh dill. Dill in
perience

wedges

grapefruit minus the monastic
sprinkling. Being aware of
vitamin values and liqueur inMu
trigue, I felt cheated.

[cep treated with love amid
!provide fare lit for a king, I.
!chose horn the menu those

Our food ads have been reduced

orange

turned

To celebrate my birthday I
thought a change of scenery
was in order-- a visit to a posh
restaurat on the Near North
Side of Chicago.
After a brisk walk wide 45minute wait. the brunch menu
looked rather slim.

1300 NORTHWEST HWY., PALATINE ILLINOIS
LOCATED IN ZAYRE STORE
STORE HOURS

11=

to

ing for the green guaranteed to
make it dilly. There was none.

n arriving Tome

I

searched my cookbooks for
Dilly Scrambled Eggs. but had

no succass. hey herb chart,

Fry hacOn crisp, drain On
paper towel and crumble. Pht
le one sid.
In margarine same mushrooms. Remove to paper tow-

.-.

however, promised that dill
added to egg dishes would en-

hance their flavor. Fresh dill
being out of season, I turned to
my shelf of Spice Island herbs

TUNA.
VELVETTA

OF-THE-ESEA

105 (irai"rats., 22'

alb. to.

OFLMOMIE

non

23' DOG FOOD

00..25°

LAND

BUTTER

LJES

.

CAMPBELLS

CAMPBELL,

12' Fig--

CHICKEN NOODLE

16' JELLO

TOMATO SOUP

79C

lb.

nib..

55°

_100

TOMATO JUICE TB:1's 31c
0,89' Wag.-

MILKypfnnH

.

_15'

.19° CLEANSER
ASST.
DRINKS

HI -C
TOP JOB

35'

28C

46 oz.

...... .. 2.0.43' OVEN SPRAY

air.

JOHNSON KLEAR....2.. 89' OIL

69'

0..52'

A Wpm helpiinexng of nutrition
in a tasty,
pensive main dish casserole was the idea Bun
won Mrs. Karen 'Folk the
recent

Hoot ntargarine until modsole cook gently, scraping min,

6ggp
es

and as

it

cooked on bottom

Place on warm platter and

pmhb with mushrobms add
bacon.

weed

For seeking greener pd,
toms. Our. MI rim S14.50 tip' axling tip). Mord: Miry in the

3 Mblesimom margarine
I cup fresh chopped mush moms
2 strips bacon

CHUCK STEAK

suburbs!

It's time -Plan merry,
berry social

BLEACH

49c

CLORO X

8` 1001UP

DOG FOOD

.0..24'

are at theirastiest, .asonal

gives a nutritious ml for only
27 cents!

14' TOMATO SAUCE ........100

BABY FOOD

Nomully.'a panel of food

.. 69' PORK Burr ROAST.. 0

HOT DOGS

. 79' BROILER

SMOKED BUTTS

A computer was used to select Souped Beef Supper a the Best
Sauced

Reserved condensed onion
soon
I package (3b -ounce) Pil-

a

89' SANDWICH SPREAD ....,..47°
BANQUET
ASST.

9'

tall

nibblers, provide some 110010

STEAK

Lb.

68t 49e
PERCH STEAKS

Shrimp Miniatures

4:

14'.. 99.

CAULIFLOWER

JUMBO

t,0..

SALTINES

,,b.

LAMM

2 cups fresh strawberries
W cup sugar

NORTHWEST
TRUST AND SAVINGS

BANK

29'

.

!,,,,,.,,., .... ...

...

I

0,, 1Alt t ... 1i 1 01 L 't

I,

t

We welcome

our 1,000th
Checking Account customer,
Mr. Thaddeus J. Sobolewski

,

WAREHOUSE FOODS ONLY

FOLGER'S COFFEE
WITH

2

,WHIT'
COUPON
11

LB.

TIN

19

TO A
COUPON

111 1111

Cennoalgood tarn Juno 27, MO

4"x5"

With your bee/1.1

11.00 /NE EVECOMM aMET MIMI.

KROGER "`"""'°p°"''"""*"""
urn 00.00.100..m. arraMtaM'
Vitvireinnamararnanwerne
`KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP
Jar

3 packages 13 ounces map)
softened croon cheese (I package for crust)

SAVE

EVE1,10,11
OISGOLINT

.IGE

W cop (I slick) softened
butter

I teaspoon riAli
45 teaspoon grated orange
Peel

55 cup redcurrant jelly.
Soften

one

A

A

of

package

cream cheese and blend with
butter. Add flour, mixing thoroughly. Wrap pastry in waxed,

6

paper and chill about a half
Roll

one -eighth

inch

SUNRISE FRESH PRODUCE AT KROGER

fin tins. Prick with fork. Place
on baking sheet and bake at
425 degrees for 10 minutes.

LONG WHITE
POTATOES

Cool.

A few hours before serving
Mend two packages of cream
cheese with milk and orange
peel. Using a cake decorator,

a dng of this mixture
and the inside rim of each
low heat. Glaze each strawberry with jelly; arrange on racks.

is

sandwich

Cashier Fred Wolf is shown congratulating Mr.
Sobolewski upon opening our 1,000th checking
account. As a remembrance of this occasion, he
was presented with a bond.

year when housewives want to
"spring'. from that steamy
kitchen moo the freshwir and
sunshine. An easy way to accomplish this and give the family a delicious meal is to serve
up hearty cold sandwiches.
The only accompaniment
needed is a salad, soup or vege-

table, together with ice cream
and a beverage. The kitchen

=tad to $20.000 by the Pee., DOPOSit Insurance Corporation

A towering sandwich of rye

bread, tomato, Swiss cheese,
him and nrisp lettuce

wig not the emptiest springtime stomach. And all of the
flavors are enhanced with a

tangy spread combining equal._'
American blue cheese.

-

-%

63'

a

gels

sios
L

Munn%

BABY SHAMPOO .

glories Velwale 135's

Cellfornin

Strawberries a,
Crew Onions er

Cucumbers
fled Radishes

TI

2

ORANGES
C

29

2 Lbs. II.

.

tcruts.r.ia.msetrult
.

Ira

APPLES

JUICE

79e

.

Polls

Saloom

3

C

69 TOMATO ...

FRESH SWEET CORN

remains cool as a spring breeze

match
fillings
and
breads, thus providing an inexhaustible supply of entrees.

a

87°
1

Pot

$169

ry`

t

through it all.

Ea= depositor

BABY POWDER

BAG

Sandwiches are
spring naturals
Springtime

BABY NEEDS

CI IS Sim

BABY OIL

LB.

strawberry on each tartlet.
('.hill. Makes two dozen.

Johnson ifc Johnson
dehmerde

4410

tartlet. Melt current jelly over

portions"of buttar and nippy

-X-

WALL NCO*

01 OFF. RONIIS'COUPON

I

and

ONE

FREE
TWO
CROP MEMO

'STRAWBERRY
TARTLETS

ITS THE fashion to mix

$1

I

Sale Priam geed through Saturday, May 3,1172 Copyright I 70, Th. grope Ca Re deem. lba deg to Holt goon101.2

cpon
ou End MOO

pipe

,.... 59°

t Mit I: VIVH, tit, tILtt.

STICKS

onsilaktRavounIon

Fit into tartlet pans
(about 21/2 inch) or small muf-

17c

EX. LARGE

FRESH
PICNIC

AL_i jadt1

time, and it's also the time of

LETTUCE

HIAM

cles.

pt. 29°

JENO'S PIZZA.

LIVER

WAFER
MEATS

thick. Cut in threninch cir-

59c

9` V2 IL Ya

BEEF

berrim

COUNtRYDELIGHT

CAN POP

Samos

BEEF
PATTIES

39! 891?390 31f, 69 49'?.

When glaze dries, place one

KVORON

Omnrry mat

Kreger

LUNCH
MEAT

I cup silted flow
I pint eLan fresh straw-

.53'

COOL WHIP

PORK

paper. Fold edgesof bottom
fork. Bake at 425 degrees 40 to
SO
minutes until cool, is
browned.

sugar and water, bring to a

PORK
CHOPS

GROUNDat)"

quarters of an inch wide. On a
sheet of waxed paper arrange
strips in 1006= design. Flip lattice onto berries and remove

STRAWBERRY
SUNDAE
SAUCE

Slice strawberries and mash
lightly with fork. Combine

Lb

circle into strips about thee*

meant cheese.

IA cup water
red food coloring

trash Meaty

Cut the top crust pastry

crust over the edge of the lab
tice. Press firmly with floured

boil. Simmer for five minutes,

0.19'

00,19' COFFEE RICH
r

soup. gravy mix and mums
Heat to boiling. stirring co

47'

33c

FROZEN

.

ands

Reader Perk Win Slicer Iris

of rhubarb with strawberried
sugar, flour, salt and butter.
Stir gently. Pour into crust.

hour.

WIENERS

ifigfili

golden bra n. Prepare sauce.
Serve hot with sauce.
Store; In stoat saucepan,
combine the reserved onion

lb.

98' LIVER SAUSAGE......0,.

STRAWBERRIES

combine pancake mix. eggs,

Bake a: 425 degrees for 20

57c

tb

.

Place meat in prepared casse-

M 25 minutes until mut 6

into cup and leveling off.)
In medium mixing bowl,

pie

strawberry tartlets made with

cup water
Lightly grease I or 115 quart shallow round castarole.
Brown ground beef: drain.

cake mix by lightly spooning

rhubarb

(reserve remaining soup for
511100).
Beat until smooth,
role. Pour batter evenly over

Season to taste. (Ale=ure pan-

ry

milk and two-thirds cup soup

lsbury Homestyle or Brown
Gravy Mix

49'

Mariam

DINNERS

half of the dough for bottom of
nine -inch pan, Combine slices

cream -topped cake with berries hidden inside will appeal
t everyone's sweet tooth. For

winner of the"Nutrition Award" in the ream Pifhbare Bakcsf.

.39'

PORK STEAK

Prepare =cents!. Roll out

dip and a compote of straw-

do-Hyourself creations made
with the Strawberry Sundae
Sauce. Tangy -sweet stwber-

ad. Sooner Reef SuPPer
well-balanced nutritious .dlw

XL cup milk
lye cups 110G -ounce) condensed union soup

5 tablespoons flaw
teaspoonsalt
2 tabimpoons boner
22

plump, fresh berries and tangy
berries, pineapple and coconut
that's a dieter's delight. Ice
cream sodas and sundaes are

CS

Nlix

2 cups fresh rhubarb, sliced
W one -inch nieces
2 cups sliced strawberries
IVa cups sugar

tion might have a basket of

In Other words, thh mein dish casserole contains three
of the Basic Four Food
groups, Meat Group from the
ground beef; Dairy Products
from the milk and egg. Cereal
Group from the pancake mix.

Lights Pancake and tVaMe

I package (II ounces) plectra. mix

PIE

An interesting buffet selec-

drate, but high in protein.

a

fey, drops of red food coloring.
Chill. Makes two cups.

buffet table filled wi= straw-

an couples, the boys might like
the less frilly, more filling pies.

is low in fat and carbohy-

SOUPER BEEF SUPPER
I pound ground beef
I cop Pillsbury Hungry
lack Buttermilk or Extra

strawberries are pale, add

STRAWBERRY RHUBARB

op venture: each girl brings
her own strawberry piece de
=distance. If you're planning

lb

If

be

land most economical,

9C

STRAINED

Lb. 59<

Pork Chops..66t

nook Plan it on a breezy porch
or in a leafy backyard. Set up a

berry treats. and make it

experts judge all Bake -Off mei pee. But this Nutrhion
Award. which is new this year.
was selected by the computer.
In the final screening, the
computer scored Souper Beef
Supper as the winner became

When served with a green sal-

froheat, add

Plana merry berry racial
best

CENTER CUT

stirring occasionally. Remove

right now while strawberries

one serving peenoner
Beef Supper plus ileaalad

2 eggs

BATHROOM TISSUE

By Fern Schneider

Bake,OIE

1-0

RIB ROAST

thick and creamy.

>4 teaspoon salt
Pepper to taste
In teaspoon dehydrated dill

-

ner.

GAL.

Lb.

and sides of pan. until eggs ate

oapontled milk di lured with , any water
na cu

Just

it

ME

e...1y hot. Add egg mixture

STANISLAS SEES
SCRAMBLED EGGS

S1,000 Nutrition Award in
Pillsbury's

TER

"WOW'

seasonings.

ateo

CREAMED CORN.....

Ile

'Brut eggs slightly. Add di-

COUNT}Sh

Souper suppers costs
only 27 cents per serving

6 ' 2 no

IS "

A

11111111,

luted evaporated milk, dill and

ipe:

Dubuque Roll Sausage Hat al O..

33c

iffi

BONELESS
BOSTON ROLL

el -

nod created the following rec-

Save as never before with Warehouse Prices!
CHICKN-

II

12
EARS

AI

THE HAI
Page IP,

Wednesday May 20 1970

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Why not show off

a little

when guests come to dinner
Why not show off a link the next time you
have dinner gnats and scree an elegant meal In
the continental There's no better way to establish
reputation as a fine cook and gracious hostess
and tam all. that', the aim io entertaining,
ls
It isn't at all difficult, as can he seen in these
new necipos developed in The R. T. French Co.'s

Tod 'Cachet,. With an assist from handy convenience Mods. hours of preparation tad cooking time have been pared to a manageable minSupeenav de Volaillm or Chicken Breasts in
Cream Sal
is tax`of the world, great dishes

and in this recipe. the all imp eta

sauce has

hem greatly simplified by the 0.0 of an envelope
of cation gravy mix. Incidentally. the secret of a
line sauce is nesse to buil it. but to cook over low
100 allowing the Ilavors to blend slowly.

ANOTHER plus --this recipe cars be prepared early in the day. Before serving. Teal and
add cream
As the vegetable. Puffed Potatoes would bc

perfcchMinmasoufflebutwithoottlichnii.

mine or anxiety. the dish is made with instant
mashed potato granules and emerges from the
oven light and fluffy and rho Mogi:Aden brown.

Round out the meal with fresh asparagus.
bassedtreen Salad. crusty French bread and for
dessert, fresh fruit and cheese.

SCPREMES OE VOLMILES
Winch. Breast, in Cream Same)

2 eggs, separated

I tablmpoon ErcaelA ('hives or PitodeY

I cup chicken broth

teaspoon French's White Pepper
ButOced bread crumbs, optional
Prepare potatoes according to directions on

2 tablespoons rhea,
cup thinly sliced fresh mushrooms, or I can
(Yence) mushroom slices
light cream
Brown chicken breasts in butler in large skillet:
remove. Stir contents of gravy mix envelope.
chicken broth, tomato paste, and sherry urn
drippings in skillet. Stir until well blended: heat

-

Spoon into greased Iquart souffle dish or casserole. Top with buttered bread crumbs. if desired.
Bake in 350 degree oven 35 minutes orantil
fed and brown. Makes 6 servings.

chicken is tend, Rove chicken to
Stir cream Iowauce and.heat.

lf more over chicken. Makes

possible' selection of quality products
thousands
of them at everyday -low "Miracle Prices" that are
so kind to a budget. And you also find convenient
little shops at Jewel that offer unusual sausages,
homestyle pastries, fresh -made prepared foods.
Come see for yourself how Jewel can help make
the good life better for you!

Petatoes. Fold egg whites into Potato mix...

mushrooms, cover and simmer 25 to 30 mina.

servings.

Right

--

Company

coming? Show off a
little and serve these

PUFFED rumunul
- ..-....

en Breasts in Cream

For a refreshing
note mix a shake

The Pepper Pot

CHEF

MareuiTelliusCitero. 102-03 B.G, wawa Roman statesman. orator and writer. And for that
lime in history he lived to a fairly ripe, old age..
But, heis credited with saying: "You should cat
to live; not lice to eat."
It makes you wonder whether he was as lean
Cam ins with a hungry look.. and a bounding,
vibrant job in living, or a crotchety ascetic who
could not chide seeing other, enjoy what then

nnmnn teem.Teen-alters

like a chocolate milk shake for good reason. it has
a rich flavor. it is cold and there's lots .4'11. Parenn ean approve
aril for equally good reasons: it provides ready energy and a good
portion of the milk that every teen-ager needs.
You can produce a variety of deliciritis chocolate milk shakes

12 mushroom stems
Yn teaspoon Accent
1 clove garlic
2 tablmpoons parsley
Pepper and sag

It's used like bread. But it's nothing like the soft, thick kind most
people are used to. So you
have to be clever. Understand it. Use it with imagination. It
can do things some
breads can only dream about.

Chino -Peanut Milkshake: Blend together 2 tablespoons
eream-style peanut butter and In cup of the milk. Ham in con-

It contains vitamins B
E, B, niacin and many others. All are necessary
for good health and proper digestion to keep you trim and fit.
Iron and other
minerals abound. And proteins too. All are found in RY-KING in
their natural
state. Nothing is added except a little yeast, milk andsalt. Theswret is
no secret.
Just plain, honest grain. The whole grain of the rye. Carefully selected from
harvests all over
the world. Wasa RY-KING takes only the best. In the grain business
there are standards, "Wasa
terms," that describe the highest quality rye grain available. The grain
used in RY-KING.

The fuss over getting such good rye is this. RY-KING crispbread
gets its high nutritional values from using the whole content of the grain.
The outer shell (A), bran IS), perikarp (C), the central
germ (D) and flour
kernel (E) and the aleurone layer (F). They're all there. None are
removed
during milling as they are in the flours
of most breads or snacks. So the grain
must be good, through and through.

OPEN
DAILY

PANTRY
FOOD MART

DAILYTILNIDNISE

MAY 24TH

sc.

29c

grects pepper
7/e cup Chianti

75'

COCA COG -TAB -MSG

maw vv,wv.
WAXIER.

r. 3 3

COTTAGE CHEESE

Try it. WASA RY-KING is the world's larg-

...we

est, and most experienced producer of

crispbread. People in, 46 countries

maizIttl=law

from England to Ethiopia to Ecuador

find it goes well with their favorite

-

food. And that's a lot of favorite food.

Don't forget cnsp, crunchy cornbread. Mammy.
erY.

rss

Give You A Hand!
AMERICAN

Potato Salad

TaLTASTRY SHOPS

LB

33c

LAND 0' LAKES
t

Butter

GOOD THRU MAY 30

BONDS SPECIAL

TANYA

Tan Lotion/011
REG, $1.35

20Z.

Sun Tan

TUBE

I

C

-

SPAGHETTI

.4.. 39c

DINNER

II I

EACH

't

400 W. CENTRAL RD.

EAT! $2.25

MOUNT PROSPECT.,.253-9890
OPEN DAILY- 8 A.M. al MIDNIGHT
including SUNDAYS a HOLIDAYS

1035 SO. ARL. HOTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS .. 437-9508

notion GO

Baked

tchen
ore of
Ham
ft "36:00 o
yll' a'. "aw
cP'w'
1-00.°
Hilltarm GradeAA
FgOcl

TAPIOCA

REG. 59n

Pudding

LB

1 LB PKG
REG. 90'
GOOD THRU MAY 30

HELLMANN'S

JEWEL OFFERS YOU HARDCOVER VOLUMES AT LOWER
THAN PAPER -BACK PRICES!
it the co. of howl -moor volu mes
stools. bookshelf, here's our cha ntlce
to bring como
,eudng ,,so yeer
home oat vnbelievobly low

,, sp.cia purchase -:

Jewel con aria:u you ....nom., ...inns
o atria

-

ttro
o a octi.mly
cheiel
bum,
'

l.:Orl

week - Tor. the neat loot we e:c.. f:c%

Wed Nights
5108 30p m

ALL YOU CAN

wh.r, v..

REG. $1.00

5100

?lama

This Week OnIT

Butter

2 OZ.
JAR

Twin Pops

floppy Zapp6

MODESS

rthoontios ond co

GOOD THRU MAY 23

DEAN'S -ESKIMO

Ample FREE Parking

W. ...wore dos clear to than

/

AVAILABLE

CG.

GOOD THRU MAY 23

wart aureate=

t-

Wass Ry-King: the lean, ton, healthy crispbread from Sweden.

the boil and then Ins, over the beef tolls.
Serve with small onions, boiled, small carrots.
also boied. zed steamed. buttered white turnips.

45c

WATERED

88

f

Slice the onion rather thinly. Seed ind chop
the green pepper. Peel and slim the wrens int.,
thin rounds. Pine. top of the beef roll, add the
slock.Chianti and Accent. grinds°. black pepper over all and cover securely.
Pop phis into a pre -heated moderate (350 degrem)oeen and and for ahout an hour. Turn the
rolls over. hast and bake for another 30 mine..
Remove warm.l, place them on a heated plats
ler to keep ar
after cutting cway the kitchen
threads, and put the gravy through blender process. Strain, icy. wish to remove any pulpiness
correct the sea,,oning, adding some more freshly

nut,..uss

89'

Let Jewel's Chef's Kitchen

teaspoon Accent

OSCAR MAYER

ICE CREAM

b9

ju

YOUR CHOICE

OlOCOLMECHIPS

WARM

LB

$100

needed pepper and a dash or two of sal l: if
toot.need Pour this gravy back into a pan, bring

SALERNO

With a unique, light flavor,
crispbread goes with just about anything. From snacks to
dinners. Cheeses, meats, even vegetables and broths are enhanced when served on or with RY-KING.

For any kind of bread.

OPEN

BaTTERCOOXIES
VANRIA WAFERS

C

3 norms

We carry over 3000 items for your selection

SALE DATES:
THRU

Chuck Steak

Cake

medium onion
I cup rich beef stock

.

nil Midnight

USDA CHOICE

REG.

DELIGHT
CHEESE

Put thesesidc hyside in ahakingdiskand then
atkIthc following.

serving with n peppermint stick.

First of all, it stays fresh a long time. And without added
chemical
preservatives. The people who Invented it in the fourteenth century
only
made it twice a year on special "bread days." And it lasted.

00
$1
I
RN,

Angel Food
Cake

or minced finely. Add the seasonings and mil

as bolls ends.

LB.

piNTs

STRAWBERRY
WHIPPED CREAM

Sprnd this mixture on the steak =MOM.
Roll fairly lightly and secure with kitchen string

$109

Roast LB

Jewel's Pastry Shop!

coo-/

knees minced parsley, mushroom stems and the
garlic which you hot put through a garlic presa

tainer. Add remaining milk and quick chocolate -flamed mix.
Stir to blend.
Minty Way Milkshake: Add le. teaspoon peppermint flavoring to chocolate -milk mixture in container. If desired. stir each

Ilk

SURPRISE YOUR FAMILY WITH A
DELICIOUS DESSERT FROM

was

on the thin side. le.. about half Sr inch thick.
Remove the fat and cut into rectangles about
four inches long and an inch less in width. Grind
the trimmings with the onion, celery and celery

Variations: Chocolate Mallow Milkshake: Measure quick
chocolate -flavored mix into container. Add one-third cup
marshmallow e.am. Add I tablespoon 01110 milk: blend until
smooth. Fill container with remaining milk. stirring
briskly.

nth serving with banana slices

itt+

ak

3

Straw
berries

It possible purchase a steak teal has been ma

I1/2 -

quart refrigerator container. Stir to blend. Cover and chill. Shako
well before serving. Makes four servings.

Garnish each serving with a spoonful of additiomd marshmallow
aeant.
Calypso Milkshake: Combine two mashed rife bananas with
chocolate milk mixture in container. Stir to blend. If desired. lop

ita

I huge ante

Round Steak
Ruing

CALIFORNIA - RED RIPE

3 %NILO°

Int pound round steak
3 ribs of celery pvillt have)
Generous pinch of thyme

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

BONELESS ROLLED

Cherry
Tomatoes

who keep a careful watch on calorie intake.

cop quick chocolate -Havered mix

I qua. (0 cups) milk
Combine quick chocolate-Ilavored mix and milk in to

FLAVORFUL

going to put together son. birce (beef, that is)
that areaot only tasty mond, hut kind to than

DREAMT CHOCOLATE MILK !WAKE

BASTING

LB.

C SIZE

EACH

passed -for swats dining.
A pox upon such philosophy.. blomattcrAve're

each glass.

CUT"-SELF

Lettuce

By Walt Newton

which a parent can wholo-heartedly approve. Among these is
their tam ter milk drinks. the chocolate milk shake outstanding

ono

Head

for calorie watchers

make a chocolate mallow milk shake and top each serving with a
spoonful for good measure.
Go Caribbean and create a calypso milk shake. with mashed
ripe bananas mixed into the milk and chocolate combination. Or
make a minty way milk shake, pepped up with a little peppermint
flavor added to the chocolate and it peppermint swicale slick in

This is crispbread. Ifs been around for five hundred years andls
better now than it ever was before.

Turkeys

CRISP, ICEBERG

A beef treat

elMost instantly when you start with Nestles Quik, chocolate
flavor. the popular mix for flavoring nClk, A half cup of this
powdered nrix stirred briskly into a smart of cold milk makes
generus chocolate milk shakes all :trotted.
Theo basic chocolate savor of a min shake
may be varied or
elaborated accorMng to tame. Stir in marshmallow cream to

by Wasa Ry-King

GRADE 'A' - POPULAR BRAND
5 TO 13 POUND

L

Jewel Produce Market!

TO. 'yaw

Its rens.ng to komv chat teen-ageo have ,some tasks of

The Crispbread Primer

LB.

8C

FROM YOUR

-410

of milkshakes.

Stk

ENJOY TASTES AS FRESH AS SPRING

Sauce.

"NunimMIIM

teens alike will go for
this refreshing variety

06rterhoUse
$12
Le
Rib Roast

t

Left -- Adults and

140ICF-TAILESS

S D.A.

Wi Potgl-?H``

easy and elegant Chick-

envelope (S-servIna)Prendes lashed Mush-

letter

Sirloin Steak

foods they enjoy when you're a Jewel shopper.
Each time you shop you choose from the widest

envelope, increasing salt to 34 teaspoon. Beat
egg whites until they form stiff peaks. Beat egg

until bubbly, Return chicken to skillet. Add
Paledntilplatter.
a

It's easy to serve your family all the fine

Yolks slightly. Stir yolks, chives, and peOPer into

tablespoons tomato paste

CD Save ,..asn tveryday With "Miracle Prices"

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Wakes

caselone It-ouncel French's Onion Gravy

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Make The Good Life

ad Potato granules

2 large whole chicken braists,split and boned
.1 cup butter or margarine

412)

REG. 430

//Lit:

I

3 PKGS.
OF 6

32 OZ. JAR
REG. 72'

FtHE BIG
\ PLUS

AT

JEWEL j

your formite ousbei - each
Jewel's
selection. ore designed to sell for cis
much co S6.95. You'll loon the savings'

PRI

tt

wA

Ride Cinderella trail again

Huskies upset Falcons for district title.
B3 Jim Stuart

I

A great pitching lob a dn.
mg catch in the outfield slew
good breaks

and the Haw,

Forest
Vtew. pace setting
8 2, but Just Idt the basketball
leaMs late success the spirit at

the part of his fired up Imam

Hrgmy wcmed to can the
Hildfics throut,h of lomat

fantastic dattng catch to right
Bald by Gvorgt Solomon that
ended the gunk
drannitte

mall store

[Kiska, are the champion% of

I
was

romanI

ball tournament

e

junior righthanderTerty Smith
whom Clarntcky
actually
called his fourth pitcher be

Hersey earned that title eel
terday meth a thrilling 1 I vie
tory over the host Forest View

fore Mo season ttarted but who

etch In the tourney final limn

one of the Huston

has bean

had been <Limed for almost

Smith went all the way to
the sweltoring 80 plea degree

no one thought would omit get

He spun a three hitter at ths
hard hitting Falcons
ssually
triking out five and wagons
only two but where he redly

weber and lute nom. nun

pan St Victor to the finals
much leas cop all the marble.
will advance to the Addnon
Trail Rcgtonal the. atturtoon
But there didn t seem to be
much doubt among the Hersey

tyteg run at the plate m the
lahmon

of pinch hitter Bun
ith one out

Mid Suburban

Olson A

3

0

Hy worksd ihs tint lave
mnicks took a break in rho

Cardwell rt

3

0

0

Cavallero c
Kasper 26

I

0

0

3

0
0

as

3

sesenth franc Maly gave up

3

1

MI throe hits

Bandield lb

both

Kratky If lb

2

0

0

yawn and welling two andel!
the
rum elf him wt.

Manama lb

2
0

0

0

unearned

tohnson ph

0
0

0
0

Solomon

and

f rase

in the top of the fifth shun Ed
Bansald led off with s
tround rule doubts vas won

striking out

0 Keefe p -If

Bruce ',rata) and came in

Piper

when

could. quilt

out bunt

And that was most of dB

tho hole second baseman Ken

After the thud mons

Kennepp made a fine one up

through a hell he was throx
tog e no hitter ho had to pitch

the noddle and first sacker
Slots Koch gobbled up too
throws to the dirt to get ha

A clutch tingle by Iwo Mo
rules in the sixth brow,ht en
Bill Ludwigtcn to make the
score

Ludw igssn had gone
in to run for Ftsht,
ho had

man both times

I

kratky Frew
Ab

hove ter shortstop Bruce
Frass made two nice plays to

Smith

1

0

Totals
21 I 3
2B Bansfield 3B -Koper
SB Kasper
Kracky
Sa

HERR. 1 (0)

feed to third on abet by

the

1

Maly p -lb -p

Forest Vivw fuolk mond

that Solomon camt.in and oNer
for gambled on rho catch -and
won

1

then roturnsd to pitch Me final

set.

SNIIIII WAS, nmertheleas
aulta by son, fino fielding on

to

thin ad about on tho hill how

Mum wore men on bete

could get out of all char op
itmmnittes was ns moaned
run in the fifth

It had to be a different outfit

4

Solomon If
kennepp 3b

the game

from the one that currently

W olf hater Gabtno Galindo
etntehed a hard liner to tight

r b b
0 0

tab

Galindo

come up with Galindos lee

with somoons on boo in ovary
frana But all Forest View

Player

der Am first bobbled and then
thrown aro). in thi. infield

Smith fanned rohnron but

SOLOMON WASNI

EORFSI S IFW (I)

bred 01 nil infield pop up but
when Koch s hard htt Loa. snith and playod first Faso and

error and a stolen bass put tha
person

I ISEIFR Am rt.

0

1

4

3

eddy hid nothingso be

only del's., hero for Her

time

I eagm record compared

Ifiti F

0

3
24

Totals

feat but South calmly got For
oat VILN pitch, Ryan Maly to
pop out to short

with only one out

Holding thet 3-1 margin in
to bottom of the seventh on

Smith p

long triple by Bob Kasper
brought the home fans to their

Jawed his moil was when

ballplayer, that they could de
the Job and several tames the
comment that this es a brand
new team could b. booed
from the Husker bench during

4-6

mg vrror on a 0111 htt by Fosse
put runners on first and %mond

wanted hem,

50 1HE Cinderella new of
coach Stmc Chermckv who

a

ths glove efforts was a trul)

most successful hurlers

week because of rain

owns

tnbuted tho bass ha a leadoff
smgle to left After Konnepp
went down swinging a throw

ear

mend in b)

IN flIF Faker oath a

It oar Solomon who con

Fhe most noticeable of

Moon

the Forest %flew District base

YOU CAN PLACE

mates

r

3

I

0

Fraw. es

2
2

Fishcr If

2

0

I inhugken pr If 0

I

Koch lb

0

3

I

1

I
1001
Winner -Smith Loser

I

0

I

Maly
0 Keefe

0

I

ip h rya so bb
73
052
632072

Pitcher
Smith

0
0
0

I

0

PIECHING SLMMARS

0
0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0

Morelos el
3 0
Grutsmechkr lb 1 0

Hut c

ht

h

1

Maly

0

walked and ho went to third
on m error on a ptckoff elm
Moralos then laced row.
Derma 0 Keefe s two Unlit
two our dankry
nght to
produce the important imur

The Huskies actually sconal
*tough to aan in the Moot thr,

first what they cane up with
Mo uncernsd rumen only one
hit

ifnce run

B enny first baseman Steve koseh gam high in the air to mean
errant throw at Forest View. Koch made several great stops to

1970

help the Huskies onto the district 0110 game.

0

tie

Jorgensen's math may add
physics to your golf game

A

44

1 ou may not b. Wile to toe
oR With a long straight dove
but now thanks to mediate
physics you II know why
According to Dr Theodore
ler,onsen Or of the Dower
ot Nebraska you may be
along far too muoh backs, mg

ammo writes

flexIng your wnsts
wrong
Dr torgensen

all
do

tot, the model to a computor.

%films his study of the dvnam
as of the golf cub sit mg in the

%tuna! ot Physics a publAa
own of the American Millet

changes would do to the mlam on iho ball

anon of Physto Toachsas
THIS STUDS, Dr for

So far and his study Pi only
In Its beginntng Wages Dr fin,

and

bk..7,

a':\4

0.0 5

A made in the
54001 that an understanding of

Kennopp with him on stolen base attempt Vaterday in sound

innmg of Huskies district tie ism Coming oser to back lip tho
play Is shortstop Bruce FnAe (Photos IA Jim Stuart)

By Alike Imrem

Csuk then put .himself in

deeper trouble by allowing the
runner to move to second and
third on his errant pickeff

Addison Trail nicked Elk
Grove for an unearned run.
reliefer

and

Landrum

Bob

throw. But then the Addison

made it stand up as the Trail

right-hander, who is 6-0 on the

Blazers captured the title in the

Elk Grove District

Hey kids! Start the summer right! Let a Day Want
Ad help you get a summer job or gain extra cash
by selling no longer needed or outgrown items.
Got something to trade? A Day Want Ad will find
the people fast! And best of all...your Day Want
Ad is free!

mason. settled down and re tired Scott Pruitt and Neal
Nona to get out unscathed.

baseball

tournament with a 1-0 victory
over the Grenadiers yesterday.
The loss eliminated Elk

ment and lowered its record to

9-0. Addison Trail. the leader
in the Des Moines Valley Conference. advances to its own
regional:which begins today.
Tim TRAIL Blazers used a

Chapman, ss

4

0

Dorgan, rf

3

0

0

Varrarinm lb

I

0

0

the route onrs a yield of six hits.
Elk Grove now goes back to
Mid -Suburban League play.

Deana:11k lb
Landrum. I hp

3

I

2

I

The Grenadiers host Prospect
to makeup today and still have
makeups with Wheeling. For-

Paulsen, If

I

Buffo, If

2

0
0
0
0

Kelly,c

3

Goa. p
ICriska lb

80

Robe. of

3

I

0
0

TOTALS

25

I

AR

Ristaa. 2b
Chesney. If

R

I

0
0
0

1

0.

Pruitt, rf

0

R

Nov. c

2

0

0

Adams, ph

I

Browning. cf

2

0

Chassey. ph

I

0

Wainski. lb

I

0

Boyer. ph

.

0

2I

PLAYER

0
I
6

F,LK GROVE 101

II 01

3

1

Loath, sa

3

Molten, lb

I

3

I

-

strength.

tact the ball, part of that elu-

ables and determines, hat these

lations, uncorking of the golfer's wrists should be delayed
as long as passible. Then. as

According

a

I.
IN TODAY'S

24

-

Elgi n -Larkin

Addtion

the Falcons.

t

Just Think...
There are lots of ways to
use your Free Day Want Ad
SRI don't delay!

son lead, Honk Deangelis knock down the

molt advanced when a wild [Acker throw went into
(Photo by Mike Imreml -

c'h
the
' 'vra

Illinois Range ke.eps 1st place

CSC It 1141) t no Mom for
ihno inn]ngs wiggled out of

Moans in, remained
top ol
Wont Prospect
lussdat Night raonalo WIC

Busse third
DON SNYDER captured and George
low gooss honors with a9. with 24. Louie's Barber Shop
Roland Wier knocked out e Is fourth with 22 onnikers

I eaten x ith 7 7 detotlos,
Strikini, 1 area el Mount Pros-

46-31 to cop low net kudos.

pest Count, Club.

leading point total is 28.Carter
Menlo 111 in second with 241/2

she tifth After Dave Ristau s
double left Grenadtcri on sec
and and third with two out dn.
Addison rehefer forced Chas

ney to ground out to sewed
and end the inning

Elk Groves threat

in the

boa !mural -Ike defeat Carter
George. I..
Musa fit
Busse blest Keefer's Phatme.

Range's

!Mae.'

while Licht's Painii 'and Keefur's Pharmacy are thd for the
final first division spot with 20

catkin

points apiece.

With a long double down the
left field line Chesney was
forced at third de" Mole

Refits Paints almost

6-4

and

Shdp rap Kruse s Tavero, 6-4.

washed Mount ProSiNct State

Bank winningi9 I: nod in the
final pairing of the evening.

MriuAProspect Electric Construction Yapped BuSIMBier;
mann Hardware 6-4.

t'yh rnauc'e

between

Krusds

The hlatine Amateur
Hinebey Aaddition is at work
now rcadyina for elections to
be held at its -next Meeting,
June 3. The group works with=
in the Palatine Park District to
govern youth hockey.
A slate of office. was nand-

Vice president; Bette Miller,
secretary;, and' Tom Langer.
treasurer; all for' one-year
Grow Bruce Beiner, Tony

at the last meeting with

Edward Dittrich earning the
nod for president. The rest of
the slate includes Gene Byker,

.

Schiller and Bruce Tuclinet
were nominated for two-yeer
were

THIS GROUP has Non
busy drawing up a set of t-

winning note. defeating Pat
Massey. 6.3. 6-1. Mewl!,
crowned conference chump
Rob Zinuwanck topped Elk

soph-

m d singlet. 6-I ,CAO.

Ken Siehold gave the Grotem their only point of the afternoon at third singles where
he

topped Prospect senior
Vandenbosch, 64/.

Charlie

Prospectt

number

one

doubles team of Chris Sales
and MI Muratlian linage reverted to their wi on im form of
old. as they knocked off Green
Mark Hopkins end Gave

third with a

two doubles team for 1110 past

two season. closed out their

Gfrn'uvrWi'b'ut7Tracs'i

ence chaovempion duo of Al Lewandowski and Mark Greenberg. The Knight union 1011110
out on top by a 4-6. R-3. 6-3

hnTjp:wdpi: h6Fii

ng

00,,r,gi, 5.6.

e

,

API' WON hissccond rat
`66thc day, .beating -Grove's
Mike Nlichela in the 440.

blichela -had a 51.7 to App's
51.0. Sieve Gross of Forest
View was fourth with a 55.2
It was NI ichcla M the long
jump with a 19-1
bap to

'Martar Rollo
'Faon

el the Recreation &sibling in

Bell's 19-647.

Lichter of. Grove was

commOnity Park.
Nominations for any of the
offices will be accepted at Ibis

third at 18-111/4

.

The discus went to Elgin.
but Broce-)bbkowski placed
second for the Falcons
Foulke With' a
137-10. Tom
and,
.

am.

41.C77 loam
-John Mach took the 880

1:

.

teer Wauseon committees.

Grove's Chris laNniak el see-

JIM
and Kevin
McIntosh. Prospect's number

ER

cellar with 10 points.

Mat interested wean volun,

man Ewe Collins

closed out his junior year on a

View turned the same trick in
Falcon Keith

and installation of officers will
take place at the next meeting

(;.1 and an overall

its time was a hit slow nt 1132.6,

holdBachus

meeting. '
,The -AssoCiation also asks

division. The

KNIGHT NUMIJER one

00110 be denied, however: but

a

laws, and the laws and election

first

Griffith. 6-2. 64.

Elect hockey officers..
naced

h
"":::7;:Iu;:71vr:l.0iy
1%1r111

close with a confereno:

TM Falcon 000 relay win

1

deadlock

i

singles

fourth in the disc..
The day for Forest View

division with 191/2 poin)s, '2 .points. Busse-Biermann is in
point better -than eighth place
I th place with 16 markers
Alount Prospect State Bank. and Striking Lanes is trying to
Ninth place is Me scene of a let the sunshine into the league

1 ouieN Bathe

cy

grounder to the
mound but St veScholten nip
pcd a single to right to keep the
inhing alive

Illinois

.

with 4-1 who

woadd
of

more. took second in the. high
hurdles, but had the same limo
as the winner, a 15.6. Backus
was fourth in the 880 end
Leonardo
sophomore
was

Mount Prospect Electric Tavern and Kirchoff In010
hPthihil hi
Coostruction leads Me second. once. both of which havejump

Other °Aldo, mw Kirch-

fourth was even more serum,
Chesney opened the frame

I osch s

TA USE II ER

a

did well. Archibald,
a
man, won Me Iwo -mile
run with a 10:14. Powell, anfourth ie

wins S 2 district win over Fa
Ion Alundw picked up nester
day s win with 2 15 innings
of one hit hurling

ram in do fourth and 111,-n had
to be nailed out by I andrum

(

outfield,

Prospect closes
tennis season

01011.5

and the

Elk Grave's Alike Losch slides safely into thIrd lisse as Addl

along a straight line. The pro
also uses much Ins backswing
than does the duffer. The
shonened backsw,tig gives the
pro much greater accuracy et
the expense of only a small re.
Mien,. in clabhead speed.

L01101101

Grenadier coach him Wend., wasn't exactly the best as fleshmoved Damion Arehlaa y dash man Mike Keen wets
bold, Frank Tauscher. Brian
topped in the 100 by Elgin's
Powell, Alike Bachus and
Ben App. Both recorded swift
Frank Leopard° up front the times of 11111. Howard Mock
nikionsfr
for this
w1.7foti r ih in the race with n

Caul ind rohofer I andrum
hald oil may Elk Grove scor

ball with the arms and dub

cg

ler

Thor wss all the Tool Ma
an noedod as startor Erwin
who

swept

pointed to 87 markers. Elk
Grove had 4! and Forest

both tho third baseman and tho
back up man allowing tho

1 andrum

lend Reed
\Yhca Ur. Jorgensen

Elk Grove ended its season by

third trying to cut down Dean
gas hut tho ball slappod past

threw

_

Grove and Forest View. but

'

Chanty riflod the hall into

nacho' four mows to Addi

iv

6

JORGENSEN she

D

looked at the backswing of the
golfer. He found that be runicmg the backswing considerably, the golfer gains much

Irituusular track mom from Elk

over to cover second on the
hit and run I ,ft fielder Kevin

mg

wrist action.

Underclassmen
impressive for
2d place Grens

winnnw run to score

CLASSIFIED SECTION

bead speed as does the delayed

Hollywood.

hole at short Mal loaned when
shortstop Mike I osch moved

SEE RULES AND
SPECIAL ORDER BLANK

starting the wrist action as the
swing is begun, produces only
about 75 per cent of the club -

2

loon Kolly singled through a

I

directly to the ball.

sive quality called timing. Less
proficient golfers strike the

Grena

single up the

I dor

0-0

calcu-

7Hittmg from the top," m

Wiaten-Imdmm. Loser-

,

out

4

the

speed of the clubhead is imparted

PITCHING FANIMARY
Pitcher
ip h ner so
uk

to

the wrists are flexed, the extra

Chapman.

E -Chesney.

I

Hollywood, p
TOTALS

sort of

chime, in the backswing the
Ann anglo and other van -

Cauk. 2b-RiStall. Chesney.
.

The proficient golfer doesd
hesitation with hit
wrists, uncocking them just as
the clubhead is about to con-

SCORE BY INNINGS
Addison Trail
OM 001 0-I
Elk Grove
OM 000 0-0

3

pared his data with a photograph, of the swing of Bobby
Jones using a No. 2 iron, he
found an extremely close car;
relation between the math,
ematical model and real life,

upon how strong the golfer is,
as well as how he applies his

the hall on the nose every time
became to the ohm. get Mitsui

Ono

vor

The speed, in turn, depends
The

Be torgonsen was able to make

middle

t

distance a golf ball travels de.
pends primarily on the speed
the clubhead upon impact.

I.

throwing error in one top of the

sixth to score their only run of
the game off Elk Grove's Gordy Hollwyood. Hard-hitting
Hank Dcangelis, who tagged

coped a jam in the first inning
by striking out two men with
two runne on base, he went

011 VicW and Hersey to re14OLLYWOODWAScharli- schedule.
est with the loss, but he deserved a kiwi, fete. After
ADDISON TRAIL (II
the Grenadier left -bender es- P LAYER
AB H H BI

Grove front Me state tourna-

startcd with

I

fer's sore on the links. The

Addison Trail eliminates Elk Grove

111

A

help thy golfer to increase both

the distance and the preasion

1

he achieves in his shots
By creating a mathematical
model of a golfer and by feed -

May owe ofl the Amerean
I mast Vitw a Bob Kasper takes Hersey second basemen hen

dm swing of the club should

gees. has reached two generconclusions that may help
whittle down the average gol-

Leonardo of Grove were third
and fourth.
.

high school career, wither upset win
r the Oren ' onfer-

margin.

Prospect's frosh-soph
topped the Elk Grove underelammen, 4-I. The loss leg the

Grcnd With a 7-2 NISL book
ands 14-2 mark on the season.

More
sports
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Freed captures district,
4-1; faces Hersey today
By Tom Rowe.
There wits never any doubt
m to who heldthe upper hand
in the final round of the Frcmd
baseball district yesterday afternocie. as the host Vikings

enough for Moloanik to score
after the comb was made to

out via two base raps and a
walk. The remainder of the

break the ice.

Card lining order couldn't
produce and the Redbirds had

T/IE CARDINALS stirred
little dust of their own in

a

lo settle for their one run tallied on an infield ground out.
It was Fretnd's turn to dent
lin scoreboard in the sixth
frame and this time it chalked

their riot crack at hat. placing

own on first and shod, but

finished cool 100 tournament in

Wickland pitched his way out
of the threat by whining Card
Mike Motto to close the frame
with no damage having been

fine style. thoroughly drowning the troubled Arlington
Cardinals. 4-I.
The flashy triumph earns
tit hard-hitting Vikes a berth
in the Addison Trail Regionall, which begin this evening.
Their firm encounter will be
the scrappy Honey Huskies,

safely and one walk. It was
catcher Mike Kolee's moment

of glory

ilw Vikes broke the pans

VIKING HURLER Mark
Wickland went the distance to

Player

Biel inning with a barrage of

wellogod hrlls to tally one
marker Ronk.onik turned
the first tric

2

0

Kola. 0

0

2

2
2

Totals

CARD RELIEFER Gene
Ebben; came in
try to put

field tripM

0
0

0

1

5

I

5

to
ran. Finally, a fly out
to Moffo in left ended the dinasters,. frame with no pair of

MOM THE

AT L

ritreEP2'.

The

Cardinals
cropped
their 1011e marker of the ball-

1p her h se w
Ili. 2-2 I 2 2
545 2-2 3 3 3
7
I-1 5 S 4

Arlington catcher Chuck Douches Into in vain to put the lug
on a sliding Have Ilauswirth from Frond, boil the speedy Yin
avoided the ball and scored the second run of the game. Premd

Junior league it was An Jets
over the

3

I

the Gull, 14-2 in the North

Tim Rides shot down the

3

I

I

3

0

0

3

I)

0 0

20

4

4

Wenn, 23.2. on Me slug-

Red Junior division of Ilw Arlington Heights Boys
Lengue. John Oliver was the
winning pitcher and Tom Pia-

ping of Gary BMW& George
and Dave I.ynch in
Member league game.

Only ,c 'n was played

towski drove iv three OBS with
a triple.

in the Central Major league.
the Mcts niplung the Aug., 4

Keith Morons was summaned to hit and ordered to
I, down bunt that would

What a difference day
makes. After absorbing a 10-0
shellacking that was tenni-

Notre Dame High School in

THE SOUTH, White IonIN TILE North Orange Intermediate league the Demo ior league saw the Hurdwon their opener, 3-1. behind canes whip Me Bulldogs, 74
the two -hit pitching of Mike on a home run by Chris Del.
Mertes. TO %okra had an moo. John Loiacano ems the
easy time of it. winning by runs
winning pitcher.
over the Scouts on home ru
Finally. in the South White

Niles will hold, summer pre-

Foy. If
Doubek. p

1

['radon. sse.lb

Dillon. lbelb

0

0
0

0
0

2
2

I

0

0

rated after five innings by the
III -run slaughter rule yestee

day. Maine West's Warriors
picked

themselves.

up

b
winkn
North nods only one

While Moram was a step
away from first, though, he
collided with the second baseman. who had slid over to cov.

and three runs.
The visitors: broke the score -

placed bunt that went for a
base hit.

er on

the

play. The throw

from the pitcher .sailed past the

base and mg of play, enabling

PhY.

runs to tally.

walk.

Jim EWA hinting third in
head coach Al Carstens' order,

reached base eta a free nos
from 'Vieille/. Cleanup mart
Joe Jung followed by dicing a
field foul pole to but two runners in
position with
nobody ton.
an

Warrior hurler Ken Dope
guided his second hil in a perfect day through the hole he-

twos, short and thid. driving
in Maio's:firm Iwo mm of the

oink

middle, a successful sacrifice
by Glen Levenfeld *oda single

by Tom Wean= through the

16111111111 SCORE 3.2 in

TRIER added two
moreNEW
in the

top of the fifth with
a little help from Dopp. Cow-.
boy Mickey Allweiss reached
on a force piny. stole second,
was wild pitched to third and
scored on Marty Cooper's hit

strategy

wheels

began

grinding. Cowboy match Pete

littraskle decided to bring in
reliever Dennis Rugen while
Carstens went to his bench for

M113 -SUBURBAN GOLF
CONFERENCE
MERE RESULTS

ARIJNGTON: Marmaink,
M. Heir. NB: Kuser. XI; Van
Veen. IN: CONANT: Ruck,
86:

ghemski. 90:

Onwerth, 94: Leggett.
Sch.:Mean. 44:

94:

ELK GROVE Realer. 89:
by:
HOW*. 94;
DeHaven 01: FREMD: oakNelson.
EY.

Str,,ss 85, KrernIt119:

Maixio. 90: FOREST VIEW:
Meier.

07.

Abramson.

Schmidt as: Mare On.

84:

SET: Fosselman. (5: Sutton.
52: 'Hagen. 117, Bpyell. 00:

PALATINE R. fmime. Ilk
T. Entne. '94: Baker. 97:
Long. 95,

WHEELING: Winters. OR;
NW. 84: Russ. /16: Kennedy.
96: PROSPECT: Hagg. BO:
Carson. 87: hlarchchi. NO
Summon.

89,

Schmidt.

Omning.113: (NAL 03.

g7t

7th and Nth Brides.

The program will consist of

AB R II

Whim and not a learn to

Hank Schaller led both the
low grOsSand loss net scoring

swim' program) and beginning

last week

tennis.

Twilight C.17
Lague. Schaller's gmy was a

THERE WILL

4

0

3

0

B esenhofer. lb

3

0

I

to

Ralik. If

2

0

I

2

I

I

0
0
2

2

I

2

Maloney, 3b

3

I

I

Moss, Ob

2

0

I

0

2

Lewis, ss

2

Gstorf. ph,

I

O

zorms

day mornings. The first session

25

0
0

will On from June 15 to July
10. The second session will be-

t

4
4

Cooper. e
Feldman, ss

4

Leach. cf

2

Steinberg. ph

I

Lmcnfeld, lb

2

Korron rf

2

Waxman, lb
Davis, 2b

if0

Boys may sign up as individ-

group period.

birdies. Russ Carlson and Bill
Reddy 4110 turned the trick, all

Novak &Parker

.r.1ITI.;

Don't let grass grow under
your feet, act now!

JACOBSEN
Model # 42 /08 - 42 / 24

21" Self propelled - Deluxe
model Fold down handle - 1
piece grass catcher 31/2 H.P.

4

4 cycle engine, Impulse or
Speciol price to clear spore

1

$134.95

0.
1

0

I

I

0

I

00

0H-Lra

I

Quontites

0

3

0
0

3
0

0

3

0

I

0

3

Jung;

B

0
I

20441106.

Rugen

7 3.3 B 2 5

Trcitkr,

.

Warrior third baseman 0111:0 Maloney bad to make a quick

546 4-2 B 2 5
M 0-0 I 0 2

Impulse starter model

18" Push type mower
Recoil starter,

man fur this drive down the left field Ilne. 711e hell Jul the
underside of hi, webbing, hat the umpire ruled that 1M play was

Winner-Dopp: LosertTreit-

in foal territory. (Photo by J. Alin Cook)

ter: WP-Dopp 124,

PLUGS 'N' POINTS
ECONOMICAL CAR TUNEUPS
COMPLETE PRICE rm INCLUDED

Special

priced at

8-cyl.

-1111111111

6 cyl

To You

c'htr:=1.

OF CHARCOAL
WITH EVERY ORDER

HOMO:

Man., Tom.. Them, 8 id. 8:30 to 9 pm.
Wed. 8:30 to 6 pm.

Ses.0.30te Stan.

CHM. OUP

COMMERCIAL CREDIT
FlUAX. SLAM

times those days. Don't

1

6:45

Bob Philbin

Chicago Show

5

Ea

9

9

News

26 Stars in hliwel
32 Men in Crisis

7

Olga Amigo!

9:10
20 IlmayteSase

9 Movie

tion from a natio.'

ronmental deteriora-

icstmint.

ning and depicts Isom

1:00

COM

lemmas brings about'
their deaths.

"Reven

7:40

qL3o
32 Galloping Gour-

covers an affair be-

met

tween his Mk and

Agent." Auman dishis buss and exposes

2

he

Medical Center
Rerun. Bruiser on
7

of a beating.

of the News

News

7

The Cualship of

Eddie's Father

Rerun. 'Pain."

II Yoga for Ilesith

26 A Stank View

I:30
7

Relleclions

2

Late Report

2

Med=on

9

Five nlinutes to

The Honey.

IIMOMMS

Sommer, Robert

1:55

Mae

Teresa

Mery Grigin

2

Grams appear with
host Des0Connor.

2:00

Show

Tonight Shaw

5
7

JohnnyCash

7

Joan

9 News

Mask Hall
Liberec,
Eike
and

boss' gold -

smuggling
racket.
Douglas
Kennedy.

a young boy's body
convince On. Gannon that his patient
has been the victim

Morse

7:00

1230

12.0

Perry Mason
11 Wmid Poem

out on a prom eve-

n.ment's

Midnight Report

examinesnvi-

hit-and.run driver.
32 The Last Enna
Documentary follows young couple

5

Famous Writers

GEMINI (May 22- Jun

MOW

Dick Canto

Show

21411

Live By

at

tempt to think creatively until you know you're ready.

EEK & MEEK

CANCER (June 22 - July
231: The basic self-assurance
you lack should suddenly as-

MORTY MEEKLE

sert itself in Your 'mum. You
should find yourself moving
amid quickly.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 230 A

DO SOH KNOW 71-.T DDPSARE

YOU'RE INOT GOING TO SOLVE 101012

AMONG THE CRONE CARRIERS

PROBLEMS EP/
TURNING'SOOR BACK CN THEW

OF SANGER:Vie GERMS?

mornin g of derssion mint
not be allowed toespoil an af-

ternoon which promise. Pi.s
for the Bo who tackles a major problem.
VIRGO (Aug.

230 Settle down to single
galtl and you should find Yourself moving ahead at a steady
and Satisfying pace.
LI BRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 230

Creativity makes this a day
worth remembering for Libra.
Allow those near and dear to
yell to make whatever sugges-

toward loved ones makes all
difference today. Don't
look a gift horse in the mouth.
AQUARIUS Dan. 21 Feb.
the

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER
5W -goo) 0,

ACROSS

---7

,

PE II

I

8

RBR'

'

Vellir. VI

\I.mid '

etrWIMI al
Q.

t

.1Moy -so
with the

2 Hematite, for
example
3 Flowers

MsY (Joyce)

4 Makes

1

off Ireland

13 Single point
at cards
14 Czech river

.

15 Slave
16 Chinese
bamboos

.

18 Danish coin
20 Cognizant
21 Packaged

CAPTAIN EASY

23 Eggs

24 Hindu coin

LE SEVERAL 6111.55 PAC

25 Pieces of

chalk

DOVE RIE

29 German

extinct ox
30 Select as

inferior

A\/\1a845/71;:.0

..sigh.

Greek8 Greek

theaters
10 Swerve
11 Gaelic
17 Of warships
19 Poem

21 Inhuman
22 Invis Ale
emanations

25 Young hears
26 Man from

spea e)
37 Nepalese

Willamette
Valley

mountam

40 Cordage fiber
27 Radioactive
41 Oriental nurse
element
42 Girl's name
28 Extends over 43 Malt brews
30 Geometric
44 Man from
figure
Riga
33 Not tight
46 Strong alkali
34 Light winds
48 Chemical
36 "As full of

suffix

- as the

(var.)

49 Pheasant

month of

37 Gaseous

CAMPUS CLATTER

author
39 Spanish

laborers
40 Foundation
43 Stranger
4.5 Sour cherry

alms TIME PRESIDENT ONO
HAS HIT ON THE COUNTERDEMONSMATiON

(hort,)

®nn

I

47 City of God
(Bib.)
50 Hindu robe
51 Further

lies
glen
istle

hell

.7 Affirmative
8 Sawmill

brood (dial.)

projection

shn
Alighne
nei gh
sleigh

SEI1E1W1
May' (Shak -

34 Greek letter
35 Instructions

line
lien

nigh
hinge

2101.0

(Wordsworth) 23 Shield bearing

33 Rounded

element
38 American

single
sine
sling
sing
sign

HMV WM-

31Tear
32 Auricle

trying.

SHINGLE

COW SEM
molv,

independent
5 ',Anytime and
the cheerful

12 Group of isles

4/41;411, ' ' tag
lkIXIt
-`27 I iiI i a I LININI It

Y

1 Dance Step

I gave In

dm on another without half

Answers to
Hideaword

DOWN

1May-,

31/4(E vfq

I

Answer to Previous Pun.

May in Fun, Poetry

troubles

singe

u

7
3

&emblems.' e

26 Famous Artisin

211: Your undoubted artisti
taknt may Ice in for frustratim,

make the intertwine
(oday. you de -

LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

5

Ion
Part

Com

GoniteePhe.

6:55

stand you in better stead than
learned on at this time. De
prod on your native traits.

SELF STARTING - SELF PROPELLED

JACOBSON AIRENS TORO

II 'Mists the Life

&Infos Priming:

32

TAURUS lApril 21 - Mu
210 Inherited characteristics

ARIES (March 22 , April

Charles B. Gray

s
Day. Jeffrey
Hunter, France Nu -

They Care Far a Na-

20 TV College

Sports

10): A tittle knowledge goes
very long way
You am

SERVICE

may fulfill her last
7

ranch country of the
Caribou.

26

FOR THURSDAY

7.

7

CsOrTIN, UP

for a while.
Those el one near and dear to
you can use the application of
your analytical mind.

Complete Saler & Service of

595-9085

8

CHOOSE FROM 8 MODELS INCLUDING

"We Come
FREE BAG

Horoscope

915

Own

"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BETTER SERVICE"
110 E. Rand Rd. (next la the Holiday Inn) Ms. Prospect CL 3.2831

the past two years: The other

10k

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
211, Take your mind Off Yom

RECORD

6k $1 84°

11

rial support may be impossible
at the moment.

Get it over with!

him to stay so that he

Troy. Borneo andJuhet and Cupid.

Vance.. and the

News, Weather,
Spa.

BUGS BUNNY

Your

11

toward another may he the
Itest you have to utkr. Mate-

84 95

RIDERS WITH LAWN ACCESSORIES

$1976

'1

191: The compassion you show

Get a Jacobsen and

in 'that capacity for

against Viprated small college
San Diego State.

Fold down

SAVE $5.00

Heights. has been chosen co-

THE HUSKIES lake to the
field for the fist tint Sept. 12

-

handle 4 cycle 3 H.P. engine

H.bomb tothiscoum
In,
blow up Los
Angeles
on Christ -

wish.

ish Columbia with
stops at Victoria.

44 Condemns

Jan, 2111: The attitude you take

WE'RE PROUD
OF OUR

lows and meets an
old lady who asks

views" with Adam
and Eve. Helen of

and

A film visit to Brit-

vent an organization
from bringing the

in

MOO

spread yourselt too thin today.
Now is the time for Sagittarius
to
on a single aim.
CAPRICORN (Dee. 23 -

'1,:".7,11,17=7.""

Lands

Seas

SORRY TO HEAR MAT.
[ZSIE..) 14AVENT SEEN
HER BUT I SORE WILL LET

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23
Do.
Take earn not to

Sac

ip r.se h sv SO

Dopp

32 Of

future holds a pomise.

!miss, Wexnam:

Pilchrr

"Virginia...
26 Today's Raving

when you need it the most. The

3

PITCHING SUMMARY

ney,1JSA

tions they will.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Encourage mother to his
best work and Yyou should kid
floor returned in kind

0

Oopp. Levenfeld; SB Al

For further informatior
and ruder farms contact th,
Des Plaines Park District at

duce captains am Phil Sauk is.
Mike Salina and lack LaLonde.

SPECIAL!

0

0
0

1

Oh-Allweiss.

If enough learns ete. a

Huskies

C.B.G.

ANOTHER

TT'4C(

Freshmen - Sophomore 1.0a.
gun and a Junior - Senior
league will be formed.

Dan is one of four captains.
Iwo play offense and Iwo play
defense. DeVito is a defensive
halfback and started for the

Jensen & Sons

Kunkel Realties
Allen's Men's Store

0
00

0
b

3

Treitkr. p

pieta learns may enter the pm gram. 'The league will be made

lmpiaUnovety
she football Hans

Schaller

half of the evning's

Don't Watch

1 1 Wonderful Jour-

TEAM STANDINGS

scored

0

49

NO, 131/1 HE HAS I-17 ME

You

PRETTY MARS A FEW -1151E5.

YOU KNOW IF 1 DO!

Team 9
Team 3
Kre-Kan Patterns
Team 8
MP State Bank

'Inter-

Bronson
a ghost

arrives

femion." The dilemma of a leen-age

let Will Get Ton if

FIND HER!

of the birds on the I lth hole.

Students may sign up for
any two activities with the

AB R II RI

PIAVEM
Allweisa If

uals and join a team or corn -

Northern Il-

KRUSE AND

August 7.

2

0
0

IIER!

WE CAN'T

special

f ea to re s

"Painful

Rerun. "The Wik

MIEllT HAVE SEEN

THE WATER, HERMAN...

Niles (965-2000.),

North also had a had in the
low gross pie with a 49, tying
with Art Kruse for second.

11'0

00

WENT OVER THE RAIL 11410
FORCM

YOU

"Dimension 5." A
counter -intelligence
agency fights to pre-

Bronson

Lore
Comedy

Professor

T1401161 -1T MAYBE ICU

Llama

43 and he netted a 33 to tie Team
with Bruce North for that Ian- Teddy Boosters

0

1

I DO

Nmen and the

A 1OUNG LADY IN A CAR

High
School. 7655 Dempster R. in

Northwest

the

NEW TRIER WEST (3)

hdule al Rand Park on the r

n

Notre

recoil starter

trict is presently organising a
summer high school 16 -inch
softball league. The league will
xplay
ogiflar round robin

One of Wheeling High
Schools
football products.
Dan DeVilo of Arlington

two

be

in

YMCA's

groups each lasting for four
weeks Monday through Fri-

Itl

Keehn. rf

HI, DOBIE..
WHAT

.

swimming (cone

basketball.

Casey.

zen Bell:*

Schall leads golf

girls who have completed the

0

The Do Plaines Park. Dis-

Dan DeVito
voted NIU
co -captain

education

and recreation for boys and

Hunselmann. ph, 2b

plans 16"
prep loop

lighted softball diamond on
monds evenings beginning
June 15.

physical

in

grant

information regusting fees and applications
eon be obtained from William
Complete

and

Jones

120/0

Movie

2

Then Came
Rerun

-

38
1

52 Not difficult

45

53 Thing
mentioned
54 Superlative

to

Suffix
55 Cut
A

'

News rhol

32

hMonaimt PleAnY
in a hiurre coed

meet

Wayne angers
ter Take a Lank at

Kenn,. 'The Bra.

MARK TRAIL

MAINE WEST NJ

Moran, ph. c
Blazon, c

Park unit

forth° 1970 season.

GLENDARD NORTH: C.
Mirk. SE S. Shirk. 95: Hhy.
1112: Froehlich,
102: HER-

replay Niles Wen as a result of
winning a protest decision.

PIAVER

Ado rflo n prong because he

711.

however. and still relish, in me thick of the race.
They tannin Maine South on
Friday end are scheduled to

George

11:35

hciinso pits a beach-

7

Tammy Wynette.
5 The Virshdans

1910

Rerun. A spoiled

criters."

clude Charley Pride.

Paul Harvey

Hawaii Five -011

2

oaring for Elly Mays

FOR ONE OF YOUR JOKES?

11:30

32

Comments

veter.
issarianwho has been

Ream Guests in-

May 20.

physical.0.5.,_.-.,,,....

gin on July 13 and run until

casion

up of freshmen through sent
km of the school year 1060

favor of sisiting New Trier.

up a run-suoring single
to Brian Feldman.

The Warriors rose to she oc-

box.

AT THAT POINT. Burn -

MikeAl akvey

reach. moving Dopp to se,

to right. Dopy
pitched
ard Leach's base hit up the. Cooper to second anti then

Jung. of

fumnoon.

followed
with a broken bat blooper just
twit of the third baseman's

gv

D. duel to the fourth on How-

both the tying and winnings

double joss inside the right

the

thwancd.
Dopp toog admntage of the

four -run explosion hy roiling
the bort of theCowboy lineup
ea
in order in Mc seventh. In the
innings. though. New
Trier cmnbed the Warrior
righthander for eight safetio

their final two games to
gain at least h share or

MAINE AP1'EARS:1) to he
heading fur another shutout
Imo when it nine to hat in the
hal or dm sixth. hut suddenly
the lumber exploded. rocking
CiStvhoy starter Stun Traitler
tor three straight hits and a

should be waved aerom, hat he

the umpire and should be

and

dished oin a Hie -inning 4.3
triumph over New Trier Wmt.
The conference victory kept
Ow Warriors' fide hopes alive.
although Icaguelending Glen-

didn't think that hoM runners

1425

20 TV College
Biology.

hglies

600
2 HeeMow

Wednesday,

Notre Dame planning summer
education program

Mark Scbranz added a triple.

wen arguing n judment call by

push both runners into scoring
position. The little receiver
came through with a well-

Jomanek had ovo doubles.

league game,

0

PIU R TS

Stump had a triple and a
homer for the Jets and Mike

Geyer. ss-313
2

and

Remo The Clam

52,1 A 111Th T4E dati,

Per.

II Interface

neVed,

pe11.5

MIT

111.3.

a home run for the win ners und

Warrior turnabout nets 4-3 win
pinch-hitting strength.

Wrens.

Elsbag. 2b -p

I

Pan-

Orrono
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in

Cause...Classic story
of preconditioned
juvenile delinquency...antes Dean. Natalie Wood, Sal Min.

Roo
2

II IMlian

eventually won the bollgame, 41, In awn
(Photo by Tom Rowel

Tammy

32 Mon In aSnitente

26 Lode Carlos Ur Es

20 TV College

Si -15 THE KING EVER GIVEN

ry. Pete Janda got the win.

.

6:10

26 Quiz

by Don SleyerSi. Dave Har.

I

32 Big Valley

"Morality

6025

The Bulls picked up seven
runs in the fifth inning to hem

0

nie, Jill St. John.
The
Conservative Viewpoint

7,3O

I

4

it News
weave

Moyle
"Rebel Without a

9

Roy Charles. Nell

II

6:15

I

0
0

by prehistoric mousters. Michael Ren-

.

in 14-2 bombardment

1

Diamond,
Wynettc.

MHAT

EM/

OEAST

Rerun. Gumts are

"Lost
World."
Expedition' Revels
into remote territory
hopefully inhabited
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VISIT YOUR FRIENDLY KARE FAMILY CENTER
CONVIENIENTLY LOCATED AT:

BANK CARDS

430 N. ADDISON RD. AT IRVING

WELCOME HERE

PARK RD. ADDISON

\

901 W. DUNDEE RD. AT RTE 83,
WHEELING

.1010 S. ELMHURST RD. AT GOLF RD., MT PROSPECT

ik

I

r
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Tussy Annual

PRESCRIPTIONS AREA
OUR BUSINESS

NOT ALL ITEMS IN ALL STORES DUE TO SPACE UMITATIONS.

HEALTH .81/ BEAUTY. AIDS

1/2 Price Sale

CREME RINSE -15c OFF LABEL

ITh

healer
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soothe* Ancf.73
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Wee! Skin
or your money bock.
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1.35
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VALCroz.

ONCE -A -YEAR SALE

LIMITED TIME ONLY

--

CD/
TUSSY ROLL ON CREAM OR
Reg.

$1.00
Stick
Deodorant

You Save
SOc

70's

(.0,)1111111 w

Tussi

VC.

JOHNSON & JOHNSON SHEER ECON.

COttlwa

If

8 -oz.

Skin Formula
Bond -Aid
98c
Strips VALUE

10

geftntan+tinten

EXTRA DRY SKIN
FORMULA'

SPIAv-0N

VA1.3LU5E

der en's

BA rtp,-Alpi

sheer
strips

11

TUSSY REGULAR

kg

Reg.

Spray

$1.50
You Save

Deodorant .7:c.
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Shati$1,,
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Vox

wIthoul aspirin
pain reliefI:1 me r.n
11
irx, Intl

sale last
COMPARE TO COLGATE

COMPARE TO CREST

Kure
Toothpaste

COMPARE TO MAALOX-81.19 SIZ

Kare

Kare

Flouride

Maaloxral

63/4 -oz.

Tube L.

OMPARE WITH ALLEREST-$1.16 SIZE

COMPARE WITH COPPERTONE

EXTRA RICH -CASTILE -EGG

Suntan
Lotion

Patty Lynn

$1 .99 SIZE

Reg. 49c -Save 78c

Allergy
Tablets

798

SAFE FAST PAIN RELIEF WITHOUT
ASPIRIN -

Tylenol
Tablets

Shampoo

KARE

Tube

12 -oz.

48's

1A
ASST. STYLES, SIZES,

8 -oz.
16 -oz.

Size

Jar

COLORS -CHILD AND ADULT

RELIEVES SINUS PAIN AND CONGESTION

laytex
wi
ups

rS

Sinutabs
12's
Reg.

$1.25

To

MULTICOLOR 6x15 WEB, 72 -INCH LENGTH
REVERSIBLE VINYL FLORAL COVER

You Save
26c

j

12 Exposure Roll of Koducolor
Film Printed & Developed with
Our Bonus Photo Processing
Plus You Get $2.00 Worth of
Extra Color Prints Free.

e
aise
ounge

'11

IL 98c VALUE

12 EXPOSURE-REG 99c, SAVE 1 lc

STRUCTO 24" FAMILY SIZE
WITH MOTORIZED SPIT AND BIG WIND WHEEL

V"11)
rAMO

Bar-B-Que
Hooded GrillY=
Reg

Kod Kohn X

Kodak .CX 126

Color Film

L._

/CHILDREN'S SIZES 1 TO 6 ELASTIC LEG AND WAIST, PRINTS,
PASTELS, WASHABLE COTTON FABRIC

79c VALUE -ASST. FABRICS -COLORS, SOLIDS,
PRINTS, SIZES 3 TO 6% BOYS & GIRIS-REG 47c -SAVE 9c

Romper Sun Suit
MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE 65% POLYESTER -35% COTTON -2 POCKETS
IN LATEST FASHION COLORS, BLUE, GOLD, GREEN, WHITE

Dress Shirt

$1 67

SOLID STATE AM PORTABLE

(masonic
Radio

ONE PIECE -IN ASSTD. COLORS
REG. 51.27 -SAVE 28c

4.3.3 WEBBING TO DELIGHT
THE SMALL ONE -KIDDIE

$297

Lawn Chair
TEARDROP CITRONELLA CANDLE WITH
NETTING -DRIVES OFF INSECTS

Children's
Boxer Shorts

'

Patio Candles
LADIES 6 FASHION STYLES LOADED WITH HARDWARE

u Girls

_Swim Suits

It

Bernanado Sandler

4.11*-111rei4VIWOrel.177"1/411r

YOU GO. SMART
CAMERA STYUNG
EAR PHONE FOR
PRIVATE USTENING.

Ladies'
Blouse .. . ....
FANCY -77% COTTON -23% POLYESTER.
ASSTD. CHECKS AND PLAIDS. REG. $2.97 -SAVE 40c

I

(irkelkdr"g
/A
AVAIANOVAILWAsir
/11A\AOIEL .42101111111011.

TRAVELS WHEREVER

IN SPRING & SUMMER FASHIONS. ASSTD.
COLORS AND PRINTS. REG. 97c -SAVE 30c

Men's
Walkin Shorts

MODEL R-1077

..

Pro5pett ;Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low middle
60s. Tomorrow: Sunny,
high around 90.

Telephone

255-4400
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Plan Dist. 59 'teach -out' Wednesday

eachers to close soi-L

By Jan Bone

The School Dist. 59 Teachers Council, busy with salary
negotiations, voted yesterday
to close all 20 schools at I p.m.

next Wednesday and stage a
community -wide "teach -out --

in order to "educate parents
about class size if the school
board does not come up with
decent, intelligent proposals
by Monday."

"If Wednesday's teach -out
doesn't get results," said Mrs.
Toni Schmidt, public relations
chairman of the Teachers
Council, "we'll close school at
I p.m. Thursday and have another teach -out. If that doesn't
work, we'll have an all -day
teach -out Friday, with schools
closed."

But Acting Supt. Albcon
'Waltman said that board and
administration

negotiators

to meet with Teachers Council
representatives before Mon-

the threatened teach -out,
Waltman said, "The Teachers
Council will have to make its

day. Waltman told The Day

own

would be "perfectly willing"

that a salary negotiation meet-

ing originally scheduled for
Friday had been postponed till
Monday, at his request.
"HoWever, said Waltman, "if

it means that much to them,
we'll try to work out a way to
meet sooner."
ASKED FOR HIS reaction

to

decision as to what
they're going to do."
Mrs. Schmidt
described
salary negotiations, which

have been in progress for over

three months, as going at a
snail's pace.
"They've

published

class

House 'requests' university
leaders report on disorders
By Richard Crabb
(from Springfield)

on Monday to report
on why these troubles are
field

The Illinois House, deeply
concerned with the violence
and destruction on the cam-

puses of state universities,
yesterday requested that uni-

versity presidents, university
board leaders and student

campus leaders be in Springno"..):K.V.,,Ve:ell Ale

taking place.

Harper Junior College and
other junion colleges are not

included in the Monday report.

On Tuesday, 15 legislators,
including Rep. Regner (R Mount Prospect) and Rep.

/.441.7.4-:e.-7.7:7*.*:.:::',14;f49:76=:74:Zk::::::;:;:;:;:;:::;:;kit;

How they voted
On the toned -down substitute resolution in which the III.
"House merely "requested" that state university presidents
appear in Springfield before the Legislature on Monday,
Northwest suburban members voted as follows:

Third District - Schlickman (R-Arl. tits.), Yes; Chapman
(D-Arl. Hts.), No; Regner (R -Mt. Prospect), Yes.
Fourth District - Juckett (R -Park Ridge), Yes; Warman
(D -Skokie), No; Simmons (R -Skokie), Yes.
. .

' AZ-ZsZRZ-M7.67.07.4:;:::;ge:;:;c;:;:;:;:;gM

Juckett (R -Park Ridge), sponsored a resolution which "demanded" that university presi-

Champaign are caught in a
very difficult situation. Their

size ratios as 29 to I," she said-

-29 students to one teacher.

But this is a staffing ratio. In
reality, our class sizes next
year will run between 35 and
40 students per teacher, if not

"BECAUSE OF the new
staffing ratio, our buildings
will not be able to replace all
teachers that leave --our normal turnover.
"The board has not given us
a
reasonable offer," Mrs.
Schmidt continued. "We have
not even received a cost -of -liv-

ing raise."
"The Teachers

Council

held a mass meeting yesterday," she said, "and voted to
demand a meeting on negotiations no later than Monday."
DISTRICT 59 has about

502 teachers. Of these, ap-

for it.
Yesterday the Committee

town disorders, but requesting
that university presidents

proximately 465 are members
of the Teachers Council.
Waltman was asked about
Mrs. Schmidt's statements on,
class size and salary negotiations."Those are her statements," he said. ''She should
account for them."
District 59 schools are Low
in Arlington Heights; Jay,
Frost, Dempster, Forest View

on Higher Education, fearing
that the resolution would offend, asked the House to ap-

come to meet the House is a
confrontation and I don't see
how this will help us."
Rep. Chapman said she did

Mount Prospect; Devonshire,
Einstein, High Ridge Knolls,
and Brentwood in Des Plaines;

dents come to Springfield to
appear before the legislators.
REP. SCHLICKMAN, Rep.
Chapman and Rep. War-

man voted against the resolution while Reps. Regner,
Juckett and Simmons voted

prove a softened version in
which

the

House

merely

"requests" that campus leaders meet with the legislators.
Rep. Schlickman, one of

five Republicras, who voted
against the original resolution

Tuesday, told The Day "Our
legislators

from

university

towns such as De Kalb and

constituents are suffering
needless property damage and
some are demanding the right
to arm themselves and defend

their property against rampaging students.
1

think we need an

in-

vestigation of these campus

not see how anything could be
accomplished by ordering the
presidents of state universities
to come to the Legislature.
Members of the House wish
to check out campus disorders
on Monday before giving final
approval to the higher education budgets for 1970-71 later
in the week.

0, 3

more.

-s

A

Elementary, and Holmes in

and Cook,
Grove, Salt

Lively,
Creek,

Byrd,

Grant

Wood, Clearmont, Hopkins,
Rupley and Ridge in Elk
Grove Village.

Gripe
Of The
Day

$129 tape
player stolen
A tape player valued at $129
was stolen Tuesday night from

an auto in the driveway of a
home belonging to Richard C.

Squirrels who move into

Films made by Dempster Junior High School students will be featured at Saturday's 2 p.m. fine
arts festival. The community is invited to the free afternoon at the school, 400 W. Dempster,

my purple martin house.
A.E.

Mount Prospect. Paintings by students will be displayed and offered for sale, and concerts by band
and choral groups will be given. The art department of District 59 schools is co-ordinating the fair.

Stein of 716 S. Louis Dr.,

Here. Milhael and Pat Patterson, 222 Dulles Rd., Des Plaines, focus a projector as they run
threz.-1,0 their original 23 -minute film in preparation for showing it Saturday.

Mount Prospect.
1

Private schor Aid hangs in balance
The question of using public
funds to aid private schools in
the 1970-71

school year

is

hanging in the balance today,

and no one including Gov.
Ogilvie, is willing to predict

what will be the final verdict.
The matter rests with the IlMount Prospect Police Officer James Lange questions one of two fellows injured in an auto
accident last night when the car they were in spun out of control and smashed into a tree at CanDota and Busse Rds., Mount Prospect. (Photo by Le Roy Meyers)

2 hurt as car hits tree
Two persons were injured
last night when the auto they

treated for head injuries and

were in spun out of control and
hit a tree at Can-dota and
Busse Rds., Mount Prospect.
A puppy in the car escaped
injury, but spent a lonely night

Walberg was charged with
speeding too fast for condi-

in the police station keeping
everyone awake with his cries.

Police said the auto driven
by Michael D. Walberg. 27. of
935 Beau Dr.. Des Plaines, together with his passenger
Mark Vandever, 19, from Arlington Heights. was south-

bound on Can-Dota turning
left onto Busse when Walberg

lost control of the auto and
smashed into a tree.
Walberg and Vandever were

taken to Northwest Community Hospital where both were

released.

tions, damage to village property, and leaving the roadway.
He is to appear in Mount Prospect Court July 29.

Housing coalition sets up
emergency housing fund
The Northwest Suburban
Housing Coalition organized
an Emergency Housing fund
to help persons with housing.
Money will be distributed
on a no -interest loan basis, or
as a grant form on their revolv-

Northwest Opportunity center. Approval must also be
made by the Funding Committee of the Housing Coalition.

During the May 4 meeting.

ing account to persons in the

Robert Coddington of 2627

area.

Glenview

All requests will be examined by the staff of the Illinois
Migrant Council and the

Road,

Glenview,

was elected president. Coddington represents the Northwest opportunity Center.

linois Senate and the moment
of decision is expected to come

tomorrow. The Senate is prepared to remain in session on
Saturday should the matter not
be settled tomorrow.
Here arc the highlights in
the unprecedented legislative
drama that began over the past
week -end:

(1) THE CAUSE OF public

aid for private schools which
seemed lost last week in the
Senate was revived when the

Chicago Catholic

Mount Prospect Board

SIMON

diocese announced over the
week -end that it would close its

schools in Chicago unless aid
was voted by the legislature.
(2) Republican leaders who

command a clear-cut majority in the Senate concluded in
conferences held Monday that
Chicago Catholic officials was
not bluffing and that a chaotic
condition would face Chicago's public schodlf. in September if they were forced to
receive the tens of thousands
of elementary and high school
students now attending private

Of -Appeals, Village Hall; 8
You can hear almost anything and once in a while it's worth it.
':ok

satisfactory way to channel the
public support to private

very unusual means of reworking the Copeland Hill with its
$29 million of public funds for
private schools.
Senate Republicans ap-

pointed Sen. Robert Coulson
of Waukegan and Sen. G. William Horsley of Springfield as

a committee of two to find a
way to amend the Copeland
Bill so that it has a chance to
pass the Senate.
(5) Coulson and Horsley labored at their task all day yesterday and by evening in-

dicated that they hoped to be
ready to put a revised Cope -

111E %DIST difficult

schools. The Copeland

thin 14 -vote margin provides
for turning over public funds
directly to private schools that
demonstrate a need.
It is reported that Senators
Coulson and Horsley may propose on Friday that the public

funds to private schools be
handled by the public school
districts.
Private schools would apply

to the public school districtdrawing on funds voted fo
private schools by the Legisla

Jennifer, a first child for her parents, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald First, 284.
Mesa, Hoffman Estates. Born prematurely at

amended out ofe legislation.

seven months, she weighed 3 pounds, I :runces.

from the Northwest suburbs.
He was thunderously
cheered when he told them. "I

have been working and will
continue to work for public aid
for loans of certified teachers,
textbooks and other aids. The
district would provide them by
to private schools in our
state."

The House might accept the
changes or might not, considering the thin margin by which
it

originally passed. If the

House could not, it would be
necessary to create a joint
H o u s e -Senate
conference
committee whose duty it
would be to find a satisfactory
compromise.

Rubella inoculations
Schoolchildren in District
57,

District

and

three
schools, Dooley, Hale and St.
23

(German

wide drive to stop the spread of
the disease, -which causes birth

defects when contracted by

The times and locations

of visits by rubella (German measles) inoculation
teams to Mount Prospect,
and Prospect Heights tomorrow are as follows:

"So when Jennifer Rae First was born last Fri-

If the Senate should approve
some version of the Copeland
Bill, the amended measure
would have to go back -to the
House next week.

vate schools, many of them

measles), as part of a nation-

The First baby girl born last week at Northwest Community Hospital is doing well and will
leave the nursery soon, hospital officials said.
If you read the hospital admission slips, you'll
find that the top three blanks are reserved for
surname, patient, and sex, a spokesman explained.

- "We've never had a Bad baby boy," he added.

(7) GOV. OGILVIE spoke
in Springfield yesterday noon
before 2,000 Illinois administrators and teachers from pri-

against rubella

frr hospital

the backing of Gov. Ogilvie,

ture.

John's, in District 54, tomorrow will receive inoculations

`First' baby

passed Copeland Bill, that has
directly to the Senate floor,
providing cert'n unacceptable feature' could be

Bill

passed by the House with a

the Senate Education Committee and call the house -

(3) In a Senate GOP caucus
the majority
party senators voted to bypass

SAYS=

a

publicans have employed

(to

problem for them is to find a

day, May 15, her admission slip contained the
information: surname, First: patient, baby; and,
sex, girl," Jack Ryon said.
"In the past Northwest Community has had a
Little baby boy, a Strong baby girl, a Good baby
boy, a Green baby girl, Black babies, White
babies, Brown babies, but this is our first First
baby girl," Ryon information officer said.

held Tuesday,

SUBURB

4A11.1 (tilt ht-torc the Senate tuffloffON mm rung.

Arch-

schools.

Meeting
Tonight

(4) IN ORDER TO muse
quickly, since the legislature is
scheduled to end its spring session next week, the Senate ite

.

DISTRICT 57
Gregory, 400 E. Gregory, 9 - 9:15 a.m.
Busse,

101 N. Owen,

9:30 - 10:15 a.m.
St. Paul, 18

pregnant women.

The newly perfected vaccine against rubella will be given to school children up to and
including the third grade level

tomorrow. Pre-schoolers one
year old and older can receive
shots this Saturday, May 23, at
a central location in each
school district.

Fairview, 300 N. Fairview, 1:40 - 2;10 p.m.
Sunset,

601 W. Loan-

quist, 2:20 - 2:35 p.m.
Lions Park, 300

E.

Council, 2:45 - 3:15 p.m.
All in Mount Prospect.
DISTRICT 23
John Muir, Oak & Drake
Terrace, Prospect Heights,
8 - 9 a.m.
Eisenhower,

Schoen-

South

beck & McDonald Road,

School, 10:30-10:50 a.m.
St. Raymond, 300
Elm-

Prospect Heights, 9 - 10

hurst Road, 11-

Westbrook,105S.
Busse, 1 - 1:30 p.m.

a.m.
Ross,pr,,,pe0Oct

- 11 a.m.
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School
Menus

Artir
-we

Rubella (3 day German measles)
REGISTRATION AND PERMISSION FORM

Check en answer far each question.

YES

I. Does your child have a chr;ffilc disease or asthma?

To be served Friday in Arlington, Prospect, Elk Grove,

Wheeling, Fared View end.

NO

ii

he tonne regular medication?

214:

Main dish (one choice):
thuringer, beef liver, wiener In

3.

Is he allergic to Neomycin?

choice): hot potato salad, ap-

4.

Is he allergic to dogs. or dog dander?

Soled

Lone

cludeck.

5. Has he had rubella vaccine

fad,

juice, tossed salad, relish dish,
molded: strawberry, sliced
peaches. grape, fruit cocktail.
Prone muffin and butter, milk.

To be served Friday in Mae

Looks et The Crisis in the
Middle East."

schols.
Fie did

Junior High to Holmes neat

E

km,

Thu board, al Waltman's
re., enmardelion, transferred
chiAren in the trailer court

area aouth of the tollway lo
Tom Lively Junior High, Elk
Grove Village from Dempster.
a Mount Prospect school.

RUE SN A1.1 NUN said he
was postponing a recommen-

dation on transfer of Robert
Frost children

Grilled cheese or meat Dar

G1111-0/3 NAME

beam, chilled perwhes, pumpkin nut bar. milk.

TOWN

Scx00b

GRADE

DATE

ing that he personally thinks

fI

moreclassroom spec is needed
at both Dempster and Hahnes.
The additions are called for by

C01111/111011011Searead Dauer

Derr from Wound Mt Bald

SiGIARD

4/. ay raw and Flu Milt Se n itt

enlistments

Mike Welch, I SOS N. Ken:Menu, Arlington Heights, Meg
congratulated by.Scoutersier itietnard Duel, net%) and Explorer Post 333 VI. President Gary BorMloarolt on his receiving

12250 Elmhurst Rd

The Marine Corps Is now.
offering two year enlistments
for a limited time only.accord-

Des Plumes

NOTE:

space needs would he.
Waltman said after the meet-

Old World Rseipe Br !moot S tpdxteh
Roust Beef Sandwich

This vaccine should eat be eenrused with the remlar mmstes aircrew

956 0565
Caro Olds Too

This i new week. met wee net morale wow. Jody ins

,

Marine

Represent.

This parental consent form should he clipped out of The Day and turned on when parents take

their pre-school children one year of age and older to be inomuniaed Saturday, Mat 23 In
Wheeling,Elk Grow, Palatine and Schaumburg townships, youngstersean betaken ton central
!minion in each school district. In Maine Township, Inoculations for pre sehoolers and school
children up to and including the third grade who mimed the shots this week will he coven

For further inhumation
conked Sgt. Reith at 1563 Elnwood or call 8274261

Day by Day

Ity Richard (Went

I.

between 12 and 3:00 p.m. at the Niles Municipal Building, 7601 N. Milwaukee / o , Niles

AI' purcnt smnd-sons

Not too long ago DO col Dom a young soldier
who'd Ivan
s
in Viel.
nom. He is luck In nen. now ou

By Cathetine O'Donnell
singers from Forest View High

School. According to Ester,
the affair was a -thank-ye."
to all of the people who haw

Grew Lek. Naval Moselle!. made the Bureau the glowing
Isst night when his pare ms succos it is.
Mr. and 51m. John Innen of
Adington Helot. visited him, l'ANIPFIRE MECHANIC'S
leek asked that a message be
Om to all of dm good PeoPle
who have mon him cards and
gills.
He sold. -As soon. es I can
TWO a pen in my band I'll write

a Munk yea none. But mean' e. Thank you very mooch."
His father offered Ito carte the
lamas for him has he said, no,
he would do it himself.

Earlier in the evening. lie
had weakly mid to his pare..
"Whal nem?. What else can

Mothers of Camp Fire Girls
will Mun
sad-

ddn car failure, with the car
pucka] with Campfire Girls on
a lonely road. late m night. On
doom 4. tot Corrado. Restaw
rum. Nun. Mason. service di.
rector of 010119°1m ('hryskrPlymouth. will 1011 the mothers. of Mount Propped
Campdo,,Wiih
fire Girls Ohm Ill
the

car. that is. All /demo Pros.
trued to w weal.

'

his

man K./.0 for reservations at
253-2821.

lab They were going to perform emergency surgery on

ANOTHER L1\0 00. STU-

lung had burnoosed.

He was running n NO mlri
perm, and Be was pocked in
ice Iasi night. Pray for him and
drop him a and. His adoltess at

Gram Lek. Naval Hospital is
No. 13.3 Souili."1 hope I keep

gating cards." he on. said.
It's no little we can do.

INVITED VOLUNTEERS
The

Volunteer
Bureau
threw a coffee and eat, wing -

High School eve tech and
a lovely evening indeed.
Ditector Esther
matt lost
I

count of 1110 people
tenanee.
somewhere around 200.

DENT'
While all the proiests oranh
loge students were making that
recent rod weekend one to remember.

there WO another

kind of college soudent quietly
ond jusi Mont unnoticed doing
mom special thing. And what a
thing it was.
Arlinglon Neighs' Lorinen. Gluing. mn of TO111 and

and a student al Drake
Univerioy in Iowa was one of
nn

250 Dram sotodents who went

ink, the model cities district
of Des Moines and worked
with residents in an effort to

by members of the Church
Women United.
Fine entertainment was fur-

nished by the Town Crier,

plans for more work of this na-

tare to continue throughout

prised at the friendliness of the

people they were helping. al mph Lomax said. the pro}
ect had very
poohlicioy.

link oilcan.

dcushion

groom with mitten,.
and talked about prohlems and
solulions.

A July closing of Chicago's

stantial loss of the wull-known

Cook County Hospiml is unlikely to have an immaliate

str vices which Cook County

suburban hospitals,
men ,aid yesterday.

spokes-

'I I 'Nothing clews accom-

institution by July I.
The County Board of Com-

v small sank

larger

plished,

we

went

in

and

hospital.hpital

how about the parents who ere

Plaines, is among the 15 commissioners on the county

demanding full reirnbureal for
each day that their student's
college is arbitrarily dosed be -

. minor green., re,-

olutionaries?

Isn't

life

m-

oiling. really?

Hospital, Elk Grove Village.
said Cook Conoty's closing

Mali

daly.
iluoupM1 Friday, by Day Pikka.

ifem, Inc. 117 S. Akin Abirat
Praawue,
60036. Rana al-

iuwu 17 S. ArIlimban NMobli
Rd., Arlington/Is/eft III. 6000S.

and 712 Cam, DrsMain, M.
ROOM

Explorer Post 333 put on
their own court of honor for

Counts 0110 spolsusinvn said

Eagle Scout Welch. Post Vice
Gary. Burkhardt.
1111
E. Campbell, woo in
charge of the ceremony.
President

MEMORIAL DAY

pratinga:va0:days has been per
ling
dn: Y.
per
cent patient capacity.

MANY DOCTORS at

e011te

Iho

God

Ridge hospital is keeping in
Chic communcation with the
Chicago Hospital Council.
"ITS
CONCEIVABLE,
that our hospital and other
outlying hospital, could be

can help
you.

SWEEPSTAKES

5.000 of five and a half million

Gd

e-5"4

/IT IBRAHRESSIEITIN

moms in the United

BROWN'S

Wherries/. mars as cam a
weak, llama dallverni. Oat el
O.S. mil raw, S/7.00 a
year, S..00 la/
mombs.

Namaland aka, 10 ram.a

James

McCaffrey.

assistant

administrator at Holy Family

wiR7.

uesday, May as . GOO PM

HospiMI, Des PI:tines.

'Ids something we Al re-

sated dam Pawaga nod

menting on Cook County's de-

mise. Hr pointed out a sub-

now! You and your wife can ,464-7-=_;;-

dishes viag Poem non

W' G.

hO lidays only

BY A BRAND NAME
MANUFACTURER

95

2ND WIG

FUN SPREE

Of air outside
He tank a whiff.
And now he's lying
Cold and mitt
Good Old Factories
(Polluting air/
By the year 20E10
People Ore rare.

My friend look n walk.
Guns whet he goo?
Three Ivan can mu.
And tetanus shot.

Toodbve6Tour
ofSandinavia
4.04%.
Win a 17.day trip for 2 to Scandinavia's finest
restaurants or one of the other great prizes for
stay-at-home food lovers. Nothing to buy! Visit
Your nearest &sonde House Smorgasbord for
full details and entry blanks.

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US "COLLECT" WITHIN .48 HOURS!
COMPLIMENTARY FUN SPREE AIR TRAMP°,
'DOOM Deluxe Resod Motel Accommodations!

Meals! Sightseeing
and in Mexico( Parties,

in

Arnoxing

Excitiow Attraction,

luxurious asvart Focilitied

010 Three exciting, ,unfilled cloys and three
sparkling never4mbe-forgotten nights exploring
the wonders of lively, laxly Tucson, Arizona, and
sass, ',month Nogales, Mexico. Sightsee North
and South of the border, swim early, shop, emoy
delicious rnealelThe vacation of o lifetime-yours

for an anode* low 579.95- COMPLETE!

toot luxury Fun Spree NM is compliment.,
otecodueitice for Miaow SM.°, vocolioning and
the opponunitim for investing M Art:ono real.

and receive for only $1

Arc so impurified
That Inking a swim

more.a 2nd pre-set & cut
lightweight Wash -Brush
and Wear Wig. Valued at
$19.95.

Is pure suicide.

Good Old factories
(Polluting our lakes):
If this kceps up.
Our goose will be Inked.

em

Iote.
ds MI

part of Me GAC Imroductory Offer

times comi.ng a sensotion everywhere! Dona
this great apportmily1

Do

Cab for ending dwell. NOWT N. ffilenthion.

lower WWI o mutrimi wales over.23 year:
thege.1

FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL "COLLECT"

1018 Mt. Prospect Plaza

Mt.,Prospect 259-9550

-

-courtesy of GAC Properties Inc of Ariz..
eo them you Da me for yourself
the golden

(414) 273-0951

cteig

Our lakes and our streams

double occupancy

within WS bows ler priority irdormalien.

07-

Ask for

!often

for Wiled ONG only

DAYS ONLY

- MAY 21, 22, 23

III -FASHION WIGS
DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

1593 Millwood St.

(Northwest Hwy & Rivergd.)

198TV99

OPEN
'TILL

9 P.M
DAILY

-Our Scouts have camped
with the Sioux Indians and at
Portage Bay on the Upper

And now he is deaf
Genie of Vollunion of sound

the weekend of lone 5-7 will
camp at Devils Lake. Wiscon-

sin. and hike the Devils Lake
Trail.

POST 132 also meets at
hliner Junior High School at
7:30 p.m. on hlonday nights

I guess this just diem
Wraps up the case
Of why We'll he Wiled
The Defunct -Human Rale.

teno

camping trip on the mouniain
132. and Pack 112 arc spon-

smokers break the habit, will
hold a free introductory lecture Mluv :25111 at 8 p.m in the
Maine Township Jewish Congregation. WOO 0011ard Rd.,

.

Wby the Slonegule Maxi-

N. Eastwood, Mount
Peaapect, sold the board pupil
pro jections show:

_D, crowd,

Mien.

the

More information on smoke

watchers cm be obtained by
writing P.O. Box 45: Park
Ridge. or phoning 439.0459
after fi p.m.

Plaines for more information
regarding clam% already in
session.

Grace to open pre-school.

Dm Plaines.
The smoke watchers' direc-

Guy Dixon, chairman of the

Ralph Oberlin said that

Christian education conk

ino arc three Node factors involved in the groups "stop

smoking" plan.

mince of Grace Evangelical
Ix:her:at Church, Prospect
Heights. has announced the

They ere: I. poop dynamics. in which each member
helm the attics: 7. rhgra,prh

appointment of Mrs. Roy Winkelman as director of the preschool to be sponsored by and

Ntor.

aught

of lime.

ber of Grace Church, is a pro fessional educator and has had
several years experience as di.
rector of the Pre-sebodi 111

Timothy's Lutheran Church.
Skokie.

The school will be open to
Ceand 4.yr.-old children and
will confer:1n to the requiremen of the State of Illinois
for licensing. At the present
time equipment and a Profs.

their ...ducted at the chords be.
J. sinning in September,
.shown haw In unWinkelman, a ruident
of Mount Prosptct and a mem-

l'he;nadmeokm dand

siopal staff are being sought.

Award Winning Liquor Stamm

-Extra spate IS needed next
Ye

ar at SOW Junior High.

"We arc now makin8 Inns Elk Grove Village.

for a as swat ship.

says

Scoutmaster Dunk., "When
our Scouts reach high school
age,

we do our hew no help

The Soytng Is Yours

-"A problem" in two years
Holmes.

Some boys in the anon have build additions no the junior
exprffised an interim in sca highs or to construct it new
scouting next year. and we see school, assuming it can Poo
no reason why they can't mast chose a proper site.
ship."
Al what point the district

Harper counseling center
OKd by national board
The American Board on
Counseling Sorgicos recently
accredited the Harper College
Counseling Center, occluding
to Guerin Fischer. Harper
dean of guidance.

and,

reers.

song.

personal am,

Fischer said the I lmpercenwill focus on edllellii011,

vocational and technical
commling and testing

ser-

Although many community
colleges have sought atmeditenon for counseling. Harper
is the ld owb.year institution in

vices. which will he offered oo
Haper students
colonel.
nor resident.

ihe Unind Sou.

doom of students nt Essex Com.
munioy College in New Jersey,

reeCiVC ap-

proval. Fischer said.

AccrNfilation ire liar that
the Harper staff and facilities
are proressionally comp.

tenr to perform comma.%
mlated

to

education.

eoun-

soling on occupations and ea-

America's Quality

Red Label

BEER

AtsrAff

12

--ens

1"

Scotch

1

ems
Limn One

Coupon
The Saving Is Yours?.

BURGEMEISTER

Per Person
I

Premium Beer
Cos. of 24

NN

2"

Its;

89

4

II

12 oz. Dep. Sorties

(1

fifth

I

Gory Rankin. 32. associate

hat been hired as dimmer of
testing and communily counseling for 1970-71.

His adminisontive position
was recently meowed and approved by
tmstees.

the

hourd

Moth
months
ahead!

'The patrol leaders Mennen

Johnnie Walker

FALSTAFF

them go into advanced moon.
WARDEN SAID the die.
ing m tut their own inlerests, trice must consider whether to

Scoutmaster Richard Dunlop,

of

Holy Gallon Sovings

in

The Saving Is Yoursl

PEBBLE

KENTUCKY
TAVERN
Kentucky Straight
Bourbon
Half

Gallon

FORD
soroor
FoN'O-

Bourbon Whiskey
86 Proof

Q49

289

%.,/

1.111,

VODKA
Charcoal Filtered

Time to store

those winter
garments at

FAI1L"111ASTER Dollop.
Assistant Scoutmasters Harry

Gining, 1517 E. Wing. 'and
Tracy Catledge. 624 Oriole

299
QUM,
FLEUR de LIS

Special Offer:

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS

CLEAN YOUR WINTER
CLOTHING AND GET

learn the facts about

MOTH PROOFING

FARMERS NEW

Peppermint
Schnapps
ihere's o lot of tolk about

One low price will include:

Cleaning Safe sure mothproofing summer storage

AUTO INSURANCE
PACKAGE

Anisette

the low primal

279

famous liquor Stores.
AND IT'S ALL TRUE!

AT NO EXTRA COST!

30/60

yea

AND WIRE/WM

L-Nors

In.. MO. Prospect. and Troop
Cominitteemen. late Char -

The Saving

MEISTER BRAU
HALF QUARTS

Premium or Draft Beer

Is Yours]

WINGED BRASS

CORK
SCREW
Imparted Isom uoly

Statistics prove you are super

Before you rano

in

910

kora Trail in Alaska" said

and broader coverages.

inieresled

program should attend theitte.
tore or contact the Northwest
Suhurban YMCA in Dea

DIRECTOR OF RE-

Durk Shawnee Trail in Southden Illinois and aver the

preferred risks and entitled
to big rote savings plus new

Po-Jons

Watchers organimOdn. which offers u "group dYnamies.' program
to help

SEARCH, Tom Woolen of

a

Wee Estinadeali

1,Mt *dal

Corr

,4ACCii-t, CLEANERS

6

Our/Suds Are in
Your Area Doily,

talk a us fira
Farmers Insurance Group

When we die we will go
To the happy polluting
ground.

The Northwest Suburban
Smoke

w1 directed us to" he added.

Peninsuln
Michigan. 11,100
hack -packed over the h7 -mile

GOOD OLE POLLUTION

Per emu"

WIN A

the 509niler award.

woraml out plans for what
month like the finest sumum
advenoure of them Mr

Is his trend.

$24 5 °

them.

of this hoy-led Imp have

know a man.
Ho is my friend.

ONLY

\Vtiordit

will go to Manitoulin Islund by
Post 393 meets al Miner
chartered bus and camp in the. Junior High School at 7:311
Canadian wilderness
from p.m. on Mondaynightsandwel.
holy 25 to Aug. 2. There the COM. all high school nge boys
Scow will camp on an Indian who wan, re ally a ctive ono
reservation and sharpen their of.door program. The Post
camping skills. They will work which was only founded in
on second and first class adoutas
has already corded
van.menl and nor Indian lore. out a week's early spring camp
camping,
working. hiking. in northern Wisconsin and is
mien, astromrimy. fishing, prepdring for a canoe rip in
and international brotherhood dm Wisconsin north woods bemerio hedges. Canadian wows
ginning on Aug. 16.
'

100005005 E.L. Kamen

And !wing normal

Arizona /Mexico

333

010000
Campo= at I AMOR SCOW Reservolion this weekend. and on
Souk

WI. this rummer. Both mite.
as well
Troop 333. Troop

I

BUY ONE OF OUR WASH & WEAR SYNTHETIC

This summer Troop

the

Tobermory Peninsula to win

`From the
mouths
of babes'

By Stoll Evans

letaway to a fabulous

senior patrol lender.
"We're proud of him hut want
hint to know ii lot of us em going to make Eagle too."
333

The Maw will worticipate ut

and is plmning an out

mined fa The Day by air

WITH THIS COUPON

the troop.- said Jeff Dunlop.
1115 Mayfair Road. Troop

quiremenis will backpack over
the rugged Bruce Trail on the

in Palatine. 00 cos soh.

WIG .SALE

FIRST CHURCH
of CHRIST, SCIENTIST

gret, added McCaffrey com-

land. RI I N. Hickory, will go

is a freshman ut Hersey High to ramp with the troop. ExSchool where he is a member plorer noun insouciant from
of the swimming. teatm. Among related posts 333 and 132 will
his other Scouting honors are also accompany the troop.
election to the Order of the ArTroop 333 mffits at Miner
row and the God and Country Junior High School at 7:15
Award,
p.m. on Monday nights and
ulcomes rip hays from
"Mike is an inspiration to
mc
all of us in both the post and 14 yours 00 0000 o

patrol leader of Imo. 333 and

Or at Awl Woad Schaal

ONE DOLLAR

is the proddmot of latsio 333. He

Devonshire, Bremwood and
High Ridge Knolls in Des
Plaines, and Ridge. Rooky.
Dan Cook, Salt Creek. John
Jay, Hopkins, Grant Wood,
and Byrd in Elk Grove TURF.

ke Watchers slate
program to aid smokers

emhcls

not made a full study of this
and the school board has not

BOYS who meet stiff r,

The

Come to this
Christian Science Lecture

The other clutter tary
schools arc Forest View in
Blount Pumped: Juliette Low
In Arlington Heights; Einstein,

Dist. 59 presently operates

"Not the administration has

colt. is a former senior

Ken

mitten by I I.year.ola
Sean Erma, faitath.grail.

came filled to capacity," said

Scouting's highest amml. the ERB molt. Rho. OY LeRoy

will he invited lo camp with

MIRE, he son of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Welch. 1808 N.

l'4Weg:1g3

4In

States

over achieve the Eagle rank."

8,20 S. Elmhurst Rd.,
Des Plaines

Wiled upon to handle an over-

flow of patients if the inner
city and city institutions be-

`Most of our hopes and
fears,' writes LONVivec. "eon -

IV

lop. 1115 Mayfair. Arlington
Heights. took part ill the cere.
rnony. commenting thal "only

PHONE AHEAD -YOUR ORDER WILL BE WAITING!

(27,,e)e

Park

Scoutmaster Richton! Dun-

PICNIC

his institution which for the

Hospital

the

dual Notelet, Pbtom doors',
thrsul from tr
tt Cook

ton Heights, saw no effect- for

"We have been and are
alerted to the shoal," a Lu-

that

enture camp In the Canadian waters north of Lake Hu.

Seldom do any of Ms., mob

Community Hospital. Ad*,

board.

Commenting

advounced plans tor a summer

lout st oils to.dch thozo.

"WE HAVE SEIM no ef,

FLOYD IPULLE, Ile

General
spokesman said.

thur n.sitlancy A Cook Loon
it And t low phymoduns on Oho

fed on our community Cl this
point, Harlow said.
A spokesman at Northwest

with authority over the
has not made a final
decision. however,.

theran

Mount Prospect Boy Scout
Troop 313 of A llirtglOr
Heights conierred upon Mike
Welch the highest award in
scouting. De Eagle rank. had

foul hespd his Ina read or took

has little implications.

"We do have standby plan,
ready to activate if we gel :tn
influx of patients." he added.

MR PROSPECT DAY

Publsh.

Edwin Harlow, assistant adnanistrator in charge of direct
clinical SCiViCOS al St, Musics

misrs. the governmental

worked with Me people rather
than standing on the outside
telling them what to do."
Now why don't kids like
that get media coverage? And

day evening at the South Communily Baptist Church of

great teaching CC11100.

The Cook County Hospital
Governing Commission an-

felled ¢much

sums cr
lac
°e

has long given to the medically
indigen swellGserving as a

noticeable effect on northwest

nounced phasc.out nadentand
staGLelans late Tuesday which
wonld close the large medical

than up their arca.
he students took ore
to the city dump and were sur.

The volunteers, emordinaA lunch was porvided by
tors and prim:MAN of schools 'Drake Mier hich the young
who have been involved in the people divided into dotal!

work of the burea were served

gesture because it happened so
lute in the year. There are

cm.

happeaNdost Thursday. Ihe Ir.
mown were called hy the ',mei-

IM boy who is mtralyacd from
the waist down.
The doctors had dimovered
seven weeks idler he was
wounded Ohm he had shrapnel
piwes inchis lung and that the

tered around Mc reeling that
Ibis would appear as a token

.1cd

spring dinner held last Thur.

County Hospital closing will
have little effect on suburbs

Message from a wounded GI

residential expansion in both
Whool arms, he asserted.

Boy Scout wins highest honor

hog to Sgt. Malin Reith, Do
tive.

north of the

tracks because he didn't yet
know what the district% long
range solution" to junior high

Bring the Faintly - There's
Soinethtng tor Everyone'

AGE

ADORces

Marines now
have 2 -year

Ploinea

Act a board meeting

press Plays to transfer Robert
Frost children from Dempster

Restaurant

the Fondly

memory schools.

Grove GAL 59 junior high pointed ma.

,

sandwich. buttered green

women who mended u ear service clinic Descialcd try Ladendorf
Motors, 77 Rand Rd., Des Plaines. The etaas was introduced to
the basic operations of auto compenents, maple how to ehanpbe
lire and was shown a 01111, "1110 ABCs of the Automobile

The Hon. Hassan's specific
is titled. "An Arab

topic

have reed the above and request that rubella vaccine be administered to:

Arthur, Muir, Ross end

four junior highs and IP

Monday has again stressed the

If you answer all questions -NO", your child may receive vaccine in this
program (even If he has had rubella) If you sign the following request.

orange cookies.

Lemming "What lu Do When Tiffin,. pd Wrongs MTh their
cars last Mato were Sisters Catherine ivithleRwttnAnno0MW5
Luke, both of Holy Fondly Hospital. They were in a class of 30

Acting Supt. Al Waltman - will reach its peak enrollment.
-and at what level -will be a
need for a fan vole an addi- major factor in how many
tional classroom needs in Elk classrooms lo build, Warden

nation.

If one or mare of the above are "YES", your child cannot receive vaccine in
this program. Return slip unsigned.

Available desserts' eprian
halves, cherry gelatin, peach
crunch, peanut blotter cake,

nun schools M District 23:

struggle to survive es a young

where he said he would not

C

C

plesauce. sauerkraut.

prominent Isffieli represent.
live to speak on the Israelis

The club's president, Daniel

C

a bun, pine. Vegetable lone

chollah, who is also the director

of the Aran Information Cen' ter. is to speak to the Wheeling Twp, Remiblican Club
on the Middle East crisis
tonight, at 8:30 p.m., at the
VFW hall in Blount Prospect,
601 N. Main.

E.

Is he under a doctor's care far an illness, or dose

Homey high schools in District

Ii, the club will scholule a

Parse 1

Fall vote urged for more
Dist. 59 Jr. High classrooms

Congreve, said that on June

The Jordanian Consul in
Chicago. the Ho, H/Widill AN-

THE"'

Thursday M0021 1970

Jordanian consul to be speaker

COOK COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

7 N. Elmhurst Rd.

JOHN LABIAK
392-1250

MT. PROSPECT

(RI. 83 &McDonald Rd)

CL 5-4600

662E. Northwest Hwy..

of Nor( taro., sot,. than
1068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

PAWNS

PROSPECT HEIGHTS CL 5-6174

LIQUOR STORES

ARLINGTON HTS.
1307 RAND ROAD
CASH ANC GARRY SPECIALS,

U ARLINGTON HTS.
1307 RAND ROAD
Conci.Go WaillSON
CICERO

LOMBARD

FOREST SARK

ii/b/UOSE PARR

apeeSetaa'alata "

N

eta

a

One day at a time
Al our house. getting the.
laWomower ready tn do the
film springan cuttin is more
complex
Christmasth Unfortunately.. it's not nearly es
much fun. Because ilk so
tough.
keep putting the job
off. Consequently, the lawn

matter how often the lawn is
checked. the Mower still finds
stones and other obstacles to

A mechanic. Ena not. In ear-

lier times. I'd lake it to the

THE NEXT proem is Sc

field of wheal

a

posed toga in the empty coffee

cans yon have, but it never
does at the beginning.

When you finally

The only good thing about
getting the blade ground at the
neighbor's is the ante. It usually takes at least three boars. By
the time you get home, ifs too
late to complete the job. or too
dark to cut the grass.

Woks like

when it gets the fins cutting.

Mop for a tune-up during the
winter. But. now, the /prices
ore too high and the line too
long. So. like it or not. Eve be cornea do-ll-yourself mechan-

change the oil. You'll find, as I

ic.

leas out from the side in great
quantities. You can't raise the
mower over tour head to work

care

one

in

the

ably

mower. While you work to try
to get the floor cleaned, More
oil keeps dripping out. Finally.
you get the plug back in. Put sing in the new oil is easy.

TO KEEP your podpult
mower working, Me next step

is to clean the filter. This Is
supposed to be done with gaso-

turn the mower on astom side so

line, which you just happen to

you con open the Meg. oil

have lying around in small
quantities. Since Me filter Is
oui front, though it not as
complex as the oil olog. Except. of course. that it never

on it. So. you mirk fast end
fettle for The leak.

no back into the slot the way

When the plug comes uut,
so than ent oil. All over you.
and everything else. It's sup-

his grinder? Aro the de, too
deep to be ground out? No

filled.

gatvari

turns over as you more the

haw, that the plug to he removed is on the bot. If you

The first thing. of course, is
the blade. If I can gm it off.do I
buy a new one. or do I trudge
to the neighbor's and borrow

eNorterosstitassestases¢WWWAIRMSe -7 a et NEWeeroe tab

By RokS warts

shatter.

I

"5
Betty Ainsle recollects

,

the Manual saya.

Nei stop is the spark plug
This con either be cleaned or

exchanged.

you use the old
one. you must be sure of the
proper gap on the firing pin on
the bottom of the plug. This

Spring cleaning back
in the good old days

q141:4P41:,

con be very simple to do, if you
have a gap tool. Even if you
h ad one, you probably

couldn't find it.

Follow', al/ this, you

can

the end in sight. The only
thing left is to clean and adjust
the carburetor. This can be
see

I toyed with the idea ofstarting some spring housecleaning
Yetterday, but remembarina

tricky. Too much gas and it

won't start. Floods every time.
Too little gas and it won't stare
With your little screwdriver
you keep adjusting and adjust-

whenever

inquire about the
whereabouts of the stepladder
and paintbrushes, I decided to
Mull it over fora spell.
Back in the good old days
he/Mei:leaning wm the Major
aCoUrse of the spring season

ing Finally, it catehea, starts.
stops, starts, and then keeps
going. It's ready for another
summer.

The ad for the mower said
"Ida so simple, wen a child
san operate it."

I4 good, 17 excellent

.. Marshall Field III

oketchy

Will

C,4. Noe. Al

R.E. Hutehinson, lire -President

Direcion-

R. N. Poet, r'inwforana Dinmetz

Letters to the Editor
Disagrees with student protest letter
Editor:
I would like to reply to Miss
RossEs interesting letter pub fished May lb.
I. too. am opposed to the
war in Vietnam as ell Americans are. However. I feel we
should not have entered into
any war which we did not intend to win. and do not sliarc
her view, that wre are participating in the senseless slaughhe of pausal).
Mid Rossi slues that while
distributing literature and so-

maim the National Guards-

peaceful world?
I feel no pity for the students

whowere shot.c. they worn
port ad a mob intent
awing someone

hence you term them uninvolved or uninterested. Most
of the people you call on wish

their

our the radicals.
Rather. I pity the parents of
the students who were shot as
they man feel mmorse for the

men y

for and printed the literature?
You obviously railed to grasp
the fact Mat most Arno -leant
disagree with your views.

elm If

lack of education they gave
their chikken. Lack of respect
of thek fellow man, lack of re.
meet for authority and private
prSpeoty.
me students

that

feel

"communication" means total agreement with their views.

ilication. or society will &Mdonate without their help.

Our countryh at Proslas red .

beliefs differed from those of
thc mph, they should have
tried to prevent the throwmg
of miailes or MI the area so
the Guard could have moved

liciting telegrams of protest,
parole were disinterested and uninvolved. By
the way. NI its Rossi, who paid

and are very much like infants
instant gra,-

mcn2 Is this creating a mom demanding

wenn mulched in many ways

c'

Ia

'nein.' end

through The boo" h"cl'acd
many problems, such as child

labor laws, medical care for
the aged. etc. Now, sone students feel that ell isvoong. and
they surely have the answers to
save us all.

There 5001 come a time, after school days use over, when
you Support yourself, and perwhen you

tlr
hfamily,
to analyze a pub

living so they could print and
yours.

You alas stated. "students
don't have to ne violent if the

public is well informed: in-

Editor:

telligently well informed at

We would aay "Amen" to
letter from blary Donn
Rossi. Although in the "el-

that. "and itirested
rated in communicating with them." Isn't
that origiml? If we were so
well-inforiecd, then we would
communicate. or "agree with
You." right?
Unfortunately. some college students who go ...hoot

to learn mom :hostvarious
bject:,and life in genenl.

suddenly decide that hey are
Capella in foreign policy and
aho
country's nodal
and economic ills.
Miss Rossi staled that, "We
modems have mites lime and

if

ell'on in lours the fools about
Cambodia. Kent State and
Vietnam,"
Really./
From
whom did you acquire your ex

-

acne,/ The teachers' political
philosophy' In Cambodia,
President Nixon removed the

anoctuary of the on., when
er troops had no sanctuary. If
you were fighting over there.

you'd appreciate the Um that
Mc enemy can no longer fire
winked and artillery rounds at
yam position with no hope of
mopping the enemy until now

ille memoriat service for
the students shot et Kent Slam
Sham hypocrisy.
The area around Kent Stele

wle under martial law, when
the National Guard was called
out. The National Guard conmists
of fellow Americans
calledd from their daily routine,
aheir families and children,

perhaps. to quell rioting indulged in by Idealistic"
joung students. Flow idealistic
*arerciisome of these students
Who threw tucks

with the

him
to
ea

the

der" generation, me have been

trying for years to gat our age

group to read the record on
Vietnam. It is clam thel we

own house burns.

went in before the North Via and arc the ag

essora

The issue is not peace but jtm
lice-an d removing the image
of America as the big bully ping &COO miles to force ils will
on o little people who only ask
to be allowed to live.

We have
militarists

backed Fascist
everYwhere,
in

Le ArnmicaSel the example
of n free, prosperous, cooperative society, and the world will
follow us m it did in the beginning when Washington warm

ed us away from foreign entanglements. This is the Amer-

ica truc Sc its Founding Fathers.

Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Nesmith

Debt--way to acquire
things--or a burden?
Am your debts a m
metal and
enjoyable way of acquiring
things, or are they a crushing
burden?

if you are a wise credit

manager, according to Family
Banker, money -management
newsletter
of Continental

sank, Chicago.
Credit manage, you Et

Mc installment plan.

4 You charge

Here are seven ways to find
out

m
bandamouth
is it/macrons if
you are buying 500 mach on

'

I. You are more impreled
by credit terms than by quality
and price. Be satisfied with the
product and service above all,

2. You use credit In an atmops to increase your spending power. Don't charge something a you know you can't of
ford it on your present income.

solely

to

boost morale. If you thought
the pre -shopping spree blues
were bad, wait until the pastbill melancholy.
5. You use credit against the
expectation of future salary in -

creases. Wait until the extra
money is a reality before starts fog new projects.
6.
YOU have
numerous
charge accounts which arc seldour paid up. Pay off each socount periodically so your bal-

anccs won't tend to get larger
and larger.
7. You let your debts estab.

by check

..NaamMar,

lish your budgeting "system"

icks_vi,UottibiLto_maintain-an-,-for-you.belan-aheaduarefully,

injure or adequate alb rescue. Living

then WHO° your budge).

-

missed meals and lost sleep,
but reluMmtly carried out the
tasks that mother amignod.
The old dust cap and sweater

apparitions in their dash/spa
faded housedresses and Wills

became her uniform Ma the pe-

worn sweaters fastened with

riod of housecleaning, and en

large safety pins up tight about
their necks:

The upstairs was and ink
spring afternoon. and
ems n wane smell of linseed

Old sheets were torn into

and cranny was Invesdgated
and dusted:

ing again as she listened to my

dolly school adventures,and
once again spring housecleani

e

Maybe it is too hod that my
children won't

ember me

h i dust cap and swearemter as I at -

lacked the house dust in the
of spring house-

,flurry

cleaning. But the spring housecleaning of my youth is gone.

Whet with Hiattm oloa.

nen, electric brooms, spray
polishes and waxes, floor

more tired she issued orders to
her troops like a sergeant.

w e klo-weck

cleaners,

Nutrition reached a low ebb

scrubrag lengths and pieces of
old towels saved over the winter Were now brought out and
put to use as every inch, nook

MOTHER WENT back to
baking and cooking and smil-

acrubbers and commercial mg

along with our dispositions,
end just about the time Dad
std I figured we couldn't

oil soap in the air mingled with
the odor of arniniania, the'
standby for washing windoWe

essenr e of cleanlines.

tiros wore on and she grew

housecleaning is

a

proposal°.
Washers and dryers keep cue
taint fresh and clean at a mornesiEs notice, and washable

w al !papers can be spot

stud another day of this moth would suddenly have everything back in Place.
The furniture sparkled and

sembbed. Nothing waits for

glowed, mating reflections In
the bright and sparkling win-

beater in an antique display,

Summer Poshions, from swimwear to evening
gowns will be shown Friday al 8 p.m. in College

the yearly clean-up. But 1 mill
have only to cat a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, smell

Center. Building A, Harper Junior College. Algonquin and Roselle Ras., Palatine.
The show will include OVOr 30 original designs
all patterned and tailored by studenta enrolled in
Harper 's fashion desian career program.

linseed oil soap or see a carpet

am! my mind rushes back over

dows dressed in their starched

the years to renumber spring

and chap curtain,

This is the arst and only fashion currictik,

housecleaning

Chords Chapter presents its ats
nual barbershop shosv,

staippi Showboat" Saturday et
8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. at

Fa

Thursday, May 21,1910

Toastmistress Club

Palatine, Mrs, Sally Peters and

Mrs, Lori Toodins of Arline -

to hold conference

ton Heights, and Mrs. Jennifer
harbosiehy of Park Ridge. An
award winning fifty -woman
chorus will present xich stetzt.

Members of the Corn Belt
Region, International Toastmistress Clubs Rom Illinois.

as "Here Comm site Showboat" and "My Rill", For further information, call Mrs.
Dorothy Fromm, 358-02.50, or

win IihtaldhrthrTild-tlah;.'C'ert
ewe at the Arlington Park lice
tel. Arlington Heights. Muy 22

Mrs. Carol Cauca 437-1639.

Sorority news
BETA SIGMA PHI

There is no monthly service charge

Lambda Delta Chapter hold
its annual birthday party May
00 following an mtralogical
theme. The theme was carded
out with the astrologiml signs
of each member. and games.
costumes and refreshments related to astrology.

with First National's 2 by 2 free
checking service as long as you

Mis. Tim Parker of Buffalo
Grove hosted the meeting. Sc.
elm Sisters revealed themselves with a gift exchange

maintain a $200 balance.

Mrs. Bob Neal and Mrs. Bob
Lerdal. both of Buffalo Grove,
received the welcome vital as

Write as many personal checks as you wish. The monthly charge
is still zero. Should your balance fall below $200, you
pay only
a $2 service charge for that month regardless of how many

transferees

Xi Zeal Epsilon Chapter
will hold in dosing social

checking account into a savings account. Come in soon to open
your new 2 by 2 account or call us - 827-4411.
Free postage both, ways on all personal checking accounts.

827-4411

area

will meet at 8 p.m. Wednesday,
Moy 27. The program /Jewels

foe a Queen," all about diamonds, will be Presented by
Jan ,Carey of Illinois Bell
Telephone Co Hostess for the

Children are 25 cents The pub

lic h invited.

Geography.

Other highlights of the day'
will include a video Lue
recorder dethonstration, reports from coordinators on the

success of ITV in their =hook
andprnevieii
wns,noonofinn
nextanschri mnoo.]

n, Sallie Fawcett,

at 141-2830.

the first Home Economics in

For information about the
call Mrs. Charles
Willett. 537-567D, or Mrs.
Wining,

Doris Surber, 255-3619,

Area Squares
to dance
Jim Stewart will he colling
for the Palatine Squares, Sat-

urday at the Boy Scouts of
America Building, 1622 N.
Rand Rd.. Arlington Heights..
Rounds begin at 8 pm with
Art and Ruth Youwer as leaders. and squares set up at 8:30.
Palatine Squares will be
dancing every second and
fourth Saturday throughout

the summer in Inc air-conditioned square dance rear° of
the Boy .acaarta of America
Bbildhig. Otteits art alWays
welcome.

titliszmsecuti.n.g34crlact CAST at

be available before and af-

ter the Citation Derby. Ulrich -

he the presiding °Rimer when the. conference opens
Saturday morning. nvOcation

will be given by the Rev. Robert S. McDonald of St. John's

United Church of Christ, ArHeights.

Under the dinaction of. Paul

Trotsky of Arlington ilitights.
the Roy Semite of the Northwest Suburban Council, Souk

Guest speakers at the luncheon will be Mrs. Jean L. Weber

of Idaho Falls, Idaho. second
vice president of International
Toastmistress [luta. and Stanley Kancewick of Chicago,
safety and public relations specialist.

the mortar, glass and neon that

mark the habitat of modern
mad is a land that most Americans have never seen. It is the
wilderness ---a pure, unspoiled
land of clear water and green
greeds, sun -baked rock, desert
sand and clean air.

all is sad that our children
are

strangers to

this land,"

Bays naturalist Will Lev&
"The wilderness is their heritage, and it will remain theirs
as long as they appreciate it

and, above all, use it."

Lewis -- and the Nod he
lows -- are featured in "Wilderness Road," a one -hour,
color TV special for children
to

showdSaturday, May 23,

at I p.m. The program is the
sixth in the "American Rainboe se _n. designed ' to. bd.
mming for rome

pa*.

THE PROGRAM mu a

nary line to show viewers

America's natural resources as
Lewis and two youngsters explore Oak Creek Canyon in the
Red Rock country of Arieona,
the Okefinokce Swamp in
Georgia and Shoshone National Forest in Wyoming. The
young actors are Shown
Campbell, 11, and Monica
Ramirez. 10, who is half

teemed

-help-children who beven

Had

a simi1ar chance to learn about

Sketches children

few years ago he became involved in TV production and
was encouraged by Stewart L.

Udall, then Secretary of the
Interior, to use television to
bring the outdoors to the atten-

"If we can help dispel some

children and their parents
have for the great outdoor, we
will he accomplishing a meat
deal,' he says. "We want all
Americans to exercise their
rights to preserve and understand our natural resources."

Oboul the beauty of the land,"

he reulls. "Now I'd like to

sports car, an all -expense paid

who gave up his career to de-

of he mystery and fear that

I

days to tour New fork and see
some of the sights, including
the United Nations Building.
the Empire State Building and
IN Statue of Liberty.
Sarno of the prizes the National winner will receive
arc a 1970 Dodge Charger

vote more time to nature. A

But the "star of the show is
the country that Lewis wants
children to appreciate and enjny. Leans is a -native of California who spent a reat deal

when

and appearance.

All of her experlaes will he
paid, and she will have four

LEWIS IS a former adveetising agency vice president

Apache Indian and half Met -

'That's

17 am eligible to enter. They
will be judged for their scholastic achievement, civic contribution, poi, personolity

the pageant to he held Sept. 10.

test at the International Toast -

tion of you, viewers. Lewis is
co -producer of the show with
Chet Hagan, who aho wrote
the script.

of thus as a boy on a ontana
mach and on hunting and fishing trips in the wilderneas.

between the ages oaf, through

sades Park, NJ.. to compete in

midis= Convention in July,

Special children's program
explores Arizona wilderness
IOW rivers that no longer
sparkle with life, away from

Applications maybe obtained by writing the regional
headquarters at 126 Bunn Or,.

Congreadonal Record for Its
outstanding contribution to
our lien -age girls.
The Illinois state winner
will be flown by private.plene
to the National Finals in Pa-

This is neither u talent nor trip for her and her chaperone
swimsuit contest. but the old- to Hollywood via American
AT THE Winners Circle ere and largest tem/atter pag- Airlines Jet,and SIONI naidBanquet on Saturday evening. cunt of its kind in the nation -- robe among many other gills.
a speech coolest will he held now M its I I th year nationally.
All interested young ladies
and the newly -elected mIlionad and recognized by educators ore urged to niche for their up.
officers will be installed.
everywhere. It is cited in the Plicetiom Wm.
The winner of the speech
contot will compete in a con-

.... ..

Far from our smogehrouded cities and gray pol-

id in Rochelle no the Vegabond Inn.

Raekton. Ill. 61072. All girls

MRS. GEORGE Johmon
of Ingleside. region., KW,'7lsor.

July 15 deadline
for teen age
pageant applicants
Teen -Agcy Pageant this

A BUSINESS meeting and
election of officers for 197071 wilt he hold Workshops
WI

ty' Friday eveningtelocourses

lington

For furthcr (nfmmatioa on
Zdijyrf:LacitilihRoupoggpolartoint.-

'e

addl.

home ecnomics.

the concert will
"Music
end the Dance". Ron FUehs
will direct the choir.
Adult tickets are 81.00,
kindergarten through8thgrode
are 50 cents, and preachool

television

rowingni. new

an golf outing and couples

the Villa Modorne Restaurant
(Holiday Inn). Lake -Cook Rd.
and Skokie Hwy., at noon. The
program will feature Mm.
John Carroll, nationally
known as Leone R midge Carroll. home economies consultant. She organized one of

be

the

All,
Cultural Understandings and

the lendership of 111115 IC instructor Joe BoblIllot-

year will be July IS. The pegand Will be held Aug 14 and

the welcome.

"'°. will
3-kHeights
be onc of Ad'n'c
the host -

Anwricens

thlinhiieansgas,keinynidtznanddiiindinressbyr

a/

Business departments and has
oho taught chemistry and,

day at 7,30 p.m. The theme of

for

College.

alums in the arca arc urged to.
contact he chapter president,
Mrs. David Hamm 253.361a.
Early in the summer, the an-

ins of Home Economists
HOMemaking will be held al

St. Paul Lutheran School in

ones at the 'Tilly Frolics Pee

cago Area School Television)
member schools Friday, May
22. from 9 am. to 3170 pan. at
Northeastern Illinois Elate

Arlington Heights. Any new

chair

the colors. Mayor John Walsh

of Arlington Heights will give

m

medium and upper' grndc

Palatine, and Karen Friesen,

slat information, contact so-

Concert at
St. Paul

Rounding off this school
yeor will be an important

coordi,tors in CAST (Chi-

Engelke, 131 Belle, Palatine,
co -hostesses are Fran Greene.

day. May 27. at 7 pm, at the
home of Mrs.Jack Gowan of
Arlington Heights. It will ho a

.7he May 23auncheon meat-.

Friday afternoon. and Mrs.

roma, will be Mrs. Deana

HEIR to hear
home e conomist
'

CAST announcedineetin g
meeting

Munume of Gamma Phi Beta

picnic are planned.

Mount Prospect mill present
its annual spring conc. Fri-

(0) FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES
DES PLAINES. ILL. TELEPHONE

suburban

event of the season on Wednes-

checks you write.

But by keeping the $200 balance, you will save more in service
charges than you can earn in interest. It's like turning your

from Texas and

California.

Registraion will be held

GAMMA PM BETA

MUSIC FOR the show will be prodded by an
ensemble from the college music prognen under

The deadline for receiving
applicatiom for the Illinois
State Finals of the Miss ameta-

Woods flistriet, will present

24.

casual gourmet
%sem'
fog European and
and Asian dish -

Northwest

Past 5

ittepecoaygoossonseeesouseveyeasas octet

Elk Grow Nigh &boot. Members of the quartet are deft to
hobo Mrs. Bette Hennessy of

You need 2 by 2 free
checking service!

the week of May 24.

666666666666666666

a /the
mintemaitits",
.Sweet Adeline regional Mane
plans for 1969-70, will be fen.
lured when the editors

n1

"We encourage the community to attend"
she said. "Some of the creations, which will include sportswear, loungewwcar, dreamland Karma! gowns, will go on sale in our lesbian roomduring

According to Eliimbeth Gialdini of Palatine. son.
puordinator of Fashion design at Harper. the
TM art de:signior the fashion show invitations
blic is welcome to attend the show free of tam ranted by Moons Pnaspect student,
charge,
Christy Skuban.

amaaaaaMmataaaMM.M6RAMIaaaaaaasaMMMMRMaaka,,,,M,RIMR"

-

costs?

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Member Federal ResermSyueru

and I sympathized with each
other over the upset house,

clean walls and woodwork. Even the bed buss all
imparted a wonderful radii!

Barber shoppers launch Showboat

writing

CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE

dirt, and Dad

smell of sunshine and fresh air
end

offering an associate degree in Illinois,

directions. When this happens

eludingFranco in Spain, who
won power by Me help of Hitler and al ussolini. Our interference in Guatemala and the
Dominic. Republic have also
borne strange fruit. Now our

waged again st

WITHER AND Muth,

and the curtains dl down.

went

Mby. From morning until night
s
a constant war

the extra help, looked like twin

would be the fact that all the
upstairs windows were open

ism by looking at it from all

Back views of those
against Cambodia action

AND SO THE than

And oh, the wonderful odor
Dot filled every room - the

and

ture was washed and polished.

line." /

Ominous warning of calamity

they did not have to work for a
pass out litennure expressing o
point of view contrarY

"Good, you're home," she
would greet me from a perch
on stepladder, wiping down
the molding around the ceilings. "You're just ja_akria, to
start beating.the rugs odphe

SPRING housecleaning always hit mother about the time
the tulips were about to bud
end the crocuses had alreedy
Speckled the lawn. I'd oomp
hone from school and the first

brae

it is called, blaturity.
Donald Crane]

room.

d always eaten in

briahed

out. Light fixtures were wade.
ed and globes put back. Furni-

Navel and disorder on every

used to remark that "Spring
cleaning was mighty good for
taking off that winter fie."

Turned off

a

attic to basement wreaking up -

blw and chails were piled fuelswith
contents of drawers end
newly aired linens. But mother

Pidarahaii

J. Kiednisch. Aftenentim: Editor

time. She swept
through the entire house Rom

standing potion
si
because ta-

Thursday, May 21, 1970

Jahn E.Stantm, t

again. Closets were turned out
and all the winter things aired
and brushed and the closets relined with mothballs. Every
drawer in the house was erne-.
Aid) and its contents sorted

ware

tresses

turned and put back together

Mother never attacked One

mean disanpositions. Meals were

"Harold-does this mean you've already found another
cause to replace the environment issue?!"

Answer m Comic Page

nags all ready for my best hada
heed beating.
roorn at

.11 was the time of bowleg,
wring, scrubbing, painting
Penning, polishing, waxing,
washing and rearranging. It
left my mother and the family
bWith .are. muscles, 'strained
cks, empty stomachs and

idireasamdrmalearaYMM

the pope 's frrwleutt and inteller tool ituderkr."

bedding given the air. Mat-

I

end other disasters.

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these HEMS as you can. In addition, find the word

Ruts were torn apart end

-Madly tied between nvo trees
and stretched across its length'
wore bin, medium and small

along with Moe, tornados

Maybe that's my trouble.

using all seven °Mese letters.

difornorthroreinnidrivort

The clothesline would be

Me reactions of the family

HIDEAWORD
TRUCVEL

Map Publicatton5

elegsve

The

endre

"American

.Rainbow" series-n(1Mo pro- mama is presented by Howard
Johnson's.

Carole Bomb, sketch artist who specializes In drawings of
children, from life or from photographs, is currently awed,
al Carson's In Randhurst one svill be there through May 23. Her
whimsical draaings are in such demand that it is suggested cus
tome. roll in advance for an appointment. In Nock and white,
her sketches made with fell tip pen and crayon are $3 each.

THE DAY
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Prospect High School honor students named

School officials have announced the Prospect High

School bailor roll for **third
Those named to the Senior
Honor Roll arcs

Karen R. Brush, Beverly J.

B usse, Kay

thy S. Ardella, Wendy I./
Bachlialler. Vera E. Baechle.
11. Patrick Berg. Alan D. Ber.

Dehorah A. Bush. Dane H.

Mum Robert DAleyer.
Janet P. Eduard, David IL
Fisher, Tara I.. Gillnek. Leon

1. Gust., Barbara J. ling.
James W. Hone.

FRANCES

L.

Hagenm.

Cynthia J. Wain. Robert D.
Herman. Grote J. Hermanson,
Nancy J. Hoglund. Craig Hutchison,

Sandy NI. Junisch. Donna
Robert F. Karti.
coJohnson,
ek. William D. KostkA Jill A.
Krumtinger. Thermo Leder-

chm.

Philip T. Lyman.

ine

Nancy Y. Nlarawa.
lee

NliXormick, Sharon I..
McGinn. Dawn M. NleGuire.

KARTI L. McKown.
men A. Michalski, Melody
Moldenhauer,

Gregory

E.

Morris. Mark C. Mueller. Ellen T. (TDonnell.
James C. Pudgitt. An. L.
Pend!, Constance J. Patricia
Pitts,

E.

Patricia
Pohl. Gail L. Prochaska.
Marcia D. Purse% Kenneth
A. Reek. Deborah R isteen.Janice E. Rodgers. F.dward

R.

Schaub!. Catherine Schmidt.
DIANE NI. Schultz. Joan L.
SchuM.Ted W. Small Jr.. Kafty E. Smith. Shirlynn Saucepan. Ni Eileen Stevens.

Devitt T. Stitt. Lee Strobel,
Jeffrey Suedo, John A. Valentino. Barbara L. Weber, Dixie

L. Whiting.

Pamela J. Wink Holly E
W icd man. Gail Williams,
Linda J. Williams. Diane C.
Wolf. John E. Inlecki.

L.

Candler.

Douglas n Carlson, Lynn M.

Kristian S. Anderson. Ka-

'George I.. Bolger. Nancy E.
Beath. Linda S. Braman

Carlson, David E. Chakoian.

Catherine Connery, Robin
K. Cox, Dawn C. Dahlstronk
Theme C. Freynan, Linda S.
Gallup. Barbara L. Glaser.

Diane E. Ackerman, GeriJane hi. Ashbrook,

Richard
Howard
W.

B aranowski.
Beck.

Richard A. Brower, Linda
J. Brown, Elimbeth B. Bull,
Patricia 1, Burma, Glenn B.
Burkhardt, Paula M. Buller,
Richard 1. Clark.
Steven T. Chatter, Ellen D.

Clemins. Daniel 'P. Comm,
Mary E. Cooper. Kathleen A.
Dahl. James M. DaGniff.

BARBARA
Dciaennith,
Dawn Alice Dolek. Clare M.
Downet, Richard H. Dunlop,
Sharon A. Farquhar, Ralph J.
Debut.
I.ynn Gulliksen, Cathy A.
Hallberg, William J. Huy. S.
Hendricks,

n

Ann

E.

Himebaugh. Jahn A. Hoff-

naChne

Ho.hins, loan
NI. H05.111E. donne.rlA. Jacoby.

Barbara A. oning Susan E.
Jenny. Nancy S. Johansen.

STEVEN A. Klingarnan,
E.Knechtel,

Donald

NANCY dl) Kustelny. Nan-

cy I.. Rover. Karen E Layer, Dennis NI. Intl. Joyce A.

.

Lohse. Debra I.. NlacAskill.
Linda S. NIB&
Keith E. Nlatthays. Ma.

Schiesser.

Joanne E. Schultz. Richard H.
Scott. Jane M. Schneer. Carol
J. Shider. Jo Anne Smlerstrom.
Brian F. Salty, Edward
Spacapan Jr.,
Roburra S.
Syers, David M. Thomas.

Marte Nino:, Diane E. May.
Kevin R. McIntosh, William
hi. Meyer, Cheryl A. Miller.
Roberta J. Nliller.

Linda L. Mohus, Richard

Mottwciler, Mike E. O.
rowski, Larry, E. Peterson. Re /mane L. Peterson, Linda J.

Joyce G. Volakakis, Mary A.
Wallrich. Thomas A. Waters.

P kIrAliffArii\ 11-1.'f,ft"ft.

FRESHAIEN:
Kris A. Anderson. Nancy I..
Bane, Mark A. Beilkc. Juliet

Mark E.

trio J. Pryor. Nlary K. Rub chub. Safer S. Reimer, Delavmh L. Ribbon.
Donald R. Raters, Debbie
1, Rohner, Susan A. Halt. Su -

Blasco,

Barbera A. Bush.

rrbara A. Cadson, hlartin
evanaush. Charles F. CI.
Joseph

J.

J, Rood. Kenneth L S.
bey. Deborah K. Sage. Patricia
D. Sampson.
Warner F. Sebleis, James R.

Conner y.

Douglas A. Coobs. Kathleen
1..Cod.
Kathy N. Cunningham, Schmidt, Barbara L. SchneiKimberly A. Darling. Michael der. Annette Schroeder. Scott
L. Davis. Douglas N. Daler- Slebold. Karen A. Sisfusson,
ich, Richard J. Destro, Janice Daniel R. Stein. Gloria
L. Devinc.
Stret..

Linda S. Thompson. Ed-

ward A. Trio. Dawn C. Ulan.
James H. VonHorn. Cynthia
K. Vogt, Ann L. Wichmann.
Forme, Donna M. Friewer. James C. Willis. Gail A. Will.
Guyk K. Gehrkc, Evelyn D.
Gl
JUNIORS:
Jean B. Gould, Susan E.
Susan E. Abrade, Gayle L.
Grossmann, Janette E. Grand - ern.
Altenbern, Annelle J. Amend.
man. Sharon Handwerker..
Edward Anderson, Janis
E.

Eddrom, Debra A. Fallinoski,
Nancy H. Ferguson, Patricia

Cheryl A. Hardy, 'Unita S.
Johnson,

Joel,,
Brenda S. Kinard, Dough E
John

A.

Klaus.

Barbara L Krause. Karen

L Krause, Kim

Kathy Lederleime, Janet C.
Lowery. glary C. Martino,
MARK T. McGrath, Steven

L. Balfour, Edwar',1 0, Barker.
Cheryl L. Barnard. Richard

A. Barnes, Nlary L garret,.
Linda A..ecke Patricia Bell.
Dough. J Bennett_

Mark D.

Ruth

Bernell. Nancy
Balaton. Judith
A.

Braun. Cheryl A. Bretz, David
E Buena, Clad( G. Campbell.

S. McGuire, Laurie L. NI.

DANIEL CARNES'. Timman, Cathy L 0110. Olivia D. othy J.
Debbie A.
An son Janis Pears, Ro- Pamela Carson,
Paul Si R. Clancy.

ger A. Pick.
Pamela Clark. Stephen P. ColThomas D Pichn. Renee D. lin& Cheryl A. Coughlin. MarPiesehe, Peggy E. Price, Pew tha A. Cramer. Robert P. Cm
ny A. Proctor, George L. Rod- cher.
gers. Donald F. Schmitt Mark
Debra L Dahlstrom. Mary.
P. &ranch.
Dewier, Lessor,E Drag Deana Jean Thuerk. anne
e, Roger W. Dressle Eileen

Cynthia M. Tampa. John I..
Turner, Deborah A. Uhk,

M. Dugan. Thomas J. Emil-

all, Kerry S. Wal-

er, lane C. Watson, John T.
Tonic, Robert D. Dmmanck,

Koehler. Deborah I.. Kusch,

Roberta 3. Nlatthays. Lynette J. Nil:Ginn David A. N lc.
Nahh. Gary R. Nliller. Nan.

Hensler.

Pamela J. Konstam.

Gina M. Salem.

Bielawsk i.

Janet K. Nlanning.

me NI. Nlilnor, Barbara A.

Nlinnas. Tema A. Nloll.li
gory

King. Robert A. Kline. Sharon
D. Klinger. Karen S. Roeder.

Selman,

Thomas E.

R. Lila. James L. Ian.. David
H. Lyon. Scott A. MacArthur,

.

I..Radian

L.

Margaret D. Inc. latepit P.
Levan, Susan E. Ligocki. Rick

Jean Jones. Linda L. Kaiser.
Karen I KaYwood. Sum.

CATIILEF.N
Evolyn A. Reilly. Scott D. RochDiane

WM.

shot, Williant K. Hensel, Sue

MeNharry. Vicki L. Pabst.

blarearet A.

Kurt A.

Hellerich,

B.

KatNem 3. !Usk Richard

Kula. Michael I.. Rum Mary
P. Langekkl, Linda Lauhens.

L. Fos, Martha M. Rms.
Richard C. Haut. Kimberly

Nlary E. Kirchoff. John H.
Layer. Nance L. lilt..
!mikes Lucdke, David M.
McGuire. William K.

McGuire, Steven

OTEICION F. Kuhn Su.
Ci. Kuklinski. Koren J.

xms

Constance hl. Fouler. Christie

Cynthia L Kinard,

Nt. GAlt, Omer

Glatt, Thom. Nt

E.

Got y,

NE G. E. Hoffman. Nancy
C Holmes, Allen B. HelL Kan

R. Howells. Metha R.

Hate hies,

Michelle
mvartola, Carol A. Jackson.
Semi Januaik, Barbara J.
Jenkins, Jennifer R. Johnson.

Nloorc.

Schultz. Greg A. Schwarz-

Michele Mendygr.d, Marcia A. lacteal!.

aline, Debra J. Wood. Anlhorn

Watley. John WotuL Michael
G. Wyatt.
SOPHOMORES:
Robert C. Ancha, Kathie J.

Anderson, Michael J. Anderson. Judy A. Ardella. William
Atkinson. Kathryn A. 'laity.

Gary D. Berg. Murcia E.

Blaind Ruben J. Min% Caro-

L.
J.

Catele.

R.

Firth,

Dot oust, Scott
Brien J. Flaaaald,

Nancy I.. Flora, Janis L.
Fricke. Claudia A. ()enterer.

Jacqueline J. Gould, Ellen

G.
bluelkr.
Mueller, Rohm
Nachischeim, Sue A. Neitzke.

Greist, Martha J. Hung, Jon

E.

Radaba ugh. Richard D.

Kamer, Kimberly A. Knikin.

Rcopp. Domed Roberts, Elko
J. Roger& Karen I.. Rom.

David A. Kimball.
Stanley E. Kohu. Linda NI.
Kaden. Jennifer A. Kram.

pert. Robin Si'. Krum.
Mhy I.. Krebs, Karen NI. Ku.
bicki.

Christine A. Ken ChM A.
Lecine. Darla R. Lamberty.
Leslie A. Laurin... Neil Les.
sman. Slichael I). Lem. Lee
J. Lohenhisfer,

DALE E. Cawley. John

PATRICK

CHARLES E. Ruckstact-

Debra A. Smith. Richard E
Pamela J. Stmehyk,
Lori 6. Slime., Gail E.
Robert H. Tambeaux. Terry
M. Tenancy. Katherine L
Treece. Sheryl R. Tripp, De hula E. Ursin, Michael A.

Lcurio A.

Nluchew, R.
Charles Nlardock. SI171113111. M.
Nelson, Rochelle B. Norris.

Jan. T.

Olsta. hitched

P.

Crompton. Vickie A. Disanti,
Elizabeth A. Dooley. Charles
W. Ehlers. Frederick Erickson.

Denise NI: Faith. Carol O.
FIOWW.

Kathleen

Gallagher.

Elaine A. Grafton. Karen E.
Graist. Gaye iitteakunst.
Paul Hacker, Kathleen S.
Haney. William R. Hartmann,
Joy A. Hen/ten/mit Mmgot
Hertel, James Hofer,

Wicdman. Kathleen WIN
cox. Steven Wolski, lend M.

is probably of greatest inter-

PARD'NER NOW THAT

of every four dollars noes for

tersen. Mark S. Peterson.

Julie I.. Phipps Cary D. PiProudfoot.

Deborah K.
Steven
Rehusch,
Cynthia Si Rhodes.

Pryor.

ROAST

James IL Richards. Douglas
I.. Richter, Denise NI, Rinaldi.

lion or one-third of the =nay

CLOSED
THE REMAINING 3 per

Roney. Mason D. 00telli.

.IANN 8. SABI., Willi.,
F. Schauble. John R. Scheibe).

ASK FOR ANOTHER FAVORITE

BEEF

USDA
CHOICE

0411#41-1

Debra A. Sczepaniak.

n
SWISS

E. Skafie. Alan R. Snyder. Sal-

ly A. Soderstrom Nlatt 1. Sop.
chyk. Pamela J. Swart.

Christian Tambeaux, ',arida A, 1 arasuk. Steven 1, TheInnder alarge J. Tolzien, Clay

DON'T BUY
on pal a n home
o

eor9"n in your

9

Bensenville, Illinois

DINE IN
CARRY OUT

private

Limited Summer Offer

LEE & OAKTON - DES PLAINES

=Intl

wag='"

Sun, 'bra Thurs. 11 AAA to 10 PM
Fri. 8 Sol. 11 AM to 11 PM
PH: 827-5246

BARON'S

$200 a year to heat
the properly insulated
six-room home?
(with Electric heat, that about wraps it up)

Preparations for the lima

T Whne ficKth

I

draw once Ma hunt begun

Inanity College at 7900 N.
Morton Canoe, were

program.

calendar for t,c war.
Richard

I.

If a student with

drams by Sept. 1%, he win receive an Mt per cent refund by
Sept. 25.60 per cent by OM. 2.
Alper cent. and 211 per cent by
Oct. 9.

pushed forward at Tuesday
night's meeting of the board of
trustees with the approval of a
lid of course offerings :mint' a

Feb. I will be the first day
for Ow spring term with mgt.

Jordan. Dub'-

n 's dean of faculties,
presented both Me calendar

tration h, be held Jan. 27 - 29.
Final examinations will be
lune 7

and the curricula, which he
had devised for the college.

In

Thc school you. Jordan odd,

the second

and B Am. April 14 and Nits

1

inutions for the semester will

modal 13 1.

be held front Jan 15 - 27.

on May 31.

Ileae first sermoter. there
will be mull of 21 days single
cation Jordan said that single
day holidays will beOct. 10 for

Yom Kippur and Nev. I for
Veteran's DaT
Thanksgiving recess will be
I

classes will be dismissed Dec.
19 at noon and be reconvened
Bt it Am., Jan. 4 Per winter vaCalifon.

semester.

there Will be ninc &prof vacalien with spring vacation fall ing between 9:45 p.m.. April 6

will hcgin on Sept. 14 at a.m.
with registration to be held on
I. Then final exam,
Sept

MSD interceptor. (Photo by Dan Balm)

as always.

The summer seksion for

sessed valuation.
/The main difference

in
your tax Mathis year is the rue

In assessed volts( on of your

null will be held Aug. 13.

Nest fall, there will be 126

The list of course offerings
is to be presented loam Illinois

sections offered to students in
37
courses grouped under'
eight
COUBC areas.
Nine

Junior College Board for its

courses with 29 sections will
be offered in the business

Mum, was told that 197 fun

course arca.

THERE WILL ALSO be 37
offered in seven
courses of social science. Othsections

er course arca offered include
engineering. communications.
humanities. mathematics. me,
chanieal drafting and science.
Jordan Men made a breakdown of the number of teach.

as which will probably he

approval next /val..

ALSO, THE BOARD of
time students and 29 part-timc
students have been accepted.

The school has only rejected
61
students because "programs will not be offered this
fall to meet the applicants
educational objectives."
Most of the students =cent -

al full in the 18-rea-eld Smog
with
full-time and 17 parttime students.

Maine West High School

needed for the first full tern

leads with 33 persons accepted

Of 29 persons needed, English,

into programs. Twenty -doh
students from Maine East and

will require hoe professional
JORDAN
REPORTED
that students withdrawing by personnel and mathematics
Feb. 5 will receive an NO per, will require five and ono -fifth
cent return of the tuition. by profemionals. The number of
Feb. II - 60 per cent. Rh. IS - leacher needed for staffing arc
based on an average of a facul40 per cent. and Feb. 27 - 20
ty teaching load of 19 -If.
per
.

an increase of approximately
seven cents per $100 of as-

hours.

20 studems from Maine South
have been accepted by thc col
lege.

Donohue said that the col
legs administration is aimin

`ANEW oluelkNi0a %stard boa the state was the
printery rson why our es.
sessed value in the district rose

about 56.5 million to just over
595 million," said Ronchetto.

Explaining that District 57
o perates a balanced budget on

a "pay as you go basis" Ronchelto outlined various steps
the board has taken in maintaining a balanced -budget.

Among these he included:

"CONSEQUENTLY, our
interest expense is riot nearly
as large as the interest we earn

on investments," said Roncheno.
Leading into a report on the
district's
buildings,
board

,51.50, JORDAN listed a
schedule for refund dates for

chial schools /vac to

dependence Day. July 4. Ei.

So, You've Set the Date
(

P
OtI
BEEF HALF

i

55L

summer

school;

schedding

the junior high teaches with

full teaching loads, rather than
putting them in charge of
study halls.
Watching the student poouladon decrease closely end as

have any major building pro gm. for some years.
"Our enrollment has been
declining, our buildings generally are in good shape, and we

have sufficient land so that if
additional building were required, we could meet almost
env crisis," said Floras.

i-

NIQG

*

eign language program two

live? And here's where B re's con. in - how to

I

silver that will express yo r taste end
CaMemponoy or tmdition I - there's a pattern for

May lve serve you?

iREEM NW SPECIALISTS

714W Irmo Pork Rd (Re 19)

766-6M0
MEATS Inc.
BENSENVILLE, III.

Order in the quart.
The Bourbon in a Jim
Beam quart is the result of
a 175 -year -old family art a tradition of fine Bourbon
that began in 1795. You be the

judge. Jim Beam. A family
art for 175 years.

Lights

are

already

in at

Gregory and Sunset and In'Dilation has been started at
the other schools, he said.

The subject of curriculum
in the district's schools was
diacussed by Board member
Alex Casper who gave praise
to the new science program
being introduced in the dis.
rim.
The program was developed

Illin=e7:=Vwor"ck--

Mg with Assistant Superintendent Dr. Charles Percy.

'THE PROGRAM provides for continuous growth in
Casper said. "Each term the
student builds Upon his glorious knowledge through oh-

servatioand.

At the junior high level, he
explained that in the condos

Timely

-474

A new

pen mentation../

Graduation

Gifts

4

restaurant
unlike
any
other.
Top
of the

Towers.

And No Gamble...

In Fact, It's Downright Convenient
You'll enjoy a bird's eye view of our
golf counts, and beyond it
Arlington Park Race Track,
where thoroughbreds run all
spring and summer.

Your gam will take in a .urtrang
interior, a feast of color wherever
you look.
Then, when you eau for the menu,
another feast begins. Entrees from
around the world, with the 000000
always on fine dining.

On Your Savings
Long alter the excitement and
happiness of Graduation
Day are over, your gift of
Tissot will be fondly

at

Bridal Registry. Our Bridal Gift Consultant is specially trained to help youuselect the china, crystal and

BENSENVILLE

converted into libraries.
Casper said that the board
has also authorized expansion
programs for Busse, Lion's
Park, and Fairview schools.

There's No Mystery About It,

and furniture?

you.

FIRST CHURCH
of CHRIST, SCIENTIST

the root. previously P551
multipurpose rooms will be

dais"

He said that in their Olewe
there will be -compulsory nu -

red s

mew,

For assistance in your del lion making visit Bore:.

WE EMI

With the new MISS-Nipaat
rooms at Gregory and Sunset,.

our school buildings in the
hope that it will reduce van -

To Earn up to

choose your china and crystal, silver patterns. Maas
-

OUANIESES

important topic at the meeting.

next September," he said and
the board has authorized the
purchase of exterior lights for

\

.4

double steak

nv, ct,svg SUN

from the new social wan

EXPANSION OF the diets library facilities was an

"ALL LIFE safety work in
the district will be completed
before the opening of schools

result now having fewer class- year mandatory COMERS and
rooM teachers than in previous study Jolt will no; be reyews and cutting of tha for- quired.

for S130 students for Om 0.01,0-

Now conies the decisions, Who to invite? Where to

(nom the but

ObAT

Casper said that plans am
being made to expand the
practical arts program.
"Another big change comes

Commonwealth Edison Company

Saver, China & Crystal
6400 W. Harlem
At Northwest Hwy.
63 1-28005eburbr 825.3131
Mas.-That.Dof a Sehlty VMS fare fee a Cfpui Sod.

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
15 E. Prospect Ave.

CL 5-6400

TISSOT

remembered. Because every
Tismt is pre -tested for 7
full days before it leaves the
factory, your gift can be
relied on for years for
timekeeping accuracy.

During dinner The Notables play old
and new times for dancing. Starting
at 9:30, they blend music,
eong and comedy and turn
Top of the Towers
into a /supper club.
In the Totbers Lounge, Gees Eleaart

playa guitar and singe in maven languages.
A most entertaining
background for cocktails.

"mlaTnr.?..traapxzorOP

5LAIrlN dEWEhERS

Spend an evening At '
Top of the Towers. There's

nothing nide° like it anywhere.

1452 MINER ST. - IN,DOWNTOWN DES RAINES

B24-5124
OWEitS

NM PARKING

Asklor frea Jissat

elocAurarC7

he

added.

grams have been introduced
for that level, he said, including the practical ans program which was recently
dopted in the district.

swayer

conclusiord,

osnor

in our district, we shouldn't

te git-V

MOH.

ADDITIONAL study pro -

own

Nothing quite like it anywhere.

QA24.": 4).41,
---

Came to this

their

unless thole was to be a major
apartment house development

WtlL,n

Christian Science Lecture
Tuesday May26 880 PH

ray of elective courses."

member Leo F/oros said that program," he said.
with the completion of the adThe program encourages
ditions at Sunset Park and
Gregory schools and the an-

wn Donna E Wondsm Bar
baeoM Zunmanik

0

teaches students MONT

One day will be allowed for In.

Itt_

Rd

the use of library Ratios and

plernented by ea interesting or -

concepts and
Utilization of state aid for right from the understanding
first grade,"

1971 wits also planned out by

Jordan Summer clams begin
on June 73 with registration

few tax anticipation warrants
in the spring and are nide to
quickly retire them.

demic offerings that are sup-

!wino held June 21 end 22.

She Sitten R

loam.
ekalat Dawd E Walt Stuart

the persons who wish m with -

academic year ni Oakton front-

Semi., Mann, Spout Dennis
W Strom Crithi L Sena

Tonal.

worth the Inconvenience when the Prospect Heights Riot Town
Sanitary District is able to tie their $900,000 sewer project into the'

Oakton preparing for 1st year with course offerings

1

1,101111..4 k
NI
Vol

Speaking on the individual
resident's tax rate, Ronchetto

Rd. near (littered Dr. But results of the project should be well

Prmslow turfy
Robins
RDA Robtrtshm Doutlts
Ross alths.
I
S.uner

Sz tia

eous sources he added.

interceptor sewer project in tanrspect Heights has kept many or the
roads and (tittered that area Mt
up, like this should Willow

A

PNIRKIA A. Punkin
Donna 1 Planar Cool A
Plsith It not E Papa ken

I

rt

714 W. IRVING PARK ROAD
(Convenient Food Shopping Center)

Scott

comes from
Waalgrants,
grants, fee, the township, interest earned and miscellan-

ConstructIonenthe Metropolitan Salary EllstricesS4.4 million

ON A RYE BUN

(or

per day

includes: delivery a
nn

cent

saki Mai next year that -es -All be

Of Our New Location

Oplos.

Dean hl

e state taxes," he said and, "the
stele provides about $1.23 mil-

7.

Mkhelk Robinson. Dean W.

BRAN® OPENING

mann. Janice C. Padgill.Carolyn J. Page. Nancy T. Pan-

H

0

ROAD

from Nov. 26 Nov. 28 and

Therese A Morelli, David
P. Nelson, Thomas E New

"Over 63 Per cent for 0233
million) of the school district's
income comes from local real

Fa

per. Karl E. Priest°, James

Lewis.

son. Bonnie J.Mavcr. Pamela
A. McBride Nancy .1. Mwser,
B everly A. Miles.

teachers' salaries.

YOU'VE TRIED OUR

we have had to issue relatively

coln School in September,
-our 'Wilding needs in he
57 have been met for the foreseeable future."
//Unless one of the paro-

represents nearly our -Bohr of
spending in the district, and
est,. Ronchetto said.
He explained that three out

He added that. -by insisting

ofiliving within our budget,

ticipated completion of Lin-

'THE EDUCATION Fund

Meek!

Linda L. Lamina. Ellen E.
Lynn M. Leahy, .bavld P.
Lundstcdt. Elizabeth A. Ma-

Education Fund; $341,000 for
the
Building Fund; 'and
4310,000 will be expended
from the Bond Retirement and
Interest Fund.

Bruce N. Westerman Hugh

Born,

BENJAMIN NI. Carroll.
Jeffrey J. Cole. Charles

Not $2.8 million we nt to the

Vincenzo.

lyn M. Borden. Pamela S.
Robert W. Brerarmann. Jack
M. Brink, Barham Britton.
Sally. A. Brothers. gnme E.
Boomer. George K. ilmwe.

that by June 30, the distrid expects to have expended 95.65
million M 1969-70.
He said that Mduded in the
expenditures is about 3900 for
each of the 4,010 children enrolled in District 57 schools.
Breaking down the expenditures, Ronchetto said

Smith.

Robert J. Nick, Julie Mel.
Meyerholt

group of about 90 residents

Schramm.

Straub.

GREG II,

t/et Jack Roach.o told the

ter. Fred J. Rucgsegger, Chrk
T. Sandberg. Mary E. Sauer,
Judith 1.. Selma. Alan .N.

Barham A SlatCoun, Gary
R. Almon. Peter A. Alanerwa,

chime. Mark C hlevca

Opening the District 57
School Board's "Report IC the
People" last week at Sunset Park School, Board awai-

NI.

.Kathryn NI, Shubeck, Jane

DIANE M. Trona, Ron-

vin M. Caner. Timothy

Cendie 1

Deborah C. Sloan,. Carla S.

Ronald A. Smoy, Ronnie L.
Sohn. Bradley W. Slake. Terri

ald J. Theobold, David Kiln.
son. Elizabeth K. Todd, Gary
NI. 'roan,-,. Julie D. Frothier.
Les H. herd, Jill E Verdick.
Jill S. Wadle, Lynn NI.
Waishwell, Timothy Whet -

Brion

Jacqueline Crooks, Kama H.
Dexter. David G. Dolan.

hie:timed.

Jana R. Schultz. Richard M.
Schultz, Patricia &Mumma.

Terry I.. Taylor.

Burger.

A. Cooper, Kurt D. Cooper,

Mary 'Y. Nlathem
James -E. McGinn. Patricia

Daryl G. Nelson. John

M.

Busse, All. R. Campbell, Da.

Carib E. planning. Nancy

I.. Marie, Mary I. Marshall.

kopf.
Richard
Schumann.
Candace B. Simning. Debra K.
Simpson, Laurette J. Smith.

L. Swale, Mark 1. 'Semen.

Kay L. Buckingham. De-

Mann.

F.

.Kruhleen Schack, Jano I..

BoxIchncr.
nise

Nelson, Denise M. Nerwin.
Kathleen NI. O'Leary. Lynn
Puski. 'dude A. Pengilly, William T. Perkins. Grant 0. Pe-

Sandi:berg. Arlene I. Savage,
blarybeth Schmidt.

Timothy A. Bailey, Jean A.

Dodd B. Quillen. Ann E.

Jones, Radek Jortensen.
John C. Kullimani. Paul L

Pagel

Dist. 57 Board explains
school budget to parents

Mark S. Pasdrik. KIM E.
Perry. Victor A. Peatrak, Rob,
err L. Petersen. Nancy Ann
Pittman. Jane L. Pletch.

SALIN M. Jones, Janis C.

Barrett. George 0. Borden,
Robert S. Bistro,m, Terri I..

.IFFF A. LIMP. REF... J.
Lillian. Robert B. blacAskill.
Lynn E. Nlaa'er, Barletta L

O'Donnell. Patrick W. Packard. Deborah L. Peke. Kathy
NI. Peterson. Peter NI. Polito. Amy C. Pohlmann.
Robert W. Ponuenke. Barbara A Porter. John P. Powers, Kathy A. Rider. Richard

Barium St. Denis. Gay D.

ban

Andel.

Kricnim Lora L. Kum Jeffery R. Larson. Kristine A. !arson Kimberly NI. Ulla,
Cheryl A. Lilly.

Paul

BILLIE I.. Rodelv. Douglas
NI. Rose, Theodoni P. Roth.

fm, Koren Williams. Keith E.

Rohm! H. Ackmann, Sally
J. Aniline, Susan I. Ashlwook.
Helen NI Atkinson. Phillip 0'.

Kargacos, Constance KozovMt. Caml A. Kitten.

Kathleen NI. Nlueller. Paul S.
Neideem. Sue E. Novack.
Sant C. Nye. Jody M.

J. Robison.

HeK. lw is, Dowd G.
itimehaugh. G[egElEy teL Iv

ERESIIMEN1

Jeffrey A. lanes. Charles E.

Moran].

PATRICIA J. Moore,

W. Totten. Linda wan Downie, William G. Web*.

Younsquist /

Wm., S. King. Carol I..

Carol A. fluke. (iaylb
Eilbracht, Stuart P. Umber,.

Jones. William Karlicck.
Robin A. Knuth. a/idled 1.

Russell.

Bradish, Kurl J. Braun. Mari.
lyn K. Bryant. lama I.. Bac
ler. Dale R. Busse. Patricia

Deikus, David A. Dem. Keith
A. Dinsmore, Janet A. Dow.

D. Ireland, Steven Jackson,
Ronald P. Jacoby, Joyce A.

elle,

Sandra N. Bach, John G.
B ang. Ellen l_ Bonk& Patricia
Barber, Robert C. Bever,
James F. Bolik
Mary I. Boll, Robert H.

KATHLEEN A. Collim

Heldie, Kathryn S. Henry.
Janice 1.. Ibbotson. Colleen

Sharon M.

Jean

SENIORS:

Anne E. Conlon, Karen F.

Hay, hi ari ly no -U. Hell, Ted S.

Keane,

Merry Jo Grafton. alelissa
Greenwood. Roger A. Gun,
Arthur FL Flagg. Linda K.
Harvey. Anthony W. Heath.
Sloe' B. Hem Judith A. Hick el, Carol L. Helm.
Drum Iverson, Ellen NI_
Jahn. Mark A. Jompsr, Kevin
1_ Kanirath. John
R. Ear.
guens. Jam, II. King. Gloria

Chandler.

ELIZABETH Gem:hall,
Aimee 1. Grieb, George H.

JIM A. DI3W1i. Jane

lyn Nankin, Kim E. Andra',

Thom named to the Junior
Honor Roll are.

Blasco, Alison R. Bondman.

SENIORS:

sled.

R.

Agrillo, John L Anderson
Susan C. Bejcek, Terri F.

quarter. second seawater

Kenneth

SOPHOMORES:

Anton Adams, Sloan

THE DAY

Thursday May 21 1970

AtArtionconParkToweas
Chloaram% new suburban hotel.
ArlingeonRehrhle,Minota

Foe roeseavattone.e.384-2000.

Eli co Erols Hersey into setb,,Aanal final
By 3. Alm t auk

Ilurlink an the host Addl.

Asat. Snore: Ed.

Trail

son

diamond.

Eliseo

handcuffed the' Vikings,

Spurred by the brilliant nohit pitching of Paul Eliseo. the
Cinderella Huskies of Hersey
gained cony into the regional

hot by amply workim delibcrately and keeping the hall
low. Asa result, his outfield

a

team which witnessed the same

far during the regular 'league

\

ed in a pitcher's duel until the
fifth. Eliseo raked nine of the
first 10 men he looked at with
only one runner reaching second, the farillest the Vikings
got all day.

teammates were called upon
three limes for routine fly

estmlrsigm

finals of the state hasicball toun.

THE

Fmant yesterday by blanking

\\ The Huskies leteksol

porn....

S31001114hrowing
himself

so.th Paw pea

emd. 3-0.

through

the

with
inning and a

scale timely

anc°2'fbrlahl.

HERSEY, meanwhile.
ca me close to breaking IN ice
in the bottom of the first what

ly.knit defense. fir five
VINng Imenumen tar gain
free passes and a pair of harm-

less errors by tiers. shortstop

SPIRTS

nn the threat.
II wasn't until the third than
the Huskies finally dental the
scoreboard.
Leadoff
man

made up for the hoots with a
perfect duce for three day et
the plate and two nun ballad

May '21.
1970

Both

Elheo

hits and a sacrifice fly at frame
later. Kennepp led off by ruck ring a triple against the fence
in right center.
Rase followed by bouncing
a single past the pulled in
Frcmd infield, but he was

two hitters were retired to ovine

Bruce Fran who more than

Pane 8

Thursday,

aunt TRAMS went acoreless in the fourth, but the
Huskies padded their lima,
paper lead on back -to -hack

Ken Kennepp reached on r,
fielder's choice and Prase ripped his first hit. hut the next

feu carte millet -emit of three

George Solomon nmited the
and

Frontal

frame by drilling o single down

Mery Steve Kellett were lock -

0 n e out bum. Prase
dumped a run -scoring double
pan third, bul in his attempt to
itretch the drive into three
bases, he was cut down an a
line throw froniTom Bruns to
Larry Hanks..

forced at second un Morales'
hopper to short. Months stole

Mc right field line.

EG's Losch tame,:

Huskie Sieve Koch came
through with a sacrifice By to
rigN lo drive in the final run of

.the cone..
ELISEO MET' his toughest

11,

challenge In the top of the
nth. Fly walked pinch -hitter
Bill Cheney and Met welched
Frew misjudge a popup in the

12

Milder Bill Ludwig.
howeve
amp:el in

.

time to force Cheney an a

_s

heads -up play at second. Vike pk.

of the jem by

catching Tom Brunt looking
at a third strike.

to

pled with Forest View's loss

League

k

IIERSEY (31

ab rh bl

Frase. as

I

0

3

1

0

3

0

2

1

0

blondes, cf
3
Koch, lb
Fisher, If
3
Ludwigsen, If
0
Gnitamadier. 3b 2
Herb c
2
Disco. p
2

3
3
2

Sirs

Legion schedule

3

Ipt
Cheney, ph
Totals

The Ninth District American Legion baseball lease,

0
22

which has expanded to eight
teams this season with the ad-

0

3B -Kenney

213 -Erase:

to third when bewared moments later onSteve Kodes sacrifice Ey. Heney.went
no to win the cont.,. 3-0.1Phrow, by J. Alen Cook)

0

r(2

Heuswinh, lb

Fremd shortstop Ed Wlodaretyk might have gotten sliding Iludrie Ken Mnrole, but the catcher, throw Dapped into centafieldanowing Morales to continue

Hersey southpaw Paul Eliseo displays pi...rebook form In
delivering pitch to a Premd hitter. Eliseo J4:flu! the heat and
hurled a no.hit shutout against the Titans 1111/l/ail his loom anal
the Addison Trail regional final tomorrow.

3

Kolze, c
Bruns. If, p

SB-M orles;

with two coneccutivc wallasaioll,h to Ming in the 11,1-

Gone Ekberg and Larry Cie-

A hound and determined

rilenbani North outfit took

John Modem, returning to
the lineup after a than 'Naar
lion." became the hem of the

the field yuterd.Y anarnoon
cage.° knock oft an apathetic
Arlington nine. and h ap.
inured the
Panthers
had
turned the trick when they entered the last half of the sev-

day when he sliced a clean hit

alright. scoring two run....

Ming the Cardinals within
one. Bokelmann drew a haw

enth frame holding on to a

on halls to load the sacks again

comfortable 4-1 loud.

for Card slugger John Kay-

Cardinal bats esclotled in

kendall.

Ith shines. the Rerminis dug
Mr a run thanks to a walk and
an error to send the dejected
Panthers hack to their field 54
Mom.
I

:
:

AUTAIONDALL lined a
high sacrifice fly to lit, um'

By Mike Innen

ranee to get our 01. the jam by

Redbird out Jim nokelmen,
who hurled the musining
Three

and

hall

frames
flawlessly
graphiDe win.
The Cards
ed the lead
early in the ballgame es the

men in red scraped for a Ione
n their half of the
Mike Wilhins blasted

Palatine pitching we Dave
Hashech. who never needs too
many rum. pt a bushelful yam
lushly as the host Pirates gave
Forest View a 10.0 pasting in a

game halted in the fifth inning

School' ASSI1O, 10 -run rule
The embarrassing damn

knocked Forest Vie, om of a
he for the Mid.Sulartban
Leanne lead and left the
cons in third place with an 13.3

record. Pa.i

. with in hip.

gest scoring explosion of the
sedson. boasted its NISI. mark

inning.secondin

to 5-7-I.

days to set up the score and woo

undelie careful scrutiny of a
handful
of major league

WI his second triple in three

later brought in on an infield
This one -run edvantege for
the

Fandv.rs woke up in the sixth,

pounding out two sefeties to
register four markers.

GLENHARI)

looks)

the
hoses on a walk. a single and an

error when hie Dave Lilting.,
drove a triple over the loft
fieWers head to clear the
Li zinger
the 9mil run of the day for the Pan.

lirol.
Chuck Dillon lead all
productive I Ith with
wall..
advanced to third on Rick
.1

SchoelIN sacrifice :oda! he a
plate, and me
Panther miscue
across the
with the win.
Glenhard bobble.
AR1.17W1'ON 151

teser. th..s.

4
4

I .1111.... 111

4

gokelinann. rf-p

4

Kinkmdall.
Within.. le-rf

i

I

it

I

0

0

0

0

0
0
I
0
0

g
0

0
0

3

It

5

I

Otago.

11

Keller: lb

I

Foy. ph

Carroll. In
benches, c

0
11

Abel. ph
Dillon. 3h
Schoch. cf

00
I

I

TOTAI n

iii

I

1

0

O

0

5

.1

I

RU NORTI I 141

PLAYERS

Krajecki, rf
Dowd. cf

0

Panting. a

0
0

Horan, 3b

U

0
0
0
0
0
3

AB H II BI

Liming., lb
Gamin, If

101ALS

hurled
a
complete
game
minima P0150CCI MOOT, j101

wasn't ready

to

rim PIRATES knocked

crawl back

with only one day's rest.

Palatine garnered a pair of
runs in

seed.

the lint inning and

both sawed on a 211.foot hose

hit. The horst started with a
single by John Duir end moth er single by John Compton and
a walk to Rick Zieman loaded

Johnson out in the second and
made the same a laugher with

seven more runs. This rally
started with one out when
milks to Steve ()aroma) and
Bamhrick. sandwiched
around a single by Dui,
loaded 'the hoses.

Jim

the base, 0111 one out.

That brought op fleet Chris

Andriatr. who &op* a pc.
fed bunt in from of the plate.
Johnson hod no chance to cut
down Duir at home and when

he tried unsucceufully to get
Andriano at firm, Compton

Compton tamed a single to

right to drive home a nit
runs and n third came

on

wild pitch. Johnom gave up
another walls. this one to Zieman. and lie was promptly re.

limed of the mound char. by
right -harder Denny O'Keefe,

4

Pitcher

yti 44 4 0

0

Bokelmann

3410-0 0 I
10 5 3 4 7

0

licman. 2h

0

Dee. p

0

An error allowed another
run to score and Hasbach rippad an RBI .single to left-cen-

to make the score 7-0.

PALATINE'S FINAL mn
came 'in the fiffli when Duir
walked, went to second on a
wild pitch. stole third
moral on Banthrick's ground-

out. The umpires immediately stopped play under the 10run rule, which goes into Mal

4

Winner-Boltelmann:
er-Dee

PAIATINE (10)
Player

ab

e

h

hi

Endr, 2b
2

3

2

Garotte, lb

I

3
2
2

Cardiac% rf

Cavalier, c

I

0

h

0
0

1

hi
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

00

nis coach lint Gelharr will aupervise a summer progrant for
potential indoming eighth
grade prospects. It will be the

Prospect's frosh.soph ten-

first such program cond.1.1

hunt.

3-2 mark overall, but that IS no
indication of how he has
pitched this season. His two

ing Panther hr-ler Tim Dee
then promptly filled the hues

practice going from 8-10. The

fins seven cons on fivehits and
four walks in just one and one-

,,_31ey.t_i1;.,..a,no.t.,.

berru..1

-

-

Cep -less ChM Andel:tee of Palatine stirs up some dust as he slid. safely Into third base with to
third innigts of ...Nit Lrite,_.steaL
Fer.t-Viewhas the halibut its too late to make

the Ing,-(Phdlo-by Mike lmrem)

River Grove at Palatine

June I I -Des Plain. at Park
Ridge

Palatine at Arlington

Heights
Prospect al Logan Squem

June 13-Whceling at River
Grove

.101111, popped the hall back of

second base. Kiri.° made

Dave R Isom wa., caught dead
stealing. end Lundstedt started

n sharp double play to get the
Knights um of the inning

The twin hill me no indimtion of things to come,
Nnvevcr. and it was Lunds-

tedEs errors in the third that
helped to produce Groves
first run.

WITH ONE away.

Luke

Wolanski groundial to Lunds-

tisk. who lased up on

his

thnnv and lofted the hall out of

play fora twu.hase error. His.
tau then came up and rolled

Honor
Prochaska
Gary Prochaska. an Arlington High School gradual, was

of the
Year" at the annual Awards.
Convocation of Carroll Colnamed

°Freshman

lege Si Waukesha. Wise.
The award is based on schol-

arship. personality. eitikenship'
arid partripation in extracurricular activities.

The two of Mrs. and Mrs.
Geroge Prochaska, 14111 W.

Miner St.. also received his
varsity letter in wrestling after
completing u 16.5 wason and
piecing second in the Wisconsin -Illinois Collegiate Conference.

He

has

pledged

Theta Pi Fraternity.

Phi

it

fine third -out catch.

absolutely,hf

roi;Isio'n

igh ts, 2-0

inning when he sent a low liner
to
center
field. Chesney
tracked rhr ball down and
dipped his glove fora last.seeand, rerming. shoestring grab.

Chesney, of

Lunch 10030100 his 011th and
sixth strikeouts to and the

Mitsuokt, If

frame after striking out the
side in the think
Musial got his revenge In
the aixth with his second hit of
the day. goingt0.^-0.1
0^."
error in right field, but Mere
was nobody to bring him.

Waoinla'n:Ity..
id.

mound.

Schreiber, lb
Sunnier. If
Harbach, ph

1.11N11STF.EIT TRIED to
get things going
top of

thc seventh withinsMe
M bleep hit
that fall between three Gran
'fielders, and when White
walked things began to look

lurch, P

I

2

ts

lb

Tubb,

2
2

0

n

2

0
0

32

.0

19

2

0
0
0

I

Fritsch, lb

0

Rush. p

I

0
0

(11

.0

3

2

0

Hare Schmidt, the highly
University of IIlivais basketball coach. la jest
successful

one of the cage luminarieS who

3
Kothkr. 21
Thurnhoffer, 2b 3

ft
0

II
0
0
0

TOWN

O

3

2

25

will give instruction at the bas.
WWI camp at Forest View
High School June 22 -July 3:

0
0

it

TM camp is scheduled from
Monday -through -Friday Mir-

0
0

ing that two-week period and
runs from 9,30.12.30 on rich
10 mornings. That
gives the pupil 30 hours of in-

E-Mosial, Lundstalt (2).
Ristau, Scholl.. Clinton: SB-

a 0,0,

Musk% HBP-Adams-, DP-

struction for the low ate of

Lundstedt to Fritsche, Koehler m Thurnhoffer.

Plan.

of

h

err:BING SUMMARY

Streng, 3b

Jones. cf
Lundstedh
While. C

035.

byesin" rnagrdP le'stbrforrnrhrough*t

nine Nit Those in the ninth
grade of a high school are not
eligible. More information am
be obtained by calling the

(1

3

3

2
2

ip h FerV en
7 3 0.0 2 g

Pitcher
I.nsch
Thurnhoffer

0
0

D

0

1

0

0

4 2 1.0

5

3

21 1.0

.1

1

0

Rush

0

Winter-Loscht
loserThurnhoffer,HR-Rush.

emu direct°,

yl

But Leech wriggled out of
the

with two straight
strikeouts and a force out On
White at second.
ELK GROVE121

ItWyle
21)

all

'1' a'
2

I

0

I

each was fourth in national

SPORTS

Pa e9
Thursday.
May21,

h.c has done so many times
this season, Joe came through

is=

Although It appears as If Prospect% Ng Dave Lundstedt swung
alto TT far mo cagy ha 1111 the bull, .tiledt" actually just fouled
the ball into the ground nod It bounced up again in front of him in
yesterday's lint to Elk Grove. 1Phoniby Linda Hamilton)

1970

A dramatic, gent -tying nth'
ly by Wheeling in the seventh
inning yesterday went by the
boards in the eighth when Libertyville scored on unearned
mn In win the opening game of
the Waukegan Regional, 2-1,
and knock the Wildcats out of
the tute baseball tournament.

with a line shot between right

with rt clean single to left MI-

and tenter to score Weisen and

N:Meg a walk to Sheridan with
two outs.
John Lamdquist followed

, game was alert,

am

send Richter to third.

DEAN SIIERIDAN

got

good wood on the ball follow-

ing Day's hit, but the Libertyville centor fielder drifted
under it and rent the ball gone
into extras.

North Chicago High School

'because of lust week's min &lays which forced another angional contest to be played nt

In the home half of the
eighth, the 'Cm title hopes

Waukegan.

walk, a single and then two cr-

DOWN TO THEIR Ina out
of
game after being frustrated for six innings. the 'Cuts finally scored the tying mn
when Scott Day's double
brought in Speedy Weisen

from bird with two outs in the
seventh.

Wcisen opened the

last-

ditch rally off Libertyville relief
Lamy Bacsurik by
beating out a nifty bunt down
the third -bide line. He then
stole second and went to third
on a fielder's choice after Roh
Richter had drawn a walk.
That brought up Day with
runners on first and third, and

went down the drain when a

oon after two were out tone
Libertyville the winning run.

the

Cats in striking distance when
he singled. stole .second and

with another hit down the of
gold line, but a perfect throw went to third on a surifice
by the Liberyville left fielder bunt by Richter. Buy Dymn
cut down the bardcharging bounced back to the mound to
Sheridan at the plate for out end that chance.
number three. The catcher
Wheeling was right back 111
somehow managed to hold on

Keehn in the sixth as Day led

to the hall, but he should re- oft' with a single and. after
member the emend for some Sheridan few out. Groot picktime.

After that first ndly. it was
simply a mutter of gating the
opportunities and not being

ed up his second straight hit to
move him to third.

But the Libertyville coach
countered be bringing in Bac-

It had to be o trenundatRY
defeat
for
heartbreaking
Wheeling pitcher Glenn Jarsumbowski, who duo,. all
eight innings and 0.014/C0 his
opponent cold except in the
third and the fatal eighth.

at

great opporiunity.

Jarx storied tough in that
faith when. after the Malmo
hitters reached him for singles,
he proceeded to strike out the

PIATER

AB

H 8.1

Gossett. cf
Brothers, 0

4
4

0

0

0

0

n

Keehn, part
Traynor. 20

3

I

I

0
0

3

1

Borrarom. If

4

1h

Tragnor. 3b

4
4
4

Johnson, I:

Bradley. lb
McCormick. rf 2
Bacaurik. p
TOTALS
33

I

trouble.

n's

kn'cd'LCals aEbn:MS..

0

1)

1

0

0

2

0
D

2

As R

Richter. 211

2

1.11,1111,10.

1
4

rf

1

0

0
0

it

7

I

II Ill

ft

0

0

11

0

0

3

4
4

0
0

2

Fricario. Jh
4
2
Weiser, cf
larsembowski. p2
TOTALS

0

0

D

7
0
7

0
0

1

11

I

8

2

ica

)

ga

2 21-1

lerzW!"mnbo'r-wRori.mriki

Loser-

day of inr.don
cop ac Chicago

star Jerry Sloan, Quinc y
High School coach Sheri!)
Hanks and Illinois assistant

asrli Dick Campbell.

SWEEPSRICES

-

WIN A

0

I)
0

Sheridan,
Groot. If

hb

7 2-1

I

I

2

I

0

0

0
0

I

wg-,Tasalfmr:"--

next three and escape any

s' high

coat

larrenthowski

ntt.w.ik

LIBERTYVILLE (2)

Lundquist. 111

four innings. but after that he
was almost perfect.

'ached1111r

y

Primal to choke off another

PLAYER
3

Big Ten in the

illthe

1956-57 season. After gradeMinn he played in the National

so

WHEELING 01

THE. SOUTHPAW had a
Bole trouble getting Owtod
giving up six his in the first

The Illinois coach was an

-N

nd

put

cicJ to do

s'xo'ne

outstanding player himself for
the Mini. being the want cap scorer

in

Ii

hasounning uptin

hall Wing

min and diefourth-leading

and h:

01

nig bit.

IN 1110 FIFTIL Deism's

shatsvwe'l 1Jas

.

to score Mike Groat broke the able to come up with Mat one

off send Guy Keehan

Cfear

'h"is'Cuerrr ith Ile Mani

'Cats state bid foiled in extr
us

ishedit'dirrtihrg aASIllinoisj'to'aO15n--

9 record and a third -plats rte
n the Big Ten, The crew-cut

jam

11

By Jim Strut

est View

..40or,ch
Bud Bornme.:at
j3aec
c

km

tense for Losch and Co.

falling
down in
protons to TWO
MUSTI'S run from counting.

Not :meth. Libertyville
batter got a hit until the eighth,
and that wen a bunt single. Jarxembowski fanned eight while
walking only two for lie game,

Norma, If
Johnson. p
O'Keefe. p
Koentopp, lb

June 20 -Park Ridge at River

0

0

0

Logan Square at Wheeling

11

0
0

0

June 21 -Park Ridge at Des

Grove

I

11

0

D

Plaines

D

n
0

U

1)

0

0

Palatine at River Grove
June 23 -River Grove at Pros -

I

g

'Thodbveraour
ofSandinavia
WM a 17 -day trip for 2 to Scandinavia's finest
runIsturania or One of the other great prizes for
stay -al -home food lovers. Nothing to buy! Walt
your nearest Seerda House SMannobwa far
full details and entry blanks.

1018 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect 259-9550

Sethi 14,

THE LUCKLESS Wild-

P.M

Arlington Heights e,

000 00-0
270 01-10

tine

Johnson

RS 2 2 2

O'Keefe
Schmidt

when Richter,

IN I 0112

Winner-Herbe..

Lour-

-Johnson.

Saturday
The honorable Herbert H.
Rehm!. mayor of Des Plaines,
has proclaimed the days of Friday and Saturday as 4A Boys
In

Al.

gal

River ()rove
ba Plaines at Wheeling

July 7 -Arlington Height:

sem back on the bench for

-I-11E 12111CH ASE PRICE If not. 1.1101 only investme nt is the rental charge. and

Vv I''''''''!'"'".1:1.8%1"8.'"sriVra"ra
MAICO HEARING

1,1111.6 0""' '

in the play that proteddy eon Wheeling De imme, hIg Dom
Sherithn does everything in his newer to jar the hell 101. from
Libertyville micher Steve J01110011. 11111.1011110011 held on for the

oat, anil 11w 'Cats finished on the Huirt end id 0 2-1 scare and
were eliminated from the Waukegan Iteki utnl. (photo Try fief
SIllart)

AIDATES

CENTER
109 S. Main (Rt. 83)0 Mt. Prospect e 392-4750
LOCATION IN, 0811 PAM. AURORA HINSDALE
Special Service For Shot-im - Home Hearing Testa Demonstration

Richter opened with a line
center. Dyson

drive an

smacked a long fly out and

Who:ling at Prospect
July 4 -River Grove at Wheeling

Dyson

their efforts.

Logan

July 5 -Arlington Heights nt

John

for 30daya at a mra
IF YOU DECIDE TO KPH' TULE MD. THE FULL RENTAL COST IS AP.

,2

-

Grenadier pitcher SIM° Lostit hnneeed tiff the mound to
handle this ground hall art the hat of Greg Sumner.. Usually n
Mormon, tomolu filled in ably as a member of coach Larry PedMN pitching staff, getting a shut mil against prw,pect yalerday.

the most convenient
"DRIVE-IN" in town!

Day sent a sceaming lino
drive that than Libertyville
shortstop snared.

THAT KIND of luck 0011ii.,1 until the fourth, when

LEI THE PROS DO ALL OF YOUR LAUNDRY AND

the Wildcats finally threatened

DRY CLEANING AND TAKE A HOLIDAY WITH Qjn

a

Des Plaines
Prospect at Logan Square

Tag days
Friday,

Days.

Wheeling at Palatine
June 37 -Prospect at River

June 36 -River Grove al Lo-

D

Pl. I ED I.

and Day all hit the ball extremely had and could only

Ridge

at

Wheeling batsmen struck out
the entire eight innings.

was eel in the very Innt inning

Plainm

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

Our sea
I PONTAI. PI.AN offers the sensible way to lind amidht kind of help moderatehean
aid can give 11,n- 0.' noir molar expondarmi, Weorn new MAICO ai

brad. the 'Cats were to get

Grove

ip h r-er cow
5 I
0 0 '6 3
IV a5 7 7 3 4

Pitcher
Halbach

Jeaaph Crean, Sion

cats, on the other hand. =enmity hit the ball weft but
right at someone as only two
The tempo of D o kind of

June 25 -River Grove at Dm.

gan Square
July 2 -Palatine
-Square

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive ... Be Sure

and he gave up seven hits.

Whecting at Park Ridge

his

statement, he

.[and runs from 10-12, but urged all local citizens tei give

BUZZ JOHNSON wade

Logan Square

2

the morning with Me initial Baseball Association Tag

wares and he has allowed only
one earned run all season.

June 9 -Arlington Heights at

II

driano, Kasper.

Tint two innings. caused partly
by the conspicuous absence of
the pinpoint control he usually
possesses. but he pitched pular
trouble in both frames and
then coasted home behind We

losses were by 1-0 and 2-0

at

n0

E-ZiC1111111. common 2. 01-

Coach will

Ira

Arlington Heights

0

son. sb-Duir, Compton. An-

The summer will be divided
into two sessions, the Ertl beginning on June 22 -July 10,
aid the second starting July
13-29. Classes will be held in

League single to canter. Stan-

2

O

head program

the start for Forest View and
was charged with Palatine's

Maly, lb
Schmidt. p
Banslield, lb

O

MTck out six.
The hull -like right-hander
Mill had his Problems in the

his teammate. pro-

were most needed After Alusiol had singled in the first. Dave

Arlington Heights at Park

Lovecchio, lb
1- .0 0
Totals
22 10 8
FOREST VIEW 10)

OlsOn. as

they
made the good plays when they

Wheeling at D. Plata.

2

Playeran r

a.

Des

Wheeling

1

Palatine

Octeo pre Heobach a
2-2 record in hill. play and o

Glen Abel led off the productive inning with a Texas

Kasper. 2h

2

3

squad at times, and the

Renton Heights

Po= View
3

Galindo. cf

Grove to he a good fielding

Elk

Jane 18 -River Grove at A,

2

Andrinno, cf
Hasbach, p
Feekin. as
Eberle, a

for she third out.
The Knights found

:pant al Arlingwn

PITCHING SUMMARY

didn't let them

at FV camp

perchxeifgnrtoa

Total.
17 0 I
SCORE RV INNINGS

Bambrick, rf
Compton, 3b
Zieman, If

tagged Nick Adams off first

PIT11CS

top,

if a team as winning by 10 runs
after at least four and one-half
innings of play.

at

June 14 -Drs olnines et Riwsr
Wed Oar that period being the
dated
Grove
River Grov.Logen Squaw
Prospect at Wheeling
clash June 30.
. Jose 16 -Palatine at D.

LO.

at One school.

the Redbirds last trip to the

Arlington

TM days opium 28 through
July 2 have been set snide as
makeup dates for canceled

5

viol d.

plate when the quiet bats of the
Arlington ballplayers finally
canoe alive.

against

A
GAMES are scheduled for Tuesdays, Thursdays
and weekends.
0

there when he strode aerous
the plate seconds later after a
perfectly amuted squaw
The Cards tied the contest at
what the Panthers thought was

home

wah the only contest

01Ceefe finally got tie wand
out of the inning by coaxing
John Peek in to tap back to the
mound. but Bruce Eberle
drove a line.dri ye single to leftcenter to bring in two more MIlies and make the score MO.

River

Prospect.

June 4 and Wheeling debuti at

1p rerh w

Moffo
Dee

at

Grove amas at Park Ridge

ghtLL
Heis
June 7.

0

Barnes,

Ingle by Gabino Galindo In
the top of the fifth. and he

lead

Ariington Heights. Logan
Dinars al Palatine and Pars

Moffo. !Bodeen, Horan 131.
Berms (2), Litaingert HOP-

Lindell, If

down.
Maw.
Thy
Palatine
allowed only one hit. a bunt

hig

Curtain -raisers will be Junes

2. Tuesdey. with Des Plaines

1

5

June 7 -Prospect
Plaines

'gn with
.k of

openers slated for
June 2.

PITCHING SUMMARY
2

Holh, ph

ter

4

4

Ridge

for the 1970 cam

-Horan

Gen*, If

came all the way home Nom

39

ale

club, announced its schedule

313-WIlbins, E-Elsberg 121.

HASBACII, .1.9 usual. was
and he

Arlington held up until

te

obvious the Palo.n lefty, who

saw.. Ireuble arose in the beceuse of the Illinois High
dghth and HMO need auts-

next two men were easil)

II

R

Palatine knocks Falcons off

YARD 31i1.0 Morro stayed on the hill in the marathon
match and pitched swan line
inning: of baseball, yielding
only Iwo hits, excluding his
nightmarish sixth when the
Panthers chalked up four

halted right there though as Ms

ning run thanks to another

the game saying inning. as the

Redbirds sprang In life and
banged out three hie, to tally
three markers and knot the
comet at four apiece. In the

footed Geyer from thin! with
the tying tally. The rail)

vl. t t..R
Elbe, 2h

The scheduler

Jane 2 -Des Pluincs at Arlington Heights
Logan Squem at Palatine
Park Ridge at Pro.nce,
June 4 -Logan Square al Des
Mai
pect at Palatine
Grove al Park Ridge
June
ImgarrSquare at River
Grove
Palatine at Park Ridge

dition of a Mount Prospect

Sac -Koch.

Gruumer.her,
Shwa.
E-Frsse 12), Moloznik:

Arlington rallies to tie; wins in nth
Ity 111m Bowe

Prospect worked its 'second
double play of, the day. Rush

not overpowering the (inn'sregular

ing upa run with sonic lacklustre fielding behind them.
Big New .lhumhoffer started
on the mound for arch Larry
Polhman. and he walked the
first two men by faced. Rut

ab

Molocnik, cf
Wtodarayk. a

bows, and Ristau salmi as

lied 011 two pitchers, each gist.

MEMO (0)
Player

mop, landstalt again.fumbled
and the Qircns had runners at
first and second. Kevin Ches
nay got the POI with a mound
ball to third bale.
With C7asey Rush facing
than on the. hill in the fifth, be
Grenadiers went tu . work
again. Rimini singled cleanly
to left caner and Chesney
walked. An error in right field
on Loseh's fly hull Medal Me

lance in his lira starting role of
the sone, and though he wits

just three hits to alto Knights,
Iwo to alike klusial and one a
N oop single by Dave londs.
W M. In addition loseh policed
the plate with eight strikeouts
while giving up Mot two walks.
The punchier° Knights re-

22

TWAIN

httlf.gttmc hold

Monsen, pitehol a
creditable genie lie Suva Ile

e11librOw0 anaddha

2

Wheeling's

1I00C11 WENT the db-

Trall-Glenberd Wen chow -

Solomon. rf
Kennepp, 2b

and

on first place.

en-

down.
Player

1:tii.ne

the Orals

the winner of today's Addison

moues. w'3

shut our Performance
alike 1 °sell on the

ouElk Grove's 241 win cou-

Mid -Suburban

...al

a

from

counter, but will pick up the
Mote trail tomorrow against

;-Fes"

second lime yesterday when
the Grenadiers touched Pros.
peel for two unearned rune and
got

catcher Mike Kola, reached
on nnother error, but Eliseo
wiggled out

another hit towards the usually
slick fielding Knight Mon -

Elk Gnive moved int° sole
pont.sion of lint place for rho

Left
urn.

11111111111111101011

Bporo F:ditor

Hersey will return to earth

'aft

Ill coach

4116011C Sielsos

ed past the center fielder.

talk, against Prospect in

1/11iii

Take sole possession of 1st

second and continued to third
when the catcher's throw nail-

anyone may sign up for a full what funds they can to support
8-12 schedulv. A player may . this community program.
sign up for both summer sessi
also.
On those days. Little LeaSince
Since only 25 boys may en- guers from theSouth and West
ter each time slot,the signup Leagues will be selling tam to
will be connected on a Rot help finance this season's op cOmi..fiiet germ basis.
ending experues.

Park Ridge al Pelatine
- July 9 -Des Plaines at Logan
Square

Prospect at Park Ridge
Only

I1 --Wheeling al Arling-

on HeIghts

FAST

PLUGS 'N' POINTS
ECONOMICAL CAR TUNEUPS

DRIVE-IN

COMPLETE PRICE TAX INCLUDED

July 12 -Palatine at Wheeling
July
14 -Palatine at Des

SERVICE

Plaines

Wheeling at Logan Samoa
July 16-Logen Square at Park
Ridge

Arlington Heights at Pros July 18 -Park Ridge at Wheeling
Des Plaines at Prospect

JWy 2I -Arlington Heights at
Login Square
Palatine at Prospect
July 23 -Park Ridge at Arlington Heights .
July 26. -Tournament begim

"We Come
To You

FREE BAG

OF CHARCOAL
o7:::Tr:Ztri, WITH EVERY ORDER

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
COURTEOUS BONDED ROUTEMEN WITH
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
SERVICE AS EARLY AS 7 A.M.
'

412 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
CENTRAL 8 N.W. HWY.
MT. PROSPECT
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111.. David Fleischer, of 440 Dover Dr., Des Plaints, is volunteering some of her time an
hinges, for the United Service Organization at O'Hare International Airport as part 'of her club
activities. Mrs. Fleischer, is n member of the Kiwi Club, composed of former Americm

cLcr

stewardesses. The organization is devoling a half day pm month at the... Receiving maga-

sin. from Mrs. Fleischer are Tom Nichols, (left) stationed ut
Nance, who was en route to Halifax, N.C.

-

but just about everything.
When you Ily on a major.
airline, you sit on a Universal
Oil Products Co scat, eat food
proparc
galley made by

min and accept
the copany,

mink from a serWng cart it
pmh for.
fen you splash on a favorWhen

ilc fragrance, take a bubble
bath or shower with a pleasant.

smelling soap, or apply a pretty

division of the Des Plaines-

name identification
with the company.
To help correct this impression. phrlicularly with top
management executives in the
wherever you go, you will bc United States and mrom the
near or use a UOP-produeed world. UOP has launched an
item.
adeenlsing campaign in news-

Despite its range of products, UOP remains Nome-

thing of an invisible con,

lipstick. fragrance compoundo
developed and manufactured

pany,7

by a TOP subsudiury add

nized for all the contributions
it makes.'

n

touch of luxury.
IF YOU drive a heavy-duty
truck or ride a bus, the seals
which help make the trippleasant have likely been made by.

papers and magazines likely to
be read by these (maple.

which

Williams

is

explained,

not usually

recog-

NONE OF the company's
are directly consumer Items. he said, thereproducts

fore,

Pold tmmaniimii.. Kb mni

Perso2;215.1):e:p:a:mmt

nines.

s°,7n'=,k,':=.or, M.Z,

,_____-7- __ t..re

(

e,,,,,,,,r,

R

""'"'"e".'"

Mon. -Fri.

P.M

suo

CALLMR.
MR. LUCAIRELLI
537-5800

532-7075

nER L SON

DON ROTH'S

:Agr-

1.11ONT rC1AL on

beam. your want ad is

eant.

.'

OPERATOR
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0..s.

I
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`,Tmo", wi'm. '

22-SitualionS Mantel -Women
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ndo,000 °s
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Paul P. Hoppe Jr. 0100, SOS S. Ridge St., Arlington Heights,
was recently Interviewed by WCIU Channel 26's Ben Lathan for

their -.The Mod, Mad. Observer" program. Hoppe is engi-

neering vice president for Amphenol Industrial Division re The
BoakerHamo Corp, Chicago. Topics discussed included the
1970 Design Engineering Conference, the engineering profession and Its relalion to the business world and a review of uctivities M Bunktr.Remo. Heppe prestMed a management engineer
lag paper, "Criteria for Evaluating Project Feasibility,. at (Ire
Design Engineering Conference.

Cari)

in,

Co, 53,4.

developed m the company's
lute.

Thc Procon Division. short
for Pnacms ConstrUction,

ult.?

o.

in

ie

ce

.

m

An no. opporn.i3 nue.,

jAiliToRs

13-Employment SgenciepMen

mical plants. It is one of ad.
en

YOU p

builds refineries and petrocheconstructioncompanies

fo.hrecolts from

the Doll

In the week!. Wil-

'

ll's ra 'o'DY.11.46s0,1

Zrili)jgt.705=

where. Call

COME IN OR CALL TODAY

FOR MORE INfORMAI ION

mt,z,otoR,e.s3.00o

PI/10:1070FSCPLA

'"

V1Y,O'f.ifTql.'CGladr'
Rd.

-.1
(7,)

Get smart! -0
.
Start a Day
'''

-

>
Ir.'

Want Ad
workiag
for you.

r--

Is) K)
40 03
Lawrence Alexander Refit, 1116 W. Thomas St, Arlington Heigh., and Robert Baylesslr. of
Chicago, receive sample program instructions from Honeywell instructor John Rooney (right)
Alexander Is ridenhelons director for Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences (11115). The
comae, pertain flve-elly HITS educatioind program, reflects a trend toward manufacturer lead hip In deteloping professional talent for the fast-growing computer in*try, according to
oneywell.

CP M
0)-

..1

CD -N.

.1=, 0

Ob

Phone

2 S5 -7,200
'

W.

Buy Local

all ,9,1

""'"°' 10.000"0 "°10000

4nna.D:C2'747
Home Improvement

'

D
SepticWork

D & J CONTRACTORS

Sewing Machine Repair

"sra5B,'
APOLLO

="

Home Maintenance

CLISIOM CONCRETE WORB.

"IvEvnv,t

296,30.1

ASK KIR MR. ANDERSON or MR. BRUNNER

Rrsoh"'N'A7L'E

S. Mg

89.636 ge8-3491 8.3270

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

APOLLO CONS-SO.110NC°
SCHAUMBURG ILL

EXPERIMENTAL

EXPERIENCED

MATH AND KARATE

#1 GRADE, PRIME

TUTOR

THETrAITE"'W3380

CALL 259-4999

Sump Pump
39.3420

Landscaping

We will train 0 young mon with a good knowledge
of machines and willing to embark on training

and experimental tool development. He will do
,reeble shooting, fixture mpair and it
Trade school graduate or a coon with at lend 2
in machi. trade required. Good starling

BILL S110. REPAIRS

Benefits include 100% Mtion payments for night
school. Modern air conditioned plant

PUMP AND A.

VICE CA13.3-3057

HE

LAWNAgISEOS°

on We wrO fr. !Nat'l...No
obligofion WRITE OR CALL No

2964340

Dog Service
POODLE

IONLY FROWN 0 ...LYRIC,
236 E Irving Park Rd.

SCHNAUZER

Well established moo,
al firm offers choice P.-

viiiacs

with

sm000

-

sm,000 years salary to

energetic intelligent
Mune man (23

to

35

years old). Should have
innate tales obility' and
Iike to work with people.
Full training and Bevelmoment program. No
traveling. Day and evenit' interviews.

296.1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE

2720 Des Plaines Ave.Des Plaines, Ill
,

as "" "."!!' experience

work"'°('

'''''''
"d
mem. ""°".
Duties de""
include
preparations
ironies

AFTICAL PLUMBING
.320 3273

TER Onm

kited paper work and
..,,,,,g) pceepere

FULL BASEMENT.

2 Locations

Molted In X. Growl Space

We seek 2 men to repair dies and build fixtures

"V=VMV:Pr

ere' gauges M .16.MM...ea

Dow Pain Construction Co.

since vise

we have the most modern equipment and con,'
Merely f Mooed oir conditioned building. Regular
merit reviews, company cafeteria and emelkot
benefits. Positions available in Elk Grove Village

7.Z.VritInZ.: 'Antes
v.0.3

CNUCK JONES NNOSGPINO
53,1411

boele al We pudEll

in

S.,

.,e

e10,,, r le 0,4 f n. 0,e
program.oGall or rustily
in person at,

DECORATING

Interior exterior painting...
Papering 0. wallwasbing. Free
fixates.

DECORATORS

ALL DRAPE. REPAIRS

METHODEMFG.

OCR'S TOE SERVICE

N.,111.rld ROOn

3.1.1be

Deng

TILE MAN

Tree Service

Pulvenzed 6 wood....

DO YOU SEW???

Room Additions
Dormers
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable

HELPER

CORP.
/700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows )
392-3500
1,
.

ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO

4:1"...,....°Z,;,.-P=1,,r.7.7,-^
i00a aml.be reste m cad Mmounis. Mdldam1

nerIneview
3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Pork

HE9-2400

DOVER CORPORATION
GROEN DIVISION
1900 Pratt Blvd.

Our

..CL .04149

ded

RICH FERTIlIZED BLACKS!).

MACHINIST

App ointmen2966640

Contact Bob Salvatore

Elk Grove Village

tT'e't",',Z$25.00

MAR-GLa
PAINTING, DECORATING

SOD DEPOT
253 1858, Art. His. Reasonable

lectrical Work

ARON

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
By

Woltmon Caner Co
4

cikwanwww
Retreat...R.

ammaddrions

593-6934
ee estimates Fully1

ittasswa,

roce'Ag9,'4,',',',E

*

VaLtc'epstur

.,2t2d

br rs
ELECTRIC

brensed
No

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

TV Senesce

R & M DECORATING

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

you

KOTTKE 8. SONS

LANDSCAPING
lava ea tar. can

WANT ADS

CANDO IV

friendly
team of
want ad
girls are
trained
especially
to help

tots

zxb vaane,.,

Ri 59, W

So. Rt 52

modiggir

Tailoring

Llb:ND FLOORS

CALL MISS DEL

CALL'MISS DEL of 01 5.3600

(48'hours) $208
o 8 Paid Holidays
Free Life Insurance

01111:17...7"

Ian a rain, do, or

Is

Dressmaking -Sewing

mei.

CAN!

o Free Hospitalizotion Plan
for you and your farnily
Free Pension Plan
*Free Disability Pay
Automatic Wage Increases

03 Average Employee Paycheck

RUSSELL

CREATIVE

n9.22N9, 367

inn6oea,DraperyRepairs

and Franklin Pitrk.

wo re a remora, ammo. to filt mow me
um: vim Andras allAuralnfilarnaelfew1rarld.

Dover COrporation, Groen Division of le's:
*Joh Security

Billie,
or Kay

312.206 2890

SPRING GLEAN

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696
Dog Training

TOOL and DIE REPAIR

of elec.alaaH

parts for ship.
meet or receiving, re -

(Must be experienced)

Wood Dole 111.60101

NEED MORE ROOM?

Excellent opportunity fof

Linda,
Gladys,
Lettie,

Rate Range $3.62 to $4.29

RNS. Pfiarems

RUST

GUARANTEED LAWNS

'oni=eLLIOMsrMMIgi

JUNE 22 SULY210 Cb5-0369

437 6671 or 5BB,700 ages

POWER,ZULL

,,POW. RAKING FERTMITL.

Day Carnos

. NEED MORE ROOM,

as.. flood, TRUSTY WARNS

43,410`)
82.1225,1

V=."4;-'73

vses.P and exc.. potential lor high earnings.

CL

WALTERS

DAV CA. CENTER

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

SALES°. SERVICE

MEIGONOLUE SOO
WHOLESALE

Child Care
ARL.

Jan,
5od

AV PAINTING

211t9 Shift

Siding

/5,0562

WAHLQU IST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

(Flex -Shaft)

Judy

'737.GOlt

FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

POLISHERS

Merol,

SM1

ljef'N'C'ES

figtViAINSURED

GRINDERS
Dawn,

Sheet Metal Work
Joh

00

24-11elpVinged Hey

359-4113

COUNT... ALUMINUM

Building & Remodeling

CLERK

TRAVEL

255-190
An Ea. Opporten ry Employer.,

EGS WALD, PAINT SER,

Sewer

Mane Tadayl.,0240

1,33

4.1

hsnefils nelude Inse. Ida
sumac. nd 10 pod nolldop.a Tand

Secretarial Services
your secretarial b..

COE

ovoser

CE.TKENTTEER'd'n'm

mese after

Company

ROOFPNVAZFEMRS ALL

GUTTERS, ROOFING

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
100 N. H.,
259-5010

is We par hr

e

bon. for end dub

days and o

WORK GUARANTEED. GUTTER

amisteni.Commochil

455-3690

WITH NO

v.. an ...urns

SSA

Hearing Aids

392.9351
24 Hr. Phone

C

SHIPPING & REC.

SALESMEN

nood tr...ertaz
Sto .0

WORK CAU.2,2 rtegS

,:E;GlitIr

trseitt.rnret
tnler0...

:,let

NOW INTERVIEWING.

Ideal (or new lawn, II.. h.ds

,-!,'":i---'

..

1470%

RECEPTIONISTSRESERVATIONISTSFOR AIRLINES

help

COUTURIER designing ond s

o7,t,e,

Dorothy,
can't

E

MA USE

0;117'701:Plaines

COMPLETE

HOUSES RAISED

i

PARKER.PFRrs SONNEL

Gmon

940

Excellent fielding rate forqualified oPPlisoof-

mem qn ht. .r1 ones

C7).

Sims

smim
Free Namara§

Boating

Z'orlt=ggerixtf,'N'b

7

RirgZ6i0

Gwen,

Roofing

w

1130

,

"11 7510

OtTni°nd."Miire'"

Coll 392 3750

Mom Ais,ogi=s RUMPUS

4'

824.5911

0.31147,,A

BAIGS

T,'.

ilVS"

ALLEN CONCRETE

WIN KELoMAN'S

Cal

EX -GI

"

File Clerks.

298-2710

Plumbing

Bicycles A. Repairs

455-3600

liams said

ACTOR,

583-3838

-

La Salle Personnel

U.:(00aariez.
Gutters

593-6969

Day or Rite

2,8.2770

255 NOS

EED A PLUMBER

503-720

OD=ZCPS4V;

DOORS. DECOUZGE. ETC.

EXPERT PLASTERING

MEYERS

Painting 8 Decorating

CALL us HOST

837.3283

." - "Id
900 lee.

D'I'''.

DAN KRISH

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES

BRICK X. MASON.

Tag,,T1i=
267 9702

C011 For Appointment

Maelessus, tAssp

Your Day Wont Ad works!
Whatever Coo G!Grae to
sell, Cr,, raifi. msjrade,

largesi such

PRODUCTS CO.
30 Algonquin Rood

Process and Procon divisions.

.

UNIVERSAL OIL

,

are incated Lore, A welt A it

110k PROCESS Division

00

I.

\

rieln.'

I' censes oil refining techniques

Pir=riti

of. 5 PM

1
'

82.63/

GRAZ

100

InaZrren=rn".=

ADDE:C°1-1TRMARAGF

PLUMBING HEATING, Redd.

MACKINIST

S.P1N OM,

The company's Des Plaines

headquarters for the firm. Its
bor research facilitica and
material scioncm laboratory

.'"

lee P.n. pram rho an olo,

Wood Plaques

Ettywoll Rego.

529 121

ALL SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION

Nod Coll e.g.

.

ernmer work.Goodlyping sWls.

Plastering
Small lobs My

FOUNDATIONS. FREE EST.

ton,

these areas.

oMces arc the international

REV.'S enASONtev

ALL TYRES ;REEF...TES

CEMENT WORK

limn the company makes in

parts.

-

"Tr'!=n7rA'Ar47ss=r0

00

Senr

ROSELLE DODGE

ENAMELING SHOP

SPOON Si SONS
595-0478 665-4412

JOE

EXPERT BODY WORK

COAAPUTOR

-

R

rood

o'

Follow up campaigns will
focus sharply on individual
projects in such fields a air
pollution. electrical commanicntions and nuclear nectar

Masonry

COMPLETE

DES PLAINES, ILL,

BY RAZ PETERSON
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and all company benefits. Apply today or phone
Mrs. T.Sontoro at 408500.

$5?PaBIZ.V.Z=11..eiseeo.

Coll Ad.lvxpolski

240 W. Lake St.

'0cocs.ctOcifle'r7.137.c3'2';6 e"c".C"'

DAY PUBLICATIONS

require geed shorthand typing.

Ps NEAT APPEARANCE, OUTGOING PUtsom

eae

Ton Picku
UST OFFER

eo

6

FOOD STORES

WOLF AND OAKTON

ADS TO APPEAR MAY 25-26-27

STENO

394-0880

$500

IEWEL

ViiE USA

figures. No experience necessary -well train You,

egional soles deportment General office

439.3232

bicycles.

PLAINES

FR.AN KLIN'

rl

SECRETARY
Oreat opening for bright girl in our Chicago

0

Call Mitt Day

COUNTRY CLUB
RECEPTIONISTRESERVATIONIST

SALE -MAY 2,., 11)

AIDE
P'"I

.

Require. goad wping skills onG aptitude for

orl EOU. OPP aPTUGITY E TROYER

Erperiences1 or will troin

Duni.

Boy ttrad

POn. RD MOTORS

BILLER TYPIST

PRODUCTS INC.

RECEPTION

mil.

Mess.
8341910

sLIA

d

hope. 58,3,cl

AThnt3CHMIRAD'ti,3TF

DES (RAINES

P

rl

WE

School Bus, Inc.
ARLINGTON NTS. Ill.
439-0923

6

'69 Citevelle ss sho, 50,
ap, IOW rniioa 9e.
34443.
For 5 a, 79679201 442 Con.,

tires, 0.5.4, 52 ta. 2 Boyis

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

Mwk

3e W.I

Ext. 594

FOR FIGURES?

.

LEIRPLYX100

1074uto Parts and Access.

eru'aN''

Cook County
3040 5. Busse Rd.

TOYOTA NEEDS YOU!

'66 Imperial, dr. Mo., lie, ow

'68 OITA Riviera.36. alnyl sap

xe

FR=187t4a67E1g7IC.

PHONE

DO YOU HAVE
A GOOD HEAD

central telephone company of Illinois

of tee 6 PM.593 2133

Ill-SportsCacs

COPY COMPILERS POING

ECEN

r7i:nalOrr5CrAM11174

a 58'57T.Sa a

766.2693

253.16

engin,

3p3

i"ohla 7:V1Pe' as
176 VrT'fg'eti1i0 umPer

Miss Haydee and SAVE

h

PLYMOUTH, good

nee

6,07/Green sedan. Good con.

9 12

2:30-5 p.m.

Call For Immediate Consideration

ke`asa69

nte7R',7'sn'''

lend.Lease plan. Rental
appelies to porc
forhpse, or
trad
back
new
when you move. Ask far

Ton

law

28.000

h

ne,,,g;yg

spd

no`ois iSFEAs-

1,62 Chevrolet

4 ROOMS or FURNITURE

FLECTP ',

Pnllr.trarP

l''7rCa's1759'873o
Dodge Supor

DOROTHY S=1.19n61, Ext. 211

6:30-8:30 a.m.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

/Aim end senor

wuralo seollent salon. ornd ouniondine nee Mogen

g

101-Aatomohiles Wanted

-

BAKE 6 GARAGE SALE

Cloth

,PrET
1970 Chary Impala Sot. Cps.

g.

A.M. ROUTES

WASH ROOM
ATTENDANTS

ureo 6 TV need re-

6

Clothing,333
bob,'lien,,
l

Oar sale Moy 21, 22, 23, 10 to

(rier.11y re

Merchandlie Discount
Promotion from Within
Free bus from downtown Des Plaines

Earn Extra.Cosh
Paid TraiMng

827-9919

437.3510

(4) GIRL FRIDAYS

rop

Norris

SECT'Y.

F15-0500

IN ADDITION TO OUR MM., BENEFIT PROGRAM

DRIVERS

it -711=E

(3) SECRETARIES

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION TRAINEE

Limed oelle set fermi.

PERSONNEL

,01, person..

OFFER:

rc

Elk Grove Village
439,5E00

KEYPUNCH- 029-059 EXPERIENCE
PASTE-UP - LAYOUT
FEMALE_

SECRETARY

gale=

LIBRARIANS

a SECRETARIES
a SECRETARY-RECEPTIONIST-ADV. DEPT.
a PAYROLL CLERK
0 ACCOUNTING CLERKS

Eta yPSTITIITIan

RJ DeHoro

ho andsfacinalErricn,r""""5

door

1

0077778

McHenry

11 yro ate Wanted in PM p.n..

$500 MONTH

11350W. Touhy

,Vo'o

Auto/

'.205a21'7 cave's :T iaseariTI:

2.59.19271

Hilloyest Country Club

LIKE TO TRAIN
AS RECEPTIONIST?

t6=e"Igt":611;.5S ahaii

1964 Teast 2

.S1'3'7'3°347, 47.1

13.2

19 63

Romer

Dee.

91-61061 Homes

1538 N. Nod-

3.

cl'asPt66r67.11°S.
loll '53.7666

Cc'cl'g%11!Gilrbo,Trnict's1"'

SERVICE PLASTICS

39266132

Ford Fair.. 500,

'64

tbr.'7`1,3A.Tis moo dam

69 VW Square!,

fern

Pay 550 per month on

ION

WOULD YOU

4

adai

TAPE

00 W. Nino Pk

6,52.:aSn,Sw'hito. Rocoadi
gonad motor. god.. 3933

weeFeend 255.1/293

224-1000

537-1930

6ioy 23, 10 to

AILTsn'AAnAmtn71'.',
May

y6.(1,

4,1

cccc"c:. e"cS9=cc "".

101:Truclis,Trailers

RANDHURST CENTER
MT. PROSPECT

.6.31

66

A GOODMAN & CO.

Ekon°

tereo etc 9463246

'

in

Span

's1.3'2.s57rte

Elk Grove Village

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

SCIS,

337.0096

392-5230

or
co

SELLING OUT FURNITURE

May22 6 23 10.,IPM

22375 Estes Ave.

JO

4338221

110.525 2530ia
Elegant I, din., ohm.

White Collar Girls

SHORT ORDER COOK

87

Nn.

=mon. Na

MU.

rdr.00W.lids.cludod, asking yppi.

SWITCHBOARD

DES PLAINES

brA20

ASl.

,I2'

Set 4 Seasons Imported Chine.

v 2170 6 o 0.836 SoNAT

RECEPTION

r

K MART

1124ntamatiles For Sale
'60 Rambler Classic 770.6 auro.,

PMb

S4abnb3 on, 5.

GARAGE SALE

REGISTER NOW

437-5400

$460

APPLY IN PERSON
TO MRS. HOFFMAN OR CALL

mr
h,

SKILLS

Receptionist

,

111 -Autumns for Sala

tit6

Opeiarino in Ita/atine. Modern

Na Fee

Front Desist

Page 13

CLEANING PLANT

Hts

ALL OFFICE

benefits.

Minium ...en Tor full tImeScle, week.

cee

9711 b

prim, 9E51E1 Rey

Mumma Opportunities

10,22 6 PI 9.710 5 PM

offices. Excellent Waning salary and finest fringe

MILLINERY MANAGER

5E7 0-3140 WK.
minb

0100

modlo elyb Con be

357-1376 or 897.0362, AFTER 5PM.

JEREMY'S

DICTAPHONE TYPIST

io

40'01W1MI

DREAMS TO
DOLLARS

I office and
typing autism Pleasant conditions and modern

guarantee your tips. Excellent salary gad company benefits. Meals and uniforms furnished national chain. Apply in person between 9 AM and
11 AM or 2 PM end S PM,

VING CM.

(e will bon) and assist an

Days 10 AM to 5 PM or 10:30 AM to.3 PM. Mender
tIe Friday. Dinner only 630 PM le 10 PM. We

Automobile Agency
Car Biller

Se e

RUMMAGE 6 CRAET,SALE

We are looking km on attractive intelligent girl to
receive callers, operate our small swiNhboard

OUS,P11

RECEPTIONIST
RED ERVATIONIST

N

Ir 5,827.1431

Tnursday May 21 1970

112.Automobiles far Sale
cBc9cs

EASEMENT S

nECEP110HPSU

Tucltd 6 Rso SSIRohlwing RdI

=

PET1NG. VERY REASONABLE. can

111-61otorcycles and Scooters

cStrtscSIIS

ZPUper'11.71:17R M

264elp Wanted Women

255.5F2VrtFi.c-'3200

SS MUSICal InSiniMelt

of

COME SPRING

APPLY IN 0205076

9

IT lame Furnishings Yunque

rot Proso

7ll

Middle
riedhaurr.
SEE AIRS 'MONS

31Elisceilanecus Merchandise

0 SO YDS. BLUE NYLON CAR

aCacir290.5333

MOUNT PROSPECT
200-E. Rand Road

cc"'CONTALT410SANSCHT

noteleMa

II Rummage& GarageSaie

May 22 22.10 m

All SHIFTS

AND

RECEPTIONIST

31 Rummage &CarageSale

FRONT DESK CLERK

WANT ADS!

INC.

175 Na, ARUNGTON HTS. RD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL 439-0900
MonFriStto 9 Sat 9 to 6
Open Sunday 12 to 5

SHORT RIBS
Page 14

TONIGHT

Thursday, May 21, 1970

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

LIKE I WAS SAYINI', MA-JUST IMAGINE
A STREAM, LISTENId TO Tx' amps

AN' -11-V WATER SOFTLY LAPPIN'
ALONG TH' SHORE-YOU'RE SORTA
DREAMY -LIKE AN' CONTENT, WHEN

SUPDENLY-UH- YOU AIN'T MUCH.

AND DE PULLED IN/
ALL MONT; 60 AHEAD-

CRuMWELt. t$ HEPPIN' UP A DRIVE

10 BUY LAND FoR A PARK/
IF WE TOSS A FEW Buctcs -pr,

FORGET THE YARD
WORK FOR. NOW!

HIS PET CHARITY, HELL SOFTEN UP

II

FER F151-4114, ARE 's &J, MAT

!.

,sI!sUuvyv!llaulllt!IIt)IIII'

LIKE A CHOCOLATE BAR )N

ti

DON'T KNOW HOW IT FEELS
TO PULL IN A BIG...

5
7

OKAY, vAge,
BUT PONT GET
ANY IRANGE
I MASSI
I DIP

IT FE ELS TO BE A FISH

FORFORA COUPLE

OF Bot.INCERS)

THE GLOVE COMPARTMENT!

THEY PAY

titt.1744E OUR WHOLE BUNDLE!

IN TRADE,

cate in Hawaii. With
Nancy Olson and

5

Things

32 Truth or Con-

11 TV College
Literature.
6:25

'

20 TV College
Literature.

26 Quiz

Family Affair

2

inuaemstmommulionw

WELL, THATS MY
DEED FOR THE PAY.
YESTERDAY
- SPRING FERMOR-

-

5-21
,

DiaoPPING A HINT'

MARK TRAIL

of Tor-

"Pirates

fe-

male -type stowaway.

Ken Scott, Leticia

This is Tom

Jones

herds of animals that

live in the Umfolozi

clude Connie Stevens
and Shecky Greene.
11 Speaking Freely
2 6 L a Tremenda

Lands

and

Corte

"African
Will Safari."
26
Bob
Sports

News,

Weather,

Sports

5

aging another to friendly action.

01/4

je-4,1714
"--,V57715,41.

23):

MORTY MEEKLE

eruption. With
Frank Sinatra.

Barbara Lawrence.
1:50
2

Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

"A Small Town
Idle,"

"The

Eyes

feature

1:55

Ben

2:50

Live By

9:00
Show
Rerun. Guests are
Bing Crosby, Eva

guest

Gabor, Dom DeLuise and Jack Gil ford.
7 Paris 7000
Rerun. "Elegy for
Edward Shelby."
9 Alfred
Hitchcock
11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

"I

Something

Priest

Spencer Tracy helps
to
evacuate children's hospital in
midst of volcanic

Dean Martin

Show

32 Men In Crisis

Rerun. "And

wise.

-

5

5

is little to gain or lose other-

VIRGO (Aug. 24

Flip Wilson, Joey
Heatherton,
Glen
Campbell and Arte

7:30
Ironside
Rerun. "Beyond a
Shadow."
7 Bewitched

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): You would be greatly repaid if you used this day to do
good deeds for another. There

O'Clock."

Movie
"Jesse James vs.
the Daltons." Shootout between alleged
son of Jesse James
and the other outlaw
gang. Brett King,
9

Show

Am
Curious, Lemon."
11 Chicago Is
26 Ayuda (Help)

tance. A good time for encour-

Take care not to take a current
romance overseriously. Just
enough and no more; this is the
formula for the day.

26 Elias Diaz Perez

Girl

1:30

"The Devil at 4

8:30
Dragnet

sion Special: An Odyssey in the Cosmic
Universe of Peter
Max

Rerun.

IFRiNCiPAL_

fairs of a loved one at a dis-

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):

The 5th Dimen-

are

Cuvett

Show
9 Movie

Rerun. "Burglary
-- Courtroom."

7:00

stars.
7 That

Dick

7

1:00

Of Cabbages ando
Kings
9 News

7

Turpin.
26 Wrestling
32 The Champions

Social science.

Famous Writers

Johnson

10:30

Mery Griffin

Eyes"

8:25

26 Famous Artists;

21): Turn your thoughts to af-

12:30

Have It" and "Idle

Philbin

6:55

MISCHIEF:

Memorandum

Sports

Grew Up

20 TV College

GEMINI (May 22 - June

5

Weather,

11 The Toy That

32 Big Valley
44 Continuous

Good

6:45

FOR FRIDAY

Chicago Show

Roman.

Seas

CICERO AND I HAD A NICE
TALK: I DON'T THINK
HE'LL BE GETTING
INTO ANY MORE

Midnight Report

7

Show
5 Tonight Show

26 Today's Racing

Horoscope

5

44 Continuous

vessel to go out and
get
pirate Henry

Morgan with a

Maureen O'Hara.

mooners

2

32 Of

BUGS BUNNY

The Honey-

England dispatches a

Game Reserve.

Your

d iak, John Derek and

British

tuga." Charles 11 of

Rerun. Guests in-

2

26 A Black's View
of the News

"Five

misses a night at the
circus.
5 Daniel Boone

7

12:00

Movie
"Mission
Over
Korea." Korean war
movie with John Ho2

breaks her leg and

Rerun. "The Return of the Sidewinder."
7 Animal World
"Umfolozi
Patrol." Scenes of the

^L

11:15

32 News Final

T h e Creative

News,

Movie

2

Rerun. Buffy

Great Music

Person

32

8:00

6:30

7
9
11

10:00
Nevis
News
News
News

Sculptors."

sequences

7:40
1

Comments
11:35
32 100 Paintings;

2

11 Making
Grow

6:15

NOT CASH:

20 TV High School

down gangster syndi-

James Arness.

11:30

Paul Harvey

32

John Wayne tracks

Mike Douglas
11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

Hitch -

cock

32 Password

Zealous
agent
government

McLain."

9

A FEW FAVORS

Alfred

9

''Big Jim

6:00
News
News
News

2

NO, BUT I KNOW HOW)

YOURSELF STRETCHEDOUTALONGSIDE

Four."
9 Movie

"When I told you l wasn't really a GOOD secretary,
Mr. Smithers, I meant typing and shorthand!"

9:30

Makes

EEK & MEEK
ONE 'THING '1 GANT-

GTAND IS A
64AAR1 ALEGKY

Sept.

If you would retain a

RIGHT Now, AT THIS MOMENT,
THERE ARE. GUYS LIKE. ME. ALL
OVER AMER)CA JUST LYING
PXOUD DOING NOTHING...

... GETTING YELLED AT AND
INSULTED BY EVERY MAN

with a business
partner, take care to take no
friendship

LIFE LS TOUGH IN

NJOMAAJ AND CHILD WHO

THE. FOAM- RAJIIII.EP..

HAS To Go TO WORK!.

NEWS FAPER BOY-

JUNGLE

behind -the -scenes

action at
this time.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

You would do well to make
yourself aware of another's
wishes

insofar

as

a

mutual

project is concerned. Interest
yourself in the present.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): A day for following
through on a matter of interest

to you and co-workers. You
can prove influential to many

KU. Mu TM 1,111

OILYG

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

cAvAL.L.1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BQRN LOSER

Beast or Bird.

[-X0M

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

ACROSS
1 Doglike

Dec. 22): The concerned Sa-

gittarius will put trivia aside

carnivore
5 Forest
creature
9 Small bird

for the time being. An excellent day for solving problems through insight.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

-

20): You are only as

Jan.

young as you feel --- and this is
a day which can prove that old
ideal.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Keep your personal business to yourself, at least for the
be overly concerned.

CAPTAIN EASY

PISCES (Feb. 20'- March
21)% If the romance is a stable

&rte, it could come to fruition
at this time. Otherwise, thank
your lucky stars that it does

ANWASH

MtBACKTRACK

PIJNNO,..5ErTER

ALONC/

KEEP GOING AWNS
BEFORE WE TURN

THEIR ROUTE..,

LEECH POURS, ON SPEED 'TILL HE
PASSES THE NEXT BEND-THEN..
IF THE GLASP DOESN'T

AROUND!

DO In THE TACKS AND
NAILS SHOULD:

not.

ARIES (March 22 - April

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Accept the signs of the
times when it comes to making

plans for the future. Don't be
afraid to confide in others this

Vis

h N!. I., TAI gm US M. Off7,7*--

afternoon.

cuINERT
cure

curl
curt
cruet
cruel
cute
cult
curve

eke

lure
lute
eruct
ecru
true
truce

ulcer
vert

rule

1 -- creeper

onowrq

TEM= ROEmloict
DIMM. WUW
(;)E - U0
MAIMWMP
OWMWM
rz2WI

L&W-301M=1. OLMUM
(small bird)
12 Tropical plant
2 Hodgepodge 0M0filV4MMI"4 FAUWM
13 City in
Pennsylvania 3 Perdition
4 Festivals
14 Individual
5 Low haunt
vessel
45 Anglo-Saxon
15 Those who
6 Builds
25 Musical
wise men
hearken
7 Ireland
instrument
46 Structure for
17 Crimson
8 Pauses
26 Death rate
farm cattle
18 Misplaces
28 Certain moth 47 Athena
19 Hydrocarbons 9 Destructive
windstorms 30 French stream 48 Ancient Irish
(var.)
10 Arrow pois9n 31 Harvest
capital
21 Let it stand
11 Scatters hay 33 Masculine
50 Venetian
23 Depot (ab.)
16 Landed
appellation
magistrate
24 Male cat
property
35 Jewish high 51 Unbleached
27 Church part
20 Coral island
priest and
52 Three -hand
29 Smell
22 English racing
namesakes
card game
32 German
city
40 Less difficult 55 Masculine
World War I
43 Below (It.)
nickname
submarines 24 Bucketlike
34 Plentifully
2
3
5
4
6
8
'9 10 11
7
(coll.)
36 East Indian
12
13
14.
island
37 Principal ore 15
16
17
of lead
18
38 Hardens, as
19
20
cement
23
39 Dutch painter,
,

.

20): Aspects of romance make
this a day ill-suited to business.
Try to meet Friday goals early
in the day for best results.

Answers to
Hideaword

59 Negative vote
60 Rowing tools
61 Neuter (ab.)
DOWN

W1WU
UMOU

saying true. Live up to your

time being. A loved one may

mmm

LIO 0 CI

owom rAmr_ mr.1.74-o
it irk mmolmir

at this time.

CAMPUS CLATTER.
014,1401
FORGOT 1t) WEAR

MY FRENCH

CUFFS!

Jan van der

SO'. WHAT DIFFERENCE
DOES IT MAKE HOW
YOU'RE DRESSED,

SHARKS

yam

PLENTY, WHEN
WEARING BIOLOGY CUFFS

TO A FRENCH EXAM!

41 Sepal (ab.)
42 Roman bronze
44 In a line
46 Votes
49 Broods of
,

24

25

32

bird's nest
58 Site of 'raj

Mahal

28

27

34

33

36
39

42

46

59

30

31

35

40

41

43 X44

47

48

53
56

1129

37

38

pheasants

53 Arab name
54 Sliding head
of a lathe
56 Rot by
exposure
57 Place for a

26

49

50

51' 52

55
57

61
21

er an
By Bob Casey

OF THE 45 children enrolled in northwest suburban
public school special education classes for the deaf and

"It's all right," said the
'young teacher in the bright
"yellow dress. "They can't hear
-us."
Several students, all wear-

ing hearing aids, so
rantiomly arranged desks in the

.

"'

Carpeted classroom. One girl,
listening to something through

a head set, was typing. Two
boys

who weren't paying
. enough attention to their reading assignments looked up
now and then to mouth a silent
conversation.

Arlington Heights, one afternoon this week explained the
problems of children with
hearing impairments caused
by rubella (German measles).

Miss Et(erhart said. "There's
often an extreme guit feeling

pulses which are sent to the

involved. The mother

"Apparently, rubella attacks the cochlea while it's in
the process of being formed,"

feels

hard of hearing, Miss Everhart
said, 24 have hearing problems
caused by rubella.
Rubella is a mile disease that
lasts only a few days when contracted by children. But if

might have been able to secure

caught by pregnant women,

now I don't believe in God
anymore," she said.

said Miss Everhart. "We've

an abortion.
"One mother with a rubella

found that hearing is impaired
right where it's needed most,
in the frequency of the human
voice."

child said to me 'I went to
church every day for a month
to pray for a normal baby and

Miss Everhart said, rubella atthe developing fetus,'

Hearing damage, she ex-

A rubella epidemic in late
1964 and early 1965 that affl i c ted pregnant women

plained, results when the disease somehow prevents normal development of the fetus'

throughout the country is just
now beginning to be felt in the
special education classes, she

inner ear. The inner.ear, called

said.

tacks

with results that can include
deafness, eye cataracts, congential heart damage, mental
retardation and stillbirths.

the cochlea, is shaped like a
snail shell and is filled with a
fluid and millions of tiny nerve

you can sort of identify physically," she said. "They tend to

be pale, small in height and
physically frail.

fibers,

ulation now that they're be-

FOUND

tions from the middle ear and
transfers them into nerve im-

Tbe

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
chance of thunderstorms,

coming five and six years old,"
said Miss.Everhart, "this year
we have one class for five and
six -year -olds. Next year we're

The cochlea picks up vibra-

rubella
cases to be the toughest as far
as the families are concerned,"

tually cut off, she said, rubella

"There's something rather

children have to do a lot of

interesting about rubella,'as far

thinking about things that normal children would not need to
bother with.
For instance, she said, for a

as

hearing goes,"

she

said.

"Just recently we found that
rubella children tend to have
more colds with the middle

child who can't hear pulling
into a gas station in the family
car can be a meaningless and
illogical 'experience, if the

ear involved and the colds of-

ten caused even more of a
hearing loss."

"The middle ears will gradually fill up with fluid, and the
children in effect become
deaf," she said. This problem,
however, is medically solvable, she said, unlike the
hearing damage done before
birth.

child can't hear the gas tank
cap being taken off or the jarring noise of the pump hose
nozzle banging into the back

IN GIVING rubella-liandi-

Everhart said.
One rubella student who has

'

to

WITH TRAINING,

ru-

bella children can overcome
some of their handicaps, Miss

capped children the skills they
need to adjust, Miss Everhart
said, teachers try to emphasize
language, lip reading and
thinking skills.
With one of their senses vir-

probably headed for a technica? career such as drafting after he finishes school, she said.
He even got a drivers license

recently, Miss Everhart said
with a smile, pointing out that
deaf persons are often better
drivers than people with normal hearing because they are
trained to rely on their sense of
sight and,always pay close at-

tention to what is going on
around them.

"I'VE TALKED 'I'D some
of the high school kids about
rubella and I feel I haven't

of the car.

"TO GIVE YOU AN idea
of how we've had to expand to
serve the rubella children pop-

MISS EVERHART said,

"I'VE

ea, c i ren

planning on three.".

brain, she said.

very guilty and often feels she

"Many of the rubella kids
Bonnie Everhart, a teacher
of the deaf and hard of hearing
at John Hersey High School in

an

easles res onsi le or

a difficulty following movement with his eyes, she said,
has been saved by his ability to
read. The boy has participated
in High School athletics and is

able to Scare Them
enough," she said.
"It's hit home with me,

been

too," Miss Everhart' said. My
own sister-in-law was exposed
to rubella and I was just as nervous as I could be throughout

the whole pregnancy but the
baby was normal."
"I hate rubella." she said.

pat 31)ap

Telephone
25577200

low In middle 60s. Tommor-

row: Partly cloudy, chance

of thunderstorms, high in
80s.

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

'Schools stay open,
administrators vow

1.
,t

.1.4444.

School Dist. 59's school
board and administration are

reacting calmly to their Teach'ers Council's threat of a
"teach -out" Wednesday to
protest increased class size
plans and "unsatisfactory"
pay hike offers.
Principals in Dist.
59
schools have been instructed
to keep classes in session if the

from the Illinois Education

teachers walk out Wednesday
afternoon.
Board President Richard
Hess of Elk Grove Village and
Acting Supt. Al Waltman both

Assoc., their state affiliate, and

Forest River Fireman Ed Novak checks damage yesterday afternoon doneto a home belonging
to R. S. Palmer of 1401 Camp McDonald after a Prospect Heights youth lost control of his auto
which smashed into a telephone pole and pillaged into the bedniom of the home. The youth
Suffered minor injuries. No one was home at the time of the accident. (Photo by Dan Bales)

Car hits pole, house, youth hurt
A Prospect Heights youth

Police charged David Peter-

was injured late yesterday afternoon when he lost control

son, 17, of 1407 Woodlane,

with reckless driving. He is to

of his auto, hit a telephone appear in Niles Court July 6.
Cook County Trooper Ed
pole, and smashed his car up to
the windshield into the bed- Ahlquist said Peterson's auto

over the sidewalk into a telephone pole. and smashed into
the house belonging to R. S.
Palmer.

room of a home, at.1401 Camp

was eastbound on Woodlane

Police were trying to locate
Palmer last night. No one was
at home at the time of the acci-

Mc Donald Rd., Prospect

turning left onto Columbine

dent.

Heights.

when it went out of control, up

Peterson was taken to Holy
Family Hospital where he was

treated for a cut on the neck
and then released.

hotel's parking garage.

an Arlington Heights couple

dislikes expressway driving, is

last reported seen after attending a cocktail party last Friday
night at the Sheraton -Chicago
Hotel on N. Michigan avenue.

likely to have taken a route

drews and his wife, Stephania,

both 63, of 738 N. Vail Av.
Andrews

is

the semi -retired

of Miller -Peerless
Mfg. Co., in Chicago, and his
manager

wife is a credit investigator for
Local Loan Co.
"After they left the cocktail
party another couple saw them

members

privately wondered yesterday
why the teachers chose this
TEACHERS COUNCIL week to deliver a near-ultimaThe Day there is no plan to spokes:pdalcd Zed n es;aayihir,Zvoai Wm.:when General Assembly
pick up the, salary bargaining
action on state aid increases
pace which teachers think is "teach-out"
doesn't
bring. won't be known till the end of
.quick results at the.negotiating: "next yieek. :
going too slow.
Meanwhile the Teachers table, they'll :try another walk-'
One pointed.o,ut that 'every
Coimcil has had offcers of help olif Thufs'clity and Ligon On northwest'suburban school
district --not just Dist. 59 -been

Mystery today continued to
surround the disappearance of

Missing are Edward An-

SOME BOARD

Andrews, who reportedly

$7,300 base pay level.

soc.

Mrs. Schmidt charged' that
this is "not even a cost -of -living increase."

moving slowly in this year's

north on Lake Shore drive and
then northwestward to Arlington Heights.
Arlington Heights Police

Chief L.W. Calderwood said
this morning that The Chicago
police department has been re-

ists.

ered sharply. She called the
board's concern over state aid

the couple and jewelry they

Dist. 59 teachers are concern-

Rynak said the couple who

ed about two key questions
relating to next year's contract:
--The size of the classes they

will face.

quested to use its helicopters to

have been married 6 years and

search along roadsides, near

had no children, planned no

--The amount of salary in-

rivers and other bodies of water
on the chance that the Andrews
car may have left the road and

vacations, and never left for a
few days without notifying

crease that has so far been of-

somebody.

-

fered.

The Day has been told that

get into their car presumably

to go home," said Mrs. Andrews' borther, John B. Rynak, 56, from Lake Forest.

entered

an

un-

locked home Tuesday morn-

ing and carried off a microBeing a middle-of-the-roader is all right for a politician but it's
. poor policy for a pedestrian.
.

vot:

...... .

scope, camera and typewriter
belonging to Fidelis Schwarz

of ' 212 N. Elmhurst, Mount
Prospect.

iomorrow is the day for parents
-throughout the northwest suburbs to have
their pre-school children aged one year and
: older inoculated against. rubella (German
: measles), a disease that causes birth defects
itte.n contract by pregnant women.
The Cook County Department of Public

Health, which is superivising the country:wide drive against rubella, has urged
' parents to have their children vaccinated in

an effort to cut the spread of the disease
and reduce the chances that pregnant women will beezposed to it.

Inoculation teams will be set up at a
-central 'location for, each school district.
Both pie-schoolers over one year of age and

:school children bp to the third
who
`illisitetl.the rubella shots thisvade
week can be
:immunised tomorrow.
- The times and locations for each school
'-district are as follows:
-

DISTRICT54
Winston Churchill School, 1520 N. Jones

:Rd. Sdaaamburg, at 12-3 pan. :inid CampSchool, 310 Sprinsinsguth Rd.

Arlington

Heights Rd. and Elk Grove Blvd., Elk
Grove Village, at 12-3 p.m.
DISTRICT 26
River Trails Junior High, 1000 Wolf Rd.,
Prospect Heights, 12-3 p.m.
DISTRICT 23
- Ann Sullivan. School, 700 N. Schoenbeck
Rd., Prospect Heights, 12-3 p.m.
DISTRICT 57
_-

-

Gregory School, 400 E. Gregory, Mount
Prospect, 12-3 p.m.
DISTRICT 25
Miner Junior. High, Miner, and Dryden
St., Arlington Heights, 9 a.m. -3 p.m.
DISTRICT -15

Carl Sandbars School, 2600 Martin La.,
Rolling Meadows, at 12-3 p.m.
DISTRICT 21

Jack London Junior High, 1001 Dundee,
Wheeling, 124 p.m.

Districts 62 and 63 Niles Municipal
Building, 7601 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles,
12-3 p.m.

.

Day

Mount Prospect Public Works Dept. employes dismantel a pipe -welded home-made barricade
out of the ground last night which blocked one of the in -and -out roadways of the Mount Prospect
Shopping Plaza. Norman W. Lagerholm, of 201 Westgate, who constructed the pipe -barricade,
said he owned the property and he put the barricade up to stop traffic from speeding and making a
lot of dust. (Photo by Dan Maw)

Block center with barricade
A' pipe barricade welded together by Norman W. Lager -

turbance at the Mount ProsShopping Center last
night when Lagerhold sat

pect

Mothers who vacuum at
7 a.m. on Saturday morning.

J.H.

He told , The Day that the
staffing ratio planned for Dist.
59 next year is 29 to one.

Board President Hess confirms this.

In figuring the staffing ratio, the district counts every
classroom teacher, every li-

'

year and some of our

(Continued on page .2/

Mount Prospect, created a dis-

,/ 1

with the news that -class sizes
will be drastically increased in
all Dist. 59 schools next year.

that Grove's gym classes next

holm of 201 N. Westgate,
-

ers say, however, that what
they want to do in their
"teach -out" is go to parents

"We have already been told

"It looks like they never got
home," said Arlington Heights
Det. Gene Deck.

Gripe
Of The

clared.

classes at throve had 37 or 39
students," Robert asserted.

relatives heard from them. .I
checked with the hospitals,
with no luck," commented

The couple had been attending a Woman's Auxiliary Beverage Institute event. According
to Rynak, they left, presumably
for home, about 9:30 a.m. They
were seen by another couple to
get into their car and leaVe the

crease to stay ahead of the living cost increase," he de-

"We had a 26 to one ratio

"None of their friends or

drews was wearing is not in the
house, all the shaving gear, and
cosmetics are there, there, are_
no suit cases missing,"

need a 12 to 15 per cent in-

this

"A wig which Mrs. An-

Schaumburg, at 12:3 p.m.
DISTRICT 59
Elk Grove, High School,

would be a fairer figure for the
northwest suburbs.
"Personally, 'I think we'd

half a teacher).

show up the next day for a tentative dinner arrangement at a
neighbor's, and neither showed up at work Monday,"
said Rynak.

Rynak.

Rubella -inoculations tomorrow

and

gym and music teachers and
paraprofessionals (credited as

play in their home, they didn't

Burglars

increase

brarian and learning center director, assistant principals,

"There is no sign of foul

Loot home

"

Robert and the other teach-

DAVID ROBERT of Grove
Junior High, Council negotiations, chairman, says the

we r e wearing to police
throughout the country.

cost -of -living

Jack Pahl has said that a 10 per
cent cost -of -living increase

for
their car at O'Hare airport and
havie sent descriptions of both
searching

ROBERT ASSERTS that
six per cent was the national

cause fate ofstate aid, and state
nonpublic school aid, is not yet
known.

increases "just another stallare

teachers $7,450 next year.

that Elk Grove Village Pres.

ing technique."
Police

A pay increase geared to the

cost of living ,hike, would give,
beginning Bachelor's Degree

negotiations. This is partly be-

Teachers Council public relations spokesman, Mrs. Toni
Schmidt of Des Plaines, count-

is out of sight of passing motor-

the most offered so far by the
Dist. 59 board spokesmen is a

the National Educational As-

Arlington couple
missing in mystery
PR

Friday, that time for all day.

down his barricade and refused to move when police ordered it removed.
Lagerholm's protest brought

Mayor Robert Tiechert of
William
McManamom, Village engiMount
neer,

Mount

Prospect,

the manager of the
Prospect Shopping

the barricade, said police.

the scene.

"Lagerhold on hearing this,
immediately sat, down on the

barricade there because it was
a private road and he was determined to stop vehicles from
making a lot of dust and speeding which were coming in and
out of the shopping plaza.

D. Garrit, manager of the
plaza, said he believed thq bar-

ricade to be on village Koper-

ty. "Since the barricade had
no lights and was a hazard to
public safety, the_public works
dept. was notified to removed

barricade

and

refused

The Junior Class of Prospect High School will sponsor'
a prom tonight from 9 p.m. to
midnight , at the Michigan
Shores Club, Wilmette.
Theme of the dance is " A
Knight for a Fair Lady."
Tickets are $3 per couple.

Plaza, and three policemen to

Lagerholm said he put the

Prospect
High prom
tonight

to

move," said Parrolman Warren Fischer.

Mayor Teichert and the village engineer said the barricade was on the shopping center's property.
Lagerholm, after talking

with the Mayor, agreed to re-

move the barricade for the

Senior Prom queen candidates and their junior escorts
are:

Ellen

Banks

and

Stu

White; Karen Lager and Art
Hagg; Dixie Whiting and Casey Rush. Marty Frans and
Dave Lundstedt; and Pam
Hall and Robert Fischer.`

Tools stolen
A compressor, tools and
construction material valued

night. Teichert, Lagerholm,
and Garrit planned to meet to-

at $6,834 were stolen Wednesday night from the Rock Road

ownership of the property.

Road. Des Plaines.

day ow the question -of -the - Construction Co. site on Wolf

Friday, May 22 1970
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in govern -

suburbs cast their own votes

Meet from Elk Grove High

on several key issues before the

School sat for 3 hauls and 10

spring session of the legisla-

minutes yesterday

ture.

in

a

Springfield conference room
and gave clow, investigative

and fully respectable attention

to six weaker, dimming the
current problems of state go.
ernMent
In all

that 3 -hour period,

only one stud. len the conference mom briefly. The overage age of the student group
is 17.

THE STUDENTS bean!

talks by Senator Graham tltIti Dist.) of Barrington. Constitutional Convention deiC
mom John D. Woods and Virginia Macdonald of Arlington
Heights,

Eugene

Rep,

E.

They voted in favor of low tiring the legal voting age fo 18
hy a wide margin. rho group
was about esinally divided between boys and girls and voted

40 to 2 in favor ollithralising
he Illinois abortion laws.
On the critical issue of public aid to private sclmols now
W ore the legislature Me students voted as follow: Na.""
17; "no" 02; "passing," S -

Mn. Macdonald reviewed

the work of Con -Con to date,
explaining in depth the recommendation for lowering the legal voting to 18. John Woods
discussed the great issues yet to

lite 502 Isachers exasth the
s Mts. nu.. as this sista

San Graham n-portid on
n

Inv 20 tdditton
charooms finder construe

the promml that

Iwo l0 , 1ultvov Low m Ae

tunds by Itsad to sup
port 711010 sshools Gr thsm
nubile

!Inman Hoghts and 10 at Tom

atinnitry hoes
additmal classrooms for fall
without hiring other teachers
is apparently going to be do.
Grove

Senate today or Monday.
The students questioned the
speaker from the legislature

intensively on their owns and
voting records, particularly on
such

of limitation of

issues

military service. public aid to
private schools and liberalizing abortion laws.Leadon in the questioning
included, Landy Fernandez. a

An employe of the Mount Prospect Public Wod.s Dept., Elroy Ruhlitz, begins lowering bicycles
from their ceiling storage melts in the Piddle Works warehouse. This morning, said Public Works
' Director David Creamer, the lams will be taggedund put undisptay for the public midland these
Mo-wheeled forms of transportation recovered by police that will take place tomorrow (Saturday)
morphia, at the Public Works building,just north of Northwest Hwy. on Pine.

Hunekier and Jeff McKelvey,

juniors fr. Elk (those Village; Angie D'Amico, senior
from Elk Grove and Jim Olpiw
ger.jonior from Des Plaines.

After the conference the

y...ion.

Catholic glade school prin.
cipals from the northwest sub
orbs called on Sen. John Grahem (R Barrington) Wednes-

would not vote to discharge
Me bill" said Sister Patricia
Ann,
Ana "because he had never

dayco urge his support for legiskttion which would give state
aid -to ti a-nublic schools.

fore. and he would not do so.°

itsnf'.s,-"ot',1,7,7

Whcneve r this column

Buffalo Grove who am still

Village Guild

waiting for the corrections of

tebook, ifs interesting to Hip
the pages backward and look
at the items that couldn't. be
Used. They dad in scandal. rumors or incomplete nate.

flaws and faults in their
the
Bros. homes even though the
lirst year has pas.).
One area church had a hippie wedding and featured the

me.. They arc always

In.

music Minn "Hair" and an-

triguing.
Them is a note saying Mat
one of the stores in Randhurst
is going to attend its perimeter

other is using Playboy maganine jokes to Mosinee reli-

auction of 'Come Blow Your Mads front the Joliet-Dupagc
and Arlington High area.
School's -The Sound of MuSister Jean Schulte, of St.
sic." some nut .1 off the fire Jospeh the Worker in Wheelalarm system. It didn't
ing, was ',senate leader' on
poised thespians of either one of the bust that carried
group on) no one in citar. northwest suhurban princidience from the Little Theatre Pds.

gious teachings.

rant.
Another note says flea resi-

The big day at the races for
area people is this Sunday,
May 24. Free admission, free
to.% of the facilities and much
fun in the promise of the man-

dents north of Golf Rd.

&gement of Arlington Track

85 feet into the parking lot on
two sides and have a restauin

Mount Prospect will be island.
era for rigood part of the sum-

, Mr sinuthe Section of Golf

for those who attend.

PROM TROTTERS am

between Illinois 83 and HIM

forming long lines at tuxedo
rental places to pick up their

being widened. Slum's
no way out on Golf.

Edwardian style suits. Biggest
problem in all ways is foot cov-

A leacher from District 59

cring. One young man is polfiring hi, motorcycle boots.
"They look better told my
hush puppies,' he told his

Rd.

called to say that me wan deep-

ly saddened rte Ihe thought of
threatening to
close the chore
schools
teachers

the

M.. mother. And

there

pi -a-

At one point last week.
green peppers were selling for
89 cents a pound in one local

he

demanded

stuffed same for dinner.
People who vied to huddle

their ears close to Mill, Run
Playhouse for the perform.
Sam
(great saf eTID3)

my Davis, M. J.

cu that
the hallowed ground could be

had for parking at the cost of
one dollar.

THAT'S

SOMEMING

p.ed picnicking at the Mich man Dunes on the day oar is
out. The place is closed became of pollution - could to a
parent rumor.

yesterday.

oe

vecm worth the

t

trouble. Another church
turned down the people who
asked for their land m build

low income bumble before
. they went to the Viatorians.
Actually. the other chinch of
another

denomination
has
more acreage.
"The libra ry opened on
Sunday is costing the tux -

The picture of the sweet

The

large

gold

the new dress codes that permits girls to wear those short,
short shorts. There's more to
school these days then learn.
ing the three R's.

boxes placed in front of each
guest contained a suprisinglyy
delicious luncheon catered b
Colonial Caterers and the
dresses in the style show by
Leal of Schaumburg were delightful.
Hone fun over the weekend

DURING LAST Seturday

and we'll do this again next

young girl high school student
is

rapidly disappearing with

night% performence

of Tri-

to writ, hint a letter. He asked
about teacher standard, and
th Iype of discipline end trai
ing Children received in our
don't think we are
running thy type of school hc
thotmh we were running Wc
arc going to write. to him."
I

Principals said that Graham

month.

arranged on appointment

(Comintern, from 711001)

Sister Patricia Ann of Si

Mount

Prospect

residents

Emerson

"Se.

Graham

welcomed

us." she said. "We felt that
basically he was not opposed to
aid to nonspublic schools, provided it was done the best way,

and if

iyt

it passed constitution-

he would not commit himself
hod
to any bill, becausehe
I earned from past expoience
that amendments change bills
drastically."
Principals asked Graham
how he would vote on ,motion
tno,)

Tim safely check is sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce and the usual In-

spections will be handled by
qualified peraonnel from various companies in the data industry.

Camber

s.

"THE SENATOR told on

discharge --a

Central

Prospect.

Meadows and Palatine grade

haul.

between

of

prtsident Paul Gesso said that

give to any additional teach-

tinued, "and we told him we
wanted him to do what be felt
he should do. We respected
that
""Ile senator also said that
he felt the committee and sem.
tors were feeling pressure. He
advised us not to overpressure
them if we wanted these men to
complete their jobs. He said he
did not feel that any more OM sure WaS going to accomplish a

thing.

help. PreventSimi-

He added, "The safe.condi-

lion of motor vehicles

is of
prime consideration in any
unions cfCort to pressen( meidents."
THE INSPECTORS will he
checking, front and rear NOM:
Mtn signals; windshield wiprs: battery: tires; brakes; ex:
ystcm
ha
align

shank tabsorbcrs,

and other

ans.
The Chamber will provide a

check let of those de. not In
proper working condition nod
urge the motorists to get them

day Mei..

Cars passing inspecnon will
be awarded safety stickers.

HE SAID THAT this par
they expect Mixable to handle

technical'

reac't'71,7Cts:y"uiThoTe:rf-service Committee, dumped
last week by Me Senate Educa-

tion Committee, and bring it
before the entire Senate.

"The senator said that he

'71Te msarf'etay"'71.xk is being

relic

ilL','"1:17,. wash' pVro-i-

clnimed by Mayor Robert Tei-

chert
Teichert said. -Traffic accident" Ulnae a Staggering Mate

of life' and To is the individual responsibility of every citi-

Reed as soon as possible.

Prospect Elk Grove,
Wheeling, Forest View and
Hersey high schools in District
2141

Main dish lone choicek solisbury steak, cheeseburger In
a bun, wiener in a bun. Vegetable lone choice)) whipped

to attend a junior colic,

le nhoot system includ,
Moldings lit
hut. Low Vlington Miens

Ram Elk Gross Mph School

Correction
School's fine arts festival this
weekend sounded so special

PROFESSIONAL,

said.lt is nothing more Nana
child sitting serivce. I'd like to
know what great studying will

ILLINOIS' BIGGEST'

Area draft
board head
retiring

The

Harper College
graduating class of dental bygimlets, including 23 women
and a man, will receive pies in
3 p.m. Sunday ceremonies at
first

the College Center.

First year students will re-

A two -session seminar on
drug addiction will be presented on sucXessive Sunday eves

Northwest Industrial Council scholarship winner, Chad. C. Jackson, a senlor from Niles
Township West High School, Morton Grove, receives congratulations from his mother, Mrs.
Betty Jackson, a Honeywell employe, and Nelson L. Lowry, director of non -instructional satin,
hi District 214. Lowry also served on the scholarship selecflon board for the Council-

ral

Plaines, has been with the Se.

She has been in charge of the

cocoanut oatmeal cookies,

students helped provide free
examination for residents of

Little City, of
the Park
Ridge School for Girl and
the children of low income
families referred to the Harper

training and community ler-

Heights District
End
25
Schaumburg Dist. 54 schooh
receivethdcntal health candid'

Medinah, aptist

First
layman
elected

This year the dental hygiene

Church rem
memorial service

"What our nation needs
now is a strong dose of patri'His's," said Rev. Donald
Hammen, pastor of Medi:tab
Baptist Church,

ter.

At least 5,000 fifth through'

eighth grad. in Arlington'

-OW church will demon-

Patients were drawn from
the northwest suburb.. The
He
netthrough
clinic hese ammity of community dentine). nem

,SPECIAL ATTRACTIONWILD HORSE RACE
;

LONG GROVE, ILLINOIS
IT'S SO
EASY TO
GET TO

ARCADIA FARM

DISTANCE RCM

said

the. Rev. Mr. Hammen.

Medinah Baptist Church is
located on Poster Av. at Spa-

ins

President Sunday. May 31."
Pastor Hammen said ffWe

Madinah. Poster Av. can he

will honor our war dead in salmen ceremorlY beginning with

Roselle -Bloomingdale Rd.

the

I

,,i, worship .rvie

and ending this memorial oh servo. outside on the church
lawn after noon wih full maihonors

is

died

,

more

St.

in unincorporated

reached from Madinah Rd. or

Congregation

who on campus crisis

for our country and

stItutions"

in Mount Prospect.

, diyen

7nne,
We invite the community to

hum A, Goedelt

join us in this occasion
thank Cod and pay tribute to
the memory of the men who

mum A. Goedert has be the first layman to attain
the 'position of general some-

DELICj rid
SSEAI

2s4onsp-n....

COWBOYS FROM 30
STATES AND CANADA
2

died to preserve
United
States," Pastor Hammon said.
MEDINAH
BAPTIST
Church will observe Memorial

looming

of the

on April 22 al

the

A Gocdert joined Extension In
i959 as assistant office man -

Sunday at I I wm. by bill presentation of the national odors
at the beginning alias worship
service.

special

meeting last

"RUGGED RODEO"

fling7.

TICKET INFORMATION

ilealtar
Week
MAY 17-23, 1970

ARCADIA FARM
BOX 208, ROUTE 1 PALATINE, ILL.

010050
HORSE SHOW

memberof

&Iodation at Mat Enne Bouts

BARREL RACE

SADDLE BRONC
RIDING

ILLINOIS BIGGEST COWBOY
SPORTS PROGRAM

nt the local
the

COWGIRLS

ONE ADMISSION FOR ALL DAYI

be $3 for adult and $1 fors.
dents.

Youth and drug abuse; Y.,

Serving Champagne

FR

Champagne Served Prom 1:00 P.M.
to 5:00 P.M. on Sunday May 24

Wiglet Case, Wig, or
Wig Case with any purchase
of a Full Size Wig.

FREE Consolation by Professional Stylists - No Obligation

1007 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights
Phone: 439-5460

community and drugs; legal
end medical aspects of drug,
ddiction.

"

°..Pb.c3;

and try our
POLISH & ITALIAN SAUSAGE ITALIAN BEEF
BRATWURST 0 HAMBURGER HOTDOGS

BAR BQ RIBS ONION RINGS
6 FRENCH FRIES CHILI SOUP

0 MALTS SHAKES CONES

600 S Milwaukee Wheeling
dine in Or carry out PH 537 8866

to

Elected

of Chicago's
warthwest side, Geedert vim
Craduate] from Oak Park's
native

to Toppers

honors group

High School in 1950,
slid received his BS. degree
Spl
Lorraine D. Hess, daughter
tot De Paul University in of Mr. and MG. Richard Hess,
4154. Before joining Exten- 1516 Anderson Drive in Palan, he was in the internal au- tine was elected to memberdit department of Material ship in Toppers at Augusts..
*vice Corp.. a division of College in Rock Island, III,
j
General Dynamics.

Toppers is an honor societyi

freshmenwornen To be'

"Ha lives at 2009 Verde Dr..
Ailington Heights, with his

f

/Mary

reen year.

eligible, students must achieve:

Recently it bas become popular to compile and circulate lists purporting to show Me
percentage of phosphate in detergents and al-

gat.) for signatures. Efforts
the
au
f

full membership of 400 bunk

lies by telephone and home nit -

f the

0`3c

ce"I.iffss's

when each man can speak his
mind freely, with nom to make
Mm afraid.

.1271.14142.

nenenThr

gape, nth community, and my
nation, in calling upon our nanon's leaders to

cleaner lake and stream water.
While the intent of this activity is laudable.

Liquid laundry products
D-10%
(Amway L.O. C. RCgUlAf -0%;
Amway Germicidal
0%;

the lists we have seen are so full of errors and
omissions we believe they are best ignored.

Liquid all purpose cleaners

Here is why we make this statement:

First: Amway makes 21` laundry and gem
eral cleaning products. Eleven contain no phos-

rime, 2 less than 2%. and the other 8 have
varying amounts according to the purpose they
are intended to serve. Yet one widely published
01st shows only ONE listing of Amway- using
simply the trademark bAntway" with no desig-

insure freedom of ex-

fib Rene and ohoreo. Pa- .3.4 overall overage or better pression for all point. of view,
ipala...13, Jill..9: Meg. 7: and - -tsir one 'quarter of the -fresh -P- as-guarenteed
Rights.

Compound -33.3%)

Fabric Softener -0%)

showings company name with a percentage
us about as inaccur
as to publish
the
the name "General Motors -.400 h.p." in a

D-7%

(Amway Zoom - 1.4%;
Amway Industroclean - 1.3%;
Amway Cat -Wash -0%)
Enzyme pre-soaks

(Amway Tri-Zymc -54.2%
Water softening products
(Amway Water Softening

about 50%
about 80%

Compound -83.B%;
Amway Smashing White -2290

nation of the type of product and showing
13.5% phosphate." To publish a list simply

What Is Amway Doing about Pollution?
Amway is deeply concerned. like any goad
nide.. Here is Amway'rvIcan waterprogram
1. Even though there is a difference of
scientific opinion . to whether the elimination
of phosphates in detergents will have a significant effect on eutrophication of lakes. Amway
chemists are actively evaluating phosphate sub Mimes for detergent use that will be economic,
efficient. and mt cause unforeseen worse problems than phosphate is alleged to cause neW.

2. Amway now offers a number of non phosphate cleaning products that can be mod
for most cleaning tasks. With regard to heavy
duty laundry products. Amway has contacted
all possible sources in the free world for
phosphate substitutes. Satisfactory substitutes
are

Bat note this, The above percentages re Beet phos.prsh content expressed as percent of
PO,. The phosphate compound used in these

presently

not

available

in

commerciel

Second: Another list compares Amway's

products when so expressed is only about 33O1

enzyme pre-soak product (TriZymel with a

phosphorous, the element all the talk is about.

quantity, but when and if available, Amway
Will produce quality laundry products odes
such substitutes in the amount that the supply allows. Meanwhile, every effort 0111 be
made to limit the phosphate content of la un-

group of heavy duty and light duty detergents.
This is like comparing apples with bananas.
Products, if to be meaningfully compared on
the basis of phosphate content. should be carefully classified as to intended use. An enzyrflO

Therefore. total phosnhous content of the
products is about one-Mird that shown A...

dry products to a degree
satisfactory performance.

heavy duty detergents, a dishwashing detergent

What You Can Do about it. We suggest
that if you have a concern about phosphate getting in streams and lakes the following would
be ommon sense approach:
I.

Work with yo ur local governments to

encourage all municipalities
3 -stage

in

your am to

sewage disposal systems as soon

consistent

with

3. Amway has long been in Me forefront
in the field of promoting clean water. Amway,
marketed detergent products with biodepradahler

a, much as five years before most
of Me industry converted. Sur sLesj.2L arc an
indispensable ingredient in any detergent product, and preseat day surfactants used in all de-

Third: No mention of the amount of the
product One would expect to use is made In
most of the lists. A
phosphate detergent
used in lavish quantities in order to get clothes

as possible. Hundred, of industrial and house-

tergent products are of

hold chemicals and pollutant

clean may water thanconsiderably more phosphate in the water than a high phosphate prod-

has come to build facilities to clean up all of

consumed by bacteria in sewage plants and
SITCOMS and converted to harmless materials.
4. Some confusion exists in understanding
new terminology regarding pollution mat-

= that need only be used sparingly because of
its high cleaning power. A low phosphate product used frequently might put much more ph.
phate into the water than a higher phosphate
product used only occasionally.
Fourth: One list recogn 00 the fallacy ot

from he..

waste, are going into strearns now because of
inadequate sewage trealmeni facilities. The time

our sewage water and control the toral problem.
It is estimated removal of phosphate and cer-

'tebrs'

a

type that can be

. For instance. Ciodegrarlabili

ofsur (octants

tain other chemicals front effluent water of

is technically an entirely different matter than
acceleration of plant growth in lake waters by

3 -stage disposal system can be accomplished for

excess nutrients such as phosphate. Many new

an operating cost of less 111..33. per person
per year. This is a broader and more effective
solutron to the m blen) than reformulating
comparing etauc merely
a percentage detergents and other household products, bebesis, and
about to correct the error by cause
least half of the phosphate in sewage
publishing a comparison based on grams of comes from human wastes. and reformulated
phosphate used per wash cycle and part per detergents won't Change Mat. Also, reformulamillion in the effluent. Unfortunately the com- tion of cleaning products with phosphate subpiler of this list flunked his arithmetic. Grams stitutes that totally eliminate the phosphate. es,.
per wash were listed as Amway S -AR: 39.9. if technically ad economically to
(which
and included in the list were six others listed it presently is not) might result in only subas 10.1, 20% 23.5,''-4.1. 26.1, and 27.1 grams MitUling other ingredients with other problems
per wash cycle respectively. Our laboratry when the off uent reaches streams.
carefully re -checked the work and found thy
2. Since phosphate content products are
arms per cycle comparison is actually Amway used principally in the laundry, it may be posS.A.8: 36.8, and the six others mentioned above sible to dispose of your washing machine water
are 38.4 instead of 18.1; 34.7 instead of 24.2 in another way than through the public drain
51 instead of 23.5; 44.1 in
off24
34.2 You may be accomplishing this alreadt.
since
instoad of 26.1; and 33.4 instead o 27.1. In correctly built septic tanks probably introduce
addition. the use amount quoted for Amway no phosphate into public waters.
SA.8 is almost double what many users actually
you am connected to a city sewer
0,4 in their machine, so for many users the system which does not have complete disposal
grams per wash load of Amway S -A-8 would facilities. and phosphate nutrients
in strews
be closer to 20 for actual y,...re dilutions.
are considered a serious problem in your comA Beller Guide. We suggest a good general munity. you can use a general
rule to follow regarding phosphate content in phosphate liquid detergent 10 do purpose non your laundry
cleaning products and detergents is that with such as Amway's unique "1-0C."
You must
present day brands, most prOducts intended for

terms have only recently come into popular
use. such as eutrophication. ecology, thermal

the same use contain relatively similar percentages of phos /Emf.i, by weight. Classifications
are as follows:

On Mention

Phosphate Content

(Amway S -A-8 Plus - 34.8%)
Light duty laundry pcnvders
Liquid hand dishviayhing
-

detergents

(Amway Dish Drops -0%;

products carefully formulated for specific por-

IS- 30%

less than 1%

Tollution. oxygen depletion and algal nutrients.
This necessitates more exact definition of form-

erly used terms. such as biodegradability of
surfactants. Amway will conduct an educational
program to provide itsdistributors and customers
with better understanding of these terms. Future
label and advertising copy will include the new
is
with today's connotations.
5, Amway suggests citizens keep these
matters in mop. perspective. Cleaning up the

pollution of our environment - water. air and
land - a great challenge for all of us in this
decade. It' a serious problem. with world-wide
ramifications. To arouse public interest and
support. predictions of impending disaster are
being widely published. Pacts are not always
being separated from opinions. Industry and
government become easy scapegoats. But this
must not lead to hastily contrived programs and
actions that may actually worsen the situation by
using funds that could be better spent on well

planned bong term solutions. We all want a
clean environment. We will achieve it bast by
well reasoned and well planned actions based
upon scientifically proven facts, not by hasty

actions based on emotional speculation.
be prepared for a lower level of dirt and soil
removal from clothes, however, and you may
Amway
Corporation
have to resort to some of the laundering techniques of bygone years such as ,overnight b non thescathsost

expressedm ye ono, soaking and boiling.
A Amway hffers a full line of ]leaning
Heavy duty laundry powders 30 -45%

I) terminate all aspects of

3)

end with no need to use excessive quantitics.

phosphate content products in the interest of

the present undeclared war.
future
2) enter into no
armed conflict without op -

pro.] of Congress.

lied upon to do the work most economically

Amway

lied cleaning products. The apparent purpose of
these lists is to encourage the reader to use low

with other dishwashing dot...tete.

within

Lo.c. Suds -0%)

Machine dishwasher delft -m.30 -4S%
(Amway Automatic Dishwashing

,tee o

..a.nnwhich`ms ,"°. being

ment.

A PUBLIC INFORMATION STATEMENT BY AMWAY CORPORATION

pre-soaks. a heavy duty detergent with other

into plowshar., when
military units will retire.
"THIS IS Memorial Month: young people will bc valued
national resource, and
at cur church and what more'
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The statement and the total
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oiler
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thesignatures will be forwarded to
her. He has since served as flan mar
President Richard Nixon. Senoutdoors
chkr accountant. office man- completeo
man Charles Percy and Ralph
and
formal
Meager and assistant general sec and congressmen who
dal
'Vary before being elected to take place.
represent Me Temple's men,
his new post.
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E STATEMENT reads:
Re will particle. in major drill team under the command
5P
5 M. Racy decisions for the Chi- of Chief Petty Officer Richard
e, I .ans
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cago-boved mission orgutimthe duectIon our seemly is PAdOn that distributes two and
ing. I am deeply disturbed
The drill team will perform
tine half million dollars an - then anual
about the continuation of the
of arms and other
dually. The Extension Society maneuvers preliminary to the
into
Vietnam War and its extension
spies the American Hont military salute to the war dead.
I am equally
tejlbsions by subsidizing clop
The rifle squad of Wati- disturbed about the stifling of
responsible dissent and the
.'6381ing seminarians. condo American Legion Post
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daining centers and parish
Our Jewish tradition dreams
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60 high schools repregenting
40 companies

Grand Opening
(Mamie Wig Shoppe

diets in Chicago.
Topics of discussion will be :
Dialog with namoti. counselors and ex -drug addicts:

The discussion leaders for
the programs, planned capeaily to inform and warn par -

business 'meting last Wedms

day evening st the Arlington
Park Towas Hotel

ANNOUNCING THE

ents and students of possib
addiction problems, will
drug experts counselors, exaddicts an attorney, a medical
director and other prof. -

1,1450ak should be compared with other enzyme

E.i

MMUS 6 p.m. NORSE MOW.
AIMS p.m.,HONST SHOW NOCE 31.00

The sessions will last from
7.30 to 9:30 p.m, both night.
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American way of life."
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.001.

fitting way to end it than pay ing respect to those who have
paid the full cost far our great.
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THE RECIPIENTS of the
scholarships awarded by the

deRagento

Margaret Gorman, the daughter of Mr. and Mn. George Gorman (10, wee the recipient ade
second scholarship from the Northwest Industrial Council. Ralph Pollock, director of regional
oPerations of United Air Lines, and Lowry presented the award at the CounciPs May banquet.
Garman is chief of passenger service for United Air Lines, O'Hare geld.
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since
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lone choice): fruitjuice.leescd
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about
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appointed to learn that the ex-

gone?," she lamented. "All of
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no.. Amway's high

performance products

used according to directions will produce good
results even when used sparingly. When nothing
but phosphate containing products will do the
lob Amway's products of that type can he re

In rkr forefratiijar

A.LIi3 prj 141100

,11-113

kat, nres es.

American Lutherans

< elnerwnlylkilubs at V

'

One day at a time
People thrug their shoutden. "What can we do?" they

mediately suspected, as if' you
advocate that the communista

ask.

mane in and rake over as

"Ifs always hue that
even

since"
day.,

General

I gum I'd

sible. With t.es as high

don't. as Sen. Proxmire
menu in his book.

az

they are, and with half the fedcral tax ;lobar going to the milRory. its time someone got ex.
cited.

Tied is Wisconsin's Senator

was the ease with the CI I
lighter plane, and there ore
,many mote ilhonothms.

BeraUM an ninny men have

me
it is elm, s
that it's so blithely ignored,

Even if one accepts that as the

'This Cu a book you should rend.

You should, that is, if you are
truly concerned about the high

rat and enormous wrote r.
toted m the operation or the

alarm.

The rats of development of
tanks, planes. ships and other

Now the country is faced
with decisions on AIINI. and

yam. is a,tronomical. The

other nuclear instruments and
weapons. The costs are stag -

billion, expended far comcd

Raising issues about themil-

the mounts spent for other

itary is son;ething similar to

if the vehicles worked. Unfortunately. many of them

Forty per cent of the total.

the first year of the program.
/ The remaining S90.000 will he

uscd to continue support of
students chosen the first year.
The rate of drop -out will determine the number of stm

-,

dean whose support can be
continued from the origiThl
funds. It is hoped that further
funds will be forthcoming
should the continuation of the
. mummy scholarship program
be Considered a worthwhile

pressed.

Reading the book by Sen.
Proxmire won't hurl you. The
doeumentation given, whether
you tire a hawk or a dove. will
clarify your understanding of
the problems. You might learn

gurialls
that they'll go still higher.
Based on past experience. the

governmental
aroma..
Maybe Mat wooWn't be SO had

being against motherhood and
for sin. In the past, It just
hosn't been done. You are ire-

or S60,000, will be used during

g

it

much ti what is on hand ik
never used, and how much is
received in poor condition.

ples of the world bock In focus,

and

accredited institution.

weapon. Whether you are a
member of tbe silent majority
Or Ilte vocal majori
yom
thoughts will count
Con.
mess only if they are ex-

mecca items they carry. hovt

mice of liberty. then the wale
in military operations and supply should still be muse for

will
cover tuition and other costs.
: They nom INT used in any

amounts

Your pm is un important

Anyone at,,, has been near a
supply depot knows how natty

lighting a war is abominable.

federal lax dollar goes. to the
military, and this continues to
we've got our priorities
mixed all. We'll be on the way
to lemotning a militaristic notion. with everyone waking up
one day to wonder what hap.
tamed. If we begin, now, to
our relationship to other peoit may not be loo late to gave
our own' nation.

been in the military nod seen
as gest hand.
the incredibletutpning

shout.
The waste in human lives In

William Proxmire. Sr has be
come sn excited he h. written
u book. It called 'Report
from Wasteland - America's
Military Industrial Complex.'

.

ends up muting IsilliOnS. Saul,

of doves. All this because the
youth,
with some in.
Mandel adults. raised issues
that only a few felt able to talk

American Lutheran
Church has, allottal 5150,000
out of its crisis funds for 1970
to support scholarships for students front minority groups.
The scholarships will be in

u, Lmosr half of our

ant millions.

to

scheduled

everyone seemed to bc a hawk.
Now, there is a prepondeninee

One Bc.mi who h. 'W..,

The

itur; vezr ci,t jed.g,.!,t

MAYBE NOW, though. It's
different. What has happened
In the attitude of the people
concerning the Vietnam war is
an example. For a long time

_

a lot of things you didn't knmv.

military will ten the scare tech.

All of m Mutt

Moue to explain the netwaity

dna: 10 gal started.

The growth of Jehovah's

THE SCHOLARSHIP so-

Calls for support of limits on military
shies throughout the country
students have been, are, or
aeon will begn strike.lt should
be emphasized that this strike

31Dap Pubtication5

is being waged against the cur.

"Honor Mc eeeinol thrum he alleges jealously Acepittg

llittptuto ',.M.,Alont and intellectual integrity."
Marshall Gold III
Friday. May 22, 1970
John E. Stanton, Ed:se/and Pohtithut

William J. birdeisch, Ahotneine Editor

ILE. tanagers, Et...President

R. N. Poe., CO./win !Pi

t

rant policies of the Nixon administration. not against the
individual colleges or cadent.
loinstitutions themselv.. A
tal suspension of all classes
was, and indeed still is net.,
sem in that this policy permits
each individual concerned to
devote his full time to the nu'tonal issues. Academic work
is not being low in the shales
however, most colleges expect
the work of this semester M be
completed somehow.
The immediate cause of the

strike was the decision

President Nixon to send troop
inns Cambodia. but there are
other aspects of our action,
Here.,t Williams Col Mac and
nearby colleges, students are
WNW., Mg Ihe areil from
house to house to urge people
to Write or wire their Seth
atom and Representatives to
support thou mendment which
Senators McGovern, Goodell,

Cranston. Hatfield and Ilughproposed

have

es

to

This

amendment

stipulates

that any funds appropriated
for he war in Southeast Asia

he used wkly for the with drawal of American %Micas
men from that arm.

affect my general
health? What purposed,. the
spleen

spleen servo?

t.

I

A - The spleen has been
called a useful organ we can
lin: without. Knowledge about
as function is still incomplete.
but wc have learned that
fore you:. horn it is busy pro-

! Juana both red and white

:

cells. After ,ttru are
born. the he marrow takes
over their production. The
Wood

Make as many four letter or more words Out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

spleen
against

the Mier protector

and plomict, for Situ. shape
and content and destroy the
ones that Ore wont out or de-

- relive. The it

in the red
cells is routed to the morrow
for use in new blood cells.

Applicants must be members of a minority group. First
priority will be given M a
member of an ALC court:P.0°n, for either church or a
non -church

college.

mil of your

blood

by the

and plasma to he pouted inn,

and

your blood stream when re
placements are need.l. It is

'

this function that makes it possible for you to donate a pint of
Wood and never miss it al.

I; thoogh it may take six to ..!eht

I weeks to build up the rm.
again.
The chief reason for

.0

io

dau, at all?

he
toraved
from being per.

Tesponsible"

mancntly torn apart.

open,

grandchildren. They will have
to live in a world befouled by
our

selfishnms

and

sighted...

W.Lent I , 066161 a.
.

efr

khort.

0

77"..rq.ar

ready to serve you.

sessis

Church

Records

IMPORTED

French DU

Porturse rose

$198
IN bottle

Ceoo. 3-4 Ro.000ted StrOico

We still have

Sat

6- 12 oh cant

98c

Oehler

not kod

Funeral Home
THOMAS J. DONOVAN, ROBERT E.

.morn -Mee

Err, OM PLAIMS

sale ends rnidnite Mega

824-5155

4:1 National Selected Morticians

4

forms club
for men

Rev. Gerald Dodge

A totally new concept in
activity will be irkpart h
trOdUred in the school audito-

rium of St. Mary's Catholic
Church, Center and Prairie

St. Mary's, the new organic.
don will be known as St.t.
?Amy's Men's Club.. It
unique n the fact that there
will be no dues or fees of any
kind, and the routine monthly
meetings will be reMaced by
geneml sessions four dates a

CASE OF 24

potation is based on battery of active teams deeded to

REG. 2 for 69c

$12 29

$319

RIME=

FIFTH

Colonel Lee

CIGARETTESp

KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT

without

)),[eem", SAVE
A

T

BOURBON

coupon
.1s;s:se .74:

feks

$298
!FIFTH

I

'

Noe R. Pita
Doubt is dissolved In Ste
of faith illumined by apiritual
understanding. says lames E.
Pike, C.S.. of Chicago. A
Member of The Christian Science Board of Lectureship. he
efill speak Tuesday. May 26. at
p.m in First Church of
Christ. Scientist. Laurel and

Marion Sts., Des Plaines. His
lecture. titled "Life Without
DMA," is free and open to the
community.
Pike was an educational administrator before entering the'
pithlic healing ministry of
,Christian Science in 1956. He
erned an A.B. degrec from De

;:fhtiw University, did graduate
,,svoik in Paris, and was a Chris-

adian Science wartime worker:

pipe in

Fictive mIlliiary ten -

waukee Symphony; Ronald
Roseman, oboeist, New York
Woodwind Quintet, and Roy
Still, principal ob.ist Og the
Chicago Symphony.

.

of

I

his wisdom and mercy h. giv-

my side?' but rather 'Am 1 on
God's side?' "

Miss Marianne Her
of Des Plaines is among 16
to

be

confirmed

during II ens services this
Sunday at St. Timothy's Lutheran Church, Skokie. Them
also arc services at 930 ens

team

CONEIRMANDS alto hate
become members of Si, Tim.
othy's Luther League, made
up of high school students, and

m preparing for a w.kend
retreat a a Luther. camp in

A Moon on "parish redevel- Wisconsin.
Others to be confirmed are:
opment" in connection with
the popular city redeselq- Joel Anderson. Miss Laura
meat program also will be Anderson. Miss Nancy, Birger,
made. Refreshments will be Thomas Cobham:" Michael
Haitchi, Frank Moeller and
served after the meeting.
RonaldE. Nordin of Skokie;

speech at Gettysburg. The op eretta closes with the audience
joining the cast in the pledge of

Judea

allegiance to the flag and the
national anthem.
This is an all -school undertaking with each child having

ill hold their second annual

slow and Miss Donna Worth

apart The public is cordially

Congregation

Beth

S.

-planiCht-Dam-Nol-on-Sort -of-Morton-Grovenntl-Mist-iovited-There-will-be-wfre.
Helen Kuhn of Evanston.
will offering.
day June 7. Admission is free.

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
CHURCH
SERVICES
401S. Evergreen St.
Arlington Heights

.2

"soul end Body"

$t..3amo titurch,
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Sunday Masses:
6:45, 8:00, 9:15,
10:30, 11:45, LOO,
Parish Centet

Cl

tannin!

9:30, 10:45, 72:00

Holy Family Mission
Roman Catholic Church

First United
Methodist Church

'4840 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois

co...oar...
/n Union W.
The Holy See

data tau
10:00 A.M.

of Arlington Heights

S....Order of

312.652-0920

sl',7",7,17:`

1903 E. EUCLID, CL 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN,

SOUTH
SCHOOL
STREET

-1,45101W

01x,10

torso,

wordiest...Co, "3o,!booms.
Sur.* School

9:00 A.M. 10:20 A.M. 11:40 A.M.
Non, cereal all Sordm

loo

CHURCH
A/A.

ren

grims, the making of our first
13 -star flag, and Lincoln's

You are warmly invited
to come,

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

1

Nelson. David Peterson. Ka-

story/ the landing of the pil-

Bible Lesson on "Soul"
to be read in our
church This Sunday is
a good place to begin.

"You Will

Miller, Greg Moriarity, Gail

man Rd., Mount Prospect, will
present "Our America." a patriotic operetta, tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the school gym.
The production is based on
milestones in history and perticularly emphasizes three unportent events in our country's

the source of

Christian Science Can

Be Witnesses"

tus, Deborah Larsen, Debbie

The pupils of St. John Lutheran School, 1101 LInne-

-

All Senile.

Warship Service s Church School ago f 1,00 toWg

Corrine Kaiser, Vivian Kor-

Kurt Edwardson, Miss Bonnie
Morgan, Paul Panik, Scott
Strchlow. Miss Peggy Win-

Picnic

BAPTIST

Potter: Albert A. Locehi
CL 3.2407
.
SPEAKS

Beverly Carrick, Steve Carson,
Georgia Fetch, Gary Filip.
Ronald Henricks, Robert
Hopkins, Steve Jorgensen:

Pierce. Robert
Pierce.
Rosborg,
Donna
Deborah
Rude, Barbara Schmidt, Laura
Stevens, Susan Stiller. Pant
Stonerook, John Wiedemann.

Him

true beauty.

Nursery Provided for

02.01ce

100.3mc

TO YOU

Debra Ball, Robin Brierton,

St. John School
operetta

eration at the May 26 meeting.
The purpose of the club and
all pertinent details will be discussed at the kck-off meeting.

890ac
W

0:30 owl. WAIT
1.30 a.m. Wl11, rA1

BIBLE

firMation are: Scott Anderson,

Confirm 16
at St. Timothy

FIRST

'Wonderful Words
of Life"

m. Wwit

cemmanlm torso

Those making their con-

"IN THE past months and

we need to turn
to God, and to see ourselves in relation to

7100

.. His Holy Word and His
Holy Son.

Believer" to welcome the
young people into the congregation. The confirmands have
attended special dames during
the past three years, as well as
going to Sunday school clams
directed toward their nee...position in the church.

will be presented for consid-

7:00

'rho vawohdhable God"

each

ing ... asking not 'is Gull on

cociousness. But To
findnsit,

users' can afford to determine

lives is a risky business. God in

beauty we could ever
hope for is already
present in our own real

Evening Services:

quested.
I's on 36 Illinois motions

reli-

yourself religion.' Do it
yourself architecture for your

Thin meatns that all the

"Jesus Onle

Sarkis for some interesting insights on this

-

claiming God is on their side.
Instead, we need all do some
serious investigation,
amination, praying, and think -

It ma blueprint to eternal life

Cole and Miss Rhonda White.
Mrs. Stanley Quanbeck will
be guest speaker on June 18.
She and her husband are missionaries to Madagascar,

10:50

THE

aeon. We have
have seen the chaos
that we bring down upon our selves when industry, government, schools, youth, adults

their own morality

M..

Id, Grow. Miss Nancy

9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship:

Listen this Sunday to the
Christine Science Radio

sowersztv,wthow,

I

/est few years, the do -it -youraelf fad has taken over. Do -ityourself carpentry, plumbing,
etc. Many people try to build a

God, who is the Soul Of

Sunday School:

62,0963

dance with his individeal in
Wrestsinstead of merely at-

slate 'of officers

ENVIRONMENT DO
YOU LIVE IN?"

Rev. Harvey R. Neuman

and

Mn,.

CHURCH

'MHAT

Tot. 437-3223.439.0402

weeks we bash men the results

yourself

feting will be taken,
Special music will be led by

help you do this. The

Lutheran Church

Sunday

Cynthia Wroble,

willA

r

' 605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospmt
Ot, RobAHLVithews

as a sermon topic "A True

standing

tion charge, but a free will of-

Volker

"Ihr

Trini y United Methodist a

The Rev. Richard Warren

as an advisory

ERE WILL be no tui-

Pastor

Engstrom, pastor, has chosen

tending a meeting without any
form of active participation.
Father Dodge further stated
that the club will be operated
by an executive board of offi-

Rd. and Briarwood Las Pala-

Rev. wo;d.mnre. wr00Wo

in our national life of 'do

At these assemblies Bible
talks and demonstrations are

M noon at the westeutrance of
the church on West Frontage

Thomas Gieschen of Concordia College, River Forest.

accom-

cers as well
board and

will take
place tomorrow from 10 Km.

of St. John the Divine. New
York, and currently with Dr.

plishments. This allows everyone to participate in accor-

types

lowslup,

St. John

"Rejoice Greatly, CI Daughter
of Zion!" from Handel'.

real beauty?

Grayslake, Palatine and Woodstock."

The Bible shows that
beauty is a quality of

MRS. WEATHERBY has

The program will include
Me "Prelude in Eb Major.
(St. Anne's) by J. S Bach.

Where
can you find

circuits. Our circuit includes
Algonquin, Barrington, D.
Plaines, Elgiti N., Elgin S.,

at Bethel Lutheran

Heaven Above" by Jan Bendur, and "Three Sacred Songs"
by Honk Boding,
The public it cordially in-

studied in the East with Reginald Lunt, Lancaster, Pa.;
Alec Wyton at the Cathedral

new Chicago As

Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses/
"This hall will be used almost
every weekend for different

A great poet once said,
"Beauty is in the eye Of
the beholder."

tite on Our Father, Thou in

Good shepherd
confirmation

Men -tigers

WILLIAMS PRICE

principal ob.isr of the Mil -

Plaines Congregation, said of
the

Bible School set

Hoer t" and "Partite No.
In
G Major by Telemann, "Par-

a.m.
each attempt to go it on their
The Rev. Dennis A. Andep own without concern for the
son will preach at the Rite of eternal absolute truths of the
Confirmation. In his sermon universe and life.
entitled "Foundations For
"No one, be it the totalled
Living" he comments, "In the 'establishment' or the Yd.-

ccording to the Rev. Gerald Dodge, associate patter of

GIN or VODKA

d

Ratliff is working toward
his M.A. degree at North-

this Sunday at

by the delegates.

dayA at 7:30 p.m.

28 OZ. NODEPOSIT BOTTLES

1001;noi33ZKIOi

Gardner.

be presented in two resolutions

Sts., in Des Plaines, next Tues-

LANCERS

Regs &

Wis.. where she received her
B.A. degree. She is ,presently
studying with Eleanor Lunen

tbcir Confirmation of Faith

the

tion" dm will mil for each

London Dry

Kenosha,

...ion

The eommi nee will present a
sesolution on "Reconcilia-

Squirt

$319

University and Elliot Weld at

Com-

through'

for action

FULL QUART

2 for 59`

Mrs. Snodgrass is a comic
in
the, elementary
schools in Arlington Heights.
She has studied with Her
menus Baer at Northwestern
teacher

mittee or Social Ministry will

premed

"Messiah,"

with the theme 'Sacrifices
That Please God."

HANS SCHULER, pro.
siding minister of the Des

knowledge of the soriptur.

vited.

ts

many

I

r

Ste Mary's

ters to
Lo come More the convention. Social concerns ex -

mint,

cot include Steven Colburn,

Carthage College,

of important mat-

er

-

genial and director of music at
Faith Lutheran Church, S.
Duane Ratliff, oboeist, and
Karen Snodgrass, soprano,
will present a concert of sacred
music at the church this Sun.
day at 7,30 pm.

Twenty-seven youth, having
completed
intensive threeyear period of cateChelical inat The Lutheran
Church of the Good Shepherd,
Prospect Heights, will make

SALE BEER NOT ICED

Blatz

Bock Beer

public .sistance.

DELEGATES will consid-

Or

Mateus

state and ask for chance in

111E NUCLEUS of the or -

Beaujolais

show that this organization has earned a
reputation for impartial service.
We have no preference and serve every
creed alike.
-We- perform our work in a dutiful business -like manner secure in the satisfaction of a job well done.

call for the church to study the
present welfare system of the

in

$ 109 $396

6111

that is in evtdence in our mnen. The committee
also

sMsions and preach at a com-

12 OZ, CANS
6 Pack

congregation to work towards
specific means of bringing an
end to the polarity and turmoil

wesern University. His Mach -

new hall will be June 5 to 7

vated it.

presented to increase personal

Pre -registration

Carole S. Weatherby, or-

preachers of God's word.
The first assembly at the

chased a theater at 79th and
Ashland and completely reno-

Witness. in

freshmen. and Christian fel-

Sacred concert
at Faith Lutheran

effective mothers as well as

pur-

area, has

the surrounding
Chicago andshe

Carole S. Weatherby, S. Duane Ratliff and Karen Soudan,. trill Mho pm in the meted musk
concert at Faith Lutheran Church

President, will preside at the

First Lutheran
Rockford.

to allow all

All area children are invited
to attend Bible school at Bethel
Lutheran Church to enjoy
songs, Bible stories, crafts, re-

Church in Rockford. The Rev,
'Dr: Gerald K. Johnson, Synod

OLD STYLE BEER

.., fifth

A

y

will be held at Zion Lutheran

Heileman's

$219

LEE AT May

convention

1.dimig6N

I

SCOTCH

ore,.

The

s

ern 511,000.

without
doubt

Highland Mist

'

- 343 congregacusttions throughout

" Illinois and

studies with area r.idents.
To accommodate all these
newly interested persons and

to attend only those schools
demunstrating that they are
equipped to work with minor -

bined Ordination and Communion service that is =he&
ukd for Sunday. May 24. at

Kings'.

operiatratos for

CL 3-5000

goner-

God help our children and

J. E. Jennings

your friendly man-

1

400W,NORTHWEST NWT. ARUNGTON HEIGNIS

CALL NOW

oWer

If AI n. O'Don.11's vim
are typical of those shared by
moo Americans over 30. then

Just Step Inside

FORD

Monthly

solutions to

from the left or the right, hut. wime of the problems !hat hemore .eoinamnicalion among sin us. What is their reward? A
people of different back- law childish wisecracks. from
ground. and opinions. This someone who is eoppoaot to
m zest barmen if our country is reprment the ..mature" end

Baker Street

New Fordf.

7,(,,

thoughtful

ager, always

:Rent a

6.me

me trying tc .tte; constatetive.

assistant man-

/1/1,L,'

dueMr.

harm him more than it would
a normal .rson!
A Not so Mat I know, but
a" ..tart n known avoidable

Here. obviously. are members
of the younger generation who

"Toni"

$1.95

removed

Q - If no eiRePOs net P.,
barbiturates of LSD. will it

were inane and uncellal for.

and

to

mon. pastor of Trinity Lutheran Church. Des Plaines, and
Warren McCune. lay delegate,
ind Joseph King, alternate
delegate are among the
.than 600 delegates
ending
ng
"the eighth annual convention
of the Illinois Synod of the Lap
therm Church in America, today. tomorrow and Sunday at
Rockford.
/'The delegates represent
227.430 baptized members In

T

Life

tier than on whether you lift
heavy objects. Whether your

would depend on the cause,

nem - even outlandish

us. They w I seem much leh so
211 years
from now. as we
struggle to cope with the gross
hag crisis of our environment.

newspaper in the Slay 15 Day

french Ines end
mod coloolow

disease progresses

be

fear which the government has
done so much to emote. In this
time of crisis, it is clear that
what Ls needed is not more ter.
ror end repression, whether

newspaper pledge sound ex.

the Pulatinc /Rah School

el

of the congregation is now
conducting free home Bible

priority will be given to a non Lutheran seeking admission to
an ALC college,
Students will be encouraged

Page 5

The Rev, Mark G. Berg-

-

'

Some of the . items in fie

Editor:
Catherine (Mennen% jibes

-.

oats. -I-he dater of its rupturing depends on how fast the

should

City, we should realise that
such violence reflects the atmember° of intolerance and

Objects to 'childish wisecracks'

ready to
show pot the best.

kemia. pernicious anemia, cirrhosis of the aver and samoid-

spleen

While we deplore the bomboor mMor corporations and
the so-called `Lawyers'
COMMUnc"
Ncw York

wee cosP

fiver and smallpox or in
such other diseases as Ica-

spleen. This organ also acts as
a reservoir for red blood cells

Williams College
Clam of 1973

ager,

let

underlying

urge them 1.0

vah's

has been over 100 per cent for
many meetings. Also, over half

phiority will be given to students of Lutheran congregations other than ALC, Third

assemblies." JehoWitnesses within the

Chicagolend

don reports that attendance

Second

"Circuit

United States. according to the
annual
report.
Witnesses'
More than 25,000 new individmils engaged in 'preaching

an activity with which the Witnesses are commonly identified.
The Des Plaines congrega.

from minority groups.

and to provide needed iminhis
to enable all to become more

suburbs to meet Mice a year in

all parts ofthe world. In the

aid declaring the kingdom of
. God ... from house to hon.,"

posed of five representallees

Local delegates named
to Synod convention

William Price

consider what !hey can Mum-

FISH FRY

remved,

41
Bacteria. poisons and Mier
foreign matter arealso1111.cl

BM beyond Mat

;

Movement and Strengthen/et
of the dangerously weakened
fabric of American society.

to urge their Senators and Repurn,. the
resentative,

"Van"

r

FRIDAY

heavy, is there any danger niy
spleen will burst? Should it be

tubuctilmis, diphtheria, scar-

ally do to work for the in

We have one of the widest selections of fine
table wines, liquors, beers and soft drinks in
the Northwest Suburban Area.

Zoom Has

have an enlarged
spleen. If I lift something

check on your red blood cells

kicGovern amendment to the
military tipproprintions bill

Answer onConde Page

I

A - Ine spleen may become
enlarged as a result of such infections as malaria, influensa,

don evident in the national

ta. good. 17 excellent

a

infection during tin
first two years of life.
Its permanent task A to

call on all readers of the
Day Puldientiorie nuespaPM
I

policies of the Nixon Adminisnation.

k.

tension committee will be conb

Friday, May 22,1970

- problems which must he
solved. We must stand up
against the alarming naveMen toward outright repro:-

840
S Elmhurst Rd

using all seven of these letters.

al of the spleen h injury to the
organ. When it is removed for
his reason, one, health is not
affect. because other organs
--- principally 1110 liver - take
over the functions. In persons
with sonic discloses
the
blood. on Me other band. removal of the spleen may he a
Skewing procedure.

Q

our immediate goal, we also
ind the war a symptom of baste problem, in our own society

LESCINE

W.G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

0 -My spleen was removed
four years ago. Will not having

lo the

match, Soothe:. Asian War

Hi deaworcl

Health not affected
by removal of spleen

the

military appropriations hill.

Although an and

DOCTOR SAYS

by

1

& VIEWS

10 die Editor
Edgar:
At the colleges and naives-

14

initial group.

Religion

It's

Witnesses is being reported in

"ongoi
project. It would
then bng"
e passible to giant eddlSegal stholarships beyond the

NEWS
"You're the first person I've ever met who thinks our most
urgent problem is the proliferation of coat hangers!"

Jehovah's Witnesses tell
of world -Wide growth

fp,unrdite.Lor mous new m

demo -

TAI.KINtt IN terms of milHMIS of dollars no longer OE

country.

feel that way, too, except that
now I think it's gotten out of
hand. It's your tux dollar, and
my tax dollar that makes 0 gm

allot minority
scholarship funds

By Hon Swans

'he ;1,0;:j

On the screen fur the first time

MOUNT
np,s,.0,.

A musical journey
into the soul of a nation

CL 5.0322

T......,.,-,.....i-.......-......:.,=i
FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

7.

431 S. Arlington Ha, Rd, -Arlington Heights
,
14.-

.

Sunday Worship: 8:00, 9:15 & 10:45 A.M.

Nursery Care at 9:15 & .45 A.M.

P
..

Sunday School; 9:15 A.M. (all ageO
" 10:45 A.M.(ages 9-71

Pastors:

Vernon R. Sehrieber

'

C. David Stuck...,
Telephone 253.48391{

.7...........11....:=010=111011MMXIIMMMciMagli

first Presbyterian Church
(ORGANIZED 1855)

In color

Cliff
Richard

Cliff
Barrows

His

302 N. OnzoL,,,Mrarn Heights
9.0'am. d 11:00 am.

President James McCord
Princeton, New Jersey
MINISTERS:Peels:- s tut. :it D
Imo A. Henn..

s

sight and settee exportYnce

Sunday, May 24,5, 7:00 P,M.

Evangelical Free Church
1331 N. Belmont, Arlington We-- ------
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The day's prospects

Anti pollution unit head
criticizes mosquito abatement dist.

Fifteen years of fun -filled
fund raising
By Dolores Haugh

Machu! Bettor Levine nee

attitude of happiness to help

It het been a happy 15 years
of .service for the Mount Pros

pact Chapter of Infant Wel
fam

To the member, of this nose group the smallest of the
SO units throughout the Chi
sego and suburban area wort.

be fun

The Mount Prospect Chap
ter founded in 1955 has oar
ned its workload cheerfully
and in the Imt Light yeas has
contnbuted 827 400 to dn.
Clucago mother club

year they and over

Last
$3 SOO

R,collections of p ne

Trochuck
pn.rentod the 1969 anima It
port Si the recent meting
ieted Among the ch titter ac
heel. was a fashion show
luncheon held April Fools
Day Pat Seho,n,nberger volt
the show when she modeled
hire plumber plunger
he re

Robert

gathering

such as those
do natant happen limy repre
rent work cooperation and an

Fun In fund sainting incited

ed tricky backyard hob. in
one accomplished on a mtni
golf course during berbeea
events

cdkd mcmones dab elver

pound per acre

the calm of the night hourt
when It will neither obstruct
motorist, nor be blown awe,
by the usually strong,' winch

used

e

substantial

a

w hen,

Northwest hlunimpal Conf.

made

at

a

According to Mitchell in
this or even greater MOM.
Malathtoa
considered safe
for birds and animal.

once INNIC) in Barrington

work
Above all it

xenon
is

HFR CRITICISMS of the
UMAD amp am were many
The district is changing from
a

marking the 15th year of Mount Prospect Infant Welfare Mm
Beenharo is the new president

mgThiThe

A

%."

whde

ft

iMalonsecticide used in the
thion qua to be

I 500 times ler, tome then
DDT but equally oftechva on

_

-
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Sixth grade students at Artmglon Heigh. South Junior High School handle reproductions of
ancient artifacts dug up from the Villa of Good Fortune, one of the best preserved houses of the
Greek classical period Shelly Daly (left), 641 5 Kaman Steve LeSeth, 116 W Hawthorne, and
Allison Wu 815W hairmew were part of group from teacher Duane Peterson's social studies...
who mad kit from anstructtonal Resource Center Shelly's verdact on prated "We teamed a lot bs
being able to examine the obi.t and pictures ourselves end not having to ...listen to someone
tell us abut it

Sixth -grade 'archeologists'
learn about ancient Greece

Fnday May 22 1970

First w, made guesses .
what we thought the olaeots

By Jan Roue

To give auto tips at

who lived in the Villa of Good
Fortune through handling re

Campus Life features
high school panel

1

Mrs W Donald Georges, Mn Arthur Stralnum and Mrs. Richard C Berkshire, newly installed
president of the Mount Prospect Chapter of Moil Welfare donna plans for the fanhcoming
membership dere The fall bazaar, Oct. 30, budge m.sithon and Christians Ban, Dec 5
are the
chapter's three wanted events that enable them to maintain their high s.ndang in contnbullons
Other new officers include Mrs. Guy Corines, vice president, Mrs Charles Paulk, secretary, Mrs
Phillip Carrot/ treasurer Far memberJup information contact Mrs Courtney al 255 2419

"What to Do Until the Mechanic Comes 'is no problem at
all for Nancy Mason Women's

Service Director of Mel Wolff,
Gage Chnsler Plymouth She
will be featured at the Mount
Prospect Camp Fire Leaden
Luncheon to be held lune 4 at

All women int5rested in

aooed to

youth
re m
Campus Life ;Mothers

t he

Oth

en luncheon Tuesday May
26 at 12 45 p m in the Seandn
Heine Central and Rand

Art group to exhibit

Corrado's Restaurant on Read

Rd Her hi n. end tips
maintenance are geared towad

RA Mount Prospect
A panel of loud high vim!
students n ill discuss cant..
penny problem, such al dat
ing

saving money and preventing

acad.. Mother, of Camp

All area maulern ora in
to come view the works
of a group of local Ault artists

Fire Girls In Mount Prospect

Their al will be exhibited

who have.* completed their Saturday from 9 am. to 1
P.m,

rte

253 2821 for reservations

first year °Fundy under the in
etructson of LOIS Walla.

at Pro,pset Glorarm Churchvied

.3.02 E Euclid, (near Rand,
burst). Some of the works will
be offend for eel&

parents

and

rebellion

Clayton Baumann director 01
Campus Life will guidt. thi.
diticoamssions.

pus

High

Life leader
School

Couple

in

the Cane.

at

Hersey

Arlington

Heights and Gary DeClut,
naft India' Bamnkton Elk

balanced

No nxeratain

necomary

for the luncheon. Child care is
avalleble. Far .further infor-

minion, call Campus Life ofDee, 269-3144.

'

Spring
concert
Sunday
Prospect Christian Church.
E.
Euclid.
Prospect

302

Brigitte. invites the public la
attend the third annual spring
concert, this Sunday at 7 p. m.
The entire concert will be
made up of musical selections
and choral readings from the
book of Psalms. Mrs. Esther
Hinton will direct. assisted by
Miss Sarah Ward.

?

F',.."`AttittEllnANNW

The Nmionel Conference
on Social Welfare and Ammo(

Volunteer Bureaus of Amer 'ca will hold a convention in
Chicago at the Conrad Hilton

Performing will be the adult

children's speaking choir. In
addition, there will be solos.
duets. trios and mixed Selections. The woman's chorus
and men's chorus will also take
part in the concert. In-

Members of the Arlingthn
Heights Volunteer Bureau are
urges, to participate in the various pane/s, seminars and lee-

throughout the week-long conference. Speakers will include
Sen. Charles Percy, Rev. Jesse

Jackson, Studs Terkel as well
as experts in various fields.
Subjecd

will be v., in-

strumental solos will be per-

cluding issues involving youth
and senior citizens, middle

formed as a prelude and- posU

class and poor alike.

Twenty-five Psalms have
bee selected for the program
The evening will. conclude.
We a communiOn service.

concerning the bureau.

Hotel, May 30 through June 5.

-titre programs offered
choir. youth choir, and the

of their choice. Call 3926052
to register for the convention
en for further information

Bureau personnel

are

needed I. man booths and take

debts in return for which they
will receive passes to lecturee

Gallery honors
woman's club

Witchcraft at Feehanville

Mane, to Craig Dixon Brown,

)Miss Roelefs will receive

her degree in elementary education. Brown majored in eciano mics and philosophy.

A 1966 graduate of Forest
View High School, Brown is a
member of Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity.

was o recent winner of the an-

an's Club at a coffee to be held

at the gallery, 407 N. Vail, Ar-

nual poetry recitation contest
at the University of Illinois at

lington Heights, Monday be-

Champaign -Urbana.

tween 2 and 4 p.m.

Conducted by the department of French, Miss Tardy
'recited in French interpretive
readings of poems. Judging

617

the

Tuswi.

MALA 11110N IS A very

cepa.. um:diode and in
form the same amount

the

This mobile car crasher will be operating all this week at On
Des Plato. City Garage on Camp Ground Road flattrtilng cars
abandoned an Dos Mines since lest November Police Chief

Mobile Auto Crushers of Northbrook, III, rs doing the WOrk.
The city s only cost Is to haul gas tanks and dim to the John
Sexton dump

Arthur Hintz said 121 abandoned cars will be taken care of
era

010 oared

-..

WHEN YOU CAN HAVE A BEAUTIFUL SOFA AND COMFORTABLE BED AT ONE LITTLE PRICE LIKE THIS IT IS

Some women had mirrors in
tilt form of statues They war
thinned then gods very much
and made statues of them
Women also made button and

med. Some womon wore
valour type. of immlry such

Caner

We had a fun boo tun
imng tho Ertl. 101 wrote
Rick Myer and when u,
found out it costa bundle of
money the group gm mot
venom about shat the, wer
handlIng

dtstlopud to cncourag, ink

,

pendent thinking and res,ar,h
and. make history ton iii,,
District 25 do, not own the
kit which is mpansisc but bor

SINEEPSTAICES

rgm.dit end loan basis tram
Instructional Rt.sour,ts Con

WIN A

tor 4 10,11 so op,ratits ettort

of wwril.chool districts Oth
cr school sysanis in IRC mry

bvedTour

dm borrow the kit it thou malt

ACTING AS acheolonsts

lilt

stuahots h indica!

finds

Mg wan or could hall bun

of

,11,1 from Mt Vdlt of

.

Good Forams Those hnds
won. photo,
ind ropro
&Worts of an Lim artifacts.Iteally dug up at the Greek city
of Clynthus. either from the
Villa or lions other houses

mama

Win a 17 -day trip for 2 to Scandinavia's finest
restaurants or one of the other dew prizes for
stay-at-home food lov.s. NoMing to buyI Visit
your nearest Scar.° House Smorgasbord for
lull details and entry blanks.

S.

in Mau. Prospect

hauls

Henderson,

11,

dis.

her g one smith a

n
tee
Tae;;;;,---:,75,,--d-e;

of Fen

nee

n Scholl, Men.,
ennennd thni, ersion

CONTEMPORARY In Nausalwas

open to Sr long had
Altar Sale Me

SJthl litp.

Emerald City' on May 13, Dimmed by Tom Dolan, with executive produeer Linda Haw
jag and producer Ede Lacher, the musical was first made

then both movie and muslml
piesented forme enjoyment of
famlBes and pmts.

11 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
FOR FAMILY

Free Admission.
Free Gilts.

BROWSING TIME

5 downs.
Trick Horseback Riding.
Exhibition Races.
Guided Tour of Stables.
Talk to Jockeys 8 Trainers.
Racing Movies.
Kids Will Love Seeing

41(

lb

Parke
Track opens officially May 30.
'Post -time 1:30, Mon. Wu Sat
To roach Arlington Park from
downtown Chicago, take the Kennedy
the northwest
Expressway (1-04)
Tonw., (1-101. Exit at 55 North.
Take 53 North to Euclid East.

panel ofjudges from the
French department faculty.
A graduate of Sacred Heart

of Mary High School in Roll-

adgMatengESSINOMMTAMEMMegenengesgmenevad'

4114)_,M5'0321 baLs1113,
OPENS TO FULL WIDTH BED

$25995
After Sale $289
MODERN In stain

a Thoroughbred Mare
with Her Colt

Pamper your guests with luxurious con-

tort when you turn living room den or

defying Herculon

and Equipment.

rec room into instant bedrooms, Or reverse the picture and turn your own bed

QUEEN SIZE COLONIAL

See a Blacksmith

mom into an attractive sitting room,

with antigun maple
finished

wagTzo.

at Work.

Kroehler Sleep Or -Lounges have secret
comfort built into every fashionable

(Sunday, May 24-1:30 to 5:00)

Arlington

19995

OPEN SUNDAY

children's quarters.

HOU

wkardof

06," OR "A Funny Thing

Into a movie by me 54 children
involved in Its production;

1018 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect 259-9550

Display of Saddles

were

ing Meadows, she a presently
a freshmen at the University of
Illinois majoring in language.

quarters. kitchen. court. and

Al,

OPE

winked

Happened to me en the way to

Wins poetry
contest

the Arlington Heights Wom-

Festival June 7 to be held on
the land proposed for the new
Cultural Arts Center.
Mrs. Virginia Volid, a
member of the art center will
welcome guests during the afternoon affair.

worlsni with an archzology Lit

You and your
family are invited

son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles D.
Brown, Rolling Meadows.
Miss Roelofs and Brown
will be married June 20 in Appleton, Wis., after they ere
graduated from Wisconsin
State University in Oshkosh.

lery will honor 35 members of

The club women will be
hostess. at the Spring Arts

mom, this spring as stud,.

cluded the storage room of the
Villa. men's quarters. women's

Roelofs announce the engagemeet of their daughter, Ann

Tardy of

at South tumor Hugh School to

Arlington Heights b,cana es

GAMMA GROUP

totms called themselves after
letter. in the Grsek alphabet
found out about what women
won. Th,y wore robes rope
like ban
ind surnames
pins
wrote one student

i

m.nutoos

I. finds. Locations studies in-

Helen
George

The Countryside Art Gal-

them food

archeoldgi cal tcanw to study

-

Volunteer Bureaus
to convene in Chicago

arved houss of the Grua line
steal mnod
- Smith grld, wen! studies in

by.

Mr. and Mrs. Harald E.
.

tar and a pestle for grinding

Children in Pclonon's class
divided themselves ilea ale

announce
wedding plans
rei

dug up from

lcuher Duane Peterson...0s
,

Grose Village and Prospeat
pronde special gulls. and
weal music
Cluh a,tivities at area high
whoosh will be reported by
Campus 1 ife load rip The par
pow et Campus Lift) mobs, to
work with high school stu
dean to develop
ChrlStrIn lives

thought was an at. ually turned
out to be a hoe We learmd that
the ancient Greeks used color

produc eon, ot ancient artifacts
this woll pre

31

mid Allison Wu .d

then later we found out what
they Nally were What we

daily byes of ancient Gucks
Mrs Robert Trochuck outgoing president of the Mount Pros.
pert Center of the Infant Welfare Society of Chicago smilingly

her group w.among thme contributing the highest amount.

are cordially Invited to attend
Call Mrs Norman Ken

wen.

fcs

groupoldo
Fut more about the

presented her annual report at the 59th annual meeting held In the
Gold Room of the Pic Congress Hotel She has a right to smile for

While Mitchell refuted this
Mrs Brown was not con
minced Mitchell terds the program a limited one

a

dcnse

morn cloud Misting use s
add liquid with a water Nee
spieled in a fine mist
Fog has an oil base while
the mot with n water hew
would
hromate puticulMe
matter bound in the oil brae

With a huff end a puff, Sharon Berkshire, daughter of the Rich
nod Berlahlem blows out the candles on the special birthday cake

.1

of the daylight hours

ging

year
fogging to misting this year
town utilizes

Camp Ftre luncheon

MRS BROWN SAID she
thinks the taxpayer is getting
less for his tax dollar with the

misting plan than with the fog

Mn Brown is ,hairman of
the PEP (Pollution and Entrononntal Problems) organs

type sera,

Mil., Radii Woman, f door

The program costs the aver
age suburban homeowner less
than 52 per year

meeting et the

check after ouch bensfit and
adopting th, lice H Woods
Station in the
Child and
working
with a wonderful group Itq
being whom the action is in
Infant Welfare

rt.

night while fogging requires

now insmber, Nun our center
painting the ill important

Thumb Cent,r for our run.

Mt Grand Prix one of tho

Misting can be done day or

fogging about one tenth of a

mount of the question and an

the Mount Prospect

Mn Trochock

Prorp.t Chapter

of it will be used as w. used In

night

Chapter sponsored annual
Christmas Ball
Happiness
accordtd, tu

a pest pr,sident of thz Mount

largest

by

The angry buzzing of hlia
Cla3ton Brown of Palatine last

swan puled dun, a presents
eon of his organizations man
mato abatement program by
Wilber Mitchell technical di
rector of the Northwest him
qUit o Abatement Ontriot
IBM AD)
Mith,c11 s proentation sew

used at

'amble with piper big and
Su. Mrs SchoencnbergtrIs

antes

COW

project chair
man
Marilyn Kranc were
shoe in the report Shc later do
signed the centerpieces nnus
the pine cones These were

time last lune

Davaom

it

graphs to members

mg others

Page 7

design Sit pretty and sleep well with a
Kroehler Sleep Or Lounge,

531995
win a FREE WEEKEND for four to
SALE HOURS

LOS ANGELES and DISNEYLAND

MON TOURS, AND FRI 930 930
TUES WED, AND SAT 9 30 6 00
SUNDAYS 11 00 500

via American Airlines new 747 Astroliner,*
featuring Americana Service in
first class and SkyClubcoach.

LAY -A -WAY
ruttnitteM.d.oen.usedayproms
wale

4

.

5tartiminney

asPstsds.s.s.wssseesreAsS,s,sasseslliasarSaalSt,

Also; FREE Weekend for family of 4 at the Arlington Towers Hotel.
Also; FREE Dinner for 6 at the "Top Of The Towers."

A Small Oepota Will Hold Your Pur
chase For Retire Delivery Plano, a
New No.: or Apartment? Well Hold
Your

JUStalitt-Wtdi

4,

orTAZ;

Skip

ift_IWW.:7771

259-5660

or aul

FREE DELIVERY
within 50 mile rod,.

0.tAtitt,

BUDGET TERMS
t

I

of Polling Meadows

LYNELL'S BUDGET TERMS
AS USUAL OR USE YOUR

MIDWEST BANK CARD

'Ss

s s "...-.1A

TIRE DAY

Page 8

Friday May 22,470

Schaumburg OKs $1,500 for Civil Pefense siren

Calendar
of events

TRUSTEE SIGNAL Thorsen said that, since we are in
the midst of the tornado season

The

Inlay 24 - 301

Schaumbing Village,
Board last week approved

This calendar is prepared as a public =vials,
the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organizmion wishing to contribute should

expenditure of $1,500 from
village funds for the immediate installation of a second

Mayor Robert 0. Metter
saying, "If we save

agreed,

money, on a matching funds

Glob, award program. Wormy High

Country Club, 12,15 pm.
MT' TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Cen-

p,.

North.. Philatelic Club, Arlington Heights
Saving( & Loan. 700 p.m.

Rondhurst Tomtmaslen, Si Mark Lutheran
Church, 7:30 p.m.

Township District 214 Boned Meedog, Administration Building, 8 pm.
Mount Prospect PTA, Coordinating Council
District 47, Administration building, g pm.
Arlington Heights Chapter SPEBIRISA,
Knights of Columbus Hall. 8 p.m.

arc s s ni en regardiag the
amount of time it takes to get
matching funds for civil de-

ution and wait for approval
before going ahead with the

of which

THE VILLAGE currently
h. one siren, located at the

Prospect Community Center, g p.m.

PooPect chalIter De Malay, 1104 S. Arlington Heights Rd., 8 orn.
Rubes/Frost I,A, of Prospect Heights, 8 p.m.

The one siren is adequate
for fire department purposes,
to summon volunteer firemen.
but it cannot be heard in all
parts of the village to warn cal.

sons of an impending emer'TUESDAY
TOPS d the Evening, Bank of Rolling Mead,
ova. 7:30 p.m.
Prospective Waist -Swept, Friedrich". Funer.
01 Helm. 1:30 p.m.
Suburban Aquarist Society, Mount Prospect
Comnami ty Center, 7:30 p.m.
Wbeeling 'rownshin Demummde

gency, such as a tornado.

A second siren is owned by
the village but has not yet been
installed. The cost of installing
It's eppteximately 51.500..0.rding

to Ciner.

p.m.

Coosa, Our. chapter, Sweet Adelina, International, St. John". United Church of Christ,
8:15 p.m.

the
the village.
According to the ordinance.

the commimion will consist of
the

& Hart Girls. board meeting. Mount Prospect
Community Center, 9:30 sm.
B uffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Drop in Center
and bakery goods auction, Kingswood Methodist
Church, 0:30 sm. to 3 p.m.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers of Mount Prospect. Mount Prospect Community Center.8 p.m.
ladies disco Mume, Lodge 660 VFW Hall, 8
p.m.

Blaine J. Yarringtom 715 S.
Sdem, Arlington
Heights.
president of American Oil Co..
Was elected to the board of di-

Givasenw

Center end business meeting, Community Presbyterian Church. 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

ly 50 years ago, is a non-profit,

educational organization with

Harm College Beard mailed. 1200 W. Al-

planning and counseling con,
mitt. for Indians Univer-

,

Postal worker
to get training
of

the

Arlington

Heights Post Office since Feb.
ruary, 1964 and more recently
the accounting assistant at the

Arlington Heights odic, has
been accepted for training in
Washington, D.C. as a postal

Naval Reserve.

Virginia Dodge. past motes, said that "Skip" is the
Rant employe from the Arlingon Heights office to be called
for training as an inspector.

entering

freshmen

with the university's academic

a membership of 43 leadens of
business, agriculture, education and government. lo emits

Bias carried on with the support or corporations, founda-

1938

and

hoe

advanced

through seri, of positionsin
the marketing subsidiary,

American Oil Co.

Come to this

with their lesPeetive
Psalm.
Kirk Water. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Wolter of 515 W.
year

I l0

Stratford

members will sing as well as
play and a slide show will be
used to give a picture of modcal America.
Mary Reck, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. E. C. Beck, of 603 S.

School, Mount Pimped, will

0"$8°.

0"

O

AIR

Tuesday. MUY 88 -8;00ER,

FIRST CHURCH
Laurel and Marlon, Sts.
Des Plaines, Ill.

Only three flexing
parts in the cycle

-...

....

NO FRICTION
NO WEAR

.11....

........

......;

....,...,

Ira:. GAS AIR CONDITIONING; -..."
7,01 is so dependable that
ItSU Northern Illinois GuA,Co. will

-

P." provide 2 fun years of
Free Senrige on

them all

ALL PARTS

%a...

,

24,000
Patterns

,,A1_1....LAAL1,2 i

to choose

.../.

.........
s,

/...

Birge

..0

C=0
CHARGE IV
itcy now and

ur lerrou
Ouotoght arm...payment plan

CL5-6369

,

AMINGIONTIEICADS
OPEN THURS. & FRI NITS,

Innebruck, Austria with the
choir.

THE 65 -VOICE group will
perform at the International
Strasbourg Festival June 8. of

1 Mal Bellaire

opps

The choir will be televised
by the 'Dutch national radio
and television Company dur'rig Its performance at the
Schultz Fogisol.

Show; Saturday, Juno 27, Chi logo Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Seiji Omwa With

Maurizio Pollini, pianist; Sunday, June 28, Chicago Symphony perforating "The Opcn

1 Jo Resits
1

Harry Kelly

DISCOVER SAVINGS!

certs and outdoor concerts.
A feature of the formal eve-

ins session

England with
George Harrison, Ringo Stu,
Eric Clanton. Stevie Wi owned

DISCOVER VALUES!

DISCOVER BIG DISCOUNTS!

1

Next Saturday Bangor Flying Circus will be featured.

WAUKEGAN:
TrOmpsility will present the
Mead and another group. Admission for the show. from 6 to
9 pdv.. will be ST.

TANK TOPS

pm Featured will be MaSS.
There will be a light show and
continuous entervinment provided by the group Satisfied

197

Proceed, from this light
showslance experience are

Another season It Pays To
Sava at Final Arlington. Regulations now permit an to offer

this 'PREMIUM GOLDEN

PASSBOOK. It will pay you
to put your savings in this, the
Highest Earning Passbook An.

ant,

CHICAGO:

:American Tribal Produc-

dans presents Mountain. Lila
ICr. Rob Seger. Blood Rock
and the Mecki Mark Men Fri ay night at the Arogen
room. Tickets arc 55 from
Tickmron or m the door.

ANNOUNCEMENT:
"What's Happening"

opinions? We'd like to hear
front you. Re Aim lo include
your phone

1111E111,er in

any let-

BEAUTICIANS

and summer seasons. Playgirl

WAITRESSES

you, el hostess or god.about
in Ir. elms 745( wInes B,16.

TECHNICIANS
White uniforms or chance color smocks
in knit jersey or Jersey cor
ol 60%
Dacron, palmier, 40% nylond fashsoned
into zesty styles They re drip dry, wrinkle
resistant 3 11 8-18, 16% 24'4 5 NIL XL

1efti. if 11,11111 IWAI,A_:drommismsok

Main Mow One N. Denton

Downtown Arlington Heights

North 8,1.46 Minton Heights Road at Eastman
Naar hdeadDinceit InsuranseCorportnion

Colton poplin done up in styles and gators
you won't be able to resist. Cool and breezy
solidi, prints, deN, skimmers, shifts, Adbes.
We've gat 10 styles for you lo choose from
Every ono o winner and of one low price.
Take advantage and walk away with mem
than just one. 10-10.

2 -PIKE

ances.

Monday night feutures programs at the Murray
beginning Line 29 with Kukla.
Fran and 011ie: July 6. an all

met.

Chamber Music
Concert. by the Chicago Symphony OreheStra String Queer.

another all Beethoven Chamber Concert with Victor Aitay.

Evening
with the
Mormons

53% %.

Bishop Owen a West Jr. of

the Northwest Ward of tilt(
Church of Jesus Christ of Lat.
terday Saints. hotter known as
thc Mormons. announced an

PONCHO JAMAICA

MISSES'

"MIT STYLES"
FRINGED VESTS

SET

WHITE SANDALS

66

Sponge - clean,

smooth
manmade uppers. foam
cushion innersole: To TO.

arepu,,,As,

SWISS CHEESE SANDALS
Sleek
swiss

Vitoith 155

cheese cutouts Tor
fun. Sizes to 10.

MEN'S IMPORTED OXFORD
Manmade uppeis
cushion crepe solo.
brown. Sizes 81/2-12.

with $3
In

397

297
Print canon

dunk

compare at 4.98

in

choke of cohort. Solid
shorts: Poncho gets vieh
fringe. It all spells 'sum(

met fun. 7-14

reS..9

'

good for
boys' am these "with SamethIng

le vests with hinge.
SW him cotton, brocade cotton or anion
arida. S&L.

open honk entitled "An Evening with the Mormons," tonight al 7. 7:30, 8 and
.8.30 p.m. at their new'Cluipel.

FIRST CARO,

2035 N. Windsor Of.. Arline:5On Heights.

0100°'

TOWN &COUNTRY,
CHARGE It

MODISH

I

Hoge your choice of colorful
stripes on rintS to really go
wild with during the slating

compare at 57

of each week are designated
for certain types of perform-

AT OUR TWO OFFICES

RANK

regularly 8.99

dbt received many letters.
' Don't you readers have any

FULL DAY - FULL SERVICE

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

CULOTTES

has

lb the calm,. we state every
leek that an
who has an
opinion on any subject may
write to us. A, yet we have

DAILY 9 to 6 FRIDAY 'ti
SATURDAY'til4

tt

COTTON PRINT

in this paper for el Most a year. In the "precede"

Mt end snot artist, July 13

...

UNIFORM
SMOCK SALE

aepea

Beethoven

deposit.

6 -Day
Banking

shorts, skirt or dock...Choose
from wilds or Stripes Sad,

Chicago Symphony Orchestra
wish soprano. Eileen Farrell.
Ticket prices for this performance me I 0.50. $9,17.50.
The Ravinia concert season
hus quite a variety ut performMIND available to appeal to
just about everyone. The days

And Lets You Depoilt $100 Or More To Accumulate
At The Same Lligh Rate.
No Need To Choose A 6 - 8 - 10 Year Savings Program.

NO OTHER BANK ANYWHERE HAS IT!
ASK FOR THE PREMIUM GOLDEN PASSBOOK AT

Just he thing to wear over

o continue their education.

Sciji Wawa conducting he

more at intervals after the initial

regularly 2.98

thud toward scholarships for
do students who need money

The picked Ravinia Season
slaps Thursday. June 25. with

fault least two years.
Start with $1000 and Add $100 or

regularly 3.97

STRETCH

And Trio

53/4% Per Year

DISCOVER TOPPS!

IMPORTED NYLON

East will present KalcidosCope
II Discotheque on Saturday at

A Passbook
that Pays..

conducting

at a low price. 8-18.

The Festival or Arts of
Maine Township High School

850 on your AM radio dial

Peress

Double knit nylon white
navy, yellow, light green
Mae, pink. High quality good,

Sunday night the Sea at

Crystal Lake, Ill,

Karel Husa which will be performed in Prague on June 10,

Maurice

JAMAICAS

PARK RIDGE:

for Prague by Czech composer

Friday,

NYLON STRETCH

Soup. a group which received

WIVS Radio

Zukerman;

UK/MY

and the Selling Stones. The
other group playing will be

A Kitchen -Toyed Reap" from:

ning concerts will be the presentation of a Pulitzer Primwinning composition, Music

Pinches

Jab'
the Chicago Symphony with
CtiskeY Sicg9i Ha
Year Band. Sun and Bangor pianist Peter Nero, in tt per.
Flying Circus; Saturday, July for mance of 'Crenhwinh
4, is the opening of the Art ES- /Rhapsody in Blue."

TOPPS MoINTHLONG

GEN DLYAGHIGLO

Wolf. just backin from a mord-

to Jo & Interviews - add Barnie with News &
Sports and more Music with Kelly. Stir in Josh
Brady & top it off with Old Time Radio.

July 2, Okko Kanni conduc1s Mit with the international art
group' Taller de Montevideo
Mitts program with violinist and Sunday, JuIy-1; MU be
the Chicago Symphony in a Si-

HOT WEATHER AHEAD...

proudly Presents Howlin'

Set your radio dial at 850 - blend Mal & Music

THE BAND HAS prepared
Three separate programs for
the tour including cathedral
concerts, formal evening con-

0/2

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT To LIMIT QUANTITIES

for 32.
Saturday night the Cellar

1 Josh Brady
1 Barn& Carlson
1
Radio (add more, to taste)

10RUCKI
HEATING
and
,692-429

moner' back gum n tee!

Window."
The week of Tucsdey. June
Its presents Tuesday, Okko
Kan. conducting the Chicago
Symphony in a Russian program with Michel Block. pianist: July I. Wednesday, will
be Frank Zappm Thursday,

Friday, June 26. Al Din

Be 53.

Also Vienna end Innsbruck,
Austria: Budapest Hunger Y;
Zagreb, Yuecalavia and iciest
and Venice, Italy.

MORE INFORMATION

'

pavilion. Tuesday

member of the flock. All this

Nuremberg June 16.

Munich and States. in Ger-

Itll

AIR CONDITIONING
ii67.yizeewErmipingp-weiy, Noel-

under

and Dan..

standing ovotions at the Fill more East and the Wisconsin
Pop Festival. Admission will

F.H.A. Booming Available

PORTON CT.

pfivache Musics Sacrum at

ENJOYABLE WEEKDAYS

CALL NOW FOR

,I,.

COUNTRY STORE

Internatfonal 'Heinrich
Schuh. Festival at Breda June
10and at the International Orthe

forming -Midsummer Eighth

Symphony and Recital night;
Wednesday fcatams RackJazz end Blues; Thu -Wm ofMrs Symphony and Opera:
Friday again presents RuckJazz and Blues; Saturday will
.be Symphony and Opera. followed. Sundays by Concerts

THE DAY

Friday, May 22,1970

soo

Friday night the Cellar
presents a group called Ivory
Tower. They supposedly have
a sound not unlike that of
Blood, Sweat and Tears. Also
playing will bat BLICk01101. a
group which contains a former

Des

Rd.,

loninv artist Claude Kipnis

Mg with You.

and Vienna, Klagenfurt,' and

Plaines. both inembers of the'
band, will perform in Prague,

Buy
0;0.) Locally

Imperial

IM, , and Marmoset', Getinany; Prague, :Czechoslovakia

This Premium Golden
Passbook Pays . . .

CONDITIONING

of

CHIRST, SCIENTIST

Famous Lines

tour Breda, dullard: Ndrenberg,
Franktrt. SUMP.,
Weisethern; Haford, Bet-

and his company, end Aug. 17.
the New York City Ballet per.

PC.1- Setkin and Yuji,.. Dream. '
Takahashi; July 27, An Evening with Sybil Shearer and
TUESDAY
THROUGH
Her Relict Company; Aug.
Sundayall concerts are held

Send information
what's
happening ur send any opinimo you might have on am
subject to "What's Happen.

90

Christian Science Lecture's

from

in

With

Mobg," Day Publications, tit S.

of ,.

System of

.---

United DeSoto
Schounlorhur

College

Minn., will tour Europe this

July 20 Duo Piano Recital

event.

ments. arid information on the
varions boards, commadons,
eervices and ordinanow of the
HII

A DAV IN THE LIFE

1/2 The Operating Cost

.....-

Van Lail
RIM. Seeman
Thibaut

the village, upto-date phone
numbers of all village depart-

:APPROXIMATELY

Any Other

The Bright,
The Bold,
The Beautiful
We have

Northfield

1:?

ac-

tivity may be sponsored by a
doh, church, school or park,
a, it may he a eumsnereial

It contains a brief history Of

ter you Write loth:

a good
purpose
for you.

WALLCOVERING

THE FORMAL concerts
also will feature a multi -media
presentation called Window
on America in which the band

AVOID THE SUMMER HEAT
COOL
WITH
IT
GAS!

inspector.

His last day al the local of was April 24.X pent two
years in the Navy and is in the

Two Northwest suburban'

studenti:Lherts:tr:

AIR CONDITIONING

God has

Herman 'Whir WM.

tion booklet is noW available et

current music sne. The

ARIJNGTON HEIGHTS.

many.

'acquaint

ON [ bryant -\ GAS

FRIDAY

.pounced thee a revised cdidon

new residents, according to
Lrsen.

Europe with St. Olaf choir

The camp, hold annufily at
Rivcrvale, Ind is designed to

A PRE -SEASON SALE

VFW Prospect Past 1337, family fish night.
VFW Hall, 5,30 to 8 pow
Mount Prospect Chess CI., Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.

Chairman Jack Larsen eh.

"What's Happening" Is a
weekly listing of activities for
youths and a rundown of the

M St., Mount Pro -peer
60056. Tell us and The Day
will tell others what's happen -

sity% 1970 Freshman Camp.

gonquin Rd.. 8 p.m.

Wheeling igovereship Women Republica..
Orinsotrativa, Arlington Heights Savings
Loan. th II p.m.

violinist. Prank Miller, Cellist
and Edward Gordon, pianist:

3 area students to tour

Czechoslovakia, Wiesbaden,
Hamburg, Hanover. Berlin,

-

Nk,

-

the village hell.

and Mn. David W. Dole of

Heights. has
been appointed le serve on the

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort

Mount Prospect Lions Club, VFW Hell, 7

said Atcher.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

donations of .rious builders.

Larry Kul( 307 S. Rammer

Si. Arlington

30 DAY SALE!

M1 m.

try,ci"

terms.

Camp planner

Arlington Heights Over SO, Drop in Center.
Pioneer Park, 10:30 a.m. to 3 pm.
Camp Eire Girls, district committee meeting,
Meson Prospect Community Center, I p.m.

bert,
Schaumburg Rd.
about -ono -quarter mile east of
Roselle Rd.

will se appointal to two-year

Fairview, Arlington Heights,
and Kevin Dale, son of Mr.

Service Committee at the an- tions. and individuals, assist !he
nual meeting held in Chicago Eames
Service working
on May 5.
with 3.9 million Teeth. form
Yarrington fills the unex- nine to 19 years old, an all.
pired term of L.W. Moore. to lane high.
teed president of American
Torrington was demur(
Oil. The American Oil Foun- president of Arneriam Oil and
dation has supported the na- a director of Standard Oil Cu.
tional 4-13 petroleum power (Indiana) early in 1970. He
program for 26 years.
joined Standard of Indiana in

The National 4-H Service
Committee, established neac

Eateraloneers of Mount Paw., OM, in

president and sax

and social programs.

rectors of he Nationat 4-H

H'EDNESDAY

is to establish and
a cultural center in

Named to 4-H board

flrganimtion, 205 S. Arlington Heights Rd., g

en

Published by the local Jaycees and the Lancer Corp.. the
booklet is especially helpful M

IN OTHER BUMMERS,
the gourd passed an ordinance
creating a Schaumburg CUItural Commission, rho purpose

application cannot be made efter the project is completed.

and civil defense departments.

burrs cultural center will top
"even those in most of the mid:
or tim throughout the cogn-

of the Schaumburg intorno.

fense projects.

project in order to be eligible
for the money. He added that

TURAL center will be located
'on a 40.acre site, donated to

Fu nds far its development
are being eecumlafed thustedt

Trustee Raymond Knoell

Community Center, 8 P.m.

Haunt Prospect Historical Society, Mount

the village to godhead steedmmediate installation inst
of

According to Ciner, the (Mine must submit an applt.

"When completed, Sebum.

tha members will he appointed

for four yams The other three

suggested that filcher write to
the state's senators and core

which is used by both the fire

Mount Prospect Jayncees, Mount Prospect

in order to estsblish
staggered terms, only three of

even one life, that is worth far
more than the $750 it will cost

ae long as' sx months.

fire station on Schaumburg
and Springingsguth Roads,

Each of the six member.
mill serve a four-year terminitially,

waiting for federal funds."

ernment approval could take

MONDAY
Maas Prospect Benny Clob, Old Orchard

I

funds.

basis, is she
for such projCCM, but he mtimated that gov-

School. 2 p.m.

ter.

out waiting Oct government

TILE PROPOSED CUL-'
the village by William Lam-

stalled as soon as possible with-

siren in the village to be used

ing High School, 2 p.m.

additional members to hemp pointed b y hint, subject to the
approve! of the bond.
.

now, the siren should be in-

for civil defense purposes.
Civil Defense Director Robert Ciner reported that federal

SUNDAY
Camp FiteGIrls, Grand Council Firs Wheel-

By Tom Hamilton
and Juergen Remelt

By Dorothy O'Sullivan

call Mrs. Helen Beckm, CI. 3.7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week.

What's happening?

The program will focus on
.:the family unit. including the
,;Mormons method of bridgiim
:the generation

gap. A film.

fElards Search for Happi-.,
v'Mss .7 rnadc famous at the

IV

MEMBERS RIMS ARE ACCEPTED

ELGIN, ILL.
1015 E. CHICAGO ST.-RT. 10

ROLLING MEADOWS
KIRCHOFF RD

MEADOW DR.

ADDISON
280 WEST NORTH AVE.

DAILY 10-10

SUNDAY 10-6

MORTON. GROVE
HARLEM AVEMPOPINNIE'

THE DAY

PI ¢' in

Personal finance

Friday May 22 1970

Two ways to get future lower mortage rate

Area people
on the move

mortgm, loon for $201030
could MR bs newts two yam.

B, Carlton Smith and
Mahan, Pollemn PAW

In the mtorrin thou
sands ot tannins rid] still be
away

the 6 par net
Imortgage? Well. rejoice. At
least one federal official thinks
it's coming beck.

going quietly stircracy In jammed apartments or too -small
houses.

IF YOU happen

An undersecretary of the
Treasury recently predicted
MU we will sec 6 percent mon-

ey again ...rine this administration."
There is simply no way to be
certain thnt he is right. hut Suppose he is. Using his own timetable. lower interest rates

to

Both methods assume tlid
yon can III a mortomoi. Imo
now tf you to Yank to pay
the envoi!, rate of interest.
Since

money

pay b Spxr cent mtereat Then

tight, this
wonY be true in all coed, but it
will be true most of the time.

The first method for bar -

be

rowing now with an eye PO eluting the cost later is called refinancing. Refinancing simply

will take courage, but there are

means paying off a high inter-

rates when they do appear.

C.

Harvey,

second problem comes

FOR exampla if you get a

into play when you take out

Sen. Graham
urges CTA
investigation
Sen. John Graham of Barrington today called fora full
scaI e investigation and study

Howard M. Robins of Ars
Des Plain.,
Heaton Heights was recently
been appointed senior vice promoted by Zenith Radio
President of Glenview Slate Corp. of Chicago to the
of
Book. Harvey moved to Glen- division chief - electrical, in
view Slate Bank
Citizens charge of radio and stereo
Bank
Park Ridge. He has prod... He K a graduate of
also been arsmiated with the University of Illinok with
200
hat

banks in South Bend, Ind., and

by the Illinois Legislature of
the Chicago Transit Authority
operations.

Anticipating that within

the District 59 school board.

its first direct subsidy to the

CTA and that there will be

Knaub elected director
of Founders Life

business dinstration, and is
a member of the Audio Mg,
neering Society and the Chi -

taco Acoustical and Audio
Group.

Stockholders
of United
Founders Life InsurenceCo.,
Oklahoma City. Okla.. op.
proved the election of 25 directors at their annual Bock-

7,,

G. Barton, chainnen of the
boardof directors,

One of the new directors.
Thomas E Shaver, C.L.U..

,

3129

Elmwood, Oklahoma
City. has been associated with
United Founders since 1957.
He was named a vice president

of the company in 1966. Shaserves us senior

reprl
proident and director of

vic

agencies ter United Founders.

W. R. DeWall, 1519 Holly.

Howard N, Redding, 205 A
Princeton, Arlington Heights,
Chicago sales manager of

THREE OTHER newly
arse./ directors have, also,
been closely identified with
Thomson & McKhuton Are United Founders
over the mat

hock Le., Prospect Heigh.,
havbeen promoted to adminis.
natio, Group Underwriting

awl Group Master Policy Di.
Mien of Washington National
Insurance Co, Evanston.

years. They are R. Lewis Bar -

ton, 10000 S. Walker, Okla home City; Robert C Brown.

aidill.
holders' meeting. The an.
nomeement was made by Ger-

rt,

chinclos, Inc., has been elect rst
vice president of the in -

s7

MIMS M.

Crooks. who
lends up the Ampex Video In-

finite in Elk Grove Village.

ell be

the

speaker at the

alorthwor Christian Business
blen's luncheon next Tuesday.

Slay 26. His subject will be
The Christian Challenge in
Haiti."
AY! wins established in 1966

to serve the need for con-

Dr., Palatine, has been elected

ice president of A. T. Ken,
nap & Co., Inc., Chicago, on
ri

been promoted from the position of ounketing manager for
grain and grain products at

management

"idling firm. Mayer joined
Kearney in 1963 as an associ-

ate; was elected a primly& of
the firm in 196,9,

Chicago and North Western
Railway Cu. to the position of
general marketing manage,

up.

that. flumes. M tune with

M.D. 2925 Cornwall, ohshome City, and Alfred L.
lEntrub.
270 Winwood Dr.,

Lake Forest.

&non is an officer and director of the Barton Theatre
Company, Oklahoma City. He
is the father of Gerald G. Baron. His various business inter -

esn span the fields of movie

theaters. cal estate,

in -

vestments and banking
Dr. Brown A engaged in the
edywte practice of medicine in
Oklahoma City. He has served

medical director for United
Founders since April, 1966.
as

KNAUB LS president of
United Founder Life Insurance Co of Illinois. Arlington

Life of Oklahoma).

He

WHEN money is hard
d to
and therefore expensive,
the interest rate on the mortgage rises. When conditions
ease, the rate declines.

now than they've been Unce

the Civil War. This doesnt

April. 1969 He, atom serves as
es
ice president of United
Founders Life.

Manager
Richard L. Watkins, 511
Burnt Ember Le., Buffalo
Grove, has been appointed
manager

Conrsely, those with con yyntional mortgages will be

pro,i,,,ner.

onihl

perManently stuck vAth the
higher relent*. they manage
to

of

Fashions Catalog House.

ing body for the investigunin

Watkins Joined the comprey in 1960 at the El. Worth,
Too. catalog house, and has
silica held various nihnegerlel
Positions of increasing rear.,

would bc a council made up of
the Governor,
of the
Senate, Speaker of the House
an the president of the County

ibility in Ft. Worth and Chi-

densed courses M videotape
and closed circuit television.
This school is offered by Am x as a service to people in
business, industry, ruedidnc.
education. sports, government

SUNNI! IN PI

SAL and
in the month of May
0.11 1.10101

5125

Box DMA

mono,. In,

14i.,?°°°.0°Z,11,`.!

Swain, Margin, to groups

call Mr. Rams - 298-2170

and other fields who find un in-

Arlington Heights,

wrENING

Boards in Cook, Du Page,
Lake, Will, McHenry and
Kane.

FULL -SERVICE A7 OUR TWO OFFICES

Zurich Junior High School
principal

for

the

1970-71

school year. Gradual', front
Arlington

High

School

in

1962, Blast, eared his buntelor's degree and master's de.

gree in school administration
at Northwest Missouri Stoic
College and vvm involved in

I

FRI `DI 8 SAT 'DI 4

ft

that bed and what the possibilities are.'

7777

44

additional work at Northern
Illinois University.

all men to attend their Tuesday
luncheon
meetings. -There
were 60 men present last week

as Dave Breese. director of
'Christian Destiny. Inc.."

One N. Dunton

rant, loaded on' Mn,heim

For,

611111111

Downtown
Arlington Heights

Rd. about one block south of
Higgins.

/

I

where they shared their f uth
'n Jesus Christ at a number of
meetings. He said. ''My mown

. .

Bear's I loinex antilta rd.. oh'

p.m.

M

serves recognition as the Lunt

Ice true love, Fran Pitchford
scam. almost too pretty and

and Fontaine of the North-

wholesome a girl for the coy -

Territories, continually
brought the play into focus
and made it something of a

clever antics required of the

west

at the Arlington High School
auditorium.

Sammy Davis Jr.
a hit at Mill Run

There is just tonight, tomorrow and Sunday, May 24 for
local they
to see one
oT the world's greatest per
formers. Sammy Davis, Jr
Playing to packed houses all
leek, Sammy, more than soy
qther act booked into the Mill
Run Playhouse, prows once
Klein that real talent it eerily

a new Mom

or mn
groanut
your home for

"""LESS Faitir,7.7.°""

per dm
private

est

' REGARDLESS itirrirzlrs

instructions.
ludo,

limited Summer Offer

"'AM'S ER0Fill

ax_

GARDEN
CENTER
GREATEST MONA!
GREENHOUSE -FRESH,

AltILINL-GUARANTEED!
FREE DELIVER VI
APP: OMMIASTM.3111116113

fdendly mom AM.

Rung your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M D 1 or
OPTOMETRIST S prescriptions to be Idled
In the frame Of your choice from our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

long.

="

FLOWER and
GIFT SHOP

Steak Dinner
24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES
IN ROLLING tdEADO15

MT PROSPECT

SIRLOIN PIT

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza

1249 S. Elmhurst Rd.

TELEPHONE 269-9456

Itameran aDokton, Ho catryoursan spaded)
no

41.

mRer

255-6310

0,

alICAGOLANDR LARGEST

uti s'ae's.

FLOWER GARDEN GIFT CENTERS

cial treatment of a "typical"

French bedroom situation. Its

lackluster was certairly not

the

guest

speaker Sunday evening at 6
mrn. during the regular church

, tridning session of the First
Baptist Church, 1023 E. Palatine Rd., Palatine,

Cola combines eight mere
of experience and

skill with

variety of magical equipment.
Featured will be rabbit and

National
merit award
scholar
I -T -E Imperial Corp., Phila.
delphia, Pa., recently awartled
a hen -year scholarship tOStemen R. Carson, who qualified as

o finalist in the selection of Na-

my Davis, Jr. was performing
Onstage as a great Lalent, the

tional Merit Scholars by the

audience Was excited.

Corp. He is the son of Wit
Mrs. Robert J. C3011 of Ar-

National

Merit

Scholarship

lington Heights.

Judging however from his

Steven will graduate from
.folat Hersey High School this
Juneend plans toattend Brown

unique feature of his prem.-

College, will obtain his fr.ter's degree M Mae from

tragedy and in a way, it Iv. fa
tragedy that it w.produced).
There was entirely too

Roosevelt University. Proles-

much

history department on the fatufty of Naperville Central
High School, a member of the

Society of American Magichms and the Fellowship of
Chran Magicians. He has
p p eared before 'women's
clubs, PTAs, American Co.
ion, Kfivank, orphanages and

multitude of churches.
Families and friends of the
hurch are urged to attend.

Rev. Charles L. Chaney is
aster of the church.

if tickets are still available. The box office phone
numb. is 298.2170.

ail&

Miss,

SWEEPSTAKES

1018 Mt. Prospect Plaza
Mt. Prospect. 259-9550

IN COLOR

till

This Pregram
is Rated

WINNER

minutes.

OI

hoping fartsa. quick esit. It

ELEVEN

ACADEMY

Ahlineton

AWARDS

MON. nun FRI. 6, a, Po f

BEN HUR

SAY.

Na PUN. Pim, Pian

.0,7:50,10 PM

ac

cent fts French parlor mai

NOW SHOWING

with a cockney accent!?) an
one expected her to break ou
any
with a renditio
of "The Rain in Spain... from
her long -running role M "M
Fair Lady."

*

w

Charlton
Henan

oath

"THE ONLY

Weekdays
at

-

GAME IN TOWN"

7,30 Only
Saturday &Sunday

vat. Mar =h

Wm.%

Ifl 0,9:55, 045

APP.

"JOHN and MARY"

Buy in the Area

et toll mad Mihrialthe Roads
in Niles,

be*

le

alee
areasAligter'l

glaring food

MANNHEIM AT 'scowls Tstspeens0214700 Cameo M7610050

C3
cc./antry,,Flub

BORED?
THEN YOU NEED TO PUT

Win a 17 -ley fan 101. 2 It Scandinavia's finest
restaurants or One of the other gruel prizes for
atayet.home food lovers. Nothing 10 buy! Vigil
Y.. nearest Scanda Mouse Smorgasbord for
lull details and entry blanks.

linitUANTSEREEN

with their lines. but there was
little substance or reason behind them.
Near the end it seemed the
performers and the audience

$tC°'

WIN A

Tod4ye6Tour

ON OUR WIDE

The new MILL RUN THEATRE

State University. He is a
SOMYSY;

STAMM/AT

repetition. The

p0000 niailaUe anysigne

memarrairo'l'airge"at"ahrcaiS'a

of the National Honor

A

Lake Babbitt, George Womack. Jacquebeth
Benton,

Seeing is believing!.
NOW No finest private

mate Science Fairs and has a,
mnded National Science Fant-

Sammy Davis Jr.

elIMAM. 69t

THE OTHERS in the cast,

University, Providence, RI.,
where he will major in Cho.
Nay. He has won three firs,
place awards in district and

=IMP"

mons

his talents. He seemed inseamfonable and it showed.

were counng the

US IPAII5 45

60C

bored and was straining in a
role that did not really utilize

rogations of the accused girl,
Josef, played by Anne Rogers
and Benjamin Beaurevers. her
employer, played by
peter, were entirely too long.
MISS ROGERS, a super
performer, with acre,[okey
talent
was saddled with

y"g7va:

pug the cast just ONE curtain,
pug, not very enthusiastically.

goes to bed

There wen few laughs (cafor Klemperer,
trance, very little susPeow

and not much else. Some of the
audience thought it was a

dally, he he is a member of the

s he

Jordon, did the best they

Bible.

Teele, a graduate of Moody
Bible Institute and North Park

number of me
with.

comment on social justec
cept

responded

who,e great.n lob is in the

Helen Meier and Gcorgiana

tio n will be a selection of tricks
illustrating truths from the

audienceWj'

bearing to be believeable as a
coquettish, naive French maid

igne, the "Magisuate." seemed

IT WAS uncertain whet,

finally

01.t

nhood Ts'mithbotoct mati's'thoc-radrit

of the crime. but the expected
buildup to the dramatic ending
never quite comes off. [twee a
disappointment.
the play was a comedy abeU

be

would have been an act of ma-

Tom Bosley, as Paul Sev-

murder, a French -farce or a

flower productions and tricks
with multicolored silks. A

Besides that, Miss Rogers

her. She is eventually absolved

Bob Teela, a magician from

Wheaton, will

r

The pool was a .suPerti-

with all the evidence against

Magician at first Baptist

crowded theatre. When SORIA

Steal, 144.

any

dy."

Only the timely entrance of

siege. He was pure wonder as
he leaped from the piano to the

W

the

tion at a moment when

the point of desperation.

ofScandinavia

$ 1 '09

Klemperer,

The adaptation by Harry in the audience were beginKumita, of Marcel Achailfs aing to wander why the play
original french play was dull to. lad been labelled n'tome-

does not take the world
around him to seriously -on

Srdndt10010

the ROB players. The E tens/meets of Mount Prospect are presenting the moony
in the Littl Theatre a Prospe High School The group Ls led by Dick Dada.
For tickets, call Mrs. M ers, 259.3169, or Gene DiBlasi, 027-7630.

-A Shot in the Dark...the and act saved the play from to- the fault of the net -Rimers.
Ivanhoe. Is e 3-itet melodr tal disaster.
A young French parlor
made "fteneh Race:. which
HIS SUPERB timing and- maid is amused of shooting
unfortunately II 2 acts too polish picked up the producher Spanish chauffeur lover,

the new fancy spots at the

through our
GIANT

Werner

'Hogan's Heroes," in the cm.

:not exactly
m the
:clothes that Davis wore and
Cary Grant doesn't even
'Sound like [Mold Grant who is
:pan of Sammy's repertories

shows. He talked too long before he got into the reason for
the packed house, his multifaceted talent It wasn't too imo
purloin though because he
gave the audience their money' worth. Less talk and more
talent and he would have sent
Chan home raving to their
hildren's
children. Dont

ill

1

bumbling Clo. Klink of TVs

Wra his bride of a week whose
happiness shone brighter than

aro.nIn

i
!

By Joe Lamer

with six go-go girls who redly
wuntwent-wee. One of them

BLOWN

itf.

ill!!

`Shot in the Dark'
becomes a bomb

.

sequence might Amid
in lifted and played alone

-

..................--'

"

Prospect Heights who has appeared at many functions in the nom and is active in

Particularly no
wee
'Come Blow Your Horn Sarah Levin's telephoW sane.' will be repeated this week -end
The

___......

JI'V,

The Keynotes Quartet, Indodlog Ron Mulford, Herman Kleppe, Bob Hootan and BM Trumbull will appear with the Suburban Vetemm Chorale In a
musical variety program today. 8:15 p.m. Featured soloist vel be Be ty Myers of

part. Irene Kaufman, obvious ly
most patient. actress, was

m Y.

.

i II

He mooed off a fast finish

Rolling Meadows

And remember-NO TIPPING 8 COME AS YOU ARE.

1

wife team, which surely de-

AS CONNIE DAYTON,

brief concerts an each.

DON'T BUY

or BAKED POTATO

.phone: 437-8313

and

part engaging.

past performances, he has been
on too many television talk

TOAST, FRENCH FRIES

BONANZA

husband

third act. Still, his performance was for the most
its

prone, to the horns and pm

WING"

Special
COLE SLAW, TEXAS

alarm in the building was inadvertently set off, nearly de Arraying a scene. Also, a lesser

This

;,f'il

vivant, when thy play entered

bib

North Drive -In: Arlington Heights Rood at Eastman

Noontime
Mon. the Fri.
May 25 - 29

dimcc might have headed in
relief for the exit when a fire

Oh a Mtn sense of humor

BANK
Main Office,

BONANZA

Cones With:

duction.

into the clothes or the posture
of the three -weeks -hence bon

into the past for blight, nosteldk ballads. He is a gifted men

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

BARON'S 77=.

1/2 lb. Chopped

measure o(loyal patronage.

._....---_ ---,

rock and roll and he dipped

Northwest CBMC invites

CROOKS recently Raoul

8,

an otherwise indifferent pro-

and two. He didn't quite fit

Rut no matter, he. sings like
ap angel. He raced ahead with

ponied seven other Christian

delivery

cast. With perhaps an added
1111. FIRST act seemed to
g0 On forever. A less loyal an-,

.

11111111.09.9110

40) tit,.,

Ors should be updated. Jimmy
etewart and Jam. Cooney me

FREE

DAILY 9 to 6

television.

9

Together, Nate and his wife
Santh, es Mr. and Mrs. Halter,
gave strength and support to

1(

- He is a master at I nnimion

6 -DAY BANKING0

creasing aced for specialized
knowledge of closed-circuit

we

direction or competence of the

'

) 'I

lan. broms was every Molt the
yearning younger brother, terrified of stretching, it not
manning home ties M act one

haithough some of his Mem,

has

recently been appointed Lake

lines than ta the diligence of

nothing of his lines.

it that I wmld like to tell the
men how God is working in

The group meets from noon
to I p.m. of the Nielsen Restau-

Harmon
Dresner

Guild

Mow -moot

IL4

the con-

Conversely, Raymond Al-

manage to draw laugh after
laugh from the audience is
tribute more to the genius of
almost

as

servative young business nun.

gag-

Players last Saturday night did

Sinben's

of roles

recognized.

FULL -DAY

experience
Haiti was tremendous - I'm so excited about

spoke.

part of act three when he left
Off playing a sybarite Mr a re-

Fast and emphatically.

procedures the generalas-

the Senate today, the sponsor-

but his most convincing scene was in the early

versal

'

01/

ments,

canedy succeeds only to the
deorecoof its ability to deliver.

=Mr than Nate Levin might
have .blown his cool, to say

y will next year be expected
as help overcome a deficit to
excess of SIM million."
In Graham's plan given to

Richard Harris, as the playboy big brother, had his mo-

that one first hit the
board` In this Age of

-at Golf and Milwaukee lids.
in Riles, Illinois

,

Hugh they were on stage too
n from too few rehearsala

There's been a lot of Olken

the

and

of themselves all too often, as

since

'The Met that

gesture

pedigreed Persian with her
purr mechanism turned oa
high, the actors seen ed unsure

string of hits, "Come Blown

repugnant.

Peteilleati

voice,

ception of Patti WM.& a

00 the earliest of Neil Simnel

Aquarius, the

Peso It

THE REST of the cast on.
not so fortunate. With the ex-

to meaty a reflection of himself --a view which he finds

OR THE. current operations
of tEe CTA, Graham said yesterday," There is 0 strong belief Ikat under the current
management and operation

Montgomery Ward's Chicago

ago.

IF So, the lucky man with
the variable rate mortgegc will
hame plr.ure watching

trol in
mood.

Surely by now even Me occasional
theatre -goer most.
notnewhere have been c,ipMed

Ma RUN CRUSH MIR
444;

TIIEDAY
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as an example of [Affect win-.

brother to the clothes, the nocoutrements and the calehphrusm of the chase, only

guarantee that they won't go
even higher, but it seems unlikely. The next major move
should he down.

By Sue Month

Your Horn." It's the comedy
which deals with an unwed
womani&r wtio clues a young'

Variable rate mortgages are
still rare in this country, largely because borrowers have not
yet cottoned to the idea bf exposing themselves to mortgage
payments that can vary. This is
perfectly understmdable but
may be shortsighted.
Interest rates are higher

I

However, if you Imply;
must have a house now, these
methods offer you some hope,
of shrugging off higher costs in'
the future.

has

screed in that capm, since

merchandise

,

general money: condition.

business men on a trip to Ham

Richard J. Klaslo, son of
Mr. and Mn. August Klaslo of

om,

mortgages bear an interest rate

"W"ingin
110 900000
lotion calling
for the

later than Aug.
100014 0155
mire several months and
would result ho a report and
recommendations early next

Heiglm, 111., (a whWly-owned
subsidiary of United Founders

to address CBMC

Jam. R. Feddick, 907 S.
School, Mount Propel, has

gage, your payments would

Ida

In-

Mak guarantee If rates go
even higher, you couldn't rennance and save money. And,if
you had a variable rate niort,

locate a lender offering Mans
with a variable rate. Such

larger CTA subsidy requests in
the future, G reborn is
in-

mitigateon.
The study would begin not

methods comes wtth 0 money

Ampex executive

vestment line.

Robert J. Mayer, 225 Clark

ting future mortgage costs is to

week the legislature is to vote

a BS. degree In electrical eng,
nearing and an M.A. degree In

Alton, Ill, He b a member of

ivarnational

The other method for out.

it to a minimum.The

\tskiee..
Harold
Marshall,

cent by 1972, you could repay

"prepayment penalty" entirety, but you should aim to keep

like amount at a lower rate.

Of course neither of thc4

tt the a...Lipoid drop to 6 par

die loan M ablearly stages. Yon
may not he b to avoid such a

loan and re -borrowing

est

the new loan At that point
AM11 probably ham to pay
Mont closing costs

thanriginal loan and take out
anther at the new, lower rate.
There are two problems in
this method. Some mortgage
loan contracts r,uire that you
pay a penalty if you refinance

is

among the group that shares
this bleak outlook, More may
be an immediate way out. It
et least two practical ways to
buy that house now without
having to forego lower interest

firm s bank today yin might

1

Guild production of
'Come Blow Your Horn'
worthwhile entertainment

A BLACK BOWLER ON!

THE HAT WHERE IT'S AT!
DINNER' \
THEATRE

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

THEATRE

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"
by Neil Simon,,:

ONLY

from"

cilanmenNAnnss'
Jack & the Beanstalk

June 9 tau 14

May 29 Dm June 7
El BM pa.

1

ion. Oni TAmPar BUD pa. M.60.

87.50. SO.50 - Sondar 820

Olp
Black Nowler
IN THE

of Mount Prospect

- MOO pa. 115.50. Dm- Sue

4.30 poi. 5.50.
One ea. 07To. es 0o

o sfomi PM pa. 81.50. 15.50 -SwYr
001 pa. 00.60, 0.50.

atm
mid IM

ro

TA. a - faen

1.

Mauna
WY. toel

r

lt:' TsP,

1.p0ro00 00&9 OPmlA IA oau

Mae 2383730 or 2502nOiourt.11.01

200 E. Rand Rood
lecrossireentendhum

255.8800

11.60 - fr. sal UN.: PM pa.

11190..$7.5/3.13. - Poiday

Add

Z1A.

;WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

$3.00

with the Madan Piper
02000 Om fr.

from

'5.95

4111
ALAN KIN JoNNATHIS

Sponisl mutton to

raw
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II IIP

.son 1.111m CMS - 2904111711
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`Janus,' more humor than conflict
Janus

at

Pheasant Run

pen often The eternal mangle
wes more humor than conflict

had two facesone laughed
the other toed unsuccessfully
10 cry
Author Carolyn

LEADING lady teethe
Crain ht up the stage with her
beauty She s the kind of red
Read that looks equally good

Greens play will soon be camas

late - at least until the next
resurgence of morality Like

Ibsen, A Dolls Home

the

on a home or tn a fasthonshow

play is built on a premise that
hardly exists in New York
The premise is that you must
be ever no diner. about your
marital pecadilloo concealing
them at all costs even if it A
quires renting two apartments

As the easy -maim housewife
who collaborates with a stuffy

school teacher to write best
wiling historical novels the
prowdeo,the history she sum
Ow the spicy passages, Miss
Crain war at kr best in fast

and commuting la means of

ving comedy situattons

In

dumb waiter
In addition to the proWem

the more serious wen, her
biggest obstacle was an excess

of obsolescence there was that

of drama coaching Somehow

of Mi. Greens romantic Ma
logue which every time it be

the words c um out m per
fectly that naturalness and be
lievathlity suffered

carte romantic
read
like
something out of a 1992 Wom

As her lover Dick Wen
we appeared to be wsnong

arm Home Companion Even
as pedantically pedagogm a
pa.amour as that played by
Dick Valentine could hardly

lemhsr underwear so

did he move and speak He

made'n intere fing contr 01 to
the
other corner of the

ha ve construe ted such
lengthy

involved

Ind

mangle Bill Morel
htnrty who played the

per

featly balanced sentences as
those

'illy

employed

Miss
Green s characters when they

cuckolded husband gave ha
role a gutsy growling three -di
nisesional vitality that carried
the play Ht% facewasalwayn at

were in the throes of passion
Fortunately this didnl hap

work seldom smiling but often

getting loughs m in twitched
crinkled crumpled swelled
with anger He gave heart and

meaning to a ...non that
might have been only amusing

ter little income tax agent His
carefully controlled actions

THE SPECIAL gleam that
to Morrison brings to her roles
brightened
her
character

minion of Mi. Abby a wrson
able old literary agent and
heightened interest with retry
entrance
Gerald Castillo was eon
volsively funny and co
pletely sonxincmg as the anism

to

reactions caught MU
funny httle nuance ir de

tightfill bit al drollery

taws

a slam tang

ton t

comedy romp nn nonetheless
entertaining The plot takes all
sorb of interesting httle &gra,
sums and tangents and there
to humor aplenty for those who

arc wilting to pay attention
Under David Monsoons dr
on the Pheasant Run WC.
provides an inter
eosing mmapoution of cheese
net dynamiestaging and tatur
due tion

esttng design And if that tan)
enough Jeanne Crain wale
arhwe

Story of Israel in color
The Evangelical Free Chur
ch 1311 IN Belmont Arlin
ton Heights will show a calor
TIM
His Land at 7 pm
Sunday

The cot hour fasters tells

Pue 41,

and

in less cornpe,nt hands And
he left little doubt as to why he
is a Pheasant Run favorite

Enda. May 22,1970

AsiN6S69.9,9 ',S., x, A My aw SW AI 40.440% AOHOWAWWWSMSOWWIdedSOZAW6999MISSVAM

sounds

then

he

film Ins

Myr called a musical tourney
into the soul oft nation

On dean's list
George Matto 818 S WA
wily Mount Prospect made

the otory of Israel Romani:tont
to modern time,
Ralph Carmichael
corn
posed and arranged the musi

lbe dean s list for the second
Bustness Scheel at
quarter

eel wen. which is rich in au

Circle Can.,

the

University

of Illinois

That is not a wane from the great West. Its a quiet moment at

Arcadia Fan. on N Arlington Heights Rd as co-owner Pete
Cirdll fright) moseys mound the Rodeo Arena with producers
Norm Skala OHO and Mello Cab:mere from the Bar M Rodeo

Co The Rodeo promises unused otdiement In the area on May
30 and 31 at 2 p m
537-4348 for tickets to the professional
nenomd championship rodeo

Keith Mmabatho m Murray to one of hie more SCHWAS moments confronts his nephew played by Tom Kropp with the sub-

met of his adoption The cast vim be "closeable in "A Thou
nand Clowns' at Hersey High School, tonight sad tomorrow

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK

DAY PUBLICATIONS

night,. 8 p

THE BLACK BOWLER

n

The death of Squire Alwortter Islementedfpremstmety, mit turns wit) by these
sea &Maem enrrenthe appearing in the comedy °Tom Jones" at Guild Play

RESTAURANT AND PUB

r7r:gt, Tellralknestrt:1717:1

eb

..4orser

pmformences of the 18th century costume play lamed an Remy Fielding. famous

novel about the misinlventures of a found/Ing, "Tom Jones,. will he presented

house in Elm Plaines -Left Wright Kell Johnson es the two-faced Mall, Jim Curren Friday end Minns!ay nights nt 830 pie by the Dm Plaines Thee. Guild For
ea the hero, Tom Jones, Michael Osborn a. Square, Greg Gale as Twackum, tickets, phone 296.1211 after noon
Halcyon Peters. Deborah, and Brute Alexander as the "dying" SquIro Two thud

AMISS. '

Pub Located on Rand Road in the Holiday Inn,

the Haw000n Luau' reigns mere. Starting
or 6 p m o sumptuous Hawaiian buffet a
spread with appropriate islands drinks ea compliment the menu. And two special shows, et 7

Dining...Dancing...Entertainment in theyVorthwest Suburbs

pm and 9 pm, offer the finishing mush to a
Hawaiian night right hens in the Northwest
Suburbs. Done miss earl Put your cares away
end go Hawaiian at the Block Bowler!

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

DAY PUBLICATIONS

HARCZAK'S "SAUSAGE -INN"

COME TONIGHT -TO
THE EXCITING NEW

Coact; lute Inn
4 TR.

DRIVE -1N

WeekEnd FlinFare

B

NIELSEN'S

'Something now has been added to Hainok's
"Sausage -Inn" Drive -In, in Wheelingl..a new delicatessen service featuring the favorite special-

ties of the house. Now, as well ai enjoying the

fine food in the drive-in, you can Mlle some
home to raver. Mercedes has been in the business of meat and sausage making for generations with stores in the Chicagolond area. With

Dining-Dancing...Entertainment in the Northweht Suburbs

RESTAURANT

them, it is o beakon of family adds and heritage td offer only the best So, take semi choice
products with you next Omen There the kind you

ENJOY THE LATE SING A LONGS,

can't find justmetywheril...the'famous Haniak
Won&

WITH

'LEON BERRY

(How ApPearing...blackie nelson A the personalities)

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE

Starting Tues. May 26th EDDIE FRITZ

Across front O'Hare held
MythleANNHEIIAD AOSENIONT

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW

Na

& 9-

\

'''...

EVERY THURSDAY

'''"`"t4'347.AM2."-=';4''!"7"..

'V'

No singing waiters.
just Plenty of good

ZaP,Otte 'ft ' :
BRANDYWINE RESTAURANTS

)r HelpsYou On Your

Za le Roaie

TRY THESE FINE RESTAURANTS FOR THE BEST

.rte

DINING

Ii

Very Special Day

'Package Wedding Plan"

at the

RESTAURANT

WORMER ORGAN

WeddIng Cake
Liquor Service

Tuesdays thee Saturdays
from WOO pm.

Bridal ninina

k

SPECIALISTS IN

. for %Wes.

ITALIAN DISHES

114 miles East of
Barrington Rd.
on RM. 72

ON FiEiDALE RDi
Re HOFFMAN '

MAWS
LUNCHES WAY
EXCEIT SATUEGAIT

PH: 529-88 0

ALWAYS SUPERB DINING
AND GREAT COCKTAILS
We Satisfy MI Gourmet Feed beats
Meet your Friends at the flaming Torch

253 RAND RD.

MT PROSPECT

robust foods

253.3300

IT'S A ZAPPAROOI!

4

DONNA DAY

MAYA%
AWSAM.0.4

NATIONAL

/

HAPPY MAY!

Zappi, mascot of Zappone's Brandywine Restaurant in the

Elk Grove Holiday Inn, now has his own special menu
feature: The Zapparool I0s Ye lb. of freshly a -round beef
broiled to your liking, with the trimmings. Plus, Zama serves

a free cocktail to each customer with their featured
Wednesday night SpagheM few.. Zappi really goes all
curl

We elm do cornplsle wedding pony errottgemers: Shower
luncheons, rehearsal dinner, family celebrations.

Scanda House

FOR FULL IWO/WAGON, CALL OP WRITE

smorgasbord

mown

your favorite place and ham one

dimnick

adults, as well as children,- and yet,
you con still enjoy the beautiful country club atmosphere.

this vette/dna ayssa.

The ftleffellal Plage h Tem

ENTRIES MUST BE INI
Don't forget, Hobby Roilroaders, that yoer kit entries in
)ocomotives, rolling elmk, or buildings must be Into the Toy
,'mid Hobby House irk Des Plaines I... by lune 3111h, I'm
!felling you a little early so you can do your best job and win

same of their great Mizell

that old congenial feeling, is back in. The fellows eriloyed
the show to much, that they all applauded. A real feeling
of fun ...something to often lost these days.

11.1_

For Reservations Phone 312426-3446

the Talisman Shopping Center east of the Mill Run Theatre.
You'd 'Mfg well better. get Mire, soon!

MAN SA.PIDPACH
EOLITH SAUSAGE
ITALIAN SAUSAGE

ITALIAN EaTr
BILAIWYES

MMMIR

wean MIS

PIZZA!

NOT DOGS

ONION PINGS

FILINCTRIFS

sow

CALL

Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.

HODS.

WAYNE
Northwen
Arl,ngron Xeighn.

enassoU/ SERVICE T001

el S

PRONE

CL 5-2441
Fan Service

537 8866

PirlrUp er belivery

'

OUR OWN FRITZELI
The famous name of Fslizels is now in Arlington Heights.
Now open, Frazer on Rand Rood, brings all of the quality,
image, and service connected with the famous mime. The
decor is keyed to low lights and intimate, rustic surround-

Scanda House Chicken
1 Baked White Fleh/W Lemon Butter Sauce
Sliced 'Turkey W/Cranberty Sauce
Beef Ravioli
Swedish Meatballs
Carved Steamboat Bound

$2 .25

ings
. complete with fireplace, captain's table
with
leather chairs, and cozy booths. There's room for ZOO
pimple for the lunch hours, or for evening 'dinners and

SERVING 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Parties The Our Plenum

11!

Showers

Open for Luncheon
and Dinner daily
with the finest in
steaks and lobsters

Mt. Prospect
91riza

250-9550

I

I

I

'

smorgasbord/

SUPER BA14DWI CH

order in Advance

... Phone

Special Group mines

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

"HAVE A,FUN-FILLED
WEEKEND!"

4 new ways to enjoy eating:
THE NEW

11!1

Facilities For

Anniversaries/Birthdays
Bar Mitzvahs
Bowling Banquets
Business/clue Meetings

STEAK HOUSE

Special prices for Children

THE EARL Of IPSWICH!

England. lys wolfing for the whole family with casual
dining and d favorite menu for the little ones. Lauded in

Menu!"

Sunday, May 24th.:

cocktails. They're brand new in the northwest suburbs and
Iwelcome addition with their steak and lobster specialties.
'm awe theull be one of year favorites!

You don't need o plane CAM cuz lolly ole England is here
In the farm of The Ead of Ipswich Restaurant and Lounge.
Done in the old English decor with ewe -of -arms and wall
plaques, the Earl boasts menu names of the royalty of

Exceptional

PERFECT

Ample Porking
ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CAREENTERSV1LLE,

A WEEKEND RIDDLE?
If you have '3
pennies,
how many fish can you eat? The answer: As many as you
wantIlhaVs the good news of the Friday Fish Fry at Indian
Lakes Country Club in Bloomingdale. Special low price for

"The DriveIn
with the

!Ge.tirge

i(-9actom, ZWA. 956-1170

THAT'S COMRADESHIP!
Eery Wednesday and Thursday, a glamorous fashion
show is featured for the lunchers at the Dale House in
Hoffman Estates. Strange thing! happen! Comradeship,

ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday, 'Tuesday, Friday, Satordoe

$ 14 6.

II!

SAUSAGE.INN

Private BonauerRooms for Group, of 1010 iso

,O7.0MflWHI11Y1nHI

MONTH

Month! So, step out tonight to

Luncheons and Dinners from 11:313 Daily

zr/7i1,rN;W P I
3Jrra'TSllI1
711k lied :'Ii ft5I
4.917iMMI10n
NO, .014

4444

TAVERN

Ft hose of you who need an ex-May fa Hatienal Tavern

Don't Miss Floyd's . . .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

Arjern1117IM

MN AN, FOR LUNCHEON. MO M OHM, MDR

SatYA

READERS

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES

DINE AT

ot

.

For Reservations Phone 259-SOCIO

featuring CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS
SEAFOOD
RIBS end ROASTED CHICKEN

Join
Now Friends

200,000

OUR SINCERE WISHES -

Location: 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, III.

000 Busse Rd. Elk Groie Village
nit

RESTAURANT
8, COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Compliment, Weal Suite -Wm

Zesty Tasty Ample
'

Silver Candelabra,

Flowers for the. Hein Table "and!. E

cjbled

AREA

By Featuring Zooid

DON KOMAR

REACHES

IN THE

I

YOUR
AD

tg,p,

LATE EVENING 11E1.44

Arlington Heights, Minato 60205

St. Deorge
itei4

2121 South Arlington Heigis. Rea'

the Dragon

tte Tang PIM to Tod au Tu
SEM W. DEMPSTER

DE PLAINES, ILL. n
2984848

RAND 8 DUNDEE RD.
ocnrIOns

PALATINE, ILL
3584232

For reservations call (312)9560600
FREE PARKING

BIGONd
SUPER

SANDWICH

RAND AV ROHM , AMMON

MAL

OPEN DAILY 11-11, FRIDAY A SAT. TILL 12 P.M.

HOURS

Mon thru Fri

CLIP AND SAVE

8 to 8
Sat El to 6
I

to

oe

Sun 930 to 1 30

Family Center
Since

DAY PUBLICATIONS

.

I

LAWN CARE
100 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
CL5-1600

Good thru May 24th 1970

Popular Brand

(0ani0) PRODUCTS

CIGARETTES

SALE°

Aszai

I

Regular & King
With this coupon only.
Limit one per customer

BONE
MEAL

Now is the time to prevent weeds
and keep the bugs away. Shop
Wille's lawn & garden shop for all

Rear lung more fumthei

u er's

m the greater northhe,t
suburbs than ann

other publhalum

3 19
carton

11111111111111111111111iiiiii1111111111
COUPON
Reg. 70n lb.

your lawn & grass needs - and save!

Great
American

Good thru May 24th. 1970

Kentucky Blue Grass Seed

lb.

50c

Reg. 35c lb.

Perennial Rye

Homes

Reg. 95c lb.

Custom Kentuck

111 yryytturtyyrilyto

BLOOD

MEAL

ORTHO-KLOR 44
s mpg of posts

$139

$245

el.

ContsInwilasT Chlordane.

nd

9' x 12' Light Weight Plastic Oa

Itotrronl7ntrriZ

=""wM

pint

"H" /

Good then May 24th. 1970

W1, rscommondsd for ant coninaL
Kills

ityyrolyymyyl

COUPON

I

Chlordane Spray

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

With this coupon only

DROP CLOTH

$398

Reg. 37c

eson

With this coupon only

Z9
each

"Homes Of Old Salem"
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

/ 1111tittt 11111111111111111111111111111
Soli
ORTHO

ORTHO

Malathion

UP -START

50 Insect Spray

545-5

Good thru May 24th. 1970
ORTHO-KLOR 10

Chlordane Oust

'ra:Tet:Tpsi trp=

'170:

off lo tut newly..

0..z.1,01 sort

$119
Centel= IntIOMIDLItyrIC

$ill .$31!

...

Let us design and build

a Dream Kitchen
for you ...

Asst. Colors & Designs
Reg, $1.50.

With this coupon only

Contains:OM Male Mort

11111111111111111111111111111111111111I

Plmoto, Drawings and Story, Courtesy of Friends at Old Salern, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Vogler was an individual who enioyed
new ideas. Thus his house was the first
Salem venture into English symmetry of
design. In the' restoration, it has been

--SINGtE BROTHERS HOUSE,(Right)
the
major buildings in early Salem, this house was

constructed in two sections. The older (1769)
is of half-timber construction; the newer (1786),
of brick. The unmarried men of the town lived

furnished almost entirely with pieces
made by local craftsmen, many having
come down in the Vogler family2Among
items exhibited are a Moravian yellow
tile stove, a variety of clocks, silver-

here together, did their own housekeeping

WILLE

cind maintained their own business organiza-

lion. Boys at the age of 14 also came to live

Building & Remodeling

255-1600

JOHN VOGLER HOUSE -This brick
house was built in 1891 by John Vogler,
Salem silversmith and clockmaker

=
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smith's tools and some of John Vogler's silverware, a "Cook's Favourite"
cast iron stove, a collection of early

here and learn a craft. In the restoration some
of the original shops have been reactivated.
FOR

Also restored are the kitchen, dining hall,

ONLY

"vorsteher's" quarters and "saal," featuring an

19th century toys and a device for cutting silhouettes_ fashioned by John

organ made by David Tannenberg in 1797-98.

Vogler.

RICH MAID
BEST QUALITY
CUSTOM KITCHEN

Bell Federal Compounds Interest Daily

erial
MEDIUM QUALITY
CUSTOM KITCHEN

AU savings in by the 10th earn from the 1st
ANNUAL YIELD

ANNUAL RATE

MIN. BALANCE

MIN. TERM

9" PORTABLE TELEVISION
Offer valid thru July 1st. 1970
GOOD PRODUCTION

WITH YOUR ORDER OF $500.00 or MORE

Line Cabinets

CERTIFICATE

779%

7.50%

sioo r 000

ONE YEAR

6.18%

6.00%

s5 Goo

TWO YEARS

5.92%

5.750/.

$1 ,000

5.39%

5.25%

$um

3 MONTHS

5.13%

5 00%

NONE

NONE

ACCOUNTS

(FORMICA)

can be increased

during first 10
days of any

quarter

eine 1951

Let us handle all
your needs

.

Call Today for Free Estimate

KITCHEN

BATH
POWDER ROOMS
BASEMENTS
POWDER ROOMS

2554600
Financing Available

P

ONE YEAR

P

KITCHEN INCLUDES

8 Ft Modern Birch Cabinets
Plastic Laminated Top
Stainless Steel Sink
Moen Lifetime Faucet

Installation

PASSB
ACCOUOOKNTS

any

time

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.
In the heart of Bell Town
Open irons 13:45 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Monday thru Friday F16.1000

ca Madded
to

The chart at the left shows how
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
ttore than the new higher annual rates.These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans.
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

(Salt Extra)

.Highest savings Interest rates allowed by law
Guaranteed interest. Compounded Dally (QuaPgdy)

Bell Federal Savings
and Loan Association
Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago,A Illinois 60603
MEMBER FEDEL HOME LOAN SANK
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Law aids seniors

House Bill 1176 enacted by

1970. Tide

government which
sible for the administration of
the Homestead Exemption
Act is the Department of Local
Government Affairs whose
diretor is Robert J. Lehnhau-

new law provides far $1,500

Ben. The Office of Adminis-

homestead exemption for persons 65 or over.

tration is in Room 206,325 W.
Adams St., Springfield, Ill.
Their telephone number is
Area 217-525-6436. Detailed
information can be secured by
contacting that office.

the

assessment
use
mencing

French village opens
Two five -story elevator buildings are now being completed in
Unit II of The Mall, Riverwoods Development Corp. apartment
commonly in Glenview West. The Mall is built on a l7 -acre site
bereeen Milwaukee and Central Ave., and in designed like a
quaint French country village. The buildings vary in heights and
are built around gardens and parklike areas with recreational
including a Pool, ClOalUel court, lawn bowling and free

76th General Assembly

ind signed by Gov. Ogilvie became effective with respect to

0

Jan.

year
I,

com-

It provides among other

things fora homesteed

form play gardens fro children.

ex -

limited t o a $1,500
All aperMents include wall -lo -wall carpeting, air condi. is
maximum radaajian from the

Mining, fully applianent kitchens with built-in hooded gas range,
dishwosheo and refrigerator. Sliding 004 doom lead from the value, as equalized or assessed
livingroom only palate patio or balcony. Furnished models are by the Department of Reeve
,of real
is
open daily from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
owned by persons 6e years or
o va or owned by such a person as a joint tenmt or tenant

Justice Dept. favors law
on compensation but frowns
on appraisal releases

commn with

and no

his

spouse

person, and Os)

occupied as a residence by
such e person or such a person
and his spouse."

THE FORMS (REG-55)
are available from the Courtly
Assessor or supervisor of ass. They arc also avail.
able aet Peters and Co.. Reel Es-

tate, Arlington Heights, open

"A requirement that
Although it avers pending
legislation that would better .Faiser.
mode
Te`e 5Pnrais.' reports
available to owners wfor ould en-

rage
m
unreafor owners whose. c oudeands
property is taken from them lissically high prices and foster

pensation

of Justiceaa haa

pressed strong objection to a
provision that the landowner
be furnished a copy of the gover n men's

appraisal report.

Prapractical 006

liP5a'i9nwo;

ter, it

uld transfer from the

.85.55 IN.' to the appraiser,

who often is a contractor and
not a So544..1591 employee,
the determination of the price

Noting that the Senateashwhich the government must
paced a bill including that Pay Ion laud."
provision, Deputy Atty. Gen.'
The Amiraiser is published'
Richard G. Kleindienst wrote by the American Institute of
in the current issue of The Ap-

Real Estate Appraisers.

First stop to a better
home...is McCabe!

poses. However, we feel that It
the
legislation would be "Ls essential that the govern enacted by this Congress.
rnant take action to assist prop "The Department of Justice erty owners generally as probes recommended that, if the vided in the NM. The Depart -

agency had is to be required
to furnish appraisal informslion to property owners, it
should be in summary form,
and directly related to the appraised value of the property
as approved by the agency
head," Kleindienst said.
In approving added pay-

years."

In addition to the =Stet
value of the property, the proposed legislation would pay an

s that would be authorized for property owners, the
deputy attorney general said
proposed legislation 'will

Alan H. Hirsch, $29; 20 N.
5

Sixth St., Jahn R. Peterson to
Donald J. Brace, $28.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
2700 Bel Aire Dr., Eileen C.
Johnson to Al J. Mann,
$42.50; 742 S. Walnut Av., Joe
S. Pickard to Otto Kaiser,

$37.50; 823 N. Doug., Mary
J. Carroll to John D. Gebo,
911.50; 801 S. Walnut St., Edvsmd Saunders Reinhard to

Richard J. Hogan, 039; 1334
N. Illinois, John H. Mar-

quardt in Rene R. Lath/Der,
925; 3108 N. Vole Or. West,
Miller Builders Inc., to Morel
L. Goglin Jr., $43.50.
30 Regency Dr. East, An
H. H. Keenan Jr. to Warren

AIR CONDITIONED
There ore

large bedrooms in thlt BRICK AND FRAME
COLONIAL 2h baths, 2 cor garage, built in oven and
range, carpeting, MOVERIGHT IN CONDITION.

F. Marr, $39.50; 834 N. Haddow, E. MagSnydeo Robert
L. Pinski, 943: 711 S. Ridge
Fran,t . Mareinto Harold J. Fank, $131 1519 Rose -

eligible owner for his moving
expenses, lass of business or

Grove, John Christensen,

us REALTY,
259E Rand Rood, Mount Prospect, III
C1.3-7600

Womb. Has

reoleelstinineSer.

ration can be filed Thema-off
date for Cook County is July 1,
1970.

(hi Proof of age such as

birth certificate or baptism
records is not required to be
filed. The applicant must have

nonnu.nnjnn,s.

PrOPert1

eligibility

property held in

11j1' doe
uali fy for the
homestead axe patio
homes read ex (h) The

emotion,. in rho opin
pin ion of the
department, will
ply to an
apartment building o r a rooming house if the applicant
(owner) meets the eligibility
'requirements of the b ill.

(i) Condominiums

a, re-

reached the age of 65 on or before Jan.
of the assessment

garded as real proper ty and the
department says th at these
would be subject to t he home-

re/A photostatic err:alined

`stead exemption if t he applicant Emmert meem the eligibil.

111

The

'

hornestat

emotion according ta the del)
pertinent will not apply to resir,
.d entf al improvements o,

The current pressures of en expanding population have resulted in variety of highly publicized environmental problem.

have added advantages. Redwood's e1 -heartwood grades ere un-

C1022 to home is the noticeable reduction of family and poison&
privacy. Homeowners must cope with small lots, and of late, fight
money has also put property in suburbia at a premium.

equaled in their innate abilities to resist insect and fungi attack.
.This means screens and deck posts may be placed directly In the
ground and remain unaffected.

The resulting increase in neighbor maximity ean be offset in
geed tame with the addition of 2 redwood screen or gazebo.

When left unfinished, it weathers gradually to a silvery grey,

Redwood shelters can provide princy with perspeetIn and

leased land.

DISABLED veteran. real

HAPPILY, TOO, redwood requires a tnielmum of one,

property exemption:

enclosed deck or patio to an'outdoor living area.

In addition to the above, an;
other bill has been passed,.,.

wood. The use of bleaching oil hastens this natural gray effect
A VERSATILE, practical redwood screen can he placed strar which would athenvise be fully addend only over 'a period of
gellcally within or bordering a garden, patio. deck or backyard Rests.
ared to remedy annoying situations where privacy is at ode.
Using redwood 500100 divider provides seclusion. If neighbors
The initial applieNion of water repellent solution effects rich
concur on mutseal privacy plans, it is even emanate far them to - reddish' tiros,n to new sawn redwood. With continued outdoor
sham expenses.
mummy, water repellent treated redwood soon developS buckskin beige hue. Repeated treatment at prescribed intervals Will
A substantial redwood privacy barrier can serve to muffle the Ether modify the effect of natural weathering.
souhds of active neighborhood children and local street traffic.
At the same time, it is possible to realize far more use from the'
In additioh, semitransparent and opaque stain, anileble in a
street side of an outdoor living area, perhaps even a driveway, by
variety of natural and pastel nano, are elea sellable when redsebleding it from traffic and the glancing eyes of passer-by.

House Bill 808. which ostahlishes a $15,000 Real Property,_
Exemption for DISABLED:

VETERANS. Details on this.,
matter can be had by con.
muting the Department of ',ma Government Affairs, lik,
Springfield.

which blends beautifully with a home of natural unfinished

recnan of

wood privacy structure is Maligned to maid. or complemen.
stained siding surfaces.

selEcted corner or central part of a garden area.
ab.,Zt leionngd;stro,r,uy dryeidngwo..od .dyeck.cmand.also.be.nadidenol

PAINTING REDWOOD is desirable when ;men or enclosed deck is used m an extension of a painted house. And
because of its open cellular structure and dimensional stability,
redwood has excellent paint retention.
Whether your privacy problem is neighbors. noise or per.
soul need for seclusion, the addition of a redwood retreat for
privacy can be a practical asset to your property.

ire.rvibo.ngy,

commotion of
hbuthoid, above Wed noises. and sheltered from curious on -

-

Fora package of color -illustrated idea bookie., and coustriu,
bon tip sheets for privacy solutions including screens, gazebos,
and patio shelters, send 25 cents toCalifornia Redwood Assn.,
617 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Calif, 94111.

$10,000,000, representing over
420 homes, Mt in the past three

yea.. Village Realty will also

lain

provide services in the field of
real white investments.

Savings

How.

BUFFALO GROVE: 609

Man. rho,

tinguished by its long petals

sand or sterile rooting material
such as vermiculite or perlite.

with hooked ends.
Chrysanthemums are "short day plmts," meaning that they

den diseases but the leaves and

flower best during the reduced daylight hours of fall. Covering the plants in the late
afternoon will stimulate them
to flower earlier in the sea-

diseases

Water immediately and keep
watering cuttings often.
Root should have formed
after about two weeks. Pull up

been a symbol of royalty. At
Me same time it is one of the
easiest garden plants to grow.

Now is an ideal time todivide well established plants.
Lift the large cluster of roots

a few cuttings and examine the

out of the soil. You may need
to wash some of the soil Irmo
the roots so thot you can see

permanent bed.

es show or contest purposes.

Chrysanthemums arc castled by their shape and the srrangemece of the 'petals. The
single chrysanthemum isoluracterized by its height and

TO KEEP plants from becoming too tall and rangy,
pinching he growing tips
recommded.
en
After
you

small daisylike flowers.

Mg tips, new branch. will de-

roots. When they are wdl developed, dig up and plant in

Spring is also a good time to
take cuttings from established

THE POM-PON variety is
favored for its small, globular
Bowers. The Cushion is the

plan.
When the shoots from the

gardener's delight, a shorter
plant which often flowers

base of the established plant
are three to five inches high,

through the summer, providing small "a.lea" like

cut off the top two to three
inches of the shoo.. Apply

blooms.

]hormone powder to the bot-

santhemums

m, if it is necessary for Bow-

buds are frequently disfigured.

One of the most common
which
is mildew

causes grayish -white powdery
patches on the Raves. Control
this by dusting the plant week-

ly with a finely ground sulfur
until buds begin to show color.

Rust may be treated in the

pinch off the light -green grow velop along the stem.
Pinching may be

attack them. They are rarely.
killed by these common gar-

done

about every two weeks until

same manner.
There area few diseases that
ca

at be controlled.

T.teseinclude

chrysanthemum

aster yellows and leaf nematode. The best way to identify
these diseases is through tad
continuous disfigurement of
unted plants.
flowers and
The safest waysto handle these

June 10 for early varieti.,

diseases is to pull up the dis-

June 20 for mid -season variefies and July
for late varies. Flowers will not form if
you continue to pinch too late

eased plant and destroy it.

1

In Japan the Festival of the
Chrysanthemums is held in
October.

named to produce the large full

there plants at their best. They

blooms that are produced in

Stokes,

Son. 10.6

Other varieties
are

of
the

chryAne-

Get a JACOBSEN

Dr., David M. Gould MG. Ress

ger Kleinfeld, 08: 279 Cotton,
wood Rd., Educed L Malty to
Stanley C. Veoulas 91210

and get it over with!

inter the summer.
Chrysamhemums

in

the

greenhouses. But with special
care some very fine specimens
can be cultivated, particularly
the large -flowered varieties.

CONCENTRATE thegrove-

MOUNT PROSPRCI 510
Garwood, Bruck A Enek to
Michael F. Hard. $11 1906
by I.n., William J Ntalon to
Larry T. Kamrck $5350 219
N. Eastwood John I Waters
to Andy R. Toth $20 112 N
Elmhurst Ay Thomas A On
lines to David M Sullivan S9
1616 Barberry Ln Aldridge
Construction

Co

Inc

JACOBSEN
4 -Blade Rotary Mower

to

4

Louis J, Coals $4250 701
Ironwood Dr
Edgar S
Young to Louts r Dole $29
1702 Heather Ln Dura Mk
Home Builders Inc to Ar
nalda T. Derecho $4510

G. Martini, $23 123 St Ar
Wand, Ralph M Fidgets to
George E. Sanden $19 850 9
Fletcher Dr., Olympic Sayrngs

and Loan Assn
Enrich. $15.

to Fred 0

ORNAMENTAL TREES

Li 4

Phone

(815)459-2430

CRYSTAL LAKE

1STATES,
0.0, 14 Northwest to III. 31
1 Mile North an Ili. 31

Reinforced Concrete

iv, Suntans. la

-6"ssyst.

DevelopeclUchaniFenel used a golf Mob to break growd for the first
of six buildhsgs which
comprise the 720 -apartment compluln Wood Dele.Waidng to take
the May 9 ceremonies :
were Jack Childs of ChIlds.Dreyfus, marketing
consultants; Mayor Ralph Hansen of Wood Detre ;
Robert B. Drews, arehltece Gale Dreyfus,
ChIld.Dreyfus and Chris Andros, general contractor,
Brookood Green Ls located on the west side of Wood Dale Rd., about
one mile north of lake Sheet
0-90 Eisenhower). The property adjoin
EnnhuntCoantry ChM to
to the west and DuPage County Forest preserves to the north. the south, Brookwood
Brookwood Greens condomInhans will
range from $23,000 to $40,000. The grand opening will
bike place In late August. Those reserving
apartments prior to August will receive pre -opening sav;legs
to $2,000.
'

"Quality
Conholloil
Homes"

ill

Mommin,
Ash,
Redbod, Crimson.
king, Russian O.

Am,

G 1 ad s t on e Realty, Elk
,Grove Village, has announced
the sale of 65 acres, listed at
5425,000, in DuPage County.

Let family decorate den
The family room is the.den, I can let go when it comes Path
the game room, library, sewing :family room and find that it'
nook for family snacks, fun to try her hood with mod,and
(room,
even a guest room :. all in
em materials and design.
.

'

-

As a haven for eollection

Comfort, dual-purpose fur- and special family memento4
'pleasant clutter is acceptable
joishinga and
'In fact the interests and ea.
The sin is adjacent to Addison,
poranl if
thusimrns of various family
west of proposed F.A. 61, and
a me. .or relaxing. And 11 is
north of North Av.
Perth. opportunity to e.3. :members are 'Cheered in th
:decor and lineally serve to as.
periment in decorating, for it is
the room,
Max Berg of Gladstone rep. ;hem seal inhibitions are most
One family bo
boasts a striking
resented the purchaser and 'likely to vanish.
on one wall mihe result
Jerry Sicenan, also of Glad..
ho represented the seller
hoe,

".°

.

THE TRADITIONALIST larall..7-47U4'ghgterinlo,-hearper' 'imkena41..

ort.
PRICED TO PLEASE 6
READY TO PLANT

BIRD
BATHS

Toi;11:1111711111111,14,

All Types

SPRING

PATIO STONE

BULBS

SPECIALLY PRICED,

Begonias,
Dahlias,

WE TAKE THE GUESS °VIDE GARDENING -WITH BACK
GROUND KNOW EDGE, SEASONAL PlANTING INFOR
MATION, AND ONLY DIE FINEST QUALITY IN GARDE

Caladium.

Canna Bulbs. 'Ik41/4

PRODUCTS

BUY 2 GET I FREE!

1".1RTHO) WEED -

BUY ONE AT
THE REGULAR PRICE
AND GET THE
SECOND BAG
AT 1/2 PRICE!

.

ped

ch

ff all other

-.4'..... '
.

fl, 4-01
'''Je' "i '°' V' ''''
1 g.' ..----"'
77 'et Automatic

Stop -Go on power propelled model
Fold -down handle for easy storage

95

Automatic choke on 4 cycle modals for effortless.
first time starting
Wash -out Port for easy cleaning

4

SILVER MAPLE

B-GON

1200E Higgins Rd (Rte 72) Elk Grove Wane

Arne*.

ALTHOUGH chrysanthemums are hardy in about any

a
mwa*
owe.

'488
. ligen ..1 0]4
cess

.

in lumay
ondsbode

26Schu W.

PH: 329-6102.

HE 7-2220
Showroom Hours:
Weekdays 8 to 5:30,
Mon. et Thurs. Niles 'Ti19,

Saturdays ml 4:30 ant

tached garage adjacent to a
second floor bedroom. Or you
could use the garage top if RR
Fla`for a sunning area.

For privacy from neighbors
or strollers, build a balustrade
around the edges of the roof.
(This will help prevent your
rolling orb
case you all

To keep out prying gams.

board siding to give the sun
full play. yet give you the
privacy you desire. This can he

a do-it-yourself project or can
be done proressionsay.

Peace rose tops
20 million mark
If you don't think roses are
technically impressive as
round tripP is:
to the bee

Inspite of advanced technology and careful propap-

this: There have been
enough Peace rose bushes sold
to date to put two plants in every garden in the United

ety identical, every once in

States. All these plants came

completely unlike the preen
clan This "new" flower is
called a "sport." There's no

as

France-.

With Tropicana and Peace
the most widely, planted
vullenessin the world
the

-

902112222' 111261V22`

foryms

Here's a suggestion for

sun deck if you have an at-

line the balustrade with Masarite Weatherall or other Mud -

duced by Francis Maitland, in

JOHN F. GARLISCH&SONS

Sun worshipers, ahoy!

the second flowerbud
from the tip. Continue to remove the side branches until
flowering time.

Jacobsen's 4 reversible replaceable biadesalys you twice the arming
You pack more grass in
Ii f e,
because 4 blade, cut errs
fine, Six models available. with quality features that meke mowing
a breeze. Youll see whet a tlifferOnCe 2 ne makes!

44

Private deck
is ideal

asleep while sunning.)

choke

2 end 4 cycle modes
control for Instant

are equally favored for hou,
nuns and may law fore week
or longer.

pear unhealthy or in some way
unformed, pinch it off and

from a single seedling pro-

WEED & FEED (
'/2 PRICE SALE

I

leave

on type of SHADE &

5'

inches of the branch.
When the crown bud is well

Should the crown bud ap-

Up 'n Away

Landscape Sin -Ready to Plant

es

flowerbuds show, remove ell
except those on the top three

buds on the branch. Carefully
do this by bending the stern of
the bud downward and side ward with your thumb.

Fold -down
handle

er.

6

few'

but two or three. When

all

duo

FOR

1810 24"

WHEELING 823 5 Flat
cheer. Gyula Ponca to Ratherd

gives twice the cutting action!

PFITZER JUNIPERS

flowers by
pinching out the growing lip.
When new shoots develop along
the stem break alT
lb in a

The new

.

65 acres
in DuPage

.ham SI500 Down

INSERT cuttings in den

$13.50; 405 Regent

$2350; 506 Longwood Dr.,

Sensible Tax Rates
School District 155 and 47
Paved Streets

Buy TeurRommiti
Nob( -Build Leer:

over 2,000 years the flower has

moue, with flowers similar U2
the single morn; the Decorative and the Spider, dis-

home garden cannot be ex.

Sot. a to 7

Gladstone sells

Onwgoded air

From July until late fall the
olden
flower" or chrythemum flourishes. For

type of wilettany diseases such
es mildew. rust and leaf spot do

etom halt indsof thecuttingsto
stimulate root growth.

Robert N. Diggs to Edward A.

fri.OtoO

Ranches

he

Mann

In this area of the United
Sta. September through Da
tober is the best time to see'

White Pine Rd., Terry V. Re
gen to Elmer J. Civil( Jr.,

PLUS LOT

Hai Ow. WOoded

Culture of chrysanthemums
now will pay dividends

SEPARATE the plants
carefully, then plant the small
on. in a new bed.

Daylight

ert T. Beckman, $9.50.

raised deck which adds interest to an otherwise
level garden. Robert Tetlow was the landscape
features a solid roof of redwood boards and a architect.
A detached redwood garden shelter offers more
privacy than one adjacent to the house. This one

ing the old plant.

SALE GOOD FRI. THRU SUN. - MAY 22, 23, & 24th1

\

,4,231k, 1

the new, smaller plan., melt
with its own roots, sceround-

TAKE THE GUESS

OUT OF GARDENING!

Robert A. Hoppe, 541; 1105
W. Brittany Dr., Butterfield
Homes, Inc., to Dwight Barn as, $60.50; 1406 W. Thomas
SE, Robert C. Bittner to Rob-

Split levels
Georgians 3.4-5 Bedrooms

M SCAB E

time within which an appli-

the

Tony Andros and Wayne Johnson, all members of the coveted
Million Dollar Club. They

SEE OUR OTHER MORRIS

SALES POSITION OPEN

Ira The law does not specify

real

t

'A REDWOOD SCREEN can enclose part or all of a backyard
ter :facilitate outdoor entertaining without including the entire
neighborhood. A redwood gumbo can have
miler effect on

$31 900,v,

'nem with golly equipped Roc Room, Poker Roble,
Pool Roble, Ang Peng Table. Immediate Po .....

$53,900

Lion.

(0 A person havi ng only awould apply'

wad,'

side the window.

Homes Designed For A Lot Of Living!

JUST LISTED
both all appRomes, carpeting...Res, Full Base,

will have to be taken into eon.

residential property there.
should be included in the
voaluation
n
to which the $1,500
the

Asunced lb official opening.
the firmh primary fmiction
Ls the sale of homes in
Elk
Grove Village, its staff is tieing
selected from personnel experienced in the PM Grove re-

$41,900

3 BEDROOM BRICK RANCH, Custom. buig.

will not qualify far t he Home.

partrnent the valUation as.
igned to the land as well as

hill Dr., Roland E. Noel to

DES PLAINES: 1736 Forest Av., Richard A. Klemm Sr.
to Ronald D. Walker, $11.50;
1010 E. Grant Dr., Frank C.
Vance to Cecile P. Wastyn,
130; 355 Westgate Rd, Jarvis
E. Johnson to Earl L. Sloan,
$35;
8939-C
Robin Dr.,
Naomi R. Smith to Raymond
H. Hruban, $ /0; 8901 W.
Lyonk, Louise E. Joyce to

$41,500

CONTRACT FOR

Place screens strategically
for a private little corner

(k) In the opinion of thc de.

newest real estate firm, has an-

Village Realty's staff is three
successful salesmen from Elk

Property transfers
still brisk

$

diar

Property bou gin under

homestead exemption because
the OWnership requirements of
the bill cannot be met.

have participated in excess of

ships for the week ending May
16. Price is indicated by $1 in
state revenue stamps for ooh
11,000 in market value.

to, Fame

(e)

5) A cooperative apartment

would not be subject to the

sale market. the nucleus of

farm income, cos. of =qua -

Maine and Wheeling town-

both, coroe,

imposed

upon them for these Irony

Cook County Recorder Mdney R. Olsen listed the following real estate transfers in

JUST LISTED

been

is the sole owner.

1176.

Village Realty, Elk Grove's

from the backs cf property
owners some of the burdens
have

for the Hom.cad

Exemption and points which
,yid

(d) In situations where the
deed is held by join
and the latter has p j56555.59
the applicant, a denth certificote should also he submitted
to establish that the applic

stadd exemption.

a

which will be required in order
to quali fy

.

ity requirements of House Gill

,,,,fcarcilg orooms,,mizand.,ttlises.bed.profortecto.ed..wlytvi.wh
thei.addi.

ment and the Administration
are fully sympathetic to lifting
which

is

copy of the deed w hereby the
applicant acquired t itlp to the
real property.

mr

:materially increase the costs of log a subsit. property, lewd
acquiring land for public pow. other payments.

S.

Conditiooed, SPLIT LEVEL 3 bedrooms,

The department of state

KLEINDIENST predicted

FOLLOWING

outline on se of the poi.

1

seven days a week.

for public purposes, the U.S.

Pane 17

Homestead exemption
becomes vital money -saver

a

oust and
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-Mari-

OVet 20
ion Pcece
- rose Mho Mice bedn told in
the

24

years since
troduction in the

in.
United

its

Sala. Tropicana, a 1963 in-

trodudio,

is

newcemer

compared to Peace, but already

B trillion Tropi-

cana piat haVeheen added to
the world's gardens.

Hon to keep all plants of a wk.

while Nature reminds us AM
who's boss by producing on .
plant, a flower or stalk that is

way to explain sports, they are
just pert of Nature's mystery!

REARING.. IN mind ,HR
quantities

inimlved,

wonder the

country', Mee

growing hr.

spend thousands of dollars and manhoum
developing one good new seedling
often producing
100,000 such seedlings toiled.
_tt 3.1e. VarietY. WOrthy, Of in-

-

troduction to Americen gat
dene es.
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Why do people
buy pools?

This long life, lightweight
shear has a lower blade coated
with TellmoS to eliminate

gammon and blade stocking

hollow ground for dean

Its

the upper Made is ger

mand
ind to hold work, particularly
noted for cutimg large

Somi. pr.opla buy ,nooming

pooh for ral Ration somL for

grips The siiggmted price for
Model 11S5uAT is $668
Available wherever Stanley
Tools are sold Or Dept PID
New Britain, Conn 06050

ing to a .11,61.) Of MEd
thc hou, Ask mar
landi.nttal pool °mars aon
mialibors to climbs thaw.
&wad b, ths Naltonal SKIM
A RIERIENE ssumon will
ming Pool Institute mail' mak stops "Mon rslatation
m do. IN,tr

purchases for

r

vombinatton of those masons

Mu Manias ode,

.1

nu

bar of tips to pool owns on
bon to inersass enjoamant of
fluor pools whalacar their
original Lolls
Falsod Iho swimming sta

Don't let grass grow under
your feet, act now!

son by Adins

t

pool sat,

heater so use will be possible
on

isolated hot days in the

spring and fall. Extend h still
further by adding a rigid or airinflated enclosure to keep out
chill winds.
,
Add a hathbouse and dry-

JACOBSEN

ing area for towels and wet

Model #.42108 - 42129

latch Ind tuts A small bath
house or port iblk

pn.mni

dean&Pearl

The quiet rawly of an cm
lung among moonlit plantings
is one of gardentng % greatest
towards All too frequently
however an unobliging moon
or over of clouds has forced
thec gardener to Mandan his,
geisha to darkness or to rssort
to unnatural cnkrlighung if he

watt
with an old teshioned
nniiµr spud Mi. procem
Neal plum rings to a Ena for

handles hovecomfortable amyl

sorbs shock and the all %teel

Enjoy your garden even at night

suns

ou.n.ne some..a backdrop
tar home isualstning son,
for
control of chit

branches A plastic bumper ab-

L

THEM(

ib inawJl

trakking %sant and

to cook but hot should not b.

pool and cleaning patio arca.

woke pool care easier thin

early pdga. wan!!

Gentle

ever.

days and cool nights give us
set

piece grass catcher 31/2 H.P.

,et lawn.

'
wool to kw till scesnn

$134.95

o nt

t Chemical

C

h

Dornrirees

k done.

-s -

are the chinch. hug and the

at its

tam or infestation by Ibis pest
which
one sixh inch long. There are soueral difterent spades that al -

""'"c'd".

fastest rate -in the

spring. With a new high -power

LAWN "°7148 arc .wllye

lawn food. 21/ minutes with
the spreader will do the job on
the average lawn.

is

so typical of the uimmer lawn,

wry xhcn ing

18" Push type mower
Recoil starter,

-

Fold down

WE'RE PROUD
OF OUR

is one way to do thejob.

sects whiceh Mark

Come with us

spz`ent $84.95
Get a Jacobsen and

Get it over with!

May we help you with planning color

coordinating your garden displays,
from our huge selection of Son &

CHOOSE FROM 8 MODELS INCLUDING
SELF STARTING - SELF PROPELLED
RIDERS WITH LAWN ACCESSORIES

...

we'll make
beautiful gardens
together.

SAVE $5.00

Shode plantings, Annuals, Geraniums,
Clematis, Perennials, Ground Covers,
Rosa Bushes (Potted & Growing) and

SERVICE

RECORD!

Charles B.Gray
"EVERY SALE IS BACKED BY BETTER SERVICE"
110E. Rand Rd. (next to the Holiday lea) Mt. Prospect CL 3.2831

our Carefree Geraniums al $144 per
dozen just wolfing for your extra lov-

ii

HOURS:

Mon., Tues., Thurs., 8, Pd. 0
Wed. ae20 to 6 p.m.
Sew at20 to pm.

30 to, p m.

fund in

webs or

When the symptoms tel
these two turf pests are ethos.

able, the damp& to ths lawn
has already hcen done. espedaily when the +pots are dried
and deal. Control measures by
that time will curb Me heading
insects and prevent annthei
build-up However, to curb
that initial damage to the lawn,
the pests should be controlled
hofore they start lecding or hecome
established,
thereby
eliminating extra chores innhe
summer. This can he done by
regular applications of insecticide every two weeks

Pest booklet

KELLEN'S Couniqi7LorusT
Garden Cover and Greenhouses

MT. PROSPECT. ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE: 253.5130

ing and lawn chores will be
easier this year if you don't
have to turn the garage upside

down every time you waist to
get out the hoe, rake, how, or

lay footling and insect control
program which demands only

Pesty weeds
invade patio

t.

family recreation
are. can be kept free of pasty
weisds throughout the year
with a simple application of a

spraaml, desirable us, wellier
undesirable grasses radribin

It also sterilizes the mil top.
vent further weed invasion.

THIS KIND of weed Miler
is perfect for removing Ill., wanted gas,. and broadleaf
from terraces, sports
area. playgrounds, drivevely;
building foundation,. fence-

eliminala

Office
ngton. D.C. 20402. at
45 cent, a copy.

gronlore.ownc.dA's".arru'le."mosnii.ire'
trier

out and the same degree of

aluminum ash collector that
neatly gathers the remains of
every charcoal fire. Wrought

ground. Use the non-selectivo
spray when regrowth appears.
For best results, be sure Me
air is calm when you spray.

:dene'. rrmst stays tender in the

such garden wastes as dead fo-

garden, advises the U.S. Department of Agriculture. It's
also a good way to get rid of

ings and grass clippings, all
materials that rot quickly.

this

four 21/2.

Prepare the compost pit by

pound chicken or just one

digging a three to four foot

when they are in bloom, report
agr000mists at Amchertr Re march Flom, Ambler, Pa.

England and America

.:Lombard named r
`lilac village'

filled.
It is best if the center is lower than the sides to allow rain

Park

NOW

top to bottom about every
three or four months.
ten

the

7 ,;11

ORTHO BLOOD MEAL

VIGORO LAWN FOOD

3 lb. 8 oz, Box

with CRABGRASS PREVENTER

SHOP WORN BAGS

Reg. $12.95
NOW

Reg. $1.39

$600

NOW

ACAG.C.MURPHY CO.First Quality Always
RAND AND CENTRAL ROADS -MONT PROSPECT PLAZA
EREREIRNermlAYAWAYPEN....

BOK Mu.. tkrfri,,Oeuith tra.
isurahmou.a Sierahore It mallet

11'

Geraniums

Line of

Hanging

4/9.00

Baskets

Bedding
Plants

Big Boy
Tomatoes
Early
Tomatoes

Cultered
Geraniums

Peppers

Cheaper

By the I,000's

by the
Dozen

Our Specialty

$450
uP

1

PEAT MOSS

'Co77e71

Beautiful
Replanted

Care - Free

con -

FRUIT TES

ofic

NOW

20 lb. DEEP GREEN

Whdet,_

of every.

2 lb. 4 os. box

SHOP WORN BAGS

2

me thousands of

SHOP WORN BAGS

Reg. $1.98

1 Mile West of Rt. 83

WHOLESALE RETAIL

stns one of the world's finest
collections of lilacs. home'
1,200 bush. of 274 varieti.,
Sine., doubles, all shades of I
r: purple and white, are featured.
In addition to the lilacs there,

SHRUBS

91c

1025 Dempster, Mt. Prospect

keen it wet. Turn the pa eon -

lacs, announces the opening of.
Its: aroma/ Lilac Festival.
Lombard's seven -and -onehalf -acre

Spray Bomb (Kills Dandelions)

Reg. $1.88

[EIDER'S
GREENHOUSE

water to drain into the com-

HtmE Ltio GardetrOxter

l

FOR ROSES FLOWERS

riods until the compost pit is

have to sprinkle the compost to
as

ORTHO WEED FEED

WEED KILLER

To get plants of to a good

fact, refer to this century in

wet down thoroughly.
this . procedure

NOW

BLACK LEAF LAWN

with only four to six inches of a
good -size plant above ground.

Nowhere in young America,
did flower arranging and nodculttee ever surpass the perfection ,achieved in 17th Century Virginia. Historians, in

post. Cover with plastic to retain moisture. Small holes in
the plastid will allow water to
drain into the compost. If rainfall is not sufficient, you may

Repeat

Reg. $4.95

$299

**

mato plans are best set deep

most weeds, dam

In the bottom place IS eitlayer of plant materiel
and sprinkle with lime arid
5-10-5 fertilizer. A good measure is one cup of each to a
square yaid of litter. Over this
piece a Min layer of roll end
inch

SHOPWORN BAGS

Law

rection between plan.. To-

wers
Flowers
ageless

Compost provides me Of as rennin. by your needs.

20 lb. DEEP GREEN
VIGORO LAWN FOOD

25 lb. bag

Taste and the Age of Flowers!

deluxe Weber model will so-

flowering trees and shrubs

LAWN FOOD

Space your tomatoes, so as

It n, fill planting bond with

to increase the fertility air.

Lombard, Ill., known as the
"Lilac Village" because of
Lilacia Park and world famous
collection of French hybrid li-

GOLDEN VIGORO

to allow three feet in each di-

to chemicals during summer

$149.95.

23, 24 8, 25

DATES: MAY 22,

as

Age of Reason, the Age of

liage, vegetable tops and peel

successful planting.

newblot
leaves

whey they are growing actively. Dandelions respond better

Sequoia modem mobility.
Amilable in red, avocado
and capper mist, the SequOie
has a miggested retail mice of

MURPHY'S

past.

ditto. are not easier to kill

lime aroma to escape, cumOct, the flow of air. The re-'
salt is food with juices and
flavor sealed in. Even "well

roast,

Unlike

is

inch rubber wheels give the

deep hole as wide and as long you accumulate plant mate-

evergreens

Elm STE Evargiaen Ave:, Mt. Prospect.

SALE

garden

formed on maple trees, you'll
know it's safe to plant cold lender seed.

for making compost pit

comodatc an I8 -pound turkey,

shade trees

FLOWERS Qnd GIFP3

later

straw to keep soil moist and

old fashioned grace and eight -

the easiest and cheap. ways Li. the sides with bolds,

20 -pound

When tiny

Dandelions
are hardy

on hinges and handles lend

which allows the temptingber-

Ixlcarmedl'i'
'd k the

the danger 01

USDA offers tips

jo distribute heat evenly .the
food on the 23 -inch upper
grill.
Further ventilation is provided by an upper daMper

Late spring is the right time for completing your landscaping program.

1000's of economically priced bare root shrubs

cool and to keep Weeds down

feeding

Mulch the plan. with

PLANT TOMATOES, cu-

raLes, and other items.

to outdoor cooking with the

'adjustable lower dampers elm
...culates throw gh the charcoal

to the

Klehm's offers everything under the sun for

trate on picking vege.bles. If

n.

cumbers, peppers and squash
when the ground is warm and

and hang your lawnmower,

storage and easy access to an

is held on a lower grilk
mul air passing through Mtn

weeds or grasses have already
captured favorite backyard

spots, cut them back

supplementary

A variety of metal fixtures Ls
mailable. Simply slip them
Moo the perforated hardboard

Interior as well as provide a
place for hanging almost icy

hamburger with the same Ha-

'

weeks,

growing actively. If

brid plants for the best }fields.
Grow a wide range of vegetables in your garden. Concen-

Item you can lift into place.

to the appearance of the garage

Furniture styling has come

introduction of an elegant red.' economy, for when bor.
Wood barbecue wagon by the: bating is done and the demoWeber -Stephen Products Co.. ers are closed, the coals prout
"Designed to enhance the deco- almost instantly.
relive scheme of a patio, porch
The Sequoia stands tabletop
-roi backyard living area, the,
unit features the popular Web- high. It is 28 inches wide and
er covered barbecue kettle withi 54 inches long. The early
donerican cabinet has double
its lifetime porcelain TIROL
both sides for handy
The Weber kettle cooksi doors
'.with reflected heat to combine'
,the economy of an oven with.
the zest of a barbecue. Char-

weeds

is

, 259-2210

to the same
but use

Nutro Plant Food Pellets for

should be in an open, sunny
area with little competition
from tree roots or shade from
overhead branches. The soil
should be easy to work and
have good drainage. Organic
matter is the answer to many
soil problems, so keep a compost heap going to constantly
improve the tilth and fertility
of your soil.

ish that resembles the appear-

Furniture styling comes
to outdoor cooking

non-seleclive

Such a herbicide destroys all
vegmat ion on which it O

lion

Peptinpers respond

SUNDAY tal17.

starg treatment,

sall, choose the seed of hy-

Your vegetable

This versatile paneling now

Prospect.

weed -killing chemical.

plied any time whm vd&te.

a city

usually relatively

full of fruit.

h iwilable with a factory fin-

The 'Sequoia" was named for the stately redwoods of northern California. The
elegant redwood frame holds a Weber kettle with a 23 -inch grin. Weber kettlm ore
available at Bowen Hardware, Arlington Heights and WWe Lumber Co., Mount

These

This formulation may be alt-

Peg -Board

ance of monk's cloth. It'll add

ends pulling and digging km

dead in about three or

-inch

mounted on a garage wall offers convenient storage space
for these tools, as well as ioys
end other outdoor equipment.

0

Am ugly weeds and unwant.
ad grasses invading the patio.
barbecue or pookide areal
no need to waste week.

herbicide

is

hiM squash and sweet and hot
peppers, you can can or freeze
the excess when the vines are

A panel or two of Masonite

brand

Hera.,

qualities. Since

garden

HOURS DURIHO
PUNTING SEASON:

dEMPFM1FP

little

der every several weeks.

soil

freezing

$5

you grow plenty of big and
tomato., onions, zuc-

whatever.

.apfr: minutes time with your

nom. About a week after trial -

rnment Printing

an eye to the. canning or

Spring and summer garden-

Plants.

vege-

tables should be chosen with

CREAM OF THE CROP

GERANIUMS

mediately available to the new
plant. You should remove the
leaves that will be below
ground. To prevent root damage later onset sturdystakes by
the plants at p/anting time.

enjoy picking fresh vegetables
for the table or for canning and

freezing. Most of the

WE HAVE THE
Special/

Novo Plant Food Crystals in
solution so nutrients are im-

Ina very short time, you .n

Stop stumbling
over garden
tools in garage

Ray plants for the cadres.,

For information rewording
the identification and control
of insect pests on lowering
perennials the Dcpartment of
Agrieuhurc
has
available
ors."
"Controlling Insects on Flow.
reformation
Btolletin
237, This
theatrepubl can he
obtained froM
lent of Dimmer.. U.S. Gov-

Each spring you can get a
special thrill when you make
plans fora vegetable garden.

Tiny semlek kaftan, will become attractive garden accents for

you

,Jective

'r

Your Home Deserves the finest

pense to provide unending vax

voltage fixtures that pinduce rimy of illumination in your) outdoor evenings. Fixtures range In price from $7 to 820 end are
subdued light reminiscent of, garden after darkavailable al garden shops and hardware stores.

is

li)lacnadp.spttrz,m

rvitibibL

a

BIB GOLF PO.

len

era.

bodies-- hence they are oiler
MI'M "idol wcbwm

Do Drop In

COMMERCIAL CREDIT

and arc

tiers which they spin about their

ing care.

Complete sale, & Service of

JACOBSON AI BENS TORO
LAWN BOY LOCKE
TRACTORS MOWERS BLOWERS

:Tem,

long betire theny'L'agree sem. and

handle 4 cycle 3 H.P. engine

irregular

by

r.

with of fallunbr inch

feeding I, hoards of tiny in One way tobtrep a "spring lawn" all summer Is to make sure
insects are checked. Regular application of Spectracide Granular

evidenced

brown, dry spurs in the awl.

THE BROWN d5."'

with very little trouble or ex-

time
hugs can 10 active. ties. When a broad spectrum
II lawn
material is used you
an ex lush prosath in the spring debt Ira dividend in that it comets
spot in puny
ire us
into :toTI,Ootik,lyoo,hye,
lail:swor;

Proper h nitration is a task boas by melting Prom
must. and plant food should he jutues(rum
up a. resistance to
aplied when the grass is grow- have. Nab
.

11111

the system can be re -arranged

h;:,cohtheen,will

xvhwunn,int
lawn moth, airs° called the sod

ground without danger. And,

current that can he
operate lights, twin-

Annuals In flats,
Vegetable plants,
Geraniums, etc,
Garden Supplies

Plant vegetables early
for table or freezing

few -minutes stroll lira Ming

becomingalto
'LRidlY
brown dead arms u a swim.

`lawn slave." and mill give us
lime for oniony other AMMER
activities. Elm they say, them
EOM things which should

Hurry, very

immicise la s lawn

Candlesticks light the pathway The heart of this elechical gar
den system Is a low voltage transformer which reduces 120 -volt
household electric current to n 12 -volt mare..

one of the wires with a garden
ing tool.
W iru serving the system
can be strung along fences, run
up trees, or buried in the

klers, reflectors and other low-

rt, in:

ulwandmimilfol Tsphrcina.lars.,wn

growth. this time of the year
brinpi a rich green color and
lushness to even an avenige

1

aoing of the hags may even he
hi your lawn now.

Direct from the
Grower
to you)

small there is no danger of a
harmful electrmal shock even
if the system is damaged or

wet or if you should cut into

Francisco). This transo.r m e r reduces 120 -volt
household electric current to a.
12 -volt
used ta

offers an important safety dun
dend Because the voltage I, ,o

shock even If connections get

(San

t,hconosp.,rinnitn,w,,,,6

sto.rneling,s

especially appreciated by city dwellers who have to breathe
' noxious aor much of the time Moonflower vines do best of trained
, up agamst a wail where the reflected heat ad shelter from the
wind woll make them bloom earlier and more abundantly

'.used
Similarly them will be no

sion of Chevron Chemical Co.

New equipinem and chemicals

that are easy to wash dean
The delmous fragrance go Hs large night -opening blossoms is

THE LOW voltage system

km t t low voltage tram
termer according to Inform
son heently published by the
Ortho Garden Products DEL

Keep your 'spring lawn'
all through summer

to keep swonmers from splash ing diners.
Get help from frequent
users of the pool in vacuuming

me a relative of mornmg glory that has large smooth Rout

Individual fixtures range m
pm% from $7 to S20 andcom
plete eta are available at gar
den shops and hardware nor.

THE HEART of such m%

hump into Mom
Dining tablas should ba
plusd
aw
from du pool

21" Self propelled - Deluxe
model Fold down handle -

Impulse starter model

fu

placul ahem bide, mkhl

Special prim to dear space

resident/al garden for as little

nags outdoor, simply taateI
a soh glare fro ollumanation
for your garden uoth a low
mins, lighting s}stsm

AL,,ArvIdS0

away their natural instinct to garden One of the favorite flowers
for growing on large containers on terrace gardens es moonflowm

a, $125

is a new Ind ideal al
moonless mc

Chad. Klehm& Soo Nursery locator an Rand Rd IP lad. /undo is now open and offering
sen ire to the far northwmt suburb,

You can take people away from garde. but you cant take

can be installed to a typical

tvrnanVe for

aids varmth to summon on
aholl) nights as aull ex plan

4 cycle enginer - Impulse or
recoil starter

According to Ortho an at
tracOve basic lighting system

its.

mhe ord., of too d ty
Barbeuues or Ersplaces pro

Moonflower: a fragrant
container favorite

natural moonglow

wet. to Lamy hp g irdsn .flay

Pam 19

Enda, May 22, 1910

I

color and type.
p.mn. aenPdairskl

espaliers

$139

na rut enrt dil a9r k3.°

conliilracioafRzek isottepduirn,

50# Bag

99

C

of

CHARLES
KLENM
& SON

e,

;r: Lombard, which

is

located

)...).about 20 miles west of Chi-

KLEHskIcEIIIIIIRSERY

Algonquin (Rt. 62) & Arlington Hts. Rd.

Arlington Heights 437-2880

cago.

Lombard

is

easily

,..: reached by car from the east

Hours:

Daily 8 to 8
Saturday to 6,
Sunday 9:30 to 5,

..Eitzdzes,:vonorRzoos,c,venlotr,Rd. or

h and

::. south by Illinois 53 or Illinois

GERANIUMS

10 to 15 Pt, Tall

MERTON BLUE SOD

SPRUCE

$795

li

BEDDING PLANTS

COLORADO

..:".. 83

1, is also easily reached by
the Chicago & North Western
.".51- Llr,-whoch runs along -the
-' -,tfoith edge of the park.

SILVER MAPLE

$1495

TOMATO PLANTS

I,

1200 W. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Hgts..4
.41o. .11111. .111. 4111110 41111o. 4111111.

Hours:
Weekdays 8 to 8

Sat& Sun. 8 to 6
I

-

...reseinaletlfel6107.1401101118A11:111ressemessisassimerreneraeme.

r

r nuay, May 22, 1970

°

EU 1RM SeAvite

The
3 -"Rs'

'Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

4,te.

of

YOUR OWN

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

CARPENTER

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

CONTRACTORS

ZelrZ:

oil
11392

Lawn Care

Engineering

Building & Remodeling

Ron, only

22-=2"I'Tc'Ea'n'sr=63

.

ExperInkeznshlp
AMERICAN UPHOLSTFRING

Lawn Mower Repairs

townta===e

Z=J'ICETO.

-"" 593-6279

Carpet Cleaning

Alterations

hoar..., Ed.
nina='4.tr=arn

.

Pots

213'31'1'tt'ofIVP'ott7:e

027-7456

E.

P'a

11

358-0845

-

10 1. 0

CL G1015

RunC WAGING

1"atr:,7ot

t°,2r;O°,4

Machinery

CHAIN LINK FENCE

:=2N

CALL 297-2266

COMPLETE ADO SERVICE

CL 3.9461

"

furniture, musical instruments,
appliances and much more).

RICK'S DECORATING

BY RAY PETERSON

REVERS .SONRY
AGSMS FREE ESTIMATES

5377,t4

827.4637

GRA2

EDMOND

Auto Body Repair

3822

looking for just those items you intend

FACTORY ERT.C'Er"E 824-5911

to sell!

";.':ET;10^DSET'Irlr

BRICI1MVONRY

COMPLETE

JOE

walls, fountoin etc. Working

PN!!IVnir=

%Orr:X.1=MT

FOUNDATIONS. FREE EST

LOCATE your sale to motorists and
passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"
sign

you

ALLEN CONCRETE

Bicycles & Repairs

Roofing
res Evasion

Boy tocolly

7/711111.,CRKI0MO005r.

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

WINKELMAN'S

....libel., 35,4879

ROCIFPNGPNITEMRS

.

.

W061640HONTi

ALL

WTOUtTLITZTE'
Secretarial Services

noileFn

M"'"

.

.

APOLLO

Reach
Wont

Ads

Phone

Mount hewed erossElainek)

CUSTOM CONCRETE WORK.

Sh

"W"Z-tTp's

""'

`,A"

FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

Wall washing by ',chine.

AROLLO CONSTRUCTION CO.
SCHAUMBURG. ILL.

From 510 per room. 392.1953

Instructions

WAHLQUIST
NEAT CARPENTER WORK

WILL BUILD OAR -AGES,

Jan,

259.0552

Sod

TUTOR

reliosobi:

THETE8SF"n3'4'-'31.10

NEW WAY PAINTING

CALL 259-4999

i=11,°:ei=ser:iSdwo'rin
ssit'eLlb1rs'

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

MATH AND KARATE

STAIRS, WINDOWS. PORCHES,

%1Fe1=SRC'AT3VI'3'217

dr

Siding

EXPERIENCED

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

Ai

I,

CALL 562 lot

FULLY INSURED

FrrErsi'aiTI:bEntri'nrai

39,3450

Landscaping

Sump Pump
EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

SALE&a;oIXVICE

ToW;.°`,"TrcAZ17r-45.
BIIL 5 HOM, REPAIRS

hild Care

WALTERS
POWER FULL

439.3269

824 S440

ARL.HTS. DAY CARE CENTER

PUMP AND A

814-5464

NEED MORE ROOM2,2

CHO HILL RANCH DAY CAMP

fa?i7o7rsbr,staZ76'91-

/UO0 02 LA IT 10 CIt 4220

THE

lAWNI=Ile.

29,2340

ohl,gotion WRITE OR CAtl Nn
10'172TSDIA W

POODLE, SCHNAUZER
GROOMING
255-2570

',HUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

Dog Training

"'scrVanu'orktUit':'

ser[77,7e'"'"""r12;0D
GENERAL
ANVITSV'rjFZ7,700,1"
ADDITIONS GARAGES MT
CHEN, BA IHROOMS. FIRE

297.3195
2

rva7"3-sn'.7ne'l::;%17'Z:

M=ErrAt.
ng. 729L7367.

15

'll''S'E'XIt'N'CrIN'SU'RFL?
127 8020

let STONE

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Room Additions
Dormers
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable
ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO.

Sears Enwrposes

Dressmaking -Sewing
COUTURIER designing

[Mural Loren/3.255034B

DO YOU SEW???
calb7rZi:rVVrb's'.'3.5;-1999

253 NM, Arl. His. Reosonoble

FREE ESTIMATES

Pulverised 6weed iree.
Meol tor new lawn, flower beds

.1.0144

DICK'S TILE sow.
F. ESTIMATES

437 4093

PROALVD=4=1.1f

Tree Service

TrTgrrisiesdhe'ZZ.".

:ibItta-5.00

rs=vVg-nriss
RE

827.7588

,,,ERZEARFBLuE

MAR-GLO
PAINTING. DECORATING

Tuckpointing
OLSEN TUCKPOINTING

Vinyl fraasrartopering

593.6934
Free estImotes Fully Insured

proofing. Folly inured. Call
255.1030

TV Service

QUALIFIED

ELECTRIC

Licemed.

ELECTRICIAN

Mfire

washers,
dryers, lampposts, 220 V. outlets,

addition,

asadOEes etc C4837.2617

Kitchen Remodeling

CALL 82,0460

1.1

ResidmIal

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

Electrical Work

garages,

riecOrri7Zafi=

Industriol

SOD DEPOT

AARON

Woltman CoesT. Co

Our

BATHROOM walls 6 floors tiled

827 2925 Allm OAIA

OFW

,ockwEivz.
CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

DECORATORS

CEO,.

WALLF,AFEOORS

Bos, Potter^ col. 207r

NEED MORE ROOM?

CREATIVE

HUMUS

Drapery Repairs

PLACES 6 GENERAL REPAIR

3. 59,4

r'°

°"

Wia the battle al the puddle!

d"

WANT ADS
CAN DO IT!

CAN!

Tailoring

DECORATING

537,4/1

'wtfis..'s7'Zr:e'

ELECYPICI

RUSSELL

ROOrAS

HOUSES RAISED

Billie,
or Kay

=7'6'7.!2091O"'91

SPRING CLEANUP

ROOJffD"1211.1.=U'ASPUS

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696
Co TRWISTRIAP'''2.1273

Linda,
Gladys,
Lettie,

GUARANTEED LAWNS

Dog Service

FULL BASEMENT

:=C7.°Z

POILL:tls

POWER RAKING. FERTILIZING
WEED SPRAYING. PROMPT SER.
VICE CALL CL.5-3057

Day Camps

DAY'S onion he Minos. Ileights.

Dawn,
Judy

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.
I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

R & M DECORATING

TV SERVICE. REPAIR

RcZrg1',171::.

you

DAY

Free estirnotes

358-3172

friendly
team of
want ad
girls are
trained
especially
to help

289-1088

Rt. 59,th Mi.South Rt. 62
It's spring

look

ogoin ond time ro

at your

landscaping. Do

re'anZ;d01074 E7T:Z:rol
Crab grass killer? Bushes iirn.
meet POWer raking? Seed or
Sodding?Grass Wangs
129,5909

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

COLOR TV REPAIR

CL 9-0495

VIDEGVAnLVIS CO.

WANT

ServiceColl 28.00
437.9194

ADS

EXPERIMENTAL
ARLINGTON

2557200

each

MACHINIST

HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT

253-0620

We will 'loin o young mon with a good knowledge

of machines and willing to embark on troarng
and experimental tool development. He will do

nities!

or

trouble shooting, fixture repair and maintenance.
Trade school graduate or a man with 01 least
years in machine trade required. Good starting
wage and excellent potential for high earnings.
Benefits include 100% tuition oarmenis for night
school -Modern air conditioned plant

2966640

APPLICATION
ENGINEER

STEAL

Call 253.2456,

sensarleuend interview wet Cincinnati Orin {WOW&

.

Call For Appointment

ow on xlienfion 000nay, 05 hme dewle Ids en ward. weilohle on hoth shifts.

23Employment Agencies -Men

455-3600

Roiershi p!

pima 1 sign ler each 0 -den w.F.A.
Signs may be picked up et any a THE

You get a high readership

because your wont ad is
not lost in a mountain of

E

Sheet Metal Work

MEN
583-3838

er. rwinwee

Sewing Machine Repair

ACE

FASTENER CO.
41O8 W. Victoria

Apply in person Or Ph...RR...

ONLY t390

SALE SIGN!

359-4113

reocierrs. co.
asa.rwo

.E EEC

.

MAINTENANCE

Arlington Heights

FREE

15 20 inch den
IMMO
131150.01. 55 your wl and hike you

coS',frATI`22gunt
ant
Home Maintenance

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

""trAr.

394-4450

where. Colli

D & 1 CONTRACTORS

IMNIOMI",`

392-0240

VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

21Sil99ti000 Wanted-Men

221i5n9on00ented-Women

FREE TO YOU WITH YOUR DAY

.

This

emidwrioThommerdol

APPLY FINANCE DIRECTOR

3 LINES 5 DAYS

Th

Sewer & Septic Work

vsZit'C've7nrin'a"e=

MAKERS

61:11E@083[83moPC1171412

.

Home Improvement
bor.?. v... Property Yoke. Let

Boating

Psva'a7ree

394-4450

or drive -way.

Coll, 392 4750

D 6 CONCRETE

TOOL and DIE

MEN

I.MONTH SPECIAL on

299.2717 or 8314503,

h:H.1010ed,

MAINTENANCE

Apply in person or ah....anaaP,

W lk

Hearing Aids

BENSENVILLE BLACKTOP

le:niece. Hands

WANT AD! This large printed sign can
easily be posted in front of your house

help

Ot3sth.;Tolos""

Goners

CALL US FIRST

Co11827L8283

ASNEOR MIR. ANDERSON °HR. BRUNNER

'NOiZeit="

2550071

,t

idsPparfunlaw omit/them 10. di.

Day

IF

Painting 8 Decorating

ALL SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION
503.7208
067 0742

Auto Service

McENEELY PLBG. CO.

doh tabour good stoning salary at cionmon Nee.
oi eopandino comPoon

throughout the Northwest
suburbs to over 64,000
households in 17 commu-

Dorothy,
can't

Furniture Refinishing

CEMENT WORK

RULE DODGE

ORNTVg''''''8124.7510

529 1211

I inished.124 95

EXPERT BODY WORK

Arlington Heights, Ill.

259.5010

3,0-13133

your sale with a DAY

potential cash buyers, many of whom are

THE LAWNMAKERS 2964340

Floor Refinishing

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
100N. Hickorv

AC,COUNTr SERVICES

toys,

munities and reach more than 200,000

147,051ir

Small lobs My Spada',

KRY'Srl' Re''''.255

paid holidays par year, profit sharing.

Ilarviness Services

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban com-

Wood Plaques

Plastering

AN

ANNOUNCE

ZrIftgarg'rlotioc=r
SPOON & SONS
595-0478 665-4412

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

Fertiliser Service

541-1037

Labl'out

r'61o,
from Chicogo.Wrile I.V. Baseball

Phone 253-2340

39,6017

Masons

Ned

vozzAzmunz

Art Services

WANT ADS

WELDING ANDGENERAL REPAIR

A"119 -'43e2''
!LAWLER. SOH

y'roll'srah:r17 97t

BASEBALL SCHOOL

Piano Tuning Services

e,T,g1Ins..=1-t
FREE ESTIMATES 296.8255

Cement

1

Excellent starting ram for qualified applicant.
co.nony benefits include: Paid heolth and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid vacaion-I week hor 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year, 8

"7

0oods.v1o1Ler2

MI1WcftVeret=rec.'"'

GATHER those no longer used, but still
useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby

s,Pp'e':,:t1Frrcs7c%7:7,VO'r!

`"Eg"Lg's°,!g"="g,`°.

ALTFRIGIONS 6 HEMMING

use/Day Want Ads

rvEGIO PATIO BLOCKS

14TrIjOr7' Pt!

bridge. 82,0146

CasTS INF:C:1=17.

If itr-

STRIKE

Wallpapering

ENAMELING SHOP

Rentalnot.n=17.57*

PStigytTITFt

In-

ested Call Mr. Moore.
545-0507

Patio Blocks
Plain 24c -Colors].

et? Rh

e

Fencing
See,. 529.1754

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY Free R.,

L027 5/17/70, What, ES,,]-, ca ,

t'ano

Ads

14-11eWanted Nen

2441e1pWoOtedLInn

AAA 1 HearIng Ald Repair am

I'm looking for a couple
of frame homes in your
orea to display our new

DAY

Page 21

P

SkurvessPersonals

READ THE

Fnday, May 22,1970

24461p Wanted Hen

Motorcycle. Please, R011159.1435

IT'S EASY AS 1, 2, 3 ...

IL,DESIGVNG

'schrisreu S94-01,8 eh..

Illost and Found

rad, Looming lune 6 Fn. tool.

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

DECORATING

Must Sacrifice 2 cemetery lots In
choice location Memorial Gar
dons Ail 11l,s,27r4,getails call

Vinyl Aluminum

Day

SALE

Upholstering

Painting & Decorating
DEPENDABLE

111011nd Found

sulted Siding.

255-7200 OR 296-6640
Air Conditioning

UT NOV

DOnTetnEost Lots

newsprint.

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!

Ike

People

Day sod

ifs

read
Want

2 Locations

16

We seek 2 mon.to repair dIes and build fixtures
and nosiness° cline icinioncns.

TRAINEES

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

benefits. Positions ovoiloble in Elk Grove Village

Be trained by one of the
best companies in the
Northwest Suburbs. SO

and Franklin Pork.

to

pletely filtered air conditioned building.. Rig.,
merit reviews,- company cafeteft and excellent

255-7200 OR 296-6640
Your Ad will appear daily in the
Northwest Day, The Arlingron Day

CALL MISS DEL

The Prospect Dar, and The Des Plaines Doy.
and reach 60,000 Households!

455-3600

Rate Range $3.62 to $4.29

BUSINESS MEN'S

1145 S. ELMHURST RD,

(Must be experienced)

CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

Dover corporation, Groen Division offers:

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III

Job Security
Average Employee Paycheck
148 hours) $208

2441110WenteilMen
BOYS 12to 15

8 Paid Holidays

MF'Orsc=215'ss trV:Irrd'"

Free

Coll 478.7539

MR. STEAK
RESTAURANT

Life Insurance

Free Hospitaliration Plan
for you and your family
Free Pension Plan
Free Disability Pay
Automatic Wage Increases

Contact Bob Salvatore

PATROLMAN

HE9-2400

DES PLAINES. ILL

593-6969

DOVER CORPORATION
GROEN DIVISION

Be

iiew.biall how o holler future with amid Forte

Your Day Want Ad works!
Whatever you wont to

2nd Shift

296-1071

APPLY AT

255-7200
or
296-6640

(Flex -Shaft)

and make

CALL BOB VAN

For New Operation

Results!

industry

GRINDERS & POLISHERS

big E. Move directly into
Managemem.

COOKS

CLASSIFIED DEPT.

$650 -$700

We have the Moat modern equipment and

CALL

FULL TIME

DAY PUBLICATIONS

trii=y*ito nif =fir

MACHINIST
HELPER

HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT

tAssphrIn person or phonebranPP,

sell, buy, rent or erode,
you get fast results from

1900 Pratt Blvd,

253.20

lang =him NNW.

'L:°3>cVI°L,drIlIza,....1,4.1,,1

ARLINGTON

394-4450

LANCELOT
0Y

"W-rtralgt
°

the Dar!

6[101160FIEM=.1A7G341E

Elk Grove Village

I, TO am 00000!

anein.

316 W. Uniyersiry [Wive

.lingron Heights

CALL MISS DEL at GL 5-3600
For Appointment or

Come For Interview,

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park

Young Hobby Club
FINDYOUR
AUTO I -1A PPINET

RIGif HERE

IN ME

Dap

A SIDEWAYS BALL GAME!

Get smart!
Start a Day
Want Ad
working
for you!
Phone

Z'=kr:tle:1?etentcro'te'dt]
cuiMs. Starting solOrY

barefiti

Wm. Slew we are on expondine

huri,

mcwiebopperionitier °aria. on bawl..
noginelethe Honds

stri=his.
army In pieson or phase 10,_a ape.

or

394-4450

7,°:

"

insurance and 10 pold holidays a YOO

your old job and start a new fsoure ?R. amine.

Sat intemews arranged foryourcon.enience.

By Canny Dick

23.70 Per fi

c'cl'u'rOrh '7"

HANG-UP

255-7200
296-6640

CD1;1'72

SALES
-eer

WANTED

and phone

@I] ROM flaTB

-TOOL and DIE REPAIR

Ads.u5 days a week!

,.,1Wrre

Safi interviews arranged for your convenlence.

PARKER PERSONNEL

NW/INTERVIEWING

'"erltitirrier'

Today's lbo-prOject For boys
and &MS is a homemade wane in

which two balls are rolled in opposite directions to land on target

areas and win poi..

255-1900

The illustration shows how the
game is played. To prepare the

An NualOpportunity Employer MO

equipment, thc first thing lets
prepare the

two

target areaV.

These are sheets of newspaper
ro.kcd w shown in Figure 2
where the outside space is worth
25 points, the next space is worth

(21113B@ORRIZ:640.=POGIVEE
019W. Untversity Drive
Arlington tnavalrial Park
Arlington Heights

50 poi. and the center speech
worth 100 point..

Spiead the Wadi on the flow,
placing them 12 or 14 fart open.
You now will need two tennis

balls or rubber barls. Kneel between Ho .o targets, cross your
arms (Figure 11004 roll oar ball
at each target as the boy 9 doing
Figure 2. The balls must be
al/ad simultaneously.
The object is to use just en011gh

force to bring the.. to a half on
Do targets. This will require considerable skill, not only to control
the amount of force, but also to

control the direction. It will be
easy to ove9shoot the targets, or
otherwise to misdirect the balls.

The players take turns. The
score a total 0(500 poi.
wins the pink.
Tone to

P sex --

Kilda', May 22, 1970
26 Help klanted I Ionian

24 IlelpEanted Alen

241131p Ilanted Men

26118111/anted Women

261111p Metal Woman

Toy Store Manager
Randhurot Plaza

Automobile Agency
Cur Biller

Temporary
immediately fn rho months of
may, June, July and August

Ne.2,

^0

SI rn.rO's "P2IPP':;,E22r2

f

ILTL, 7o2oetvt:rcan'22°

ANN and Alpha
highly deciroble. Salary coM-

CLERICAL

condi,

Work close le home

HJ2s; 8.3DAM to 4.30 ISM

Credit Investigator
'"'"g1i'6'M;t']

HOUSEKEEPER

SHORT ORDER COOK

Call rar.13P122222'22 298-3130

AVCO FINANCIAL

=1'

227

_J

ELK GROVE V.ILLAGE

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

ViarlAn

REPRESE

woldnu tor

Mme

Gro

438-8281

COMPUTOR
OPERATOR

I

bla

WAITRESS

n

.q

537-5800

ecru'or'eoPlEreac'plor

SHIPPING d6 MC.
CLERK

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION TRAINEE

Ample parking facilities, excellent salary, good
company benefits including an Immediate 20%

TRAIN you to be his

E

ports for shipor
eceiving, re.

TOTE Rent Office Space

06 -Real f state -Houses

'fj:'sr,ranToffn!lrfP'ul;
person

P

9To1,^0 T.T16,. 2 ..

;Zni''''
'iri'''''
S3,0925

METHODS MFG.

'

.

..

82AVanted to Rent

AN tosd.

op

dolts,.

c

CORP.
1 000 Hicks Road

rf''i-I

d.

yyry

It
YourR eam

le ',21072828'2*22

DO YOU HAVE
A GOOD HEAD

XX-

OfilealEstate&onses

Some of the Benefits of

,

RANCHETTES

being a WARD employee
ores

t°""l'ot

'

°,1:,=.a1.7

Reilrensoni funds
.scell.V=

in this SHARP 3

603 E.

Timberlake Village

RECEPTIONIST

One 0 edrm Apts from 5176

51.
HWIUVRO'AiWCU.
con

Ward
andhurst Shopping Ca,
Mount Prospect

1a1..)......,

,I=grEas

,.1

WAITRESSES

FULLY CARPETED

'65 DONGLVAtarr PiokoM.

MILLINERY MANAGER

K MART

1155 OAKTON Sr.DES HAINES

11:17 NOWA 6 0,

Tp;.

9orr.

PL.

[hoard,

.1 blk

'

suburban seeing
in established

4l I N. Wolf Rd.Whoeling

El

ROLLING MEADOWS

v1.13'7E17.1,

E.

'w
,,

lawn

PALATINE - VA ACRE

ROLLING MEADOWS

OPERATORS

CARPETBIS

Lur

17,1"1,2L,a;

40% - 60%

A2r2nracITZre'22/2'En
110 -Sports Cars

$1150. 50-72029

tions open on our 2nd
shift for Keypunch Oper
mom ivith minimum of

2:30-5 p.m.

30d05. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HTS., ILL.

6

months

as

$150- S

p

1

P

,p1,29.21.,.11560

HOWARD ST, DE

Polaroid 250.580. 2533058

1967 BUICK
SPORT WAGON

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

You will receive on ex-

cellent solo, pl. addi-

tonol coinpensation for
late shift and full fringe
benefits. for information
cog

Must See.

Bravos

(Sub.) 824.1155
(Chg.) RO 3-6000

BARRINGTON

IMPORT MOTORS

Bids
4400 E. Main St.
CARPET CLOSEOUT

wir

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

Barringtont

381-0899
71-1E EXCLUSIVE DEALER

Ho, SHAG CAnsioRPETh

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE"

£.4.9S sg

w: NYLON PLUSH 52.95 a

of

Cher fine corp. available

30 Algonquin
orY 2J, 9t2M722,17h21262ro2r22772.

011,DMARE

724-6050

DISCOUNT CENTER IN

27.Relp Wanted Men & Women

NAPA and Ulm

3413 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling Meadows, Ill.

392-9060

Villa Park

ANTIQUES,

THREE OFFICES SERVING THE AREA

DISCOVER - INSTANT VACATION

GOING FOR BUSINESS

FLEA MARKET SALE

The Finest, Largest, Most Complete Line
of Recreational Vehicles in Illinois.

SERVICE PLASTICS
1E150 W. Touhy

"88" - "98" -

or 392-0383

Elk Grove Village
439-5500

TORONADO

DENTAL TECHNICIAN
TRAINEE

2 2*/

537.7842

COME SPRING

DREAMS TO
DOLLARS

LLIL'er= aF'17.2""a'a

FRANK REJHAL

Campers Starting at 9250 up to 97,900.
All Models in Stock in Air Conditioned Showroom
'Note model Chevy P/U - Brand New Open Road Camper, only ... $24951

PRICE

704 W. Irving Park Road (Just West of York) BENSENVILLE

728 N Wilke Pd. Pologne.

bib.

BRAND NEW '70 BRAND NEW '70

.359-5237 of t. 6PM.

DELTA 88

EXPERIENCED

WE SPECIALIZE IN
1.151212.4.54.74,

1 5285.439,2

New 1,2, 3, bedroom
luxury rental opts.
right in the Village
H -gin
f A l' gt

51

RANDHURST CENTER
MT, PROSPECT

le.1:21==liOn=

'

l

''. pt-W
ac
M

"M'. 5

rst

Olam

e

.

ins

MULTIPLE LISTING
ZEAL ESTATE noun
La ___o.

ly.toreorod_ j,

o PORTERS

TAPE

epnresions 27,
coke company

la

"PP, gra'Z'P'fif'6

$30 Per Day
WANTED

bedroom home

Arlington
Heights' finest residential community. 9a acre.
Offend by owner for 559,000. If thin is In Our
ELEGANT

RENTALS START AT $205

.152:t,V,e147.

3

in

DON
HAGER
Realtors

Pr'c."'Ne'ne '''°

Phone 394-2577
Orson Oohs II A14.6 Phi

PLEASEPHOM FOP APPOINTMENT

253-3497

Z.:61::VOrrOinnet1;1°,

W

GE SQUARE; PAIATINE

thomb.MAPMulti.1.10.Serc.

Rand Rd. lo Windsor Dr, figla

Mena.NPISsib.86 of Realtors

to model.

k,

sox
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Atomism Duda. 0 CHRYSLER'

7F,MMIDOOLIGIDD111100

"''' 9595

$1895

1966 Country Squire

'"`"

1390

e

$990

"'"" k.sns * TItrnroU I:Motor:Lou.
vtssV

MARK MOTORS INC

1967 BEL AIR CHEVROLET

awns.

.

'2995

andvIsanatiful

1966 IMPALA

I

1969 Pontiac Firebird
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ration artier, or neowntr is frowning or haimoved la a different locality ma canal return le Ins so lag dealer.

'68 FORD GALAXIE

'67 OLDS CUTLASS

$995

nom Aro anvil.* and o condpople md Reah that Is Ms. Balance of

*

STATION WAGON

-

2 door hardtop. This fine sport luxury raw Sat MO.. hbokm
snots, classic console. Ow...eh. Puru Itlrel. Murk tranmnsios.

TO -CHOOSE FROM

al bear has

I

Pcuj

repairs should Pow**, komsellimMiroolms M

BUSTERS

'4400

$975
1965 Pontiac Catalina

1290
it

1965 Plymouth Fury

'

itt:;..,,7:117.,

USED CARS
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WAGONS -13

$895

$1690

$1990

Stock* 1390

?..!7=7:141;:g1' -""'"

rears, sport roll, console, automatic nom** p.m enslne, Power

1967 FORD XL

1967 FORD SQUIRE

1970

4195

(eatery alr

1966 Rambler 770

1967 TORONADO

1390

100 W. Golf Rd. 894-1300 Schaumburg, Ill.

$1195

M1eaa and ail inalenrlen¢ne pals, nom pump.

su normal maintenanceservices and
mon wear ens expore,
nom used in connection with sittsernstrex,fnryetng
auk l Palatal,
racing, or Mime to

INFLATION

-kzngu.'7,7*

and

trarlic,P.S.,

4590

1390

1410 E NORTHWEST HWY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1965 Squire Wagon

and more stable then all the etni.

Mister
cars. Duster dusts 'ern
has a 5-year/50,000-mile power train warranty
abor al an
'o'rZt,"gin°,;t3=Z;;;1,1,1.2
Ex%,
M roe

$2666

DUMB, makes A.

188.4 inchetover all, with. 106IPeb
wheelbase, moires Duster smooths

rovor;, body lid..

Utt. - -rn

F

Price Range

1968 BUICK SPECIAL

power ond

0T

*

-K Stock #69-400 .0

$3951.$895
1968 RAMBLER ROGUE

t*eZr

.UXURY SEDAN);

big in length

luggage. Oudot mak. It.

gh

vv,,h o choice of four engines, 1rOrn
he super economical MB cubic inch
M the super -powerful 340 9.8.

Duster

Noy* Duster's IS cubic feet allmg
space is big enough fora lull ld of

2 DR. HARDTOP

1969 "98" * wno.i

-lc

big in performance

big in trunk room

SceO
O9 F THE WEEK

SPECIAL

OF THE WEEK

Traile':TiosTrngyPtk1hages

sedenGlo.ovr gold, one wae, with VA more transmission.

few

$1 195

DEMAND

500

*

Duster

Duster
Bigger than Ford Maverick or Chew

9 '6 GALAXIE

STATION WAGON ROW

COn,igt&Z,Zkes,autc'crvX

$995

EXTENDED BY

'1330, PSPECIAL

VISIT OUR

1968 CHEVELLE

1968 VOLKSWAGEN

1966 FORD
STATION WAGON

9995

OVER

mac

$1795

MAVERICK

SA Oe

,,,py. mpp, rppryp,op, rp,p,pc ,e,raecsugp

GAL:500g DR.HDTP. -

wIto/ kiddy

WITH EVERY
PURCHASE OF A

AD

SPECIAL .'69

FORD

GALAXIE 500

MONACO

PAY $4850

4990

ConcerritoP1,0,auternetic,

1967 DODGE

block padded roof,

1990

Extra room for knees legs hips
and Moulders Enough lot

FREE
LIST $6186"

Frgt117AMO'n1=g9'. o=n==e'd :el::lu'or;kono'S

it

ed

.

Bole,. best buy M 0'0 "oar krud**. '199, kiv Uvh. 9'sh ss..9"s
kr:soLT:,:t..7.:u.reerin:. pram' brakes and Bolo. of Taw Werana

When dcornesto room Duster makes

RADIO

Fors,

'' a.,..,

1968 DODGE POLARA

big in room

Nsvas Va.. Own
II Mar Qr..

A CAR

sem eir

dows power seat power antenna, power door lock.s...r.steo.t. mar
sow
ror one* In year ilec PreePer MR Wirer whitewall

1968 LESABRE

2095
1967

f ACTOR', Pa CONOMONING, p.n.s 0.... la a . TWw

Duster

BUSTER

.

ROW AFTER ROW

cusam 4 door hardtop. Boa, finest with Oncost eve, elation illlodinal

1890
INCLUDES:

INFLATION

TORONADO

Be it a standard transmission, Maverick or air
conditioned relayed& we hove many in stock for

1968 ELECTRA 225

DOMINO, possrr windy. liGNyarIngt *Sul and Isunly driven 3o miles.

1968 MERCURY
MONTEREY

CONTINENTAL

BELOW DEALER'S -COST!

z

peue

BRAND NEW '70

Immediate delivery.

1968 THUNDERBIRD

150 CARS IN STOCK

OVER

,

in Car.

Business is

Len our huge trade In allowance.

here's

t big

Why Our

1111

Page

DUSTER &nail in

'1330
GOOD
REASONS

..,,k,s.
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,..auto center

Auto Shopping Center
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making it much
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IN PARK RIDGE
CommComm Porthwert Ntrismo7

'"N427,i;r:9!;"
Sanirday

$2695

NORWOOD
FORD INC
333 N. HARLE
RO - 3-1500

'Phones:8294071
Chicago 77441177
-CLOSED SUNDAY

Tat vat raw

SUNDAY

I

r- s

666 E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights
392-6660
Closed Sundays

1969
CHEVY NOVA

1969 FORD

MUSTANG MACK I

es Balance of new car warranty

$2145

-91311111131/13

0 speed power steering rocko stereo tape deck

cheaterha whtlewalls Con t

frorn new around

ck nales Bol of Warranty

0911199Q11

$2545

15

5 hom.,r
By Mike totem

The five homeruns repre-

Yestenlay's Wheeling -Elk
Grove haute for the Mid -Suburban League baseball lead

turned into a mismatch when
the Wildcats unloaded a livehomer barrage on ihe with to a

14-4 vietmy on the Omna.diers' home field.
The victory vaulted Wheel-

ing past Elk Grote into first
place with a 9-2 record, while
the Grenadiers fell one-half
gems back at 9-3. Forest View

is still in the running, resting
one game back at 0-3.

THERE

IS ONLY one

teemtoday involving any of
three contenders, that

three

cd to be the key to the ballgam, if there is such a thing

Wheeling-

that frame. the Wildcats took

Fomst View game Monday

advantage of some shoddy ploy

Elk Grove to tie the seem

still -to -be -scheduled

Elk Grove -Forest View game.

Jiihn Dyson,

hit in a single game during
Mike Groot started Wheelcoach Ron DeBolt's two yeers walk tying burst by drawing a
at the school. Terry Lundquist walk and Lundquist moved
had Inc of the blasts. while him to second with a so/id
Scott Day, Dean Sheridan and single. left. Elk Grove coach
Speedy Weisen knocked one Larry hatddy decided at that
point ta he had seen enough
Vacs
Day's homer gave Wheeling of Grenadier starter one Hila 1-0Ieadtn the toped the firm debrand. so he called on Dave
but Elk Grove came bads for Ristau to put out the fire.
three runs in its half of the inThings didn't exactly work
ninth. Nick Adams was the key out the way Paddy plmned,
to the Grenadier re/1y, driving however, as Weisen greeted
home IWO runs with a siesta Risinu wit -0 single to left that
and then scoring on Doug Mit- Made it 3-2 and left ninners
on first and second. They
.eke's single.
promptly moved up to second
THE SECOND inning prow and third on Risth
wild
when the final more is 14-4. In

the

wasted a golden opportunity to

Clinton and Neal Naga on

maining are
and

cats' starter, walked both.Scon

meted the mast Wheeling h. MP. the lent.

being Glenbard North at Fermi View. The key games rethe

-ie, 14-4

each

and

then

the

Grenadiers

pickoff attempt did Lying
evemually scored the tying run
on a wild pitch.

ELK GROVE then blew its
chance in the bottom of the
second after Day, the Wild -

wheeleds,
Wildcats,

and

out the heavy artillery
in the third. Day led off with a
walk rid scored on Sheridan's
homer to left, and then Groot
reached on a droPped third
strike and

tallied

dquisis first circuit clout.
Wheeling made the game
rout with five more runs toted
fourth. Rob Richter startd
things with a readoff single to
left and, after one out, the bags

If the hamrd is a Lateral Water Huard, where
the water is located to the left or right sided the
playing area, you again walk toward the water..
clam as possible to the point where your thdl begin its entry into the hazard and drop a proud

I

McGowan, ph -If

I

0

Lundquist. lb

1

the

Clan. pr

0

Adams, as -2h -p

3

Mitsuciat. If
Clinton. rf

3

GROOT FOLLOWED with
i lrte-drive double into the

NoM. a
Hildebrand, p
Wolanski. 3h
'TOTALS

This includes setting your grip or taking a

If them is any question about whether the ball

practice swing. Once you have entered the sand
trap your club may not touch any sand until you

execute your stroke. Next time you are thee tieing your sand shots, try it both ways and you'll
find it much more difficult to hit your shot out of

HITTING THE BALL INTO TILE WATER

0

00

1

1

0
0

0
0

1

1

0

I

certainly fare well from indi-

was

2

the league.

I

Wheeling

girls, ranging in age from 9 to
13 indicated a desire to play

ings solidly whipped a troubled Arlington nine Imt Tues-

day in the district finals, 4-I,
but the never -say -die Cardin-

als turned the tablM in a "re -

afternoon, tripping the Vikes
2-1 in a Mid -Suburban 'League

interested in participating, a
meeting will be held .in the

'124 502 0-14

300 010 0-4
Elk Grove
E -Lundquist, Weisen, Dyson, Benscrisanto. Rican°.
gismo, Scholar. SB-Day,

thriller.
.The well -deserved triumph

Salk

at

boosts

School at 8 p.m. on Wed..
For further Informetion all

geod golf..

The

Sports Editor

scoot. under

ball

Frueb stove and through hie
legs into the outfield fora two -

He is just shy of 100 strikeouts
for the season.

Friday,
1970

Scott Day, Wheeling's top hurler this season, pitched Ins team
into sale porsession of first place in the MidRuburban League
yesterday. the 'Cats won over Elk Grove. (Photo by Jim Stuart)

By BM McCarty

GLENVIEW COUNTRYSIDE MerchaMs pounded

Rain forced postponement

ion games May 16 and both of

bitter going whenthe gamcwas
ceited.

Mare Smith drove in live
runs for the winners with a

age c tatty in the fifth on a walk
to Risesu, a balk by ocean and

Levy and Mike Maker. who
also made a line def.sive

on,

the win aided by mine good de fensive play, particularly by in fielder Howard Schiff. Jim
Nicholson had o triple of
13.9,e MNLI. intermediate dish

son phy for the week con-

Rrsds. It was Red pitcher Steve
Buckinan's first win of the sea-

steed of only four games., The

Cubd dropped two, falling to
themx 12-10 after carrying a
ale lead into the fifth'.
ring. In the Sox -nine run tatrek.. Alden Sticfenn single

son.

Dole' Langer was

hits, Ron Schakowsktrs
had two and George Sutphen
had two. David Buckman lad
three for the Reds and Mike
Mazius had two.
In the major division,weather permitted only Talisman
Village and PcIlenrini Sims to
complete their week's full
schedule and both teams had;
split. Talisman defearsd
gain
behind two hit
ins by Bob Chamberlain, who

the

In other interns...Ion.
.the Antos dumped the Giants
134 with pitchers Mark
Schiapanasse and Dean To -

tied the winning run. Stiefel

It

was

Borden's mond

The trusty veteran berme
die pet and the kid pulled elf

run error, and for all practical
purposes, Hersey had lost its
seventh NISI. game. Coach

the bench for defensive puts.
poses hmame the offensive

straight extra inning job, has
log pitched 13 fumes against
Fremd two weeks ago, getting,

Chernicky protested that Jackson hadn't been reported to his

le strikeouts in than game

hero yesterday as Prospect put

inning to topple Hersey, 3-1.

scorer, but the umpires ruled
that since Jackson had played
the field in the sixth and sev-

Thewe moved the Knights

enth, he ivas a legal player.

ahead of Hersey in Mid -Suburban League standings into
sixth place.
Each team scored a run in
the early innings, has Men the

The Huskies made a cont.
back attempt in the bottom of
the eighth with Ken Kennepp

across 'Win runs in the eighth

BERDELL was
breezing through Steve Chernicky's Hersey batting order,
and the Knights finally de-

Lundstedt at short for a force
out. Kennepp did his job well,
however, taking second baseman Don Koehler out of the

back him up with

play so much that Koeblern

sme offense after the game

relay

went into the extra frame.
Dave Lundstedt sent a hard
grounder to third baseman
who
Rich
Grutunacher,

throwing error.

went

for

a

Hersey

pitcher Greg Prosser with a
hard bunt to the right of the
mound.

Sumner's single loaded the

°feared them off again with a

right field. The certain double

however, w. ruled fold and
Fritsche went down on strides.

Right -Hersey second base -

man Ken Keene. dots is Jig
drse Whig bit In Ibe foot by

THEN CAME Pete Jackson, a junior who hasn't played'
much this Br. with two longer

Mike Beni. fasting yestew

game for defensive pittposenn
Jesksda drilled h hard ground.,

control was
much better for the other battun he Pawed m the big right

bat l right at varsity latennan

hander eauch .1 III (Photo

fielders ahmd of him. In then

Bro. Fens,-

day.

-

Emden's

Itiede

second.

Sumner

Whiec

pcpup to red the in -

Prospect's only noise in the

third inning was a long triple
by White, but Grutmlacher
retired the side almost Anglehandedly with a putout end
Mw assists to head off Say

&cage.
Kennepp was hit by a pitch
and Erase walked behind him
in the Huskie third, hut
Fail the made a nice over -the shoulder catch en a pop foul
and Sumner made a grab on

Koch's By ball to get Berdell
t

f the

AFTER THAT,

Berdell

was a stingy man. He struck
out eight of the next nine men

Fridel. lb

4

Kenna.. 2b

3

Frac, ss
Morales, of
Koch. lb
Fisher, If

4
3

only two Pellegrini hits. Jerry

O

Levy and Lubelfeld Were 'RIMS
for some exceptional defensive '
play.

rally and get out of the jam
without any damage.
It wasn't nntil the third
stanza that the Frond batsmen
touched Doubek for their )The
marker in the game. The
unearned run sties a product of

John

Kuykendall started
things off by gaining his spot
on first base thanks to an error

by Viking hurler Bruns. After
Bruns cut down Chuck Dillon
and Doubek on infield outs,

"Kendall" and knot the ballgame once again.

THE CARDINALS failed

more Doubek miscues to capitalize on o golden opwhich brought home sprinter'
Mittel portunity in the next owe at
Bob Loughlin with the
bat as they loaded the sacks
tally of the ballame
with nobody out but failed to
After Loughlin and team- clear dam again.
two

0

0

0

Kreutzlield
White.

-

Champaign probably will

of anyone from the area

passes which

school in the area that had any-

Tien Wayman and Steve Jackson of .Maine
MulinblY the
best-known, carrying a 20 -win
season 'motile state finale.

whole team to the finals at the
Savoy Golf Course,

The Vikings will send their

by

doubles

teams.

Hersey sends Stein Ohm
' strom and Tom Ruprecht Into
Hersey take Op the tournaCARDINALS of Tom battle as district winners, with
trail again today at Addi- Pitchford; long the best tennis
Forest ViewnDon Martin and
sonnot Trail's Regional while. 'teem in the Northwesf suburn
Scott Vaughn earning a ticket

base and all hands were safe.

REALIZING THE predicement he was in, Bacons bore
down on the next three batters

and retired Shun without a
hitch,

fanning

powerhiner

Kuykendall while gting DilIon and Doubek to

out.

It was the thrilling seventh
frame that brought a smile to

head coach Fr= Some. 6.

State

nentbi. St. Victor's entry, jun-

and eighth in state listings and

champion Fennel made it in

head a field of live twelfth.

the mile.

WeltDistrit
from the Prospect
et
Jacked John of Maine
finishd Fro
third in that race,
ahead of
Wany Spin moles, who also qualified.

Owe

while

eye. Sclthekmnth, tureen

cross-country

3 o_ganing.,

as his Redbird charges milled
the regulation seven inning,.
Elsberg watched over care-

HENRY SCHNEIPP
Palatine has uncorked one Of
the best six discuss thmws in.
the state, a 172-81/2, but 0.
qualified second's the district
behind Wheeling's Kevin law

dude. Barthele throws in the
low I60's consistemly, as doeSchneipp, the only two from..
the area to qualify.
In the shot put,

Jeff Meissner leads the field
with a 6-5 showing in the dis-

Fremd's Rick Genre carpals,

Kuykendall, Geyer,
Bruns, Hanks, S -Hanks,
Wiodamayrs

trim, and he usually jumps well
when the weather is warm. Al-

Odom will have to be hawed
for a berth In tomorrowb fi-

though it will probably take a

nals.

and decided he didn't like any
of the four pitches the Viking
PITCHING SUMMARY
pitcher delivered. The umpire
was in full agreement as he
allowed the red-haircd junior Pitcher
1p
er h
so
to trot down to first freely.
Doubek
7 1022
Tne loss marks the Vikings' Bruns
622535

stoto

ticket, but

BY George Hamilton

side tops
ornate.

to
01

refuel
replenish

charge

A new. <decent in campers
woe
mild yesterday by Pro-

eupplies So ca designed and

Enneering Co., Crystal
Ulm. M.

the biggest capacity facilities

husk rho Crystal Laker nith

for the supply and stern, of
belie utilities we could put to

Appropriately named

the motor horn,

water

the

THE UNIT includes it 40
gall. fool ank 19P.) en
optional 6 or 9,5,11nder en

gin min 20 pound LP gm
bon!, supplying a 16 000
BTU gas heater and a 4 burn,
Coleman rungs with etc blob
broiler a 20 gallon water Link

Ironed vehicle provides a motor

Wane with adequate supplies
of.

electrical power, drinking

Enda,

RTS

WA nn i-Drnthele, losers

Wednesday. Their conference -Bums.
record now stands at 5-6,a few
percentage points behind the
Cardinals.

May 22,
1970

ARLINGTON (2)
Player
Elsberg, Ott
Geyer, m
Brodriam lb
gokelmann,
Wilbins,

oh

h

r

2

I

3

1

0

4

0

0

2

0

0
0
0

Moffo, If
Schoen If

Donate. c
DIllon lb

1

0

1

0

ay

0
0

hI

0

4

I

1

0
0

Bruns

1

I

Simpson rf
Peckel If

I

0
0
0

1
1

Hamm.. lb

1

Loughlin 2b

1

1

2

h

lifolocmk ef
Wtoderrok m
Kola

0

3612

PLUGS 'N' POINTS
ECONOMICAL CAR TUNEUPS
COMPLETE PRICE TAX INCLUDED

0

0

5

-

1

0
1000
1000

Doubek p
Total,
27 2
FREIND III

lb

bi

1

1

$ 976

k

1

y.

!'31

/6k'

41i 11111W
N.
C

8-cyl

$1 84°
6-cyl.

41-

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

We Come
To You

cit::=ZZ.

FREE BAG

OF CHARCOAL
WITH EVERY ORDER

595-9085

closet seam: 16 cubic feet of
ONE OF the motor home's
designers,

Russ

Trask, ow

unnecessarily

with

frequent

The vehicle is 211/2 feet long
and is mounted on a Chevrolet

displrs June 6 through to

14 it Crystal Salle, lac R.
resoledd Center Rout, 14
Ind 31 in Costal Laks The.

Cent, 6 open weekdols ex
cept Wednesday from 9 to
and on weekends fromllem
to

Price, for flu Crystal Laker
begin at 15 900

with n hot and cold puss rs
system washroom with show

miscellaneous storage spec, a
4.5 cubic foot refrigerator and

truck chassis. Direct oversell

freezer; adequate dining and

provided from the .b and its
bucket seats to the interior of

shaping areas and much more,
The Crystal Laker will be on

Life

without
doubt
Do you ever doubt the

sun will rise in the
morning?
Even if rain orfog hide
its rays, you know it's
still there. You don't
doubt this because you
are familiar with the
laws governing the
earth's relationship to
the sun.

;IF-71Ay

.

.

Mike Strauss of Fremd tired
an 81 to back up Oakley, and

Wed_ Advertising Manager

of us could eliminate
much fear and doubt
from our fives if we
understood the laws
governing man's
relationship to God.

FIRST CHURCH

Geothe Makela, also shot an

Of

Radio personality Mal Detain, caner of station HMSO. co the AM dial) in Cost. lake,

an 83 in the district whilekne
Prospect hoits Arlington In .. banaren, -are sending two sin.,..iffinthelasisufarunnernmffm-Whiling had -a 91 forlIrs in--, makeup gnme.
in the Arlington District.
glee plepool to the fond., Ore,
loge

opens cab door to inspect Weldor of new Crystal Laker at Process Engineering Corp. plant in
Costal Lake. The new concept In campets, unveiled to the press yesterday, will be shown to the
public June 614. (Photo by George Hamilton)

CHRIST SCIENTIST
Laurel and Marlon, Ms.
Des Plaines, III,

his 52-8M

Pane 27

1

second in a row, dropping a
no -hit shut out to Hersey

ortry.

2B -OD.

14 ).

fully Mut Bruns had to offer

IN ITIE HIGH jar., Pros and Maine East both

peel

boast a deadly duo. Praipect's

nth., mt.; p._ginui.k

for a tun to end the cam. in

longer (9:28.8) rank seventh

New motor home prevtewed

0101411011010111 HUM
Tuesday, May 213- 000 P.M.

Slate was a pair of
70's by Lane Vance and Mike

Milligan, both of Normal

Pr ospec is Bill Allen

Maine West also qualified in
both the 880 and toile relays

Rohan and Hersey's Don Spry,.
qualified at 6-2.
The long jumpers den/tr.
have imprersive credentials.;

Arlhmton's Gene Elsberg skids =der the mg of Tremd s star anther Mae Kolse to score the
winning ally of yesterday s LI Curd triumph (Photo by Tom Rowe)

82 to advance with his team.
Craig Kneed of Frew, se -at

.

failed to make the play at any

Fremd. itob-Makela it.f Was=
kegan High School, the son
of Day Priblicaffons. Class -

score

resented

by Viking Larry Hanks who

Robb Miezio fired en 82 for

a strong contender. The best

tennis while Fremd is the only

the third base line was fielded

HearJames Pike, of
The Christian Science
Board of Lectureship,
tell how effectively
people have been able
to act, even in a grave
crisis, by listening to
God's direction.

patience from his efforts this

to bring home some poi. in

Rick Schoen earned a spot

on first as his dribbler down

peas Ron Hanker was turn -

Arlington slugger Jim Dokelma en got back on the stick
in the contest after having fallen into a tinning slump as the

and so he has to be considered

'

place men on first and second.

season, and he was the disteict
medalist in that event. Pros -

ethong the qualinem fors tomorrow's finals. Maine Eases
Don Ussery and Bruce PO.
tenm both jumped 6-3 in the:
district while Prospect's Tapp

In the same way, each

le. gain a great deal of enDenny, Maine - Wool and
Forest View each will be rep-

base clout to left to bring the
few Card fans to their feet. He
was immediately joined on the
basepaths when fellow Card
Mike Within drew a walk, to

this

IM turning point freedrygame.
the

to interrupt vacation wishes

other golfers in the state batered his core in the districts

weekend.

He finally walked Grutuna-

ex-

the mile run Minor roll

to be

plain.' that 'Nobody likes

team to a win there. Only nine

to

Harris' teammate, Jim Mukel, is a freshman who win at

Arlington has the best shot

View's

Forest

name appearS'eightla on

the area M the 880. Their times
of 1:56.2 and 1:56.3 rank
fourth and fifth in the state cur-

Totals

son pitched five inning. of one
hit ball.

Ph..

gado:thie sixth inning with a mo-

Waked Ince wouldbe

th frame where the Cardin .e scrounged_ for. their tn.
ning tally by issuing a pair of

IN GOLF, Fremd's Jeff
most three tim. now and Oakley srsit a 74 in the Barthe University of Minnie in .FreEttblY ha The best ehen. dog,. OOP,. to Pee Ida
Harris has been to the . state

pale among the hem in the

ratings,

tremely fast dashmen and
could place in the finals.

a field of five qualifiers from

Hank

Cards, Vikes main hope
-The state golf and coma
meets today and tomorrow at

Bokelmann started off what

distance on the mound for the
en:straiten Vikings, giving up
live hits to account for the
Cards' two runs. Bruns Pitched his way into the fatal seven-

.

the Mid -Suburban Lem,
Maine West, the queliften wit
at Mast have a chance to co.

of Conant also qualified for to -

state

and Bill Jarocki of Freind lead

Plover

In the last inning the wins
Wing runs were driven in by
Steve Sutphen and Al Wither..
Losing pitcher harry Harrel-

11B-Dadell; WP 121;
PB-Hart,

O0

be

dentials Ibis year. Fred Huth
'of Arlington and Tom Rambo

IR .An

loaded tied the score.

2220 I4

Prosser;

rough on the competition from

get a chance to show their stuff,.
today.

ALTHOUGH NONE of
the relay squads poss. any

Jim Olson of Maine Bast

Kuykandall

the top of the sixth with Wes

Whiner - Bedell; !met-

0

19:26.61 and Frand's Dan Pit -

Gene Elsberg sent a shot to left
to bring home the speedy

and for the win, and Si the
plate a triple by Steve Smith in

6 4 I-1 3 3

Prosser

one invited downstate in golf.

misroke in

-VIE VILLAGERS drop4

pal their other game to first
Knight Tube and
place
Steel 6-4. For the Knights,
was Matthew Osterholt and

ip h wee .r
8 2 1-0 3 13

0

O

third on a two -base error by
Doubek. Doubek wasn't to be
denied, though, as he retired
the next three men to halt the

of the fifth after leadoff man

drawer space; 24 cubic feet of

O

2

Oct drew a walk and was
pushed all the way down to

The Cards broke into the
scoring column M the bottom

into combination of luxury,

2
27

second inning when Tim Simp-

plate with the score.

mfety and economy in a camp.

KrangfeK p

O

I

THE VIKINGS presented
the first scoring threat M the

mate Bob Molotmik reached
on Me twin bobbles, Ed
Wlodarczyk hit into forte out
play at second which enabled
Loughlin to stride across the

and refrigeration capacity for
extensive camping in remote

2

Kreelefeld

h

but Maine East's Bob Trandol
and Wheeling's Jon PittnvOI

He faces the number two

er, washbowl and toilet; 61
cubic feet of cupboard and

Quade, e

belfeld for the other two. Sesta!
Heller and Kenny Pink had the

Baden
1

880 quartet has some

and three men in the state last
year, but Zajone has better cr.

water, engine fuel, heating fuel

O

Pftcher

HERSEY II)
Meyer
ab r

son, and he added n 13-9rs last
week in the conference meet,

her two in that meet out of five
Chuck
Fremd's
qualifiers.
Porter and Maine West's Steve
Johnson will try their mile
running luck this afternoon. in
Champaign.

KEEN WON both the 100

Steve Jacobs combining on the

3

among today's entries.

around, having run a 49,7
twice in recent meets. That

and the

and 220 in the district, but lerry Kratnrs of Maine West will
accompany the Falcon ace to
Champaign in the 100. and
Paul Hacker of Prospect end

Trask and co -designer Due
Blahntk both tr.slers and
camping enthusiasts ar well as
engineers have incorporated
their experience and research

O

0

Solomon, rf

done a 9.6 this year.

-Crystal Laker," the nacre.

0

P1111611N6 SUMMARY
32

trio meet two weeks ago. His
times are consistently among
the state leaders, but Morris
Bradshaw of Edwardsville has

fold drove in Randy Stork fat:
one of mewinner's runs and
La r r y Harrelson's double
drove in Dave Maher and LItt

Hark c

Prase, 1-1BP-Kennepnl SAC Koehler.

Rush, of

to face him getting the ninth to
tap the ball back to the mound.

ei Cher in the seventh for nis first

O

E-Lundstadt. Fro Genzmacher.
Koehler. Made:
3B -- White; 2B -- Fritsch.

Sumner, If

time ranks fifth in the sLate this

6-8 to win, Meissner eliadd he

season. Wheeling's Gary Kastate's best mark this year un-. well was the only other man at
der his belt. Zajonc went 14-3 j the Prospect District to qualinear the beginning 00 the 3en'i fy, and he had a 50.9.

this season

while walking two. It was Donbek's second win of the season

oho struck out 13. Steve LAI WI -

Grutunacher, lb 2

Prosser, p
Totals

rf

I

Lundstedt, ss

Berdell, p
Totals

a

.n

Stieng, lb

put runners at lint and second
with nobody out, Fritsche

1,

ng

K oehler. 2b

lined to third for an Nun to

bases again with another walk.
but with two away, Tram hung

I

'a

P ayer

loam, ph
lackeon, cf

KIMUTZFELD loaded the

1

poke down the first -base line in

to

home without a ploy.

strengthened his hold on the
MSL strikeout derby's No.
spot. Bedell whiffed 13 Husk it batters in the eight inning
stint While walking just three.

bases, and Jack Fritsche nearly

Steve Koch, Steve Fisher
and Rich Kreutzfcld felt Ber-

hunted for a hit, anil another
wild pitch brought While

on second, cleanup hitter Kee
Morales slammed a groated
ball toward the mound. Der dell closed his eym and caught
the ball in the web of his glove
for an easy third out,
Berdell had pitched a very
fine two -hitter for Larry Pohl.
man's' Knights,
mut
be

Ludwipm, If

in

his hip pocket all along.

pitched

WITH TWO out and Free

couldn't make the throw in
time for the out. Stu White
waited out a walk and Greg

out pitch had been right

I

two -lime

PROSPECT (3)

tough,. finding that his strike.

dell's wrath before the second
inning had ended,
Meanwhile, Prospect hart
lied the score in the top of the
secOnd. White walked to start
the inning and was wild -

out, but he became the second
when Frase grounded
to

MIKE

surprised

third on a passed ball But that

Erase getting some revenge.
Kennepp's hit came with one

lame rare until the eighth.

Sumner

I

singling up the middle and

sight of runners on boa bow

coded to

a doubt, then got as far as

was when Bertha started to get

vaults

Big Tom Bruns when the

three

a double.

single by Michael Zweig deny -

Several 14 -foot -plus pole

9,9 in the 100, done at the dis-

Maine Eastb Rick Ran -

in an excellent 107.1 in the

dill.

closed out his high school career on the hill.

For the victors, David Pink had

Cub's power hitter belting two
triples and.Chip Marbach had

salt in the tying run and a

ems in the dashes as he boasts a

eat.

diseia to place third there.
Keith Matthews of Prospect
has also done a 1;57.1 as,his
best time, and he and teammath Tom Klinder will also be

versus three loses as the senior

also had a triple and Zwein'i demi sharing the win. Contr.unassisted double play in the 'ming at the plate were Scott
last inning saved the game for Toduna with a home rum and
the Sox. The winning pitcher Robert nolizzi and Keith Chat
was Brien Walsh.
non with. doubles. Keillt
keinbrink and Cary Schawel
CHIP
MARBACH and doubled for the losing Giants:
Dale Langer doubled foe the George Sutphen was credited/
losers and Tim Kurz tripled. with a win as he pitched thb
The second Cub loss for the Mete to an 11-5 win ovcr the
week was a 7-5 defeat by the Reds in Saturday's final play.

Dash's Texaco 13-9 in the
other minor division game with
pitcher Marty Sanders earning

day's prelims.
IN THE 440, Melee Wert%
Krainik is by far the bet

en -inning ballgame in fine
style, yielding only two hits

Sluggers feast on pitching

innings. Elk Grove did man-

II USK IE leadoff man

IT WAS A fine rho for starting and winning pitcher Ron
Doubek, who hurled the sev-

May 22,

a

double end a triple. Eric Saar
had a triple and other hitters
w= Freddie lioichowat.Steve

George Solomon scored the
lint ran of the game when he
reached base via Lundsteill's
error. Erase drove him in with

similar 5-7 slate with two

Oft:

Eighth -inning runs help Berdell beat Hersey
By Linda I lentil.

tonight. The Knights, owning

Page 26

relieved

a throwing error by shortstop

conference

pmes left to play will host the
match .which will begin at

those wem slugfests. Shore
American downed Wet Harion 15-0 with Steve Levy, the
winning pitcher, having. a no

and he did so with three hitless

Card

break even at .500 this year as
they mime whack at the unpre,
dittable
Prospect
Knights

I.

the Perk District °Mee at 392-:
43.1.

sesak,..

yesterday morning. Once Day

Wheeling then ended on
Dwayne Nelson to Mop up

the

record to a 6-7 mark, with the
Redbirds getting a chance to

day, May 20.

P/ORTS

Kura:halls and Don Wag in

extra base smacks. a double
and a triple. to playa key role
The powerful Fremd Vik- lt, the win,

Emiany encouraging, els
rnrat 40 parents said that they
would like to help the organb

lounge

Also qualifying fon the Mu-

senior standout moped out two

ISM"" 11 110 contest yesterday

geld Little League minor divi-

being

am ere Maine Haab Mark

Over 200

4

Wheeling didn't know it wns
going to play Elk Grove until

before

Conant's Steve Peterson, a
hurdler supreme. Up until last

By Tam Rowe

league.
4

year,

Mike Kenn of Forest View
should be among the top pla-

Bobb Beg of Forest View are
scheduled for today's prelims
in the 220.
Guy Zajonc of Palatine
takes to the field today with

Arlington rallies in 7th for 2-1 win

Wien and running of the
26

second better than any other
man has done in the state this

conference meet sot Saturday.
The 117 is just .2 of a second
off the national mark.

performers from the mat is

Lose

tremendous.

the.. record andisies.2. ors

okiludl standpoints.
. Leading the list of stellar

1

The Rolling Meadows Park
District 19i0 Girls Softball
League is getting into foil Mc
The response to the program

0
0
0

0

of nil but two agehte-Nash

after the fourth.

hut it may hurt your opponent. Good luck and

se

1111

I

loosen up Wednesday because

outs,

leg rules.11.11.mr hurt you Mk.. the mi.

:You should walk toward the waterharard and

1

the

he retired nine of the last 10
men he faced, live on strike-

Remember, always play to win, but always
play by the rules. Your local PGA profersional
will be happy to supply yell with a 1970 Rule
Book that will answer all your questions regud-

the tee, you do not tee up a second ball.

23

tau

teacher's

drove an opnesite-ficld homer
over the right -field fence.

those two walks in the second,

that is why so many players abuse this particular
and very important rule in Miff.

6 ball Mto water you must play your next hall
from the side of the water where Miff ball 66
Snit its point of entry into the hazard. For example. if you hit the ball from the tee into the
Wafer, and the water hazard is 100 yards from

I

Soft ball begins

SCORE RY INNINGS

man on the team.

got mut the first inning and

the sand without "grounding" your club. Your
opponents will find it jolt as difficult, Perhaps

:Penalty. add one stroke to yoto score. If you hit

0

FOR ALL OF those parents

Deitch explained after the
game that Day, who pitched
seven innings Monday, didn't

must be door before you step into the sand trim.

*enmity went out of bounds at the time of your
shot, play a provisional ball. This will eliminate
the time consumingact of returning to the amen(
your original shot to hit your next ball.

0

4

four hits in that frame and was
having trouble putting the ball
where he wanted it.

sand trap. Any preparation for your sand shot

phoyisional ball at that point, but this is amine,
ingthe penalty for loss of distance.

2

Schollen, lb

the first inning like it was going he turn out that way. The
strong right-hander gam up

HEAD BEFORE HITTING YOUR SHOT. Pen-

"ground". or "rest" their club in

3

don.

pitching standout of the game,
though it didn't look during

ally for breach of rule, in match play, IMAM'
hole, in stroke play, 2 strokes penalty. Before
making a stroke, the player can not touch the
sand with a club. I've noticed many players

where the belowent out of hounds and dronpinga

Adams

0

1

AB R If
4

DAY WAS ALSO

TOUCHING THE SAND WITII CLUB

bounds, not at the point where it goes out of
himnds. I find more golfers walking to the sp.

0

Winner -Day.
0

4

Loch. a -lb

RBIs and three runs scored.
Day also had a perfect day at
the plate with three,foothree

improving your participationInthegameofgolf.

means you add one stroke to your more and you
play the ball again from the point you hit it out of

0

1 3-2
215 6 8-7
345 4 3-3

ing hitting parade with his two
homers, a single, a walk, five

The difference here is that the Lateral Water
Huard is not necessarily between the water and
the hole.

OUT OF BOUNDS - Penalty, loss of ova
.eke and loss of distance le other worth, this

Rim.

ip h wer so w
4 4 3-3 6 3
3 0 1-0 2 2
1.1-

Saturday, Pe
held the the lush, and !Comdata and
best time in the tide, ever, in Don Wendell of Conant In the
the high hurdles. is 14.1 tied, lows.

BUT THAT was until Steve
;don't boast many real threats Rose of Niles North and Del
fa, record -breaking pursue, Hansen of Maim Went lumen
aces, the schools in the in 13.7 and 13.8 Ames, rupee.
Northwest Suburbs should tively, in the Central Suburban

34 14 12 13

3

and three runs scored.

you to better understand their meaning. thereby

2

lity of Illinois in Champaign

Lundquist. of course. was
the siar-of-stars in the Wheel-

sional ball, adding one stroke penalty to your

II HOPE by outlining these rules it will help

Nebon
Hildebrand

3

Chesney. cf

smallest

2

natd tomorrow at the Univer-

4

beau. loaded en DeYb in field hit and a walk to

Lundquist drew n onc-out
walk and Weisen, probably the

Olen tee up mother ball and hit it over the water;
ot.3. rest the club head in the. and before he his
theshot.
All of these nets are wrong and carry penelties
which could cost the player strokes en posssibly
thernatth, I have noticed those three particular

3

PLAYER
Ristau..th-p

with two more in the sixth.

started its entry into the water hazards, keeping
the water between the plow and the hole. Add
one stroke penalty to your score.

Day

ELK GROVE (4)

Wheeling without a run in the
fifth, though the Wildcats did
have a pair of miners, but De Bolt's Destroyers came back

close to the point as possible when your bal

1

Eno.. lb

over the left.center held fence.
Elk Grove finally retired

tithe following? I. Hit a bailout of bounds, wink
the point where the ball went out and drop a
nisi/visional ball; 2. hit a tee shot into the water.

Crook If'3

2

TOTALS

unloaded his second
homer, a three -run shot far

Sponsored by the Brattigar Organization

4

Weisen, cf
Bencriethlto, 2h

1..-

on

Pitcher

0

0

Track
inhemcholastic
and
Pneld Championships today

PITCHING SUMMARY

0
0

I

0

1

Sheridan, c

trolly

they

I

HP... a

then

White Pines Golf Club

drop a proyisional ball over your shoulder

mound and slipped a third
strike past Kevin Chesney to
wiggle out of the jam.
That seemed to buoy the

4

, Although the 76th Annual

Weisen.

AD R H El

PLAYER
Richter, rf
Nihon, p

leftficld corner to drive in
a pair of runs and Lundquist

By Danny Silianoff
golf pro

rglis in golf abused by too many players, in*ding many low handicap golfers.

on

By Linda Hamilton
Snort, Editor

Groot. 26 -Groot. Losch. HE-Lundquist n. Day, Shedders

WHEELING (14)

Wolanski, got Ristau
checked -swing grounder laird

a

Rub '0' the Green
How many times have you seen players do any

-two counts to start
the frame. Day fanned Luke

o e uls start state

rac

Wheeling cops Mid -Suburban lead

count on The Day Newspapers
FOR INFORMATION ADVERTISING RATES AND CIRCULATION, PHONE 255-7200

^111

,OP NI S.

r

SHORT RIBS

his men conspire to

1Dummies," "Love
and the Athlete,"
"Love and the Shower."

7 News

prevent a German

9:15

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

personal

TONIGHT

7: 0

6:00

2 Hogan's Heroes
Rerun. Hogan and

Friday, May 22, 1970

Page 28

2 News

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
I CAN SEE HIM NOW
-GOING HOME AND
TELLIN' THE MISSUS

PUT BACK
',OUR NEEDLE,

SOS: 2

HAVE NADU TYCOONS

WHAT A 'TOUGH JOB
HE GOT!...

CHECKED YbUiZ STAR

CHART LATELY/
I'VE GOT A FEELIN
THIS IS THE AGE
OF TAKE HoOPLE:

NERMOLISM

ENOUGH

ALREADY:

News'

5
)CU Gi.115 ARE

REAL PLUNGERS;
ILL BET YoLI EVEN
MAKE SOMEBODY
ELSE GO Figs!' ON
THE GUM MACHINE!

HOW'S OuR.
INVESTMENT
POING. D'A44E'r.

5

20 TV College
Social science.

EtA41$4.GEFoRE

Rerun. "The Civ-

house Five

Get Smart
Reim. Smart is as-

. signed to free profes-

on the set of "The , 7 News
Molly Maguires."

9

Deals with the cor-

for 1,250 miles off

that inhabits it.
7 Flying Nun
Rerun. "The Not So -Great Imposter."

Karl Greene.
7

Rerun.

Seas

Leadoff Man
7:00

Tim Conway

Show

Spud and Herbert
are hired by fly pros-

pective buyers to a

BUGS BUNNY

Your
Horoscope

IN RETURN FOR MY
PROMOTION TO
SHALL
WAITER,
BE YOUR WILLING
SLAVE ...BI.A...BLA,

YOU WILL NOT REGRET...
SMACK ...RELEASING ME
FROM THE TEDIUM OF
DISHWASHING...

FOR SATURDAY

GAWK- SMAckl

new real estate development in the desert.

HOW ABOUT A

INCIDENTALLY, I DO

RAISE?

NAVE ONE
QUESTION:

Brady Bunch
Rerun. "Dear Libby."
9 Baseball

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): Your subconscious powers may well direct you into activities in which you up to now
have been inexperienced.
Don't hesitate.

The Cubs vs. the
Mets at New York.

11 Washington
Week in Review

Style

26 Luis Carlos Uribe

CANCER (June 22 - July
23): Conscious ambitions will
not be a real match for subconscious desires this morning.
Don't be surprised at new
thought chnnels.

It

Su

3-7A9T-4.

MORTY MEEKLE

Purple

group and while pre-

tending to rehearse,

they make a film.
Hank Marvin and
9 Cromie Circle
.2 Late Report

forcing him to fight
his way to freedom
and a new sense of

2

2:00
Meditation

9

2:30
Twilight Zone

1:55

7. Reflections

32 Movie
"Immortal Battalion." W.W. 2 movie
set during African

9 Science Fiction
Theater

focusing

"Love and Moth-

3:00

3:30

on civilians turned
GI and their adjustments or lack of ad-

9 News

justments. David Ni-

9

ven, Stanley Hollo-

"Land of the Pharoahs."
Spectacle

12:00

' er," "Love and the

2:55

Blues

way, Leo Genn.

Rerun. "Stop

Date."
7 Love, American

group joins a film

Peck is a neurotic pilot in W.W. 2 Burma.
His plane crashes,

campaign

Bracken's World

3:35
Movie .

without action stars
Jack. Hawkins and

2

Movie
"The Seven Little
Foys." Bob Hope has

Joan Collins.

lead role in biogra-

9

5:40
Biography

,EEK & MEEK'

,

X LOVE MY

OH... ir VOL)

-mei/mow ss.-r1

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
The greater personal dimen-

COULD ONLY

cook!

sions you crave, the more work

you will line up for yourself.
Goals become attainable.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept.
23): Take the strongest stand
you can against those who
would pit their principles
against yours. You know what
is right for you.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

Be at some pains to keep the

CROSSWORD PUZZLE ,

family from turmoil. The man-

ner in which you approach
-

Answer to Previous Puzzle

small problems tells the tale today.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): Let your imagination add

considerably to what would

Poe :s Works
THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

otherwise be a relatively drab,
uninteresting day.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): You may be able to
personalize your work today to
such a degree that others will
cherish it. Do your best to be
different.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

-

Keep your plans to yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

19): The wise Aquarius will
emphasize only those things

important to the family as a
PISCES

inter-

(Feb. 20 - March

CAPTAIN EASY

21): An overwhelming desire

to surpass another may lead
you to overdo things today.
Take care not to invite a health
hazard.

ARIES (March 22 - April
20): Hidden traits have a tendency to become dominant today. You can keep.your views
to yourself if you guard your

THREE

EASY::
TH' ROAD'S,
FULLA GLASG

PLAT$1

FACE IT PODNERt HE
REALLY SUCKERED 1)9
THAT TIME! ra

WHILEIO MILES AHEAD

STOP HERE, HP.MP1
I'LL CHECK AT THESE

AND NAILS!

VILLAGE GTOREG WHILE

WE'RE WAITING FOR

F

LEECH:

tongue sufficiently.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Inner tensions can be used

to make this day extremely
useful to you. Use your expertise with others to make

lettuce

1170 1, MIA, I., TA las la PO, ON.

gains for yourself.

.

Answers to
Hideaword
LICENSE
SILENCE
lice
lien
line

senile

lens
nice
niece
slice

since

CAMPUS CLATTER;
I'M WASTING MY TIME
TUTORING 'THEM UNLESS
YOU'RE WILLING TO DO
SOMETHING ABOUT

BUT,

IHPPIE, GLASSES
COST 1006..

40 Dinner course
43 Timeless one
(Sikhism)
45 Before
46 Restaurant
60 Legal point
-52 Stuck to

'r .077

21

54 Small. cup of

coffee
..17 Hebrew high
priest (Bib.)
58 Shoshonean

seine

sine

Whin
Hot* of

59 "The Fall ot

seel

else

snide. ... seen - isle ;
scene ' ceil

(Greek)
2 Hatred
3 Green
vegetables
(var.)
4 Eat

26 Greek war god words)
28 A little (Scot.) 44 Hawaiian.
garland
29 Greek
5 Vim
47 Sports area
township
6 Modifier of a
raven,
48 Criminal
31 Apoplexy
verb
18 Stern
49 Redacts
32 Sheltered
20 Dark viscous 7 Bind
51 Partly
corner
8
Stag
liquid
fermented
9 Choir leader 33 Rendered
21 Australian
grape juice
harmless
10 Ventilate
bird (var.)
53
Belonging to
35
Feminine
11
Golf
gadget
22 Expression of
that
woman
relative
17
Cartograph
dislike
54 Unexploded
19 Family name 37 Mariner's
24 South
shell
direction
of Queen
American
55
Greek letter
41
Worthless
Elizabeth
I
rodent
42 Body of water 56 King of
27 Chaise longue 23 Soak flax
off Arabia (2
Judah (Bib.)
25 Wagon
(2 words)
30 Pikelike fish
4 5 6 '7 1
31 Enrich with
13
12
14
a gift
34 Holding right
36 Evening party 15
17
38 Light fogs
18
20
39 Type of

not be fed with information.

allow

Indians

63 Reply' (ab.)
4 "The Masque
DOWN
of the Red
1 Goddesses of
seasons
9 "The Black

Jan. 20): Another's jealous interest in your ambitions must

whole. Don't
ference.

1

1 "- Frog"

12 Poem
13 Its capital is
New Delhi
14 Hurry
15 Narrow inlet
16 "Quoth the

60 Negative Iv ord

' 61 rather

.

- 62 Yucatan
11. 11011

47
50

1'

Para-

dise." A singing

Cliff Richards.

Movie

"The

11 NET Festival
" N E T Piesents
Miss Peggy Lee."
26 Red Hot and

9:00
5

Movie
"Swinger's

values.

32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.
Oakland Athletics at
Comiskey Park.

7

CUT IT OUT,
SYLVESTER, YER
EMBARRASS/If
ME;

"Ho-

sanna's Way."
11 NET Playhouse
"Confrontation."
The anatomy of a student rebellion is dramatized in a play
based on events that
took place at Columbia University and at
Berkeley.

6:45

2

Here Come the

Brides

1:00
7

Plain." Gregory

Shelley Fabares,

32 Of Lands and

9

9

shape.

9 News

10:30
Mery Griffin
2
Show
5 Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
7
Show

8:00
Movie

sad

Darlene Tompkins.

News

7:45
32 On Deck Circle

sical talents. With

News

9

the time barrier and

26 A Black's View

"Hold On!" U.S.
tour by rock 'n' roll
group displays Herman's Hermits' mu-

tralia and with the
ecology of the life

pilot crashes through

Robert Clarke and

of the News

2

the east coast of Aus-

12:30
Movie
"Beyond the Time

5

pretty

Trains

al reef that stretches

12:20

32 News Final

finds the world in

News
News

imprisoned in a glass
booth by KAOS,

The Great Bar-

' Comments

10:00

stein is interviewed

32 Hobbies: Model

Paul. Harvey

Barrier." Air Force

sor Milo Pheasant,

rier Reef

32

as the reward for the
survivor.
2
5

S

MARK TRAIL

Plus

Ghost."
11 On. Film
"The Writer -Producer." Walter Bern-

6:30

VOLUNTEERED TO WORK
THE GRAVEYARD SHIFT

German concentration camp, with life

Mrs. Muir
Rerun. "The Fire-

26 Quiz
2

in the enclosure of a

7 The Ghost and

6:25

ALBERTA. GOOFAwF

a German political
prisoner are penned

ilized Man."

6:15
11 TV College
Psychology.

'IOU COLLAPSE.'

11 NET Journal
A French Jew and

Game

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

5
7

12:15

9:30
Hitch9 Alfred
cock

Name of the

performing family.'

Tenth Inning

possession

of 'a fortune in,
French art treasures.

6:10

READ "n415 AN'
GET )OUR NERVE

9

general from taking

phy of vaudeviiian
Eddie Foy and his

.4. "...b., are

NNE

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
chance of thunderstorms,

Telephone

e

low 55.60. Tomorrow: Part-

255-4400

ly. sunny cooler, high in
lower 70s.
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Couple still missing;
probe his marriages
The' brother-in-law of the
Arlington Heights couple Mr.

John B. Rynak, 56, Lake Forest could not learn who they

& Mrs. Edward Andrews of

were or where they are he told

738 S. Vail, that vanished after a cocktail part May 15 at
the Shearton-Chicago Hotel

police. He said that he got a

has told police that he has

the missing Andrews couple.
Rynak said the woman said

learned that Mr. Andrews has
had "several" wives.

More than 300 E -Hart Girls and 500 parents and relatives attended E -Hart award ceremonies
Yesterday at Hersey, High School. Starlighter Basilia Garza (center), of 401 N. Main, Mount
PrOspect, receives her "Orbital" award from Mrs. William Krampert (left) of 323 S. George, aLso
In Mount Prospect and Mrs. Ronald Horstmaii, 315 Columbine, Prospect Heights. (Photo by Dan
Balos)

DAM"P pitches for portion

of allocated lake water
The Des Plaines -Arlington

ping at an average rate of 20 ft.

per year,. twice the 10 ft. an-

mission Friday gave its pitch
to an Illinois Division of Wa-

plemented by water from existing wells.

Although current lake wa-

nual rate of 10 years ago.

Under a 1967 U. S. Su-

withdrawals may total
more than the 3,200 cubic feet
ter

terways hearing in Des Plaines
for aportion of the 3,200 cubic
feet per second of Lake Mich-

preme Court decision that resulted from a suit brought by
several neighboring states, Illinois is limited to 3,200 cubic

igan water that has been allocated to Illinois.
DAM P Commissioner

feet per second of Lake water.
The division of waterways is

Howard Olsen, of Palatitle

ings to gather evidence that

adequate water will be available
for DAMP's needs
through improved waste treat-

will be used to allocate the wa-

ment methods.

ter.

At a recent allocation hearing in Wheaton, Ouillon said a
letter
guaranteeing
Lake

told the hearing that the water
level of wells in DAMP's
Member communities is drop -

Des Plaines girl
struck by car
An 8 -year -old Des Plaines

girl was injured Saturday afternoon when she ran out from

in front of an ice-cream truck
into the side of a passing auto
at Ambelside east of Beau
Drive, Des Plaines.

.

Police said the auto driven
by Philip A. Onesto, Jr., 36, of
476 Ambelside was westbound
on Ambelside passing the

truck when Debbie L. Kirschbaum, of 565 Ambelside ran
into the side of his car.

Debbie was taken to Holy

holding a series of eight hear-

"IT 15 ESTIMATED by
the engineering firm of Consoer, Townsend and Associates that the practical pumping

levels of our wells will
reached within eight to

be
10

years," Olsen said at the hear-

ing, "at which time we must
have in existence an alternate
supply of water."
Current requirements of
are
communities
DAMP
about 16 million gallons of water per day, or 25 cubic feet per

second, Olsen said. Requirements for the future range up-

ward to mOre than 47 cubic
feet per second by the year
2,000, he said.

THE MAJOR USER of
lake water is now the Metropolitan Sanitray District of

7111.itrict, John Muir School,

-C,Drake Ter. and Oak St.;
7130 p.m.

are

:finking little or no comment
?.crn:ttle Cook County Hospital
,*mtpation, .according to NW

Spokesman for St. Alexius
Hospital, Elk Grove Village,
Northwest Community Hospi-

Tal, Arlingibn Heights, Holy
amity Hospital, Des Plaines,
Ittul Lutheran General Hospi*tat, Park Ridge, said the doetors! general reaction was si,

lence
-

A Cook

executive board
threatened to close the hospital

when. staff doctors begain re'signing.

is

that

Chapman and Cutler, a legal
vorable opinion on the selling

of the township tax anticipation warrants (TAW's).
Without the favorable opinion, according to

Lee, the

in Bremen Township, a southwest suburban area, attacking
the concept of township government.

The other is a threatened
law suit by 15 couples acting
under the name of Taxpayers
for Better Government in Elk
Grove Township.
According to Atty. Fred

Bragiel of Arlington Heights,
who is representing some of
the couples, the suit has not yet
been filed.

MRS. THOMAS RODGERS, 59 Keswick Rd., Elk
Grove Village, one of those
' who plans to file the suit
against the township, told The
Day that she and the other
couples were "certainly" very
concerned about any group of
people that might need welfare
help. I wouldn't want the reason for the suit misconstrued,"

sons, according to a statement
issued Sunday by .the township.

said

she hung up.
Police said

she

Rynak

then

called Andrews' sister, Helen

ONE IS A LAW SUIT filed

"Some of us who went to the

town meeting on April 14 felt
that because it was held in the
afternoon, it was dis-

enfranchising the majority of
the voters. We were quite concerned about the size of the facilities.

"WE DID MAKE a motion

first she didn't say because she
"didn't want Sophia (An-

drews' present wife) to know

where his former wives are.
But he said he is getting no-

because they were so happy."

where.

Rynak asked Mrs. Weller
"More than five," and she

RYNAK SAID, "The only

said, "Yes, they were all short
marriages," and then she hung

The name of Susan Smith
was deleted from a listing of
the Prospect High School honor roll in The Day last week.
The Day regrets the error.

us to continue all of our ser- Lawrence,
vices."

Chicago, ' called u,
and told police he saw the pie-

dical center which has served

indigent and extraordinarily
ill patients for many decades.

SCORES OF DOCTORS in
the northwest suburbs and
across the country took their
internship and residency at
Cook County. Today many of
same physicians maintain
teaching or practice affiliations at Cook.
Three St. Alexius Hospital
staff members having such affiliations are R. Yaniz, M.D.,
pathology, Alberto Armas,
M.D., chief of pediatrics, and

Normally, Elk Grove
Township has been paying
about $1,800 a month in wel-

like the court to set aside the

fare payments a figure which

both

which was held in April and to
order a new township meeting

"on the upward swing," ac- theatre last Thursday night.
cording to Auditor Bernard
Police have checked both
Lee. He attributes this to rising

to be held at a suitable time in a

unemployment.

persons' insurance policies
which were willed to each other in case of death. Police said

annual township meeting

It has not been the usual

large enough facility.

practice for townships to issue
TAW's.

"We're really not trying to
throw out township government," 'Mrs: `Rodgers contin-

HOWEVER, A SUIT

ued.

"We are really trying to

was

instituted in front of Judge
Donald J. O'Brien, of the

make sure that people have the

opportunity to participate in

Cook County Circuit Court,

it.

seeking to stop the traditional
practice

WHAT HAPPENED AT
the April 14 township meeting
is important because it was at
that time, according to Rohl -

wing, "a substantial majority

Rohlwing,

tax levy in favor of the townfunds,

township

'froze all funds, according to

of responsible citizens voted a
ship.
"These

whereby

collectors received 2 per cent
of taxes collected through
their offices.
Judge O'Brien originally
and

then

sub-

sequently required that each
township forward all its funds
to the American National
Bank, pending future dis-

however,

would not have been available
until late in 1971.

James

Kane, M.D., surgery.

"HAVING BEEN A countytrainee and actually a member of the Assocation of Physi-

However, five Chicago -area
medical. schools came to the cians and the attending staff of
rescue last Friday agreeing Cook,",q-Dr. Armas told the
-----,With--the governing
-governing- commis-- _Day, "I feel_there is a had outsign of Cook County hospital look for the hospital because
toplan a program of medical of lack of cooperation in mak-

,tervirs-for-the-inner-eity-me---- ing the hospital a better place._

missing

of them were in

his

all of the Andrews' relatives
-have been notified, but not one

has heard from theni since
their disappearance.

Gripe
Of The
Day
Flour canisters that don't
hold five pounds of flour.
E.B.

Rohlwing, has forwarded

thorized the township to sell
tax anticipation warrants.

(Coniintied on page 2)

Collision

injures
2 persons
Two persons were injured
Saturday afternoon in a two car accident at 102 E. Rand
Rd., Mount Prospect.

it

Police said the auto driven
by La Ree Wilke, 53, of 835 N.
Forrest, Arlington Heights,
southeast on Rand attempting

to turn left into a private drive
struck an auto driven by Eugene M. Cushing, 19, of 22
Audrey Ln., Mount Prospect,
I

OW

F

ifiRNEPPE"

11,

northwest on Rand.

Cushing and his passenger
Diane Erickson, 16, of 2309
Cedar, Rolling Meadows were
taken to Holy Family Hospital

Nal
AV NN1O1

where they were treated for

;ANN

minor injuries and released.

_

Hersey
Boosters
to meet
The main purpose of the
general meeting will be the
election of officers for the

the

couple, and he was sure that

Elk Grove Township, says

said Rohlwing, "the voters au-

tained in our rivers and
streams but the emphasis must
be on modern treatment of our
wastes rather than the use of an
essential commodity like water

teria.

about

papers

position.

"To compensate for this,"

ty standards must be main-

The Hersey High Booster
Club will meet at 7:30 tomorrow night in the school cafe-

and story in the news-

ture

"The suit will be brought on

behalf of the citizens of Elk
Grove Township. We would

waterways," he said.
"We agree that water quali-

time this fall.

still are no clues as to what

Rodgers said.

conditions afford to use almost
half of the 3,200 cubic feet per
second available to the State of

scheduled to release a schedule
of lake water allocations some-

ering bits and pieces of information about the couple since
their disappearance, but there

over -ruled by the chair," Mrs.

there are communities without
adequate water."

for dilution," said Olsen.
The division of waterways is

Chicago
and
Arlington
Heights police are slowly gath-

Ted Regelin, manager of the
rants would have kept bp solvent, and would have allowed Gateway Theatre, 5216 W. ,,'

evening, and to a room that
was suitable," but we were

life itself," he said. "Yet in the

"We cannot under those

ed children in Chicago.

happened to them.

plentiful supply of water

midst of a plentiful supply,

things I've been able to come
up with are the names of the
attorneys that are handling
'payments to Andrews' adopt-

"THE SALE OF these war-

to adjourn the meeting to that

in the Great Lakes area to have

collided with an auto driven by
Steve F. Kopecky, 33, of 1803
Willow Ln., Mount Prospect.
Rudolph was taken to
Northwest Community Hospi-

has

been trying to find out exactly
how many times Andrews has
been married, and when and

"WE ARE FORTUNATE
which is one of the essentials of

Suburb doctors silent
diver County situation

Cottn t y

couple
from downstate Illinois that
were reported missing 5 years
a

Olsen said Friday improving sewage treatment standards, as MSD is scheduled to

bound on Arlington Heights
Rd. turning left onto Sigwalt,

On honor roll

Prospect Heights Park

-L-AST WEEK

about

"didn't
know" but that she was the
missing man's fifth wife. Then
She

up. Rynak told police he

Illinois for flushing the inner

Meetings

:

something

area river system with an -estimated 1,600 cubic feet of water per second.

a

physicans
physicians

asked

this..

She explained her reasons
for planning to file the suit.

effluent down the Chicago

he

woman who inquired about

not willing to buy the TAW's,
and they were the only bank
interested in the township's
original offer to sell them.
Behind the Chapman and
Cutler refusal, are two rea-

which flushes treated sewage

RYNAK SAID

her why she was telling him all

she said.

Greater Chicago (MSD),

how many times her brother
Edward has been married. At

call at work Friday from a

Mount Prospect State Bank is.

that need it.

Sti

the fact

'and would enable
DAMP, it if so desired, to begin plans for financing a pipeline to the lake.

of water for all communities

minor injuries grid released.

abrupt cut-off,- according to
firm, have refused to issue a fa-

state

ter, Olsen said, it would be sup -

tal where he was treated for

MAIN REASON ,for the
Rohlwing,

supply of Lake Michigan wa-

ri'en by Scott M. Rudolph,
;:7-3; of 809 N. Wilke, south -

Township Supervisor Wil-

Michigan water for DAMP
could be obtained from the

and released.

olice said the motorcylce

cording to Township Auditor

liam Rohlwing has notified
those who receive welfare payments that they may come into
the township office for a hearing if they desire.

indicated that

do by 1978, would leave plenty

Crash injures motorcyclist

cut off today because no welfare funds are available.
About 12 to 18 families may
be affected by the cut-off, ac-

terways,

SHOULD DAMP obtain a

Aintton Heights.

All welfare payments in Elk

Bernard Lee.

has

Weller in Ohio, and asked her

Ilk Grove Twp. welfare
payments to be cut off today

allowed under the court's ruling, John C. Guillou, chief engineer for the division of wa-

Family Hospital where she
was treated for minor injuries

An Arlington Heights motorcyclist was injured Friday
nite when his cycle collided
with an auto at Arlington
Heights Rd. and Sigwalt, A r-

brother,

.Grove Township were to be

Heights -Mount Prcspect-Pala-

tine (DAMP) Water Com-

Andres'

Mrs.

ago, and never heard from
again.

Wilke was charged with failure to yield right-of-way and is

/HIM

to appear in Mount Prospect
Court July 8.

Making a safety check of one of the several hundred vehicles
that passed through the all -day safety check lane on Emerson in
Mount Prospect, an annual event ou the Chamber of Commerce
calendar. From left are: Gordon Newcomb, of Newcomb's Sin -

clair Service; Paul Dasso, president of the Chamber; Jerry Shutt,
of Seventeen Specialties; Dean Shutt, of Seventeen Specialties;
and Doug Winkelmann, of Winkelmann's Shell Service. (Photo
by Dan Balas)

Watches his
tools stolen
Thomas McGough of 407 S.

loka, Mount Prospect watch-.

ed two young thieves steal

coming year.

his own tools valued at $200
last night from his neighbor's

Weather slows Elmhurst Rd. project

gl ON

SUB R13

The frequent rainfall since

for March, said the frequency

April 29 has delayed the completion date for widening of -Il-

of the rainfall, more than the

linois 83 (Elmhurst Rd.) from
Golf Rd. to the Northwest

of April, had made the final

Twy., until June

gityg

1,

Ronald

Matthias, of District 10 (Cook

amount that fell since the end
construction difficult.
Matthias is in charge of con-

struction for District 10.

County), Illinois Division of

Out -of -work neighbor didn't -get fired for doing things wrong.
It was because he did things wrong so slow.
:'1?..><;&:7ti!;:?:-<4;--iC15"31.-

HighWays, said Monday.
-Matthias-, an assistant -to -the -

chief engi'neer for District 10,
George March, and speaking

The extensive culvert work
at Higgins Creek' on the ramp
approach to the Northwest
Twy. has been finished, and

garage

paving of the Oakton intersection and south to the beginning of the tollway approach is
being completed.
The paving will leave the intersection a full four lanes
wide, north and south, with additional room for turn lanes.

Even with the unlooked for
delay, the construction contract will -still be completed
well before deadline.___

at 406 S. loka. At

the time McGough had forgotten that he lent the tools to his
neighbor.
Police officer Bill Burtis
said, Paul Schroeder of 406 S.
Toka, left his home for a

couple of hours and when he

returned he got a call from

McGou(gh-who-told-him that
saw two boys about 12 years

old walk out of Schroeder's ga- - -rage
carrying a tool box.
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State aid to private
schools crisis seen today
By Jan Bone

posed to such aid was expected
in Springfield. Groups con[acted over the weekend to sec

A °Pitied lime for the conquestion

state aid
to no npublic
schools tem ex-

Obituaries

was a move to bypass the Snate Education Committee rod
to take the

Education Association, the IL

linois Association of School

House-apprerved

lindoei=u"nneof alurctes.
An unconfirmed report in.

Lydia Sparr

have many

Lydia Sparr, 78, of 207 And.
reay Fn., Mount Prospece,

died yesterday at the Amed.
gFla
Hon., Ara,
ton Heights,

bill, or puo

Robert, Charles D. and Roy,

on an individual basis,. said

proved.
Public

William,
25

Mrs.

grandchildren; six other-

Wenzel,.

school child and he

school

Last week, 49 busloads of

re.on for opposition to the

afternoon at Friedrich, Fun.
id R., in itmom, prwpmt,

Catholic school principals and
parents from Me Chicago and
Joliet Archdioceses, talked
legislators urging them to ap.

Copeland bill is that private
and parochial Schools would
gel money on the basis of em
rollment figures ---NOT on thc

prove state aid to non-public

basis of average daily mai-

whools.

once that public schools must

And a news release from

Gov.

dons sa the Cystic Fibrosis

said that the governor had rm
aponded tO 28,000 letters faswing sid to nonpublic

dated.

schools, as well as to 1,000 op-

1,, gen or dear, antribe.

b,apprc-

16 NW suburbanites
dental hygiene graduates
Sixteen northwest suburban

indents who received gradu
ate

pins

yesterday,

satisfying mo-

i"E and

capping
f

WRIT .15..5$

program
Harper

dental hygiene advisory cornmince, including

the follow-

ing northwest suburban denlists: Rolley Baternen; Edwin
Bertoglio;
Donald Froehike, William
W. Meek; Frank Schroeder:
Marvin Schumer; Rudy Swi.
doll

Charles

Shriner;

EA.

Thant and Gordon C. Ward.

Mrs. Judy Dahlstrom and
Mrs. R.H. Sailers, dental by-

glonioa and comminec .5.bus. Mho mended.

Arlington Heights:
Patricia A. Avignon°. 1616
F. Hawthorne., Linda C. Carlson. 836 Ridge Ass, Patricia
Courvoisi r. 21 N. Dryden,

and cope with drug problems.

and professional organizations
and presidents of all women's

"This is a problem so,complea that there is no simple are
swer," said Teichert. He added
BIM
sure of the an;
Swdr or aeurs of the Mallen,
One af Saturday's main
speakers
was
Edward T.
Chambers, an associate direcfor of the Industria/ Areas

.e

ors and representatives of varican business, professional, and

has sold that by mobilizing and
organizing from one to two per

cent of a general population,
pressure can be brought on top

Public officials to solve cow -

.. that this

is not the course he advocates.

nit, is wploring the drug
problem
applied
close to home."
The drama took the course,
telling

abuse

a

N

ay."

sd

I

Harper College second year dental hygiene student, Sue
McDade, Mount Prospect, receives Her professional pin from
instructor Barbara Kaufman. Sue was among 24 Harper soul!.
°more who received their pins at yesterday's ceremonies in the

resentatives.

O'Biren, 210 E. Ivy Lane.

g,

Martha

J.

Hynes,

11311

Jeanette and Carol Irene V.

4" . "1

Elmhurst Rd'

Hoffman Estatek

son Sq.

Patricia Ann Burger, 361
Nceepon Rd. and Cathy Ann

Hoffman aslant
Deborah A. Dior, 133 Al -

Simonson. 109 Cochisc St.

hombre.

nra Plaines:
Sue J. Chiles, 2147 Ash.

md,,,
Judy Ann Arnold, B Audrey
Ln.. Sharon K. Coltman, 703
Elmhurst

students

who received their professnail caps are:
Arlington Heights:
Virginia D. Alexander, 714
W. Campbell.
Beth A. Wachsinuth, 2305
N..Williamburg,
Elk Grove Village:
Jean C Elwood, 978 fare.

Sandra Jean Meyers, 1168 S.
Chestnut and Shirley M.

Rd.,

postpone

attet;tmtt ate,

early
stages of the study of the drug

abuse problem, then he h
mermcd the groups with whom
tm met

Palatine:

Published

Prospect,. III.

dady.

VARIOUS MEMBERS in

E. Stark Dr.

Susan

Prospect Heights:

Cheryl M. Ernst, 500 N.

Mai& and Donna M. 0'.

Lancaster.

Palatine:meara, 204 N. Beech Rd.

Adelle Anderson, 1315 S.
Plum Grove Rd. and Mary A.
Coulter, 2707 Rohlwing Rd.

Rolling Meadows,

Kim R. Hanford, 2241 Algonquin Pkwy.

BONANZA

his

chart said, will select chairman, to act as their reprmenta-

fives for future meetings and
exchange of ide..
Teichert withst is hoped that
the persons i whom he and
Dr. Willford have already
talked, will talk with other
Mount meet name
before they meet wme time after
two or three weeks.

Legal
Notice
c e,

.

emu o

In

Admits thefts

exotic, romantic Nogales, Mexico. Sightsee North
Fled South of the border, swim, pony, shop, enjoy

Mrs. Ray Lohse, vice president
and program chairman.

UNDER THE chairman alp of Mrs. Edward Nixon the

Golf Pavilion Nursing Home
received flowers and over 140
Valentine tray favors and a donation made for tile Chicago.
Phan, Flower and Fruit Guild
for distribution to &IOUS
charities.

Fick had been
with the Gorden.

Mrs. G. Allen Jelin kept

book.

members potted as to salons!
gardening needs at each meet-

AMONG THE mitsanding
events sponsored by the club
was an outstanding tandard
floWer show entitled "For
Those Who See."

ing.

The membership of the organization welcomed 10 new
members stabilizing membership at 45 under chairmanship

Flowers

of Mrs. William Balm.
Mrs. Dodd; oeppen, rinks

and conservan chairman.
. reported 58 tree seedlings were

planted in the Mount Prospect
Park District nursery. She also
received special recognition
for her conservation contributions Ram the Garden Club of
!Mauls District 11.

Members attended tours of

the Morton Arboretum and
Goose Lake Prairie.

Some created displays for

BONANZA
phone: 437-8313

Ek

r

servation problems affecting
the area, state and nation.
The largest local project un-

dertaken by the Garden Club

of Rimini Prospect is the development of a nature area in
the north side of Weller Creek

Pad, in conjunction with the
Park

Development

Nancy Rola; daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William Eaton.
will attend the Conservation

makes a garden club grow. It

large

poster was loaned to

three elementary schools for
display.

Workshop this summer at Ore-

gon, Ill.
She

omom
School.

Its
takes

good

hard

to

knees work,

know what

down-on-y.4incooperation.

guidance with know-how to
is

currently o sophProspect
High

produce the glories of the gar-

den club, by those who tend

Mrs. L. K. Laird curd Mrs. G. Allen Julia use potted plants use

centerpiece for the Garden Club of Mount Prospect's annual
Salad Luncheon. The green thumbers can grow delicious recipes
and harvest the ingredients besides.

71!

and At -Sonata Heights.

Concentrating on dower arranging are Mn, Meiners Mi .
elmick, of the Plant, Flower and Fruit Guild of the Garden Club
of Mount Prospect, and Mrs Ray Lolise. The group gathered

May 6 at the Community Center to make bright, creative areangemenE with the skillful help of past president, Mrs. Jerome

Legal
Notice
Ariv=

ill be
,chool ijo
Illinois,

reR

Thelander, who conducted the workshop. The arm

ssosesee0altaltattertososettosassons6Tanssal
Page 3

a

by River
6, Cook Osunly.

t

1800 East Ked, stag v

r before Mu 2,

Prespec

atom

Come to this
Christian Science Lecture
Tondo, May as - 8:00 P.M

Green thumbers are
also "flour" children

Mo day, M

Dolores Haugh. Woman Editor

25, 197

Bassinet set

Roe, Trails On.S.

FIRST CHURCH
of CHRIST, SCIENTIST

cots

were sent to hospital patients and other shut-ins.

ZI.?,VProspe'rare

Here mammal of the recipes from the lunchDes Noines.

ZrourbOy'it''''nen.174;0
-

Dip or Salad Drawing'
Mrs. R. Bond

Scoop out a fresh pineapple, cat in pieces and
add 11/2 pints strawberries. brake dressing by

Big Space,
multbroom
cooling

malting 2 tablespoons butter, add 2 tablespoons
flour, 1/2 cup sugar. is teaspoon salt,''/z cm pineapple juice and 2 egg yolks, stirred with a fork.
Fold in I cup hot pineapple juice. Cook at sim
mar stage 3 to 4.mine Fold in 2 egg whims.
beaten stiff. Cool Fold in cup whipped cream
ur 1 cup whipped Dream Whip. This drmsing is
best if mode the day before. If all
In the
1

scooped oto pineapple halves. garrnalLwith a
few fresh cherrim, for color.

And baby makes three.
Mum ditughthrs, Mot is, with.
the arrival of 6 pound 91/2
aline Katherine Diane at Lutheran General Hospital on
April 22. Her sisters arc Lynn.
4, and Cynthia, 2.M. They are

Da children of Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel A. Pellettiere Jr. of

Mount

Prospect,
and.

parents are Mn.

GrandM
John

Kellogg of Cleorwator.
and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel A.
Pellediere Sr. of Chicago. A

ton, infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald C. Burton of Prospect

of Mount Prospect an-

Lutheran General Hospital
with a birth weight of 9 pounds
7 ounces, He has a sister Eliza-

len

the birth of their
fourth child, Mary Constance,

nounce

who arrived April 22 at Lu-

theran

General

welshing 8

Hospital

pounds 2.

ounce, Their other children
am Leslie, 5, Christopher,
and Peter,
Dr. and Mrs.
Herold E. Fey of Indianapolis.
and Mrs. John Mullen ofChicage arc the mundparents of
the Children,

They're who

Chicken Salad Hawaiian

grad grandmother, Mm, Lon
Meredith. rains In Chicago,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thul-

gin. P.. Nixon

JONATHAN Michael Bur-

Heights. was born April 29 al

beth Ann, 3. Grandparents of
the children arc Mrs. Dods
Katz of Skokie, Mr. arid MM.
H. R. Burton of Edina. Nligg..
and Hyman Katz Bradhica
Steven
The birth of. Br
Roth evens out the tally of

boy and girls in the family of
Mrs. Leonard J. Roth
of Prospect Heights. Brad was
born May 1 at Lutheran General
Hospital
weighing 7

pounds I ounce. His brother
and sisters on LuAnnc. P. Bit,

ly, 7, and Rosen -lark. Z
Grandparents arc Mr. and.

Mrs. lire Roth of MUSIC,
Ind.. M r. andIVIrs. Ed Kinsella

of Chicago, and Mr. and Mrs.
&odor Nome, of Los Angeles.
welcoming
EAGERLY
home his now baby brother.
Jeffrey Alan Vessel!. was
21/2 -year -old Robert The boys

are tbe sons of Mr. and Mrs.
Armond R. Vasquez of Mount
Prospect. Jeffrey was horn

May 2 at Lutheran General
Hospital. weighing 6 pounds

14 comm.. The boys' grandparents are Mn, and Mrs: Ref
Bauspies of Fox take! 111.:Idd
Mrs. Rose Vasquez of St. Petersburg, Ha.
Jennifer Marie buds -insets
infest daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Patrick W. Ludvimen Of
Prospect Heights, weighed .8
pounds 51/2 ounces at birth
May 7 at Lutheran General
Hospital. Jennifer hos a brothPatrick, 21$ years old. Mr.
and M rs. James Marchessi of
Mount Prospect and Mr. and

Mr, Arthur

Ludvimen of
Prospect Heights are the chit
drcn s grandparent,.

Six Arlington Heights Co
dents attending Harper Col-

J chicken breasts

Celery tot', hay keret
Sall, pepper
French dressing
1 can pineapple chunks, ea op
I bunch pawn] celery, chopped
Salad dressing or mayonnaise
I cup almond chips, toasted
Cook chicken in water with celery, bay leaves.

lege have been named to a Nst

of "Who's Who Among Students in American Junior Col -

They are: Mrs. Patricia A.
Avigliano,

1616

E

Haw -

Mom; Donald Duffy, 415

rah and 'pepper. Cut in pieces, Matinee in

Kingsbury Dr.; Roxanne Han-

Frock dressing overnight in refrigerated, using
just enough dressing to moisten. Next day add

sen, 405 S. Carlyle Pb.; Gregory F. Leydig, 705 E. Rockwell;
Christopher
M.
Pancrate,

pinenpple, celery, and salad dressing. lust before

Savers Choose Best Deal

serving add almonds, which have been tasted

1217 N. Stratford, and Wil-

udder the broiler a few seconds. Watch carefully.
Serve on lettuce.

liam Von Boeckmann, 709 N.
Fernandes

WITH SERVICE 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. DAILY

WEATHERMAKERe

11,000 BTU'S

950

-1Y

that

so

you can we for yourself Me golden

.1/2,

$27900
$23900

(k:GULAR

'COUNT ON CARRIER
FOR QUALITY

s'
GOLDEN

Touch Control CentOri Center
Two Speed, Day & Night Cooling
Flexible Air Flow Control
Automatic EvenTomp Thermostat
Extra Large, Washable Filter

PASSBOOlLo/

Easy Servicing, Slide -Out ChassIS
Weather Armor Protective Caning

of one.)

*

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

estate.

Coll for exciting details NOW' No obligation.
(Offer limited to roomed couples over 23 neon

SAVINGS

Authorized co Dealer

opportunities far Arizona living, vomtiming ond
the opportimitim for investing. in AMona real
Ids all part of the GAC Introductory Offer
that's coming o sensation everywhere! Donk miss
this great opportunity!

Lanc6Arrit

BANK

HOME APPLIANCES

FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL "COLLECT"

(414)273.0951
*Ithin Illbours ter pried," inlermallen.

,R

-

------

- Ask-farWalt Palmer
oller mod ...Ma tine er4.,

Project -

Meetings were held with the
teakdistrict and committee

WafIgg,INC.

Your luxury Fun Spree flight is complimentary
courtesy of GAC Properties Inc of Arizona,

-

(Between

regarding pertinent con-

members with Mrs. Thelander
and Mrs. Fick in attendance.
.The project, however,.
Mates Mrs. Tbelander, "is at a
elandstill due to the proposed
widening of Weller Creek..

the October Flower Show. The

PREMIUM
GOLDEN PASSBOOK
($1,000 Minimum)

And remember -NO TIPPING 14 COME AS YOU ARE.

SIRLOIN PIT

LET -MRS WERE written
10.5talle and federal legislotors

Monday, Moy 25, P70

holiday
the wanders of lively, lusty Lmn, Arizona, and

wasworioni

Paw

garages in Lincolnwood.
police said Russel P. Sthenailer, 18, who now resides in
Chicago admitted at the Madon that he had coma:Mad
other burglaries in Des Plaines

Arizona /Mexico

0111 Three milling, sun -filled dogs and three
sparkling neverdo-be-forgotien eights

Joireeeorowee0

Chicago Palice's 15th Dis-

19,000 BTU'S

Exciting &mil..

___4marn232.imiromwmoccolNI

9OcemomotengEmonsistom

ROOM AIR CONDITIONER

luxurious Res on Facilities!

last

Club of Illinois District Ribbon Award for the bat year-

rd of Des Plaiaa,

jetaway to a Fabulous

end in Mexico, Parties!

presented

andall of Elk Grove Village.
ad

arse

now! You and your wife can

TATION Deluxe Resort Motel Accommodations!
All Meals! Sightseeing ih Amazing' Arizdno

Emil

Mrs.

south end of , Arlington
Height,
the

IWO, at wnine hey

DAN

the drama, according to

delicious meohlThe vocation of a lifetime-yours
for an winningly !ow VOSS-COMPLETE!

Of BAKED POTATO

Elk Grave Township covers

e. ot She

ical

Luncheon

Salad

Mat the year hook chairman

the

Second class postage pa,d .

COMPLIMENTARY FUN SPREE AR TRANSPOR.

S1

urple's help

help,

Would
you like
a fresh
start?

the
monthly meetings
through planned programa by'

the luncheon
attracted many of the 80 members and guests attending.
Outgoing president, Mrs.
Femme Thelander, reported

etmet in lh
and we would be more Iran
to accept

at

week. The plant sale hold in

"This has -basically been a

igIrcEgnbterggrg7Ig
are wal

coal

anybody hungry or sick.
"If any Elk Grove Town -

ship redden. want to

Preying that green Mem-

The theme of "A Plan For
All Seasons.' was carried out

the organization held its am.

pit

It is hoped that each of the
groups that met with him, Tei-

sub's ocessanst

09

evicted; or maybe they could

and

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US 'COLLECT' WITHIN 48 HOURS!

COMM With:

"WE DONT WISH to lee

Pennine is it mean twin MR

orrangements were also provided at the Mount Prospect
Public Library.

ben can be "flour children

ser ve as babyse ittergs if someone
on we/f ar had to o to the hos-

abuse problem.

town U.S. mall role. 117.00 a
nen MAOpaw
for els nen..
to

assistant,

neither Willford nor Teichert
wt any preconceived guidelines in dealing with the drug

the audience assumed "parts"
in

esources

Per Penile

1/2 lb. Chopped Steak Dinner
TOAST, FRENCH FRIES

tal, h. been .king acting as

FUN SPREE

Special
COLE SLAW, TEXAS

chologist with Forest Hospi-

subeiriotion roost 35 arm o

Noontime

r1"1m511,2,1 p.m.
ONLY

HE ADDED THAT Dr.
Robert Willford, a psy-

Rebecca Jo Dittmar° 728

McDade, 2712 N. Laois Ave.
and Beverly E.Osmond,814S.

Mon. that Fri.

ings, "we've 'identified' community leaders, had meetings
and talked about community
action."

00016.

o..

fort to try to work out.

ferring to the last week's meet-

H eh III 60005
and 722 Center, Des Pluton, III.

Nan

Mors.

"So far," said Teichert re-

Rd

day when he briefed local news
reporters and explained his

a group of

1

Wednesday.

60056. Branch of.

meek awe dame, oe

to

Teichert said student representatives will meet with him
inn
village hall at
vi
p.m.

Monday

The drama followed the am
Mal progress that Mount Pro.
pat, through' Teichert, has
been taking since May 14, the

plan of action

or

TIE PROP. PM

that epresentatives of the v

and Kathlyn Kelm, 1106 S.

frealunen

Incas t

aims to newspaper reporters,
(which preceded Hs talks with

ous community groups) to
series of daily talks with the
community organization rep-

Nine

PoPulatioa,
wed his acnvi0cd
He re
he asked

cession with youth commission members, explaining his

College Center. First year dental hygiene Wudents received their
caps prior to beginning their clinical work.

Wilke Rd.

larger segment of a general.

dis- "

lam an approach to the problem originated, from

men for Wheeling and Elk

Grove Twps., elected oflielots from schools, library and
Park district,
group l'OPt,
scoring the various business

Alinsky is director.
Teichert noted that A/insky

the role Ma mayor whose corn-

ation can bc worked out for

guire considerable time and ef.

debate and discussion of the
problem brought possible new
insights with the chance of in

meeting with community lead-

chert, was a socio-drama, in
which ho participated, taking

N.

'WM.". who received rim
act

that an action program should
follow, if such a program

of the drama was achieved because the free participation,

INTERESTING fenme of the institute, said TM control or mobilize a much

was speaker al yesterday's cer-

Special guests for the pin-

rations have taken to study
Ile drug abuse problem, with
on eye toward the guidelines

"'"g
assistant"eor co-oe

Maybe certain stores will extend credit. Maybe trailer
perks will, too.
.All of these we going torn-

the realtor group, he also met
with clergy, the Republican
and Democratic committee -

Teichert eaid that purpose

He said hc believes that
teed
nod leaders arc better able to

nivc their associate degrees
until the community college
commencement lune 5. they
haw passed national board

emony in the College Center.

Prospect outline the steps that
he and Mount Prospect organ-

"1"&712n.mkerh

Harper who handpicked them
originally from a group of 140
students who showed interest
in the field." he said.
Although the Harper dental
hygiene students will not re.

rod vice-president of the
American Dental Association,

Mayor

pOrary

if someone were

mrrelrmopenttL ,:.

shut-ins and the aged. Monthly

The Garden Club of Mount

minion to Mew . on '..
AM
articles in his car stolen from

He said that A addition to

perience,

h' 'pa W any ""d to he

pectations of those of us at

Potes.

Plaines, -heard

Robert Teichert of Mount

ig an attempt to explore the
drug abuse problem, ad sec

dentist after the ceremony.
`These are tomrate students
who bons
up to the ex-

Frank Farrell. atm sec-

Dec

civic and social organizations,

Frank A. Vandna Jr. Harper supervising

dental hygienists in 47 or the

Friday at Forest Hospital in

Bun a week, Teichert has been

status.

exams in their field.
The examinations certify
them for practice as Scented

panes in the Mayors' Institute

their interests or actual ex-

In a period of a little more community organizer Sol

dents were also honorcd. They
we
presented with caps announcing their profesiional
a

By Dolores Haugh

h& Tactical Unit nabbed a
"MAYBE TOE HOSIN- former Wheeling youth during
TALS will extend coral- the weekend who had stolen

Teichert reveals plans
to fight drug abuse
The mom than 50 partici-

going to do everything we can.
what lee Were

any number of things.

don Saturday, is to formulate
programs attacking social and
health problems. and through
t& exchange of idws aid one
another in solving problems Foundation of Chicago,
common to all communities.
organization of which noted

making

them the community college's
firm dental hygiene graduates
in the school's three-year his
ton
Thiny-one hot -year sur

"This is
ment." said

employe. More than 20,000 persons visited the track Sunday.

The purpose of the institute.
whicS held a third annual scs-

Harper Collat.

hygiene

American Airlines stewardess Josephine ...trona pulls out a winning ticket during Sunday's
drawing for prizes as a part of open house at Arlington Park, Watching he drawing are John F.
Loom, (center), vice president of the group operating the track, and Warr. Rudy, a Reek

proves necessary.

redden. were among 24 dental

Lee told The Day, "We're

use to claim state aid.
The Copeland bill carries an
amendment that non-public
schools must meet exactly the
eamc standards as Pali.
schools to qualify for state aid.

Ogilvie's staff Sunday

Heights.

pelled to take this action, um
pleasant as it w., after careful
and full deliberation."

however, have opposed state
aid to non-publieschood. One

going down. '

I

4.61atthislime,falt cam-

educators,

Mom of any groups thee are

be conducted by
the Rev. Dodd
Wednesday at
in... in the funeral
bone chapel. Burial will be M
Memory Gardens in Arlington

future," said Rohlwing, "and
in the absence of any relief

per

and a brother,
William Nauss.
Visitation will be afler 2 this
Services

of obtaining any funds for re lief purposes in the immediate

school child, if the bill is ap-

dont,

but I

'In view of the uncertainty

1ng, lei/Pages, ele.

Redmond,

Andrews, Lydia Kira. Shirley
Grebb and Jean Harden live

Batwing.

wcolor services -math, mutMoney would be paid this
fall directly to the schools on
the basis of 560 per grade
high

Roth go,, cbermie

M.P. Garden Club grows
another successful year

tance. Maybe they could help a

family

BUT WITHOUT the sale of
TAW's, there is no money for
welfare available, according.

for the teaching of

sehools

west to Schaumburg. said she
knew PTAo organized effort to
send PT members from the
wrthwest suburbs,
"There may be people them

Survivors are five dough.

cag the township hall at 437..
0300 and offer their assis-

for Welfare.

" woald anon.
$29,000,000 to pay non-public

HOWEVER, MRS. Harold
Wenzel of Arlington Heights,
who heads PTA activities for
an area from Buffalo
she

$197,171, of which at lean

floor of the Senate.

Chicago Arch diocese and byGov. Ogilvie.

aaaw'ar' P""°'

perhaps they might war to

$45,415 had been designated

chansee-ho
ed by the

dieted that the PTA would

(Contimed Jim Page I I

Copeland bill directly to the

11-

-I

Elk Grove Twp.
welfare payment
cut off today

Corning up at noon today

it they might have membus
there included the Illinois

famed this afternoon.
A large rally of persons op-

I

posing such aid.

The day's prospects

1000 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III,
255-0700
2 Mods we. of bend. Plenty of MEE perking.
OPEN MON., TUES., THURS., d FRI. NIGHTS!

Members and guests of the Maud Prospect Woman's Club
starred at a heavenly luncheon and fashion show held at Itasca
Country Club. Keeping the guests in humorous orbit was Ethel
Burge, noted lecturer, accompanied by her model friend Elaine
Styles. Among Mose attending were Mrs. Barham Fischer and

Mrs. Dolores Towers, who
who Halm Intently to fashion predictions
of Miss Burge. Mrs.
Lone Introduced the new officers
and announced Mal $2,074 had been realized from the club.
sponsored Antique Fair.

$20,000 Deposit Insurance By FDIC

ONE NORTH DUNTON
DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

*

finambes. swag PLEIS.

One day at a time
Eficryone seems to envoy
horoscopes these days, Everyone seems to write them, also.
Gums I'll join in. In our subu .
ban world, we can blame our
horoscope for the things Mat

By Ron Swans

wont come. Why should you
be different from any
else'

that kind of a day foe you,

tomOrrow, or any other time?
GEMINI (May 21 - HMO
20): Don't ask any questions.

221: You probably feel run
down, tired, and without any
energy at all. Your consolation
comes in the fact that every°os

V/MM. Then you'd be more
confuted than you are ROW

else do., too.

MRCP 110 way to start a day.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct 226

row the glad one.

Another day shot to

ARIES (March 21

-

CANCER Rune 21 - July
promisep ram rot
It didn't
promis to he any good, any-

April

10): Don't get out of bed in the

morning. The day will be a

how. As to the (u

lousy nne. In fact, the whole
week might. Be patient. Next
Propel about peace and
quiet in your life. It probably

was and lartarrow
probably will be. That's life. I
guess.

Btm time and it won't bc the

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov.
211: This could be a good day
'not to do anything. Just as Yes.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 226 If
youye up, and you can stand
way up. Otherwise remain

'TAURUS (April 20 - May

dad,
don't h surprised. 11 doesn't
make the day any better, but it
washes ut the eyeballs.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March
20): Alt life. So much sadness
and note ow. It won't

Mrday

where you ore. It's going to be.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 32

Letters to the Editor

i

reduced into the semicolon'
all Maine high schools nexml

all,i and each student mu t
lateCessfully

complete bran
graduation re -

linemen..
C o n s u mar Educed&

hthich is a ninc-week course.
2tow required by Illinois legislotion, will have as As objective
giving students an
ght inTo8
he role of the consumer in the
N.-Ipic.,a.

,saccohLogmYc,ath and..,v4.1,1

in

Hideaword

ea

Now to make radonal rather

publicity

!daunt

for the
Woman's

chairmen
Prospect

Fair
this mar our Antique
Fair was even better Man ever

It is very important for a
publicity chairman to have a

Editor:

goodworking

I would just like to express

financially. This means that
the hlount Prospect W

relationship

Club was able to give

Prospect
Mount
Woman's
Club
received this put
Sea. Dolores Haugh, Fern

Schneider and Eleanor Rives
are three of the easiest persons
with whom I have Men
associated

this

past ye, as

club and myself are more than
than
pleased with all the publicity

In various other projects such
Cancer, grain, glount Pros.
Tans

which we have obtained this
wa
past year.
never ever
mined
down form picture au,
sun sod pictures bring maula
in whatever project you may

worthwhile things in which
the community may benefit.
Thank you again from all of

be trying to king before the

Mrs. Roy L. Duda

put Library, and many Inc

I

our members.

Make as many four Idler
more words ow of
these letters as you can.

Fulbright
Dear Mr. Fulbright
Please be advised that I
ern opposed to the Genocide
Treaty now being considered
for the reasons summitrixed
in brief below.
or, you
and your committee not to
push for passage.

My reasons for opposing
this heaty arm 1.1 If ratified,
from every American the protection of his life and liberty

FOCUS

now provided by the

U.

Constitution and would suP e

By Catherine O'Donnell
dm is sent In '"The Folds AP
every address in their area.
The latest. dated May, 1970.
contains items of major inter:t to anyone with anyone in.
about to enter, high school.

For

instance,

there

-New Experiences in Wish
Planned" for the fall opening.

-Alter many years of rigidity the English curriculum
'

's
Zing eimnged" The hem

deli," District 214 will i.

e a new development, a
new concept, in English curriculum design." Next semes-

ter, "the old English I, II,

III, and IV will become

Aerial of more than 50 indecpendent. yet interrelated. semester courses...

.TIIE

PRESENT

ENG-

LISH course is a
glomcration of a whok c;c0"
of elements from crania:LT!
literature and coraiderablce.
overlapping is prevalent.'
The article also says that the
preset system is steeped in
traditnion with each student

having little choice in what ha
studies. in fact teachers have
litlkdhnice A that they teach.

THE STUDENT WILL
body

required two, three,
four prescribed English

mumes and then branch into
such goodies as basic Reading
Skilk and Oral Communications to Contemporary
Poetry. Acting. and Film-

making
II sounds great emept for
Iwo things. les pretty late to
'

teach basic reading skills after

yobs of basic reading in K-5
and Junior High and no one
mentions spelling.

One local resident quoted
hem a while back, as laying
That the roads would IT empty
on Friday and Saturday night,

if every kid who got a driver's
license had to spoil the word

'Reims, as part of the driverk test
the
Perhaps
new
periences win (nclu.de plain,

some kind nf a plant. -Whet is
it, marguana?" asked the
ammed local winner.

sal of George Murphy and
Ronald Reagan and go from

"No," Isom the ens.,

"those are dahlia tubes do red by the (naming) hand -

are company." "Now if be
doesn't

plant

them upside-

down, the whole thing won't
be a total loss
his father
commented.

politics to the silver screen.

or group might do or say
whtch supposedly caused

Which is all a way of reporting that he called 16-ymr-told

physical or mental harni to

Mike Catlin, son of Scholar-'
burg Committeewoman Sall
Catlin. "The most outstanding
precinct captain in the Third
District."

9..lr groups. 3.1 Under this
treaty the UNITED NATIONS and not the United

to be the tie thatbindsail
possaPr'ecd

4.1 the United Nations and
not the United States would

about the recent meeting of Ow

decide wham such trial was

13th District Republican Club

to be held.

stmeegr'C'

"lots

-o.CwTdsnNslori

the old gang is back to not
forgiving its nemNs.
And it's all bemuse of the

less

complimentary

thins to sat whom

campus

lwsoale"

One denomination sent 100
members headed by their Min-

ister to Springfield to pro.

anoer

sod

denorniniir

dug plastic bag containing

an whin, or phe, nurio

C.F.Nau,,h er/i,ing Do, he

authenight

R. N. 1netz, ('tcttlrtrimt Dire,

4
'411'CAllrgLITC.
Mand,,

DAT

.

a

,ton omm.eWtw,nvxno

FULL -DAY FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

roe hechecked,

6 -DAY BANKING,
DAILY 9 to 6

FRI. 'til 8 SAT 'n14

dew:v.71.onel is open lot he

tomorrow to answer homeowd
et'
billk
th4 ass.kkr..1..11'4611

raMko.g/07,A,M....areabee.,

"Under ordinalF CANT.:
stances,

and

other
buildings are inspected tot assessment purposes orlly once,"
Thereux said. "A taxPaYer
houses

owes it to himself to make..
s.

that his taxes are corrcct and
visitin g the mobile unit is
much easier than going down -

31T

(111110b,

VJ

U

jail," their leader said.

Downtown
Arlington Heights

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.
345 N. Wolf Rd.

Wheeling, III.

North Drive -In: Arlington Heigh.% Road at Eastman

Town Inn In Mount Prospect
had thisdo say. "Money's fun-

send them directly to us for a free reading and evaluation. We

1141usiness Semites

on.

feel

there's

a

537.6020

Now! "PLUGS 'N' POINTS"
offers you a spring tune-up
at the low low price of:

$ 1 976

still in progress. Please address:

Mr. Thomas Hungerford

9840

CARLTON PRESS, INC.
6 cylinder

8 cylinder

84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011
Phone 212:243.8800

242717 O'r 8.33-45'03

.rTohaer,11 be playing in the ef-

.ccna 11 Dorothy Sud'en 1'3894'
fl"f",idr"

514 EAST N.W. HIGHWAY

0077. Deadline for en'tries is
June 30. New Women's Club

MT. PROSPECT

president is Sererin Peduska,

COMPLIMENTS

CL 5-7141

A CASH A CARRY ITEM

Are you
getting
enough
out bf life?

Pregnished Mahogany

Well get the wheels in motion fast to get yoU a quick, low
cost auto loan,

V=

Ocelot
lase

4x8

$378
$4.32

827.28

'ao'IV'e':;

Wheeling

State Bank, Dundee Rd. and

322

Wheeling.

24°

Pine Hurst, 12% 120

Come to this

HOURS:
Monday and Thursday 8 a.m.. "i30
,

Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday 13 ode ro 5 p.m.

CLOSED MEMORIAL DAY & SUNDAY

METHODS MFG.

For More Information

CORP.

Ready for a
great new job?

Call or Visit

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows
392-3500

Ed Surek

272-1000
1657 Shermer Rd. E.

-Situations WantetlWornen

between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.,

ENGINEER

Illinois Bell

TREATMENT

0

Theroux said.

Coll 394 MO

What

Northbrook, III.

656.9922

WASTE

APPUCATION

is

c°hema

WANTED:

God?

Aggrsive Young
Mon
nIpt To learF
CALL

Come to this
.Christian Science Lecture

23 -Employment ligenCieSIFM

Tuesday, May 20 moo P.M.

Pleoso Apply. Person

ED SURER

Ability Glass es

Pe "It 1-1°10*0""""

Mirror

SALESMAN

First Church
of Christ, Scientist
Laurel and Marion Sts.
Des Plaines, Ill.

$10,000, AC. Car

Palatine Playa
Shopping Center
359-1004

eynen Cooper -Lloyd H..on

CULLIGAN, INC.
1657 Sher:n.00.
Northbrook, Illinois

MEN

CLASSIFIED

BUILDING
SUPERINTENDENT
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT

too

Mt;

Is'Orp

naP

Tales *al and

mbar Mega benefits

PHONE 666-5885

253-0620
antes Wanhd.

OR STOP IN AT

101

FOLLETT CORP.

How Can Plugs 'N' Points Do It?
Onportuninet.

Simple -no service station overA specially trained PLUGS
'N' POINTS serviceman does the
tuneup in your driveway or garage -allowing us to pass the savings on to you. All work is per-

Card

of Symaby.

WANTED
FULL TIME

COOKS

coax Pols mat WM.. 4

For New Operation

formed on weekends for your

notro,,,zoe anomie.

AppH

convenience.

APPLY AT

MR. STEAK
RESTAURANT

12501,X OF/d.

COMPLETE PR CE
ALL NEW PARTS,

Elk Groye

1145 5 ELMHURST..

DES names, al.

593-6969

LABOR AND TAX

>-

INCLUDED

ENAMELING SHOP

Compare those price. any-

Excellent t

where -but don't be Wind by
low, quoted prices which do
not,4?cludeparts.
parts. In many
cases tk,e price parts I...Wel
to or htgher than the quoted

Company

e.t ening rate for qualified applicant.

net. include: Paid heolth and me
tal Insurance, paid life insurance, pad vacs-1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for year,

rte

d Mena

paid holdoys per year, profit shoring.

service price.

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

loan before you go car shopping.

Be moo for the 'Wring end

Come in soon .
headquarters for one stop Auto Loans!

summer miles eheml With a
properly tuned end smooth
running an

sower

259-5010
A.51, FORMA. ANDERSON or AAIR.BRUNTIFR

Molon Motor
& Coil Corp.

'rig nd urtt

EXPERIMENTAL

Mount Prospect State Bank
Motint Prospect, III CLearbrook
Busse and Emerson

5525

avVien,woilcl train a young man with a good knowledge

595-9085

9-4000

of

and willing toembark onrani88
t
xperimentol tool develo rne t.
ouble shooting, fixture reptir8an nmaH8
,Trade
graduate or o 'maridevith'82t817a8t88.
In mochine trade required. Road startn'
wageears and excellent potentral for high ea
Benefits include 100% tuition p
8'88s.
school. Modern oir conditioned ;10%87' for eight

trwill do

r

LOUSY 00000 9:31 nn Io 200 en deny ibm

MInScrlItta

g2

h

Ntr.:ST

daily

MACHINIST

INS. INVESTIGATOR
TRAINEE

or'. 220

5 blocks east of Rt. 83 on Re. 14, Mt. Prospect

Tuesday, May 36. MOO P.M.

ar '''''''

Swims Insured up to OWN

$310

ARMSTRONG CEILING TILE

Christian Science Lecture

some driving. Excellent
starting ram and fringe
Coll

S

5 yrs. Sports
coil

ship

receiving, re

Or

usEd

01

$3.40

y

Textured, 12 x I2 x W

Hanarts
parts for

r',%'=,'

CONTACI Me5.1.FRAVAN

0,1,Lgr

PRESS MAN

depart -

lated paper work and
HOUSEKEEPER

21Situati0nsPlanteneen

cc

mut, oononeriN mood,

of '"eL'g7

?'lrDuties

Take up to 3 years to pay and you can eyes arrange the

ogle $6.,

PRE -FINISHED MOLDINGS AVAILABLE

mods. 13x 12x/"

nosteelms111.

and the old car is too,
head for Mount Prospect State Bank.

To First 25 Purchasers

keeps up, he might do a rev. -

toursiendMorion So.

If Spring is bustin out all War

FREE -MITRE BOX,

When

FIRST CHURCH
of CHRIST, SCIENTIST

Get a low cost Auto Loan and
get well quick!

PLYWOOD CENTER

andint:re

ing. For

.0°5.

TEKTRONIX, INC.
297-7i70

receiving

and

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG

DUFFY-EVANS

which start in SEPTEMBER.

linptornt

to71-11s.

E

116 E. Orchard St, Arlington Heights. is chairman of the
197G71 Bridge Tournament

SHIPPING & REC.
CLERK

PPMV"Z OWI*17"'

driyewOYS - 20F

F-

win also be did to hear from those whose literary works are

1re plans. NI rs. Martin Soden,

394-5660

<maim, Hunting ond fish.

Residents with questions of

Ave.

P. '
A
2720 D
Des Plaines, III.

VICE

537.7075'ES

F

the

CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

benefits incall
esaHr

Excel

PLOY

a rnan with experience
tolwork in our shipPing

a general nature should stop at
near

Tonelf.rrinolt=n7ii
o

Molder & Engraver

should col. in."

parked

h

anent

the mobile unit, which will be

261-7900

Elk Grove Village

Ility,S,TVERVICF

mistake, Me

o.

TECHNICIAN

y

296-1071

a

"Errors like dad arc me'.
said Therooe, lam if people

nialneed.

ELECTRONIC

"

exempt

Excellent opportunity for

IIIES"N'T'!IlAtIqr,

One tnan, he said, cola $400

been wrongly classified

acueett

BOX DIE HELP

TIEFDATREFUT/

reduction in his tax bill after
dfficials found his hause hod
as

CALL BOB VAN

TO $40 FOR AN EXPERT TUNE UP!

hith Completed manuscripts unable to appear may

NO TIME WASTERS
The
Adington Hei ht
Womans Club is wasting'n:
time in getting mitred with fu -

industry and make

to

r

2411elp Wanted Men

YOU DON'T HAVE TO PAY $30

would prefer for an appointment. Yen will promptly receive a

ny.

ttirt!."t?t-

lois

or

CALL MR. PEDERSEN

SALES TRAINEE
FREE
$700

BUSINESS MEN'S

`743i7ir '7""

anwersed.

opm, a4

MAINTENANCE

(without cost or obligation), please write immediately describing
your work and stating which part of the day (a.m. or p.m.) you
con Autfirmationorsw for e definite time endplate.

Northwest Suburbs. Sell

La Sally

so) on any subject, and would like a professional appraisal

The old philowPher who
slinctimes occupies the end
stool at the bar in A Ps Old

hest companies in the

Grove. reword. 541.1711

this year, Thermic said, more
than WO property ondiors had
tax and assessment questions

uMate

fiss-Ood

Be trained by one of the

No Job
Too BIG or small

BANK
Main Office:

FATZt

College aNde,t

PLUMBING PRO.

abiroV.tr

oral run ev.

d,iv

rote 53.30 'per bola plus
differential. face/ fringe
w

SALES

sett

CALL 0 U R

REPAIRS
* REMODELING

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL
One N. Dunton

good 1011,er.

More informetion on the
dance can be obtained by °an Iota John Joyner at 529-2454.

Milwaukee

When the mobile unit came
to Wheeling Township earlier

16

nns
onsfiSW.

TRAINEES

14-Per1onals

Experts
in

and non.littion. poetry. juveniles, religious books, etc.
Uccle have completed a hook -length manuscript (or nearly

e. "We'd prefer gang

birds that left the group:,

ii

will visit Wheeling Township

Insulated Siding. If into
Call Mr. Moore.
545.0507

Losr sll>lro:o, rodeo tor

Assessor's mobile office
coming to Wheeling Twp.

212 E Northwest Hwy.
Arlington H ghts, III.
PH: 253.5678

LE. Hutchinson, Vire-Pm/dew

Des Plaines area in late June. He will be Interviewing local
authors in a quest for finished manuuripts suitable for book
publication. All subjects will be considered, including fiction

minister isth leading a do'rp
that says they'll never pay another cent of taxes if aM is
i I

three members of the lard -

deuription of his prize on it.
The disc jockey bided hide'

.1.10edabel, alonaglaa Editor

sible. and skull/ eontato

The executive director of a well-known New York publish.
dog firm will be in the At -Radon Heights, Met. Prospect and

any aid to Catholic sehook

jokey expounding on evety-

pick out a piece of paper with a

is. In health education.

holidays to come.)

HAVE YOU
WRITTEN A BOOK?

U.S. Plywood Seascape Paneling

Snort record listener knew
the answer and hurried down
to collect his prize. He had to
reach into another barrel and

Members of the committee
of instructsgs id home eco-

The mobile unit from the

sit domed. SS3.44

BUS DRIVERS

essro Kolbeha m.

on

big E. Move directly into
Management.

t:cricnons:n state -Al to penatibial

to the adjective, handsome.
preceding his name. If this

question came soon after and
he was asked, "Who were the

and will be taught by
instructors who have special-

Onve again I urge you to oppose lob trenty.
William R. Jacobs

PRIZE WINNER

asked and ones with the cod
answers went to the Pm
on and received a prin.
Our local listener couldn't
belie. his ears when his nale
wet' selected. The telephone

not be made retroactive for en.
Mors graduating in 1971.

yior,r

!Weak PERSONNEL

'011=7X7nFA'0'

CUSTODIAN

n1

Vinyl Aluminum

,7r,tIrtn!'z

Gr.-

ning and interior design,)t will

IV 0,,,10

No

$650 -$700

and direc-

ton
tors Jim
lint 2godit sod

public,

Cook County Assessor's office

I'm looking for a couple
of frame homes in your
area to display our new

retary

credit. The course will be seenrad fr
!Musical education

gtneral business or home plan-

moot

'4ed.

inWiilkliwn will be June 5 at
the Jaycees annual installation

those who
have taken or registered for

hr rho ofio of cora

gidGtn,111111'1

Health II will be given et all
high schools for one quarter
and will carry one quarter

Widen. except

acmes rill Se withheld dP-

ill,

him content and also to dye.

5959 I+°o,tr(orlCM1rFF

EX -GI

131111 and Found

Jack

2441elpiValtedMen

218011WantedMen

559

.1r'Wt/
con-

inteo

will be rekuired for all

5

Monday, May 25, 1970

John E. Stanton, &ling dud Ihibihner

Dennis

evaluation of the Health I
course now being offered.
'

ell-

a...remelt. I. et t ens
should be as brie) at pastypewrinevt. d pas-

New officers of the Schaum-

beft laycees ace: President,

MAIM East and Maine West
and. in the sophomore year macs
Mal. North and Mai

-- Marshall Field

in

LL cu

sor in the *He- mar of

"Honor the anginal dream hyohroyhjeohutsly keening
the paper's freedom crud hoelleetnal IntectIty..

attended by Crane, says he had

U.S. Plywood Vinyigard Paneling

Names were called, a question

cation5

Page 4

cn
csj

Maine West and other memdi nal vice presatentRon Engleers of the Health Education land, treasurer, Geome Mans Curriculum Committee will field; secretary.i.JaekanSdeaqum
also be present at the meeting

(Think of all the

States would decide whether
or not charges of genocide

Mary golden who sent
along the information in nom

no credit.
Consumer Education, to he

HAROLD E. NEBEL

Answer. Comic Page

her

ROBERT RETEL of

Holiday
with care

17 good. 22 excellent

the

Board of Education.

tion program, and will carry

Legal
Notice

called fora trial of the accused.

WHAT EVER BECAMEOP?
What ever became of ecumenism? That a

THE COURSES will be Included under business Wm:stook:: It will be scheduled in

y rut it.00ls for oilFy

04 0
0 (fp
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BASEBALL ,a1001.

0

nomics and business education

members of any so -milled mi-

District Congressman, tends
ehour himself in news' stories
bents. be getting accustomed

thing, sent his name on a post
cant to k placed in the barrel.

1

cede our Constitution as trhe.
supreme law of the land. 2.1
The crate of genocide, as defined in this treaty, could be
Construed as consisting of almost anything any individual

old spelling:

A local teenager who never
Misses his favorite radio disc

letters.

All letters to

this treaty would take atm

Wheeling Township High

Map

In addition, find the word
using all Keen of these

tur cost he speed. boo

Dayby Day

School District 214 hos a
newsletter
culled ' "Focus"

in Vietnam' is that they're beginning to call it 'the war
in INDOCHINA'!"

or

ouTcs8t8r.:

awards in ...ion and rho

my gr. appreciation for all with The meal mai,a and
the fine coverage which the

Open letter
to Senator

Revolter of all of the line

Club.

welcome

BLERMUG

public.

00

Jaycees
elect
officers

discuss the comae with the

health safety and driver educa-

Bach courses will be

Slieunatfersenals

who devised the program will
be present Monday evening to

in

Junction with the present

"Now -one of the things that bothers me about 'the war
You're

irrational decision
spending income.

II

last. Watch out for tomorrow.

-

than

1

ens for the implementatio
of two new required courses"

If on weep a great

year might be better,

again, maybe not

.,1

AQUARIUS
(lan. 20 - Fed,
Q

Ah, well. Take heart. Next

may he

The education committee of
ldnine Twp. High School Di a.
I., h
melting

pieces.

Seems to happen all the time.

mom of the same. But then

week could he better.

Dec. 21)1 if thugs a cloud on
the ho izon, don't be we primed. es just another typical
day for ou.Ciondy, that N.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. I I. Maybe Christmas
will be ester, Ma that's a long
way off. In the meantime, do
the best you can even if it isn't

VIRGO (Aug. 27 Sept

You might get the wrong RE-

Today the sad one. tomor-

Dist. 207 education grou p
Ito discuss new courses

PLUGS1' POINTS

EMPLOYMENTSERVICE
Ave., Niles
elot
M9966-3360
f. tab Hwy. mi. Prouder

(We accept Master -Charge Credit Cards)

82

394-5660

Coll For Appointment

455-3600
si43

Monday May 25 19701

24-Italp Wanted Men

51M0

SakwoLs

uni@maEL

26 Help Ilanted Women

25 -Employment Agates Ile

1244111112entalMen

Were Wanted Vinlen

26-11elp Wanted Women

BOYS 12 So 16

DENTAL RECEPT

nt a ph after sMool and Col

a.c.,

0

WILL TRAIN

noX'11;8

P mSe Ply h

c

RN's & LPN's
ALL SHIFTS

.2.1700
GALS!?

LIKE ART??

JUNE GRADUATES

Idntr7o0;g0

Carper Clea

Air Conditioning
RAI

CE

Floor Refinishing

rig

Painting 8 Demerit ng

CO]..1=NIN,O

AIR

Pointer...ALL WASHING

ad Varl/.06'"'

sgg

Furniture Refinishing
d. U h

..titifiXTML=Str.

Humidifiers.

ra

CAW. weir

=*.t1,:i=tr.7.70'.51.11,1?" "'""

WORK. CALL 297.462S

ORINTERIOR

CPSIOMELO Seaml

Ouor

oiAttLaiFtctAt.

rt:feeiT

1850 W. Touhy
Elk Grove Viltage
439.5500

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park

Randhursi Center

Hearing Aids

1102-04 d 0

359-4113
Sheet Metal Work

TOOL and DIE REPAIR

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

APOLLO
CE 9-3517

ALTERATIONS & HFAVAIN4

Sump Pump

Home Improvement

OVCREE
0
DRIVEWAYS'

Ailiopx,Mghts

rOrFAIRWESTIMATE PAT

16 oft 6.

257.dF7als.
Art Services
COMPLETE ADV. SERVICE

541-1037

APPSTINICVSN,'

Mt. Prospect

We have the most modern equipment and completely filtered air conditioned buildings. Regular
merit reWews, company catetedo and excellent
benefit. Positions available in Elk Grove Village

Edna chose an aciton,icb

1.1=e'e

the now people

t,t7Lt

351,7206

"V:

CEMENT WORK

Home Maintenance

FULLY INSURED

ALL SEASONS

COMPLETE

EXPERT BODY WORK

CONSTRUCTION
9679742
593-7208

,ee Salmoies

Auto Service

udistriaMsa.

campus corps

024.54.

FR

ESTMATES

437 4041

296.1630

E

DECORATING

StolaTilat=7335
Day Camps

rs,e111.,14k.71

TOP SOIL

Des Service

DICORNIFVE

GRA.

CREATIVE

SOD

TOOL and DIE
MAKERS

RON FOSTER RV, Inc.

in

RECEPTION

FREE ESTIMATES

PRO:PT'XIS==lf

gs.

WIETPIED GARAGES,

Reselensiol

Indusdriel

Dial,rie=1325.00

024.1

i LSE

Dressmaking -Sewing

SOD DEPOT

Ea AillEragn

Lauritz Jensen

"tc,°17.17.tIte.7.7=tt,

Coll Mr. Ber"

YOU SEW???

I. KOTTKE 8 SONS
LANDSCAPING

,0,,
MPio FMlm

583-3838

QUALIFIED

M,

°

CL 9-0495

289-1088

Patio Blocks
AARON

ELECTRIC

Licensed.

nu

FULL BASEMENT

117,E5ifoLtt:

MISCO-SHAWNEE
INC.
ELK GROVE VILIAGE

tYPes.
'

SINCE 19A6

I,

2=5'2"r'n'e'Ess'nr=63

LA9.60S0

CONTRACTORS

Rudd/Lake Am next

Tallway

bridge. 824-6146

333

Room Additions
Dormers
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable
ORANGE
0ONSTRUCTION CO.
1

CA 09,10

FOR FLLREE ESTIMATE

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

Woltman Const. Co

Free Esrirnores
CALL 824.0460

FOR

ADOPTION

P.M.

EVERYDAY

with experience.
Contact Mrs. Sedrel 3S9-4200
mensurcde

593-6279

Williams

Be A Blair Temporary
This Summed

EXECFUIVE
SECRETARY

392-681

,

$600 MONTH

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

on't like being

arealnryof '7=t;

Plastering

CHAIN

"EnTatT0Ir

537.1244

Also Roof Repairing
GRAZ
827.4637

FENCES.VINKL&

DIMOND

JOE

ORTIAN

8.-7510

Plumbing

i,,keZrtI1"175 It= Ibe.7=Xtries=1

HAPPINESS
R161 -it

OLINK
S. PORTABLE OR

MEYERS

. PERMANENTS). RUNS.

BRICK &MASONRY

FINANCING AVAILABLE

""N.I.Tir.tr'""

FREE ESTIMATES. 776-0255.

CHAIN LINK FENCE
STEEL

'

PLUMBING HEATING, Redding,
remednkng, repairs. RS.S.ASEPS

all., Eve

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

CALL 297-2266

'

vrkends.

weekend...3,316B

rm.,

Mao

Kea N.Westgete

MOUNT PROSPECT

Interviewing this Saturday 9-2 PM
for your convenience.

Timberlake Village

family an.

namsnal

log=tment

WIEBOLDT'S

252-6300

,

lo Westgoie XL

I

©Western Electric

MM'AVITGM."
TENNIS COURT

Call 439-4100

rararal,TXUTPain

27-lielp Wantetl-Men & Women

full

OWNER
TRANSFERRED,
DES
ILAINES. Cor,nex,, L.,.rick tonal& 3

gr6.1.1

76 Tit Rent Houses

DES PLAINES, 3 bd. duple

96-3809

LAKE IN THE HILLS

tIns,'1706.4.3.7Zr373
77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

,900

WAUCONDA
g tb.

PHONE

27 Help Wantert-Men & Rome

956-2641

956-2642

27 -Help WanteHMen & Women

392.9060

27 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

AT BRUNING

WANT ADS
CAN DO IT!

CM REALTORS

pee

fie

Duplicating Machine Operator
Clerk Typist
Product Cost Accountant
Secretary
Accounts Payable Clerk
Pile Clerk
Interviewing Hours:

Chicago

775-8500

Phone rarroct axpedr.r.

Daily 7:45 AM to 4:15 PM
Saturday 9 AM DI Noon

tpbenint rxxx<rz,=:?r,',2,:zr*

255-1900

STINEWAY FORD HOPKINS

fullirnal6569993 ,Nos.

1111=11.11.111SEEMIENIIMMIA

e Aountant - A

APPecr"
901 W. lunr
Elk Grove Village

Moo -Fri, ...Mem, or Sot,Ornet pm.
TiMe,

593-6220

1800 W. Central RM Mt. Prospect
An equal epportunily employer M/F

1950 N. Mannheim
Melrose Pdrk

Jima, flexible

175Z3lignings. Car nee..

Young Hobby Club

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS
Key Punch Operators

T.R.W. CREDIT
DATA CORP.

,Amaimionnomniwarniniorar

OR,

0?1:1,T.VAV97907"'

DIFFERENCE

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

CLERK TYPIST
lp Wanted ton

halemens.

255 2225.

Mk.

MAKE THE

:jELKGROVE VILLAGE LOCATION
2

SRL

KOLE REAL ESTATE
1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

"°'"itt7,WS.,,,,;;-,tttit',Tntot2""t

,drzzypno of 40 to 15

csazige.

Ar

ftTva,ragra,v,
.

=Sesigt:Olgb°'

5 blocks South of 121.58(G:tit Road)
Enter from Wolf Road.

ohm..

ce

rx?r7 Mr."cltatZL
HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

8AM to 3:45 PM

Des Plaines, Ill.

.

M a.

THE SINGER COMPANY

BOO E. NW N,r., Palatine
Suburban Narl Rankc
temporary of ice personnel

@ Illinois Bell
To

...places, Rawer boxes, interior
ravopn
elc Working
man prises. Call evenings 0

PALATINE/ROLLING
MEADOWS

I- EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

'-

r7.

HERE

IN :DIE

BRICK AND STONE WORK. FIRE

COLZ ME,Str, gm FREE FIRE

F11= FREEESITATES

DELUXE TOWNHOUSE

Immediately Available. Cos -

11.U.p

l

255 3822

AN KRYSH

ALL TYPCS.FREE ESTIMATE

9116 Milwaukee Ave Niles.
827.7456

cosi

oirs'

o Rapid Progression
m 10% Night Work Bonus
o 71/2 Hour Day

Monday thru Friday 10 am. to A30 pin

All Office
S'inr,er

e:o

Smoll Jobs My SPecielg

REVERS MASONRY

BOE=F=ING

Part -Time Shift 4-9 PM

Hours 8 arn. to 4:30 pm. - 5 doy week hours.
Ample parking facilities, excellent salary, good

297-3500

M"

r

SuMAC Mho e

o Attractive Starting Salary
o Outstanding Benefit Program

CUSTOMER SERVICE CLERKS
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
GENERAL CLERICAL

FOOD STORES

om

c.RF,izz

ACh'el=112r
3S94110

Fencing
nrY

Experience not necessaw-we will train.

For further information call

BY RAT PETERSON

35E4845

RUSTIC FENCING

The

TOP SS$ 0 DAY SHIFT

JEWEL

86-RealEstate-Houses

RANCHETTES

CHECKERS
- TICKET MAKERS

300 S. Wieboldt Drive

g

Gall /A 11A ea

DES PLAINES

a MERCHANDISE MARKERS

NO STENO

ers - Outboards.

NEED MORE ROOM?

000

1.5

U'srcan'rLI=1
Ned

and sharpen

Kochen pea.

PETS

r24=0,,,,."2"".

WEST GARDEN C

IciVe
n, ono,
SB-RBBDR

NICE
HOURS

Lawn mowers. harpenENTERed
and re-

ANICAL ENGINEER

Calculating Machine Operators

3800 Golf Road o Rolling Meadows

urneric and Alpha

highly desirable. Salary eom-

Piano Tuning Services

CARPENTER

345-0500

h

Patio. Call 439.5271

'%rc7dni.PPMPIT/da

141

Pets

all seasons ar woo-

Permanent openings in our new and modern Des
Plaines distribution center opening June 1st.

.e need keypunch operators
cornediately Tor the months al

PM,

Lows Care

WOMEN

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
rernmrow

gsBFAF,F2Elo

ore

RAISED

TIIWyI

CALL 439-8020

Immediate openings For
Experienced Keypunch Operators

C°11V:ar"'

228216 PATIO BLOCKS
Ploin 2.1c - Colors 30c

241

I black north of Higgins

Bi30 AM. 4i30 PM

R & M DECORATING

358-3172

.7

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Wood Plaques

ELECTRICIAN

A Girl Friday

"PFEZZ

HOSTESS

253 1858 Arl His Reasonable

-PoOMDAO

'WE'VE GOT IT!

Coll PersennalDeportinent

2913-3130

STENO

COMPANY

Decorators

Electrical Work

22S N. Ad. His. Rood
Elk Grove Village

Timberlane

ICAS

T HE

AppW Des Plaines Wan...

SERVICES

BotxDO
Po

ORE

60 -To Rent Mice Space

ViIrdSrraZteo 1'117tbp':.

AVCO FINANCIAL

Wrrmta

SPOON 8 SONS
595-0478 665-4412

WITHIN111:Criii'SisYrPLAINES

MT. PROSPECT

Wheeling, ILI

merchandise discount.

Ext. 594

FASTENER CO

Wallpapering

ron'tsint'st..T-

4210 mos 537.0905

$162 SO. /37-0182,437-5005

cow, benefits Including an Immediale 20%

ACE

RICK, DECORATING

NZanib,,a7a,riV:

OPERATORS

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
Arlington Hts, III.
439-0923

Ye Gads!
Credit Investigator

WELDING ANDGENERAL REPAIR

RE

COMPTOMETER

of lice. Eseellent comae, hen.

NYlriR

02 -Wanted to Rent

74-Te Rent Apartrn nts

Interviewing also for:

BABY DOCTOR

Upholstering

827-7538

BIEL S HOME REPAIRS

9 1900

cmPLOYME'lgSERVICE

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Bower beds

Wheeling

COOK COUNTY

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERgEree pick
Id

9 AM to 4 PM
GOOD PAY

TV SERVICE& REPAM

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

RICRFERTILI70 %VS.:

77,4300

700

Interesting trips

DECORATORS

'13=7'.*Arr TIeAti

OO,

FREE

583-3838

mindere Coma, Addemela Promem which Maud.,

POODLE E. SCHNAUZER

Dog Training

sonriel officio for ad ow

$560 MONTH

:FILL

0 SAND

1St Das.

PLUSH

ECHO HILL RANCH DAT,COMP

°,14nr.noN711'''"

439 3232

r' RECEPTIONIST

roe s Sarin.

437 sIEMO

d

PRODUCTS INC.

o GOOD SALARY
o FREE INSURANCE
o PAID VACATION
o 371/2 HOUR WEEK

SCHEOTBUS
DRIVERS

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION TRAINEE

or call

CALL ED 158-5339

RUSSELL

ARL NTS DAY CARE CENTER

TMA
777 Wheeling Rd,

V Service

CHUCK JONES VDSGPING

Child Care

74 -To Rent Apartments

Re

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ACE
FASTENER CO.

B 6,0 DE.RATING

NO

Mrs. Canna

Vacant

AIDE

,ttg-,z7=dttlArrarirraeri.aratrz
I'An'4Ticraaraat'lvEle

OLSEN TUCKSOINTING

V All phous of yard

ADDITION& EASEMENT REC.
ROOM, ETC CALL 255 1867

Was ood Flooss

Cornmercial

762'1'200

EKCO

NURSE'S

.'"45,IFJ:FESE7'17a

Tackpointing

SPRING CLEANUP

Residential

537-1100

Bookkeeper
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

erb

POWER RAKING. FERTIMING
WEED SPRAYING. PROMPT SW
VICE CALL CL,3057

Van

Building & Remodeling

SEF MRS. WILKENS

,

824 5464

CONCRETE

RealEstate/CLASSIFIED

OPENINGS IN WHEELING

Call For Immediate Consideration

PAtTa'aptrt!'n'gro17410

E4iperienced o Insured392-r8333
re

WI'A]f=

Davos Night

CI 9.01249

DICK, TILE SERVICE

yd. Other line carpets avail.

10-RoemsPoardllousekeepteg

Payroll
POsilions op. Votiod no..

MERION BLUE SOD

ale .253 3050

WAHLQUIST
ANDERSEN

WINKELMAN'S

MECHANICAL
DRAFTSMAN

Tailoring

Tile

Landscaping

253-6600

RECEPTIONIST

$525 MONTH

SKIMS SHAGCARPEISI.95 sq.
yd. DeLUXE PLUSH $3.95 sn.

724-6006

PARKER PERSONNEL

SERVICE CO.

Saxe bin not for a rafisy doy oci

iTannZ're'

p

TUTOR

d

f

437 92.
:RUG. DECORATING
r

MATH AND KARATE

1000101
312-766.2896

MEUUtIOPET
Nom 435 255-0144

"QiIroZ:15i179Ve
t'gZeori',Fnr7

SECRETARIES

ENGINEERING

W dD

CALL 259-4999

Bicycles & Repairs
vs. F

DECORATING

120Z,I4n1,Miirar TRICI

now

EXPERIENCED

392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

Call 827-828S

PAINTING

Instructions

gaps
°dyes
locolly

Slabs

ROLAND E JOHNSON

Wall wosking by ',Mine.

ALLEN CONCRETE
Rows
Wass

392-3450

CL

CALL 562 1,71

FroorNI'ErgrIConnal 953

CALLUS FIRST

ROgEllf EDGE

ore, Fd

':FE'RrNAC'ES

FOUNDA TIONS. FREE EST.

66

Acs

131

(4) GIRL FRIDAYS

394-0765

RECEPTION

ale.

Minds BeH

(3) SECRETARIES

ADDRESSOGRAPHMULTIGRAPH CORP.

Arlington Heighis

455-3600

NEW WAY PAINTING

Rd (Off Kensington

Special price over 100 yds.

Al Equal Opportunity Employer

FINANCING AVAILABLE

17 SO C 11259 1545

$135 WEEK -FREE

593-5400

GOLDEN EAGLE RESTAURANT'
1432 N. Rand Raod

CALL MISS DEL

100 REFERENCES.

VETERINARIAN
For InteralowCall

for lull or parttime.

say

.

Mizlo.,,s,a

from across the nation.
If you the people and want a fun lob
that piys well, stop in and see us about
becoming a telephone operator. Ire Ware
the action Is, and where you should be.
We are an equal opportunity emPicriar

ASSIST

HARDI-GARDENS

eed on experienced waitress_

door.

I

CLS-1141

burring with business a. personal Cellt

eleroal rerprookov Sr
meet
I II

and dependable

WAITRESS

Re Salle Personnel

MS Clommuill

'15°L1VNVLVMSTEV

Lots al Bargains

Matte gall She knew a Rood deal Mien she
saw one, and that's why Edna picked a Job
as an Illinois Bell operator. Her lines IMP

honhand.

298-2770

0 ly

429 9.5

d

FILE CLERK

Elk Grove Villoge
569-2346

and Franklin Pork.

VI?,tOni=8<ts

POOMS

PUMP AND A.

SPe

Auto Body Repair

6

IRO., WARNS

d
d
..POwER FULL

BURG.

C

1

and gauges to cline toleroncor.

I

KTPKTKiarqr.21'.'H'it.

392 5230

SECRETARY

gi

We pink 2 men to repair dim and build fixtures

EAMPG,,CY SUMP PUMPS

P ATIOS

a.

2 Locations

Victor E. Sim.

2°2 4/50

C

Iss7va°6hro

.YPRO Sall May 25.29. Goo

spitalisation

vC.hemi21 CO

Packer IMan sweeper 82.1;

Polamid 230,480.253-3M

lothg mach misc. MK of MM.'

Good sbarlhaed and ,ping skills numbed ter arsiarverolo

trOOTgin.
Great

:21'edar=

4150 437.3915

°.'isrWs'ati''inTr6D7c1

Call 261;:3310

gm, will fill Me bill.

21" Admiral console TV. Danish
modern. Will 'rode for desk or

Top Rotes

White Collar Girls

nrong==

g,

HAld 6 misc. May 22-23, 9 lo 6
6620 Peach Tree, Hone., Pork
Moy 21. 22, 23. Dunk beds
Household imam SomeMing los

tt't,Itat!ttl
SERVICE PLASTICS

gaaTAOSA2,n.'"
SELL 397.7363

TYPISTS

EXC. SALARY

D & J CONTRACTORS

CONO/PUALITY DECORATORS.

Promps Insiallaeon
Plasm Today!

SIMS.)

eoa

9.30-6pm no no,

o TRANSCRIBERS

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

:Mg1.1-etc=nci°"
Residensialtommersial

itreatgal.ttr.12."

1-Rarnmage &CarageSate

80

Alterations

,EEO

$120 WEER

For Appolnlment or
Come For Interview To

Sewer & Septic Work

0966736

Gutters

KEDIN coxure

tttrAt',,Vnratro,,7,

Previous Office Experience
o STENOS

you canno,,eme

EtriP OYMENT SERVICE

BEGINNER

CALL MISS DEL at GL 5-3600

ED -S (DUALITY PAINT SER

84ff 9016

Cement

ACCOUNTING SERVICE

Summer lob Opportuniiies

Dos Plaines

SECRETARV

CANE & RUSH YOUR CHAIRS

Eagle's A,,

Amounting

TEACHERS

SWITCHBOARD

in pl=ezster

0
L.

:,4:3'Z'ZrAgl'EEFTTISJITELR

Secretarial Services

.,.

29175a

sell

Lo Salle Personnel
ro,nennle
lee St

32-Mistellanenus Merchandise

eling

Roofing

537-6750

RECEPTION
=,,GoTioniont to.

298-2770

R.S.R ROOFING

AcittF,tAttS

OR

General Orme

Plumbing
McENEELY PLBG. CO.
Repair&

chip firm would like..
add you ,o 'bob Art

4370
390

Moil Clerks

HELPER

War

COLLEGE MOM'S

ItgWeVfra'arrn" 1rn'el

File

,°,,,Iiittr.tttott=to'

PART

027-6628

PARIS DISTRICT

MACH MST

Toy Store Manager
Randhorst Plaza
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27 Help Wanted -Men & Women

,

''CONTACT MISS HECHT
27...1111 eel

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

26-lielp Wanted Women

Good opportunity In amen.

.PPw,te,

RA NDHURSI SUITE 238.

Monday May 25, 1970

21Help Wanted Women

Haipitai

holmes 0: assoc.

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

255-7200 OR 296-6640

26 -Help Warted Women

=Te'rOo`rt' arn"'n

PiatIOLInAM
tt
Fe;ttr. ttrt"sttnrl

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

26 -Help Wanted Tiernan

DICTAPHONES-YOST

n'ELi4°.°a17;li

681-5700

[4]

VINING

BEAN -STACKING STUNT
.

ConStruction of a pyrtnrid Of
beans is today's fun.projeel for
boys and girls. A supply of navy
beans is required, plus a pair of
tweezers and a square of mum
sandpaper.

After dm full kora has been
.

built, place the second layer on

top of it If yot are careful in
doing this it is likely the brans of
the first layer will not mom: the
coarse surface of the sandpaper
will lend la hold thCm in place.
Continue adding layers of

Place the sandpaper fiat upon st
table. Have the supply of beans in
a bowl near by.
Using the tweeccrs,
one
bean at a time from the bowl and

beans until you have completed
the pyramid with just one been
forming its very top.
After you have accomplished

it on the sandpapm anth

friend try it and see ri he can do it
in less time than you required.

place

you have constructed the first layer of what is to become pyramid
of beans,

this

rather difficult NM let

a

TOMORROW: An any meihod of -making transfer pictmes

Page 8

Monday May 21,1970
41 Nome Fumishmpfurniture

IVEGLIEM331/ HDLEarrraq

324Autellannonn Metchanthse

668udinets Oppottundien

,

FD ss

des

shape 389,

299 14O9

r;I°szlSsc noes

4141ome Fumishingsfumbre

rib na

equip ii600 a07 mairail 6PM

befo re 5g ofor: 259r 134.1me37as

19. TemP
Southern Redd,

Coll uon at CL 5 349
ond

confracla for by

en

MOO 75'9.573tfr 'PrIr

e rot foes,

m WNROFFloaDf 696
monthly income.

2065

Mi

437.3377 oft. 6 PM & weekends.

.PAI 253.3545

894-4560

WARS...We.

The MN. rRmMm.

:199graglgitS

pays best offer; leo

358.5725

14,5 3 wheel Hottee ...too.

a 02637

L117T`dt11,V:e:`°:7=,

Stereo tope.

;L:k9

InfermaPenCall.

top 130 stereo 6
42,Wantetlio Boy

pym. lmw

Bost offer 39,590 of t NW,

in this area or the hottest con.
dy discovery since chocolate.

oft.S. B27.1

L'Mtt'oe9"'V9'

LAND INVESTMENT

111.1AntereplesanA Status

BLUE NYLON CARREASONABLE .11

PETING

67 MG Midget convert Ewell

au/0MM SEBS

743g°,2e"'
Peale What

M/ 9722

UNIQUE NEW
MARKETING METHOD

37-110als and Marine Supples

:11,..°777L

112 Automobile, For Sale

110 Sport, Cars

40-Inventmentl9aperly

Double bed Hollywood frame

MO or be, LIN 5303075

98.12ohile Horns

O RN

3,7 10 of ter
Urea Atopes

112 -Automobiles For Sale

lek ompt 511D
Used Gibson Melody Maker g
t,a,,,,f.;.Lase 3751 El Rey,

gik

lit`"
aDD

'n°3o'yn..2"antno:,7rm.

1957 Ltd cower

102-Truelts,Trailers

34.501 and Antiques

40ogs,Pets &Equipment

ENTERPRISES INC.

CLEANING PLANT
.

AvoiMble immediately. Can be

A. GOODMAN & CO.
358-9133

224.1000

1962 Choutolet
30000 miles

syMet=g7i

INFLATION

196 Cow,
7.7,55 MMOi

NORTH AMERICAN

6S -Business Opportunities

oodle. AKC.
with children.
Allergy problem.392-1290

racto

toto WE be t

BEST

BUSTER

1962 Ramble

ion ILL,.

A CAR
RADIO

OFFER

7602693

WE INVITE INVESTIGATION

°T,d,,°,24 new

ni,SpgrtsCars

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

FREE
WITH EVERY
PURCHASE OF A

Y GIRL WANT

MAVERICK

9995
EXTENDED BY

DEMAND

noy

V.c!j,t.

rok

s'iKaor'17.Z.en'Act

:POSFPTHEECWIAElk':

01'

'69 GRUM

o.

soo

2 DR. HARDTOP

cle 650 CC, CI 5 3960

51150.

t?ziz
clzgg,

nsa 209

il

Clk

Lien =ic751225997

ortrara

'392.9443
rd

los;

lighr ypin

Vivo's great get -away costume features a sleeveless tunic dashed with an
oversized contrasting zipper. Worn as a
mini -dress or with matching. polyester

= DM:30'63'0 4,9'

0.2O1S3.0.9

loITAVIOSir!
office. Con do

""t

mews, ca Scott

A LACK BEAM! Phone

pants, the twosome will arrive at the

BUSTERS

7604235, after 5 pm

finish line without a crease.

dywork

:5 Ba w1.51.

E.'i°°4

'68 FORD GALAXIE

Fashion news is being made everywhere this season even in flying ma-

$1795

chines. If you're feeling adventuresome,

7111; '4781"n'''.

gt

red

rypewr

Elec

66 Ford Ecotone 500 2B9 3 an the

GO. new VIM Ittek New cloch
315 Phone 394-0.5
Poe

6

the new Lark by Aero Commander is

'67 OLDS CUTLASS

Id

33.50.

just the thing to give your new fashions a

Also

392 7

Help stow school hoard from

9595

5 CHRYSLENLYNIOUIN

3,7,7 jjejeo

p,

p,ppp

When Amelia Earhart donned her
worn leather jacket and took to the
skies, an image of the aviatrix was

'67 FORD
GALAXIE 500
Sedan, White Shaf pl

Wonted Pod time job

high

*Pad orne job. vino. go.o.

OILS Soy. If youNe got 0 jab to

o your lo

d

E

---

919E. PON Dr. 3502700

fe AL, Rabbit

$995

Must See.

$995

Bravos

'66 LTD

537.0636

"t7

goOeq171Ek dTPil,

'Ann --- --

2,111,1,TJ,21

elt1

Olds

s...GL 0196,

2.3rATIP,I74r'

Prospect High School jac
si
40. Excellent condition 512.
INS N. VILA, Sk.P. C13,1193

k 3,3 3750

Pletnel Eelo me

4400 E. Moin S

$895

Barrio gtoniio

'65 FORD SQUIRE

ly

DU 1-340;

COrttr¢012a,21tYg

lu,r'd ante,

comfortably while flying as when driving
an automobile.

Tailored suits and wrinkle -free synthetic blends are every woman's choice
for traveling. Joan Leslie has designed a
red and white silk print with a practical
matching scarf. Red triangles edge Donald Brook's jonquil yellow A -line sundress, perfect for an air race.

$795

4/0

RUMAT Zol
EMIR $1,000

Schwinn Green 5 sad. NcYcle
345, Daisy 1894 0-0 gun 311,
Gerbils 31.50 each. la 5. Vole.
CL3.62.

Prr7

1-'6

WE MAIM N

Hoffman Emotes. 094-3970

e yard wor

cockpits make it possible to dress as

'66 MUSTANG

hay
oll POIO

Nnwtoo

today's lady pilots could not be further
from that picture. Gone are the trousers
.and jacket.
f emper at ure-contr ol I ed

'66 FORD GAL 500

1967 BUICK
SPORT WAGON

be

530

trances altman, editor

formed, one that prevails to this day. Yet

999EineRc75°19:925795B09.

392.1631

-

9595

1970 Chevy Imp.
p
pc.
WAND, Pidisc 0,0/1, LH. Vinyl

lift.

65 FORD

OLP

0.

'65 CHEVROLET

$695

'65 FAIRLANE

nee

chk.nn hick. 510 tricycle

'63 CHEV. II

$495

new .00. Call avers

43"341'

ln. pa cello ill e9m 901

offer Call Torn ot

jmm

'65

B

No

nioaken

'66 TRIUMPH
Stoncoote ore°. Co11394-5953 ot
1571391
d
h
Id It

aEEESiiF:1'
Boy, Bike, good condemn. Uke
new, bike Iike new condition.
Eike baskets, chopper fork mi.
bike. 119 Glendale Rd., sulfates
Greve. 53,11527

tzt,ion. Phone 392.9395 osk for

1,7,,-4,7frffriel.-7,7"-----vonted
61 15
ear oldMmer Prospeo girl. Has

Warn fairlYPowerful gasoline
kik I
h
p
p

312

'

19,1285

Peochtree

eIgNs,

BerlOey

Square

,nsryl. area. 50c
W. Brittany.392.9723

one

12 M. old, responslale balsysitlef
will tit in ymur home or mine, 50e
on hr. 03 W. Ammo, Mount

clod

Pi,trM"as
of Te,nalo

.17:0.7-$

He,ghts, 239.3332

° en lo.

545

year old High Soho, bay

mold like to work MI. summer,
rnly of Rolling Meadows Sdelmal
Moy 2901. "TM
le R

C1.9.3713
ail

296.6127

-

095

IMIIMILIME=1/1

'°1toa .591

OSP

SEE THE 1970

079,0%`1:1

MOGELSON DISMAY

"". SIR

Baby guinea pigsl Cu,
afar/

ore for

Easy

leatic

d

r,V3N:a.°.;.Vrm

32

FE.`M'r `F I'

included.Pou125,1730

'27oCe=1,Cra,03°

'0"

wger to tootkt port or 1011 Dane
C

d

ITS

Two. Nola, fe.

Orklington Ileightlsf3491;5r9
ReeponsIble Jr. Mph student mei,
.107,ns.,, Reasonable

'Got ;01.'07241r' "

Mg to
Wonted, 16 or REM

ec.

wke,cor

I ors,36031aM392-5920

coil But, d Alike g56.0
iwo teenage girls willing
eMon uP

P M 392 3571

CI. 3-6960

-MI Experienced M year old
b byMtt

mr,n,

brakes generator front ond rear
255-6316

call Ill

059.3636

1704

N.

MIIMIlirl221111M

IT TODAY AT
Serving Chiempo, Northwest Suburbs

BARMNGTON

NORWOOD

IMPORT MOTORS

FORD,,,

I26N.COOK ST

633'3 N. HARLEM

Co, CL 34675 osk for/Arno

lght

Ivo.lease

Ehrislionien,

THE / 1 YEAR CAR1
SEE AND TEST DRIVE

m

wash dishes Mr
droner Pooies. Call alter 1:30

SJ215swdel

,,..kdrAorer 4. Ask for fol.

o=2,°.111,0,,

a

COMPLETE

-^o

rrne7etZ',!brgr30576

bbles1 Need to sell
bar lon

6001. ii9/ Mop, Det PEW/

CHOOSE FROM
EXAMPLE
'67 FORD
-COUNTRY SEDAN

NSURANCE AND
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

AvoiNble for lawn mowing and

Sts.uef.l073.

BONUS MOTORS

10 WAGONS TO

IVID5VITIV9113

Inrom Cl5-4.557

no f 'gg..Ters;ar Avenue Adrn

'295

ka

Experienced teenager, desires
babyslning in MorM Arlington

Kingston gu
%e..,3,450.00 Excellent

MIMED

TRO
03 4 spl. Welsh Tier

ad experience.
3.3610
chwinn
24 inc hicycle.

14 E. Grego,

$279

RESTRIT

y Nak ,jo.

or -old by,70hzr

Nr Sale

Whrte, Full power, radio, hear,

4,91

Large family coil

ne

'61 CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL

PONTIAC

GR. PR.

N.Main

,

AARRINGTON

381.0899

all
DAY PUBLICATIONS

R031500

'THE EXCLUSIVE OPALER

Wanut,.

Et:114111°n "5- "74°'

HE FINEATERVICf."

SATURDAY 9 to 0

SUNDAY 11 N

Monday, May 25, 1920

-

THE DAT

Monday, May 25,1970

THE DAY
Page 10

Monday May 25 1970

Be prepared for 'limes
By Amy Emmen

in the world. This prat weekend they sponsored the llliNines Air Derby in which lady
pilots from Arlington Heights,
Palatine, Rolling Meadows
end Barrington helped ohm-

Even before suffrage women knew no limitations in the
'day. Their independence and
courage were immediately recognized in the Mr even though
Bons were discouraging.'
Such women as AmelM Ear -

air derby

Angel

tional Air Racch. Thc handful
of contestants in the First

Derby,

flew

"FLYING for fun

the

is

however. During World War

including the Illine.
i-Nshe
Mr's. Marion P. Jayne of

of the most CliVe flying clubs

Palatine is another frequent

season starts with Memorial
Day. Perhaps it's because outdoor living begins on this holiday, with many of us planning
picnics or cookouts. Our own

the Marine Corm while
many others were night in
in

family will be going to

'structure in their areas of the

The hat sets the mood

niverary.pneering

II their members participated

in many vital positions.
The WASPs were formed
under JaMplelinC Cochran. a
99 president and speed record
holder. Linder her direction
another 99th, Nancy Love, or -

barriesrs those charterio99s sur-

The world is looking you straight in the eye and the fashion -alert woman ts
dIscoveHng that plOuroframeaccents demand just the right hat to set off a complete

mounted with agility. ability

and For the Fun of Ir

are

look.

gone," wrote Page Shamburger. For Whom man soca so
goes woman - in the air and in

mixed the WAFS. Thom

der five years!
Man has always eaten out.
side. Originally, it was because
of necessity but then it became
a matter of preference. No one
knows how the practice of hay.
ing elegant fete champetres -rustic feasts - began. The ori-

For the tailored mood Yves SL Laurent has crested the softly doped back-fle

gin of the luxuriously appoint-

turban of red, white and blue silk. New In fashion and flair is the Spanish gaucho hat
of brilliant red with a chic rope fie by Bomar.
Frank Olive keeps the pace soil, below, with a floppy brim of white waffle pique.

ed picnic, complete with silver, crystal, fine china and

And an, just for the ham of It, Belmar Makin:. a poncho of brilliant Madras phdd

grass, seems to be last in history.
Perhaps it started when
French noblemen first adopt-

table

with a jaunty poor boy cap.

pepper servers and hot toddy

ins up at you?

As is true in most caws once

the

$ome mugs were made so

Among the more uniqu

that when the Test drop of Roacid was drained a gurgling

the potter mastered the luster items were the joking mugs
technique, almost everything some minwh
had unusual
sensible was produced in lus- signs
the bottom. How

terware. Plato decorated with would you like drinking a h t
cottages and churches, Toby toddy and when you are ju
mugs. jugs, plaques, salt and about finished find a frog so -

jugs were called

passel jugs.

merce neer fail." An

you

want

not

to

be

PRIZE FIGHTING was
popular spool at this time.
Many of Me celebrated early
fights were commemorated in
luster -ware with figura of the
prize-fighters on them.

that believeth shall he saved. -

THE MARRIAGE cups or
loving cups bad appropriate
inscriptions on them also. One

WASH 'N' WEAR DOS!

of the more popular was 'The
Lord unite us both in one. end
hb love may we agree, to
praise him while we both may
live. that after death may law-

ANGIE. AMY

ANTHONY'S eh& ea

Of great

interest

to

the

American collector should be

also'

type of piece, Such famous

ripnfluence ottes. One of

THE FRENCH
pastoral

Treat yourself
to a spring tonic

g.

r

benefits cow-

fared

pared to our modern methods
of skin care.

A beautiful complexion often is not a gift from on high
but a
owner

quality for which the

Through
I

labored

has

con-

,",/'
needs
attention.
the wMter many

homes and apartments have
been overheated and too dry.
The low humidity has a drying
effect on the skin. When cold
winter air gets into the home, ii

expands many times

beauty

preparations

in

when

al
seeks
Prepare your complexion for the demanding needs of the new

It

shrink pore size and stimulates'
the facial tissues, the facild9
scrub A applied. This unusual 1//
product polishes the corraT/

plesion, digs down to removeSh
scaly, dry patches and literalli,
exposes a fresh new layer of -4//
skin. A few drops of fr.hener
helps tone the newly cleanseClft
complexion. Saunda tecorwaw:
mends that the moisturizer

SAUNDA,

INC.,

origi-

season with a Saunda home facial. Winter -weary Min will welcome

noted the both. ye., Fe....

the warm mist treatment and application of the Saunda racial

by combining

an

attractive

machine and preparations meth
available at drug and depath,ft

mast stores from 59.95 to eh
'$29.50.

20o0

ou1.00.1 yDDlecml

"SWEETHEART ROSE"
retsAvEcv
TOWEL

ENSEMBLE

SAVE

RUG TO MATCH 0 kj

91

Passbook

nee. a """.

CUSTOM
REUPHOLSTERING

swcmrmn

si7.95m, $ 795

I

Yd.

SHOP
AT

HOME
SERVICE

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum Deposit.

Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

TUES., WED., FRI., SAT. 9-h*
CLOSED SUN.

wet

to ue . your picnic cloth.

Jhey last after dark, keep
some pretty hurricane lamps
and candles with your picnic

You.only have, to -wipe it

equipment.

look, why not buy a couple of
yards of old fashioned oil cloth
to

.

cline. and each man's per-

nal ideal at the turn of the
ntury?

She wore soft, pastel ginger shire, carried a minisized
asol and had a penchant for

ower-covered hats demurely
coned to hair piled high with
ifs of soft, wispy curls.

THE GIBSON Girl's look
as a soft and natural one; the
riled forever blurred in a,

This m.ns 1890 hairdos.
wispy soft with a round and

bubbly feeling,

shirtwaist
dresses with tiny, belted waist-

and very full skirts. A
soft, natural looking makeup
with the merest hint of color
lines

and lips that seem to shine and

shimmer without any help at
all.

The special trademark is
soft blush at the cheeks and
an extra bit of glitter and glow
at the chin and temples.

they permit you to create very
special personal effects, every-

King from extra sparkle

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road
Wheeling, Ill. Phone:537-0020
Member F.D.I,C. l .

genbrIngs

softness in all her looks. Her

Blissett add.

CHANCES AREthe origi-

hint of colds -never anything

akeup except for alight dustng of powder at the tip of her
no and a touch of pomade to

pinching her cheeks for any

sharp or obvious.

sort of blushing glow. Luckily,
you can create this same delicate beauty_ with Pond's new
Angel Face Blush 'N Glo,

achieve this same translucent
look. with any of Cutehis new
lip and nMI colors. Softly

at

in fashion maga-

unique

'blend -your -own'

frosted or sheer, each is packed

with

that allows you to create as
soft or colorful a look as you

age. to keep your lips glow-

lik. This twosome comes in an

or. Ifs easy to improve mpg
yam looks without looking

moisturizing

shining

3224Mponaolo

Rd.

ing with naturally delicate col-

with its own soft plush -brush.

Hit the beaches

FOR THE WOMAN WHO
CARES ABOUT

pocket smack on the hip.

To get right down to the
Vnitty gritty, a good crop of

those: teeny bikinis that have
the new French neckline-t,
very cut-out U-shapc.
Good points: they come in
Ithitsthat stick to your ribs like
glue;and they are very cut in at;

thesepits is just starting to hit
juniO sportswear departments

the shoulders and have little or

or striped Acrilah rib, others

igner construction. Many
have; halter necklines; soma

come

nave, details much as a tiny

Today's Gibson Girl can

blusher and highlighter duo

oxtra-slim mirrored compact

pies shoes.

three natural -looking shades,
Rose, Tawny and Pia.
The Gibson Girl epitomized

nal Gibson Girl had to rely on

enhance the natural color

from Alvin Hoskin, Petti-and

HER BODY!
( AND HER MAN, TOO),

Beach Party. Some are in solid

cotton

and

wool knitsolid
Pam Iva atatabout
$16.

't Chez gethihique

If you haw nothing else
-you must have this: A
Healthy, vigorous body,
limed ond toned, where

women admire. tat your
mirror be the lodge - If
your missing out - by
Trim -A -Way's modern

maned of figure firm-

Cot:Mors

ing, and contouring, for

modern warn, who
really do 00,00

presents

Tdm.AWay guarantees
results, without crash
diets, strenuous exercises, machines°, allis.

Anthony
of

xi/

ond June 1st.

AK*

eha kiffklOie Coiffures
1417 E. Palatine Rood, Arlington Heights

259.9446

We can help you -fit the
fashion - and to show
you we ern- 10% off on
your personal session
Coo, for appointments
phoned in between now

For Info. or Apo: 255-959S

(formedy Room d Adlnetoni

veil at eenwitell, downtown ArlingtchiHeights

Blissett, stylists of Hush Sup

"When hemlines drop, the
total look of the '30s will have
been accomplished - with no
radical changes in shoe ward rob. necessary," Koenig and

nearly matte. And, with Blush

'N Glo you have a choice of

She wore hardly any

s.

111.11

to

lips seemed forever moist and
shiny --glowing with the merest

o'

"Popular spring styles
such as the platform, the soft
shoe, and high vampmodels

lighter gives a special hint of - actually are precursors of
sparkle that's just right for
the 1930s Look, according to
holiday festivities. Together,
lack Koenig and Malcolm

laud of delicate beauty, never
trite coming sharply into

now to serve you

HEELING

With our unique trims
you can make a ready-made dress more
exciting or dramatize your new creation.

the mini to its demise-then

of
lam

1624 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

...newvameseer
ft
Hi. awed

wEx1927,.

lot, you.

and blown up after
arrive..
meats,
To add a glow to your

by the yard!

summer w.r, .n walk with

Used alone, the blusher
adds color to your cheeks
while the glistening high-

Glenview

S Dolton, Arlington
OPEN MON., TORS.

Dana's aparagon , of

harles

ous holiday seamn.

OFF

II 3-5249
MO INTERIORS

Remember the Gibson Did,

HR the beaches in one of

On Decorator

Pillows

ing material. Who knows, the
sylvan outdoors might inspire
a sonnet or two.

the

the

li.dyrrlfloyr f117:4, 2:
body, both men and

av /0 "Antique VelvetsN

BATHROOM z rt, 0/

Golden
5347.

ON

orb

take up company with the mid calf hemline in perfect style.

picture again -inspiring fashions and makeup for this joy=

ri
mr.FABRIC

few

interest in

"I930s Look" becomes
fashion owl
will.
Happily,
Most current
shwa shoe styles,
created for .refree spring and

The Gibson Girl look
makes a wistful return

eines.but, as we head into the
19700 she's very much in the

SAVE

a"

fashion

robe item be salvageable when

readp reads
,about
about

MANY STYLES & FABRICS
TO CHOOSE FROM

are

able are games, balls, checker
boards, cards, reading or writ-

a

Change, change every-

her lips.
This very feminine creature
is
someone you've

Drapes

patHebre

SINCE THERE is . still

easli1i0erb't'o'pPrilne-c;

where. Will not a single ward-

After a warm mist trcitment
with the beauty machine,
which loosens deeply In grained accumulations, helps

next be applied. This prepare Lion makes an excellent melee,
up base. The emollient is
ommended for use at bedtime/7X
moisture from all avail- 'The entire facial takes no lonIF lU
able sources, the main ono
er than 15 to 20 minutes.
/T..
being the human body.
The Saunda home facia/we

CUSTOM MADE

of fun and much

a

They cen be transported net

Thoenthjeurstthadind:tood.,,op

the

&undo beauty machine.

$425° $665°

mitri

Shoes make
happy changes

same

Ouldim
SOFA UP TO CM

CHOIR

flowers.

If you picnic

might like to invest in those im
datable plastic cushion chain.

parti.. Fine exam-

"Sunday Afternoon on the Is -

heated. ,The moisture content
remains the same, but there is
much less humidity per cubic
loot than before. The air then

scrub, freshener and moisturizer.

pepper, catsup,

impr.-

of the Boating Party" and

package. The beauty
them with cool, foamy crea. preparations -- facial scrub,
and me the concoction form freshener, moisturizer and
home facial. It wm messy. and emollient --- have been especertainly a waste of delicate daily formulated by a leading
fruit, because the facial of- cosmetologist for use with die

By spring the complexion

IN 020i FABRIC

e:ordT

coarse

m u s lard, meat sauces, sun .
lotion, insect repellent, corks crew or beverage can opener.

ples are Renoir's "Luncheon

Once upon a time it wasthe hammy appliance and encalin
fashionable thing to gather thi
first fresh strawberries; mix

especially

MAME

a,c,bn:li,ics,:whu:orIbyasw,n,

fringe. Calebl kitchen towels
can be wenn: individual place

donists loved to paint such

sistentlya

PCO VERS

.salt,
planned forw.t the

,,,.,'

large flat basket. Then glue a
smaller deep basket on top of
the cup. After you get to the
picnic site fill the bottom basket with frqk and the top with

meals have always had every
comfort.

Your entrance Is stage center with complete fashion assurance. Slim ad able la a
lank and pants wstpme of dacron polyester kill. Designed by Lerlae Tay.

ins .love with thy motto "Amt
not a non and a brother?'

CUSTOM MADE

Store in it the items you nee --

or plastic cup to 0111 heeler of

picnic

are gay
ee beach
towels that have been sewn to nether and trimmed with
clothsea

the

dtewed for dinner, even in
derk.t Africa, their outdoor

was. Spode, Turner, Wedg-

the bride and groom.
Trade, politics and business

beb Many times better

quality cops bore the name of

on

when Englishmen dined in for
n o glades after the hunt. And
as the English have always

the American historical luster -

wood and Staffordshire made
luster to commemorate American victories over theic 'own
homeland. England. While the
war was going on there was
thriving export business in this

ny

23 S. Northwest Hwy. Palatine
PH: 359.0808

end barren lands, kind fortune keep me free, and from
great guns and womon's ton-

with such inscriptions as 'Tie

hair looks. Keep your cool

GARY,

eae a great muse in Englund,
the feelings of the abolitionists
were portrayed on Man,/ luster

ferent were Me funeral goblets

worrying about how your

ANTHONY,

on a punch bowl wa
.From rocks and sands,

came the motto and seal of 110
v c-enonci nation society.
This was the picture of a kneel -

were very popular items and
cano in many forms. A hit dif-

.

'paslion

gues GOOD LORD deliver

cide how to best hold the cup.
Goblets and love -feast cups

FUN & SUN WITH

picted. also heroes like George
Washington and Benjamin
'Franklin.
Later :is anti -slavery be-

pieces. Among the more famous is the one that later be-

Summer's no time to be

GET "SET" FOR

'lumen to the Perm to the

sound could be heard. Other
did

billowing

long,

in

go.

it. Also
l
useful

You can make a special.terpiece to take along on picnics with guests. Glue a paper

ed

ships of the Revolutionary
War such as the Constitution
and the Chesapeake were de-

captures my
es follows:

plough and to the soil. may our
loxes grow less and our corer

drenched when drinking, you
had to find where the hole was
and either plug the hole or de-

with cosy -rare styles!

verses that

imagination ran

linens spread

IF YOU like to decide at the
last minute to load the kids in
the car and she off for the fel-est preserves, always keep a

the peasant's custom of
holding outdoor parties. Or

History was told on lusterware
aut.

ladies

hat of 11 children - nine unIn November. 1969. the
3,700 members of the NinetyNMis cekbrated their 40th an-

.

picnic hamper ready to

the

country with friends and a w-

Antique world
By Da ammo

the
slut:a, ,11-1dme,Linv.straanw,h,aht:

'weeks, it always seems that the

Meadows. and Pamela Stowell

saint as golf widows," she explains. She was ne who grew
wea ry of railing while her
huaband went .up and decided
to resume flying. Now
Rim
ra a co-pilot in area air mem,

The Chicago chapter of
Ninety -Nines has become one

Although summer won't be
officially for several

world.

the Illi-Nine Derby.
Other arca aviatrixes are
Arlene Odegaard of Rolling

land of La Grande Jane" by
Seuratat You phai.g
may view th e lilt:

here

dreds of planes throughout 'the -

Another 99 member be-

"there are flying widows the

women in aviation.

targets.

came the head of the Women

of Arlington Heights.
THE NINETY -NINES her
not always flown just for fun.

national organization to aid

towed

seards flights and fcrriol

1,700.mile

a

in college but was soon
grounded by her parents.

Air Derby flown in
1929 became the nucleus of
The Ninety -Nines. an inter-

groups

She also served as chairman of

Mn. R. E. hIcK Win of Arlington Heights, who began flying

ests in the air by becoming the
Sorest competitors in the Na-

The

nize as well asparticipate
basic purpose of the 99s,./ said

hart furthered women's inter-

competitor.

mother of nine children, she
achieved a major victory earIhr this month by winning the
race from Toronto to Nassau.

their efforts in other occupe.

I

Potpourri

Women find equality in the sky
By Prunes AlMIll

Pa

to ietmu

THE DAY

THE DAY

Monday, May 25,1970

Monday, May 23,1970

Malnutrition: the undercover
Parents of adoleseentihunger may be haunting your house Relax, says Dr. Boelen

T-shirt is
summer news
In summertime, to borrow a

This summer, you can show

line from a song, the lava, is
easy and the look is =sue/.
Cotton knits make casual synonymous with carefree they

the flamboyant side of your
soul in bright, vibrant Mors
that reflect the glow of the sun.

slay wrinkle -free and crips. on the warmest days.

close -together flora!

especially in the new longuette

for throw -back to the 19305.

maximum usage they can go -

solo as summer shifts or be
paired with slacks for a tunic

It V
%%lawny. .. P""mwAger

Sunmersiine Styles

For that summer hairstyle,
color or cut you want, Call
no for appointment SOM.

41

eautiful

hair

-

that is at home 06 the beach, in
town, even in the big city.

439-8070

dark -print

dresses

I
1

Mal Bellaire
Jo Bellairs

1

Harry Kelly

1

1

Radio (add more, M torte)

needs special

spiration with rickrack, puckered bodices and embrodery.
The shortest look:' a wristlength poncho over matching
bikini.
Sleek styles taken liking to
the midi. Midi -skirts in hardy
wakaday fabrics get together

The Midi -coal, when worn
with shoes and a skin instead

ankle long: a cardigan coat
laps a short red dress, a demo
goes'over pants, and a belted

pet your radio dial at 850 - blend Mal & Music
OTHER NEWSY summer

Sports and more Music with Kelly. Stir in Joah
Brady & top It off with Old Time Raclin.

fashions
print

include

bandanna

or solid citrus dresses

wish barely -there sm.

111

A KitchaPTested Rao M

WIVS Radio
Crystal Lake, III.

850 on your AM radio dial

but the lack of knowledge or
negligence, They neglect to eat

foods that contain sufficient
quantities of proteins and vitamins to protect and build within the body's makeup.
In December, 1969, the

White House Conference
on
ands
Food, Nutrition

berg,

accessories

opens to meal short

to Jo & Interviews - add Bernie with Now, &

the affluent Chicago suburbs,
hunger is not the lack of food,

softy way beachcom.

.

white shirN. Short dresses
combine gypsy and peasant in-

over lengths from very short to

t

FOR THE majority of the
malnourished who reside in

lid nary or stripes, and

pair up with serni.sheer

Josh Brady
Bernie Carlson

stireatshirts."in

and

ed in for trimness. Red and
white striped knit midis go

Eye tip
To keep the line you draw in

ihe crease of your eyelid from

numing, use.a cake liner to
of a liquid.

.

ofboots or paMs, needs special
pantyhose looks.'
Opaque pantyhose. worn

with significant shoes, is one
look. Hosiery can either match
or contrast the coat or shoes,
hut color on the legs is must
with the midi -coat by day.
Also. try pairing ribbed pan-

Butterick 5707 makes the most of the Now knits inn clingy mini pantdress for the
sportng life and ita
long, leisurely fashion stretch striped from tap to toe, Available at Hagenbrings,
Arlington Heights.

Sew now .. . play later
Planning to pea up and go
to the
places? SOY
DOW....play later! Make sum-

mer vacation more fun than
ever with a wardrobe of

new looks in carefree fah

tics that keep their cool in
anyel situations

the house

you want

.1\T

NORTHWESTT,A,

N

as

no suitcase space at
all. For daisy -fresh looks In

tailored mood, linen -like fabrics of wilt -proof fibers an the
answer. Cotton blends that
peck flat, wash in a wink and
drip dry without a wrinkle are
ready to go whenever you aro.

first flash ion honors for every

ficiently bulky to balance the

hour of the day or night, in

weighty cony

every variation, nuns de., the new casywaveling labrica

Finally, try cabled or other
patterned hosiery. You might

The great new knits lase Airy polyester weaves, fluid

knits that travel tirelessly to
wonderfully weightless tricots

like pantyhose with interesting
designs running up the side.
Whatever you select in
hosiery, eye yourself carefully
from head to toe if you want to
look right Inc miel-cont..

Clogs are

on the rise
or cork odes. Some styles haw

walks off with

well

tropic scenes.

Sandals and clogs are on the

fir

as

and polyestac
er jeys that puckinto

tyhose with a ribbed sweater of
similar hue, or wear a now ribbed all -in -ono. This look in suf-

rise and on the go, says Seventeen. They travel like troupers on wedges or solid wood

Before someone

°es and bare backs,
of open air all
around, and a fesport
w
open
fronts a d dosed backs. The
color r nge goes from red,
white and blue to solid bone.
closed
others

ots

crepes

and

softewthan-eVCr

Voile blends are but a fee/ Of

That fnnSIalq the most feminine faihions of today.

Tobe says

Start scouting
les time for you to start scouting around for a new
hatch of clothes for spring and summer. One of your
but bets is to try out the new midi lengths. What do you
have to lose" T hey'se going to be the his. big rage come
MI, se why Oct get a ju. on things :and be the early

bird in your crowd?
Fors. trts. buy a midi skirt. Be on the lookout for one

that laces or buttons up the front. in cotton Maley, ray.
on or cotton duck. And don't be caught dead spending
more then SIP. One linai word to the wise: longer skirts
iook good with short cropped tops such as battle jack-.
ets.

Assn. To these people it bet
readily

apparent

that

hunger in America, in Chicago as elsewhere, Is packaged

colorfully with political red
tape.

COIan

arc

romontkilly
paled end pretty, or boldly
sun-briyhtened.
Prints are
imaginative geometric and
abstramions-scaled usual as a

child's or super -mind: m half
measures.

THE SHAPE of Summer
'70 is soft, supple, bodyco-nscious. Long, lean mania and
was skinny down over nippy
little skirts or pants. Softened
shirtlings take shopping or
sporting days in stride. Slinky
caftans and jumpsuits leg it
from beach to ballroom. Any
length goes, from Me briefest
mini to the lowdown
and Vs fun to layer one MO

Included among the recommendations made at the White
House was the proposal. for
five-year public information

campaign and a unified, sequential nutrition education
curriculum for me-kindergar-

heart divase, most anemias
and goiter. These types of anal.

nutrition are quite prevalent.
Why? Largely because of lack

of knowledge of what type of
selection Provides 13.0

food

-Area hospital officials confirm this statement. In the past
Northwest Community
Yea

CNFRI IIEDGITTS

SHE RED GAVEL

AN KERS

Your choice of fpbric makes
everything work for you, individuthy.

Vs21::="'"
'""1,=,,,Lsoo

Poo,-

Boston around MN. Dixon's
work, M the hope that 01,ov/el
prove to be an effective means

tal, which is federally funded
to
uch strictly defined

1

r

"There is little doubt in our

Inundations to come out of the
White House Conference was

mind that this personalliand
preach gets a strong mesange

for education in nutrition on

across," Robert D. Stuart Ir.,
of Quaker Oats Co.,
Coal
told the U.S. Smote Select
Committee on Nutrition and

all

levels, in
schoolchildren, housewives, senior

citizens and those persons In-

SHOPPE
THE rarrEWIST stiCt
ssqs, ,stito

0

"MAPLE MANOR"
Home of the

101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

10 NEW soar IN

'ELEGANT'

PAT, PROSPECT

OUR SOCAL AREA,

Pine Furniture

p, R A
BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES

see us about your Horne Mortgage needs.
DOn't let your dream home slip away If you've
got your heart set on a certain house, come talk.
to our Home Mortgage expert now. He's got all
the answers and knows how to work out the moth
favorable financing. And he'll make sure you're
,walking into a sound investment,

Phone 537-1000

1003 F. M<Deesld

yi

.

ANTIQUE SHOPPE
BUSSE'S FLOWERS; Goy'

Won Tua'E Sun.

Gm and E.'s... MI. Prospect

259-2210

ANTIQUES

Flea Market Sale
4th Sunday of oath Month
Town Hell, lower tonal
of Randhunt
Ms. 12 83, Mt Frothed

Horn 61430pm
ADMISSION 50e

392.0383

ONE of mar specialties

ssoameIM.,..awassesesee,

Our favorite

Gift. - Antitpte,

Antique
Beautifully Assented

With o floral krona..
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nutrition program. The pro-

to-door contact with homemakers.

eSher a dam oriethed to the
food prof Dees of the Modena-Am:rims fandly combined with nutritional background.

fourth child will have an easier
lime of it, as I will, for I'm older and wiser. My own adolescence was easier on me than

Neither class materialized.
amid Groth, continuing education adviser
Harper,
several reasons, one being that

disease. You wouldn't hit a
sick kid, would ou?" This
kind of humor and Oath do
help the suffering parent. All

portant factor was the lack on

for all parents. Here is a sampling:

man (I) birth: (21 the negative
stage, from 2 to 5 years of age,
which is necessary for the de-

equipped to provide the home type situation desired.
Even in the face of these seD

n.);

For the most part the house-

wife has found so many other
oathes to eharnpion that she

10-one" method is also proving successful in new model

urbs. One for area homemakers which would include con-

pots Oct care to become a

project being sponsored by The

sumer MOMS ,61171.".. the

economists and educators are
still hopeful that one day soon

education

able to Multa.

lectures

at

fore relies upon manurete
turers to combine the adequate

adults stupid or squares. They
are gloomy, write sad poetry,
do sad painting,. Their apparances are unkempt.

"Some think they can escape through dope, as an adult
escapes through scotch."

?There are four crises for

velopment of self-identity (in
Europe it is called stubbor(3)

adolescence -now

they become, hopefully, independent persons; 611 young
adult to mature adult -in wom-

gaduating?

en about 30, in men 4010 45.

?Everyone is unique. I am

Three Steps to Bee9IY m

nobody 0156,1 am irreplacable.

We arc not a coffee cake. If

MERLE flORM1111

PhenaCOSMETICS
250.2201

have a coranc.

nutrients. This has been done
for a number of years, the
manufacturers enriching their

ury that we discovered

products with such ingredients

child as being distinct from the

as thiamine. ribdflavin, niacin
and iron. Yet consumer Mew
lion in Mac are. is not highly

miniature adult. Next century

effective.

people become mature adults.

CharlineAdono

"It was only in the last cen-

torOtar. Won. Nero W P

the

we will discover the mature
adult. Only 15 per cent of

FOR THE past two years
the Quaker 0. Co. as a pub-

TO

"WHEN PEOPLE come to
me and say, 7 think there is
something wrong with my
MM. He must be a delinquent,

lic service has supported a spe-

cial Chicago project
WA
better menu planning and nu,
on to women at the lowest.

some way to reach people

'Nothing is going on around
wish I were dad:
Their rooms look like a rummage sale. They consider all
here and

Saint

you cut a coffee cake in half,
you have two coffee cakes/ if
you cut a human in half, you

practicing dietician and there-

reason. They say, '00 to hell,'

James, hod words of wisdom

some type of classroomemotion

will become

gressive and won't town to

DO. EDELEN of DePaul

qualified instructor, a person
sufficiently informed in ethnic
foods and able to communicate with / the Mexican Americans in their language.
Harper's kitchen also was not

backs aru dieticians, home

teen -agars are self-con-

University, speaking recently
at one of the excellent adult

gnawe.he success of this prog
has been based, on two

lee this arca. College advisers,
dieticians, clergymen and volunteers
recommended two
courses for the northwest sub-

scious, reserved, negative, do-

ligion: All religious teachers

father.

migrant families have not re.
sanded in this area to classroom situations. Another im-

the possibilities of starting a
nutrition education program

cents are not at home ethane.
They run away, not from Parents who hate or love, but from
indifferent homes, usually welh
to-do. These parents show no
real concern. They say, "Here

MT IS BETTER to speak to
God about the teen-ager than
to speak to the boy or girl
about God. You can't force re-

fering; ask any mother or

Since its inception
other instructors hew furthered rd, program in Elgin,
Rockford, Joliet and Kan-

factors, patience and perseverance.
About three months ago
Harper College investigated

think that they are foliates.

is 5100 --go away and don't
bother me"

parents of teen-agers are suf-

THE PROM?

for he dots the opposite of

Wu

say,' I Tespontk 'ConIntOlations! He is responding
normally. If he is not stubborn
at ages two to five, he is then
showing the first symptom of.

Oats project was to try to find.

whose families are not eating
well and who need substandal
bducation to help them plan

Make sower:4AI be ihe
grooviest -looking girl at
the prom by letting US
style your hair for youl

.

de

"An

alanced meals.

r.:

1

parent

can produce an uncertain and
spoiled child. A rigid disciplinwirian con cm child to pices,
and he Will respond only from
fear. Forceful toile, training
results only in life-long constipation

I

Ampl e
Parking

in the
bark

Roy's Americana
BEAUTY SALON
1620 W. Northwest Hem. Arlington Heights
259-5020 Ample Parking in Back

-.~"'--"---"-------

STIFFEL

Your Weekly Horoscope
ARIES (March 21 -April 191: You are naturally bold and confident. Ari and this is just peachy, for because of these qualities

you willer usually gain whatever you put your active mind ta
Howev. in week ahead be a wee bit cautious lest you slip iMon

-

BRING A BREATH

TAURUS (April 20 -May 20y Staten ROWS in week shed,

OF FRESH AIR

Top togs

TO YOUR DRAPERIES

Get in top form with perfect
comfort, too -be an Olga Tennis Girl. Her new active Sha.

- GEMINI May 21-lune 20): Desire to -ague will be strong
during first three days of week Gem. And just for the sake of
arguing. If you insist, at least pick an equal. For to argue with a
superior is madness and with an inferior is degrading. On fourth
day your disposition should improve and thou around you will
find you a bit more congenial. By int day of week you'll be a
(Tillable font of charm.

styled in carefree 100 per cent

CANCER (June 21-Mly 221: If you should find your self

Other futures include inner

PRIM

pewees fashion togs now have

their awn secret figure sham
fug. Soddenly you're forehand
free from slipping straps and
binding bands. Ira one piece,

loampolyester.

bra shapem,

natural -soft or
cup
versions,

id the stumbling you will kern caution which may prevent a
Mitre fall.

natural.shell
Matching trim -fit briefs( white

-LEO23-Aug.217.
iluly, Once main Olga must warn Leo about
daily associates who tend to look on you as a positive Ihreel to

with navy, $35. Available ad

Cams ride Soots & Co.,
Randhow.

their security, In week ahead it will not be necessary for you to

Mar and rant to get your own way. Simply be youwIE Purr
loudly and smile a lot. Do what Olga suggests and there will not
be a beast in the forest who can resist your charm.

Hats for accent

/VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 221: The days are warming Virg, and,
you would be wise to warm up also. To partner or one who would

Hats can accent almost any
outfit.
Try it snug -fitting
cloche. a wide -brimmed picture bat ore knit beret.

like to be. Ifs not necessary for you to wear a mask of indifferMM ALL the time. II is just possible that there is a Moonbaby in
your future who is waiting for you to give the signal..

FOR THE

PROM

stnpid act before 'third day. And a noble motive will be no excthe.Stupidity is stilt stupidity. Energy should row before week
isJover. Use it productively.

BODY WAVE SPECIAL
REG. $19.95 NOW

595
$450
$300

CALL 255.7200

-W1111101110"Iii
..

AQUARIUS Han. 20 -Feb. 18), You would do well Aquarius
ifyymmvoold settle for quality rather than quantity when homes
fo relationships with the opposite sex.
1PISCES (Feb. I9 -March 20): You may haw feelinithhat you
are the only one swimming upstream, Piece. Negative Mg -rents'
will be unusuallystrong. If the whole scene seems to be too much,
wait out the week in the shallows.

favorite room, finished in
antique .ivory and gold.
Shade is beautifully mode

Special OA:ers
Mountings and Watch Repairs

4 GENERATIONS IN JEWELRY DESIGNING

of a stretched off-white textured fabric. 3Avoy fight. 38

ARLINGTON

be overbearing. Use finesse. Far a delightful change °roam

THIS COLUMN

The perfect lamp to create
a mood of elegonce in your

ON DISPLAY AT

FURNITURE
.

ain ...ail Ring
b Wedding -Engagement Ring
< Wedding -Engagement Ring

en Arlington Heights Rd,

WAYS be telling it.

TO ADVERTISE IN

296-6360

in. high.

foraction. Begin tu /ay groundwork. Word of cut.: Try not

during coming week, Cap. If so, get out of the usual routine and
trysomething new. The best way for Cap to fight melancholy is
with ACTION. Week winds up on a note of concern.

255-2800

Diamonds are our Business

500I -C

:SCORP10 (Oct. 23 -Nov. 211: Promising week Mead, Scorp.
Crinfidence returns concerning important decision. Time is ripe

/CAPRICORN (Du. 22-Mn. 1910 McMin, may plague you

620 E. CENTRAL RD.
DE5 PLAINES
PHONE:

1 3 1 6N. Arlington Heights Road
Doily 8 to 6
CL 5-4 6 8 0

SHAMPOO 8 SET ONLY
HAIRCUT ONLY

11.11IRA (Sept. 23-001.22): Guard lest you become involved in

&Rae

1425 E. PALATINE RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PHONE:

Sylvia's Flowers

.SAGHTARIUS (Nov. 22-1300.21Y Your tendency to Nat

Mon. teiPgat. 9-5
Fri til 9 p
296 5110

''

sion Service under the federal

THIS personalised or -0110'

oyt your secret .thoughts muM get you into trouble during coming week. It as good to always tell she Imth, SAL but don't AL-

ered.Deemme,

E TIRMAIS

Human Needs.

volved
howit the commercial
preparation f foods.

singIbling in week theed. Moonchild. do not be discouraged. For

'Oas

'MY' HOUSE -

nap

texuared

AUTHENTIC HPRODUCISONS

253.4601

lower cost.

One of the strongest rec.-

Taurus. And mew pleasures. Followed by tumultuous emotional storm with member of family. Aid will be offered. Take a rain

DINEB BROWSE

855 Hardware

of reaching more people at

treated three elderly
patients for malnutrition.
cremeeas,

cal department stores and hash shops.

SUN. BY APP

WS Lee20-S02s
Plnes
St. De1
ai20

DECORATORS ANTIQUES
Me, Prospect

pense

rished,. but many in the other

mud puddle while reaching for a star.

MANOR BIOG. LONG GROW
Antiques, Furnishings, Est Ob., FURNITURE, CUT
new News
OPEN DAILY 114.6i.
AUCTIONS
Wed. Ere.

gram was initiated in the Phoeinsand Harvey communities.
tructors or trainers were selected and given a special oneyear training preparation to
equip them for an actual door-

categories. St. Alai. Hospi-

Vogue and Bunerick Patterns and Summer '70 fabric
collections arc available at lo-

YE OLD CHINA &GLASS

OPEN SAi.gSUN.ONLY
12 NOON ta

Co. program his been tailored
to dm needs and interests of a
ghetto homemaker. The com

tances specified as "malnou

completed and in use not later
than Dec. 31,1972.

Vogue and Butterick patterns have all the great fashion
looks for n successful vacation.

ANTI OF AU
COUNTRY HERITAGE

University of Illinois Exten-

pany is now at their own ex-

Hospital has had no admit-

ears through adults to he

type of malnutrition," said Dr..
Fredrick 1. Stare, chairman of

Through the work of Mrs.
Velma Dixon, a Negro home
economist, the Quaker Oats

making three
pilot
educational televisiOn films
through an ETV statin in

socio-economic level.
The objective of the Quaker

"HUNGER IS only one

of adolescence --my
own, and those of .my three
kids. No wonder I'm beat. My
periods

"The more deed a child is,
the more negative. Adoles-

the Whet, just for the dash of 101

t
ELO,

111
IS

Oa S. Milwaukee Are.
Whoslion

. many youngsters from horn
with $15,000 or more basic income
are among the undernourished."

Soloed
of Public
Health, Boston. Mass. "Other
typa arc: obesity, tooth decay,
certain aspects of coronary

check.

6

..

was held
Washington, D.C.
In association with it a number
of area conferences were televised, one in Chicago. Participan. were drawn from various
related professional organizations in the area, including the
North Suburban Dietetic
came.

'BANK

PASII1AUSLbOr insured to $20,000 Jay the Federal deposit insurance Corporation

has

achieved the same status as
many other social diseases of
our tie.
m It is one that very
likely is present in your own
home, maybe not every day,

all

" re Midi -coat

with body -hugging shirts tuck-

1

Molts,

white gingham or patchwork

ENJOYABLE WEEKDAYS

a form of hunger that

evaWhing inn
-lh. "cycle or nvim" suits

Uth
'"irn"i's/
a
"dressed"
effect,F" red

-.end IL

-\

short

kind of hunger is
as "malnourishment,"

but sometimes,

Sonic long, brightly flowered
else
ease, skirts pop ono,. matching bi-

713 E. CENTRAL ARLINGTON HIS.

Our
known

Ruffles and sleeks
go to all lengths
to

Where Sty mg is on Artl

Ahem

traditional yachting stripe. All
cot
knit by Ship an/ Shore.

510,000prestige

residence.

The whole emphasis is care-

Lenin ruffly anke-length skirls

-\

grants reside as in a

t ion from the sun.

free and lame, with a knit look

0111 mfmg Mmitia

dad
fashions

can exist just as readily in a
make shift home where m

and matching 0 ball,

pulled low down and cinched at
the waist. For a patriotic stand
select a star-studded tunic or a

The MEW i`//9/` makes P

Ask for Ronnie She's Great!

patterns

1 hem lived through four

.

FIRIVETs1

Accessoriso cotton knits
with clogs, with scarves
wrapped 'round the head, with
floppy ham that give both un
air of adventure and prome-

The updated, clingy, ribbed
knit polo, fat ITO, is a great
mixer. The classM polo can be

ate Department of Nutrition,

Hunger is a topic we like to
place as far away from us as
possible. Yet the most critical
form of hunger, malnutrition,

30005 and stripes are also on
the scene. And solids mike
the

effect.

iv

By Renew Altman

Red. white. blue, orange, ydlow will cast you in a good
light. So will prints geometric
patterns for the art deco look,

The T-shirt plugplays an important role in
r fashions

splc, midi T-shirts give you

By Gerry Walsh

SECOND TIME

Om Awl OWEN Geslaktes

AROUND

211-13 S. Arlington Hts. Rd

THRIFT & GIFT SHOP
manes, Lae aluNChIldrens Mame)

Let

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

mitchellas diamond experts design and mmt your
diongends in an exquisite new suing, See cm big collso
Gan of latest fashions. free estimates with...66.11En

CL 0-1150

Labor and sews net Insluded

NOW OPEN
MON. THRU SAT.

10 70 4

SHORTS! SHORTS!

250

BUFFALO GROVE MALL
DUNDEE AND ARUNGTON HTS. RD.

PR.

PHONE 394-3412

562 N. Milwaukee
WHEEUNG, ILL

the BEAUTY PARLOUR

,

-

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS
DIAMONDS - WATCHES - JEWELRY

...;ILE9trz_trutg.!;71,f",:r°,71:71:06
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Krainik, Zajonc only ones to score

Monday

May 25

Page IS

1970

Downstate competition proves too tough DemoralizedWarriors drop finale, 3-0
By J. Alan Cnnk

By Mike Imam

be going stale and deny could

Maine West's deny Krainik
took second place in the 440
yerd *Isis and Palatines Guy
&jam was fifth in the polo

valt. but they were the only,
arca competitors to pick up
I

points in the 70th annual Slate
track and field
at at
Champaign over the weekend.

Uncoln-Wayl fantastic Dave
Merrick ran unity from the
field on the way to setting the

lake hi, too."

ERICKSON'S Victory in
the prelims did nothing to
change Jobst's feelings. The

nik shot out of the blocks too
quickly in that race and advised Jerry to hold back a little
during the Mgt 220 wads Sat-

appointing for men fans. Some
of the performers expected to
wore i
the meet -Conant'.
Steve Peterson in the hurdles,
gelatine%
Henry SehniePP
and Wheeling's Kevin Bar -

points.

burners to pull out the victory.
In the pole vault. nobody
topped Leone's 14-0 effort

in district competition, quali-

but it wo still good only for

theirrcms and a 14.1 In the

While the strategy was different in the two recce, the ro

colts woe the came. /Unbolt
led both times going into the
final 10 yards, but both times
Erickson kicked in the after-

non place. Five comartitiors
necessary

to

places on lever missxa at that

speedy Warrior rue a 48.9 to
finish second to Ericksonk
48.7 in the prelims, then went
down to Mel in the finals only

height, and the Pirate senior
had two miss. to drop him to
fifth.

"WE WERE A little

The 48.4 clocking in the finets represented the best time

him."

Johmon -trod. "Guy came
dose on two or his tfies at 146.
but both limes he knocked the
bar oft with his chest.-

until Friday. Jerry's
low was 49.7. which he registered first in the Prospect Die.
thet meet and then matched in

Central Suhurban laugue

met.
"Going into the meet we
kit thia.Krainik could win it
elk" Moine West coach
Jfigkt

eard efter the nseet. "We

figured Erickson was the only
boy w. could heat Jerry, and

tIle' Terry did a poor job in
the district we though he might

Palatine

coach

sixth -place

Pease, who postal he
hat 120 -yard high hurdle time

was the only other eta performer to meke if ore of the
preliminaries. Hansen won his
hen in the leg -yard high hurl des prelims at 14.8, but lost Mt

mham

Maine West's Steve Johnson
in the mile.

ing height of 12-0 in the pole,
varlt.

one safety,

le
wavingin

Proepect's

Mont Prospect
theoars

John Hoppe came up with a

Iml.in-onc

!Slay

in

11

Mount Prosarct

Monday

Night Twilight Golf

league.

Carl Lenz and Bruce William-

ton added birdies the sum
night.
The low gross score wows 41

STANIONGS

Svgs.

blorton Pontiac, Inc.
23
& B Meat Market
221/2
The Gift Bob
22
Arnold Pelmer Cleaning 211/2

Ed di MRS ha

Shop

100

rots tared the lone hit for the War.

the

umpire's decision to dispose of

a runner on base after two

ntuation should have been diecussed between he and Maine

hedirecrs Thursday May 14
to honorto the dispute. Glenbrook North abstained from
the ballotting on that occasion,
DR. NICK MANNOS,
milicipal at Nilek West; led the

Freind

were all knocked out in the
prelims of the mile relay.

Rune., who failed to place.

ings,

League

rules

chntriT define the protest sheatioa ' Merinos said.
Carstens had challenged the

awe,

Ereind's Rick Caere oeleads the Mot at the state meet in

The final decision by dm

ter -Suburban

it was directed against his
Indians.
.11 Mannos' opinion, the
.sing

IMO. It and Arlington1329.31

channels..

protest questioned the judgement of the umpire. "The In-

battle to reject the proposal
_

West principal Herman Rider
to begin with, but that the pro,
test "went through the wrong
principals upholds the 3-2 viatory chalked up by Niles West
On its home diamond April 23.
With Deerfield upsetting
Olenbrook
North
Friday,
Niles Wear may claim a share
of the lcague gale with Maine
West gang either the second
or Nod place spot in the stand -

Forest

0.65

S

Monday,

Merriment express =Me to a erashing.hall
Friday when Glenbard Weet

May 25,

exhibited some stunning field-

Heosay's

Page 14

RTS

-

--

Maine Wort principal Rider
raised to comment on the de cision.

The first three men up foe
Mike Nevins, Jim

Roark and Dave Bergman, all
singled to fill the bases. Hawk

Cant's Steve Peterson grimaces after riming o hurdle in

in the high hurdles In Seturday's finals,

the preliminaries of the state meet Friday. Peterson took sixth

Warrior Joe Jung aught
off catcher

Forest View employs the long
ball to bombard Glenbard,' 10-1
By Tom Rowe

The slugging Forest View
Falcons unleashed a tierce 13
hit &hack Friday afternoon, to
trounce the Mid -Suburban
League cellar dwelling Glen -

5,1111M1

bard North, 10-1. The Fal-

104,4

VA

cons, currently in second place
only one-half game out of the
toed, will battle it out with the
pace setting Wheeling Wild ca. this evening to determine
the 1970 MSL champion.

Panther hurler Tim Dee retired the first two Falcon stickmen he faced, but Cardinal
sparked the rally with his twoout single to left. A Glenbard
or proved to be the deciding
factor as it allowed Cavalier°
to gob

admission on the base -

71?

Prospect second baseman Don Koehler receives the ball just a liege too late to get sliding
Cardinal John Kuyhendalt in the
innine
Friday's eamc. Arlington won the bellesme,
3-2, to finish its season. Prospect will play Wheeling tomorrow. (Photo by Linda Hamill.)

Tennis teams fail to

crack 2d round in
Champaign finals
two aim singles payees
and three doubles teams all bit

she dust M the first round of
the, state tennis tournamal
held at Champaign over the

was vim

by

Eviteton of the SuburMit

Leap, with

Libertyville

match- to Mike Mattingly Of Rupsecht dropped a 64, 6-2
Belleville
West.
Mattingly decision to Virgil Thurman
went on to place Wood in the and Bill Allee of East Moline
state,

in their first -round match.

a

close second.

THE SINGLES

players
bole both from Arlingthn, and
t,

hreoaightuts. him Merkel lost Tom Wilzig and Dale Tolliver
to Brock Price of %MOOD, of Morton by 46, 6-2, Ed.
6-3, 6-1, and teammate Greg
The Hersey combination of
Harris dropped a 6-0. 6.2 Stein Ohrstrom and Tom

lest first -round matches

The Maine West doubles
learn

of Tim Waymen and

Steve Jackson was the only

FINALLY, DON Martin
and Scott Vaughn of Forest
View lost to Larry Frye and

View ninny' Tom Siedel,
bile
yielding only a trio of Panther
while whiffing 11/. He re Carved plenty of support from
his teammates to assure the
win, including a pair of round

score 4-0. Cavalier° kept the

in any of the remaining two
teammates on base and the

BACK-TO-BACK singles
by Maly and Kent Koentopp

lone tally.
The Falcons rallied for their
third three run scoring spree ot
the ballgame in 'the fifth home
afters ucceeding in knocking
starting pitcher Dee from the

cleared up the bases of yellow -

paths to set up l3ob Kasper's
run

6-0 advantage.

Single.

Aswild pitch and another
A
single by Ryan Maly accounted for the second and third tal-

li. of the frame to give the

O'Keefe, who had been exhibiting some fine pitching
form lip to the tragic third

frame. ran into a little hard
luck as the Panthers came to

hat for their third turn in. the

early 3-0 lead proved to be all

co

the "Birds" needed to record

After striking out Dee,
O'Keefe yielded a single to
Steve Krajecki and 0 walk to

the win over the hearess Panthers.

The Falcons weren't
through, adding to the scoring

Jeff Dowd. With two on,
Maly's boot on a grounder

Rippers by senior standouts

column, bringing home three

Roger Cardinal' and Pete Cav-

more scores in the third stanza

down the first base line loaded
the sacks with only one out.

to pad their already bulging
lead. A lead off home run by
erne getting on the scoreboard Carding' overithe relatively
es the fired up charg. chalked short left field Mote brought
up thrn big markers in the more smil. from coach Shed -

dribbled a bounder to Falcon
shortstop Rich Olson who

al's pleased face and make the

The fifth batter of. the inning,

alier,

THE FALCONS wasted no

bottom half of the first frame.

The

Lake

Dave Litzinger failed to knock

drive alive by belting out a line
shot to right while Kasper was
issAced a fiee pass to ft.

shined Falcons and boosted
Forest View to an astounding

Denny O'Keefe went the jubilant Falcons fans someView
on the hill for Forest thing to cheer about as their

earekend.
.The meet

Alert basemen!, by Hawk Mike Nevins gave Maine South

Keith Maranis shingnard, al-

their second cur of the game %Most Maine WestWestNevins scored

hewing Nevins to more.

when Warrior Inc Jeans throw Gam center bounced away from

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor
Arlington evened its confer-

ence record at 7-7 Friday at
Five Prospect errors, two of
Proem. literally handed the them of dm two -base variety,
ballgame to Cerd hurler Jim helped the Cards score a pair
Bokelmann, 3-2.
of unearned runs to come out
On top in their final game of

PANTHER MIKE Horan
elected to concede the run and
go for the force out at second.

Panthers had to settle foe their

mound.

Cavallero drilled a long Be
ball to right which cleared the
Tenon there for the Falcons
second home run blast of the
afternoon. A walk nd a single
kept the
alive while cheer
two
runers were later
brought finnan a with pitch.

O'KEEFE
tailfined off the
Panthers in the
four innings of play, putting them
down in order in each of their

Rifles

Quarterback Club is putting

films, a Rifles window decal,
and eligibility for the season

mew 300 season passes on sale
Wednesday to the general public, according to treasurer

target holders' door prize at every home game.

John Nicosia. The semi -pro
football club is loafed in Lib-

Club will alsosponsor bus trips
to all assay- gam..

ertyville.

The Rifles will play (3 football games this fall, and the
price of the Season ticket Is
$15. This includes the Rifles'
pre -season game with Racine
on Aug. I, the five league
games, free parking at the Car-

mel High 5.001 Stadium in

THE QUARTERBACK
Tickers arc available from
the Quarterback Club, Box

514, Libertyville, III., 60048.
1970 RIFLES SCHEDULE

Opponent
Racine

Manitowoc
Delavan

West Allis

Place
Dale
home
A.&
home
Aug. B
away
Aug. 15
home
Aug. 22

The

Falcons,. meanwhile,

were still bound and darer -

mined to keep pounding in
runs and heir final turn at bat
they kept

the Forest View

backers happy, marking up an-

The Majne Wc,.

Club

group to win a set, but the Gary Holes of Stetting in, Libertyville, half price arlinis8. -day beginning at 7:30 p.m
WIllint tam finally lam to straigte walS,63,54..
sion to Monday night pipe Athletes competbte in base -

bail, track, golf are
be honored.
.
The
Award ve"
to two

.vill

r

their

Galindo. cf
Oben, fa

h,s

T

2.4

I

4

Cardinall. rf

-Oh

3

Kratky, rfY.

Kavalle ro,e
Kasper, 26

4

I
0

Norman, 26

Maly, lb

i

Delevan

Rockford
Sheboygan
Racine

away
home
away

I

0- 0

home

Tanilowoc
Madison

home

Rockford

!way

Delcvan
Racine

home
aWay

Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Sept. 26

Oct. 3
OM. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 31

sportsmanship and yanking REFRESHMENTS will be
served immediately after the
presentation in the carded.

JUST AS he had done in the
District final against Faust

Koentopp, If

3..

Beneficed, 3b

3

01 ,(1

came through with the big out

3

01 .0

with men on base. The best ex.

0 Keefe, p
TOTALS

29

View, Smith time after time

10

13..6

0.01

ample of that was in the sixth.
when the Hilltoppers put ann.
nem on first and second with
only one out.
Smith got the Glenbard
catcher to ground into a force

0.01

bole put both runners in scor-

GLENBARD NORTH (I)
Players

ab

Krsjeoki, rf
Dowd..ef

2

Paulin g, e

3

Horan, 3b

3
3

Litsinger, lb

Sons, ss

Aug. 29
See pL 5

eNevertheless,
there
was
little consolation for Smith.
Who pitched his beam out and
was untouchable as far as nuts
were concerned the lost of the
way.

3

amass,

lion during the school year.

'anted

ab
4

r

.

mi

TOTALS

ing position with two down.
The

right-hander

got

tem

strikes on Dick Welke' and

11 0

It'
2 '0'-0

0

4

0

0-

then threw his best pitch of the
game, a sidearm fast ball. and
the result was strike three
winging to retire the side.

I

00 0

Reno, who hod been cut a year

2

0

0`0-

26

1

31'1.

Zieman, lb
Dee, p
Thomas. p

play at second, but a stolen

But Glenhard pitcher Jeff
earlier and only recently has
come on to figure inshe little
p/ans, had just a little
more luck and a lot of defense
on his side.

HR-Cavallero,; Cardinal!,
2B-Littinger, Olson; E -Lit-.
tieger (2), Maly (211

.

PITCHING SUMMARY

Pitcher .
O'Keefe
Dee-

Thom.

M r er h w
7

I

46

1.3

1

4 9

1

10
2

242411,

Winner --O'Keefe;
Laser .Dee; WP -Dee, Thontes.
.
.

RENO, LIKE Smith, 'gave
up five hits, but he spun Ills
shutout without the aid' of a
strikeout. He was
blessed with one of the finest
fielding shortstops anywhere
9ngle

Kowal, who three firnes
into the hole' up the
middle to rob a Huskic hitter
in

event

tele sum

-

Spore .Hersey. supponers

1

0
2

O

bi
0
0

O

0

0

2

O

Hopp. ss

3

O

0
0

Morena. c
Olsten), c

2

0

Kulik, If

3

O

Gastorf, lb
Maloney, 3b

3

1

I
0
0
0
23

Spencer, ph
Woodiey, pr
Antsweld.

0

O

0
d

O

Q

0
O

ft

o

figs

;.::a.r

;'0'4P 1..31 -j

7 3-1 6 3

Besenhofer

Winner-Teschner;
Loser BearehoTer; WP-Beenthofer.

opt:Melly

Ken Kennepp was unable to
play due to illness,
The safeties far Hersey were

Schlais issued, was responsible..

for the first Cardinal tun in the

Schlais gave Arlington only

Twice the saedfic. put matters in scoring position and

three safeties,

they scored on the very next

to second on Larry Geyeett

Play.

bunt.

ARLINGTON SCRAPED
hard for its earned bases, using

Little Gene Ekberg. the
benefactor of all three walks

third inning. He drew his lea
ond pass of the day and made

Smith. p

al

4

0

Fran Somer's utility man
John Brodnan her slapped n

leashed

later.

Bokeenenn

bad throw which

a

went out of bounds for a two -

1

error. After some db-

cession, the umpires ruled that

ab
4

curred, and he was allowed to
score. The runner gets the base
he is going to plus the next base
when the ball goes out of play.

nicky's club put at least one
runner on base every innbig,

P layer

but the Mid -Suburban League
representative just couldn't
find the hares.

Molinari, If
Rheingrauee rf

hr'.1oh0

Card

3

e' 4

3

0
2

24

tt'h e

1

regut wi'

dell led off with a ground,ball
to Lundstedt. Again there wee
on error, and it almost allowed
anOther run to mom. Dave
Pollard hit the ball to the In-.

field with the throw going to'
second and the runner safe.

Coach Somers went to the muffle° again with Jobe Kelsafely moving the runners
up to third and second,

Kowal, m

Frank, lb
Dam, e

Walker, lb

r
I

h

hi

I

0

3
2
3
3

0

0
0

00
I

0
0

2

I

I

0

000

The Knights
Pireber
Reno

Smith

h mem

lib

7 5 0-0 0
6 4 1.0 5 3

Winner -Reno; Loser -Smith

.Aa!!"
Little Connie Kowal of Glenhard West slides into second with a stolen base in Post inning of
Friday's regional final win over Hersey, despite the efforts of Huskie second busmen Ken Moral. to get tome bell. Kuwal scored the only run of the game moments later on e single. (Photo by
Jim Stuart)

got

a

break

when Knykendall cu me down
the line too far on a pitch and
Knight catcher Stu White was'
able to chase hint denin for the
second out,

PROSPECT WAS finally

Young Harper teams alreadymaking a mark
lege sports programs have already brought the schorA conference and national trophies.

With an athletic director
and four coaches heading. up
intercollegiate varsity
teams, Harper College already
boas. on of the most well -de seven

mimed athletic programs of
any .rote junior
'

GELCH

REMEMBERS

that PM fall as one of hut
"trying to get the show on Me
road." Despite lack of success
in the wondost column for the
year, there were several bright
Harper's first recognition in
sports came via tennis stand-

out Bill Van Boeckinano The
first -year b.ketball and to restling teams had respectable,

at Elk Grove and Forest View
high schools almost three

though not ntstanding, scaGelch had to coach the
b.ketball team himself. He
found the comartition in the

years

WHEN HARPER opened

facilities, Harper teams wort
forced to schedule emetic.
around college evening Clesses
at the high schools.

facilities were fin, but that
"Ms still best to have your
With the opening of the new
at Algonquin and
Roselle roads, Palming many
campus

of firs problems were solved.

athletic

scheduling, finding a confer-

more than adequate. Bessemer
doubled as wrestling coach

put
man.

nue and generally planing

and enjoyed a profitable sea-

for the next year when the seven sports would be added to an

son with a wealth of

already active intra.mural and
physical education program.

schools.

The man was John Geld,
no newcomer to the sports
world. Gelch, with a vision including some 13 or more
spare, introduced the crosscoentry and golf Hawks M the
community in the fail of 1968.
Bob Nolan, responsible for

conhing the University of Illinois Chicago Circle campus
track team to four conference
championships, became the
head cross-country coach and
Ron Bessemer Marne the golf
- head men.

talent

coming in from the local high

With spring, came Von
Boeckman and his tennis
racket. Roy Kearns coached

co nom. to a second in the

achievements at the
level

Harper College on the

NOLAN BEGAN his Elsond year as crossmountry
coach and was able to see Jim

Macnider push to a 2Ist place
in 0 field of over 350 other runncrs in the national meet. The
Warn finished second in the

NISCL and in the state finals,

conference and they followed
their Met singles ace to a second in the state as well. The
team qualified for the national

Remember coached Me golfers
to a 20-1 season for a Second

HI,
championships.

jack Benson, a fr.hman,
inshten, was
third medalist
the state

CLETE

became
legth head baseball coach,com-

Harper cage team received en-

coder.. honors. Scott SibIscresen w. named to the sec-

n*0**m

budget,

Guh also feels Mat he

TWO MEMBERS of. the

Mr College League (MUCCI

department

ds talc balanced.

Geld% says that the high school

24 -team Northern Illinois Jun-

Man

center their athletic
program around basketball,
whereas at Harper the empha-

Hawks were in the roughest
conference in the stale.

was

one

schools

"the spring sports didn't al low late indoor practices and
the athletes had to make It to
practice in the carly afternoo.

charged with developing the

ago,

'

WITH A TWO -run lead.

PITCHING SUMMARY

ab
2
2

-

grounded to Dave Lundstedt
at shore and Lundstedt un-

0

Gmtrmacher, 36 2

were also singles.

GLENBARD WEST (1)

no less than four sacrifice
bunts to more runnel along.

second base when the error oc-

Player
Soloman. rf

turn gone to second on George
Solomon's ground out to third.
That was not the only
missed Hersey opportunityof
rt
the afternoon. Steve Chen

Two -year -old Harper Col-

i

Brodnan had already pawed

Teals

Actually, in spite of Smith's

I

0
6

long, cf

se

all singles -by Solomon, Morales, Steve Koch, Hart and
Smith. All of Glenbardb hits

grate performance he was also

26

I

Brodnan himself scored a

1

21

arriking out seven, but the
Knights managed seven hits
off the Card gem while Warner

HERSEY (0)

of the day with a diving catch

hove taken some kind of s play

come up with it.

Pboer

Gemara, If
Genske, If

IIIW Dad% Club to hold spring awards banquet
will sponsor an
anal
rip, ng Sports AwardsNigh)
the Warrior Auditorium Tem

FOREST VIEW 110/

appearaneces at the plate.

Rifle s' tickets available Wed.
County

er did touch it, and it would

I

ab

moment

0

Fishes If
Hari, c
Kemeny. pr

Grutemacher. but the official
scorer pave it it hit. Ga ge genev-

0

the day,

0

He inherited the position when

ond.
The Horsey scorekeeper had
called the blow an error on

0
0
0
3

lead on its only earned run of

00

3

fro

2

2
0

oed and give Arlington the

2

Koch, lb
Ludwigsen. of

cher, and Kowal (d easily

0

single into right field to more
the speedy Etsberg from mo-

1

with a running catch of a pop-

WHAT WAS

control of the game from the
mound, walking no one and

I

the junior center -fielder had
played the infield all season.

to the mound. Terry had in

Metier Keith Moram. South chalked up a 3-0 victory to clew
°nee 8.6 seemn for Maine West. (Photo bpi. Alen Cook)

the mason. Bokcimann. was in

0

3
3

third basemanRichCore Gruterna-

score which came on Bruce
leralky's infield out.

up, and he turned over the play

Retro, p -

2

Morales, 2b

a two -hopper that skidded past

lindo and Olson set up Me

the enti

Luginbile cf

his knees, threw up his glove in
self-defense
and
somehow

KOVVAL STOLE second,
but Smith bore down and got
the next Iwo hitters on called
third strikes. Frank then belted

other run. Hits by Gabino Ga-

Tokls

right, and had been erased at
second when Smith grounded

0

3

night,boots open, gates forCards:',

first inning by
Glenbard cleanup hitter Ray
Frank. Hersey pitcher Terry

hitter Connie Komil top open
the inning.

.72g01

-ortrrr.-r"

the
fluattc111.:
holisar.=dnfirac,dtt:i,tidm

He started one double play

TOM HART had opened
the inning with a base hit to

0

1

PITCHING SUMMARY

Brom.. 2b

managed to snag the drive to
put an end to the affair.

I

O

Mike Bonk followed with a

aided by some fine fielding bchind him, mainly on the part of
second baseman Ken Morales.

With Smith on second rep-

I

2

.3

shallow fly to center.

got to the game just in time to
witness the last our of the con.
tot, but what they saw wasp.-fectly typical of the frustration
the Hersey batters had faced
seven innings.

4
'2

2B-Gasturf; E -Jung, Teach er
Sac -Marshall; ID13,
Maine South 7. Maine West 5.: 7

South,

caroomed

0

2

Total

Erase, ss

Smith, whose five -hit performance could only be described
walked the leadoff

'

rt

noteworthy about Morales'
job w. that it was the first time

ball -

I"

'

while, dented the scoreboard
In the second on a walk, a wild
pitch, and a single and added
two more in a daring sixth-im
ning outburst.

ball

I

.

Marshall, ss
Teschner, p
Totals

bI
0

m

bases. Out wareer Motion to

a

r h
0 0

ab
4

\

MR,

two -out

on

Bonk, If

['Roush for the season. Cur- Player
stem will begin readying his Catamari, cf

0

Hanselmeno. 26

Rena in the fifth.

game came
single in the

WHILE HIS Warriors me

BeSenhafer, p

twa outs, Grummacher laced a
I ne drive down the third base
line that looked like a sure two

The only run of the

Maine W.rsJerry Beatnik matches strides with Morton West's
Terry Erickson down the stretch of the 440.yard dash finals at the
state meet. Erickson won the contort by two.lenths of a second,
leaving Krainik with a second.place finish. (Photos by Mike Ire
rem)

GILL

ILL

(and his arm) out in on arty
showdown with ddist Men -

MAINE SOUTH (3)

0

4

Keehn, rf

of a line drive off tha hat of

Addison Trail Region 1.

his heart

Zdeb, 36
Nevins. 2h
Roark, c
Bergman, lb

Player

ntre the tying run with
reseing

ing and nipped the Huskies,
1.0, M the final mond of the

1970

G.torf pitched

season.

400

Patton, If

MAINE WEST (0)

Glenbard's first -inning
score eliminates Hersey
By Jim Stuart

trophy.

3-2. The fite.balling right- Otimmr-leaglie Mid -Tien probender faced only two Isadore PPM a worth-widle oPPorduring the fine month of the lenity for Wnnior prospects.

siss',:.\\iv.Z

Gelder Dan Calamari canto up
with several outstanding ploya
to rob West Ora rally bid.

Champaign Friday. Gene's best km was 52-3, not good enough

to qualify for the finds.

number one pitehee Gastorf
probably colt him a ran at the

ME VISITORS,

MANNOS SAID that the

vote cast by the school's athlete

failed to advance in the 880yard relay. Prospect (3:28.8),
13:29.4),

BERT GASTORF

The itentm followed a 5-2

View, Maine West (131.5)
Wheeling

the Nil

members,

clutch sideide
squeeze bunt permitting
Roark to cross with the second
tally of the frame.
Looking back over a season
that budded with great poles-

with authority. Hawk center

heed coach Al Carstens.

11/2'

440151,41.

to place, however, as fifth went
/east one point -winner in each 'to Bloom% Jerome Foster with
state weer .ince 990.
a jump of 6-6.
One of those Pirate place. Forest View's 88o yonrewinners. blank Visk, had his lay hams barely missed advanc1969 two-mile meet record of ing to the bags. The Falcon
4106.1
shattered
Saturday. tent of Bobb Bell, Harvard

frequently stinging

voted 1-I in favor of rejecting
a -protest filed by Maine West

Hacker in the 2.20 (23.5) and
Wheeling's Gary Kawell in the

IN ADDITION to

In.iine4lorics.de.outehe season on

pitches had been thrown to the
the governing board of Central ensuing hitter. The runner had
Suburban League principals originally been signalled safe.

131A
121/2.

John Match Buick

Warriors
aldiough

11-6 over-

BOB MARSHALL came stew admits this the Mime to
through

dal in the early stag., Car- brook North, only to fall short,

had the ball stayed in play. But
R went for a ground -arils

dlcd.
Otherwise, the
were
handcuffed

in a meeting of the Inter-

Kerstines Gorden Center
P.
Picket Pain
14**
Winkelmannb Shen Service.

ahead of Gastorf on an error
end would have scored cosily

Friday and then watched as his
understandably
demoralked

seburban Association Friday
at Niles North High School,

!Mount Prospect Jewelers 191/2

fist

hisCpTay'e"rss '171eaf'grdethga' nmeTitne'

the Des

CSL prinw. is rote
to reject
protest

and

reached

d Won'" :15r

gee temes still to be completed by other Central Sae,
League

lint Kulik

time In

PENDING the mulls of
ban

But the Warriors just weren't
getting the breaks.

double, allowing Kulik only a
two -base advance to thinf
whew both runners eventually

Plain. entry
all cointence slew.

John Hoppe gets...
a hole -in -one

dors, a gelid double the.,
bounced ante before jumping
the fence in deep center field.

against Niles Wes). (See other
story on this page).

3.01,7vaosnethhei'Second

the 22012.2.9). Prospect's Pool

earn a sport in Sarurday's finals. The field was just too
strong for the Prospect mnior

wirprip.ormpm

three cant

and

110.31. bore. View's Bell in

Palatine's streak of having at

ISWIMMI11111111111p.m.

Maine West was literally

To put it mildly, the roof fell beaten team before it took the
in on head Mars Al Carotene field against South. Earlier in
and hi' Maine West diamond- the day, CSL principals met in
men
fi.'.ay. They closed out
Des Plaines and handed down
their 1970 campaign by bow- a 7-1 decision to overrule Caring to arch -rival Maine South, stas' bid for a protest victory

opening height of 6.0 in the,
Jon
high jump;
Pitt went 20-10 in the long
jump; Fremd's Rick Genre.

ton't Mod Barth missed all
three of his Irk. al the open-.

Team

the

place in the final standings.

Ilmws in the 880 -yard ran; and
Prospect's Ron
and

Conant's Don Wendoll in the
hurdles (20,1. Maine
in

pect's Terry Rohon and Her sey's Don Spry went out at the

-Fein Klinker and Keith Ma0

Siceman,

Warriors Mould be flirting
with either third or fourth

Asst. Sports F.4.

In the field events, Pros -

threw the shot 52-3; and Con-,
ent's Toin Rambo cleared 15-0
and missed at 13-6 and Arling-

with a 28.

Mara Krainik

6.5 M the district meet. cleared
6-3 on his first try Friday to

soon after the meet. kept alive

Dan Pittinger 19132.5), Pro.peel's Bill Allen, FreMd'S
Wally Spiniolas anti Maine
West's John St. John in the
two-mile run; Fmnidg Bill Jochili, St.
Viator's Steve

advunce past the prelims were
low

MEISSNER, WHO. went

fifth place by Zajonc.
who signed a tender to Mc
South rn
University

in events where there were no
preliminaries were Fremdk

in the senlis despite getting
dole to an excellent Mi.
by Ed Ayer., and the low net
Othisr runners who didn't was recorded by Chester Spelt

fying throw of 157-3.

"Ilse

perfonnanes wus

record, had a fine 4:18.7, just
1.3 seconds short of the fifthplaoc finisher.
Maine West's Del Hansen

fied for the finals with 014.3 in

5. but short of the low quali-

100

KEENS

Fremd's Chuck Porter in the
mile run. Chuck, running in a
bout that included three men
who broke the misting state

reputations.

Schniepp and flarthule wore
ranked among the top discus
throwers in the state. but neither made it to the finuls.
Schniopp had a best of 155-0
and Barthulek had onc of 149-

e ppointed Zajone didn't win it
but we were still pleased with

was unbeaten on the sea.on

MATCHING

Conant star's 20.5 didn't get
him out lowoh prelims in the
ItIO-yerd o hurdles.

dis-

of the year for Krainik, who

Mule in the discus, and pros meth Jeff Meissner in the high
Junes -cited to live up to their

but he finished sixth on
Saturday with a 14.5. The

the

de

10.1 In the 100 -yard dash prelims. felling far short of advancing in that event.

sem

in all cleared 14-termine
0. making it

ry Erickson in the 440. TIM

to see Erickson go 48.2.

lowbrook's qualifying time.
Keen did manage to make
the finals in the 220 by going
22.3 in the prelims had 22.0 in
the semis, but he was sixth in
the finals at 22.5. Mike run a

ASIDE FROM Kminik and
Warrior coach thought Mai- . Zajonc. the meet wee dis-

urda

Friday and the finals &sterility.
but he just didn't have enough
to outduel Morton West's Ter-

tenth of econd short of Wil-

new standard of M511.9.

!Crawl}, performance gave
Hello West four points in the
meet. while Palatine reelmd
one from Lijonc's fifth -Noel
welt. Nettle team. of course.
wes
contender for the title.
which Evanston won with 21

KRAINIK PUT out a great
effort in both the preliminaries

Mack. Terry Shelton and Mike
lOsen ran a 1:30.3. just one -

plac,finish in Me conference

ond five and Don Duffy was
selected to the honorable mention list, also consisting of five
players. There was also a first
team of five named. so Harper
had mo of the IS alldeague selections in thc Eastern division
of the league.
The wrestling team was also
having its problems, Vol it also
produced the top athlete in the
Harper program to date.

Freshman Tom Names began a remarkable string of victcrties which look him to several

dual meet wins at

150

pounds and a host of in.
vitational and quadrangular
weight class titles.

and fourth ranking in the state.

meet.

g from the diamond coachThe basketball seam also
ing ranks a, the University of had a p000 record i. named
Illinois.
icason, but Gelch explains that
The athletic progeam began away by saying that many of
with
definite disadeantage. Ike stools they face are °boa -

ma. not having their own. ketball wheels" Ho MY. thew

AFTER GAINING Illinois
honors, Tom represented Ha,
per in the national Gonls and
won the crown in his division.
The tremendous improve Men, in seams records of all
teams indicates to Gelch that
9wieh the moving to our own

campus, the whole program

has begun to blossom." HO

mid that it usually takes three
or four years to
a college
athletic department being to
function properly.
8We started with tough
he said...Were
at a competition level now
where we shoard always be.
With um national finalists, we
have set precedents and tradition, which is also important."

It

THE OPENING of tM new
campus has increased the student body and given the
coaches
talent to chose
from in each sport. "We have
also been able to set up more
ideal practice times and in can

use the fieldhouse for workouts, storage

of cquipmi.,

and meetings," Gelch said.
The fact that the new

campus allows the school to
have a day as well as an evening class schedule h. been
one of the best things to happen to the athletic program.
Still taking advantage of local
park dimrict and high school
faciliti., the athletes can more
easily schedule their practices
around class hours.
Gelch has plans for several
other sports to be added to the

program with the availability
of more funds and more facilities. He neines football and
neeockey as the two spare he

able to get its searing machine.

into fourth gear in the fourth
oirmt cg woeithil,e ohtbee3 inn

the first and hadn't cred, and
Greg Sumner made it to wewith gymnastics, socarr and ond with one out in then mond
nvimming as necessary sports but got no farther. Then mike

make Harper as com- Musial got to third base but
prehensive in sports as the to- was put out in the led(i
-ol high schooh.
fore the Knights cou bring
men around.
"WF. HAVE strong potenMusial had gotten an infield'
to

tial to

be one of the out-

single and

gone

to

second

standing junior cam. in this when Lundstedt hit to right
Rate athletically. We've alCenter. White bunted and all
ready shown that,- Gekh in- bends were safe, but then Musist.

sk]

was

thrown

out

from

The next major step for catcher Chuck Donclarni to

Gelch and Co. is he entry next
full into the newly formed Skyway Conference. The cumbersome NIJCL has been broken
into four separate leagues and

Har,r will join Triton. Lake
County, Elgin, nIcFlenry and
Wauborsee in the new loop.

GeIch nays that M sortie
sports the competition in the
new league may not be ae good,

but "it will be good for the college to be a power or among

third baseman Brodnan. Sum-

ner was safe on the fielder's
choice, and with

the

bases

loaded. Bolo:Minn served up

a wild pitch to score Lendsoter,dt.. ,e,,,gci,,odntzf,che inning

Each team scored again in
he fifth, and both Onion it was

the leadoff Man of the innine
who did the jab.

FOR ARLINGTON Ekeral sports. We will enjoy a berg drew another walk and
the top two or three best in sev-

conference identity."

ten, replaced at first by huedn

smaller and speedier Chuck

Tea ATHLETIC director D6196 GeS8, encInd Ids
to, of

glue

quar t et

to the

of

second straight sacrifice. and

experienced when lack Fritsche three.
coafhes on his staff.
wildly to third. Dillon scene If Gelch can recruit mare pared hon..
coaches of that caliber and see
Larry Pohlman's Knights
many of his desired sports fought back when pitcher
added, Harper just may be- SChlais beat out an infield
come. as he hop., eone of the single. Koehler bunted hiin

outstanding junior colleges in along and Tom Slrengs single
through short scorethhe run.

wod like to see added font, ' this state

.

ap

Abe
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TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OKAY, I ADMIT I LEFT TH' HO5E YOU'LL COME OUT HERE AND
LAPIN' ACROSS TH' DRIVEDRAG IT BACii! I'M MOT GOWAY AGAIN: HAND IT UP
ING TO TOUCH THIS 'THING
AND I'LL PULL IT BACK
WITH WHITE GLOVES OW -so you WON'T HAVE TO
AND I'M NOT ABOUT TO TAKE
BACK THE CAR OVER IT!
THEM OFF 70 ACCOMMOPAT E
SOUR f-AZinJES5:

1-1M,YAs, BOYS, we
HoOPLES HAVE
LONG BEEN NOTED
FOR OUR SPEcIA.L.
FLAIR IN BUSINESS --

As WELL AS THE

ARTS AND SCIENCES,

OF COURSE!

2
5

IT WAS ULIsT
A QUESTION
OF TIME BEFORE
My BROTHER SAKE

HIS BIG
TROUBLE BEFORE WAS

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER AND

HE PUT IT ALL
-T"CETHER,
IT WASN'T

APPROACHED
MY EPocHAL.
SUCCESSES:

6:00
News
News
News

7
9

.

THAT, WHEN

ALL Ms;

der, Suzanna Leigh,
Frank Finlay.
9 Movie
"Thundercloud."

6:30
Gunsmoke

15 years in prison.

My World and
Rerun. "Maid in

7

MARK TRAIL
THAT CHERRY MAY HAVE GOTTEN
OUT, MARK, AND HAILED A

PASSING CAR !

ILL CONTINUE TO SEARCI-I,
DOC.-DOBIE, ANY CHANCE

32 Of Lands

AROUND ?

5

7:00
Laugh -In

Rerun. Danny
Kaye is guest.

BUGS BUNNY

11 Director's
Choice

NOW, JUST SIT BACK AN'
RELAX UNTIL TH' TOW TRUCK
GETS HERE

" K -A -M." Features a kindergarten
lower income cross-

GEMINI (May 22 - June

section of inner city
black children.

erwise, you may find yourself
too tied up to notice chances

26 Turin

News,

Weather,

Duckling. Swans abound on

syndicate. Broderick

9:30

Crawford,Betty
Buehler.

Midnight Report

5
7

Chicago Show

9

Flash Gordon

12:15

12:30

Some of My Best
Friends
5

ter
10:00
News
News
News
News

2
5

7
9

9

Editorial
1:15

Movie
"Revolt in the Big
House." Pretty good
movie about convict

26 A Black's View
of the News

in Kenya and Tanzania since their in-

12:45
News

9

discussed.

32
The
mooners

9

1:13

11 Antiques VII
Methods of antique restoration are

life.

Honey-

dependence.

Show

8:25

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

5

20 TV College
Biology.

7

8:30

1:00
Perspectives

7

Reflections

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

Movie

9

1:50

"The Last of the
Action

Mohicans."

herself, dodging

7

1:30

Show

Doris Day Show
Rerun. Doris finds

movie based on
James Fenimore

1:55

EEK & MEEK

the employment scene.

MORTY MEEKLE

alone at this time could cause

CAN I WATCH Y21 WHEN A X1

considerable setback.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

-

CC-CIDE 70 6ROWA BEARD?

Sept.

23): If you expect to be lied to,

you probably won't be disappointed. Trust others and
you will find your trust rewarded.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):
Reconsider your approach' to
the problems of yesterday.

You may he harking up the
wrong tree. Try another way

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

out of the dilemma.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
221: You would he wiser to de-

pend upon what you know to
be the facts in the case rather
than to
dreams.

count

upon

mere

Playground.,

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 221: Consider yourself
lucky to have had 'an interesting experience with another. Any difficulties you may

WELL,014, FOR

Dec.

OWE T1i1N1 ,IDO

JUST CURED
0,4 HICZUF5!

have encountered were worth
it.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

211: Seek another opinion and
you should be able to discover
the best way to tackle the situation. Circumstances arc in
your favor.

CAPTAIN EASY
PAULLARD AND HAMP RETURN PROM THE VILLAGE TO
e) FIND LEECH WAITING
A CAR TRAILED ME
DOWN THE PARKWAY.,.
TWO OF McKEE5 MEN,

YOU FOOL!!
YOU LED THEM

HERE?

DON'T WORRY1 I105T
THEM...SOT IT COULD
BE.AWKWARD...i'M NOT

-7 BETTER ROUND
UP THAT 5000

SURE I DARE GO BACK
TO MARPEN'5!

Z THINK'

PROFE55OR FAST;

EH: 50557

RIGHT: YOU
COME T001.

LEECH! WE
FOUND OUT
WHERE HE'S
STAYING I

20): Others may he able to offer you the hope you need at

this time. Don't pretend you
don't know what's going on or
you court trouble.

may discover that you've been
wrong about another's involvement.

ruble
,glue
glum umber
germ urge
grub
mule
gruel
blue
rumble berm
rule
blur
bugle
rube

°°°111111111

LIEWRI=1M

energy

1.1910!1WM

kilFAMMWF'4

MWOWL-T4' MDPUP
MWN
02MM
M01.4-4

DOWN
1 Dravidian

W1gI WIEMIWPff!)

language
2 Small

WL.Mliki0P-1P3
MPIVW INEDNA

antelope
3 Still
4 Size of type
Berea.,
5 Eve's husband
(Spanish poet) 6 Ailments
17 Protective
7 Conducted
cloth
Troopi
18 Escapes (coll.) 8 stationed
in
19 French river
a fort
20 Shp
9 Preposition
22 Greek letter 10 Lion's pride
23 Poles used in. 11 Plunders
walking
16 Greek
27 Posed for a
goddess of
portrait
dasin
30 Steering
18 Permit
implement
21 Military
33 Fine powder,
decoration
as of carbon.
(ab.)
34 Rio de
35 Swiss canton
1
'2 3

EOLig Mr 4r1

de la

37 Fillip
38 Son of (Scottish prefix)
39 Seesaw
41 Spanish cheer
43 Web-footed

bird

terni

22 Hush!
24

Small island

42 Resinous

25 Mislay

matter

26 Short blast
44 Alternate
of horn
45 Playground
28 Constellation
item
29 Spinning toy 46 Ages and
30 Buzz
ages
31 Perio4 of
47 Commotion
time
48 Sea bird
32 Flavored
49 Land
candy
measure
36 Devoured
50. Cut away
food
51 Golf pegs
37 Theatrical
.54 Affirmative
abbreviation
reply
40 Freudian
55 Pronoun
.

4

(THIS1S ALL I V TWENTY PAGES!.
HAVE LEFT IN
YOUR PRICE

CLOSE
OUT

RANCE'

PIBLIOGRAPHYJ
IT'S A ONE -OWNER

SEE, filMO j I TOLD,

PAPER THAT GOT

cOmEs.oF THAT ONE!

GOOD

110$4 WI

I'LL

ITJ

lumber
lemur

3,

"1&t.(40.44.1

12

14

15

5

6

7

8

20

21

YOU I COULD SELL SEVEN

49 Concerning
(2 words)
52 Numeral
53 Three wheeled
vehicle
55 Front part of
leg
56 Business

abbreviation
57 Great Lake
58 Female
fowl (pl.)
59 Sheepfold
(Scot.)

30

31

22
-.

26

21

33

28, 29

34

36

35

r

47

9

24

32

'10

16

-

123

9

13

18

17

milk

TAKE

SALO
Term
Papers

2

NEATLY TYPED!
FOOTNOTEPJ

11

47 Wheys of

CAMPUS CLATTER
.

burgle
berg
burl
bulge
lure

11 Uncommon
,12 Inactive
13 Brazilian

W11010

MWal WOWW

36 Too

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Confirm your suspicions
before you act on them. You

CRUMB' I

8 Bubble -

15

ARIES (March 22 - April

Answers to
Hideaword

iur

WMPW6

60 Coteries
61 Unit of

14 Leave oUt

fore allowing others to judge

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

ACROSS
1 Plaything
4 Sand

wallaba tree

-

Jan. 2(11: The wise Capricorn
will scrutinize all his work be-

it. Correct errors early.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19): Nlake an effort to explain
yourself to one who seems to
stand in awe of you. A recent
experience may make you too
wary of others.

D.Amum
Roki
UMWUM

mMP,

WUM 1010[41-WX411WP

THE BORN LOSER

t.

44 45
50

48 -

53

54

58

57

Evans,

othy Carey.

Mery Griffin

2

Gene

Robert Blake, Tim-

10:30

punching bags and

Sports

Mob."
of lawman
cracking waterfront

11 Fact of the Mat-

rable boyfriend.
11 Black Journal
A report on the political, economic and
social developments

44 Continuous

CANCER (June 22 - July.
23): A day when you may well
he able to encourage another
with the story of the Ugly

"The

Study

Bayh `and spokeswomen for several
women's rights
groups.

with him on a business trip to get her
away from undesi-

2

12:00

Movie

diana §enator Birch

Movie

Acevedo

Show

for advancement.

32 News

Weather,

"Women's Liberation." Hostess - narrator Marlene Sanders
welcomes
In-

Mayberry RFD

class made up of a

211: Concern yourself with the
small things in life today. Oth-

I.E0 (July 24 - Aug. 23):
Work strictly in conjunction
with another. To try to go it

7 Now

Take SweHope
den." Bob
takes daughter Tuesday Weld to Sweden

Famous Writers

11:35

is

9:10
20 Forsyte Saga

"I'll

26 Famous Artists;

THE AREA NOW!

FOR TUESDAY

the Royals at Kansas

5

11:30
32
P a u.I Harvey
Comments

2

Goober
Rerun.
falls for a petite charmer who is a judo expert.

6:55

TAKE YER FOOT OFF
TI -I' BRAKE, PETUNIA!

Sports

2

Philbin

20 TV College
Humanities.

YOU'RE IN LUCK,
MARK...WE'RE DOING
AERIAL PHOTOS OF

Horoscope

It's a Dog's Life
"Command Decision."
32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.

8:00

6:45
26
Bob
Sports

Your

News,

Geography.

A film trip to Brit-

32 The Prisoner

as the results of the
old man's corrupt

44 Continuous

7:40

ish Columbia.

hold on the town.

dolph Scott and Ruth
Roman.

Seas

WE COULD USE A PARK
SERVICE PLANE TO LOOK

Barbara Feldon and
Joan Rivers,
9 Perry Mason
Rerun.
11 Book Beat
Robert Townsend,

guest.

and

he has inherited his
uncle's estate as well

Western with Ran-

20 TV College

from Alexander."
26 Today's Racing

SHE MAY
BE TRYING
TO CALL
LOST FOREST
NOW!

I HAVE A PEELING

It Takes a Thief
Rerun. "Flowers

"The Traveler."
An orphan returns to
his home town to find

author of "Up the

City.

Connecticut."

Fate

9:00
2 Carol
Burnett
Show
Rerun. Guests are

Organization"

11

Dodge City marshal
returns to town after
Welcome to It

P&it4

Deadly

Killer, bees
are trained to sting
their victims on or-

Rerun. A former

HEROES ARE MADE -NOT BORN

Movie

"The

Bees."

26 Quiz

.5

Here's Lucy

7

Five Minutes to

Live By

Burnett guest stars.

6:25

10 YOU ?

eating kelp on an assignment.

2:50

Rerun. Carol

11 TV College
Literature.

WHAT HAPPENED

Randolph Scott, Binnie Barnes.
2

6:15

2

9

7:30

Mike Douglas
26 Spanish News
. 32 The Munsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

11 Thirteen Against

Cooper's tale of the
French -Indian War
in colonial America.

1

52
.

'58

,61

46

teac ers ris ing is issal with 'teach -out'

1st.
By Mary Schlott

IF THE BOARD intends to take action
against any teachers who join the "teach
out," each teacher will probably receive
formal notice of that such action makes
them subject to dismissal, Dr. Gilluly said.

At midnights Monday marathon bar-

Any Elk Grove Dist. 59 teacher who
joins the "teach out" Wednesday after-

noon runs the risk of dismissal.
Such a walkout violates a teacher's contract and makes him subject to "the severest penalities." This includes discharge.
This is what the Day was told by the dep-

uty Cook County school superintendent,
Dr. George Gilluly, who advises county
school districts on school legal matters.

DIST. 59 TEACHERS said last week
they would have the "teach out" Wednesday afternoon if they weren't satisfied with
progress made toward settling terms for
next years' teaching contracts.

gaining session was still underway between

the school board unit headed by Acting
Supt. Al Waltman and a Dist. 59 Teachers

Council team led by David Robert of Elk
Grove Village, a teacher at Grove Junior
High.

cause" under the state School Code.

noon that he was weighing what legal steps

to take if the teachers leave their class-

yet.

rooms.

"The last thing I'd want to do would be
to take that kind of action until it is really

Waltman acknowledged Monday after-

The school board will probably discuss

"their story," their concern over what

A "get tough" attitude brought on by
threat of losing members to unions is
apparently motivating the NEA and its

er class sizes.

state affiliate, the Illinois Education Association.

Waltman has assured parents he will do
everything possible to keep the district's 16
schools open if some of the teachers walk
out.

necessary," Waltman stressed.

OTHER SCHOOL boards and superintendents believe the northwest suburbs this

year are primed for a teachers strikes-somewhere or other.

THE DAY HAS been told that some

this at a special closed session set for 8 p.m.

'tonight in the administration center, 2123
S. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington
Heights.

est.

they consider too low an offer for salary
increases for next year --plus plans for larg-

Waltman told the Day Monday he has
asked for --and received legal advice on this
procedure.
He said he had taken none of those steps

the Elk Grove bargaining with keen inter-

Teachers said they will use the "teach
out" to reach the Dist. 59 community with

They want to see the Elk Grove school
board hold the line. To do so, they believe,
will make it less likely for other school dis-'
tricts to face similar problems.

parents have offered to man classrooms if
the teachers leave.

GILLULY SAID he believes a teacher
who leaves a class to whom he is assigned is

School administrators and the National
Education Association alike are viewing

"negligent," and subject to dismissal "for

Pro5pert ;Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low lower

40s. Tomorrow: Mostly
sunny, not much change in
temperftture.

Telephone

2554400
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:Senators dodge
report now on
school aid bills
The Senate Education Subcommittee studying all bills
yvhieh would give state aid to
non:public schools will not

to discharge; Sen. J. William
Carroll (R -Park Ridge) voted
for it,
Of particular significance,

iiiake a report on them until

according to observers, was the

November.

fact that Sen. Russell Arring-

Sen. Harris Fawell (R -Naperville) told The Day this
morning that the subcommittee was instructed to make

an interim report then to the
legislature.
:Among the bills the subcommittee will study are the Cope! a n d "purchase -of -services"

lic hierarchy of Chicago to accept amendments of any kind

bill and the Matejevitch "voucher" bill, both of which have
been already approved by the
Illinois House of Representa-

our opinion, removed features
that are thought to be unconstitutional, is placing the ques-

tives.
Yeatdidity; the, Senate -over-

schools in extreme jeopardy in

whelmingly passed a Fawellsponsored "impacted area"

bill which will give funds to
public school districts when enrollments rise if non-public

schools close. That bill will be
heard Wednesday by the House

Education Committee, and is
expected to pass easily.

YESTERDAY, also, the
Senate defeated a "motion to

discharge" the Copeland bill
frorir the Senate Education
Committee by a 26-27 vote.
Sen. John Graham (R -Barring-

ton) voted against the motion

ripped

to the Copeland bill, amendments which would have, in

-Gripe

Ch icago, suburban Cook

Of The

County, including the north(-:

To send in 25 cents for a
free sample and not get it.
B.W.
f

west suburbs, and Lake County.

Plans under discussion include dropping one or more
grades, closing all Catholic
grade schools in September and

October, or demanding dual
enrollment with all public
'111K-4

school districts.

'Kirk Board OKs $1,500
for July 4th fireworks
The Mount Prospect Park
Board has approved an expenditure of $1,500 for their
annual fireworks display at
Lions Park July 4th.
Approval of the expenditure
was given in conjunction with

the vote to allow the Mount
Frospect Lions Club to use
the Village

Carnival July 2-5.
Park, Board President Robert Jlickson said that the Lions

request was granted subject to
lay -out approval by the Mount
Prospect Village Board.
In other action the park
board accepted a bid of $4,585

from Montgomery Ward for a
40 by 60 foot metal building to
be used as a garage and storage

space at the golf course.
Ward's was the lower bidder

at the April 24th bid opening
at a Buildings and .Grounds
committee meeting.

Pre

r.

children; that Mrs. Andrews
was a divorcee with no children when she married Andrews Nov. 21, 1964; that he
had been treated for cancer

SIN1014

gUSURS\
SAYS:\
'"Easy as duck' soup" depends on whether or not you have the

five years ago, but apparently
cured; that the couple's marriage was an apparently happy

4417

Growing Rhododendrons and Similar Shrubs, Digging and Yanking --that's what the action was
Friday at Hersey High School when students planted trees, shrubs, flowers and plants around their
campus for GRASS Day. The Hersey High Inter -Club Council co-ordinated the gardening tasks.
A variety of greenery was donated by three nurseries, Goebert's, Arlington Heights; Knuppers,
Palatine; and Schmidt's, Prospect Heights. Bin Bohling (foreground), 1202 E. Clarendon, Arlington Heights, makes sure shrubbery has sufficient soil.

Chamber gets blueprint
for fight against dope
Mount Prospect's youth officer Ken Zschach told about

the brown envelope had all
been confiscated during ar-

25 members of the Mount

rests.

Prospect Chamber of Com-

The film and Zschach's
talk, brought several questions

merce, recently, that an effective program against drug
abuse means getting many
people involved and developing a community -wide education program.
He showed the group a film
recently purchased by the Village and now being shown in

the schools, explaining drug
problems.

Zschach who has been with
the Mount Prospect Police department for 16 years, said he
has been working with the program for only a short time but

intends to learn as much as
possible about what can be
done.

HE SAID HE will be attending

a

federal

narcotics

school, with another Mount
Prospect policeman, this summer.

A display case of 128 kinds

of dangerous drugs was in-

duck.

Investigation has revealed
that A'hdrews has been married five or six times (there is
some question as to the exact
number) and had two adopted

money to come directly without any strings."
Catholic School Board offi-

materialize before May 29, it
would curtail services in all
Catholic schools in the Chicago Archdiocese - those in

tri4
t

party in the Sheraton -Chicago
Hotel.

dinal Cody. They want the

Main, Mount Prospect.

209 S.

144 S,

couple at 9:30 p.m. Thursday
May 14 as they left a cocktail

been able to reach any agreement between the Senate leadership, the Governor, and Car-

now that state aid is dead in this
legislative session.
Last weekend, the Board announced that if state aid did not

Lions Park for

ton Heights.
Edward P. Andrews and his
.,wife, Stephania;.(police list her
'as -Sophia)'bieth 62, of 738.S,
Vail, were last seen by another

ments have been offered by
senators who are themselves
Catholic.
"At this point, we have not

doubtedly meet within the next
few days to plan its next move,

Day

ities from Chicago to Arling-

provided for indirect payment,
but the Catholic officials want
direct payment. These amend-

sulation and electrical boxes
valued at $600 to $700 from
the second floor of the new
-Stark Real estate buildirig tinat

ton Heights couple continued
today to baffle police author-

"THE AMENDMENTS,"
said Graham, "would have

BUT THE Board will un-

der construction

The mysterious disappear-

this session of the legislature.

ments,.

By Joanmarie Wermes

ance 12 days ago of an Arling-

tion of public aid to private

in-

out

r

cials could not be reachafior
comment on Graham's state-

-Vandals strike
Vandals

Police hunt
.A.ails to find
missing pair

t

ton (R -Evanston), president
pro tern of the Senate, did not
vote.
Graham told The Day, "The
complete refusal of the Catho-

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

cluded in Zschach's presentation.
From a brown envelope, he

displayed a needle used for
heroine

injections,

a

plastic

bag of marijuana and a pipe
that had been used for smoking the marijuana.

EXPLAINING HOW each
item was used and the effects

of various drugs, he told the
group that the samples from

emphasis has been on educating the students.
drug traffic is in the
schools and that by next fall he
hopes to have drug abuse edu-

cation a part of the regular
school curriculum.

It is important to catch the
users right away before they
get into real trouble with

One woman said that educa-

tion seemed to be the key to
solving the problems.

drugs, he said.

Parents should watch for
ADDING TO HER com- any extreme changes in the

ment Chamber of Commerce
president Paul Dasso said that
each person at the meeting
should do his part by informing their associates and other
organizations they belong to.

childrens behavioral patterns
because one of the very first
signs of using drugs is withdrawal, Zschach said.

THE PERSON TRIES to
avoid other people and get

Now that the film is avail-

away by himself, he explained.
The police have a hard time

able, possibly other groups or
organizations in the community will want to see it, Dasso convicting drug users and essaid.
pecially those who are selling
Zschach said that he has the drugs because most of the
been to every school in Mount information police receive has
Prospect either to speak or to to come from contacts, he said.
owned by the Village.

ONE FILM, HE said is for
the elementary and junior high
students and the one the chamber saw is for high school students and adults.

He added that many of the
students in the junior high and
high schools have come to him
asking to see the film.

With the drug control program relatively new in Mount
Prospect, he said that the main

lems; and that neither the immediate family nor police are
ready to believe foul play is involved.

The May 14 cocktail party
was sponsored by the Women's Auxiliary Beverage Institute, the tickets to which
were given to the Andrews by
Mrs. Andrews' supervisor Ray

Graff, according to John B.
Rynak of Lake Forest, Mrs.
Andrews' brother.

MRS. ANDREWS is a
credit investigator for Local

HE SAID THAT most of Loan Co. in Chicago, Her hus-

the

from the chamber members,
who seemed concerned over
what could been done by the
community and individuals.

show one of the two films

one with no financial prob-

band is a manager for Miller

nak told The Day he is a partner, and had in fact, been the

Heights Police May 19.

out."

An all -points bulletin has

Detective Gene Deck of the

been posted in police stations
throughout the country.
MRS. ANDREWS is 5 ft. 4
in., 140 pounds, has a slender

Arlington Heights Police Department said that at 9:30 p.m.

May 14 the Andrews and another couple left the party and
went to the parking lot where
the Andrews' car was the first
to arrive. They drove off and

build, light complexion, blue
eyes and gray hair.

Andrews is 6 ft.

in., 190
slender build, light
complexion, brown eyes, gray
hair, has a tattoo on his lower

ANDREWS, WHO report-

left arm and wears glasses.

Their car is described as a
"black over yellow"
Oldsmobile sport coupe with
1969

route north on Lake Shore
Drive and then northwestward
to Arlington Heights.
Rynak said Graff was one of
the first to notice the dis-

appearance when Mrs. Andrews did not arrive at work
Monday but was not unduly

west suburban, area use some

concerned. The next day, how-

license number. BB -9986.

Reached in Chicago, Mrs.
Rosmond Gleason, mother of

Andrews' two adopted chit-,
dren, Barbara, 20,and Gerald,
24, currently in the Army sta-

tion in North Carolina, said
she was his "fourth or fifth

ever, Graff called Andrews'
boss, Charles Kiefer, and the
investigation was begun when
R ynak called Arlington

I

pounds,

have been missing since.

about 15 per cent of the high
school students in the north-

proached by dealers or offered
drugs by other students..

closets of the Andrews' house.
The couple did not show up the
next day for a tentative dinner
with the neighbors.

1963 and "everything checked

ing, is likely to have taken a

form of, drugs while about 70
to 80 per cent have been ap-

Police said they found luggage and a fur stole in the

one to introduce Andrews to
his future wife.
Rynak said his company
had made a security check in

the police and detectives for
getting information is to get
persons who have been ar-

Zschach estimated that

1961. Andrews and his present wife, Stephania, of 738 S. Vail,
Arlington Heights, have been missing since May 14.

edly disliked expressway driv-

rested to tell their sources, explained Zschach.

mond Gleason of Chicago, during their marriage between 1954 and

ment of Barnes and Reineckey, Inc., Chicago, where Ry-

Among the methods used by

'

Edward P. Andrews, in a photo taken by a former wife, Ros-

Peerless Manufacturing Co.,
Chicago. He was formerly employed in the personnel depart-

.

wife, I'm not sure." Andrews'
first marriage was annulled;
the others ended in divorce, she
said.

MRS. GLEASON said of.
former husband, "He
wasn't the type to neglect his
job. He would always call in
her

even if he were going to be just

a little late."
She said he was a good hus-

band, "although children annoyed him." They were married from 1954 to 1961.

She said that he once expressed a desire to retire in his

mother's Tiffin, Ohio, home
and told her he would like that
house willed to him.
Andrews' sister, Mrs. Helen
Weller,, who liVes in Tiffin,
said that their mother's house
has been sold, but did tell The

(Continued on page 2)

Meetings

Tonight
Prospect Heights Rural
Fire Protection District,

8Va E. Camp McDonald
' Rd.; 7:34) p.m.
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Extensive search fails
to find missing couple

Rep. Goldw ter Jr. to talk
at Cr ne testimonial
By Richard Cobb
Rep. Barry Goldwater Jr.,
son of the GOP presidential
maidate will speak in Adioston

Heights Thursday evening. his first address in the
northwest ..tiburhs.
.
Jr.,

meting a Los Angeles district
in Congress, will be the princi-

CO-CHAIRMEN FOR the
(fund
fund raising testimonial dinare Robert W. Galvin.
president of Molorola, Inc.;

General Assembly, will serve
as honorary se -chairmen for
the Crane dinner.
Serving on the dinner dem.

and fa mes S. Kemper, Jr., pros-

mit. from the western townships of the district are William J. Pailey, W. Richard lm

Mont of Lumbermen Mutual
Casualty Company.

,

.

and

hl rs.

Gwen

pal speaker at a testimonial
dinner for Rep. Philip M.
Crane (R -13th Dist.) of North brook.
Mere than 750 are mpected

Republican Women.

REP. EUGENE F,Schlickman (R -3d Dist.) of Arlington

to hear Goldwater. The dinner
will he held in the Jimmy Du-

Heights and Rep David J.
Regner (0-3d Dist.) of Mount
Pram. along with other
GOP numbers of the Illinois

ante Room of the Arlington
Towers Hotel.

educational

..

...3,.........

Mrs. William C. Hotel* end
MR. Eugene J. Trandel of

s....,,

ation, discussed the group's
plans after a Friday meeting in
the
Holiday Inn, Rolling
Meadows.

were not going to attend 0

s.d his patient had the coneer
operation five years ago and

To he served Wednesday in

of Arlington Heights. Wheel-

Grove, Wheeling, Forest igen

ing Township; Donald 1.. Totten ante Mrs. William H. Catlin of Hoffman Estates.
Schaumburg Township; Ber-

District 214:
Main disk (one choice):
om fried chicken, baked ham

and Hersey high schools in

Palatine Township; and Carl

Rep. Barry Goldwater, Jr.. mil deliver Ins first address

R. Hansen and Mrs. Ernest M.

ere the

northwest whorls Friday evening at a dinner in Arlington
llets. honoring Rep. Philip M. Come. Goldwater and Crane

Luckner of Mount Prospect,
Elk Grove Township.

are shown in a recent picture at the Capitol its Washington.

stronger AASA support for in-

on a sesame seed bun, wiener
in a bun. Vegetable (one
choice):
whipped potatoes.
hollered spinach.
Salad

juice,
wedge,

(one
tossed

Ogilvie.

"We hope the Illinois
rem of Investigation will be
able to do for the State of II-

The

meeting

sponsored by the Elk Grove

traduced Director Ware. Regner was the sponsor of the legislation passed last year in the
MinoisGeneral assemblyerea.

yestciday evening.

Ware spoke at a public
meeting, his first since being

Investigation.

earlier

WARE SAID that his bemu is intended to fill in the

new law enforcnt
eme agony
by

Gov,

are

marks were directed toward
his bureau's work with drug

concerned

I cannot over emphasise
the threat that naiveties and
dangerous drugs pose to the
mental and physical health of

es where violence has taken

Illinois Buena of

the

iag

appointed the first head of the
ye

"My men

with breaking the law and they
will he found wherever the law
is being, broken," said Ware.
Asked about the work of his
men on the university campus,

°ht.) of hlount Prospect in-

FEL" said in Mount Prospect

MOST OF WARE'S tea

and local officers.

cation.
Rep. David J. Regner (R -RI

Ware director of the "little

predicted Ware.

has existed between the ferlemi

Township Republican Organi-

lino is what the FBI has done
for the nation," Mitchell

this

law enforcement gap which

was

place

recently,

Ware

our nate, especially to die

said,

"Our men have been there.

young people," said Ware.
"We have seen a Ra-

I

think there will be some int-

mrod.ce upsurge

instant arrests betlong."

in

the ex-

per imenn
mtiowith dangerous
drugs by our people. Drag use
among the young bas in-

Day by Day

fruit

choice):

Wad, lettuce
strawberry.

molded:

hospital

Arlington Heights Detective Joseph Schreiber said as
far as he knows the FBI halm.
A report that Andrews had
been seen M a Chicago theater
Intl Thursday, was disputed by

pineapple grape, orange. be -

and butter, milt.
Available desserts: apricot
helves.

chocolate

nana
cake,
cookies.

rolled

is

because the man was described

presenting.

bo-

wheat

MacArthur, Mak Rom and

neighborhood
Gleason lives.

Sullivan schools in District 23,
Spaghetti, green salad. wa-

for the matter

To be served Wednesday In

Chicam police said that no

signed up for an eightmeek

coned hr.]. peanut crunch

considered
only as a missing persons ha -

bar, milk.

reau case.

On anatomy, labor and delivery were intelligently given,
and we both appreciated than.
We also bathed the big rub-

is

parenthood class. The lectures

weekly sessions were devoted

to the bath, with hushed proclametions an the water tom

"I whit I amid tell you that
there has Then a significant
change and improvement in
the drug abuse situation, but

cote

unfortunately
The best
that 1 can say is that here in
Illinois we have Then blessed
by not experiencing the' tame
ape of Warming midemic situation that Now Tod: and California have witnessed recent-

BROWN'S

I

Gamma Phi Bose alumnae
in the northwest suburban an
will meet at Sem. Wednesday,
May 27, rat the home of Mrs.
Donna Engelke, 131 Belle
Palatine. Co-hosteucs for the

820 S. Elmhurst Rd.,
Des Plaines
Wishing Well Plora

437-4567

evening

audience,

"I MAKE THESE reports
not m an alarmist, but a a real -

By Catherine O'Donnell
Blowing off steam seems to
he a favorite pastime for till of
es. One man called to say thnl

though he was not on duty at
the time, If you find time send

Westbrook
Festival
tomorrow

umenical Service was Pather

David Sanchez of St. Dom-

him a card,

inic Church in Chicago. More

the weather alert siren was I. RUMMAGE AGAIN
than 75 persons heard talks
loud enough to be heard over
Om thing that can be said. by Dr. Jorge Prieto of Evanthe sound of music played by for the Elks Club that has
aloe, Thomas Baldikoski of
his son. And a woman called to members from Arlington
Arlington Heights and Clyde
may that the siren way loud Heights, Mount Prospect, Brooks of Elk Grove Vilenough to wake her children Palatine. Rolling Meadows, loge speak on
the need for
and send the family down to end other places is that they
housing for minority groups.
the basement.

sp. wondering how much
mom accurate the warning
could have been if the Village
of Arlington Heights had kept

rgd.

that
Trustee George Burlingame so
urgently sponsored.

George, a line Capn
once with
United Air Lines
in`strumfobuyin getting the WI.
lage

two 'seder sets
from dismantled Viscount.

when the argning over me
merits of coneM equipment ended
the sets
e sold.

the doh.
Thebours for the sale are
C.
Pm.
Clubman is Barbara Pierce.

Palmine. Joanne Richert
who has Thu publicity duty
made and distributed 25 post err written in English and
Spanish. She was aided by her

two sons, David, 13 and idfret', to.

MEETING TONIGHT
T

Windsor

e

Heights

Homeowners Association of
Arlington Heights will sneer
tonight at 8 pm. in Windsor

It would be reassuring now
to know that any storm afar- School. President is George
ado proportions could have Schwartz.
been sighted right in our own PRAYER SERVICE
mull weather bureau.
The Metropolitan Leadership Committee, the poop
Veep
DOERS
In

the

Arlington Heights

Police D4grtmetd the
these days among the gals who

man the desks is flats in feet,
fires and music. Dolores Howe
h learning how to play the on
pe and so is Dorothy Engle -

that approached the
torians on the possibility of us -

rag their land
low income
housing held a prayer service
at

High School DM

Sunday at 3

The celebrant of she Pe-

Prospect's

William E. Cellini, Illinois
director of public works and
in the Elk Grove Village and

on
Schaumburg area to avoid De.
Ave. between AL 83

(Busse Rdiand York RAM!.
hurst Rd.).
Beginning

tomorrow, De won between Busse and York

tact the social chairman. Sallie
Fawcett 341-2435.

ALPHA DELTA.PI

A Founders Day memorial
and irotallation of new drams
am planned for the final meetingsof the year for the NorthWest Countryside Alpha Delta
Pi alumnae group. The ceremonies will be held at the
home of Mrs. Louis A. Blanc

The best art work and music

Westbrook.
At 7:30 p.m., a band concert
will be presented in the school

presented during the festival,
said John Gatto, principal at

219

their 119111 year.

The new officers, elected at
the April meeting are Mrs. to

Gaup said that the public b
invited to visit the school the
the art displays and attend the
free concert.

IL Adelman, Arlington
Heights, president; Mrs. Ken.
neth Bradley, Glenview, vice
president; Mrs. Donald Kend-

ill be closed to traffic to al-

eigh, Arlington Heigh., corrsponding
Mrs.
James Ruff, Northbrook,
recording secretary; Mrs.

low for more rapid reconstrueTHE Roma OAT
asuman

era n

Dor IV*

Nymph

Highways.

Kamm 11,., 117 S fAtun, news
amsrect,
hC.056 Lamm of.

Ring stolen
A /75 ring was stolen Sun-

day afternoon from a w.h.
room at the Randhurst shop.
ping center after Mrs, N. Johnsen of 1003 E. McDonald,

Mount Prospect, put it on the

sink to wash her hands and

.

Arlington
Heights, treasurer; Mrs.
Thanlas
Nelson', Arlington
Hg
Louis

Monday

vision of the State Division of

MitchellArlington

PAL ADPis am celebrating

by vocal selections from the intermediate grade students.

will last for about five weeks.
The work is under Messmer -

S.

Heights, Tuesday May 26. 8

auditorium. It will he followed

don of Devon. This closure

Greene,

nual golf outing and couplea
picnic are king planned. Fm
additional information, con-

MOROW.

from the attire year will he

Fran

gen, 253-3618.
Early in the summer the an-

West-

Urge avoiding
Devon Avenue
buildings, has urged motesiSIS

...

brook School will hold its annual art end music festival to-

have great rummage sales.

Both were referring to the
They're having another one
tornado alert that sounded on Thursday, May 28 in the
through Me area last night CMbhouse at 2323 Wilke Rd.
when a fennel shaped cloud. Take the Palatine marginal
was spotted over Elgin.
road on the north side and
Part
waiting time was keep going until you come to

the

Mount

are

Palutine. and Karen Friesen,
Arlington Heights.
The program will be "Jewels lb., a Queue gliemondsl.
preiented by loan Carey of IIlinots.Bell.
Any new alums in the area
are urged to contact the chapter president, Mrs. David Hil-

Were told his Mount Prompt..

Bits and pieces

cams of Post-nethim &Pm.

how to QUICKLY
one bottle of formula

. Warm I had a nurse for dame

parents, and we had taken ad-

Amy filled my day em noth-

A.

Blanc,

lish to sell tickets.
Don and Dorol hy. when they

far from undemanding job

course,

no means could I have been de-

When she dropped a couple of

busy fives and their organ lessons am ardent bike riders.

Their pretty daughter, Lynne, gave her mother and
dad each a bicycle for Mother's Day and Father's Day.

Patrolman

Dave

Critten-

den
denis
hobbling around on

and collecting autographs on his broken leg cast
He is anxiously waiting to ride

running down my

sit in the bathtub and let the
tears roll into the water. (Shc

we were unruffled pros, but
those first three months with

fece, wondering if she were

must have been cleverer than

Amy nearly did us in.

again even though
broken
leg
result of a motors, ycle
y
cis
accident
while on duty.

Al Si. Al.ius Hospital, Patrolman Chuck Slater out of
the intensive care section and
able to receive visitors. Patrol-

man Slater was another motorcycle accident -victim, al -

1,

Moy 25 - 29

11 o.m. teapot.
ONLY

COLE SLAW, TEXAS
TOAST, FRENCH FRIES

The woman's role in legislation

Following the' ceremomes

must be ready encl./Ming to.

Dorothy Oliver

will be a social hour. Ideas for

step

at rem will be presented at
Kappa Kappa Chapter held aooaoaee 0 0 a oti1e_ookgess ssougesossesSOOSS
he May 14 meeting with Mrs.

in the tactics women should

Mrs. Poke felt that thereaee
too few women candideles. If
the parties don't elect to put 4
woman on their ticket see can

Richard Monday serving as

Ho. Pat Pol., legislative assts.

run independentlyn and, .Inf we

LAU to Sen. Esther Saperstein,

whot more wome

Three women who are in-

this time.

Tuesday, M y 26, 1970

hosted. Mrs. Glenn Anderson
d Mrs, James Bronson were

welcomed m' new members,
and Mn, Jeffrey Johnson as a
guest.

Officers for 1970-71 were
installed as follows: Ms. Michael Mondry. president; Mn.
Bert

Evans,

vice

president;

Mrs. John Benassi, recording
ilcztarcyo ntis,.,,Jes/e T.o.cm
-

MD, and Mn. Frank Venn,

The May 21 meeting of
Kappa Kappa Chapter was
held in the home of Mrs, Fmnk

Fenneman. A program entitled

The Beautiful" was
presented by Mn Richard
Monday
and
Miss
Julie

Phi is not affiliated with any high school or
college. Women wishing Rather information may contact
M'Beeat/'S'igroa

Randhurst P T A
meets May 27

The Randhurst Council of
PTAs. which consists of 20
schools from Districts 26, 57
and 59, will conduct its annual
school of ingtruction Wednes-

day at River Trails Junior
High School' in Mount Prospect. It is at this annual school

P. new PTA officers

and

chairmen learn what duties
their positions include and the
best way to perform them.
Mrs. Dolores Haugh, Women's Editor for the Prospect

Day, will speak on publicity
information.
Registration will be held in

the foyer of the school from
7:15 to 7:30 p.m. The 14 workshops for all new incoming of-

ficers and chairmen will be

Beta Sign. Phi, Mu Alpha
Chapter, will hold its last meeting of the year tonight at 8 p.m.

at the home -.Donna Robert;
420 S. Wilkins Dr., Des
Plaines. A birthday party will
bc given for all member,
"Truth," a cultural program, will be given by Marge

on from 7:30 to 8:50 p.m.
and the second motion from 9
to 10 p.m.

Kalivoda, followed by n general discussion.
Beta Sigma Phi is an inter-

view C. will conclude the
current year with an added lealure when members meet
Wednesday at Old Orchard
Country Club, Rand and
Schoenbeck
lids, Mount
Prospect, for luncheon end
hook review:

Catherine East, U.S. Depart-

ment of L.., and Margaret
O'Malley, first woman judge

"Legislation: The Role Worn -

en Can Play'. panel at the
Symposium on the Status of

p.m. there will be a short bush
Women should first become
ness meeting during which the 'informed on legislation that is
newly elected officers of Rand- pending and then become inhurst Council will be in- volved in either passing or destalled. They aro: Mrs. Lyle 1. Dating it, the women agreed.

cobs, president; Mrs. Donato
Bedford, first vice president;
Mrs. Harold Sternbridge, secand vice president; Mrs. Lynn

Kloster, tremurer; Mrs. Lou
Hinz, corresponding secretary,
and Mrs. Allen Sparks, recording secretary.

Coffee will be served after
the second workshop session.

families onetotelmision view
ers.

To further Ulna.= the re
view, Mn Hopkins will show'
slides of her extended tour of
Africa and acquaint us with its
People
Mrs.

Martha Hankie, Just re'
may interned Rom an Af-

will
speak briefly on "One Life,"
Dr. Christian Barmrdh autobistamPhY: "Man is the Prey"
.by James Clark, the wildlife

rican safari, will mvicw "Life
with Daktari" by Susanne

editor of the Johannesburg
Star, and "The Pont." a novel

Hen Thu tome Duktad is

by Ian. Antra,. Brown

Hopkins

mho

to ro

Mrs. Polos called for a mow
an's caucus which would testily for legislation bsgstiejet for
women.

"While it is possible for
of politics widulUt

speak

speaking of legislation, it is inspossible to speak of legislation

without speaking of politics,"
Mrs. Polos said. "Women can
work (for legislation) through
t h e established
political in which are
dominated, or they can
site

ale -

s their own political groups
and from a position of power
Mid numbers force the established institutions to swept
them into
equals."

their

ranks

as

REFERRING to the women's

committees

which

arm

the envelope -duffers in political organizations, she mid,
"Wont. interested in advancing the cause of woolen's
equality can use the women's
committees . pr.sure groups
within the larger groups. They
can bargain for more women
candidates ort political tickets

the voice. The work that women do in their parties is necessary and invaluable. The party
cannot exist without it.

we will have to give

IF

Mem our financial backing
and a power base from whirl
A 61AN should not be defeated just bemuse he is male.
she Said. Women must exam-

ine his voting recoulund work

to get him re-elected If his'
record

is

Mts.,

favorable to their

All three women cited the
CROCUS or
the creation of a nationwide
group whose sole concern is
tion concerning womn., There is no organisa
need fora women's

concentrating
its cams.
strictly
on legislation. they
said.

"Each group disperses its
energies in so many different
directions that when the don
comes for a showdown On
piece of legislation, there arc
no funds or no wornanpower
to have someone there to testify pro or con. Besides, one person testifying in behalf of

thousands would carry more
weight than five testifying in
behalf of a few hundred."
Mrs. Palos added that laws
are made in. committee. and

rrt7g

tihed'Zrati's'
ide will not he heard. IMP.-

sentatives

Can't
find

it?

Sb

v

109

SIRLOIN
1249 S. Elmhut
Rd.
rsPIT

(Ba.aen Algonquin &Oak., No summers on Medal)

and save!

What's so great about gaslight? For one
thing, it oesn't just shine, it glows...so festive,

nings, too.

Choose yours now, while our special low
prices are in effect. Get one for the Croat lawn,
too...for beauty and protection.
Easy terms are available. But the sale ends
June 30th, so see your dealer or call us today.
War

Northern Illinois Gas Company
Serving more than a million customers

mentory education. Janice
Rodger, a Prospect High
School senior, plans to attend

the University of Illinois as a

math major and Katherine

A handy. manned men
brew ant dams nab
Ban

.

II mem inmate for one

wiMout suce. dun

Hams of

Wheeling High
enter Syracuse
University sis o drama student.

Find it In, easy, offset.

Miss Ileum currently played a
leading role in the school's
presentation
of
"Palm..
Game." The presentations

..dal 25S-2200

School

said

were made at Nordic Hills

nie Leellnuff, Conant Kathryn C. Scott, Hersey,
Linda La Poem, Fremd,

and

meeting of the WBA, we get

BONG Informed is one of
womesis biggest failings, the
panel agreed. Women must de,
yelps "political wordy. and

learn to muddle Puough the
existing political structure.
Mrs. East said that we have
to rely on our own judgment.
"No woman should accept my

word or anyone else's word
shout fLdizttout about. it
Organization

is

smother

Musk Mrs.

O'Malley said,
Women's Bar Assn, bag
legislative activities and con-

When we have a

down to business immediately.
Socializing it done before end

after the meeting. By doing
this we get a great deal done."
The panel suggested that
siromen begin researching the

bills that are pending to eliminate the law which restrict/
women

to

eightour days.

The law, which wet originally
created to protect women, pre-

vents women from earning.
overtime pay and also Twin.
promotions, which often depend on more hours than
women ore now allowed to
work.

A new

restaurant
unlike
any
other.
Top
of the

Towers.
Nothing quite lite it anywhere.
You'll enjoy a bird's eye view of our
gait =um°, and beyond it
Arlington Park Race Track.
where thoroughbreds run all
spring and summer.
Your gene will take In atunnisag

song and comedy and Mien
Top of the Towers
into a supper club.

In the Towers Lounge, Gees Beaart
plays guitar and sings in seven languages.
A moat entertaining
background for cooktails.

t'sVo'B.7.g'atri
,omo,re.,..

Spend an evening at

Top of the Towera There's
nothing quite lake rt anywhere

J7s7t helnvee whew
public about the dm,
form yea, tike to Thy.

OP

Zig ;Zap

on.°Chonao

Cotwlry Club at the omaniza-

I ion's annual luncheon.
Named m alternates were Bon-

geneml.

fy.

fermi to them and women in

During dinner The Notables ploy old
and new tunes for dancing. Starting
at 9:30, they blend music.

three 0200 scholarships. Maw

so flattering ieputs everybody in a mood for
fun. Gives you extra hours to enjoy your eve-

at commit. hearings to tomb

Then. When you call for the menu,
soother toast begine. Entrees from
around the world, with the accent
always on fine dining.

Hermes, of Arlington High
School, recipient of one of
gnat intends to enter Miami
UniversilY and Major

centrates en bills of special lae

interior. at team of color wherever
you look.

then

elected president of the Northwest Suburban Pruthellenic
Assn., congratulates Margaret

only

For months you've been waiting for the outdoor living season. Now make the most of it
with a beautiful new gaslight for your patio-

and

Mrs. R. L. Novak, newly -

Now $,795*

Buy before bure30th-save up to38%

'more' leadership,

pressure, groups to look after
their own interests and nppear

are dependent on

nities arise for them to assume

O

for

10 sit on the Monroe Street

Between the first and accl' Women at Northern Illinois
and sessions from 8;30 to 9 University.

Hop' kins reviews Daktari
Prospect Heights Book

volved in state polities, federal
legislation and city law agreed

held in two maim: the first Court, Chicago, made up the

MIS. Bert Evans at 209-5472.

SALE

1(lp

And remember-NO TIPPING & COME AS YOU ARE.

phone: 437-8313

announced that Mrs. Gardner had been called to Hawaii due to the duos of her mother. Other
newly -elected officers include Mrs. Evelyn Lovdjieff, recording secretary; Betty Bolarms (sealed),
treasurer; Mrs, Marian Baker, vice president, and president elect Mrs. Bernice Stephens of Arlington Heights. All other officers are residents of Mount Prospect. The other empty choir is for Mrs.
Laura Wolf, newIy.elected corresponding secretary. The area organization welcomes any em
ployed woman as a member. For information gall 253-5877.

"I am saying that opportu-

or BAKED POTATO

BONANZA

One empty chair in this photo will be filled by Phyllis Gardner who is the incoming president of
the Mount Prospect Business and Professional Women's Club. Outgoing president Belly Schlaver

Status of women

L,

Second clan amage pots or

1/2 lb. Chopped Steak Dinner
Mon. three Fri.

better.

eyed. One told me she used to

COP.

comes with:

got

icy-mAing level. The more
woinen involved, the greater

Special

NOT EASY RIDERS

Mingo

opment through un-bleery
eyes. The second time around

1

Iowa.ndl mtg. $17.00

Noontime

can take the time from their

sweet talk, "Ids going to be
sheer hell for a couple of
months." After a while, of

and a stronger voice at the pol-

BONANZA

be ready for a concert if they
can get Captain Mamie Eng-

If only someone had said to
without euphemism or

ua.

without falling on my face.Ey

son and her husband, Don.

Any day now, the trio will

few weeks of the mature

of a newborn should be in

Well, I got through college ell
right. I worked for six years at

wsek sews ...rid. Real

then left without it. Mrs. John told police she returned to
the washroom a few minutes
later and the ring was missing.

em.. curriculums owont-

friends who were just m wild-

homes for the aged

moms.

that somewhere in the
emancipated,
forintellectal, pro-

feedings we could appreciate
the wonder of her devel-

Pms

spay Publicity c.rnmn

provide valuable

is

No doubt you're thinking
"Humph, another neurons."

Saheaaalan ream 35 esun a

10 can. a

vantage of the agencies who

scribed es a lily of the field.
Also,
can cite instances of

Grove, pan hellenic alternate;
Malick Mount

Nwassiand arks.

Surely, anyone who reads
deb will agree that we were
miserably unprepared for our
baby's arrival. Yet we weie
older than average first.time

assistance. Maybe the maser

and 712 Cedar. Oh Rain, IL

Year, HAG lw

never have any peace, quiet or
normal hfe together again.

slot, are largely due to sheer
mdtaustion. When I had my
second baby (some peoples.-

supposedly

Heights, pan hellenie delegate;
Mn,, Earl Gebel, Buffalo

60016.

As far as I'm concerned, these

wonder when I would get five
minutm to take a bath. There
were piles of laundry every ohere I looked. My husband
ften came home to find me in
the bathrobe I had wo. to
wave him off in the morning.

Prli.yion Ate.

ad.,gren Xalabl. III. WOK

put-upon. My husband and I
loved Amy with all our hearts,
but we felt at first we would

hours a day, seven days a week.

stand why that parenthood
my obstetridonor
don
or my pediatrician Ad not
my to me, "Don't go home

national social sorority which
is not affiliated with college so.'
rorities. Mu Alpha chapter assists non-profit
such asCicararook Center and

hein, slz

Never have I felt so inadequate, so bewildered, so

Of course I expected to be
how, but I was blissfully one ware that I would be busy 24

Sorority News

PHONE AHEAD -YOUR ORDER WILL BE WAITING!

inter-

and

ing ever has in my life. I used to

peration

bet its

good educations
esting careers.

fuel two weeks, gladly eating
hamburger for the following

when you don't have enough
milk and the baby is shrieking
with hunger. No one told us
how to ignore Amy's deafening sucking of her own bend
Out kept us awake all night
long. I used to lie in bed with
mess of fatigue and exas-

ber doll - and here goes by first

at one end of the couch with
the whisky bottle, while the
baby lay at the other end.
These were not maladjusted
debutante types either. Beth
married in their late 20s, after

Mention what to do when You
suddenly and agonizingly bed
More milk than the baby could
take, and it -was 2 a.m. on
rainy night. I cannot under-

about
In aka

complaint. Two of the eight

inn Drags are no respector of
black, white rich and poor.

hysterics.

from the hospital without buying a breast pump" This sentence would save many hours
of misery for new mothers.
Also we heard nary a word

born. My pregnancy was dellniuly planned, so it was not a
case of tin rated parenthood
or fear of financial disaster.
In
ectenthusiasm,
we

five years...

the lust

presented

Let me add we were in our

where

complete waste of time.

All the ethereat advice on
the glories of nursing didn't

middle 20s when Amy was

creased M Illinois by 500 per

cent in

not

baby can feel cozy. Many another couple, Ill wager, found
out the hard way that the lovely new crib threw the baby Into

Alm to come suddenly at an inconvenient time.

frankly
enough by those who do the

es "stooped" and "Ed always
carried himself straight and
tall." The Gateway Theater,
5216 W. Lawrence, is in the

pudding.

cherry rhubarb crunch.

Ey.., who said he did not believe it was his brother-in-law

warm water, mild soap and
tone'. Period. The hours of
palaver on this subject are a

Par that first terrifying heed
coId) and soothing ointment
for the first skin cashes ...re

group of Americans which
comes home from the hospital
almost totally unaware of what
new baby really means. And I
believe this is because the truth

become involved in the case.

small basket or car bed, so the

How we would have wel-

bath . ) Anther's husband
came home to find her sobbing

should have ready, pronto, a

born. You need a baby, luke-

BPW's new officers

I at least she found time to a

starving to death
Somewhere we should Nye
learned that the newborn dues
not like a large space, and you

II -year -old could bathe a new-

comed a "realistic" list of supplies, including a vaporirox

don't think that was the real
remon After all, being around
children is a far ery (and I do
mean cry) from the complete
care of a newlmria
No, judging from my own
eXperience and that of nutny
friends, Mere is a goodeised

-

for observation. He

the first

I

MEMORIAL DAY

`Little FBI' director vows to battle drugs
By Richard Crabb

said he wasn't the type to take
off without telling someone.
Rynak said the Arlington
Heights Police Department
has given the family "excellent co-operation."

every six months enters the

-

three months at home withbur
daughter, Amy.
Maybe she threw us forst.
a loss because neither Dee or I
had been around children, but

believes his p:itient would not

A rlin ton, pmspect, EDtr.. diced pear. Cornbread

rani E Pedersen and Mm.
Glen Ann ache of Palatine.

The new =hotelmen's group

tegration.

Keystone, Chicago, Andre.'
doctor for the past 15 years.

hit our marriage

the ex-

perience behind me, I remain
utterly convinced that any

the biggest bombshell that ever

do anything 'irrational" and

But Dr. I. M. Irate, 4344 N.

had, Now, with

up in June, I've becn recalling

Dr. Isoe, when told.of Andrew,' disappear... said he

School Menus1

in the 13th district.

-Enemded arc Richard A.
Cowen and Mrs. Veva Meyer

the Vietnam war.

HE SAID THAT Andrews

main."

per.. and long lists of
equipment that must be et

Whet with ...Baby Week"
and "Mother's Day" in May,
and "Father's Day" coming'

-

had no operation last July and
pronounced
him
"mired"
from cancer.

this time Fee never going back

no trip the couple had planned
andanid his sister told him they

Mrs. Gleason said her forMet husband "suffered from

ca from each of the eight 4111"

will push. Thomes raid, for

ing, "If they rind something

graduation there this month.
.

Mount Prospect.

to

It will push to have the
AASA go on record against

She quoted Andrews as say -

this summer to visit Mrs. Andraws cousins

RYNAK SAID ha knew of

are the 'township committee -

dent of the Northwest W. I. Illinois Education Associ-

decision -making

might be ming to klontnna

By Barham Peterson

17.

ALSO TO BE seated with

Thomas, also a paSt-Preds

which former school Dist. 59
Supt. Donald Thomas helped
organize want the American
Association of School Adm
isVeteee (AASA) to come out
strongly for the right to dissent
end giving students 0 voice in

Nonveman

entered

Francisco, Chicago, she mid,
"Al that time a tumor was re moved from
bladder."

had mentioned that the couple

the speakers on Friday evening

New schoolmen's group
takes on administrators
The new schoolmen's group

Day she hod =en her brother

"a fen/ months ego" and he

Arlington Heights, Robert W.
Burrow and Mrs. hlartin Keller of Palatine, R. Randolph
Bateman, William J. Busse.

Sherrick of Winnetka ate enchairmen for the 13th District

July

&Macao Hospital, 1044 N.

Glen Ann licba of pcy and Mrs. G. Dale Pate of kr,

Mn.who

had his last checkup July I I

cancerous tumors" and last

(Courboollfrofe Par 11

Read this if you have a newborn at Ihome

.NEWSPAPERS

te
pbblerow.b.

ArtgentoUrtsgri=tt.""
oa113942000

'Ms Land'
at Covenant

One day at a time

By Ron Swans

HIDEAWORD

t:olorle ours

L Ind

motion mums of rsr wl tram

TIETNAF

gill

=not to nrodun

he shown at Ndrthwest Con- I

=ant Church. 302 N. ElmYesterday the sad arse, to-

' has the tight answer for you.
Youlljump to the tap in what ever you do. What a way to
sun the day.
CANCER (June 21 - July
22): Tomorrow is waiting far
you. What a glerirals day.
Maybe you can expect mareof
Mem. Whatever it is you're
looking for P here. Ole.
LEO (July 23 -Aug. 22).0n
your feet, friend. This is your
day. What could possibly go
wrong? It's going to be that
kind of day for you,

dory the glad one. If yon missed
yesterday's column, you know
It was that kind of day. Tomor-

row will be better, I promise.

ARIES (March 21 - April
Marvelous, mandous
day. Nothing can go wrong.
Do your own thing. Everyone
191:

will applaud you for K How
lucky can you get?

TAURUS (April 20

May

20): This will be a time of won-

dean! peace and quiet. You'll
arioy inner serenity unknown
to others. Tomorrow, and

VIRGO (Aug. 23

maybe forever.

-

Sept.

22k You're loaded with ma gy. Use it .whermer you can.
Do good for everyone. My,

GEMINI (May 21 - June
206 Ask Tendons. Everyone

what a lucky person. K

CAPRICORN (Dec 22

You, 00 is everyone else\
LIBRA (Sept. 23

ful. Wonderful. Enjoy it to the
utmost, you lucky person.
AQUARIUS (lam 20 - Feb.
181: No Nary today. You've
been waiting for this day. Everything goes right. les about

The old world won't pass you
by. Every day will be better
than the last one. Whoopee
and hurrah.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov:
211: You'll accomplish.41reclat today. No end trag)'our

If

ato4Ine

after yesterday.

be the first time and it won't be

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec, 2Ik No clouds an your

the last; ou're lucky.

Beautiful day

Carmichael.

beautiful people. Hurry along
and enjoy IL Quick, now.

using all seven of these Niters.

'

and

been

has

I

54.57B contract to P & W. Industrial Salo. Too Plaines for
a Ford tractor.
Specifications included silachotents. and all owned by
the park district may he used

Grovesand St. Teresa and St.

luau

tractor.

95.95

Talk with a teacher
'Come and do your own
-

"Cool, Casual, Colorful
Colossal... When you finish
Were you could help "Dad"
ith the outdoor barbecue
cooking.

A trip to a Mexican Restaurant, a trip to the Art Instimte,
or out-of-door
videS using
gamesactithat

swer. I repeat. personalised in -

1124-1136.

I

lack 8 the Beanstalk

Ila ration

MAY 27, 28 & 29 WED. THURS. & FRI.

Spanish.

OPEN THURS & FRI NIGHT

by

found," said

$aving on

8 -year -old Bobby as he eagerly
spread out a piece of paper and

laid a woolly caterpillar on

He laid

it there for

1

ISEStglkfrY

4" BRUSH

ter but I am going this summer
because I signed up for a Field
Science Course in Summer

School beginning June 22.
think n will be great."

learn to understand what he

tellectual, physical, and emotional. The elementary school
cannot afford to continue having intellectual success irs exclusive goal. The good school
needs

compasses all members of
the school family: admin..

I would like at the Mite to

portend, the elected
sentatives who serve on the

shccess. Personalized instuction and small group activrity

60C

trators, teachers, parents. and

'Indents, and most

imrepro-

MIA,

Throughout Be past emits;

be O looi.Mir

I

won WI be adlltheld op.

the school working art
pariners toward the common

Board of Education.
I

God?

Des New

I

MAXIM

Cord

Mr. Thomas HungerFord

CARLTON PRESS, INC.
84 Fifth Avenue, New Tons, N.Y. 10011
Phone 212,243-5600

$44
PPoe Got.

Manufacturers Suggested retail price
$8.75,Tinted Color, slightly higher

coffee

(111. APPROVED)

7 7c

3 f" 97c

Sellabrate
by $aving on

mit
Id

5 -way written guarantee

LADDER

Durable - cleans quickly

$197

beat the White Sox, 5-4, bchind extra -base hitting by
Bruce Zelm. Ed Coltman and
Ian Cooly

IN THE SOUTH Blue In-

A

AWARDS

BEN HUR

blike Doherty, Mike O'Brien.
Martin Buckingham and Kier man Mack while whipping the
Wolverines, 10-5.
The Tartans' Joe Pittenger
rapped out a homer and aura
doubles to pace his club to o

13-5 triumph over the Spar-

er Red Division contest. the

tans. Tom Jule pitched a three victoryo give the Ravens an 8-2
ictor over the Swords. The

twice winnthe fifth to

over the

Barracudas rallied 1-

Chicks.

THE CYCLONES add the

deficits of 5.0 And 11-7 10 beat
the Wolverines, 12-11.

Gems struggled to a 6-6 de inn
Smith Blue 1unior game

a

Mark
Stansbury had three hits and

Jung, Dopp lead 111W
Center fielder Joe lung was the leading hitter for Maine West
in conference contests this year. The right-handed power-hilter
Cracked out 15 hits in 42 official trips to the plate for a robust
.357 average. Doug Keehn (.308) and junior backstop Keith Moran. 6323) rounded out the Warriors' fist of .300 hitters.
in 354 at As a team, the Westerners hit .256 with 89
bats Junior Jim Hansel man led the club in times at bat with 45
appearances.

FLEET -FOOTED Jim Kullk registered 10 runs seared for the
Individual leadership In that seetegen, while Ang% IS hie mid

a Dries in 20 minutes

fiend coach Al Carstens' pitching staff also made considerable contributions, HE five hurlers combined for an morel!
ensiled run average of a skimpy 2,47. Control artist Dope led the
wad in dial department with an excellent 1.48 average.
The following arc the composite batting and pitching records

of ftie 1970 Maine West Welders:

ASK ABOUT OUR
CONVENIENT
CREDIT TERMS!

A

$599

EVERREADY

CHARGE IT!

BATTERIES
Limit2pkgs

^ NOW
141/11411i°
'

Y ur satisfaction guaranteed

mire $8.25
Tinted colon, alio hily Weller

money cheerfully refunded.
OPEN THURSDAY 8 FRIDAY TO 9

at

MO Only
NOW THRU
THURSDAY
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M

Ilmenha fer
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39
27

6
4
4

Kulik

13
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1

14
12
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4

I
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45
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Country Paint Store
40 S. Denton, Arlington Heights

f

liautulmann.
Menideriumrs Sunnestad romil

CL 5.6369

14

14

DONS

27`

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Weekdays

W SO RBI AVE.

M

4

ster zipped through the one Mlle course to top all other
Competitors in the I 2 -years old and below division.
In the intermediate th
mile race, Bryan Kilfoy of As,
lington Heights was second.

Anther

I

I

Peter Sonia) of 401 Orchard
Lane in Arlington
Heights was a runnergo at the
Phillip 's 66 Pitch, Throw, end
Batting competition held at
Rand Park in Des Plaines.
Peter was one of the winners
in the nine year old age group

by hitting the ball I MD feet

whkh consists of total poll.
from three swings.

SPONSORED by Phillips
66, over 200 boys appeared at

the coraest. Competition was
held from one oil five.
A student at Dryden School
in Arlington Heights, Peter re.
ceived a 2112C troPhY and B

jacket. He will represent the
northwest

area

at

Soldier's

Field where the grand prim
will be awarderkftchets to the
All -Star game.

6

13

2

I

Mfg

9

17
7

3

3

O
O

CII:r.b....

6

Nelson

3
3

4

0
0

0
0

3

0

0

I

0

0

1

2

0

0'

I

0

0

1

0

0

Kehe

Hama
Woedley
Composite

145 359 50

.000
.000
.000

0
0

at Lincoln Park. It is the only race in which cyclists will
be abet to accumulate poitk
toward national qualification.

The stan and finish of Me
races will be near the Grant
Memorial on Ridge Drive.
Starting time is 8 a.m.

By BSI McCarty

Main a -Northfield Little
League attention centered on
the intermediate division last

week when mike -up munes
and the regular schedule kept
onion going daily.
A makeup game on May IR
hod to be completed May 23

Olsen

HD:

r-er

bp

61

6

rt

n

20242441

er

Nelson

eompovite

17394- 6

2116 12-7 21

1951
11

24176

16

316'3-3 2 3 - 2
-943544411 9436 75

hole. end 79 eone for each

Michael Fieidman was thc
winning pitcher es the Metz
topped tho Reds 4-3 with Ron
Schakowski singling in the

plus a home. run.
Johnson's other

for the Astrow

victory, a 5- 4 win over the

doubled

and

Brian

Sox. Dub

Tim Wayman and Steve Jack -

Warrior head coach Roger

Langer doubled for

the Cubs and, in the final in-

boo triples and a single; JiM

King's duo defeated Tam Wit -

Dash with four singles 111 tour

at and Dale Tolliver of Mon.

turps

don, 4.6, 6-2. 8-6 to ream Maine

with two singles for three trips.
For the Astros, Mark Schlepphad

and

s

a

Michael Fieldnthn

Dean 'forlorn' wch
double and a single

and Robert Polizzi had a trply. Scott Toriumu had two
iand

POWER AT the., plate for
Johnson came from a homer
and o double by Ron Wadka,
doubles by Deschamps and
Johnny Menial la, and two singles

drove in two runs. In the re-

pak and Mike Sandberg of

a 12 - 8 affair for the Astro,
with Polizzi getting three for

New Trier West eliminated the
Warrior twosome, 6-0, 7-5.

four. Rory Lent having two for

thro and Scott Toriumi belt

DON'T BUY
per day

'pt cur new location ...
THE COMMERCE BUILDING

2,93

in

3.1

1.48

1-2

2.70
2.90
7,35
3.97

1040 St Arlington Heights Rd.
limited Summer Offer

BARON'S "erlIn::::"'

if

.

Arlington HeighN

'.PKWrie: 253-5971

.

mestic collecting only ow, run
on walks anJ an error 'Wowing

Talisman pitcher Larry Harrelson to chalk up a no hitter
-

1

win. Harrelson also
is did teammates

anti a doublet other doubles hy
Craig Stone -Gary 'reicher and

Eric Scholl a triple by Marc
Smith: Iwo singles each by
Mod Heichman and Goalie
Shore. and a grand shun homer

by Randy Weingarten who
trove

in

five of the was.

runs.

play at the plate 112 did Girdle

am! two doubles for Larry
Berth.

ners and David Maher doubt-

Pellegrini Signs and 'f alts-ed for the losers. Despite n
man Village are locked in a tie long home run by Rid later second place.

Pellegrini

overcame Knight Tube and

them their first win Id the sea son. 13 The bog,blat from

the Bankers was Pa Wear.
grand slum home run and

Pink also helped his cause with

his third home run
son

and

was

the seaassisted by

doubles from the Malys -John
and Keyitthand

some good pitching front gill
ner Terry Levin.
In the minor division. Shore
undo..
AilleriC1111

remained

babel when they outhit
view Countryside Nlbcchanw
Sloe6
17 - I. Winning pitcher
Midler also hit two double,
Other hitting pins, cone
from Jeff Bersh with s !Hole
I

End

Shore tit third. For CCM. Andrew Denim had robe doubles
for five RBIs. (boon Herm
tripled in three runs, and Do mink Coleni had a double:

cobson. Domestic dropped a
game to Golf Mill Bank to give

Stecktvviee, 6-2 and 3-2. John

Maly was credited with the

DEFENSIVELY,

Deo other undefeanq
nor 1121111. 'differed their first
losses Slay 23. Production
Tool mobilised the Braves 19

12 and Kim Drugs slid last
Corsair Finniture 4 For
I

Production.
the
winning
pitcher was Jimmy Doleral
and among the hitters was Ke-

vin Kwiat who hatroal out two
triples, a double and a single 111
1/1111 nine RBIs. Tom l'OK aka

n double for the winners
1:11ahn 061111 lidIV,Fed four

had

PLUGS 'N' POINTS
ECONOMICAL CAR TUNEUPS
COMPLETE PRICE TAX INCLUDED

turn

GRIFFITH
INSURANCE.

fa

2-0

match
pitchers Bob
Machum and Jamie Humensk'
teamed for the 21 - 9 assault

;

Villagers 4 - I. Donald Fawcett hod two hits for the win-

by John Carlson who

singles. The return match was

.

hits and one walk to defeat the

Callas with a double and RBIr
Also Insisting were his brother
with a double and
2 RBIs and Gerald Halpin
with two RBI, In the 3 .2 conwinning pitcher Kenny

champs, who struck out El and
allowed only one nit. a blooper
by Pat Bucaro that was lost in
the infield sun.

.

and 000 Perlin with doubles

Cunt win and Inlped his own

11-7 win with help from the

,

Heichman earned reamnition
fur a brilliant catch in let) field
and Sieve Levy mode E fine

OW. Scott Richmond doubled
for the Sox.

bats of David Pink who home.
rah George Sutphen who ha]

_

Dave Barish. Skye Lubelfeld
and Hob Chamberlain. vihe
also had a triple. In e 'return
match lewever, Donuntich
Kerry Fold allowed only two

ning, Tons Paulson singled and

caprorcd firo place in Mc major division by collecting three
straight wins during the week.
Golf Mill Bank was the In
twice, 21 - 9 and 9 -0, In the
shut out. it was another win for
.the Sportsmen's Larry Des-

.

I effort over Knightas
Tuba
and Steel with the win going to
Johnny Mendralla who gave up
one Et, tanned 15 and walked
otic. Extra base hitters for 110
winners wcm Jamie Humeinki
-

Gary Silver tripled with nes

THE METE and the Aso't

VILLAGE

Domestic Uties. with Do-

6

drove in two runs.

Goods

TALISMAN

had one win at the expense of

and a

Skelensky.' Chip Led low, and Alden Sliefel all
doubled for the Son

Sporting

-.

Marpret Winemer proved 211 able fielder Saturday for the St.
Emily's School girls softball team. Margaret made several line
catches like this one from her third base position.

fill slate for MNLL

While Pal Branco collected
thc only extra base hit. a
doubk, for the Bankers. Joh.
art
twthbaggers were belted
out by Manhunt and Humenski, Joe Perlin. and Johnny Mendralla, who took three

ing a triple. has Daft doubled
for the. Mos end David Pink
had throe for three. Winning
pitcher was Jon Motormen

David Add had a double end
drove in three nins. Wove

identical scores. In the first
game Met pitchen Jack Dahlman and Jeff Weder shared an

Ill Champaign overlooked en
Important victory by the
Maine West doubles team of

s

in helping his team to another

State High School Tennis meet

includes: delivery a private

4.6

nine thereafter

Johnson

era

2-2
0.1

coon. is nund is erten until

tri bored a double to the cause.

split for dry omit by nearly

q

I p.m.

Open to the public. green

doubles. Cub pitcher Bundy
Abode allowed only five bits

The officials at the Illinois

ear no

I

fees an $1.25 for the first nine

Keith Steinbrink was the wtnning pitcher and he also con-

I

1970

its nine -hole. par -three golf
course for the season. 'Die

took a win by nosing cut the
Sag in another
ring 54,

P

Maine W. net
team scores 2

44 .256

W SO

The Flying Carpet Motor

tanners. The Reds dropped a
10 -Ocontest to the Cobs.Win
Wi.give pitcher Tony Zaccaria
gave up two hits, walked two
and struck out nine and team MOO Tim Kurz hit twO

three extra innings. 'lac Giants earlier hod to forfeit a
game to the Aeons, but finally

May 26,

In in Des Blokes has opened

winning run. Jim Dash also
and saw the Giants drop a. collected two singles Cr dm
heartbreaker to the Sox 6 - 5 in

Tuesday,

Flying Carpet opens course

The senior division raceselil
stretch for 35 miles while the
junior contest will go for IS.

.

',Reber

emts,

Virginia Doesterey.

SPRTS

ed Upon the Third Annual
CrIterium of Old Town held

Philipo

.000

49 70

Miss Patricia ,Mrs., a =cher
at the school,
Ann Kobel; Mn,. Jan Pa
Mm
Alice Rustemeyer and Miss

Page 5

Salon*, Midwestern
cling attention will be center-

600

0
8

D59
.000

Sc, Emily's pitcher Linda Pelletlieri serves up another driving
to SL Martha's batter in inter -league championship game al SI.
Alphoraus School in Prospect Weights Saturday. St. Emily, of
Mount Prospect won its league with a 9-0 slate but dropped the
flask Saturday, 10-a. (Photos by Linda Hamilton)

Mato a Michigan, Wisconsin,
Illinois, Indiana, Miasoun and
Iowa

Caplan

une score. In second round
ompetition, however, Brad

6

Scott Balder and Chip

Laymen during a 2-0 victory Thompson got the big hits viva the Buffalos.
Mark Toberman did the pitchThe
Rangers' Dennis Dro- Mg in a 6-3 decision over the
Inc anon a one -hit shutout 10 Kings

Ostrowski and Beth Rustemeyer. The manager vvas Nancy
2wolski.
Coaches for the learn were

Makeup g

whipping Kiln entry by the

4

La

Senten places
2d in contest

THE PRESS release issued
ownstate had the Morton pair

2

game highlighted by Clock De words homer. In another
Ranger win,
and John

go, a two-bit job from Paul

Sunday afternoon. The young-

two team points.

4
7

MOgney
Aigswajd

'Hinny

,357

beat the Royals, 10-0, in a

by the same score. Tile Stets

ry Dalton, Gail Gawel, Carol
Gering,
Kathy Klingberg,
Debbie Kubetz, Holly Nor wick, Dorina Oliva, Debbie

Indiana Roadrace Criterium

the South Rod Inner -

Mediate Division,

lighted by the hitting of Joy
Behn, Jeff Graves and Roy

Jung

Charlton
Heston

Rich Vele of Mount PM pea captured first place in the
midget division of the Marion

ties in the Marlins 20-2 win

over the Daggers. The Tartans
got extra -base hitting from

Seals, B-2, anti outscored hew

Most Valuable Player.
The seventh graders "12
played on the team this spring
ware Kathy Brawley, Sally
J,
Brogmus, Nancy Coates, Chris Chivini, Ter-

ich Vehe pedals to victory

termediate Division, the Bar.9.
racudas backed Steve Mao --;:,,T .9 m.9'7won
Phail's pitching with a I4 -run
sixth inning during a 24-6 win
over the Chargers. Mike Slob
RIDERS competing in the
ber hurled a no-hitter and his
Criterium came from all over
teammates rapped -out 19 safe- the Midwest, including such

PLAYER

ELEVEN

ACADEMY

THE ROYALS out -hit the

144 -tins batted in also paced the team.

OUR BEST

2 FT. WOODEN

WINNER
of

OM In progress. Please address:
-

Turner's homer: The Senators
blew anise -run lead but Came
back to top the Red Sox, 12-9,
but the Red Sox rebounded to

Professional results

Clyde H. Brooks

(without cost or obligation), plea. write ImmFdifflOT describing
your work and stating which part of the day (a.m. or pen.) you
would prefer for an appointment. You 019 promptly receive a
confinnetIon fora definite rime and place.
Authors with a7mpleted manuscripts unable to appear may
rond theta directly to as fora free reading and evaluation. We
wW also be glad to hear from those whose literary works are

Come to this

Extension

This theorem
is Rated

me M this endeavor.

so) on any subject, and would liken professional appraisal

Christian Science Lecture

utelorotexadaSts.

unable to meet, will join

010//4

#00

ty,

Via

BRILLIANT SCREEN
IN COLOR

people with whom I have come
in
act and those whom I

RESISTANT FLAT FINISH

NOW

ON OUR WIDE

Able, and I hope that the On

The executive dirrttor of a wen -known New York publish.
log firm will he In the Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect and
Des Plaines area in late June. He will be interviewing local
authors in a quest for finished manuscripts suitable for book
publication. All objects will be considered, including fiction
md non-fIction, poetry.lovenll., religious books. eta.
If you bane completed a book -length manuscript (or neat,-

is

Ilse AM erovhide

will continue to work to-

HAVE YOU
WRITTEN A BOOK?

What

o hos .1100 snmehl

Tales.

American Majors,

whose only safety was John

lets' Charles ESP.,'

Call out a 5-2

the

Jim Thompson pitched a one hitter to pace the Red Son M a
5-1 victory over the Yankees,

dm Atoms.
Chris DiSimone hit a homer
and picked up the pitching victory as the Hurricanes dumped
dm Buckeyes, 8-5. The Bucks

Jays tel

0DRIES TO A HARD WEATHER

o Study pylon bristles

STARTS FRIDAY

goal of quality education for
each and every student. This

ran be eheebed.

of CHRIST, SCIENTIST

myWong

and

sible. and should contain
an elldres.- et plane aura.
her so their ourbearkity

FIRST CHURCH

menessed

belief in the commni
utyt

on request
shoald be a., bad as pop
libewraten,
pos-

Tenth, May Sp- GOO KM.,

constantly

45

P.444.41"e''S'
69

Chow careens who expressed

AN hum to dm edl-

ti

212.211

ward this goal in any way pos.

io.

IL

.

In

the

in

homered

Dons 19-1 win over the oaf -

gam

Pat Reitmeyer was the loser.

EXTERIOR SURFACE

Rustemeyer, manager Nancy Zwolski, coach Site Rustemeyer.

and he and Bob

two -hitter
Gustafson

p another win when the Padres failed to appear for their.

but they still managed an 8-4
win.. Scott Holfeld gave up a
triple to John Mayerck but
went the distance for the win.

90NE PAINT FOR EVERY

Gawel, coach Ann Kubota; row three, coach Jan Peva, Chris Chivini, Carol
Gering, Holly Norwiclh Debbie Kelm., Debbie Ostrow., Donna Olivin, Beth

six runs batted in to rocs the
Stan to a 15-5 win over the
Seals. Pete Martin hurled a

got thred hits from Tom
Moore. The Tornadoes picked

rge Atoms garnered only
flits off Buckeye piffling

In the Red Junior division,
the Beanies walloped the Oilers, 24-7, in a game cut short
for obvious reason, In anoth-

in

A restless child or a child
who feel inadequate socially
eannot easily attain academic

over 7,500 of then, exercised
leak hancithes4choose time
member for the Board of Education an April I I.

their support for me by their

foster

to

growth
thinking - feeling - doing.

Brooks thanks supporters, pledges help

The Editor

specie

healthy succeeding - social, in-

R.L Hutchinson, lire -President

mangratulate the winners of
that election and to thank

$399

The school needs to make

provision for all manner of

Letters to the Editor
Letters To

a three -Mohr to pick up the
winnwhile Jim Koski suffered

pitching the lets to a 7-1
triumph over the Hurricanes.
John Sayre and Steve Cowan
inch hit doubles in the Wrens'
6-3 victory over the Atom,

to succeed in batting a baseball

ond Publieheo

The Tornadoes got only one
hit but it was enough for a 6-4
victory nor, rho gcaycrs, who

Bulldogs. Joe Demarco hulled

boosted his record.o 2-0 by

ing a present for his brothers'
or sisters' birthday. Joel needs

R. N. Poet, Cinsdatinii Dierrno

Editor:
The voters of District 214.

rosy 21-6 victory over the

The

oiler to feel right all around.

Tuesday, May 26, 1970

ners.

clouting by Dave O'Neal, Pat
Reitmeyer, Bob Sutton, and
Johh Mayerck.

I

meat offestholy. Pete needs to

C. F. Nau, Advertising Dieresd

the Wrens scored 13 runs in
the first inning and went on the

dogs, 10-5,, behind extra -base

need to experience nrscess in

Marshall Field III

WilUam.).Kiedaho. Managing Editor

the Padres, 224. Pat Hidden
hurled a no-hitter for the win-

ALL HEAully children

lhanor thearialnahlreala by afire ,fralon.ly krepinu
'thepaper's freedom and inrellnunliateerkr."

John &Stamen, beh

Sanchez. The Oaks unloaded a
pair of hennas while smashing

Heights Boys Baseball League,

rebounded to beat the Bull-

John needs to succeed in mak-

Page 4

In the south white junior division of the Arlington

THE ATOMS also played a
7-7 tie with the Jen. Dick E -

Sally Boylan, coach Pal Pang!, Sharon Gross, Jacky grog. e, Terry Dalton, Gall

fense xpl es in 21 -6 wi.

the same total Ted Nicholson
and Larry Hermanson had for

Oh, I found him one field trip
from school. We cant go on
Nature Field Trips in the win-

/Dap Pubticatio115

'The members of the St. Emily's School girls softball team, which posted a 9-1
conference record to win the championship are, front row from leth Kathy growley,Nancy Coates, K11111, Ktingberg, Kathy Saunders, Rosemary Dell and Linda
Pellettierit row two, coach Virginia Hocsterey, Mary Shields, Margaret Wimaner,

ed' for five hits for the Jets,

his

all

Feel how soft he is, but be noel
ful when you touch Fuzzy
Wuzzy. Where did get him?

"Dad, could I let my hair grow as long as
Lyndon Johnson's?"

Saunders, who was captain and

Wing and Jeff Crouch combin-

friends to see. Isn't he pretty?

graders,wit.

Mary Shields. Rosemary Dell,
Margaret Winsaucr and Kathy

the foss.

$ellabrate

eigh

ron Gross, Linda Pellettieri,

ns9

Holi a

speaking children play. Summer School, District 62.
Do you enjoy outdoor and
gymnasium activities but lock
confidence in your own ability? Try Developmental Physical Education.

"See what

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

$3.00

not School could bc dm no-

The

played their last game fo St.
Emily's on Saturday were Sha-

by Neil Sum

CHILOPINeMATINEE

thing." Boys - Welcome
Creative Stitchery.

Thoma eighth tine.

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

from

enaction and small group as
tivity.
For more information call

Mount Prospect third. Other
teams in the conference are
Queen of the Rosary of Elk

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

if I-10E41,1're E

may be necessary to achieve
healthy growing hoc a. Sum -

FINISHING second in St.
Emily's league was SI, Alphonsus School of Prospect
Heights with St. Rayrnonda of

Summer full of fun

By Enhe E. Cullen

softball

league foe last Tuesday.

trict board Saturday awarded

the

loop

St. Martha of Chicago, 108.
The St. Emily's crew lost dm
championship game, between
two different leagues, on Saturday after beating their final

Hoffman Estates Park Dis-

on

Catholic

the

standings, but they dropped
their lost game of the year to

$4,578 tractor
contract given

IT6SSOMM.78.66220,66,24Neltmrozetotokt.tro:Me

Spanish in

conference record, on top of

good.22 excellent
Amster on Conk Page

ihe soul of a nation.

And
at. dear readers. is
further proof. Horoscopes me
nun, and tomorrow is what you
eke it.

foe

The girls of St. Fanny%
School of Mount Prospect finished their season with a 9-I

called a musical journey hay

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March
20): No sadness and sorrow
new. Nothing but joy. II won't

is

bloke as many four letter or more words int of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

posed and ermined by Ralph

time, 1 guess.

lucky, you are. hpogine that,

horizon.

The film. to be shown at
7,30 p.m. May 31. is rich in
authentic sights and sounds.
The musicnI score two tom.

191: Don't wait for Christmm.This is your day, Wonder-

Oct.

Another day of opportunity)

achievements.

hurst. Mount Prospect.
-

St. Emily's girls capture crown

$1976

$184°

8-cyl.

6-cyl.

O
We Come
TO You
We AclOPd Matter
,Charge Cndtt Cords

FREE BAG

OF CHARCOAL
WITH EVERY ORDER

595-9085

'13'r

ar

h
SarvinssPeponals

THE DAY
Rags 6

Tuesday May 26 1970

Oks teachers
bargaining unit

NE Illinois planning unit
to study housing needs

The River Trails District 26
School Board haS signed a no ciliation, procedural age.-

runa with the River Trails
Edmcati o a Association.

(vreA)

formally recognizing
the RTEA as rtthe exclesive
and sole negotiarion agent for

all fullcertificated Class-

The

NOgIhslinterll

Planning

Illinois

Commission

(NIPC) hos announced that it
is beginoillz a study of housing
needs iu the 8-ananly Chicago
metropolitan area.

1966 and was recogniacd as a
professional group. last year

by the board. but was not accepted as a negotiating body.

aid Louis Dim. RTEA prod.

rules

o

this week, he said the teachers
awraciation will now beina position to negonate with the
school board.
He MITI That RAYS is one of
. the 10 teacher's associations in
the Northwest suburbs that arc

I

CALL

housing

AIR

AL

CF

in 1969 was 51.431,a decrease

KEICIT part of north -

of 6.773 units comp:Cad to

iota

'

Cleaner...maws
Qualiry well Rea

p

Ludy 35.7 per cent

3:30 p.m. Cimencrfields Unlimited, in cooperation with

Polio Pec

ONCGANWSIVAT5

agency said.

''" " "'"''"'".

their

392-5410

Haring Aids

Rem 'radar,

TETON THE MOON
MT IN CEMENX

TOM CONCIA=Ii.
ggg,

I

G.

25n:4E'I47'''."..

1

WE

A, Services

'. '..

iD

CEMENT WORK
FOUNDATIONS. FREE EST.

iietvicAgum.

52a,8/1

Slab.

.7.7*
free hems
Be, Lecolly
392-9351

WIL1.10VI CARS
ANY CONDITION

(Across Trom Rundhunll

24Hr. Phone

Coll 028283

255.8800

WINKELMAN'S

Be Sure

IY5

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

CALL

SPRINprnde

Boating

. f end

.,

G

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Al phases OE yord

Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers Ilse sensible way to lind out what kind of hap a hmiring
aid can give you -iirrhour a major cxperulirttre, Wear anew MAICO aid for 50days at a moderate
rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not. your AM y investment is the rental charge, and
there is 'warm/ter oblignlion. Call todny for full information.

t

s.

o....

Day Camps
ECHO HU RANCH DAY CAMP
OPENING FOR FIRST SESSION
TUNE 22 JULY IDOL 5.036g

,.

Dog Service

SAND
6RPMEL
OK.ORANVR

ow we'll horh be mud al

oo

P

d M.

.

c.a., ° .v.rmrvmmas

rad bra.

Big 8,1. lood.$25.00
Big 4E/WT00,315.00

E..,...

WILETUIED GARAGES

m.'t,r,T,%.

1N

FREE ESTIMATES
gaily 0 om To 2 pm

0274588

pre 'rnEk.."8-5 ''''ng

WHOLESALE, RETAIL
Fa,

9.

a, 25 -04B

LANDSCAPING

OA

"a ''"i.''''.
Ie.rk.1..

"7r,z'zmnrr"
KITCHENS BATHS

QUALIFIED

ROOM ADDITIONS RUMPUS
ROOMS

'g,T:i

''''.

HILL BASEMENT

'rz,=,,z,4r
,C
r

ci

.',

,

477.:r.

''''' '111r".

Western Red Cedar Lumber
2x6 -28c

Stop in for
your free,.
booklet
on decks

ri"..1..'

NEED MORE ROOM?
I

Piano Tuning Services

WEST GARDEN CENTER

ORANGE
RUCTION CO.
CONSTCONSTRUCTION

CHAIN LINK PENCESVINYL,

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

iiiifELLER Lumber Co.

by

24 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights

.,,,.....,

W011E11104 COGSt. CO
Recreotion Roams
Room Addnions

-

.

392.4224

IMMIMIIIMMIIIIIIIMMOLIMMINIMMUMM0111051/10

COLORS, PORTABLE OR
. PERMANENET DOG RUNS.

FINANCING
FREEESTIMATES,
ESTIMATES, 2968255.,

...STEEL

;1111UNNIr

296-2770

\

Be trained by one of the
best companies in the
Noobveest Suburbs. so
to indusve
try and make
big T. Mo
directly into
Management,

940 t..".'"'"Ife:

OR

ISUSINESS MEN'S

296-6640

CLEARING
HOUSE O'HARE

"

mdada

an grad;1111

PRESS MAN

9 S.

20 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines,

PRFE.FST=

CALL 2972266

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

To Work For You'

Elk Grove Village
569-2346

COMP icITATsca

or 2'1'

great nevejob?'
Call or Visit

B24-5,9

Ed Surek

Call for oPPainiEn...

PORSCHE AUDI
AT O'HARE, INC.
297-2880

ARE
FINDINGr

For Inlenciew Call

593-5400

272-1000
1657 She rmer Rd. E.

Northbrook, Ill.

HOUSEKEEPER

7VVIn'gVTT

ADDRESSOGRAPHMULTIGRAPH CORP.
sccirsimon.ormployer

656.9922
"The
Illinois Eid

great

Payroll
Bookkeeper

TMA

MOM

Accounts
Receivable
290-2770

:zrtrarT"4,-;.=7.

PRODUCTION

s220,,

02,63,

wan,
.,1.--,c,i,:ik,,,,,,.,

CUP & COMPLETE g MAIL TO

.82.1-2510

R161417

Plumbing.

.,

HERE

oi

-cALL'-'"

NEED A PLUMBER, All sewices

Kolman Plumbing, II...0
392.MB
,Hergage Plumbing Oo-

elc1. Working
.

Ion

col'packa
Mon

::E:.2',I;dh,t,,Z,
Tenant remodeling , rE,01

'

IN :I -11E

aP-

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.

heres nm
e bean Inner P*
Ella .1. Ow lax In

Po

-

win

an

^P Mrery

Melon Motor
& Coil Corp.

b an
data

773.2020

.n.

GENERAL OFFICE
a

CUTLER -

217 S. Arlington Hts. Pd.
Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

PAID VACATION
371/v HOUR WEEK

ge

@ Illinois Bell

o awe.

PLUMBING HEATING. Redding.

RICK AND STONE WORK.ERE.
F.E.
MS AND REPAIRS, FREE

SALES TRAINEE
FREE
$700

1-1APPINESS

6 REMODGENG

No lob
JOE OPTMAN

solo,
cra

255 3022

Ceilina, walls , PM.,

AlEs

Also Roof Repairing

FREE INSURANCE

940

Pc11

nofing th, ef,ris of o

Small lotis *Special,

,
-.9'............

is GOOD SALARY

the now people

ofthee

gg,..,,,,,,

ET

HARDI-GARDENS

games -arts -crafts

Coo

EXPERT PLASTERING

,,,,:y4:1J31L.F...R.

D'uirhl'org'nrn '''3910000

Ear Morn information

WOOD PLAQUES
ADDED CHARM FOR GARAGE
DOORS, DECOUPAGE, ETC.
ANY SHAPE

/0,

BY RAY PETERSON

AN KRYSH

vrk ro,,ntain

SECRETARY

teach kids new

taco

O.AX

CALL MRS. YAMICH
60.0015 or 647.0016

bill. Free.

CUSTODIAN

Plostering

COLORS

RESIDENTIAL ANDCOMMERCIAL

cam.aZeNro'1O.Ento

`14"."F.°'Ear

665-4412

FILE CLERK

$120 WEEK

3100 N. MannheimRd.
'Franklin Park

Tfit33gLr'"

GENERAL OFFICE

SECRETARY

For Appointment or
Come For Interview To
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Plaines

BEGINNER

CALL MISS DEL at GL 5-3600

CALL BOB VAN

296-1071

CLERICAL

Lo Salle Personnel

La Salle Personnel

...S.A..'

...°...

M/DIM CIFRX

CONTA,g4P,SieRMAN

CHAIN LINK
FENCEusbsea
''..VIgre"..

.Put Day Want Ads
mos:swat)

`t/6

E

=Orin,
ALL T

264Ielp Wanted Women

HELPER

An Egaal OPPeclani,Emplo,

,

.

GALS!!
JUNE GRADUATES
R
81 I
/ w Nowl
I 00% Free - Start in June!

INVENTORY
CONTROL
$700
FREE

Pets

.

viG Milwaukee qve. Niles
B224456

E1941500
FOR ERR ESTIMATE

TO US

t

PEOPLE

NICE
PETS
ADOPTION
HODRS 14
P,M,
EVERYDAY
KAY'S ANIMAL SHELTER 2705 N.

Lawn Mower Repairs

Suburban Small Engine
203 Xirchofl Rd. Palatine
350-0845

FmE,,,,,.,..°

FinishDer Baesrements

,,,,,

394-5560a3P

392ER700

583-3838

SCHEDULER

RUSTIC FENCING

Established, Reliable

4x4 -30c

940 Lee St.

593-6279

Penang

Room Acklitions

,ih

a 5-1015

Euclid/Lake Ave. nem lo Tollway
bridge. B24-6146

on

'""ZiROTVN 6 BLOITETE'3"

YOUR WANT AD

-A
'...'.. i'" '...
SPOON & SONS

EACTORY PRICES

2.8x16 PATIO BLOCKS

e E. N.

RANDHURST Sassn.oc

2 3500

Wood Plaques

289-1088

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

holmes &

24 -Help Wanted Men

595-0478

,,,.t,,=

428-5909

'

you landscape with Western Wood.

Mon. thin Fri. MO- 5; Saturday 7130 - 2,30

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

"0 ""-

358.3172

PULVERIXED BLACK star r yds.
for X22, liglosid5s ovallo,

COOPERANVE EcTIZRPRISES
2,,,,,,s,2

Engineering

CONTRACTORS

A Western Wood patio is a party room, living room
and playroom...all rolled into one. And your yard can
be fresh, unexpected space for family fun, too, when

2x4-I8c

nC

CARPENTER

CAREFREE ROOMS WITHOUT WINDOWS

tdra

0

- --Ty, - --- 0--

,rjez

°

uo-H40

SINCE 1946

."

n Care

HOUSES RAISE)
0

ras

ire

te

ELECTRIC

E

WELDINGAND GENERAL REPAIR.'

''"'e'.. ...

S.

TP'..g

eine

ELECTRIC/AN

T"'

.,TE.'orl''' "'"' :'.",": Z
6

itches, oto. Coll B22.2612
XARIDEij

'

3x1111

Welding

R & M DECORATING

Ri. 99,1.., ',Weigh 6.0

0111011

DENTAL RECEPT.

39.0706

CL 9-0495

1. KOTTKE 8 SONS

500-070

C

1T!

YOUOI

rEEKTE

Decorators

NEED MORE ROOM211

432tTrOr

e

..

/

IF YOU
LIKE,

_

DO YOU SEW??

fill.it

ring
RICK'S DECORATING

Lauritz Jensen

BLUE KENTUCKY BLUE
BLACK DIRT

E

$600 MONTH

EEC

$650-$700

255-7200

.

.. SOD DEPOT

COUTURIER designing oad sly,

Worh Iii M.,.

rhia

K., an,,,

A2 021.

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

SECRETARY

1a6.5rThrgroT,IiilL7i0

TRAINEES

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY,Fiee pick

,A,

253-6600

EXECTUIVE

SALES
OR,

..,,..)

a

Wor

ProcPac.

HO STENO

MAKERS

°T1392,Vtgo',:dt,

16

RV 1

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

RICA0 FERIILIZFO MACK SOIL

TOOL and DIE

METHODE
MFG. CORP.

Des PI

Upholstering

e

Oeg Troinieg

aCrtri

Wed.,. 439.9144

for new dimensions in living!

La Sella

593.5071

DECORATORS

S:ggE27..ATo:':'eAi

255,570

PARKER PERSONNEL
I, S.,Hsrls"

MACHINIST

gw, satin.
Sea repaired.

CREATIVE

of

'271160"

CULLIGAN, INC.

FASTENER CO.

$10,000, A.C. Car

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

GROOMING

P.

rar

.. STONE

SOO

5905= =r5.2400

ED SURER

X966-3360ry e,

CAD ED 3585359

POODLE, SCHN,ZER

1720 Al9onquin 03,5090

CALL

ACE

Tv SERVICE C. REPAIR

29,3195

a HUMUS,

$135 WEEK -FREE

Bows hi,

sr

610,50.

VETERINARIAN

XerNEL,7160

WILL TRAIN

Roy rotTE

Hwy., palatine

subNW
urban Noll Hank Bldg

WE. PROSPER

51mplonnent Agencies

TV Service

denfial 42.14in

"FORD"

2000 E.

583-3838

PINSON MN

11.0-2770

DECORATING

Siaretter272335

eLd.
ai

EMPLOYMENT

Wrio

111.1.1ECROSS

OLSEN TUCKPOINTEND

RUSSELL

g,f

-

-Inporatts

ASSIST

;i1r2:1:',474=,,,74°:.711",14;:r.7.

Tuckpointing,

53.41,111

ARL.HTS. DAY CARE CENTER

Carpentry br.o.-.,d2w.n,°^

1E71 i'P'X'. 'SvoZI7T

utdoor decks
a,111a

upholster,

Boor

CHUCK JONES LANDSCA PING

$500

2S9-6110

NAIR

,OwPwory office camerae,

ESTIMATES

E

EXPERT CAccuTTEP
CALL KEN ATTER 5 PM
354 I avo

LOCATION IN, OAK PARK. AURORA HINSDALE
Special Service For Shubins - Horne Hearing Test Demonstration

IMUII I r

EiehWEild
Ch
Care

La la

d

S

Building 12 Remade ling

109 5. Main (Rt. 03),o Mt Prospect 0, 392-4750

-.*: A

d

Tocceol ws. ucholvema rc cam
ea Pm,

ROBERT 0. STENSLAND AND ASSOCIATES

MAICa HEARING AID CENTE

II

A100

NOL/171.1.6

pooliao. Fifilisi, ad, Call

Dr

.

ENGINEER

ACE
FASTENER CO.

INSPECTOR

SALESMAN

CLEANUP

COUNTRY CLUB
RECEPTIONISTRESERVATIONIST

100% Free Positions

""

BATHROOM wells

''

Pod Ueda Praprameoldeblneiudass

LS -305.2

of

"
eirr, LOYMENT SERVICE

022101

PT

hoveICE.

XVE'RUC E S.

.145-91545

=La.,.

BB 0 DECORATING
Interio

$525 MONTH

141s,V.eig2"rniTaNMPA=1`T`E.'16'-"'°L'E

Wal,ond Mon

pa,,, g wo

POWER RAKING. FERGLIEING
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APPUCATION

DICK'S Ulf SUPACE

392-8333
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Tile

Experienced a Insured

..p.,,,,,0

wAll'E'S
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.

CLAIM,
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SERVICE CO.
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TREATMENT
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MATH AND KARATE
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Landscaping
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EXPERIENCED
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ENGINEERING
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Shopping Center
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Abiliiy Glass &

"".;
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'
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"
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'
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,
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CALL MR. PEDERSEN
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.0'
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AND
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or whatever ... The Day hog a ready
'audience for your message, everyday!

a
Foundgo
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tionally. rho median sales price

and

EoPeirs.

Reefing

Arlinz.
250-11B5

of new houses hos jumped
from 518.01X) in 1963 to almost 926.000 in 1969, the
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CAE, RUSH YOUR CHAIRS

Eagle's AerM,
848-9016

Gutters

RENE CONCRM

Plumbing
McENEELY FLOG:CO.
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h
PAINTING. By school 1

Upds.(.'562.'5'0

oNw,ed,
.

For small haTines,

Forest Hospital Post Graduate

struggle for a clear identity.

en.No

Pre

,,,,,, .,.,.,,

,

r'.13VeVPS.P107B'P''

Content
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which explore the confusion in
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.,,,,,,2422

ACCOUNTING SERVICES
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cent in 1966, NIPC said. Na-

hlay 27 hetwom 9:30 a.m. and

I
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,.

Accounting
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. ...E'a..

over,..
I
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said.

counted
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4

C

Single filehouses
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ALL SERVICE CO.
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I/anted fleri

1Call a
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Vinyl Aluminum
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raj your community... CALL ONE NO

under way, the agency's bulletin said, some interesting ste-

THE STUDY will also de.'
'ermine
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As the housing study gets

of of the nuamity and

2441213

ASS'T JANITOR

I'm looking for a couple
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area to display our new

-

developed on available land.

With the agreement signed

._
_
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Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
tat offered by reputable business people in, iii.
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area.
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dent.
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official planning agency for
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Chicago
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BOX DIE HELP
Molder & Engraver

be solved.
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housing study will include en
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east.:
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2414 {/anlerIPIen

24 Help Vented Men

BASIBALL SCHOOL

eastern Illinois and will exam' nn ways in which =man and
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The RTEA wits fornidds in

z

2411c13 Hinted Moo

1349
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F0,4 o, 6137 26 IWO
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Toy Store Manoger
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,01 SWITCHBOARD

eery
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CLERIC TYPIST

NURSE'S

Coll Mr Bull
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cam. Day
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901 W. Lunt
Elk Grove Village

.1=

966.3360

SWITCHBOARD

9 AM to 4 PM
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inspect

Interesting trips
COOK COUNTY

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Arlington H1-5, 10.
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VaaklY LS THE SPICE OF TO POSNION les the t*oi
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4 30 255.0080
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kW, radial tires. my

Double bad, Holiwzood nowe.
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-

ig snare'
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Aeon SI
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0
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26"

11113e113. Howell 320.00 Accord -
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Mom FutniIhingsfumitme

onnbonyyt,ap dishes:.
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Pen,

Apply Des Plaines Warehouse
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lode iglu typing
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r

By Installer

.. Oa kart
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I,
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FOOL' STORES
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n
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A
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WELL
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CALL VIRGINIA AT
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00To tent Office Space
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OLF AND °ORTON

excellent condition will tell to
best offer Paul 529-6059
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905730

TYPIST
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node
f
y
650GL CL 5-3960
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ebw
Pine. 392.1631

11 you like people and want fun lob
Ind pays well. stop in and see ta shout
bOCOMIng a teleanphone neer:Man where
be ectIon is,
d where you should he.
We aro an equal opportunity

BEN EFERANKLONF
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ATT. PROSPECT

uncluo with business and persons! dills

THE SINGER COMPANY
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se an Illinois Bell operator. Her lino keep

COW ORCALL
DOROTHY SISSON, 299-2261, Ext. 211

°

.m.

50c CI. 5..1631

;know ;tab

VVItalla gall she knew a good deal When she
saw one, and mars why Edna picked a job
71

eon phone

Westgate Apts.

IN. Prospect

Sale.

FlollmenEslates 894.3978

DES PLAINES, UO01550016

rya Gerbils.
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Key Punch Operators
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JUNE GRADS - CALL US FIRST

SECRETARY
-
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whin Deed typing and
IraeredIng posh; for Individ-

al olio et*, pabk confect and coo work well

with P.P.. Veal semtarial dulls wish some

period...work-

AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY

cardboard. All you need is u Ica
spoon and a piece of Rimini.
For best results. this block Of
paraffin should have at least one

File Clerk
Interviewing Hours:
Doily 7:45 AM to 4:15 PM
Saturday 9 Aid NI Noon

255-1900
ar, equal opporlunliy employer hl/F

down on the waxed surfeco Hold
it there firmly so it won't slipm it

By cum Dick

Product Cost Accountant

1800 W. Central Rd Mt Prospect

527-0300

PASI"ENANSVF.R PH TUNICS

By folloviinp todey's haven+
eel direction, a buy or girl can ro
produce a picture from u news -

Accounts Payable Clerk

s.

ix hying nibbol.
'lite, using the howl of Ihemesome Iliipure 2). rub the hack of
o with e circular motion

papa on a piece of cloth. paper or

smooth, even edge.
Apply the paraffin to thccloth.

paper or cardboard to which you
Wall to tronged
picture. Rub
the wax all over the surface (Fig re I) until it is well coated. There
must be no lumps. -just a smooth
boating all over the area that is to
receive the picture.

Cut the picture from the nee.
paper (magazine Pictures wonY.
ork sariaranorily). Lay it face

:c1.11°a2" c"

ante

olls

Must See.

while zponed ton B0,6 und gir
31 °Peach 392-5109

VCR SPLE Good .

Young obby Club
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Clerk Typist
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31. You will discover the image
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TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY
YOU WERE IN A FIGHT
AND THE OTHER KID
WOUND LIP WITH A
COUPLE OF WHITE

EYES?

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 Mike Douglas
11 Italian
Panorama

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

YEAH, IT DIDN'T LAST'LONG ENOU6H
FER ANY BLACK EYES --I POPPED
HIM ONCE ON TH' NOSE AND HE
STARTED TO CRY! I LENT HIM MY
HANDKERCHIEF -AND WHEN HE
GOT THPINV,H DRVIAY HS EYES

rr WAS ALL CLEAN
AROUND 'EA

A GENTLEMAN THAT SUSPICIOUS
WOULD CANDLE ANYTHING

THAT LITTLE DONATION

cornplAcperso, SO WE'LL KEEP
IT SIMPLE! ii-Noc$4- THE

TO THE PARK FUND
HAS ATTY. CRUMWELL

CORNERS OFF THESE. SUGAR.
CUBES A.ND WE HAVE' "THE
PERFECT ANTI -SMOG PILL!

LICKIN' OUR HAND.,
BUT IF WERE REALLY
GONNA SHEAR

HW1/4, WE

NEED 5omETHIN'

InlulSp
z_72_

<4.1..aWO

I;

..."1-..1'

e Ion I. mfg.

e

Jeannie
Rerun.

lit he

"Djinn-

Djinn, the Pied Piper."

MARK TRAIL

;I

Movie

WILLINGHAM...ITIE

POWER BOAT'S
BROKEN

Seas

A film trip goes

DOWN !

"South
mala."

44 Continuous
News, Time, Weath-.

THAT'S RIGHT...AND

I DON'T KNOW
HOW LONG IT'LL
TAKE ME TO

er

REPAIR ir.../AAYSE

A WEEK!

Your

I

Guate-

to

Horoscope
I BEEN SO BUSY I

Marcus
M.D.
7

FOR WEDNESDAY

HAVEN'T HAD A
CHANCE T' GET MY

Show

Rerun. "To and

SPRINGS FIXED!

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21): The time has come to

From Russia with
Love."
11 Bridge with Jean
Cox.

cease being an interested bystander. Express your opinion
openly and you can help oth-

"How to Count a
Bridge Hand, Bidding, Trump, Honor

ers solve difficulties.

CANCER (June 22 - July
Controversy may rage

23):

Count and

about you --- but you would be
wise to keep out of it. Let oth-

26 Oscar

of certain
forms of phobia follow a distinctive patterp.
32 Baseball
The White Sox vs.
the Royals at Kansas
City.

Dis-

Greer Garaon and

Walter Pidgeon.
Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show
5

Canales

12:30
Everyman

Show

5

9

' 9:30
Alfred
Hitckcock

9 News

11 French Chef
"Chocolate

7

Perspectives

9

Editorial

9

1:25
Movie

12:55
1:00

Souffle."
1:23

20 TV High School
26 Bill
Anderson
Show

2

5
7

der." An arsonist,
suspected of starting
fires to buildings that

store motion picture
films and causing a

death, is

the Protestant
townsfolk's dismay.

cock

Be-

"The Movie Mur-

7:00
Debby Reynolds

to

Welby,

Rerun. "Fun and

namics

5

"Scandal at

Scourie." About a

Games and Michael
Ambrose."
9 Alfred
Hitch-

low." How the dy-

8:00
Movie

12:00
Movie

2

couple who adopt a
Catholic girl, much

.11 The Quiet Furies

6:55

5

11:35

32 News

soner on a TV tour of
the family living
quarters of the White
House.

ed in Copenhagen.
,John Payne, Conrad

Out

Paul Harvey

Comments

Plot concerns hunt

"Look

11:30

32

ace and Harry Rea-

for a murderer - film-

7:40
20 TV College
Literature.

Famous Writers

Deborah Kerr.
11 Forsyte Saga
32 The Baron

2

which holds 'a secret
that spells life or
death. Sammy Davis
Jr., Pat Boone, Dorothy Malone, Ricardo
Montalban.
9 Movie
"Hidden Fear."

6:45
2 6 Bob Philbin
Sports

26 Famous Artists;.

BUGS BUNNY

Gov.

9:00
60 Minutes
Tricia Nixon is
joined by Mike Wall-

a missing diary

Rerun. "Confrontation."
26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and

Rerun.

he and J.J. are snowed in.

Nigel.
SHE WON'T BE LEAVING
HERE TODAY, MRS.

nist -Sheilah Graham.
Gregory Peck and

Drinkwater plans a
restful weekend but

Mod Squad

7

mance with colum-

and J.J.

detective becomes involved in a search for

I Dream of

5

Movie
"Beloved
Infidel." Story -of F.
Scott Fitzgerald's ro-

The Governor

2

"The Pigeon." A

Rerun.
Johnny
Lancer, blinded by a
sniper in an ambush,
relies on the eyes of a
mute girl to help him
escape.

9

8:30

"The
Grass is Sometimes
Greener."

Lancer.

7 'Dick
Show

8:25

Rerun.

Tonight Show
Cavett

5

20 TV College
Social science.

Mills Brothers.
5 Julia

6:30
2

Weather,

Skelton

Rerun. Guests are
Janet Leigh and the

7

10:30
2
Mery Griffin
Show

Sports

Show

1,

Ortega

44 Continuous

News,

Red

2

6:15
11 TV College
Psychology.
26 Spanish Sports

Wg.4

Pan -Am Show

7:30

Guide

aUST DON'T LET HIM'
PUT ONE IN HIS.GAS TANK,

To SELL!

26 Victor

26 Goya Theater of
the Week

32 The Monsters
44 Entertainment

4111e11111111411.11131114

tributtonal Values."

10:00
News
News
News

"Two Guns and a
Badge." Ex -convict
is mistakenly hired as
sheriff.

9 News

deputy

11 Consultation
"Developing
Creativy."

verly Garland.

Wayne Morris, Be1:55

tracked

down by two insurance investigators.

2

Late Report

2

26 A Black's View

Arthur Kennedy,
Warren Oates.

11 NET Festival
"Arthur Penn: An
American Identiy."

of the News
3 2 The Honeymooners

'1

2:00
Meditation
Reflections

10:25

9

Five Minutes to

2:55
2 Editorial

Live By

ers air their views, but keep
yours to yourself.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23):
You will find no advantage in
not being honest with or about
another. Let your personal integrity guide actions.

VIRGO (Aug. 24

MORTY MEEKLE

Sept.

-

EEK & MEEK
HE HAD 70 GO
IX)WN 10 HIS

23): Listen to the suggestions

1./

Ca-tCIALLYA eaVIEN-Yr4412.
OLD ONE..

DRAFT'

of all who offer them. You
can't go wrong merely lending
an ear; weigh what you hear.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23):

I IDIONTIeNCW
THEY COLLO
DRAFT AN

Make sure you are thinking
within the same frame of refer-

ence as your partner. Other-

0u.

way

toward

caoku-I

under-

standing another at this time.
Don't he disappointed by
vagueness.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22): The wise Sagittarius
will question those things
about him which do not appear

VS. M. Oft

el.1170

st.te

THAT THEM'S
A CRACK IM
M'i CRYSTAL

BALL?...

CAPTAIN EASY
Ali.VOO MEAN DR.PIMELE:
QUITE RIGHT, MAPAM...MY
NAME'S BULLARD:

tions.

ARIES (March 22 - April.
20): Today's puzzle may well
be tomorrow's certain knowledge. Don't be surprised by a
-

'IOU HAP MR. MeKEE WORRIEDA
PIMBLE t HE WAS UPSET OVER TUT, TLIT,
THE INTERRUPTION TO YOUR
MY PEAR
RESEARCH:
WELL:

ter.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21): Take care that the present
approach is not an entirely superficial one. Do your best to
prevent disturbance.

pint
paint
pain

pant
pent
patent
pate
pean

pine
pane
paten
peat
anet
ante
aten
tape

tint
tine
teat
'taint
inept
neat
nape.,

neap

THE LUBRICANT
FORMULA IN

SPLENDID: THEN WE I
CAN DELIVER IT TO
MIX.McKEE AT ONCE.
LUCKILY X HAVE

RELEASE FORM
COVERING AU.
, RIGHTS:

'ACROSS
1 Birthplace of
Mohammed

R'E

CZIM"8"..77A

31 Vicia

12

orobus (bot.)
32 Rodent
33 Means of

15

trial

CAMPUS CLATTER
ON MY

HONOR/YE
SURELY DID
WRITE IT!

DOWN

1 French
revolutionist
6' Capital of
Roman
Saudi Arabia 2 officials
12 Bedecks
3 Acquiesce
14 Persist
15 Full of chinks 4 Blood money
(Soots law)
16 Chaste
5 Reply (ab.)
17 Very high
6 Carousing
mountain
7 Feminine
18 Seaport in
suffix
New Guinea
8 Yards (ab.)
20 yariant of
9 One of the
ubi..
seasons
21 Par off
10
Shoals of
(comb. form)
fish (Scot.)
23 Diminutive
11 Legendary
of Lillian
wife of
24 Chess pieces
Menelaus
25 Orderliness
13 Vendors
27 Interdids
19 Purpose
29 Pitch
30 Roman
2 3 4
1
bronze

35,Act of

ARE YOU SORE IT WAS WRITTEN
13Y A DUDE WHO WAS PHI; BETA
KAPPA, VALEDICTORIAN, AND
A RHODES SCHOLAR

PATIENT

IN FACT,
rya ALREADY
WORKED OUT

MY MIND:

sudden success in an old mat-

Answers to
Hideaword

A\

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

OMIT

19): Ideals are your strength

cover the real reason for irrita-

Bp -

Answer to Previous Punie

during a day which seems calculated to test your principles.
Be sure to confide in a friend.

the surface if you would dis-

-

.

.

Va4

Hodgepodge

problem where a personal relationship is concerned. Don't
overlook the obvious.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

21): Surface facts may not tell
the whole story. Seek beneath

4.:. 7

--4

W. 4 TM.I....... 0.4

THE BORN LOSER

to fit in with the general plan
he has in mind.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20): Begin at once to look
for the answer to your present

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

ti

A

'

ok34

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22): A little knowledge goes a
long

ek

,

.o

A

AGT120NALIT:;..

wise. you may find yourselves
at cross purposes.

GO ORAZY t

Oa

4

tA

SoOk.1 OR liV1&ir MG TO

endearment
38 Liftcage
39 gain by fraud
40.Mining vein
42 Hawaiian
pepper

S

-

1

'L EL -A7;67
PA
ID
QN
M S SIR
PS
L S
AT
AL

A
MA C T E
0 L- E
S RA
TIre I C c
INC
Ft I

22

Kefauver
26 Small pastry
27 Bruin
28 F,all flower
30 Islamic

language

33 Inn
34 Expunged
35 Anti
26 Legislative

body

37 Dispatcher
38 Fe chig

pos tion

39 Hayirchpreinhkg

41 maIs afraidin of

46 Mariner'S
direction..

47 Indonesisufd
Mindanao
49 Legal Point
50 Girl's name '

5

16

8 119.

20
24

29 3

Z)

34
39

40

.

45 Reclose, as

a letter

52Hold,in

42

.

.48 Armed fleet
51 30 (Fr.)
'52 Tidier

affection:.

R

a
,s ET 6,

RE

26;

391

-r-

I

21

blackbird

point

C.6.

S L. I OE

17

43 Cuckoo
44 Compass

AD

RI

45

48 49 50

51:

52

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
chance of showers, lower
50s.
Tomorrow: Partly
cloudy, chance of showers

Telephone

!Vf

2554400

and thunderstorms, high
in 70s.
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Dist. 59 'teach-ou
closes some schoo
By Mary Schlott

Teachers Council spokesman David Robert, a Grove
Junior High instructor, called

Many Elk Grove Dist. 59
teachers left their classrooms

the walkout a "teach out."

this afternoon to tell home-

Acting Supt. Al Waltman

owners their opposition to
planned increases in class sizes
next year.

yesterday sent each teacher a
letter warning that their
"planned work stoppage" was

"in short, a strike."
The "teach out" is an out-

growth of a slowdown in 197071 salary bargaining sessions
between

the

teachers

and

school board representatives.

ROBERT TOLD The Day

yesterday the Teachers Coun-

The' half -day "teach out"

"teach out" plans because no
progress was made in a Monday bargaining session toward
agreement on:
--Class sizes next year in the
district's 20 schools.

Catholic Board is seeking
way to keep schools open
By Jan Bone

--A "meaningful salary offer.

cil was going ahead with its

had little effect on attendance
at the district's 16 elementary
schools in Arlington Heights,
Des Plaines, Mount Prospect
and Elk Grove Village.
But classes were dismissed
at 1:30 p.m. today at Holmes

and Dempster Junior Highs,
Mount Prospect, and at 1:45
p.m. at Grove and Lively Jun-

ior Highs in Elk Grove Village.

TEACHERS ARE expected to be back at work tomor-

row and Friday. They dropped

plans,

announced

last

week, to continue their teach

and representatives from St.
Zachary, also in Des Plaines,

school costs if this measure is
not passed."

out" on Thursday afternoon

Members met last night to
work out plans for Archdiocese schools in Chicago,
suburban Cook County, and
Lake County, now that state

voucher plan, would have given $48 per grade school pupil
and $60 per high school pupil
directly to parents of students
enrolled in approved non-public schools.
Parents would have turned

THE GOVERNOR'S press
conference came shortly before the vote on the motion to

bers nor Waltman have said

aid to non-public schools by

voucher plan
wholeheartedly in testimony
earlier this spring before a
state commission studying aid
to non-public schools.

vouchers into the schools of

fall appears dead.
Results of the meeting were
unavailable at press time.
The Board warned last week

their

BUT THE CHICAGO
Archdiocese has favored the

-Catholic School Board

choice.

would have

The schools
redeemedi the

vouchers for state money.

Stephen Protomartyr
school board in Des Plaines,
St.

that if state aid was not approved by May 29, it would
curtail services in every Catholic school in the Chicago

Gripe
Of The

Archdiocese.
Tuesday, the Illinois Senate

voted down a motion to discharge the John Matijevich

(
(

the

Copeland, or "purchase -of service" plan, which would
give state funds directly to
schools meeting public school
standards at the rate of $60 per
grade school child and $90 per
high school student.

.

To read remlniscenses of

long ago-ice

wagons,
rumble seats, etc., and realize how far back I date. F.S.

voted yes.

"present" ---that is, neither for
nor against the bills.
at Gov. Ogilvie's press conference, the governor told reporters, "I'm still an optomist.
There is one measure which is

still pending which, with appropriate amendments, might
be approved. We still have a

It had predicted further
losses because of the switch by

begin paying an average 6 per

riders in Chicago to the rapid
transit line in the Kennedy Expressway median strip, which

alive and breathing.

announced yesterday.
:The action followed approval yesterday for the in-

opened recently, and the cut in

tance to non-public schools ip

racing days at Arlington Park

the manner in which we are

this year from 104 to 72.

crease by the Illinois Commerce Commission after two
ptlblic hearings were held on

suggesting, we are going to be

Monthly tickets for Mount

the fare hike, saying that the
number of commuters had
dropped 9.2 per cent during
the past year.

subcommittee will make, an in-

ON MONDAY, the Senate

Both times, Sen. Russell Arrington (R -Evanston) voted

:Commuters on the Chicago
&North Western Railway will

the matter.
,-,-The railroad had requested

schools will be handled by a
subcommittee of the Senate
Education Committee. This

study commission on uort-public schools."

ON TUESDAY morning,

cent increase in fares beginning Monday, the company

for such action when Waltman
issued the warning letter yes-

Committee failed 27-26. Graham voted no; Carroll voted

THIS BILL, often called the

North Western fares
to go up 6% Monday

what --if any --action they plan

ied the bill in the Senate Education Committee.
Sen. Harris Fawell (R -Naperville) told The Day that all
bills on aid to non-public

discharge the Copeland bill
from the. Senate Education

yes.

couple of days.

"The Matijevich bill is still
"If we don't provide assis-

paying substantially more for

Prospect, for example, will increase from $29.15 to $30.90.
No one appeared at the two'
hearings to oppose the increase and only one letter

Appropriations

Committee

voted "do pass" without discussion on a $51,500 appropriation for the commission
for the next fiscal year. The
Commission is headed by Rep.
Eugene Schlickman (R -Ar-

lington Heights).

One of the duties of the
commission is to study ways in

which state aid may con-

stitutionally be given to nonpublic schools.

PASSED OVERWHELM-

INGLY by the Senate was
an "impacted area" bill spon-

sored by Fawell which will
give state money to public
school districts which qualify
(Continued on page 2)

Text of statement

against the proposal was received, according to Morton I.

Here is the text of Tuesday's
"emergency" statement issued

Kovin, commission examiner.

jointly by Father RobertClark,
"Last week, all reasonable
superintendent of schools of efforts to work out a comthe Chicago Archdiocese, and promise on state aid were saboby diocesan superintendents taged by its opponents. Illinois
from Joliet, Springfield, Rock- schoolchildren are the inford, Belleville and Peoria.
nocent victims of this political
"The Illinois Senate has power play.
concluded its debate on nonpublic schools. The debate had
"WE NOW declare a state
little of the statesmenship and of serious emergency in all
high purpose which Illinois Catholic schools of Illinois.
citizens expect of their elected But we will not panic. This

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS Package deals sometimes come unwrapped.

representatives.

In fact, the

welfare of school children was
largely disregarded while scna-

and all day Friday.
Neither school board mem-

discharge --a defeat which bur-

terim report to the legislature
in November.
"Meanwhile," said Fawell,
"it is to work closely with the

On Monday, a motion to

Day

bill from the Senate Education
Committee. The vote was 2826. Sen. John Graham (R-Barringtop) voted no; Sen. J. William Carroll (Park Ridge)

endorsed

tors engaged
maneuvering.

in

political

to take against teachers who
walked out today.

They laid the groundwork
terday.

The deputy superintendent
of the Cook County schools,
Dr. George Gilluly, told The
Day Monday that the teacher
walkout constitutes "negligence," one of the causes for
which a district can dismiss a
teacher on tenure.

HE ALSQ said it would be
illegal for the school board to
use tax funds to pay teachers

for "work they dd not perform."
School board members met
in closed session last night with

their bargaining team headed
by Waltman and a professional

negotiator, Les Wildman.
Board members and administrators seem to be ,following

President Nixon's advice to
keep the rhetoric cool.
Board

Richard
Hess of Elk Grove Village said
President

after the meeting, "All I can
say is that we've been brought
up to date on negotiations."
Waltman stressed, "We

have not broken off negotia-

tions. We want to continue
meeting with the teachers any
time they wish."
But Robert called Walt man's letter to parents yesterday a "very emotional and in-

accurate misinterpretation of
the facts."

state and most of its local communities still need the Catholic

"That sheet increases the
credibility gap started last year

(Continued on page 2)

This picture of Mrs. Edward Andrews (left), was taken at the cocktail party on May 14 and
shows Mrs. Andrews with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Graff. Mr. and Mrs. Andrews were last seen
leaving the party at the Sheraton -Chicago Hotel around 9:30 p.m. The couple resides at 738 S. Vail

in Arlington Heights.

Missing couple's neighbors
baffled by disappearance
By Rick Lewis
and Rick Goncher

Dr. for any signs that a car may

have been driven into the water. Police said the Chicago

5

are baffled and concerned over

River also was searched for
signs of a car that might have

Heights, close friends of the
Andrews', spoke highly of the
couple saying, "they are very
devoted to one another and

the disappearance of Mr. and
Mrs. EdWard P. Andrews,
both 62, of 738 S. Vail, Arlington Heights.

"It just seems that every
angle you think of leads you
into a stone wall," said Ray
Driscoll, 728 S. Vail, FBI
agent for .22 years and neigh-

bor of Mr. and Mrs. Andrews
who have been missing since
May 14.

ment Council,

High School, 1000 W.
Green, Bensenville; 8 p.m.

(Continued on page 2)

"THEY WERE certainly
not the type of people who

the FBI has not been

would take off in the middle of

called in to assist in the hunt.
"At first I thought their car
may have run off into the riv-

the night after a party," said

said,

er," said Driscoll. "I do be-

had a lot of zest for living.

Mrs. van Ee.
"The disappearance is a real

(Continued on page,2)

CHICAGO AND Arling-

'f he action in the Illinois House of Representatives yesterday in which one Republican member became a Democrat and one Democrat became a Republican was called

ton Heights police have made

`Hello Goodbye'

tonight at
Elk Grove High
bye" at 7:30 p.m. tonight in

AbateFenton

been driven into it.
The Chicago Towing Dept.
had no record of the Andrews'
car being towed to a pound for
parking tickets. So far, police

`Unprecedented' move-Dem, Republican switch

the school's theatre,.
The production directed,
Noise

M r. and Mrs. Robert Van Ee,
W. Orchard, Arlington

The Andrews were last seen
by another couple around 9:30
p.m. that night after a cocktail
party at the Sheraton -Chicago
Hotel.

Elk Grove High School stu-

O'Hare

lieve, however, that they did
not get back to Arlington
Heights that night."

Friends and neighbors, including a former FBI agent,

dents will present a selection of
reading entitled "Hello -Good-

Meeting

a thorough search of Lake
Michigan along Lake Shore

"unprecedented" by Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman (R -3d
Dist.) of Arlington Heights.
"Nothing exactly like this has ever taken place before,"
Schlickman told The Day. "The last time a Republican
has changed to the Democratic Party in the House was in
the 1930s when the now Mayor Richard Daley, elected to
his first term in the legislature as a Republican, made the

change.

Yesterday, Rep. William G. Barr, elected to the Assembly as a Republican and son of the man who served longer
in the Illinois legislature than anyone else, by Home reso-

rial by Rod McKuen, Kahlil

lution switched parties and changed to the Democratic
side of the Aisle.
Later in the same House session, Rep. Edward W. Wolbank of Chicago, dumped by the Democrats and not seek-

Gibran, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Shakespeare and some
original pieces.

Joliet.

written and portrayed by faculty members contains mate-

ing reelection, officially shifted to the Republican side.
Barr is not seeking re-election. He is running for mayor of

It's the end o an era or Arlington Park
By Richard Crabb

(First of three articles)
The

Everett-Lindheimer

era at Arlington Park and in
:the northwest suburbs comes

village of 6,000 to 60,000.
In the 30 years the sparsely
settled dairy and truck farming
area, dotted with the small vil-

lages of Des Plaines, Mount
Prospect, Wheeling, Arling-

-since the summer of 1940 -there will be racing at Arlington,Park not directed by Mrs.

ton Heights, Palatine and Barrington, became the northwest
suburbs - perhaps the boom ingest section of its size in the
entire United States.
Along with the North West-

Marjorie Everett or her fath-

ern Railway and Albert

er, Benjamin F. Lindheimer.

Volz of Arlington

' to an end this week.
For the first time in 30 years

F.

Heights,

Marjorie Everett and her fa-

In that 30 years the "race
track out in the country beyond Arlington Heights" was
transformed into one of the
great thoroughbred racing establishments to be found anywhere in the world.

ther were indispensable to this
The .estabdevelopment.

lishment of O'Hare is the one
development since 1940 of
similar importance.

ALL THREE had a vital

tence the Northwest Hwy., the
first thoroughfare of its kind in
the Chicago suburbs.

THE RISE of Arlington
Park,

with

its

large daily
crowds during a racing season

that Mrs. Everett eventually
expanded until it extended
from mid -May to mid -September, required the development

of an additional closely knit
network of highways not to be
found anywhere else in Illinois
or the Midwest.
Transportation has been the
magical ingredient in community building since long before
the days of the Greeks and the
Romans. It is the advances in
transport of people and goods
that has, spawned the com-

role in threading the northwest

merce, homes,

nally weave themselves into

mu n it y around Arlington

Cook County area together.
The railroad came first. Only
three years before Arlington.

Park was equally as great. Ar-

Park held its first race in 1927,

towns and cities.
Beginning in the mid -1940s,

lington ,Heights grew from a

Volz had, brought into exis-

Arlington Park began drawing

IN THE same three decades
the transormation, of the corn -

factories,
schools and churches which fi.

such large crowds over periods
of several months, that the demand was created for a greatly
expanded system of highways.

There came into being Illinois Routes 58, 62 and 72,
rural roads transformed into

ing northwest suburbs, it was
shifted in the mid -1960s and
routed into northwest Cook
County.
Another interstate, to bring
traffic from Springfield, St.
Louis, Omaha and points fur-

modern highways.
Euclid Avenue,

ther west, was created to move
traffic north through the

Palatine

Road and Dundee Road got
the same treatment later. The
Northwest Highway was enlarged not once but several
times,

both

southeast

and

northwest suburbs and on to
M i 1.w auk ee and northern
cities.

THESE HIGHWAYS

Any other sport, such as the
Cubs or the White Sox, would
have brought about the same

result. The remarkable thing
about it all was that the Everett-Lindheimer management
over a period of three decades
made it possible for this great

racing enterprise to thrive so

County, especially in higher
educational institutions, but
they did not have those highways made necessary in north-

west Cook by Arlington Park.

Within a few months and
within sight of the gates of Ar-

lington Park there will be a

far outside of Chicago.

highway intersection that will

As a result the northwest
section of Cook County got

in the nation. The Northwest

-

the highway bonus while the
western suburbs in DuPage

not be matched anywhere else
Tollroad and two interstate expressways will travel over that
intersection.

northwest. Often these new

came

Cook

highways were overloaded before they were finished.

County and further south were

County not because Mrs. Everett had economic and political influence or because Arlington Park is the state's larg-

left without. The result was

est taxpayer, but because week
after week citizens were forced

Grove were established where
the highways were.
Not one new town of impor-

waukee, St. Louis; New Or-

tance came into being during
the 1950s in either DuPage
County' or Lake County. Both

without having. to encounter a
stop light.
The intersection could have
no
better name- than the
"Everett-Lindheimer
Interchange."

Then came the Northwest.
Tollway and the development
of Illinois 83 and 53 into major
highways.

to

northwest

to wait from a few minutes to

FINALLY THERE was the
building of Interstate 90, not
yet complete. This highway
had been planned for DuPage
County for years, but with the
urgency created by the boom-

an hour or more to use the
highways for miles in the vicinity of Arlington Park when
the crowds were gathering for
the races or leaving the track
afterwards.

that the new towns such as Elk

Grove Village, Rolling Meadows, Schaumburg and Buffalo

areas had the open spaces and

in fact had some distinct advantages over northwest Cook

It will be possible to travel
from that intersection 'to Boston, New York, Chicago, Milleans, Denver, San Francisco
and all the other major cities

1"

r*

tw
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Missing couple's neighbors
baffled by disappearance
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River Trails MIS group's
clean-up day tomorr

mystery." said van Ee, "just
Ike something you hear from
Hollywood.
hate to think of what
could happen co them the more

Students from River Trails
Junior High School in Slount
Prospect who have formed a

'or High School, 1000 Wolf dirties, The mark district has

group called SCOPE (Students

damn tVeiss said That he was
notified by the students shout
the clean-up and he told them
the park district would he willing tonic,: them some help.

CONINIENTED
that he believes the mirk dis-

He said that he h. already
arranged for one of the dis-

bought up by developers.

Rd., Mount Prospect, 60056.

das from 330 ins
mm, tomorrow at the Sycamore Trails Park. at Wolf Rd.
Kensington in Mount Pros-

?...

tric's maintenance

The land is own.' by the

River Trails Park District but
has not yet teen dmeloped rnr
o park site.
Jon 1V id

he will he using one of the

them."

district's trucks for the clean-

-A district like River Trails
is small and has about 113 td
the assets that a mirk district
the sine of Adington Heights
or Mount Prospect has." he
mid "And we must work step

Feehan-

live sites purch.ed a few years
ago by the park district.

"THERE ARE quite a few

Since the sit. Were purchamd only two have been

old can that we can't remove
by ourselves. He added ?If
interested in helping
us: please contact us at:
SCOPE, lap River Trails Jun -

The Sycamore Trails site
used to be a farm. Weiss said

remains of an old
windmill and sonw building
and

Many thefts

the

foundations are still tere.

at lierseylligh

OLD CARS, garbage. and
other junk have gradually no.
unmans] on the propeny al-

John Hersey High School,
E. Thomas, Arlington

1900

though he district ha been
able to clear out same old barb

Heights has been the victim of

string of thefts over the past
two months "Property belonging to both the school and

wire toning and keep mum of
the nerds mowed. said Weiss.

To get the park to the paint
where it would be arable.

has hmn taken."
mid a school official mum.
leen-agers

Weiss estimated show 560.0011

day

to 570.000 of contracted work
would have to he completed.

Police said the latest theft
marred during the weekend
when burglars Mile an03.15
Mc typewriter valued at 0315
from a locked room. Other

haul them away. not even junk

thefts included 3 portabM tape
recorders valued at 560 each.

dealers. he said.

As another park site the dis-

tris maintenance workers finally had to dig a hole and
bane two old can that wen:

ing, wands,.

lineation cards. and vus
repeludents'

abandoned on the property.

lockers.

Obituaries

I

Bernhardine Slow
hernlaio, H. Slow. 72. of
Parkeille, Slid. died yesterday
at Brookwood Convalescent

down and the land will have to
graded after the debris and
garbage me cleared out.
The building foundations

Home in Des Nain..
Survivors am a son. lanes
Prospect. end
three grandchildren.

Act has been moving slowly

of Nitwit

Services will heal Il am. at
Ruck's Funeral Home in BO-

amss Mil. Burial will he in

have demanded a
salary increase of 33 per met.
teachers

"It

Home in Des Plaines.

from a lack of recreational fa-

is

not my intention to

negotiate in the paper.? Robertssserted. -But I think the
board has offered a 57.300
starting salary. No matter how
you cut it. 97.300 is a 4.1 per
sent raise."
starting

from the mad.

He said the timer is being
built about 20 ft. hack from the
road.
Wheat and his neighbors.

Utility Company at Ise and

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Barnsmin. 1102 Maplewood Dr..

Willow

Prospect

Prospect Heights. whose home

Heights. yesterday.
,
More than 200 persons act,.
MOM/rated
contr
nsuction

is also adjacent to the utility's

er being built by the Citizens
Rds.

in

site Tuesday mornia after
workers returned to their jobs.
despite a stop order issued

Monday afternoon

by

(mammy, have formed a group
called TAP Oases and promis-

es) have hired an attorney to
take action to get the clear remined.

RONALD BURTON vice-

Ray-

of the Northwest

mond Welsh, Cook County

president

Balding Commissioner.
The workers left the job site

atherban Council of Asseci-

after Seism. G. Lippman an

homiowners associations in
Prospect Heights said that his

attorney hired by the residenta
spoke to them.

aliens (MCA,, a group of
organintion is hacking TAIrs
acions

: DONALD WHEAT, 1005

He said that the board of di-

Old Willow Rd.. Prospect
Heights whose home is adja-

cent to the site said that the

rectors of NSCA gave mordmous approval to support the
Error ,t, a Monday night mco-

Rap order was issued because

in

of a violation of the county
building code that requires the

Whcat said that them arc

Amt. Form delivered. Oui el
lawn PS. mall rare, 317.43 a
m
as
gear;
prlra.

McKay,

Weber and
Steve Cleary from Arlington
High School, From Hersey

IO ram a

cam

tame Shron Corder. Judy Stall,

Icon Gauen, Pat Schlossen

people and they got along very

socir

Mike

st,!.,,7;vdcgt.7re'orsfm

and

Pat

McGowan, There
were Settle front Sr Viator and

No one really knew them
well because they had only

Thomas Junior High School
whose

theSenate was discussed by Nicholas DeLeo-

names

unfortunately

Mo. Miller was unable to get.

nardis of Chicago. preitient or

Thad youngsters all didLs very
well
the on. who ' the

amps backing the voucher
"I feel very very certain"
DeLeonanlis said. oneat if the
Church had conte
for the
voucher plan and would have
wholeheartedly supported it.

INFERS NI

Mount Prospect police
recently arrested a Chicago.
man of '2 charges of grand theft

received this year."

"IF PARENIS FEES. they
have a legitimate right to the

that

it

tax dollar. they should endorse
the voucher plan.
"It hypasses the church and

and fully brings
the rights or parents

to li

Text

'They have told us the st
this time there is no mom money than what they offered Ts."

he said. -This is until the Hai,
Were decides what the slaw
aid will be."

construction in .March. They
ivere then taken to eerie and
fined. then issued the nee. wry permit. she said.

OT II Eft VIOLATIONS
have stemmed from a 1966
zoning variation lie allowed
the constructmn oda fumed.
lion and a water tower,
Burton said that the original
zoning variance allowed con -

animism of a tower ISO h.
high with a base smaller in
compalkon to the height.
Because of complaints from
Pulwaukce Airport the height
was lowered to shout 30f.. he
added.

'

EROM THE 11ME the
zoning variation was granted,
Citizens Wan allowed six
months to a year to begin construction
Burton said that County

records show that condos.

lion on the pump Station did
not begin until at least three
months after the time allow-

March of 1970, the variation
was &finitely nullified, he
said.

MRS. BORNSTEIN con -

I go to enlist?"

The woman who told

the

story said she still couldn't believe what she had just seen.
On a macefill tree -lined street
driverocal community a woman

turned her car to pod lion it in front of the house of
the friend she was visiting, She

hadn't been inside a minute
ZoWiawn,

rang. "Do
r''astc?

Zue

voice. "that you turned your
car around in my newly black
topped driveway?"

one.

2. We will meet with our
loyal and dedicates' leachers

for I thorough di ,ussionor
their recommend-tions on
course of action for next year.

`I We will seek the counsel
of school boards and parents.

74. We will confer with local
public school authorities to ascrtain their degree of concern
about our schools' financial
predicament.
"S. We will blend all recommendations and suggestions

permission or the company for

which he was working. Chisielski wm charged for Mktg

coming year.

Tomorrow
Is Today

-

?AS WE have said many
Mmes before, public schools

-1 FREE Autographed Pictures

other to take care of all chil-

Stop by and shake hands with Roy

dren in the community.
"We therefore expect local
public school authorities

whose schools our Catholic
people support through our

something nissing. Witt I rummy? Do you sec anyone for me
with whom I will spend the rest of my lifeor do you see me just
going it alone?
Depressed. Des Plaines
Dear Depressed:

I don't see you alone he rest of your life. Those who seek find.
1 do feel within the next two years aomeons with either the initial
G or H will come into your ,Ife. I see him m about 5 feel In inches
tall, with dark brows hair. He MB erne Munn you and change

your life.

taxes to come to our assistance

Dear Mr. DeLouisc

in this hour of serious crisis in
nonpublic schools,

"AS WE heard many times
during the debate on school
aid, public school authorities
are responsible for all children
who are residents in the arms
under their jurisdiction.
many communities,

that fact in a most practical
fashion when we enter into

"WE ARE prepared to

"We will not make hewn ow
cisions alone because we know

now depend on What slops ton

that they will affect both public

taken by Citizens Utility, raid. and or npu b tic schools
throughout the stale."

anything on the Republican
ticket.

0

Family Restaurants

1165 Elmhurst Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

will rcpt.= a mathematics

Pete

Haeghen,

Robert 0. Cormack. 35, will
assume his duties July I. He
will also hold the rank of asso-

cite professor.
Cormack is married and hot
two children.

r

Mn,

programs in the state educe don department of New York

Holt. 27, will be graphics de-

Anderson

31, a former airline

Smith,

Q

department store

sales 'supervisor, and assistant
buyer, will teach speech. She is
obtaining her master's degree

Hey
will hold the rank of instructor after receiving his de-

Patricia

gree from Central Missouri

in speech from the University
of Utah.

Another doctoral candidate

also 31; who is working toward

specializing in design of media
in relation to learning, Jerry C.

her doctorate in reading at
Southern Illinois University,
was hired as an instructor In

Mrs. Lee Carolyn Kohow,

were

sign coordinator, effective August I. He will receive his degree from Indiana University.
Instructors in sociology and

at Me University of Illinois,

mathematics were also named.
They arc Edward Ponczek, 21,
and Mrs. Therese Butzen, 20,
Ponezek has worked as a so-

only approved by the
Harper board of ousters.
John T. Warren, a doctoral
candidate in higher education

reeding.

English.

cial workers and reinsurance
client problem solver. Hs win
nil a sociology position budg-

Mn, Prokop, 47, of Lisle.
III. h the mother of two childmn.

eted for 1969 70 but never

Charles Kelly Barton

95

Dear Mr. DeLouiset
I ant a widow with one child. I met gentleman seven years
Mia. I have admired hint wry much.' haven't seen him in almost
done years. Will I see him again soon? I sure miss him. He does
work for the government.] also Invested some money. Have I IOW
it?

A VAdow, Rolling Meadows

Dear Widow:
I feel you will see this man mein. I am feeling he MB be on

and women. Cardinal Cody
will choose four,
The new conciliation board
will arbitrate disputes between
pastor and parishioner. pastor
and IW.Slant. layman and layman. or between an individual

millet that will advise Chicago
Archbishop John Cardinal
Cody on selection of lay reprosentatives to new Office of
Conciliation and Arbitration.
The two

or parish and higher church

are Mrs. Daniel

officials.

Murphy, 137 Forest Park Le,.

The release from Cardinal

Hoffinan Estate, and Mn.

Cody's office emphasized that
any individual, church organi-

Mrs. Lnela Jean Prokop,
linois and North Carolina Was
named assistant professor of

liven in Chelmsford, Mass.

Two northwest suburban
Catholic women have been
named to a nominating cons

Robert Schwass, 705 Garland
Pl., Des Plaines,

who has been extremely active
in education associations in Il-

was named associate professor

of engineering. He presently

2 on panel to name 12
to conciliation unit

26,

H i s educational back mound has been focused cm industrial arts, vocational education, and education., He was asSociate and senior supervisor
of manpower development
for three years.
Nine other appointments

who has nine years industrial
working experience as well as
10 yeas teaching experience.

staff member who has resign-

Philip
Vander
an experienced
radio announcer studying for a
master's degree, was appointed television producer and director in the Learning Re-

lege.

was named chairman of the
It seems that every candi- Division of Engineering and
date hie a sponsor from the Related Technologies. He will
Republican group but Flo also hold the title of wsociatc
Dunbar who opts to he with

They will nerve on a !Omelet= .0111fillifill8
mince that will recommend

...-

melon or parish wishing to
suggest names could do so..
Deadli ri for submitting
names is Ju ne 15.

Nominations should he sent

names of possible Icy mpresenrelives lo the new arch diocesan board.

to the Archdioccsan Council
of Catholic Women, 506
South Wabash Ave.. Chicago

The group which includes

or the Archdrocesan Union of
Holy Name Societies. 1123 S.
Web oh Chicago

Mrs.

Murphy

Mn,.

and

Schwa. will suggest 12 men

the Tux Appeals Board hasn't

had anyone adopt her yet.

CONTINENTAL FLAVOR
Principal Phil Wcrland of

®BEN itT.:ELralf, THURSDAY AND PIDAY NIGHTS

School won't know
hether to "OHO H" or

Park

-Ahhh" when he mends the

luncheon being planned by his
fourth grade teachers. The

teachers, Mrs. Card Girard,
Mrs, Diane Rigc, Mrs, Minna
Ellis and AIR. ace Adams
aided by their eager studenls
will prepare food of Me count
try which tloy've been studying -That will he German, Bah

EVERYTHING

GOES ON

-

1r

served at the same
time. Dessert will probably be
American Tums.

A

SALE!
°Washers

*Dryers
*Dishwasher
*Disposers

II step down transfonnem valued at $27.50 each, 5 motors
valued in $32.45 each. 4 motors valued at $43.03 each, and
I motor valued at $13.75.
Pollee got their h. st clue

*All Colors!
All Models!

from an employe who 011.1 he
saw 10 of the transformers at
Trader Vicks, Elk Grove
bore the

com-

rode mark, end the

boxes they were in had the
company's none nit.,
Police said they questioned

LA5 UNITS SOLD! 105 TO GO!
HURRY! SAVE! BUY TODAY AND WASH TOMORROW!

the owner of Trader Vieks,
Nick DeNicolo, of 815 Oak on, Des Plaines, who said that

chock.
Police

found the clitcky
werc =de out toCiesielsin.
Bond was set at 14,000 for
Ciesielski. He is to appear in
Niles Criminal Court June 23.

eii,Trade 117.;.D! We'll Deal BIG/
This is the SALE You've Been Waiting For!
. Come In. Make Us An Offer/
No Reasonable Offer Will Be Refused
RENT -A-

aine West
senior wins

scholarship
Bedford R. Price, SC.. at
Maine West High School, has
warded a four-year
been
scholarsahip totaling $3,000

from Jewel Food Stores. His
father is a 3thvel Food Slow
manager at 24 Dryden Av.,
Arlington Heights.
In addition, Price will have

a

by cominuing to work as a
summer employe at Jewel

while attending Northwestern
University.
A head -service clerk to the

-

A

He k president of the Maine
chapter of National
Honor somas' n member of
the Presidents' Council, Sci-

West

ence Club, and the Social SO ram Society. His hobbles are
camping, photography and
chess

He plans to attend NorthweBern University as an engineering major. In addition, he
is a lames Scholar, University
of Illinois and a member of the
National IlistoTical Society.

He received a Cook County
Special Scholarship and an
honorary Minot. State Scholarship.

He is the son of Mn, and

important part in your life but I'm not seeing soothing per-

Mn, MR. Price, 00, E

manent here. I don't feel you have last your money.

Gault Dr., Des Plaines.

OR DRYER
FROM

a'

II

-

CAPACITY

Automatics
Low cost Maytgge
wash hog

loads-

It

t;.)/

MAYTAG
Dishwasher

ryers

r

.

PER WEEK

MAYTAGIVIATTAG
BIG FAMILY
uas1. 0 OF HEAT'
Fast

*Giant Capacity *Easy
Loading *No Pre Rinsiop

clothes

at low

Only
15" Deep,
Fits Anywhere.

ix

"On Casters"

irne

0

,

II
°

FAST! WASHES

A LOAD IN
5 MINUTES,

1

of01

four year scholarship
by working as a part-time Jewel Food Store employe a minimum of ID hours per Week after &hoot and on Saturday.
Price is 27th in his senior
Low ship70 students at Maine
Townh High School West.

WASHER

I

a chance to earn an additional
59,000 towards his education

school seniors eligible

ha you, very soon, If you
progress and I do feel help 6 on ih
feel it would help you to discuss this further please don't hesifide
to tell me at my Chicago office, ST 2-3950.

school andsoriti.

iinois Senate rotosat to approve
state aid,

cooe sponsor 110 only
woman who is running for

and mother. I am extremely. incapacitated when it comes to
socializing with neighbors, allsoding school and church netivi

conversations with local public

made doubly had by the B-

movement. But she would like

Jewel Food Store, 1500 S. Lee
SS, Des Plaines, for the past 18
months,
Price successfully
competed kyith 530 other high

I am definitely against a divorce in your case. As far as hypn.is I would leave this decision up to your psychiatrist, but I
would certainly discuss it Wills him, if I were you. I am feeling

sionsabout the future. Theyare

Veva Meyers. Republican
Committeewoman of Wheel.
ing Township, isn't ready to
join a feminine liberation

am a woman in my 40s and for the past 22 years have had a
aevere emotional problem. lam unable to meet people and Derefom am not capable of being and playing the noneal role of a wife

tics or being comfortable with nth husband's associates.
I have hem under psychiatric care for al least 10 years and I
see very little progress.' would rather be dead than keep on living
in constant fear, have thought of hypnosis as a Ost resort. Tell
nie. do you see any signs of progress in my fight for "normalcy"
and do you think hypnosis mould help? This problem of mine is
much too complex for my husband to understand. Do you see
divorce for us. We have been married almost 15 yam
Searching. Summwood
Dear Searching:

"Itss an equally clear fa.

make crucial and hard deci-

AN ORPHAN

pany's

Dear Mr. DeLemise,
This is the second lima I am writing to you. A couple of things
you predicted came true for me. You're fantastic. Lam always
most concerned about ow brother and mother's welfare but it
awns nobody is the least concerned ahonl mine. I'm all alone
and have to worry about myself.
Right ore.ow Urn very depressed and wondenng what will happen to e I ani divorced two years, have no children. work and
some a good position, am active, love people and put there is

into a workable plan for the

Further legal action will
Wheat.

told police that he took items
several times from the junk
arca of the plant without the

Dear Mr. DeLouism
My daughter has hewn married for 131/2 years and has two
children. NOW he's asking her fora divorce, because he loves
another woman. My daughter is just sick over whit bek doing.
He doesn't tonic home nights, hardly ever. Do you think they
will get a divorce?
Anxious Mom, Arlington Heights
Dear Anxious ivIone
I am feeling they will continue haying problems het I feel the
problems will correct themselves. He Is swelling for something
and what seems a Miserly now AN prove to be 4 Messing in the
long rm. I feel no divorce here.

vided.

in

pens,

he bought the transformers
from a man who came in off
the street. DeNicolo mid he
also bought other items
hi from
the man and paid
by

Gov. Ogilvie will not be pro-

the TAP

lo rely 35 aer..of undeveloped cod north of their
neighborhood.
Citizens
able to find a snitable
able location for such Stme-

Police identified he man as

Martin L Ciesi.ski, 23, who

71. We will reexamine our

help of nonpublic schools.
"We intend to emphasize

servior in their neighborhood.
He added that with approxi-

pm to 3 pm

schools' financial condition.
nose that state aid promised by

lelik

members

ME WOMAN driver was

ey by taking these woeful stem
into the future:

that

suburbia....nothing ever hap-

school sod college moth. She

rrismiaement.

ian.Japanese and French LT is -

"We will face this MIMI,

separably finked. They rise and
fall together. 113. need one an-

car was covered with smashed
raw eggs. Life's so peaceful in

transformers

schools, and they know it.

d non-public scboolf inmost
communities of Illinois are

woman slammed the mceiner
as she hung up. When the Asher loft a short time later, she
was aghast to discover that Isr

Veva would like that changed.
at once. Croon, gals.

SUBURBAN SCENE

the

the driveway and put up a

Rds., Elk Grove Village. The employe said the

lcollanned frf0,1 Page I)

public school authoriti. can not fulfill their responsibilities
for all children without the

Wheat said that although

Saturday, May 30
1

wes-

terantly appointed than of ea programs at Harper Col-

filled,
M.. Rouen has .taught high

Warren, 39, has had extensive experience in engineering

Charge Chicagoan stole equipment

through.

am, they do not want the re-

Mg permit when they began

Subsertislon runs. en awn d

News siond

the

thing
themselves.
Among the leaders were Scott

teachers feel the heard is of-

ground.

the a bu

Whole

large quanity of equipment in
the last few months from the
Bruno', Co. at 1800 W. Contral Rd., Mount Prospect.

realize
deem is a need for a reservior
because of several new apartmenu
des clopinents in the

ems had not

17IE KIDS planned

60016.

cellent chance of guttigg

the property wax developed the
homeowners were told that
only a IP ft. structure was to be

First they found that Chi-

put ticipating.

tended service contract . many

homes in the area and when

ymtigations they uncovered
several violations, she said.

gran 217 3. Minnie,. Italitlas

after invotigaling theft of a

The tower is 33 fh high and
75 ft. in diameter and the reddents are concerned about a
drop in property values if it is
allowed to remain, he said.
Mr, Barrier
siad that up
until Ins Thursday the reddents were led to believe that
the
for would be andel,

county building and inning
records.
,
As a result of them in-

,

we would haw had an ex-

said.

- cream pie, german chocolate
risk, safari cookies.
To bee.rved Thursday it,
MacArthu Muir, Rom and
schools in District 23:
French toast, little pork
mumges. chilled rosy apple
sauce. fruit cocktail, milk.

?Tey wen: Iwo well muted

117 5 win tom
mows, is. Mara. em. el.

in

no extended service contract
guarantees.

' Grove, Wheeling, Forest View

raspberry

able. outgoing type." said her
supervisor, Thomas Kennedy.

rebd uked
Mar.
Roder
ihnnar Friday. bir nay AAP.-

destroying their school buildings. you know, after thinking
dour tax bills that pay for all
that equipment, I'd
tojoin
them arid burn what, let right
down to this gonad. Where do

plan.

:Arlington,Prmemt, Elk

gelatin,

mmy about three years.
Mrs. Andrews. who has
been with the local Loan Co.
since 1943. is .1, "very person-

Alpha Sorority. The sorority,
represented by Mrs. Georgia
Miller, had made the colIcelion their stele philantrophy
for the year and it was very
weariful. Them were 9 committees, and Ill young people

MEpsOlasnnaAo

woma called and said, 71Ve
just hen wn reading about those
student protestors burning and

The board offer so far includes

molted that when the cadence
was granted there were no

: cocktail,

Jaycees and the Epsilon Sigma

local

that the contractor be con-

time will be concentrating on
eliminating the watcOower. he

they realized that it would be a
large above -ground structure
they began to investigate the

joint project of the Kiwanis,

last

AND ANOTHER

Joseph. Lynn Carlson, Nancy

gan tm the water. tower in

SHE SAID TI1AT when

march against leukemic was a

their whereabouts..

MEMORABLE WORDS
The notice on the bulletin
board at Northwest Comm nity Hospital real. 'Candy
Stripers --You do not have to
do the filing any more,. It was
signed, "The Establishment."

thlAPREI owe of the ma,

To be served Thursday in

rounds, buttered corn. Salad
Wm choice), fruit juice. tossed
salad, relish dish, molded: orwage, dieed peach., lime.
Suit cocktail. Rolled wheat
muffin
butter, milk.
Available desserts:
fruit

turned in at the First Presbyterian Church lobe forwarded
to the St. Jude Hospital. The

the Andrews far clum as to

tide Adm.. Heinbur 111.60004
and 722 Gni*, Das Plaint, IN.

proper barricade. The other

most apologetic. She suggested

Menus
Main dish lone choice):
chop
or
ice, lie
or
taco, wiener :rind bus Vegetable (one
choice):
tater

bank against
leukemia is being waged. The
151000 were Protest ninrcheo
against this dread disease.
They quietly collected a
substantial sum which was

relatives and close friends Cl

annoy like this," He said A'ndrcws hod bgen with the cam-

with Mrs. Miller was David

nut were David Keys, Dem

grimed at that same rite in

and Hersey high schools in
District 214,

when'v.3,2's

Mg in constant contact with.

nano,

Meted so that he could repair

Personal Rights in Education,

pumping station that was con-

l'AP WILL BE investigating this situation but at this

pending the final report of the

Schlicksisn Commission - the
voucher bill would have been
mexcellent compromise bill."

Heights police.
heading the in-

Keefer.
Co.. Chicago. Cha
Jr., said of Andnews. who
can't think of
worked there,
any meson for him 10 dis-

Helen Nabher and
Hull Harris. The eo.ordinator

of Arlington Heights there was, Metinden of the Jaycees,
a yoh parade and it was "Tug 011en," said Mrs. Miller,
wonderfutul to too In another
"kids like these go unnoticed
section there was a grotto of and yet they're Nally the Wagtails Pe.* marching Ion bone of our world. Please let
Aline and the SI. Jude Chitdrens'
Rearch Hospital them know how grateful wc

vestigation of the mining Ann to along with the
assistance of the Chicago po.
lice, put -holds" on all credit
cards and the two bank seh
counts of tlic couple which
Iva. not been used since their
dsappeartince.
areketp-

planesaU ring

Fuller,

the National Association for

once had expired,
By the time enustruction ho-

19(*.

that

are

The re were no hands playhg for another line of march
that held May 17 In one pan

hut

newtea

a

also questions concerning

feel

.

wished to remain anonymous,
"And I hope to continue liking
them. But it is a strange world

who

Unvcoryt who will

By Catherine O'Donnell

ol LIKE THEM as neigh.
bon, said one neighbor who

professor.

A research msocialc M Incdeiaivna

guaranteed half the
then
awl emended service comma
paying S3011 more annually.

up°9

Residents in the unincorporated area of Prospect Heights
were socvsfu I in halting cow
kructionccwork on a water tow-

end the dal. ;r
"I personally

Tuesday's voucher bill ac-

cerned.

He explained that with the

structure to beset at 1035130 IL

11

if enrollments rim sharply is
result of non-public school
closings.

This year the district had a
57.1100

Resi ents ire
stop
water tower construction
By Maureen McNassaz

(Confiners' Jona Page

facts should be known. The

Robe., tow , Day

the list,
two schools near the park hind
residents have not suffered

Catholic oard is seeking
way to keep schools open

c oPeerless

March to a different drum

socialize with them because of
our age differences. They woes
a typical couple who were
friendly. quiet and reserved..

we live tn."
Arlington

Page 3

Career programs dean appointed t arper

lived in M. neihhhorhood for g

toad and a toll, oul Ed Kum,
7535. Vail. "We really did not

UENI Up ins h1Il1-I

abreg use has increased. among our rang people by 500 per cent in the last rive years"
N Rebell Ware, director of the Illinois "little .1" said Tuesday in his first address in tlie Non rest Suburbs. Cook County Commissioner Can R. Hansen listens. Ware spoke in Mount Poop set. Inhuto by LeRoy Meyeol

of -over eight per cent- while

dam size is -the single most
important issue" in the curm bargaining session c far

limited funds and Sycamore
Trails hes hem placed last on

National Cemetery in Baldmom.
Anangemens were
bade by Oehler Funend

night. This was the

Robert objected specifically
to the superintendent's assertion that the school board has
offered an average salary raise

fering them "less than they

on the Park Proicma nomad of

M.. own E. mIked with
1,:n. Andrews around lunch
Limon May 14.Mrs. Ando,.

4

Robert declared.

will probably be the bigg.i
1.11Om in develoPing the
park lend, he said,
wets said thin the park ditu

heforc

said her husband was not feeling well hut that they were coing to a cocktail party that

tinder Dr. IDonaldl Thomas."

ROBERT SAYS that between the thermal cost -of.
living and appnoch to an ex-

THERE ARE a lot of dead
trees that will have to he cut

just can't believe that. Neither
he maim. mentioned anything
ahout being married except

Diet. 59

completed.

The problem with the akinJaned can is that nobody will

vious marriages, he said, "I

by step on these projecla."

(Coallauedlion, Page 11

fully developed and the third is
currently being worked on.

anyone

clothing taken from

26%

Elementary School end

the junior high and is one of

other debris.

IMARiNG the
UPON
news of Andrews several pre-

work overtime Thursday and

yi

3311te Andrews were very
responsible and happily mar-

?We are fortunate to have

%minute Trails is located be -

"

ried people," van Et: said.

them." he said "But am arc
limited in funds to develop

wlle District
teen

doesn't make

trict was forninao to get the
five sites heron: they were

WEISS EXPLAINED that

ken branches. old tins and

playground equip.

WEISS

to

men

time goes by," he said. "I
think mmethtag dire has NM'
Petted. I don't like to think
that, but this whole thing just

molt for the scheoli.

ala

spokesman for
SCOPE said. '1Ve plan to remove some of the smaller rubbish such as: old Mt mws. bro-

.

pnwided

River Trails Park Director

Cone mud with Our Polluted
Environment) will hold a

-

(Coulee), d from P 4) SI
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One day at a time
How proud ell of us should

By Ron Swami

Their list of discussion issues
which was
recently released
a gem. It was clear. con and provocative. It made

they do not have easy an

The committee knows this,
and it will take whatever time

Low and middle icome

Is necessary to research thor-

housing is an emotionaln Issue.

oughly the issue m they can or rive at a sensible solution.

Even without knowing any
ly perceive all sorts of potential evils. They begin to fight
phantoms m a release from
fnutration.
The Viatorians put an end.

in their own order. a special
committee to study, in depth,
the proposal to use some of
their land for low and middle

THIr COMMITTEE

Pilot, they have 0 concern
for the financial security of the
members of their order. They
do not want this security jeop.

being concerned and religious

ardined. That can be cosily undenitood by any individual.

thonsibility simply because.
Might make some individuals

My land ultimately released,
should obviously be released
on that bane

estly quarrel with Mot premise.

Secondly, the order hus an
obligation to its neighbor,

dirce major pOints, Ille release
men became mom interesting

in-

dicated it seeks a fair and objective study. It sets no termination date, so ail points.. be
beard and studied.

FINALLY, We Viatoria..

facts, homeowners immediate-

to the need for such actions.
They have established, with-

odd, vmect twice a week end
ite study will include meetings
with ALL of the various Waisted groups."

Boston Heights community. II
wants guarantees that any Rd.
grem it participatm in will protect that obligation. itihar. as
should
makes a lot of sense.
immediately make any vdiecent homeowner breathe osier.

aro not simp/e problems, and

extremely good sense.

"Ile committee would," it

both near and far, in the Ar.

THE FIRST release given
out by this committee listed
the problems involved. They

be of the Vistorian Order!

.cognize the need for

If all of the work of the ap-

theensuggoled housing. It will

pointed committee is as clear,
obAwlive, and sounds or that of

m.

not back away from this ro

M

itlBrat release, it will, without
question, arrive al a dimbion
which is based on fitas, not

,

No one amid hon-

emotions.

That should please every -

From completion of Mom

income housing.

Love MOM Viatorians. end
I'm not even Catholic.

Ind

AY,

)9.4.95 +so AP.. o

The day's prospects

35SRWASSOWDDReaccoteemovAHIROLIK

, WWWSSAMTAW152
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GRADBIN

By Delores Haugh

keeping With the basic concept

Memoriul day is mom than
a holMay. ll is time to think.
Hero is a portion of a 30foot scroll received by Pre.
pees Heights resident Cindy
DeMuth. It was written by her
cousin Randy Hinrichsol, age
20, who's in Vietnam.
'These clowns raising all
this noise about President Nixon's {nth -rebind pokey are cmtainly an aggravating group.

"I support the man RIR per

"We're over here because
ifs our responsibility and in

consequently

of
courage) by psyching themselves into an intellectual sate

extensively about the social
problems of today, the
lion has to be one of unshedlion mood with fright b.ause
or the utopian, but impracticof

philosophy set forth

by

mifitaut youth readers

and the purely selftscreing atBlades they.d.P.St
While thinking about this es
1 thirdly tried to go to sleep the

other night,

I

had

a Walter

Wily type dream which rd
like to share.

[dreamed that I was in a tr.
mendous amphitheatre that
...mites as far as the eye cam

WO II was filled to capacity

with young people of high
school cod college age
youngsters of all races, colors,

and creeds and representing

every facet of the ecommie
wale. They had gathered W
discuss /Mir concern and unhappiness with the event, and

circumstances in ow country
which they want to see
chenged.
Because this was my dream

I had the prerounise of turnMg Many certain types of

Pe,* I

determined mho willdisruptive and
elf-

fully
threiog Turned away were
David Dellinger, Jerry Rubin,

Abhio

Holtman, Rennie
Davis, Bobby Rush and others
of their BM also denied adrnissiest were many show business
personal it ies who have mil

spokesmen make impractical
.d impossible demands upon

misting institutions
stitutions

which

cannot

he

changed by merely eliallenging their validity.
Another source of your
emblem is that so many of
your leaders constantly mititnexmi,ncc. and Woks.
mace for vision and moral in -

sight. The kind of freedoms
which many of these spokes awn shout for could more
properly be called a demand

for a license to do what one
chooses to do ... rather than
doing what one ought to do.
And doing what one ought to
do is what freedom is all about.
"Too often, your spokes -

men exhibit no vision at all ...
only self-serving designs. They
at
also have a tendency to equate

kinds of immorality
sod the pointless use of four
letter words, with freedom of
speech.

"THERE IS a very impor!ant our letter svord, however,
which t believe all of you
should

too

It

is

spelled

WO -12-1( and if properly applied in the areas you want
changed, it will change them.

But marching, shouting protests, "copping out," or MI lowing subversive organi.
sons like the SOS ...or being

en their gilt to enterlain,

read the news) as a license to
preach extremely shallov social and political philosophy ..

Kledakeh. Alarm,* Editor

cident.)

asked to

lhoso ignorant ideallsb
know the mend. had lauded

running away from

serve the interests

upon which your country is
bused. especially considering

"The b. way to arrive at

C. F. Nark Airly (ming Ono on

Editor)
On Wednesday. May6, Ron

what it is that you really want,
ro svork
. and to honestly
perteNc the things around
you. Look at the pmt and see
what has been accomplished
for you ... as well as what has
not yet been done. Look at a
country which despite all of io
flourished

beyond the wildest dreams of
even those of us who can look
back only 30 or 40 years.

"NOW I know Thal many
among you

Which will take time .. and
patience, and understanding.

And the greatest burden for
understanding and

patience,

will have to rest with you far
more than with anyone else.

"ON YOUR way to clang ing things I also implore you
not to be duped by exploiting
pothimans who make undeliveable promises to yea,
don't be misguided by misdirected entertainers or by
leaders of self-serving croups

of "the estahliMment."
"That, of course, is a very
shook way out ...and the way

ership so long as some of the
problems you want solved =-

conclusion would not be vue.

And it wouldn't, in any way,
help your confusion.
"So I implore you to do one

thing. Continue to look at the

stimulate you to look at yourself and some of your foolishness.

"I feel sure that if you do...

and that if you truly ate the
brightest of all generations to
come along
I will have ao
complished my mission of
helpfulness and can fall asleep
believing that the future of our
country le in goad hands Once

attempted

the

slander

to

.9.'9.9'
9'99,999 being
distributed by the Northwest
mittec. The 75 members of our
committee, one of which is our

and economic things
that we of "Me establishment"
have failed to do. Carefully
analyze the things which we all

know are sorely in need of
range. And work to change
them. But go about it in an orderly way, working within the
realm of what is possible .
and through We institutions

McCarthy, McGovern, Percy,
ILennedy, Bayh, Goodell, Ja.
sits and others like them.

dreds of people in the area who'
have reviewed our literature
must assume that M. Swans'

arock was eiher, w

men-

tioned above, an attempt

at

in

c"'

hit

NOW The f inert private

SAVE

sters of today ore the bright.,
of all generations in the history
four country. You have been
told this so often: that you have
come to believe it's so

rand in rho educational pos.
grams of MOTOREDE. I
would suggest that he leaves

Mrs. Phil R. Dosed

the ranks of the misguided and

MOIOREDE Commit.

lot

problems than they do to trying to solve the

raf seta

V deasCrPakr

I

"ROMEO; FAMOUS BRANDS"

253,2014

r

OPEN nor Sot

bride and groom,

Ilehnl

Best non was the 11051./.

T:1ZZ s Tla'n=111/or

red/.

lag

served

as

in orchid in Oro mo-

Lollar cuffs

THE BRIDES sister Evelyn non.yr.11ow gown dyke!
trammeal with

duo,
also
&Tried
chasms Another .45ter Mors -

Wells d y, Mee 27,1910
551999999999999999499.519199g9 0515
ens at

to

ner carried the ring for the

groomsmen.

Varner were ushers.

A pink lace coat dress en-

Newcomers auction
Mount Prospect Welcome
Wagon Newcomers will hold a

White Elephant Auction Sale
for their May meeting, ft is
guest night and all area women
arc invited to attend. The
members have been busy col-

holing an unusual array or
items That will go to the highest

bidders. The group will meet
tonight at 8 p.m. in the &IMO
Prospect Community Center.
GOO S. Se.Gwun.

Prior to We moon men -

Plaza
of norilmes151M.

with matching accessories.
Following a reception at the

541-2010

O'BRIEN & GRAHAM PAINTS

wJ
'rake

M 550

42 E. Palatine Rd., Palatine, III.
them. from Hines lumber Os.)
SPECIAL HOURS FOR SALE
FRI. 0:30 a.m. %I p.m

359-622.7.1

NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP!

°ITN MEMORIAL DAY

4534137

ARCADIA FARM
BOX 20B, ROUTE I PALATINE,

c''''17"4517,4it

SA r

ONE ADMISSION FOR ALL DAYI

false.

For

further

information

contact Mrs. Lamm Graves,
392-7916. or Mrs. Gordon

Eileen MeTigue, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. MeTigoi of
Mount Prospect, 0 inviting you to come to "Brannon's Little
Show,. a luncheon given by St. Raymond's at Arlington Park
"rowers Wodnmday, June 3. Chektaih at 11,30 will be followed
by lunch at 12.:30. Tickets, at $5.55 are available now by milling

Mrs. E. Mullane, 392.8365, or Mn. R. George, 260.7210.
Mothers are reminded llint girls from Sacred Heart and St. Raymond's schools should be available for baby silting.

Doyle, 394-1674, Membanhip
Chairman.

whool hall, die couple left for

LONG GROVE, ILLINOIS
IT'S SO
EASY TO
GET TO

Tfi3

MAID or honor Debi,

Tin. nit, worn In tar hus
hada Lrunimothar mother

Bonnott of Atherton Hoghts

and star was also .0th by Pa meta Joan Keefer, daughter of

won. m oria--raid Peen
length gown and carried, a

Mr. and klm. Jack Keefer of
Mount Pro,pect. when ,ha became the bride of Ronald Soo.

wood. Colo.

lavender

Raymond's Colholkows Church.
March 30 at 5 p.m. In the
double ring ceremony. he used
the
family wedding ring.

which will bcrelorned to the
groom's. mother for the other
children in the family to use.

Marl Burge.

, Lori, wore a gown identical to that of the 'raider honor.

The Rev. Kenneth Kicpura
at St.
solemnised their v

-di

nosegay of pink roses and
baby
breath. The bridbrick'ssis-

yen Frarier, son of Mr. and
Ma. Wyatt Frasier of Engle-

The bride wore her sister's
A4inc wedding gown of Suki
cloth trimmed in Venial: lure.
which :rho trimmed the long.
full organdy sleeves. She woo
a' not
mantilla veil.

I.R.A.
SANCTIONED.

-SPECIAL ATTRACTION WILD HORSE RACE

CI 061.11

lo-

Mrs. Tan Ldwurd Tethe

MRIATIVT

FARM..... MAY 30TH .31ST

ionnolon Malone

an

a honeymoon in Hess-sd,

/9.4
nedileaday ..>44/4

Sponsored by

HORSE SHOW L'IL:75!"

17

stallation Dinner will be held
at 630 p.m. at Lander 's Cho
let, Elk Grove. Tickets may
be obtained from Mrs. Angelo
Speeiale or Mrs. Richard Ref -

ar

Produced by flor M Rodeo (o.

RODEO sarxto wawa,

year. On lune

lei

ILLINOIS' BIGGEST!

PERFORMANCE WILL BE:

Todd's

bens in good standing will be
voting for new officers for next

Engagements announced

trimmed. in arr.], and Pour',

TO OUR FIRST

Kallileen Dom.

and Mrs Gamy; Burkhw 01 North Ponanands,
N.Y.. announce the engagc-

:the bride's mother wore a
full -slaved them
with u rose corsage lineOPee
the groom's parents were unable to attend, the couple sent

ment of their daughter, Mary.
to Peter H. Duffy, eon of Mr.
and Mrs, Boil Duffy of Mount

roam 10 them in Denver.

Prospect,

0,A

The brothers of the bride
were both in the wedding par-

Mis, Burgess was graduated

tan Niagara University with

'

it bachelor of 10ence degree in
nothe not ice. She is on the (Lilo

ty. Jamas es best men.and Roger as an usher.

of the Niagara-WhOlfield
school swots),

osf,

Following a dinner at Villa
Olivia Country Club, the
couple left for Fort .Collitis

Her fiance was cnoluated
from Niagara Univeralry with
h bachelor of science desrec In

Colo.

biology and presently is work-

The bride, a graduate of Stt-

ing toWard his master's degree

cred HMO of Mary High
School, attended Colorado
State University. The groom Is

continuing hiseducatiodalCol-

°redo State, where he is in
his junior year.

at Nimara.
A rummer

wedding

is

planned.

I)

fl.

ILL.

nounee

the

engagement

MT. and Mn. George W.
Bever of Mount Prospect announce the engagement of

of

their daughter. Gail Lou. to

their daughter. Kathleen. to

Ronald Lana of Franklin.

Stephen K. Meckcy. tam of
Mr. and Mn. gen Mackay.

Miss Bever is a 1967 &Tadp-

Boca Raton. Flo.

ole of Prospect High School.
She ie now attending Moody
Bible Institute and majoring in
sacred music, Oct yams, also
mending bloody. majors in
Christian education. Both the
bride-to-be and her lined will
graduate from the Institute in
Chicago in Bine.

The couple net at Castaway

Club. a Young Life Camp in
Minnesota Bath um in their
sophomore year al the University of 5.1innesato. Miss Do -

rash is a graduate of Forms
Vices High Schott

Theft wedding date will be

The wedding ens: In not

announced in the future.

yo9 been decided.

Ntr. ad Mcs. Ronald Finnic.
Miss

Susan

C.

Nal..

30

00

Berg. sot of Mr. and Mrs.

It's Our America

Awards

La Leche
to meet

Kenneth R. Borg or Glenview.

Him No.,. a 19. graduate of Luther High North. intended Harper ('allege and is

BRAHMA
BULL RIDING

COWBOY
CALF ROPING

COWBOYS
STEER WRESTLING

COWGIRLS
BARREL RACE

SADDLE BRONC

RIDING

ILLINOIS BIGGEST COWBOY
SPORTS PROGRAM

Westbrook

'The Advantages of Brno,
feeding to Mother and Baby"
LaLcche
Prospect
Mount
League meeting. M. Thomas
'Mehra, 206 S. Albert, Mount

Prospect, will be hostas for
the 11/30 p.m. session, which
begins a new series,

SMARM and Mcmedial Day
program will be held at Woe.
brook School Friday at 9:15
otn. in the multi -purpose
room. Awards will be present ed to students who have given
outstanding serCice to the
school, such as Student GOUncil members, paned boys and
girls and the Westbrook
&WOW Chotalettes

counseling 'Or

.

.

tInd in Colorado Springs.
the U. N. Air
'tote.

C.+, with

of St. John Lutheran School,
Mount Prospect, on May 22.
1

Portraying Pilgrims (above) are
Ken Remus, 7111 grader, end
Randy Pyde, eighth grader,
while David Farnham weicomIna Indian. The production, given for parents and friends, dr.

plant milestones in America's
history Including the in
of
the pilgrims, the making of the
flag, and Lincoln's speech
at Gettysburg. St. Jam School
Ls located at 1101 Lineman Rd.

1

The couple glen to marry in
AuDtst.

Small C. Nedra

Safety poster winners
Northern Illinois Oaf

o

has annoUneed the name of

Ea..= ithiltai

the mend*

M199d

L linnet ir

School in District

20 arch riwand m m int

honorable mention. award . in

non in it, recent School Seta,

Poster Contest.

KothSetat

dicschke,

DeFano

Robert

Michelle Finn, Kathy Hendr
Cindy

Marsh.

Carol

the

postsr .n at

high

holding armor,. and setacy
domms n-ts tor students in
choontars ,rades I .1 lodge.

minded capers Morn the Na
hood Salety Council and the
Smock, Greg Stookey, Rich Walt Disnu) organnahan
Warrington and Karen WIN Month 3 000 minors Acre on
ney who attend Pechnwilla toed In the competmon
Wks.

Moore, Vicki Piper, Margaret

further information may be
Obtained at any time by phonLeague counselor at 253,
0566 ar 027-3850.

Pilgrims and Indians greeted
each ether In the patriotic operetta "Our Mnerica", enthasbalioally given by all the pupils

A combination Award. Pre -

Women interested in learning more about bremtleeding
we encouraged to attend this
infornial gathering of nursing
Mothers and babies and hear
Mn, Daniel Neugebaner and
In laden, tre
Mrs. .Robert Lange, group
leaders. offer information on will perform in "eclat
merle! Day.peogrsm,
the subject.'
Telephone

now erontosca at Kroger Food
Store in NICLIFIL Prospect.
Her trance is a 1066 Bradt,
aD of Mein.: East High
School. He is presently she:

program at

Win be lhe topic of tonight's

THRILLING CONTESTS

Mrs. Ervin C. Writ. Sr. of
Mount E.t.a., announms
her engagement to Kenneth C.

2:00 P.M

rot
BAREBACK
BRONC RIDING

Mn. sod Mrs. Michael Dorosh of Mount Prospect mt-

-

STATES AND CANADA

SEE THESE
NOOSE 5110W.

Gail Lee Bever

- daughter of rho late Mr. and

COWBOYS FROM

SPECIAL HORSE SHOW

your billing.
"Rather, by following some

me a Malmo Move ads.
autisloarova

liliesc

belt rule of flower girl. Ring hatter hlathcw Charles Buett-

doedu dart

WE WOULD LIKE TO INVITE YOU

PROFESSIONAL!

TICKET INFORMATION

tat Proem.

of

Duhiro Ilatigh4irmens Editor

'RUGGED RODEO"

then you certainty aren't measuring up to the potentiality of

chosen to listen to
you give
the well
pression of being one of
the
spoiled, self-centered,
self-pitying, most confused

basket

Otmha who lake= Ns bride
April 25
TU. 2 p 11
was

Isle. 1111. brido I
Sho

nts
Richards Paint & Wallpaper

Allgtere4r traditional pain, ford
MANNHEIM Al' HIGGINS lelunhou.817.0700 ohica5e51,70-555.0

Aftil Sp.nr..110PSF SNOW PRI

Ranch
Shopping Center

rid a

match her short lace dress for

calntod the high

Northwest O'Hare

FREEDecoupageR""h"doo PrP'rrei

were iolOssiON

M"Plaza
r*" e"

Mrs.

Chairman

ON ALL

"But I'm here to tell you
that it isn't so. If it is possible,
however, that it could he so,

to fellow
,amp listening to
somc of the people you have

.old

Chuks lohn Hondonon of

semble with white accessories
was chosen by the bodek
mother. For her son's wedding, rile groom's mother wore
a white silk metallic dress

ARCADIA FARM

Women's Handbags

of the leaders you have chosen

el Mr

The bride's godchild and

tor ID %cm, I um of thisics

arriage by her father.

ON ALL

$20

niece, Christine Canada.. ar-

rows n

I 1O% OFF
I

mom. available anyrobeee

GOODIllt MAY 31

oftch lately that you young-

met Donne la in Hinde13011.

E

ig

Seeing is believing!.

ggy

talking to these youngsterS.
Add here's what I told Mem.
91 have heard it said guile

daisies.

of mint green with an

listed in the article.

One, the We woe given in

Migangirkmag WITH THIS COO ON

AGAIN, because this is no

drew, I have the privilege ot

Frank John Thal, 01 Mount

The brides goo n htd

Crnses.'"i'b:bya'n:Lah' eldwpihnl

Wommis A Men's Summer Sandals

D

Empire line. They also carried

Adolph Ourads and Patrick

.

SAVE $200

(foil foram for Ion Edward
Task can of Mr and Mm.

chorus and doom -

5ocial

GOOD TIMMAY 31

.

lye, and Magaret Hotly,
Horny,
cousin off the bride,

ngoto Empire A lux dart and
lull puffed short 11500 The
brute cloud
bouquet of

Grove Village and the hun-

Then second

Which is why many of
them spend more timecreating

want to help you, I've tried to

Think &soul it.

Page 5

Being to the. An Form in
Omaha Nob prosod to be

ire Church to a setting M gla-

lead -

have been
able to do what 1 set out to do
in talking with you. Because 1

het intellectua/ cream of
of

Swum' column is that the ad- mhinfonned end Weds an
drew of the Northwest O'Hare evening reviewing the mduceMOTOR EDE Committee is Bona/ prognons of MOTO
467 Cedar lo., not the address REDE.

leading medical doctor in Elk r

ist.

hope that

he

slander or is based on outright

Earl W. Lewis

only perpetuate their assumed

position of power and

meat thee put them hate,

viduals, who are supposed

weapons but these "pacifists"

Prow., It Pin lady lint he

Yours for God, Family &
If Mr. Swans is truly Wm- Country,

O'Hare MO1OREDE Com-

process.

WO organizations who en

OEY

sense of leadership and great
penchant for exploiting the
idealistic young
like

cottha

the

home aultho. thin Bows.'

Brides are beautiful

R. 5.1hietr, ('ii (Wagon /Moo

SPECIALS!!

Diek Gregory and David Frye,
to Mime but sone.
Others asked to leave were
politicians with a misdirected

and most naive generation of
youngsters
this country
has ever had
put up with.

in

immedietclY
tob me as nothing more than a
brainwashed wont -50 Captive

most of your leaders haft Chosm. It's the simple rationaliaation and comformble
self -saying answer. But such a

Swans edict, ',One Day At
A Time", made two serious
The flat ."'"' was shot he

institutions

1 mat support those Indi-

"Wonder who the Tail
they're doing it for if no one at

ciONMMOMOCOMMOMOOMMic,x,,ccce.55100acoxowerWacno

Corrects columnist

people we turned away from
this mating will only lad you
down thc trail of no return.

this right of dismal b possible
10 exiet.

the Kent State University in-

Stortx tl St PhilmNerr C no-

that can mate your dreams
come true. You'll have to
change many of the

to make a country in which

polOn 160111

hood and Drs. (i'm referring to

solommmod b) Res Don
Dondd L.

"taken in" by the kitals of

imperfections has

this

aloha you are when you're

R.1611elchlmon. I lorrIrrasitlear

MEMORIAL DAY

people like the Smothers
Brothers,
Frank
Reynolds.
Chet Huntley, Alan King,
.

.

.lo-

.

.

"Ws

"I, personally, can't support MOM individuals who
want to solve a problem by

daughter

William

Advises youth to look at themselves
their authority. Most of your

others who edged him on to

cause this scared kid to Wee his

"it'd pretty damned yaw,

26 good. 33 excellent

Earl W. Lewis. aro hor of the

"TOUR TROUBLE, you

elod wants him there.

here, and at the same time tbY
lair public display), causes
Ole over here to risk their lines

that point?

(but easy) to boost how p00,0.

John R. Mesta. Winn! war ',blithe,

Letters to the Editor
sen is that your spokesmen am
people who deal only in negatives and use veiled threats as

to be there anymore than the

Toots all responsibility but can
we justify the actions of those

they couldn't possibly meet.

Marshall Field 111

Answer on Cam, Page

For anyone who reads quite

of
m
our government's
policy both
bolsters the morale of those
men trying to kill the GIs over

.Certainly the guy that
rued the shot i5n't absolved

whole scared and down% want

of twisted logic, are running
scared of being put to a task

ne! Rubin

ced to fite.

crites that will taunt and throw
rocks and bottles at a young.
sauna. will, a loaded weapon

lack

our society, adsose condo-

obloke bact his cool and cam-

"And it is these seine hypo-

Most of those creeps who
rationalize their fear of dying
(cod

continued to hums until a eon.

ising your flimsy life.

based.

Wednesday, May 27,1970

Editor

how you might risk jeopard-

upon which our democracy is

ohisrojeohartly keeping
the pope s fiereloot out/ isrelksmal iraverny."

using all seven °Mese letters.

followeth lener, Is a farmer
member of the Atouret Noss

June 3 lunch

Immo rho Weimerl drown

Make as many four letter or more words out of
those letters as you can. In addition. Nod the word

"Now, THIS is what I call 'PRISON REFORM'!"

Plan now for

A voice from Vietnam
nom,

'....xt....55:exa.c..555555555555:evyaxtvt555555x:v5 : .5

wwww.wrstg

-

THE DAY
Page 6

r

Wednesday May 27,1970

Girls drill team
to be in Memorial
Day parade

Birch Society will
hear Benson talk
The Niles and Des Plaines
Chapters of the John .B1rch.

work for the Mormon Church,
has been an Air Force chap.

Society and the American
Opinion Speakers Bureau will
present Reed Benson, Washthatoe representative of the

lain and has spent three years
on the Republican National

Commit.. He has hemostat(
member of the John Birch

John Birch Society. who will
give his Washington Report on
the men who rule thenati
in
B public meeting at 8 p.m.on, to.
morrow M the Northwest
Bitilders Hall in Chicago.
the speech, Benson,
Ire eldest son of former Score-

tory of Agriculture Ezra Taft
S
is our country conducting. is victory the goal in

any one of them; what "aid
end trade does the country
ship to the Communists; who
pays for it; what is the council
of foreign relations; how powcrful is it;
Benson

is

a graduate of

B righam Young University
and he has done mimionary

mmee._.}....

'

Lasers will radically change

' ..",..""L.-..

B ell Telephone Co., told the

and white
Majorettes boots.
The team will have hie neat
chance to show its stuff on Sat-

:

sal

ward Parsons of Palatine. Mrs.
Rick Haywood of Rolling
Meadows was co-hratess and
Mn. Richard Matthews of
Palatine, rushee. was guest of

,,,,

1

.,..v,

The grand prize winners at
the recent L. Vegas Night
benefit for Rcp. Eugene F.
Sehlickman (R -3d Dist.) of Arlington Heights went to see the
governor Tuesday.
The big winners were prom.

ised a day in Springfield with

an opportunity to "visit the

Springfield. They al-

day in

ien ded the

Constitutional

Convention and a se .ion of
the State Senate. At 4 Tuesday
afternoon, accompanied by

Andy Schlickm., they visited
Gov. Ogilvie.
The group were guests of
nep. Schlidtmen Tuesday eve-

governor". Winners were Mr.

ng.

and Mrs. Carl Newhouse of
Heights,
Eileen
Arlington
Hansen and William Lavers.
students at
School.
Eseenea

Arlington High
by

Younkers of

H.

Keith E. Brauer, of 422 N.
Comfon Lane. Palatine, was

Arlington

recently awarded a scholesde

Friend

Heights. the four spent yester-

Wheeling's
phone books
on the way
If Wheeling residents
received

haven't

Wins award

their

new

telephone books by no, they
Mould expect it by the end of

awed from the Indiana Univerrity Alpha chapter of eel
Gamma Sigma. natiorml echo -

lade honorary fraternity

Calling the directories the
""mostpopular paperback",
Johnson said he urged rat
dents to consult the call -guide
pages which contain some new
features,

A list of Illinois zip codes
can be found at the beginning
of the yellow page. The Inside
Gant cover contains an emer-

he son of Mr. and Mrs.

Lynn A. Brauer.

said. Using laser technology,
the present storage capability

of million dots per square
inch can be increased to

and trust officer of
Palatine National Bank. His
presnidea

retirement ceremony included
presentation of`a sterling silver
tray engraved with the signatures of his co-workers.

July.

A member of Rotary Club,
Scottish Rite -Valley of Chi -

bit-

sages on 400 trillion cycles per
second.
Stepson

had

Mrs.

Billie

Shannon, Day classified ad
worker, read the preamble to
the Constitution of the United
States to demonstrate the la -

THE BELL COMPANY I
looking

to

possible

under

ground transmission of lase
beams for communication, h
said. Waveguides much Bk
today's sewer pipes may be
used, with "gas mirrors" at th

All light in

than

Bet laser move

the same wavelength and
frequency, Stenson explained
at

are now, Stenson claimed.

The beam spres
Ho

11111

because of this.
pointed ou
that a larar beam from the

HAVE YOU
WRITTEN A BOOK?
The executive director of a well-known New York publishing firm will be In the Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect and
Om Plaines area in late June. Ile will be interviewing local
authors Inc quest for finished manuscripts minable for book
publication. All mbjeets will be considered, including fiction
and non-fiction, poetry, juveniles, regale. books, etc.
If you have completed a booklength manuscript (or nearly

so) on any subject, and would like a professional appraisal
yourcost or obligation), please write immediately describing

your work and stating which part of the day (a.m. or p.m.) you
would prefer for
appointment. You win promptly receive a

"A=Withr:o=e'clan'tro'ndrts"dniabie to appear may
send them directly to us for a free reading and evaluation. We
will also be glad to hear from those whose literary works are
still in progress. Please address:

Evanston with his

a,

I

The Bell Company's current
experimental
and
devil-

wife. Helen.

floe

cording to Stenson, with their
capacity for trrasmitting ores.

Telephone in the future will

cage and Medinah Temple,
Spore resides at 2624 Park
Place in

LASER BEAMS can sup.
ply "an the information nnyone will svant to knovt," =-

bends to turn the beam.

Spore retires

plans a banker's tour of Engency number page giving , roman capitals beginning in
nada warning numbers.
Space is also provided for
customers to insert their doetor's number and the number
of a local ambulance service.

beams, and so are bridges and
microwave relay systems,
Computer memories can he
increased
greatly,
Stenson

Palatine banker
D. Earl Spore ended a 47 wycz banking career recently
he retired as senior vice

make it possible.

sees ability to transmit meowed ran be drilled in four sag..
minutes wnh a Jas r, cooLasers will "create super
pared to the old method which highway of communications
took 31/2 days. Wings on the benwen all companies."
747 arc aligned usrag laser predicted.

opmental work with lasers will,

the Palatine bank, since 1963,

a the FBI number. and tor-

reMove

AN INDUSTIUAL

theymore important

Brauer, a senior at IndNne,
is

rant.,

birthmarks and tattoos end to
weld retinas painlessly beak
into place.

in

Spore, who had been with

lice and fire numbers, as well

Lasers can also be used to
evaporate

business.

the week. according to JohnG. G.

Johnson a manager of Illinois
Bell Telephone Co.

communications.
Laser "light knives. will
enable surgeons to perform
"bloodless surgery," as the
beim cauterizes instantly.
Such incisions win heal better,
too. Stetss.. said.

Lancaster, Mount Prospect, and
mber, Arlington Heights.

Pa..

of its students come from Arlington Heights.

Captain of the drill trim is
Lisa Pi:Moat, whose father
Richard Pottinato of 503 W.
Noyes. NI ington Heighls, was

company's picture -phone. now
undergoing tests in Pittsburgh.

aq to in.Fa.,compulcr

"J"I'j`s'

Ariington High School; and

HOLMES' principal Rich-

end foreign language distiret
coordinator, Administration

Reuben Conrad, social science

ard en floss says the girls' drill

(rim, performed at every juin
ior
heskelba/1 .game last
winter.

Cowan,

'Their most important perto the Memorial Day parading, was the
time they did their routine before a crowd at nearby Form
View High School in Arline-

Schools were in operation.

None of the trio is retiring.
They joined the district when
only Arlington and Prospect

formencs prior

MISS MCMILLIN,

"The

ill Ois7ric'tss '5

,5-096 Lein H

ing and shorthand, and in re -

Lela McMillin

years

notehand typing

(for the college hound student)
and adult education classes.
She holds a minters degree
horn Columbia University,.

dials fine job."

DRILL TRAM member
her

New York City,
Schmoyer, 445 S. Pine, Arlington Heights, taught in
Delaware and Michigan before becoming district music

IoM

TheDay. It's lots of fun."

School of
Music Brooklyn N
Conrad, one of eight do Riot coordinators, originally

taught social studies I were
among the "new" courses he

supervisor for

Prospect and
Arlinmon schools. He now sopenses the music and finearts
program fors for Arlington
High.

was hired to teach, he said.

AFTER TEACHING and
coaching for three years, he
became a part-time curriculum director, a position he

HE RECEIVED A routers
degree from the University of

held for nearly eight years be-

Pennsylvania after studying at
thin University of Michigan,

fore accepting the job of fulltime coordinator.

pecially like the boots," she
said.
,,dierad

ism,the Pdaaeug, h.oteria7

Mr.Sain

1423 S.

Highland, Arlington

Heights.

The Wheeling Police De-

to commu-

The new radios, designed by

nicate with municipal, county

continued. It contain, all the

of the first law enforcement

and

and wavelenghts

agencies in Illinois to acquire
ISPERN radio units, accord-

the General Electric Corporation, are distinguished by
red microphones. By the end
of the year nits of the same
type will bellinstalled in every

light
goes off in all directions. he
frequencies

crud'

Swing Info

of the colors in it, from the
shortest to We longest. This

* to Chief Marvin O. Hor-

kind of light is calkd 'Meo-

cher.

ISPERN (Illinois Stale Po-

herent." and cannot he con tolled.

lice Emergency Radio Net-

8+11 ANNUAL

work) will link Wheeling to a
lnate-wide emergency co...

IN THE LASER, Mi..neon gas ions am excited to a
high Frequency with elec-

tricity, Sternon

said.

Thc

photons

. the nation.

Our Supra. AMique Satin,
drake of 59 decorator colors.

"brad( through" om of Me

To Cover 154" wide, ap to 95" long.

Price includes intim lei.

on

quency.

Laser beams arc used to
make holograms, or three-dimensionol pictures. without

47095

Kirsch reek You seve846.95

an this item.
'Amu ire

dttcutu m.d. in our owe workrooms
FREE
Rubber Podding with

either a camera or lens. Halo -

grams are necessary for the

Your Camel Purchase.

Call OUR

GUARANTEED

PLUMBING PRO.,
Experts
in
REPAIRS
REMODELING

No Job
Too BIG Or small

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.
345 N. VIM/ Rd
Wheeling, Ill.

537.6020

fewest Prises
in

Have ear decorator
consultant' give you a.
free estimate on custom draperies end car.
paling in your home.

the Northwest Area

We feature famous name brands sath at,

Armstrong McGee Maeland Monarch
Burlington Mills Alexander Smith
and many others
39'1%.

experience of Miss McMillin,
Schinoyer and Conrad with a
reception at the Adminis.
Ration Center,

the

department

state law enforcement
agencies immediately in railergency situations said the chief.

THE ISPERN UNITS were
furnished at no cost by the Illinois Department of Law En,
forcemeat (IDLE) by the Illinois Enforcement Commission. Wheeling is responsible
only for the cost of installation
end any equipment needed to
number the network frequen-

police vehicle in the state, ac-

cording to IDLE.

"As a participant in ISPERN we will be We to

'

cy.

coordinate

H of
COVER GIRL

-F-

MOST BEAUTIFUL WIG STYLES EVER....

We WO Carel"

BEAUTY SALON

17 West Davis

394-0550

in the contest which had over 400 applicants from throughout the Midwest.

pollee communications."

Mom 12.to 7; Turn, &Wed. 9 to En
Thurs. & Fri 9109; and Sat. 9 to 6

a

a

I :

and Kelm John Seigla, president of the Senior Choir, will,

the church at 9 p.m. tomor-

ton Heights is the choir director. Ha is completing his fifth
season with the choir. Hai. a
band director and teacher et

Hosts for the evening in.
elude committee members Mr.

end Mrs. Robert Kopke. Mrs.

membeis of the musical group.

Harold Klumpp of Arling-

Fun and sun
go-togethers!

Arl ing t on lonior High

N. NORTHWEST HWY., PALATINE

Draperies
Wallpaper
Nylon, Wool & Acrilan Carpeting
der
Oey
et evening impeintrientt Ind.. Ask about our 60 Jay no carryIng merge or
regular revaluing ckarg *Aeon*. Call 358.7160. Mon. thru rms. 9 a.m. to
5.33 pm Frl are la9pm Sat a IA in S p

988

' Henley Russell end Mrs. Rich -

FRAYED BOTTOM
t

SPAGHETTI

value V9
Single-breasted sporteraits in plaids,
check ...Mc-button double-breasted
solid effect blazers. With waist suppression, wider lapels, deeper
vents. Regulars and longs.

DENIM
SHORTS

DINNER

INTERIORS

LIGHTWEIGHT
SHAPED SPORTCOATS
AND BLAZERS

respond on behalf of the 27

FREE COCKTAIL
withltat ad
Wed Nights 5 to 8 3o pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT!

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

AND NYLON
PEASANT
TOP

IA

$206

MEN'S REG. 7.95
HALL -PRESTO

West

DRESS SLACKS

2"

Golden

2 $13
tor

each

1,(0
tOtt
9 c. seiktl

Passbook

FEDDERS
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

your allw POW

[Tur""" t.r 'cre.Arcring
nsAllar muutueliegtho y

$55995*
meallanan Extra

many flare leg styles1With Ban -1101
waistband, eoloismatehed nylon zipper.

ALTERED TO EXACT INSEAM LENGTH AT NO CHARGE

sleeves and neckline, ready

Entire

!smear tucked in or out;
solid colors; sizes 326058.
At only 2.99 each, what
are you wailing for?

teeing. lumallegloyo.,

eesee,u,euuchte

wenn mse

worsted -look Dacron" polyester and

Avril rayon Solid tones...polyester
blend stripes, plaids, windowpanes..,

top with elasticized

moor trav-iira.raz

Our "Saving -For -A -Purpose -Account".
$100 Minimum Balance; No Minimum
Deposit.
Interest Compounded Daily.
Choose Your Maturity From Two to Ten Years.

Entire stock red.:mil Includes

The newest and nicest
summer mates for young
swingers! Cotton desdin
jemnien shorts with belt
loops, zip -front, twin
pockets and those popular
frayed fringe -y bottoms;
in navy, sizes 8 to 16. Top
it with our cool chanvdng
Enkalurea nylon peasant

stock!

HALL-PO.5r

BELTED

WALK SNORTS

AeP ran

grimmer s
APPer AAA Jueanurn

reg

rosper.mmoue wen
c),,, yrs, retriger

$9

ry

4'95 4:71::::r

currwunu

a cenirally AA. PA
mearimerini.

FREE &roof...
Flouncing Anannet

Staffed!,
Expert Stylists

Arlington Heights

CHARGE CARDS OR CONVENIENT LAY -A -WAY

contest judge and former tennis champion; Howard R. Conant, president of Interstate Steel;
Ed O'Bradovich, contest judge and former Chicago Rears defensive end, Edward Cortez

in this pioneering project in

r

KANEKALON &

ALL OF OUR WASH A WEAR WIGS WE CUSTOM HT, CUT, &SHAN TO YOUR SPECIFICATION...FOR THE EASIEST MOST CAREFREE,

These three youths (holding plaques) won $100 bonds to further their education and
commemorative award plaques for their high schools in Bet Prep Achievement Award
Contest of the Interstate Steel Co. of Des Plaines. Pictured are (from left) Frank Parke,

cooporat

MrFdh of Chicago and Mount Carmel High School, Thom. Michael Pepper of Chicago
and Providence St. Mel, and Richard Gering of 509 N. Elm SL, Mount Prospect, and
Marmion Military Academy. The three Chi.gnland youths were among the six top finalists

358-7460

In the Northwest Suburbs

15 4

-

llse musk. and worship
commitme of Grace Evangelicid Lutheran Church will honor the director and members of
the Senior Choir at a coffee at

JUST

SYNTHETIC HAIR

and

"We arc proud to become
member of this frequency and
to join other Illinois agencies

36,000 BTU's

FAIRELLE TM

-\\

agencies in the arm in the wa
on crime," Chief Horchc
said.

04 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011
Phone 212:243-B000

Wee Sa#ugen

Or

effectively with other

Phone

GUARANTEED OWEST PRICES

,

Oadtg

the accumulated 75 years total

Music director
to be h onored

EXAMPLE

are

the same wavelength and fre-

The frequency will enable

CUSTOM DRAPERIES

bounced bock and forth off
medal
krises
until they
I enses as cohereni light.

. dons system of its kinds in

on all

In so doing. Choy give off
photons.

Mentions network, the first police canto.car
ommun.

SAVE 20-40°6

These

highly -charged atoms will seek
always to return to a preferred
"lazy" or less active state.

mont; Conrad obtained a mas

ters degree from the Universityof Illinois.
Board members celebrated

Wheeling police among 1st
to have state-wide radio unit

the drill team is exciting." es-

partment recently botanic one

"white

Ordinary

Fred Sclunoyer

Am Arlington Heights rdi
dent who lives at 108 N. Bel-

She said she thinks being in

c schoola Tont

Jan April.
Her co -captain is Sue Gcc.
daughter of Al r. and Mrs. Will-

Foot Williams

Iowa where she had been
leaching. She has taught tyra

...m

Is were nervous,"

principals recollection.

New York University and the

came to Dist. 214 in 1945 from

Jenness remembers, "bolt they

Sandra Donn disputes

Reuben Conred

551

W. Euclid, Arlington Heights,

. Heights.

NEWEST IN

HOURS-

ye, a music supervisor, both at

and Gee of 14 W. Noyes, Arbunion Heights.

MONAINos

OFFER THE

"Long Heir -Short Heir,

cation teacher, Fred Schmo-

CARLTON PRESS, INC.

WIGGERY

4

The honored were Miss
Leta McMillin, a business edu-

WITH AIME

H of H
so

wide at the end of the trip.

Three staff members of as
Met 214 were honored for 25
years service
night during
a Board of Education meeting

Mn. Thomas Hungerford

HOUSE OF HAIR 47?,
SHUT-SHA

earth to the moon and back
spreads only to one-half toile

Grove District 59 school, is in

3 staffers feted for 25 year's service

.

parade in Arlington Heigh. Leading the connivent will be flag

from medicine to industry to

on "home turf' Mr the pa -

'

..

Boots carefully polished, Mose Holmes Junior High drill leant carriers Patty Crania of
members
members win
among marchers tin Saturday's Memorial Day Alice Abernathy of All E.

honor.

Prize winners visit
governor in capital

tog -

urday when it marches in the
Memorial Day parade in Arlington Heights.
MANY OF the girls will be

Alpha Nu Chapter of EpsiIon Sigma Alpha held its final
bemire. meeting of the focal
Ye. in the home of Mrs- Ed.

They have applications in
practically all fields, he said.

. Mrls

gniniforms

gal out in uth

Final meeting

Des Plaines Chamber of Com,
merce and Industry Friday.

which hoams a stumpy drill
team of eigh

ther information contact J. F.
DeFriend at 8751 Ozanatin,
Niles, or call 965-4856.

Future to undergo radical change with miracle laser
many things we know now,
Robert Stevenson, of Illinois

when it comes to juniors ghift
acivities.
Boys have athletics. Girls

little
Not so al Holnies Junior
High School, Mount Prospect.

night of the speech. For for

th g,; bow many

Girls oft. get

may have the °hence to try out
foiecrhi,urerleading-bur often.

Society shire 1962.
Tickets for the engagement
can be obtained by contacting
the American Opinion Library
in Glenview or at the door the

B enson, will pose and answer

W

1

THE DAY
Wednesday May 27 1970

HOFFMAN ESTATES

HEELING

TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD
-

Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee goad
Wheeling, Ill. Phone: 537-0020
Member F.D.I.C.

MERLON CO., INC.
1550 Rand Rd. Palatine,

PHONE -359-4868

(Comer of Golf Rd. I Block N. of Higgins

DUNDEE

220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

Al[0110gR

DES PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD
(Corner of Rand

River Roods)

GLENVIEW 580 WAUKEGAN ROAD
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Archangel Cat Society sets
Bs Maureen alcNassar

mot.

affiliated

but

bnd bud we

THE REX cams can ham.
eommnetion of colon
and Rug
said Mn Sh
fur and chiskvo arb curly

will hold in annual Summer
Shorthag eh morons'', CO
she. June 6 It Carpenters
Hall 1614 White SI
Des

en,

Plaines

ruse stir laded Fite, tnstbk

The one dry show-ell-lx,in
at 10 m aid menu to 9

brown with gold eyes All Bur
Masa In tha a0Untr, Lanace
their anustry to one smile cat

Cy,
A sery ran bond In the

draw *di N. kora. inn d.
good look in
land Mrs Shoiokloy ssid

end a

A rare typt. ol L fit NOB Bur

Admission is Al for ad Its

Mn

Another mnnAnne short
hair is the Mins nhich hit nu

nth

and

Shoskles

traced to the Id, or Mm lo

all riser the United States will
be entered in comp-tmon

aired m rho Irish Sea between
Ert,land and Ireland

Mu by one of the Judas who
n from Wisconsin

The Rumor, Bina, r siker
Mue est w ith taxi& cum LA
fur Ind enuriid ores trio,
their mole to the Arch

ONE °PEEL three ts awn

.rely

110

t.

11

one dm

mans swim nun.

show

lurid

mgel min ot

she s

Thu shim will be tor short
hand cats only and meludcd
in the emnputtnon ndl he
Si mar e in in Warmers the
Seal Point Blue Pant Chan
Ian Point old DLit. Poinl
Me mid
Sum other brooms of the

solar combination

hurleme

"THEY ARE the cola that

from Wisconsin.
end Illinois.

we saw on the streaks years ago.

to

Oklahoma

Des Plaines Park District
has new recreation chief

II. sot month old Karat kliten,,u7s'sThatelle ' mined I Mrs Susan Carlson of Lecolnwed Is
MOPE the MO award winning shot -their elassol can that will be participating in the Archangel

HONG KONG

Society's Summer Shorthair Championship Cat show, June 6th to Des Plaines.

250 to receive diplomas at St. Viator
Dr. Edward H. Gilbert. superintendent of High School
District 214, will speak at the

Krewer

meth

and

Edward

Kral.
Line, John

School, Arlington Heights.

torium.

Michele',

gene O'Hara, Michael

principal,
add Dr. Gilberes appeararibe
will underscore the educational commitment shared by the

O'Malley, John O'Neil, David
Palter, Thomas Perry, Edwin

C.V., St. Viator

Plaza, Michael Powers,
Thomas Renno, Raymond Repada and Russell Roschman.

Iwo school systems-one tax

Weaned and the other pri-

Ryndak,
Frank
Sebes, Thomas Schaefer.
George Scheele., Mark Scheidt
Fred
SchlexeC John Andrew Schlickman,
Jeffrey
James

vately financed.

JOHN CARDINAL
COY s representative at the

graduation ceremony will be
the Rt. Rey Msgr. Harry Koe'nig of St. Joseph's Ctholic
Church, Libertyville. Father
Koenig is vicar of Region I of

Schoepke, Edward Schupak,

the Chicago archdiocese.
National Honor Society

Thome Tenancy.
Mark Troester. blichael Wil.

HOFFMAN ESTATES

con.
other
school
mendetions will be announced
at the graduation breakfast.

The St. Vials graduation

class includes,

James Breen. Thomas Brock.

Smigicl and Gregory Diem.

Nicholas Bruns. John Buchmilkr, Jeffery Butzen. Kevin
Caffrey, Chris Dioncsote,
John Driscoll. Cm Galbraith.
Mark Hoffman and Geoffrey
Kinka.

BUFFALO GROVE -John
Fitzpatrick.

MOUNT PROSPECT
Thomas Allow, Joseph Ampulski, Tom W. Anderson.
Charles Ayers, Brian Brady.
James
pans, Steven Carley,
Robert Carroll, 101111

James Lehnus, Richard Lena

lack Leonard, James

Steven

Lund,

Eberlin.

McNally. Michael MeShea.
Charles

Meersmun.

James

O'Grady. John Pink. Michael

way, Thomas Byrnes. Michael
Curlstrom. Janie Dunlavy,
Michael Golden. Jerome

ateah

SalsWes1t0Sn S"TS',1"ti"t1t7D

the Moto-

rola Franklin Park plant.

III

"rdefWar

ry Volger.

recreation supervisor for the

Branford Park District in Coon-

trict since October of 1966.
Miss Fait, who began work
lass Monday, will be in charge
of women's activities, playground supervision, senior
zens' events, drama golly!.
suedal programs, and other

cturites.
A graduate

of Prospect
High School in 1965, ha family has lived in alount Proxpect
for seven years. She received
her Bachelor's Degree from
Wisconsin State University in
LaCrosse whereshe majored

"16FP"

she

Doer stomp chest.......... -$79

as director of wm-

en's and girls activities. She also served during four summers

'

with the Mount Prospect Park

District. She N 0 member of
Sigma Lambda Sigma honorary recreation sorority and in

MIRROR

manber of the student union
committee.

Miss Fait saki
sere I'm
going to like it here. The Park
District has excellent programs and an excellent safe'
She will he working under direction

of DAT Markworth

who is the superintendent of
recreation in the park district.

COMMODE
CANOPY BED

Main Office:

121/11~111kNIM
AND, SO RIGHT FOR THE MASTER BEDROOM...

in ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

in PALATINE

0111111

SALE

Going away for the holidays?
Your welcome's always warrner when
you call ahead and let them know when
you're arriving.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL,

299-6651

Buy one gallon at regular

price-gat an extrt pales

for a penny.

MIX OR MATCH ANY TWO!

BUY ANY ONE at reg. 4.98
GET ANY SECOND GAL, for 10

IIOIIIOIIOUW

Al Steinke (left) 1902 Connie Ln , Mount Prospect, receives a

.ORTHO protects roses

service award denoting completion of five veers with Flick
Reedy Corp Bensenville from Frank A I lick, president The
presentation was part of the recently held President s Luncheon

In honor alone time employe of the company

inside out ... and then
some!

EST

in

,°,rtayetemlc
°:22,2xt.nrzrrmev:so-hlllar,

Downtown
Arlington Heights

North Drive -In, Arlington Heighis Road at Eastman
Member Federal 0,posii Insurance Corporal.

Noontime

Y

bloc hdlllrnr. For

rope, end HIM,

pbanN,ln a weed -Imo 00,00,.

5 pounds

,

349

lopoundw

598
A charming new grouping
in white parchment with accents
of light Spring green

110

Special
1/2 lb. Chopped Steak Dinner
comes with:

ONLY

COLE SLAW, TEXAS
TOAST, FRENCH FRIES
or BAKED POTATO

INCLuD ES:

Fenuniqut

*Round tritt 10

0 Transfers* Sightseeing' In flight Meal Servie

SIRLOIN PIT

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL INC.

S. Elmhurst Rd.
yin AlsonelnliteMenNocanyoMon s

Arlington 11,0.011,0005

phone: 437-8313

( Be

36 S. Evergreen Flow

Phone - 252.7010

btautifully

temmont, no its dcmgn

Vio Continental Whin
*Itelose Hotel,

Honolulu - Princess Kaiuloni
Kauai - Kauai Sheraton
Maui - Maui Sheraton
Kona Kona Inn

5 PIECE SET

lightbiliN
In ilroom not Intl,
an Itgant tripht dress, r, a pair nit erlital

Flavin

And remember-NO TIPPING 8 COME AS YOU ARE.

BONANZA'

.$59.95
$99

IN STOCK, FAST.
CONVENIENT DELIVERY.

BONANZA

Mon. 'bin Fri.
May 25 - 29
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

$29.95

college, she served as a board

STORES

BOWEN
HANSEN

to.
Y.*
MA Cora

i

0101001.

year with the

Suice

Value

BANK

wall, Steven Krebsbach. Ken -

peel, has assumed the duties of

in recitaion.

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL
One N. Dunton

soot a

'"*""`'"'""so

central telephone company of illinoie

Kielahm. John Kloempken,
Robert Kneesel, Robert Ko-

rd.!

.,,,rnete km. cze.

HARDWARE

D41IY9 to 6
FRI. 'ill 8 SAT. 'La

Heiken. Anson Henderson,
William Hendriksen, William

Keehan, Leslie Kertay, Daniel

Michael Alined. Ralph Ben -

4-DAYItiNIZING

Geoid.
Lionel Goole, Scott HampHarty, John
ton, Michael

Jordan, David Kaskie, Mark

Richard Lynch, James Martin,
Patrick McGrath, Stephen Salerno, Stephen Smith and
Mario sAtale.

WHEELING - Richard
Diaz. John Snarskt and Grego-

Koenig. Peter Lochner. Mark

"."

Jeffery Scott, Michel Squires
and Malachy Squires.

ROLLING MEADOWS -

Kohler.

SELECT FROM OVER 7,000 SAMPLES
-

Gawrys, Kevin Gramm, William Kiesel, Martin Laider,

Robert

Michael

DONT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!

Before coming to the De,
Plaines Park
served for a

tor, of the Electronic's Per-

FULL -SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

arch Pool Gorman a. Greg

Hitgempn, James Hora. James
Jeffers, Patrick Jenkins, Kevin

ing. George Burazer. Michael
Casey.
Joseph
Dougherty,
William Fochringer, Raul

MiSCHAUMBURG
cheal Kathe, Theodore Pikes,

Custommr:91:0Ckircrgvi::;Zin.03°In.?

NH

Robert F. Bell, 010 E. Say ha, Palatine, has been recently
elected zo the Board of Direc-

pensation -East at

Eves, Dennis Foreman, Marlin Cahrielson, Ed Gallagher.
Michael Gasey, Michael Gil01Ian, James Gillen, Jeff GiN

Michael Walsh.

1304

Double dresser

Name director.

O'Malley, Larry Quinnett and
Michael Ryan.

Michael

PROSPECT HEIGHTS Mark Bojarski. Mark Brown-

Pamela Fait, 23. of

Dogwood Is.. Mount Pros;
Des Plaines Park District replacing, Patricia Schoen who
hod been with the Park Dis-

Kong,

LIspisa Michael
Long. William Madden
Gregory Novak, Michael R
O'Donnell, George Olsen and
Michael

McMahon, Thomas
McNamara, Way. Oath and
Mike
O'Connell.

Wayne Danis and Joseph Dan-.

James

and

Marn
00600 Timothy McGough.

sonnel Association at their annual business meeting.
Bell is director ofs Com-

William Denton, Thomas
Dougherty, John Doyle, Richard
Drolet, Denis Duffy,

num. Edwunl Schmidt
Charles Tem.

Richard

Doroba, Alichnel Given; Keith
Heerdegen, William Teske,

FULL -DAY

Strutt-

CHICAGO

John Ireland James Kann
gen,

oak. Patrick Boob., Michael

Al ichael

Consenting
James Costello. John Costello.

Jame Takes and Jamas Tully.
Richard
Vandandolder,
Thames Wall. Charles Walsh.
William Weisbnich, Gary
Wenzel, Martin Willow.
George Wilson. James Wish
Gary 0/ lekli raki. Robert
Woods and Mark Zclasko.

Readapt,

Chiarelli, Brian

othy Sullivan, Jame Sweeney,

DES PLAINES - Jim Barletta, Mark Delaney, Thomes

Cam, John Cavern, George
Claccio. Thomas Covington,
Terry Cullen. James Dalton,

tame, Frank Penick Allen

renzo, Thomas Dubay, Dennis
Felke, James Fitzsimmons:
George Halls and Jan Hansen.

- Steven Aldrich, Tam W. Anderson, James Andresen, Guy
Ammon, Richard Aylward,
Steven Aylward, ranched BaKeith Brennan,
William
Brophy,

McElroy, Thorn. Mullin. MiMel Osterman, Steven Os-

PALATINE - Roben Beni.
owski. William Bare. James
11 a t e'rn an,Scott Saddle,

John Curtin, Martin De Lo-

-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

kin and Michael Zenner.

Richard Solger, David Stef-

Sennett,

fens. Gregory Stewart, Tim-

and

Michael

Stanley.

James Serf

John

members. winners of activity
and academic honor awards

;

man and John Quinn.

Thomas Hartung, Mika Jason.
Mark LaPonte, William

McHugh, Kevin Moore, Steven Moore, Kevin Murray,
James Nelson, Charles Nozicka. Thomas O'Hagan, Eu-

250 young men at the madualien ceremohy, at 3 p.m.,
May 31. in the St. Via= audiJames

Thomas O'Malley. Michael
Reek, 51,0,0 Snyder, Brun

McCall, Parick

McDonald. James McGovern,
Michael McGrane. Edward

Diplomas will be awarded to

Rcv.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE hones Carroll. Frank Chap-

GEORGE LISLE, Michael

7th annual commencement ex Wises at St. Viator High

For dedicated leadership and service in the advance-

nors.

c tiled I Soh, in.

lady, Iron ohs she

CLOSED SATURDAY, MAY 30, FOR MEMORIAL DAY
OPEN SUNDAY, 11 TO 5, FOR FAMILY BROWSING TIME

chairman of the convention, is also on the NAILS band °leaser

ords wireh,r in the Midsest
sod Mr, Shockley
Ile. otlisr two L its 1M i

mid and cwi eon% in iron

at the marvelous prices!

ment of National Multi -List Service' Martin, who was co-

Ind has on, blue eye and on,
gold Lys 1 his it probabls rho

1 mama. Bobtail neentry Ise
ported from min told r in.

white parchment with accents of the palest
green A room she ll love forever and look

4fs

vention in Houston, Teo recends George P Shefran (right)
president Of NMLS presented Marta with a large loving cup

hate oat which 0 Ell whits

Another entry the Amen
an Shorthan in. coneiden.d
the All Amencan LEI spa

tt

A truly beautiful new feminine design

Ralph H Marlin (left), vice presideht and sales manager of

Wm L Kunkel & Co, 734 Lee SI, Des Plaines, was named
Realtor of the Year al the Nahanni Multi List Service con
inscribed

Shoi.1.1, 9401
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will dso he competing she
said
these clic Image is
triad to Egypt

she said
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CHOICE fL

will love the
feminine beauty of
this new open stock collection!

t mime,

broswn color with chartreuse

with

the Cal I mania of Amenea

Sehoskles

alt

trt now prdigrod

rod
The Havina Browns a hy-

Amencan Shorthorn Henna
Browns Loran and Abynet
loam

The An-hanul Ca Scants

of Mame

Russian Blurs

Manx

,Youngcjimerica

YOUR
CHOICE

shorthair championship

tnirrors,

5

dr.,

r

Od

I In

r 4_11,1 and k haulm, k headboard

rile night tabli. p, optional, Intro An
valuo

wtraorduiar,
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LAWN SPRAYER
The ORM Lae Sprayer dalles15
elms of anything you mato dans
your plants wkh Ifs a OM tow
wars. Mach your porden bow. Watamessere donthework

398

WHO Weed.SCson Mk weeds wNw

out

harming, desirable lawn
grasses Weds sprayed with
Weed.B.Gon "grow- themselves

to

deli" by homes aeon. loins
and roe die. Weeds ten% reproduce.

1 98
Se

Allan Wilson Jr, 520 S. Paton, Arlington HeIghM (right)
'accepts an award on behalf of National Tea Co, from Marvin
Chandler, chairman of Northern Winds Gas Co., who Is the
1970 Mental Health Campaign general chairman for the Mental
Health Association of Greeter admen. Wlleam secretary-treaewer of National, accepted the awanl on behalf of Mennen A.
Mepelton, presider of National, honorary chairman of the 1970
ampere Malone] Tea Co. Ims been active in Rim Association's
manatee for the pest three years. The Mental Stealth Antoci Ron Is e citizen action group working for better Irealment and
mre of the mentally 01 in metropolitan Chicago.

259-5660

SALE HOURS

MON THURS &FRI 9 30 9 30
TUES WED AND SAT 9 30 6 00

BUDGET TERMS
INNELL S BUDGET TERMS
AS USUAL OR USE YOUR

SUNDAYS 11 00 5 00

MIDWEST BANE CARD

LAY -A -WAY
FREE DELIVERY
within 50 aide radius
of Rolling Meadows

INTERIOR DECORATING,

CARPETING, DRAPERIES

ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER 'Oh K.I RCHOf F ROAD

A small deposit writ hold your par
chose for lunge delrvery Planning er

new home or oportmenl, We II hold
Y our puc. ow for you.

'Cats clinch title share, 4-2
two runs on Tony Fncanos

Wildcats. Scott Day and the
Falcons Burt Johnson and
they each dal creditable lobs
Both, however, had trouble

long home nun and its last two

with a strong wind blowing

with the help of a pair of key
bunts, scored a 4-2 decision

directly out to right field.
Wheeling 'got its first two

over Forest View yesterday to
all bin clinch a tie for the Mid -

Terry Lundquist led off the

By Mike hereto

"MY HUSBAND THINKS
I'M SO SMART!.

Wheeling

Suburban
title.

getting Its final

League

runs partly because of the gale.

baseball

staand

The Wildcats are now10-2

and Fremd tomorrow or Friday. Forest View is in ucond
at 9-3 and Elk Grove in third at
9-4.

FOREST VIEW technical-

when Day and Dean Sheridan

ly has two games left in doubt,
but one of them is the last two

opened the Mame with base
hits. Mike Groot then dropped

innings of a contest in which

down a bunt single to load the
bases and Lundquist knocked

the Falcons already trail Palatine, 10-0. Coach Tom Seidel's
club can win the title out -right,

in Day with a sacrifice fly to

Forest View's Roger Careinell opens his mouth mid closes Ns glove at thesame time, butstrither

maneuver helped him haul in this fly ball. The ball dropped Just out of Cardinerts reach In foul
territory. (Photo by Mike Invent)

est View game was expected to
bee pitchers' duel between the

at Prospect High School.

Ribbons will go to the top
three finishers in each event

mce to the July 18 regional
meet in Hoffman Estates.

age, provided the;
they don't comjam
home. Entry forms, which can
be obtained at the Northwest

pen in another

Suburban YMCA

in

Des

Plaines, must be submitted be -

THE JAMBOREE is open

'fore June 10 to D.C. Rackiew.

to children from 10-11 year of

icz at 6-3 Hackberry Lane in

Beacon Tap wins opener
/5

The Rand Park Adult 16 lads Softball League opened

guns defeat the Sportsmen by a
19.6 margin. Tom Phillips,

play for the 1970 sawn Ian

Fred Moore and Paul Latham
all basted homers for the win-

Friday

with

all

six

teams

seeing action -

nerS.

The first pine saw the Be -

BEACON TAP

stopped

Buon Appetite, 17-I, as win ning pitcher Jim Welker Erni,
cd the Appetites to seven bin,
Bob Campbell and Lou Novelle pounded out four hits
apiece for the Beacon boys.
In the final game of the eve-

ning, Menn Lumber nipped
14-10, by pushing
across five tuns in the last innine.
The victors'
Brant
McCabe and Mike Gana each

knocked out three hits while
teammate Ralph Wells had a
home njj. For Roman's,
Santos Denise and Jack Ste-

Page 12

Mount Prospect.
The events include the Snead
75 -yard dashes, long
jump, high jump baseball
throw and 220 -yard relay for
Midget (age 10-11) boys and
girls; 50 -and 75 yard dashes,
long jump, high jump, baseball
throw and 440 -yard relay for
Junior (age 12-13) boys and
girls; 50, 100 and 200 -yard
dashes, long jump, high jump,
baseball throw and 440 -yard
relay for Intermediate (ages

14-15) boys and girls and an
1180 -yard
dash for Inmrmdiele boys.

yens carried the big bets.

0

Kasper 2b

3

0

3

0

Koentopp, If

2

0

WHEELING (4)

Bansfield, 3b
Johnson, p

3

2

0
0

0

I

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

Maly. lb

27

2

5

2

PLAYER
Richter, 2b

AB R

Dyson, as

11 BI

2

0

4

0

0

4

I

2

3

0

2

I

4.0
I

2

I

0

2

0

2

I.
p
0
0
0
I

Kratky, ph
TOTALS

0
0
0
0

E. -Dyson Cavalier° sec -; Richter Lundquist Weisen
2b-Cavallaro
FIR-Erman°
'

Galindo Olson

PITCHING SUMMARY

1p h ter so w

Pitcher
Day

7 5 2-2 7
7 7 4-4 12

Johnson

Wheeling

021 001

Forest View 002 000

0.-4

0-2

I

3

0

0

25

4

7

2

0
4

FOREST VIEW (3)

PLAYER
Galindo, of

AB R H BI

Olson. ass

3

1

2

1

3

1

2

I

ner an insurance run in the
sixth. Lundquist again started
tail: nen Is1717snaleawtk111sen hunted and Lundquist bent
the throw to second.

FRICANO COAXED an-

Anyone interested in enter -

ing the Tuesday Night Men's
Golf League should contact
the Lake Park in Des Plain. at
827-7930. Lmgue play will be -

M-

other free pass out oflohnson
toiload Sct bases with nobody
out, but Keith McGowan
struck out to ease the Formt
View crisis. Rob Richter. how-

er, followed with a sacrifice
to center to score Lundquist whh the run that made
flyve

It 4-2.

Forest View, which stayed

gin on June 2 at 6 p.m., and
mot. will consist of two men

matic finish in the bottom of
the seventh. Day helped the
Falcons out by, with one out,
hitting Galindo with a pitch
and walking Olson.
That brought up

Forest

View's third and fourth hitters, nut Day reached back to
show why he is all.confercnce

Dean Sheridan of Wheeling awkwardly flops onto the plate only to find Forest View's Bum
Johnson already there and waiting to make the tag. Sheridan tried to score when one ofJoinwie
pitches got past mteher Pete Ceram.. (Photo by Mike Invent)

MSL coaches pick .21 all -league players
MIDSUBURBAN LEAGUE
BASEBALL TEAM

SCHOOL AVG.

PLAYER

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor
The MId-Suburban League
basehell conches met Monday

night to decide their choices

for the all-conlerence

I ALMOST HATE TO TELL HIM

team,

which was released today.
Twenty-one p/ayers were
nutted,
nine of

the 10 schooh In the league.
Forest View, with its power -laden lineup, dominated the allconference team with five

players honored

by

the

coaches. Elk Grove had four
players named to the learn
while league -leading Wheelins earned three berths.

CONANT, HERSEY and
Palatine

had two players each

make the team while AilingMIL Prospect and Glenbard
North scored one player each.
Frcmd was the only team not

HOW EASY IT IS TO FIND EXTRA
CASH FOR OUR BUDGET WITH A

represented.

The coaches picked seven
ballplayers who were similarly
honored op last year's edition
of the MSL's elite squad.
Those gaining all -conference
ecogition for the second
straight year are Mike tench
of Elk Grove, Rich Ohon end

Pete Cavelier° of Forest View,
Bruce Erase of Hersey, Dave
Halbach of Palatine, Scott

Day of Wheeling and Wally
Wiener of Conant.
Others making the team for
the first nme, a
catchers
Dean Sheridan ofre Wheeling
and Tom Palling of Glenbard
North; infielders
Arkus
of Conant, Dave Ristau of Elk
Grove, Bob Kasper of Forest
View, John Dyson of Wheel -

ins and K. Kenzie. of Her set; outfielder, Kevin Chesney

of Elk Grove,.Mike Musial of
Prospect, Kent Koentopp of
Forest View and Chns An driano of Palatine; and pitch non Jim Bokelmann of Arlin,
ton, Ed "Buzz" Jordonhnson of
Forest View and
Hollywood of Elk Grove.

ME COACHES went Fora

Catchers
Pete Cavallaro

Tom Pawling
Dean SheridanWhceling

343

power -laden,

Forest View
Glenbard N.
Wheelies

Infielders
Cogent
Hersey

Jahn Dpon
Ken Kennepp

average

end Arkus of Conant with

Fore. View

Rich Olson
Mike Adam
Bruce Freer
Mike Losch
Dave Ristau
Bob Kasper

high

dub with two -ballplayers hittins a solid .425 and 13 more
hitting .308 or better.
Leading the parade of hitters are Olson of Forest View

.110

Elk Grove
Elk Grove
Forest View
Wheeling

.342
.310

Hersey

,390

322

.425's. Both sluggers played
infield positions with Olson

roaming at shortstop for the
Falcons and Arkus getting a
workout at first.
Next in line in the average
department was Hersey's little
cod6:ittedd.t1=h1.27k7s7h:

Crueller° is the only one of
the top five hillen to not play
in the Infield, bin he played
third base last year.

for the mason. Ha,
though his pitch,.
wasn't impreamm.
only one of the Mut
receive

WHEELING'S HARD hit ting, hard throwing Day made
the list as a .370 hitting out In the pitching ranks, John,

son of For. View fielded the
hest record at 5-I. In a sobs

vote

ha

coach in the Irtigur
Other players
team unanimous!.
and Chesney front.
end Olson, Ades a.
the infield.

league in which each team absorbed at least two losses for
the
season,
the
pitchere

records don't look imprcolre

season. Not far behind was
Kasper of Forest View's key-

Outfielders
Wheeling
Elk Grose
Conent

Scott Day
KeWn Chesney

Wally Wiener

Mike Muslai

Prospect
Forest MeW
Palatine

Kent Koentopp
Chris Andriano

s?),

stone, a good all-around ball-

."' tarErlh9CdfitVfO:in
Falcon
Nshetopfti-d
1t five average -wise
was
.

294

who
T117 ra'sk
catching trade.

the

on paper. But with the balance
of the better half of the league,

Hollywood's 3-I mark Wong
with his respected strikeout ra-

tio earned him a spot on the
mound staff.

Arlington's Jim Selectman
heel a a-2 mark and Palatine's

Halm* posted a 2-2 record

Pitchers

DAY FAMILY

WANT AD."

Dave Hatech
Jim BokcImann
Edward Johnson
Gordon Hollywood

Palatine

Arlington
Forest View
Elk Grove

2-2
4-2

5-I
3-I

Pete Centauri

Dare Hasbach

Come on gals!

It's easy...just find those items in your
home that are no longer needed but in good condition and
turn them into quick cash with a DAY WANT AD!

UNE 1
PPINI YOUR

UNE 2

It's fast, easy and inexpensive!

AD ONTIESE
ONES ARMY

UNE 3

4 TO 5 WORDS
PIE LINE'

3 LINES. 5 DAYS. ONLY $3.90

Please start my WY Want Ad on

(Roy & Month)

IN

4herichm

Bete Free

Dave Rhino

Bob Raper

Kent Keentopp

Mike Adam

Mike Medal

neon Day

John Dyson

Chris Andriano

NAME

296-6640

ADDRESS
ZIP

CITY

0 Payment, h Waled

or use the handy want ad blank on this page

PHONE

0 Please Bill Me

3 LINES, 5 DAYS, ONLY $3.90

4S:aallf
Ed Johnson

Jim Bakelmenn

Ken Kennepp

Kevin Chesney

5'

Winner-Day. Loser-Johnson.

0

1

3

SCORE BY. INNINGS

in contention all season on the
strength of its late -inning ml :lies, tried to stage another dra-

Golf Hignups

apiece.

0

I

field fence and Rich Olson followed immediately with a line drive shot to almost the exact
same spot, making it 3-2.
Wheeling took advantage of
a wild spell by Johnson and another well -placed bunt to gar-

Romano's,

More Sports

0
0

0

3

sky-high drive that the wind
carried over the right -center

Sports Jamboree June 13
and each participant will remies: a certificate of particle.
tier. First -place winners ad-

4

fight.
It was Forest View's turn to
take advantage of the wind in
the bottom of the third. With
one out, Gabino Galindo hit a

but only if they pull off a miracle against Palatine and beat
Elk Grove today while Wheeling loses its final two games.
Yesterday's Wheeling -For-

Cardiac!! rf
Cavalier° c

yed at first while Speedy Day, p
Weisen struck out, and then Sheridan.
scored ahead of Friceno af- Groot, If
ter the Wildcat third baseman Lundquist, lb
lofted his homer into the wind uicitep, cf
in right.
Fricano, lb
McGowan: d
THE WILDCATS' advan- TOTALS
tage soared to 3-0 in the third

in league play, with remaining
games against Prospect today

The 1970 Junior Sports
Jamboree, sponsored by the
Mount Prospect Jaycees and
the Illinois Youth Commi,
&on, is scheduled for June 13

inning with a walk,

timber The Wildcat tightly
got Roger Cardinell on a fly to
center and alkonference Pete
Cavalier° on a fly to right, and
that was that.

Koch's homer turns back Grens, 2-1
pitcher Mike Lomb combined
for quite a pitchers' duel, with
the Hersey left-handed giving

Br Jim Stuart

A' Selo home ran by Steve
Koch proved ta be the differ-

up only four hits including a
double and Losch Mowing

ence

seven

yesterday

Hersey

as

safeties.

fanned

Lena

n ipped Elk Grove, 2-1. to sev-

eight Grenadiers ad walked

erely hamper the Granadiere

three, while Coach struck out

for a Mid -Suburban
League title.
Koch's sixth -inning blot
and a four -hitter by Huskic

three but gave up only one free

hopes

pass.

in loath with the only Gron
THE HUSKIES evened the

CUL. in the bottom of the

TERAIs LUDITIGSEN
lined out to short, Fisher came

up with another single down
the left field line. But Hart
grounded out, and the Gilndiers were able to escape,thrther trouble.

top of the fourth when, after
Leia retired Kevin Chesney on

Sirens their fourth conference

a line drive oat to left, lack

first of two solid singles to send

lora' of the campaign

laced a doublet left center.

loch advanced to third on
a balk, and then Nick Adams

placed them two full games be-

hind Wheeling. a winner over

Form Vtm yesterely.

LIDA AND Elk

walked and stole second. A fly
out M George Solomon in foul

territory in right field.brought

Grove

Ludwig., to second, and then
catcher Tom Hart dumped a

drive over second

Elk Grove had its best opportunity of the afternhon in

baseman Dave Ristau's head
to drive in the tying tally.
That was all the scoring until the bottom of the sixth.100-

its half of the seventh. but
some heads -up play by the
Hersey fielders coupled with
unfortunate bascrunning on

line

soft

Dad's Club honors
.

George Woodley thor varsity

The 01einu West Dad's Club
presented the 1970 Spring

Sports Award Night last night
in the school's auditorium.
Varsity teams honored in the
affair included

Al C.bars

haseballers. Joe JoMrs tracksuits. Roger King's tennis crew
and Gene Zuccarini's golfers.
Carstens

awarded
Dave
Bill Besenhofer,

Luis Belaustegui, Dave Borg.
Dan Billings. Luke Burehard.

They included Tom Dorsey
Randy Everett, Randy Get.

Fisher,

.10111.

MARK HENKES W93
elected

honorary captain of

the squad while Jerry Kndnik
was a unanimous choice for

Umiak,
Ent/venni had a little word
about each of his players as

a walk, and then Doug Mitwoke singled to right -center.
But when Schollen tried to
take third on the hit, a perfect

throw from Ludwig. to Rich
Grutzmacher cut him down,
and then Grutzmacher fired to

smond to nab Mitsuoka and

Solomon to end.the game.

weird

the

TWIN

'I' H A T

frame was a single hy Leach in
the sixth, 1.0a retired lb<

Gran in order in the first, mi.
and and

it turned OM it Ywasnnith har m-

less because Scott Pruitt flital
out on a fine running catch by
Player

ah
3

r
0

Grum:lecher lb 3

0

Solomon, rf

King passed out awards to
Mark Dodge, Mark DOM.

Rove Jackson, Doug Lauffen.

b North. Lee burger, Rick Nan and Jeff
Bobk

OUT OUR WAY

WIMf
25

2

7

ON

..cOuCToFA
!TT. RANI

7:1111W ' . '"Ilk 1

1

0

0

0

Chthncy, d

Amt. Spork Ed.

Infielders included senion:
Dale Thake and Larry Thurs.

Seniors Jos rang and Ken
Dopp, two stout performers

end Cloth:rook North. Greg
Jakubik of Nile, West. New
Trier West's Brian Feldman.

for Maine West this year, were
weed to the 1970 Central Suburban

League's

All -Confer -

baseball Mum Monday

night by

the

eight

league

coahes.

Decrfteld's Randy Chapman
anJ
Nrth's Ncii Goldstein. Junio
Joe 2deb of

JrNi

3
3

0
0

3

I

L
Adams,'1'
tn

2

Scholl., c

I

0
I/

fielders, two catchers and four
pitchers were voted to the 10member squad. Co-chanipions

0

VI
WHY NOT? -M15 IH A
COMIC STOP, 15"PT IT?

PITCHING SUMMARY

STS

bee r no bb
7 4 I.1

Leja

Winne r-Lejar

II 3

LM -Steve Koch of Hersey
bareiy out at first to Elk
Grath first sacker Scott Pruitt

explains

Inarels

HOME, DEAR, AND I'M SORRY

Apart' THE DELAY._
IT WON'T BE LONG

110TH JUNG and Dopp yielded a skimpy total of four
14 games for the

in

Waniers this season -Jung rip-

ped opposing pitchers for 15
he in 42 at -bats tor a sizzling
.357 average.

He knocked in 14 rens and
scored six in pacing his team to

third place tie in the final

'

standings. The powerful shiggm drew five walks during the

tions were lilted by Mitch Nel-

league

son of Niles West and Brunt

fooled by the

campaign
stn

and

earned runs in 24 innings of

work foi an excellent

1.411.

ration of 17 strikeouts us nine
walks in posting a 3-I wan -lost

His hest performance was
thatagains e

North on April

17.0n
occasion. he nthhit
the Vikings while firing just 77
pitches. Only two errors and a
Mse on halls marred his per fact game bid.

DOPP HAD AN excellent

S PG

Wheelifig seeks
legion players

MW Sr.

practice Fri-

day and plays s
game.
Thegame, outat
The Ninth Distric
mason
stars June 2.

placed

while Maine West. Clenbrook

competition.

1969-70 season, is an Eastern
Illinois University graduate

and he has earned both B.S.
started his coaching career as a
graduate assistant at Eastern in
1958-59 and then moved on to

become head coach at Southwestern High School in Piasa,
III, He compiled an impressive
60-37 record at Southwestern
between 1959-63 and guided
learns to
place in the
Wind
in 1961
county tournament
and the regional title in 1962.
Parmentier's next stop was
at Gillespie, Ill., where he post -

NW SG

GBN

Sr.

MS

Sr.

Wanior head coach Al Car

Thake, Thurston, Jacobs an

Jung, a twintime winner.

joined seniors Rick S.piro of
Niles Woo. Howard Leach of
New Trier Wet. Glenbrook
N

h

00'

Ken DOPP-

Jung.

that air
would be pasha/
Ovei lock.
Leach

h ours when enaitionnlism tries

loud the beta of you.

CANCER Llano 22 - July

fr-416,v
're°

Lariger gut positions on rho 1st
Annual Illinois AR -State Mum
M he named al a later date.

"

14,

Straight & precision

trimmed Grade

We

stamped to assure
quality.
OPEN MEMORIAL

temiel4

DAY

,,,a

SCanda House
SMORGASBOARD

Mt, Prospect Plaza

2x 4
2x6
2x8

Tx 10

SANDED

259-9550

'

19 FT

A ..Project 20"
special exploring the
lormand legendof the
Rocky Islountaina
Eneelberl Hum.

pnalinek
Guests are Shirley
Raney, Vince Edwards, Stiller and
Mora and Kenny

his jam

and

B all

mem

2

II Wonderful JoInu

'This

is

issword-wielding no.
Hem n in 191h en.

Puy France, out to

.Barry.
5

Midnight Report ,a

7

Chicago Show

5

Farm Forum

7
9

flign Amigo:

12:30

II World Press

26 Sims. Miami
aalnedalli.iics...h.a...p.

piness god:.
32 Baseball

The While Sox fix
1
5

.-..",.,

7

1140

10:00
News
News
News

7

9

New,
II Yoga for Health
26 Black's View of
9

the News
&OD

MedlealCader

Rerun. Dr. Gan on discovers an engineering student admitted to the hospital

S

26 Bob Plailhtn

Music Had

Oyan Cannon.
Gene Barry, Dusty

SpoNs

1:00

9:10
20 Forsyte Saga

,..,.,.

for an intestinal ail6:45

qY

;

champion the causc..
of justice. With Col-, a
ken Miller and Gene.

Perry Mason

9

II ,Th..tallds Wait:,

2

Sports

Purple

Mask.- Tony Nobs

'The

College
Geography.

Weather

Slosh

"The

32

'1h a

Honey-

News

Relasbns
Moyle'

'Stettin: of
Fiontiersinan:'

the

Sheriffs son is falkly accused of mord*.
Cordon Alacitne add

Julie Loudon '

moaners

halt
10:30
2

2

Late Report

2

Medi:fon

ht env Griffin

Show

Tonight Show
Dick Cavell

7
Show

3:00

9 Movie
.1-110

Five Minutes In
Line ar
9

Castilian."

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

VIRGO lAtig.

24

-

Sept.

231: Welcome another with an

outstanding perionalitY. Yea

will soon know die value of
character over financial sun -

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

you well ahead Of the

put

g um.
SCORPIO (Oct "of - Nov
it

a

to be in the vanguard of
then tion thh morning. Afternoon hours Swing relief from

M

Urban Life

THE BORN LOSER

ll

tension.

c

SACirITARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 220
er furthering

pesEvEurvsEvarryoa,seggry-

Advancement on the employ-

TWO...SEVRM-FOOR, I Mak]

mono
ment

scene should not he
coming.

CAPRICORN 1000. 23

TOD- NO, TWE

16 FT

18 FT

20 FT

82n996

$132

$14a

$164

$210

02"

front. If thin, are upset at
home. things will nor go well

$2"

on the employment scene.

$379

0107

$149

$123

$1 10

0210

$us
970
$24'

900

0205

$2°4

03"

-L

8'

lA" Antique Birch

SHEATHING
3/a"
$2.79

ad.

t4i

14k0

Per

Fire & Wind resistant shingles.

$1840

100 t1.

$684

1/a" 4X8 INSULATING SHEATHING $ 1 46
Adds weather resistance &

6-cyl.

'%

Owens-Corning FIBERGLAS' INSULATION

s^ $411.

e-

n''

no toin

We Come
OF CHARCOAL
WITH EVERY ORDER

595-9085

keep the poice on tho hon.

AQUARIUS Han. 21 -Feb.
Oh Rego:wider your recent
decisions
ending younger
Emily member:. You may
have to change your plans
PISCES (Feb. 20 -

17'te' $

59

tmt- $ 98

94" Nantucket Maple

"'"$

/4" Mist White Walnut

49

7.:::

$649

PANELING. ACCESSORIES
PANEL

ggles°!.?98claTuTIP,0;795c
'12

GYPSUM WALLBOARD

$

ELLRINCK!SAI

An'i nn

$1.59

361
tonal

OPEN MEMORIAL DAYI

STREAMWOOD
3/4 mile west of Barrington Rood
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
837.6000

-11

11

CAPTAIN EASY

March211.

An attraction -repulsion
complex regarding a loved
conch suggestion about the alTlure keeps you
betided.

UNm.nAME YOU 5/10,xiPilc.,

DDESN'T

2VAND

PAPA. le `AMYL Y MAR AE. I CAN'W. FACT

KINDLY READ.
PR. DIMS. CAN

ors DYER

ake things as easy as you tan.
- April
ARIES (March
20): Offer another the benefit
of your services and you will
nd he dimppointed at the ulti-

mate results. A good day.

tremely

STORE HOURS

Non Minn.
8530

in *Melo 9 WA
8AAttoOPIA
Sun 9AM1o1Ple

successlad

field. Vou might take
of his or her hook.

brig
brag
brad
bang
band
bind
barn
bard

bird

brand
bran
brain
braid
bring
bairn
rain

grain
n

rabid 'glob
rang

garb

drab
arid
card

slave

DOWN
1 149 (Roman)
2 Choler
3 Songbird

ADO

O

T EL. se
Y

S

minus Pusee

SE

t=t, 1,/ ADO
VEsO TALL
Al.,
MEN

TlA IR ASS NS
ERE
RAT
ST
ARE
SE

CARTE

EEF

7:E
CA
4 Period of time
ADA
NT
N A TER
5 Stitch together
SEERS
61,051 (Roman)
7 Titania's
23 Japanese
90 Papal capes
spouse
outcast
41 Devotional
8 Biological
25 l'eminine
period
nickname
42 Odd number
17 Escape (slang)
doctor
9 Spanish dance 26 River of Eden 43 Speech of the
18 Upper limb
10 Long32 Feminine
Celts
LV
eny
continued
name
49 California
22 Projecting
practices
3 Close (poet.)
university
pin
Il Daughter of 36 Night before
lab.)
24 Preposition
Cadmus
an event
51 Fencing sword
27 Soviet city
3 Prodigies
(myth.)
59 Noun suffix
28 Shoshonean
19 Imitate
38 Chief god of
55 Prohilit
Indian
21 Scandinavian
Babylon
57 Gain v'etory
29 Principal
22 Young dog
39 Permit
58 Bishopric
30 Got up
31 Downtown
problem
33 While
34 Air Corps
(oh.)

NOTEDAD...TNE

.1100,THISE0,,.

14 Chemical
Suffix
15 Siberian river
16 Vienna (Ger-

4.3 Donate

44 Individual
95 Actor's part
96 Bewildered
47 Hard -shelled

CAMPUS CLATTER
REALLY, PRESIDENT
POMP, / NAP NO IDEA

WO WERE SO
SENSITIVE

gird
rind
raid
grid
ring
drag
grand darn
grind drain

12 "Dies -"
hymn)
13(Latin
Euro.,

40 Heavy blow

you
leaf cut

BRIGAND

5 Health hazard
9 Public vehicle

35 Urban -

in

Answers to
Hideaword

We are expanding our facilities to Inner serve you. Pleow
exc. the miima, and use the westside entrance. Thank
Ono, WICKES LUMBER

0

TAURUS lApril 21 - May
2I1: Consider a brief aludy of
Ih
habits or one who is ex-

Wl
3

FREE BAG

$490

1,4 Champion Mahogany

Ideal base for paint & wall paper

insulation.

'1110111'ee

$400

Good 1 side

ROOFING

COMPLETE PRICE TAX INCLUDED

4/0\9. #

$37'

PANELING

ECONOMICAL CAR TUNEUPS
11/1/11...

'3"

$200

-0661).-

1 .-,.- Hall

64 Anglo-Saxon

Answer to

MECCA

river

-

14 FT

ACROSS

.6131V-96...NXTY-66VaLSINV-Elegt7.

now to considyour training.

12 FT

8439 1/2"
$3.59
$4.69
Y2 " God I me . $6.19 Ve"
3/4" .. GM I sloe,. $7.89 3/4" . Int Binh $14.99

PLUGS'N'POINTS

c`iv,grtitterrdr.

12,00

to

22k You should make

Far your building or remodeling project

4' x 8' EXTERIOR PLYWOOD

3/0"

To You.

Shining

Mountaim

take yourself too seriously.

completely and quickly.

Coal

8-cyl.

ONLY!

STUDS

8 FT

1965,

$1 976

Rerun.

ment is on drugs.

2 ' 4.

Jan, 201/ kinks/ every effort to

Glenhrook South in the ballot Mg of outfielders.

sectionals

flee

5

the

Take care. however,

DIMENSION LUMBER

and junior Jim Overlock of

ond in the state

I

23k Surprises M store for the
Cancer who gives in loan urge
to influence:mother in the way

LEO (July 29 - Aug. 231:
Romance and Leo form u successful
partnership

2X4

,40,4

kei

Maine South's Dan Calmed

champions and a sec-

11:35

32 News Final

young.

IL

/le'0"

Briethman.

s

9:00
Hawaii Five -0

hot friend during difficult

hes'sliould go. Advise

PRICES GOOD THRUM

Larry Tesehner of Main
South and Maine West Sc

coaches

ce:

A
hAASSORGER!

Rationalisation is your

211:

MW Sr.

Carry la:whirr

1006'5

WFI'N'Ll5L1-17o 714,KSATN7WIEN1

relatively Me start on the

kook Nortles Rich Lauer,

unl lo the star-studded

and M.S. degrees.

The new Grenadier mentor

MS In

THIS REMIND VA ODE

13111 THURSDAY

Comment,

Biology.

7 Room 222

R..."'s "Th__,..' "9',

Newx,

TE5TN, AFTER YA'VE

11:30

Paul Haug.

32

LIBRA (Sept. 2:1 - Oct. 23R

wens disclosed

PARMENTIER, who was
the head basketball coach at
Lockport West during the

Sr.

Sr.

PITCHERS

anger

SDI-

A film trip to Aff

TEST: WHAT'S

00E1

GENIIH1 Iblay 22 - June

LOWEST PRICES

in which the Grena-

has had during' its four years of

the

mound chores for Carstens.
The right handed control artist

pair. Niles North rounded oil
thenwel-rresee field with
thei the
of one cast.d-

ed a 106-47 mark from 1963-

diers finished in the Mid -Suburban League cellar. Rees was
the only cage coach Elk Grove

Rich

Nanny and the

rim:for rhirmeeron
44 Condouous

THESE CARPS IS PART 0, SE,

day's chores. evening should

69. His accomplishments at
Gillespie includoi five confer
nun championships. tee

season,

Sr.

Horoscope

Re.

Ion. Broderick Craw
ford.
It Interface
32 Man in a Suitcase

StOry of an old sea

Sear

BUGS BUNNY

Jacobs of Niles West. GE -

Elk Grove High School an-

Rees submitted his resign,
tion immediately after the past

D

Your

Though you will prolmbly get

nounced yesterday it had end -

Bob Rees.

Ken Dopp
Bryan Jambs

and comes Wen.

32 Of Loads and

seniors.

Elk Grove names new
basketball mentor
edits two -month wash for a
basketball coach by naming
Bill Parmentier to succeed

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

sells'his properly In
Silmr Dollar City

26 Todaes Racing

The four pitchers to gain all
star status were seniors Brya

South. New Trier West and
Deerfield each contributed a

6,5firs

GBN
NTW
GBN

system and the memo for that failure.

MM.

090.
Rerun. Short

Lo uisiana. "

each polling four players to the
elite list.

for boys to play on its Ninth
D rict baseball taint. Any
hay
boy interested in trying ont

will hold its

Jr.

2

Givells the MD

Rei'
rl.

Sr.

Cesar

mera, Fran. Ave.

8/25

7

7:30
Beverly

nn3a

NW Sr.
D

Rerun. Guests are

7

wpar4t00u

Mukha of Deerfield, both

three members on the loam

oar information. The team

Jr.

Brian Feldman
Larry Thurston
Randy Chapman
Joe Zdeb

GBS

c=o

pitch

1970

The Winding Americon
Legion Post 196g is looking

Clip
Gerald Eliseo
evenings al 024-7139 for fur-

CHAIR!

Glenbrook North and Niles
West led the balloting with

MAINE SOUTH

Mends Wheeling or Hertoy high schools or lives in the
village of Wheeling is eligible.

Year

lin: Overlock
CBS
Howard LeachNTW

Dopp. on /he other hand,

Ken Deep

Greg Jakubik
Len Lyall

Dale Tilde
school

Meyer
Joe June'

Mitch Nelson
Bruce Fritsch.

Hee.Him

HARD TO TELL.

TERRIBLE OLD

I'M SURE!

win. (Photo by Jim

Nail Coldricin
NN
CATCHERS

Sr.
Sr.

INFIELDERS

CENTRAL SUBURBAN
LEAGUE
ALL -CONFERENCE TEAM

had things pretty much on his

wdnesday

(JON
MS

Dan Calumari

mark.

was

own Way while sharing

Sim Bricten.

earned run average.

eight tirnes.

Pase 12

SOMETIMES ITS

csereb-4

had to be near ouunimous selections by the eight -member
panel.

GARDEN!

titI\dk 16.6111

ISN'T 11115 LOVELY?

0 BUILT H MYSELF
BEFORE / WAS
CONFINEDIVINS

hie third inning of yesterday's
lusakri,e)

26 Lib Carlos IA,

I KNOW 1:011 ARE TERRIBLY
TERRIBLY ANXIOUS TO GET

ond baseman Dave Ristau dur-

cession.

fele

special
examining
the failure of the
present educational

stretchy, for throw from se,

1

wbile

steady Bob Edwards racked up
his second MVP award in suc-

Guests include
Rep. Philip Crane.

and narrator for a
BUT IT WILL GIVE ME A

Common.

the Viewpoint

Bill Cosby is host

CHANCE TO SNOW YOU MY
BEAUTIFUL ROCK

victory against the.
'Moors.

Reran,

MARK TRAIL

Loich.

Vogler%

II TV College

2

II The

Mee

Loser-

II Your
Worth

Vera Milo.

26 Quiz

5

who led Castile to

Jfinnythoh

Nancy Ames and

cock film about New
York musician DIN1y:teased of milder.
Henry Fonda and

6/25

2

7

Marty Robbins.

Pam

mom

Gonzalez. rt
10th
century SpaniM hero

Man:. Alfred Hitch.

Ion Jennings.

tEnO"G'Ci.

672.231

lac is

Italian

//Gentle-

//The Wrong

Lorca. Lynn, Way Neon

-

Rerun.

man Friend."
9 Movie

lilt

II

The Courtship of

Eddies Falba

San
20 TV College

SF-

-Scheltent

Pitebar

Mike Donato

Social science.

2B-Losch, Solomon: 1111SB--Adams,

7

Story of Falun

Springfield and Terry.Thomas join Des
O'Connor.
Show
Rerun. Gueeta.are
Glen Campbell.

7:00

26 Spanish News
32 Monsters
44 Entertainment
Guide

11

22

ED OUCHAJ enjoyed his
the

SOU GRINNING?

'''4u767.1Wf,FT

Mitsuoka, If
Clinton. If
Pruitt, lb
Wolanski, Ib

Robert Olsen and
Russ Smith.

MMne South and Glenbrook

THE TWO catchers posi-

WHY ARE

ALL MY INVEST,NENT

/

Dennis rhlanini. Gary

pole.

South's Len Lyall also cracked

Me infield linmp.

Mx outfielders. eight in-

,Z=T5a0,0
:Suet+ HE cHt4 WIVE,/

r

ale

5
7
9

nnue=v.,z

VHA-WA TTGO./MPAEL L

6:55

26 Famous Artists,
Famous Writers

6 00
News
News
News

2

Jung, Dopp voted to All-iCSL squad
an J. Alan Coo&

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

YOLYGOTOSF,.
,I-16 MONY .

Player
Ristau. 2b

Id

la

Wednesday, May 27,1970

IONIC HT

,

:Mir gal

killing

Vie riap
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ELK GROVE ill

The seventh was the only
time Loja got into a real jam.
He didn't allow a hit until

double

0

Fraa, ss
Morales, 2b
Koch, lb
Ludwimen, of
Fisher. If
Hart. e
Lola, p
Traub

Alan Hanson, Jai. Krum

second straight nominallOn for

Mayer.

Clinton also got a single. The
hit would have scored a least
the tying own and possibly the
go-ahead tally had it not been
for the Grens' misfortune. As

drawing

playPlay.

I.osch's double in the fourth,
and the only other safety off
the southpaw until that last

Scott

when

they stepped into the spotlight

Steve Johnson, Toni Kluges.
Scott tense and Ken Konen
Steve Meting.

later

no less than his second year

Navratil.

Elio.. Ube.,

moments

Faith& the MVP honors for

Steve Forth, Steve Gen.
Del Hansen, Glenn Henrik. Most ValuaNe Runner lau.
Mn. John Herter. Bill Holm, reb.

Others rewarded were browski. Ronald Finned,

Nelson, Bill Olsen. Roger
Spencer, Gary Warren and

haunted Elk Grove even more

2.1sascooLecr,sttidd-toifio.by

Tim Wayman and

Nelson,

Jack Williams shared the cup
tainship while Dare Keehn

Duneea,

n,

Grant Pick. Mike

Peterson,

the part of the Gems made the

athletes

rtinogrann.
Patin, Keith Royal. John St.
KEN HOPP and Jim Kulik John, Benin Terry, Gerald
shared the captain's honors Than, Bill Theilen, Mark
while Joe Jung was voted the Watkins. Tint Watkins,. Tom
Must Valuable Planer award Zabrosbc, Bob Michaben.
for the second year M a row.
Scott Gyssier. Jim Prusinski.
lobo had praise Mr John Dennis William and Ron SisAckermann. Dos Anderson. ka.

Chrb Cline, Jeff Duff, Tom

Anmvald.
Mike Bistany. Jim Buchholz.
Ben Gastorf. lint HamelFred Horan. Doug
Keehn, Rick Kehe, Mark Kur
ich. Gordon Lewis. Mike
MWeney. Keith Marano. Bob
McAndrew,. Dan Moss. Dear

stand-up home run.

Hersey after striking out Ken
Morales and getting Koch M

hurler Bob Leja handed the
and

the right fielders head for a

fourth with a two -out rally.
Losch opened the gam for
bounce out to second when he
walked Bill Ludwigsen.
Steve Fisher picked up his

Elk Grove.struck first in the

roles 1cf off by popping out to
the infield, but Koch than put
the good wood to a Lomb fast.
ball and slammed it far over

run of the game.

On TV - Toddy

SHORT RIBS

dry fruit
BECAUSE SOME

Carrie CALLED YOU

A 'SPINELESS
ADMINISTRATORS.

98 Passageway

50 Vivid color
52 Bulgaria's
monetary unit

53 Night -

56 Church seats
59 Compass point

60 Italian eons

61 City in
Pennsylvania
62
Francisco

California
63 Maple genus

.

.1
... 9

I

r?, rss,r+e,

Summer desserts

H OURS

al

Mon thru Fri

Strawberries supra e

Willa Has Everyt ing

8 to 8

Sot 8 to 6
Sun 930 to 1 30

For Your Painting Nee. s

100 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
CL5-1600

BY Nora Naughton

Day Food Editor

SHERWIN - WILLIAMS

SPECIAL NOTICE

Strawberries ---red and luscious are available almost year around. Right
now the California crop of berries is beginning to arrive. Ina few weeks
Michigan and local strawberries will be ripe. By mid -summer, California
strawberries will be back on our tables, this time their second crop.
Sugar coat these large plump berries and they are a dessert all by
themselves. Combine them with fluffy cheesecake for a glistening jewel of
a dessert. Or serve sliced atop Fruit Chiffon Pie, a delectable filling based
on frozen punch concentrate.

To Observe the

Memorial Day Holiday,
we will be closed
Sat., May 30,
and Sun., May 31.

1

Hi Fi PAINT SALE!

PAINT SALE
Super

_

INDOOR

MASTERSET

BRUSHES
$2.30

Price

version make Je11-0

--eg.

$3.30

SALE
PRICE

OUTDOOR

$8.39
$
gal.

$21 5

A-100 LATEX

iR::.02
$2.95

SALE $

PRICE

SHERW/N-W4MAS

r-215 4c*9112/7 6`

100
Al

) U.S. Plywood

4" NYLON BRISTLE

;,:r

SALE $

$5.45

PRICE

$4715

SALE

PANEL MAGIC

SNAP - A - BRUSH

59

Disposol;le refills, no loose 1 ye
bade., naryeon-up, new.
eit Idea Mothe toiler.
3"

3" NYLON BRISTLE
#9340

HOUSE
PAINT

PAINT ROLLERS

(

Resvore wood panel

79e

98.

me./

end hemline, woad
9r179
rnefing, soo,sy on...re off, Pt.
Cleo

PRICE

One Who bonds four or rm..,

own.. opt from rn.D11.'
Den; pore. Who, loom.
rind, Ire, wash If off GM

c

MORE
,,.SQUEEKmooN9'1;2563c

ony sodas do, Ode, o d vow'

five penal.

Reg

ROUSE PAINT

$8.99
gal.

'

NAVAL JELLY

aMintee'

PANEL ADHESIVE
ptaaneline wliMui faro nail $1;49

Latex

$249

Gal

[

^..7
.

Are

r

HAND CLEANER
&DC
for !came wedhop.
14o1.-E

end ........,,A ...
derosenddeortonneor

......or-

2/77,
wn

3 PIECE SET

".--

KETTLE
Covered kettle grill

.

jet black porcelain finish.

Aluminum ash

catcher, legs and fixtures. White -wall rubber tires. (82597)

ii,

4995

Mix together gelatine, sugar and
salt in a 21/2 -quart saucepan Stir in

water Place over moderate heat,
stirring constantly, until gelatine and
sugar are dissolved, about 3 minutes Remove from heat, stir on undiluted frozen concentrate and almond extract

Chill until mixture Is the consistency of unbeaten egg white
Whip chilled evaporated milk in
small bowl of electric mixer until
soft peaks form, about 2 minutes

Fold into gelatine mixture Tum
into crumb crust chill until firm
Chill at least one hour Garnish

Chill, stirring occasionally, until
mixture mounds slightly when
dropped from a spoon.

COFFEE

7t$ 1750

with sliced fruit
To chill evaporated milk, pour

10.

Beat egg whites until stiff but not
dry; gradually add remaining 1/2 cup
sugar and beat until very stiff. Fold
into cheese mixture. Turn into
8 -inch spring -form pan. Chill until
firm, several hours.

into ice cube tray and freeze until
soft ice crystals form around edges,
10 15 minutes

At serving time, loosen side of
pan with sharp knife and remove.
Place whole strawberries on top of,
cheesecake.

For your "in" room outside a rain or shine

.

es raspberries, blueberries, etc )

la.

TABLE

X55°°

or canned fruit (strawberries, peach-

until gelatine dissolves and mixture
thickens slightly, about 5 minutes.
Remove from heat; stir in lemon
and orange rinds, and lemon juice.
Sieve or beat cottage cheese at high
speed of electric mixer until smooth.
Stir into gelatine mixture; add vanil-

28" Round-Rustic

WEBER BAR -B -Q

1 cup icy -cold evaporated milk.
Sliced, well drained, fresh, frozen,

ar and salt in medium saucepan.
Beat together egg yolks and milk;
stir into mixture in saucepan. Cook
over low heat, stirring constantly,

FOR FUN IN THE SUN, SEE OUR
SELECTION OF REDWdOD & CASUAL
FURNITURE ... ON THE SECOND FLOOR.

I

1 teaspoon almond extract

Mix together gelatine, 1/2 cup sug-

-

-.--..00 e`r `

zen

1 pint strawberries, fresh or frozen

AP.

CAULKING
.1..0.17 reek!:

1 can (6 ounces) frozen raspberry
lemon punch concentrate, kept fro-

1 teaspoon vanilla

:d.o:te t'k;n3=g tili4.4, 87c
1,

1/2 teaspoon salt
11/2 cups cold water

cottage cheese

TUB CAULK

"'"--

1/2 cup sugar

3 cups (24 ounces) mild creamed

- DAP Kwik-Seal
.

Raspberry Lemon Filling
2 envelopes unflavored gelatine

2 envelopes unflayored gelatine
1 cup sugar, divided
'A teaspoon salt
4 eggs, separated
1 cup skimmed milk
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
I teaspoon grated orange rind
4 teaspoons lemon juice

7 17

le,. orldieho,..

mix thoroughly Press against bottom and sides of pan Chill

SVELTE STRAWBERRY CHEESECAKE

Assures water fight seals

less.nacoirdleuomahle

Weldwood

69

Gal

Measure corn flake crumbs, butter and sugar in a 9 -inch pan Place
in a moderate oven (350 degrees) 5
minutes Remove from oven and

rcm

Berries top this
jewel of a dessert

Reg.

CHOICE OF 6 COLORS PLUS WHITE

4" PURE BRISTLE

1/2 cup butter
2. tablespoons sugar

Cheesecake topped with

2 W' PURE BRISTLE
#4130

FRUIT CHIFFON PIE

fresh strawberries.

54

Saletog

crust, a snap
Corn Flake Crumb Crust
1 cup corn flake crumbs

Left - For a quick

CHOICE OF TO COLORS PLUS WHITE

2" PURE BRISTLE
#4130

$

This pie is
delicious, the

group featuring Lloyd Fibercraft construction
- an exceptionally strong and durable open
weave fabric which never gets too hot even

Quick way to
make cheesecake

after exposure to the summer sun. You'll
like Lloyd "Tempo" seating pieces for this
as well as their garden fresh colors - mix or
match the pieces for many colorful arrangements Frames are strong tubular steel with
Cs oversize leg glides,

QUICK CHEESECAKE

ABOVE -- Fruit Chiffon Pie has a crumb crust that's a snap to make,
fluffy chiffon flIhng you can prepare with strawberries or other fruits

a

2 packages (10-3 ounce each) unNor No

SHISH

Hood and dolmans fit

into top of wan. lid
oh c,d
do,
wen ore in waking po.

KABOB""m

1195

5-26

$1395

Solon,. Jet Block pone,.

SET

handles

1.,..77,"

cu.kt

Iran finnh hood Stainletssteelskertert. Heat

rowstant hardwood

-

S-25 r Arnow-iv,

S-27

tot ;IV

11,cu.11.)

baked cheesecake
6 tablespoons sugar

$5995

$1495

ROTISSERIE HOODS
L

SH-10 (for 300 series) -(71br )

SH-11

SH-12

(for 700 series)-(911m.)

(for RB models)-(2511nd

SH-13 (nor BOO eerily)-(141b.)

13"
$1595

$1295
$1895

LOW PRICED AT

.2

1/2 cup butter or margarine, melted
or softened
3 cups milk
1 pint fresh strawberries, halved

1/2 cup currant jelly, melted and

JUST

$2495

'

cooled

To make crust, combine contents
of both pouches of crust, the sugar,
and butter. Mix well. Press on bottom and halfway to sides of 9 -inch
spring -form pan. Chill 15 minutes

before filling. Or bake at 375 de-

WILLE

=

grees for 8 to 10 minutes; then chill
before filling.
To make the filling, measure milk
into bowl. Add contents of both filling mix pouches. Beat as directed on
package. Pour into prepared crust.

its DAY
THE DAY
Wednesday May27 1970

Page 15

Cover top with strawberries; then

brush berries with jelly. Chill at
least 2 hours. Malces.12 servings.

RIGHT --Just about everyone adores fluffy cheesecake garnished
with
plump strawberries

THE DAY
Page 16

Wednesday May 27 1970

Town House
tomatoes

Fireworks sparks
patriotic pie

fliD

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

-

Sophisticated
tomatoes,
saucy but simple, were developed by borne econotniala at

lice

in-

troduce their new ttuptown't

cookwmc. Town Hoax.
Try "Town House

,

The phrase. ..All-American
apple pie," never rung over
than it will this Memorial Day.
Recipe for the most "American" of
Mes, topped
with simple -to -decorate pin-

In a 2-7uart sawnne

wheel of cream cheese and accentuated
a lighted .per-

apples. Mo
sugar, water and lemon juice. Cook until
tender over low heat for 7 8
minutes. Blend flour and sugar. Add to apples, cooking until syrup. thickens. Remove

kier, was developed by home
economists at The West Bend
Co. The pie filling itself has a
surprise flavor sparkler: hint
of butterscotch:
Team up the red and white

Add top layer of crust. seal.
and make small slits on top.

"ALL-AMERICAN APPLE

Rake in preheated oven al 425
decrees for CO to 45 minutm.

PIE"
5 cups sliced tart app.
I cup firmly packed brown

Soften one 0 -ounce package of
cream cheese with 3 table-

PINWHEEL

STRIPES"

cookies - made from eny

matoes. 1/2 -inch thick. Orgdgc

"SPARS

sugar

ono red and one white stripe
lengthwise. Outline melt star

cookie with

alleged

SiCPN

9

fo'alcirstealt

Nara

family the best possible tastes for the long

with some help from Jewel

II

meats so attractively priced would be hard to
find Begin to enjoy life lust a little bit more

ROLLED /11.11.41111W
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

BONELESS

99c

Rump
Roast

'

mutt. until just tender. (Be.

Renting border.

cheese reaches the consietency

tanned

then turn with a spatula. Add
butter as needed. Sinmier tot.

blue

a

RAIN BLACKFIAINK

tublemoons butter over low
',car. Fry tomato AC, 00111
brown on low heat. Sprinkle
with sugar. salt. and pepper.

each rectangular cookie. apply

Stop in today - Rand everything from
hot dogs to steaks - from turkey to ham A
more complete display of family pleasing

ere -

s 499

M flour. Ina In -inch Entrain or
12 -inch Party Skillet. melt 2

cOnnuercially available &vending frosting in tuba. To

spoons of milk. Blend. cliher
by hand or In blender, until

Vi cup water
I tablespoon lemonjuice

PP

simple sugar cookie mei&W
O
and decorated quickly

TOPPING:

0. CAN,

61 cup light cream or milk
(optional)
Wash and slice impeded to-

sparkler.

cutlt.H.:(01

and leisurely week end ahead

to greet It by serving your family a slice of the
good life from Jewel's Butcher Shop Choose
rotisserie perfect beef or perhaps a fine and
plump turkey for the smoker Whichever you
choose, be assured that you're offering your

Canned naco

1 mblespoon sugar
2 teaspoons .11
I teaspoon pepper

Refrigerate until serving linty.
Then. If dmired. add a lighted

possible for easy removal later.

PATRICK

instantired flour
cap butter

Va

96c

LB

6 medium tomaMes, timely
ripe

chew, also using pavry hag

from hear. Add vanilla', all

party setting in all the colon of
the flag.

TOWN HOUSE

between rows. Then, fill in between 06110 1,01 with the red

and butter. Pour into pastry lined Pie tin; use Teflon pan if

pimvheel pie with -Stars 'n'
Stripes" sugar cookies for a

peny.

center in spiral fashion, keymg about one.half inch spree

%

Smoked

nosave tho dish for your next d M-

sausage

o Lie!-

'e

Memorial Day officially welcomes in
the summer cooking season - you'll want

JEWEL

To:

inklues7 on your fondly of

of stiff fruiting. Color one-half
of the cheese ml idth fond coloring. Going a pastry dezorator. apply the white cheese
flat. sorting at the cruses oaten edge. SlokR`Mbvh lotfflkl

sour

2 lablespoom sugar
I teaspoon 'vanilla
3teaspoon .11
tablespoons boner

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

JEWEL'S BUTCHER SHOP OFFERS YOUR FAMILY .

are saucy
The West Bend Co. to

011)

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

F

careful nol to cook too rupdd.;
ly!) lift gently onto serving

Sirloin

`

plaer.

Strawberry
shortcake is
May feature

f

TENDER FRESH

Taste of this "All-American Apple Pie" is pure fireworks. The unusual
pie, developed by home economists at The West Bend Company, is butterscotch -based and topped with pinwheel of cream cheese. The sparkling
decor, which belies its simplicity, is actually easier than frosting a cake!

Top waffles with warm
orange raisin syrup

ONLY 2 MINUTES NORTH OF RANDHUR5T

with strawberry syrup, will he
the special Meadow Gold ice
cream during May.
The strawberry ice cream
and

the

golden

cake

Steak

HEIGHTSfutirLIQUORS

Strawberry Shortcake ice
cream. a combinution of
strawberry ice cream and golden cake variegated throughout

are

Vir RESERVE

swirled together to form inter_
twining. layers laced with the
syrup thei provides the eYe
peal of fresh strawberrim.

1LB
Porter 0

FOR

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER

Ica,. users will hs etee..11y happy to 00.0 the',
end hay right leeway Cent,. in .ni wet

Rte $3 N. Elmhurst Rd., & Comp MeDenlel Reed
PHONE 255 7000

I.

'

COLD BEER

- No. Extra Cost!

FLAVORFUL

PFEIFFER

=In.,

Cherry
Tomatoes

rr

$249
s339

Pinot Chardonnay
Or

Pinot Noir

Plus Deposit

DREWRYS

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
IMPORTED FROM FRANCE

BEER

li

6- 12 oz. cans

89c

Sweet
Chocolate lien/UrkeYS
Sampler
BRAND

CHEF -CUT
SELF -BASTING

sr

-"""
a.. 'Ow

HAMMS BEER Case 24.12 oz. Bottles
POST Bottle

loot

From Land of Sky Blue Water

j,

6-12 oz. cans

99c

,Turke s

"Sweet Take-Alongs" For
Your Holiday Picnic!

dijkM

$319

;;:.!L,,.
MILWAUKEE

11).

gu{tot

ee Cade

AVAILABLE
ONLY IN JEWEL
PASTRY SHOPS,

pRIC1

1/2 GALLON DEPT.

Y2 GALLON

4 YEAR BLENDED

Rose -Burgundy -

WHISKEY

Chablis

GALL

Imported from 'Spoto In Wicker
Raffle Perfect companion for
fight SammerMeedi

1.1)

GALLON

5699
$2"1.11

8

BARCLAY

GIN
$7.49
Reg,

BURKE 8. BARRY

IMPORTED POTT

BLENDED WHISKEY

RUM

'
A delectable breakfast combination: golden brown waffles topped
warm Orange -Raisin Syrup.

GIN
RED DIAMOND

Waffles always make break -

fresh

orange and butter to
make this lardaliUng tapping.
Create a special occasion
foe your family soon: call so-

fm special occasion, and
Nutty" waffles with an exceptional syrup sauce are even
mo
tempting, These waffles
withre Orange -Raisin Syrup are

eryone

together for Waffles

with Orange -Raisin Syrup.
They're different and just a bit

a wonderful way to staff fly
morning.

dying - but not enough to

Made with convenient pan-

disappoint waffle traditional-

cak e mix, the waffles take Just
a few minutes of your time, but

t.s.

WAFFLES WITH
ORANGE-RAISIN SYRUP

warm waffle goodness arid
praise from your family are
ample reward. The texture of

Sauce:

these crisp, golden brown waffles is further enhanced by the

2 cups maple4dendedshrup
2 tablespoons grated orange

addition of crunchy chopped

Peel

nuts. ,I mff.FltStRileci Peels, amtServe

steaming hot waffles
with warm Oringe-Raisin Syrup. Combine maple -blended
syrup with orange peel, dark
and golden raisins, chunks of

eta up Inio VaInch pieces

,4 cup golden raisins

.

-

Vs cup dark rabbet'
3 hiblespoonsbutter or mar -

veins

Waffles:
2 cups pancake mix

2 cups milk
2 eggs
'

Va cup chopped nutmeats

One-third cup melted or ligaid shortening
For sauce, place syrup, or tinge peel, orange pieces and
'raisins in medium-sized sauce -

pan. Bring to boil, simmer, uncovered, about 5 minutes, stirring occasionally. Add butter,
stirring occasionally until but ter is melted.
For waffles, place pancake
' milk, eggs, nutmeats and
shortening in medium-sized
bowl. Beat with a rotary bee.r

until batter is fairly smooth.
Bike in hot waffle baker until
steaming stops.. Top each
serving with warm sumo:

$699
0.69
R.9.

90

5998

PROOF

aONUS

Lite or Dark

Reg.

$7.49

MAY 30th

I
LRLPBBY

Yummy
Beverages

4 Beans

IN TOMATO SAUCE

L,000
REG

,-ett

L

u.z1111"1'
CAN

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED

86 Proof

VODKA

BLENDED

WHISKEY...19n!

HALF GALLON
R

$7.49

8 YEAR OLD TOM JONES

$41,98
SCOTCH WHISKY 4

$699

BUNS

.va.

BRANDY
HALF GALLON

Hamburger m,
Hot Dog Sin°

Reg
9$699
S7T

I

SILVER KING

VODKA....1! I GIN

2

4 LB

CONT
REG
PRICE

*449

49` LB

REG PRICE 35.

59
fifth

OPEN ALL DAY MEMORIAL DAY
COLD SEER - NO EXTRA CO 7!

7

Italian
5 1.4sS

Maury More on Display!

0'

Salad

Roast Beet..:i't
Beef
Bar-B-Q Be

IMPORTED RARE

SEMKOV

f1

GOOD THRU MAY 31ST

AMERICAN
5 STAR CALIFORNIA

f.

Potato

JEWEL MAID

anififth

PKG

AMERICAN

oN,

$699

1 LB

JEWEL'S CHEF'S
CAN HELP YOU KITCHEN
PLAN A
WORK-FREE WEEKEND!

DIET OR REGULAR

Pork &

$699

HALF GALLON

LONDON DRY

z

GOOD TH

SEAL

FULLY GALLON

HALF GALLON

BLUE DIAMOND

0

JEWEL

Dogs

REG PRICE 79c

FOR ADDMONAL SAVINGS
Guckenheimer

LB

Hot

EACH

Plus Deposit

SHOP OUR

0

GRADE 'A' - POPULAR BRANDS
5 TO 13 LB SIZE

JEWEL'S PASTRY SHOP HAS SOME

Case
12
oz.R4Bottles

OLD

198

-

PINT

FAMOUS BEER

Wute of 4,e Week

11111

p

SALE DATES: MAY 27, 28, 29, 8 30
Purveyor of the finest
Natural Beverages in
the Suburbs

29

4,!latAssCHOIIICE

EICE11/ 10 11,110,11ITIES AO. CoRAESI PRINTERS ERRORS

LB

"Miracle
Food

Prices"

THE BIG
PLUS AT
JEWEL

whim

et,,,

.m.t.21www

THE DAY
Page 18

STORE HOURS

Wednesday May 211970

PRICES GOOD

Mon Fn 9 AM to 10 PM
Memorial Day- 10 AM to 6 PM
Sunday I0 AM ta6 PM

Austrian delicacy gourmet's delight

THRU SAT MAY 30
We Reserve The Right To

By Lemma Lambert.

10 foot Aisstre

Baal tn etpartneed baker
mans different Lind, el

Prices Needs
Lowest
Fo od

IN TGL
Litehen

Attar the &sunk r toes
t 25
IS tossed on a
biller boat

be trd and sot in sllbs then
apn. td

he is

sha ring hia Ness topferin (Nut
Horns) n.sspe with us The

nuts on win r clot to r use ono.

the
t

and altar

trade

s

p paint,

tssa Ins,

h Ger

Hs rmann sold Tod is

LEMONADE

HIMMANN IA none gum
out dot,hnuis at the Mo.

LEMONDADE

C

ter Donut Shop 7011E X and
Rd ',fount Prospvet %word

6'

inn

Warehouse Foods

Expires on 5/31/70

with coupon only
and S5 order

Certillirl
Red Label

Hamburger

POTATO
CHIPS

or Hot Dog

BUNS

ssh,

,

1

pastries iuch

:

nese around the clods. seven

Danish twists. French dough-

days a week.

nuts.

They also employ another
William Benlinin of
Rolling Meadows. and are
training a woman baker. Her AuEhrlich from
Vienna.
stria. glare than 20 people

rolls. 12 kinds of tIlleri doughnuts and 16 varieties of cake
doughnuts ire baked every

as

long johns and coffee

HOME STYLE

POTATO SALAD

CANNED HAMS

MACARONI SALAD

$489

V. cup
mondss

Watkins previously
owned one of the top 10
d
o ra a I d mot:tomtits in
The

finely ground

a l-

West Virginia

Semi -Boneless Ham

I cup sweet butter
la cup sugar

CAN
5 LB.

SCOTT PETERSEN

YOUR
CHOICE

N

m

lbc.

CHUCK WAGON

Sugar Sweet

$100

Med. & Lg. Head

lb

16 or.

89c

51h$298

89`

GILBEY'S VODKA

Et,*

CR1 SLICED

$3.50
$2.90
$3.75
54.75
$5.25

015.

ICE

24t $5.50

$425

14c $6.70

25c $5.57

FUD °GrSICLES

WANZER

SHERBERT

DIPS

t::`
ID1r

3 Sizes

39c
400 W. CENTRAL AVE.
Mount Prospect

I

35e $4.15

TOMATIRJUICE see.
MST.

31c 53.45

EGGNOOMAS1 IL

35c $4.15

HUNT DRINKS Stook
HUN

28c $3.35`tr(ACARONLDINNERs

a

-.1.9e

$8.9$

ASST. FLAVORS

31c $3.70 JELL-0 abs

N'

BEEF PATTIES

.

Lb.

,

ICE-CREAM

GALLONH

517 SO-rcheua

B ON US

BUYI

when. you start remelting
cheek. you not only wind up with on appetite,

With a
VISO

Purchase

I

being referred to as v(hc drunkard's bisettit,"
because of its ability to enhance the flavor of

COCA-COLA
8

a

but some rather qUaint folk -fore, such at cheese

/

o.Prot

16-0z.
Bottles

With a

S150

Purchase

LIMIT

10c $4.75

SINCE WE ARE AGREED that cheese is

1035 S. ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS ROAD

Arlington Heights

LONG WHITE
POTATOES

tt cup all-purpose flour
2 cups While, Sweet onions
2 tablespoons non -hydrogenated salad oil
2 teaspoons chili powder
4 - 5 grinds of pepper
I cup grated, aged Cheddar cheese
I teaspoon salt
I can tomatoes
tablespoons margarine
Well mix the flour, salt, pepper and chin paw der. Trim the fat away from the steak, force out
the bit of marrow in the round bone and add it to
the oil and margarine that arc heating slowly Ina

pretty large skillet. Using a saucer edge or a meat
tenderizer =ant, pound the seasoned bout into
both sides of the round steak.
Cut the floured steak into serving size pieces
and make the introduction to Me now heated Oil
combination. Let these pieces
nice, doh
brown over medium to low h., thn remove the
meat and reserve. Turn the chapped union lat

Regular Or Diet
6 -'Got.

stir end cook until the onions ate just Imply tender.

I lb. eko. 75'

Franks All Meat... I Ili. Pkg. 850
Sliced Bacon
115.760. 890

NOW FOR the casserole. Spoon the lour
onion combination into the dish, place the
browned pieces of steak on top and then cover

AMPLE Yree PARKING
'

8 A. M. until
Midnight

California

including

Sun.& Holidays

WE Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities and Coned Printers Errors

FLORIDA
ORANGES

BERRIES
TENDER

CORN

melted (you could WO the broil, fo'

ore

brown flecks in the cheese), and then serv,
r
A steamed green vegetable. sliced cucumbers

La

.10 99°
PGR

CRISP

HEAD LETTUCE
-

over the top of this now aromatic, hungrier°.
ing concoction, continue to bake until the cheese
is

II

BAG

that 'with the tomatoes (which should be the
whole variety, if possible), and the liquid from

thecan. Put assayer on the casserole and bake Ina
preheated moderate 1350 degrees) oven for about
90 minutes.
11 you should see any fat floating on top (when
you are sneaking a peek ---we all do in, remove it
and discard it. Sprinkle the aged, grated Cheddar

I

LB.

Ole skillet along with Lilo got oral remained and

OSCAR MAYER

S.

tO

'

"7
CChoirsC
gnlos
No Deposit
Weiners

CALIFORNIA

.0

11/2 to 2 pounds round steak

PEPSI COLA

8

SDIDOGE-FRESH PRODUCE AT KROGER

highly edible aloe, it also is true that it is a good
friend to a lot of culinary nrt, suds n thls round
sleek and chili powder casserole. You'll needs

29c

0 or.
Cartons

89c

LIMIT

Apparently,

OPEN DAILY

EMT CROCKER
CAKEMIXES Res. Asst.
MRS. GRASS'
4nM

C

Moneta."

By Well Newton

35

WANZER

8c 83.80

21t 54.75

FRUIT PUNCH

No. 23 in F.. Op. 57 "Appall -

with cheese

6 r"

POPSICLES

MODESS

CUNG PEACHES soil

'HAWAIIAN

Bottles

POTATO SNACKS

37e

OU

COUNTRY
0,7ULUB

Round steak

WANZER

CHIPSTERS f/9c

PORK AND BEANS 52 or
RA PORK 8 BEANS
BATHROOMTISSUE
ALPO ASST.
DOG FOOD
VETS
DOG FOOD 1 lb

Oscar Mayer Wieners Plibi

B ONUS

:

.To A Rat. Op. 1101 and Sonata.

wines. And, like wines, the legal use of names IS
regulated by acacia, laws, and all sorts of legal
precedents. that Beau for es lock:fine boundaries
of sections of the country that may um a reserved

NABISCO

CANADIAN MIST

I5c $3.50

.I.

A

Pepper Pot

DAILYTIL MIDNIGHT

49c -="

$298

h$36998

ay.t.o7lices!
... HEINZ
13c $2.95 KETCHUP ',sr

Lb.

gift c Supreme

In the Pavilion.

FOOD MART

7 -UP

Guars GIN

FRUIT COCKTAIL.°

special

Rebuild Ravinia- Min on
Tuesday. July 28. at 13:30 p.m.

OPEN
PANTRY

A. M. until
Midnight

9t 690 99°
$4 39 All Meat or All Beef

99c Boiled

SWEET MORSEL.

name.

BEER

RA SAUERKRAUT 300
CRL TOMATOES
Leo

horns in vanilla sugar. I., cool
and roll in sugar again. (Vanila asugar eon be purchased at

one

n. Ravinia's

Sun. June

5th

15c
13e
17c
21e
23c

119: Sonata. No. 32 in C minor.Op. I
Sonan.. No.31 In

Fri. May 29 thm

WHIZ

"
risLEJR
e.Er111711M11;711P

303

of Sonata, No. 30 in 0.. Op.

the piano literature of &scrim.
will he th, featured artist

SALE DATES:

iquor Dept.

KERNEL CORN SOS

world% raiding exponents of

49c lb.

- 10c

LETTUCE

CRL PEAS

hoots_

He will perform an all Beethoven rucind. consisting

The Chilean pianist.

some delicatessens.)

MEMORIAL
DAY

CUCUMBERS
GREEN ONIONS
RADISHES

CANTALOUPES

303

of the

brown. While still warm, roll

259.9550

OPEN

oniy
8IG BOLOGNA

CAL CREAM CORN
CRL WHOLE

Scanda
House
SMORGASBOARD

Son. 8, Holidays

OR BEEF PATTIES

69c
69c
Produce Dept.

CRL CUT
GREEN BEANS aoa

,at 0., you.

OPEN DAILY

BREADED PORK CUTLETS

HOT DOGS

far

Claudia Arco°

AMPLE 73ee PARKING

37

Lb.

OCEAN

Chilean pianist sets concert

one to
of dough into
one and ene.half inch long
Preheat the event° 350 degrees. Bake the nail horns an a
cookie sheet for 10 to 12 minutes or until very slightly

,

COLE SLAW

SHRIMP

Hermann Bomk makes millions of doughnuts
every year. Today he is sharing with us an Austrian recipe for Noss &inferno.

a smooth dough. Roll about

tenweial Zaf,

Lb.

1

or ARMOUR STAR
ALL MEAT

3

SLICED BACON

cup finely ground paeans

competent teenagers.

Mt. Prospect Plato

CORN KING

19, Pkne
LUNCHMEAT

NUM ICIPFERLIN
tNut Hot

nork nt the ahoy, including

Fres Shore Cooked

gwir4 grin

FRYERS

doy.

We Will le Opeit

7..

1".

s
a:leased or 2.11reosted

IM teaspoons angle ex-

SPARE RIBS

S

i

s

eclairs.

cy

c

a
,

tract
M teaspoon rum
Mix the Bred ants lo form

Fresh - Lean - Meaty

0,

Lb

Pkg

BOLOGNA

MP ceps Mkpartawe flour

30 lb. box $16.95

Wieners or

IN ADDITION to the f

d011bh11111.art

sold. as they are open for busk

baker.

Raggedy

4

oat

Thomas Walton

quantal, ul

Good Only at

Hygrade Ball Park

glen and h inks the MILL on a
r aL until the El to. is do

ing to the ossnan m and
Mrs

t

mon
In du tlx, Ines 16 dough
nuts tre Intel at ant. tun. For
the kl tad doughnuts HI,
m inn slips 12 01 Mutt on a
lom, slick chps him m the

LIMIT 5

Country Delight

1;

Harman (Mat N. dough

tuoptini,Litt.dr.its tr t kart
ma Ala,h1

Frozen

on Plain `ht to

o two
rant. gam N
a meth
throwoh a m whine
antad rolling pm th et rolls the
dough rod eats the donehnuts

hulk tut throe )Lan to kern

l'AerooriolDay
With Viarehouse

Outlet

Hermann Doha

norks ooh perfibt preteen

I attended a school tn Sala

Prices

6 oz.
can

Donut Last Odtoliar

1pht erusltri p nun,
Han, urn Lam to the
tinned SI ass so Se trs age
and he and lb f imil9 It c
Des Plans I ho Bowls h as1
thrss children Ronnie
Al muds S and Burton 2

or%

tradcr Di.

aiding then ton tee young to
man that purxh ay.d 'ilastcr

'tenth tlzburs, Austria
It

D

tr tvtlad 75 ROO macs through

out thy Unind Stabs with

Ms ma Ham m in

111

A

but three
PlihriLld MAN
yawn ago sold lha banns. and

"unman pantIne.. an. world
lanann Hamm, a veto!
tramh

I

AL

Head

well -chilled in a mixture of salt. sugar, pcppc
and vinegar. Italian or French bread. sherbet /Orr
dessert, and lots of fresh coffee will pleasesix.Oss

it should.

N1111111111111MMENNIMIM=LI:=1.1=1::=r°

-
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Cold, Cool World

ad11111b.

Preparing for a big day
Whether von uranium/ alto
and brmaing something along
or arc having the gang al
Your house thenecrst to inlay

0o on the grill first %ethos=
madded a bit later All in all

ing the day is ads ancs prepare

duo you has e evyrything ready
for serving whkrt the meal Nat

anyone

ith your culinary man,

day or more

Saw that for another occasion
For your ma select a van.

Bra twurst

11:1111 EGG DRESSING

Tits potato salad has Ire
don, appeal Althoukh

thuringer

ttons for bor..%

rsi

Adding the hot Ito, our MM.
end motsten tilt potatoes ell

MCarnehtle pot hard cookod
oggs and run through t Nod

Cook p.n. In Jankats
mill or kloult grater tato a

la. mixing howl Add sour
arum mayonnaws mallard
vinegar soma Lhopmd ieLk
o piasalllli gran onions salt

MO an proton, and very

d

Fat or thisk oaseauss should

nourishins

dish

ysgetahls

ss

dos. I w n parraol oh di.

kentrOln Yang of poky

hohbal with this mum. bo
k ono it mos6 Lot winks on

I %MI, ION shout kumun
hors with 1 tandoori 111 Ra
Mbar th. until
all andlad

This resim can sent

said or

3 radishes dunly flied

Reath pLrfast accom

panament for any bullet nkal
whore
y army of soled and
smstnble doh, and...moat

SOUS oroam lemon unix
kaspuon silt knoppod

odd

6 sm, whiny
I suii sager
I

doll

rhos

{raid Sem es 6 toll
2 large cusumbsn

Dan retrvrater ind
until dry Add to sour on=

I
20 mines tin soblisd
pimaptils
doeso I glyfintsrs
1,
I, tablespoons pl no tilt

and thin!, shed

and pepper NI ix 0011 Whan

rtiOdure

Va teaspoons salt

1 kt m non ito 4 to 6

hours or iwarnieht Garmsh

tokelhar

srs

moll

pins mole

prink Imo Roirmorate et
solskst p to for 12 hours or Yet

pint w Wpm, at on 12

Single ROLINe
peeled

hooting

Airs will and pour into land

tin ill cartorol

cankralkot

contras
Ottohm

Whon masappls mita bitkin1
to 41 told into w ppsd
md cut sy hot mpturs ("sally

bough liking
Sold Ony 9 nob iota

pookto same rappot aidrod

hem°,

wraprany,

nom I sokrn to ha onlIGhnt, in
my trsszsr continuously

(about 10 minut. to I hour/
bit month yonslunt. on

pineapple

to well in
NIL Lys, whit.
In t st.pyr ilk howl bed arum
until still Fold 000 whites Ind

mokt. Moad and froan nix

wolnied

MARINA1 FD ONIONS

3 to 6 tablespoons boiling
water

urn.

Ian

%ND CUCUMBERS

Into salad 01 cont.ir, only two
tablyspoono of mat ormi
rho why through mk ink tlk
to. potato saladokry
moist bYturc 12u
kau of all rho atop this ral 101n

ka

ground popper to

freshly

is maim Annrican

this part of tit.

as o garnish

Lradu illy
until ill
oorpor rod

I and, and xi. Lan Le, why Its

to

Drain

Ind &Yoko ado:rain ratek for
I minoks Whsn softemal heat
until got inn dissolve, Thor
tool Ms.x hilt heat tog
ahniA ants( atilt Fitful, bugAr

look dombok Munn id her

it

reek', "round pepper

%grad p asky may bo yddid

dylingers

rsktPe

istamody in ombard III rad
orahno
n
sugmstion
that Alcomml Ds) nu. il A

2 tablespoons chopped dill
Pickle
,a teaspoon sm.

serftrnidlnut

oomos to us front Alm Plias

2 tablespoons lemon talcs

a n. most uyturk Thsn oral'
for savaral hours Won.

4 green onions
I teaspoon salt

005 !INGER fORIF
This

soar

cream or half Ind half

at a time until potato salad has

1,, cups chopped echo
top piccalilli relish

comm.'s.

can

1

IR

Line bottom an4 std. of a
9 inch "mg form pan with It

unto orappod pemleY

2 largs Spam. of Bermuda
onions petted toil slical

boiling water out tralcYpoon

taste

it

ind-or sscn wunsm Alarinnts
thum for about an hour beton
barbecuing in a pail or pan of
boor Got thsoc to tha min of
the house bid it you done
h no orn borrow ons
mon
than Al with oomploto untrue
him hand)

advance

potatoes on. Looked rad and
dick into dresong toratun.
TOM gently until PI ths p0
Moss are well coatial Add

serving Toss balms seal in, II
potato onlad stems a link dry
add
more boding motor

1 teaspoon sugar

P01 A10 SAI AD

ty of Lausates a combination
of Polish oausage C,unon
musass

2,2 pounds pomtaes
6 hard cooked eggs
2 tab{.poons your cream
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
1,, teaspoons mmtard
2 teaspoons vinegar

the grill
The following remota arc
good and mmple
amen
panimenn and cm bt mado a

sett your Lompany and to hase
good tints hour pram too8ILL
111 p ITS,

{mid Appros 3 quarts

the cooking should take oak
short period of rime so be sun

bon You A out to moo, your
MI 10

Mamie Recipe

WE ACCEPT USDA FOOD STAMPS

in Intim
10 SFR% f WHEN FRO

10

/LN Ramo, tom trasecr
Ind let th w. it It tot I hour IA

hat saran,

tin

I

Tasters' luncheon Compare Eagle's Everyday Low Discount Prices!
#f"A
features charm
of country kitchen

DUBUQUE OR AGAR

Sliced Bacon

DRf
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The tasters' luncheon It Fles1 United Methodist Church Arlington Heights, began with Mod Rouse Punch. Hostesses Mrs. Merlin
HID orRolling Meadows, left, and Mn. Parker Samson, greet Mrs.
Richard Brown with it rap or the green lime drink made from the
recipe of Mrs. 'Arnie Sward.
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Foam Amnon

I1/2

clew

Salad samplasknd tasting

11/2 cups chill sauce

luncheons have become one of

.

doe major ways for dubs end
auxiliark
to raise rands.
Based on the premise that everyone loves to try something
new at a minimal cost, church
svon,enk groups are turning
potluck style eating into annual fund raisers.
Recently the First United
Methodist Church. Arlington
Heights, held their second minnal tasting bar accompanied
by a handcraft show and a did-

; :play of antique kitchen equipBoilers filled with pink
:geMniums set a country knell en theme highlighted by hog in long quill -prim skin.

31 tablespoon cumin powder
Y4 tablespoon chili powder

Brown tow a in snug
amount of shortening. Add
sern
(undrained), cheese and
asonings. Alternate in a cas-

serole dish with layers of tortilla. Bake casserole JO minutes at 350 degrees. Coot in

CHINESE CHICKEN CASSEROLE

2 packages Roue French
I can Chinese vegetables or
bean sprouts
1 can sliced water chestnuts

1 can mushroom soup
1 small onion, minced fine
1 can sliced moshfoorto

Si cup milk
,h cup grated sharp cheese
3 cups diced, cooked chicken

French fried union rings
Thaw beans completely and
dry on raper towel. Drain Chi-

gie Sward. Moo. Cordova ofkred her recipe for "El Ran:
eh° Casserole" and Mrs. Ea Z dies Bakerk afteeieltY win
-

'

green beans

nese

vegetables

and mushthoroughly. Toss all

' Chi nese Chicken Caw-

rooms
drained ingredients together
anJ place in greased casserole.

MOD HOUSE PUNCH

Pour soup and milk over all.
Bake for one hour at 350 degrees. put French fried onions
on lop and bake 15 minutes

role

Dissolve:

2 packages KIM 202.0 or I
huge size
2 mups hot water

ADD:
0%s rap bottled lime juice
Va cop bolded lemonJulee
I 12 -ounce
ran Rosen
limeade
112 -ounce can frozen lemonade

45 -ounce lemon-Ihne soda
OS -ounce ginger ale
Serves shout 48.

EL RANCH)) CASSEROLE
B tortillas
I pound ground beef
Y4 cup chopped onion

ik et0 chopped green Pelts

Ps
I can whole broad tom
g.
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If you're a budding cook

and still need to gain a w eking

knowledge of cooking rim
and time -saving kitchen
you can write for "A Cookie
Guide for the Modern Homemaker."

The free booklet is.availeble
from The West Eked Co., Department P.R., West Bend,
Wis. 53095.
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1.11 tablespoon salt

i.me

First
United
Methodist
Church draws its congregation
from a multi -village area inluding Arlington Heights,
Mount Prospect, Elk Grove
Village, Des Plaines and Rolling Meadows. Tasters wera
first served "Mod House
Plinth'. the recipe of Mrs. Firs
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Trustee Keith wants youth unit
to repliace 'Community Services',
Elk Grove Village Trustee
Eugene Kiehl issued a state.
matt Tumday to the Board of
Truett smarm,
vote
against the expenditure of any
further village funds to cond.Ire the amivities of Community

.;

Services."

Keith said that he helieval
Nat the Community Service
program has, not mm the probes

hem of the "alienation of our

that area to Leanne, Moir at
forts It merely ohang, and
delineates the chain of coinmand and places las resporni-

ton Breton, 601 Walnut- Ln.
was elected as Secretary.

At a Community Service

't

mime be formed on this Board

c--

and that they be responsible
for ail personnel and be kept
fully informed on the scope of
the problem and direct all ar
deities involved in attempting
maolye the communication,
alu cational an. where necat.
racy, dBciplinaey phases of the

\

pnograin.

"MY
Youth

succusnon

for a

Committee of the
Boanl dues 0O in any way pre-

dude Nose now working in

Board meeting held last Thurs.

day the board kerned through

a letter from Village Fine.ce
Director George C. Coney
that its budget for 1970-71 was

at at $45.257.

i

re.

guested a louden of 542.757
and the increase of $2,500 refleeted village board approval
of funds for a youth employment service during the summen.

the

is

Board of

Trustees far approval.

r

I

ay.

whitetail young pelagic re«Ned highschool diplomas

P±!...

last night in graduation care-

Thb acrid view of workers laying foam in the foundation for Ili° new addition
at the Mount Prospect SM. Bank, gives a good idea of Me size of the 5500,000
drivedn banking facility being constructed on the bank, properly between Enter-

son and Maple SG. in Mount Prospect. The podect Isacheduled to be completed by

Octoher.(Gram he Dm Bakst

the District 214

monies for
young adult
gram.

education pro-

The Rev. Bruce Wheeler,
Prospect Heights night pestor
of Chicago's Rush Street was
speaker for the spring end
summer ceremonies a Chevy
Chase Country Club, Wheel.

subdiarbon ausdenga
wgn nonom ogg Harper

in

Thomas Shirley, Wheeling

0

Fifty-two northwest subur-

din Players. Linda Menhall
freshman,

ban residents were among 130
Harper College studentsaw who
reCeived recognition
ards
last Saturday.

104

Crest Ave..

cheedeader, Patrick Texidor.
freshman,

130

Kerdhvorth.

track. Robert Texidor, fresh,
men, 120 Kenilworth. track.

Faculty and special flume
of the Harper Student Affairs
office attended a dinner for the
students feted for outstanding
achievement in student gov-

freshmen, 502 Apple 5,, Publications - Halcyon Michael

Highlight of the evening

Ferguson,

sophomore, 113
Arlington St., wrestling.

was announceent of 10 Har-

Hubbard, sophomore. 1051 E.

&life, freshman. 201 Alm&

Athletic ASSoCiali00
(NCAA ) official was master of

deco

Rep. dugenia Chapman (0-3d
Dist.) of Arlington Heights is a

Rd., basketball. Pam Tyler.
2.80 Ashley Rd.,

ranking member, met at the
Capitol today to map the neat
moms following the report on

man, 287 Highland, golf. Pat
St., cheerleader. Eric
Schluter, freshman, 301 Bode

thwest awards

Pan Pon.
Thomas Wahlund,
omore. 130
wrestling.

BUFFALO GROVE:
Tony Drake, freshmen. 918
Swoon Pl., Publications - Her-

Elmwood

soph-

Ln.,

PALATINE:

bingw. Mark Marcus, freshmen. 1010 Twisted Oak. track.

ELK GROVE VILLAGES

Steven Bahn, freshman, 106
S. Hale, baseball. Halt Benson,
freshman , 489 Dorset St, golf.

Ruben Bathes, freshmen,

Angelo Coduto, sophomore,
203 N. Williams, basketball.

102 Essex Rd., crass country,

Christopher

basketball. Susan Da1261 Dover,

English,

soph-

omore, 655 W. Lake -Cook,

vtrack.
is; sophomore,

fresh-,

man. 220 W. Slade Sty Pam
Debbie Ronaley, freshman 428 S. Rent
cheerlead-

dents and campus leaders.

Members of the legislature
from the Northwest Suburbs
agreed today that some new
legislation is likely to follow
the spring campus violence
and the reports given Monday.

They also agreed that the
flea legislation is likely to IN
directed toward clearing the
campus of state universities In
Illinois of non -student agitas

House.

Schlielanan said that he favored

the

higher

education

committee members conducting their own study of the
problem
by
bolding on pa hearings
as many
pate universiiim as the corn min= [mind nmessary.
at-

Rep.

Chapman

told The

Day that she te ill propMr ose

to-

day's

meeting of
tintgh
Education Committee that

Monday's reports by university officials be followed up by
on -campus forums by members of the tom inittec.
sl feel that we need to know
a
lot more about today's

tors.

c

ecommomnlittee
rendations
to the legis-

Rahman, 32 Keswick Rd.,

270 W. Sunset

ah,o,nsie;,,.

REP. EUGENE F. Schlickman 10-30 Dist.) of Arlington
Heights summarind the do-

Student Achievement Recognition Award.
'Cathleen Jurjovie, .aeh°more, 801 Crest. Hmper Stu -

John Hearn, freshman, 201

Mrs. Chapman.

N. Rohlwing Rd.. bembell.
Mimi Hickman, freshman,

velopments.
The passentadons hy the presidents and Mt -

daphomore,

493 Lam Ln.,

Student Senate, Jerry Jenkins.

937 Topango Dr., Porn Pon.

Mini bikes c reate more
"kiln, bike exhaust smoke
mak. more noise thm marijuana

but--", ,said

smoke,

Mks. June Orlowski Thursday
t

aa

she

presented

the

Wheeling - park

district

eeling Park Disnict board
a petition rNdesting
"pilot program" for mini
bike.

would find inch playing boat

There were 91 signatures on

with more ex-

youngsters, "want the mini
bikes and can't understand

Mrs. Orlowski, a member of

why they are so bad."
Commissioner Eugene Sack-

with

the petition
pected.

the youth commission, said the

to outsiders.

MRS. ORLOWSKI said the

bike are not as hazardous es
the
alternativcs--LSD andi
beams.

no

-

The petition was prompted
by requests from the teens, ac-

can orgy be ridden on a private-,

they are not illegal elsewhere

lOt or in a living room.

cording to Mn. Orlowski who
said that currently the bikes

across the nation.

Robert Ross said the
mini bike proposal n already
in committee and a complete
report, which will contain all
dent,

the pros and cons of mini
bikes, G forthcoming.

sawerninent

and 'that one Of

the E11061 helpful steps would

be to lower the voting age to

SACHET SAID that the police department indicated it
wouId do all it could to help
the mini bike situatn,
hr
The petition will
presented to the village board as well
as School District 214.
.

reported

that the full transcript of the
presentations from university
officiaLs and students is
is being
prepared and will be
in
the hands of the committee on
higher education.

SEHLICKMAN said that
Me higher education corn,
would be naked to Wady
studenmittee

ni bikes in Illinois are illegal, that is, they may only be
ridden on private progeny,
Newly elected board presi-

University, who said that
young people do want to have
a voice in the great decisions of

t campus violence and

Honorable
mention in
safety contest
Gerard

Riforgiato, 1720
Catalpa Lao Mount Prospect

received an honorable mention award in the recent school
safet), poster contmt, conducted by the Northern II-

limb Gat Compeety

511 W. Palatine Rd., eras

country. Chris Stancak,
freshman.

309 W. Emerson Ave., Publi-

sion nortli of Palatine Road
Monday night petitioned the
District 214 Board of Educa-

cation -Halcyon.

den to permit their children to

ROLLING MEADOW&

have a choice of aucnding

Teri' Carter,

Hersey High School or Wheeling High School,

Don Colby, 38 Glenbrook,

Harbinger, Who's Who. Don.

Heights, mid 190
persons signed the petition, in-

Grove, Student Senate, Who's
Who, basketball. Belie Davis,

cluding three Dist. 23 band
members and a recant Dist.

fte.Mman,

214 board candidate.
The signatures

Id Daffy,200a

2103 Ada. IL,

Student Senate. Marty Lyons,
freshman. 2 Black Twig Rd.,
Publications -Halcyon.

ROSELLE:
Michael Bierman, freshman, 1428 8:Indian Hills, ten-

ni.

Prospect

an esti225 families among an
mated 375 families living in

Country Gardens, Bluct1, and
Drake Terrace subdivision.

St. Peter Lutheran School in
has announced the junior high honor
toll for the third quarter -1970.
Seniors on the list are: Heidi

Ahrens, Judith Buehrer, Lynette Burmeister, Steve Cage,
Susan Cage, Mark Doregemueller, Guy Eisenhath, Robin Huebner, Anita
Kagay,

Mark Kubik, Taryn Kubik,
Patrice Meyer, Richard Moyer, Sheryl Meyer, William

Meyer, Don. Netikuckata,
Susan

Parks,

Ruth

T es r en c o !Umiak

Pogalz,
Susan

Suzanne J. Montebon,

Mueller, sophomore. 507 S.

Heights, hut Prospect
Heights is a strong commu-

.THE IMPORTANT fac-

pal

nity,. Colby remarked.
The petition states Mat the

,

848-9016

John J. Trends, sophomore,

School District

Jahn
Simmons,

Semen,
Cynthia
Strunk, Cindy Thal, Carl Van

gel, Robert Wille and Mary
Zabel.

Juniors listed are: Mark Arnett), Jeff Austin, Barbara
Bathe, Linda Oahe, Charles
Seek, Phil Bengtson, Roberta
Bentz, Catherine Birkenstock,

Barbara Blanke, Terri Brad 'ley, LindaBuenzow. Michael
Dolinajec,

Patricia

Dore,

Wayne Eisenhuth, Dale Etcber. Beth Enloe, Patti Fore-

man, Robert Prime. Peggy

54

bids In the amount of $998,503

scIv°1 d'

Arlington Heights grade Wes arc: David Anderson;
willian., Er,
Daniel
Lloyd Evans.
Moira Fords Jean Kellogg:

',hr.,

Robert

one

James

subdivision ere a 'ffunetional
and integral part of Prospect
Heights and Dist. 23 whereas

Whsc,106 HI& hob., rep.
primarily Wheeling and ed.

falo Grove."
The great majority of MUdents from Prospect Heighty
end Dist. 2J attend Hersey

High, a major focal point of
Prospect Heights, the petition;
ere plead.

sCivie organization, paraas' organizations and ProsHeights

or

have now turned their at.don to, Hersey Hieh," Colby
said, ''but the children go to
Wheeling Hip and no armd-

SC

,-,

541-1037

for the construction of a 20-

Prairie Sate School Equipmein Co. was awarded a con.
tract in the amount of 55.478

d

bererest site in Schaumburg
and a 13 -room addition to the
Jane Addams Jr. High School,
Schaumburg.

Guenther,

man, Michael Haseman.

Shook Constmetion, Chi-

Fred Hildebrandt, Martha
Pain Horn, Billy
Jeers, Marcia Killian, Claris
Knack, Richard Knds, Keith
Hinrichs,

Kretschmar, Susan Landwehr,
Julia Larko, John Laub. n, Lou Ann Lindholm, Phil -

M Lott, Thomas Luehring,
James Lynk, Sandra Marsc mann, Craig Martin, Step-

cago was awarded the bid for
gmnTin'edcZtisi'rinolvtisclinga
alternates in

the amount of

ItOiuH

CEMENT WORK

ome Maintenance

Ifc"A9d(dsjr.f°Itgl.",g
$8,265

(air

eantlillmin

the

li-

brary and lower office areas
and to nittglaae hallway and
stairwell areas).

hanie Martin, Kristin Meyer,
Sandra
Sass

Miller, Susan Miller, Dangles

Newnan,

f84
15

&

Sons, Roselle, $90,625, heating and ventilating, Tri Heat-

Barbara Pomrenke, Brian
,Pornrenke. Susan Radeliffe,
Kim Rmmussen, Kathleen

n g, Bellwood, 9154,000,
end eleetricel, Shamrock ElecIrk CO., Chicago, $86,500.

Rindal, Daniel Roofs, laden

In other business, a contract

Saemrow, Larry Sanders, Bon.
nie Saviusch, Shawn Schaerf,

was awarded to Franklin Lee
Company in the amount of
$9,430 fora total of 367 tables

Beth Scherer, Donna
Schwake, Traci° Seibt, Paul
Seems, William Smith, Sherri
Vogeler, Donald Werfelmano,

to be used in all the schools. An

Glenn WeStman, Broil Wil-

in doe amount of $1,875 M fur-

kerson and Debra Witzke.

additional contract was
awarded to Larson Company
,

nish' 17 foldup luncluoom

been stable for several years.

feasibility of a scale rental Sys-

less for families having more
than one child enrolled. in the
district. Board member Joseph
Schiffhauer proposed the scale
based on the expense of rent-

STUDENTS ARE accessed
Imo for damages to the hooks,
but these lines are seldom 100
percent collectible, adminis.
trators said.

The district has See. rent Me books for at least 25 years.,

ing books at 512 a child when A $7.50 fee was charged pro
larnilies have several children viously.
in high school.
Schifihmer, Richard Bach toted, and Mrs. Commit,
7THIS IS A 26 per cent lq- vote against the rental inogggg 0 0, gem fan ooh

child," member Mn. Leah

Cummins remarked, dia.
pproving the requested $2.50
hike.

Curriculum and Admiraloative Councils. recommend-

dthe in

to avoid re-

questing extra funds from costomary board eantribastionl Of
$30,000 to 535,000.
Book costs have risen al-

mast fiveprecast =nuttily, the

Erickson and Jack Costello'
supported a.

Joins college
Meistersingers
Allen Waishwell, son of Mr
A

S. Edwaad SI., Mount
pact, is a member of the Wit te-.

water Stine University AM.'.
consin) Meistersingers.

1

h
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22 -Situations WantedWomen

SPRING. CLEANUP

CHIC

Contact Mr. PM. Toyare
Personnel &tanager
381-2600 Ext. 413
Mon. thin Fri. 80 -4:15

IN THE

BATHROOM walls 6 .660sloe

OLSEN TUCKPOINTING

TNErtUrlIIRCVPi".1.

M.E. DEGREE Required
With 1 to 3 years Experience Desirable

DICK'S IILS SUIV10

VICE CALL CL53307

Child Care

to To Evaluate Packaging Machinery.
o To Perform Economic Evaluation.
o To Participate in Short 8 Long Range Planning.
o To Work on Line Layouts.
o To Be Involved with a Dynamic
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214 textbook rental fees from
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Dist. 214 textbook fee
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=Sas w
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Scott

night. a week and a special

"SO WE'RE A little island
up there (the three subdivisions) with no support to
Wheeling High School,. Col-

sophomore, 1624 W. Wrathersfield, Pons Pon, Student

Connie

and attend evening classes Rt.

tially have 500 high school au -

tor that may have boom overlooked is that he area is an
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WORK. CALL 297 4635

provided

Perils
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Betsy. Temple:
Wheeling:

leg. They work during the.

zt ion supports Wheeling

dents.

Dartmouth. Student gentle.
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whoa! age youngsters live in
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mom 'had 26 gradual. last
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seek choice of high schools
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eter's
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233 N. Elmwood. Pam Pon.

St. fT

Said Schlickman.
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lature on nevi legislation to
help our universitim," said
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freshman,

THIRTY-NINE

campus problems before our
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Student Chapter of the American Institute of Architects,
Who's Who. Kevin H. Freund.

§udent Senate. Mike Dawson,

Sommer,
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2709 Wilke Rd., Publications -

make recommendations RI the
November meeting of . the

Higher Education, of which

from stole university presi-

Ray
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By Richard Crabb
The. House Committee on

campus violence. Monday
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and former National Colle-
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What in American Junior Col.
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employment service.. "Big
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Community Service MCC tor. Thomas E. Smith recently

24 Help Ilatte2Men

ested Coll Mr. Moore.
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.11938

$995

094.4560

254 .50

push button radio, deluxe wheel covers.
power steering, Selling Price

HE FINEST SERVICE

nee

Offices

ton Coll aft 5 pm 259 P201

SWITCHBOARD

'68 ROAD RUNNER

AulaMatic transMission, fiberglass eres,

4 Or Sedan radio hewer

66 FORD GAL 500

358 1800

A'""

M

55

SERVICE

126N COOK ST,

381 0899
HE EXTrE MALE

quo,u1Fan

t"$1595

PHILIPPE BROS

40% - 60%

age vry.=
$895

GALAXIE 500

neonr""

44 Investment Property

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

Apply in Person

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

li

send. n rte idt

pack

midi, goose woi- 'N

QUALITY

CARS

auto

MI:es 7rin;rrell":IewP?nT

'67 FORD
ed.un

We have openings at the

novelty bogs.
Cleo n light sit-down
work is ne al os
modern plant full package Company paid ben-

$1595

88 Teal Estal1Vecent

RANCHETTES

FOOD STORES

preseni erne for

Heart of the
%UDDER
Western
BUICK Suburbs
$AVE

r/tCe°o11:SE

IMPORT MOTORS
"odra be

Or

ea

OFF

JEWEL

PACKERS

rid

CARPETING

345.0500

'67 OLDS CUTLASS

an

f

47 Horne Furnishings furniture

office. nankineu1company ben.

COOK COUNTY

96h

°

29,6550
1962 Chevrolet
Ton Picku
311,000 wllek
9957 OFFER

BARRINGTON

392-9060

ZZEtVsoYC'T=

'.11111. F n

Interesting trips

k

$695

11795

3413 Kircher, Rd., RN, Mead.

16.2 RR Ppra Reakaa

32-kloceRalestis Merckandise

Experienced - Full Time

9 AM to 4 PM

KOLE REAL
ESTATE

16 -To Rent Rouses

Timberlane

OPERATORS

oHer.824.M.'

21600

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE ANDTEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

045049099

hlx

r,C411.10722914

o/d Male Apricot Min.

Olds

trar

11.i.

69.White. Pula sale

VOLVO

to. tans, pewee are

DRIVERS

63 Mercury Meteor 2 dr.

$695

'68 FORD GALAXIE

Brand New 1970 Pontiocs Priced to sell. Immediate Delivery.

Phone

4 door hardtop, vinyl ro,

BUSTERS

'sn'ZIZargirrtiV0i7oaV°.

tibeson

.

Vra

d

PP,

15,

R

11111=12-012
1970 Pontiac HT Coupe

'68 ELECTRA 225

MOUNT PROSPECT

1E150 W. iouhy

minims

766.4235. alter 5 pm.

Ve.P/S.CIVELCall

o
g5Ferdltl.

.7JM EILZIKIEK

Must See.

A MACK BENI,'

"'.
1113MN ballets &Campers

INFLATION

ROLLING MEADOWS'

1967 BUICK
SPORT WAGON

A one MOAN BHP good car. SEE NI

ye,

$095

eeeeeeneeme

nay wAife poodle puppia, MCC

small

ne,

runt A113 for 2125 or 2150 ouch.
You take away. All.Runl All need
work on 07 pcms..2541425
002,3672

666 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
392-6660
Closed Sundays

`3ST1040 "5 -

uwo 21783.251

T.= n' $995

$2666
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Bravos

HTS.

MiniOlko includes

R"f112o=CdO18116'-'-

2 DR. HARDTOP

ztg

11289 3672

bd

WT.., May 20 6 99, 9 Sprn,

WE INVITE INVESTIGATION*

0=17.7.1-

Nilhes,Pelt &Equipment
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sale

1-437,ttei.

eel, white

500

Pot. C 11439 S211

,'LL7glz
'`"
ca5,;_,0

,

fer intommeon VA% ow
man,
and ol,oec rte.

$695

6, '69 GALAXIE *

MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.

MGT.., Village
43,5500

res now broke

114fructs,Trailers

FOR ORIENTAL RUGS.

930 Mcholos Olvel

19661-,tleyXdso.

94 Ford Galado 100'
CI, Auto. trans. 58 Chevy, 268
1., WTI, glide, 3 Moos, tual

auto.

260.253.3092,1t3

258.67.25

1)5,2525,

1960, 1.door,

1,

Don't Fall For ANighPricel

SWITCHBOARD

SERVICE PLASTICS

CALL

.55Clieeygor,e1,

WANT TO BUY 2 or 3 bd....

PPIOPIF 056.0104 Est. S

Lk

Coll Dan at CL 5-3949

in. moo tor Ifinl.n.v

65 Olds4fIr.

WANTED. Hardtop runt comp

wIN

FUN SERVICES,
INC.

1969110NDA,

DistribvTenblp now available

ENTERPRISES INC.

Cip 9'0SF THEPE WEER®CIAL

RECEPTION

1.1

NORTH AMERICAN

StaNen'Ilegon

DEMAND

Call 439-4100

Cho

Chevy Coupe 009 en2,

AlliCZIrAISSFll5

64 any Ono.

EXTENDED BY

TENNIS COURT

6162.50.427-01119,21;7!520

'67 W. WAdt, Cooke, No.

111125tercycles and Scooters

Vol We, 196/ Old, 441 Convo,

$2335

2J

a

'X ATI 1°NTP Or'

42.995703 Te Bay

Gar. Sale 29, 30

.6.9ta 1

Mnr=a1
4°6
bust offer. 42yO1 (6.

fxcellont condition

MAVERICK

bd

AIR CONDITIONING

"ZI:riLii°314;.477164str°""

SECRETARY

d

3

PI

Ong con6.889.270 6.6 p.m.

41"13°101r0t-l'atioM0;6'901
'62 MG masa convert. Excell

270..00 255,66/

WITH EVERY
PURCHASE OF A

yd $31,600. 996.2901

Timberlake Village
0

tlt4tDatitttrt

1962 Chou, a

Nova

FREE

TE-RealEslateliouses

30,43,1296

o'rrn
19841"bundorbltd, white with red

112-Putornabiles For Sale

HOWARD SPROAT 8. CO.

Wednesday May27 1970

112 Automobiles For 3619

equtp.

u

take Ewer 12002 payments
541.9590

'rLIP79g5'9O6p yw

PALATINPROUINOMEADOVIS

CALL 439-0020

200

226.1000

A CAR
RADIO

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

23231141, Rd AM lits,

1967 Toyota Corona. Clean. One

Far

WE'VE GOT IT!

es

Plus freight mewl lout, taxes

BUSTER

Mg Rent Office Space

Kitc,A DKr/IT:Inc

TMA

... GOODMAN &CO.

UNIQUE NEW
MARKETING METHOD

eas;

Day or 1412,

112 Automobiles Fe Sale

r

ailohlo immediately. Can be

tor 6 coon SPJII 8 ReN 7 W.

9.3.139

'argle'°thtlrfrde=

1969 Ca
110-Spo0sCars

95,1875

KODEL SHAG CARNET 34.95

yd

-ADDRESSOGRAPHMULTIGRAPH CORP.

66 Dimness Opportudes

CLEANING PLANT

INFLATION

0436703

061nstaker

SAVERS

66-Resitelleseweels

Whde Roper as" .1 reIloe.

°

WEV CAM?

593.5400

ttl°,t,t

112 Automobiles for Sala

TOP TWO

FORD
w2011, nna.ea

1214Reatak3mal 9850100

THE

$279

CHOOSE FROM
EXAMPLE
'67 FORD
COUNTRY SEDAN
COMPLETE

INSURANCE ANO
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

amp

Album Conttst and mad d be

fore midnight of day aft, tomorrow to The Dig

5.,

her. Malls
$595

TRANSPORTATION
SPECIALS

1.44E' N

A-

uNieN RPM

boning, radio, whoewalls tinted gloss Gold
with gold vinyl roof

"3625

-

Hrwl(rn

Hun or on our FoundeM Month cele
bastion Just mem.. our showroom
ond register for
FREE weekend at

CONTEST FAN

the Martian For R Ono hee weekend
week ie be given away Reinsmber

Mallvt77_

you le always a winner wlwn you

GEMYTO

cote =reit
namT

II

1970 OLDS
F-85 SPORTS COUPE

bay ot Ladendorl Olds 'The World's
Largest Oldsmobile Dealership
Nothing 'alloy

Shack # 108712 Air conditioned,

factory equipment

5

/888

011tOrtlOtIC

transmission, power steering and brakes,
whitewalls wheel covers, tinted glass radio,
plus full factory equipment aspen green
with black vinyl top

Stock # 11741 V ft, automatic transmission,

power steering and brakes radio plus full

When others Ion

AN ESCAPE WEEKEND
FOR TWO AT THE
MARRIOTT HOTEL

Dad le BILL

1970 OLDS
CUTLASS S COUPE

Stock # 70746Z Automatic transmission,
V
power steering, disc brakes air condi

RISES BUD NV

..hce,
.00.a,

Canny Dicks Midweil

awe mew

maeaan

9 095

you

crayons or cutouts
Finally address Eh. tntry to

annewwwifig

10 WAGONS TO

lnow what the words are print
thsm In Iht, blank ,p lets Chp
anthemama-and poste it on

naps Print your
Iddn., and 241,
Code numb., &math it Dec
orate the entry In en,
original
iy tamp peoneatns

ce,fie

1970 OLDS
DELTA 88
HOLIDAY COUPE

'3350

ALL MIDWEST
BANK CARDS

_UP

WELCOME HERE

otwkno a v>1 NP,'"__MMIP

w_v4_11i

-

GREEN

STAMPS

Visit Your Friendly Kare Family Center Conveniently
Located At

430 N. ADDISON RD. AT IRVING PARK RD. ADDISON
901 W. DUNDEE RD. AT RTE 83 WHEELING
1010 S. ELMHURST RD. AT GOLF RD., MT PROSPECT

Not all Items In All Stores Due to Space Limitations

HEALTH 8r BEAUTY AIDS
YOU OWN THE SUN WITH COPPERTONE

$1.75

Coppertone
Lotion or Oil

Antiseptic

isit Your
Kure Suntan Center

SOLARCAINE

Bring your Kodacolor film to
us for BONUS PHOTO" proces ing!

LOTIONS, OILS, TANNING BUTTERS, TANNING SPRAY

stops

limmoommimmomi,,

H.

Tanya, Tanfastie, Sea 'N Ski, Swedish
Tanning Secret, Sungard

Coppertone

SUNBURN
BURNS & SKIN
IRRITATIONS

ONE TO
KEEP

1011.11KAPIVT4

mewl. n I

I

ICRIN
14/1.011C

Meister
Brim Beer

IDEAL FOR PICNICS

Bactine
Aerosol

Wash 'N Dri
Towelettes

12 Exposure Roll of $423
Kodacolor Film for a
Printed & Develop d

12c OFF BOTTLE

Micrin
Mouthwash

\k1 I It 1,,I111,,11,

$1.00 OFF
Rayex Sunglasses-

22's
ans

$1.59
Value

CARRY

AVAILABLE FOR 126, 127, 120, and 620 KODACOLOR FILM.

With Purchase of Any Pair

12 -oz

ONE 10

roll of Kodacolor film you have

men! We have BONUS PHOTO developed here. You have some
processing-unique photofinish- to keep, some to carry, some to
ing that gives you an extra wallet swap, some to mail.
print with every regular print.
Why wait until you return home?
You get over $2 worth of wallet Have your vacation snapshots depictures ... extra ... with every veloped here. Fast service.

22 POI MOM DISPOTAIlf 101111,111S
DOESN'T HURT THE HURT

ACTUAL SIZE PRINTS 3V, SQUARE ANO 2Tr SQUARE

Friends, guests, and country-

po,v,

88e

$1.37
Value

Value

At $1.98 and Up
Coupon Expires

INSTAMATIC

134

May 30

t,,`.

MUGS /6.

,,,

GOTHAM FOAM JUG HAS PLASTIC SCREW -ON LID & SPOUT

anon Foam
icnic Jug

Reg.
97c

Save
29c

GOTHAM FOAM

30 -Qt. Foam
Ice Chest

Reg.
88c

Save
20c

CONTAINS CAMERA WITH WRIST STRAP 1 ROLL CX
126-12 FILM, 2 BATTERIES ONE FLASH CUBE (4 FLASHES
Featurest

STRUCTO 24 FOLDING GRILL

Auto. Elec. Eye
Exp. Control
Sharp Preset Lens

Barbecue

Daylight & Flush
Shutter Speed 1 /SO Sec.

Reg. $24.88

Grill
imii 2-Regular $1.07, Save 28c

PICNIC SPECIAL

PICNIC TIME NEEDS

PICNIC SPECIAL

Sectional Picnic Plates ...
Plastic Serving Bowl ....
PICNIC SPECIAL

PICNIC SPECIAL

MULTICOLOR 5x4x4-NO SHARP EDGES
ARM ENDS ROUNDED-REG. 53,47-SAVE 88c

CARRYING CASE

3 $100
3 fort()
for

$1 0
,ar
Paper Plate Holders
Picnictime Tablecloth
191i
Brix Self Starting Charcoal .

"

Nalb

LARGE 78x40 WET STRENGTH PAPER

INSTANT, MADE FROM ORIGINAL HARDWOOD CHARCOAL

45i

A

--.-

NO. 12-P WITH AC JACK AND

41-

4

9,

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Prices Zthietiv Ara May 30th

-_

-

16-

WEATHER
Tonight: Variable cloudiness, chance of showers and
thunderstorms; low near

1011/

Telephone

aloe 'V' 119

aime

2554400

60. Tomorrow: Warmer,
chance of showers and

thunderstorms; high in 80s;

Your Horne Newspaper
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Teachers back on job

oard weighs 'teach out' penalty
By Mary Schlott

board will

take some dis-

ciplinary action against teachWith only 12 days to go till
schools' end, Elk Grove Dist.
59 teachers are back at the bargaining table after a half -day
"teach out" yesterday.

Weary teacher and school
board

bargainers huddled
briefly yesterday evening then
set another session for a week
later.

Despite the teach out the
teachers were back on the job
today.

ers who joined the half -day
walkout yesterday may be decided at a board meeting set for
8 p.m. Monday in the administration building, 2123 S. Arlington Heights Road, Arlington Heights.

Acting Supt. Al Waltman
last night refused to comment
as to possible penalties.
Deputy Cook County Supt.
George Gilluly had called the
action a strike for which "severest penalites," could be exacted. This could include loss
of pay --or dismissal, Gilluly

Teachers Council representatives hope to reach a settlement before the district's 502
teachers leave for the summer. said.
Observers are less optimistic,
Teachers Council spokesnoting that no northwest sub- man David Robert, Elk Grove
urban school district has set- Village, told The Day Wednestled with its teachers.
day night that the teachers'
group does not plan any more
WHETHER THE school "teach outs" at this time.
.

"The teachers are satisfied
that the 'teach out' achieved
its objective-of demonstrating

to the community their concern about plans for increased
sizes," Robert said,
"This question is so serious

class

that they are willing to put

their positions in jeopardy to
get the story across."

Teachers who joined the

REPORTS ON how many
teachers participated in the
walkout are also mixed.

Al Waltman told The Day
his

principals reported an
over-all turnout for the "teach
out" of 57 per cent.

turnout was "upwards of 80 to
85 per cent over-all."
Waltman said candidly that
his figures "may not be wholly
accurate."
"We are sure we have a cor-

rect count on the number of
teachers who left but are not

walkout drew a mixed reception from homeowners in Elk
Grove Village, Des Plaines.
Arlington Heights and Mount
Prospect.

Teachers Council spokesman David Robert. a Grove
Junior High teacher, said the

entirely sure as to the number

of teachers remaining in the
building," he said.
WALTMAN'S
TALLY
sheet showed 292 of 502 teachers joined the walkout and another 24 were absent for other
reasons.
Robert said those figures
may have come from sign -out
sheets passed out by principals
(Continued on page 2)

Catholic School Board
sets emergency parley
Grassroots contact, by Dist. 59 Teachers Council members
turned up_individual students' problems as well as concern or
:aiiiiryince over theleachers walkout Wednesday. Mrs. Donald

;Dion, 743 Millers Rd., Des Plaines, listened to Mrs. Judy

.iNhIpple point out possible increase of class sizes to 40 or 45 next
year in Dist. 59 schools. "My boy has student teachers teaching

The Catholic School Board
will meet Mbnday night in executive session to discuss what
happens next to archiocese

tion Committee has rejected

which would have allowed

doing?" Mrs. Dion asked. Accompanying. MIS, WhiPP/C.c.litiAx."

schools.
The system, with nearly

lington Heights resident and Teachers COuncil treasurer, was
another teacher,Mrs. Roberta Schneider of Elk Grove Village.
(Additional photo on Page 2)

suburban Cook County and
Lake County, is in financial

him mathematics and reading. What is his regular teacher

in the age of the computer,
when a number is assigned td
everyone and everything, that

credit cards been used.
Unless the numbers

signed to Mr. and Mrs. Andrews,

or

two people can disappear without a trace.

they themselves
show up, police say they have
no where to turn.

And investigating agencies
can't do anything until one of

Neither the FBI, state nor
county police will enter the

the numbers shows up.

case until there is evidence in-

Mr. and Mrs. Edward P.
Andrews, both 62, of 738 S.
Vail, Arlington Heights, disappeared two weeks ago
tonight after attending a party
in the Sheraton -Chicago Ho-

tel. They were last seen by
friends as they left the hotel garage at 9:30 p.m.

The Andrews' auto, a 1969
"black over yellow" Oldsmobile sports coupe, bearing Illicense number BB
9986, has not been seen by

linois

anyone, despite an all -points
bulletin
issued throughout
the country by Chicago Police
and a continuous search by
them and Arlington Heights
Police.

THE NUMBERS on the
Andrews' two bank accounts
have not been revealed by po-

lice but bank officials report
that the numbers on the ac-

counts have not been used

since

the

couple's

dis-

appearance. Nor have their

Mount

Prospect

Village

ceived a petition yesterday

signed by 75 residents along
Catalpa Lane, requesting a
stop sign at the intersection of

Catalpa and Lavergne in the
Mount Shire area.
The petition read: "We the
undersigned would like a stop
sign at Catalpa and Lavergne.

Meeting
Tonight
Harper College Board,
Algonquin & Roselle Rds.,
Palatine; 8 p.m.

bikes which race down Catalpa

Lane are unbearable.

Due to the fact that there are
many small children on Catalpa Lane, we are in a constant state of worry for fear of
some child being injured or

nonpublic schools --even a bill

state income tax credit for tuition and fees paid.to nonpublic
schools.
"Before Monday's decisive
vote against state aid, the Sen-

ate by a vote of 50-2, set up
machinery

to

pay

was obviously based on the
state aid to nonpublic schools
will force hundreds of them to
close down this June.
"This seems to be what cer-

our disappointment to be expressed in

tain members of the Illinois

tion.

Board member.

JOHN CARDINAL Cody

that

denying

Senate would desire.
"AS THE spiritual leader of

By K.C. Radtke

three streets adjacent to the 80 -

acre Catholic high school and

former seminarian center
bounded by Dryden, Euclid,
Oakton and Drury Ln., most
of the first residents contacted
opposed any low-income hous-

ing because it would devalue
their property.
Low-income housing became an issue last month when

an ad hoc Committee of Concerned Metropolitan Citizens
representing several organiza-

posal indicated that the low-income housing would serve
non -whites, but the Viatorians

later corrected the concept to
cover incomes from $7,000 to
$ 12,000.

The religious order is studying the proposal and is not expected to make a decision earlier than late June.
Many concerned citizens attended a recent Sunday meeting called by the committee to
discuss "racial justice" and
the nature of the proposed development.

fib WEVER, MANY people went away unconvinced
of the project's feasibility.

"It's not a question of color
of skin, but whether the lowincome people will take care of
the housing," she said.

"I would be against tenement -type

dwellings,"
Stephenson added.

Mrs.

posed the Viatorians sell 50 of
60 acres of their land for con-

struction of a housing devel-

By Ben Clarke

Northwest suburban riders
on the Chicago & North West-

released Tuesday by Morton 1.

gested. The committee also
proposed that the housing be
limited to individuals from a
minority class who work in the
northwestern suburbs but
presently cannot afford to live
here.
First statements on the pro-

"IF THERE IS A way to
define a price structure to insure that decent people get in,
then I might favor the idea,"
said Mrs. Noel Stephenson, a

young mother of three children who has lived on Dryden
Pl. for two years.

cause, "I don't have all the

facts and can't make a judgment."

wears glasses.

t

'

SIMON

SUBU
SAYS
The faster you go the sooner you get there, and then what?

ElOttentstasectlitt-

be consulted about the consequences of the Senate's denial of state aid and about our
plans for the future.

ever, allow

hasty or poorly -planned ac-

hopefully will unite us even
more closely in our plans for

"WE SHOULD not, how-

"We now need the calm,

careful

leadership

of

our

"We're struggling just as
hard as the low-income people," the young mother explained, "and if low-income
groups come in en masse

I'd

hate to see a lot of migratory
(Continued on page 2)

the future."

Village Hall
will close
The Mount Prospect
Village Hall will be closed
tomorrow for all business,
because Memorial Day

falls on Saturday, Virgil
Barnett, village manager,
announced yesterday. Police and fire departnent
personnel will of course be

on duty, and emergency
crews of the Public Works
Department will be on call
for emergencies.

Commuters have few days
left before fares go up 6%

No one was home at 13 of Kovin, commission examiner.
the 23 houses canvassed.
The second and final hear-

tions and communities pro-

workable plans for the future.
"With great emphasis I
wish to say since all Catholics
were asked to participate in the
campaign for state aid, all
Catholics ---especially parents
of our pupils and members of
our parish school boards-will

mitted to Catholic schools now
face a great challenge.
"Our present problems

Neighbors give pros,cons
on low-income housing
Low-income housing won't
come easy to Arlington
Heights, if it comes at all, according to neighbors of the Viatorian Novitiate.
In a door-to-door canvass of

Archdiocesan School Board
which met in special session
Tuesday and which will meet
many more night to develop

"Catholics who are com-

presumption

TOWNHOUSES OF 400 to
500 units were originally sug-

to think about the

sponsible leader in both the religious and civis community, I
shall take vigorous steps to defend the rights of Illinois nonpublic schools.

children forced out of nonpublic schools closed because of financial problems. This action

source said.
Mrs. Andrews' brother,
John B. Rynak of Lake Forest,
told The Day last night that he
hasn't heard any further news
from relatives and that the An-

difficult

nonpublic schools. As a re-

"The Senate's action is an

opment.

but that he checks with police
every day. He said he finds it

this governmental plan which,
in effect, may shut down many

appalling disappointment to
thousands of people who have
campaigned long and hard for
state aid. I know how they feel.

or keep the estate only if no
relatives could be found, the

drews' car hasn't turned up

am deeply concerned about

public

schools for the education of

ern Railway had better enjoy
Eight people who volun- their last rides at the present
teered comments in yester- lower fares, since increases of
day's canvass disliked the idea 6 per cent will go into effect
of low-income housing in their Monday morning.
neighborhood. One man faThe findings of the Illinois
vored it and one woman had
Commerce Comntission were
no opinion.

Mrs. Andrews is 5 ft. 4 in.,
140 pounds, has a: slender
build, light complexion, blue
eyes and gray hair. Andrews is
6 ft. I inch, 190 pounds'islender build, light complexion,
brown eyes, gray hair, has a
tatoo on his lower left arm and

to qualify for traffic signs or

several bills for state aid to

rolling some 300,000 pupils, I

few minutes," said Mrs. John
Langdon, Catholic School

situation:

He added, however, that if
taxes aren't paid the property
could be sold for back taxes

a Catholic school system en-

thing that you can whip up in a

ment on the Catholic school

rights.

petitiion, told Barnett that he

_ signals.

next few weeks. "Coming up
with a 10 or. I I million dollar
deficit in a hurry is not some-

has issued the following state-

mean he forfeits any property

possibility of foUl play be-

According to state law, intersections must fulfill certain
"warrants" standards in order

then forget to mail the letters. J.H.C.

someone is missing doesn't

killed."
Police Chief Newell Esmond, who was in Barnett's office when he was studying the

would have police make a traffic count at the intersection on
Monday.

,(

To make a trip to the post
office, purchase stamps and

Cowen said the fact that

and lien put on the property.
IF MISSING persons don't
FBI-- a federal offense of some show up within a "reasonable
indication that the couple has length of time," the courts
been taken across state lines.
can, upon the petition of a relative, appoint a conservator or
ASST. STATES ATTY. Jo- receiver to protect the properseph Poduska said the An- ty, according to Cowen.
drews' relatives could, through
Another attorney said it
proper legal channels, search must be assumed that a mortthe couple's possessions.
gage might be involved and if
the mortgage company became
PODUSKA SAID the state aware of the situation, officials
rarely "comes across a situ- would call it to the attention of
ation such as the Andrews's the court.
case" and estimated that 99
Concerning the question of
per cent of missing persons' a will, he said that if a person
cases in the suburbs are has one, the original is usually
cleared up within a short
kept in a safety deposit box and
while.
seldom is a copy kept by the
Richard A. Cowen, attor- attending lawyer.
ney and Wheeling Township
He said there is no provision
Republican
committeeman, in Illinois for the formal filing
said that in the case of missing of a will although in other
persons' property, the state states it would be filed with the
"will not step in unless there county clerk.
are minor children."
THE STATE has nothing to
Andrews has two adopted
children, Barbara, 20, and do with a person's property or
will until after seven years
when he is legally assumed deceased and would take it over

"The heavy flow of school
buses, cars,, trucks and mini -

A number of board meetings may be planned in the

Day

marriage.

dicating proof of foul play, a
kidnapping in the case of the

Catalpa Ln. residents
seek Lavergne stop -sign
Manager Virgil Bamett re-

Gripe
Of The

Gerald, 24, from a previous
as-

difficulties now that state aid
to non-public schools has been
rejected by the legislature.

Despite computers, science
the Andrews 'disappeared'
It's difficult to believe that

300.000 pupils in Chicago,

"The Illinois Senate Educa-

ing was on May 12. There was
an earlier two-day session May
8-9.

NO ONE APPEARED in
opposition to the increases

from Chicago or any of the
suburban communities, said
Kovin. He attributed the favorable finding (for the railroad) to the fact that though
the number of "commuters
has continued to increase, the
cost of doing business has risen

faster, so as to neutralize the
benefit of the increased busi-

ness." '
"The expected increase in

commuters has not been as fast

' as it should have been," said
Kovin.

Frank V. Koval, director of
public relations fork the Chi-

cago and North Western, said
yesterday (Wednesday) that

there has generally been a 5
per cent annual increase in the

The increases

are based

upon a complicated formula
said Kovin

that establishes

"fair value rate base"

as a
number of commuters at the guideline.
northwest suburban statiors,
but he said that the 1969 inTHE EXISTING RATE of
crease (over 1968) was only return (net profit) if 4.95 per
about 3 per cent.

THE FARE INCREASES
for stations in The Day circulation area will be as follows
(new and old monthly, as well
as individual being shown:
Des Plaines
Old
$26.50/$1.00,
$29.10/$1.05.
Mount Prospect
Old
$29.15/51.10,
$30.90/$1.15.
Arlington Heights
Old
$30.30/$1.15,
$32.10/$1.20.
Palatine
Old
$32.65/51.25,
$34.60/11.35.

new
new

cago Transit Authority's extension of its facilities along
t h e Kennedy. Expressway
northwest to Jefferson Park,
has cut into the company's
commuter traffic more than
expected.

Koval added that another
new

factor was the decrease in rac-

ing days at Arlington Park
from 103 to 72.

new

The railroad is currently
serving a total of 9,000 commuters daily at the four stations, according to Koval: Des
Plaines, 1,500, Mount Pros-

pect, 2,500, Arlington
Heights, 3,400 and Palatine,
1,600.

cent. The increases just granted will bring this to 5.17 per
cent, Kovin said.
Koval, the railroad's
spokesman, said that the Chi-

AS ICC EXAMINER Kovin expressed it, if one were to

invest $1 million in the Chi-.
cago and North Western, that
money under the newly granted increases could be expected
-to earn a return of close to 10

per cent in some corporate
bonds that areconsidered
safe investment
fin

THE DAY
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5 Scouts
earn Eagle
awards

Thursday May 28 1970

Board weighs penalty
r 'teach outers'
(Canneondfrom Ihn.i II
in tin districts 20 ra.hoola in

Arlingtn

I can ozc your pone re
tunnel Mrs Sclep But whaa

Mount
Proapect Des Hones and Elk

my child is in school Imp ry
Grove Village He ad it was trig t teacher s axioms but by
unlikely that every teacher child is not mama what I to
joining the walkout signed the Wring for."
she.
-You're asking us to stand
behind

Dempster Junior
High,
Mount Prospect, had 33 teach -

Couldn't

out other Icaflets. "Were going to have class sizes over
55;' he confided. "We want
you to know how concerned
we are about it:. Wednesday
night Robert complained that
Supt. Waltman that "uses his
statistics very loosely" altar
metropolimn paper said Waltman put Dist. 59's teacher.

Will Of teachers," she confided.

"We made sure every child
safe

when

we

planned this 'Nosh out". Mn.
Whipple told her "We left
some Wuhan in every build -

largo class sizes.

At DI Mille, Rd.. Teachrs Council Treasurer Mrs.
Judy Whipple of Arlington
Height told Mrs. William Se-

"Just let us Mao if we can
do anything to get the kids

"We're concerned because there am ping to he uptin

has a first grader at High Ridge
Knolls School.
'Call your school board

next year.'.

"credibility gaps" the
Teachers Council is continsuch

uing to barp,zin for next yeur's
teaching contracts.

Streams commission seeks
access to Weller Creek

full scale session next Wednesay. to plan how to educate

The failure to gm little more
than a negative response, was
capped by such oilman for refund as "Tee never been bothered by flooding."

mom bed

long &WM.

a

y

,

the required easement approv-

P

es
able to get rrnly one
signed agreement out of 11 for

elements to allow equipment
onto private creek property,
the commission will attempt to
approtch the 84 homeowners

in the vicinity of Berkshire In.
and Hiawatha Av.

The Illinois Division of We- als as seen as possible.
desires a temporary
The commission agreed Ian
easement strip. up to shout 20 night that a necessary part of
feet. on which they can bring their campaign will he erase and park their equipment fur cure absolute village cornthe Rojo..
millment to the principle that
terstrays

.This strip lies "outside"

permanent casement strip, up

Day by Day

they will maintain the creek Brter the project is completed.

Back home again
By Catherine O'Donnell
Charles and laura

miaow in a

Pavel

hardly mot.hd their home

tom of

Arlington Heights

who they arrived this week.
The last time the Pavers saw

the village, World War II had
just ended. It was 1945. They

cohere no

une knew countryu
wu were saying? You might get lucky sadrun
into someone like Airs.
Chris Bauske, a school teacher
who is also a well -season mem-

ber of the Arlington Heights

couldn't believe the changes.
The Foods are stayine wrth
Jahn and Helen Sebastian. for.

Village Theatre and an expert

mer neighbors on Wing Si.

Panchic,
Said

One of the few things remain -

ins that look the dme if

Pa-

ls old house just too doors

from the old Poet Mice on

at Charades,
is the case of R4 ischke

13.year-old boy
who has Mu arrived from Yu-

up In Arlington.

ing and they don't know what
he !saving-when he speaks.

vennry was celebrated with a
dinner given for them by
Latira's cousins. Dora Radloff
and Zelda Ells.
"We sat at the table after

dinner reminiscing for three
ho.. It wm like corning back
from the grave to come back
here," Laura said.

"Everything is so different,
except one thing, the depot.
The old train dation cedsdniy
looks the same." The Pawls

will be with the Schaal.s for
the weekend,

ONCE BEFORE
Old

timers

Arlington
Heights who were discussing
the disappearance of the Edward Andrews' couple are remembering back about 20
years. lust about that time, a
in

young mother of three children drove to the Arlington
Heights railroad station to
meet the train her husband arrived on every eventing.

She wasn't there when he
got off. She was never seen

TTThe Car she was driving was
feud out in the country near
Lake of the Hills. The boyd of
the woman, whose name is remembered as Mrs. Wing, was
found inaswamp by 2.boys.

Mischke, who, I'll bet, will
be Mike, before long. Is in the

South Junior
High. He doesn't know what

7111

grade

at

the rancher or the kids are say-

Wheeling, Forest View and
Hersey high schools in District

whipped potatoes, applesauce.

The problem for teacher
Chris is to find someone who
can act as an interpreter or late
to the boy in Slovak.
The first few days that

"Mike" went to school he arived al 7 in thc morning when
schoolsbens in Yugoslavia.
Chri had to explain to him
that

until
father

teachscho hoc did not open

uh later. His grandis

still

practicing his

own English and besides he
works, Co help will have to

Salad

from her auto.

Prospect youths win recogniti n
Mooet Prospect
youths and a Prospect Meadows resident were among the
130 Harper College students
who received rccognition.on
Sixteen

their yew, address and activity

400 S. Snurscon, San. See-

arc:

ate.

Christine J. Busse. mphomore, 615 S. Owen Sc.. Har-

Jim McDonough. freshman, 223 & Main St.. Student

Carmel roll anrent, milk.
t:t

Available domed. pineapple sliced, vanilla pudding,

apple pie, pink marble .4,
sugar cookies.

To be served Friday in Mac.
van schools in District 23.:
Hamburger, french fries,
fruit cup, sttnshine cake, milk.

Publ..

doily,

Monday

Nome.-

056. ran. or.
ar 217 S. Arlington Heights

Prospect, III.
Pd

Arlingron Heights, M. 60004
and 701 Center, Des Plaines, 111
60016.

Subscription
town
'

Senate. Who's Who.
Michael F. Wells. fresh-,
Cm
In N. Fasavood,eats
Dots W 11. freshman. 626,

FaenIty and special gutsts
of the Harper Student Affairs

Thomas V. Koehler, sophmoor, 210 N. William St.,

Jeffrey Schneider, frah.
maw, 1112Stratford Rd., track.
Linda Soils, sophornom,
305 N. Maple, Pom Pon.

effit S. Manic U., Publican..

George Spank, Melon.

Drama, 519 S. Ed.rd, Publi-

(HON. Elmhurst, Student Seo-

cation -Harbinger.
Linda Vogel. freshman, 762

MTne attended a dinner for the

student.
Mount Prospect recipients.

baseball.

Gail Model freshmen. 523
N. Fairview. Pam Pon.
Sue McDade, sophomore.

me.

lions -Halcyon.
Kate Tangle),

freshman,

Halcyon,
Chuck Thielmann,

(Canln,,,,lfrom Pane II
and Negro families mow in
who Joel appreciate It lowincome housing., then I would
be against it."

OTHER WOMEN to.
pressed the same concern for

the Cobb. of individuals who
might move into law -income
housing.

A few a the housewives
shared sentiments

low.-

come families frequently are
in sore need of better, places to
live.

Such a proposal could work

successfully on the Viatorien

Pm..

sory "blending" couid easily
occur in :to arc a "co pletely
mrrounded by e ra ge of
homes," Domino emp asized.
Others disagree,
+going

that it is ridiculous to bring
lowtincon teeps to a known
high-expensarea.

a property last.

"The whole thing9 hones
done to provi a point," she
continued.
Few

persons

poorer workers who toweled
from the city to their jobs in
the suburbs.

"ARLINGTON

°HOW COULD THEY [dford to live here." many of

dewy. Elk
has

it,"

an

However, the fear that such
low-income groups hone -nay
Pruitt" property designed es.
tificially for them has sullied

'The zoning will be thrown
off Mel theY've alinaga bnce.

ok (lower

deadly in the minds of these
residenth, many of whom
moved troth congested urban
centers to Arlington Heights.
KENNETH E. DOUGAN,
11W Euclid, who favor, the

mid.

VeumoilY,
havean olocir

nice

HEIGHTS

doesn't have that much in.

complained.

careful about zoning in ArWigton Heights,. women

Grove Villagne
elderly woosa

"Whuever hires these (co-

income), 'should
see that they have housing.?
A widow hard-pressed to

woke the tax payments on her

cent to live hem.
Ira expasive
too." she
on, "and I
don't know if theae people (the
hoc committee) know
ad,

EVEN THOUGH the al tractive "over 46"
an
speaking had heed on DO'den
Pl. 15 Veer, she stressof, nffis

been u struggle to eve bete

end It would be a shame intake

Euclid Av. home, said that if
Viatorian land would
eventually be sold or ,used
In: property should be used for
elementary school. a
park or a senior citizens development.

YOUNGER WOMEN opposed multiple dwellings. but
commented that home. would
be all right, adding that "you

thin

the

kite

hot Yorr can't solve
problem by saying it

mach..

nurses,

maintenance men. evenRur-

track.

Obituaries

just dent build low4ocome
homes,

lower

even

Olive M. ThOrek

priced

homes than nthan than nth'

familiesthin nt'

Olive M. Thuerk, 73. of,
Cm. Lake Oaks. Wis., died

yesterday at Holy Family Hosend I don't know what they pital in Des Plaines.
Survivors are a daughter:
M. by 19909°9m° hDelorics
0. Schlag of Prospect:
infs." said a mother of three
Heights. three gemdchildren,
adolescent boys.
and a sister, Rose Hinrichs of.

t don't think It will hat..

UCHRI LITERATURE.

trost of it bigoted, has brand.ibuted in the neighborhood
regarding
the
low-income
housing proposal, she said.

She frankly didn't have any
opinion on the proposal.
"There's otem to Mins
here than neighbors." the coneluded.

Pomona,

Visitation will he after 3 this
at Oehler Funeral
Home in Des Plain.. Services!
will be conducted by the Rev..
afternoon

K. Bruno Newmann toinore.
row at 1,30 pm. in the funeral,
home chapel. Burial will be in,

Elm Lawn Cemetery in !Elm:
hurst.

A new

gm'

I01113:

restaurant
unlike
any

holiday

mss

double mummy

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER! CALL US "COLLECT" WITHIN 48 HOURS!

and in Mexicol Ponied Exciting Attractioral
Luxurious Resort Facilities!

0161 Three exciting, sandaled days end three

,irdang neverdo.be.foramen menu exploring
the wonders of lively, lusty Tucson, Arizona' end
molic, romantic Nogales, Mexico. Sightsae North
end South of the border, swim, peng, shelf, end./
delicious meels1 The oration of a lifetime-years
for on embriroly low $79.95 -COMPLETE!'

Yen loamy fun Spina hall is complimentary
-courtesy of GAC Properties Inc of Arizona,
so flat you con see for yeomen the golden

opportunities for Arizona ay....train end
the opportunities for Mating in Arizona
real

estte.
Ws ml part al the GAC Introductory Offer
that's cowing
sensation everywherel Don't miss
this great oppOliunityl
Coil

exciting dem% NOW! No ablIgetion.

(Offer
limited. to own. couples over 73 -}curt
C
l ages)

lex

months.

10

rents o

ae

daily ward in a ea

less than on the road. Hell

long trips is about 2,100 miles
a week, depending on the type
of roads being (roofed and the
amount of extra sightseeing.
Here is a list of items the

hemmer Everett.

Mrs. Everett exercised her
unique influence' through her
spectacular development and
rensformation of the 450 -acre
Arlington Park.

Until the early 1960s, her
dpergics were devoted to carrying out the dream of her late
father, Benjamin F. Lind helmet, of making the Holing (on race track one of the seem
thoroughbred racing establishments to be found any-

where in the world.

IN THESE years the Arlington Park track established

long list of 'firsts" for any
thoroughbred
race track in the U.S. Air conditioned seats overlooking the
traak, escalators and color
closed circuit TV were a Rya(
them.
MCITopolitan

Mm. Everett took an even
more bold step. She moved the
thoroughbred racing from

Washington Park at Homo woad in southern Cook County, also owned by her, to Arlington Park. This move gave
Arlington more than 100 days
bf racing, extending the season
horn mid -May to mid -Septem-

ber. It was a season no other
Illinois thoroughbred track

vemion center announcemml.
Philip Levin of Gulf and Western stopped unannounced and
appoiMment to au
without
Mrs. Everett and proposed affiliation with G and W. The uffilimion was announced in Oc-

MRS. EVERE1T remained

th.gh the racing memo of
1969. Many taller, she could
,have remained in chage of
had
Arlington Park for
she not had such strong ronvictions about the problem of
increasing attendance at Ar.
!legion Park races.

Mrs. Everett who had tried
so many new approaches and
spent millions in the process,

looked upon night racing as
the great opportunity to go
thoroughbred racing to grow
as other major mem are growing in the Chicago area.
In the last days of the 1969
season she got Illinois Racing
Banal permission to conduct

From 1948 there was one
nagging problem et the Arlington track. Despite all the
firsts and such track creations
dine richest race in the worldt
total attendance could at hest
belittle more than maintained.

WHILE TIIE population in
northern Cook. County M-

antled 50 per cent end in-

cotae doubted, there was no increase in the number of racing

porous. Yet the operatiOnal
costs and taxes at Arlington in.
creased sharply.
As
the
mid -1960s approache d, M arjorie Everett

tinue by writing a column con -

caning Scoryu.Cinquain. and
Sijo.
The

words Senor. Cin-

ono -half years ago.

"WE WILL have

more

parking space than

rare good fm OnItsd Me only

Northwest Highway from the
Park is a 400 -room Howard
Hotel that will de.
upon the Arlinon
101
Towers Hotel complex
will
(militias. There will be
more-,soon despite.tight mooey because as Schaumburg's
mayor. Bob Archer, likes to
suy, "The northwest suhurbs
are on the hottest piece of ml
estate in the United stmts."
Marjorie Undhelmer Ever co had a big hand in making it

hear? What does night sound
like? Noise, noise everywhere
and it's always there. Children
hear the buzzing of bees. the

honking of harm, Oa crackling of cemat the barking of
dogs, and many othen. We

an

named for the -Japanese Peel
who originated this verse

may deal with anything, Haiku
poem
wis small kind of nature
with references to naas
as

has

in

The wham of the hatl

The yelling of the

large

Korea.

In

English,

Slots written in six line, each

line containing six to eight syl-

nah Temple.

Other major decisions were

treasurer and state compute-

made Wednesday.

of tawdry.

labi.. Sijo is more difficult for
small children and should not
he introduced until your child
has learned about dividing

kr.

dent el public instruction was

be hold in 1978 if the now constitution is approved. The new
plan would not affect any state
officers being elected this ywr
or in 1972.

abolished as an elective once .

Tame were attempts to me
mtomy general, secretary of
slateand prymmr rropritro,d

Under the new constitution.
this officer would be appoint.

no,ronren, were

lubrimnion.

don. The Illinois Genial As-

by the

shor
II

APPROVED WERE elec.

30-60 YEARS

Auction to benefit
Loyola m eel center

till a quart.
BOWS

You'll have more than six
ounces of great Bourbon in
reserve. Jim Beam is the result
of a I 75 -year -old family art a tradition that began in 1795.
Say, "Jim Beam. The quart,
please!"

learn the facts about

FARMERS NEW

lovely to halm, to and read.
I
would like to suggest
books for further meetings on
short verse forme

175'
Mod

Galleries of Palm Beach. Flo.

Among the highlights of the
auction will la a George IV
Silver Gilt Warwick Equestrian Trosby Cup made in Lon-

.E7

don in

go -Mks pram rya am weer
profaned Mks said entitled

on dollar collection of fine
ass, limishing rare winting,
umiture, preen.. silver and

XV Marble Top Acajou Serra

end broader coverages.

jades compiled by Trosby Art

vited.

1st Si.. Oakbrook. Ill. June 6 -

1822; "Antibes", a
paining by the French artist.
Eugene Boudin) and a make

Featured will be a one mile

nicr.

The public is cordially on

JIM.BEA

bto role sayings Plus new

Before YOU renove
olk fa us first

KENTUCKY

NnUOyryo pgp

HjltVE YOU
WRITTEN A BOOK?

The executive director of a well-known Nov York publish.
ing tionwill ha hallo Arlington Heights, Monet Prospect and
Des Plaines area in late dune. He will he interviewing local
authors ton quest for finished manuscripts suitable for book
publication. All subjects will be considered, including fiction

(without cost ar obligation), please write immediately deoribing
your work and stating which part of the day (e m. or p.m.) you
wroulil prefer far an appointment. You will promptly receive a
confirmation fur a definite Dow and place.
Authors with completed manuscripts Unable to
cre Mal
send them directly to us for a free reading and evaluation.
We
ea
will also be glad to hear from those whose literary works are
still in progress. Please address:

Mr. Thermo Hungerford

CARLTON PRESS, INC.

Formers Insure. Group

JOHN LABIAK
392-1250
1068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

2 WEEK SCHOLARSHIP
WIN A "FREE '
MICKEY OWENS
OR GLEN BECKERT'S

84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011
Phone 212:243-8800

TO

BASEBALL SCHOOLS!

HERE'S HOW YOU CAN WIN
not the Cal s Roast Bent Restaurant near

words into syllables.

After !awning about the
Haiku and Cinquoin verse
forms, Sijo earl be on interesting writing experience. It is

15 miles per gallon of gasnline.
Comfortable mileage on

get c9ught

_

Married men
between

he

and is based on 300 miles
miles of

Adjust the headlights: check motor club's touring departthe brakes and all lights: in- ment suggests you refer to
spect radiator. Ell battery; when planning your melon.
cheek alignMent, steeril.C. air
cleaner; and provide both a littorso n I items: travel
ter bag and a duplicate set of clothes. dinner clothes. sports
keys.
equitiment, beach
Next plan your trnvtl mule fishing license, medication,
thoroughly. Select a route But camera and film, medic and
in lodes what you wont to WC thread, travelers checks. valid
and dill leaves ample 6na to driver, license, sun glasses.
re urn hero° Safely. It is Advis- field glasses, navel iron, motor
alo e to plot your course on club' credentials.

governor. hut these

"HY
w"'
d'"'in'
haw
board is
to be
made Up
end ne-

the governor. would Ise elected

In addition.

should:

ed by a slam board of educe -

est you and register in our Baseball Contest.

There will be 12 Winners in each area be,
tween May&July,1970.6Winnerswill receive
a scholarship to Mickey Owen's Baseball
School fora 2 Week duration in Miller, Its.

There's No Mystery About It,

scud ...and 6 Winners will spend a one
week period at the Glean Beckett's Day

And No Gamble...

School nearest you. Scholarships do not
clude transportation cost or pocket money
for winners. Boys learn haw to play baseball
from the ?Pro's"... play at least 2 games a
day ... Register Today, You could be our 1st
i

In Fact, It's Downright Convenient

Haiku in English by Harold
Henderson.

Anthology of Korean Poetry by Peter H. Lee,

To Earn up to

COMPLETE PRICE TAX INCLUDED

On Your Savings

Free Cub's Baseball Pictures with each purchase. Buy Cub Power Souvenirs, Caps, An
togrephed Balls, Me. All at Reduced Prices.

6

All Elms 8-14 Years of Age are Eligible

4 GREAT SANDWICHES

...

Roast Beef -U. S. D.0. Choice Beef,
stacked high on a toasted Sesame Bun

-Tasted

at

Corned Beef -Lean and Tastee, served
. on

In the ToWer0 Lounge, 'Celan Heaart
'
Plays guitar and ulna In Seven language..

FAMILY DI

We Come
To You
WatolbUntiThiterteoteL

h.
Pon reservation s...Ill 394.000.

)

SD ROOM OR CARRY OUT '

Melted Swiss Cheese on a toasted Sesame
Rye Ran.

Spend all 'evening at

AsMCIaloatinith"=
lizononpkliolsestecIlltoo

toasted Sesame Rye Bun.

Ham & Swiss-Baked Ham, topped with

A Moat entertaining
b.kgeoUnd for clooktalle.

On*

way of wipers, tires, oil mil

be of the same party . attorney
spheral. secretary of stale,

'foe first such election will

If you have completed a hook.length manuscript (or nearly
so) on any subject, and would She a professional appraisal

Sijo is a verse form of poetry

birthday, will be prmented to
dm public between 2 and 5
p.m. at the hospital. Principal
sparer will be Judge Otto
Keno, a member of the Medi-

calling for elections ofst. of fleas in even years when no

taw offices for governor and
lieutenant governor who will

and man -fiction, pactry..invertiles, religious nooks, etc.

that dates back to fourteenth

serving thomands of persons a

terday at the Constitutional
Convention for a provision

for only a two-year period with
the mutt election taking place
in 1978.

"Out!" culls the umpire!
The Cinquain form was
originated by Adeleide Crapcontains Into lines and hes a
two - four - six - eight - aro
syllable count.

Program,

Con-Rn delegates from the
northwest suburbs voted yes-

crowd!

. (1978-1914). This form

cage unit Hospital, 2211 N.

Con -Con OKs stage fficers
elections in non -national years

Loyok University Medical
Center will benefit from an
Japtingto write our freo verse. iday calebitioo-auction to be
tagal within the Oak Brook
anese is an ancient form of
Japanese poetry. Sener was Sports Core at York Rd. end

pre. his ideas on any subject.

homey program on pert of NaSena! Shrine Hospital Day,
Sun. June 7. The area celebration will beat theStiriners Cld-

common lire extinguishers and reporting Hat conditioro or fire themselves," said Harry W.
Croon, Ampex manager of safety and security. The Ampex security force particpates in a regular
schedule a training involving outside experts and covering a wide rouge
safety nod wearier
service responsibilities.

"What do you hear?" before

Haiku with the five iraven five syllables. but gives the
child the opportunity to ex -

of Medinah Temple
will participate in the "open

ing the men the busies of what to look for in appmising or approaching a lire, gaining confidence in

IN 1976 STATE officers
of the touch of things, their yoming up for election in that
colors, odors, and aounds.
ear, and this would include

the same three

tentate

Recently, tile security force for Ampex Corporation's four buildings in the Centex Industri.
Porli, Elk Grove Village, conducted a special week -end firefighting session. Presiding over the
omion were mendiers of the Elk Grove Village Fire Deparimenk Fighting various bin of
mmimstibles with different extinguishing methods MS taught "Of annoy importance was teach-

The office

ture.' the season,

green, Arlington Heights, Po-

meezmwere

national election is held.

ECONOMICAL CAR TUNEUPS

(414) 273-0901
Ask for Walt Painter

firmed.
Already half built across the

PLUGS 'N' POINTS

FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL "COLLECT"

40icfs

ran Park is already beingcon-

form. It differs front Haiku in
that the topic. written about

Oak Park. 'The
marking the

Then came the reel DOMb,

ing a convention center and
year around program of se.
vice.s and act i vines for Arlin

on the use of the five senses cold snow, soft fluffy feathers
an. A child's language is a language or sensory things telling

McCormick. Place. Our food
in
service is experienced

"We are definitely going to
build a new hotel next Ver.

in the unincorpOrated
area of Cook County.
bccn

take cach of the senses
stint and m,lic
abraut them in tho
wiry.,

Walter 91.0111, 0265. Ever-

know just what you need in the

Heights. The park had always

wary. and Sijo sound difficult
for children to understand until you explain that !Ike Haiku
they are only unrhymed verse
forms end can to very beautiful.
The orating of thew verso
forms. grow out of a lesson

northwest suburbs in the decade of the 1960s. Arlington
Park would build a

that November day two and

milnity. She directed the incorporation of Arlington Park
into the village of Arlington

listen, and what do you

A teacher friend of mine
suggested the after talking
with you about Haiku. 1 con-

what stands as the most important announcements for the

Mrs. Everett told The Day on

affecting Arlington
Park and the northwest mom-

Talk with a teacher
By Esther F. Colton

emergency.

decision

Unrhymed verse prim

over matched.

surance that you are *pared
for anything-including an

be conclusive in b0 short a test.

The deep wisdom of creat-

tober.

Tug et We Ewnumee, Thosela

within sneers fer priority Warman.

Met7rtsce'e'elr6W0167'd

Begin by having your car
masked by a mechanic who is
familiar with your car. Repair
costs at home are often much

Iffithing gaffe like It anywhere

cam.

able. Once everything is in
der you can drive with Me as-

route selection end

both your t he budgeted carefully. The motor club estimates that two people can travel for about 540 a day. This figure represents only occemilicsi
food, tips, lodging, gas and oil:

Everett made her Ian major

hotel

On Nov. 22, 1967, in a Day
interview, Mrs. Everett made

During dinner The Notables play old
and new tunes for danoing. Starting
at IMO, they blend muelo,
Song and comedy End -Mull
Top Of the Towers
into A °Upper dub.

make your trip more enjoy-

IMMEDIATELY after the

The

decision.

c lidd Rds,

always on Luxe dining.

Tim, and mono, ma) dic
can

racing season last fall, Mrs.

in the old McCormick Pl.,"

Po us

tate

planning

was

floor space than was available

95

first time thoroughbreds hod
raced at niaht oe any maier
track in the U.S. The results
were favorable but could not

owned not long after 1968-in April of 1969.
In July following the coo-

section of Rohlwing and Eu-

Then, when you call for the mom,
another feast begin. Entrees from
around the
", with the accent

routs you in is ma

will continue to shape, the development of Arlington
Heights and Me northwest
suburbs as Marjorie Lind -

direMion was to establish a car
savicc station on Oa southeast
corner of the park dl the inter-

where thoroughbreds run all
spring and summer.
Your gaze will take in a stunning
interior, a feast of color wherever
You look.

raw nights of r tom, It was the

erett, who is fond of moving
quickly once she has node

THE FIRST move in this

You'll enjoy a bird's eye view of our
golf course, and beyond it
Arlington Park Rion Track.

too sari}to begin making 10
cation plans
Thorough

tor Club AAA lays it nom mom, and snrill two how

made so many decisions in the
lest 15 years that shaped, and

'name the year around.

Nothing quite like it anywhere.

map even for a Mort wetland
trip marking unfamiliar an
tram. and can ramp on La

pleted in 1968," said Mrs. Ev-

"We will have even mere

-

With warm weather Come
thoughts el hummer vac Mon
motor trips the Chicago Mo

individual

lington Park must seek nooracing income and develop
services which produced in -

259.9550

ram. 317.0o o
for

hope that the hotel can be comno

ing costs, and she made a bold
decision. She decided that Ar-

SMORGASBOARD

35 came a'

med prise
NemsSew

.Probably

We hope, to be ablc to ipprou.
plans in about two months. by
the end of trintinfY. It is my

McCormick Place -type con
vention center quickly at the
con of millions.

Arizona /Mexico
-

'.,(Second of three articles)

beatme convinced that racing

Scanda House
ME Prospect Plots

By Richard Crab,"

Prye I

M ke piens now -hare more inn

Marjorie Everett had great
influence on area's growth I::

was no t going to meet the ris-

Towers.

ENVISIONS

tween $7,000 and 112,000.
--postmen,

Opea

&wad 7.4
,P4

David I. Miller, a Prrypect,
Meadows freshman, 616 Oric
ale 1.n.. was honored for his
outstanding contributions In

other.
Top
of the

te

e.on form of., Attic, -

HakYoo.

the

harass the street. indefinitely.
Ian

the

committee's point
hatt the
housing was necessary to serve

the residents aked.

low-income proposal,
said
people object to it for two reaecly, ehc concept 'tself and the possibility thee
such a development would be
open to Mexican -Americans
and Negroes.
"5,3613 9 Foiem well done to
badly needed:. Dorman said.

bought

Donna Wow., mplomore
512 S. Edward St., Student,

Kensington Rd, Publicationssoph-

Neighbors give pros, cons on low-income housing

eek, Tem delivered. our et

not been a single complaint

1610 Dogwood Ln., Publia.

words last Saturday.

COMPLIMENTARY FUN SPREE AIR TRAMPS?,
Deluxe Resort Motel Accommodations!
All Meols1
Sightseeing in Amazing Arizona

nak a, 117 5. MAK Mawr

that in bin long career there has

W. Dempster. chccriesder.

Senate.

Arthur, Muir, Ross and Sulli-

through Friday, bx

ing to mines, which also said

Rob Spore, freshman. 20511
Hi -tarsi, basketball.
Lind, Stewart, freshman.

Assoc. of Marketing
Management Students.

jetaway to a fabulous

(one choice):

THE PROSPECT DAY

kamp will make the announcement sonletirne today, accord-

arper

bays

TOON

RETIREMENT
Mount Prospect Fire Chief
Edwin Haberkamp heads the
refit -moot Hst. Chief Haber-

PETITION
HELP IN YUGOSLAVIAN
Mount Prospect Village
Can you possibly imagine Manager Virgil Barnett has
it would
like to be a. turned a petition signed by 75

yesterday of 405 dependent youngsters who live el Maryville A,

demy. The Italy Family doctors and personnel hove given the chit dreo their yearly physicals for three years, volunteering their time
and skill. (Photo by Pan Balm/

now! You and your wife can ,___4,4-

Met
juice, tumor salad, cote slaw,
molded) raspberry, grape pineapple. lime, grapefruit orMge.

come from a good Slovak,
Mrs, Bauske at 253-7908 and
help With the Americanization
of MiSchke.

about the Fire Department.

Dr. Pat Conrad, stall member of Holy Family Hospital, Des

PIA., checks Alice's can during the annual physical exam

ay. She soon Mond out wh"
when s service station mend,'
ant told her that someone had
taken the 8 spark plug wild's'

14:

er end' it was determined that
ence.

E

trinrrtety'VZin
who have annual salaries be-

To he served Friday in Armelon, PD.P.O. EL Grove,

to a high school Russian teachhe is advanced in teeth end act.

MOS. C.L. Taggc of 101 E.)
Prospect Av., AlorInt Itospeel
could not start her ear ymter,

DOUGAN

Menus
Mutt dish lone choice),
una noodle casserole, ham'
burger in a bun, wiener in a
bun. Vegetable (one choice):

Chris took him over to talk

No spark
plug wires,
no spark

should go somewhere else"

goslavia:He, his 3 year old sister and parents are living with
his grandfather on S. Evergreen.

Their 50th w riding anti-

people over to Police Chief
Newell Esmond. The petition
is from the people in the Catalpa-Lavergne corner of the
village and asks fora ironic
light at that busy had ct rner.
lhe Chief said that a traffic
survey will he node starting
Monday. Other Villagm panic
copy. That's prompt action.

a

Wing St.
Laura was Laura Tsch when
she and Charles were married
in the Manse of the First Pea ',Marian Church 50 years ago.
They were boll horn arid grew

Simon's.

to a maximum of 30 foe on clBar side of the creek.
Unkss such easements am
secured, the equipment would
have kr be brought along the

She public on the completion
THE WELLER CREEK sevaly hampering the work
of the Weller Creek improve. widening and improvement
and making the project very
ment project. so that cmkside project, funded by state mon- costly.
residems will agree to easeShe
been
completed
Meats for construction equip- through three arts five stages.
AT THE LAST village
men.
The fourth stage be- which the board meeting. Mayor Robert
Bee a use of ate dig- enema. are sought. is the Teich, charged the commis
.
appointing response to co
stretch from Mount Prospect
with clear perniiosion.
tams by Politic Works deport-- Rd. to Elmhurst Rd. (Illinois with completion of securing
aria

Troop 159, sponsored by Se'

where there ;ire only 25 kids,.
Robert asserted.
Robert said that despite

members and let thorn know

The Mount Prospect Drainap and Clean Streams Cornmission last night held a prolimMary meeting to plan for a

All are members of Scolit

"I don't know any elm

rya." said Mrs. Ulm., who

wards 0140 MI 45 children

e.

pupil ratio at 25 to one.

more individual attention next

lma.

Dick Wagner. 502 S. Renni-

AT A SHOPPING center, a
male teacher politely handed

Relive. 'Oct whole family's
be

Tab., 607 W. Hawn, end

Council
leaflets
between screen doors.

MILS. CURTIS ULMAN.

would

Mn

'leachers

751 Millers Rd.. was more re -

from homeowners was noted
by a Day reporter who foliar.'
a each
team carrying the
word of their worry over too.

toads,'

is

doors. But The Day rep.. observed others nicking

someone peeked from behind
tho curtain but no one answer
the doorbell.

A MIXED RECEPTION

214

day at St Simon, Church
Recounr, their Engle Scout
msignta will be Terry Brown
610 S S Ile Peter Harps, 1337 W. Park: Gary Knight,
1435 St. James Place: Rick

Some followed Mn.

of Mrs. Mario Cancida, 759
Miller: Rd.. Dos Plaines.

that Grove Junior High in Elk
Grove Village. had the Urged
number of teachers nut, 49 of
62. None of the. ix teachers at
Dan Cook School. Elk Grove
Village. joined the walk out.

Boy Sanwa during I coun,
of honor it 7 30 p rll ThuM.

Whipple's lead knocking on

A the next next-door home

said

rank of Fink highest rank in

Whipple told her.
While the pair were talking
other teacher teams puled up
end fanned out along walks.

day?" she added.

Minas.

superintendent

Dist

you have done this on Satur-

at, according to Waltman.
The correct figure is 48. according to Teacher Council
President Toni Lundeen, a
The

you...Why

Mount Pratt.)
the well he promoted to Ili.

how you Eel Tlu. problun as
Mc district r. in financial
trouble_ Odor do -Mars arm,
in the same trouble In teat

your talk!, two Ssio- oil

Hugh.

Fiat,

THE DAY
Thursday, May 28 1970

WeAeeeplMalerChareeCredtlCords

FREE BAG

OF CHARCOAL
WITH EVERY ORDER

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
15 E. Prospect Ave.
FREE PARKING

CL 5-6400

Reece Dog- Pure Beef Hot Bog,

020.
ROAST BEEF

VISIT Cab TODAY
LEE 8, OAKTON
DES PLAINES

.rar For
426 W Higgins

11612 Dundee Ave

...limn at s.bleY

Schaumburg III

Elmo III

Dolton III

30ap Pubticattono

OK,

$

ViraatentsaHROBROFORBRESUIRM6X188/11.

One day at a time

Don't let death take
your holiday

By Ron Swans

Vow, lho °NOW drivoo by ollowlooloody korploo

Bruce Simon might het.

Om paper's froodont and bilderotal hororiry."

-Marshall Field III
Page 4

think of his project that way,
but

Thursday, May 28, 1970

R.E.Ilukhhison. I' al.-MI.11CM
R, N.

edge&
normally in-

because

doodles don't
volve themselves in campaigns
for peace.
Who's Bruce Samoore?

John E.Stanten, Editor end Publish.,
William J. Itintabeh..tronmine 1401110

many. All of thrse interviews

could be surprised.

he

That's

Bruce Samoorc is the truck
at
Arlington High

Too much sun

can cause
skin aging

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

- What see the benefit.
and the harmful effects of

IS good, 19 excellent

sunlamp? Is it necessary to
wear goggles when using one?

Answer on Comic Page

annual meeting
Editor:
In your article of May 25 on
Elk Grove Township welfare

, goomd

mr...

Thomas Rodgers. 59 Keswick

Rd.. Elk Grove Village, who
along with her husband. Mr.
amt

Q Is there a home remedy
that will protect my skin from
the sun? Will baby oil mixed

st,

Kennedy

with iodine or an antihistamine do this? I am Medal buying expensive commercial lo-

Donald Todd. In
13104.,

Elk Grove

menu that have operated m.
the paper on this subj..ct. 1 be-

lime it's time some of them

state bee specifically mquires

a.m. and 4 p.m.
excellent sun

creen that requires no prescription. You must avoid getting It in your ayes.
U- I have heord that some

lan lotions can came Ain
cancer. Is this true!
A -No.Otherwise. the Food
and Drug Administration

would not game their sale.

CcIwahiO shuc arc people who

tinny tiara are
,10 .ve"

Mra. Rodgers 003 aim tied
hsr friends were ...wed

about the dm of the facilities.
Why? Everyone was uhle to
war. everyone was able to ask

questions. everyone was able

1° ...Her statement that a motion

Shc states the suet is hcing

treatment. Wear a wide -brimmed hat while in the sun. Stay

an

N0Min8i

.03S .cetI.gs. Mize mueed
is mil criterion the :Mem.n
wool convenient dam.
k

A - Prevention is the best

1

noon. More people attended
this electing than ever attend -

their inLent to Me a suit against

filed
the town electing
was held in the afternoon. irnplying there was something
wrong with holding the meet-

I

meeting was held in the after -

'fle,

The statement by Mrs. Rodof
goo, is
like
Ian many of the previous state-

dy for this purpose. Baby oil.
iodine in a mixture of the two
will not prevent a sunburn or

Redraws imolies that some per.
sons
may have been dia.
enfranchised
because
the

Village, and 13 .her families
in the township have stated
Elk Grove Township officials
over the annual town meting
April 14.

tions.
A -I know, of no home realm,

is

ing et that

In fact. the

that town meetings he held at
wasunless a different time

was set by the eleinces at the

prey ious annual meeting.
'Illus. the meeting would have
been illegal if it had been
called at any naother time. JThis
anus

rat

cxplatned to

r mating

fa'

the subject was raised.

on

IN HER statement Mrs.

You're welcome

to adjourn the electing to the
eventng end to a larger focdtty

was "over -ruled by the ohne
is not truelThe motion was not
over -ruled at allt it was voted
upon by the electors in attend and it was defeated. It
world appear Mrs. Rogersmo.
i

n

when it favors her views, but
cries "foul" when the majority is aguinst her.

MILS. RODGERS cluims
she and her group arc nal trying 10 throw out township gov-

ernment. Their actions belie
this statement. Just the threat
of a lawsuit appears to he suf.
100.1 re:nan mar Chapman A
Cutler to refuse giving a favorable opinion GT Me selling of

The sun's rays in excessive
amounts, however, will cause Editor:
skin .neer but sin. the FDA
On behalf of the Arlington
het no control over them. pre- Heights
American
Legion
mice masons arc up to the Post 208. tun writing to thank
you for the publicity your pu-

the low reship tax
warrants. Without this money
the township will be hard-

ma -saw to us for our 91b District Youth Parade held in Ar-

township who will suffer be-

Q

Is

it sew that, when a

man is more than 10 years old -

w than his wife. there is no
npossibility of having children?
:Is it true that a man born under
Virgo cannot produce sperms?
A - Sn long as a man is not

impotent and his sperms are
Relive, age has no bearing on
his ability to become a father.
IVirge is too -far away to in.
s fluence the development of
sperms in a man born under
any sign.

that arrangements be
made to 11111100 hi, athletes in

and some wives should he
climbing on a plane for a
mwash's trip in Gummy.
Next year. German athletes
will come to America.
It wasn't easy. but Brace

German homes. Ile thought

made it.

or coaches about his dream -

lb keep the cost low, lintra
risked

this would he more meaningful than having them stay in
holds. Such arrangerneno

unusual.

hard

work.

Heppe Heights May 17.
would also like to thank you
for whatever influence you
had on the weatherman who
provided a perfect day for the
kids

L.t1

111 their stuff."

11 was inspiring and rms.
raring to see the various youth

pressed to keep its doors open.

Thaw
cause

t

function

ill" NM* id

.J1li

tira with those who need food.
money far
medical c
ohs gib er help. If you think

Accompanied by this loiter
is a large envelopd containing

wish his attempts at "work"

Mifflin ° the P.FI5 sad
township
Richard M. Hall
All ditor. Elk Grove Two

he works."
And work he does! But I just

disputed the rulings of Com-

(EARTH DAY,. Communism
will eventually win
fun and

Sen. Percy it appears. 10111111

linul rickey throughout' the

hove us ;ow= that the Chu.

world, 'Thal missitm ono en.
trusted to to by history itself.

Monist side is not Worse than
slur side. Merely different. But
history shows that di fferunce

mit lee

Chairman

John

and viciously attacked

intelligence experts
who were called to testify.

I would hope there am sev-

could do for me.

Notify these people the

I

we don't want their mail unless
it is u proper bill letter or a
check.

2. Notify companies such as

Dun & Bradstreet and others
dm they have no right to sell

my name on a mailing list
without my permission.
3. Make all 111111i the price of

Brut. class. Wore has never
bran a better bargain than the
properly bundled first class

If all moil were first class
the junk mail People

then

whom
they would send mail and the
mast of mail handling would go

bilitating Nuclear Test Ban
Trinity which was so favored
by the Communists, and paish.
ed vigorously for the Consular

Treaty. which J. Edgar Hoo.
ter described as a "cherished
goal of Soviet intelligence."
Last June and July. during
extensive and revealing hearings into campus rioting and
its Communist origin by the

Think twice
before saying`no'
to integration
Editor
I recently read an ankle in
your paper entitled 'Gm Day
at u Hme" by Ron Swans.
I think this sounds Ilk u

typical suburban dtitude toward Negro..

benefit

rm growi, up in an all

don. Sonmone has 10 print all

white community and I feel as
though I've been cheated.
have never meta Negro and I
don't feel I can judp them

down. A great

side

this junk and Me
of
manufacturi, creates an un-

waste in the trash can.
Please do something for ue
Arlington Structural Steel

Co.. Inc.

1

Eddyaccordi,

to

tn ,l1u,RitY but they can

help

R H Clarbour, President

hcqueuthed

to

to by Lenin.

And our pmplc. our party. is
resolved to fulfill it to the

THIS NIUCII-publieteed
pill between Moscow and
Peking or "al odds" condition
is only the difference of what is
more effective. namel r.
vie-

ant or

o... vilent revolution

appro.*, in toilays modern
world_ But you can IV SUM thal

I makes Mlle diffmence as far

Highway Administration.

to the United States is rem.
cerned. Both typo Mc being
toed aphid Is today. AM

Washington, DC., ejection of
cupants involved in

ne.third
of the accidents resulto in nearly two-thirds of the fatalities.
In other words, it is safer to

God help us if either succeeds

being ensulved.
choose fmcdom.

lion

I

n.

Why do people think that
children are immune to as
cidcnts? They probably aw
some

For thrther insight into the
"workings- of Sam. Pere), may
auggcst the April 8. 1964.
thll.pmu advertisement in the
Chiragu Tribune. bought by

usually suffers greatest be Collie of his lighter weight.

Hayes Robertson. Republican
Pliny Chairman for Cook
Comity.
Ray Burgenneister

However, safety belts are not
always the answer in the case
of a child.
In the lune issue of "Wom-

an's Day Magazine" the arOde by Julie Candler entitled
"Gating Your Child a
",Giving
gives fine descried:ins

`the Soviet Union and Red
China ire at odds.....'
Yet. on April 18. IWO, The
Chicago Tribune Miturled.

BORED?

WORLD COMMUNISM"

THEN YOU NEED TO PUT
A BLACK BOWLER ON!

"RUSSIAN CHIEF VOWS
qtiote

from

Shelia Shanthart

Leonid

On Fridai, May 15. a sur-

Nark ilimulfr
Otoisikilk

the office of Senator of then
U.S. He is no good He 00,Mi
fought Pre
Nixon on
ery
Also he fought Me,
greatest senator of Illinois that!

MM.

and

St.

Moots Ines liondhurs/)

255-8800

H. Frazier

Mrs. Richard Davis. pout -

OPEN Fel till 8 P.M. closed Sot. Memorial boy

:dent of Sr Theresal Council

BRAND UPENING
Of Our New Location

714 W. IRVING PARK ROAD

:sof Catholic Women, gave the
svelconie and expressed the sp.

premation of the parish Mr his
them. Among the
,$services

the Rev. Ray'. mond J. Sullivan. pastor of
;:ispeakers tansa

Boy Scouts

collect uniforms
Used Boy Scout equipment

in

mod uniforms are being collected to help troops in Chicago.

A SHORT presentation by

If you have anY eeniPme.
and are interested in helPing
needy Scouts call Bob Ask-

.Holy

(Convenient Food Shopping Center)

his assignment to St. Theresa's
in 1966. were spent as
the Mission Band.

Cross

Church

mann CL 3-4353.

be

you'll lira to enjoy your next
holiday.

To be honored at the dinner
the outgoing officers: Alta.

Robert Kricr, presidcntt Mn.
Richard Oat., first vice president, Mrs. Elmer O'Brien, sec-

Rev. James P. Prendergast,
Salvatore

Polimi, Mrs. Kenneth Beach,
Mn, Joseph Berra, Mrs. David
Kr
maker Mo. Waller Eb-

ben and Mrs. Robert Coxio
take the oath as president, lint
vice president, second vice
president. recording secretary,
correspondi, secretary. and

By Martha Sherwood

lese the life insurance
should be increased. he said.
be

Merry Men of Mount

Prospect. A midnight buffet
will be scomd. Alan a raffle
will be held and door pima
given away. The donation is
$0.0U per person.

fur researchers. educators and
other professional speakers on
the subject of the learning disabled child.

C.O.UL.D% meetings are
open to the public arfd are held

at the Prospect High School
September through May of
each year.

For more information. call
Carol NIcIntire. t24.11210. or
Nancy Tierney, 392-4044.

But. he warned, :Pay for
protection only. Trying to save

through insurance is 5 MA-

"Me - provider. You -saver,
allocator, prepare,"

ive inyestmem."
Throughout. Stolle stressed

This may have been a direcof the cavemen husbands es he

"pay cash." Through a chalk
talk of percentages and time,

dumped his kill at the feet of

he illustrated how one may eaY

his mate.

22 per cent more on ap au

tive handed down by the first

tomobile through financing.

"bacon" is
brought home in the form of
bi-weekly paycheck now, "we
are mill living under those psyAlthough

chological

the

tendencies."

HE. ADVOCATED saving
for everything. If a couple

can't wait for that new sofa Or
refrigerator search through

sug-

gested William Stele, mutual
fund manager for Goodbody

the want ads for good used sr&
cics.

Co., Chicago.

"Vacations ore

pre-marita seminar audience
on the subject of money and its
use and abuse in a marriage
Money can be used m a pay -

cal Weapon, he warned. when a woman accusea

weakness= and alter their activities accordingly," Sidle
sa

BEEF HALF

ders Mrs. Harold Beck
of Mount Prospect. She
is checking the list from
Jewel's Home Economist to help Mrs.
Housewife understand

USDA

550

CHOICE

'CM

FAST

LB

DRIVE-IN

%%13==r

SERVICE

1.110141

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
412 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
CENTRAL a N.W. HWY.
MT. PROSPECT

WIMPS MEAT SPECIALISTS

766-6750
°41 r,,,Vadr., SUN

Ne

---' 766-6750
WE TWIT
QUANTITIES

BENSENVILLE
714W Irving Pork Rd (Rt 19)

MEATS Inc.
BENSENVILLE, 111.

:
.

"1 recommend making your

enough to support Meal comfortably or the twin suggests
his wife is inefficient in. its

budget out before you start
spending the money," Stelle
said. Be then introduccti them

ginning

management.
"Right or wrong,"

Mto he world of joint check-

may be ertnsidered a savings or

ing and savings accounts and
time payment plans.
Fay yourself
he

Investment toward later gain.

said, it is still the general feelmthat man makes the decies and the wife carries them

=Boned. "It is you: obliga-

Melte

fir."

Sonleone else later in life."

COUPLES
should recognize these Otheritances and base their Money
handling on hemstt the begin.
ning.

Later they may learn

each

other's strengths

an

He was challenged from the
audience, that unless one did
enter into charge anew.

It ving on two checks.
He 1110 suggested that lees

there was no way of estab-

for further education soil beone's own busidEss

lishing a good credit rating.
"COLLATERAL is the
name of the game - not credit."
he responded. An

"Mother investment:Belle
till insurance." Thu math rating may be
be estabomount may be estimated at lished through checking end
twice the annual illf:01111, of ravings accounts, a stock brothe head of the household end ker and "paying lour bills Po
should be increused as the in- time."
said. "is

come mows.

of. money. StelH,
"Invest time" in the
church. in arranging and keepInstead

top 10 per cent (after Mimi
and put it in John Doe's awing
account. All of Jane Does pay

said.

THIS FIGURE holds true
only with sufficient ravings.
however. Should the savings

ing up the budget and, most
important, in each other.

xe

Focus on legislation

Social security bill that
benefits women needs help

er" for the family wash,

lution of our streams
and lakes. The lower
the phosphate content
the less the product will
bubble to this problem.
The figures were prepared by the Northwestern University Students fora Beam -Environment.

and

IN WORKING with

rttheater
local reso.

imaginary budget he took the

,ose

the phosphate problem.
While phosphates provide the "cleaning powthey are one of the lead Ong contributors to pol-

(after expenses) was put kW
the savings account so the
couple would not get used to

her husband of not inaking

A bill of special interest to
is pending in

mcy requirement for entitle-.

the House Ways and Means
The
National
Committee.

States Congress.

Tate. bet tnoe,h,ussband's or Widow.

Federationof Rusiness and

women

theUnited

H.R. 841 (Social, Security
and Working Wives), introduced by Rep. Martha
Griffiths (11 -Mich.), is designed to remedy the inequities

to working wises in the Social
Security Act. It would:

-permit payment of bets
efita to a married

le on

tit* obtained cantina re-

--eliminate spacial depend-

-provide for payment of
benefits to widowed fatlten
with minor children,
in.-ppmaicklTenorepctirnonernra.t

lest

Professional Women's Clubs
will present testimony on this
topic. For information sante to

the club at 2012 Massachu
settes As N W Wadungton
D.C., 20036

minor children who are entitled to mother's or father's

On the W us and Mesas
Committu. from Illinois are

benefits.

Dan Rostenkowski and Her
old R. Collier

HISS BILL is pending m

cord;
AP

5

necessi-

ty," he Said. -but this again is
someplace to shop." He suggested camping and compared
it to o weekend in Los Yams,
or just a
weekend at

STEELE SPOKE to the

"YOUNG

it

Thursday, May 28,

vaeoeoitailtalarttlettoaaa

wart three of wetidy
Couldillion
presented by the Council on
Understanding Learning Disabilities .C.O.U.L.D.) will be
held on Saturday. June fi, at
the Plum Grove Club. Palatine. Illinois.
Music will be provided by
June

This is the second Annual
ond vice preside, Mrs. Elmer
Dreiling, recording secretary; Soda! Benefit and major land
Mrs. Richard Leehleider, cor- raising programMrC.O.U.L.D.
responding secretary. Mrs. The proceed, will help pay for
scholarships arid will provide
Dean Dolan, treasurer.

pastor, will be installing offi-

Page 5

Money and Marriage

tion not to become words of

gent shall 1 buy? won-

1

Happily ever after

"Couldillion"
benefit planned

the

treasurer. s.

efreeppoopaaoa0990priaeltegoaanalittooeve

D -o think of tmffic sally.

hiss.

portation

etr

restated

low blood sugar.

A social evening "Hail and
Farewell" has been planned
by the St. Cecilia Alter Guild.
Members and friends will
close their organization year
with an installation dinner at
the Camelot Restaurant June

when

(Ed Note MAIM. from Caterpillar Tractor
Company booklet en1111011 Criala - Trans

were6 p m and rtudolght 4,400,000 people

quickly with snadt foods to
avoid sudden fatigue due to

The

cer

killed Inaction since 1775

were injured to traffic accidents in 1968 59,000

driver us noise is tng.
F -inure that all intersections

altar guild
ends year

in Chicago for four years bes
fare joining the Arclotiocesan
Mission Band.
He served as a Navy Chaplain from 1943 until 1946.
The remaining years before

Drakdom- decisions decisions - whichdeleo

COURTEOUS BONDED ROUTEMEN WITH
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
SERVICE AS EARLY AS -7 A.M.

Quigley

1970"""
fatalities hum occurred since
US combat soldieo have been,

killed in traffic accidents In 1969

1 142 031 traffic
1908 1 023 912

chunge-overs.
E
distractions to the

St. Cecelia

and the Rev. Walter E. Dolan.
brothers of the Palatine pastor.

DRY CLEANING AND TAKE A HOLIDAY WITH

,

quiet travel.
-nergy can

was assigned to St. Mel Parish

LET THE PROS DO ALL OF YOUR LAUNDRY AND

r-

lap. Failure to buckle up cm.
during m accident make your
body a deadly weight upon s
child who is buckled in.
Loose items within the ear
during an accident become
death dealing nilssles.Elisninate than.

Monsignor Francis Dolan

school hall, where thenKnights
of Columbus Minified a honor
guard to escort him to the table
of honor.

Bensenville, Illinois

--

have stop signs: slow down.
I -interest young Passenger, ill
books. puzzles and games for

Mary-of.thed.ake Seminaries.

brought Father Dolan to the

200 E. Rand Road

ksen. Let's dump this hum.

across the pelvic bones."
Buckle into a belt but do nm
buckle up with a child on your

After ordination in 1935. he

of Moond Prospect

ever lived, Mr. Everett Din

nation with assistbnce as to

w ere

1970, 61 mph 41 percent

of all accident fatalities invoke speed 00 preset
of accident Injuries occur between noon and 6
p m 34 percent of all accident fatalities occur

gers with safety belts.
T-ake your time -speed kills.

D -o know your mute to desti-

attended

to the

priesthood.

speed in 1945, 45 mph

A -rail ye...Sand all passen-

It should, accordi, to the

ry of his ordination

Re, James A. Dolan. ihe oc-

IN THE

DONT BE A STATISTIC Aserage highway

teously at all times.
E -valuate distance between vehicles.

article's authority Dr. Donald
F. Welke, professor of anatomy of the University of Michigan Medical School, be worn
"as low as possible, snaggly

casion was the 35th anniversa-

ishioners of St. Theresa Parish
in Palatine for their pastor. the

D -rive defensively and cour-

-ave your car fully inspected
prior to trip.

the school band preceded the
social hour and
anrefreshments
which mete
by pas.
presidents of CCW.
Father Dotal, was born
Aug. 21. 1910. in Chicago and

prise party was given by par-

ofIr

Editor:
I am writing this letter booms. I have had it with.
Charles Percy, All this
has done since we, the Republican party. elected hint

tion.-

Death can be defied:

mother is personally kept from
injury than by the pressures of
the safety belt.

St. Theresa honors
the Rev. James Dolan

THE HAT WHERE IT'S AT!

Reader `has
had it'

the most convenient
"DRIVE-IN" in town!

insist

on safety belts. At time of impact of an accident the child,

take over the world' and that

1

simpler toCoal low

them to stand up then

1

nolithic Communist plot to

and

is

sec

fetus is more protected if the

time of an accident. Tee only
way to do this is to be buckled

one

analsections

means of the safety belt.
Pregnant women must not
feel exempt from the safety
belt restraints. Actually the

stair within a vehicle at the

to he between being hoc or

Drunken driving as a fatal
factor again run and must be
controlled only by the driver.
If you travel and use rural
routes watch for the "T" read
intersection. This road, like
many throughout the
of the country do not
hove any for of signal. Slaw
down. Ite siert. Dangenws
slow moving farm equipment
may he crossing the inter

colnmon factor. Every one is
fastened to the collide by

the vehicle's .cupat or oc-

other:

opiniom.
People should think twice
about saying no to integration..
le everyone would just stop
and think they would realize
not only can we help them in
risor

And I guess he still is. by his
statement dna "them Ono ma

Lenin, Mom Italth birthday
was celehnned nn April 22

tests

conducted by the Demrtment
of Transportation, Federal

Brrahnev during the dedication of u memorial to Vladimir

would be toward more Ammo
ALTHOUGH these experts
conking and less Socialising.
'provided incontrovertible
This is about one month's acproof of Communist manipuSince
becoming senator.
cumulation
lation of Me Tluden, riots, spe1100 to throw
Chalks Percy has come Out in
sone away as it would not fit in opposition to any construction
cifically citing the roles of the
the envelope. For the last sev- of an antiballistic eeissth sysCanimumst-led Students for
en or oght years I have made a
Democratic Society. the ComlenK
opposed
section
14h
of
concerted effort to get my
munist Mack Panther Duly.
IM
Tall
Hartley Act: anlname oft mailing tiffs one
the Communist Party. U.S.A..
nounced his opposition to the
oom the nice of this one
and a host of other Red groups.
House Committee on Unmonth's elk of junk. I have Ameriem
Sen. Percy chose to remain
Activities:
supunsuccessful.
Tuncunvinece.
ported an expansion of the de-

eral things he Post Office

Doh.

Senate Permanent Investata.
dons Subcommittee (of which
Perry is a member). the
Illinois Senator frequently

546 pounds of JUNK mail.

fro,,, burning or solid

101511government

corporate industry has come
and gone. I gather by the coverage he received that many
people of Wheeling Township

were quiteihrilled "tom how

t

let your

Well. the "boy wonder of

One err length between should
be maintined for every 10

For children ages one
through six weighing up to fifty pounds the recommended
safety device is the Fart Tot Guard.
Because of biological deralopment in children of this age
the safety belt is not prsefical
since the pelvic bones are not
sufficiently developed to withstand the extreme intensities of
[oddest pressures. Many other protective devices are mentioned in this article.
An of Me devices sham one

safety bells yet only the human
mind Can make the decision to
use them

Effiton

tions On the part of the driver
can be fatal.
Tailgaiting and ihiproper
lane usage should be avoided.

pound molded plastic carrier
costing about $10 available
through Dotted Motors.

words spoken on the use of

According to recent

dents. Slow speeds on tollways.
however. can be just as hazardous.Ondecisive hesitant ac-

General Motors 1 1111111 Safety
Corner placed first. It is a six

of new safety devices for the
Miami automobile but it instill
the "nut" behind the wheel

More criticism of Sen. Percy

est causes of highway acci-

protect you, passengers:
For the newborn to 20
pound child the recommended

been printed, thousmds of
tures televised and millions of

An ripen letter to Posonaster
General Winton M. Blount:

necessary pollution factor and
"0" tonemade, 0.. then
,thisas to divine of
Springfi Old when: they should
junk so
either
be made but in the meantime .themoge

American nag and doing their'

William F. Griffith

Editor

changes

so we ca

brat to do a good job.

Asks postmaster
general to help
stop junk mail

'Rj".hiP
letwould
ha a n,duchion in pogo.
PhY

group. proudly carrying the

Commander

t,

Insti lute at the University of
Michigan, these devices brat

were marked in the tame manner aeross the United Slates it
would resemble a Vista.Vision
view of Flanders Field.
Highway safety engineer.
may experiment with all forms

Bruce Somme

does not became tired. Frequeot tone
make fora
happier. safer trip.
Speeding is one of the larg-

Hurley Robbins, engineers at
the Highway Safety Research'

Route 41 are marked with
white crosses. If every fatality

Good luck and peace. With

Make sure that the driver

According to the author.
Drs. Verne L. Robcru and D.

Holiday automobile accidents nuke statistiessoar.
Fatalities
on
Indiana's

30 boys. a half dozen or more
interested suNtrinan conch...

even talked with local add.=

thought Bruce, to take a group
of outstanding high school

Answers critics of Elk Grove Twp.

cause blindness.

Solbar

MI July 0, Bruce, his mai.
tam witch Joe Vinton, about

obstacles to be overcome he fore the whole thing cuuki become a hapficriMg.' He hadn't

Everyone is familiar with these

of many new devices.

better.

Thera wen, many

arranged.

By Dolores Haugh

eign athletes made it that much

Letters to the Editor

peon to these rays because
they will irritate your retinas
and in sufficient quantity can

home of

in Germany would he a never.

to.h.forgd ten experiento for
any high school boy. To be
able to compete against for-

coaches in Germany assuring
hint thin some meets could he

En pewspapers all the timc.
be

passibility of going. A month

Hundreds of articles have

be shielded from dim= ex -

out of the sun between the

the

standing college athletes to
foreign countr
for vat
meets. You read about than i

events.
I t
would

gan to contact Bruce about the

That needs adjusting.

premature aging (wrinkles and
thickening) of lye skin mil
skin cancer. Your eyes should

Q
How on 1 get rid of
blotchy sun tan on my face? 1
here tried an prevention
creams but la no avail.

replayed

turn, outstanding athletes be-

LAST TALI. Bruce came
over to talk ghoul it. He hall
almoly received letters from

les not unusual to take out-

trip vas tape recorder. He

A - Exposure of your hands
and face to the sun or a sunlamp for 10 minutes a day will
rause your body to synthesize
all the vitamin D you need. So
much for the benefits. The ultraviolet rays from either
source are the chief cause of

ester a sun tan. The some may
be said of antihistamines.

They

arm. in

suburban

Chicago

possible.

1

German track program which
involves so many youngsters
of alleges.
His prise possession on the

using all Seven of theSe taffeta.
W. C. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

America for a series of meets.
It would be difficult. hot was

plan with a few friend. One
night Bruce said, .1 think
can do it. At least I'm ping to

leading cross-country coaches
in the state.
Last slimmer Bruce and.his
wife Barbara (a former teacher) dt opped the kids at Grandma's house. They climbed on a
plane and took off for Germay. Bruce wanted to study the

PHORPES

lot of answers that made sense

tame They talked about their

School. Bob also one of the

Hideaword

high sehoolers might con..

learned.

coach

DOCTOR SAYS

in the future, German

lot of questions. He al. got a

He's waiting for you
on the highways

SLOWLY, Bruce began to
sound out coaches from the

sonie.

were recorded. Bruce asked a

WHEN BRUCE and his
wife can* hack home, they
mulled over what they had

MS..?

Perhaps.

truecip

to him.

WMth to special about his

Ciw nl,triun Dins -tor

athlete. to Germany rot
aeries of track and field events.
Other countries might oleo

,had arranged meetings for lip
tervieWs with the athletic prog ram leaders throughout Geo

enema's for the start of something big. Bruce might net

,

THE DAY
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Iroquois
custodian
elected to post

Tharsday May 28 1970

Day carriers earn TV

Legal .4e

James Madden, head custo-

dian at Iroquois Junior High
&hoot, was elected president
of the Custodian and Mainten ance Assn. of Des Plaines

1

custodian

Notice

School;and Clyde
had custodian

"'SWF VIU°S9TTC2LITAIK'F-MOTI

TREASER'S IMPORT

School.

'Men

Welfare chairmen are Paid
maintenance
department operadons, fore-

man. and Thomas K. Collins,

had

custodian

at

South

10UR9Ara

*MX IWO

Yeses collected prier ywors 1936N67

..... collected

honor of Al Nebel, club =neg.'. in the lodge.
Featured speaker for thew"
salon was Mr. Jay Stoehr as relent to the supreme director.
Loyal Order of Moose.

Open Road
USA expands

Four of Northwest Day's 115 outstanding canters display a portable TV they have earned in the
cowent subscription drive. Neighbodmod delivery boys have solicited more than 1,200 orders in
Buffalo Grove and Rolling Meadows to date. may may cum cosh, prides or trips with their odors.
Pictured from left to right above are Brad and Steve Lange, 4720 Arbor Dr., Rolling Meadows,
AM. 311, and David and Bruce Wallin, same address, Apt. 202. David and Brune hove obthined 85
customers and earned their TV. In'addition they've won baseball glove, radio, soccer ball, bike

Robert Stephenson, palatal
manager and vice president of
Open Road USA, has gained&
partnership in Open Road

generator, watch, Eris... Brad and Steve Isaac 55 orders. Delivery to ciolinners only starts

Des Plaines parking regulations
will be made consistent
ing.

Three-hour parking will be
ribald from 10 a.m. to 6 pm.
daily except Saturdey. Sun-

days and holidays Infer the

on the streets and free them for
us0 by residua:S.

In practice, dm ordinance

Brown, Harding, Perry. Ham

Ashland. Oakwood. .ad
Center from Thacker to Aler.

gonquin Road.

relpaceatively

few homes in these man lave
driveways and garages.

Residents

of the

vehicles
rain
mobiles.

and

=rolie Mee
Gromers Market
Hillman's

44997nal
.765.39

PURCHASE OF SQUIPMANTs

K Mart

Masan Camera Company

Kinder Incluori. 57.0

Ark Pet Shea

Mork Drugs

Goodyear Service Store

Grand Spaulding Auto Sol..

Randharst Camera SMP

Roy Wayland -Pim Mem. Mete* NM

Sears, Roebuck 8. Company

Mrodland Photo. Send.

GAS, OIL 8. GREATS

Dino's Service Ithdlen
Marland Oil CaselNasT
120.20

20.1

70274
176

S. B. Pe* hc-

==r

smc.ss.0/0.....,

13.7

OFFICESIMPLIES,SXPENSISs
First National Bonl. of
718100

.20

ri ha r7s Siotionery

Cael0arePtseT

10

Langer PrinNng Camper,.

.37

.07.1es 5 344,0 Chad. 5.
Grob Awning Comm.

259-0550

Kinder Industrial Supply
dPe
Lowndes
CeMINMY
one

130E3
132.70

American ma,q.CorrinlAuschnlaR
Richard C. Crandall
Richard A David
Jacob Goldman

261.61
169.44

.10

nc.

1.16

Smite

01.0

Pest Contra,

2100

New Jersey Ma so.910168.61128 *um

63.20

INSURANCE

-Dose

I.

Arnomlohn C.

Z

BONDINGs

Blue Cross 6 Blue Slield

3.8

16

674.1.

Bartley, Rol/

337.15
1.411.69

Barrett, ChaTleeW.
Bash, Philip IC

5.75
auto

Bey, Thomas

GtrMe

120266
7231.60

Groh, Gough 6 Compose/

1.183.74

Paddock Public... MC

-

7

1:30

Show
9 Moyle

7

Renectiorw

Social Science.

Flies." Story Mils of

2

Late Report

11c30

boys stranded on a

is

8125

'Lord of the

10 TV College

group of British

Ormpret

5

Rerun. 4DHQ

1(50

-

2

horde. James Au,
bray, Tom Chspin.

9

Drop of a Budget."
11 Chicago Is

hicdicel"rtion into a 629229

26 Ayuda (Help)

Shesr

26 Elias Diad Peru

1155

remote island and
their gradual deganc-

M.itation
2:25

Five Minutes to
Live By

MORTY MEEKLE

Sept.

2230.69

Blyde Oakley Tile CoMesmT

2256

12.2

Howa,Glenn
IlutchIngs, Perry!.
Jones, Baniel O.
Kincaid, Raymand

Bierman Implement Company
Bill's Standard Semi.

KIng,lerry

mem, mthoel

Cook County Highway...ant
Crandall, Richard C.Crandell
Dahih Meter

627424

Liplike, Gregory B.

1.360.49

Madc.13c.lhen

1212.80

Grafts Sans

626.6.7

TJoh

Ad is your best buy in the areal Want

Mar/311,4.1.n P.
uslol,Man C-

Nenerstram, Po..
0.81, Boyd
Oemlek. Donald A.
Ponerson, Kenneth

.

,3200.02
31..55
15628
i3B.13
1200.36

620
720
1000

Langrath
er Pdn

Bloch Senn H.

Co

Bufikk,Incmpanyg

tl

Ole Ale Ba,bwkmg,inc.

1,0075OM

Paberts,ChrlsTopher H.

Rhandam.F.
Ryan, Michael P.
Schoenborn, Paul A.
Sabieskl, Dennis C.

Manlehics, Paul W,
MeeNGary B.
=,PaberIC.

, Thomas.
TrImle,Scon
Wellmen,Glen P.

web, Rana. 0.
Wichmann, WNW, E.

Taw

Leroy
DavidR

1,091.

Sears, Roebuck ,Company
Secretary of men Peal Powell
Technical Petroleum Company
30 000ess Produce Soler Inc.
1.19,18111lom

1,477.44
1,745.33
638.32
1,265.79

we -awake,.

1,756.

Wells,Walterl

297170
1,407.6

Wdu,T

1,780.40

8260
10,168..
7,800.16
1.224.02
2,017.88
1,81034.
2,152.04
7,859.40

0929

.0

216.00

2.15
6221

13.
120.00

TOTAL OPERATINGDMS
819%771.il
HelenJohnhohe
NORTHWEST MOSQUITO ABATEMENT DISTINCT
Nalmy
17YMNHInft Bead
Barring/m.1111nd.

WheeTng,

Published In Me'''.
O

at

the involvement of

15

OAT MIKICATIONS INC.

Thursday May. 1070

Mims.
ARIES (March 22

1

I

a

snow
1

20 Onagers
21 Residence
(ab.)

22 tynnpi,ged

24 Suffix (pl.)
28 licmn'nder
27 Czech measure

30 Olympian

deity

32 Calm

34 Fries lightly
and quickly
35 Newspaper

executive
36 Son of Odin

which you deem essential
Younger
your well-being.
family members bring joy.

SHOPPER
shop

hoer

shoe
sore
spoor

bor.
Nee
1

pow
prop

shore
hope

KIM
Puree.

Nipper

Poser

hose

nMe
rope

horse

.

16 Reticence
18 Term of

highest
affection

-

Answers to
Hideaword

Incorporated6 Quick
(ale.)

TAURUS (April 21 - Slay
21): Work toward the accom.
plhhinent of those things

1

gice, Robert C.

...

April
20): Your leadership ability
Shank] stand you in excellent
stead at this time. Keep your
j. adverse opinions to yoursef..

K

eg

94174.96
1,101.62

M

2 -Bal'

w

'

Mncald,Arnold D.
Mc G

CID I?

entering upon an cciting Ilfw

020

Illhals Bell Telephone Came.
Jacobsen,.

720027

FIPPEP 5,

, dent nature to keep you from
1200

Groh,Gough 6 Company
Una, Mate Toll ghwahAsnMerlly

1.74.45
re lohn

1200

David...hard A.
Goldman...cob

14110.50

ESE MN

SOUP MUZ

experience in the company of

Cook County Mr

033.91

Linehan, Eleanor

164

1

Center Samg

521629
124.51

NW SOUP!

To EAT NIS

213. Don't allow your indepen-

Chicago Park District
Christopher.W. 5.

723.16

WE ARE!

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March

CertIlled Mechanic Dhislemil TN., Ix.
hellman,rs.W.

rubs

ANA! TheRe

A NAIR IN

Odn't be am-

present

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
192 It is personal matters that
11 gam you the good graces
of one toward whom you feel a
G strong affection. Play upon

Broke Align Service L Sup*
Buckeridge oaar camp.,1

1.7.00

yof

j

096

!kens International, Inc.

1201.29
1,36276

WAIXR,U6RrO

56 Lout
ACROSS
Houston 57 River barrier
4 Poet Sandburg
DOWN
8 Songstress
1
Uttered
Horne
12 Collection of
3 Gen. Douglas
quotes
13 Malarial fever
14 Miss O'Brien- 4 Anxieties
5 Grows old
Moore

I DWI'

others.

American Mosquito Camel Amelia
BarrIngton Trucking Comp,

137.07

Noted Names

THE BORN'LOSER

wan half the battle. Tnist your

, primal

Pearsall

CONTINGENCIES:

MeLso

the way of your wee..

one head to dead whit your
ra

Kinder indua.suppit

&Mee

Answer.to Previous Puzzle

the person who would stund In

201. It may take mom than

le

Helm

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

own Wen,
CAPRICORN (Dm. 23

C.k.

10.11362
30.00

Hahn. Bill N

se SohWKaughasia

143.91
122722

99.2

Melba, MsaAh

,,.

Bierman imoDO....ocompt.
Buceridge W CO
Electric Divislen.fdtenks...

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oet. 23h
Play upon yore weaknesses in
Me right may and they can become very real assets to your
Strengths take 'care of

fuse to be taken advantage
SAG ITTA I US IN ov. 23 Dec. 221: See within those
e qualities necessary to. immediate success and you will Nom

Ahrens Candill
AM Electric Shop

40219
90924

Hochtio.se, Kenn..

RarSINe,ThemnL
Reich/sloe L

-

may he too ea.y for your sa)afaction.

'

Ace Hardware

1.407.56

Harman, Thema..
Hecker, !alph Al
Hen, Robert G.

I,

BUILDING 6 GROUNDS.

6.20

tlIZtlY(77''

255-7200 oR 296-6640

Kinres

Tonight Show
Dick Cavell

SCORPIO lOct. 24 - Nov.
227. Keep a wary eye out for

rim National Mink al on Pam

11126

Tww.o,p,s.

5390

Spats

5

Of Cabbages and

themselves.

LEGAL SERVICES 8. ',mi.&

them

Grove,John

UM 5 DATI

'

L.'

Edward!. Barren Co. Clett
David E. Bradthaw,Attorney
Harry S.Cutmere MoelaNs
Day PublicoNere.Iss.

12.62
205.5

Gillis, George S.
G illisdahn P.

-

7

Show

Weather,

(myth.)

37 Dampens
39 Rendered

torpid

CAMPUS CLATTER
MORNIKCLOP. 018 .6211

STUDY PORTE FINAL
EXAM ON BONES!.

671,65 DOES
HE KNOW

ABOUT

BONES'

JUST
ABOUT
EVERY -

'MSG!

HE TAUGHT MBA
GUY CAN LOSE A LOT OF
MONEY IN A BURRY

WITH THEM

40 Mexican coin
41 Swiss river
,42 A.sPersions

45 Misfortunes
49 Subtle
51 Cravat
52American

inventor

53 Feminine

suffix

54 Japanese

outcast (var.)
55 Toddlers

succession of
small sounds

7 Permit
3 Demise
9 Goddess of
discord

()Number

Paul

1:00

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

life.

Mika. Rath Roman.

tag honorahle results.

IS

00

Geoceris,larmeT.

I

home

Weather,

tinue in the way that D Mint

Northern 1111nals Gm Company

.057

Gedman,Kent .1.

ittElsw.

Sports

*dons to your pro,. behav-

Commonwealth Salon Cessmeny
Marland Oil Company

MO

Gaskill, Mahar..

Dial a Day Want Ad Today!

1.00 (July 24 - Aug. 231:
Seek something to elmilmge
your intelligence. The work
you are presently engaged in

VIRGO (Aug. 24

ELECTRIC, HEAT 6 WATERS

51127

G ardner, Steven

Use Handy Order Blank
or

News,

ior, you would be wise to con-

ouse,elrey P.

suburban people for such a low cost.

44 Continua.

232 Though Meru may be ob-

Walter J.Wells

2.06030

Puffy, Edwa rd F.
Nunn, Timathy
Neck, Rodn ny LA

only The Day reaches so many northwest

,.

,°,:tar°,7,":`'

964

127.63

Cordon, dward!.

Ads are so handy for many things and

Any
Window." Lurid account of young man
turned to crime becalm of unhappy

Honey-

he

2

Movie
.1.00k In

we),
o

Arnold D. Kincaid
Mitchell

iron

Cagor, Jose ph

Small in size. Big in results. A Day Want

12:50

mooners

ll Speaking Freely
26 La Tremenda

the

Memorandum

.EEK & MEEK

you msy stood in your own

fette..KaIeci
S.M.*
1111nah Amanita comet/egad..

.8.84

1596

corm,.

Day WantAds

ouCloak reflects the optimism
of the situation. Otherwise,

EDUCATIONAL MEETING. &CONVENTIONS CUES IS SUBSCISINIONM

Bunco, Lyle

(WITH THE MINI -PRICE)

"Al

5

9

your and the Dollies.

32 Big Valley
40 Continuous

That Girl
Rerun.

".CANCER (June 22 - July

tallo

Montgomery Ward ,Cm
Oakum Aummot he
Osuch Bros.

7

12:20
News

Person

Corte

Glen Campbell,

9'

12(30

TheCresilve

3the News

News,

Guest

Chicago Show

RE A Blacien View

Jmes

6:45

Rerun.

.boos the project.

POSTAOM

Tsert Schle OomPanY

SMORGASBOARD

BUGS BUNNY

Midnight Report

7

'Raymond

Rerun. Guests am

7:00

5

Tom

Dick Cavett, Mama
Casa Charles Am,

Jim Nabors Hour

brother and assorted
seedy townsfolk. Van
Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman.

News

11

farmer governess.
11

a seemingly respectable attorney. his al-

236 See that your personal

Industrial 0.6 Equipment...1nm

Scanda House
t. Prospect Plaza

TE1111110/16

70.35

1125

Helm Pearsall
Horace Motors, Inc.

by the ghosts of

Weseindies.

2

GEMINI (May 22 - June
213: Offer something attractire to those you would bring
Ile your support. Don't worry
about what other moot. my

...Awes, Clean owel,*
Northwest Office Mac.. Ines

67.55

7
9

Nears

thet is brought about

26 Famous 'Artists;
Pampas Writers

FOR FRIDAY

OfEcoSupply

10:00

Sulu Sea."

Sports

Your
Horoscope

hired by Michael
Redgrave to be gen-

News

6:55

Technical Petroleum COmPenT

cock

5

Bob Philbin

Hitch-

Alfred

9

20 TV High School
32 Pavwcird

Thls

the Bottle." Involves

coholic younger

2 News

412'0

Marland Oil Campo.,

702.12

1227
27.62
31.89

ps

lin:The Potsdam En -

and
nephew. She
fads a sense of horror

26

CHEMICAL OILS.

521401

-2

MARK AND

'The Bottom of

"Tromso vs. Sta-

erous for his Mese

A film trip ha the

12:00

Moyle

2

32 Man in Crisis

Deborah Kerr is

7

11:35

32 News

II Our People
26 Tony Quintana

Small Rifle."
Anhonl World
"Turtles of the

26 Today% Raging
32 Of Landaudgeas

AkSSES
NEARBY

Technical verelmaCanawa

Con-

dead butler and the

RANGER CAIN

CHEMICALS:

Conch,'

Oral 5 Sans

THE
MIGHTY
MITE!

$3.90

ant

401161

REPAIRS 6 MAINTENANCE!

Beer Mo.
Head...erg

RANGER CAIN PAIL
70 SEE CHERRYS
SIGNAL

GAGMEN

SERVICE
PLANE
BEARING

Arlington Park Oaks/Jam
BorrIngtmon Sorh..s.

79,11..7943771P3-.
BUT MARK AND

ROCK
HIE PARK

Nelgon Marl.,

only

LEAVE THE

Phillips Auto Ports Compmy

Mt. Prospect leweless

DAYS

LLI GNI 1

SNIBusine. Prods. Sala Me.

Putt lot vo,,

3 LINES - 5

AND MRS

Randharst Camera farms,

Adorns kn. p.m...1m

&lig

AS c ERRY

Standard 011Co.

Ace Hardware

Ream. "A Very

MARK TRAIL

Norshwest Clean row.*

Daniel Boone

5

Comments

Show

or

550
Movie
'The Innocents."

and plin a piny for

Muelless MotioneNMem
Notional road Store

F w. Boehm carnpaw
rribergh Stationery OfIkeNorh

Things

9:30

npeg

I, fire Extingulds.C.MINseT

11:30

Paul Harvey

32

cock

7:40
211 TV College
Literature.

Family Altair
Rerun. Bully and

him.

Id

Flo,

26 Wrestling
32 The Champions

Rerun. "The Last
Grand Tour."
9
Alfred
Hitch.

Dan

Dailey, Joany Dm.

Jody learn about
French
birthday

Sears, Roebuck ,CosalSeeT

We Wrg 66 Out

Dizzy Dem

6630

IMPENSES.

Des Plaines Area Ban, UM.

2516 reunion on Oct. 23 and
24. Members of this class, or
someone knowing of their

ter SL,Cbicago.111.60601.

299622723

in a 1924 release.
1924 release.

Paris 7000

7

Louis,"
Biography
of baseball player

sequencth
2

vibe Mad Wad."

May MeAvoy Mars

Rerun. Goats are

'The Pride of St.

32 Truth

Bowen Hardware

Grew Up

Movie

9

26 Spanish Neva
32 The Monsters

11 TV College
Literature.

Center Camera Co...,
Central Camera Corn

2390227.20

Crib Diaper Service
ass Plaines Lumber

tweed Zaf

Room 1600. 65 E South Wa-

MP ON RANDMR11.30, IWO

mase

World'

Grow

Bunge's

The graduating class of
1945 of Oak Park -River For at High School is planning its

contact Wally Stenhousc.

-May OW. AprI30.

Bue/IMIN. Company

stream

Reunion set

1229.00

5

111.

Ark Pen

OperaALCO . 6..oen01511ses1/MMENOS

Ahrens

Mike Douglas
11 Frenchman's

6:I5

DISB6R5SM4115111.21CBATAM11.30. ISMO

snow-

warded relief from commuter

whereabouts. are requested to

Purpose of the move is to
eliminate commuter parking

their own cars, as

for

s

allmvs anyone to park legally
on the greets until 1 p.m.

new ordinance.
Streets newly included to
the ordinance are Oak, Alia.

parking. but need

Lang Chevrolet in Lake For Stephenson plans to expand Open Road's line of
campers and motor homes to
include all lines of sporting
equipment including allaer-

Paula Clark. Peter
Graves, Gale Gordon snd Don Rico

Arlington Height, canon..
sapsoodswe

2.777.41

USA at 104 W. Irving Park
Rd. in Bensenville.
Formerly sales manager

Bewitched
Rerun. "Naming
Samantha's
New
7

11 Making

Motorola Communmations lEheInselesIne

Monday, Julie 1.

Parking regulations in Des
Plain.' central core area will
be made consistent by an ordinance City
Atty. Robert
DiLoonardi is preparing for
the June I City Council Meet-

...es,arned

'MM

Show

1.

lOrALCORRITONTAIIReChera

Des Plaines Mome Lodge
No. 604 enrolled a class of 25
new members this torch in

411011ta

5
7
9

Dean Martin

5' Ironside
Rerun. "A Bullet
for Mark."

Adams Auto Pa...

CAW Tallies raceme.

initiates 25

Lour

r,1

64141 Hardware

necePtSIltra weirreq1.110-11/4M130.1M0
Tex. eceived:

0

(-(----

ggi,r4A7W.,

MMES. KM.

School.

Moose Lodge

OW

260 no You iv,. GET
MORRIE, ABOUT YGUR
INVESTMENT, I SROL.HT
HOMM THE FIRST ANTI 196G 64.5 Phsle. VOC
MILIASATEK SAvs 'THE
WORTH A FORTUNE SO
PONS" TRY CLEANIN' up

2

1422408

SOCIAL 5.9171920011511fi

I96

Coshoolowdoeface

,,H

NUN AS. GAMES,. Vs-INM YOU HAVE

7

NM NORTHWEST MOSCUITO ABATEMENT IS/STRICT

Barnes.

Boeckenhauer,

&NT 3 0 04

C

uoELM

HE

6:00
News
News
News

11 The Toy That

9:00

7:30

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

-"rdav,,..%,,.,

Plainfield

at

Thursday, May 28, 1970

10 SQUEEZE BE

Tame

at

_

OUT OUR WAY

ment, Victor C. Mensching,
head

The Oap

Page 7

School District .62 (CMA),
Saturday. May 16.
Other officers selected at the
monthly meeting are Ed CresWM,
maintenance
depart-

SHORT RIBS

C

TY
SMOG SUE
AS
ELSE
ES
ENA
R

E

LAM
AR =RENEGE
REL._

TE

AR Om

0
l WAL

A

E

2ilSl

RO

AAS A

ENE

L.

VE N
NM
LEV U
C U
SANONE

A

MON M

NUT
SN

R I E

A ER OSNE

23 Signioid
CU VeS

4 Direction
25 Halt
6 Demolishes
7 Filled to

replenon

28 Particle
9 Seed plant
1 Social ins nb
7 Talked noisily 1 Most recent
3 Singer Shore
9Put a gem h
anew setting 38 Catsup

ingredient
40 Iron
41 Fall Dower
42 Blemish
03 Mother' Of

Apollo
(mYth.)
44 Distinct part
46 Preposition
47 Istle fiber
48 Wrinkle
50 Rebel (nolL)

Wheeling clinches Mid -Suburban crown

Grans' Hollywood baffles Falcons, 6-0

'Cats capitalize on- 7 Knight errors, 6-0
By Linda Hamilton
Sport Editor

RON DEBOLTS hustling
Wildcats now boast an 11.2
record with only Frond yet to
NM.

Wheeling'sin

.

baseball learn
style yesterday,
the Mid -Suburban

went an

raking

YeSterdey's

straight

The

year.

a

cakmvalk for the pennant -hun-

League championship for the
second

game was

Wildcats clinched the pennant
by soundly defeating Prospect,
6-0, on the Wheeling field.
The 'Cats didn't need to
worry as only Forest View
could have caught them. and
Forest View lost to Elk Grove
by the same 6-0 score Pester,
day.

iinning. He tripled ono short
blooper into right that took off

and rolled long cnough for
him
round third and head
home.to The throw from Mike
Musial would 5,101 been in

Nelson then drew the only
walk of the day given Up by

DEAN SHERIDAN co
ed a walk as the first man

the nnh. Nehon

to face Rush, and he scored
when a throwing error put the
ball out of hounds, giving

Randall in

stole second, was bunted to,
third by Robbie Richter 'and
Dyson's sacrifice fly to Center
brought him acmss.

throw, s his from White playing

and was not about to le the

the mound, young Nelson was
cOMpletely in content He

on past catcher Stu White and

Knights say they didn't belong
them. Prospect contributed
sewn errors to Wheeling's celebration.
All -conference
outfielder
Scott Day scored Me only run
his Wildcats needed in the first

eluded pitcher Mike Berdell
ton, cn0I,III o go our or play

pitched five and two-thirds innings of no -hit. no -run base-

the outfield and another run

Nelson's first real mistake
Was to get careless with Prospeel's
all -conference right

law nos.

Junior hurler Dwayne Nclson added a little thel to his
own Om in he third and again
In the fifth. getting a single and
then a walk and scoring both
times. Nelson guided a ground
bull down the first 1,00 line in

Thursday,
May 28,
1970

Rader. Musial. Musial bloop-

ed a hit into short left field,

b. Nelson struck

out

the

number

four man in the
Knight order for the third out.

Harper College hm listed 67

anal

Wells,

Randall

Seiler

and William Von Boeckman,
the

team's

Most

Valuable

Player and the school's Most
Outstanding Athlete.

LETTERS

IN

ba.setall

went to Steven Rahn. Frank
May, Richard Connors, Patrick Donahue, Jeffrey Du Pre

MVP Kevin Freund,

Yuri,

John
James

3

Dyson. ss

2

ncoup on third. John Dy-

was tagged for three runs, hut

c

son's double brought home the
'end SVId t run.

none were earned as errors pla.
Shed the Prospect fielders.

Bob Bathos, Ronald Bryant,

Michael

Morrison, Phillip Romanoski,

were all honored.

and Gary

Ronald Duenn.

Schneider,

Patrick

her way to he title Mary won
pwallej bars and placed third

trampoline and tied for
fourth in vault and fifth all
and. Kim Pena tied for
fourth M vault and took a fifth
on the balance beam. Gayle
Holtman scored a fourth on
the
trampoline. Forty-four
girls from nine YMCAs competed in the Midget division.

free

exercise

and

vault

and vault and second in tumbling. Robin also took fourth
place ribbons in balance beam
and uneven parallel bars. Nan-

Naperville

place medals in balance beam,
vault, and uneven
parellel
bars. Nancy alto tied forwin-i
fih

and 7th grade) Team was led
by Jody Lathery who captured
the state tumbling champion-

Imam and fourth M trampoline. Ribbon winners includ-

in

free

exercise

and

ourth M all-around. Another
winner for the
Preps was Sue Cassidy. Sue
took seconds in tumbling and
trampoline plus a third in balthree -medal

bomb Sue Virta, fifth in
trampoline and an in Mayon
parallel airs, and Corinne
Kaiser, fourth in free exercise.

cross...matey

Nelson

Ray Sommer.

-Berdell.

17345
88.70
83.93

pieced second in tumbling and

third in balance beam. Joyce

Prospert's Don Koehler Irks hard far this ball thrown over his head as he covers first in the third
lining of yestardey11 name. Wheeling pitcher Dwayne Nelson scampered all the way to third on
the overthrow and ,cored his leam's second run.

a

bunt

attempt

Andriano and
Eberle with all the runs the
hoth

hosts were to need for lion day.

MSC° WAS almost par-

But as has happened to the
Huskies much of the season,
they felled to capitalize on
their opportunities. They put
at least one runner on lase in
every inning, but just couldn't
come up with that one big hit
that could

have

turned the

km after that nightmare, the
only Pirate hit being a single
by Andrimo in the fourth. The
fleet all-around Palatine nth -

gamearound.

lete stole second and third, but

downfall, as he got out of sev-

BRIM Eberle flied out to center and John Feekin went

eral jano by putting that third

southpaw

opened the frame by getting
Rick Ziernan to hounee out to

to open the frame. Al that
&oirnItie,.veg,:e-sicky Lot;

Brodski's birds came on the
tenth and 14th holes. Hit glow

threat.

retiring the next three Pirates
in order.

Ada le by Chris Andrbuto
brought in Hasbach with the

League meet last week, scoring

Harold Schlichting and his net
total of 29 was paired by Jack
.

Spring.

Ohrstrom and Tom Ruprecht
of Hersey by 2-6, 6-2, 8-6, and'
then SCO0 McKay and John
Koriath completed the sweep
in the number two doubles di by taking Mike Durum
and Bill Hutton, 6-0, 7-5.

A LOOK AT the

CARD FRESHMAN lira

THOSE STRIKEOUTS
Has by
the hard -throwing
proved to be the

Huskies'

Steve Fisher groundal out

ONLY 18 girls from 7
YMCAs competed in the InThree

Northwest Suburban YMCA
-

Merkel downed Rick Liston of
Hersey 6-0, 6-3 in the number
two singles match, and Greg
Gibbet beat Huskie Gary

Mg on two
the success
squad.

Myers by a 6-1, 6-3 count in

Forest View and now a soph-

number them singles.
Number
one
Arlington
doublm team Bruce Starek and

omore at ISU, was cited by
coach Gene Hill as being the
most improved upper el

Carl McWherter beat Stein

man. He "ported a 7-16 match

net

ner Munk Kevin Sweeney, Joe

numerals.

Trebat, Pat Walker and Bob

ALONG WITH Schlielo

man, Tom Gillespie,

Steve

Grabowski, Eddie Klingberg,
Mike Lins, Terry and Tim

Bill Ludwipen grounded to

But in the sixth, when the
ing a runner across the plate, it

the rally.

3

4

I

HASBACH HAD things all
his way in the seventh, how -

an

Koch. lb

side to put an end to he con -

Morales, 2b

lett.

Heller, If

3

tudwigan. of

2

Hark c

3

PALATINE (3)
Player
Duir 2h

bl

Eliseo, p
Smith, p

0

TOTALS

Banthrick.rf
Compton. Jb

beck who saved the day. After

Ziemer, If

went down swinging,
Koch singled to center and
Ken Morales walked to put
runnels on first and second
with one out.

Hashed,. p

I

2

25

Andrimo. cf
Eberle, c
Feekin, ss

2
1

Garonne, lb

0
0

1970

Ell
Eg

McCue, Jim McCarthy, Tom
McNamara, Retry Richard,

Chemin, Frank Cliggett, Ed
Collins, Mike Cook, John
D'Agostino, Rich Dowdle, Pat

son, Jeff Scott and John Vandenbersh also won varsity la in track.
In track, Jayvee letters went
out to Tom Cannon, Ed Con don, Keith Costello, Mark
Franzen, Nelson Hurst, Sam

Earley. Bob Foster, George
Karavas, Mark Malouf, John
Mase, Jim McGrath, Mark
Mercurio, George Miller, Pete

Mundy, Tom Murphy, Steve
O'Neil, Doug Slack, Rich Sle-

K. Smith,

Dave Veit.

II

,

certificates

Ban, Rich

G' Basher, Marty

Rich Virnig and Pete Wuerl.
Co -captains Mario Vitale
and Joe Dougherty topped the

that

wound up either one or two

loaded the b.. with a two -out

behind league champion Wheeling, depending on
what the Wildcats do in their

walk to Ryan Maly. Gordy,

last game against Fremd to-

the game.

however, made Ed Banslield
his Ilth strikeout victim to end

Elk Grove got Hollywood
the only run he needed when it

turnedan error by Forest Vice
starting pitcher Denny
O'Keefe into a run in the first.
Chesney walked, went to second on O'Keefe's wild pickiNT
attempt and scored on Adams'
two -out single to right.

Hollywood was absolutely

THE GRENADIERS tal-

devastating during the first six

lied two more runs in the third
with the help of O'Keefe's

Eigel, Greg Franzen, Joe Gun -

Iceman, Kurt Hcerdegen, Kcvin Mickey, Pat Kash, Jac
Klein, Dave Merges, Dennis

and

McDonald.

For Father Patrick Our-

kid's piers, sophomore le,
Mrs went

to Steve. Balinskl,

Mark Carroll, Tim Dougherty, Jim Enright, Steve Krysiak,
Greg Muench, and Larry Wit-

letters

Murray (mgr), Tim

°Gunnell. John Nelson, Bill
O'Keefe, Jim O'Keefe, Don
O'Rourke,

Gene

O'Sullivan.

Tom Rochfort, Alan Schwa,

Adams, as

Scholten, 0

3

Pruitt. lb

4

.

Forest View
Elk Grave

CI

0

0
3

0.

01

9

3
2
I
I

0

000 000 0-0
102 102 x

PITCHING SUMMARY

I

I

Pbaam,,,vc,,,d". .

!.:' sewes

mi.,

I

2220 9

I

Winner -Hollywood.

00

ball and he had pinpoint control of both, He threw only 7,
pitches during those six

nings and 49 of them were
strikes.

THE GRENADIER
tired a little in the seventh and
this affected his control more

Ilan anything else. He threw
23 more pitches in that frame
alone, with only 10 being for
strikes, and the result was
pair of bases on balls.

Chris La Caruba's 41 look
low gross honors Monday M
Ni Mount Prospect Monday
Night Twilight Golf League.
Low net home went to Fred
Ritzer, who had aim.
Hitting for bird
were Joe
Gruen. on the fifth hoft, Roy
Hutchings on the ninth, LaCa-

rube on the Ilth, Bill Crann
on the 12th, Jack quint on the

141 and John Hoppe on the

e y0111

-

With

ey

SPRING SPECIAL
IS FM Wee

'498"
'628"

Elk Grove's Gordy Hollywood displays he form that
o one -hit mmterMere against Forest View yes-

STAPLETON HARDWARE

terday Gordy had a no-hitter

22 E. Northwest Hwy.

produced

for so, and one third mines
buttes Pete Croatians singled

Des Plaines, III. 827-6291

It loft (Photo by Mike Imam)

cipients of varsity letters for
tennis.

Gary Aided, Mike

McMahon,

O'Leary

Kevin

tennis letters.

TEAM STANDINGS
Team

Pls.
51111C11 and Busse Realtors 35
Morton Pontiac
32

Mk Prospect &F.& Lom 31

Cole, Jeff Hansen, Tom Mar- Arnold Palmer Cleaning 291/2
shall, Tom Meyer, Mike Rey s, Doug Stalker, Mark SavJAB Mad Market
271/2
age and manager Al Pavik.
Rounding out the tennis

The Gift Box

award winners, freshman nu-

Picket Pain

Mount Prospect Jewelers

26

23
221/2

erals went to Lorry Dem:,

Ed &
Barber Shop 22
Fitton, Mike Gillings, Kerning's Gouda Center
Dan Janik, Tom Klein, Kevin
Lawler, Bill Rims, Jim Schee- Winkelmanes Shell Service
fer, Greg &Meet, Mike West 5,
busing and Jim Young.
John Mufich Buick
121/2
Russ

A Grand

American.
Treat- Pi

PICNICS and

BROWN'S

Fried
Chicken

I

0

Pitcher

0

Elba,

Ip h rice so bb
5 4 3-1

Stith

1 000

Hathach

ea -4'

6

3

0

I

7 4 0-0 11

Winner-Hasbach;

4

Loser-

Eliseo

Rand Park
play opens

team

standings shows Kre-Ken Patterns in first place with 161/2
pmts. Team No. 9 is in second
place with 151/2 markers while
Reddy Boosters holds down
third with 141/2 . Team No.3 is

inch Softball League opene4
play for the 1970 sedan last:
Sunday, and all six teams nth

in fourth with 14 points and

Pool

The Rand Park Adult II.

Guanaco-Winnetka
Savings
And Loan, 11-0. Rollo Graham:
and Lou Bisma teamed up kr,
throw a one -hitter. Grahant
added three hit,

holds seventh place with an

[xi

10 Pmn

ROSELLE Builders
started on a high note blasting
Dar -o -manic; 11-0. Ben Corsi
well and Pete Duffy cofribineet
to pitch a two -hit shutout. Lahr

State Bank is in eighth,'
Novak and Parker in ninth turd
pest

Allen's Men Store in 10th to
round out the league.

off
eM

Jim Musgrave. a graduate of

The 'Cardinals dosed out,

A

opening day. Forrest Croon o0
Johnson's
Sporting Goodl
Bred a no-hitter at Centrals
Telephone, Croom fanned 14
and walked only three enrout4
to the masterpiece. Lance AD,.
buthnot went tlwee-for-fouti
and knocked to the two mks. 3,

with this coupon

little man said, "Hey&

these CARE -Free synthetics - plus hundreds more in stock,,,

N

WIGS

-

-

FREE- '1 deson rails

REG $6.95

$L00

20 PIECES

.OS

tIthengs"srPIL V" I ,701b-e.',;'A.:.°1.7=1.1°,1sc:1.77.1T.e."

GOOD ONLY AT
8205. ELMHURST RD, DES DANES

Care Free

1593 EllInwood St, Des Minn

47,

2 blocks oast of Northwestern station

COMPARE

OPEN
DAILY

,

Dave Hnsbach of Palatine lams around to watch as Herseyeatcher Tom Had has some trouble
coming up with an inside pitch during Pirates' 310 shut out yesterday at home. (Photo by Jim
Stharfit

Chicken Dinner Special

Then a tunny-lookinp

thanright foot, gettin4
s in four trips to the

The final game of the ever
ring provided the highlight

eligible this season. He will be
back next year.

this season with a 7.10 team

on

plate.

aid in

ton Heights lettered hut year
a freshman but was in-

look chic...
and they cost
LOTS of money.

THEN HE SAID

year's batting champ, Bilg
Schlenning of Roselle, startetC

year.

MATT WEEG of Arlin -

Another salesman sold me
ors of nice, expensive clothes

last year's champs, Resui
and Palo, picked up
where they left off, beating

Topping the second divhion
is C E. Jensen and Sons with
IPA points, Kunkel, Realtors

of next
cum year's

still

didn't

action.

fifth place belongs to team NO..
8 -Which has 131/2 pip..

record for the Cardinals this

So a salesman
old me a
rogram,
which cost Iota
lots of money.

CALL AHEAD,
OR JUST WALK IN

Care Free

$14"

$1990

Los -

TORO 5 hp PREMIUM

Two share
twilight
honors

TIL

9

820 S.
Elmhurst Rd.

Des Plaines
in Wishing Well Plaza

P.M.

'phone: 248-2299

0

-Ristan. OR7Loselk

-

2
3

I
0

Gordy was mixing a sharp

r

PITCHING SUMMARY

rcliefer George.
Schmidt for a long Iwo --r011
homer to left in the sixth.

I

hi

SCORE BY INNINGS

View

I

0
6

8

3
2

Schmidt, p

Grenadier runs. He dumped
0810 off
an RBI single
O'Keefe to make ft 4-0 in the
fourth and then touched For-

4
4

I

2
3

Maly, lb
Kocntopp, If
Bonfield, 3b
O'Keefe, p
Kratky, ph

.

Mike Losch, Elk Grove's

2
2

I

2

h

3

Kasper, 2b

hard-hitting all-conferenca infielder, accounted for the final

3

ab
3

Galindo, of
Olson,
Cardinell, rf
Cavalier°. c

Grove, then bcbt out roller to

Ristau, 2b
Chethey, of
Latch, as

0 '0
6

0

FOREST VIEW (0)

making a rare start for Elk

ELK GROYE00

8

26

'Player

walk to Doug Mitsuoka that
forced M a rm. Glenn Peter -

est

0
0

I

Totals

O'Keefe struck out Pruitt
far the second out of the inning, but he followed with a

short to boost the lead to 3-0,

3

curve with his outstanding fasb

tennis letter winners were Tom
track

Mitsuoka, If
Peterton, rf
Hollywood, p

e

Dan Kivlahan were the th- '18th.

ON THE sorer:Mere level,

Terry

McDonald

Juniors Gmg Altars and
Chuck Czeropski and
and
Jim Dalton, Bill Hammen and

Rainey, Ken Rogers and Bob

Fenton, Mike Locasio, Mike

earned

'Matt Sprenact.

and Jim Skamynski won JV

&Maki. boo Bombicino, Mike
BliCaro, Dan Casey. Bill Covington. Mark DiMugio, Pete
Ginivan, Ed Hellesen, Vic Incinelli, Terry McBride, Clem

they

Dan Jarrembski,
Mark Reed, Brian Sneed and

Galioto, Bob Immen, Casey
Klingberg, Pat McCue, Pal
McGrane, MA Moran. Mike

went to 25 athletes, including
Jim Berendt, Mike Dray, Dan

ley, Craig Zander and man

Phil

to

Gilligan;
Carley. Tom Chapman, Terry

varsity letters
along with Rich Evans, Frank

Kevin Shea, Tom
Snider. Mike Walsh, Mike Wi-

SD -Solomon, Andrieno (2)

S P/iR TS

Mike.Viken.
Track
merit

The 18 sophomore baseball
lettermen included Ralph An -

°licitly,

Bill Ciofani, Bill Grabowski,

Simon, John *enact, and

Tabbed.
Sophomore

May,. Bill O'Donnell, Mark

BMW.,

Schultz, Frank Shuster, Bob

list of golf award winners as

ters for baseball..

3
3

mu, when he steed cot thc

Lary Quinn.. Mark Rossi,
TOM Smith, Steve Snyder and
manager Ed Williams.

Warm! got junior varsity let-

Solomon, rf
4
Gruv.macher, lb 3
Prase, ss

mming varsity honors were
Mike Abinanli, Mark Dela-

Scan

Marwita, Bill McShea, Jeff
Novak, Jim Peifer, Bill Rugs!,
Greg Rornanelle, Dave

;ramify baseball letters, those

Bill Hake, Scott Lindberg.
Larry Hogan Jim Wendell and
managers Chip Bari and John

1.INRSEY (0)

Pins;

was the fielders bchind HasErase

23

the Palatine shortstop

strike past a Hersey hatter.

visitors came elowst to bring-

TOTALS

ad( &Donnell 'who also won

TRACK FRESHMAN numerals went

John Kane, Lary Lin, John

Thursday,
May 28,

,..ny ADDITION to Smith

Weigel.

Jim Horner, Dave Jarzernbski,

Ara team selections Inn sea -

man, Mike Golden, Bill Madden. Ken Martin, Steve Ostern.n, Mike Pettenumo,

nom into scoring position, but

2 return to IS U tennis team
The Illinois State University tennis team will be hank -

and Bob Tess won freshman

Page 9

ney, Dick Drolet, Denny Fore-

to second to advance both run -

the number one singles slot.

girls from 10 YMCA's competed in the Junior division.

ggris with national competitive
44erience daninated

following

In the Palatine sixth, Eliseo
finally started tiring and
walked Ziemer: and Hasbach

score of 38 was matched by

victory over Rick Leadley in

Twenty-six

division.

Winne r -Nelson; loser-

of its runs with the help of a

urban YMCA Men's Golf

way to the decisive win. Greg
Harris opened with a 7-5, B-6

with a fourth place ribbon on

termediate

3.0 2 0

dawn swinging m end that

Hashach4 heroics on the

the

The Arlington singles play-

Kathy Amado came home
beam.

Harry Brodski carted

ers picked up every set on their

ercise and vault plus a fifth allaround. Debby Schwartz took
a second place medal in vault.

I

into trouble was in the second,
when Palatine scored all three

leaned two hits.

big stick at the Northwest Sub-

worts,

around. Ann Marie Birk took
third place medah in free ex-

I

right-handed prospect.

third, hut then Hasbach picked
up the first Pirate hit and went
to second on an crror.

FRESHMAN
COACH
Joe Gliwa gave out thOlmEmt
number of baSeball awards,
and numeral winners includeat John Andcjeski, Tim BotMona, Mike Brawley, Bill

award. Both were Day All 1

in Northwest YMCA golf

Mid -Suburban League tennis champion Arlington swept
every match to hand Hersey a
5-0 defeat on the Cardinal

captured the state
creme in the balance beam
event, took a second on uneven
parallel bars and third all-

Lehner

7

sixth after Paul heal walked the
first two Pirates he faced in the
Inning.

Arlington racketmen
shutout Hersey, 5-0

all-around was Kim Lathery.
Kim was state champion on
Beuneven parallel bars and

balance

64.27
59.45

the low net and low gross titles.

Three medals and second in the

1

Hasbach turned in mother
great pitching perromunce
before the several major
league scouts who braved the
chilly weather to see the fine

George Solomon and
Stev Koch, each of whom col-

two birdies and sharing both

Junior division (bth
9th
grade). Leading he way with

7 3 0.0

5 4 3-1 I5

Pendell
Rash

scared

costly error.
The Huskie

Dennis Scranton, Rich Stmt.

Both

erned the sportsmanship

r-er

I

first tally, and after owing
Eberle also singled, a throwing

THEONLY time Eliseo got

Keith McDomld

tek.

first baseman Mike O'Donnell

hill overshadowed another ascellent performance on the

Brodski birdies twice

Suburban

as

'rigrIIIniSIG SUMMARY
Pitcher

the Preps was Cindy Geneler,
who vaulted to a second place.
Ribbon winners included
Jayne Morava, fourth in
ambling; Lynn Hitchcock,

NORTHWEST

Nolsom SAC -Rich -

Third basemen Smith was
dotted as the Mast Valuable

agcy Ron Minard.

Player by his teammates, and

were honored for their work.
They include, klichael Elwart.
Thomas Dwyer, MVP isimat
McNider, Bob Bathos, Ronald Bryant, Eric Burgess and

Elmhurst
Evanston

YMCA girls dominated the

cello,

men

Seven

fifth in the all-around. The
only other medal winner for

from seven YMCAs competed
in the Prep division.

st

four safeties in the five nomplee innings that he worked.
Eliseo struck PM Sill and
walked only three before bowing 10 Terry Smith, who came
on in relief in the bottomorthe

gles nd struck out 11 Huskies
on his way to Me distance win,
and he was rarely
serious
trouble. The only two Hersey
getters to solve his rapid delft,

ance beam. Sue aho grabbed a

(Mirth in trampoline and Karon Baranski, fifth on the balance beam. Thirty-three girt,

q

limiting Hersey to oil

Na SCATIERED four sin-

Donator
Streator

werth, Patrick Dwyer. Gary

S. Lunnodcon: WieEseGrootn,
&ds-

error on the Hersey catcher

316.88

Chmnpaip McKinley 204.87
Harem

Ort-

Thursday.

3B -Day,

Nelson,

Valuable

the St. Viand Spring Sports
Awardi banquet held last

Koehler, Berdelb Dyso
Sheridan.
2uiBDy

Most

Player Steve Smith and track.
MVP Steve Schlickman hooded the list of award wi mere at

Rush. p

of Hersey hurler Paul
Elko, who also allowed but

Mid -Suburban League battle
on the Pirate diamond.

trampoline. She took a fifth

fdac

Richard

Baseball's

0

part

wash over the Huskies in a

Nancy Felke inorth in

Teton totals:
Northwest Suburban

Berson,

0

Big magicDHasbad spun Ids
mound agi again yesterday,

four
hits while leading his Palatine
baseball team to a 3-0 white-

ship. Jody also grabbed the
second place medal in uneven
parallel bars and third in

1.70

By An Stuart

in tumbling. Other medal
ners in,
Missy Fredcrickson, thirds in trampoline
and uneven parallel bars, Mardm
Seitz, third in IsalanCe

tumbling and fifthn balance
THE WINNING Prep (6th

2.25

I

Hasbach's 4 -hitter paces Palatine, 4-0

cy Morava placed third in the
all-around and took second

ed:

Golfers Pete Hahn (MVP).

Jack

8.25

Wen Suburban

2

56 0
Table
E-Lundstedt (31, White ( 21.

efforts this season.

Pork Ridge

tumbling. Robin Melts placed
Wind in the all-around. cap luring the title in free exercise

Smith, Schlickman earn MVP's

I

nerdell. pI

single to left

in the Mid -Suburban League
race with a final 10-4 record.
Conch Larry Paddy's club

Chesney.0011010
bw),Vinf0

SV announces -letter winners;

Dull)), Bob Bachus and Scott
Sibbernsen were given their
I

38.36

0
0
0

Koehler. 2b

Whithey and Thonms Navratil
earned Harper letters for their

Hyde Park

h

Knopf, Bob Spore, Angelo
Codex., Jim Hynes, Eric
Shuster, Larry Wadgita. mana-

ger Mike Dolan, MVP Don

47.80

Dove Rtsthu of Elk Grove dives back into Fut boa to bad . Denny 131ofe's Inte throw. Forest Vt
the tardy toss. (Photo by Mike Imren)

0

3

ence catcher ripped a vicious

faced only one
man over the limit during that
stretch and he would have
been abolutely perfect iat
f it

5

3s0

IN BASKETBALL John Thumhoffer. lb

Canton

the balance beans and uneven

0

Jackson. cf
Fritsche. lb

Texidor, Robert Texidor and

Peoria

state all around champion. On

Schott. John Fcrsberg. Ray-

3

Falcons -all -confer-

left-hander
1

0
0
0

3

the

Adams.
That look care of the no-hitter and the shutout was in real
jeopardy when
Hollywood

innings ycsterady. The cl.sy

0

I

Storm. 3b
Sumner. If
Harbech, If
Musial. rf
Lundsteth,ss

Jeffrey

in

the

Michael
Ferguson.
James
Lunch. Boise Starr ffenberg,
NIVP Tom Net,es, David

Melvin
Greathouse, Thom. Harmon,
Elwart,

barely eluded shortstop Nick

wins the conference title.

Nelson. p
2 2
Torah
23 6
PROSPECT (0)
eh r
Player

Koehler, Romld Kundrt John
Michalisko, John Nemanich.
John Trunda, Jim Stamborskl

Mon. Mary Cronin was the

who won the bronze medal in

received

The win enabled the Grenadiers to hold onto second place

that it h. no bearing on who

Lundquist. lb
Wiesen, cf
Fricano. 3b
fiencriscutto. ph

free pass to Roger Cardinell.
Gordy then fell behind with a
3-1 count to Pete Cavallard
line -drive

being the final two innings of a
genic in which the Falcons already trail Palatine; 10-0. It is
still doubtful whether that
game will be completed now

h

Crook if

mond Vitha. Donald Mich- White..
ener and Thomas Wahlund Jams. ar

year the Northwm Suburban
YMCA Girls Gymnastics
Tatra took the state title. Hosting the state meet for the first
'me, he team entertained 13'

under) w. Penny Prclikrg'

wrist!.

Nine

r

things again by drawing a walk
and the bases became jammed
when Adams legged out an infield hit and Steve Sch011en
walked.

terday.

FOREST VIEW is 9-4 with
its only unfinished business

161

wildness. Chesney started

and

day.

Day, rf

John Mankel, Mark Meru,
MVP David Miller, Dennis

termediate (high school) dial-

west Suburban girls captured
three of the titles. Finishing in
the top five for the second
place Midges (5th grade and

aa

Hearn,
Hynes, James Renm, Thomas
John

For the fifth consecutive

Competition was held in
four age peep. The North-

WHEELING

Alter retiring the first man
In the seventh on a foul fly to
first baseman Scott Pruitt,
Hollywood gave up his first

season with a 6-0 victory over
Forest View at Elk Grove yes-

Sane

hoffer also ciugled. But Whim
was forced at third base and
Rush etch out to left to end the
prospect .ession with a dismal
5-9 record.

Richter. 2b

their Harper letters this year.

4

Prosmet got a single from
White to lead off the seventh
and after an out, Bill Thorn -

to hind fora hit, and Iliac a
pickoff attempt by gerdell
went out of play and Nelson sonic mound experience. Rush

Northwest Suburban 'Y'
girls take gym title
teams from all over the state.

bundquist went to
third on the play and scored on
Fred Reneriscutto's single

Player

ball and

Ile Grenadiers finished their

scored.

Prmpect coach Larry Pohl.
man lifted Berdell in the sixth
to give Casey Rush, a Junior

Athletes in the track program whir received letters were

innings of no -hit

would up with a one -hitter as

on Gum at third, went into

Wildcat fielding errors .0mM
by the chilly wmther.

aged hoe bylhe tenpin
heoaue the ball was pm of

woad hurled six and one-third

Groot mole third and Speedy
Wiesen walked. Another bad

ball, hampered only by several

near the Wheeling bench. Day

Elk Grove's Gordy Holly -

base.

BUT THE throw skipped

Harper honors 67 athletes
Those honored in tennis
were Michael ftierme Mi-

second

time. and Day headed back to
third, content with the triple.

S P/R TS
academic year.

Groot

gry 'Cats. After dropping OW
of first place in the middle of
the sc.on, Wheeling bounced
back into the number one slot

Page 8

young men as varsity letter
whams for the 1969-1970

Mike

By Mike harem

437-4567

THE DAY
Page 11

Page 11

Thursday May 20 1970

American Legion
lists schedule
By George Holm

Left-Plcking the Thinners
far scholarships to Mistier
Owen's and Glen Beckert's
Baseball Schools were Walt

The Ninth Dmmct Lagton Baseball Leapt. re
leased a revised schedule and theses of home
games for the upcommg wason. The schedule
different front the one Printed by the
Day last week. It was changed duo to coatiels

Samorez, of Col's Roust Beef,
and
Oakton in Dm
Plainest WIII Seefeldt of Mick-

ALee

with other leagues using the same fields.
The home sites are the same as last year. Ar-

ey Owen's, Dick Mortinek of
Glen Becker's, and BIll Sully
of the Mount Prospect Park
District. Col's sponsored the
contest which will send six
youngsters to Mickey Owen's

lington Heights, coached by Lloyd Meyers, will
play Sr Recreation Park in Arlington. Des
Pleines will play for coach Ken Koentopp at Forest View, while Larry Nomellini's Logan Square
outfit will perform at St. Viator.

THE -PALATINE Legion team, coached by
Bob Grybmh, will play at Fremd, while Park
Ridge, under the tutelage of Tom Eichler. will
play at Maine South. Dick Grigsby's new Prow
pitet entry will play at Prospect High School.,

while Gerry Elisco's Wheeling team will host
their games at Wheeling High School. Ernie

Titans win twice in full AHBB slate

one warning, otter July 2 penalities will be given
without wami ng, no non -uniform personnel will
be allowed on the bench during games except
seeregeeper, batboy and league officials.

With the clear weather that

Also in the rules added is that the game will not
be delayed for more than a reasonable length of

finally came last week, the Am

liven Heights Boys Baseball
League put on a full show of

time, determined by the umpire, for uniform

The Sioux nipped the Steers,

took a close, 6-5 decision over
the Doves as Steve Finch

5, on a home run by Mike Thut 'had a hone run and Don
end two doubles by Peter Hil- Bianchi had a double and a
many.
triple for the winners.
Extra -base hitting by Jim
The Twins took care of the
Brennan, Jim Riley and Carl Angels by a 14-5 count add
Hem paced the Chi 1500010-5 then neat the Twins, 3-1, With
win over the Celtics. All the the help of extra base hits by
Celts -runs came in the fourth Doug Dearon and Steve Venr.
on doubles by Tim Kelly. Scott John Mertens and Vella were
Kuykendall Ltd Den Shubeck. the winning pitchers.
The Twins came back to nip
the Astral, 4-3, an two runs in
THE PATRIOTS won
the last inning Steve Venti got
elugging conet from the Lancers, II -8, behind the pitching
of Glenn Drexler who fanned

5-4, as Steve Fantuzi was the

Mimed and Don Meyer belt-

13 hitters.

winning hurler and Mike Roodoubled. But the Steers
cMe back to beat the Arrows,
IDE as Robert Carter got the

ed two doubles.

19-3, on 13 hits including a
home run by Lance Joaquin
and doybles by Tin/ O'Neil,
Lance Joaquin, Mark Teumch

Phil Williams and then

change and that protests must M registered with
the umpire before the ball's put in play again.
COPIES OF the new legion schedule arc being
sent to all the major leaue teams so that legion
players may benefit, angy because of this. the

games. Among the successful

and

looms was the Titans of the
North Blue Junior division.
who ho two gamos.

beat the Gopher, 14-1 behind
the two -hit pitching of Chuck,
Carkbuff.

schedule cannot be changed without express
consent of the Ninth District Chairman Eugene

Apaches,

The

W. Sackett.
In addition to the league schedule, the league

tournament starts at 1:30 p.m. on Sunday...My
26, and continues to Sunday, August 2. From
Aug, 6-9, the Cook County Legion Toumament
will be played at Wheeling.

ill

weekday games start at 6 p.m. and all weekend
games start at 1,30 p.m. However, there are

18-3,

the
to

bud
behind

Mewed at 4:30 p.m., and the Park Ridge-Adington Mime at Recreation will start at 1 p.m.

1970 NINTH DISTRICT LEGION BASEBALL SCHEDULE
June Logan Square at Pal.
Thu. 4 Logan Square at Des Plaines
Sat. 6 Logan Square at River Grove

Palatine at Park Ridge.
Sun. 7
Prospect at Des Plaines
Mon. 8 Wheeling at Arlington
The, 9 Arlington at Logan Squeue
Park Ridge at Prospect
Fri. 12 Palatine at Arlington
Sat. 13 Wheeling at River Grove
Des Plaines at Arlington
Sun. 14 Prospect at River Grove
Dm Plaines at Wheeling
Mon. 15
River Grove at Arlington
Ties. 16 ParksRidge
Logan Square

leading Bisons shoi down the
Bombers by an -8-3 count on

Sox, 8-6, with Tim Lapsys getting the complete -game victory. Paul Lundstedt of the Sox
had home run in that one

Joaquin and Mike Foli homer,
cd for the winners,

Logan Square at Wheeling
Sun. 21
Park Ridge at Des Plaines
Pelatine at River Grove
Tues. 23 River Grove at Prospect
Wheeling at Park Ridge

Arlington at Palatine
trans. 25 Arlington at Park Ridge

this same
Mounties, 15-14. In that
that one
home runs were
by
Dick Christiansen of the
Mounties and Jack Csepp,
Pete Janda and Jim Meyer of

Celtics.

nip the Owls, 2-1, on a ono -hit -

the Stealers.

t. by Tim Erler and a double
by Mike Craig. But the Owls
managed to enter the victory

The Rifles came back from
their loss to knock out the Mohawks, 3-1, on a home run by
Rick Funk and a triple by,
George Afremow. Finally, the

Harsh. Bob Hourigan was the
winning pitMer.

column

against

the

on

doubles by Kevin Hathon and

Marko Castilla tripled for the
Bulls. The Gulls whipped the
Larks, 7-4, on two home runs
by Bob Nolte.
The Larks rebounded to

winning pitching performance
by Darin Craig.

break through the Trojene de-

Breister got a home run and
Duve Schwingel doubled. Bill
Debtor, was the winning
pitcher, and he didn't allow
hit.

In the division's final contest it was the Robins downing
the Redskins, 12-2, as Bill

In the North Blue Intermediate division, the Muskies
opened with a thrilling, 3-2

win over the LeoparM. Pat
Driscoll tripled in that one and
Jack MeLoraine got the win.

THE MUSKIES picked up
Mother dose decision against

Prove. at Palatine

THE MOST lopelded
saw the Bulls but out the

the

Rockets, 15-0, behind a emend-

wie, 6-5. Two runs in the last

ation home run by Tim Fakrber

inning proved to be decisive.
The Leopards came back to

end a triple by John Oliver.
John Oliver pitched a nohitter
for the Bulls and struck out 14.

Des Plaines at Wheeling
Logan Square at Prospect
Park Ridge at Palatine
Arlington at Des Plaines
Tbs. 9 Des Plaines at Logan Square
Prospect at Park Ridge
Sun. 5

Ts. 7

The Bisons were the
In

big

inthe North Green Jun-,

for division, trouncing three
opponents by big margins.

They stopped the Arrows,

Arlington at Whaling

Sanchez fires
4-0 no-hitter

Sun. 12 Palatine at Wheeling
Prospect at River Grove
he. 14 Des Plaines at Palatine
Wheeling at Logan Square
Thu. 16 Logan Square at Park Ridge
Fri. 17 Prospect at Arlington
Set. 18 Arlington at River Grove
Sun. 19 Park Ridge at Wheeling
Des Plaines at Prospect
Mon. 20 Logan Square at Arlington
Tues. 21
Palatine at Prospect

Arlington Heights little lea Roy Sanchez pitched a
n o -bitter last night and struck
I 15 batsmen as the Gems
bat the Padres, 4-0.
Roy's team is in the South
Blue Junior league, and he is

Bullets, overcoming a
three -run lead and going on to

Mat the Colonels, 13-4, with
the help of an eight -run End
inning. Tom Prentiss had
bases -loaded double in the Mg

first frame.

The Bullets shot' down the
11-3, an a six -run
Pythons,
h inning as Dan Lewis, Rny
Asmussen, Dory Hate and

Mike Mellow all picked up exUmbose hits and Keith Mason
pitched a four -hitter.

ng

beat

Scouts picked up seven runs in
third and went ost to
ounce the Doves, 10-5. Risk
Puetz got the win on the hill.
gire

1' HE COWBOYS won
three games in the North Red
Intermediate Division, two of
them close dmisions by 8-7
over the Grizzlies and by 5.4
over the Cade..
Tim Farrell had a home run

Ps over

the Lumen an

triples by Dan and Scott Vrab-

lik and

a

double by Tout

The Pioneers took a low scoring, 2-1 game over the Pa -

trio. with the help of a double
by Bruce Hanigan and a fine
pitching performance by Matt
Amoux.

In the Central Major division, the Orioles opened with
two victories, by 7-5 over the
Astros and by 7-4 over the Angels. Paul
and Jeff Les -

battle on a triple and a good job

Kampa and George
Schott also camcap with some

on the mound by Phil Lotz..

Dave

lusty hitting in that one.
The third Cowboy win was a
15-8 laugher over the Bruins,
as Don Brown was the winnhig
pitcher and Jim Koch took the

The Astros trounced the
Mats, 13-4, with the help of a
five -run first and a seven -run

fifth. Matt Zakula got the win
on the mound and added a
triple to his cause, while teamdote Eric Malvik picked up a!

IN THE final game of the

Tim Jolliffe and Bob But s

divbion, it was the Bladm golfing three runs in the bottom of
the first sod making them
stand up fora 3-2 triumph over
the Hornets. Wayne Spycha/a

combined to pitch the Phillies
to a 14-I0 win over the Angel ,
as Rich Sommers blasted
homer for the Phils and Don
Bianchi added another round tripper.

over the Mos, on a three-hitte

by Marty Schultz. Phil Lo.

favorite lightweight fabricl

HS & M's

BONANZA

Viracle Suit

for Spring and Summer '70, HS&M

Noontime

COLE SLAW, TEXAS
TOAST, FRENCH FRIES

ONLY

or BAKED POTATO

41

?hone; 437-8313

High

Drill Team,
Navy Junior ROTC cadent,
:old

the

Chicago

Mounties

THE MEMORIAL Parade
In Palatine, sponsored by the
Palatine Township Memorial
Assn., will begin at 9,30 arm,
Units will meet at Wood Joel
School at 50 E. Palatine Rd.
The parade will start north on
Plum Grove Rd. and Wood St.

parade. Some groups participating will be the Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, Fremd High
School Band, and Immanuel
Lutheran School Band. Also

and march west on Wood to
Smith
They will continue
north on
Sr Smith to Norilmide

Fire Department.

Harper's
Fore -Pon Girls and Palatine's

Meadow Dr. to KircholT and
proceed west on Kirchoff. After the marchers 'begin, the
motorcade will join the and
pass the reviewing stand on
Kirchoff Rd.

CONDITION

G

mon prices

ores

SPECIAL

on

Ai

Guard, bands from Forest
View High School, Carl Sand -

Accounting

lemIdenleolcCommweal
Peenon NalolloKon
Mono Today]

0 at riterMAT S

rTniYIS,FOrab I e.

Ert p

Cement

Free

eic

sAuda

The Saving Is Yours,

COBBS
CREEK

_su,..i. ,
I

WINKELMAN'S

I

CI. 3r0349
115 9 Dayls

Boutin

ys.

269

NO DEPOSIT

HALF

QUARTS69C
,NONF 10 FANG,

ORCHARD
Vitamin C Enriched

Is

SAND

ale

9

Id

QUALIFIED

...OAL PLUMBING

c.11-,.6,,,,,

LIME JUICE

fttTe r,

BLACK DIRT

33/-4826

71' ;BF/1

5 YEAR GUARANTEE

des

r:rs!,

MORE ROOM?

the low prices at Famous

Dormers
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable
ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO.

Bogle

CALL 894.1500
FOP FREE ESTIMATE

ID
ARLINGTON HTS.

N

0)07

1.01ABARD

FOREST PARR
MELROSE PARK

S.v

,

1307 RAND ROAD
ADDISON.

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

172

02. h.)

00

W01110E1 CON3t. CO
es Kitchen Rerned.1.9

..,,.........

358.0845

pne'l=rZna
N=

916
1327.7456

CHAIN LINK FENCES -VINYL 6
COLORS. PORTABLE OR
. PERMANENT DOG RUNS.
FINANCING AVAILABLE

TREE ESTIMATES. 2,68255.,

CHAIN LINK FENCE

co,,,,,

" '''

7aireelEA,ZREE.,Eettp,
CALL 297-2266

Put Day Want Ads
.

CALL MGR.

WANT ADS

PEOPLE
ARE

ADOPTION

Piano Tuning Services

FINDING.
..,

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

To WOrk For You

03.

BY RAY PETERSON

NlIss

,

Sreoll Jobs My Spedolty

Mammy

DAN XRYSH

6 REMODELING

537 2.
ei

...ND

Olen

Ceiengs, wolls 6 parching.
No job ton Anal,
JOE ORTM.N
824-7510

ii i."
07,5.7

HAPPI NE%
-

2r,,,7,

RIGIff
HERE

bele Q E .e?FwIre'eds

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIRE

PLAW
al! Ward "Er
00

NEED A PLUMBER, All ...cos

irepiaces, flower boxes, inledor
!.

VP °°""

IN .-THE

.
,,ei"eMeeap

'''' P'..F9R

wa., fountain 6 etc.. WorlIng

Z:4:7;4,%.....'....

Plumbing

,,,eLr

BRIOIrMATONRY

Ai '77E. tAil,re.'

g.

255 3822

EXPERT PLASTERING.

'EV'.E=IVATES

ALL

NEED

- PhieFeing

Suburban Small Engine

Room AdditIons

Free EsNmilo

665-4412

152

RUSTIC FENCING

STEEL

'''

L

Installation 6 Soles

.

FOR

595-0478

0M

Fencing

-i iRoom Additions

1 39

CHICAGO
CICERO

,

PETS

°'.x.i.b'"'-'11
SPOON 8, SONS

WEST GARDEN CENTER

'

re'''i.. 593279

BLOAP.6"

1P

ii.U.
i' SHELTERV"Yn.
KAY'S ANIMAL
2705 N.

E'''''"
Ave. "'.. r...e
bridge...4A
6

Pro,A;,Co4,,

,40E

.5.,0,

Lawn Mower Repairs

llo,

CAN DO IT!

20,16 PATIO BLOCKS

NICE

The Saving Is.Youril
O."7ROWN

289-1088

Rath, Blocks

ee,2

ee Mee. dmige Fred dr...

°F reeei

358-3172

Lawn Core

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

CONTRACTORS

=e""ntrr"'"'

COOPERATIVE ENTERPRISES

''

Welding

: TP.?:'6'=''''''

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT 7 yds.
for 522. HAle leo,aerles available.

o

WELDING AND GENERAL REPAIR

R & M DECORATING

s
''' 'd

A,

Decorators

28 5909

Engineering

LA9-6050

CARPENTER

American
CHAMPAGNE

ICK'S DECOR MO
vp

CL 9-0495

l'' ... eee. ee° ...

Wire

-

Oncluding Ranch Style,

.SINCE 196

1.-0244

'A.M.- 9 PM

L KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

d

EL,FQTR:.C,,,, tnabot

HOUSES RAISED

Wallpapering

Launtz Jensen

RentMERIVIC4VEAKVIaTIALLIE
.

....i' C..7..7

FULL BASEMENT

98`

Call 298.4646 er B27.0441

FREE ESTIMATES

' SOD DEPOT,.III

d

ELECTRICIAN

cusrom LIPHOLSTERAFree pic

Ouir S.CRUTY

Rn

additions, washers,
opposts. 20 . oetre,

Veros

529.42

437.2884

coem, a wolthos, Hoeg,

Ihrwerte

I

Electrical Work

ROOMS

Upholstering

827r7588

.,'''''',r

-------.--

" ' 'O;e7'y'reo.

DECORATORS

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

asarMa7eii.gnia'a'Z'''

-

I.

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
,

8

P:=Tsagtas

ffll'an'g'.ii:;

Dee

CREATIVE

SOD

DO YOU SEW??,

659..=

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

297-3195

'L"

6 top dreSs,n9.
8 WS leadr525.00
Big 4 Yd. Lood515.00

Rsalvvv

rn

There's a lot of talk about

I

'

ORANGE
DRINK

319c Z,1g;

p 011
der
In 2

I ih

meatdes 55-0348

HD MORE ROOPAM

TV Service

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

COUTURIER designing

91,06

,;;ne

°°

0011 ED 358.5359

I..

HUMUS

TOP SOIL

Dressmaking -Sewing

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Fl

DECORATING

thowiss s wallwashIn0,

ttEE;',71 'I re:=IA

OFS"PAS'Arlarn

ROOM, ETC .LS255,867

ROSE'S

It pays to advertise
With Day Want Ads.

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK MI

1-11

UC PO

OL

TES 296.1638

REE ES

eer

GRAVEL
DECORATIVE

9'7 ,7367,

WILTETOIXEia-RAGES,
ADDOIONS. BASEMENT REC.

DoZ or O0.

25 a7
bottle

so y

rib

a

VODKA

T ckpointing

I

RUSSELL

°' neeBig
th

Coll ober OPM 3,2.8892.

The Saving Is Yours,

-

In

a,

re

Dog Traming

el Call 43993.

FRESCA a.

1134.5019

392-8333

THI'CICK JONES LANDSGPING
537.1411

Dog Service

296.6984

,,,, sot,

As,s

W..o wets x floors bled

B 6 D DECORATING

POWER RAKING. FERTILIZING
WEED SPRAYING. PROMPT SEQ.

GROOMING
255-2570

16 or bottles

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

439r320
824.5464

OPENING FOR FIRST SESSION
/UNE 22 JULY 10 CL 5.036,

GLENMORE

COCACOLA

1500 MINER STRIET

Experienced Insured

1,, ond mom,.

WALTERS

ECHO HILL RANCH DAY C.P

,,,

The Saving Is Yours!

AND CARY SPECIALS:

Interior 6 exterior painters

'Ti't'IO="

0e mess:.

CASS KEN AFTER 5 PM
359

DICK, SILE 5.15100

campus corps

Day Campstam

8 %PERT CARPENTER

Filth

call 439.5526

i

ARS. HTS. DAY CARE COM

Building a Remodeling

Lhn

These Days

1307 RAND ROAD

awe egw.d.

0245440

availab.082.3.1
Child Care

upholstery.
392.322,

Elaa,

Meyer

CL ,084e

er 7 .

'

TUTOR

)15.8

F

7e

VICE. CALL 0.53057

er,cilldsleeiodps decom

Johnny

Tailoring

4379214

CALL 259-4999

ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

osrse. Hre. Ulebable. Ca,

HALF -GALLON SAVINGS!

"Since

Save bur cot Ire reyy Soy oc,

,

MATH AND KARATE

WAHLQUIST

at covers mode 6 re.

Con

0

ARLINGTON HIS

';'12.'M's.04''''

:.,.,,,,,,,,,,,. DECORATING

EXPERIENCED

own

In Scotton's

99

246 E Wong Pads la

KRUGLER DECORATING

L CONCRETE

A

Distilled I Blended

Blended Whiskey

ig=0M, SA CI ELECTRIC,

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

,

Co11827.8263Landscaping

Bicycle. a Repairs

IMPORTED
SCOTCH

SWZIE

OMIT CAM

In.r..k'I

392-9351
24 He, Phone

ANY CONDITION

The Saving Is Yours,

.

39,3450

rrmoloi4d7c:ol....,-

Torr
obegorion WRITE OR CALL. No

NEW WAY PA4NT1NG

PD"n"Itsincterl

REASONABLE REFERENCES
PUSSY INSURED CALL 562 1975

I',7,:

WILL TOW CARS

erk.,

Liquor Stores

n ,,r eer,,e,ren.,Z25r.

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN

ens

-

25,0552

Walks0.1552,9671
slob.

g TRUSTY WARNS

d

SAWA SYSTEM. Pumps

Pairoing 6 Decorating, Inter./

'Home Maintenance

ALLEN CONCRETE

G. Rd.

208

956-0565

A II

ServiceTile
Free Erlimores

ROSELLE DODGE

89

CL Q3842

'TOWER -FULL' PUMP AND A

J.R. MOSKALA
DECORATING

SPRING CLEANUP

Corry -Outs, Too

Graduation
and
Weddings

InInA14-''' ''.

,,,,,fc,,

593-7208

967-9742

EXPERT BODY WORK

s.

for

"re";e?' ""

FINANCING AVAILABLE

CEMENT WORK

WO.

"A'afro'ncrS'EVIGr

Howe Painsing by 3 college Au

'

furnaces 6
37.9019

'IRV PRmft

...Poe....

COUNTRYSIDE ALUMINUM
PRODUCTS CO.

y,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,, wrs

COMPLETE

all

Be Ready

'intdOt.r.Vr
Pe"' ..' ..iSiie

FASCIA, SOFFIT,
GUTTERS, ROOFING

Call any

Special

Des Plaines

WI HONOR MIDWEST URIC anon off PLAINES

est

ALL SEASONS
CONSTRUCTION

air

BRUMLIK
SHOES
1900"

..

Wm pete

LI

FOUNDATIONS. FISHES,

Alnny.9 Fail and Friendly Servic
1225 S. Elmhurst Rd.

$10.99

CW7tIa'

Extra

SUN. MAY 31 st

$11.99

CAL

OSONZITgia=

one coupon per

Beer from Around the World

Name your color.
This is the shoe to
go with every costume,
everywhere, every hour.
Easy on the feet if you're
dancing, delightful if you're
walking. You can tell by just looking
at the rounded lines. By the way,
the value's great.

Prep, Value Le l

o

STEP
S

E

43

<

ALUMINUM SIDING

this offer meths

coals,

e

Vicior F. Sirore

Home Improvement

1

bonles

359-411500. 3

tinning,

we

GIN

scree.

Sheet Metal Work

.

Call TO 4750

1ST IN CEMENT

COMPLETE ADV. SERVICE

!AEU

CONO/QUALITY DECORATORS.
5,11 ng F'n I

0000

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

1ST,. THE MOON

Art Services

rt

Aids"'

APOLLO 19.0240

DRY

c.4/ineiteent"

hearing

29,587

London

Fish 'N' Chips

Co

Pam Ames

213.:IellF.F"75775

fifth

25,103,

abIe.

Septic Work

D & J CONTRACTORS

CUSTOMFLO.Searnless

Walk

Award Mama Liquor Stores

Case of 24
12 oz dep.

XTERIOR-INTERIOR

Drives

NMI

2

SM.. &

89,6736

Gutters

KEDZIE CONCRETE

, ral OP.9.

iiirac betc. Roos.

WO., PAINT SER.

[146-5016

.

WIOUSTrV'S'04'""
635
secretarial SIMICOS

Ii:,iIee..

°F. Pe

,C4II,E,S, R4S1,-,leelOUR CHAIRS

Cement

'Alterations

006

Draft or Regular Beer

R 6 R ROOF NG
ROOFING AND REPAIRS ALS

George Klein 392 0803

rigger. 3584072

Window wasbing. Coll 662.0/22,

ACCOUNTING SERVICE
For small bus.

GORDON'S'Distilled

o Golden Fried Clams
Roost Beef Sandwich

Repair R

Roofing

=IVIaRer.

SIDEWALKS

MEISTER BRAU

....9

e°F.0 eI

"cc'LdIVraxecl.Woll's'wesIsed

en.

Soon .52,175

10

=,'Lg"9116:- "' '

se. Dirort work sea...

Condit

Cave of 12
12 oz cans

Bring the Family - There:,
Something for Everyone!

.

7,
Furniture Refinishing

17.95, Solos cleaned 59.95 6

CALL B2,14347
ALL SERVICE CO.

Plumbing

Painting 8 Decorating

B,,,,,,,,, ry,,,,,,,,s,,,,,o. McENEELY PLBG. CO.

Calrigr"CairW,4

...ro.

-

'

ALTERATIONS 6 HEMMING

inTO0
AfileZ

Floor Refinishing

7re
,.,.;1,`ZU,
5
365
s,,,, ore, ,. ,,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,,,,,

°

Led by the U.S. Army's
45th Artillery Brigade Color

will also perform.

BEER

Runde holds a press, rejects wrinkles

Open Monday end Didny Evenings

CENTRAL AIR
Window
ni
stalled. he

The parade will go north on

ed with the ArIington Heights

Carpet Cleaning

Air Conditioning

Meadows.

Shopping Center. The Guardsmen's Drum and Bugle Corps

Prospect

255-7200 OR 296-6640

St. Colette School in Rolling

man Estates. Prospect Heights
will have some groups includ-

Buffalo Grove,

I

CALL

step -off at 1,30 p.m. Marching
units will assemble at 2 p.m. at

Heigh., Schaumburg or Hoff-

No parade is scheduled in

CALL ONE NOW'

,,

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

will meet at Sacred Heart of
Mary High School and will

burg Junior High School, and
the City of Rolling Meadows'
Municipal Band will follow.
When the parade is over,
Sing -Out Palatine will perform at Rolling Meadows

be

I

The Saving Is Yours!

Free

1440 MINER St. - Downtown
Des Plaines III,
s

will

rft

vent. The look you buy, you keep because

Sodocia4

rs Rd.
1249 S. Elmhut

included

Cemetery for services.
Ladies from t
Women's
Relief Corps whe
ill place
wreath on
the
memorial

IT'S ALL
TRUE!

SIRLOIN PIT

One hundred and twenty
will be marching in the

your community,

d
V

10011-

541-1037

V

illetween Algonquin& OAS, No minor on spode!)

Wheeling

Brockway. It will then march
uth on Brockway, and pass
he reviewing seend at Slade
nd Brockway. The parade
will disband at the public parking lot on the corner of Palatine Rd. and Brockway.

Band,

AND

And remember -NO TIPPING & COME AS YOU ARE.

BONANZA

1968,

ertson and then proceed amt to

ri ' 41,
AOiLI,

Asa° Body Repair

comes with:
Mon. Ara Fri.
May 2S - 29
11 a.m. to 4 gin.

Some units participating
will be Anwets Post 66, VFW
Post 7178, American Legion

r against the Cards, tunan Dan.
ryl des ggeres home
n Wagered the victory over the
Cubs.

and keeps its shape. Cheese yours in soft
spring colors and spring -fresh patterns.

1/2 lb. Chopped Steak Dinner

ArT ER THE servieM the
parade will continue on Rob-

vice will In held.

1

ROLLING
MEADOWS
will have a differsnt theme for
its parade. Sponsored by the
city of Rolling Meadows, the
parade will celebrate its 15th
anniversary. The motorcade

were

presents Viracle with new Astra styling
by the In
Design Guild. Two
buttons, slightly shaped waist, canter

Special

grounds where a memorial Ser-

THE PHDS came up with
another win, an 8-1 decision

Get into America's

niThe years old.

Wheeling Auto Auction, 611
N. Milwaukee. The parade
will proceed south to Am ens.

of tenable
offered by reputable business people in

,

Wilson was the winning pitch

o............121

uble.

had a round -tripper for the losing Hornets.
The North White Intermediate League had the Redbirds defeating the Broncs, 12-

The Whceltng Jaycees pa
red e will start at 9 Ern. at

hitters.

doubles against the Grizzlies.

pitcher,

pervisor Howard Olsen High
light at the reviewing stand
will be a concert performed by
the Palatine School. The band
will play John Phillip Souse's
"The Thunderer."

holiday

School

Rd

double winner In the Helios
Major division with a 5.2 win
over the Cardinals and a 4-0
shut out over the Cubs. Bil

diner were the winning pitchers sod Phil Barone, Bill Danato and Leschner were the big

and he added two

dots and was also the winning

7HE GIANTS

national

the

Memorml Parade, winch be
gins at 9 30 am at the Arling
ton Heights Mutual,. Budd
g 31 5 Arlington Helghts

president and the township HI

THE COMETS took a 16-6

THE ORIOLES weren't as
fortunate against the Phillies,
however, and dropped a 3-2,

old a double against the Ca.

triple.

Resta

#D1.

The Broom clobbered the

a homer and a triple for the

Malmo 8-8 tie with the Bulls as

worth got the winning hit, a
iwo-run triple

Hthrigart also
doubled twice for the winners.

nthc Steelers scored in every in-

scorn_

commemorate

will be Ian Moodie village

HAMM'S

Come

The Mohawks got a no-hiter from Bill Lyon and essay
tripped the Mounties, 51, and

with an 8-5 triumph on two

vion a 7-5 decision as Doug 0
sen tripled and theta Mike Ens -

RiveraArlg at Park Ridge

the Rifles, 6-3, on a winning
pitching job by Bill Young -

the win and Steve Venti belted

the Family

Chi gab Haurigan led the
Chiefs toIa.
a 4-2 victory over the

Celtics, 19-9, with the help of a
triple and a home toner
by Scott
Kuykendall and a hom un by
Steve Chester. Jim O'Hara had

two runs in the last inning to

fense and win a 9-1 contest.
Mark Krysial was the winning.
hurler and Scott Meyer tripled
for the inners.
The Trojans were more fortunate against the Butts and

Park Ridge at Arlington

Triples by Dave Barbera

pitched the win and Gregg
Palmer supplied the bating

Palatine at De Plaines
Arlington at Prospect
Thu. 18 Wheeling at Des Plaines
Fri. 19 Prospect at Logan Square
SM. 20 Park Ridge at River Grove

July 2 Palatine at Logan Squats
Wheeling at Prospect
Sat. 4 River Grove at Wheeling

The Steelers of the North
Orange Intermediate League

THE SCOUTS took advantage of a five -run third to whip

THE PANTHERS mos

Set. 27 Des Plain.. Pork Ridge
Tues. 30 River Grove at Logan amuse

no-hitter by Carkhuff. Lance

Leopards,
on on a double by
Pittman, Butch Spots
doubled in a losing muse.

to the Stags, who got a triple.
from Kent Pauerhon . and
win.
double from Dave Blank,
In other division games the,
The Aztecs were the clan of
the
Badgers
North White Junior
downed
the the
hutting out the Bees
Apaches, 8-3, on a home run LAMM shutting
and
the
by Phil Ahrens while the Blues
and the Boxers tied '5-5 with Wolves, 11-4. Randy Fritz
Joe Clayton of the Boxers and threw a one hitter at the Bees
lint Murphy of the Blues each and struck out 14, and a triple
by Jim Rudolph and a double
collecting doubles.
In the North Red Junior di- by Jim Constantine were the
vision it was .the Rockets big blows in the win over the
downing the Panthers by 6-3 Wolves.
THE BEES rebounded to
in the opener as !frith Sander
punch.

rGrove at Des Plaines
Wheeling at Palatine

Pittinger, Brian Menneeke and George Ireland supplied most of the power.
Jack

The Dragons also bast tbe'

FINALLY, ins league -

pitching of Keith Gehrkc end
the hitting of Greg Brinckman
end then went or, to nip the

THE SOX LOST again. 11-5.

exceptions to this. The Arlington -Des Patina
earnest on June 13 at Recreation Park will be

Sat. 11

Titans

THE DRAGONS did some
early -inning scoring and heft(
on for an 8-5 victory over the
Colonels. Glenn Musial was
the winning moundsman and

Squad voll fire a solute
Speakers at the ceremony

clad on Seturday Marches g
units gtOups and floats will

Marching Unit.

added, many dealing with Pape procedlne.

Monument and the Palatine
A me r I c an Leglon Firing

with various parades sched

winnrs will he chosen each
week.e Winners from the first

In July.

suburban

war dead on Memonol Day

Post

Miller, 131 Shalywood, Elk
Grove Village. Drawings will

Those dealing with grime procedure were that
helmets must be worn by batten, bascrunners
and onMck hitters; from June 2 to July 2, pitchers wetting their fingers will get a penalty after

northwest

The

area will honor the country s

Baseball School in Missouri
for two weeks and six winners
le Glen Beckert's Baseball
Day School for one week. Two

drawing .e Jim Kenyon, 1025
Grant, Des Plaines and Ralph

Knight's River Grove club will make their home
stands at Rhodes Field, 8500 Fullerton in River
Grove,
Along with the new schedules, some ruloswert

On Me Ninth District league schedule

Area Memorial Day parades

12 selected to

attend baseball
training school

Thursday May 28, 1970

s/ tons
eSei;,9,er

dn. . remodel ng 6 reparr
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GU NOV

Harcnet EL.rive-ln

Vinyl Aluminum

7117:t7

WANTED,

Aggressive Young

51,8006

"HELLO,

vea..Man b.

pony bn.

HELPER

IN THE

Mirror

veat.a...V.z.,PenmtTel!=l

O'Hare Ida needs girl
filing. Phone Per-

Mr ,,e

Palatine Plaza
Shopping Center

Meet and Found

'mniti.,::,==z1.'",ntta.-.1ela

°Pico

°

dl

3

Pickwick House
10 N. No6hwest Hwy, Palallne

rslfied duties. New

''.11=1"axle pluilolFer bone( in.i

SECRETARIES

E & B Carpet Mills

ARLINGTON

AN ARMSTRONG

HEIGHTS

SUBSIDIARY

RECEPTIONIST
Ptc/Ple beatify.

TO,

dads who come

ECUSTODIAN

.

DAY

CALL MISS DEL at GL 5-3600

10.641

ner,lly, DeSsP

For Appointment or
Come For Interview To

OST:filott

Broward, Fla. license; also black

Park Race Track

a

son

Excellent oppoftnik for

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park

LOW, beige Cockapoo, rnale,

jaroVe'r'ac!:1 n
Great pay. Caolldal.
right

hearted reword...0ms

r t7;

AAA I Neon, Aid Repair Ser:
w""PACtiaR

WANTADS

eeriencedto mecical .33
in
Hate

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

1 -Business &eaten

METHODE
MFG: CORP.

25-fmploweent Agencies. Women

Contact Mr, P.M. Toycen

381-2600 Ext. 413

JEWEL HOME
SHOPPING SERVICE

shoal in Mt. Prospect aea.

hour wee, $650 per own.

o,,j000!

YARD WORK any soof on. Rea.
sonable prices. Call Roger Wight.

CL 3.2444

on 827.2675

Mon. thro Fri. 8:15 -4:15

JEWEL PARR

BARRINGTON, ILL

.gets,

MECHANICAL
DRAFTSMAN

Hillcrest Country Club

holmes

assoc

2.92,21.1

CALL
DR. WILLIAM BECKER

$500

359-4676

PACKERS
We have openings at the

Be A Blair Temporary
This Summer!

OY SIT 13,,I,E,ISZAINES AREA.

be °7r p.

"FORD"
EMPLOYMENT

CONTACT MRS. LERMAN

027.6628

100% Free Positions

ACE
FASTENER CO.

BOX DIE HELP
Molder 2. Engraver
4100

ofm

2400 F. Devon
T.

C.cogo,111.

or call

Pox 1260,

1305 PLAINES

inspect

583-3838

-Inperarks

297-7160

PROSPECT

suburbanoael ear. Mo.

Ago MT.

Grnporary office personnel

5646 W. De mpster 965-2400

or

362.7900

Full Time
STORE ROOM MAN.
TOP SALARY

'at &OWS.
Contact Mr. Yarbrough

and

Good paying
opportunities at
Dunkin' Donuts
Immediate opportunities. Here's a chance for
you to became a member of the Dunkin' Donuts
fonn'rciirtk;nid..IttoIT.'s,r:,enoctildb.elente=).;:ptfC,7.
Pleasant people. Good swedes and benente.

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

3

INEXPERITIZIDNEZrmr--WILL

PSST!

3 LINES 5 DAYS

office work. Woman

ust'r veli=eonPtifut

WOLF AND OAKTON

ONLY

too

rdornrn' aiet

PART TIME
HELP NEEDED

131

REICHARDT CLEANERS

HAMMER,
INC.

with searsoce.

PHONE

EDGY.° Village

great

mmmmar
t

255-7200

601-5700

rof...RI Wan,

ron'o,°n!ragv!,!.Z.'"'

OR

.

VAMP° NS

Illinois Bell

Chicago

296-6640

--

Chicago

-583 3838-

STENOS
TYNSTS

Mem hi Hun.,

esm.lom

-

_

3413 Kirchof 1,RollIng Mead.

lab

392.9060
253-6300

Reasonable

rclnolc°1:aVettr=71
Swimming Pool. Convenien,

Centex Executive Plaza

REALTOR

tunti,01,tnInNnvtr!

164 Pent Homes

10;1;e!IIIatZeZI:

N'cholos EINd
and
Higgins Rd., Elk Grove
ne

Your
Professional

N. on Westgate.

TiMberlane
DR Ants

Mom, NW Sub. 13d of Reckon

AdotTattgnrAl
, bik

MT. PROSPECT

REAL ESTATE PFSBLEMS

MOUNT PROSPECT

°newborns,

2 blocks east of
an

mougogemeneM

and'/Ife'droaoM
furn.8, main.
C

COPY READERS

cl

cl

invpstments9

I

11.To Refit, Stores, Offices

PAN 3925914

P'"gutg."'

HOWARD SeROAT & CO.

Collte=tewnt

se,

AILS

Wt. avail. Immedi. nesse

.

Ia

COMPUTIR

ft. off. in downwvn

.

Call oh. 5

pm.25,00

T'rr,
Tu7olGguD'Vit't

Golf N311 Area

DESPIAINES

t,=

""airorh 1

MMATIMSMOSSIM6MIADOWS

BOIS Kit Office Space

the comfort G convenience of

.3o.'V3r..'313;1g133,.

esillAilw. 6 2 blks SodOoll.

901nreStrftentillo011y

ficedSpace Availabe.

weVa rr.Z.Z.'efe

DAT9417
(Phone,
827,8682). seeuMAC.
ResIdenl

.

I block norrh of Higgins
new Toll

LAND INVESTMENT

WM, 41101.190

CALL 439-8020

Wore: fr.ont homesites.

MT. PROSPECT

Rondwood Aportm nts

Edna chose an action job

DOROTHY 5ISSON,199-1261, Ext. 211

wham can she Mew a good dee! when she
sew one, and mere why Edna picked 'lob
as an Illinois Bell operator. Her lines keep
bussing with business and personal calls
from across the nation.
II you Ilke people and want a fun lob

Nr.Randhurs, Elegant I It 2

EtElIFRAN KLI

"ZATI=707N"'

-

that pays well, stop In and see us about
becoming a telephone operator. It's where

hmc permanent oPeoiegs
for experienced comntometer
operators in our Melrose Park
office. Excellent company ben

FULL, CARPETED

SWIMMING POOL

Model, Open Daily 1 -6

500Dog weed lane, NIL rop.
blk
Pelw

094-5930

of Wheelln
in

d.

on,

259 1220

anale. tones
end mulitele.

oned
86 -Real Estate -Reuses

DES PLAINES 3 bdfin duplex, 2

Sevatern Rondo

aMs, den, god bus., storm

windows. Nr. trains
luly 1 UPS. 439.9230
131,1.

G

thmore.

anch. car
ears
Central AI,

school.

For Addleanal

bdorm.

894.

r. Werwhing frm

Assume ,

en .37900 37 3529

The Granigar

Orgoniz4560eti

LANCELOT

the action Is, and *homy. should be.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

qDRICIISEW

Call

WOLF AND OAKTON

Personnel Deportment

345-0500
Ext. 594
for An

P1.113'33111°

- JEWEL

Ready Fora
great new job?

0

Illinois Bell

GENERAL OFFICE
RECEPTIONIST

0M990,4(wry

Lop Rom.

White Collar Girls

Become a vital member of a large corporate audit staff performing challenging
'and diversified assignments. No prior audit experience required, but you must

be a college graduate with at least a minor in accounting. Stading salary
commensurate with experience and potential of opplicont. Travel requirement
aperOximately 25%.

Randhurst Center...""3925230Mt Prosp4t

Young Hobby Club
FUN WITH WILD FLOWERS

By Cap, Dick
If you press wild flowers until
they are flat and dry. then mount
them'
black pages Vol can

crerite a handsome album that
will be interesting to look at for a
long time to come.

Please contact employment department.

F. meh specimen pick a full
bloom one long SteM, one bud on

union

Union]8 DISIsloni Eastern Rapid,

MISCO-SHAWNEE, INC.
ELK GROVE VILIAGE

"'Voirf;::=V9It"°.
Trizetrilg

INTERNAL
AUDITOR

656.9922

w,r1rain as .ample Inv...v. WIN Vaingi

""

DES PLAINES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Shdlbniin 990

OPENINGS IN MOPPING

DIV. OF CITY RODUCTS CORP.

BALL MISS MICHALSKI 437 6621
Notes

'W,Orgtir04
nr. 01,0 sid.

Contact Hlm Today

FINANCIAL SECRETARY
ACCT'S. REC. BOOKKEEPER
COPY COMPILERS
FILE CLERKS
KEY PUNCH OPRS. 029-059

34tilvTaitneraolViorsititgln'ra'r'9;rt'gr799

An aqual opportunity employer

Testartarapel=beme,

FASTENER CO.
4100W. VictorIP

Summer Job Opportunities
Previous Office Experience
TRANSCRIBERS

ACE

ItToTVC"'Pnvole

2.31.1.111eslgole

ar,!:=:,Vnnn.Z,11onleVnVZ:VI.V.

With Mohawk Carpel Distributors

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS
.

Coll'd; Apply

ROLLING MEADOWS

KOLE REAL ESTATE

.

colored

Adpdatmena

-4

775-8500

PENSION PLAN
NO LAYOFFS

kl

0

.1

DIVC:ctV:717.

0,0Bed,

T.R.W. CREDIT
DATA CORP.

package

131

NW; 41Zr a ndlomo.11f,

yleStNSIIIIL. IMO.
C

CONS IM011 CALL

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Pork

Arid win earn

ri'eFFIPan','9FT

"^1°.Z,Z17,72,tm,,n

Own. 3250. /39.13143

JLIDV ISTALLON

central telephone company of Illinois

DES

am

STREAMWOOD

gr2TIVEltgas,5

opp.3125

IF YOU CANNOT COME IN,
RUSE REGISTER DT PHONE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

sq Credlr File Reporter.

0022 W. To

istutCeDge

All Positions
100% Free

SECRETARY. RECEPTIONIST
BUYER'S SECRETARY

FOOD STORES

o don't like being
o
Our apnea

veteran arts

MAKERS

1950 N. Mannheim
Melrose Park

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

ng z°nifoc
erzard cobbrin9ln
ras thatnew
will.

th,

Experienced - Full Time

lob lo. the man who crave, ourdo0r

on envoi ooponvnimemiWym

TOOL and DIE

or

593-6220

RANSEHIRED,

RANCHETTES

OPERATORS

STINEWAY FORD HOPKINS

297-7770
24E01p Ranted Men

the

DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60016

PLAINES

APPegta
901 W. Lunt

3.913
92

aWNER

bdrrn bklevel, 1,6 ha., appl.,

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
SWITCHBOARD
OPERATORS

10 lg. closets, exc. location. shod
walk G R.R, Uons
G schools.

New Wniont Elevotor

Wm, heated. W

1

Art fes. Surrey Ridge. 4 lodern,.
plit, 2, baths, Id laundry
rm., Wart, nr schl, ark, pool,
upper SIC SSO06,0

Des Moines, ovo11. now, deluxe

Part Time - Early Morning

Fqua1 Opponuniry eoplawrlDES

Excellent

TEKTRONIX, INC.

FN.

a

Mons,

,0 10

crrre,

Z7Zt=44;°0.

Westgate Apts.

rriellEn3V

SCE NTTEEML

ar:rrv?!!!zt,f=='!!

Elk Grove Village

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

Arl.

827.9919

re rypinp al 40 ra 45 w..m

lhe

henM
1tertc

yd 001.500 2376-3901

Mt. PROSPECT

B8'3

all applionc..

30 ALGONQUIN ROAD

A.H. ROBINS CO.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE LOCATION

VC.O111

Wood Dale modem, delosec, 3

UOP PROCESS DIVISION

sTictigir

ELECTRONIC

1444 S. Busse Rd., Mt. Prosy.

berlroom apt.

owner, 3 or 4 Isdirn
home, 1, ha, lommt, rep pp, fed

bath townhouse. Cent. alr-cand

Call 439-4100

ImImedlaiely Available. Dar

259-6268

TECHNICIAN

akTrNe?^'
TENNIS COURT

2nd flora.=341. Call

An equal onnortunlry employer

COMPTOMETER

296-1043

Arl. Ws.

21 -Help Wantederea & Women

1349 Bryn Mawr
Itasca, III.

CLERK TYPIST

Timberlake Village

WANT ADS

MISSLOREITA MOM
024,1155,Ext.236

375500, Ext.

Da RAWLS ROAr

MOUNT PROSPECT

'

Des Pins

MT PROSPECT coeNTRY

Ata1,021,147"'
RFAD 111E

.2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

DES PLAINES

Top bowfin sided!. profit sharing. Mem commenced°

CUTLER -

TRAVEL

trg're't=,

43,0533

One DechrdAple from 3176

773-2020

Nirigr)

WITH NO

Excellent

0.5130 p.m.Over 10 yrs.oldll

Ark Hts. Unf urn. lodfin. ann.

TYPIST

HALOGEN
INSULATOR

ringe benefit pack,

29,2206

Indi5i

all. cond, garage, 2nd floor $259

/110 Rent( andalsd Aputmente

437-5161

TRAIN

Illinois Bell

years
innate old). Should have
innate sales ability and
like to work with people.
Full training and development program. No
traveling. Day and evening interviews.

Urn, I, baths, stove, refrig.

CAREER?

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

656.9922

energetic intelligent
man (23 to 35

dune 2 M on opt. In Hoffman

elre17:1,.'Jand.

c SERVICE ASSISTANTS

SSRetEstateausea

Eames 395 o mo. Coll 88241372

or

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

elits
ANCE and PRuFIT SHARING.

Please Coll Mr. Michelon

(Top job tip!)

Well established national firm offers choice positions with $1D000 814,000 years sato.) to

JOB

CLERKS

6e'"297.58IV--

SALESMEN

a. Ploines, Deluxe 6 ren apt, 3

for yo ung woman to

CLERK

ol

s!'"gVATQWV"'

Restaurant

21.1.teplaymeal Agencies -Wen

14To Rent Apartments

looking

R

Bross Rail

IV'

427 5600, 61.

k

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

BUS DRIVERS

CALL
4.0911

71.Apts.and Rooms to share

range
.

yeraar

Commercial

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

,,=:rmat,;,,Irt:i.cafvepT.I.er ler 6.1 work

2511818 Wanted Woman

MR. PEDERSEN

Pround

eganitrzzl

BEN FRANKLIN'

Apply in Person

haw.

'ROO 6.6M

,

en:

it,amr
f
nevi*

present time for women

novelty bapacgs.
Clean light sit-down
work in a new pleasant,
modem plant. Full package Company paid benefits for You and You
family

acs°silui°BxinBa"-y

Residential

r0"1°,!!

ol adml

Ext. 257

small

HOUSEKEEPER

SUPERVISOR

cmoon.A

.

""M3.1 an"

Real Estate CLASSIFIED -,`,40

ADMITTING

"Tlf.'7"7147

Melrose Pork, Ilk

345.6300

DOROTHY SISS4,799-2261,Em. 211

EXPERIENCED WOMAN WILL

Gomm Company. Excellent

ALBERTO-CULVER CO.

gittottrmitt=

,ti,catej:nribi"dtscU

TniumenarageSale
616y 27, 28, 2, ',weer, knvn
rnows6 fan, headboards, edge.

60

14 -TO Rent Apartments

PANDHURST SUITE 23A

6eiGrove.

Rt. 3,52

,1T5

Tr!ilire4t41°=rVtr°d'

Elk Grove Village
569-2346

COUNTRY CLUB
RECEPTIONISTRESERVATIONIST

HEAD BAR TENDER

44 extTuItr5-96

HAR DI -GARDENS

CoPoSven Ramklint

bd

is the siorfing salary for female order fillers In our warehouse.

WILL TRAIN

An Equal Opporloni, Employer

22.5ithations Wanted -Worn en

1,17,10,Licinda

DENTAL RECEPT.

°

erAdrglt Re.

ni

"'"'"

$3.22 PER HOUR

SECRETARY

Personnel Manager

TOWERS HOTEL
Track,

r3=i,17,1)Ztt.

enh re'elf!motted ind311dPals!d

527-0300

CALL MRS. YAMICH
607-0015 or 647.0016

INTERIOR
DECORATOR

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
Arlington Hts, III.
439-0923

=

mP

540 N. Lake Shore Dr. Chicogo,111.

all

G 4,30 5 dew a week.

392-3500

01 ry

o

AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY

With 1 to 3 years Experience Desirable

297-2880

21-S ituations WantedMen

position

n

2525 W. Armitage Ave.

Contact Don Thielmon

congenlal elfice. Hours, 8,33

M.E. DEGREE Required

PORSCHE AUDI
AT O'HARE, INC.

ASS'T JANITOR

Molon Motor
& Coil Corp.
9,?,;141,T=7.

GENERAL OFFICE
inieresfing

nSF,Ireats

A 6 0 FLOOR SPECIALIST

766-5571

aleficwork.

CON3ALT4,SANECHT

ono

le. Varied "caul duke Mth some

with

as

raz:

pn

ARLINGTON PARK

BEAUTY SHOP
SOS. ernhunr ad. 429.9906

COOK COUNTY

P"h"o"c1,11:
VoltlA
" ;tic?1?ve::pos11,111"a'

Need a dependable ghl with good tieing and
oho rthond was. An Inter.no paten ter mined.
l was enleW nebIle comae awl aro work wall

°a"-,

ecvniefii

tot;;u

"`"`
To Evaluate Packaging Machinery.
To Perform Economic Evaluation.
To Participate in Short 8. Long Range Planning.
To Work on Line Layouts.
To Be Involved with a Dynamic
Manufacturing Group

sanded,$19.95

RN's & LPN's
Vl

PERSONNEL

to PETER JOCK°,

Wished.

1744 Les ino:los;

ed?Oft:Vc inspeorr;

WISHING WM

9 AM to 4 PM

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARIES

""=:1117rd".
Mao be over 21.

n.,04a,,IL-oVnTigirn

Interesting trips

3 PM to 1 OPM

AM.'

o

Beauty Operator

P

'at.c=larl "17,37

77:"7.0Z,Tna

DEW

DRIVERS

920 F. Northwest Highway.

AMProwea

NIGHT CLERK

2711I1p Wanted -Men & Women

To drive summer
chartered work.

Ogod.

SECRETARY

r%t'uVrrra

pecr to performhan
both lobri

LtmV::ttf,

EX -GI
II Personate

Accounts
Receivable

537-8066

mm

fo

'da°07.

GOOD PAY

JUNE GRADS CALL US FIRST

INSPECTOR

Horceoks Drive -In

Imp am NOPPaPIRIENCel
MARY WIDE OPEN, Tres Dtd,

43%] 614

flew InAtorl

Pt

PrAggiNre

SCHOOL BUS

a'r! ca'

In.

town to weigh Lids, Wm Moir
help., record D all. Answer

24-11811 Wanted Mee
dFOowUNDf :

Calking 00116 mite
Will Pole.

.ma3aromi.

par

P=3;313.40.

LiktoVntes

11 PCZIT:

13 13

FEMALE

7215 W. Jou.0585
4lalnes,;

AND

VILLAGE OF

Store
'RylpOhoa

ASPLY IN PERSON

Won. College or H 5 gir

DAYS

leach kids new

27-1Ielp WanteilMen & too

16.11/0 Warted We nn

251615 Wanted WORM

games -arts -crafts

RAIN Laxrk

Will Train

M2!,tr,n

?ar1290524T0

359-1004

MAINTENANCE
MEN

26 -Help Warded Winn

264ielp Wilted Warren

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION TRAINEE
'161,1461 Baby Docror.,w16

WAITRESS

GENERAL OFFICE

days.

5

0130,2130 or live In. Pool, teens
sec. holt, playground.
,297-3695, aft. 6 pm.

Please Apply In Person

Ability Gloss 8.

rn

Alper,

Mother's

new anon

MACHINIST

WANT AD

lry

8534,00
'Roll, Wows. 2 Wm, ranch/Exo.

MI3M11.593,110M""'

1611elp Wanted Women

26-lielp Wanted Wenn

efils. lAusl lave children. Write
Mary Limner, Box 222, Ad...

far hdlauldm's Ono.

exempt. To earn

Dr Ir,

YOUR

ested Call Mr. Moore.
54S-0507

2641114 Wanted Wren

nowelismor To

!M.O.D.°

Man

I SAW

In-

N.lielp Wanted Women

2441M; Wanted Men

HARCZAKS DRIVE-IN

rovIdIrans.S.SG1BDS

sulated Siding. If inter.

READ THE

.-0

-EVENINGS
GrInattsgeneoun

%%TV t,!°4°.°,,^ZU,,

I'm looking for o couple
of frame homes in noun
Orea to display our new

Thusday, May 28 1970

Page 12
2641elp Wanted Women

Wonted College or HS girl Gr

8A3!BALL SCHOOL

Thurnday, may 28, 1970

24.11elp Wanted Men

Relielp Wanted Men

meows! tgeoseenity!metsysr

a stem and one leaf on a stem.'
Press the blossom. leaf and hod in

positions as natural as possible.
Put eh ern between sheets of waxed

paper with 1 weight on top.

Use black construction paper
for the pages of the album Cut
them to one side and fasten the

laatNelPrr:XZeTretew Bow

pages together with a cord. Cov.

Telephone (312)529 7700

Mount theflowerson the righthand pages, using just enough li.

ere can be made from cardboard.

brary paste to bold each specimen

firmly. Print the name of each
Rower on the black paper with
white wax pencii or
spineth
Continue collecting eciens
throughout summer and into au-

tumn. Your Mb,. will finally be
a record of wild flowers from
springtime to fall.
PARTY STUNTS BOOKLET

Mothers! If you need new
ideas to enteNain your children's

out meetings or binhdm -Parties, you'll find 45 good ones in

Ceppy Dick's "Birthday Party
Sunlit" booklet. To gel a copy,
send 50 Cents in coin, plus a selfaddressed. stamped envelope to

CAPPY DICK BOOKLETS,
P.O. Box 42877, Evergreen
Park, Ill. 60642.

TOMORROW: Directions for
decorating clay flowerpots!

PLL,P neat'

AVILVI2ED

n

3141ummage&GerageSzlo

31-11cm.3° &Czte3oSt

Garage Salo, moving doll all. 10

3141unune3o & Comp Se'e

'Gar solo, 2054 1.VOT-Z-Fo, TOT'

to 6 pm Sot, Sun, Mod. furn.,

S.

much misc. 534 Willow, Elk Grovo

many Items. Juno 1,2, 3. 1010 N.
Stratford, Arl, Hts.

An. HID, Elks Aux,
Thurs., May 20. 910 1
2323 Wilke 12d. Ad, fits,
lots of Beret:11mill

May 28 & 29.9 to 5.
501 Lance Dr., Dos Pl.

Lawn mowers; original oil paintings; clothing; Misc.

Garage Sale

Noborhood Gar. Salo; Child's
sew. mach.; bike; house inter-

-

BIGGEST EVER!

much misc. Wed. & Thurs. open 9
AM 115 E. Willow, Ad. Hts.

(btwn Thomas St & Palatine Rd,
on east side of Rand) glassware,
silverware, crocks, knik-knaks,
clothing, furn., books, dishes,

Gar. Sale 29, 30 & 31; Maple

bottles,
etc.

hutch; windsor choirs; snow tires;

TV; Brockware; rototiller; misc.

clothes all sizes; crib comp;
maple & rd. oak tables; misc. 111

S. Stratford Rd. (Off Kensington
Arl. Hts.

Comp. Gas Fore, 10" Craftsman
110 tow. 11/s ton chain fall. Birch
door. Fluor. fixtures. 2534420

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Wator Softonor
.255-1107
FL 9-3200.

6 yr. crib comp., $30. Chest $15.

Aft Conditioners, Emerson 5000
BTU,

324iiscellaneous Merchandise

Never worn man's grey suit, IC.
38-40. Original cost $115, sell for

Fiberglass

$50. 259-5516

5:30 call HE 7-3058.

21" Admiral console TV, Danish

Bdrm. set, 3 pc. Charcoal, $65. 4
vol. Story of the Bible, Wise, $10.
253-0034

TANDEM BICYCLE
WITH ACCESSORIES

brand

Plywood cutoff. Pine shelving.
7/4" plywood circles, 30", 36" &
SEARS SCRUBBER W/ottach.

5120 678-8760

8 H.P. Tractor with 3 -gang prof.
reel mowers $260, power rake

filter, ladder, 1st reasonable offer takes it. CL 3-5177

$45. 283 Kirchoff Rd., Palatine
Couch, almost new. Foam cush-

9 dwr. chest; toys; childrens cloth-

ing; sterilizer; 6 way pole lamp;

stroller; dry rug

ions. $35. Call
824-7429

Auto. Gar, Door Opener. Used.
$95. Has light delay plus all de-

CL 5-7141

shot gun, light weight model,

3-8438 after 1 P.M.

venl rib, like new, $150; Mec shot

Reel type lawnmower. Like new.
$35. 2 wheel box 'railer.

offer, 392-2491

Plaid chair $15. 6x9 gold rug

Frigidaire commercial washers.
Gd. cond. Some recently overhauled. Buy 1 or a dozen. $50

$10 Motorola stereo like now

dark gr. $20. each. 2 kittens 4
mo. old free - 259-7195 of, 5 pm

top.

cond.

Gd.

$65.

296-8671

'67 MG Midget convert. Exton

Uncle etc. Steam engine. Ask for
Mark CL 5-9728

Phone 255-5021

4 Pc. Drum Set $65.00 Go Cart.
$100.00 .299.4311

Four darling kittens, FREE! Just

20 inch girls sting ray bike for
255-6314

Wanted to buy: Boy's 20" bike or
boy's 26" bike. Call and we will
make an offer CL 3-4008

lam looking for a good home for
a cute black and white ten week
old mole kitten. Litter trained.

Wanted: Old comic books will
buy or trade 1940 - 1960 Batman's or other D.C.'s preferred

sole.

518.00.

Call

call 255-7410 or come and see.

824-6411

825-6982

SEARS 106cc,

Evening or weekend work
invited.

full guaranteed, adult
driven. $200. 259-1575

By Installer

112-Autontlles For Sale

Day or Night

A

724-6006

each. Healthy home raised. Why

Wanted: used 10 gallon aquarium. Need not hold water - (For

Us. CL 3 9046

gerbils ) Reasonable Call
358-9327

pay $2.98 at a pet store. Call

Wanted: Good used boy's racing

20. $6.50. 259-3293

4 speed changer
mounted on walnut base. Dia-

mond needle, Pilot, output jacks.
Will sell for $25 or best offer. Rick
Huck, 1405 Wisteria Ct., PH.,
296 5494

13 year old boy desiring odd jobs
in An. Hts. area, strong, am.

bilious. experienced; gardening
misc. Housework. 439-6595 after
400
Sewing and Heming done at reasonable price. Pont,, skirts, dresses.
Call after 6, 255-7396.
Ask for Carol.

1969 Camaro, fully equipped

4 -Lane Aurora Race Set - 90
pieces of. track, 12 cars, plus
table, and 4 controls.

$50. Call 255-0775

Reliable boy 131/2 wants job for
summer. Yard work or cleaning
and stocking in store. Mt. Prospect only. Jeff 394-0417

Brand new strings. Adjustable
bridge. Beautiful wood finish.
Case included. $30 or best offer.
Rick Huck, 1405 Wisteria Ct.,
PH., 296-5494

PH., 296-5494

TV. All New Tubes including picture. Reconditioned in Electronics
Class. $45.00 or!best offer. Rick
Huck, 1405 Wisteria Ct., PH.,

Nine American Basic Science
Club Kits for sale. $45.00 Value- $30.00. After 5 p.m. Lee J.
3-1926

Double pick up fender Mustang
Guitar and case. $75.00 or best
offer. After 5 p.m. Jeff Kowalski,
1602 N. Evergieen, CL 3-1926

Used Aurora race set. Cars, controller, 30 pc. track, terminal,

RXR crossing and Lap counter
$10.00 Call CL5-9315

Lawn

mower

and

mini -bike

with children Susan 253-4455

Want to help somebody win a
prize?
need Doily News and
I

Ariingron
Day
Subscriptions.
Contest ends May 31 CL 3-9046

Convertible bike, 10" with training wheels Call 253-8922 after 5
o'clock

Guitar with case good condition
electric Best offer Call Tom at

All-weather coat size 14 Gold
spt. coat size 14, Brown spt coat
size 14, Excl. condition. Call John
Kennedy, 1210 W. Sunset Rd.,
J439-5277

Boy 17 and girl 16 looking for job

together. Any work will be fine.
Part or full time. Good workers.
Bob Rooke, 2709 Hawk, Rolling
Meadows, 255-5256

Boy would like yard work and
lawn mowing in and around Winston Park area. Ask for Mike Kiederlen, 219 Rohlwing Rd.,
358-0908

Asst'd games reasonable, 16 volumes, history U.S., 16 Volumes
Pictorial encyclopedia American
History $10 sets. D.Z. Toy Blocks
75c. Mark Hoggay, 24 So. Chestnut Ave., CL 3-0445

Fire Chief Hat $1.50. Baseball

Torture Track Set $10.00. Texacc

Experienced housekeeping twice

bats. Reasonable boys books'
50c. Mark Hoggay, 24 So. Chestnut Ave., CL 3-0445

FOR SALE: Good condition four '
piece Zen -on Drum Set. $75 or
best offer. Call between four undl

six p.m. Thomas Lundie, 3706,
Meadow Dr., Rolling Meadows

or
296-8490. We work better together

CL 5-5253

Coturnix or pharaoh quail for

ing. Doug Rose, 2414 E. Gregory
St., 394-2310

and Marianne

296-5738

sole; also homing pigeons. Call

Seventeen -year -old boy with car

looking for lawn work or paint-

after 5 P.M. 255-1981

Ambitious boy desires summer
work; cutting grass, pulling
weeds and odd jobs. Reliable;

has been day carrier for two
years CL3-3521

Boy wants to do yard work. I am
big and strong. Phone 437-6329
ask for Jim

Ampeg blow floor amplifier,
proof switch 10 speaker, included, inch echo phone jedsen tremolo, 392-3156
Kingston

For Sale

guitar and

case. $40.00 Excellent condition
392-4515

I am a reliable, dependable junior high school boy. Want yard
work and various other jobs. St.
Alexius Hospital vicinity.
956-0180

10 Hollow body, single cutaway
guitar, Italian made, excellent

action and condition. $125 Call
J;mnj(37-6762

Silvertone twin pick-up electric
guitar. $40. Also wok pedal that
cost $40 new for $20. Doug Rose,
2414 E. Gregory St., 394-2310

Allied Cassette tape recorder.
Microphone and wall plug included. Cost $100. Sell for $55.
Doug Rose, 2414 E. Gregory St.,
394-2310

Work wanted -afternoons just call
Keith at CL5-41017

Child care during summer days
or nights Phone CL 5-4017

in

time after 3:30 or on weekends.
after June 12th anytime of any
day. Arlington Heights., area

re-

ception work in doctor's., dentists or vets office. Prefer light
typing. Like people.

439-8176

392-1392

Mini Bike, Cat.
front slack wag

Diane.

Experienced.

Phone
CL 3-3829

interested

For

and

Paul

Ludwig

3

h.p.

wheels

Briggs
disc.

297-7885

stands,

Do you need your house washed

gear. Boxing gloves, mattel
maker., knitting machine (Sat.
Sun.) 702 Cathy Lane

For sale 3 piece drum set 18"

blue and
358-4664

Hard working 16 year old girl
desires summer job in Arlington
Heights store or office. Can do

26" girls bicycle baloon tires.

white $5.00

Phone

Electric

sell: Girl's top shoes, size
121/2M Phone 437-4719
To

20 inch Bicycle $2.00, schools
desks $2.00, sleds $1.50, games,

rocking chair $2.00, hardy boy
books 50c CL 5-1631
I
will
entertain and supervise your
child ages two to six. Your house
or mine 259-2021

392-1279

Changed hobbies! Need to sell
Ampex Micro 85 stereo casette
tape recorder .$80.00. Paid
$159.00 Call Randy Sauer, 107 S.
Prindlo, 392-2958

school junior

girl would

like summer job Can type 55
wpm. also experienced babysitter Please call 253-3848

Experienced baby sitter would
like a summer job hos also
had 6 years of piano can teach
Games. Knitting machine, molds
for creepy crawlers, creeple
people. Incredible edibters, show
boot play house, doll cradles,
puzzles, lots more! 392-8464

Pine. 392-1631

chores.

Grits Scout uniform - complete $8. Size 10. Royal Portable typewriter Excellent condition. $30.

Always on time very
dependable. Phone 392-0242

and feed, $2.50. Call after 6 pm.

Ask for Terry 707 N. Wayne.

Need your lawn cut? I'll cut
it no matter how big or how
small.
Brian.

Call

259-7222

for

ask

Beautiful

replace broken screens,
WOOD FRAMES ONLY AT MY
Will

Prospect High School jacket size
40. Excellent condition, '$12.00.

hardwood varnished
lamps made from bowling pins
$4.00

Girls spyder bike. Good condition $20. Call 299-7988

Pleasel help me find some place

near to keep my hoarse for the
summer. Can't afford to pay too

High School Grad., with experience in electronics through

much. 358-9327

amateur radio hobby, wants full
time job in Electronic Equipment

girls

St.

26"

bicycles,
296-5223

259-2737
For

C13-6289

call Steve at CI_ 3-0216

four younger brothers. Good with
children, can cook simple meals
and do light housekeeping. 2200
S. Forest Ave. Rolling Meadows,
392-0673

sale Conn Trombone and
case copper bell asking $75.00
Wanted,' c"job for reliCilie-gfiiren

year old boy in the ninth grade
with B average 394-4067
Outdoor sale - childrons toys comic books - trucks - games dolls misc. May 30-31 10AM-3PM
112 N. Main St., Mt. Pos., III.

dependable

wants full tinte work for summer.,

Have own transportation. 319
Arabia Drive, Prospect Heights.
298-4454

Grove, 537-1627

Wanted: Fairly powerful gasoline \
engine for mini -bike for a cheap

312

Peachtree 1.a,

299-1285

teenager, desires
babysitting in North Arlington
Heights, Berkley Square and
Turnstyle area. 50c an hour.
392-9723

CL5.4557

Fulle R.M. CL9-3713

For ;ale solar 120 enlarged with
trays ebsel books etc. 555.00
Phone 259-3293

For sole floor Tom $15.00 high -

hat stand and cymbals $15.00
Wards stereo like new $45.00
n.

snare

drum

and

Greenwood,

Toy Dream Kitchen Every Appliance Works $4. Girls 26 Inch red
Schwinn Bike $9 Metal Doll

299-7988

Boy 16 desires any type work ori
hours for summer -vicinity Busse

Girl,

desires summer
work -counter work, babysitter,
etc. Audrey 259-1638
15,

Experienced, reliable babysitter
will sit for you after school,
nights, and on weekends. Call
after 5:00p.m. Diane CL 3-3?41

High school student available for

tutoring math and chemistry for
final exams. References. Call
259-4721

Bundy B -flat clarinet $75.20"
Schwinn bicycle $16 tricycle $9
good condition will babysit
week -ends now, anytime after

392-7513

For sale - teen dressing table
$4.00 Call Deb. at 255-5021
Toys trucks

children's clothing
fire truck call 439-4518
537-4035

For sale red Kalamazoo Bass
guitar with case only, 3 months
old $95 Call 259-9523

Tor -Orr white mice 3 male 2

$1.00 for pregnant mouse $3.75
for lot. 824-0132

Wanted: Old comic books. Will
buy or trade 1940 - 1960 Batman's or other DC's preferred.
Phone 885-1322, ask for Mike.
For

sale:

Electric

Gitar two
pick-ups, tone and volume controls $35. Ed 392-516E1

Available for lawn mowing and
yard work. Will bring own mower
if necessary. Call 392-5168
weekdays after 4. Ask for Ed.
Pair football pants waist 30-31,
Pair football shoes six° 9. Racer
skates size 9,10, hockey skates
size 9. Best offer, call 392-4039.

teenage boys work as team.
259-3391

Babysitting job wanted by

1.5

year old Mount Prospect girl. fl
had exper.i.ence. Cl 3-3610

35

fer. Mark Hineman, 26 N. Cumberland Pkwy., D.P., 824-2032

Lincoln Lane, M.P., 299-2757

Help stop school board from
shortening summer vacation. If
interested, send a written complaint to district 214 adminis-

Wanted a job for boy to mow
/aids in Winston Park area of
will provide mower.
_ Palatine.
I

Steve Waton, 621 N. Williams,
358-6061

tration building. Craig Kovar, 420
S. Windsor, 253-8094

My 9 adorable kittens looking for

homes. Please call Drew New-

Conrad dual pickup electric guitar, case, amplifier, treMlo foot
switch, micrcohone, stand, excellent condition $150. Call after
4:00 Steve Samp, 314 S. Forrest,

man, 274 Woodbridge,
Plaines, 296-7307

Des

A.H., Cl 5-5424

Need a hard working young mars

The perfect pall

nest pets around. Never bite. $2:

to mow your lawn or dd yard
work? Call and ask for .Brian
Deevy, 210 E. Fairview, 259;7222

For sale: Girls 20" Schwinn green
sting -ray. All new ports. Call

Maureen and buy it fastill Maureen

255-8457

Schwinn girls' 24 inch bicycle.
Beautiful condition with twin rear
baskets, horn, taillight, and rear

Steve
CL 5-9603

view mirror. $25 255-3976
Guitar lessons from teenage proBeginning or intermediate lessons in classical or
folk guitar. Customized lessons.

Reasonable rates. Open time!

4"

job experience.
392-3825 .

Call

d

a." 0

%

1963 Buick Electra 4 dr. P/B, P/S.
Air cond. Exc. cond. Original
owner. $995. 253-1208

'67 Camaro SS convert. 396 cu.

in., 350 hp, duel speed Holley
carb., 4 speed, $2000 or best
offer. 824-2255.

Cl,, Auto. trans. '58 Chevy, 348
Cl., turbo glide, 3 deuces, fuel
blocks, offenhauser alum. valve
covers - more. '52 Chevy Pick-up
runs. All 3 for $125 or $150 each.
You take away. All-Runl All need

work on or parts. 259-1435 or
882-3872.

1967 BUICK
SPORT WAGON
6 Pass, VB, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, 1 owner Car.

Must See.

DraVOS

studio couches $75; Bassett
trpl dresser bdrm sets $165;

many others; baby furn.; dning
rm sets desks, kit, sets, ortho-type mattresses, round

beds 50% to 60% off; 10 pc.
corn. grp. $165; model home

Oct
4400, E. Main St.

Barrington(
fp

furniture up to 75% off.

EDU 1-34G0
Don't Fall For A High Pricol

CARPETEE©
BONUS MOTORS has

70 Cars for $(995

1. Closing out stock

2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation
4. See large samples in your
home at no obligation.
5. Cash or Terms available.
6. 24 hour Phone Service,

824-2175

loss than
'65 OLDS CUTLASS COUPE

Royal Dlue, V.8 4 spd pow. op., MR,
radio, wws

4995

'65 CHEVY

2 dr., 6 auto., radio, whim, LO
only

55-tysicatInstruments

2 dr. hdtp., V.I3 auto., radio, buckets,
whitowollo
$793
'64 FORD FAIDIMI2
2 dr., 6 auto., radio, wws ......
$495

24,.,

_call Butch and Mike 956-0425

'Two teenage girls willing to
clean up and wash dishes for

GIRL - Exi5enenced 15 year old
babysiner desires summer lobs.

abson Melody Maker Guitar excellent condition $45. 437-1879
Case included

Used Gibson Melody Maker gvi-

tar & case $751

Rey, 7 W.

El

tIEW,

$695

'65 PLYMOUTH SPORT FURY

Distributor

Used Ampeg Jet amp, $1101

lights. 255-6316

0

aft. 5 pm, 296-8317.

Pick yours early. Phone 299-2579

Responsible Jr. high student will-

0

Must sell 1968 VW, air cond.,
AM/FM, radio, very clean. Call

'62 CHEVY IMPALA

rates.

21

$950. 255-3672

Groan

ing to cut lawns. Reasonable

-f*

'64 MG Midget Mark II. Wires.
Like new top. Excellent cond.

Serra matresses $20; queen
sets $90; king sets $135; hideaway bed sleepers $138; bunkbds $20; trundle beds $50;

Eastman

2 dr. hdtp, 6 auto, midi, Urn, Mint
.8395

'62 FAHILANE
6 auto., radio, vows. Red, In GoSsd
Condition

293

'59 FIAT ITOADSTER
Rod, The tow priced c or for you

$493

'60 CHEVY

4 dr. VA auto., pwr. op, rodio.

102-1tuchs,Trailers

rnuda Sand White

'64 Ford Econo Line.

Good condition. $350
Cl 3-6916

1969 Ford F 100,
miles, like new..

1/2

ton, low

259-0827
; 103 -Auto Trailers '& Campers

'68 Dodge V-8, Sportsman
Turtle -top camper, sleeps 3, re frig, sink, stove, heater $2900.
358-0774 aft. 6.

00

1968 Chev, Bel Air.
9 pass. Station Wagon.
327 engine. P/B, P/S.
392-8065

ano. Excellent condition. Reasonable, 253-0343

For sale two girls bikes 24", 26"
Also boys 26" three speed hand
brakes generator front and roar

.1

$60. 253-3097 aft. 7 p.m.

Our dog has cute puppies look'
ing for home around June 9th

Call CI: 3-4675 ask for Martha

Near Hasbrook area.
Wanted, 16 or 20" bike, car type I Please call if interested. Scott
I
Christiansen,
,1704 N. Walnut,
toy must be exc. cond. John Ed259-3636
fors, 3600 Jay, 392-5928
v

matic transmission, runs good,

Walnut upright Baby Grand Pi-

P.M. 392-3572 or C1s3-6960

previous
Nancy

Clean. $1600. 394-1022
Chevrolet, 1960, 4 -door, auto-

255-3976

dinner parties. Call after 333

Eager to work part or full time

cond. Stereo tape. Full power.

Name Brands - 1st Quality

. fessional.

Have lawn mower - will travel -

Baby guinea pigsl Cute, clean,
colorful. Easy to care for. Clea-

'67 Buick Wildcat Convert. Air

,

speakers, w/cover, $180.00. Bass

Motor bike 26" wheels excellent
condition. Robert Penzel, 1603

Wh. naugahyde studio bed; gold
barrel chr; gold occos. chr;
mahog chest. 253-4535 aft 5 pm

Expert lawn care needed? Two

area. Call after 4:15 p.m. Dianne
Ludwig super classic drums
(four), white pearl, four cymbals,
good condition. $300 or best of-

ning cond. 392-3878 aft 6 p.m.
1962 Chevy, automatic
transmission, snow tires,
5200.392-5017 aft. 6pm

4

, Queen size bed frame complete

Open 7 days Ill 9-966-1088

work for summer. Centex Park

sek, 414 E. Thomas, CL 3-8430

$1200. 537-7708.
'69 Chen, Convert. Air cond.
Blue, white int. A/T. Loaded.
Like brand new. $2650. 394-0453
1964 Thunderbird, white with red

'64 Ford Galaxie "500" w/390

house $15. If interested just call

1

Gibson thor bass amp -Twin 12"

439-4371

'66 Chevy 2 dr. Impala V-8, A/T,
P/S, P/B, air-cond., good cond.

after 6 PM.
in

One small green plywood dog

Six month old Kay Folk guitar no
strings attached. $20 or best proposition. Phone 392-9395 ask for
Mark

guitar, w/case, $30.00. Posters
made to order. Call George Jira-

SELLING OUT FURNITURE

1969 Camaro 327. Excellent condition. Stick shift. $2100
253-5489

1962 Chevy Impala 2 dr. H.T.
Stick. V-8. $350. Call 894-8165

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

MARJEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING
8121 Milwaukee, Niles, 111.

June 12. CL 9-0471

CL 5-5253

H.S. Jr, girls wants general office

392-5449

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE

To sell like new single pick-up
electric guitar with amp. 10"
speaker and mike. Call 392-7787

Stonegate area. Coll 394-5963 or

Babysitting 50c per hour Pioneer
Park area Regina.

Min. Schnauzers AKC champ line
3 man, Salt & pep. Rare B1, Cropped, wormed, shots 489-0340

437-3440

sik p.m. Thomas Lundie, 3706
Meadow Dr., Rolling Meadows

439-3456

AKC. Shots. Home raised. M & F.
Ch. lines. $75. 392-8465

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353 dlr.

Experienced drummer wants

Bill

Dachshund puppies. 6 wks. old.

Brand new carpeting made for

and Algonquin Roads. Phone

or 381-7048

group! Prefers rock, blues, soul, ?
Age seventeen -Don Maschinski,
913 S. Wa-Pella, 259-5862

alert, Germax, silver,

7

; $125; 5 pc. dinette set $40.
392-3508

Baby hamsters for sale. Brown
white spotted tan Boys and girls
Boys' Wards' 28" racer gears in

man Shepherd,

new. $65. Call
Cl 3-4783

FOR SALE: Good condition four
oleo° Zen -on Drum Set. $75 or
tast offer. Call between four and

$1.00 each 392-5184

Beautiful, lovable,

AKC, all shots. CL 9-2719

White Roper 38" gas range. like

Bundy trombone $95.00. Robert
Penzel, 1603 Lincoln Lane, M.P.,

mates. Chester Busse Jr., RR2
Box 233, Barrington, III. 381-3432

Job wanted for 13 year old -boy.
Will do anything in reason. Call

Toy Poodles, Chocolate.
AKC, Males, $75. Females, $100.
Call 537-2894
Wanted good home for beautiful
kitten, 6 wks, female, litter trained Free. 392-0833
2 yr. old Male Apricot Min,
Poodle. AKC. Exc. with children.
Allergy problem. 392-1290

Rm. set. Best offer
894-6003

Deevy, 210 E. Fairview, 259-7222

ing. Houses, barns, etc. Free esti-

pton InRoselle, 111. 894-9017

Tiny

21/2 horse power Briggs & Stratton lawn mower 105 small Polaroid Swinger camera with act.

Black figure ice skates size 4 $2.
A good deal phone 299-1663

Best offer.

'65 Pontiac Bonneville, 2-dr, HT,
air cond. P/S. P/B, low mileage,
best offer. 439-0116

259-3172

Liv, rm. set; tables & lamps; din.

sire interior and exterior paint-

p.m. Roger Ellam, 1326W. Ham-

359-7169
PUPPY, 12 WEEKS OLD,
MIXED BRED, $5

5-691-3

$15 255-2034

'63 Ford. P/S, P/B. Good body

interior, full power, excel, run-

392-9305 aft 3pm weekdays.

roid Swinger camera with ace,

Two experienced young men de-

Boys Wilson Baseball shoes. Size
61/2. Like new 54,00. Call after 6

Lovable Kitten
needs a good home.
392-6047

ing rm., rec rm & girl's bedrm.

For Sale: Two Gerbils. $1.00
each. Steve Padgitt, 1406 E.
Campbell, AN., 394-2976

Comic books for sale. Good condition and low prices. Supergirl,
Superboy, Action, very many
more. Call Diane
253-3417

Mn.

FURNITURE SALE: Living rm, Din-

299-2757

358-2834

Large or small.
Gold
274-5300

Boy to do your lawn. Must be in
Mt. Prospect area. Call Jeff for
complete lawn care service. CL

lawn? Call and ask for Brian

High tchool student wants to babysit. Loves children and has references. Please call Ellen

FOR ORIENTAL P.UGS.

best offer. Paul 529-6039

Need a boy to do miscellaneous
jobs around the house anon your

High school student wants to babysit. Loves children and has references. Please call Anne

42 -Wanted To Buy

WANT TO BUY 2 or 3 bdrm. cottage in Northern Wisconsin
w/loke frontage. 253-6696.

Place. Bruce Gibert, 2671 Joseph,
827-6967

VA Horse Power Briggs & Strat
ton lawn mower $10 small Pola-

'63 Mercury Meteor 2 dr. H.T

P/B. Best offer.
259-8790
1968 CO.rveffe 3274 spd., 2 tops,
AM/FM, radial tires, very low
miles. 437-8376

$3000. 359-5237 all. 6 PM.

Harmony guitar and amplifier excellent condition - will sell to

Pam

Elm Street, CL 5-9728

size 9 Best Offer call 392-4039

'68 Ford Galaxie 2 dr. sedan,
A/C. P/S, radio, gd. cond., pri-

Merc. eng. outbrd. Trailer, skis.

Hard working 14 year 'old boy
do yard work, wash cars,
odd jobs. Vicinity of Orchard

June 12 days. Experienced. Call

aquarium complete

Help stop school board from
shortening summer vacation. If

running condition. $375. Call
392-4447

'64 Chev. Impala. 4 dr. A/T, P/S,

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver Cash or Terms.
537-1930

Babysitter will babysit evenings
and weekends. Available after

with all parts and accessories.
Ask for Mark. Mark Felke, 9 S.

$3.50. Also

Pair football pants waist 30-311
pair football shoes size 9, racer
skates size 9-10, hockey skates

nquist, CL 5-6913

House Furniture $2. Terri
437-2826

6

255-2191

Boy to do lawn -work. Must be in
Mt. Prospect area. Call for lawn
service. Jeff Hvenink, 104 E. Lon-

E. Fairview, 259-7222

coat size

dresses etc. very mos. phone

Strong huskey 15 year old wants
steady part time lob. Vince Bonanata, 11 Westmere, Des Plaines,
824-7969
will

Need a 15 year old boy'to do a
job? He'll do any job you have.
Ask for Brian. Brian Decoy, 210

pile

4 dr. '62 Olds. Good body. Exc

16' Fiber Glass Ski Boat, 100 H.P.

cards, hockey cards all mixil
pkgs. for 5c each. Like new available 3:30-6 P.M. 253-0034

stand. Heads in good condition
$60.00 or best offer. Callen

snow tires, new brake job. $125
Will bargain. 824-7762.

1

For sale baseball cards, football

Slingeland

'62 Corvair, R&H, auto. trans.

V8. P/S. Clean, $595. Call
392-2259

$30, 437-1896
14' Aluminum boat; tilt trailer;
; extras. $225. Call
537-7842

Tiny white poodle puppies, AKC
registered

Wren, R.M., CL 5-6238

female ((.1 pregnant) 70c each

Call 259-3293

P.M. all day Sat. & Sun. John

'

8 ft. Hydroplane

Conn B- Flat Oboe and case
good condition sacrifice $225 or

interested write written complaint to district 214 administration building

experienced.

Fairview,

44-llogs,Pets & Equipment

and ask for Ken Martin, 3602

\Lawn mowing, wheeling arez

Experienced

.75

large family call 394-3793

very good condition $10.

Boy's Bike, good condition. Like
new, trike like new condition.
Bike baskets, chopper fork, mini
bike. 119 Glendale Rd., Buffalo

School

Gallon

range,

Lynn

portation,

Freshman wants
odd job. Mowing, clean-up work,
etc. Palatine area. Call after 4

5

Shooting

good condition available 3.30

392-7523

Will babysit on summer days or
nights. June 13th thru August
20th. Please call. Need trans-

teacher

259-3339

Barbez, 265 N.
Palatine, 358-3255

great.

Donna 392-3787

Roan.

younger brothers sitters course
131/2 Holly, Mt. Prospect. Holly

High

Batman

Like new girls winter navy blue

Works

E.

CASH

For sple: 19 inch zenith black and
speakers.

1206

37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

sale wagon 2.00 hockey

game 200, hockey game 6.00,

253-3932

Babysitter has experience with
capable

boy, will be a senior this year,

price.

call

Go cart 21/2 H.P. engine - good
practise trumpet Call

Schwinn Green 5 spd. Bicycle
$45, Daisy 1894 B -B gun $11,
Gerbils $1.50 each. 18 S. Yale.

Mother's Helper: Age 13, with

s.s.

English riding
boots
black leather size 2 excellent
condition. Asking $12.00. Phone
255-7116 ask for Cindy

Boys 26" Bike $10 Girls 26" Bike
$15. Phone 394-0485

dual

358-2834

4' x 7' train board many extras,
24' x 2' swimming pool, swing
set,

sitter

For sale Aurora Ho race set 74
pieces track 8 cars, access,
$15.00 call Bill at 259-3293

Wanted - Elec, typewriter for
high school use. Good condition,
reasonable. Call grog 299-2623

white slimline portable TV with

537-4035

small and large salad

bowls made on lathe $6.00 and

up. 437-5020

104 N. Witte St. M.P. CL3-1193

Strong,

Aquarium for sale: 10 gallon, excellent cond., heater filter light
stones artificial plants best offer
takes ill 255-7583

Experienced

hard worker. Call Chris 253-8932!

437-7116

reasonable Phone Cl 9-3871

259-6216

White Albino Rabbit with hay

Production. 352 Princeton
Hoffman Estates. 894-3978

Strong 12 year old boy looking
for odd jobs. Work long hours.

Boys bike 24" $5.00 girls skates
size 4 $4.00 boys skates size 3
$3.00 ski pants size 8 10 $3.00

919 E. Plate Dr. 358-2706

ing cars call 259-4781

Lawn mowing, wheeling area

Exp, lawn maintenance man.
Can do lawn work or household

151/2 year old High School boy
would like to work this summer,
vicinity of Rolling Meadows -An.
Hgts. School out May 29th, 2204

order. Call Mauro

half price $10.00 392-1392

Wanted - Part time job for high
school boy. If you've got a job to
be done, I am the one. 223 S.

let, 720 S. Kasper Avenue, Arlington Heights, 259-8332

sale -different colors made to

Given as a gift six months ago.
Clairol twenty instant hairsetter
curlers. Whole set will sell for

Boy 81/2 willing to do odd jobs
around house, yard, weeding,
raking, triming, anything. good;

For general handy -work such as

call: Cindy: 837-7823

beginner. Please call 253-3848

High school senior desires
good -paying summer job to help
finance Massachusetts Institute
of Technology education next
year. Please contact Lionel Gou-

Babysitter 12 years old experienced. Also straw flowers for

as new. $30 Call Pat.

'69 Cougar, P/S Stereo tope
player, Like new $2800
827-3012

vate $1780. 259-8474.

Football Game $4.00

Hampster cage plus extras $2.00
:Excellent condition Little league
'Baseball shoe; size 41/2 5
537-5168

best offer Eden 504 Corrinthia

Want to do: cut lawns, price according to size of yard. Use your
own lawn - mower call Scott

Very good condition. Baby sit-

misc. items.

Apt. 301. Arl. Hts.

437-7116 Elk Grove

bass ride Tom, ride cymbal snare
and stand $45.00 Call 259-3293

serving platters & bowls; many

Call C131506 or CL 53932

6:30 253-0034

For sole 24 inch girls scwinn bike

259-3293

tique Sarouk Oriental rug, 10x14;
Antique Indian rug; 19th Century
English oil paintings in orig.
frames; Point Venice banquet
cloth & napkins; 42 pc. Haviland
French Limoges set, many

or painted? High School bcy's
will cut down cost not quality.

For

brake big seat good cond. $85.

sale bass, ride Tom, Floor
snare,

take over $2500 payments.
541-2530

575. 392-3251 after 6 PM

Kirby Ice Skates -size 2 excellent
condition $17.00 Twin size head
board ivory plastic $5.00 Phone
Cl 5-4706

Child's

Wanted baby sitting jobs any-

Slingerlond Hi - Hat Zildjian and
paiste cymbal only $135.00

High

12 yr. old, responsible babysitter
will sit in your home or mine, 50c
an hr.

.

etcl
Area.

grad.

June

255-0791

HOME. Reasonable rates. 415 N.
Arlington Hts. Rd. Cl 3-1969

Aurora HO scale racing sets and
parts. Call for more info.
392-4697

the work in half the time! Barb

ranch pants CL5-4017

Stevenson, 824-0946

Creepy crawler set $1.00. Giant

Teenager looking for part time
summer job. Experienced sales

Girl

tune-ups and repairs -ambitious
high school student. Reasonable
charges- money -back guarontee. Call Brian Biernocki, 101 N.

255-2941

clerk Janice. CL 3-8446

to

Garage sale for boys' and girls'
games. Also size 10 football

Boy Scout uniforms winter and
131/2 L napowan tee
shirt jacket winter cap stationary

537-0636

Baby sitter available Hashbrook

area: days or evenings. Good

midnight Phone 299-2147

Are you a tired mother?

Kowalski, 1602 N. Evergreen, CL

CL9-3871

15

washing walks and windows or
cutting grass or wash and wax-

296-5494

My cat had kittens. free to any
good home. 3 mts. old. Cute.

washing,
Scarsdale

Phone Debbie at
358-9327

Hagstrom Number I guitar, good
condition $100. Call Ric 437-7754

graduate wants

13 year old 6 - foot
lad desires garden work, car

Reliable girl to baby sit. Day or
nights. 75c per hour. $1.00 after

For sale: Gerbils $1.50 per pair.

358-9327

Tutor Help your child! Jr. high
girl age 12. Will also baby sit.

FOR SALE: Late model 17" Zenith

watch and care for your children
while you are vacationing. Distance no objection. Have current
passport. 299-0219

i

FOR SALE: Electric goiter. Good

Girls 26" firestone bike red with
chrome fenders. Navy V4 stadium coat sz OPT tweed winter

Family traveling companion to

school

ing summer vacation. Laurie
Cl 3-0927
Gerbils for sale $1.50 each.
Phone Ricky at 824-3399

Scout camp clothes norwesco sweat shirt shorts and

condition. $40.00 or best offer.
Rick Huck, 1405 Wisteria Ct.,

housework 299-0219

Have horse - need barn or'field.
PLEASE!
need someone near
Palatine to board my horse, for the summer. Reasonable.

Wanted: High school
girl desires part time work dur-

253-4354

bone Complete with case. Good

hour at your home; also light

Stingray Bike for sale.
$15.00 or best offer. 300W. Fremont, Arlington Heights.

Situation

ting, Mother's helper. Experienced. 7th grade. CL 3-3829

255-7953

Need a babysitte:? I am willing
to babysit your child for 75c an

$25.00 Extras Excellent Condition
537-5168

light typing. 255-3177

FOR SALE: 6 string Kay Guitar.

1968 Gibson medalist 4-10 arnplifier. four 10 inch speakers, two
new. 2 channels. Reverb unit.
cover. Originally $500. Asking $275 437-3562

Strombecker Road Racing Set

belt CL5-4017

istoria Ct., PH.,

structions. Included asking $45 or
best offer. Rick Huck, 1405 Wisteria Ct., PH., 296-5494

Steve

3 x 5 ft school blackboard $5.00:

Huck, 1405
296-5494.

Complete parts, tubes, and in-

;6 year old boy wants full time
summer employment. Arlington
Heights area CL5-6129 ask for

bnare,

summer

FOR SALE: 60 Watt Stereo Hi Fl
Amplifier Kit. Partially finished.

MaryJo

Sparkle,

Red

tom-tom, floor -tom, Base, 18"
cymbal, and Hi -Hat Sf25 good
'condition 885-1507

walnut finish. Similar to Healh's
AE -37. $65 ofr best offer: Rick

FOR SALE: Gold Silvertone Trom-

call

CL3 6560

CL 3-5955

I

FOR SALE: Stereo equipment
cabi let. Built from white ash with

sryenery,

Lierienced Please
392-8559

Ii you need someone to mow

Do you need your lawn cut? Call
me,
have my own equipment.
Tom Andresen, 1005 north Dun'
ton 392-3307

best offer. Rick Huck, 1405 Wisteria Ct., PH., 296-5494

watering, running errands, painting fences etc. you name it. Just
Call Bob 437-0718

Reliable 14 year old girl, oldest
ef four children will babysit. Ex-

Drums,

rates.

Ask for Carol.

Energetic

Odd jobs done, walking dogs,

dress coat 12. 255-7953

teacher, reasonalbe
Call 253-9319
as

Aug. 7. Typing, filing and operating office machines. Call

your boy. Call Bob at 437-0718

tweeter, and Brilliance Antique
Green. 32" *23" x 17". $45.00 or

20" red murray bike $15 Call

spikes $3. 824-7211

Boys Girls 26" bikes $25.00 Each;

Bass guitar, leather strap, and
fur lined fiber glass case. Excellent condition. $75 Call

High

your lawn and do it well then I'm

1405 Wisteria Ct., P.H., 296-5494

Sue 259-7033

Vox Amp 8" speaker $15 Boys

shoes Good condition size 6 with

Sewing and Heming done at a
reasonable price. Pants, skirts,
dresses. Call after 6, 255-7396.

office work from June

$225 or best offer. Rick Huck,
SALE:
Floor Model 12"
Speaker System. Handles 50
watts 12" Woofir spherican

Brad at CL 3-8488

tion $25. Boys black baseball

nior, and intermediate students,
experienced high school student

392-6523

Baby sitting job wanted in. south
Rolling Meadows. Days or evenings. Exp. Call CL3-2291

FOR

Mowing lawns or any other odd
jobs. Arlington Hts. area. Phone

26" Girls Blue Bike Good Condi-

Reasonable.

Summer Flute Lessons for begin-

etc.

male, no cages one year old

Antique double-barreled 12 ga.
shot gun. Engraved. Exc. cond.

Shakespear spin -cast reel, type
1771, model EE. Matching rod
included. Paul 259-4730

Antique silver; glass ware; An-

Wanted 10 gallon aquarium if
you have any other fish equipment will buy call Cl 3-8372

Boys

Day Want Ads
Get Results

FOR SALE: Allied 380 Receiver.
110 Watts. 1970 Model. Perfect
condition. Complete with all acc.

Formal blue chiffon size 5 worn
once. $15 Dyed l fall dark brown
15in. stand incl. best offer Call

Boy who needs summer job.

For sale in time for graduation
tan blazer size 16 Husky $6.50
dark blue tweed sport coat size

FOR SALE:

3, 5, or 10 speed. Call
Dave at 358-9327

bike.

winter size 7/119/10 for sale worn
once. Phone 259-5091 Pot

weekends. Babysitting,
CL 9-4062. Pam

Good pets. Patti 259-8261

fe-

'69 VW White. Quick sale.
$1600
394-5595

Special price over 100 yds.

_

Gerbils seven weeks old $1.00

High school formals spring and

throne, block, Bell sticks $200.00
or offer 885-1329

Call after 4:00 P.M. FL 8-2521

Hollow Body Electric Guitar price
$60. Normally $100.
V2 month
old. Coll 437-4404 (Ask for Jim)

dren this summer for working
mother. Nancy 255-3266

Wonted any type of job that girl
14 could do after school and on

FREE-. RABBITS. Two, male,

Good
Condition.
Call 837-9039

es to babysit for one or two chil-

Whitehall drums, Ludwig snare
and heads "18 - "15 Zildjian
cymbal "12 Hi -Hat stands,

Free three mice used in Biology
Experiment, Healthyl Cagc too.

Wanted: 24 inch girls bicycle.

Wanted: 20 inch bike -Good con ':titian will pay $15 to $20.
299-4785
17 year old high school girl wish-

4.!

Revell 1/24 scale Pan American
racing set, two extra CO%
cars and corprollers included
$150 value, 5500; sled ss.od
Greg -253-1820

5-6661

Wanted to buy: Rear wheel from
20" bike with coaster brake ask
Ifor Peter at CL 3-4008

board $5.00 Phone 537-5168

slot

night 75c on hour each will sopa'age Moryjo and Cynthia CL

Bruce

Ice Skates size 51/2 6 $2.00 Radio

437-11396

sale Mini -Bike includes
brakes, twist -grip, clutch, chain,
35mph 3h.p. Excellent condition
$70. Greg 255-7667
For

please.

38 $10.00 Phone CL 54706 for

'Girl's Bike $10.00 Movie Projector
8M Bell & Howell $20.00 Accordion 1120 Bass) $50.00. CL 3.6949

1966 Harley Davidson,
50rc, $125.

REV CANN
yd. Other fine carpets available. Cash only. No dealers

Prospect High School jacket size

'$2.00 Games 50c to $1.00 Excellent shape; large wall black-

Phone 885-1322 ask for Mike

Two sisters will babysit day or

Available: Daytime babysitter.
Please call 392-5168 and ask for
Vicki

Best offer 397-7590 aft 6 pm
'111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

call days or evenings.

.34 -Arts and Antiques

For sale 10' gal aquarium with
pump fish, extras, light. $12

cond., New clutch & battery

Wall to wall carpeting expertly
cleaned in your home or office.
For prompt dependable service

'yd. DeLUXE PLUSH $3.95 sq.

Twenty five games Risk, Rich,

VW Karmin Ghia. 1968 Cpe.,
Red. Gd. cond. Must sell, leaving
'town. $1400 or best off. 777-7670

KODEL SHAG CARPET $4.95 sq.

\I I

illnorts Cars

GLARUS CARPET
CLEANING

Gov't. & Factory Surplus
Open 7 days, 9 to 6
Delane Surplus Supply Co.
2815 Old Higgins Rd., Elk
Grove. 300 ft. s, from
Touhy Ave. & Elmhurst Rd.

$40. G.E. Stereo $40.2 milk stools

each. 253-4481 -

Glass

New Surplus Store
BARGAINS!!!

shell reloading equipment, best

259-6407

dio. Watcab., consortia. design.

sired features. 358-9292

Browning 12 gauge automatic,

8' long white base cabinet, $25.
3 pc.
bathroom set, $50. CL

stools $3 ea. 259-1285

left. Close-outll
Duffy -Evans

E127-7413

Zenith Stereo Phone. AM -FM ra-

pedia $15. 437-6768.

doors. $29.95 no. Only II doors

6x9 ORANGE OVAL AREA RUG,

Must sell. 1960 15' Travel Trailer.
Sloops 5. 734 Golfvlow Ter. Buff,
Gr. Gd. cond. $650 or offer

Used onco. $30.
.Call 397-7315

537-4379

10 spd Schwinn $20; Encyclo-

104-flecreational Vehicles

I32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

New Trumpet $50; air-cond. $35;

Colonial Cross -Buck
Combination Storm & Screen

Page 14

Tont, 9'x9', floor, outoldo frame.

Power -Kraft 9" radial saw, 11/2
H.P. very good condition $75

3690 I"

48.". Duffy -Evans. CL 5-7141

24" girl's bike $6; 24" boy's bike
$20; formica hitch tbl. $9; 2 bar

Doughboy 15'x3' swimming pool,

elec. fry pan;
clnr. 439-4518

like

now, 90" x 80". Cheap. After

SELL 397-7363

collectables,

drapes

Hand knit womon's fashions.
Mado to order In private homo.
259-2259 evenings.

Encyclopedias 20 Vol., 1960. Cost,
1200, sacrifice $35. Can deliver.
676-4109
BLUE SPRUCE, 4 yrs. old. 10 for
:1 00. SHADE TREES, 10 ft.,
$3.98. Lgr, evergreens on solo.
FAITH NURSERY. V2 mi. west of
Gary Ave. on North Ave., Wheaton

$50.

Thursday, May 28, 1970

122 -Miscellaneous Marchand's°

I 32-1iscollanaous Merchandise

Westinghouse 1500
BTU, 5100.537-1950 oft. 7PM

337-2332 after 6 PM

modern. Will trade for desk or

Garage Sale: 90 Birch Trail,
Wheeling, May 20 & 29, 9-5pm,
tables; appliances; dishes;
knik-knaks; lamps; lawn furn.;
exhaust fan; swimming pool, 12
ft diameter, 3 ft deep, filter, liner,
excel. cond., used I season. Plus
many extras.

1795 Taft:.

YARD SALE May 25-29. Good

Rd

mirrors,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

HI-chalr $10. Hooby harm $5.

Wed, May 27 thru Fri. May 29,
1701 N. Rand Rd, Arl. Hts.

com; Col. wall clock; clothes;

Exceptional values.
Ave. R.M. 358-1699

latch appliancos, 3 op auto, fan,
picnic Items, stalnloos tblwaro,

of Howard, twins 8 adult'

clothg, much misc. Wk. of 26th.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Der.

$195

REST DUE

'63 COMET CONVERTIBLE

6 cyL outs., rodio, rod with white lop.
Must see this one
$495
WI WILL RIJE YOUR CLEAN CM
OPEN THIS HONDAS Olt:KIND
POP YOUR CONVENIENCE

IMMO MIMS
6008. N.W. Hwy.

Dos Plaines

296-6127

-

1.1

ya

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
chance of occasional thunderstorms; low near 60. Tomorrow: Warm, chance of
occasional thunderstorms;

jelephone
-J

255-4400

high near 80.

Your Home Newspaper
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Back Nixon foreign
policy, Goldwater Jr.
urges Republicans
By Richard Crabb

destruction,"

Goldwater

re-

ported.

Nearly 1,000 persons gath-

Barry Goldwater,

Jr.,
speaking at the testimonial
dinner for Rep. Philip M.
Crane in Arlington Heights
Thursday evening, made a plea

'

for strong backing for President Nixon's handling of foreign policy.
"America has a great stake

in world affairs. We cannot isolate ourselves from the rest
of the world," said Goldwater.

hypodermic needle and with

the theft of an oil company

cot -away

Holiday Inn in Des Plaines
on charges of possession of a

credit card

Two of the youths. Ted
Loch. 20. of 238 Drake Ln
Des Plaines. and Robert Klatt
19. of 115 Hastings, Elk Grove
Village, are said by police to be
heroin addicts

Only the third youth Paul
Robertson. 21, of Mansfield.
Ohio was able to pay the bond
that was posted for both

charges, said Detective Robert Zeimet
One of the jailgd.youths who
was beginning td feel sick told

Narcotics - thousands upon

After this was learned, police said, the charge of posses-

to the motel, Where the man-

ager was holding two other
,

1.0

-

Of the people gathered to
honor him, Cong. Crane said,
"It is great to get out of Wash-

Ridge, Representative David
Regner of .Mount Prospect,
Representative Robert Juckett
of Park Ridge and Representative Arthur Simmons of

IN HIS RESPONSE, Cong.
Crane noted that it was just

District primary which eventually attracted 12 candidates.
"I don't think there has ever
been a Congressional race like
it anywhere in the United

not agree with you, they do respect integrity," said Crane.

ington and come back here
and talk to people. This is the
real pulse, and the pulse is here

tonight."

sion of a hypodermic needle
was added to the theft charge.

"He is a very civic -minded

years as department chief.

citizen and has done a treEXPRESSING HIS FEELING, as well as those of Other
Village officials, Village Manager Virgil Barnett said that
what Haberkamp has accomplished in the deparment is
"phenomonal."

VFW parade slated
for tomorrow morning
S. School.
From the school, the parade

will head west to Emerson St.

where they will go south to
Sha-Bonee Trail and continue
to Lions Park.

and St. Raymond's School.
Halabrin said that the entire

that memorial services will begin at approximately, 11 a.m. at
Lions Park.

parade will be made up of
about 20 units.

Other groups being repre-

LEADING THE

parade

sented arc the Boy Scouts, In-

will be Mayor Robert Teichert's car, followed by a car
carrying the Rev: Nolan Watson of St. Mark's Lutheran

dian Guides and Indian Princesses, Brownies, Girl Scouts
and E -Hart Girls from Mount

been no trace of the car al-

The Rev. Mr. Watson will

ward P. Andews, 738 S. Vail,. though ari, all -points bulletin
Arlington Heights.
has been issued.
The couple disappeared on
May 14 after attending a cockMr. and Mrs. Andrews,
tail party at the Sheraton -Chiboth 62, have been married for

present the opening and closing prayers for the days activi-

All Chiago and Arlington

The participants will be assembling at 9:30 a.m. at the St.
Paul Lutheran School playground, said Halabrin, and
veterans from all wars are
asked to march.

ties.

VFW members have re-

Other parade participants

include the VFW color

cago Hotel. They were last

six years and moved to Arling-

guards,

seen by friends as they left the
hotel garage about 9:30 p.m.

ton Heights about one year

marching units.

firing

squads

and

The VFW's women's aux-

ago.

Prospect.

church.

quested that anyone coming to

Pauls Saturday morning
avoid going east on Busse to
St.

He added that Haberkamp
is the only full-time fire chief
the village has ever had and
was the first full-time fireman
1960.

PARADE BANDS will be
from Prospect High School

Grand Marshall of the parade, Richard Halabrin, said

mendous job for Mount Prospect as .a member of the fire
department," said Barnett.

when the Village established a
regular fire department in

iliary will be represented and
one of their automobiles will
carry Nancy Wanderin, a former Miss Mount Prospect.
Also represented will be the
Mount Prospect Lions Club,
Chamber of Commerce and
Fire Department.

The Mount Prospect VFW
Memorial Day parade will begin at 10 a.m. tomorrow at the
St. Paul Lutheran School, 18

abouts of Mi and Mrs. Ed-

The department now has 25
full-time employes and 31 volunteers that operate 12 pieces
of equipment.

HABERKAMP WAS RESPONSIBLE for setting up a
training program now in operation in the department, which
prepare the firemen to handle
any kind of fire that might occur in an area such as Mount
Prospect.
When

Haberkamp came
into the department as a volunteer in 1934. there were 30 volunteers and the department
had 3 pieces of equipment.
Only one of these, a pumper

Gripe
Of The
Day

Chief Haberkamp
truck. belonged to the Village.
The other two, a front -mounted pumper and a midshippump-

er were owned by the Rural
League, said Haberkamp.
berkamp.

ALL THREE VEHICLES
are still around, he said, including a hand -pumper which
was the original piece of equipment purchased by the department when it was established
in 1913.
Haberkamp said that his
brother was one of the charter
members of the volunteer department and his father was a
trustee on the original Village
Board in 1917. when Mount
Prospect became incorporated.

Garbage cans left out

AFTER SERVING as assistant to the fire chief, his

two or three days after they
have been emptied.
J.B.K.

made chief of the volunteer department and then stepped

prevent congestion.

wife's uncle, Haberkamp was

into the position of full-time
(Continued on oaqe 2)

a constantly growing national problem

versity of Athens,

cerns a surprisingly high percentage of youth in the north-

marijuana is to drive our
young people into the tenden-

west area
The information in this
series is based upon a series of

cy to lose interest in ambition
and drive. What will be the future of a nation whose young

talks with police counselors in

people have no interest in sue-

your community These men
generally are in offices in local
high schools
They work
directly with the students and

cess')" What will be the future
of our community'?
M i r a s' conclusions are
based upon 20 years of obser-

know there

an alarming

vation of chronic marijuana

abundance of narcotics in the

malyjane, Kentucky -blue) is

smokers in Greece. No American researcher has had the opportunity to observe marijuana users for such a long period of time.

not the only type of narcotic
that the youth in our community are using and ex-

eras said, "There is evidence that marijuana adversely changes the personality of

Marijuana (grass. pot,

"WHAT IS NEEDED is integrity. This is what is so disturbing to many of our young
people. Even though they do

eration to entering the big 13tb

Heights pplice efforts have
proved ftlItless. There has

written and spoken on this
controversial topic that con-

schools.

against his reelection becaue
his views on key issues of the
day are different than theirs.

he first gave serious consid-

The "Andews Case" is ending its second;' Week and still
there is no sign as the where-

IXX' ION C. J.

high schools and junior high

in a closet.

ndrews case' continues
to baffle authorities

perimenting with, but right
now it seems to be the biggest
narcotic in supply, police
counselors agreed.

said,

hidden in a how clothes rod

Oakton in Des Plaines.
Klatt ,td,10, police he was the

thousan,ds of words have been

is

charged with theft at that time,
police said. A thorough search
of the room the youths used revealed a hyp ermic needle

Barr of Rosemont who reported her wallet stolen May 19 at
the McDonalds Restaurant on

arcotics

By Rick Coacher
irst of a Series)

THREE WERE

it card belongs to a Mrs. C.

If you are not a good listener, think how the other fellows feel
when you're doing the talking.

_

from an unknown person.

question them on a credit card
they were using to pay the bills.

siMON S
UR'S\
gAYS

tel, and he bought the card

the room when he went to

Police brought the youth.
later identified, as Klatt. back

Hubert,

tor William Carroll of Park

much of Mount Prospect's his'tory, has served the last 14

for room, meals and phone

stopped one near the motel.

than

one year ago this weekend that

Springfield to be with Rep.

Haberkamp, whose family
history is intertwined, with

POLICE SAID they got a
call yesterday from the Holiday Inn manager reporting
that two youths bolted from

Police said they got a description of the youths, and

MEMBERS OF the General Assembly from the northwest suburban Third and

with the department.

the police.

bills that were originally
charged on the credit card.
Police learned that the cred-

the cheering and he was unable
to finish his sentence and
present Vice -President Spiro
Agnew's name.

ment, after 36 years service

room after he made his call to

ALL

sages of congratulation.

Haberkamp, yesterday
announced his August I retire-

one who registered at the mo-

Klatt, Loch, and Robertson
were brought to the police station after Robertson paid the
$46.09 bill owed to the motel

and we gave them..." At that
point he was drowned out by

Mount Prospect Fire Chief

the

.

President Nixon and
Governor Ogilvie sent mes-

Fire Chief Haberkamp
ends 36 -year career

ou
o needle, the ft
youths who came into

Vice -President

table.

office the last few weeks, many

of them threatening to work

Crane included Senator John
Graham of Barrington, Sena-

more on arms and machines of

police that both of them had
recently "shot -up" with heroin Police said there was a
fourth youth involved in the
incident at the motel, but he

Ralph Smith flew from Washington to be at the speakers'

Crane referred to the large
number of students who have
been visiting his Washington

Asia and -South America. The

continue to spend more and

Des Plaines police arrested
three youth Wednesday at the

sentative Crane. Senator

Los Angeles area of California, drew the evening's greatest applause when he said,
"Americans wanted a better

Fourth District who flew from

Arab countries on a constantly
increasing scale. Communists

or

the Jimmy Durante

Room of the Arlington Towers
Hotel at the dinner for Repre-

States, in which so many candidates campaigned so aggressively."

"COMMUNISM
CONTINUES to spread in Africa,
Communists supply arms to
North Vietnam, North Korea
and to the Middle Eastern

1

ered in

Skokie. They returned to
Springfield, after the dinner.
Congressman
Goldwater,
who represents a district in the

Isil iras, U ni-

Greece,

"The main danger of

chronic users and has other
potentially harmful effects on
the brain and other organs."

OF COURSE, a pusher or
smoker of marijuana will tell
you that', it is all false. Who
would you believe?

Justice G. Joseph Tauro,
Superior Court chief justice of
Massachusetts, in a decision

upholding the

con-

stitutionality of the Massachusetts marijuana laws said, "It is
my opinion, based.on the evidence presented at this hearing, that marijuana is a harmful and dangerous drug. Its use
is not so,much a symbol of dissent in order to effectuate

changes in our social system,
but rather a manifestation of a
selfish withdrawal from
society."
Police
Prospect,
Mount

Counselor

Dick

Yost

said,

"Narcotics can easily be obtained by almost anybody
from anyone at anytime." A
'noted' doctor of the Uniyersity of California, Edward
flloomquist, stated, "Marijuana is an unpredictable drug,
used by unpredictable people

as fourth graders and hopefully by September, 1970, there
will be an active program.

The youth who belongs to the
drug culture. He or 'she builts

ryone has a duty to enforce
the law, and most people arc
reluctant to do that for a ma-

his whole life around drugs.
They are physically addicted

jority of reasons."

alarms you, take a closer look
at what's going on, the experts

to narcotics. 2. The youth who
does it for kicks. The weekend
pot smoker, who is on the bor-

say. Police have found chil-

derline of graduating into the

"Education is a wonderful
thing, but it's not the cure-all
for the narcotics problem,"
Yost commented. "You can
beat on the drug users' heads
with books all day long, hut

If the thought of telling an
II -year -old

about

narcotics

with unpredictable results."
Police counselors seem to

dren at this age starting out on
narcotics.

agree that the education about
narcotic drugs and symptoms
seems to be a big answer in sol-

When a child this young

ving the narcotics problem in
the community.

ARLINGTON Heights Ju-

wants to know about narcotics
who does he turn to'? The par-

ent who knows little or nothing about it? Teachers or police? Not very likely. Adults

Richard Robertson and his associates are
going out on their own time to
giVe lectures to people on the
narcotics problem in their

seem to scare them. These chil-

community. At present they
are trying to initiate a narcot-

to find out for himself, said one
police counselor.

ics program for children as low

Richard Yost put the drug

venile Officer

users in three categories. I.

dren turn to a guy or girl on the
street to ask, and the usual case

is that the child is offered a
"joint" (a marijuana cigaret)

drug culture group. And, 3,
the youth who tries narcotics
strictly for experimentation.
These are the curious youth,
most of which are highly intelligent.

YOST'S ANSWER to part
of the narcotic problem is a
stronger enforcement of the
law by the total community.
"Citizens are responsible for
enforcing the law in the community they live in. The less
they care about narcotics and
leave it up to the police, the
more our hands are tied. Eve-

nothing can he done until they '
decide
selves."

to change by them-

All the police counselors
seemed to agree that parents
could help tremendously in
fighting this wave of narcotics
that has driven itself deep into
the community's youth, by
making everyone more aware
of what type of narcotics are

being used, and what, their
symptoms are.

Next: A report on The symptoms and effects of marijyana.
"I
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Chief Haberkamp

700 at O' re anti -noise
meeting on ittsj ort
'

ByJeffrey R. Clarkson
Amid the roar of jets landfig at O'Hare Airport. George
Franks. chairman of the
O'Hare Area Noise Ahemrnent
Council Weds Way
night
than

told a crowd of more
71111

persons

that

the

maned had gone as far as it
could in its attempt to stop the

recently wet by the council to
the President with the signs.
hum of representatives of the
20 communities comprising
the conned.
The letter asked that

the

President prevent the donation

of 365 acres of land near

O'Hare toChicago ror.the par-

pose of exPension.
Originally
Franks
had
that ha,u now up to thcpcople hoped that Mere would he
cOntIone the straggle.
about LIMO persons at the
At the special meeting
meeting and that all would
mred Seto Ile council at
n
sign the et:Minns. He odd that

expansion of the akin! and

High Schol. Franks made an

appeal to here
mons present
to Write
the Sant

PieSide111 NIX011.

and R- resents.
liVeS in Washington urging
them to take action to prevent
the eximnsion.

titions were presented

signatures patinae in ;Mend given to Sen. Ralph T. Smith to
deliver to Mc Pr,..sident.

Milburn P. Akers. 70. no.
editor of the Chicago
Sunrfimes and a member of
tired

Publications. Inc..

Hoard of Directors, wr killed
Walnesday in an
ruck
collision near Lincoln.auto-t Illinois.

State police in Springfield
mid an auto driven hy Akers
collided head on with a semitrailer truck on III. 121 about

IS miles from Lincoln. The
truck driver. who was not in.
aired. said Akers' car swerved
in front of his northbound
ruck.
Akers was editor of the Sun -

Timm from 1959 to

19115

when he retired. He become
associated with The Chicago
Sun upon

enough Mr the importance of
the issues.

SEN. MIMI, who was

rounding in 1941.

and when 11,0 Sun and The
Chicago Timo merged he was
named managing direr of the
Sun -Timm in POP/ and executive editor in I951t.

Varble. ,ayor of.Dosenville.
N11110 Representative Edward
Blethardt. and Richard A.
Young. editor of PMlution Engineering Magazine.
Although using different
words. the speaker expressed
the same idmis. First, the gov.

eminent of Chicago does not

care about the rights of the
residents

their rights and should

Home burglary

year's

25.5 to on ratio to ;129 to one
stalling ratio would give
Brentwood an everage class
size of 32.4 next year. Vlasak

'WE WOULD

'the home of Morris Dennis
at 1748 Lunt. Des Plaines was

burglarized betwchm May IN
and Wednesday and a change
hank and a gold metal half -cm
rat diamond engagement ring
valued at Social were stolen.

certainly
hope to improve that if addiaional money becomes availble." Vlasal stressed in an interview with The Day the night
before the teachers' half. day
welkout.
Vlesak mid that the v
ables that might change the

track-mu/dent ratio include:
-he mak of wacher negotiations on sobries.

-Legislative action to in ensue the amoum or state aid
available to the district.
--Whatever decisions are
node
by
local
parochial

schools who hoped for inn,
di. state aid. and apparently
won't get it.
-Variations in enrollment
reflecting economic conditions.

dal

Flogims of Pnm.

pool High School and Margaret Hennes of Arlington.
Three eta:motes are

The kids will love it.

SMALL MIRACLE
Its 1, girl and she's just
Mont the cone beautiful haby
ever. Traci Lucille. brand new
daughter of Ted and Trudy Aston of Arlington Ileights.
weighed
seven pounds and herb
when
whs. she was'Ivern early

this week at Nornvest
Community Hospital, Connie
the

gal who de-

scrihed the baby. Connie is not
only :a 1111Pii, in
maternity

of the

outhosp

Nit e

friend and neighhor fthe Astons. Impatiently
died or

all the hull:Milo° to die down
is TrecEs Mother. two -yearold Teddy.

A Meal young man with the
long hair is ohotn to enter the
service. When he enlisted the
recruiting sergeant told him he
should get a hair trim before he

appeared for induction. -You
mon." asked the young hopeful. -that 101on't have to gm

iny hair cut ofEr -Not exactly.- 'mirth:if the

sergeant.

-but it will he less painful. The new soldiers father has
often described his son's hair

as a -crew cut from

1i

slave

PANHELLENIC
Mn. Rohert Novak or E.

Clarendon.

Arlington

aeights. is Inc new prosident

the Northtvest Pmhellenic

Council. The Council ninny

VETERANS OF FOREIGN
Them is no tither sound in

awarded three scholarships tu

areu senior giris. The reelpietas of the 5200 grant were

de world just like the hugle

The north end of Arlington
0,,,ing 111pnn memorial Day Heights Road will he a busy.
morning. The local Veterans highway this weekend. Arof Foreign Woo arca posts are Galin Perms' Blanche Kloman
lowing their annuul reading of reports that the ticket salts
mth. have been brisk and that Me
Gen` nd jomitha
sage

10

remember

the war

dead. The massage was oriel.

nelly intended to honor the
dead of the Civil Wm,
QUESTERS

A new chumer or the No-

anal ()nesters was fend at

Penne.. um flying
Ito all purl of the es-

of the National
Charinonship Ratko. pro.
ducal by the Bar NA Rodeo
Contra ny to he held tomorrow
citement

and Sunday. It starts sal 2 p.m.
on both days.
Arcadia Farms is a little

the home of Elaine Kohler of
Dwyer in Arlington comer 01 Mc Wm. unexpeclHeight, last week. This is the ed ond charming in the center
12th chapter
in Arlington
of allotments and shopping

N.

alone.

The new group call

themselves -The Prairie Belles." T -he .Questers are gals
who cd n spot a Mason jar at 50

Palatine. Mrs. John FInheny.

Mn. John McCready.

kin.

idelker. front ND.
Prospect. hIrs. C. C. Whistler

listAllf BAIT

La Puma of Frond.

Ems' 6110. David Wilson: from
Edward

11001110

/Moll' of Conant. Katherine
Scott of Hersey and Linda

Ian. is

If you wont more inform don. call Menche or her panne, Pew Cirelli at 537-1348.

and Mrs. Harry Rym. and
Prom. Heights. Mm. Reynold Reynolds.

How does a principal pro.
vide

for twonnths of one

eacher? Viand says each
school head handles it differentry. Some hire a certified

teacher one day a neck, or two

half -den. They may spend
diet .same amount of WU).
funds for
paraprofessional
help or teachers' aides.

IF THE SCHOOL enroll-

nuses during the School
it does in growing secdons of the district. that school
gets all additional allotment or
staff salarim monthly.
year,n as

Changes in

the economy
have already affected ennglmeat et Dan Cook School. Elk
Grove Village D was planned
10 serve a new development
that includes townhouses selling pare slowly than expixted.
BRENTWOOD, the

plexuded by Vlasek. has Si?

children this yeio and is expected to he about the sane
next scar. It has 050 children
in a self-euhlained special edu-

cation class. 05 kindergarten -

and 17 fulltimc and one
heft' time teacher.excluding the
principul and special educa-

tion instructors.

View& says the district ap-

Plim the Monona! 29 to one

garteners, since only half are

Kay Heals of Wheeling High

at the school at one time.
Divide 111:11 number of students. 470 by 79, aod you get
16.2 teacher, Tho1 is the number of teachers that Brentwood
will be allowed next year under
the 29 to one staffing ratio.
Vlusak says it is tip to each
principal 10 decide how his
16.2 teachers will he ellocanni
The principal expected to

'Mut policy vim followed
this year ond Vlasak says the

said

that The

ture,
Since Mot time, many things
haw changed in Ere -lighting

methods. he said. The Men
now use snorkels. ladders. the
spray nozzle. portable gener-

ators and self-contained air

district intends

to

bins Vegetable tone haired:
whipped

pntatoes,

buttered

pen. Salad one choice): Cob

strawbcriy. Muth pears.

milts and honey butter. milk,
Available deaserts: sliced
penhes, baked custard, cherry

eninch. yell. cake, Nails!
huller cookies.

To he served Monday in
MMArtlum, Muir. Ross the
Sullivan schools in District 23:
1101 dog, catsup, mustard,

COMMENTING ON THE

'To do otherwise." he ex

announcement Mayor Robert
sited. Mike all the
people in Slount Prnspect. I
am sorry to zee Chief Haber.
ken. retire. But 1 know he has
been looking forward to this.
so 1 gum we should he happy
for him. 0111 it is somewhat

owned, -would be to give 'fcichert
soni c kid a Worse shake than

some other."

In applying Mot polity, the
a11001 heard as late in the
school year as last month approved hiring *maw teacher
at John Jay School, Elk Grove
Village.

mg PROSPECT gar

tbraPuldirbod
Hens. Inc.,

doh. ,bonen,
oar 1,11co.'
17 S. Alain Atom

Prorpecr. IS. 600SP. Branch ol.

ficesi 517 S. NA,. Skip.,
Rd. Aslinolon
mod
and 7SS Genies Dos Plaines
S0016.

He lidded. -the chief was a
Teachem who rang door- person totally dedicated to the
bells said sonic Dist. 59 grade Village and the top notice fire

Subscription Mei, SS sena o
week. home deffsered. Cm of

school classes nom 47 students department he has built will re..
and that junior high classes av- main as his nark on our coon

Nownrand price.

erupt 37. They said that next

air)."

mon U.S. mai/ rote. SIM o
Won 1400 far ris
10

cents a

year they expect te have junior

high gym clamor and music
classes with 5510 60 students.

HABEREAMP ANOHis
000 Irene

sexml class pomp@ pord

of

a1 IS N. Eln,.

IS SHE
STANDING
ALONE?

Dear Mr. Di:Louise:

quartered on North Wacker

Somehow our home liar lost all semblance of happiness. To ask
umpinimanees weed think we were a very happy family. Y01.
within our 'bur walls there is.Much Unhappiness. My husband

and 1 have been married 17 years and have four children.
We

own a lovely hoe
yet my husband has lost all his g ienda. He
gets nod sal It little things and will not forgive nr forget. Many
of.his bex-friends"
but have tried to be friendly and Nee invited us
WNW 01 .1101,
my husband is stubborn.

Scouting
signup
is slated

Asa result Ito is drinking heavily - sad hot.. When he wetm en
in the morning, he is just n wonderful person - friendly: happy,
unlit...ding, the sanie fine person I married, When he comes
home front work, he is in a good mood. but then the bottle comes

home. yet he refuses to eat until he has had that drink.

T HIE SECOND PART of the hurl in our home: Our 13 year -old daughter. who is much like her father, is angry. moody.
unhappy
ho time. She hes never been tt rad student. and now
is
eggs, Illwoe
dfiant to any constructive criticism 1 may wars
W5 her digs,
her skirt, way. way too short and wears
way. way 100 1110011 makeup. Because of her inleriority complex I
have tried to overlook iliany
an) things I disagreed with. Yet new she

getting lo the point of wanting to run away or kill herkelf She
halm her knee and hates me. too. Really. WI a miner when you
tryst, hard to please yet get nowhere. you finally wane Mine up,
Do you see my husband ever getting hock Ma wonderful disposition he really Mrs. Dn yew.ee our daughter "arming out" of
this feeling or not Ewing loved and always being left out? They
both are really very nice people dcep down.
MI.., Des Plaines

Dear NU.,

of A.B. Dick Company has
Sin named Chairmen of the
for

Scouting

Program.

lington Heights as the first slap
The School Night for Scout- in lOcating near the future Ining Program conssts
-is of a see., ternational Dairy Cenci"
Center."
cif bight which set aside' The
That proposed dairy center
for purcnu of prospective
the American Dairy As-

scout.° go and sign up their sociation and several relatml
'children at the near. scout. organizations.
In

SchuonthUrn

Dear GS,

feel there will he a move for yon and when II comes you will
sett your home m dead time.1 feet nmhingsalom healembe with

your 'unhand. Haat dris year, 1 definIkly,MC trip faeyaur too
next year.

Dear Mr. DeLouiset
I wrote to you before and you told me the answer to my question perfectly. Thank you. and I hope you can help me again.
I'ould you plena tell me if puts. a nom in the future for me and
something about him?
PS.. Rosclle
I as seeing the inlaid.; P or M linked with your name.' feel he

tilertItt"
cools'

continue musk and physical
education. man the learning
center and -preserve the overall program in the hest ninner

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
My daughter and I have been thinking of stoning a day nursery and I was wondering if we will get Into this and enjoy it and
make. go rif It? Also 1 have Wen thinking of going into hotel and
mond manngement. Would this idea he something 10 goofier,
WOW,. Wheeling

d,

&gram cheek Noting in the area yea 'choose before you make any

Carnival to aid
lot parks in
Schaumburg

can.

is planning nni special

week -ends at Comb Nit

ear Wild gob Wis., for 10year -old Cub Scouts and their

dads. July 18-19 and August

The purpose of the Webelos

Day program b to introduce
Wcbelos Cub Scouts arid their
the many Boy Scout
dads
activities. said Frank man.
rte we
chaiman.

The weetk-end Ingram will
include cooking, Swimming

archery. hiking and a campfire. The registration Ice will
cover the cost nf food and all
program activities.
Complete information is
available through local Cub

Pucks or th# Scout Service
Center. 3,1-5050.

,abOVOR&R4VBZW.,,

IN PERSON!

of directors also voted that all

burg Jaycee Carnival will be
heid brie 25-213 at the Wrathersfield Common ShopPing
Center.
'

ADA

research and development projects he transferred
DR1NC. Parra was appointed executive vice president
early In 1970.

The
The carnival will feature.
from Me -usual carnival

Before joining Dtdry ReInc., Dr. Farrar ditank, an all -do, chicken bite nned product development

rides and games," -dunk"

search,

home. and a drawing for a

activities for Reynolds In,
Ambles, Winston-Salem, N.C.
During his to
at Reynolds

holiday trip IDLE., Vegas..

Praceeds from the carnival
wilt go towards the Schaumburg Jaycee's Tots Park,
which will cost an estimated
$11)0,000.

Saturday, May 30
1mp to 3 pm

he organized, staffed and su
pervised the administration of
a 59.3 median research tuber,

tory. Before joinink Reynolds
To Farrar held posts with Col

.

For.... Better Homes amt Gardens.
is

i3 LOLOIVI

THE\ G"
through our
GIANT

c

-,.....

nalloble

..,

Plom

rataem

mmeilicolions will be

office of Me Purchos
one 2,00 P.M. on May 29,

boord of EcluceMon monad
anon w,v a' II,

,... ,

._..

,...c-

...

.

GARDEN
CENTER

We Will as Oput

......1:::

Igunaial 7)(ty,

.

House
SARD

m

P... I.

Scan

THIS AD IS

ban Saan.

AS A PUBLIC
SERVICE BY
THE FOLLOWING
CONCERNED
FIRMS

utr=

Arlington Park
Opens on Sat, May 30th.

Stop by and shake hands with Roy

. CREATE:ST.010E!

ASIC

ALLSTEN,INPRI=121

ler frlenilly esp.*

MOdaRGASBO

SPONSORED

gemeandenton

FREE Autographed Pictures

GREENHOUSE-FR.1E
AILING-GLIARANTE601
FREE DELIVERY!

en

Mick, May 29,1010

259-9550

Mt. Prospect Plaza

FULL DAYFULL-SERVICE AT OUR TWO OFFICES

FLOWER and
GIFT SIIOP

6 -DAY BANKING
DAILY 9 to 6

RI '618 *SAT 1614

(Post.time 1:30 Mon. thru Sat.)

i(x+acitcuk

competition than she though
existed in this me,

%voxtE

OF ELK GROVE VILLAGE
1000 BUSSE ROAD

New reduced
Admission Price

Where the
great ones run.

The Northwest Suberban
Council, Boy Scouts of Ameri-

weekends fin- cubs, dads

search, Inc. The ADA board

Brow....

70,

bOdY Imes.

P.m'

Dairy

Association delegates at the organ Ma lien's annual meeting in
March. 1969, approved the establishment of Dairy Re-

-..,.4.a,

frit

--just rest.

Scouts plan 2 camp

In Rolling Meadows

a7linol175'xs

would he well for the District
59 woehms
to with their next
here
move
before every.

paint the house, fix the

American

The third annual Sarum;

JOSEPH DE LOUISE. nationally known psychic. will ans.
werthe question qr Day rodent in thie column. Letters sluntid
br signed, bet names ell be omitted A. Mr writer requests I.
Write ra DrLouise in rum of Day Publication, 722 C
Des Plaints 000I6.

schools has

ride a bicycle. now the lawn.

-

mweess for you but it will take Mew. Regarding the newly, he

for salary increases.

walk. plant a garden, clean the
garage. 00 10 the parade. the
rodeo. the bullganw. a picnic.

American

Incorporated,
commissioned a study to evaluate dairy research and market
development. The study found
that a need existed for substantially incrthsed dairy research
and that such scieMifie re .
search must be balanced by a
major marketing effort.

If there ire not sufficient

them were not many happy
mothem cheering then] on.

Happy Holiday. Go for a

New offices of Dairy Research, Inc., IRV He located on fin fleer of the 12.0 Eaohnin
Arlington Heights.

11101 the day nursery would be a very good start for pair

For teachers who depend
the goodwill or the load tax-

TWO MORE WORDS

foods.

eventual entry into the motel management business. 1 on, feeling

he able to teach larner clos.
as

passed many a referendum. It

drinks and milk protein snack

Dear 11.0.1Vd

point 0111 11141 they would not

Ole

toppings, fruit -flavored conk

la about S feet 9 Inches IsdL

trim Se did not produce much
sympathy for the teachers who
walked out ct their classes 10

nochers

the

Producers.

Units to thcommodate all those
registered, then a new one will
be fanned. he said.

.

1968.

Dairy Association' and Mile

Breaugh estimates that 200
elementary schools in the
Cncil noel will participate.

life and putting a strain on your daughter as well as yourself

mite

ease as well as on doing rc,
scorch on the nutritimml val-

location.

hildren signed will he as-

Dear Mr. DeLouism
Do you see us moving? Should we sell our home? How is ow
hushund's hadth? Will our uncle lake our son on a trip to El-

significant

Section of Route 53 and the
Northwest 'railway in Rolling
Meadows. According to Farrar: "We see our move to Ar-

signed to a scout unit where
room it vailable.

Sometimes the annrs are too clme for us to see thstn.
I am feeling outside help would be most beneficial to both your
hoshand and your
at this lime. rarest Hospital in hen
Plaines, 827-8811, has an excellent marital clinic which might e
help.
might also menet the Salvation Army Communlry
Counseling Center
Oakton St. in Des Plaines, 827-7191. Call

Spring, Ark: i:Primary emphasis with these projects will be
on studying diet grid bon dis-

imony have been laid for an Intemat ional Dairy Center to he
constructed near the Inter -

greaugh. Field Sales Meander

Night

is

for both his organization and
the dairy industry. Plank al-

1 feel one husband is going through some changesatvrorkend
that al lean has sithethMg to do with his beginning to he aPproblean" drinkm. This, in turn, is affecting the balance in your home

Dear P.S.,

possible.-

They received eh& uroublicity
hut not much shenything els II
Sympethy for t
probJems

vice president.

Chairman for the Northwest

School

to 'Ming..

The move

Suburban C01111Cil announced
recently
that
Donald
F.

I

cording m DRINC president
Dwight Morris of Siloam

In addition to nutrition research, DOING is evaluating
economic feasibility and Markel potential for several new
m91. produeto. Among these
are freege.dried sour cream.
new whipping cream, desscrt

Heights, sath Dr. Richer E.
Farrar, DOING'S executive

Au%
.0f,to

P

investment for 12 projects. Ac-

ues of dairy foods."

allocated

has

the year.

have ,upper ready when he comes

mean things he ha, said.

by DRINC for nutrition a -

k

oath represents a three year

organization

million for nutrition re 'scorch since the beginning of

Donald Heidorn, 517 S.
Main St., Mon nt Prospect, Organization
and
Extension

The SI :2 MMion .nmitted

lion to DYING for 1970. The
S1.2

out and by the tune supper IS on the mole he is sarcastic. bitter and
eery rude. He mun II y ends up by storming off to lacd
[hut is
the end 01 11 until next morning. I have mlkdd to him but he stn
he is NOT alcolmlic. Vol niany times he 000
the
the

problem is more than you can handle alone.

it heti', the encroachments on our freedom come
from n oboe: or Kilian Let uv stand up 110th her and
be counted
for freedom,

Dr. in Chicago, will be located
in the 120 Eastman Building.
Dairy Research members,
dairy fanner organizations
from all over the country, have
already committedd 93.2 mil-

Dr. Farrar

Mese people and find out what help they can idler you. This

Not if millions of American% are willing to stand
ith her in defence of our God -green hberttev The
tone has come to shall the courage to keep our
schools open, to protect our public property, and to
stand up for our government and our Bay of hfe

CASUAL SURVEY
A casual ickphone survey
in the neighlmrhoods of Dis-

payers

Ili,

Mean salad. pudding. conic.
milk.

continu

this.

centon. Blanche said that them
are more cowboys entedng the

pooh, no non, whore it is.
The 15 new menthom are
ONE RODEO BUFF who
from Arlington Heights. AIM
Will ilk,'
ea
Gee this year
Donald Cho,hon. Mix Don- is a vet,imai, IT- Thomas
add Coo. Mn. John Farr. Mrs.
While of Mundelein. II was a
Robert Gums, Mrs. Lank
chance remark by Dr. White.
Kohler, Mrs. William Rig
Who has often appeared as
Mo. William Wiwi/all: and contestant in rodeos. that
fr. Buffalo Drove,'Mn. caused the Arcadia Farms
Louis ICtigel. Rolling Mood- Radon to
pss.

Main dish (One choico
SWISS teak, piza. wiener in a

pen -shredded cheese rnulded:

ding in only 11011. 0111,0 kinder-

By Catherine O'Donnell

and

high schools in District

juice. bead salad. cote rim,

on] education students and ad-

All roads

He
214:

ex-

staffing ratio to Brentwood by
subtracting the number of spo-

Day by DaY

Region, Prospect, Elk Grove,

tinguisher was never used becauw it last wheel during a
trial run and me, returned int.
medial .ly to the manufac-

Dist. 59 official admits
classes may be crowded
Amt. Supt. Richard Vlasak
iandidly admits that the staffng plan -tentatively proposed" for Dist. 59's 211
schools next year hmause of
hody:tary problems is '-not

To he served Monday in Ar.

Parade
nred by the Elk Grove Young Republicans hon the Arlington Heights Parade, in the Pee.
Elk Grove Village and July 4 parade
Mount Prospect and Des Plaines (Photo by
LeRoy Meyers)

Pae

and develop new markets for
milk and to fund nutrition research is moving to Arlington
Heights Monday. Dairy Research, Inc. (DRINCI now

/Wen us

chemical extinguisher.
He

A national organizallork gate -Palmolive, Co. in both
created a year ago to.rescarch
London and 19cw York.

Prints..

Stegner of Mount Prospect, Linda Hall of Des Plaines and David Regnerjr, The float when completed

tomrrow will represent a waterfall with real waterscoming from the elephant's trunk. The float will

on open session.

Shifting from thb

all persons should unite shouldton

In Arlington Heights. Stuffing the napkins into the chicken netting from the left ere Mrs. David

The meeting will he closed
to the general public because
of the expected large attendance which would amompany

dren will he in classes made up
of 34 to 45 students.

when he was eight sears
e
and livi4 an Emerson St.
and the village purchased a

You are looking at the undemideof on elephant 1541 will be in the Memorial Day parade tomorrow

110%1 Thursday evening.

in Des Maine.. an example of
how the district's tentative 29
to oat:student
firatio for
1970-71 works out in practice.

a -noise ghetto."
Second. they indicated that

volunteer depanntent.
amp said he could rernem-

Pheasant En in Bensenville

this week to loll the community that nest year their chil-

traveling, but they trill 11,11
keep their home in Mount

Page 3

Dairy research group moves here

Tomorrow
is Today

He will he 65 years old on
Idly 1411, and said he and his
wile plan to do son: estensi,

Wheeling, Fared View
nEMEWSLING about the

an ormmizational meeting of
Inc National Orgunization to

Elk Grove Dist. 59 teachers
walked out of their classrooms

in N10010 Prospect
and

1967,

men am trained to handle
kind of mmlicul emerge.

Mayor Verble alsonotmoed that there wouldonhe

By Mury &Haft

1111101

own hiriberkerop Flowers.

'he Allay: now operates
amnia..., he said, and

ever. but further downstate.

ity at home. Thus. as Franks
mid. the city will continue
expansion and Inc short period of time turn the arm imo

northwest

in

'

Milt in Lake Michigan. how-

suburlu to peace and tranquil-

the

moult dam ambulance set-

The third airport should not he

the most desirable."
He used Brentwood School

in

pect department tho the devel.

the city is trying to do now.

it was a legitimate delay he.

hs

that

gmatest things

hapthned at the hlount Pros-

met ahnld he built. not superimposed on 01-l0re Airport as

cause Sen. Smith is working on
a close schedule and he could
not keep it.

or of Elk On, Village, John

H therkimm mid the one at
the

FINALLY, A THIRD air.

tended, Franks said Idolise felt

OTHER SPEAKERS at the
meeting were Jack Pahl. may.

lished.

expansion.

many of the persom who at-

Day Board
member dies
in collision

I

tional mpresentativm to stop

Despite grumNings by

IN EFFECT. the petitions
would lend support to a letter

Ism aimed Inwo rase II
11, chief when it was estab-

posh their los.al. mate and na-

portedly attended a meeting in
Crystal lake and wasdelayed.

en.. Thz patinae. are to Ix

Day

cooed wto not nearly lan,

he major
night. mn
unable to appear. Smith re-

the

ends career

Insure a Sound Evironment at

scheduled to he
speaker lor the

Outside the auditorm.
tar

the

the 7011 persom represented a
fair crowd. hat he fell the

THE DAY
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.
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'44IATIONAL
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IN DOLLING MEADOWS

255-6310

BANK
Main
One N.

Downtown
Arlington Heights
.
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161111121123

OF SKOKIE

North Drivoln: Arlington Heights Rood at Eastman

5300 WEST TOUHY

Member federal Deposit Insurance Corpor01/00

tRICAGOLAND'S LARGEST
GIFT CENTERS

FLOWER 4 GARDEN

Y Rogers Family Restaurants

1165 Elmhurst Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

One day at a time

/Dap Pubtication5
du,

andIto,,

fill

di. eon In ahun
Mid

$

Ad poo.

the Cad W ir

de id

Loon

ought on the side of the
Union He w is lam elected a
U 5 Sen nor from Ilhnoa He
spent I awn Jell of time con

Dry How del it strrts Whw

is

true me ming ol Malone!

process is repeated

its meinti111No one seemed to
know for surh
11s n d
most sold
that people tole
bane les going to the Lem

D n eh mud sad n molsed
ov. knew it To must per
h Fps n s smolt t d
ang,

to honor (hi de id Thee put

hates workink in the e tool
Tun k to the b itch dl k ire or

THIS lemorol Day will
probably mind sonic different
0h, than usual 1 he speakers
will prof Mt tone down their

N limo t In ehdon Doi t,

Wm sob

Sonars on he gni, I don t
know how is et mad
To some it ealled Deco,

Letters to the Editor

Immo btu

empli cue

sal dozens sat diversions

non D le To others its hie
mond Day

personal memo,

Cambodia 1 or tIT first Dm
tf seer
y
u wt11 undoubhwIly

Whether

tho, seer ku to the ,metn

in

i I US hereon eertain
ern. sukgmttons meads no
mann, in print

the pro sou de nn h tee

no heed to others wank suehl
haulm, to r use mpectrnons to

Taunt di piped ha alosem s
uttons. Alter restoring our
symbol of freedom, give some

thought to your having killed
the four sluduals
{Cunt.
Ohio. Then get Mort the work
of making certain that cause
for the presence of men with

million 10 Gee hem& mated
of the almost oertain 300 mil.
lion? Picture it.
We coo 200 years old as a

and the possibility of finding
solutions.

guns will he eliminated. When ,,. ouraenes and pre-schools. the
programs of which are de.
order replaces lawlesmos in
your petitioning activitieT
signed to Ming the children
only traffic control will be meinto nornuil culture.

mory.
11 is simple for you to effect

regulate

yormelvca
Seemingly. Mough. a hit or
harsh ins Mal
must lake

college to enter sonic form of
national service.

minority, elm( the daylight
an of those filthy imago of
no quarter to any
faculty
member or intruder who won't
maintain established norms in
clothing and appearance. Run

Make it clear that those

pes. G iv
student.

instrtor,
uc

them off Years back the ler
and feathers treatment ms

it.

Disputes Fulle
tax statement

shame to you up to now.

AND WYE one thing perticularly: there arc all too
many professors and faculty

Editor:

members or adminiswaters in

news article in this evening's

our higher schools whit are
dropouts nom competition
mown, in private er indtotrial

wish to comment on a

tidal -Fulle Clung.
Ommants Forced Tax In-

done already by. she country
and/or State governments he
sides perpetuating Republican
party patronage and Insuring

cremes.- and 1 comment ang.

dyrosties.

I

persuits.

Long before they reached
for their B.S. certificato they
MINYA their inactivate,. lint
would nol alloW their accept.
. ing a picoe in the ranks propor-

tionate to their ability. An out
was to become teacher. Chagrined at their realized incompetenoe. and having an au-

dience or impressionable students. they became -experts.'
Now. nearly all intellectual experts eschew change-radical
change. And invariahly these
professorial .pens select cotublished form af government
as object or change.
They equate others with
themselves: Icing weak. they

sinner Fulle could get an item.

1 do not accept this charge
as anywhere near the truth.
For County Commissioner
FulleT infurniation. all of
Cook County's residen0 had
larger tax hill this you imense
the

ism

hy

a

supposedly

in-

.

hint example 0 Moscow. Clive

thew "emwris" short shrift -

state

000e9nment

increased the equalization factor

for Conk County alone. for the
lion time in 12 years.

The maw government is
headed by "prominent" Re.

loyalty in Me ranks, Indeed.
the -hired help" is oat 00 domineer or destroy. And they
could mire less Mkt: it he.

Cook County or M Springfield

ill -lean politics" and not
-machine politics." I my to
Commissioner Mfilet You and
your suburban Republican or.
ganixation can each the so-

''Chicago Democratic
Machine- some tricks when it

Tosynship where I live.

The meeting was held al 2

I also submit that the State

p.m. on a Tuesday. with MI efIons to rewheduk the meeting
lo convenient pouring
o
pm.

I ncoine Tax was nurtured hy a
prominent 12cpublican and the
Millein favor of suCh lead.
decision

Mocked by the presidng ern.
Sonw 118 residents voted

tolerable and dm:radii, events
in because they do not hese

the suburbs of

comes to vendettas.

al this naming to inemse my
tuxes -11NIre
mit of how many-

Immo to deal firmly with im

in

to me. mmcially in Elk Greg.:

Mark you. helkre this sth.
Will Conte to light Mai the inability of university heads and

happens

milled

a -they're extrenwly deem:roes.

dent mine is many days past it

Med financial report from the
Elk Grove Township that arrend people at the township
meeting could nit gel.
I
submit that the Republican Forty plays Ent gam while
the Democrats gm the nam e.
though apparently when it

publicans. Also those residents
ot suburban townships that
voted for new causerie wspect

drool for iron.listal paternal-

iorruptible ruling elite. Their

Perlin, Commis -

-10M or

residents1

did not elect uny of these 118
residents to
Were them

represent me.
all
registmed

Democrats Mat voted for this
tax incrone?
As to operating these -nee-

y" township governmats-just what do they do

es

was

by Republican leacern.

eto in Me Illinois State Legislaand

upheld

by

sanw,

which has a substantial major.shiner
y of itepuhlicans. Is Commis.

Mille trying to take the
heat oil his pony
cool the
-ire- of the people at thc polls.
or maybe ado letter will help
sonic people of the suburbs
bliccome aware of what has
happened."

hIrs. A. Ochitri

ECONOMICAL CAR TUNEUPS
COMPLETE PRICE TAX INCLUDED

$1 976
8-cyl.

v

,

i.k' $1

''4'44110110

840

6-cyl.

Make as many tour letter or more words out of
these aliens as you can. In addition, find the wold
using all seven of these letters.
23 good, 29 excellent

To You
erg

-Dont use radios (except

from the kidneys to the bled der. The treatment includes an
op:tenon to free the ureters,
deep X-rays to shrink the fibrtaus mass and hydrocortisone
to relieve inflammation.

ELMHURST
WILL CONTINUE TO PAY THE HIGHEST
INTEREST RATE PERMITTED BY LAW...

The executive director of o well-known New York publishing firm will he in the Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect and
Des Plaines area in late June. He will be interviewing local
authors in m quest for finished manuscripts suitable for book
publication. All subjects will be considered, including fiction
end non.fiction, medv,Juveniles, religious hooks, etc.
If you have completed a book -length manuscript (or nearly

so) on any subject, and would like a profemional appraisal
(without cost or obligation), Meese write immediately describing

your work and stating which part of the day (a.m. or pal you
would prefer for an appointment. You will promptly receive a
confirmation for
time Benet:we.
Authors with camefinite
pleted manuscupo unable
ay
send them directly to us fora free rmdim and evaluation.We
will also be glad to hear from those whose literary works are

Understanding
Science text
Will -power. hypnotism and
occult practices arc ihe agile
site of control through spiritn-

a.m. in the First Church ol

Bihle eilations point out
that hi:Bolin evil forces thut en-

titled through the ages. under
various rams. The MN. of
the le,soo-wrinen is -Ancient

Funds

for this

summer's

Title I program in Sghool Ube
trict 62 have been Unproved by

Ihe °Mee of Ray Park State
STperintentient of Pointe In-

AND OPEN YOUR

will graduate Jun, 8, Algon-

ning May 25 Mr mu weeks,
Funds for the building were
appnwed three soots ago in a
$2.5 million dollar referee -

dim.

d'Htoe. FiTal0iTher'c'i'llni.Weds

oh.
jective in dispersing the funds
immune IMing the
former

Mount Ptapect Police Chief

leaflets wage
active crusade
T h c American Cancer
Society has 45 million special

YOUR CHOICE OF
2 PATTERNS

leads ready for distribution
during the annual

DAWN° HOURS: Lobby.
Owed Monday and tenet Holidays

Sword, gdO o m 12

5:30

o.m..12.30 p.m.

Ralph 1sacksen, 12 W. KeHeigh% is

p

IBANK Ot
ELMHURST

I

Alamo. Ind 112 , and Arlington ty.. Rd.

YORK ROAD AT GRAND AVE.

ELMHURST

this

lion of those 45 million here in
our area. but we hope to give
0.030,0t,:very home." said Mrs.
A. Richard Sheffens. 214 S.
Forrest, Arlington Heights.
c hat r m an for Arlington

9100 um..3:30

A FULL
DRIVE. WINDOW WILMS: Monday

Crusade

"Well be using just e frac-

YOUR SAVINGS ARE INSURED TO $20,000 00

MEMBER OF FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

SERVICBANKE

Cancer

PHONE 833-9700

gain students Poe 9 and
Iroquois students June 10. All
will be held at the Maine West
field home and begin at 8 p.m.

A recognition dinner for retired board members Howard

Wormer. James RAI, and

proMds such

as.

ninon award, or any other
-ro sponsor cony contest

preciation of the parish for his
services te them. Among the

seakers was die Rev. Rayond I. Sullivan, postor of

The Northwest Suburban

YMCA Auxiliary

is

Can -

ship drive and inviting members of the "Y" and interested
non-members to join.

The auxiliary provides vol-

unteer help for the "Y" end
insists in many of their programs, They work in the locker rilUmS mare sauna rooms
sml other areas of the health
service, guard at the pool, help

hers.

with classes, and do clerical
work in the office. Once a

for Lutherans
Fred. J. Hammer, 12101.in-

The Northwest -Suburb.,
YM MCA. which has the largest

lice Department

i

panic.

hr." we, listed mama some
For Me first tire years after
the establishment of the fund
the committee will he allowed
to spend the it

Me princlml

earned on
amount. mid

AAL repreves thughroamong
out the U.S.sentati
and Canada for
the month of April.

Hammerhos earned Ihe
Fraternal
Insurance Counselor designation. He is an as.
sedate of the George C.
Coughs Agency. Park Ridge.

month.

"More volunteers will be
ailed when the "Y" opens

Malys.
Then

during the sixth
through the Rah years. the

9i.1.9 A.M.

9:30 on, Warr
10:30

III:SO

Evening ServIecat

I

Nursery Provided for
All Services

e

Pastor: Albert A LoCChi
CI. 3-2407

fir

SPEAKS

gransal: MrinarsartallrseliMA

Holy Family Mission
Tiernan Catholic Church
4818 N. Central, Chicago, Illinois

Communion 10:30
"Justified By Faith"

Intailderu uatD

The Downtown Church
STAFF

at lea d Thacker

Rev. A. redder
Rev. O. Zleldm

Des Plaines, Ill.

,Ceti t

oa
Sunday Scheele
Bible Clout ,13 a.m.
Christian nay School

Mr. A. eaN,je, principal
Chord] Plena:
02936S2
829SORI

of Won

t.

0rr

1

Tovih a Adult Counseling
appointment

Sunday's Sermon:

$t.3amo

3mJnlan
1 2-652-092

431 0, Arlington His. Rd. -Arlington Ilvight,
Sunday Worslibi: BOO, 915 & 10:45 A.M.$
Nursery Core at 9:15dr 10.45 A.M.
Sunday School:9:15 A.M. (all ages)

Church

841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

tau

10:00 A.M.

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

'The Rich Have It Harder"

/0:45 A.M. Urges 3-71

V..rnion R. Sehrieber
C. thaid anicksneyer
Trlrpbo 25.3.41139:

Sandoy Messes:
6.45,13.00, 9:15,

10:30,11:45, 190,

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

CHURCH
00 seu
LI I

SERVICES

'"°"

SOUTH
SCHOOL
STREET

w mhlp Heurs8100.9:20,1100APA

smaal9rmAM.

MOUNTraw

PROSPECT

Kmdergorlen Oro.

Diplomas and gifts will be
moaned to the graduates of

Memorial Day Sunday
"Is There a Heaven?"
7:00 P.M. Special Hoard Worship
Led by Senior Highs

the Hebrew School and the Re -

linkers High School tonight at
14:30 at Wiwi lehoshmi Beth
Elohi tn. Rabhi Mark Shapiro

MINISTERS: Paul toms Stumpf D.O.

will he assisted by Gordon
Here and Barry Weinman.
Both Herr and Walloon will

lean A. Harlon, Semi D. Eby

msaumans.
Ti

Tiinity United Methodist

First United
Methodist Church'
of Artington;Heights

' 605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect
Dr. Robert
IATtliews
Rev. Harvey R. Neuman
629.8963
irship Service 6 Church School e:30

wthSenetcn
Ample

V

Pastore:

302 N. GuIWOnton, Arlington Heights

odminIshntive assistant.

IS

6

TO YOU

(ORGANIZED 1855)

Ch ea-up and a Check."

g

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

6

BIBLE

k First Presbyterian Church

Mn. H. Lyle Henson, 936 S. Evergreen, Arlington Heights,
was recently awarded a volunteer service pin for her contribm
don of more than 500 hours of service to Presbyterian-M.(11de
Hospital, Cldcago. Mn. Henson began her volunteer work in
January 111967 and she serves one day a week on a surgical
patient care mit. Presenting the award Mit is William Bonon,

it

7110

820Id
104.3rm

W110 FM

Parish Center

chairman for that community give sermon:sues.
and G. Rex Wilson, 678 Lee
Saturday morning worship
Des Plaines, is ehairman will begin at 11:15 and the
congregation will observe the
Mrs, Steffens added, "'This Bur Mitavah CO Russell
conveys an activist am Sehenikmen., son of tint. and
Mach. We believe that people Mrs. Lester Sdhehe min.
Want to be able to do someMemorial services will be
thing about cancer. So we held el 2. p.m. May 31 at
Present these safeguards to 'Mount lehoshua Cenmery.
einimlement our Crusade ski.
The annual cor4regation
"Fight Cancer with a meting will take place in the

d

Morning IN orship:

11601/c

Tel.437.3223 43,41412
sung, ST111190 [km

4.6098,

planned

Temple at 8 mni. May 31.

Sunda, A.M.

p:

includim

Mn. Erie Whitney. 439-3203,

CII.673r5

services

CHURCH

leg on 36 Minot. dollops

Pastor

or Mrs. T. A. Marow, VA

eZ11pAncr,o,1,,,Vr!,7c,icilforzr,

Graduation

BAPTISTU.S.Y.

THE

For mom information call

cosssiscc can um wow

""''''''''''.

FIRST

questio n.

Mrs. Ted Luba. 2594558:

mbership in the world, hes
160 women to its auxiliary.
Membership dues are $2 per
year and members.= asked to
volunteer two hours per

in 1966. were spent asSuperior
of the Mission Band.

listen this Sunday to the
Christian Science Radio
Series far tom
into,
ening insights on this

Rev. Waldemar 0. mooted

iliary.

Theychildren to swim.

fur Lutherans. ranked second

He served as a Navy Chap lain from 1943 until 1946.
The remaining year. before
his assignment to St. Thermah

p.m; Alfas inuarlaa al

"WHAT YOU
CAN DO ABOUT
EXPLOITATION"

7,00 o

Lutheran Church

Mission Band.

will hold its election or
officers in the youth lounge.

usher out the Sabbath.

St. John

in Chicago for four years bes
fore joining the Ambition:son

7:30 pm, the

Sunday at

Haahlorah and Cantor Lod
will present the melodies that

if now building and pal in
fall." mid Mn. Walter

They ono run a snack bar and
donate the proceeds from it to

-And to promote puNic irn

in premium volume

vah. Rabbi homey and Robin will chant the portion of the

Ihe

week, auxiliary members teach

meat in police work in general

and the Mount Pinmmt Po -

presidents or CCW.
Father Dolan was tom
Aug. 23. 1910. in Chicago and
attended Quigley and St.
Mary -of -Ow -lake Semineries

Al 7 p.m. Saturday MIncha
Maairiv services will he held
and Robin, duaghter or Mr.
and Mrs. Emmanuel Lipschutz will become Bat Mita-

After ordination in 1935. he
was assigned to St. Mel Parish

A SHORT prosentution by
Ihe school band P.:Ceded the
social hour and refreshments
which were served by past-

Mcmarial Day cervices will

ducting en expansion member- Barn., president of the aux-

Dale Falmestock will be held
dune 4. The dinner ix traditionally hosted by current board
be
for retiring mend

Ranks second

in

Church

Cross

Deerfield.

be held Saturday at 9015 a.m.

NorthweseY'
in expansion
member drive

nean Rod, Mount Prospect.
district representative in the
local urea for Aid Association

of the projects goals.

will he "To further the morale
the Mount Prospect Police

.107.2000

the district's new mintenanm
building on the North School
property will he thud begin-

muds on police oriented sub-

cer s wiety
Dec«It

Arlingtohle
n ticlig

re also announced al the
meeting. Chippewa students

suitahle material:

The Maim of Mministering
of the
Ihe fund
has hem deeignmed
he to the.
ion's coinintinity
aimmittee. said Lions presi-

welcome and expressed the ap-
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chtldrcn.
Bids for the construction of

Raiment of a George Whitten-

IM initial f..

cut peonies

ordination to the

Ili Lawrena H. Chaney will

attempts lo help educationallyCradu::vion dines far the
and Oulloiallg dllludv9nlnblud district's junior high schools

..Tero
pvide trophies or rears-

May 28th, 1970.

Phone 212:2434800

h

Sit.. Do Plaines.

Mount Prospect Lions Club
haa authorized the estab-

berg Memorial Fund, as of

84 Fifth Avenue, Note York, N.Y. 10011

Don't wonder
where to hang
your hammock.
See our huge selection
of shade trees. - now
ready to plant.

First Church of Christ.
Schntist. Laurel and Marten
Ihe

The board of directors 01190

CARLTON PRESS, INC.

ry

Sour will be Bat Mitzvah. Rub -

Christ. Scientist. 401 S. Ever
green. Arlington Height.. or al

Lions Club approves
Whittenberg Memorial

Mr. Thomas Hungerford

Mrs. Richard Davis. president of St, Theresa's Council
of Catholic Women, gave the

casiOn was the 35th anniversa-

Northwest Suburban Jew- deliver the elwrge and Cantor
Congregarion will hold ter- Odin A. Lavi will chant. An
nem at IT 15;tonight. Debra. Ones Shabhot will be held folthe daughter of Dr. Elm Viol- lowing the services.

& VIEWS

III

State approves Title I
funds for Dist. 62 program

TO YOUR NEEDS

still in progros. Please address:

the

in Palatine for their pastor. the
Rey. James A. Dolan. The oc-

Holy

Memorial Day services set

NEWS

Modern Neeromincy.
alias MeanterisM and Hype°,
iam, Denounced:.
and

church., this Sunday.

BEST SUITED

FREE ... A FIVE PIECE PLACE SETTING OF BEAU-.
TIFULLY DESIGNED STAINLESS FLATWARE WHEN
YOU DEPOSIT $25 IN A NEW (OR EXISTING) SAVINGS ACCOUNT

ishioners or Sr. Theresa

brought Father Dolan to the

Religion

The public is inviWd to Intend services starting at

1

ACCOUNT TODAY

Church in America, last week
end in Rockford.

school hall, where the Knights
of Columbus formed an honor
guard to aeon him to the table
of honor.

Monsignor Francis Dolan
and the Rev. Walter E. 001311,
brothers of the Palatine pastor.

01 understanding as explained
in the k,sonssermon to he read
in
all
Christian Science

The Maine Township Spat
dal Edtmnion District will administer the grunt. which is for
510.690, The Tide program

SAVINGS PLAN

annual convention of the Illinois Synod of the Lathers

On Friday. May IS. a surprise pany was giVen by par-

Miesthoed.

struction. board menthem
horned Monday night,

SELECT THE

HAVE YOU
WRITTEN A BOOK?

FREE BAG

OF CHARCOAL
WITH EVERY ORDER

treatment. is
ass
netided unless the
the ureters lading
aeon

No

BANK Of

Answer on Comic Page

.1)
We Come

unknown.

cord over water.

8250 doz.

PLUGS 'N' POINTS

dawn and Pelvis. The eau. is

could melt the insulation.
-Be sure all extension with
are in good condition.

unemployment insurance?"

Hi deaword

Q - What iS the came and
treatment of rctroperitoneal

front your charcoal grill as it

area, especially at pool side.
--Donk string an electric

Bishop Clive Murphy of the Northwest Smond Ward of theChur h ofJesus Christ of Latter -Day
Saints greets Bishop Owen D. West, Jr. of the Northwest Word alt ° church's dedication and open
house Mt Saturday evening. There are uppniximutely 700 members in the two northwestern wmds,
both shoring the facilitiecal 2035 N. Wind... Dr.. Arlington Heights.

may be neeeaary to cut the of fending muscle.

-1Coco electric cords away

"If I get the foundation grant, can I still keep my

were among (Sc more than 600
delegates attending the eighth

blocking do not give relief. it

fibrosis^
A
is fibrous maw in
back of the mar wall of the eh -

transistor type). television or
electric record player hr a wet

A. Buendng of Buffalo Grove

In this syndrome, the

der and arm. Raising the arm
over the head usually aggravates the symptoms. When
meek relaxants and nerve

near a power line.

KIPCETS

that can not. or is not being

A-

35th year .hi the priesthood

Church oldie Good Shepherd.
Prospect Heights. and William

Mend?

has served St Theresa's since 1966

w

TM Rev. Dennis A. Anderson, pastor of The Lutheran

What causes thh disease
what treatment do you reCOM-

high -voltage tool into a single
outlet.

Douai put your televiSion
-Don't

present age, by recognizing
you attend the higher in-

tube taught how to learn: to be

Keep firmly in mind the

syndrome. I am taking a
muscle relaxant hut neither
treatment has helped me.

mon the nerves or the brachial
plmus and causes pain tingling or numbness in the shoub

background.

stitutions of learning in osier

cause for onharrassment and

I have had three nerve
blocks for =alai= :laic=

Franco Dolan, leo, and Rev Walter E 001011, right Father Doke

Ste Theres how=skrs pastor's

Attends
convention

Q

Into water. unplug it before
polling it out.
-Don't plug more than one

The cord should be a bright
color that convene with its

Vn

St Theresa Parish In Palatine honied their pastor, Rev lames
A Dolan, on the 35th anniversary of his ordination to the prim
Mood For the occasion he ow Joined by his brothers, Monsignor

itt lobed and

scale= anticus musclepreas-

electric mower and don't
splice it eat cord-replace try

Mrs

Estates

',rounded

trical tool and, if a tool falls

--Be careful not to cut the
electric cord when using an

Study. with a reasonable de-

HOW MANY useful pur- rendered capable to tmly assuits you have available. Per- sert not many years hence -I
When aware that Men Fidel
mits Mat directly or indirectly have alight dine I would my to
CasumBeatles hallmark of wtie in with those items coming you and I want your attentionpm intellect is dwomnable under your "demonth." Con. wI want =be listened to: You
among normal people, it can
sider the above -quoted is
will M.
he expected They will de -hair.. pertaining to birth control.
Just Jack
Mahe. don conventional gerb.
and again charge to the front
as your inspirers. Don't allow

pl teed

wet grass when using any elec-

gree of quietude. problems of
political or philosophical port. Gird yourselg at your

employed On this kind of scum.
Give wide mitil beat ion 10 the
identity of these deviates.

Mount Prospect

hen, dun type and proper',

-Never sand in water or

able to the recipients.

who incite to riot will he pun.

Mr and NI, Don H honed
therm, and shildren all of

W G BRANDSTADT M D
tle sum cords to doter anc

sprinkler or in the rain.

peoples rendered mom palat-

"GIVE intensive Binh control guidance to the incompetent poor.
"Prohibit live TV coverage
of riots and of incidents likely
to provoke them.

of Wheelie. Mr and Mn
Samuel Olsen and children

elm Petretti °I NA, Mr and
Mrs Nall Cahoon and Mrs
Han Anne all of Hoffman

-Don't use your elecInc
hedge trimmer near a lawn

tomary helpfulness to other

Mace. Cm rid of the militant

Those muting with the con
gogenon arc Roger Chmberg

return
W In can be stopped
It Amon t base to he like the
next I:Amon:11 Dm

-Don't blind a Imbrium

mans to educate, rather than
compel: entreat, not demand:
MN push: build, not burn
or destroy, moderate. rather
then intensify, mend. rather
Man demolish, our land will be
restored, our system of government eaffirmed. our cuw

now covered in 12. Reduce the
school -leaving age to 14. Encourage students not going to

ti=ligg.ay2"ZZIFir,t

and mtality to the Chrentan
Inch known as Grace

eau, of war they will nese,

within reach of utility lines.

general ion sensibly seek

-Revise school curricula to
cover in nine grade, what is

hts helot that the
new member wolf add strength

bee tholualva nukht ht, been
hero to ago, it a 1th you Be

for avoiding them:

looks 10 times that. 200 years
hence? Maybe. --just maybe you, the 'unlistencd-toi

11110

pressed

for a moment to remain

The National Safety
Council has some suggestions

our once beautiful land sure

families

Larr, Benedict,
vice chairman of the Church
Council officiated at the n.
ception for the new members
In his remarks Benedict ex
membership

You probable ha, known

ands.

nation. And the warred face of

"Pay "problem families" to
send infants and children to

comed several

some soldier who and he=
loos einr whom death h
en 1 ou se read of thousands

Along with the man mod
Iransi& ot diwit) in sour
ayard and the bkninge
they bestow vorm a To lux

popul mon ot codes to be NU

unreolizable levels. to exaggerate the wriousnen of problems

Stop Ind think forjust a Tao

Heed safety precautions
in electric tool use

Feat the moiler aids well oft
need edumtion on that sea,
Would NOn eontempl m our
country with one quarter the

Seoul rhetorie Ind pa,

d mad embus; nne ille to the

scions

p

Otrk.

Last Sunday Grace Evan
gelicol Lutheran Church wet

DOCTOR SAYS

A `Granpa' talks to youth on 'crises'
Now students ol all
ahools raise Old Came
to la nkhltul piece 'erne often

n the elones ot

and the nod tor sacrifice You
might 0000 opect to hear t tlks
on sewn, out of Vietnam Ind

10 oilxi mop/e it has deep

on -

of when
AS YOU cam /demur, d
De) in your os n f ishion

Irnefits
irs went be the

become rnriousle pews

mot

In the p of seas I se asked
.1 few people Mout Mamas it

Vs 1111

knowing that suddely the east
majority f Americans hoe

m m he lost a the crowd
to itch" the tire truck and poll
warm p
but still a par a then. n I ater on will come
Veterans D n and the whole

Fnday May 29 1970

sum, handl ash eau.,

Grace welcomes
members

Tear speakers talk about peace

the stknifie ilia. of the dry

Marshall Field Ill

Rt Hutchinson In, II,Wont

'IMO, 110111

In the suburbs one hot, one
then. th
c me h

It u mankind!) s day to honor

my other dm of the yea thee
dw me ko on ManoredDos
The exterans organ,. Mons
woukl not even think of Me
mortal Om x ahout p wadi.

outstn-tched
Arms as he nukht h
done

10h11F btanton / dam nod/ uhhitio

C F hat

IMM by a
It moosMal
',mile maxi iohti A Lot, in

of running to

P t,4

'le tilt Cr, I Istedamb Voll,,,11, I dam

ki.mord e Day 1910 For
AU, pcople it hm more me
no, Rue Gar than ev er beton

Vain. ma pine bos. insa al

liO11,111,

By Ron Swans

4111;

11:o0

1). :.;21

1903 E. EUCLID, CL 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

"Fulfilled

9:00 A.M. 10:20 A.M. 11:40 A.M.

Through Us"

Non, Cum at dl Services
11

The day's prospects

Quiz yourself
on Flag facts

Good eatin' down the
road a piece
By Dolor. Haugh
Howdy nardner! Would yo
elflike to sink your teeth into
mai piece of tender steer mem?

Then hustle your doggies
over to the Beef and Barrel in
Schaumburg. If yo be a mind
logo a little farther up the road

NICEST THING

about

this here place is that m don't

loge and Lombard.

OF COURSE, if ya hanker.
for somethin' to whet your

need to wear yer be St bib and
nicker, jest come as ye be. Just
leave` er spurs at the door.
Th family fortune don't

whistle thar's drink

for the
ladles called a "No No" but.

need to be dug into neither.
Prices arc from 51.13 for es

that's others for the gents.

Bell Buster, Junior. The 52.95
ITN% Tenderloin keeps ya asnwekin. yon lips.

The young Leta arc always
welcome.

"outclass° /,

I/

THAR'S ABOUT as much

are served in Elk Grove Vil-

Real need must be shown to win aid

your counlry'a floe
Hach a red. white and blue

room in the place ea there is on

horse °pry people to come join
him.

One same good beef tenderloins

How much do you know

Proprietor George Photo-

quiz from the Boy Scout, of
America that will test your
knowledge of the Stara and

By Richard Putman Pratt

Stripes. Fora nswers, mk any

the north 40 - fact is the place

Janus room, or If yo hanker

Boy Scout or look at the box at
the bottom of this page.
I. The flags of what five nations flew over our country bc-

for ',eights climb to the loft.

lore the Revolutionary War?

can set some 400 if n they have
reservations.
You can eat in. the. Jesse

in a recent survey, the U.S.
Office of Education recorded
287,589 scholarships worth
some 598 million available to
American undergraduate stu-

squirrel's heaven
muse that's ail the peanuts ya

can mt. Jus' &op the slim

Named
Midwest

3. When the colonists decided on a flag of their oval,

ckin't 00 the floor.

manager

what did they call it?

Ire ya want to jest drop in
foe sandwich that's Texas
ties or wash yen throat them
the dusty trails, Beek N. Bareel will roll out the welcome

4. How did the colonists flag

differ

from the Que.

Anne nag?
S. What was the name of the

6. How did Old Glory differ
from the Grand Union flag?
7. What was the greatest
number of stripes the American flag had during the War of

Page 6

Chin, joined Borden ii 1961
after serving as an officer in
O e U.S. Marine Corp.. Prior
mix recent appointment. he

8. Why was the United
Stator flag changed from 15 to

iff/YitE
Dolores ihnigh-Womans Editor

13 Stripes?

was a district sales manager.
Borden Chemical's Con-

9. When should the flag of
the United States be flown?
10. Where is the flag of Bet
United States placed in a
group of flags?

Friday, May 29,1970
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II. How is the flag of the
United Stales hung across a
Wee?

Newly Engaged residents

sumer Products unit mark.
an extensive line of adhesives
under the Elmer's Baden:line,
'

Myst i

k

pressure -sensitive

Krylon spray paints, and
Cl
napes, decorMive laminate.

Norman lives

at

Lynn Ct., Armon

3031

C.

with his with Dixie, and lrein

Loiselle of 935
Clerk 1.0., Des Plaines, was
Ronald

recently
pre` ideal

promoted to vice
of Household Fi-

nane Corp. of

Meant, Loi

wilec joined 1119' in 1961 as an

admieistrative assistant in the
special projects department.

three children.

III

ows, an agent in the Prudential

Insurance Co.'s Pahl.

SINCE IT is parents who
commonly foot the bills al col-

Looking down from the loft at Reef Iv Barrel the red cheek
western style tables look mighty inviting. Great place fora week-

., and nom for the young on..

William G. Trotter of Arlington Heights, formerly prodiction manager with the
Quaker Oats Co. chemical division, has been promoted to
.onager of operations. In the
new position he has r.ponsibility foroll chemicals division

The schools' commitment

ship aid. But it do. publish

ANY STUDY of

A serviceman's
thank-you
Many men women and men

larly.

tellirie MAN Rom the hustle

USO at O'Hare Field.

and from that feeling of dispeir

that can engulf a guy here. It
makes long hours of waitiog
bearable. And it reminds me

He served successively
production management
positions at Omaha, Nob.,
from 1958 until 1965 when he

guides ma
it obvious the
middle -income families with a

HONG KONG.

u

CHICAGO

414

Cuelom Designer, Mr. N.C. Jnmo, or Hong Kong,
will bo In Chicago May 30th 8 31st
PONT M155 TRIS OPPORTUNITY]

No Job
Too BIG or small

Latlio Sulr,

Hutt FROM OVER 7,0000 5AmPlE5

Charlotte Doane

that at least somebody cares.
Let me thank you personelle

USO.
"To the supporters uitel SIsR
members of this lounge:

Doane of Long Grove, formerly of Mount Prospect. are

for your efforts to provide this
kind of relief. Americans aren't
the thanking kind. normally.

announcing the engagement
'of their daughter, Charlotte

I've been travelling through

Aut.. tell you, al of this is

son of Mr. and Mr, William

very, very much appreciated:.

F. Stout of Arlington Heights,
Charlotte is a 1965 graduate
Of Prospect High School. She
had been teaching in CrYaul

Mn. and Mn.. DeWitt H.

Lynn, to Jam. Vincent Stout.

Lake. 111.. since her graduation

prodaction

manager

Krim Oleo.%

from Dreke Universiti.where

oho was Militated with Chi

sty.

Omega orori
Stout is 0 1964 graduate of
Arlington High School. at-

r.

and

Mrs.

Carolyn Markle

Markle of Monet Prospect ere
the engagement

and Trust Co. of Palatine.
Klamer is a 1964 graduate

Lm been elected
corporate
Ace president of Brunswick
Corp., Chicago. kleyerhoff
joirefel Brunswick II ymrs
os secretary -treasurer of Mae-

of their daughter, Carolyn, to

of Forest View High School,
and is employed by Wills%

Gregor Sports in Cincinnati.
Ile use, elected controller of

Building
and
Remodeling
Corp, in Mount Prospect.
The wedding Is being

Itrutontick in 1965,

Joseph

Menem* of Grand Rapids.

M r.

Mich.. arc announcing the en-

and

gagement of their daughter,
Karon, to Paul Hen.berry of
Arlington Heights. formerly
of hlount Premed.

..1Mcing

tioned at Fort Hood. Texas.
All Aug. B moulding A
planned at the Long Grove

Keren attended Aquinas
College. Her fiance graduated

Plaines.

Church.

major in
tration.

tended Judson Collage and
Northern Illinois University.
He is now in the army sta-

Mm. Joseph

William Klamer, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Klamer of Des
Carolyn is 0 1968 graduate
of Prospect High School. attended Harper College and is

from Aquinas May 16 with
business adminis-

kleyeriniff, 326 S.Stnn-

Null Rd., Arlington Heights,

now employed RI Firs Bank

was

Michael LaRocca, 106 Wil-

Ham, Mount Prospect, was
reemtly promoted to general
foreman (nights) of General
Telephone Directory Cep of
Des Plaines. LaRocca joined
the company in Inns as a
memo.y and in 1966 was a,
pointed analyst programmer.

Arthur F. Ell. Jr., 1429
MI bele, Palatine, has been
appointed plant industrial re manager for Aniphenol
Industrial Division of The
Bu ker-al
Com., Chi-

ma Formerly, Elk. was

em lore relMiom admieiw
one r for ITT Bell & Gossett
Co., Inc., Morton Grove.

Garth I, Heisig, 365 S. Elm
wood Lt., Palatine, has bee
named to the newly -forme
position of directo of con
sumer affairs for there onsume
products division of Motorola,

Take Os
Along on

featured speaker an the May meeting of the Mount Prospect His-

torical Society, look over n few of the old pictures recalling the
early days of the library. Mrs. Schlemmer served as librariae
prior to the library hemming Mx. upported and confineed until
her retirement in 1965.

//4141111414§1.46141"116
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n

u.. $969
2A
an
-ir BOTTLES

And we have the people who
want to serve.

,

COUPON

surer.

Each depositor impend to 020,000 by the Fed nal

aposit Insurance Corporation

Old Milwaukee

BEER
12 Oz. throwaway bon les

PACK

89

GIN

$388

uteaq 808 am asmaag

3folufl ant Foutoimlela
moray. Immo peppy maw mot maam.4 'L

Sou 0101/ uaan0

'Z

Foal

pun 0JPAO: .Psompli

..7d8 -1

Gilbey's

Mee. Heseldegs, Mrs. George Imubenhelmer. The historical society
h oarder directors will meet June 19 Who home of the Webers.

La611

A FULL

THE BANK
a' Trust Company of Arlington Heights

SERVICE

BANK

in the Arlington Markel Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD. TELEPHONE 255-7900

Pabst

6

ci,T.CCKA1r:S

12

PACK 12
OZ. CANS

Plus depoot

10 PACK
Poll

case of

98c

$,95

sale beer not iced

Schlitz T1H2ROOWAWAY

SAVE'MORE!

QUART

".".

The Shred., current and past discuss the progress of a subject
dodo their hearts.Mery.follutchlegs and Mrs. Schlemmer recall
of Oh, fottodioll of the librerY through the efforts of the
Meant Proeped Woman's CWh. Members and guests attending
heeded GO Litheness, head of the Beery hoard. John Parsons,

not iced plus deposit

Blue Ribbon

with this coupon!
offer expires midniM S/31/70

FULL

pappe sow edicts e uayee A)112CI

9amparraspueanoao 9glommtga anti° 9ld
t nos army sem olfun ma
more
'1010 y0 'S
lomat- re paw saduis Et pay
0q00 Pomb 'f

s

BOTTLES

$ 05

24 $398

ale b

FREE- FREE- FREE!

CANADA DRY
28 OZ. NO -DEPOSIT BOTTLES

ub soda
or

ginger Me

BUY 3 - GET 1 FREE!
Special at Williams

'riptuad 101(116/0

men

Quarts-$

sale beer nor iced

Boa ftilitthifti.981,14115 catuan 0,101 '01

punadeqs

MEM=
Old Timer's Beer
t"

My,,,g,

6

Newly hotalled president, lack Weber, and David Krause disems some of the plans for the foriheoming year of the society.
The main project far the year is to obMin a pernument museum
plus community support of the society. Mrs. Krause served as
installing officer and has also been the organization's legal adviser for The past Mo years. New officers include Mrs. Rodney
Wilson, Ace president, Mrs. Jack Weber, recording secretary;
Jade Keefer, corr.ponding weretary, and George L. Busse, trea-

Alas depose

sale beer not iced

Maybe you'll be spending your
honeymoon in some out-of-theway place - then you will probably

So before you go - see us we can
help you in many ways with the
financial help you can depend

ono, Kap doom umo8 aq pings Stu attcg
meq

bottles

$199

BEER

introductory
offer

one year.

wr,sosstorm

.0 yam sir

24

99not iced

for

11=1:122311
Our FREE CHECKS that is. We
have a special for newlyweds. 50
imprinted Mr. and Mrs. person.
alized checks and you can write
all you need for one year without our usual $200 minimum
balance, completely FREE for

cost. anywhere.

"dens eel e m poem=

Pepsi

BREWED IN WISCONSIN

have those too in handy &nom.
inations at the lowest possible

coo deg amp JO sums IOW PLC umtp la110110

Make Williams your
one -stop picnic shop.

Canfield's & Canada Dry

I LP

For Picnics-

have paper plates,
cups, knives & forks,
charcoal, lighter, snacks and ice.

ti

Inc. Heisig, formerly produc
manager of monochrome tele
vision will now be responsibl
fo r
with
groups in the consumerism
field, government agencie
and industry organizations.

need a few Travelers Cheeks. We

tiepin aqt gnu 41109Jan Our, 11 Cep 091.1i

eife

840 S. Elmhurst Rd.

Le d

Your
Honeymoon

Prot President Mrs. Victor Bittner and Mrs. Roy Schlemmer.

ut nerd emos.30122.11515.-Ind are ill qtrou am ot

537-6020

fr m

graduated

manned for angst, 1970.

MP Historical Society ends another year

'flag all Au nod imp tsa55ns onoas tog eqr.
"bans umos.msca,

Wheeling,111.

Trotter is a native of Omaha
and

Jon SATISFACTION ,OUARANTEID

WM N. Well Rd.

dens 1967.
since

12 OZ. "ors

Answers to
Flag quiz

Wheeling
Plumbing Co.

Chicago headquarters. He has1958.

from their experience. As
things stand now, you've got to
be fairly poor to be able to e
met much outside amistance.

Named director

shipman Donald Shelton. address unknown, wrote this letter of thanks to the many on.
lanim volunteers serviog the

O'Hare aimn for years, rano

chemicals division since

in

iound this lounge a

tiers have demist time to the

On USO stationary Mid-

er's

If your own children are

dill young. you should profit

these

Iduction

pro
and engineering
activities.
Trotter has been with Quak-

.

families to figure on what to

REPAIRS
REMODELING

cal Engineers and the NationSociety of Professional Enneers. He and his wife have
three children.

-

e guides useful in helping

Experts
in

American Institute of Chem -

have relied too heavily on the
idea that scholarships will
mmehow bear the brunt of the
college ft nancial crunch. They
arrive at the kickoff point only
Mdiscoverdhat their kids can't
qualify for scholarship gran&

solute standards for scholar-

PLUMBING PRO:,

nee degree in chemical engieering. He is a member of the

EXPERIENCE has shown

that many familin find they

CSS goes to some pains to
point out that there are no ab-

Clal

958 with a bacheIhr of sci-

'

eon be no discussion of student
scholarship aid except through
the CSS program.

Measurement of the need for
financial help. The 'belief is

was named project engineer at
Northwestern University in

before, there could be any expectation of outside help.

00 CSS is total. For those enc
rolled in the program, there

a common method of

vide

hdve tO be about $3.200

Among them are many of the
most highly regarded schools.

APPLICANTS are also
tithed to list all family mem-

W.G. Trotter promoted
by Quaker Oats

dis-

tict office, sold more than SI
million of company business
in 1969. Peltier began Ins career with PrudenUal
1962 hi
the company's Jefferson Park
office in Chicago.

College Scholarship Send.

-

$1,750 annually our of its own
resources befohe any outside
aid will be forthcoming.
For those with an income of
; 2 0.000 the contribution

MORE THAN 1,000 coh

nesses, plus an estimate of fano'
ily expenses.

relatives to whom support is
contributed.
The aim of all this is to pro-

will probably have to nut up

the parents,

andrement benefits.

o deal with in its determinations on scholarship awards.

A

Who gets hoki much is
worked out by formula, using
the information submitted by

loges use the services of the

bers, especially minor children
who will later add to the drain
on family finances and elderly

lions out of savings, current 8i,
come and loans. A family with
an annual income of, St3,000.
and two children, ferexantple,

-

in need of help

es, "and sideline busivestnts

Roughly half the accredited
the nation have
soloed the problem by joining
the College Scholarship Service, a nonprofit agency. The
only role of CSS is to examine
the circumstonces of scholarship applicants and to decide
which are worthy.

lege, ie is parents that CSS has

Rodney A. Peltier, 3000 E.
Frontage Rd., Rolling Mead-

should get most of the money.

is an elabo-

It also re
a detailed.
listing of such family ass. ma
homes, cars, boats, bank accounts, stocks and bonds and

colleges in

den; Inc.
Norman, a graduate of
Miami University, Oxford.

1812?

get

nen, is a major problem.

Chemical, a division of Bor-

Statemestan"
t.tement

Masons and daughters, but that

form, it asks fora list of all in o m c --from salaries, In-

scholarship aid, and who will

appointed midwest regional
waoRtet for the Consumer
Products unit of Borden

tion of Indendence?

it a oat Fhaoananaa CI0000000000000000050 ea oe 00001

tion. Deciding who will

Philip E. Norman has hem

flag made after the Declara-

mat, pardner.

As much as that sounds, h

Men on move

those most

rate examination of the parents' financial standing, both
current and name. Like a tax

doesn't come near meeting the
demand in an age -where every
other high school graduate is
candidate for a college educa-

couple of kids are going to
have to finance college ed..

that each family should be responsible for the education of

Fora student to be eligible for
scholarship aid. his parents
must till oot a form known Is
the ' "Parents' Confidential
This

dents.

2. What was the English nag
of the thirteen original colonies called?

ITS A

I&

Personal finance

G

pulous set the Harper College
kids are especially welcome.
too. Fact is, he built a stage for
performances and is BIM' to

get sOme guitar twengers or

THE 1,,AY
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GIN SALE
London Dry

EUGENE'S

$319
FULL QUART

FULL

QUART

GIN

$329
Old
Mr. Boston

LANCERS
WILLIAMS PRICE

$229
FIFTH

I

-

I

"a8
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`Night must fall'

Veutriss
to be direetorl

Now xou see it now you
don The art of illusion is the
nuns of the gar. rite game

was played 1/4, yea at Elk
Grosz
Night

Tom Yuan. h Is ho, rho
sera to lake over the directorial
mins for the 1970-71 season of

Mt. Prospect's Cameo Play-

ers. Venni.
directing
Mc Des
Plaines-o Theatre

Guild's fall production
...Little
Mary
Su

of

largh

School
Must
Fall

when

was necessary to keep it into,
sting floor cover to moor.

Players.Inc.,

chose the plays for the

The roles of Me. Braman,

1970.1971 season. The group

played by Kathy Gianaris and
Dan, played by Chuck Hanrahan were particularly difficult

will open with .Voine Blow
Your Horn". by Neil Simon,
chthe fall. For mkl-winter, the

but

oice A George Washtugton Slept Here". a comedy by

George Kaufman and Mass
Hart.

Both productions will be do
reeled by Tom Ventrias. it was
announced by President Ruth
Erickson Dirs. Ceri).

formed with 'the North Central

allege Concert Band in its
annual spring concert May 10.
Brundage, a freshman at the
College. play, ham with the 43 piece hand. North Central is a
private. liberal arts college located in Naperville.

it

Today's comic humor person.

RS attentive as I felt they should

coed ... that's Alan King... and
he will star fora weeks engagement silk Mill Run Theater In
the Golf Mill Shopping Center
M Niles, tonight through Sunday,June 7. Tickets for his Mill
Run Theater engagement are
now available at the box office,
arid all Field, Ward, Crawford,

lines in newspapers but somehow the audience did not seem

and Tiekelron locations.

The students who -.will receive the bonds are: Angele
Maria Serino, Katherine Dick.

DeSeHEATRi

"I

mss

Cooper Jr., David Long. and

BRILLIANT SCREEN

Diana DeBerry.

The Avon panel groups
were organized three years ago
in junior and senior high

Kevern

Cameron

as

YOUNOPEDFLESSHOW
LISTED AT

country,,a lab

Lynn dessert is Kathryn
Howard and Pony Johnson
playa Anna of Views. For lichen, call the Village Deena.'
CL 9-32011. Sturake
uvellable FaduL

Ilmfmm

"o"

antinomy
THEAT
f romRE

710E

'My Daughter, Your Son'

259-9550

M

d.

,

.P=0

On North Avenue-Poole EA
3 mins EaNtolet. Charles

YOUNG PEOPLES SHOW
FOR SATURDAY SUNDAY MATINEE

'WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

$3.00

0

Eeee mammon' G

by Neil Simon .

from

sio,,

.0ofdream
Mega"

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

95.95

ANN SOTHERN

Warne

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

'Remains To Be Seen'

Scanda
House
SMORGASBOARD

eauld Awe sung weect than
the choir of nuns.

"' "r hen ...5110. h...
little postuliml who wee nut

YELLOWSTONE KELLY
Color Cartoons
Starts 2:00 out ot 3.55

SAT. 8 SUN. MATINEE
For Children

ADULTS PROOPAIA

unacy; will he prownted by
he Northwestern University
theatre

in

three

perform-

tmes. May 29 - 31. in Cahn
Auditorium. Director is Dr.
2 Milord A. Willis.
`Orem
will be prmenlod
,it 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday,
mJ 4 pan. on Sunday. in Cahn
Admission
lat
$2.5

lay. C3.110 on Sal-

trJay.
$2.011,,n Sunday.
Tkkets information may be
L Maul by culling 492-7282.

IT IS always difficult to extract most talent from talent-

nke a mn glengh to he thc
father
seve children, yet as
the imeltement of Lie action of

the musical moved along, he
believable' enough.

became

The Children were asp illy
noteworthy. Liesel played by

Susan Pelmet.' win truly a
young girl in love. Her duet
with Rolf, acted by Micheal
Ford was it gem.

student

technical

not be listed. They were far Buperior to many professional

the role of an irrepressiNe jazz
drummer.

dean end MilweekseRneds
in Niles,

orchestras that play for musicols. It is always a source of
annmement to this reviewer
that these young people are so

Illinois

good.

AFTER YEARS of review log high school productions,

one would think I'd be am.
tamed to their abilities hut
The children of the famous Trapp family as they appeared in the Arlington High School produm

den of "Bound of Mole" are Susan Palmetier, Tom Gray, Merylee Steele, Bradford Upshaw,
Tricia Woods, Kim Gagin and Greldhen Rowader.

practiced their do -re -vas and
charmed

AA AllEltatit

the audience with
Donna
were

"Eidclweiss"

choreography by Aline Go-

dead man lived. Dolma plays

The new MILL RUN THEATRE

tion of Fred Scbmuyer

sang of their favorite things.

-

romance between a hand singand the manager of the
apartment house where the

'er

mysterydomedy is by
Howard Lindsay and Rudel
Crouse who authored "Life
With Father... The play in

to of

who climbed every mountain.

rigs will be designed by see
Ito, Jeffrey Ripley, costume
by graduate assistant, Mary
Cadson. lighting by graduate
ansistant William Lane and

Another plot line concerns the

June 28.

It is unfortunate that thc en under the dime-

The member, of the cast

staff. Set

and the efforts 01 the police to
unravel the
angerstr details.

sant Run Playhouse in .Re.
mains to Be Seen" tune 2

each production comes ross
a spring morning.
as fresh

`Orestes" will have an dl

volsss the &nth ofa rich nun

makes tannage debut al rhea-

craiillhaush

for Northwestern
'Orestes.' by Euripides. a
of ..howling spiriMal

Micky Dolenz Imombcr of
the Monkees singing group,

PM
Triumph
c:Ich of them. The icehnieal
a 111:e'SissIcalff'arsV
mac
w did a beautiful job in set
the young
perm,g...,
were unusually good for a design, lighting and sound cf.
high school production,
feet.

`Orestes' set
play

at Pheasant Rim

ro

Captain Oct Trapp played
bY Cam Rena had a difficult
oak in sounding and looking

Page 9

Monkee to debut

atitac'd.tre'Z's heardIc!sIUY

Plus

111100
001411Z
oi The Monk.

,a4t

oine Pugdey win be proud of
his performers. Only angels

,r7".emel
0PAZ e

lighting effects were

CATER

henryVIII.

....und of mole. Director lc-

ANN PRANZESE as the

A

24,

Ming. lin: whole world for everyone who attended the =steal
lilled indeed with the

Mother Album lived her role.
She ha n gout talent. Koren
Kirkland who sang Maria, dm

1111111C006

ighls of June 5.6.12 and 13 at
Hersey High School. Directed
by J. Young, the play features

without WW1, vengeance on
whoever is responsible for the
poor accoustics. 'The Sound
of Music'. fought the sound of
er,eking sods and Ale:misc.

IS FOR ADULTS

ALFRED

We Will le Opeec

dune in the Goias Gymnasium
at Arlington High School

THIS PROGRAM

little too difficult for the teen

pective German bride, Alma of

never bum a production

IN COLOR

BOTTOM OF AD.

don't 1,101

Cleve,. It's 2 scene from NIL
Inge 'Theatre's "Rosa, Gam MI," In ribald historical drama
which rill be presented the

ON OUR WIDE

A

around with him in a hot box.
The British accents ivere

d" co claim, Henry VIII to Kathryn
Howard, ',cold. id his pros-

69

STARTS FRIDAY

Richard

Darnall,

I

It was tally a lovely eve-

metics onwny.

001110C

`Sound of Music' a smash
at Arlington High School

and won.

nomics department, to be panel members for one of 511 teenage panels formed by the cos-

from being as good as Me sum

should be and the lack was reflected in the audience.
Maybe it was the rain on the
night I saw it, or maybe it was
because mutilation murders

as

For school use distributed by
Avon's Educatiotml Services,

outstanding and the set and
properties were exactly what

members of the Board TO elect

William R. Bruntlege, son

The six students were selected last fall by MW, Dora thy Scharf. FVHS home cco-

Kay Fisher and Richard Berry. Yet there was something
lacking that kept the total play

youthfulness well. Dan was
suave, charming,
appealing

grooming, fashions
and current events.
Feedback from panels aids
in the preparation of materials

year.

Brooks, Judy Culver, Mary

have bee me cotnmon head-

such

panel for Avon Products. Inc..
during the 1969-70 school

Piracy, Jeff McKelvey, Kathy

remely well by the two young
thespians. Kathy as the aging
hypochondriac hid her vibrant

The

son of Arlington Height, Will
with the continuing

meet

Performs with
college band

ex,

iLhools throughout the Laun
try to
as annuli% hoard
for young opinions on topics

M.

View

High School 'students who
served on a leen-age ndvIsorY

Stephanie

of its parts would indicate

will

coery.

MLProspect and Doug Patter-

Brundage. I I Pt Greenfield
I.n.. Nlotint Prospect. per-

handled

by

Americans
but occasional
slip, went almost to
in
the fierce enchantment of
waiting for the murderer's dis-

Glory Foster Dirs. Carl) of

of Mr. and Mrs. Robert NI.

were

performances

bonds

I

and frightful
the murderer
who carries his victim's head

Al a joint hoard meeting in
June the newly elected men,
hers °Mc Beard of Directors,
Joel Axelrod. Ruth Erickson,

DifT.F."0",°.'"g Y...

they

Savings

dial of credo for bung with It

the illusion and 1 .vored the
suspense. I enjoyed all of the

Although it is a classic murder
mystery, it has aged gracefully

At their April meeting the

technical staff dessrws a groat

preented lost weekend. The
play, directed by Scott Levin,
of suspenseand excitement,

"

ductron from bung lust moth
or high school ploy Ths AM!.
It was fun to be caught up in

moved easily along in a mood
I

6 Forest View students
to get Avon awards

was netchwl to elevate this pro

was

and Lebin's cost did all that
members or Cameo

Friday May 29 1970

Wadsworth. Ruth Nolinger,

Seeing is believing!.

Loric Wendorf, Ken edge.
Janis Hauptly. Tom Gray,

NOW Tb'e finest private

NOW SNOWING
TWO OE MOTION PiCTURES
MOST POPULAR YOUNG STAIRS

moo available anywhere

Meryl, Steele, Bradford Up slow Tricia Woods, Kim (M-

ALAN KIND JoHNNYMATHIS
with the Doodletown Pipers
May 29 gnu Are 7

June 9 lbw 14

'sirs= tuV!e.
U
Pomo SIM. SO Sti -

Ba0 on.

Sun. maiimm:

SO

110 p.m. 3S.SO, SR SO - Sunrksy rmino
0-00 p.m 37.50, 30 SO.

evinhe: a:00

ain, Gretchen Rownder, Diane

Rieder, Jan Nevin, Richard
Rausch, Richard Rosh Kurt

Rem, Nancy Vanek

MMus.
The cast includes: Sofia! An -

chorus.

doniadis, Leslie Brill, amid c

aye

played 0 friend of the kmttle
Max Detweiler, He did little

ler. Clyde Kommu, Jocelynm

singing but he was a fine actor.

Meng. Roger Mueller, and le IT
Ravin.

seventeen - what

JOHNANDMARY

IOW

Allgaueel traditional pay fond
SAT. AND SUN.1.0,2AD

"You Arc Sixteen" going on

stowne

HO LEIF

'7,fg

MON. EMI FRI. 6,0,10 PM

MANNHEIM AT HIGGINS Telephone 871.0100 Chicago Ft. TeISSW

!sm. .

.fit

a

Sores
end

5

ell

Spacial Mention to gimps ...call Lillian Carlin - 298-66711

lowly age,

Beat Shaw

nights.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

cekEnd

Clb kei

REST:LI:RANI
COCKTAIL IA1UNGF

VOW=

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

OUR SINCERE WISHES -

DAY PUBLICATIONS

HAVE A HAPPY

Coact Mite 31nn

& SAFE

RESTAURANT

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES

WITH

-

THE DAY NEWSPAPERS

FROM YOUR
LOCAL
RESTAURANT

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR',
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!'

For Reservations Phone 259-5000

WeckEnd FlinFare

FROM

MEMORIAL -DAY

LEON BERRY

location: 340S Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, Ill.

HAPPY MEMORIAL DAY

Dining...Dancing....Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

ENJOY THE LATE SING.A.LONGS:

NIELSEN'S 827-18`

Arosa from O'are Field

6.1.7.5 ',MANNHEIM RD. ROSEMONT. ILL.

Zappe Has

GRAND OPENING
Fri, May 29th & Sat. 30th

HAVE

FRIDAY

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW

A

FISH FRY

EVERY THURSDAY

"WE COOK

with man

\\\1111121114

french fries and

die

?1

'

a.

iced wile slow

A

$1.95

THE WAY YOU DO

;bale Roase

BIG

No singing waiters
just plenty of good

robust food!
featuring 011191711. BROILED STEAKS
SAFOOD.. RIPS and BIDASTFO 211121(11

SPECIALISTS IN

OPEN NAN. FOR

ITALIAN DISHES
Tasty Ample
ALWAYS SUPERB DINING
AND GREAT COCKTAILS
We Satisfy All Gourmet Food Lovers
Meet Your Friends at the Flaming Torch

LIFIERNFON5

RN 9 lit

I/HURL/FS MERU

01-Ir Earl af iviatuirh
A UNIQUE
ILT RESTAURANT
(formerly "THE FLAMING PIT")
GLENVIEW-IN THETALISNIAN

253 RAND RD.

MT PROSPECT

253-3300

Akimmtwwwk,

/AL I
(Now Appearing Eddie Fro.)

DON KOMAR

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT P. SHOW LOUNGE

at the

Starting Tues. June 2nd The Chasers Foyr

(SUPER SANDWICH)

WURIITZER ORGAN

...Picnic

READ

117;te:LT77:

Let BIG (10101 do the work!

in

Phone 394-3990

ON FIELDALE RD.

IN HOFFMAN

Rand At Thomas Arlington Heights

ESTATES
LUNCHES DAILY
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

Open Doily 11.11, Friday &Sot. Till 12 P.M.

CONGRATS TO MR. LONG!

;

W1111

11/4 miles East at

Your

Barrington Rd.
Rte, 72

HAaIotC

DONNA DAY

sentiment in

believe me,

SEE "MR. TALENT!"
There's still time to catch the act of "Mr. Talent", better
known as Eddie Fritz. Eddie is mom* wowing them at the
Brpss Roil in the Sheraton O'Hara on Mannheim. Have a

cooking
it

skills...and,

a special honor.

The award was presented this
year and the orb other Negro
redolent is currently chef at the
Sherman House. So, with many
applaudumhats of to William P.
Long.

great weekend holiday and enlay fine entertainment oil
May 31st.

SORRY! WE GOOFED!

Mend. House in Mt. Prospect Playa. You have oil June
26101, to get started now ... and enter as often au you

HAPPY MEMORIAL DAY!'

Menu!"
HeY, Pardnersl The Rodeo's in town for May 3011. and
31st The action Is at Arcadia Farrn. I1/2 Mks south al
gt. S, on Arlington Helghts RocitlAt will be a ..whip -snap.
ping, side'slapping-- affair, sanctioned by the notional
ch mpionships. It's Illinois' biggest rodao...feoturirg.
bareback bronc riding, cowboy's calf roping, cowgirls
barrel race, saddle bronc riding,
and much more. There's a plunging, pitching wild horse wee and
a special horse show in the evening., it', a real family affair and
a perfect occasion for this holiday
weekend. So, saddle op your lam,

like. You must be 18 years or older to be eligible to win.

8y and car, Forth., and oft

Plus, don't be disappointed if you don't fly. The Maeda
House is also offering free prizes for all stay-at-home food
lovers/ Make the going... and the eating
great at your

Out

Scanda House,

Lag week in this column I incorrectly voted the address of
Me New Frinfs In Arlington Heights. The correct address is
2121 S. Arlington Heights Rd... and, we wont you to know
that because it's such great new place to eat and drink'

with the
Exceptional

FREE 17 DAY TRIP!

ronts1 You could be the winner. Just fill out
the entry blank in the Day Papers ads or fill
out your own 3 x 5 card
then bring it in or mail it to the

Go

Memo.

S

ILL.

For Reservations Phone 312.426.3446

SWING

fiv

-

147.01/78YINISNNIMIll

erltemr,11001ineneeriwr,pArtVIVV.

',.4.4411.
GOOD FOODDRINK

every

Special prices for Children

and Dinner daily
with the linest in
steaks and lobsters

PRONE

537-8866

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Facilities For

Anniverserles/BIrthdays
Bar Mitzvahs
Bowling Banquets
BusIness/Club Meetings

Showers

CALL
CARIti.OUT SERVICE 1001

Mgt 24. debt
SERVING 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Parties Are Our Pleasure!

600 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, III.

that the kitchens are clean. Take it
from me, I wouldn't have it any other
way. That's what we mean, when we
say "We put our hearts into it."

I

week!

PIZZA!

top quality, that the cooks ore skilled,

Dritgott,

DAY

PERFECT

House Smorgasbord. Everyone con
have something different, and
there's such a friendly atmosphere.
But we know you're looking for more.

You want to know that the food is

farm 7 1r 1

with

AT HOME"
les fun to eat out at the Sconda

Open for Luncheon

On

dare. Tickets available at

\itrejkltikk &VW. 956-1170

DONNA

PH: 529-8840

ARCADIA FARM RODEO

Pan Am and the kande House make the
going greed That's rights ... a free 17 day
trip for twa to Scandinavia's finest Yeisou.

1000 Busse Rd Elk Greve Village

/4754-4:141i14
ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CAREENTERSVILLE,

"The Drive -In

Hearty congratulations are certainly in order for Mr. William P. Long, of Zappone's Brand de Restaurant. Zappe.% located in Me Elk Grove Holiday Inn, announced
that Bill Long is Me secondeNegra in the United States
of America to receive Me Chefs of Cuisine Association
of Gideon,' Incorporated Award. The bronze placque Is
awarded lor the best ethical, edueationol, moral, and fraternal

Luncheons and Dinners from I 1 .30 Daily

BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

SAUSAGF.INN

eie

Don't Miss Flo)d's .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food
ENTERTAINMENT

for mer Plemom
Tuesday, thin Saturdays
from Mao p.m.

HOLIDAY FUN FOR EVERYONE INCLUDING MOTHERH

SHOPPING CENTER ON GOLF ROAD

Mods Fast of Gall Mill Sheppino Center
and Mill Run Theatre on Gall Rd.
729-5200 AMPLE FREE /AIMING

01111

..,smorgasbord

WAYNE
1613 W. Horrt.vest H

stv. south Ailing.. Flaashal.o,
CL 5-2441

Mt. Prospect pl.:.

Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005

Fast Service

Pick Up or Delivery

SeFdsI

3.50

°'

,I.CrovipLe,te! nettle:: 0on:

A special notice should be

Jo Christenson, Richard Cull
ton, Huh Ellsworth, Curt Hee

sense

ti°c= * FAItZ

GOOeOId

and

Denali Rownder. aided by Me

-

M. 37 SO

110 p.m T-1.30. 56.50 .- Sunday

1312) 9.56-0600

FREE PARKING

St. George 4 the Dragon
Its family Platt for TON act 90.
RAND & DUNDEE SD,
8832 W. DEMPSTER
DES PLAINES, ILL Now AT two PALATINE, 111.
LOArrONa
358.3232
2911.4848

259-9550

OPEN ALL DAY
MEMORIAL DAY

Today

SHORT RIBS

DAR'
Friday, May 29, 1970
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6:00"

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

2
5

Polo,
XT7C/t.I.I

Oo Bugs,

...7,1EN sus

THAT syER

SnocKERIMS

So0,0 YANK OJT AEL

you 7//

MONEY ORISSA,. BOOP,E
SEOLE-O TERM PI SS SE,

GOOIEST°

AOST9

THEY uSED

EN A REPORT.

YOU SQUIRRELS EA TREE
1,1851 ANYONE
INVEOES

wERTeUR

,

BROOMS

LEV
ENILATER,

THE PoNIES AND DIST Puy

,S7g,V

OON.T.MAKE
'ENE LIKE.

FOR DOC

SOMETIMES, tRIGORS

PROOLICTiohl

oDE OEM

rEARSDEREI
SON TO TURN

IF IT BASE,

s-rop

KT

E.171

PrvD STAY

THE FIRST FLOOR:

HES
FOR

TAKE.,

"

7

SAIPSP
HAVE A
BETTER
o0wICE OF

News
News
News

Mike Douglas
II Art nod Man
26 Spanish News

cLITTE,

32 The [Hamsters

VO
RE0:90wN 0t7A

tgr-ra

6:10

20 TV Callege

OPENER.'

Social science.

College
Psychology.

26 Quiz
2

M30
Get Smart

Rerun. Max is asbeautiful
female
KAOS agent.
5

High (Amami

Rerun. "A Piece
of 1and.-

Ass

7

MARK TRAIL

Flying Nuo
Rerun. -rho New

Habit."

PASSES OVER
CHERRY BUT
FAILS TO

HAVE RV HAD ULY
AND HERMAN

INSIST
I STAY

WORKING FOR YOU

A LONG TIME.

32 Baseball
The While Sox vs.
Ref Sox at Boston.

IN MY

7:00

EELCHAIR

2

AND TAKE

SEE HER

ALL MAT
HORRIBLE

MEDICINE!

JUST AV

LUCKNOTHING

MERHE
ERE
SHELL-

OFR

T I m Conway

Show

Triple A is hired to
Rya burro undo bale

of hay out of alexia.
Brady Ranch

-Sorry.
Right Number."'
11 Washington

26 Luis Carlos Uo.

Your

the Show
7:30
2
I logan's Heroes

BUGS BUNNY

Rerun. Hogan

Horoscope

UNLESS WE TAKE YOU 'ID THE
MEETING, OUR "WOODSMEN
LEADER' WON'T BE ABLE TO
SEE WHAT WE'VE DONE'

RIM V

FOR S,VI

convinces Klink and
Gen. Burkhalter that
Schultz can foretell

Big
"Blondic's
Real." Dogwood in a
fireproof
emits
point but is double-

you

and

Wm
Fortner

holel porter

News
News
News

7
9

up in vampire form.

Renato Rased and

Rink Rosana

Arthur Lake. Mar-

manners

jorie

Kent.
Singleton.

10:30

Show

7

Dick ['anti

2. Monk
'The Visit.' Ingrid Bergman. as the
wealthiest women' in

the world. returns M
her European home
town offering,, fan the
taste sum t
people if they will kill
hcr first lover. Anthony Quinn.

Hem Coma Ina

Brides

Rerun. "The Legend of Big Foot."

II NEI Playhouse

''Thy Taking.'

Man is caught in con-

flict between traditions of his old com-

munity and -pron.

9 Mork

'The

Hours."

Christopher Lee.

Gallant
Biography

Leo Cenn.

of Admiral Halsey
played by JamesCagnay.

1:15

9

"Arthur Penn: An
American Identity."
261,11 Not and

2:05

32 Mork
"T h e

Flying
Dames." Stan Lau ml and Oliver Hardy

2

31.1!1:in

9

Twilight Zane

2:45

join the Foreign Le.

3:00

gion so 0111c can for- .
get a sad love affair.
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11145

32

5

9

Paul Harvey

32 News

7

I

Lora, Amadei..

Ryle
Rerun. "Lova and
the Positive Alan."
'I -ore am! the Other

Name of the

12100

Movie

''A Bell

9

3:45
News

9

3.50
Movie

"The

for

village. John Hodlak
and William Bendix.
7

.

gangsters yarn with
Barry Sullivan.

of W.W.II Demmetnor of small Italian

5 Midnight Report
the Bachelor."
9 Perry Moron

9

5.30
Biography

9

Short Subject,

Chicago Show
6:00

32 Men In Crlek

12:30

shouldn't

EEK & MEEK

CANCER dune 22 - July
23) Take care that there is not

(47NUF-)

something endangering Ron
home 'that you could tight
against if you would only recognizeit

T-Wv

MORTY MEEKLE

LEO Holy 24 - Aug. 231:
Take immediate action against
whatever threatens the unity
of the family. Younger family
memher, need attention.
Sept.

231: Don't he put MTH you dis-

cover Mat another is not us
honest us you thought. You
can adjust to the situation.
1.I BRA Oical. 24 - Oct. 231:
Appearances do not really
mirror what is inside. Others
may not he what they seem: he

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
An war to Previous Nude

on your guard again a plot to
make von tail.

Biblical Geography

!CORP. Met. 24 - Nov.

221: You emnm separate your
life fnrm your pnthlems. Solve
the latter and pm wilt do much

ACROSS

THE BORN LOSER

1 Biblical
town (Luke

ton the former in order. A
cor,z 701E RIMS ARR TRUE ABOUT

gott71.TARIUS ChM, 23 D. 221 Dont think you can

'RS 714111e 969x. PRE

avoid whatever is unpleasant.

Take the 411°0.4 to

23

211): Resptha the advice of

one who ha, proved he knows

how to goin Popes without

16 Radical

group (pl.)

banning other. along the way.

-D
AQUARIUS Han.
191 A tiny lOr airing Family
et !hi, Saturday be
the day when the kindly seeks
and finds new ,olidarity.
PISCES 0,ch. 20 - Akmh
211: Cunmets with isikers will
he what you make them Don)
espext others to travel the full
distance lowortl friendship by

17 Permitted

bylaw
assent

CAPTAIN EASY

ARIES your[tkl 22 -April
ractios
pan con ,alakc
Aliment with your
principles, and all should he
woll. Children are especially

31 -of

Galilee

34 Salaam's -

animal
35 Dyestuff
36 Crude tartar
38 R is (coot)
40 Greek letter

needy cr advice coday.
(Slay

.

21/: Alake every cflOrt maycrthe shyness that m

he

keeping you nom making the
-

41 -Sea

you wish to make. Step
out boldly.

Answers to
Hideaword
P Ill
PK Is I. IS
skip
site
stick
speck
septic

spice

Pde

spike

pits

CAMPUS CLATTER

42 Rib (anat.)
44 Near East
garment
46 Biblical

mountain
(For.31)

VATS RIGHT RELVSEALL
YOUR PETEUPHATRfia REPRESSED
HOSTILITIES, RESENTMENT --

49 Constellation
52 Raw.metal
54 More ashen
58 Town in
Galilee
59 Feminine
Dante

lick

kite

pick

kepl

peck
ties

kepi

sic k

pike

sbit

19.9

ices

peck

cite
cpic

spit

Biblical town
23 Legal point
25 Go away
(slang)
27 Town near
Bethlehem

hemselves.

-

21111 -fated

pick

60 Infant cupid
61 On top of
62 Skilled
89

resterPo

S

AM CAR L LE
NA AGUE ER
NC
REST RA
EAREST
AS I

SrREZALENS
5
SA
SE A
S
O
w ,OD U ,=t
O

DOWN

1 Metal fastener
S
ATH
2 Land
S AU
measures
YR
3 Insect form
4 Bacchantes

(var.)
5 149 (Roman)

6 Arabian gulf

7 R.tify

8 Impure

mixture of

sulfides
9 Biblical
high priest

10 Mona -

19 Negative word 13 Pig's home
14 Mao -20 Word of

1

Tau Rus (April 21

7:11)

5 Mountain
in Samaria
11 Highest
12 Impractical
dreamer
15 Modern
Persia

home.

CAPRICORN 11:100.

THE OLD MAN HAS HIS FAULTS

point

prove a situation within the
on

Augusta, Georgia
IMEIMEIF

one of Georgia's most historic shrines, the famous Mackay -House,
frontier Indian trading post, site of a bizarre vengeance during the
American Revolution, and considered one of the finest examples of
American Colonial architecture south of the Potomac.
Dating from the mid -18th century, the three-story frame house,

restored by the Georgia Historical Commission at a cost of
$1 0 0,00 0, is now open to the public.

Probably it would have remained just another old house, or more ;
likely have been battered down by the bulldozers of progress were it

not for the bizarre American Revolutionary War incident which

are conec rnal

.

The Mackay House
Standing on a knoll overlooking bustling 20th century traffic is

Purple
Cops vs.

Gang."

Narrative

Adano."

3:15
Science Fiction

Theater

Comments

Rerun. -Move in
for a Clomup "

-

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

2Late R11mrl

Blum

j

Homes

Cromie Circle

II NET Feellval

11:59

9.00
SPIViteffell World

Great
American

be meets death via
i[rower.
knife

Show

RIB

IRO
Moyle

le sad
A ga
to thecaus where

l onight Show

5
7

other publication.

9 Nem

Mery Griffin

2

suburbs than any

1205

.

Penny

II (RPM

7

32

Ihmer

he

in the greater nonhwest,
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of the News

by

Reaching mare families

'

26 A Black's View

Game

Mom to change your plans
when family -type activities

VIRGO lAyg. 24

her

trouble nn hiE bands
when his uncle turns

2 Nom

PUBLICATIONS

Home Buyer's Guide

Working as

unscntpulous competitors..
crossed

2.11: Mere the days difficult.
.hold -on

baron
-baron

IR011

9 Monk

the exact target of every Allied :attack.
5

GEMINI I May 22 - June

'

Rerun.

Week in Review

'

32 Password

Lemon.

signed to romance
and even marry

MARKS PLANE

The Ghost and
Mrs. Moir

'The Art Director," features Tambi

lag

THEY

II Black Journal

9

00

MRS. WILUNGHAM,

Card.
7

Movie
"Uncle

9:30

RCM,. Wadi.
Candidate."

6115

Y. E.

Rerun. 'The High

1DNIGHT

tong

18 Of particular
space

22 Feminine

title(..)

24 Theatrical
abbreviation
26 Concerning

0

n.c

A

the -'site -of a weird series of events in September, 1 7 80, when
Americans under Col. Elijah Clark attempted to drive the British

"White House" because of the original paiot, every,one assumez14
However, researchers found that originally it had been painted a

from Augusta.
Surprising the "redcoats" commanded by Col. Thomas Brown,
who had little love for Americans after being tarred and feathered in
1775 for his pro -British utterances, the Americans. met little initial
resistance. However, the English fortified the Mackay House and
fought off the Americans for four days, despite having no water.

gray -blue with a red trim. Today the "White House" is proudly

Arrival of British reinforcements forced the Americans to withdraw on September 18, leaving 28 wounded who could not travel.

furniture date from the mid and late 18th century.
The second floor is devoted to a collection of American Revolutionary War items, typical of the struggle in the southern colonies.
Undoubtedly the center of interest is the diorama depicting the role
of the Mackay house as a gallows. There is also a diorama depicting
the trading post facet of the old building's history.

-

displaying its original 18th century colors.

The "White House" turned blue -gray is being equipped as a
historical museum. The first floor furnishings are typical of an 18th
century American dwelling, including a parlor furnished with classic

antiques and an elaborate dining room. Many of the pieces of

Then Colonel Brown wreaked his bizarre revenge. He ordered 13 of
the Americans hanged in the stairwell while he watched -from his
sick bed. He had been wounded in both thighs. The other prisoners

were turned over to the British Indian allies who tortured and

CHECK
THIS SECTION
for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

The third Floor -originally used as a storehouse for trading

burned thent at the stake. Today, the weird revenge is depicted by a
diorama.
The Mackay House was built in the late I 7 50's by Thomas Red,
.an ex -Virginia planter, on 500 acres close to the Savannah River

goods -is being furnished with items typical of the Indian trading
period.

Not well into its third century, the Mackay House is taking on a
new lease of life while affording a graphic glimpse of a little known
segment of Georgian history.

near Augusta. Then the land was a mile and a half from town.
Today, the house is almost in the heart of the sprawling city.

T

F.

E

BOOR ,2Aj"E

28 Poisonous
snake
29 Wrong

(comb. form)
30 Cuckoo

blackbird
31 Melancholy
32 Before
33 Turkish

dignitary

The final chapter in the house's two century plus history occurred
during restoration. Sometime in the past it had become known as the

A

E

0 TS

gave birth to the legend that the house was haunted. If it is haunted,
it is by the ghosts of the 13'American patriots who were ignominiously hung in the stairwell upon orders of a British colonel.
The Mackay House -named for an early Scotch trader -became

marks
43 Ark famed
mountain
45 Shipworm,
for one
47 Selectgroup
49 Concrete

49 Literary
collection

50 Male sheep
35 Impede (law) 51 linssian sea
37 Seraglio
53 Noun suffix
chamber
55 In a state of
39 Somewhat
ecstasy
57 Exist
(suffix)
42 Proofreading 58 Coal scuttle

mum mamma

mom 2111MMEMO2

OWN
MENEM=
EMU OEM WEE

Bell Federal Compounds Interest Daily
All savings in by the 10th earn from theist.
ANNUAL YIELD

CERTIFICATE

MIN. BALANCE

ANNUAL RATE

MIN. TERM

779%

IZ 5 0%

$100,000

ONE YEAR

618%

6.00%

$5 000

TWO YEARS

5.92%

5.75%

$19 ,000

5.39 %

5.25 %

loo

ACCOUNTS

can be increased

during first 10

'

'

1

days of any
quarter

MUMMA AMU

ONE YEAR

4061161

MAW MEM OEM
MEM
WOM
AMM
MEM MERV

WOE
MUM
6111112.11111110

iiimmamma ammo

MEGAM=
M= AMIM
AIM

PASSBOOK
ACCOUNTS

time

Backed by over a half billion in assets.
Savings insured to $20,000
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation.

3 MONTHS

In the heart of Bell Town
Open from 8.45 A.M. to 6100 P.M.

Monday Btu Friday f161000

can be added

to at any

The chart at the left shows how daily compounding
at Bell Federal actually means that your savings earn
more than the new higher annual rates.These extra
percentage points mean extra money for you.
Ask about our Tax Deferred Savings Plans:
Available for up to ten years.
Bell Federal will redeem U.S. Government
securities without charge.

5.13%

5.00%

NONE

NONE

Highest savings interest rates allowed by law
Guaranteed Interest Compounded Daily (thilredy)

Bell Federal Savings

and Loan Association

Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603
MEMBER FEDERAL HOME LOAD,BAND
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'Come, and Compare" is
the theme of the advertising

tin 98 apartments; the OM

and sales campaign for Hollywood Builders newest project.

completed) also will feature
Illatiricus penthouses atop' the
fotrmstory. elevator buildings.
One bedroom apartments rent

Hill apart.
ment community in Arlington
Heigh. "The theme seems to
be paying off' raid Manuel S.
the Stonebridge

Kramer, vice president of Hollywond Builders. and many
r
families -ac
already living in

and second units (first Is now

for S210: two bedroom for
5265.

II is expected that the pent-

house units will be load' by
sales meet-

opment.
Four of the six nails, set on a

ings and for entertaining.

45 -acre landscaped plot con-

E A C II
PENTHOUSE
which rents f9r 5850 a month
includes n spacious living
room. dm with fully equipped

fabling swimming pool. low
ieldstone fences. phis a MO-

foot recreation hall, will con-

fora variety of purposes.
Persona living in the smaller

kitchen and washroom on die
third floor and matching mm-

units will probably not even
notice that the tenants are dif.

walk-in \ Wren t on the top two floors.
closed on the fourth door.
reasoned Kramer. "As shoe
'There is significant trend me elevator hid ldi ngs the pent in business and industry today pat.! ar really
lr world
of their own: 'said
to avoid the trip from outlying

Hollywood Millarr, now in
its 20th year in the Chicago
arca has a current total grow
volume in excess of SIM million. Sonic of its earlier por-

ter bedrooms,

and

areas," Kramer pointed out.
Within a five -mile radius of
Stonebridge Hill there are
more

than

250

companies

which are natural prospects
for the comfort and cononimc. of a comPitrmtlermed
aputment which can be used

ME HUGE recreation
hall will contain complete par ty facilites for cooking. dancinc, movies, lectures), a fully equipped exercise room, game
room for billiards and table
tennis.

separate

men's

and

women's sauna. and seperate
men's nod womerm locker

Garden

rooms with direct access to the

swimming pool. All, points up
Kramer. is included as pert of
the rent!

airports to crowded downtown

corporations for the use of ma-

th: country dub type devel- of -town visitors.

wct bar. refrigerator end ice
maker, a formal dining room,

Garden fences come alive
when created by nurserymen

jecO

are more than 2,000
single-family residences, Old

Orchard apartments, Old Orchard Hollywood apartments,
and the Sheraton.O'Harc Motor Hotel. The 5rrn is headed
by Jack F. Nctchin, president
and

Manuel

Kramer.

vice

proident.

For generations. fence has

been a tworking" element in
I

Spacious apartments area feature dike slowly opened Stonebridge Hill development in Ailing ion Heights. Penthouse apartments ere especially designed for the use of corporations in the area
who may desire accomodations Mr meetings and nut -of -town executives. Stonebridge HM is con.
wniently located on Rand Rd., easily accessible to expressways and area industrial complexes.

`Country club'
development begins

Fifteen property
transfers last week
Cook County Retarder Sid,
toy R. Olsen listed the follow-

nem to Richard B. Johnson,
133.50.

asst mate ".anni.n'
ing
in
klaine and Wheeling town-

1826 N. Dale, Charter T.

MOUNT PROSPECT: 314
N. Elm St.. Robert R. Gruber
to William H. Ruppert, 022.

I6M
Whitcomb Av.. Michael D.

Adams0'

Campbell to Walter I- Gates,
531; 1317 Briar Ct , John W.
Dimatrm to Wayne A. Adams,

;74777

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
Gregory Sr.. Carl W.
Petersen to Dino D. Ferrari.
Beverly Ln..

N.

G

Francis R. O'Xam,

worth. Arthur H. Vogt to John
R. Hummel. 010: 26 St. Arm -

nand I.n.. Louis M. Schuttarm No Camillcri. 539.

po

1

r

1

Corp, to Frank A Brunner. a cozy earner of your room.

Sound -absorbing

Dr., Take a S -by -5 space and wall it

Meister -Norm, Co.. In, to with shirred fabric: hang curtains to create an entrance.

Iimm

fabric

course measuring 6.0911 yards
oirved out of rolling pine

coast

country of cast -central Flor-

towering condominiums rub
shoulder, with nature. Resi-

IR

ulation has grown to more
than 6,500.

BUT DELTONA is more
than people in homes, it has a

major shopping center. five
eye-catching churches, a medical ens center. its own hank.

The De Pont Co. bus an-

from weathering each year.
with Of per cent of the film remainins after 20 years' ex.
poser.

nounced the results of an es-

ludo test program on

its

" Fidler" 11010 film finish for

'

house siding:

Outdoor exposure and tests
in
arm:termed
wrmtherina
devices indicated that the solid

sheet vinyl fluoride knish h.
ethane strength after 20 years'
exposure on the side ofa house
than Many other finishes have
when new.
In similar ton, less than one

..reb
sboet

per cent of the finish eroded

Dellona has in own utilities

with zip codeand postmark.
community center and boating

But Marco. like Dellana, is
a self-sufficient community with a large shopping

facilitis. inn and paths.
Spring Flill and March Island. perhaps benefiting front
the successkil reputation of

largely

center, a telephone exchange,
utilities facility, n palm studded, water -laced 18.hole
golf course, a large hotel, miles
of sugary beachfront and fish-

form -muter Oeliono as well as
form the vast network of sales
outlets rmablished in the
United States and abroad. are
expanding at a remarkable
clip.

-Tedlar- retained its orielnal color brighnurm eight to
ten dines better than com
ventional finishes and three to
four firms better than ordinary
pre -finished house siding, in
outdoor exposure tosts.
Sta

reSiSIMICC

Ins

Bowe that Tedlar" resists
meek by most household
agents, chemical agents in the

MARCO ISLAND, which

mentary school, a number of
specialized shops, 0s
ut of
several churches, awl !Marco
gained its second link to the
mainland on Dec. 13, 1969,
when the high bridge was

was five years old this year is

shortening the dislance from Marco to Naples to

opened,

atmosphere and common mildews.

De Pont relented these re-

cola in

a "Lod.

SPRING HILL, youngest or
the communities until Citrus
Spring'
pening, officially
came Into being on April 30,

lar" seal not
of quality identiBanton program to protect

the liot such

homeowners

program ever established for a
residential siding finish: The

1967.
In its

-Toiler" seal of quality as produmprovct

we know now.

SEE OUR OTHER/400425

purchased ix. in

fack'surfaced with Du Pont's
solid sheet vinyl fluoride fin ash,

Ranches

-

A member of the Multiple Listing Service

dustrial District are frilly hip
proved, including savers, wn.
Indus

trial -grade paved streets have
curbs. gutters and street light ins. S. Carman Blumenthal is

Even today with our in-

barrier needed to direct them
to the paved walk.
Even 0 complete enclosure
to contain pets --- or children

tense desire for openness and

- con be made a decorative

freedom. at limo we nod the
working aspect of u harrier to

item. Children may look upon
wire ihme as a playground
fixturt placed there for climb-

rail fences mule lama by
Abraham Lincoln.

keep people. or unimals, either

in or out.

From 51504000m

Glossy Abelia -- a half everun with dense growth; has
utmost continuous bloom.
Common Lilac --- thick

growth with beautiful flowers;
tolerates poor soil; fr.. 10 foot informal hedge.
Amur Privet - standard fm.
trimmed hedges; narrow and
thick.

American Holly -dense

ing. whereas they would be less
inclined to go through, or

with spiny

many

ove. a thick planting of twig-

provide Christmas greens.

people yield a beautiful !und-

gy or thoiny shrubs. Even animals can be contained by a living fence when the right plant

GRUDGINGLY,

rape scow to on unsightly
structure that was not originally in the master plan. when
there could have been a much
bettor solution. When the need

is

selected and placed dose

enough together.

serymen. he may offer a selec-

ME CHOICE of plants for
-fencing' available through
'load AAN nurseries is quite

tion of plants so placed that

wide. There arc plants that can

for a harrier is placed in the
hunds of a professional nur-

leaves;

con

be

trimmed; evergreen and can
Winter Honeysuckle -- half
evergreen

that

should

be

trimmed: fragrant flowers.
Yew
any kinds, narrow -growing ones best for hed-

an average rate of about 10 per
week.

er

Give your backyard totally new look by painting your
outdoor furniture in wild col-

Phone

(815) 459-2430

CRYSTAL, LAKE
STSTAE

14 IiItelhWst IR 31
I Mae Nerlgon11131

1

Barney the Beaver and Moon are beaming popular spithesnien
far the Branigar Organization, Inc. The pair appear In three MI,
mi
television emumerciak which were produced by. E. II.
BrownAdvertising Ammer at WC" Continental Productions.

The puppets were created by Roy Brown, IretOr known as
"Cookie.' of Bozo's Circus and the puppeteer of the Garfield
Goose Warw. Barney, as Itranigar's heaver and an expert dam
builder, ilisettoes the new Apple Canyon Lake :111: Aloothsep,sedly a moon visitor.

Do your part:

beautify America
By Sheila and Allan Swenson

You an

Canadian HentIOCk - tree
firm can be trimmed; dense but
wide hedge.

Roses prove their popularity
Although row fanciers spend many hours cultivating choice
will do ,sell with a minimum of attention.
rOws. most varieties will
They 10111 bloom
the first year you set thdm out and
can be counted on for any years to conic
appreciate their beauty from early spring until frost. Don't limit
yourself to one type. Buy several different ones, to add variety to
both your garden and re Me downs of bouquen roust be Ale to
make from them during the blooming season.
UNLESS you are familiar with specific roses that you'd like to
have. rely on your nurseryman to advise you on the typo that are
bast in your climate and for the purpose you have in mind. If you
am after perfect blooms to pick for indoor use, hybrid tea roses
aN the best. If your primary interest is in providing color for the
garden, floribundas are preferable. Grandifluras. an offspring of
the hybrid tea and the floribunda. are also goad for garden use.

beautify

America this year. Start right
There arc many things you
can do this year. Begin with a
simple check list.
Develop a long-range plan

to lanthcapr your home. with
ideas far implementing it over
period of perhaps three
Begin now to put your yard

in mod condition, rake old
team. weed early. prepare the
lawn. Pint shrubs and Isms.

Develop plans for a flower
bed.
combining flowering
shrubs.
enniels.

annuals

and

Perennials take

per.
less

work and COM, hack inch
year.

ors. Choose from citrus yellow
or psychedelic pink. You'll be
the envy of all your neighbors.
Get outdoors as much as
possible and enjoy the spring.
Take the family off to the nearest open space and do some

kite flying. It's the *in" sport

Cat doom weeds and brush.

to:,. Thor

Fri., to,
Sot, a to 7

Roses should be grown in beds by themselves. rather than with
other flowers, to ensure good air circulation and provide access
for regular picking and semi-monthly dusting against disease.
Any kind of soil is suitable, but it must drain well.

BEDDING PLANTS

Sun. 10 too

Petunias
All Varieties
Marigolds
6 to a Monts

o Salvia
SPREADING

1

JAP YEWS

On property with limited space. a 9.by-12-foot rose bed can
yield enough blossoms to provide an ample supply for bouquets

;

while leaving enough on the bushes for garden enjoyment.

18.20"

alloy or street near your home.

Comider joining with your
Inca! garden clubs to organ.,
projects with civic to fratenid
groups to stimulate communig interest in environmen.1
improvements. Look .around
town; perhaps you can help
improve a perk. planted REV,

Wong city streets or country
nods or the landscaping t
schools and other netniciwil
buildings.

ACTING along you may
feel frustruted. Call on friend,
and neighbors. Take the lead.
Whether you undertake thes
development of a neighbor-

hood mirk or the new landscaping lion your own Some. do
it this year. Spring mo the begin-

ning of new life.
Plan now to make your li Ic
and your town more hamtiful
this your. You'll army outdoor
living more in years to come.

YOUR CHOICE
ONLY

Joseph F. Szabo Co., general mason contractors with
Miadquarters at 385 Greenland Av.. Des Plaines. has been

named to membership in the
Builders' -Association of Chicago, according to Ernest C.
Erickson, president of the association.'
Szabo. who is president and
treasurer, established the firm
bearing his name in 1947. He
currently is serving as president of the Mason Contractors

just now and great fun, which 'Association of Grower Chis just What spring should.rm
cago. Auras the company's

tnost recent projects has:elven

the racrotion buildieg M
Merit's
Mount

Lutheran
Church.
Prospect; Radd Jr.
High School. Arlington
Heights. and industrial residential project building tor

Centex Construction Co.. Elk
'Grove Village.

Vary the color as much as possibk. including yellows, reds,
pinks, whites and the blended or intermediate shado.

MOST RELIABLE new rows are riled for growrikin various
pm of the nation befbre befog Or on the morkel.Your otirsdrymen will be able to tell you which ones ore especially sidled for
your
Sunshine is Important to roses. but M hot regions they should
not be exposed to sunlight constantly. If your I. is windy. locate
them in a sheltered location. such as along a fence or a side °Mc
house.

Roo need weekly watering and periodic feeding with packaged plant food, immediately after being potted during the dor-

mant season and after each flurry of blooms. The blossoms
should he picked frequently to assure continual flowering. preferably before the petals start to fall.

WHEN AN entire cluster of flowers has finished blooming.
cut the entire cluster off as though it were one large bloom.,

The American Assn. of Nurserymen urgo gardeners to buy
row bushes from trustworthy.garden centers or mail order num.
cries. No matter how much care you give the bushes. they will be
only as good .on the original slum.

Here's secre

Enjoy the benefits of
summer -fertilizing

SILVER MAPLE

All you do is fill your spreader with Scotts

Rvir;War
$2.88 ..

An investment
ler yews

TURF 0011.000 and take a summertime stroll
over the lawn. Turf Builder goes right to Work
building sturdy grass roots to help your lawn
Withstund the rigors of hot summer weather.

abwory
thodot

$AVE $2.00

It won't turn a browned out lava groan over-

night, but wah a little time and patience a

PFITZER JUNIPERS

burl Builder feeding will make your summer
lawn greener, thicker and sturdier.

18.24"
Reedy to Plant

Reg.

$4.88

You con spiced Turf Builder any time, and
no matter how hot the weather there's no

$ALE $2.88

Reinforced Concrete'

$AVE $2.00

BIRD
BATHS

2' COLORADO

plus
All Types & All Colors

BLUE SPRUCE
Beautifully Shaped

2-T Tall

1/2 PRIG SALE

12.99

19O6 and currently numbers
Mere than 175 member firms
in Cook. Take. and DuPage
counties. The combined Mem-

$AVE $2.11

BUY ONE AT
THE REGULAR PRICE
AND GET THE
SECOND BAG
AT 16 PRICE!

it in. Just sprtad it and forget it. Your lawn
001 show its -appreciation, How eked this
week end?

one of the key secrets to raising

beautiful flowers.
Successful gardeners follow
a few Ionic watering rules_ The
first tore member is always water after
undown. or late
enough in the day that the
seedling are completely out of
the sunlight.
-I he recommended watering
implement is a OliValliZed met-

al sprinkling cun with a perforated nozzle that produco a
gentle spray.

Poor enough water to dimoughly

soak

the

ground

around the plant. The whole
idea iv to get moisture down no
the roots. Water on the leaves
doesn't do a bit of good.
water

cause this bruises and weakens
them.

Pow the water around Me
plants, or dig shallow trenches

between ram of plains and
keep piping water into the

25C
rekuiler

trenches Lima it stands without
disappearing into the ground.

Never turn a hose directly

WEED -

on seedlings.

B-GON

ersting's

Wen 11118 %Y.

de.

When

using

the

trench

method of Nigerian. put plant
food or chemical fertilizer into
the trench and water over it.
Use a watering can instead of a

Schaumburg,111
;1 -c -7:11t ti Ili] 4 k

A simple device - the oldfashioned sprinkling can - is

directly on young plants, be-

5,000 sq ft bag 5.457
10,000 so fl bag 9.950
15,000 stlft bag 13&97

authorized

(ORTHO)

to beautiful
flower beds

DON'T POUR

awoadirweasean.

PRODUCTS...

CANADIAN HEMLOCK WEED & FEED

....l.'s I

!Jabot -RV builder utl

WE TAKE THE GU SS OUT OF GARDENING -WITH BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE, SEASONAL PLANTING INFO MATION, AND ONLY THE FINEST QUALITY IN GARDEN

$AVE $2.11

bership is responsible for prac-

*Lawn Touch-up Sped&

SPECIALLY PRICED!

$ALE $8.88

Reg.

danger of burn. You don't even have to Water

PATIO STONE

$ALE $10.88

project In the area Noy serve.

ones each year.

$799.

The BAC was founded in

tically every major -building

want to start with duce or four plants and add one or two new

\

Reg. $10.99

Builders Assn. adds Szabo

IF YOU bore more room, however, reserve n larger space for
roses, to give you thevarie opportunity to grow several colors and
variclie. Since new
ties are introduced each year. you may

lam. lands/one Sim

Clean 0111 garbage and other

abandoned articles along the
help

PLAN TO install a rock

Create
ContioliA

Beautify a fence with climbing roses.

go; can be trimmed or left natural; handsome evergreen.

Hours:

garden. u reflecting pool or a
small waterfall operated by an
electric pump.

gauge. Citrus Springs may outstrip id predecessor.

School Marla 155 and 47
Paved Streets

Now -Build tzar

Wrote-

architect for the propured in.
idol buildings.

.

cently when General Mana-

Banton. 3-4 5 Bedrooms

Half Acre Weeded
and Unwcodad toys

several

Savings

ger Gaston Bridges. who 'a
also General Manager of Citrus Springs, said that families
are moving into Spring Hill at
If precedent is an accurate

Split Levels

Buy Your Homan.

27 Chicago & Suburban Offices
to serve you.

center are in the

works. and growth of the coin.
munity was underscored re-

Sensible Too Rotes

220 E. Northwest Hwy 392 1855

years.

cent sold oub Located 45 mike
north of Tampa and about 48
miles south of Citrus Springs,
Spring Hill has more than
1.000 population.

honesement dealer that
the

first three

Spring Hill was over 90 per

suro honteowner. builder and

shopping

BAIRD & WARNER

[t

Cl.

often

Daylight

years.

Plans for expansion of its

PLUS LOT

to*

buildings arc now being

-

brary, a yacht club, an ele-

$31,90017

in real estate

I

hole golf course through this

quite

gimlly placed bushy shrubs.
will act as the psychologicel

$AVE $AVE $AVE
$2.00 OFF ON MOST
GREEN GOODS!

ing that's the envy of anglers
naionwide,
Marco Island has a small li-

Homes Designed For A Lot Of Living!

Since 1855.. a tradition

continue operations us an

sank were contained by split

to

to obstruct pedestrian traffic,

of

dency is around 2,600 divided
between permanent islanders
J second home and condominium owners.

$32,900. Call - DON BONDY

ASK

to form a harrier around their
outposts as protection asides!

plants ore a few that could be
for
"fence -hedging."
Your nurseryman will have
many additional suggestions.

used

Roses are not only one of America's prettiest Bosons; they em
also one of the easiest to grow.

Flordia. where
gracious watermay homes and

Tedlar siding rates quality seal

Mns

!During frontier days, soldiers lashed saplings together

nity off dia southwest Gulf

ida.

brunch post office complete

1962. and in the slightly more

e

men say many times a fence is
erected when it isn't necessary.
For instance. Jr the "Woe" is

American Assn. of Nursery-

Plant them close to a window, a door, or a patio. where you can

tropical, resort -style commu-

complex, telephone exchange,

than seven years since. its pop-

The sun streams through cloudbanks over Lake Monroe. Nearby is the Mackie -built plamed
community of Dello.. midwm between Orland and Daytona Beach, Fla.

n eaffice professional
building. and an 18 -hole golf

Holder, i west -central Florida. may Monk ahead most easily by glancing backward.
The [Yellow Corp.'s lint

tona was born on Nov.

no rod

ing cattle from munching' on

those that drop their leaves.
In this area the following

sv.

a

y between Donation and

planned nom pity of Del-

0.=

scape design experts at the

Camera buffs will be
delighted with Deltona
brothers' newest planned comwanity of citrus Springs, mid-

;

ginning w,th a tract of approximately 75 acros north of
Foster Avenue and the golf
course grounds. Alohawk will

ter. go and eleciriwiy.

Chicago. promise an mutely
nosy kind of industrial pork.
with added emphasis on the

sharp points that ringed homes
Were designed to deter wander-

dub'

possible vibration to the absolute minimum.

Ddlona made believers of
skeptics. Spring Hill and Marco Island followed suit.
So, any one wondering
about the Rome of the Mackie

woostol shadow., b

be developed io Iwo stages. be -

Associates.

of Chimp

The prime reason for the
fence will be one or the first
things considered. Thc land-

be trimmed or left to grove In
an informal way. Also, there
art evergreen plants to give
winter and summer color and

have announced plans for a COIllnaled development which retains the nature aspects and mood of a

cm, rcduc

Cover the floor with lush.

71

veered that the property would

Rood for sale or lease. Sites in
the O'Hare Aletropolit. In.

Inc.

Than decoration. In colonial
days, the picket fences with

enemies, On prairie farms. the

PAIN & Sotherlin also re.

they can be both utilitarian as
well as decorative.

monies marking initial development of the property. William Fine (left), chairman of the board of
William I. lithe Associates, Inc., ond Ronald Berger fright), president (Med Estate Capital Cow.,

of pillars for

seeds

ing grounds.

and relaxed mond Of a
cots
entry club. includes the site
of Mohawk Country Cluh.CoDevelopers William I. Fine
andMinneapolis and Real Estares
Capital Corporation.

endO'Hare Metropolitan Industrial District. 210 acres which include Mohawk Country Club, at care

Bad a Irmening wm to

Cons, Lawyers Title Insurance eushion you in sound' right in

Louis M. Schermer. 559; 417
S. Dwyer. Pasquale A.' Cimi-

'7

Bensenville village administrator Harold Koehler leenterl extends a welcome tore -developers of

Floyd P. Kingston to Donald
L. Schultz, $29; 042 5. Gib536.50; 700 E.

planned to retain the nathre as-

Build a listening corner

Porn

1157

Jarvis1-1

style and design of buildings
and landscaping of surround -

agents for the development.unenl seas
The projected 050 milion a The first two singlestory
development. which has been warehouse - manufacturing

WHEELING: 1004 Kenil-

Windsor. D

"

3

529.50.

542;

3.,

gram at Mohawk Country:
Club hosted by Pain & Sather,
linc. Inc.. Chicago. exclusive

Core. to l4illiam A. Knopf.
$4

fipecial

kickoff golf and dinner pro.

PROSPECT
HEIGHTSthips for the week ending AMY.
23. Price
indicated by SI in gRit50: 1630'7 ComsatP°Lk.. 402 Minnaqua Dr.. Richard J.
Brown Associates of Dela,
inch William Stnckovski to
0
0"ni.,,,n
Orel L. Plontke. $10; 410 W. cware, Inc. to Curt Schumaarkm value.
Huckberry Dr., 3H Building
her. 517.50.

DES PLAINES:

attending

brokers

a

dm American landscape rather

kilchen gardens.

9

Plans for cobstruction of
the first two hulk:rings in the
new 210 -acre O'Hare Metro.
politan industrial District on
the west boundary of O'Hare
Airport. Bensenville. are announcod to more than IN/
leading industrial real estate

Page IS

Friday May 29 1970

Come, compare is theme
of pew St >nebri a ge zroject

Friday May 29 1970

26 W. Golf Rd
P H".".

529. 6102.

Garden Center, Inc.
10311STINGS

6.44 66(4
fi

11

621 N. MAIN ST., MOUNT PROSPECT CL 3.6833
HOUR: Mon. then Fri. 9 to 6. Set. 9..5. Sun. 9 to
Closed Wednesday

avoid washing the
chemical out of the Irencho
hose. to

and onto the plank

Direst contact with chem.
ical fertilizers is often harmful
to plants.

+

W11.1 v

1.1%, CIO M

THE DAY
Page 14

Fnday May 29 1970

Saraan wr p m kes
g rdening ideas bl om

Kids will love
trash (can gallery
Summer Nak.attons xtl
hardly be undo sin before the
Ards start complaining of nothing to do.
Here's a suggestion to keep

them entertained when those

long summer days Mart to
Mat.
Provide them with unc or
two galvanized sleet garbage
pails, a Can of any exterior cement base or latex paint, and
decals, stencils. and design

cutouts In contrenam colon
Dunturn the buddng aroon
loose to decorate the bush

be

Ails.

F'""'

Altman

C G A1,10, garden edror of

Saran Wrap Is generally
considered a wrap for sand-

Chance. are, you'll have the wiches or a covering for refrigunusual "decorator erator bowls. Yet it can be
cans" in the neighborhood.
your extra ''green thumb" in
You can get the whole the garden.
neighborhood involved by of^Gardening with
Samn
fering prizes for the most Wrap" is the title of a booklet
elaborate, funniest, most ornO. edited by The Dow Chemical
nal or most colorful designs.
Co. and re.ismed this spring
for the use of hams gardener.
Preparation of the free booklet

most

was done in association with

fiswidiFlova
F07 MEN P20.kil.
Remember your de.
parted loved ones on
Memorial Day with a
blooming plant or eta

Rows.

We 0;0 have a la, slee

osloor ',Ion. for

ti

HOWLS DURING
PLANTING SEASON:

eves
gft=.-.Tri,Ift.
1
259-2210

FLOWERS and ORS

Elm St. 8 Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospect

Pr./mill)

gardeners

the lndlonapolla Sot.

Heavy Mt' emori

'Chinese air -layering.' is another novel .1110d of rooting
extra -large stem cuttings while

they are still attached to the
"mother" plant. This is an ancient Chinese practice which
as become very Ovular with

any

day, the Chicago Motor Club AAA estimates.

purpose Saran Wrap
works beautifully.
The plastic film can also become a ..baby-siner" for your
house plants while you are
away on vacation.

f cntainer in large

WHOLESALE

E

will sprout without either of
these ams.

you'll
find volunteer seedlings coming up in your garden the yew

gazenebos a. patio shelters.

after oche saw

is to California
Redwood Assn.. 617 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Ca.
life 94111.

proof of ease of powth.
Flowers are a beauldhl blue
may be light or dark accenting to tne variety you select.

In

fact. sometimes

completely as the plant

SILVER

covering with wrap,

thence,. the wrapped pot ins
semi shaded and cool location.

optimum for several eeke.
Other idem discussed in the
booklet include lengthening

$ 1 495
JAPANESE

39c

6 to 8 Plants
Per Troy

A smooth, level lavin area

For mot free copy write

seeds, a sure

',Gardening

with

amen

Wrap."
Wrap." The Dow Chemical
Co.. Cornuiner Information
Scoriae. 30311 Building. Midland, Mich. 411640.

BUSHES

stes.

more a part of tom

With another season for
outdoor living on their mind,

plemen say, is to plant (or patio

Pa

male design for a tree coolness

will add beauty and coolness
on suMrner days. if you will be

A.

improving the patio you al-

20-10 5
Me

ready have, see if there BO a

way for you to plant a anal

250

tree within the patio design.

AVOID .MESSY"
1)

PALATINE 1)

W EST OF THE ZAYRE DEPT STORE

Prennt PollutH
Swim Clean
Shape Up your Pool Now!

plant sitter N
Idea offered Ina mew booldel far minim enthoshashrWritten by The Dow
Chemical Co. Here, the molstore.vapor proof Saran
film win:illy ,abysits..with yonr home plants
keeping soil moist while you're as, on vacation.

15' X 48"
Large 3" Top Rail

SWIMMING POOL

$14500

IN YOUR ,OWN

8 Lb s
Dry CHLORINE
1 GALLON

100 Lks

TABLETS

Deep OVAL POOL complete

100th.

with 2 Side Decks 2" X 4"

GRANULAR
$.,,0
DRY CHLORINE..

$4221

5

PICNIC
SET

W/COUPON

NUMMUKAAVI5

UPRIGHT

6 Ft.
FRUIT TREES

YEWS

there are, They not only me
delicious when eaten hut help
make your vegetable garden as
pretty as your Power patch.

Purple cabbages altmmiled
with green ones are attrative,
much more so than rows ofjust
one color.
Egbplants. glossy purple, is

probably the outstanding
vegetable of that color. One
hybrid variety is so dark it is
named Black Magic.

PR. ON CHEMICALS. GET THE

strain.

COMPLETE WITH FILTER,

LADDER AND FOOT BATH

$156"

etc.

PATIO
UMBRELLAS

M95 $0; 795
NOW
WE

`.11.0

50% OFF
$4.97 value
wicoupoN

MERION BLUE

$)8830.
N.

-1t781111111VIVIVIIIVIVIVNIVA

SOD

55'

$377
PETUNIAS
SNAPS
you name ire

Wehweinl
Sq. Yd

45c

the planting ideas you can m -

prim

with. And if such

permanent innovations we not
practical,
can add dorm

with potte gerniums orother
Even the smallest home
landscape hi o morn fora patio.

Make yours a cool, gran, in
viting place for outdoor living.

GERANIUMS
LARGE, POTTED

57'

EQUIPMENT, POWER RAKES, ROTO
TILLERS, SPREADERS ROLLERS, ETC.

turers who want to expose

924 Irving Park Blvd.
Itasca, III. 773-0874

Palatine, III. 359-4976
HOURS,

9 tarn. M9 pan.
Son90.16.168 pan.

HOURS;

sive to requests from manufacit

broader line of products to attending builders and architects.

Under the revised format,
exhibitors will be permitted to
show any mixed of their product line. Display of established
products, along with
pro-

totypes and new items, will en-

able Midwestern builders and
specifiers to see a wide rangeof

products prior to making buy Mg commitments for the 1971
construction season.

.m.

So,

M i d.America Builders
Conference & Exhibit" was
o aced as the new name
for the trade exposition pre-

Building Products Show. The
sponsoring Home Builders Association of Chicagoland described the change as respon-

ALL INTERBANK 8 BANK AMERICA
CHARGE CARDS WELCOME

Sun.

wq

Purple cauliflower becomes
green when cooked; has fla-

nu more like broccoli than
regular cauliflower. Serve it
raw in salads for
pretty col -

Early Purple Vienna kohlrabi is named for its skin color
but that is only skin -dap. The
purple is peeled otT before
cooking.
While IS while -skinned
White
c°°°.'P°K. Emil,
Vienna, matures a Tew days
olighdY Ian gar knobs.

Royalty is the name of a
purple -podded snapbean.
People do a double -take when
they sec it in thcgarden but not
when at the table as it, too,
toms green when cooked.

new name announced
viously known as the New

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF
GARDEN TOOLS. WE RENT LAWN

2222 Rand Road

seam

littk area uf turf within the
patio
are just of of

Building products show
'

GARDEN, PATIO & POOL CENTER

WILL

flower bed. a wading pool, .0

rlier, the purple variety has

ON OUR EVERY DAY LOW, LOW

Turn your yard into ...turner mien with ere
of our complete swimming peel package.
swim., pool fater.ledden.slides.chemicals,

ination run wild. A curved

Color vegetables
bright purple
Cold you ever stop to consider how many purple vegetables

THE CHANGE will make

the event one of the major regional shows for the U.S.
home building industry.
Preseat plane still cell for It to

could

he held at Chicago's Marriott
Motor Hotel (near O'Hare
Airport) Oct. 8-9.
Also unchanged are plans to
conduct a series of major seminars

on

subject, "How
Builders and Architects Will
the

attract

increased

pa-

rons bymaking the Adington
nice track MED alleactive In
racing people. By then Mrs.

(Final arlide In Parka

The Marjorie Eindheinwr

Everett knew that harrow,

Everett era at Arlington Park
coma, to an end this weekend
as new loaders take over running the hig track.
The emphasis will under-

ment of facilities alone could
net increase the crowds

Arlington racing schedules
were shifted into mid-allernoon and tarty evening withOttl important results. Even.
Melly she concluded that rac-

standably he on new ape
earaches. Mit many of the ma-

jor things for which Mrs. Ever.
alt worked long and hard are
likely to muterialire.

ing in Chicago must Mllow
other commercial sports and
vac evening Will. when mom
people art me.
Mrs. Everett did nol advocate Sunday afternoon races.
Sur she acknowledged that
Sunday afternoon also held

Even her cherish./ goal of
making .Arlington Park the
pond en: moth center in the
nation's tuid,ection complete
With tins all-weather domed
area may yet become a reality.

mnential.

MRS. itvEREIT was primarily contemn' in the lard

gins, anew racing board irt Il-

half of III, decade of the
with three -.opportunities" as
she liked to call them.

There were. Ili IN opportunity to int:nose :menden.
mcm held at Arlington
Park. CO further development

of the An

6 FT 3 PC
Redwood

- $2488

Foizi.";ce;ort=.:7,;

pro
RED BARK

The4

Imes

PPURPLE cauliflower letually looks more like broccoli
hut with smaller ands. Early
P ur p I e -Head and Royal
Purple arc varieties Co
grow;
It
the second a later

COUPON

Building or remodeling
patio sive, a garden enthusiast
the opportunity to let his imag-

plants in containers.

now the patio Trees that drop
Bowers, shed bark, or haven.

I

11111TIVESUISlisto

JUMP ON SUMMER.

UNDERSOLD!

g

DRY CHLORINE

HAND TOOLS

10% OFF

BE

$2" g

ALGAECIDE

GARDEN

GIANT 15' X 42"
SWIMMING POOL

11111

$5"

GIGANTIC 18' X 12' X 48"

$229"

VACATION AT HOME'

closeness.

-The

Plus 3' Top Roil

KNOWINGLY

plan it around as mist-

Mg tree. An opening in the

12 200 EAST NW. HWY.

NOT

to block out unsightly views;
other .man that, though. the
fence or hedge should not be
taller than one foot. because
higher emlosures will ham
confining effect. A low wall of
shrubbery will act the patio
apart nom therm of the yard
with
creating a sense of

num.
If you're constructing new

COMPLETE LANDSCAPING SERVICE

GARDEN ROCK

or fence wherever One needed

of Nurserymen. The easiest
way to improve your outdoor
living facilities, he Nursery-

$7 95

By Richard Crab!,

A patio should have a wall

mot where they wish they had
aped°
and wondering what
improvements might be made.
construct a new one, there are
some fresh ideas being sagnested by the American Assn.

50# Bog

g

desirable fruit will jua be

a look at their patios .or the

club's

area on Memorial Day

tan

AS THIS new season

he -

linois is in charge and the rue-

ing leaders have Nen loud in
their statements that they have
no thought oY doing thorough-

bred mein at night. am time
leadenare on a short leash
themselves.

The stale of Illinois needs

Park 0011.

vanion and conference facil-

the revenue that thoroughbred

ities and Oil creation of an MIyour all -sport recn-saional ten-

racing contranstm. Arlington
Park Iwo for years sent more
money to the Mae mammy
than' ny other single manner.
the husinera Monts such as

ter nl Arlington Mirk.

hill.

reulired that
public parade:1.

F.vcren

increming

in Arlington racing was
not only vital to riming itself
its

Sears includmi.

No also the key to tenting the

The new racing board must
at minimum sustain that flow
inmme into the state [ma-

limb for carrying out her 11111.

ertwo ohjectives.

UNTIL THE odd- infign
Nlariorie Evemtt thought she

incrose patron by
moving the spring Arlington
Park session Io Washington
could

Race Track In southern Cook
County.
Instead of Pining PaDrins.
coiningspg Washington meet
coi

to an and this week has

been o disaster. There will
have to be important gains at
Arlington or other city tracks
this summer just to inake up
for the patrons that were lost
by moving the spring meet to
Washington Park.
Arlington, cady summer

mans will chart the mum of
the 1970 season. It could be
that before Labor Day is =lehrated. racing leader, is II-

Sims cautioned holiday mo-

torists to ham their cars and
thee thoroughly checked be-

jective.

LEVIN HAS shared with

The crux of such a program
domed

that can.

like fiv Astrodomeer in Houston

be heated in winter and

cooled in summer and need for
major league football. baseball. basketball and tennis.

Even if Arlington Park is

THE SECOND of the Ems
ell projects. that of developing
convention and conference

constantly asked 'Where's the

ter at Arlington Park is appealing to the new, owners. Philip
Levin, eastern financter and
now the dominant figure in
Arlington Park management.

would he located but he he.
money?"

LEVIN IS said to he willing
to put in some of the money.
Daley Is not only the Chicago

mayor but a great sPeiatt.
He knows that to maintain
sports

leadership.
Chicago
must soon build an all-weather

area sporu arena.

BetWeen

them. Daley and Lemn could
bring it about at Arlington
Paris.

A sidewalk Tor childrm at
St. %wintry School on Algonfrom Des

e oil us

them
t
Day

g,a00, the
had two years ago. before they

all opm no and joined og,
Now,

hands.

Aldermen

Monday

night

slog from the mhool to Penn
sylvania Avenue

r,.

Complicating the proann

Developers are required to

is that houses in the area Mee
soma. with Male
htcks to Algonquin Road.
Them is already a sidewalk in
he front of Mese houses. and
homeowners are not liable for
another walk along the rear of
their p roperties.
A E vc-foot wide walk rum

iteull sidmmlks on double-

. to

mem of 309 N.

Eastwood.

They :Ire open to those 14 and
older for 75 cents cover charge

may Friday night.
SCHAUMBURG:
Saint Petcr School, 200 E.
SchaimMurg Rd., will be hold-

ing a fund-raising denee TA.
day night from 8 to
p.m. at
the school. Featured will be
I

the Green ROW County Farm.
'Teens from 13 to 18 are welcome. Tickets are 51.75 at the
door.
CHICAGO:
Triungle Productions will
present the kinks, Frijid Pink,
Lee Michaels, Jesse and Ned
Friday and Saturday nights al
8 p.m. at Ma Aragall. Admis.
Mon is 95 per person at all
Ticketron 011105 nr at the

Concerts

will

day, July 9, 16, 23 and 30 at

5ing 1.51111 Mel will cart uhout

7.509. Three options mist for

Again this year, the show

Serve set-ups
IT Your family has outmown
Reclining room sable, or Cron
'just want enough eating space
for a party, snack (or TV) treys
arc an inexpensive and Invaluable investment. Serve
Meal buffet -style. with sefielps
on each fray. and let your font
ily.or guests make thennelvm
comfortable in the living room
Or PhYmom.

1

The Chicago Chamber Or chair, will present their tradi
timed

lakeside

promenad

conductor. performin
Handel's Water Music on Sum
ber,

day, hlay 31, at 3,30 fine o
the South -Terrace across th
lagoon of the Museum of Sel
nice and Industry. Admissio

Another

consideration

is

the width of the mate's rightof.way along 'Algonquin.

.The city won't put sidewalk oh the stale righboa
way." Aid. Alfred
ad) mplaines1

Prickett

Come on! I'm almost got III" soya Mike Dough.), 13, 709
S. KennIcolt, as he tries to balame himself on a unicycle at
Pioneer Pork. (Photo by Rick Lewis)

Alayor Herbert H.
Helsel said Monday afternoOn.
Plaines

Complaints from residents
along Wolf ad, and in the MB

Ihe proicct runs 21/2 nines
long. 101450 Golf Rd. at Me
north end and Toyhy Av. at
the 'south end.. The entire
roadbed has been dug up for
reuenstruclion of the rood.

will have to finish one blodt
of the road before it Call
move into thc next. FOr example. the east side of the road

between Touhy Av. and Oido
ton St. will' have to be comMeted before the companY ean

Nock of Thacker St, about

RECENT RAINY weather

move into the block bctween

hm dglayed Me pouring of

d ua I

Oakton SC ond Algonquin Rd.

and

concrete along the westside of

caused

by Me construction,

inconvenience

work made the mayor consider
110 restriction.

the street.

If the mayor's plan is adopted, the construction company

W 111 EN COMPLETED,
Wolf Rd. will have four lanes
running between Touhy Av.

Loge ir° reqao ties trsull of a 'can'

A,,,enod

ci.orndcnsUttaenedfea,,tour,escounc..efoof,

of

s:sf oof

uIe
11100011

Lona
has 000110b -

the commit. to

reach all local mud,' defray thc eon of the fireworks

&play.

bet of locations. vrc may ham
THIS YEAR'S packsge will
a few."
cost 51,250. =cording to John
He said the letter explains Smith. committee chairman.
the traditional coed so that who said he expects that the
new Nei:, ..1 will be aware of display will be viewed not only
its
HO lauded arm by those al the parade grounds
boot
men by saying. "We but also by most of the town's
have always peso for
to population.
have had cooperative and geeThose merchants contrib.
contributors from the Ming to thc successor IN July
business community."
4th celebration will ham their
The Hoffman Estates Indy- names posted on an Mum pendence Committee is really natal donor hoard.
"illfkirnebl.. ff. B BOBFor Me Pi. tw. year the
profit committee not mart- Hoffman Estates Park District
mai with any other'commu- has contributed generously by
^10 grouus,
presenting a mrimy show last

Of

se

NAN, Winding .10

year and a magic show the year
before.
(Torar1012egT"tamik

11

The Dm Plaines Park Dia

has eppro,1

its

chestra Hall Box Office, 2.2
S. Michigan Av., Chicago.

1970-71 calling for an Ma'am

The city installed barricades

near Third Al. and at Mt.
Prospect
Rd.
through traffic

to

from

prevent
using

Thacker St, Oil and gravel
were spline lomat the dust.

the park district through tax

. The induct also shows an

rake off 10 S482,576 from $
5365,a19 last year.
Toad revenue from nmicPt';..

increase in expenditures in thc
Recreation fund of about

550,000 to 5280,567, an in5231,749 from

and programs and other items
under the Recreation category
showed a major drop from last
year, expected incomes, while

crease from
lest yew-.

The Nalaries of the Superintendent of Recreation. Golden

Age Program Supervisor, Director ot Parks and Remo:idol, and most other personnel
were hiked over from the pre-

,K

R

l

the total income front other

lti:

iteno under the corporate cat

I'm /coking for a couple,
of frarne homes in your
area to display our new

Vinyl Aluminum

In-

sulated Siding. If lute,
ested Call Mr. Moore.
049,0507
13-1111 and Found

chary showed a substantial
raise.

vious yenr.

INCLUDED IN recn-ation

THY. DIRECTOR of Parks
and Recreation's salary was
increased nearly 25 pa cent
front 112,209 to $15,500 for
the ;biggest salary 100. The
salary of superintendent of
recreation wcnt to 512,0011
from 59.125 and the salary of
superintmdent of parks

was raised to 513.000 fmtn
512,250.
This year, the assessed valu-

are swimming pools. Camping
PEOgE2111.1 and special activi-

ties. The expected total here
dropped from 5140.256 to
5119.131.

Acto

of park buildings us well m the
balance renmining in the fund
from the masious year's budg
els are included in the corporate fund income.

The total expected income
horn the corporate fund rose

S36.320,8/4 throughout

from 952,033 to 458.000.

the

14 -Personals

The golf course. the nntal

ation of the city wedt up by

17 -Business Services
los
'S;IY.12136

21 -Situations 91110011n

antipollution bill
By Richard Crabb

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

ham said in his report to The

member of Mc special sub-

Senate.

The bill is scheduled for
Senate approval today and in
that event will go to the House
for concurrence Friday. Deadthe

Repair 34,

1.11.0mM-4750

rk 11 night
to shape -up

is

those who were apprehensive
as to the ability of the sub -com-

mittee .11001 with the subject

matter and also inferred that
there were something sinister

.

23 Employment Agencies -Men

SALESMEN

WITH NO

By Laurie Rea!

TRAVEL
Well established notion.
al firm offers choice positions with $10,000
514,000 years salary to

friend in the 'hospital.
Any one of these occasions
is reason for a paperback book,

energetic intelligent

young man (22 to 35
years old). Should hove

in.. sales ability and

and now you can even get them

like

m the Mon. Prospect Public

work with people.

Library,

Full training and deval

The practice of loaning out
paperback books is fairly re-

opment program. No
traveling. Day and eve-

ning interviews.

cent and was begun in an effort
to

help

several

groups of
people. Since many of these
books are duplicates of hardMvc
Me MternMit-i 'cover books in the rest of the
and -pollution legislation in
library. there are no fines for
the entire United Stalc," Gra- overdue paperbacks.

"Scott and Currie told us

that the new bill, when passed.

885

Libraiyloans
paperbacks
you have 0 long afternoon of
bebysitting ahead or a sick

ronmental quality control for
Illinois and Attorney General
William Scott, both of whom
testified before our subetom.

of

v. lay their fears to rest."

member. The bill was given a
"do pass" approval.

yid Currie, director of mei-

d

about the amendment process

Mime of which Graham is
"After the night meeting:"

BABY 5/1 IN DES PLAINES An
827-1421

"I am hopeful now that

Are you planning a vacation'
soon? Perhop, not, MI! maybe

said Sen. Graham, "we FlOw
haw an anti -pollution bill that
meet, the approval of Dr. Da.

EADJNENCE'D"Yr

Day late Wednesday.

sub -com-

mittee's bill was plated before
the Senate Executive Com-

of tmffic control.

amount of money available to

140.

Yesterday

Street.
Housewives on Thacker St.
last week barricaded Thacker
St. protesting the dill and lack

THIS RAISES the Mal

fund Dein 5326,513 to 5379,

line for approval of bills
midnight Friday.

and Golf Rd. Turn lanes rue
being instriled at some cross

crease of about 20 per pent.

over 1969, in the corporate

comnittee that worked all
through the night late Tuesday
and early Wednesday in order
to shape the Ogilvie anti.pollution bill now before the Illinois

available at 01 each at the Or

219,038. This represenh an in

Midget for

The Chicago All City High

June 7, at 8 p.m. Tickets ar

park district reaching 5235,

trict Board of Commissioners

School Chorus, Band and Or
chestra, consisting of talent,:
aNdents frotn more than 60 o
Chicago's public high schools
will present their annual Festi
val Concert M Orchestra Hall

Rock Road ordered to work
on Wolf Rd. in sections
Rock Road ConstrUmion
Co. may have to finish work
on the east side of Wel( Rd.
one section at a time, Da

sthhee

nen, wantedMon.

cial support.
Donald
Ludovice.
fund Parade, and FifewOrks displace
raising chairman, said that in the suburban area.
For the last six years the
contributions are already cum-

Sen. John Graham (11-3t1
Dist.) of Barrington was a

is free.

Prosper in the 701.7

and semMar will be produced
by the Special Services Division of Seymour Kroll & Associates. Inc., 333 N. Michigan
Ave. Chicago, Ill. The Kroll
firm also provides marketing
and management services to
the building industry.

herd

People's Concerts on Thum

fronted lots. Ald. Ed Shillington Mthl pointed out.

Egvyarneni Rental

ramini,',11,ftg--72 1970-71 budget
Park, 500 E. Miner.
MOUNT PROSPECT:
Another eoffge house is the
LOA -ntl Found, in dm base-

repeated on Sunday. Them
will also be four Toon

its new West Park proPertY.

businessmen for their finan-

r

The Appoinud Place Col-

Posh

TM:aldermen wish so Mak
whether the Mount Pramect
Park District will he required
to ran In any sidewalks along

cream the droll and bugle
corps exposition.
leen-age
dance and greased pig contest.

wilantecra Who consider them.

back, complete wish orond

concert featuring Dieter Ko-

decided not to take .1.1 on
the was! fora sidewalk run-

Preparing for its 10th anmud July 419 celebration, the
committee is niacin coifing on

IT IS MADE UP of unpaid

egfig,

tend through Sunday, Aug. 23
The formai is, Wednesday
Friday and Saturday concerta
will atari al S p.m. and Sunda
concerts at 7 pill. Wednesda
concert. will be repeated o
Prides, and Saturday concerh

concrete.

report

ehitiand
nt

e
eitange,
711E NEW hoard thought it

Bowen.

a

ing," bay Publications, 117 S.

Wednesday, June 24 and es

Plaines City Engineer Robert

pending

Happen-

changmmy or there arc sure to he

the walk. Either gravel alone.
or gravel with blacktop or
gravel with
can be
used for the construction.
Most expensive wouk1 be the

quin Road will be delayed

to fileliat's

CHICAGO:
The 36th season of Grant

Sidewalk for St. Zachary
school to be delayed

rtiio.nsfor9,Mne,ce,olihnfadmolg.ly.wLth,

IllbushrewThs."theLinuoduvaittecing nmoi.d.,

ions you might limo on any
subject

051discussd

would be the buiWIng of

Besides an all dray =161.. -

filled and safe staymt-home

Scone. 111

Crow.

Park.

event.

mom

Park the fact that he and Mayor Daley have at Imist twice in
the last 90 days
th
sib

year sports arena at Arlington

that residents of Schaumburg

Township will have a fen-

ING

or it may be o commercial

possibility of building

Dog, Deis onEl Equipment.
ErnS,VIND.
Agencies WEI .....
Ensployrne.6904.10..

The Hoffman Estates Ind.- selves "instilled with commapendence Day Committee has MO pride." They work year
shifted into high searto insure mood to prepare the mud

'WE ARE ATTEMPT. teed 35(10

slivity may be sponsored sly a
club, church, school or pork,

close associates at Arlinmon

mayor has never demanded to
know where a domed stadium

even above.
Mrs. Everett's holm of
building an all -year sports cen-

"What's Happening" Is
weekly listing of activities for
youths and a rundown of the
current mule scene. The ac.

aloli^g
their bends together," they're

nol in Chicago. the Chicago

oped at levels she projected or

Juergen Reseal.

will tell others What's Ilap.
petting with ma.
ARLINGTON IlYIGHT111
The Friday the Collar
presents Mogen and Cold Turkey for 1- Saturday night foe
Kelly's Original Blues Band
will
original

new look at Mrs. Everoles prolections for night racing.

is almost certain to be Mu:l-

Br Tom Hamilton and

6 005ain6.

has the resourcr and the experience to carry out this oh

ANI of SynNselhy

.celebration.

aes
happening

fore leaving home. He offered

linoia will be mking o fresh

Center. shows great prongs,. II

starting.

Send information on what's
happening or send any opin-

weekend.

Marjorie Everett's bran still
on Arlington race track

bother.

lot of homeowners are taking

2 in a Pools

BEDDING PLANTS

WYOMING WHITE

miner grown plmts help make
the house seem less ark and

I

Thompson Co. The pretty waitress is Colleen Gray from the Henricrs Steak & Lobster, Northhmok.cdhen taking,.. -01, orders for September, when the restaurant will open.

lant for summer
patio fun and sun

bowling or ts n golf putting
gee. In this plate area con -

MOSS

ASSORTED

414199 'E."'

can be used as nn outdoor gomeroom for croquet, lawn

Whether route planning to
Improve your existing patio or

FERTILIZER

YEWS

John W. Teas Lin alters hatl, president ofJohn R.Thompson Co., pours champagne for guests:ft
the groundbreaking of a new Heartens Steak & Lobster Restaurant at Algonquin mad Arlington
Heights Rds.,Arlington Height, Guests (seated, l to O areCarl Klehm, Blehm's Nursery,
owner of
the Prone., Mayor Gek welsh of Arlington Heights; Jerome R. Sebastian, chairman of John R.

the bloom of roses and other

the

touring director, said an additional 200,000 cars will be
moving within the metropoli-

a41vr.

Soil moisture should remain

Vo,

PEAT

MAPLE

PLANTS

comes Ma close.
George Sims,

E en SOD

TOMATO

tOte 15 rt 2.11

the Memorial Day weekend

Water the soil thoroughly

blooms and storing seeds.

destinations within 350 miles
of the city. However, many are
expected to take advantage of
this holiday weekend to travel
to more distant locations be cause Memorial Day falls on
Saturday many ChicagoaM
may enjoy an extra vacation
day either Friday or Monday.
Therefore, inbound vacafion traffic volume is expected
to be. heavier than normal as

4948

RETAIL

m

1

V

excess wrap at the top. Clinch
loosely around the plant's base
but not sealing off the soil ur-

recE.....edZan...c=ces .M=.

*OA"'

1

thud or drowsy.
Start earlyand stop only.
It you will be driving on ex.

.

Alls and AnliE9AYs

thaaChleago Motor Club va
cation ling
Tel a reasonable time Ilmi
on daily driving.
Never drive when you are

PremSays or tollwam know
exactly which entrances and
mIle you will be using before

trip for the period will be to

sheet of Saran Wrap. Smooth

before

is ex-

pected to begin around 4 p.m.
tomorrow.
The average auto vacation

roots will need ,orne Mr.

For a package of color-illusmated idea booklets, and construction tip sheets for privacy
solutions including screens.

ri0 ZO4f Oar/Maar

The major exodus

TO KEEP pot soil from drying out, wrap a clay pot moth.

sed in con-

added. that's a plus. If soil is
loosened before planting,
that's mother. But the seeds

sd 25

over the Memorial Day holi-

this

ttrthlface
If a bit of covering soil is

Packaged
fence ideas

leave the Chicago area by auto

through binder to /sold moist
sphagnum mom in place. For

wrap to pot sides and gather up

rolt

million

1.4

air -layering is a 010111,05i: -

without skill

Ls

than

people in 375,000, autos will

cr types

AnYone, absolutely anyone,
can grow Chinese forgebrnenom It takes no skill, just the

More

house plant can be propagated
by this method.
Essential to successfUl Chi -

Forget-me-nots grow

Al: Conditions..

Page 19

weekend traffic Hof man July 4,th
is empecteol
unit moving
to high gear

type of woody shrub.' tree or

As "MINI" green house can
be created with Saran Wrap,
stiggests the booklet, to star
small seedlings or cutting,

Friday May 29 1970

X

,

?:

'8

296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

017.!;:p3:.

Full tk.110 824 0701

Arl.

HOUSEKEEPER

offered by reputable business people in

Wn'gSTL'In'

your community... CALL ONE NOW!

CONTAVLSFRMAN

Man Mr cleaning.
Portnnte.

M.E. DEGREE Required

Coll Mr Ted BVIewdd

With 11,3 years Experience Desirable

25,3750

Hillcrest Country Club

Melon Motor
R 6 R ROOFING

96 9111

ZP?1=A=67011WR

M.P53

p1

U Coil Corp.

Groyo,

20

,olts 4rhloyOURC HA IR S

o KEY PUNCH OPRS. 029-059
DENTAL RECEPI.
WILL TRAIN

RANDHURSI SUITE PaA

on vevui vemuynie

DRIVERS

392.2700

GEBEENIFDRANKLIN'

. aluminum

D & J CONTRACTORS

'''''P'ACXER PERSONNEL

764-0911

or

362.7900

3594113

WOLF AND OAKTON

TYPIST

Dunkin' D nuts

432,9019

Immediate opportunities. Here's o chance for

MISS LORETTA PA1/PA

Con to become a member of the Dunkin. Donuts
family . . the -largest and bed known coffee
and donuts chain in the w044. Interesting work.
Pleasant people. Good salaries and benefits.

Afgan'Oar

0,1,1156 f

WAITRESSES
CUTLER -

thlaWATnakBLE

HAMMER,
INC.

ab/ipl.on valll OR CALL

3

CAEL 562 1.75

MT. PROSPKT

Randwood Apartments
PAIATINE/ROLLINO MEADOWS

DES PLAINE

259-6268

TUTOR

CALL 259-4999

PICA'S TRE SERVICE

Rum*, 060 RePae,

EPS. WA"'S

137 60o3

CL 3 4302

.130,320

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

MICE JONES L,A35CAPIl.

CALL ED 35B 535a

ARL NIS DAY CARE CENTER

Will Train

Charming
suburban seeing
in established

Pickwick House

°U74r2r1U7,`. Troa"'"

HUMUS
. STONE
FILL

SAND
GRAVEL
DECORATIVE

255 2520

with people. Voded leopariol dunes Ph sorne

genes...B[0*h

Woods

FREE ESTIMATES
3O2 0246

PROMVT'XI=Thg:/dERE

WILL BUILD GARAGES.
ADDITIONS, BASEMENT-REC.

5831838

tr=1;.V.Zoer=6:1

o Production Expediter
o Dispatcher
'

Rd

At=i1
35,6110

Pleats Helper

nob Operator

Inspector

o Timekeeper

Telephone Installer Trainee
000 E. L.0111.1wy., laIOmnn

wimoo Pork. New
in.

INTERVIEWING:

tk7r7orr:',,O=o17

595-0478

665-4412

529 4223

,rne'te'C°11e.'.7
AARON

FULL BASEMENT
traened r., cm., Hsu.
HOUSES RAISED

268616 PATIO BLOCKS

LAND INVESTMENT

"10'1PERATINa

ENTERPRISES

223.0352 if

ans.

no

gamier. Flora

7:1nR°;!T
Phone 394-2577
cameo., it AAA,6

PETS

FOR

ADOPTION

400 N. Wolf Road

CALL 439-8020

"V,Vt=vrre';'s"

En: El:0'0r

'TTEVErrrIAA"ATES

`"tiTt1IKZ"i=11V
PA,'1'lrct71/°,g,l;',Z

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

509 ESTIMATES. 226G255.

JOFORZN

-

CHAIN LINK FENCE
STEEL
'

F:N'AN"Itr

COLORS

EDMOND

GRAS

827 4632

MEYERS
'

rlia-7510

Plumbing
PLUMBING HEATING, Redding

BRICK 6 MASONRY

pony, 6 remain

aft., Eves./wkend6

CL 3 5964

PREE'EsTrAry's

BRICK AND STONE WORK, FIRE.

NEED A PLUMBER, All services

R'ESIDENPAL AND COMMEVIAB

PLA..E.§ AND p6p611p8. FREE ESTI-

Kolman PIThrg: Heating

6t)-

CALL 297-2266

;

-

commensurate with experience and po.ntiol of applicant. Travel requirement
approximately 25%.

3322

yrba.111 6,po7h!ng.

CALL 894-1500

CALL 550 0560

be o college graduate with at least a minor in accounting. Starting
salary

My SP!Axiki

DANKRY'Srl'""..255

00137A=FTaING

FOR FREEESIMAATE

Woltman Const. Co

000 II

HAPPINESS

IN :THE

today's fun -project for boys end
girls.
The gadget is stD easy0 9.M.
a whole collection of them can be
produced in comparatively little
time. In fact, it would be a good
idea to make 0 marker for each

is the stoning salary for female order fillers in our warehouse.

Nojeo

TaP

White Collar Girls
Mt. Prospect

volume on your bookshelf. W.

SECRETARY
SAW THIS ADI
SO WILL THOU-

VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF THIS POSITION for Me individual

SANDS OF PEOPLE

with PpIng anti shorthotid .1616 /Pours MO 10.5 Fame6ent

COME PM CALL

cause page sizes vary from book

DOROTHY SISSON, 299-2261, Ext. 211

to book, each one can be tailor
made to fit
these

Coned dace, Permanent position for ex,* reenoory

JEWEL

benefits. Right across from O'Hare field.

IN THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS.

Union TB Division: Eastern Raglan

READ & USE DAY

Kirral3CorliPolni. Ilatt5'71rldins 80007

WANT ADS.

Tehipbone13121529.7,00

FOOD STORES

CALL VIRGINIA AT

686-7740
R4C)NA.7'.1 / 10400 Higgins Rd.

volume.

The unusual characteristic of

who is outpoMp and likes doily con., Modern dr condi.

'

ap

A homemade bookmark that
will not drop out of the book b

$3.22 PER HOUR

TYPISTS
TRANSCRIBERS

Randhurst Center

Noose contact employment department.

RIG141

HERE

A CANT -LOSE BOOKMARK!
By Cappy iXTh

STENOS

BY RAY PETERSON

RUSTIC FENCING

M"COSTED NEAR O'HARE297.2400
on easel opportunity xxmlover

Summer Job Opportunities
Previous Office Experience

HAVE YOUR PIANO TIMM

Young Hobby Club

$125 WEEKLY

COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHERS

Brass Rail

NEED MORE ROOM?

027.7656

Memls,NW Sula.Pd. of Iloolton

437.5500, FYI 517

Nodhlake, Ill.

PAID VACATIONS.

Became a vital member of a large corporato audit staff performing challenging
and diversified assignments. No prior audit experience required, but you floor

ALL

Bothwell
35,60S0
VILLAGE SWAM, PALATINE

16

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Restaurant

Dormers
Finished Basements
Established, Reliable
ORANGE
CONSTRUCTION CO.

894-4560

Realtors

's's'Scri.'7,1'.cfc's7g70°;

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
Noriblake, Ill.

TOP SPUR,

392.0763

Euclid/Lake Ave next la Tollway
brIdge.0268146

orn Additions'

Infernal. Coll:

Ext. 257

Piano Tuning Services

,.0,436-6333

per Aeldidanal

DON it
HAGER If

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

Full Time
STORE ROOM MAN.

WEST GARDEN CENTER

35134807....,

"nettittrr

Tro't'n'T-TreZ'er7th=rel:

345 6300

400 N. Wolf Rood

NICE

LA9.6050.

3

ALBERTO-CULVER CO.

Sawn Care

'InZr2V1nAnRA=B'
SINCE 19,16

CALL MISS DEL rat GL 5-3600
For Appointment or

3100 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park

rte., VvIEZTtVTLY,t:

ELECTRIC

PALATINE -A rornyi Lovely

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thus Friday 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

Come For Interview To

Wire

dryers, lampposts, 220 V. outlets,

Coll AFTER 6PM

911InvesbnentProperly

WELDING AND GENERAL REPAIR.

Monday thre Friday B:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

ELECTRICIAN

ro:s
$31,900,

ri

ro model.

I. KOTTKE & SONS
LANDSCAPING

QUALIFIED

5,3

Suburban Noll Bonk Bldg.

Vont

DO YOU SEW???

I

Be A Blair Temporary
This Summer!

rZVI=4

a Assembler

Material Randier

e Bookkeeper

ngeriaAcl'icEr,tit.VrilLMOr

oosol. Coll 682-3872 oft.

PALATINE -All brick Split. 3BR,
2 both, ER whrrot bor. Walk to

completely equipond,wilh ov.

Teletype Repairman
Punch Press Operator

General Clark

xi

o Circuit Toner Trainee
'

Machine Operator

k

o Cod Clerk

SOD DEPOT

527-0300

- eod it you ere ay to pow all see oerew - mo
mremookry aroma...Moot.

P

Wallpapering

827-7588

ROOM ETC. CALL 255.I.Bry

AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY

tight:, the Village
of Arlington Heights
oh.. right id. Everything

Aduno Savmo,

I, wkdoya offer 8 pm 358,2258 5

dows trrn-la-711 corpting

Draftsman Trainee

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERYf rye pm

:,1711711I.0

Coll alter 6PV, 392 BB92

FASTENER CO

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

eldeurial Remdeneal

tint nen- tube x...to etc.- even...ea Bklinte of
Mph, ix, ityals eve*. dale bare.05 edueadan and skills

ACE

DECORATORS
ORR SPECIALTY

AN ARMSTRONG
SUBSIDIARY

giant place le make

Amts.,

ensValr=s'ettit

bdrm.
oPe8oI,6 Inm°'
5190 05, man.. C."Plro"r

New 1, 2, 3, bedroom
luxury rental apts.

E & Ei Carpet Mills

Co, or Apply

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

RICH FERTILIZED MCA SOIL
P lye
d
weed...

pahlle Q.. end nen work well

oat who

LLIE SHIM

Upholstering

CREATIVE

SOD
ShTto Enierposes
soT Tots. arm Are

omen No indnrier

shorlhond 42115 00

REAL

Realtors

RECREATION ROOM

MAKERS
Need a dependable pld Ph pad Way ond

sireqsnrettLt attr:

DON
HAGER

PraVc",,U3°`
Call 439-4100

armor oodoissimo mos

If you're Yarded =Few - ree'w gal

REALTOR

One BedonAms from 3176

Windsor

r

253-6300

Timberlake Village

Inn tAlON

Many happy families
now live here.
Join them in the
Country Club Set.

.:VOATIONS

299,21,1

Your
Professional

MOUNT PROSPECT

TOOL and DIE

FONTEE
NO IATOPES

P43,950 Prospect

Gladstone Realty

We'rtet:Ig r"'"

253-6600

rERVSLA
a TOP SOIL

and much rnore I

2 blocks eost of

200 N. Westgate

APPLY IN PERSON

come!. Company Fuld Beneill Program which adman

ECHO HILL -RANCH DAY CAMP

246 hoMs DM ea

Preer2for,i4Solo

WAITRESS.

392-3229

=7111t -P=7

4 bedans

w/Fireploce, Central Al,,

mom 637900, 537.3529

"Secure Your Future at SONY"

°t525n:r*T1^1..

21/2

cor garage

AdatnIroilltr!Ple'll

PAID HOLIDAYS, VACATION AND,

IV SERVICE. REPAIR

537.1411

2

ereear7

OLSEN TUCKPOtNTIPIG

All ',onset, yord

Bedroom

MOUNT PROSPECT

VICE CALL C1,3052

,C1i

boths,

603 E. PROSPECT AVE.

CALL MR. MESCERI TODAY 647-9784

POWER RAKING, EGETIGBING

4

Famil-y Room

i=c62,17.,

Euslid 6 Rte.53PRohltring
Mayan, ol
Pads Rose Irocl)

h"O'hZt1M7SNAOhrtl-17BUOIn",'

=agent Insurance

type

Split-level with

PRUG

SONY HAS PERMANENT OPENINGS or our brand new air

11Zdl=

ROOM?
Call now on this Execu.

RN's & LPN's

RADIO TECHNICIANS (Solid State)
TV BENCH TECHNICIANS

WEED SPRAYING. PROMPT SOX

Meyer

Westgate Apts.

APPLY IN PERSON

EXPERIENCED

Fs...Pales
Rev tecolly
392-9351
24 Hr. Phone

NEED MORE

lion

Mt PROSPECT

Timberlane

CONTVIXECHT

MATH AND KARATE

259.1340

094.5730

YA1 PROSPECT

047-0015

eere.

0...

.

bry W. of Wheeling Rd.

'"Esrstr=-'

CALL MRS. YAMICH
or 647 0016

Please Call Mr, Micheion

ALLEN CONCRETE

WAH LQU IST
ANDERSEN
CONCRETE

Johnny

AIR CONDITIONED

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

, !GINO...016

312 Y66 2896

MEE ESTIMATES

Coll

°km. Anis in Elevator Bka.

Ono Bedr,,Arrnents

CALL
OR. WILLIAM BECKER

236

CALL US FIRST

Coll 827.13283

DAY:9417 G. stireAC. Whom,
62,8683). See Ref Went Mgr.
WestfMilw. 2 blks SO/Go,

30 AnGONQUIN 9040

COCKTAIL WAITEIESS

INEXPERTIaiNgrhir MNEENID- WILL TRAIN

1349 Bryn Mawr
Itasca, III.

R'E'ATSZ2 =4NAC"ES

CONSTRUCTION
593-7208
967.9742

Blobs

Prginttrrg7B7Egrg

UOP PROCESS DIVISION

350.2206

Wan

3-5525

359-4676

773.2020

PRODUCTS CO.

ROgIr BUDGE

men Alter 7

P1.0116

.

EXPERT BODY WORK

RANCH ETTES

Models Opon Doily 10-6
500 Dogwood lone, Mt. Prosp.

ca.,,r.rzrants.rzrz=',4,70-'1"4-1`
with ...den.

Golf Mill Area,

DES PLAINES

Gera Kitchen wiry am, S12.5

COOK COUNTY

SCHOOL BUS, INC.
3040 S. Buss, Rd.
Arlington Hts, III.
439-0923

log harems anueno prom merno Sony tartenere.nne

CL ,38,12

COVIZarXII?IgIA

DES PLAINES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

opportunONes t

'''SRAgroP=Ir"

COMPLETE

9 AM to 4 PM
GOOD PAY

Good palfing

CALL MR. PEDERSEN

Mt. Prospect, 253-6600

Coll 392 47.50

FULLY INSURED

To drive summer
chartered work.

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.

APOLLO

ALL SEASONS

532-8066

SCHOOL BUS

holmes & assoc.

297-7770

An Equal Opporiuniry Employer

GEARING AIDS FOR RENT

FOUNDATIONS FREE EST

Ha taroks Drive -In

°Commercial

Interesting trips

2'.'n1;e:tr397.15%.

,Ard':F"41"73'n9,.

WII PQM.

Refs.

FEMALE

TEKTRONIX, INC.

894.6236
EXTERIOR INTERIOR

EUSTOMFLO 5eam

°Residential

o FILE CLERKS

BARRINGTON,.

JEWEL PAP

EX -GI

ACCOUNTING SERVICES

rec. holl, playground.
297,6695, oft. 6 pm.

o FINANCIAL SECRETARY
0 ACCT'S. REC. BOOKKEEPER
0 COPY COMPILERS

JEWEL HOME
SHOPPING SERVICE

'71=olitVult*

358,1303

,

Personnel Manager
Contact Mr. P.M. Toycon
381.2600 Ext. 415
Mon. thru Fri. 13:15 4:15

WORK UtLL 297 <635

8 4 8 9 016

-Eaporionced beautician wantad.

CookInp,arill6 miss.

gals.

o To Evaluate Packaging Machinery.
o To Perform Economic Evaluation.
010 Participate in Short & Long Range Planning.
.0 To Work on Line Layouts.
0 To Be Involved with a Dynamic
Manufacturing Group

PORSCHE AUDI
AT O'HARE, INC.

tre'gr,'m°,50I-

Sentry 529.1754

Mother's

"'''4'3'710E,r57%;r:i006

challenging positions available for career-mInded mature

2t40681Mg.M.9

DAYS
helper, 5 dal.,
.30.2:no or live in. Pool, teens

,Mn.Wolton. 25,3022

53761066

297-2880

r6

firm.

charley Mdmght to >AM 6 7 PM
to mmlnIght Excellent working
!conditions G pay. Contact Mr. or

0 SECRETARY RECEPTIONIST
o BUYER'S SECRETARY

255-7200 OR 296-6640

tx

C

SUPERVISOR

'''1569'rraU171'''

tggPij,71t1,":
s'HARCZAKS DRIVE-IN

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

y

ADMITTING

ACCOUNTANT

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,

CALE 816430

COUNTER GIRLS WANTED mnme

Otceol=eqagr

DIV. OF CITY PRODUCTS CORP.
WOLF AND OAKTON

DES PlAINES

Rosemont
EQUAL OPPORPIPPOY EN,PaiY60

can't -lose bookmerks

Sharply crease the strip 01 000
places, then glee the overlapping
ends together. The result will be

o band of paper like that in Figure I.

It should be about one

eighth of an inch longer than the
9981 0001 which it is SOS, fitted.

If you make a -bookmark for
each book you own, place if in-

side the book where it will be
instantly ready for later use,

For the sake of vanety, the
bookmarks can be made ofdigermit colors of paper.
45 GAMES AND STUNTS

Mothers and fathers! If you

that they fit around a Inge es

want new ideas for your children
and their guests at birthday pat-

shown in Figure 2.

hos, 800 11

To make one, cut a sttip OT

find 45 of them in
Cappy Dick's "Birthday Party

paper Iwo inches longer than the

Stunts" booklet. To get a copy,

height of a page on which the
marker is to be used. The strip
need be only half an inch wide.
'but may be slightly wider, if you,

send 50 cents in coin, plus a

prefer.

self-addressed,

stamped

enve-

lope to CAPPY DICK BOOKLETS, P. 0. Box 42877, Evergreen Pork, Ill. 60642.

TOMORROW: New chance
win o double dyne rem- outfit,

o

4.

26 Help Wanted Women

75 Help Wanted Women

27 Help Welded Idea & Ramp

121411111101111 Clerchandre

44 0030 Pet, &Eqmpment

121Ircellaneous Merchandise

CLERK TYPIST

''ReAl. 39,2265

Beauty Operator

ELK GROVE VILLAGE LOCATION

R96-11671

clLnCleirWiR7fi
.253-N2B

wubm,-ormir,
WISHING WELL
BEAUTY SHOP

id?1"12:::.. 7:Z";

cner'

ei.bball,r<ii bb

MEMORIAL

ph

35

elTilorne Furnishings Furniture

2-1_ vicite7 gi_veg Com rat oh ot

OPE1

1114.1olorcycles4 0535002111

kittens Tr

trained

liner

FREE

p

E

II

d

s

DAY

570. Greg 255-7607

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in a

By Mike Imam

tee Sfas.dram,

lamp. f 15 255.7793

Left-hander John klocdonold pitched a four -hitter and

111 Automobiles rot Sate

901 W. Lem
Elk Grove Village

512(10 299,596
894-6003

2530034

or

593.6220

nserve infielder Rich Gown,. drove In the winning
run as Conant snored a 2-I

5:30rvall VIE IDDRO

1950 N. Mannheim
Melrose Park

Rp

Whit

681-5700
Moots f 3 ea 25,12E15

IMMEDIATE OPENING
With Mohawk Carpet Distributors

aws

,±6 .19e DWI GI Convert. lose

CI.3.47B3

CARIM

Ck!ll

g

311

loaded
2535760
fR'50.255-367
Mvl1st

sMon

neon

'

ROM SHAG CARDEI

ARLINGTON PARR

.oral....,*

1960 VA ars wend.,

"et gi="14' "
or4.V

TOWERS HOTEL
ions 335 Call

1962 Chevy Impala

'65 mustang. 209 hi perl.

824-742R

pd.

.,..

'moss nowt AM rm. ...end
cls 500PM.

mon. Cl

724-5006

00 VW SlilercSale solo.

Specral price aver TOO yds

CALL MISS MICHALSKI - 437.6601

r

1;

34 -Arts and Antiques

lake

me"ML

od. Enc.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

A.H. ROBINS CO.

ha

DES MANES

GI 54141

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

WANT TO BUY

ter

into n I-1 tic and neither Mom
could break the deadlock until
the eighth.

C011,21 junior went the entire

eight inni
and Wank out
eight without surrendering a

The

talented
stand

game 0011104
he retired
t
the last eight mon he faced.

It looked. however, m if

DAVE KELLERMEYER
Waned the decisive rally with a

left -field line to more Kellenneyer end end the game.

Scheel °Axelrod

single
to left and was forcedool
at second
on Trirry Celeste's grounder.

At

a

moved to third en Krcutefolifs
sacrifice and scored when
catcher Kellerineyer let a
Macdonald pitch gm past him.
Conant had golden op.
porton itica to go back ahead in

o

FOR

oCASH RUGS.

-ll

I969

F..or d

F

ron,

100,

=,11.!..!"

low

T.R.W. CREDIT
DATA CORP.

2 Melene

Nand

Old English Sheepdog Pot, Mot,

fashions.

A

°apneas f2:50, 296-1646

"et9ra.:°-

775-8500

SPh. 10,4 5.1219 Norman
wma Pal.

ma ,a,s,dal

27E118 Nbuted.Men & Mum

h cLre.

o

rens.

G ar. Sere no, 30June I. many

NEED SECOND INCOME, Ear

359-710V

ala'rstraf

gPEETIVL'

ped,a 515 437.6769.

259,;,

n ew n, 1621 Syracuse In,

Gawron. lb

2
2

Cougars had runnms on first
and second with nobody con
before Smith came in to bail

B. Ark., Si

3

S

SI

I

21r

SEA -17 80

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

Norwood's

BARRINGTON

'300000006

IMPORT MOTORS

'67 LTD

10415e0reational Velkies
5.

51

New Surplus Store
BARGAINS!!!

TV

orn"="r

THE II YEAR CAR!

=,,a

, 5.fi_o4',vrt
O74

0

Part Irene - Early Morning

10 IN STOCK 0

11

Coll 397.7315

COPY READERS

.1.65

PL7fivItterihlr&Prgli

IMMEDIATE OPENING

Paw$1695

'67 CHEVY

BONUS MOTORS

381-0899

SS COUPE

THE EXCZI,ME DEALER
THE FINEST SERVICE

enraffer 2977550afr 6 pre

296.6127

Athletic Hull of Fume of core ended by more gain
400 persons.

Murphy was roteo of the lirst
Igreat tall
n Loyola's

$1695

Easekethill history in an era

'67 OLDS

when the sport was primarily a

CUTLASS

smaller mon's gime. He led
the Ramblers In what was then

All Positions
100% Free

0 maimed record of 32 con.
maniacs:ones won

'1595

ir 601.1.141101 COME

tsaras.

'66 MUSTANG

Iron
Wheelie. May 95 hn. 9.5Pre.

PHONE

437-5161

rabies,

Sale:

1.

Vlistret ino mach acrgerreams

a

all Mr. Neu or
Kepner,

bast .Rherr's ewe 5z

JUDY 61.0.1.1,6 NS
PERSONNI51.. INC.

DAY NEWSPAPERS

and 12-month/12,0011-milewarranty.

m.o.n stIAwdl for

erneerCorporalion warrants the 1970 Duster to De first registered owner as follows:

53,259.5516
rls ae.srml eceene Tv. Dann

Ilea)

or

Warranty Coverage el Both. Veldele
orname any tiered in maturate, 0orxmansho texemi .A001151.20

or WWI mks whmhever occurs first.

511. 397 7363

S-Siear/S0,000,Tile power train Warranty

,

Ford Motor Company and rls selling Millet warrant the 1970 Maverick as fellows:

Warrant,. Coverage el Cmlize Vehicle
therir a, Nal. any defect in maim)! or workmanthip two* Ile and lhn)
kg It man. or 1,000 miles from the date el OliQ11131 rood Minty ex whew!

1..VEMMes on MEM odometer mileage haS men lleted.

I.VoeMes on Orli

tmel detetiotaian due to near or exosure

1'

UOCU'5117111

and oars used in mammon with sum aroma
Mull or made. mum. Nkomo. ruin ar hien to
ICB

Ch

Mu

PeFlOrrn

maintenance serums.

nor
SI/etes manufamm
anchor wham outside so now tutu. Cmax
Nato Pm. In
tslend

Ilona, Performed By

ammo.. Plymouth. Chrysler. Imperial or Dode
plumlike*.
est penom your selling dealermnless Lo tos c easels. do bonen as aa auln.
and Munn wens coirsairs outer of wir air Inertias ar Arse mond lo a

allow kale rot them raw to 9l sears rubs

'66 LTD

a

tured Murphy and his Boil.
erinaker counterpart. Chulm
"Stretch" Murphy.
phy maned 4116 points. an 3m-

ny
95

d

prve total in view of the
fact that Loyola's mom scoring

$8cur

'65 FORD SQUIRE

average

the penal never

exceede
alto,
27 points 0 game

The Roll of Fame dinner

None

$795

nweloded from Cesarean

65 FORD

mimeo xes men dome
t. Sutler required duo to normal Wed,
.
Lash of regular maintenance sermon,

in

DURING MS career Mur-

i-Yearfl10,000-Mile power ualu Wassanto

oat

nveluded Room Coverage

-

$995 01

filavetick 12.month/12,000mile =Daly only.

rainee., Mar and sa internstennse ruts...! purnu,01oliemnold.uans-

frindahe
6. cond.

dnumed ',wile 30-25

us wiMent is mien

mktke ..,,,e all internal transmission oath. lot, =neut. Wire
..EErEEI,mis, tear Wet difietentol

through 1930. The string2B
was
horken in 1930 when Purdue
classic overtime battle that fea-

pvEce,

dEVevengsow zuens trig

Darer 5.year/50,000.mile power train warranty

3244196lameas MeKittothse

of a year -long cel.
Manion
at of lie centennial of
was

Loyola's linuiding

in

IMO.

OdOrrleICI

I. tareu, Nom 3..111. file al

.

Other casualty. rsist11. or nem

LVeNcles °petaled outs& of toe Rake stem ex

wt...,

emus iron ot M

$695
'65 FAIRLANE

O. Failures caused by modifications of any part ol PM aMe.

Repairs Pi...
By
Ths rein Ms.. st iri O'cfi i'' 1.mi... rm.' fi......

.'..'....

nnen e 0nldnIrro fifim tellindefitemr seemmel.99Milnl"emilst
Iola Ism tenpin (winos M rico roarer adanklaradolkalwassier

solo ing an. nu..

20%5E5

$495
'61 CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL

$279
'68 FORD GALAXIE

$1695

10 Wog...
Choose from
Example:
'69 Ford Wagon
Full Dower,.

$2095
COMPLETE

INSURANCE
AND

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Palatine
C of C hosts
golf meet

be similarly honored at the

Campers Starting at 51250 up to $17,900.

INDIANAPOLIS. Ind. IKEA) - A lot of race driver,

light. So, at the same time you
back off, you immediately get

must be pretty simple tirNing
w Indy. on an oval track like

right back on the throttle while

Well. it just so happens
that I find driving
a very demanding task.
Indy has certain peculiarities and you better know
thcm. It has no escape roads.

no wooden ownces to break
sloping crash
through and
walls to bounce off. it has that
high concrete rim. In the
toUghest spots, it not only hot
an outside wall but another
onc on the inside.
At Indy find it is very
I

$0ally fast and be
orinVorthle,'More to than
0 half second here and
them. What you bee you can
never seem to make up. You
really have to he disciplined
going through those munch.

an.

I. Geidng throsigh the tint

2020 East Northwest Hwy., Arlington Fits., III.

Doily 10 tog

STP-Hawk for Andy Gran -

which is open to the puhlk.
Anyone interest in ploying
in the eighth annual outing

can contact the Chmther of

first row. You see the pace car
duck DUI ... Ille green nag Tin
and you know you have a ttttt .
It can easily be that your en-

Commerce ollIce to obtain en-

gine

other

trophies

being

pruned to the golfer with
lowest gross, end ladies' low
gross and low net.

111E OUTING will also include Jinni:Iand dancing with
some fiuc intotainment. Tee off them begin at 10:15 am.,
and dinne
will he served
promptly at 7,30 p.m. with
dancing until midnight. Their
will bc prma for everyone
ne at

More
sports

PLYMOUTH

page 20

CL 9-4455 Closed Sun.

hard.

"set."

=Ili. right in the middle of the

is

IMPERIAL

nio much you

Beret. to

Pinch" it, kill speed too fast

add that's the end. So every.
thing! is a compromise. You
just let it drift as wide as pore
sible and still stay in the
groove.

slowinue down

Celeste to third and the Hersey

on a single by G101011 and

Player

deferoc then broke down. al-

walks to Macdonald and Wally
Wiener. Mike Hone! then rap Wed a herd -hit grounder toard left, but Huskic shortstop

Solomon. rf
Morales. ef

4
4

Pram, ss

3

Bruce Frnse an off the ball
and got it tosecond just in time
to beat the speedy Wiener.

oh

Fisher, lb
3
Grumnrachcr, 2b 3
Koch. lb
3
Hurt. c

2

h

bl

1

O

0
0

I,0

O

O
in
1

Nether

Op ter w,6

Macdonald

N4 1

1,Creutsfeld

45
34

0
0
o

Smith

11

er -Smith.

I

1

Dlitt

030
1

Winne.-Macdonuld.

3

7

Las-

the then, 'The play materiefired when one of MinalonuldN
pitches got Fast the Cougar catcher. ditinto by Mike Imre.,

WSC coochowl board.

Pacing the quintet nf De -

Bloc Demons placed live ployers on the alkonference team.

more 2/25 pitcher Gary Wagnor.e probable all state somelion. He currently spode a 7-0

announced this week by the

is one of the roughect on the

thing is working perfectly in
dun cor ner. you're absolute

flat on the floor with your

track because the wind affects
you so much. In addition, you
have another hump to contend
with, and it can molly give you

throttle at the apex of the car.

big trouble.

ner and you really come on

That hump

And I just get off the throttle

4. The mdelual Icon la the and hock on again.
fourth.

is

On the muse tracks we most-

ly slay right up on tin straight-

Now thanes a very drastic

something
you'll probably novo- even son

hard.

troupeople
ble.

turning. I say this is the (wickts turn of all. For not reason
or other you can go deep into it
faster than may of the others.

change of pavement between

the short chute and entering

SC All conferene

way wall,

Antler Demon hill am

mount merited a slot on the

.359 bath...wrap.

squad.
Randy

er, Jim Zino and Wayne

Two Maine East outfield-

made the exclusive Rat. Cage

Demon
shortstop, also was selected to

standout Bob Rieniano's 4-I

the am on the basis of his

Schavml,

Conrad. were added to the
mem. Ziezu hit a solid .345

we m to dive

into the corner with a rim arc.
butter Indy the walls set up
buffeting at throe high speeds

that sets your pages virating
and pounds at your ears and
actuolly seems to du something

to your speed. If fou cwry try

to stay up them. you know
that something's

really wrong.
1.1Iow 10 pow -reel.
The hest place to pass a man

is al the start of either straight.

Now as you come out of the
comer. say you're trying to set
up a man.. to lutis him.

You're coming out how
because yOU have more accel.-

erotic,. or your chassis is handling Muer or you have some

University of Illinois athletic
department for their prlicip.

formerly of Wheeling, were all

groove.

cop on the Illim bosh this

lion on the fresh baseball
squad this pmt spring.

Three Mini
get awards

So. coming out you

really gain ground as long us
you can stay on him as long
and hard as you con with MR
throttle on. That you just pull

year.

out very uhroptly You slingshot him. 'Mot means when

Selected

you're brooking your own
stream you've got enough

for seminar

force. enough momentum to
get by him ot or least stay with,

Three area stars
tars have been

for
their play on the Univcrsity of
Illinois baseball team this past
spring, Athletic Director Gene
Vance revealed eadicr this
awarded

letters

week.

The three, Wcs Dixon of
Farad, Barry Yards of Palatine and AI Frits of Maine
West, were all cited for ex-

Joseph

Connery.

J.

Happy
Memorial Hay

has been selected as onc of a

group or 30 who will partici-

They add do it. even if they
know you've got 'eni cold...
men if you're lapping thm.
But then 400,0 got the hest
cur and you
sitting there

University of Utah.

Only 30 of 500 applicants

in

the groove.'re the

shortest

way around. mid there, no
way hes going to beat you.
As far
cutting in hard. or

school teachers integrate this

shutting the gate on a own.
there just isn't much of that
kind of thing in major league

meterinl into high school social problems and social sci-

th ere sd
ue

ence curricula.

arc

problems, and to help high

tine any more. like maybe ,

Cannery

is

principal

to be -the speeds
o eritiml now and eve-

bodyry

s very professional aboth

it. Nobody who is any good

of

Steinmmx Htgh School, Chi=

Its .11,1

pass the guy. no, going to try
to race you down the straight.

pate in a special 1970 summer
program set up by the Natimml
Science Foundation at the

Day sports staff
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him strong. You've gone underneath him that way, and
he al your mercy.
Of course. every time you

303

Gibbons, Arlington Heights,

Olstagek,,,OddedS5695.60993

you back off, the "ser of the

no means the easiest. To mc. it

as close as you dare to the hack
straight m911. And if every-

that hump. You'll sec plenty of
of marks around where a lot
of
have go
Bonn into

in the corner because there
no way you min get out of the

frethman

the

gdown.

siblc, (Rifting again and going

make sure once again that you

not to turn your front wheels go over that one with the ear
until you're dehMtely over absolutely straight and not

you can only go as fast as he is

been

for the first turn. First man

Coming down to Tom One,
just before the place you pick
as a shutoff inarker, you turn
right just a hair toward the out-

the smoothest

lams together. You've got to

hump there. where the paving

awarded
numeral. by the

he

which will provide up-to-date
in.formation and interpretations relating 10 world,
national and local population

can.

is

turn on the tracR AR it is by

Yves you the right perspective.
You must be extremely careful

kind of an edge on him. But

Coach Lee Eilbracht.

groove He takes his line. Everyone else tucks where he

straight. It

Turn No. 4. There's another

The three, Gary Anderson.

V/25 vibrating.
You get :Away fine and head
takes

too. is .at the end of u long

So...you come out of the sem
ond turn, going as wide as pos.

unless you're riding in a ram
ear which puts you low and

formerly of Arlington High.
Randy Cordova, formerly of
Prospect and Many Crain,

were selected for the program

corner

Ilse

toughest.

Now No. 3 turn is quite
ferent from No. I. although it.

record on the hill.

ence champion Maine East

season

fouled or you won't

the

and you have to be wry, very
careful to hit that hump properly, because that will dotermine where you exit.

3. Third Tom nu, be

right away

Wtst Suburban Confer.

cellent play this past setWOn by

into

preach into the second turn. In
the second turn. them's. hump

emons on

Five

much of on am aapossible. As

"47

in

t you're holding.
the chassis .507 where you Z. Tricky business In the se.
mint it. And then you apply and hum
throttle as you so, fit. As the
car progresses through the
'rho,. what I do. drift as
corner you get on full throttle close...just m close us I date to
and get off the brakes. You go to the short wall and make
make your exit as wide as pm.
oboist the same kind of ap.

A trio of Mid-bliburban
League standouts from lust

have your revs up. One of the
duce guys in Mat tsetse row. I
you, will have a
clean engine, one that in really
putting 011I 100 power. This
time. in the middle. you could,
easily get yourself sandwicha
So you watch close to to right
and then to the left. You know,
without thinking about it, that
it can become a very dangerous spot. Last goar. I
y. .STP Special justlike
like

you ron up a plane for takeoff on n short field.
I had the throttle down and
the brakes on hard. And when

hotYou'r

Bible bemuse if you try to turn

all right,

side wall to give yourself as

Sot. 8 Sun. 10 to 5
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Cordova, Anderson,
Crain receive wards

turn.

Villa Olivia Country
Club on acne IA an event

with

the brakes are still

most race tracks,it is so easy to

Leis take it from the top.

information. A traveling
doom via to the top golfer.

on the brakes, then you get
This works to preserve the

where 1 started last year in the

try

at is upset. The front takes a

dive and the hack and gets

follows I Meet in Europe when
I'm driving the Grand Prix
circuit. will say ''Mario. ig

clumped on and the whole car
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Krentsfeld. 2b-Hart.

Mopio Andregg gelllls views of if ndy race

real surge of acceleration. I
just really had those binders
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HERSEY II)

Hersey's Tom nun slides home with the Huskies' only run of
the day as Conant pitcher John Blamlonald h:u trouble handling

dinner.

The Palatine Chamber of

I

I

104 W. Irving Park Road (Just West of York) BENSENVILLE

E-Koch. Hart. Macdonald.
M. Athos. Lonmilvero.
-Frame. Loptailvero. B. Arkin!.
me-Wiener. Hood. Hen.
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you let that brake off you get a
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'1010 model Chevy P/U - Brand New Open Road Camper, only...$2495*
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Twenty-one other athletes will

Commerce will host a golf out-

the dinneri

The Finest, Largest, Most Complete Line
of Recreational Vehicles in Illinois.

iflt:0 'LT 11111

Friday.
May 29,
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Conant
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Wally Wkr of Conant loses Ms hat bustling down the Ilne
but its air in rui n as the throw from Hersey pitcher Rich Solon,-

Charles "Feed" Murphy.
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ning, but Hersey slipped away
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Totals

hi
1

Celeste. 3h
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the fifth, and the seventh in-
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It
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smile; like ne2sre,.0a2r

Plo, chair 315 m9 veld .v

much rein 63.1

Wiener. cf
Flood, of
M. Arkus. lb
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Bahnick. ph
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Player

In the seventh. the Cougars
loaded the bases with MIO out

on Bill Arhus' tricky grounder
but firm baseman Steve Koch

*EIRAVERIICCL

Hosted

double clown the left -Held line.

Gil Lopesilvero snaked a
single up the middle to move
lowing the run. Third baseman
Steve Fisher made a nice stop

'IX

third. Tom Hart

Ryder. If
Kreutrfcld. p
Smith. p

.*

ar9

less than

Mee rite

wens rib, ne Anew. S15

on seems..

595-0200

lefty
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then settled damn to pitch on.

onc-out single on a line to left
and pinch.hitter Roy Bahnick
moved him to second with a
single into the hole at short.
Smith retired Rob Rain on
a lomat, to second, but Cawron, who entered the game in
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eight -inning victory over visiting Haley yesterday.

a tie for eighth

finished in

ll

NOME

69 PAWLS

male for both clubs anti they

335.

'rzt,

STINEWAY FORD t'IOPKINS

sk 0e -

Stu Holcomb, Sox executive and former Northwestern University athletic director, was the speaker
at the meeting of the Arlington Heights Rotary Club yesterday. (Photo by George Hales)
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aging hie equipment with any
foolhardY Moves.

Lave- titter nips Fit ig,ccits
By Jim Stuart

erased on a bunt attempt by
Bill Tyler who then struck out

A three -hit shutout by Mark

Wicklund and an unearned
run in the first inning gave

Fremd a 1-1) victory over Mid Suburban League champion
Wheeling _yesterday on the
Wildcat diamond.

to end the threat.

THE WILDCATS

added

their only other two safeties in

the next frame, the fifth, but
they also went for naught.
Groot started the potential rally with a single after one was
out, and he went to second on
another one -bagger by Wei -

sen.

perfect

But both were left stranded
when John Dyson flied out to
center for the third out.

Mike Kolze to second to cut
down Glenn Jarzembowski,

Wicklund only faced three
hitters in the sixth, thanks to a

throw from catcher

who had walked, on a steal attempt.
BUT IN THE seventh he

was right back in trouble
again. After Tony Fricano

position with only one out.

grounded out, walks to Dean
Sheridan and Casey Wasilewski and a balk put the tying
and winning runs in scoring

fine style, however, by striking
out Groot and getting Weisen

to ground out to short to end
the close encounter.

Meanwhile. Fremd had p

across the only tally necessai

in the first inning. Bob Molo
nik led off by reaching first t'
an error, stole second and the

came in on a single by Koh,
after one was out.

BUT THAT was the onl
damage

It really didn't matter to the
tuts. however, because they
had wrapped up the MSL title
,

h u r ler

coach

Ron DeBolt experimented
with different
people at strange positions.

4

three and passing four.

The only other safety of
Wasilewski was a single
right by Moloznik in the filt1
with two outs, which wa
wasted When Casey got Et
Wlodarzyk to pop out to th.

at

could

take away from the excellent

y

performance turned in by
Wicklund, who held the usual-

ly hard-hitting Wheeling club
to a double and two singles. He
struck out six and walked only

infield.

FREMD (I)

four in his distance win.
The double was stroked by

Terry Lundquist and the sin-

Player
Moloznik, cf

gles were collected by Speedy
Weisen and pinch -hitter Mike
Groot.

Wicklund was going along
with a no-hitter until the bottom of the fourth, when Lundquist got his double after one
was out. That was one of the
few times the hosts came close

to scoring, but Lundquist was

to Wheelin
Wasilewski. wh

done

pitched at 'least as well as h
counterpart. Casey allowe
but two hits. while striking of

the day before. As a result,

BUT NOTHING

'

.

Wicklund came through in

Hersey journalism teacher Dick Nelson chats with Cubs' information and service manager
Chuck Shriver during second inning action of yesterday's thrilling 8-7 victory by the North -

siders. Nelson brought his junior journalism class members to view the press setup at Wrigley
Field. (Photos by J. Alan Cook)
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Wlodarczyk. ss
Kolze, c

4

0

0

2

0

Bruns, If
Simpson. rf
Hanks, 3h
Hauswitth. lb
Loughlin. 2h
Wicklund, p
Totals

2

0
0
0

3

2

I

0
0
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State track heroics earn Krainik ACS award
;

Maine West head track
coach Joe Jobst readily admits
that this year's squad was one
of the best he's ever coached, a
compliment that entails no less
than I I seasons.
Possibly the biggest reason

influencing Jobst's statement
a three -event man named
Gerry Krainik. The black is

haired super speedster just returned from Champaign where

run in the Midgets of the Daily
News Relays." Gerry recalled.
"My brother (a 1965 gradu-

ate at Maine West) went out
for the high school team and
kept

It didn't take him very long.
two years in fact, before he
erased his brother's name in
the scorebooks. Gerry was
clocked in 51.1 as a soph-

interested in the
sport." Gerry's brother was
also a 440 -yard man. "His best

establishing a new
school record on his level.

time was a 51.3. so my first
goal was to break his time."

HAVING satisfied his first
aim. Krainik proceeded to set

me

Gerry said.

omore,

his sights on the sub -50 -second

a

off the winning pace. For his

he's_ been at it for over seven
years. "Mark Henkes (Gerry's

teammate) Jack Williams

(a

like

an

run the indoor season because

there wasn't any wind to contend with," As a senior, how-

mark at a sizzling 50.3.
Krainik came close to glory
in his junior session, but Schlegel's record looked as good as
gold --until midway through
Gerry's senior term.

In the outdoor version of
Waukegan's Drew Relays, the
stepping

pacesetter

almost insure a record -setting
performance in his next open
quarter mile outing.

superlative efforts, Krainik has
been awarded this week's Ash- lete of the Week trophy.

ered a veteran on the oval since

seemed

task since Lloyd
held the all -school

turned in splits of 48.5 and
48.3 in separate relay legs to

blink

GERRY, a senior at Maine
West, can almost be consid-

Schlegel

high

he placed a close second in
the 440 -yard dash,

mark. It
enormous

SP

SURE ENOUGH, given a

Page 20

RTS

fast New Trier track on a

Friday,

seemingly windless afternoon,
Gerry shattered the old mark

May 29,

ever. he thrived outdoors.

KRAINIK admitted that
the psychological aspect of the

race is half the battle. "You
haVe to be mentally set at the
start of the race. Once you get
going, you have to keep telling

yourself to relax. That's the

event. This year. however.
Gerry added the 100 -yard dash

to his repertoire "as a warmup
for my speciality."

HIS "WARMUP" proved
so successful, however. that he

qualified for the 100 downstate in 10.1 fashion. His accomplishments, though, haven't gone unnoticed.

most important thing."
Form is fundamental. Krainik's swinging arms and sure
strides didn't come overnight.
It took long hours of practice

He has been invited to the
Golden Midwest Invitational
at York High School June 13.
The Invite draws the first and
second place finishers in the
state meets of all the midwest

and dedication.

states.

The anchor leg of the mile
relay ,has almost gone hand in

hand with his open 440 -yard

College coaches are also interested in recruiting Gerry to
their campuses. Purdue. II-

Player

ab

Day, ss

3

2

linois,
Northwestern and
Northern Illinois are just some
of the institutions making their
bid. Gerry. however, is still un-

Fricano. ph
Sheridan. If
Wasilewski. p
Gack. lb

3
2

Groot. ph, lb

2
3

decided. All he knows is that

Weisen. 3h
Dyson, c

Totals

no matter where he goes.

GERRY IS still undecided
on his choice. If it was up to

I

I

2

21

2b -Lundquist;
2b -Lundquist;

h

0' 0

Jarzembowski, cf 0. 0
LundquiSt. 2h
3
0

Tyler. rf-

he's going to continue running

r

0

0
0
0
0
9
9
0
0

I

0

I

0

0
3

0

0
I

0.. 0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

bi

0
0
0

1)

E-Wlodar-

czyk, Gack, Day; SB-Moloznik, Kolze; Sac-Jarzembowski,
Hauswirt h. Hanks,'Bruns.

Jobst, though, he'd just as soon

have him back for four more
years.

PITCHING SUMMARY

Palatine's Guy Zajonc also

received a nomination for the
Athlete of the Week. Guy kept
alive a 12 -year string of points

scored by the Pirates in the
state track meet by taking a
fifth in the pole vault last Saturday.

Pitcher
Wicklund

ip r-er h w so

Wasilewski

7 0-0 3 4 6
7

1-0 2 4 3

Winner-Wicklund; Loser Wasilewski: PB-Dyson; WPWicklund, Wasilewski.

and posted a new one in an excellent 49.9

1970

tennis letterman) and I used to

As the season pro'gressed.

THE
MIGHTY
MITE!

Gerry did himself one better
by lowering the standard three
times until he reached his peak

performance of 48.4 in the
state finals.

Krainik began each year as

a member of Bill Barringer's
cross-country squad to begin
conditioning

for the track
schedule. "I was never a stand-

out distance runner," Gerry
said. "My best finish was a
13th in the Conference Meet
during my junior year."

SIGNS OF a dissappointing
cross-country season as a se-

0./..!

nior came into consideration
when
Niles
North's Bob
Prodznick nipped Krainik at
the wire during the initial in door track triangular with
Glenbrook North. "It was be-

Iry [Ay wpm AI
rty

cause he had the inside lane,"
Krainik contends.

Gerry bounced back, how-

ever, by whipping his competition in all remaining dual
triangular meets, He
recorded his best indoor time
in a clutch performance during the conference meet at
Maine East in 50.5 to lead the
Warriors to a championship.
"As a junior, I preferred to
and

Gerry Krainik
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Rub '0' the Green
by Jim Rodio

3 LINES - 5 DAYS
only

Golf pro
White Pines Golf club
Sponsored by the Branigar Organization
Each year we always try to impress upon the

golfing public the importance of keeping the
course they play on in the finest condition pos-

sible. However, each year the fairways are
scarred by players who do not replace their divots
or repair ball marks on the greens.

A small number of golfers seem to justify inconsiderate treatment of the golf course because

of what they consider to be a costly greens fee
which will pay for the grounds maintenance. The
same type golfer thinks the rental fee of a riding
cart includes a license to ride too close to the
greens which can damage the edges of the greens,

or to drive across tees, destroying new grass
groWth.

Ad is your best buy in the areal Want
Ads are so handy for many things and

$3.90

THEN THERE is the player who comes out to
practice, but leaves the specified area, going to a

back nine hole to prac:tice wedge shots to the
, green. This affords good wedge practice but is
very expensive for the greenskeeper and his

only The Day reaches so many northwest

suburban people for such a low cost.

helpers to repair.
UM I

For the golfer to whiom this article may apply,
why not be a "good Joe" and take the little time
needed to replace divots, to repair ball marks on
the greens land to keep the riding carts away from

WM I
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YOUR FELLOW 'golfers will appreciate your

consideration.
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